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Williamsresignsoverbonusscandal
by Terry Moore
Students' Administrative Council President, Kevin Williams,
resigned at an August 8 meeting of the council in the wake of a
mnjor investigation into the financial accountability of last
year"s executive.
Improprieties in their financial management sere brought
to SAC's attention in late May during the annual audit
conducted by the Touche Ross Accounting Firm. The
auditors could not find support for 36 items which were
outlined in a letter to SAC's financial department
"We were simply requesting additional support for the
disbursement of these funds," said auditor Steve Black.
The SAC Bylaw Re1,iew Committee ( BRC) and board of
directors (excluding Williams, who was found in conflict of
interest) were combined to form an ad hoe committee to
investigate the 36 points.
Subsequent reports submitted to council August 8 showed
committee recommended the ratification of thirty points, and
council decided to ratify these points as well.
The greater part of the meeting was spent discussing the
six remaining questionable points, and hearing the defences
of the 1986-87 executive ( President.. Jon Carlos Tsilfidis,
Vice-President Finance, Cromwell Woghiren, and V.P.
Administration, Kevin Williams).
In his report to council, BRC chair, Brad Hodgson,
presented Exhibit no. I. a memo i;igned by Tsilfidis,
Woghiren. and Williams listing the people who would receive
bonusr-s and the amount of the bonuses.
- -+---:i.tr-1i'Otll~IHH-'f~i&--trrl'ioinii:uiieseiswere allocated, with
$7,400 of those funds going directly to the executive: $4.000
to Tsilfidis. $2,400 to Woghiren. and $ l ,000 to Williams.
The memo stated Tsilfidis' bonus was by order of the
board of directors, but BRC could find no evidence to
substantiate this claim.
In a summary of sworn testimony to the BRC, W oghiren
said the executive did not have any written authority by way
of a special resolution or even an oral understanding in giving
out the bonuses.
Members of the 1986-87 board of directors, excluding the
executive. signed affidavits stating they were not aware of the
previous executive receiving monies in addition to agreed
renumeration.
One. Chris McIntyre. said "Our last meeting (of the
board) was around September 15, just prior to the first
council meeting."
"The staff bonuses definitely didn't have approval," he
said. ''The extent of Carlos· communication with the board of
directors was the priority list item of salary increases." A
priority list was circulated before the 1986 referendum to
increase SAC fees.
Tsilfidis contends the $4,000 given to him was not a

Cartier Hall Is ready and waiting for Its 160 residents to
arrive. Constructloa crews are "just doln1 the touch-ups." said
Head Resident. John Roa. Built at an estimated total blll ofSl.6
mllllon, the bulldlng bas two rooms specially equipped for

disabled students. A joint committee of the university's Senate
and Board of Govemon pve several reaso111 for die choice of

bonus, but a salary increase. He said a reference to it in
writing as a bonus on exhibit no. l is a typographical error.
"We were phasing things in," Tsilfidis said. "The
president's salary increase based on Neil's research figures
(Tsilfidis commissioned SAC researcher Neil Odette to
conduct a survey of president's salaries at other Ontario
Universities.) equalling $16,000 and change as average for
Universities similar to us in tenns of budget and enrollment"
The Lance conducted its own survey and found that
universities much larger than the University of Windsor were
used in this average figure. For example the Universities of
Western Ontario and Waterloo have presidential salaries of
$17,000 and $19,000 ·respectively but they also have a
student enrollment almost doubling that of the U of W.
It was also found that larger Universities like McMastcr
and the University of Toronto had paid their presidents less
than $16,000.
"The position of president desen ed a salary increase."
said Tsilfidis. "Perhaps my mistake was not implimenting
salary increases sooner."
At the September 15, 1986 SAC meeting Tsilfidis was
asked a question about the salary item on the priority list of
expenses for increased student fees.
Tsilfidis replied the $10,000 alloted to salary increases
included total salary costs of SAC and Student Media
Corporation, but he made no specific reference to the salary
of the presidenL
At the October 23rd SAC meeting Tsilfidis stated
specific monetary allocation had not been set, and finally at
the same meeting when discussing restructuring he said it
would be effective May I, after his term of office ended.
Tsilfidis approved the executive and staff bonuses as well
as his 'salary increase· on his last day in office.

Lance photo by ThomasPidgeon
committee with the idea that he was wrong in taking the bonus
and wanted to rectify the situation."
"We asked him to pay the money back and we added a
further stipulation in asking for full disclosure of what
The BRC asked Tsilfidis to pay back, make reparations or happened last year," said Hodgson.
face a civil court action. Tsilfidis was also asked to pay back
He said this would provide for better insight into what
almost $6.000 in expenditures the council did not find happened and could provide sworn testimony as court
appropriate. Among these expenditures are $595 in Liberal evidence.
Party delegate fees, $2,000 in travel and conference foes. and
BRC member Brendan Thomson said Woghiren was
other expenses totalling$ J.630.76 that were unaccounted
chosen out of the three executives to participate because he
for.
was "the person who would most likely roll over. based on
. SAC lawyer, Doug Phillips, told council he thought they peronality and past experience.··
V.P. Administration, Peter Ostojic said Williams and
would be successful in a court action. "I believe you have a
Woghiren were both "offered the same deal," but Tsilfidis
case of breach of fiduciary duty:· he said.
was not
"I think ulterior motives sort of sprang up." Williams
"We met with Jon Carlos about three or four times," he
said. ""I'd like to know who really gets what out of it We
said.
"Jon felt there was nothing wrong, but no past president
haven't done a goddamn thing all summer because of this
has given out bonuses to his staff."
investigation.··
Woghiren's fellow executives were not pleased with his
Woghiren chose to co-operate with the BRC.
co-operation.
"I feel that 'it was my obligation to give a full account of
"He conveniently detached himself from the things that
my money and depositions," said Woghiren.
he
went along with during the year and things that were
Hodgson said Woghiren "approached the bylaw review
appropriate and legal," said Tsilfidis. "I must question
whether his motivation was sincere:• he added, "It sounds
like he's kicking himself in the head for policies he helped
implement"
WilJiams was blunt in his assessment of Woghiren's
actions.
"I knew he'd talk to save his ass," said'\villiams. "Seeing
that he snuck around and did all those other things during the
year, this doesn't surprise me."
•
Wiliam said, "Cromwell approached Jon and said, since
you've got your salary increase can you give me a little
something?"
"I was approached to expose Jon to the board of directors

Lance photo by Thomas PldgNn
name. noting " ... die name of Cartier occupies a prominent and
bo11ouredplace In Canadian history." ne committee added the
ume was a "natural palrln1 with MacDonald Hall," u both
Georges and John A.. former Lance staffers. were leaden In

Canada's confederadoa.

and the bylaw review committee. I wasn.t going to attack
Carlos,'' Wit Iiams said "If you' re going after Jon you have to
implicate me. They knew I wouldn. tstand up and say-' Jon's
a crook.'
"In resigning-fm
saying sorry for the bullshit and I
really can't take it anymore," he said ''Carlos believes he did
nothing wrong and he's paying nothing back. I believe, yes
your methods were wrong."
McIntyre blames Williams' resignation on Tsilfidis,
•· Kevin would start thinking logically about what was best for
the organization and Carlos would come in and infiltrate his
ideas."D

See related stories. pqes 8 and 9.
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DIVERSIONS
FRIDAY, September 4
STROH'S MAINSTAGE
Noon Tom Saunders Surfside Six
2:00
Harvey Thompson & Friends
3:30
Christopher Pitts E.M.X.
5:00
Jimmy Wilkins Orchestra
6:30
Motor City Jazz Quintet
8:00
Sonny Rollins
10:00 Roy Brooks & Aboriginal Percussion Choir
with Artistic Truth
PYRAMID STAGE
Noon Washtenaw Community College Jazz Band
1 :30
Hat & Beard
3:00
Gary Schunk Trio
4:30
Earl Van Dyke & Company
6:00
Robert Lowe and Lowe Down
7:30
"An Endangered Species Lives"
9:00
Larry Nozero and Friends
PYLO N STAGE
11 :30 Wayne State University
1:00
Northville H.S. Jazz Band
2:30
Chippewa Valley H.S. Stage Band
4:00
Notre Dame H.S. Jazz Band
5:30
Aquinas College Jazz Band
7:00
U.S. Army Jazz Ambassadors

SATURDAY , September 5
STROH'S MAIN STAGE
Noon
Purdue University Jazz Band
2:00
Walter White/Rick Margitza Quintet
3:30
U.S. Army Jazz Ambassadors
5:00
Wendell Harrison & Freinds
6:30
Austin - Moro Big Band
8:00
Wynton Marsalis
10:00 Lyman Woodard Organization
PYRAMI D STAGE
Noon Detroit Jazz Guitar Ensemble
1 :30
Chuck Robinette Trio & Cris Peterson
3 :00
Russell Green Quintet
4:30
Na ima Shamborguer & Trio
6:0C
Svnchron
7:30
Espoo Big Band (Finland)
9:00
George Benson Quintet

PYLON
11 :30
1 :00
2:30
4:00
5:30
7:00

STAGE
East Detroit Jazz Ensemble
Edsel Ford H.S. Jazz Band
Northwestern H.S. Jazz Ensemble
Northwest H.S. Jazz Band
Stevenson H.S. Jazz Band
C.S. Mott Community College

SUNDAY , September 6
STROH'S MAINSTAGE
Noon Charles Harris Trio Plus 3
2:00
Espoo Big Band (Finland)
3:30
U.S. Air Force Airmen of Note
5:00
The Motif Vocal Arts Ensemble
6:00
Sherm Mitchell - Swinging Society
8:00
Dizzy Gil lespie with J.C. Heard & His Orch.
10:00 Joe Lo Duca Group
PYRAMID STAGE
Noon
Henry Ford Community College Jazz Band
1:30
Louis Smith Quartet
3:00
Lunar Glee Club
4 :30
Jack Brokensha
6:00
New Breed Be-Bop Society
7:30
Guerilla Jam Band
9:00
Griot Galaxy

N
N

-<
>
,-

PYLON STAGE
11 :30 Sterling Jazz Band
1 :00
Kenowa Hills H.S. Jazz Ensemble
2:3 0
Central Michigan University
4:0 0
Northview H.S. Jazz Band
5:30
Jefferson H.S. Jazz Band
7:00
Western Michigan University

MONDAY, September 7
STRO H'S MAINSTAGE
Noon New McKinney Cotton Pickers
2:00
Bobby Cook & Friends
3 :30
Wayne State Univer. & special guest J.C. Heard
5 :00
Eddie Russ Limited, Inc.
6:30
Ed Nuccilli & Plural Circ le
8:00
NAJ E Awards ·
8:30
TRUMPET SUMM IT with Dizzy Gillespie.
Jon Fadd is, Donald Byrd. Russell Green.
Louis Smith & Johnny Trudell

WELCOME

>

PYRAM ID STAGE
Noon James Tatum Trio Plus
1 :30
Fire
3:00
The Detroit Jazz Quartet
6:00
Johnny Griffith, Inc.
7:30
Barefield - Holland - Tabbal Trio Plus
9:00
Ron English Band
PYLON
11 :30
1 :00
2:30
4:00
5:30

STAGE
Farmington Harrison Jazz Ban d
U.S.A.F. Airmen of Note
Romulus H.S. Jazz Band
Novi H.S. Band
Central Mfchigan University

$TUDENTS
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WHERE THEY STAND
by Arthur Gosselin and CUP
With only two weeks before the September I O election,
issues concerning post-secondary education remain conspicuousl y absent from the agendas of all three major political
parties.
The Ontario Federation of Students (0.F .S.) has compiled
a list of questions they believe are central to post-secondary

On September 10th
Ontarians will cost their
ballots in favour of the
candidate and/ or party
they feel will best represent
them in the provincial legislature .
Universitystudents and
faculty across the province
will shore common concerns as they elect the
nextgoYemmentparticularly the accessibility and quality of post secondary
education. In practical terms this means. among
other things, tuition fees. Ontario Student Assistance
Program (OSAP), the furthering of research, and
adequate facilities.
These long-standing problems with post-secondary education hove been recognized and hove
been a top priority of the liberal government during
the post two years. It Is impossible to solve, In any short
period of time. all the problems which emanate from
all aspects of the University system, nor should one
declare that one can . Realistically, only a few can be
dealt with on an immediate basis and several more ,
as a port of a tong-term strategy . The Liberals In the
past two academic years have taken action that
begins to address these issues.
Toward the end of making Ontario's universities
accessible to all qualified students. the government
has undertaken the following measures.
In Nove, r1oeron96'!5, Tl'iegovernment announced
tuition fees in 1987-88 would be held to an increase of
4 percent and further to that, tuition-related compulsory
ancillary fees, i.e. laboratory and screening fees. etc ..
were banned as of Moy1, 1987 In addition to keeping
tuition below the rote of inflation, forecast at 4.2
percent for 1987, accessibility to university education
was specifically promoted through a revised funding
formula which incorporates an accessibility envelope
which will provide financial compensation to universities
for any increase in qualified students over last year's
enrolment. Also included in the number of measures
to improve a ccessibility , OSAPhas been updated and
funding increased by, first 8 percent in 1986-87 and a
urther 17 percent in 1987-88. Thispercentage increase
translates into an additional $25 million. of which $4
million went towards assisting single support parents
attending university.
In making university education ocessible to all
qualified students. the accompanying responsibility
of the institution as well as of the government is to
ensure that adequate facilities and funding ae available to maintain and further the quality of learning
and research intrinsic to the university atmosphere.
During its two-year term, the Peterson government
again showed its comprehension and willingness to
deal with the onerous task of maintaining and upgrading the degree of excellence acheived by the
academics In Ontario. Research undertaken by
Ontario's universities is crucial not only to the institution
itself, but to the furthering of the province's competitiveness.Towardsstrengthening research and development,
the government has token actions which include programs administered through the Premier's Council the
University Research Incentive Fund, which has been
allocated $1Omillion up to date, for research projects in
all types of academic disciplines. including the
humanities and social sciences. and a $37 million
allocation to the Instructional Equipment and Library
Enhancement Fund In 1986-87.Another essential aspect
of education is the ability of the university to provide
sufficient qualified staffto meet the needs of an increased
number of students. In May of 1986 the Peterson
government announced a five year plan to provide and
support 500 new faculty positions. with special emphasis
to be placed on appointment of women and young
Canadians.

I

Angela Marsden, a fonner Unlvenlty of Windsor
student, Is campaigning

for Uberal candidate
Wrye In WlndsOf-Sandwlch.

BIii

education in Educat~on Strategies '87. The document is
available in the Students' Administrative Council (SAC)
office.
University of Windsor students will get their chance to
ask their own questions at ru, all-candidates meeting, Tuesday,
September 8 at 1 pm in the Assumption Lounge, University
Centre. Representatives from the Liberal, Progressive Conservative, and New Democratic parties will be on hand to

I would like to thank
the Lance for this opportunity to address posi.secondory education
Issues
affecting students. faculty
and administration
in
Windsor and Ontario.
In a nutshell, we feel
the needs of Ontario's
colleges and universities
must be dealt with now
Chronic neglect by the
Liberal government hos
served to lessen real support. According to Derek
Nelson of the Brampton Times. "as o percentage of
total government spending -in boom times - universities continue to slide, with their take dropping from 5
percent in Tory days to 4. 7 percent today The Ontario
Confederation of UniversityFacultyAssociations(OCUFA}
argues that the Liberal Increases in spending ore
inadequate (its request is for an additional $100
million o year minimum) and tho• 1985 pre-election
promises by Premier David Peterson to pass on o~I
federal transfer payments for education ( about $300
million more) have been broken.
Underfunding of universities by the Liberal government threatens our tong-term economic prosperity
and competitiveness. as well as our quality of life as
universities ore o major source of researct'I, creative
ideas. and highly skilled graduates.
A number of studies hove suggested that between
1.33 and 1.5 percent of the current value of structures
should be spent annually on maintaining themuniversity structures in Ontario ore valued at $3.5
billion . Therefore, $46.5 to $52.5 million is needed
each year. In spite of this. In 1985-86 only $20.5 million
was given by the Liberal governmentto universities for
capital expenditures. This was $29 5 million less than
the former PcogressiveConservative government hod
committed tor the same period.
For 1986-87, the government allocated $48 million
for capital projects. However. $26 million of this was
allocated to projects coomenced under the former
Progressive Conservative government. Only$22 m1t11on
of this was allotted for renovations, alterations and
other new construction. Hence, the Liberals did very
tittleto initiate new projects on the province· s campuses.
It is estimated that an additional $170 million above
inflation is needed to move Ontario to the Canadian
average operating grant on o per-student basis.
Despite this need for $170 million in 1986-8 7, the
Liberals allotted only a $49 million increase in base
operating grants for universities. This amount was
even Intended to cover Inflationary increases In the
costs of many services and goods.

.a.

The Progressive Conservative Party believes that
the post-secondary education should be property
funded A Progressive Conservative government would
increase funding to universities by 28.6 percent.
Specifically, a Progressive Conservative government
would provide:
1) o 12 percent Increase in operating grants for
198 7-88, and an 8.3 percent increase in each of 198889 and 1989-90
2) o five-year capitol grants fund of $400 million, and
3) on increase of $68 million in the Faculty Renewal
Fund, from $86 million to $152 million
Problems must be solved now. not ten years later.
when they will cost ten times as much. Under the
leadership of Lorry Grossman, represented by Beth
Cooper in Windsor-Sandwich, Jerry Kovacs In WindsorWolkervllle and myself in Windsor-Riverside,Progressive
Conservatives are PUTIINGTHEFUTURE
FIRST.
Terry Hrynyk Is a former University of Windsor
student and the Progressive Conservative candidate
In Windsor-Riverside.

answer questions. In addition, out-of-town students can get
infonnation on how they may vote.
The following are opinion pieces provided by the local

offices of the New Democratic, Progressive Conservative.
and Liberalpartiesoutliningtheirstandsonpost-secondary
education. 0

The New Democrats stand
alone In our support for
high quality, universally
accessible, post-secondary education.
An increase in government funding. to postsecondary Institutions is
essential Liberal and ConseivatiYegovernments
have
constantly made, and then
broken, promises pertaining to post-secondary education. Bill C-12 under the
Liberals. and bill C-96 under the Conservatives greatly
reduced transfer payments to the provinces with the
effect being the continuous erosion of our universities
and colleges. New Democrats will keep our promises.
and fight for an increase In funding.
Post-secondary education should be available to
all students meeting the necessary academic qualifications. Entry should be based solely on scholastic
ability, not on the ability to pay. There is a need in our
edL1cation system for full government funding. and
New Democrats are working towards the goal of
eventually eliminating tuition payments. with on immediate freeze on increases.
tmmedlotely, there is a need to have o greater
emphasis on bursaries. complimented with Interest
free student loans. Students should not have to '110rtgoge their future In order to obtain an education. A
student borrowing the maximum amount must pay
approximately $350.00 per month for nine and one
half years otter graduation. This is simply not fair. New
Democrats believe that student loon rates should not
exceed the rote of inflation.
Student housing is another concem of New Democrats. Student residences should be subject to the
Landlord and Tenant Act. Thiswould give students the
some rights that other Ontario tenants enjoy New
Democrats believe that r.,oblic transit fees should be
reduced for students ~.ving off campus.
Female student:. nave special needs. There should
be more efforts made to reduce the streaming of
women into " traditional" roles. Also. universal day
care should be available for women with children.
Students with children have the right to the some
educational opportunities as their childless peers.
Finally, New Democrats have proposed a program
to aid young people between the ages of 18 and 22.
YOUTHPROSPECTS
will work by allowing youth to earn
a set amount in each of two years while participating
in either job training. entrepreneurship, life skillstraining or post-secondary education. We believe this
would give youth a fighting chance for a fulfilling
future.
Liberals and Conservatives have not lived up to
their election promises. Funding hos not been ·increased by the amount promised, and at times has
even decreased. New Democrats offer an alternative:
support for colleges and universities. rather than
treating them as a burden. Canada is moving from a
resource-based to a knowledge-based economy,
and universities are the key to that transition. After the
election, New Democrats will still be representing the
best Interests of students.
David Wright Is a Windsor secondary student and
Is campalgr*1g forNew Democrat Doma Champagne
In Wlndsor-WalkervtUe.
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When last year's SAC executive. Jon Carlos Tsilf1dis,
Cromwell Woghiren and Kevin Williams took it upon
themselves to dole out over $17,000 in bonuses last
April-including $7.400 paid to themselves-they not only
succeeded in breaching their "fiduciary' trust they probably
succeeded in destroying what legitimacy SAC holds in the
hearts and minds of students on this campus.
Last year,.students were asked to cough up a sizable
increase 1nSAC fees in exchange for beefed up seNices.
They agreed.
The hitch game in the second semester when Ts11fidis
asked council to embark on a new path of the "professionalrzation" of student government Council was convinced on
the merits of the plan, which included the creation of three
new full-time appointed positions and salary llike rur tile
president. ,
The executive was so enamoured of their success they
decided to hand themse ves the bonuses.
Bonuses to full-time slaff were also awarded, in accor·
dance with past practise. Tsilf id is said the bonuses were
based on merit. One SAC employee, Central Advertising
Bureau manager Gerard O'Neill, was given an extra
$3,000.

O'Neill, a long-time Tsiltidis confrere, had done such a
good job, he must have felt it unimportant to pursue the
almost $20,000 he left uncollected in Student Media
Corporation's accounts receivable. Many felt his performance
on behalf of The Lance and CJAM was Jessthan exemplary.
It is misleading to blame SACscam on any single
individual or small group. While there is little doubt the
execs went beyond their constitutional powers, it 1sequally
clear that duties and responsibilities in the student council
are often haphazardly obseNed. Council as a whole has
been remiss in keeping track of what the executive 1sup to.
It appears likely that nothing would have been made of the
latest scandal if there had not been political hay to thresh.
The explanation for people asking how this could
happen lies in the old phenomenon of power breeding
-------

arrogance. Tsllfid1s was rarely opposed by council in his
three years as a SAC exec, even more rarely were challenges
to his authority successful.
At this point. the damage has been done.
It was. however. somehow encouraging to see some
involved parties admit to making mistakes. and to repay
SAC their ill-gotten gains. Even if Woghiren was acting
purely out of self· interest in making a clean breast of it. he
came out of it relatively unscathed.
W1ll1ams,now, has also paid his due. In addition to
agreeing to a schedule of repayment, he was forced into a
situation where resignation of his elected post seemed the
only honourable course. It must have been a difficult move
for a man with what seems a genuine interest in student
welfare
Tsilf1d1s.however, remains unrepentant and at the time
of this writing seems destine to find himself being sued by
the very organization which just a few short months ago
threw a party in his honour. Even if, against all evidence, he
is acquitted, it would seem an error to have the scanda l
dragged on for the time a court case will entail. We hope
Tsilfidis will reconsider, and save himself the personal
dishonour
It is now obvious that students deserve proper measures
to rehabilitate their student union. We must have greater
financial accountability, and a better understanding of
how many people are making how much money to do how
little work.
SAC as a body could well afford to trim a little fat, and in
a wholly new metaphor. SAC is not meant as a giant
expense account, but as an investment in which we are all
shareholders, and from which we deseNe better returns.
We urge you to analyze the student services your
paying for. Let your SAC rep know your concerns. After all,
in the final analysis, it is primarily the council, not the
executive or cabinet who must ensure your SAC dollars
are spent wisely.

A visitorfrom a surrealisticf)ef7)endicukir
university
Surrealism is as dangerous to the practice or narrative as nuclear
weapons are to the practice of war.. Was Huxley issuing a prophetic
cry of despmr and warning when he stated that "in the future, artists
will replace machines ... '? Consider the following: A few evenings
ago, 1 ran mto a man at the Ledd) library, photocopying his cat. As
he struggled to apply beast to glass. he started talking at me, or the
wall, or an unseen audience. l have been troubled by strange dreams
since.
''There is another unrvbrsity that exists at right angles to this
one," he said. ''People are continuously slipping back and forth
between the two. It can get mightily confusing!
"In thi~ other university, registration, classes. exams and even
the simple task of buying textbooks is accomplished by perfonning a
routine. prerequisite ritual (such as standing in line and writing a
cheque and receiving a more-or-less random result. Courses are
assigned randomly. The lady at the bookstore looks at you, casts
yarrow sticks and yells out the amount you owe. You then write a
cheque and receive a pile of books ... any books. .. all books ... You can
trade them with your fellow students if you don't like their colour.
weight or texture. It doesn't really matter. Classes are, to say the
least. unstructured. The system is a bit nerve-wracking at times. but
we have learned to li,·e with it The computer systems at our
university and yours get along famously.

"I'm taking social science. HA! What a laugh! Social science is a
pack of lies' Let me give you a real-life example: Supposing terrorists
took you hostage Suppose that they tied you up in some stinking
cellar in West Beirut. kicked you around a while, put a gun to your
head and demanded that you give the POPE a nickname! After four
years of diligent undergraduate toil. at this supreme, life-or-death
moment. the only thing that would pop into your mind is BORICS
(tm). Social science my ass!! Try this: How much is I +2? I +3?
I +4? I +5? and so on for Nenty more times .... Now! Think of a
vegetable. fast! If it wasn't CARROT, it was CABBAGE. Let
Maslow explain that one!
"Now. consider astrology ... Goo d ! Now consider toxic waste,
now consider the colour blue ... See. you 're getting better at it already!
Now try to explain digital gas pumps ... I tell you, the appearance of
science and process 1s far more important than its substance. Its a
kind of bureaucratic fetish ... Myself, I trust nothing that isn't made
out of wood or cast iron. Things are getting too derivative; Pilgrim's
Regress: it's supposed to be automatic but you have to push this
button. K-Rist!! I saw that one coming down Sixth Avenue ...
"The trouble with universities lie in the raw materials. Student
radicalism is still a serious threat to the smooth, purring, well-oiled
bureaucratic machine that stands between us all and the abyss of
chaos and ignorance. Don't be fooled by surface appearances:

Today's anarcho-crypto commie. nietzchian or stock exchangebound subversive knows that a pastel V-neck sweater can be as useful
and destructive as a well-placed spurious question in an undergrad
lecture. The recent problems in your Students' Custodial Somnule~cence highlight the danger that inquiring minds can pose to the
primary purpose of any institution: the consolidation of power and
turf. History, and numerous American philosophers have pointed
out the value of mindless subservience to autocracy in the singleminded pursuit of bureaucratic inertia Any fool kno\l,s that the
survival of an institution is paramount to the fulfillment of its
ostensible functions.
"Social science. HA!! What we get is social engineering. I've
been gomg to this place long enough to clue into the sad fact that you
sell the lifestyle and the beha,iour follows ... What this place needs is
a couple of hundred CLOSED
F OR RE PAIR signs on its
washrooms ... "
With this statement. he dropped a coin into the Xerox machine. l
stood silently for that instant. then asked him in a pained voice:

"Why?"
He looked at me and then down at the struggling animal on the
photocopier ... "Why!? To see if the cat was pregnant!" Then he
turned. cat and copy, sidewise into a line of bright. bright light and
was gone. I have since been troubled by strangedreams ... D

On June 22. 1987, Touche Ross, the
auditors for SAC ( annually for the past five
years or more) submitted a letter addressed
to myself and last year's president. Jon
Carlos Tsilfidis. This letter contained 36
points relating to unsupported cheque payments
to the tune of$40.000 dollars. The majority
of the unsupported payments dealt with lost
receipts for travel and conferences, expenditures
for personal expense and the allocation of
executive and full-time staff bonuses. Upon
receiving this letter my inner fears of bad
financial management became more confinned.
I knew SAC could use tighter control. but
finance accounting was not my department.
My bag was talking and working with students
and that is where I directed my energies fulltime. My idealism swallowed me like the
whale swallowed Jonah, as I have come to
realize and sadly accept.
In short, the SAC Board of Directors and
the SAC Bylaw Review Committee. which
virtually consisted of the same members
viewed the Touche Ross document (in one
meeting) and ruled myself in conflict of
interest on the issue. This practically removed
me from the B.O.D. and the Bylaw Review
Committee seeing that the only business
concentrated on from June to August was the

auditor's report. At the same meeting the
board moved a motion of confidentiality of
the auditor's report so as not to perpetuate
misinterpreted conclusions.
I prepared myself to submit written explanations for the discrepencies discovered
by the auditors, but sudden and sharp turns of
events literally shrouded and curbed reasonableness, true justice and even logic in the
charade that followed.
Some idiot(s) from the SAC B.O.D.
thought it would be righteous to i"elease
confidential and internal infonnation to the
press, which resulted in rumours of stolen or
missing money, a bad reputation for SAC,
and rifts and camps developed within SAC
and around the campus. I felt like 49 swords
were pierced through my heart. People whom
I've helped (when no one else would believe
in them) seemed to go into hiding. A cloud
hung over my head 'like no tomorrow.'
A meeting was set for August 8 to deal
with this issue. The three executives were to
deliver a written response and the SAC
8.0.D. and the Bylaw Review Committee
would submit their responses along with
recommendations. The apparent charges against
me were:
1) violation of fiduciary duties
2) abuse of SAC finances
This is why. On April 29, 1987, I
received a bonus of$ I OOOand I also approved
bonuses to the full-time staff(approximately
$12,500which included all departments).
(Except the Lance -ed )
I also approved a salary increase for the
past president -$4000.
I received a pay
advance as V.P.from my presidential salaryapproved by myself. I was also implicated
with the other expenditures that were by the
hand of the other past executives. That is
why and what the charges were. Now I will
tell you why this happened.
The day I received the bonus is still yet to
be fully told by myself (fur reasons I will
mention later). I did not know this day was
coming and I sure did not plan it: as others
believe on the contrary. When Jon Carlos
and Cromwell Woghiren told me of the
bonus idea my first reaction was. ··no thanks."
Then they told me I deserved it and nothing
was wrong in taking it My second response
was. "no, there are others who don't get paid
and they could use it·· I was reminded about
how much I deserved it and that no one would
deny it. My third response was, "okay, thank
you.·· Those three, words. to this day. I wish I
would have never sprang from my precious
mouth. I signed a memo which listed all the
bonuses. including mine. The SAC B. 0. D.
and Bylaw Review Committee viewed this as
abusing my position, and not only accused
me of giving myself a bonus but supporting
improper allocation of funds ( i.e. the other
bonuses. the salary increase and my advance).
To this day I still maintain that I did not
give myself anything- it was given to me.
(To this day I wish I did not sign anything
relating to this issue.)
I did not conspire with the other executives
as depicted, seeing that they were 'business
majors· and have proven to me to be student
oriented advocates, I had nothing of substance

11l{lnv
auestions
left for students

pompous egos. If you didn't know. you
entrusted us with your money.
Sincerely .
Brendan Thomson
V.P. University Affairs

Dear Editor.
There are many questions that have to be
answered after this much eventful summer.
l. Is SAC still a legitimate voice of the
students? Or is it just a retirement home for
high school political junkies?
2. Will the University continue to cultivate
apathetic students'! Should a student question
what is happening with their monies? Remember if you are a full-time undergraduate you
are a shareholder of SAC.
3. Are you happy with SAC? It's leadership?
It's structure? It's services?
If you have the answers or just want to
bitch, come to the Student Administrative
Council office (second floor of the University
Centre) and tell us your feelings! Rattle our

SAC to havea
drearvcoldseason

Ed. note: Space on the opinion page is
reserved as a forum open to anyone wishing
to voice a particular viewpoint on an issue of
general concern
by Kevin Williams

Wondorous and awful are thy silent halls,
0 kingdom of the past!
There lie the bygone ages in their palls,
Guarded by shadows vast.
James Russell Lowell
I sincerely hope that you had a good
summer and that you saw the things and
people you wanted to see. I hope you did the
things you wanted to do. Most of all, I hope
that you faced bitter truths about yourself
and faced them with the utmost sincerity. It is
a very hard thing to do; but I did it.
On an overcast summer day, August 8,
1987, I submitted a resignation as president
of the Students' Administrative Council.
Some thought my resignation was paramount
and appropriate. Others were surprised and
thought it was totally unnecessary. A few
members had wished to see an all-out impeachment ( to send a message I guess). One person
told me, "I know you've worked your ass for
SAC for three years and I think you care
about the students, but you've been implicated
and it doesn't look good for you now."
What does all of this mean? What happened
this summer? Who is responsible for this?
Well, I wiJJtell you my story: but of course, it
is up to you to make your final judgement.
You may charge me with murder or want of sense
(We are all of us weak at times):
But the slightest approach to afa lse pretense
was never among my crimes!
Lewis Carroll

!

Dear Editor,
For the most part summers are long,
sweaty. back breaking affairs. In order to pay
for our hefty tuitions and overpriced textbooks
we slave away the summer months.
The start of the fall semester stands out as
a utopian dream for most students as they
look forward to meeting new friends. participating in new organizations and learning a
couple of oblique fonnulas.
This past summer has seen the rise of a
highly visible and controversial incident in-

to suspect anything. Both executives reinforced

their claims by interpretation of the by Jaws as
wel! Butof course,thereareotherinterpretations.
As far as the other allegations go, I feel
they are quite weak to really nail me to
experiencing major repercussions. Seeing
that full-time staff salaries have never been
discussed to the board ( only through budgets
passed by council in the summer and fall), I
thought I had the authority/right (all of us
had the authority/right) to compensate a hard
working staff. The salary increase given to
the president was reflected in the referendum
meetings ( Aug-Oct 86) of SAC; being listed
among the items of where the referendum
monies would be allocated ( which were
implemented in January). The pay advance I
received was not taken well by the present
Board of Directors because they had not
approved it I find that odd seeing that some
present executives ( including members of the
B.0.D. and B.RC.) budgetted travel for
themselves and received pay advances wi~out
board approval. As a matter of fact, no board
approved approximately $200,000 of SAC
expenditures this summer (I'm sure it's approved now, of course).
When the investigations ( virtually started
in May) began- I sure did not know the
extentofitorits nature. TheV.P. Administration
and the V.P. Finance (who initiated the
investigations) would not directly deal with
me. I was the .. bad guy.··
On August 6. two brave and eager council
members sent a motion to the office of the
Vice-President for impeachment of myself
from office. The Vice-president. in his honour
and his glory. accepted the motion and put it
on the August 8 meeting agenda. Frankly I
was very crushed by this for two reasons.
First of all, after I agreed to pay the bonus
back ( which was long before the August
meeting) what else do they want? I should
pay SAC what is due to SAC. I do not think
my impeachment would have been due: for I
gave all I had (I spent my own money many
times- banners, posters. flyers. pizzas, gas.
lending students monies from my salary ... ).
and I'll bet my left arm that no one presently
in office has put in the time and energy I have.
Secondly, I find the actions of the two
council members that put the impeachment
motion forward to be quite cowardly and
gutless. They never endeavoured to contact
me (I tried to contact every council member
since the shit hit the fan). If they were
lobbied. I find them very shallow, gutless and
unjust If they decided to do this own their
own. how convenient it is to condemn without
facing the party it pertains.
I find certain members of the executive
and council to be very 'jumpy' and quick to
be prosecutors. These individuals like to be
in a crowd and have 'bandwagons'. I was
often told (during this fiasco) that I am ~till
the best for the job and that it's too bad that I
am caught up in this; but only the non-voting
members of council had the courage to speak
what they felt And of course, andy present
executive who felt what I was going through
to be unnecessary resorted to saving their
own behinds and keeping their mouths closed.

volving the Windsor Students' Administrative
Council. The entire incident has raised a
number of questions about the role and value
of student government at this campus.

I gave my best during my three years with
SAC. I was a great "gopher" and boy was I
"gung-ho!"

Of all the horrid, hideous notes of woe
Sadder than low songs on the midnight blast
Is that portentous phrase, "I told you so. "
-Lord Byron
If there is anything to be gained from the
events of the summer of '87, I hope someone
can truly tell me what it is. Through my eyes,
I see innocence shattered. I see students who
have lost faith in SAC and they have forgotten the good that has been done. I hear people
talking of boycotts and things of the like. I see
opportunists exploiting a dangerous situation
to make heroes/heroines of themselves. I see
people ( who could not wait for something like
this to happen) getting air time and condemning me with conviction, yet they have not put
their words into action and actually done
something for students at Windsor. While
others think it's all a joke and quite meaningless. I do not think this a joke. I will admet to
you that I was part of an administration that
should/could have been better structured.
Yes. you can perceive my bonus as a blatant
disrespect for you- I know you would be
wrong to actually believe that for a second.
My intentions have always been toward you
(us). I will not forsake Mr. Jon Carlos
Tsilfidiis. I will not "jump ship" to save
what's left of my pride. Jon was a good
president and he did/ does care. I do not have
tQ be president and succumb to political
fiascos to give to this university. I look
forward to the fall as a different contn1mtor.
I want to apologize to the frosh who had
to see this in his/her first year. I apologize if
any student feels I let her/him down. I believe
I did not fail you. I admitted to my mistakes
and I still care for us now as I did in 1984 as a
Social Science Representative.
I defend Jon Carlos Tsilfidis not just
because I know him welJ, but mainly because
I know his intentions were sincere- He
operates a little weird, I admit. And he tends
to be implacably stubborn and bullheaded
sometimes. But he gave his best shot. A
person's intentions and motives are the roots
of the soul. and that is what really counts in
my eyes. I would much rather fall because of
an unshattered belief and faith in people.
rather than remain in SAC and play "king.''
And believe me. not many were brave enough
to separate my own integrity and involvement
from their disdain for Jon Carlos. In my
plight to be a ·student person.' I got boxed on
my administrative and "by the book" duties.
But I know that the special events funding
(which never had total approval) was enjoyed
by all who received it. The drug reimbursement that I got for students via SAC cheques
because the insurance company was slow in
reimbursements-no one will complain about
it And in my belief in Jon Carlos I bad to
sacrifice something that I earned and worked
for-a chance to fulfil the purpose of three
years of energy. dedication and love for this
university.
Th.anks.to all the students who do care
and thanks to the students who supported me
and encouraged me to do my best.

ness are a few of the more common responses
of students.

Fair enough. but don't throw out the baby
with the bath water. Student government can
It should be clearly and finnly stated that and should serve as the principle voice of
a thorough and intense examination of SAC student concerns.
Underfunding, overcrowding and accesis a natural. positive phenomenon which
should enhance the work of Windsor's student sibility are fundamental concerns which
government For many years student govern- impact all students. SAC can effectively
ment has been a small. select cliquish group represent student concerns! The issue at
hand is one offiscal management SAC must
of ambitious individuals;
take every step to ensure that students have
Unfortunately. students resented the confaith in our financial operatons.
descending, paternalistic attitude of student
The process of change is just starting; you
political hacks. Limited student participation
should join in and contribute positively to the
was blamed on the all too difficult to define
establishment of a better, more efficient
concept of apathy. More than likely students
student council.
chose not to participate in student government
Don't blindly trust anyone, but certainly
because SAC offered them empty promises
don't wallow in a mire of cynicism. Your
which reeked of opportunism and self ambition.
input is greatly desired and appreciated!
It appears SAC is poised to enter its own Speak out, it counts!
winter of discontent as students react to the
Chris McIntyre
recent revelations. Criticism, anger. and bitterV.P. Communications

'
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cla&5ifieds
Dear Jaques,
Don't worry, I'll saveyou . 1 m liv1ng-

l barelylCan't wait untilthisdumb thing
1sfinished See you, not soon enough.

Coll 969-2995

ANYONEINTERESTED
in joiningthe Blue
and Gold PepSquad Contact Daniat
737-6430 or Stewartat 966-1116.
IONA COWGl
208 SunsetAve 973703,9 A space for meetingOrddiScusslng.
studying. Quiet searching and relaxing
with friends Open 9:00 o.m.-5 :00prn ,
and by arrangement.cruselonofacilities
to pion events that ore important to all
A home-cooked dinner everyThursda
y
at 5:30 p m. $2.50 Corne and help
celebrate by being yourself
ANY NEW VOLUNTEERS
interested ,n
CJAMfm your campus radio statio n.
ore invited to on onentot1onmeeting
' 7 30 pm n Assumption Lounge. 1 st
floorof the Un1Versrtv
Centre SeptemberI
24
Ando wonderful 1cvous year it's been
A

I

Dear mookee. Sylvester1swatching

you1

l Dear Sylvester. rmwotch1ngsomebody
I else'

1

Getting tired or bored with your life?

call the Boomk1n&others Fast
IThen
service Our spec,olty ,scement shoes
for the stronq swimmer We delivei1
Hello Snuggy-pookums! This 1syour
fuzzball who needs some warmth and
protection. and somefood and shelter
Pleaserespondquickly. am fading fast
p
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To Uppy and Wimpy

l

Congratulations. one edition under
your respectivebelts' Tough1t out. it'll
get betteras the weeksturn into endless
months

I

mittee , but a proposal will be presented Wednesday.
Over the past 15 years, the
university has added six buildings,

by Arthur Gosselin

- LoveMe
1
, HONDA 200 . 4.000 miles only. $600

-

Maintenance
strikeby October?

I

Contract problems between the
University of Windsor and maintenance and support staff may put
students in the midc!Je as members
of Canadian Union of Public Employees Local 1001 voted 69-15
in favour of authorizing a strike at a
special meeting on Sunday, August
8. About 170 custodians, housekeepers, groundskeepers,maintenance
and food staff will strike in about
three to four weeks if a settlement is
not reached with the administration
negotiating committee.
A conciliator appointed by the
provincial Ministry of Labour is
expected to make what is called a
"no-board" report about his oneday September l visit to the negotiations. to the ministry and then
send a Jetter to the university. The
union will be in a position to strike
within 17 days of receiving the
letter. Negotiations began on May
4 and the contact expired June 30.
CUPE 100l president Nick Kokic
said the university negotiators are
unwilling to move, which resulted
in only 20 percent of bargaining
issues resolved in five meetings
before the start of this month.
Pension index rates and negotiating procedure and understaffing
are the major issues, Kokic said.
He called for parity in pension
indexing fonnulas, saying 85 percent
of his members are scheduled at a
rate of 1.25 percent of gross pay,
while other university employees
receive 2 percent. Healso is critical
of the method of negotiating the
pension plans, in which an ad hoe
committee of five campus union
locals negotiate jointly.
Human Resources Director

Lone? photo by Thomas Pidge on

Frank Eastham is chair of the
university's negotiating committee.

He said Local 100 l chooses not to
go to the pension negoiating corn-

representing a 35-40 percent increase,
while custodial and housekeeping
departments have lost 31 people
through attrition, Kokic said. He
said this has resulted in a situation
of understatfing in those departments.
Easthamrejected thosearguments.
The university has done a study of
other universities ' staff workload
based on square footage per employee, and Windsor is" on target"
"We' re not at the top of the 1ist.
nor at the bottom," he said.
If a strike is called, the physical
appearance of the university will
suffer, as will services. All full-time
employees at residence cafeteria
Vanier H all would cease to work. D

Registrargivesfroshheadstart
by Arthur G osselin
Being a frosh isn't all bad.
Almost 1500 preliminary and
first year students registered early
this summer and 400 more are
expected to register September 4 as
part of the Univers ity of Windsor's
Head Start Program.
Assistant to the Dean of Student
Affairs, Barbara Niewitecka, said
the early and more relaxed registration
held over nine days in July was
designed to ease the transition of
students from secondary to postsecondary education.
Niewitecka said the program
allows new students and their parents

to view the campus, receive course
counselling, register, learn about
the different non-academic events
and clubs, while avoiding long lineups.
Some students and at least 65
parents even experienced reside nce
life overnight after the day's program,
she said.
This year's registration schedule
will inconvenience second year students most. said Niewitecka. They
register last and have last choice of
classes.
Unlike early registration last
November for the 1987 winter
semester, "We've had very good
reviews" of the Head Start program,
said Niewitecka.

Registrar Fr ank Smith said the
final decision on whether early winter
tenn registration will take place
this year will come from Vicepres ident Academic Gordon Wood
afte r the firs t Board of Governors
meeting in September.
Wood didn't think it likely considering the complaints received
last year.
"The students who were local
didn't like it. considering it an impos ition on their time because of
essays and exams,'' said Smith,
while "out-of-town students liked it
because they didn't have to come
back early."0

GET INTO THE SPIRIT ...
...JOIN YOU R FRIEN DS IN
ORIENTATION '87
Sal Sept 12th8 00 pm SAC s A I Residence Party-V an ier East and West
NO COVER-1 st come l1rst served
Sun Sept 13th 7 pm and 9 pm Movie Festival' t 120 Erie Hall

Discover SAC
Welcom e to the University of Windsor. During the
upcomin g yea r yo u will disco ver the rewords an d ben efits
of a university educ ation. The Students' Admin istrative
Co unc il ( SAC) is the principle representative of all undergraduate students. SAC ensures that the needs and
interests of all students ore properly considered by the
UniversityAdministration and various government agencies.
The strength and vitality of SAC is derived from the spirit
of the student body . Your participation in SAC is greatly
encouraged. Represent your fellow students or utilize SAC
services.

SAC often:
• Board of Governor representation
• Senate representation
• Student appeals
• Workshop cllnlcs
• Prescription drug plan
• Student Saver programme
• Used book sales

. Subway pub

Mon

Sept 14t h

Tues . Sept 15th

11 00 am to 4 00 p.m. B B.Q The Subway Patio
12 00 noon. The Patio Bar Opens
with a tribute to Bob Dylan featuring Al L1onett1
1 2 00 noon. Record Breaking Competataon-1n front
of the Un1vers1ty Centre
8 00 p.m. p.m .. Student Band Night-The Subway
with The 45s Lave

Wed .. Sept 16th

11.00 am . to 4 00 p.m B. B 0 .. The Subway Patio
12:00 noon . The Patio Bar opens
10 :00 a.m. to4 00 p.m., CLUB KARN IVAL DAY-the Wall
Court
8.00 p.m.. CLUB KARNIVAL NIGHT-Ambassador
Auditorium. No Cover
9:00 p.m .. 2 live bands anThe Subway, No Cover

Thurs .. Sept. 1 7th 11.00 a.m. to 4 00 p.m .. B B.0 .-The Subway Patao
12:00 noon. The Patro Bar Opens
9 :00 a.m. to 5 00 p.m. SHINERAMA
1 00 p.m .. Make your own Sundays- Iona College
8:00 p.m .. Shiner ' s Pub-The Subway
Fn.. Sept. 18th

11 :30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m .. 3rd annual Student Serv ice's
Freshman 8.8.0.-The
Subway Patao. Sponsored
by the University Centre. Free food for 1 st year students
9:00 a.m. to 5 00 p.m. SAC's 5th Annual Ba.seball
Challenge Cup: Submit Teams to SAC offrce by
Sept. 17th
8:00 p.m., Social Science & SAC present: "Secret Lives"
in Ambassador Auditorium
9:00 p.m., Classic Rock Dance Marathon- The Subway

Sat .. Sept. 19th

SAC Crooze-7 00 p.m. to 11.00 p.m
Tickets Available an the SAC office
8:00 p.m., CJAM Party with "Blue Rhodeo"

• Typing service
• Peer Counselling Centre
• Women's Centre
SAC is located on the second floor
of the University Centre.

SAC •• WORKING FOR YOU

11 00 am
4 00 p rn B BO The Subway Pa110
1 2 00 noon. The Patio Bar Opens
12 00 to 6 00 p.m . The Subway Movie Day
1 30 p.m to 3 30 p.m . Bil liard Show an<i Demonstrati on
Lites n Levers Game Room
Sponsored by The University Centre
Free Admission
5 .30 p.m to 6 30 pm 8th Iona Corn Roast
8 00 pm .. Sports Orientation Nrght-The Subway

L
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Thenewlilnce staff~lo
This year's Lance sees the return of a lot
offamiliar faces. We hope this veteran crew
will tum out a quality product. Here's the
starting lineup, barring any injuries during
the course of the season.

Robert Croley, Editor, political science major.
Favourite Star Trek episode: The one with
the space hippies.
Favourite tabloid headline: Man carries twin
brother in his head for 30 years!
Favourite 7-Eleven culinary delight Export
A cigarettes.
Favourite Elvis memorabilia item: Elvis wig.
Favourite typeface: Garth Graphic Black.
Favourite colour: Red, because it symbolizes
the fire inside that can never go out
Laura Gould, Production Manager, English
major.
Favourite Star Trek episode: The one where
they have to shortcircuit Mudd's clones by
acting illogically.
Favourite tabloid headline: Blind Man Regains
Sight, Divorces Ugly Wife
Favourite 7-Eleven culinary delight Pepperoni
and Mushroom torpedoes
Favourite Elvis memorabilia item: Elvis
Graceland snow paperweight
Favourite typeface: American Typewriter.
Favourite colour: Red, because it symbolizes
the fire inside that can never go out
Terry Moore, News Editor, communication
studies.
Favourite Star Trek episode: The one where
they go down and visit the mafia planet
Favourite tabloid headline: Smurfs turning
our kids into wimpy liberals.
Favourite 7-Eleven culinary delight The
small gulp that's more expensive than the
big one.
Favourite Elvis memorabilia item: Elvis'
tombstone.
Favourite typeface: Avant Garde Light
Favourite colour: Red, because it symbolizes
--the fire inside chatcan never go out.
Arthur Gosselin, Associate News Editor,
history major.
Favourite Star Trek episode: The one where
Spock mind-links a rock.

ATIENTION
STUDENTS!

SAC'J<THE

Favourite tabloid headline: Bigfoot Stole My £:l.llll'rA/N
Wife.
TIM6•Favourite7-Elevenculinarydelight Caffeinated
beverages.
HI ~
Favourite Elvis memorabilia item: Elvis /t1.111J1f6,,.,.
plantholders.
ANO
Favourite .typeface: Avant Garde Oblique~
Extra Light
~f.
Favourite colour: Red, because it symbolizes
•
the fire inside that can never go out

Pee~:ro

i.a.~
,.:u..;:

Tom Pidgeon, Photo Editor, communications.
Favourite Star Trek episode: The one where
Spock gets blasted by omelette aliens.
Favourite tabloid headline: "E.T. Space
Alien Cured My Acne," says Happy
Teen.
Favou~te 7-Eleve~ culinary delight Bean ~··
Bumto, extra spicy.
lr\
Favourite Elvis memorabilia item: Elvis
toenail clippers/bottle opener.
Favourite typeface: Helios Extrabold.
Favourite colour: Red, because it symbolizes
the fire inside that can never go out.

Matthew Tales, Associate Photo Editor,
communication studies.
Favourite Star Trek episode: The one where
Kirk's good and bad sides are separated
and they battle to the death.
Favourite tabloid headline: Baby Born Singing
Christmas Carols!
Favourite 7-Eleven culinary delight Coke
Classic.
Favourite Elvis memorabilia item: Elvis
mountain bike.
Favourite typeface: Eras Contour.
Favourite colour: Red, because it symbolizes
the fire inside that can never go out

Kevin Atkinson, Arts Editor, English major.
Favourite Star Trek episode: Doesn't like
the series, but the movies were good.
Favourite tabloid headline: Gorbachev: A
Real Man or Amazing Soybean Suhi;titute?
Favourite 7 -Eleven culinary delight Marshmallow bananas.
Favourite Elvis memorabilia item: Slippers
where your foot goes in Elvis' mouth.
Favourite typeface: Benguiat Gothic Heavy.
Favourite colour: Red, because it symbolizes
the fire inside that can never go out.

AVIS

Avis Windsor is looking for a wellgroomed, dependable employee for
our weekend and evening shifts.
No experience necessary but a valid
driver's license is required.
Apply at 391 Tecumseh Rd. E.from 10 am
to 2 pm.
NO PHONE CALLSPLEASE.

STUDENT

50%

OFF

The Detroit Symphony Orchestra
STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION
SPECIAL OFFER
ONLY
• '10 FOR 4 CHAMBER CONCERTS
• '27 FOR 6 CLASSICAL CONCERTS
'28 FOR 5 ·suNOAY SAMPLEW CONCERTS
• '35 FOR 8 CLASSICAL CONCERTS

=
...
-=
z

n
flJ

PLUSAll THE BENEFITSOFFEREDTO REGULARSUBSCRIBERS
Bonus: Subscribe now and receive discounts on records,
CD's and tapes at Sam'a Jam'sl
Ticket, wil be sold on • first CIOfM, first aerwd bali1
For furtherinformation
call: 567-1400

DETROIT

__

/

S~MPHONY
,_

us red

Martin Stevens, Features Editor, visual arts.
Favourite Star Trek episode: The one where

Brian LeC!air, Sports Editor, communi.cations.
Favourite Star Tr('k episode: The Furbles.

Spock gets horny and has to go back to
Vulcan to get laid.
Favourite tabloid headine: Bigfoot Stole My
Wife.
Favourite 7-Eleven culinary delight Screaming
sugarplums.
Favourite Elvis memorabilia item: Black
velvet Elvis paintings.
Favourite typeface: Shatter.
Favourite colour: Red.

Favourite tabloid headline: Rub-a-dub-dub,
Chub Stuck in a Tub
Favourite 7-Eleven culinary delight Family
bucket Big Gulp.
Favourite Elvis memorabilia item: Elvis
bowling rosin bag.
Favourite typeface: Brophy Script.
Favourite colour: Black, because it symbolizes
bowling balls.

JoAnne DeBortoli, Ad Artist, visual arts.
Favourite Star Trek episode: The one where
Kirk falls in love.
Favourite tabloid headline: Babysitter who
killed children really a man!
Favourite 7-Eleven culinary delight Black
Nibs.
Favourite Elvis memorabilia item: Gold
Elvis bust, cast in plaster.
Favourite typeface: Manhattan.
Favourite colour: Red, because it symbolizes
the fire inside that can never go out

Nick Cacciato, Circulation Manager, biology.
Favourite Star Trek episode: The one where
the crew of the Enterprise and the Klingons
get in a bar fight.
Favourite Tabloid headline: Tammy Bakker
Doll Made Wrinkles Vanish Instantly!
Favourite 7-Eleven culinary delight Mushroom
burgers.
Favourite Elvis memorabilia item; Elvis
playing cards.
Favourite typeface: American Classic.
Favourite colour: Red, because it symbolizes
the fire inside that can never go out.
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LSAT
GMAT

From $1.25 per page
ESSAYS,RESUMIS,LfflERS

Pre1>Courses for

Professional Service with
Excellent Quality and Prices
Variety of Parchment & Bond Papers

LSAT Oct. 17
GMAT Oct.17
1-800-387-5519
(418)923-PBEP(7737)

LETTER
QUALITYPRINTING
UNIVERIAI.
.
(519)
WOIIDNOCIISINGIUVICIS

945•0732

Mon.-Ftt.

5:30 pm · 9:30 pm

SEARS
VISION CARE CEN

I RE

20°/o Discount on Eyewear
AO FamilyVisioncare Program
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Lance photo by Thomas Pidgeon

Kevin Williams, Peter Ostojic.

Promotionfor Ostiiic?
by Lance news staff

ATIENTIONSTUDENTS!
Bring in your AO Family Vision Care Ptogram 1.0.
Cards (which you will receive through SAC) and save
20% on eyewear. ·
~IE .A\/~
~
For more Information contact: ~Jg;;f,l="A/f11"1]
V ISION

Discount prices do not '1PPIY to
sole prices.

CARE

~

CENTRE

devonshlre Mall
966·2822

Students' Administrative Council
has yet to decide how to fill the
vacancy left by the resignation of
President Kevin Williams.
At its August 8 meeting, Vicepresident Finance Rob Allchin suggested that current V.P. Administration Peter Ostojic be promoted
to the post Chair John Casola
pointed out the council bylaws have
no provision for such a procedure.
Some councillors raised the possibility of a September by-election.
Ostojic indicated he would resign
his present post if necessary to run.
In that case, the by-election would
entail the selection of both a president
and vice-president administration.
However, O stojic said in an
interview this week that council
wiJIsoon receive notice of a proposed
by law change to automatically promote the v.p. administration in the
event a president leaves office. Under
the proposed bylaw. presented by
Allchin and Bylaw Reviewcommittee

chair Brad Hodgson, Ostojic would
take the top spot, and his job opened
to by-election.
•
Hodgson said the move is dictated
by precedent, as well as by convenience. Ostojic has taken on the
duties of the president since Williams·
resignation.
"Anyone entering from outside
(SAC) at this point would be in a
disadvantaged position, and would
place Sllldentcouncilin a disadvantaged
position," Hodgson said.
However, not all are pleased
with the measure.
" Peter doesn't want to have a
by-election, he wants to have a
coronation," said SAC V.P. Communications Chris McIntyre.
Council will vote on the motion
at its first meeting of the school
year, probably September 22 or
23, said Ostojic.
The presidential and vicepresidentialsalaries are approximately
$ J 6,500 and $ 13,266 per annum
respectively. Terms run until April
30, 1988.0

•
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2180 WYANDOTTE ST. WEST, WINDSOR , TEL. 252·0040

Great Food
at
Great Prices

WELCOME BACK

STUDENTS!
Introducing a new dish :
Chicken with Rice served in pita bread
or on a plate.
We also present:
Meat Pie and our
falafel platter (popular
with vegetarians) .

THIS WEEK'SSPECIAL
When you order .
Donair Platter
Shawrama Platter
or
Falafel Platte r
You recei ve
Free pop , coff ee o r tea.

"ONE BITEAND YOU'LLBE
BACK FOR MORE."

The Lance. SOptembef 3. 1987, page 9

PREGNANT

Loneholdoutsayscourt actionmay be in future
Last year's Students' Administrative Council (SAC) president Jon Carlos Tsilfidis,
said he may go to court to fight a council
resolution ordering him to reimburse SAC
almost $10,000 .
The order, issued at an August 8th emergency meeting called to inform the full
council about investigations into SAC's annual audit, calls for Tsilfidis to repay SAC or
face a civil legal suit to recover the funds. On
the ground he had breached his fiduciary
trust The tenn "fiduciary" is defined in
Black's Law dictionary as "a person (i.e.
trustee) haveing duty, created by their undertaking, to act primarily for another person's
benefit...''
The funds in question include a $4,000
payment Tsilfidis made to himself as well as
almost $6,000 in various expenses incurred
without proper documentation.
The action follows a June 23 letter from
SAC's auditing firm, Touche Ross , statin~
almost $40,000 was improperly accounted
for in SAC's year-end audit-including
$7,400 in bonuses for the three members of
the SAC executive ofTs ilfidis, Vice-President
Finance Cromwell Woghiren, and V.P. Administration Kevin Williams. Woghiren and Jon Carlos Tsillidis.

. >t

Lance

ohoto by

Thomas Pidgeon

-------------------

AND NEED HELP?

Call. ..

Williams have since agreed to repay their
bonuses of$2,400 and SI ,OOOrespectively.
WilJiams also resigned as this year's president before the emergency meeting in the
wake of internal strife within SAC.
The investigations were undertaken by a
combined body comprised of the SAC board
of directors and by-Jaw review committee.
Tsilfidis maintains he had received approval
from the board to distribute bonuses totalling
$17,750 to the SAC executive and full-time
staff. Board members deny such authorization in signed affidavits.
Tsilfidis also contends the payment made
to him of$4,000 is a deferred salary increase
made known to council last tenn.
"Mine was not a bonus. rm contending
that what I did was not a breach of fiduciary
trust," he said
SAC legal council, Doug Phillips, however, disagreed. He stated at the August 8th
meeting his belief that Tsilfidis' actions were
indeed a breach of trust.
"I believe you have a case of breach of
fiduciary duty which is a matter of putting
one hand into the trust pocket and taking a
fistful of dollars out and putting it into your
own pocket, " Phillips said.

Birtf,dgfJt
at

252-3322

OR VISIT OUR OFFICE
AT 549 KILDARE RD.

We Provide-Free Pregnancy
Tests·Med1cal Referrals.
Community Referrals.
Accommodat1ons a11d
Legal Advice

Indian Curry House

s
a

ROYAL .BENGAL

Special
University
Offerl!

Restaurant
For your dining pleasure
renowned for excellence!

With Specific Stylist
PLUS 20% off all other hair
services

10%0 OFF
$4.50

FOR UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
FACULTY & STUDENTS

Dallv Luncheon Special

Sun, Mon., Tues., Wed.

0
n:,10

NOW OPEN SUNDAY 12-5
Bring Your Coupon

FULLY
LICENSED

253-2151
155 WYANDOTTE ST E

551 Pelissier St
973-4977

Students'
Administrative
Council

USED BOOK SALE
LOCATED IN THE VNIVERSITY CENTRE
ESSEX LOVNGE. FIRST FLOOR
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I wlll fight for you at Queen's Park.

cacrt smrCE
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BNGWEER
AND
mRCJHIITECI

BE FISCALLY
RESPONSIBLEI
SAVE DOLLARS

SEE FACING PAGE

USEYOUR STUDENTSAVERCARD

On September 10th
return your strong
voice to Queen's Park

Discounts available on:
•
•
•
•
•

clothing
footwear
haircuts
meals
eyeglasses

•
•
•
•

auto tune-ups
records/ CDs
palm readings
jewellery

RE-ELECT

BILL

WRYE
Be sure to use your Student Saver Card whenever you
make purchases during the upcoming year. The SAC
Student Saver Programme is part of a national discount
plan, so you can save money in Windsor or at thousands
of locations throughout Canada. Over 160 establishments offer discounts in Windsor. Discount Cards can be
picked up in the SAC office on the second floor of the
University Centre. For further information contact Chris
McIntyre, V.P. Communications a.t the SAC office,

For his record ...
. For our future ...
To join the Liberal Team!
1070 University W.
Windsor, Ontario

N9A5S4
253-4494
Authorized by campaign to R•elect BIii Wrye '87.

253-6423 .

1

THE ART OF
AMBASSADORING
High school students often have no idea
what life at university is really like. They've
heard horror stories, myths, and exaggerations-all mixed up with a little truth.
Ambassadors contribute to the role of the
Liaison Office by being the student to
student connection, encouraging realistic
expectations of university life in general
and Windsor specifically.
This is why for nearly ten years, our
Ambassadors have been so significant in.
helping students make good choices
and successful transitions to postsecondary education.

Ambassadors. Because reality is what
students want to know.

We are looking for interesting and enthusiastic
people to be our Ambassadors this year.

CAP-,PUSTOURS,PEERADVISlr4G,SCHOOL
VISITS,PUBUCRELATIONS,
CORRESPONDENCE,
_
COMMUNICATION, and REALISTIC
EXPECTATIONS.
Appllcatlons and lnformaffon available at the Secondary School Ualson Office,
Room no.110, Windsor Hall Tower. 973-7014. Appllcatlon deadline September
14, 1987.
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Montreal'sMuseecelebrates
the architectandengineer
by Michael J. Temelini

n his book on Leonardo da Vinci, published
around 1550, artist -historian Georgio Vasari
notes. "truly heaven sometimes sends us
those who present not unly humanity but
divinity." In fact. any historian can attest
that describing Leonardo whithout slipping immediately into
superlatives is no small task. Leonardo's genius is so
apparent in so many disciplines that it would be virtually
, impossible to do him justice in a single exhibition.

I

But there is currently an exhibition of Leonardo da Vinci
in Montreal which is so impressive in its scope and scale that
it is truly deserving of the man who inspired it.
The exhibition, entitled Leonardo da Vinci, Engineer
and Architect. runs at the Musee de Beaux-Arts de Montreal
( Montreal Museum of Fine Art) until November 8. and takes
place concurrently with the celebration for the Canadian
Engineering Centennial. As the title implies. the purpose of
the exhibit is to take a closer look at Leonardo's contribution
to the engineering profession, as embodied in his studies of
geometry. mathematics. mechanics. anatomy and physics,
and his theoretical contribution to the development of
architectural thought. Most importantly, however, the exhibit eschews the kind of reverential hero-worship one would
expect at an event honouring such a genius; instead the show
attempts to place Leonardo in the context of his times-not as
a unique and isolated genius, but one of the greatest of a whole
era of brilliant engineers. inventors and architects of ther
Italian Renaissance.
The 3.2 million dollar, I J room exhibit has been under
preparation for four years by Pierre Theberge, director of
the Musee des Beaux-Arts de Montreal, and three of the .
world's top da Vinci experts: Prof. Paolo Galluzzi. director of
the Instituto e Museo di Storia dell a Scienza ( Institute and
Museum of "1e History of Science) in Florence, Jean
Guillaume, Director of the Department of Art History at
Fran~ois-Rabelais University at Tours, France, and Carlo
Pedretti, who presently holds the Armand Hammer Chair of
Leonardo Studies at UCLA, where he is also the director of
the Center for Leonardo Studies.
With such distinguished scholars, the Montreal Museum
of Fine Art was able to obtain the loan of manuscripts and
drawings from some of the most famous collections in the
world, froin seven countries: the Federal Republic of Germany, France, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States.
According to the Museum, never since Leonardo da
Vinci's death in 1519 have so many of his works been in one
place at the same time. Pierre Theberge, the Museum's
director and chief organizer of the show, has been quoted as
saying that "The show is the most ambitious, most complex
and most elaborate ever in terms of installation. security and
coordination.•·
The show features 25 working, made-to-scale models of
da Vinci's machines. inventions and mechanical creations
and hundreds of drawings more than 2 OOOpages of
manuscripts, notebooks and documents. some of which are

on public display for the first time ever .
The da Vince celebration is not limited to the exhibit
itself: the city of Montreal agreed to close off an important
heavily-used main street in downtown Montreal on May 19
for a parade honouring Leonardo. Thousands of Montreal et s
packed Sherbrooke Street straining for a glimpse of this
unconventional parade of unusual clowns. acrobats, dancers
and an invasion of machines of all types. cars. tractors, cranes
boats and a helicopter-modem day incarnations of those in
da Vinci's manuscripts. Even the Governor General of
Canada, Her Excellency the Right Honourable Jeanne
Sauve was present to officially open the event. The museum
has also organized workshops, films and a .. Renaissance
Concert Series" which explores the musical context surrounding Leonardo.

0 investigator,do not flatter
yourselfthat vou know the
thin~ nature performsfor
herself,but rejoicein knowing
the purposeof those things
designedbv vour own mind.
-Leonardoda Vinci
----------------------.J
Leonardo da Vinci is popularly known as a painter, who
made revolutionary contributions to the development of
modem art. According to Carlo Pedretti, author of some
thirty books and three hundred articles on Leonardo, Leonardo 's early anatomical studies, and especially his skull
of 1489, are unsurpassed in accuracy, precision and effectiveness of visual demonstration.
However, in keeping with the specific theme, many of
Leonardo's famous anatomical drawings are not on display,
although his other manuscripts are. Leonardo, after all,
considered himself an engineer and architect as much·as a
painter, and recorded his discoveries on manuscript sheets.
According to the testimony of a group who visited Leonardo 's
studio in Amboise, France in 1517, the artist was working at
the time on cataloguing the thousands of manuscript pages
bearing his scientific notes. His death in J 5 J 9 interrupted this
work and the manuscripts were bequeathed to his disciple,
Francesco Melzi. Several of them were subsequently sold or
given to different collectors by Melzi's heirs. Thus, the
manuscripts. some of which were assembled into different
.. codices" ( Latin for "collection" or .. ancient manuscript")
were scattered across Europe and became part of various royal
or ducal collections. Of the 10 OOOmanuscripts Leonardo
began to assemble, some 7 OOOsurvived.

Of particular interest among the manuscripts at the
exhibition is the famous Paris Manuscnpt Bon loan from
L'Institut de Franc~. which will be on public display for the
first time ever since it was taken to France in 1796 by
Napoleon after his Italian campaign.
Also.of special interest are the Madrid Manuscripts I
and II (also called the Codex Madrid). Because of a
cataloguing error, these manuscriptc; had lain lost for a
century in the Madrid Library, until 1967 when an American
professor came across the two, red-leather volumes of 700
pagP.sin Leonardo's hand. One volume contains mechanical
drawings. The other covers an 18-year period and includes a
list of books owned by Leohardo in 1504, among them a
textbook for surgeons. the Bible, a text of Euclid's, St
Augustine's Sermons, Aristotle's Problems and even a
treatise on gourmet cooking.
So besides technical drawings, the exhibit displays
Leonardo's personal notes and general observations, providing a unique opportunity to see a rarely witnessed side of
Leonardo-not just an architect and engineer but a full
individual. with concerns ordinary and every day as well as
intellectual, with a love of nature and a sensitivity to
humanity in its totality-physical.
psychological, and spiritual. And we witness the socially conscious scientific genius
who is painfully aware that his discoveries may be used to
harm humanity rather than help it.
For example, in a crucial passage in the Codex Hammer
Leonardo declares the reason which prevents him from
describing his invention for remaining under water (a submarine): "The evil nature of men who would use them as a
means of destruction at the bottom of the sea. by piercing a
hole in the bottom and sinking them with men inside."
In another passage, which almost seems to foreshadow
the attitudes adopted by modem day environmentalists,
Leonardo likens the planet Earth to a living organism: ''The
waters return with constant motion from the lowest depths of
the sea to the utmost heights of the mountains, not obeying
the nature of heavier bodies; and in this they resemble the
blood of animated beings, which always moves from the sea
of the heart and flows towar~ the top of the head"
Numerous other drawings by Leonardo's predecessors
and contemporaries have been placed alongside Leonardo's
own in an attempt to foster contextual understanding-to pay
tribute to all the Renaissance inventors who were, as the Museum
handouts explain, the founding fathers of the engineering
profession.
The manuscripts on display are impressive, and the
exhibit reveals that they are also quite practical: his drawings
are so clear and accurate that perfectly working models have
been constructed from them, especially for the exhibit. by
craftsmen in Quebec and Florence.
Perhaps the highlight of the exhibit is a fascinating
collection of25 working made-to-scale models ofda Vinci's
machines, inventions and mechanicaJ creations, which illustrate his principal ideas on engineering and architecture.
They are constructed from metal and a variety of woods, and
acc<:>rdingto Museum Director Pierre Theberge, it is the
(story continued on page 14)
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rstory continued from page 13)
largest collection of Leonardo models in the world-not even
the da Vinci Museum in Italy has the same number of working
models.
Among the inventions on display that Leonardo can take
credit for are: a reversible hoist and revolving crane, a spring
motor, a crankshaft, a three-speed gear, and a rack and
pinion. There is also a large machine, "Central Hoist," by
Renaissance master Filippo Brunelleschi.
A number of inventions are worth special mention: one
invention, a plan for the world's first ball-bearings, was so far
ahead of its time that, according to a craftsman from
Montreal who built some of the models, a leading ballbearing manufacturer is.still selling a version tht is exactly the
same as Leonardo's.
Another Model, a water meter which was invented in
1510 and was actually built, is a typical example of a
practical mechanism Renaissance engineers were expected
to design and make, reflecting simple yet elegant solutions to
engineering puzzles of the day.
Human flight waii an obsession of Leonardo's f6r many
years, and some inventions, like the prototype for a helicopter, were never actually realized. But he did draw, and is
said to have constructed and tested, a glider with a pilot able
to control flight for a short distance. Inspired by Leonardo's
drawings, a huge flying machine hangs across the Museum
facade as one enters on Sherbrooke Street Built in Montreal

especially for the exhibit, it has a wingspan of 32 feet and is
constructed of wood, metal and leather.
The architectural section of the exhibit attempts to shed
some new light on Leonardo's theoretical contribution to that
discipline. It contains a model that has received rave reviews
from Montrears local media. It is, as the Gazette describes,
"a stunningly beautiful, Italian-made wooden model of one of
Leonardo's revolutionary designed churches." Unlike many
churches of his time, Leonardo's was circular and put priest
and worshippers on the same level. With its intricate detail
and meticulously accurate design, this model alone is worth
the inexpensive admission fee of $2.50.
Also of special interest in the architecture section is an
explanation of Leonardo's planned cities. Emphasizing
airiness and cleanliness, Leonardo designed greater space
between buildings and an effective sewage system. In 1493,
he planned new neighbourhoods outside Milan in which
traffic would be separated into two or three levels: the first
level strictly for pedestrians; the second level for commercial
activities; the third level for canals (into which, Leonardo
promptly notes, "nothing is to be thrown .... ").
Between the section on Leonardo the engineer on the

upper floor and Leonardo the architect on the entrance level,
visitors encounter a magnificent garden (complete with minifountain) inspired by the gardens of the Italian Renaissance,
which provides a serene place to rest and reflect, as Leonardo
himself may have done in his native Tuscany.
The Montreal exhibit ultimately leaves the visitor with a

desire to know more about the man whom historian Kenneth
Clark describes as the "most relentlessly curious man in
history." The exhibit emphasizes Leonardo' s achievement in
science, technology and engineering, but also reveals his
humanity. Speculative yet practical, Leonardo's legacy
serves as an example especially in today's age of specialization and relentless technological encroachment Leonardo' s machines were profound in their elegance and utility,
but most importantly suggested that technology should serve
human beings, not dominate them. Leonardo the scientist,
engineer and architect was also the naturalist, poet, musician
and, of course, painter. Embodying the ideal of the universal
mind and multifonn knowledge, Leonardo in his span of
talent represents an understanding of the world beyond any
immediate self-serving scope of concerns-a lesson indeed
for modem times.
As the exhibit emphasizes, Leonardo da Vinci was not an
isolated individual but one of many individuals of the
Renaissance. He was a product of an era which stressed the
concept of men and women as free autonomous beings
operating in a secular, anthropocentric, earthly reality. He
was not, as many historians claim, ahead of his time, but was
very much a product of the Renaissance, and the humanistic
values it engendered. His achievements and his thirst for
knowledge were characteristic of Renaissance individuals
whose imaginations knew no bounds. As Leonardo himself
once said, "'Leaming is the only thing the mind never
exhausts, never fears and never regrets."
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Typesettingis the processof typingstories
into a very simplecomputerso the come out
in nice, neat columns.
TheLance needsresponsiblepeoplewho
can type, and especially spell to learn to
typeset We'll even trainyou.
It pays more than minimumwage.
Apply to Production Manager Laura
Gould, in the Lance office, second floor,
UniversityCentre.
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This is JoAnne.
Jo Anne used to typeset for the Lance. Then she was promoted to ad artist Then she got hit by a
car.
lhe Lance: come typeset for us. And never stop.
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HamburgerHill
There was this te"ific battle...
There is a scene in Hamburger
Hill that abounds in unintended
irony, and which suddenly made
me realize what was wrong with
this movie. In the scene, the sergeant
of the platoon tells off a film crew
for presuming to film his men, and
threatens to shoot him if he ever
catches him doing it again. To
regard this exchange as a drastic
paradigm for censorship is a little
heavy-handed and perhaps unfair
- everyone feels violated by candid
shots of themselves, particularly
when we feel the shooter isdetermined
to catch us in our worst moments.
But this scene made me realize that
Hamburger Hill, despite its unexampled, exhaustive devotion to veri-

···Reality was giving its lesson,
Its mishmash of scripture and
physics ...
similitude and its fastidiously staged
atrocities, is a highly selective vision
of Vietnam, with a clear but unprofessed agenda to eulogize its characters, and to make being a Vietnam
soldier, and that alone, into a special
sort of virtue, like having membership
in an exc lusive, world-disdaining
fraternity.

My objection is simply that this
agenda is prcmulgatedas verisimilitude,
not ideology.
Much of the dialogue in this
film is difficult to follow. The actors
use a lot of technical jargon, they
talk rapidly and often simultaneously.
.. Bones were too like lath and
twigs
Blood was too like water...

The realstorvof Vietnam~
or an
arnazinJ?;
soybeansubstitute?

inarticulatenessof Kubrick's characters
in front of that same combat camera
in Full Metal Jacket. Or the relentless
indignance the sergeant's speech,
and indeed, of all of Hamburger
Hill, with Joker's black, black bemusement with his own dehumanization.
Other distasteful, distressing, or
ridiculous moments:
-the implausibly sanitary brothel,
replete with too-cheerful prostitutes.
-a grunt shoots the head of an
already dead or unconscious NV A
soldier complete(v to bits. A real
pornography of vengeance.

In consequence, Hamburger Hill
often has an insulting secret-society
sense, for it revels in its authoritative,
wallows nostalgically in the arcana
of war, while declining to make it
... Everything took the blame ...
accessible or intelligible to the uninitiated. It seeks not to bring us closer to
Hamburger Hill however does
these men, to make us intimate and
make a few unique contributions to
empathetic to their situation, but to
the lexicon of war-movie atrocity,
exclude us from it as from a condition
and has a few of those stunning
of privilege, to set us at a distance
conjunctions of spectacle and human
appropriate to hero-worship.
fragility that would seem to be the
I might be inclined to give director
special case of war art Here are two
John Irvin the benefit of the doubt. to
of them:
allow that this difficulty is an un-napalm bombs, used for the first
avoidable result ofsuch careful realism, time in a feature film: beautiful,
were it not that this realism is broken
beautiful incandescent anemones,
by improbabilities and contrivance
breathtaking and purely incidental.
precisely when it aims most overtly
A lovely contingency lodged in the
investing its characters with virtue.
most vicious intention, like a lot of
For example, the sergeant's tirade,
things in war.
mentioned above, has an unlikely
-three guys, apparently out of the
eloquence. Compare with the painful line of fire, get blown up by a falling

shell right in front of you.
As to the assault on the hill itself,
the film aims for, and acheives fairly
well a nightmarish constancy. an
epic and terrible monotony.
Phillip Glass' score is formally
well-suited to these ends: a short
chord progression of perhaps 12
bars, circular, repetitive, tonally inconclusive. (Glass' style, unlike his
early scores, is always developing,
and his ever-more-complex scores
belie the term 'minimalist'. What
you might call a Pre-Monteverdian
composer, trying to reinvent musical
development, havingrejected Baroque.
Classical, Romantic. Neo-Classical,
serial and Aleatoric models.)

... And what was left looked round
at what was left...
-from "Crow's Account of the
Battle" by Ted Hughes
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ice cream stores
BUYANY SINGLEDIP CONE AND GET
THE SECONDSCOOP FREE!
COUPON VAUD UNTILSEPTEMBER
30, 1987.
NOT TO BEUSEDIN CONJUNCTIONWITHOTHERDISCOUNTOFFERS.

In a pedestrian sense, Hamburger
Hill has simply been pre-empted by
Platoon and Full Metal Jacket we've seen much of this before; the
setting has grown familiar, and desensitization, a process tragic in itself.
has diminished the impact of a crucial
message.
- Kevin Atkinson

CELEBRA
TE
ORIENTATION'87
at
Iona College
208 Sunset Ave.
973-7039
Mon. Sept. 14 5:00
"Corn Boil" &

BASKIN-ROBBINS
Ice Cream

Thurs.Sept. 17
1:00 ·?
"Make yo ur own
sundae."

Thurs.Sept 24
7:30 pm
Evening with
Sun Aipark, poe t &

journalist
CHECK LANCEFOR

WEEKLYEVENTS
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The Lance is more than just
a waste of paper.

It's ink, too.

The La nce: read it; ifll rub off on you.

ATTENTION
UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS!!!
HOMECOMING SPECIAL

Sean Young and Kevin Costner in No Way Out

Voodoovideo

voodoo-detective story about an
archetypical private eye called Harry
Angel (Mickey Rourke). Angel is
hired by a sinister foreigner named
eight or nine years ago, I've done
Louis Cyphre (Robert DeNiro) to
my utmost to see them all. From
track down a guy called Johnny
The Zombies of Sugar Hill to Favorite. A crooner in the 40's, it
Orson Wells' Voodoo MacBelh, I seems Favorite reneged on a deal
doubt I've ever seen a voodoovideo
with Cyphre, and is rumoured to
that didn't entertain me.
have died.
Other critics, it seems, are not
His tra il littered with brutally
given to my particular proclivity.
dispatched corpses. Angel makes
When it was released not long his way to New Orleans, the home
before the end of the last winter
of American voodoo, and ever closer
semester, the majority of the attention
to the truth. " P ray he doesn't find
given to Angel Heart was in the
it·· the promotions posters read.
form of mass dismay over a sex
The film was written and direcscene less than two minutes long.
ted by British filmmaker Alan Parker
T he scene, as you no doubt remem(who directed The Wall. Birdy,
ber vividly, involved two equally
etc.). in the style of film noir rem inisshocking American Taboos: blood,
cent of such pictures as The Night
and eighteen-year-old Lisa 'Huxtable'
has a Thousand Eves. And in spite
Bonet in her birthday suit A bigger
of its critical reception. this highly
furor could hardly have been accrued
origina l brew of Chand lerian detecif Jerry M athers decided to publish
tive fiction, voodoo. and metema magazine called "Beaver'. The
psychosis is not just a great voodoo
sitcom-sucking denize ns of the
rnovie. it's agreatmovie. The Believers,
U.S.A. were treat ed to the worst
which followed in its wake ( and is
vibes they'd had since Va nessa
at least technically more a •Santeria ·
Williams, over a scene that'""had
movie than a voodoovideo ), was
little if anything to do with the plot
not nearly as good, nor were any of
of a superb movie.
the movies released last year with
A ngel Heart(based on W illiam the already-me ntioned exception.
Hjortsberg's equally superb novel
There are Angel Heart posters
FallingAngel) and the newly-released
up now at Bandito Video on Dougall,
No Wav Out are the best movies of which means, I presume, that it's
the yea~ thus far. The critics didn't
available. See it if you haven't
like the former because of sex, nor
already. See it even if~you know
the latter (a thriller) because of the
what the twist ending is. You'll not
chase scenes (sic). Ignore them.
be sorry.
Angel Heart is a beautifully filmed

I like a good voodoo mov ie.
Ever since I saw/ Walked With a
Zombie one Saturday morn ing

10% OFF OUR ALREADY
LOW DAILY & WEEKLY
RATES
U. of W. LD. Card must be presented
Regular office qualifications apply.
Valid at
391 Tecumseh Rd E
Windsor
258-2847
258-AVIS
Reservations
Requir ed

1

valid until
October 31, 1987.
Off er

Not valid with other specials or coupons.

- Lawrence Deck
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PARKTHEATRE•i•
Windsor's Alternative Cinema
804 Erie St. E.
Windsor, Ontario
(519) 253-0051

I

I
I

Sept. 2 - 4

BEYONDTHERAPY

AA

Sept. 5 - 8

DECLINEOF THE
AMERICAN EMPIRE

R

• Show Times 7:00 p.m. and 9:00 p. m .
Admission Prices:
Adults ( 18 & over)
Youths (13 to 17)
Children ( 12 & under)
Golden Age (65 & over)

$4.00
$3.50
$2.50

$1.00

Memberships will be available soon.
Coming in September.
Mona Lisa, Sid and Nancy
and Working .

...------------------------------------------···············

Lancerfootballteam lookspromising
by Brian LeClair

The endci summer means different
things for many people. For some, it
is the snap of coolness in the air, for
some it is the end of vacation and the
return to school.
But for a dedicated group of
young athletes here on South Campus
Field, the last few weeks have meant
only one thing -the beginning of
another football season
But this is notjustanotherfootball
season. This is the beginning of a
new era in Lancer football.
This year marks the firstin twenty
years that Gino Fracas will not be
behind the bench. He has passed
over the reins to Windsor alumnus
and successfulGuelph Gryphon football coach John Musselman.
Musselman has wasted no time
in instilling his own methods on the
Lancer footballers.
From the 20th of August, the
team has gathered for an intense
training camp that puts them through
two practice sessions daily. He has
even arranged for the team to eat
together at a nearby restaurant.

"I wouldn't know any other way,"
Musselman said about his ideas, so
different to Lancer football. "It's the
only way to mold a team."
As the training camp nears its
conclusion, Musselman is very happy
with the results.
"It has already accomplished what
we wanted it to," he said. "It brought
us together."
The coaching staff has almost
Lancers hope to take arms against a sea or troubles, and by opposing. end them.
completed its final cuts.
"We still have a couple of question
"It is unusual to have the offense contest at home against Wilmington to see his team win, he knows there is
marks, but we'redown to good athletes ahead," he said ·•rm very pleased
College of Ohio.
somethingrooreimportant ID be gained
who really want to play football."
with its progress.
"We've got to get a look at them
"I wouldn't sacrifice the opporHe added he "couldn't ask for
"This defense requires a different undergameciicumstao;:es,"Musselman tunity to see our kids just to win
more" -0f a positive attitude.
approach, andoncetheball is snapped, said "We've h.adplentyciscrimmages, agamethatdoesn'tcount
We'dpay
The players' hard work has also
there is a tendency to revert back to but there's no substitute for getting for it later," he said.
resulted in much development and whatyouknowbetter. If we have half them into a game.''
Musselman will have plenty of
improvement in IeamingMusselman's
the squad playing this year's defence,
This game will prove to be a
kids to watch on Saturday, as his
system.
and the other half playing last year's,
pivotal one for the three athletes
team is very young, with a large
"I didn't dream we'd be this far
that won't work," he said "They
vying for the position of starting
number of promising rookies coming
this early," Musselman said
don't mix very well."
quarterback. Mike Brisebois from
from out of town. However, the
The new coach has a unique
Windsor, Tony Cabriotti from
youthfulness of his squad may be a
problem to deal with at first He has
Musselman and the rest of his
Hamilton, and MarieMcGugan from
blessing in disguise.
employed a different defensive phil<r coaching staff will be looking very
Samia have all looked good through''It's an exciting thing." Musselclosely at the Lancers' play on both
out the camp,
Mussehnanpn:mises
sophy on his troops, and that has
sidescitbe ballthisSaturdayafternoon, that all three will see action Saturday. man said "We're in a good spot
caused his defense to be somewhat
when they face off in an exhibition
Though Musselman would like now, starting off on a new path. with
behind the offensive unit

aoo
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young, keen kids working.developing
over the next few years."
As is often the case, graduation
has cost the team a few good players,
such as running back andlinebacker
Gino Castellan, receiver Paul F~
and placekicker Graeme Flett, but
he believes his youngsters can do the
job. In fact, he believes the present
nucleus might form a championship
Windsor team within four years.
Musselman credits the university
administration for making a substantial move towards improving the
Lancer sports program.
''Now it's just up to the teams to
go out there and show it,·• he said. D

ExcitinK
seasonaheadforI.ancerfans
by Lance sports staff
Lancer sports fans were treated
last year to a series or successful
seasons and exciting highlights. Fans
should expect no less throughout
the 87/88 year.
Fall brings with it the return of
the soccer squads, as they improve·
on last year's showings. The experience gained through playing
over injuries and inclement weather
should prepare the teams for a
tough OUAA season.
The women's volleyball and
men's golf teams return with the
added pressure of repeating last
year's successes.
The volleyball team, led by
senior setter Kathy Adkin and
· second year stars Cheryl Smith and
Chris Norek, finished strongly in
second place with a 9-3 record.
only to be ousted from the playoffs.
This year. enough of the nucleus

returns for the team to challenge
again.
The golf team got as far as it
could get last year. capturing the

wonderful ride at the top of the
OUAA West Division. only to
come sliding down near the end
with an abrupt end in the quarterfinal
game against Western.
Almost all of last year's key
links return, including sharpshoot

OUAAchampionship.LedbyOUAA
singles champion Matt St. Louis.
one would expect the team to be
favoured.
Of course. with the onset offal I.
the football team dons the pads
once again with renewed optimism.
However. this year's Lancer
team has much cause for looking
positively to this season. as a new
era of Lancer football begins ( see
related story). The Lancer football
season could be one of the most
interesting parts of the entire year.
As the football season comes
to a close. the basketball seasons
will open, with much the same
enthusiasm.
The women's basketball season
was more successful than the 3-8
record seems to show. Nearly all of

er.;Mau St Louis and Scott Thoma,;.
and maturing rookies Henry Valentini
and Ken Schweitzer, and virtually
assures the Lancers of improving
on their disheartening finish.
The hockey team· s fortunes took
the exact opposite direction. After
suffering through a mediocre season.
they caught fire in the playoffs.
climbing only one game from the
OUAA finals. This only increases
optimism for the 87/88 season.
the games went down to the end,
and the team lost most often due to
inexperience rather than poor or
uninspired play.
This year the team will be able

to draw from these experiences,
and their future looks bright
The men's basketball team took
the Lancer fan on an emotional
roller coaster. The first half was a

Last year, Lancer fans watched
their teams reach new plateaus.
This year, they should see some of
them get to the top.
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What's Uo?
Friday September 4 -- Lancer
GolfMeeting-- Room205 Human
Kinetics Building -- 4:30 p.m.

IU
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Saturday September 5 -- Lancer
Football vs. Wilmington College
· (exhibition) -- 2:00 p.m. at South
Campus Field

A
m

cc
Tuesday September 8 -- Lancer
Tennis Meeting-- Rm. 206 HK at

MATINIQUE

Backto

Class
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3:30 p.m.
Wednesday Septembet9-- Lancer
Soccervs. University ofMichigan- 4:00 at South Campus Field

A Mcndol's exclusive
from Denmark

by Brian LeClair

CROSS-CANADA

If you haven't spent the summer following
the latest adventures of our sports heroes,
what a summer you've missed. While you've
been working to pay for tuition, or working on
a good tan, or doing absolutely nothing of
value ( or all three, like the author), memorable
moments have been happening all over this
wondrous land of ours.
The year's first installment of Athlete's
Alley is to fill you in on whatever you missed,
or to test your powers of recalling useless bits
of trivia, whichever you prefer.
So, here we go ...

4) What Canadian Football League team
sent shockwaves throughout the league when
it undertook a massive front-office cleanup?
5) What Canadian team is currently fighting
for first place in baseball's American League
East Division?
6) What hockey player temporarily dismayed

gc
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ar
e\

w
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tic

Li
kt

fans by hinting that he was leaning toward an
early retirement?

ju
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to

ABROAD

in

AROUND HOME

di

7) What minor league baseball team established
a new record for consecutive games won?

Lifeguard Meeting
There is a lifeguard meeting for
the Faculty of Human Kinetics
Pool on Tuesday, September 22. It
is to be held at 6:30 p.m. in Room
201 of the Faculty of Human Kinetics Building. New guards are welcome to attend, but please bring
your swimming qualifications.

----

l 0% Student &
r ocu 1ty D,scount
406 Pehss1erSt • WindsorOnt1110• N9A4L:

Hrs Mon ·Sol 9 JO·S,Fr19 J0-9

Lancer Hockey Meeting
There is a Lancer hockey team
meeting to be held on September
15 in Room 20 I of the Human
Kinetics Buildingat7:00 p.m. Anyone interested in a non-playing
affiliation, such as team statistician,
should also attend.

l) The Molson Golden Bowling Challenge,
one of the only Canadian tournaments on the
Professional Bowling Association's summer 8) What Milwaukee Brewer batsman copped
tour, was held in August at Windsor's Rose major headlines with a 39agame hitting streak?
Bowl Lanes. Who won the tournament?
9) Who won the Little League World Series,
2) What major international event was held held in Williamsport this past weekend?
at Windsor's Mic Mac Park the same week?
10) What Canadian speedster recently smashed
3) Which three countries took home the three the world record in the 100M at the World
medals?
Track Championship in Rome?

ANSWERS
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PAZNER

Reconditioned
Fluorescent
Fixtures

New& Used
Materials Ltd.
Featuring:

10% Discount on all Reg.
Used Office
Furniture

priced merchandise

Phone 253-6575
1250 Droulllard

STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
•

Typing experience
required

•

Wordprocessing experience
preferred

For application information, see
Todd Davies at the information desk
located in the University Centre,
or call 253-4232, ext. 3230.
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SOUNDING OFF

BRIAN LECLAIR

Every summer, I always find the time
amidst my hectic schedule of pick-up baseball
games, tennis matches, and outdoor barbecues to catch at least part of the Little
League World Series, now telecast live by
ABC every year.
I have always found it amusing that
ABC trundles out their best colour commentators, and most elaborate equipment to
cover one baseball game in which a bunch of
spoiled American twelve-year-olds get their
dreams crushed by a group of highly trained,
highly disciplined youngsters from Chinese
Taipei.
This year's version, featuring Taipei against yet another U.S. squad from Irvine,
California, kind ofleft me with a sour feeling
and may have spoiled this amusement forever.
The game started outjustlike all the ones
before it, as colour commentators Al Trautwig. Jim Palmer and Cheryl Miller fell all
over themselves talking about the fine tradition of Williamsport, Pennsylvania, and of
Little League in general.
Just like any other game, the announcers
keep reminding you that these players are
just kids, just as they begin to tell cute little
stories about these players that used to be
told about the most famous major leaguers.
But very early into the bottom of the first
inning, you could tell this was going to be a
different game than the others.
Everything changed after the first Chinese
Taipei batter drilled a pitch off of the Irvine
third baseman's leg.
Suddenly, Aron Garcia, the dominant
Irvine pitcher and the coach's son, wasn't as
dominant as he was in his last game, in which
he allowed no hits in six innings.
At this point the home plate umpire, who
had worked these games for twenty years,
was not suitable for this twelve-year-old.
Garcia seemed to be pouting on the mound,
just like real major leaguers do when things
, do not go well.
As the umpire continued to call pitches
contrary to young Garcia's liking. the young
pitcher began to lose concentration. Three
wild pHenes later, Chine!.e Taipei had a 3-0
lead.
Unfortunately for the head coach, Bob
Garcia, he could not solve this problem very
easily. There is a rule in Little League which
stipulates that a pitcher may not pitch on

inject cute anecdotes about the players, and
trying to credit Taipei for their strengths
rather than pick on the beaten squad from
California.
However, one of those insensitive cameras focussed in on Aron Garcia's face, with
his lips pursed into a tight frown, seeming to
choke back tears. The cameras probing the
field almost seemed to delight in sharing
Aron's pain with millions of people.
Finally, mercifully, with the score 21-1
after a pair of monstrous Taipei home runs,
Bob Garcia came out to remove his pitcher.
This was where ABC, possibly looking for
drama at its highest, made its move.
The camera followed Garcia as he left the
mound, head down. Then, as coverage returned following a commercial time out, the
network replayed a shot of the shell-shocked
pitcher tossing his glove against the dugout
wall, and then finally letting out his frustrations in a quiet groundswell of tears.
Never mind arguing about whether Garcia
should have let his pitcher go through such
torture. Forget about the ridiculous rule that
put him in such a no-win situation. The real
issue is putting this spectacle on television for
all the world to see.
This is not baseball. Aron Garcia may
be so traumatized by this ordeal he may
never want to play baseball again. Baseball
should be something that a little boy cherishes, not fears.
Maybe ABC should tape the game, and
show it on a delayed basis if the quality of the
game merits it Maybe all that needs to be
done is to treat these kids as kids, and
remember they are playing a game.
As the camera zoomed in on Garcia
while he sat sobbing to himself, Trautwig
made a simple but very eloquent observation.
He commented that Garcia just had "a day
he would like to forget, but never will."

successive days, regardless of the number of
pitches he may have actually thrown. Due to
an untimely injury, coach Garcia had used
all of his pitchers, and therefore had little
choice but to leave his son in to suffer the
onslaught.
The California team did not help its
pitcher in the least, as they began to make
countless physical and mental errors in the

Hopefully those people responsible for
broadcasting the game will never forget either,
and they will think of a way to avoid causing
such pain to an innocent twelve-year-old.
But let's face il this is reality, where
human pain and suffering is often high drama
on television.
And this is baseball, America's national
pastime, where dreams come true, or explode
in your face.
Sorry. Aron. you lose. Better luck next
year.

field. By the end of the second, the powerful
Taipei team had run up the score to 14-1.
This type of scenario was hardly the one
ABC Sports wanted. They realized that their
audience would not like to see yet another
American team get beat up by a Far East
squad, and this one was getting mauled.
Trautwig and Palmer tried to ignore the
score and cover the game, continuing to

Some peopleare afraidto come up to the Lance,
~).
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We Lance types are always looking for people interested
in joining our staff of volunteers. Partly because we like to
meet new faces. Partly because we enjoy passing on our skills
and knowledge.
But mostly because it's a lot of work to churn out this
paper every week.
So, we like to make it easy to get involved.

'lf<i±k

All you have to do is visit our swnptious suite of offices on
the second floor of the University Centre, and let us know you
want to help.
Whether it's layout graphics or cartoons, proofreading,
or writing for one of our esteemed departments you ·ctlike to
try, come on up. (Or even if you're a photographer in the
making.)

Our crack staff of dedicated, helpful folks are jim-dandy
and looking forward to serving you personally, by gum.
Believe iL
The Lance: almost better than a Three Stooges film
festival ( all with Curly).
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Don't miss out on one or-the year's
Biggest Social Events

and
social science society

present

ORIENTATION
B
7
Featuring:
Direct from Toronto

SECRET LIVES
• Door Prizes
• Great Music
eCash Bar
Sponsored by Labatts Blue
Admission:

$3.00 Students
$4.00 Guests

Advance tickets available at the SAC Office
Doors open at 8:00pm
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Student prepares for fall semeste r by reading the Lance in registration lin~ups.

Prohibition
placedon pubintoxication

s

by Rory McLean

1

I I

ome pub
patronsm,y
be
denied
that
last one now
for the
road.
Subway management and
staff will be taking a hard line
when it comes to intoxicated patrons as a
result of an expanded alcohol awareness
program on campus . This means any customer
perceived to be drunk is likely to be refused
service .
Recent lawsuits against pubs at the University of Waterloo and Sir Wilfrid Laurier
University. as well as some large settlements
for such court cases, have led the university
administration and Subway management to
take seriously their role in serving the public.
Pub staff were required to attend a four-

hour course on alcohol awareness last Thursday,
and supplied with a servers' manual from the
Addiction Research Foundation .
A handbook entitled Appropriactivity is
also being distnbuted to all first-year students
in the residences to make them awar e of the
program.
Director of Student Services Da vid
McMurray holds the pub's liquor licence. He
said the program has a two-sided appr oach
which educate s students as to the risks and
health aspects of alcohol consumption and
protects the unive rsity from liability.
McMurray said Student Services is "not
suggestingyou shouldn't drink, .. but is concerned
about protecting the licence and educating
students in an appropriate way.
Pub Manager Chuck Blewett focuses on
the legal aspect - recent legislation makes

liable for the safety of their customers. An
intoxicated customer who injures himself
after leaving the Subway could sue the
waiter, the management, and the university.
The staff has already started to refuse
patrons Blewett said, and " If in the estimation
of any staff member a person will become
intoxicated through further service they will
be denied that service but will be allowed to
stay, drinking pop or coffee until they are
sober again. "
The co-operation of the students is important, Blewett smd. ~ent
pub could close
due to high liability costs. He also said the
servers. who are students themselves, could
be fined up to $10,000 for the actions of a
student they are serving.
According to Blewett, the program has
had a strong impact on the staff.

Bartender Bill lngratta said, '' lam now
aware of the right to refuse service.
"The staff is more aware of their responsibility," he said.
Doorperson JoAnne DeBortoli said the
policy would be hard to enforce.
The establishment itself should be liab le
for fines in order to limit excessi ve alcohol
prom otion, and " the staff should not be
fined," she said.
Other service s include speakers as part of
the Residence and Health Services educational
program. the DeS1gnated Driver program at
the pub ( the driver receives free non-alcoholic
beverages), the Speak Easy- an electronic
game sponsored by Molson, and a breathalyzer
Windsor police located in the pub so patrons
can test their own alcohol level before leaving.D

Cabinetdiffersoverpresidential
selectionprocedure
<

by Lance staff

·• I don't know if students would
have voted for Pete as president."
McIntyre said.

tudeots' Admioistrative Council will
decide how to fill
the vacancy left by
the resignation of
Kevin Williams at its first meeting
of the fall semester. The date of that
meeting has not been set, according
to Vice-president Administration
and acting president Peter Ostojic.

Brendan Thomson, V.P. Uni versity Affairs, agreed. saying council
bylaws should not be '"changed on
a temporary basis."

[:sJ

SAC cabinet, however, is divided
on what procedure should be taken
- whether it is in SAC's best
interests to pass a bylaw promoting
Ostojic to president and opening
the v.p. administration post to byelection or to open nominations to
all students for a presidential byelection.
At an August 8 council meeting
V. P. Finance Robert Allchin served
notice of motion for a new temporary
bylaw which would ask council to
promote Ostojic to president, and
hold an election to fill his job.
But other cabinet members believe the question of who should
take the top post should be put to
the student body at large.
V.P. Communications Chris
McIntyre said he was worried about
"the rightsof the student to participate
in student government"
SAC Cabinet In happier days.

Allchin, however, said he believed the motion should be passed
as it now stands.
"I think they should just have it
the way it is for consistency in
management," he said.
Ostojic said he would leave the
matter to council's discretion, adding
there is flexibility to the route they
could take.
"We could go to a by-election
when council decides for which
positions," or, "council could amend
or approve the bylaw that was
presented at the August 8th meeting,"
he said.
Ostojic also said council could
approve the new bylaw for now and
hold a referendum asking students
for a "vote of confidence" in him as
president
Ostojic added he has been forced
into a position of assuming the
presidency by "accident".
··1r1wanted to become president,
I would have run for it in February,"
Ostojic said.
"I just happened to have benefited
from Kevin's mistake," he said. D

I
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POLITICAL

Wednesday, September 16
- CLUB KARNIVAL DAY- the Wall Court. 10:00 am to

4:00 pm Tuesday, September 17

I

- A Peal for Peace. City Hall flagpole. 11:30-11 :45 am. A
yearly event held 1na number of Canadian cities. There
will be a ringing of church bells. and a short service.
Come if interested in peace.
Wednesday, September 16
- Newspaper Clipping Party. Third World Resource
Centre. 125 Tecumseh Rd. W., 7:00 pm . We need you 1
Bring a pair of scissorsand newvolunteers. All welcome.

1 Thursday, September 17

.

.

- Amnesty International Group 22 . meeting at Third
World Resource Centre. 125 Tecumseh West 7:30 pm .
- Clean Water Alliance public meeting on the Great
Lakes Water Quality Agreement. Holiday Inn. 7:30 pm.
For more information. call 725-3574.

Sunday, September 20
- Poets ,AQainst Contra Aid/ Poets Against Apartheid.
Poetry reading at Alvin's. 5756 Cass. Detroit . .Admission:
$3.00 . All proceeds go to the Central America Solidarity
Committee and the October 4 Coalition.
CINEMA

Sunday, September 13
- "Stand by Me", 1120 Erie Hall, 7 & 9 pm. $1 .00.
September 13-15
- The Park Theatre. 804 Erie St. East. presents "She's
Gotta Have if', 7:00 & 9:20 pm, adult admission $4.00.

September 16-19
- "Sid & Nancy" at the Park Theatre. 804 Erie St. E.
ARTS

Sunday, September 13
- "Windsor. its You and Me: Our Stories." A program of
community story-telling. Everyone welcome. 1:30 pm at
MacKenzie Hall. 3277 Sandwich. Formore info. colt Terry
Ouellette. 258-7111.

Monday, September 14-27
- American artist LarrySullenger. Mixed media. Common
Ground. 1233 University West. 252-6855.

MUSIC

THEATRE

Saturday, September 12

Friday, September 18-19

- CJAM presents an all-ages dance party with SNRJ.
Sudden Impact and the Resh Columns at 8 pm in
Ambassador Auditorium. Tickets: $6.00 Cdn .. $5.00 U.S.

- Full Circle Theatre Co. presents "'night mother" by
Marcia Noonan. Walkerville High School. 2100 Richmond.
8 pm. Call 254-6527.

Tuesday, September 15
- The Patio Bar Opens with a tribute to Bob Dylan
featuring Al Lionetti. 12:00 noon.
- Student Band Night with the 45s Live. the Subway,
8:00pm.

Friday, September 18

Thursday, September 17

- Social Science and SAC present "Secret Lives" in
Ambassador Auditorium. 8:00 pm.

- Hiram Walker Historical Museum presents a slide
show on Kabuki theatre with Maria Lopez. For more
information. call Anne Robinson 254-0724.

Saturday, September 19
- CJAM party with "Blue Rodeo". in the Sub<M:lyat 8:00
pm.

SOCIALS
Monday, Septembe r 14
- Iona Com Roost 5:30 to 6:30 pm, Iona College, 208
Sunset Ave.
- Student Services· Freshman 8.8.Q. Freefoodforallfirst
year students on the Subway Patio from 11:30 am to
1:30 pm.

Don't miss the
Soclal Science
Free Hot Dog
Day. Thurs.,
September
17, 1987
10am-2pm
in front of
University
Centre.

socia science society

and
present
ORIENTATION
FRIDAY, SEPTE

SH '87
ER 1

Featuring, Direct from Toronto

s

I

• Covers from U2, New Order , Simple Minds, The Cult, The Cure, Talk Talk, &
many more.
• Plus a wide array of original material.

+f

A•

Acl.iance fickets availat>le for Bash & Hot Dog Day
at the SAC Office and at
the SSSOffice (G130 WHN)

Admission: Students $3.00, Guests $4.00

w
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Careercentre
directornot
workingyet
by Terry Moore

Student Services and SAC announce Shinerama campaign.

Lance

photo by

etting a job is going
to be a lot harder
this fall at the University of Windsor.
It has been five
months since the university administration took over the Student Placement Centre on campus ( originally
run by Canada Employment and
Immigration Centre) and it has yet
lo find a new director out of the I J 9
applications they have received.
President of the University, Dr.
Ron Ianni. said in the spring that a
selection committee would be set
up to choose the successfulcandidate.
If a new director isn't found
soon. dean of student affairs Dr.
John Hoffman will have to handle a
lot of the management of the centre
himself. The operation of the centre
normally comes under the student
affairs portfolio.
"I will be disappointed if there
isn't someone in there by the end of
the month," said Hoffman. ''They

Cathy O'Neil

Ori September 17, 1987, the University of Windsor will once again be holding
Shinerama. Shinerama is the annual fund raiser where University students shine·
shoes throughout the city for donations ~o the Canadian Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.
Cystic Fibrosis is a genetically inherited disease affecting the lungs and digestive
system of the young. It is the number one genetic killer of children. At present there is no
cure.
With your support, I am certain that this year's campaign will be the most successfuJ
in our University's history.
I
Keep on Shining!

(the adminstration) had hoped to

have a director in place in the
spnng- a lot of things would have
been ready to go."
Although last spring Ianni expressed a desire that more employers
would come to campus as a result
of the conversion of the centre,
Hoffman had a different vision for
the centre, Hoffman had a different
''The university is not going to
bring the employer on campus for
every student.,··Hoffinan said. Instead
he hopes the centre will prepare
students for the job search. Hoffman
believes students will be involved
in the process many times during
their careers.
"We hope to make that office a
far more significant resource to the
students than 1thas been,·· Hoffman
said.
For the ·time being. the centre
has two people in the office listing
part-time jobs and supplying information on companies coming onto
campus in the fall. D

Maledriversriskier,studvsavs
by Wendy Dayton
University
of
Guelph researcher
has begun to unravel
the reasons why
young men have the
highest rate of traffic accidentsmore than any other group of drivers,
they tend to overestimate their own
ability and underestimate risks.
Mile-adjusted accident statistics
show that women under 25 have
less than one-half the accident rate
of young men of the same age
group, and that adults between 35
and 50 have the lowest rate.
Psychology professor Michael
Matthews, studying the driving behaviour of different age groups,
found that young men under 25
tend to speed more often, get involved
in more rear-collisions,and approach
traffic signals at nigher speeds than
do women under 25, drivers between
the ages of 35 and 50, and seniors
' over the age of 65.
Young men are also more likely
than older drivers to drive close to
the car ahead, to pull into traffic
with a short headway, and to underestimate stoppingdistances. Matthews
says. Furthermore, because their
drivingskillsare not as well-developed

A

as those of more experienced drivers,
young male drivers often take longer
to perceive and respond to potentially
dangerous traffic situations.
But Matthews' most significant
finding centres on the tendency of
young males to take risks. Overconfidence, he says. is one of the chief
problems of young male drivers.
''The distressing thing is that their
perceptions are really the reverse of
reality," he adds.
Matthews showed drivers from
different age groups videos of potentially dangerous traffic situations,
and asked them how they would
deal with the situations. Young
men consistently underestimate the
risk involved, and were over-confident about their ability to take
evasive action or otherwise deal
with the situation, he found.
Male drivers in the 18- to 21year-old category also tend to perceive the risks as being much lower
for themselves even than for their
peers, Jet alone other groups of
drivers. Matthews found They realize
that their own age group may not be
particularly good drivers. But each
feels he can adequately handle a
given situation- better than more
experienced drivers.
Matthews' research found that

intermediate-age drivers and young
females are more realistic. in that
they are more likely to see their
peers as having the same abilities
as themselves.
Matthews believes young men's
inadequate risk perception is part
of their general lifestyle.
He gave 500 college students a
questionnaire developed to assess
how people look at risks in a variety
of situations. The results showed
that a college-agemale's involvement
in traffic accidents, or moving violations, is linked with his risk
orientation and perception in his
overall lifestyle.
Matthews' immediate goal is to
develop the questionnaire as a diagnostic tool to identify young male
drivers prone to accidents.
Matthews hopes ultimately to
develop ways to teach students to
evaluate risk situations and judge
their own competence in them. He
feels such instruction should be
incorporated in driver training programs.
Funding for Matthews· study
was provided by Guelph Univer..ity's
Gerontology Research Centre and
the Natural Sciences and Engineenng
Research Council. U

New bead of Peer Counselling.
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The university's Peer Counselling Centre is moving up in the world
Sheila Bordman-Lee's first action as the centre's new director was
to move the operation to the second floor of the University Centre.
The previous location (ground floor, U.C.) required students
seeking counselling to walk through the T.V. room in order to reach the
office.
"The new location is a lot more confidential," Bordman-Lee said.
She said aside from the move she did not make any changes in the
centre and has no complaints with the way it was initially set up.
The Peer Counselling Centre was statred last year in response to
"the total lack of organized counselling at the university," according to
founding director Julie Stevenson.
· The centre was more successful than expected last year. its first.
"We thought it would take us a while to get established on campus but
we were busy as soon as we opened our doors," Stevenson said.
This year's director comes to the job with an Honours degree in
social work from Lakehead University, in Thunder Bay. She spent the
last year working with young offenders and abused children in a group
home in Kenora.
Aside from counselling activities, Bordman-Lee's plans for this
year include expansion of the centre's outreach program and hosting
several seminars, including one on stress management. D.
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(Canadian Science News)
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What to do This is the question student counci llors
1and executives will be mulling over for the next short while
What they must do is decide how to choose a successor
to :allen SAC president Kevin Williams.
For those students still in the dark, the president
students elected last February to serve as this year's chief
executive resigned August 8th after accepting a $1 OOO
bonus contrary to SAC by-laws . Vice President-Administration Peter Ostoj1c has been authorized to act as
temporary president in addition to carrying out the duties
of his position. Hence SAC's current dilemma.
A major part of that dilemma 1s sthe state of SAC's
bylaws. Passages dealing with a vacancy of the president's position are vague at best and open to interpretation. One portion states the Board of Directors (comprised
of three executives plus council reps) " ...may delegate all
or any of the powers of such officer or to any other officer or
to any Director for the time being" SAC legal counsel
Doug Phillips believes this means Ostojic may, given
ratification by council , assume Williams ' place for the
remainder of the SAC term, and open up Ostojic 's former
post to by-election.
Thus councillors were served notice of motion (August
8th) of a proposed by-law- which would be 1neffect only
temporarily - to put the above into effect. But alternatives
do exist.
For one , the president 's job could itself be opened to
by-election. If Ostojic himself decides to run, both the
president and v.p. administration posts would have to be
contested. Ostojic has said he believes this is unfair since
if he were to lose a presidential election. he would also
lose his v.p. post after having been elected to it
In addition, Ostojic and others believe continuity in
SAC's executive operations 1sof paramount importance.
Thus it is in SAC's best interest to have someone with

experience in SAC's present operations to assume the
powers of president. But other SAC watchers , including
some of Ostojic 's colleagues . d isagree .
V.P. Communications Chris McIntyre , for example .
points out that students elected Osto11cas v.p. adm inistration and may not want him as president. He also said he
believes that (in the name of democracy) all students
should get a crack at being elected to the post. Good
point.
So just what should council do? There are arguments
to support any of these alternatives-but
which route
should council take?
There can be no doubt that inserting a SAC outsider
would cause some disruption of SAC's current activities.
And Ostoj1c may have to decide for himself which position
he wants . If he wishes to serve students as president . he
might have to risk his current position-but
these problems may be a necessary evil.
You see. democracy is a two-edged sword. It may not
always be the simplest or most convenient way to govern ,
but it is a commodity we like to believe serves the best
interests of the majority, at least mo ~t of the time. And this is
why we must give the student body a chance to choose
their president.
We're sure Osto1ic would feel much more confident
with a clear vote of confidence through the electoral
process given the upheaval SAC has experienced the
past few months. But that's his decision to make. Council ,
for its part. must decide what is best for SAC.
Whoever fills the vacant post should be elected. The
process will take some time and effort that could have
been better spent had the whole issue never reared its
ugly head-but it has. It should be dealt with in the fairest
manner-through
a presidential by-election-regardless
of complications.

THE BLOODBOIL

KEVIN JOHNSON

Ronnies rotten ref!imereadvin~bedtimefor domesticdemocraticdelusions
It has long been theorizedthat empire abroadis incompanble,
in the long run, with domestic democracy.
Day by day, the United States proves the validity of the
statement. What originally got me going on this kick was a
disturbing little incident in everybody's favourite country.
In order to protest continued U.S. aid to the dirty band of
rapists, cutthroats and thieves Ronnie would like to see
replace the popularly elected Sandinistas. a group of peace
activists lay in the path of a train carrying such aid. They were
a dedicated lot, so much so that when the train failed to stop
and by eyewitness accounts, sped up. one refused to budge.
As a consequence, he had his legs neatly severed
Think of it; a deliberate act of mutilation, performed on a
man who had fought in an ealier war in Vietnam, and thus
learned the folly of trying to maintain by force U.S.
hegemony and imperialism over a people determined to be
free.
How likely is it that he will get a call from the president
declaring him a national hero or the moral equivalent of the
founding fathers? Not fucking likely is right.
In the lookin~sJass world of Ronald Reagan, such.
accolades are reserved for those who fight for and participate in
the exploitation and subjugation of humanity in the interests
of the powerful, the rich, the evil.
Is it any wonder that a majority of people.world-wide
regard this man, the leader of the so-called free world as a
fascist?
Most North Americans are unwilling to apply such a label
because, after all, he was democratically elected. Let's leave
L___ _______________

_

aside the question of exactly how democratic the U.S.
electoral system is, and look instead to the parallel of Adolf
Hitler.
Like Reagan. he was supported by only a minority of the
electorate, yet the vagaries of the system gave him complete
control. Like Reagan, he was supported by the corporations
and militarists, made appeals to national pride. and engaged
extensively in foreign adventures.
Reagan's big advantage is that his reich is too powerful to
be successfully challenged by any other state. Nuclear
weapons, global economic monopoly, and television have
drastically altered the rules and the stakes of the fascism game.
Despite the ever-increasing destructive might of the U.S.
armed forces, it seems apparent that eventually, liberation
movements will everywhere arise victorious. Everywhere,
perhaps. but the United States.
The minions of the clandestine government toil away,
undermining what remains of democracy, preparing resolutely
for their triumph. Together, the CJ.A, F.B.l, N.S.C .• and
countless other secret initials are keeping tabs on everyone
who raises a voice against America's slide into darkness.
Trusted aide Oliver North is revealed to have contingency
plans for the establishment of a military government, designed
to crush all internal dissent.
Women who believe the authority of the state ends at their
skins are told otherwise, as Reagan seeks to tilt the balance of
the U.S. Supreme Court to overturn landmark civjl rights
decisions, including those favouring freedom of choice on
abortions.

The president assures radical right-wing,so-calledChristians
he is in sypathy with their attempts to compel everyone to live
by their rules. He invokes the name of God to justify his
actions.
The Reagan administration endorses racism, smashes
workers' organizations, and routinely creates hysterical
waves of chauvinist. xenophobic sentiment.
Remember the Grenadan airstrip? The thousands of
Cuban soldiers there? No? Well, how about the Libyan hit
squads? Or the deadly Nicaraguan MiGs'! Maybe you spend
your time hating those job-stealing Orientals. or blood-thirsty
Arabs or Iranians (who's the enemy this week?) .
Maybe.just maybe, you're like the U.S. Americans lying
on the railroad tracks. There's a lot of them out there, awake
to what's been going on, challenging their country's divine
right to dictate to the rest of the world, challenging the right of
the few in Washington to dictate to the masses how they
should spend their lives.
It's not easy. They are battling the most sophisticated
array of population control tactics in history, in the hands of
an enemy whose ruthlessness and lust are infinite. That
doesn't make their ultimate victory any less inevitable, I
hope.
As Canadians, we are not impervious to a right-ward shift
in our own political culture. but we must recognize the
importance of solidarity between the continuing struggles for
independence here, in the U.S .. and elsewhere.
As we watch the sun set on freedom in our hypocritical
neighbour. we implore thinking people there: do not go gentle
into that good night. 0
---
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SACbardof director's
delirious
drivel
by Kevin Johnson
By now, anyone interested will have had
an opportunity to see, and maybe even read
this year's student handbook , the Campu s
Compasss.
Produced by Students ' Admmistrative
Council, the handbook used to be called the
Survi val Guide, and is supposed to acquaint
newcomers to the University and city of
Windsor.
As a native Windsorite and long-time U.
of W. student, I'd Liketo unequivocally state
that this year' s effort is simply the worst I've
ever seen.
In terms of pure aesthetics, of course, the
Pus Pass (as it has been derisively dubbed),
is an improvement The Survival Guide used
to be a clumsy, magazine-like thing that,
although attractive given the limitations of
the medium, usually hit the trash cans soon
after distribution. The new model is a spiralbound booklet with an entire school year
planner on the right-hand pages. Graphic
designer Amilcar Carreira did a splendid job.
No bones to pick there.
No, the lousy part is on the port side,
written by SAC V.P. Communications Chris
McIntyre. I suggest the student council look
to hiring someone who can communicate to
fill this post next time around.
Before anyone accuses me of having
some sort of hidden agenda, let me say
outright that in years past, the Survival
Guide was written by someone with both
knowledge of the campus and community
and proven writing skills. often a member of
the Lan ce staff. In exchange for the tew
weeks' work necessary to rewrite and revise
copy, this person was paid a lump sum of a
few hundred dollars.
McIntyre, as one of a clutch of new SAC
vice-presidents, was paid over $200 a week
for the course of the summer, and as far as I
can determine, the bulk of his work is wedged
between the covers of the Campus Compass.
If this seems to you to be a cost-inefficient
way to produce a publication, you're not
alone .
Money aside, the real problem is McIntyre's
apparent unfamiliarity with English. his native
language. The misspelling and misuse of
words. lack of agreement between subject
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and verb and noun and pronoun, and PQOr
syntax abound. A certain number of mistakes
can always be blamed on the typesetter, but
careful proofreading catches most of those ,
and their frequency in the final product
stretches even my credulity.
Petty? Perhaps, but when you consider
this guy is getting paid full-time to write and
speak for SAC, it's fair to expect him to be
able to use proper grammar.
More importantly, the entire tone of the
thingcanbestbetennedobjectionable. McIntyre
is abusive and condescending throughout I
like to think I have as much sense of humour ,
as the next guy, but this stuffjust is not funny.
Compare it to the whimsical approach taken
by a John Slama ( 1985 ). for example .
McIntyre insults. in tum. the university
administration (comparing it to authoritarian
~

-

regimes in the Philippines and South Korea),
city officials (Parks and Ree and Transit
Windsor are offered advice in the pages of
the handbook) , and student athletes (here in
Canada because they can't cut it in the
States). Obviously. the principal insult is to
the reader.
There are inexplicable changes in content
Why are we treated to pages and pages of
McIntyre's interpretationofissuesofstudent
concern? Could it be grandstanding by a
student politician, at student expense?
Why did he cut the food and drink section
so drastically. omitting even big advertisers
and university institutior, like Harvey's, the
0 lympic, and Bubi's? Why didn't he just cut
the whole thing?
W hy did he fail to mclude a section on the
University Health Services. and the traditional

~-- - -~
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information on birth control and prevention
of venereal disease (both really important to
young people)?
It seems to me the only reason McIntyre
was even given this task was to justify his
having a summer job at all. It's too bad we
had to pay, both in money and in quality, to
keep our SAC executive happy and employed.
In the future, council should revert to its
old practice of hiring on a piecework basis
someone without political axes to grind who
can write and spell. Then maybe they can
avoid hiring an editor to correct copy turned
out by a loquacious politico.
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Then again, they can ignore this advice.
After al~ as McIntyre said the Lance doesn't
get any respectO

For more of the same, see page 9.
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MAIL
effect. often only members of the upper
social-economic strata which share the same
ideology of our ruling class can afford to
come here without support. Those students
Dea r Edito r,
I would like to take this opportunity to who do come here with financing often do so
extend a warm welcometo the new international by lickingthe toes of the Canadian International
Development Agency ( CIDA). CIDA. if
, students who will be attending classes here at
one
is not aware, is Canada's answer to the
the University of Windsor. I would also like
infiltration
and destruction of foreign societies
to take this opportunity to express my disgust
anmd the replacement with neo-colonial dewith the racist policies of the Canadian state.
pendency. This aggressiveimperialistbehaviour
What I am referring to is the continuous and
is occurring for example with the financing of
systematic whippingup of racist and chauvinist
students from the People's Republic of China.
sentiments among those who chum to be '
The Canadian government has used the
"Canadian". Recently, as an example. we
nave witnessed the landing on our shores of a differentialfee question for purposes in addition
relatively miniscule number of individuals to those mentioned For example, the Canadian
who have fled a terrorist state. T his state, it state cannot nor will it ever allow free
universal access to post-secondary education.
should be noted. is allied with the Canadian
government. All stops were pulled to direct Many people who pay enormous sums of
the rage of Canadians away from the real taxes and who cannot afford to send their
exploiters in this society and towards those children to school are enraged at such injustice.
individuals who are most likely fleeing savage It is to divert this anger away from itself that
oppression. The use of differential fees for the state comes up with a scapegoat such as
foreign students i_s much like the whipping up the foreign students. Of course with Canadian
of racist and chauvin istic sentiment among chauvinism so pervasive in our society, it was
quite easy for the state to divert attentio n
many people.
Differential fees for international students away from the real issues and toward innocent
victims~ This is quite reflective of the Nazi
serve a number of purposes. For example.
differential fees serve to distinguish or differen- scapegoating of the Jews as being the cause
tiate betwee n us, as 'Canadian' students, and of economic chaos in pre-war Gennany.
In various areas around the world. there
them as 'foreign' students. With this division
it is made somewhat more difficult for foreign is free access to education. Many nations in
students to feel welcome in Canada. Another Europe for example boast this social success.
purpose of the rac ist differential fees are to In other areas such as Columbi2 South
exclude those students who at one time could America, some of the workers have undertaken
. afford to study in Canada but no longer can:... sometimes deadly struggles to ensure that

imperialism

their children will obtain free post-secondary
your readers about an important upcoming
education at the expense of the employers.
conference which will be held at the UniversThis, one must remember, has occurred in a ity of Guelph from Sept 27 to Oct 3. The
so-called developing nation. Why is it that
Provincial Conference On Questions of Peace
such things as free access to post-secondary
and War is being organized to provide a
education are unheard of here in Canada?
forum for peace activists. students and other
Why is it that in this immensely wealthy concerned groups and individuals to come
society only 5 percent of our population has a together, voice their opinions, and exchange
university degree? It is certainly not because
views on all the important issues related to
the nation cannot afford to provide such a the danger of war and the struggle for peace .
necessity . The answers to these questions is Anyone is invited to participate in the conferthat the ruling classes of this society would ence with the exception of those who support
the foreign policy. war preparations and
not benefit by an educated and conscious
populace. Minority rule over a politically aggressions of either of the two superpowers.
conscious populacewould be.seenas illegitimate the U.S. and the Soviet Union.
The conference will include reports from
rather than legitimate and the present rulers
several student organizations. Guest speakers
would be thrown off their chariots.
will be featured including representatives of
In closing I would like to ask that wben the People's Front from Quebec, Ontario,
you encounter a member of any group that Ontario and B.C., as well as keynote speaker
has been labelled as being a drain on our Hardial Bains, a long-time anti-imperialist
standard of living, consider the initial source activist There will also be film and theatre
of that slander. I would also like to request presentations, guest musicians. and lots of '
that one consider who the producers of this time for discussion. If anyone is interested in
society are and who benefits by the fruits of makinga presentationor organizing a workshop.
their labour. As the saying goes, the rich get social event, etc., please get in touch.
richer as the poor get poorer.
·
Registratio n begins at noon. Sunday,
Sincerely,
September 27 at the University Centre.
Do n Byng Those who can only attend part of the
conference are also welcome. For more
infonnation, contact the Guelph Committee.
Rm. 216 U.C., University of Guelph, NIG
2WI. or phone (519) 824-4120 ext 6750.
Sincerely,
Dea r Editor,
Chris Bohme
The Guelph Committee Against ImperialSpokesperson,
GCAIWP
ist War Preparations would like to inform

invitation
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US' remarkably
ignorant'
forUN conference
boycott
by James Young
Canadian University Press

VANCOUVER (Cup)-The U.S. boycott
of a U.N. conference on disarmament and
develooment is "remarkablv ianoranl " but
consistent with the Reagan admninistration 's
tear of the organization, say representatives
of Canadian groups working for third world
development.
They also contend that Canada's input
into the conference has been weak, in order
not to offend the U.S.
ihe U.S. boycotted the three-week conference in New York because it considers
disarmament and developmentseparate issues.
n ruso reJects any proposals to automatically
transfer money cut from military budgets to
third world aid.
"The boycott is consistent with the Reagan
administration's foreign policy...of pouring
huge amounts of money into arms, while
drastically cutting their development aid
budget," said John Graham, B.C. regional
coordinator for Oxfam.
Graham said the boycott was designed to

Both Graham and Clark said External
decision-making power over their budgets.
Affairs minister Joe Clarke's statements at
Graham also argued that the Canadian
the conference were designed to avoid U.S.
government's position was hypocritical, as
criticism.
defence spending under the Mulroney governAlthough Clark endorsed the principles
ment has increased in real terms and will
of arms reduction and increased foreign aid,
continue to do so until the end of the century
he rejectedany internationalt:ramfermechanism under the terms of this year's white paper on
defence.
to convert savings from military budgets into
economic assistance for the third world.
Canada currently spends about$ IO billion
Clark told the conference,which continues for defence and $2.5 bi,llion for foreign aid.
until Sept. 11, that the proposal was simplistic,
Development groups want the government to
would create another development bureauincrease foreign aid from the current o.5
cracy, and did not address the issue of why
percentofG.N.P., to0.7 percent by 1990governments felt compelled to acquire arms.
a commitment Clark made before the U.N. in
.. Clark is kowtowing to the Reagan ad1985, but this disappeared from last year's
ministration on that one," said Graham.
federal budget.
On a global scale, world military spending
But Gary O'Connor, internationalprograms
director for Canadian Crossroads Inter- about$900 billion annually, or$1.7 million
per minute. By some estimates, if less than
national in Ottawa, disagreed.
"I don't think you will ever get a govern- 0.5 per cent of this figure went toward
ment to agree that there wouldbe an automatic developmentagriculture,the developingnations
transfer of funds from armament spending to could feed themselves by 1990.
In 1986 the U.N. helped to stop a locust 1.2 million people at the same cost as one
development,'' said O'Connor, arguing that
individual governments would want to retain plague in Africa, saving enough grain to feed half hour of global military spending.
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the U.N., as shown by previous decisions to
TORONTO (CUP)-The terms of a univercut funding to the organization and to with sity scholarship which awards funds only to
draw from UNESCO.
white Protestants have been ruled valid by
"It comes from such a narrow-minded perthe Supreme Courst of Ontario.
spective that sees the U.N. as socialist and
Judge William McKeown ruled in midun-American," he said.
August that the Leonard Foundation scholarSimilar criticisms were voiced by CUSO
ship, which has dispensed about $1 /5 ,OOOa
and Canadian Crossroads International which year since 1923 to students of ''the white
place students, graduates, and others in third
race," did not violate Ontario's Human
world development projects.
Rights Code.
Pat Clarke, regionalcoordinator for CUSO
Further stipulations of the Leonard Will
in B.C., called the U.S. separation of dissay that only 25 percent of each year's
armament and development issues "an almost
money can go to women, and that no one
unbelievably ignorant analysis.
"owing alliance to a foreign government,
"There is a pretty direct relationship between
prince, pope or potentate'' can receive funding.
the lack of materialsfor economicdevelopment
It is a private scholarship, available to
and expenditures for the tools of war," said
(some) students regardless of what universify
Clark.
..,. awl!!._they atfClld
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In his decision, McKeown ruled that
"evidence was submitted to me of numerous
educational scholarships in Ontario designed
to benefit students of restricted classes defined
by race, ethnic origin, sex, creed and so on."
"The Leonard scholarship is, in essence,
but one more example of such an educational
scholarship," he said.
Silvilyn Holt, Toronto region supervisor
with the Ontario Human Rights Commission,
said the commission will seek legal advice
before making a decision to appeal the ruling.
"The ( Supreme Court) decision is a
major issue with us," said Holt, adding the
commission initiated an investigation into
the ruling after "a number of concerns were
brought to the Commission's attention."
Holt said the Commission will meet

-----------

-------

j

)

September 20 to decide whether to appeal
the lower court's ruling to the Supreme Court
of Canada.
Rabbi Moishe Silverman, Director of
Bhai Brith Hille! Jewish Student Union at U
ofT, said the Leonard scholarship should not
be categorized with other ethnic scholarships and the university should not consider
changing its policy.
"The wording bothers me very much," he
said. " I would cringe if the scholarship
maintains that kind of language.'
maintains that kind of language."
Meanwhile, at University College trustees
of another will have been told they can ignore
a phrase which stipulates only students of
"Anglo-Saxon" origin can receive the scholarship. o
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The University of Windsor
could get added residence and sports
facilities if a proposed city of
Windsor bid to host the 1994 Commonwealth Games is successful.
Windsor is one of nine cities in
the running for the Canadian rights
to host the Games and is budgeting
$100,000 for its bid proposal to the
Commonwealth Games Association
of Canada. As much as one-quarter
of that amount is expected to be
spent when the city makes its final
30 minute presentation to the CGAC
selection committee in Montreal
along with the cities of Hamilton,
E.dmonton_Halifax.London_Ottawa.
Thunder Bay, Richmond and Victoria B.C. on November 8-9. The
CGAC executive will announce
the winner on November I 0.
Windsor's estimated$119 million
bid
is
expected to fare well against bids as
high as Ottawa's$ J 42 million and
as low as Halifax's $88 million
because a major criteria of the
selection process is a proven need
for new sports facilities.
A new 40,000 seat stadium with
adjoining world class aquatic complex in Mic Mac Park (west of the
university) would be used by the
university for football, soccer. and
swim meets. In addition, a new
international size ice arena to be
used for the Games' weightlifting
competition would be built next to
an upgraded St Denis Centre.
University president Ron Ianni
said an Athletes" Village proposed
for university-owned land next to
Assumption High School could be
used as a residence for students
after the Games.
Some of the 350 housing units
in the proposed high/lowrise village
could later house married students.

said Bob Boucher, head of the
Department of Athletics and Reereational Services. Boucher is
charged with facility planning fo,
the Games bid.
He said the village, which would
house 2500-3000 athletes and team
officials during the Games, would
consist mostly of townhouse sty I•!
units (3 or 4 bedrooms/ apartment
unit) with a few single dormitory
units.
Boucher said a new international
size ice arena to be built next to the
· St. Denis Centre would benefit the
varsity hockey squad. as well as the
Campus Ree hockey program. figure
skating and broomball. He said the
university currently pays Adie Knox
arena $11 .OOOper year for ice time
but can't get enough. Boucher said
a university operated arena could
pay for itself because of interested
clubs, even during the off~season.
The arena could be converted
to use as a weightlifting centre
during the Games. said Boucher,
and could be used for a proposed
1998 international weightlifting
championship in Windsor proposed
by the Canadian Weightlifting
Association.
The St Denis Centre seating
capacitywouldbedoubled(currently
4500) with some of the seating
being portable and also dressing
rooms expanded said Boucher. He
said the new facility, along with the
· upgrading of St Denis would •ncrease storage, office, and dressing
room space, adding "by 1994 we
would probably be wanting these
improvements anyway.··
Boucher said details about
operating the sports and residence
facilities would be negotiated after
a successful bid for the Games, but
"ifwe pull this off, I cannot think of
any place in Canada that will surpass us in facilities.··

City counc11lor David Cassivi
said Windsor's bid was unique among
the Canadian bids because only it
could offer 50 million potential
spectator's within one day's drive
of Windsor (referring to the city's
geographic closeness to the United
States), as well as 30,000 hotel
rooms nearby.
"We (the Games taskforce) feel
more optimistic as each week goes
by," he said.
Cassivi also said there is broad
community support for a bid to host
the Games as evidenced by the
signing up of 11,200 volunteers to
help if Windsor's bid is succeeded.
in just IO days.
Jerry Slavik, head of volunteer
recruiting. who called the Games
bid "the greatest thing for this
community since Chrysler. Fords,
and G.M. started building cars
here··. said he has over 13,OOO
volunteers have signed up and is
aiming for 20.000 by November.
Slavik said "you're bound to lose
40 percent of them" through attrition
over the seven years prior to the
games. [ l
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Applicants to Ontario Medical Schools
Applications for all Ontario medical schools
must be received at the Ontario Medical School
Application Service (OMSAS) on or before
November 1, 1987. For applications write to:

O.M.S.AS
P.O. Box 1328

Guelph, Ontario
N1H 7P4
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At Granada, we're offering special student rates on a wide assortment
of top-quality home entertainment products. We'll give you our low 12-month
rate for a special 8-month term so you can enjoy a colour TV for as
little as $19.95 a month. Or rent a full-function VCR for $24.95 a month. And,
to top it off, _pur in-home Granadac.:ovcr service is yours at no extra charge .
Just clip this ad and take it to your nearest Granada Home Entertainment
Centre today for the complete picture. But hurry, offer expires September 30th.
After all, if you don't have a TV, where will you do all your studying!
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Studenthandbookinsulting~ patronizingrubbish
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by Laura Gould
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RE: The Campus Compass
I agree ~eheartedly with KevinJohnson's
piece on the Campus Compass on page 5, so
I won't repeat the same complaints. In my
opinion, the biggest problem with the Campus
Compass is that it is insulting.
First of all, I am insulted as a reader in
search of information-there is virtually none
to be found here. A better title for this
handbookwould have been CampusConfusion.
Looking for the Engineering Society Office?
Well, it is "located in Dillon Hall on the 2nd
floor. I think it's 261 DH-1 think? Okay it's
260 or maybe 264 DH, one of those rooms is
the one." Or how about the nursing society?
"After all these years, I still cannot recall
where the Nursing Society office is. I think
it's in WHN on the ground level." Finally,
"the Commerce Society is located just below
the 'lower level' stairs in the Business Building.
I forgot the room number." Would it have
taken much effort to locate these offices? A
quick trot over to the buildings in question
would have solved Mr. McIntyre's confusion,
and ours as well.
Secondly, I am insulted as an Arts student,
but more especially as an English graduate.
Not only does Mr. McIntyre perpetuate old
and worn out stereotypes by calling us all
"artsies," but he couldn't spell his way out of
a paper bag, much less an 8L'1grade class.

Not even when I graded first year English
papers did I see so many errors. As an Arts
student I felt patronized by being told l was
enrolled in a "fine faculty," that .. the faculty
of Arts actually has a few professors ( and
students) that I would call ModemCanadian
fiction writers-no lie!" and that the Assumption Gallery "disp lays the excellent
work of Visual Arts students."
For one thing, the Facutly of Arts is not
only "fine," but is one of the few faculties
that teaches you how to think rather than
memorize. For another, the Engl ish department boasts many fine published authors and
scholars of international reputation. not merely
a "few Modem Canadian fiction writers ."
Finally, anyone with any rudimentary knowledge of painting and drawing knows that
calling all of the artwork in the Assumption

Gallery "excellent" is obviously ridiculous.
It is simply Mr. McIntyre's way of saying
that he doesn't know anything about art and
thinks it's all bullshit, but doesn't want to
offend us.
Third, I am insulted as a female student at
this university. The Women's Centre is
apparently so unimportant as to rate a mention
behind Used Book Sales and the Typing
Service. (My guess is that Mr. McIntyre was
writing the Typing Service section when he
was suddenly reminded of women and their
age-old association with typewriters, thus
prompting him to remember he was supposed
to write a section on the Women's Centre.)
Though a picture of the Women's Commissioner appears next to the blurb on the
Women's Centre. hername(JanetScheffler)
does not. Further, McIntyre states that "'the

centre is not a collection of mar; bashing
material," as if all women really need is a
place to air their grievances about men. If this
were true Chris, all we'd need is a ladies'
john, not a centre. Why don't you go next
door to Janet's office and ask her to exp lain
to you why a Women's Centre is necessary at
this university instead of implying that it's a
club where no boys are allowed?
Finally, all of us who are not in Law or
Engineering might as well pack it in because,
as Mr. McIntyre says, "the funniest, wittiest
students are in the faculty of law ( and
Engineering of course)." I think that perhaps
Mr. McIntyre is confusing arrogance with
wit, and the Essex with humour.
A word to the wise-keep your Campus
Compass-after al~ it's a free date book. But
don't read it It's comp letely fucked. D
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by Ken Burke
reprinted fr om t he Palhousie Gazette
original woodc uts by Frans Mase ree l

utbacks to culture funding are nothing new to Raul Quintanilla. For
lack of resources, students at his
visual arts school are limited to
painting with ordinary house paint
and using cement for sculpture.
Their photography section has a
developing lab but no cameras. And
one-fifth of the students and teachers
can't attend classes.
With these problems, you might expect a school
outcry against government funding policy, but there
isn't any. That's because Rau I's visual arts school is
located in Managua, and the missing one-fifth of the
campus population are mobilized on the borders to
keep the Sandinista revolution alive. Supplies are
scarce due to the U.S. embargo and the cost of the
border war. These are arts cutbacks-Contra-style.
As assistant director of Nicaragua's National
Visual Arts School and head of the visual arts
department of the Sandinista Ministry of Culture,
Raul Quintanilla lives every day as an embattled
artist with far more than his artistic integrity at stake.
While in Canada for the "Issues for the Next Generation" conference in Toronto this summer, he
spoke about the National School and the role
culture plays in his country's revolution.
Like many other institutions in Nicaragua, the
National Visual Arts School was organized after the
revolution in line with Sandinista populist aims.
Con1,n<1tram the shell of the country's only fine arts
school. the National was set up as a free school,
with the Ministry of Culture funding all supplies and
tuition. Enrolment was encouraged from all areas of
the country, with a lengthy acceptance process
ensuring that talent, not privilege, was the main
requirement for entry.
These changes have been opening up the previously closed areas of line arts study more surely
than slowly. More than 30 percent of this year's 150
students come from regions outside the capital city
of Managua, up from virtually none before the
revolution. "It'll take a bit of time before we get more
people coming from these areas," says Quintanilla
The number of women students has also risen

across the country. At one of the 50 CPC's, the
student is "confronted with the reality of-the country
they are living in," says Quintanilla.
"tn the school they work with relatively tradition al materials, even if they are putting up with housepaint on plywood," he explains. ~In the communities,
they use materials they find in the places and work
with a range of people like old people, Young
people, children ...."
"In the CPC's, our students are confronted with a
different reality, one where a 15-year-otd worker
wants to paint and has never done anything academic. He hasn't done any colour scales or fer,
spective, and still comes out with some very rich • .
things when he expresses his desires and the way T!..
he sees life itself."
There are images of Sandino-the
Nicaraguan
Peasant leader of the 1920s and 30s who gave the
revolution its name-but also linoleum tiles designed
with the simple image of a bottle and cup, celebrating
the everyday in art. There is the striking work of
Cecelia Rohas , a teacher at the school, in paintings
exploring Nicaragua's pre-Columbian background
through masks the Indians left behind. Her masks
Jostle with each other for space in the frame, growing
with an almost-neon, part-otherworldly colour in
distended. warped shapes. It's not exactly the stuff
at sterile propaganda Nicaraguan art is sometimes
said to be.
There is also a surprisingly large number of
abstract works being done in Nicaragua, representing
something of a tradition in the contry's art. "Most of
the artists tend to be abstract: very influenced by
the Spanish currents of the 50s and 60s," says
Quintanilla.
While no works were shown which seemed to
criticize or question the revolution, there was at
least one print whose image cut deep into the
notion ,of glory in war. A woodcut by a third-year
student features an exhausted, battered soldier
walking towards the viewer, with a white void left in
his torso in the shape of a dove. Above his head a
crusted. ugly swatch of bloody red-the only colour
1nthe print-either hovers in waiting or is descending.
The print's artist is now among the troops fighting
the Ccntras along the border.
The print of the soldier is an apt symbol of the
burst of popular culture under the Sandinista government: there' still a cloud of death dogging its steps,
prevent..1g the culture from living up to its capacity,
and threatening its very existence. The war with the
U S.·backed Contras demonstrates this.
""With 20 per cent of our students doing military
service. there are some areas where no students
were left. In sculpture we only have two students left
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supplies. "We have a lot of problems with materials,"
Quintanilla readily states. Besides limiting the use
of oil paint to final touches on paintings, there is
virtually no canvas to be painted on. Often plywood
is substituted.
There is also a severe shortage of art books
which are often the only contact Nicaraguans have
with current trends in the art world.
One Canadian organization which collects donated
arts supplies and other materials is "Tools for
Peace," which has local organization across the
country.
Even if there were adequate supplies and peace
on the border, Quintanilla knows there are also
problems to overcome from within. The women of
Nicaragua know this as well. Machismo is still
prominent in Nicaragua.
..It's something we have to combat a lot," he says. It
can make nude modelling different and it can
attempt to keep women in the traditional role of
house and child keeper.
If much of this is changing in art, it is only due to
the women themselves. Of the 500 workers in
Ministry of Culture, 350 are women
"We just had six years of revolution and we're
starting to build a new society," explained Quintanilla
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Quantanil!a knows what he's talking about first
hand He began attending university in the mid1970s, In an education system where "only about
one percent of the population had access to higher
education. We were very separated from reality."
Even though he was a student activist during the
revolution, contact with campesinos(peasants) and
people outside the art world profoundly affected
him ··rdidn't have any consciousness of the poverty that people lived in before," he says.

dramatica lly. "Before the revolution, there was maybe one or two women students in the school and
now we have almost 40 per cent," he says.
The truly revolutionary change in Nicaraguan art
took place outside the wa lls of the National School.
Students spend their first three years studying
traditional art forms in a class room setting. In the
following year their academic roots are pulled out
and replanted.
From the relatively isolated artis t ic atmosphe re
of the National School, fourth-year students are
thrust into a yea r of social service in popularcentres
of culture (known in Spanish as CPC's) spread out

now," says Quintanilla. "The other students are
conscious that we're able to be in the school
because there are others on the frontier fighting for
us.''
The shortfall in teachers is being made up somewhat by the ''solidarity work" of a group of artists
from around the world. A West German, Mexican,
and American, and three Italian teachers are all
assisting with the National Visual Arts School's
programme.
The school suffers from more than lack of people,
though. The American embargo on shipments to
Nicaragua has drastically cut the availability of art

mural development in Managua," he say. "There
was a lot of repression in the streets, so the only
thing that could be done to counter it was graffiti,
which J think is the closest relative to muralism."
From this affinity with resistance graffiti-omnipresent during the battle with Samoza's regime-artists working with the school's muralist brigade
have chosen to use murals as a form of community
self-expression. Soon they hope the ideas they're
trying out in one section of Managua can be repeated all over the country.
"The process is to first go to the community to
see what they want expressed on the walls," says
Quintanilla "then the students make initial sketches."
In these sketches, people from the community are
used as models for the mural, and the students also
work with their "subjects" and the projects. Not
surprisingly, these murals are proving to be popular.
"Since they participate in the conception of the
work, people feel identified with the project itself,"
he reports. Through the neighbouring murals and
community outreach of the CPC's, art is reachingand coming from-more
people than ever before.
"In some areas almost every neighbour has been
identified in a different form either be sculpture--

He sees similar changes in students returning
from CPC's every y~ar. "We understand that art
education as people see it is very individual-very
personal, you know?" he says, gesturing toward
himself. "When they get in touch with people and
work in collectives, it. ..marks them. After they come
back to the school they have a different approach; a
different view of what they do from the last year."
This notion of the artist as an active participant
instead of passive observer in society is also expressed clearly by one of the National Schoors five
areas of study. Besides such basics as painting and
drawing, sculpture, graphics, and theory, the school
also has a new programme in muralism.
Aside from the very communal nat ure of murals
in public places. Quintanilla emphasized the political roots of Nicaraguan muralism. Ifs a_view of art

monumental sculpture-or by the murals themselves.
It's a very close relationship between the artist and
the work being done."
Mura/ism also solves the problem of many Canadian artists-getting
their work seen. "We have
problems with people going to galleries," grins
Quintanilla. "Every time we have a show, the only
people who go are the artists. their families, and
their friends ...."
The Sandinista Ministry of Culture is also attempting to break down barriers between the public
and art by taking exhibitions on the road and into the
workplaces. "We think now that it's very important to
develop art that can be seen by the people," says
Quintanilla.
The actual art being produced through this network is surprising in its diversity. Unlike the monolithic Soviet approach to art-at least the officially
sanctioned type-there
is no "party line" approach
apparent in the works of the National School's
collection.
There are images of Sandino-the
Nicaraguan
Peasant leader of the 1920s and 30s who gave the
reflected in his country's art. "With the participation
of women, women's Issues are coming out in art
right now. Ifs not men interpreting woment but
woment interpreting themselves and saying what
they want to say. That's very important," he says.
...As important as a country giving itself life
through art.
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The Students' Administrative
Council provides a great number of
services designed to satisfy the
unique needs of students.Don't settle
for second best.
SAC offers:
• Prescription Insurance Plan
• Subway Pub
• Centre Graphics
• Peer Counselling Centre
• Women's Centre
• Used Book Sale
• Student Saver programme
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sept 13-15
Admission Prices:
Adults ( 18 & over)
Youths (13 to 17)
Children (12 & under)
GoldenAge(65&over)

$4.00
$3.50
$2.50
$1.00

Wind sor's Alternative Cinema
804 Erie St. E.
Windsor , Ontario

(519) 253-0051
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SHINERAMA
WANTSYOU

ADVANCE
YOUR RIGHTS
All undergraduate students at the University
of Windsor, including law and education,
are members of the Students' Administrative
Council.
SACisa multifaceted advocate and service
organization designed to advance the rights
of University students. If you encounter any
difficulties with teaching instructors, university
administrators or university policy, please
contact a SAC memer, who will attempt to
assist you in every possible way. The· SAC
office is located on the second floor of the
University Centre.

SAC-Working For You

Shinerama is the number one fundraising event for Cystic Fybrosis research.
Approximately 45 universitiesand colleges
across Canada .participate in Shinerama
Participation is fun and easy, it involves
shining shoes at shopping malls, bars
and city streets.
Meet in the quad at 9:00am on
Thursday, September 17.
Prizes, Food and Many Extras will be
availablel
For further information contact Cathy
Austen in the Nursing Society office, or
Brendan Thompson in the SAC office.

•

JAZZ

FESTIVAL
.

.ree,free,free!Thejazzgreatsplayin Hart Plaza
Story by David Viecelli
Photos by Tho mas Pidgeon

years that" as attendance figures for out- Pyramid stage. and a bit of the Jefferson
door free events spiralled, sales for ticketed High School Jazz Band on the Pylon
he best environment for a concerts by the major international acts stage. Imagine three stages in simuljazz peiformance,
like began to falter. The dreamlike remedy? taneous operation throughout Hart Plaza:
most forms of music, is Make everything free including appear-· one featuring primarily national and interthe intimacy and the im- ances by such giants of jazz as Dizzy national ensembles, one prese nting esmediacy of a small club, Gillespie. Wynton Marsalis, Sonny Rol- tablished local and regional artists, and
but the Stroh's Montreux Detroit Jazz lins and J.C. Heard. This. of course. another devoted to high school and colFestival in Hart Plaza certainly comes involved a much higher level of corporate lege jazz bands from around Michigan.
One could wander from the heritage
close. In one sense. it goes a club one sponsorship, most of which came from
Stroh's.
thus
accounting
for
the
modifiof
jazz
to its future in five minutesbetter.
cation
of
the
festival's
official
name.
Dizzy and J.C. playing Night rn Tunisia
Orga01zed and promoted by Detroit
Obviously, this was a pleasant develo1r which Dizzy wrote and Charlie Parker
Renaissance, a non-profit foundation al
most single-handedly responsible for the ment for fans but perhaps more impor- recorded in the days when they were
attempt at downtov..n revitalizauon, Mon- tantly afforded the newcomer-and even working with people like Charles Mingus,
treux Detroit has been an annual event the completely inexpenenced--an unpar- Thelonious Monk and Cab Calloway,
since 1980. The stature the festival has allelled opportunity to inexpensively sam- Dctroit's own Gnot Galaxy both amazing
attained since then can be gauged by the ple widely from the variety of styles and and challenging the audience with their
artists who have graced its stages, includ- talents that exist under the umbrella of sense, skill and visionary audacity. Later.
if one had the inclination and the $7 .50,
ing Art Blakey, Count Basie. Sarah "jazz."
In one warm and breezy summer
the Pontchartrain recreated Detroit's famVaughn and Miles Davis. This year
ous late night RAPA house jam sessions
however. while maintaining an impres- night. one could catch Dizzy Gillespie
sive and expansive schedule of peifonners, with the J.C. Heard Orchestra on the of the 60s and 70s lead by Ernie Rodgers.
Mainstage. the New Breed Be-Bop Society
Best of all was the unaffected atmosorganizers instituted a major change.
It had been noticed in the last few as well as the Griot Galaxy on the phere of the festival events in Hart

T

Plaza. A neophyte jazz listener who had
wandered down out of curiosity did not
feel stifled, intimidated or out of place.
He looked around am.I saw people like
himself, casually dressed, drinking beer,
sitting on the steps or maybe under a
tree, listening to music they had never
heard before or perhaps music they had
loved for years. He grabbed a couple
beers himself and ran into a few friends
he wasn't expecting to see. Settling down
with them for the nextpeifonnance, with
drink and slice of pizza in hand, he
realized that he couldn't remember the
last time he had felt so relaxed and had
enjoyed himself so much.
Forget your leather-jacketed, teenworship arena rock shows. Abandon
those graffiti-covered spikey-haired punk
shows. Shun three-piece-suited, thirty
dollar-ticketed classical perfonnances.
This is the essence of music ( not just
jazz). This is what it was meant to be.
This is what it's all about Congratulations,
Montreux Detroit. and thanks.
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No WavOut isbetterthan youthought
No Way Out
directed by
I know someone who refuses to
go see No Way Out because of the
nature of the advertisement Orion
Pictures Corporation is running in
the paper. In spite of the ad, I told
her what fll tell you: No Way Out
is the second-best movie of 1987.
Sure, the ad's catch-blurb says
something about a ·crime of passion,'
and ifs superimposed over a picture
of the lovely Sean Young. her head
reclining on the bare (that is, nippleexposed) chest of dashirig Kevin
Costner. So what? Do not ~iss this
movie.
Costner stars as Tom Farrell, a
young naval officerof heroic disposition, who falls in love with call-girl
Susan Atwell (Young) after a truly
memorable seduction scene at an
inaugural ball. He is subsequently
hired by the Secretary of Defence
to help the latter with his campaign ._________
___.
to stop a technicallyabsurd'Phantom
Sub' project He learns that Susan's late Sir Lawrence Olivier (the role
only client is his secretary. She is being that of Maxrnillian Zel- 'die
murdered, and the Secretary gives Wiess Angel,' a Nazi dentist- in
him the job offinding out who did it Marathon Man). Pritchard talces
All the 'evidence' points to Farrell,
but we know better and so does
he ...
If you've forgotten how good an
actor Gene Hackman is, you will
be amazed by his performance. It by Steve DeMarco
made me think of the first time I
The new Park Theatre (804
stayed up late to catch The ConversErie
Street East) is yet another
ation. In No Way Out, Hackman
ambitiousattempt to bringto Windsor
plays the part of David Brice, the
obviously brilliant and self-confident a much-needed venue for showcasing
Secretary of Defense whose lite 1s alternative cinema. The recently
ripped to shreds by one stupid reopened outlet has started out with
'cri me of passion.' Watching him equally commendable objectives in
the past only to meet with tinanc1a1
fall apart is both gratifying and
sickening, as it should be- there is failure. The theatre was unsuccessful
in attracting and maintaininga steady
something tragic about Lucifer's
fall, you remember. This movie clientelebecauseof poor management,
made me digup as many old Hackman a lack of genuine interest on the
videos as I could; he really is one of part of Windsor filmgoers or (in
most cases) a combination of both.
the greats.
This is the contention of Richard
Costner and Young are fine as
Shaw, Jeff Kroll, Ken Gaus, and
well, but if there is one brilliant
performance in this picture, it's the Tom Dobrich, the four Windsor
one given by Will Patton as Scott residents who intend to change this
disappointing trend. One key to the
Pritchard, assistant to Brice.
Only actor ever did a more success of the Park Theatre thus far
chilling, Machiavellian villain, the has been recognized by these entre-

'Need to Know' principle (tell the
underling what he needs to know to
do his job and not a datum more).
He hires alumni of The Company's

over after Brice falls, guiding the
complex cover-up with the skill of a
C.I.A commander. He makes deft
use of The Company's infamous

Central American death squads
to assasinate the human loopholes
in his plot One of these, Atwell's
pal Nina Beka {played by the very
beautiful Iman), is interrogated in a
scene every bit as memorable as the
charming seduction scene, but with
chill where the charm was. I don't
know if this role qualifies as a
supporting actor role ( that would
probably be Hackman's), but I do
know that if I had my druthers,
Patton would win an Oscar for this
one. His performance is worth the
price of admission and a hell of a lot
more, if you want my opinion.
But more than the actors, the
movie is great Gene Siske! ( urrrr)
complainedabout tre.contrived'en:iing
(the only one that could have brought
this thing to an efficient close) and
the chase scenes (sic! and yes, the
man was aware this movie is a
thriller!). Forget it This one may
be gone by the time you read this,
but if it is you should watch for the
video. It's not Marathon Man.
but it is a ruby to the latter's
diamond; it is a true gem.
- Lawrence Deck

RepertoryCinemain Windsor
preneurs, who form the Phoenix
Cinema Corporation. As Krollstates,
"In the past, although those who
ran the theatre had well-intended
goals and excellent film selection,
the cinema was always headed to
failure due to a lack of good business
approach. Previous owners had the
knowledge of what good alternative
cinema was all about, but never
reali:r.ed that artistic filmmaking,
just like the more conventional fare.
is still a business."
With this determined concern,
perhaps half the battle is already
won. Their greatest remaining ol:>stacle is to sustain the interest of the
public with intelligent marketing
and promotion.
Shaw points out the important
role that the University of Windsor
will play in the success of the Park
Theatre.

"It is the students and faculty
who are most interested in this type
of cinema," he says, "The Phoenix
Corporation is hoping that support
will spread from this group to the
greater Windsor community,although
the university will remain the nucleus
of the market
The theatre has already gotten
off to a good start Their offerings
thus far have included some of the
best alternative cinema from the
most recent era offilmmaking. Just
as impressive has been the Park's
showcasing of some fine works
filmed and produced in our own
country (eg. John and the Missus
and The Decline of the American
Empire). Windsor residents have
long been unable to view such
excellent efforts from a Canadian
film industry which constantly confounds those critics who choose to

underrate it
The theatre appears to be cleaner
and more thoroughly maintained
than in its Super Cinema days. This
factor, along with the very comfortable and spacious seating arrangement, good acoustics, and a large
screen make the Park among the
finest movie houses in Windsor.
The theatre even features a quaintly
anachronis tic retracting curtain in
front of the screen.
The Park Theatre fills a void in
this city which many area filmgoers
may not have known existed. It will
doubtless appeal to those Windsorites
who braved trips across the boarder
in years past in order to view
alternative cinema.
For schedule information, call
25 3--0051,or see the updates in the
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WINDSOR
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$499

TANDOORI DINNER
1/4 Ch,cken, Roosted ,n
o cloy oven for o truly
un,q<>etaste Dinner ,ncludes
bosmohe nee & gr~n .solod.

University
of Windsor

f
ROYAL
BENGAL
RESTAlltANT~ f It's worth a
We also have specialty dinners, vegetarian dinners & more Indian Cuisine.

Fully Ucensed

15S WYANDOTTE
ST. E.

253-2 151

f
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859 Moy Avenue
Windsor, Ontario

253-4535
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at 5 :30 pm.

I 208973-7039
Sunset Ave.
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(ed. 's note: Thefollowing is the ungainly child of an unlikely
conjunction between twofortuitous and disparate streams of
experience, spawned in the indiscriminate muse of one
Matthew Wilder: havin~ just seen the new James Bond
movie, The Living Daylights, immediately after a tooreverential reading of "The Wasteland," and seized by an
overweening and typically fartsy desire for "originality, "
Mr. Wilder submitted the piece below.)
Sweeney and the Secret Agents.

"Si vous ne comprenez pas le
fran(:ais, vous ne comprendrez pas
cette phrase. "
To T.S. Eliot
I/ miglior fabbro
l THE RIPPLED POOL

Here I sit,
A young man in a sodden season,
Invoking the eye's ancient sovereignty.
I- witness, membrane, atomNow tell, resonate, particulate.
II. THE DEATH OF KINGS
Hrothgar, spear-king of tree-strong thanes,
Grew old on his great oak throne
When Beowulf, warrior from the welkin's edge,
With deeds dire and death-blows mighty,
With lordly youth and leaping life,
Usurped the failing thane-lord frail.
"Timothy Dalt..? Who the hell...? Isn't
Sean Connery ... or is it Roger Moore ...?"

Ill DEUTERAGONISTS
The
The
The
The

In the crimson hour...
I had not thought death had undone so many
To Afghanistan I came, burning, burning, burning

Is heedless ot th erotic firmament
A cloud of cupids, undistraught, preside,
A filigree of naked nacre. There's
A fleshy babe, it's face hid 'neath its wing,
And there, two simper in similitude.
They're so alike, especially when they're nude."

IV. A LOVE-LAY

EXEUNT

explosion of the keychain gizmo, meaning death
W alkman cord around the neck, meaning death
sabotaged sliding doors, meaning death
abundant machine-gun fire, meaning death

Turning from "The Birth of Venus" in faded reproduction
the weary scholar speaks:
"In Raphael's •Altitio,' observe:
The mighty man, in combat with the foe

Cara is nice:
Uncorsetted, her friendly bust
Gives promise of gratuitous thrill.
James Bond does not succumb to lust
Unless he's got some time to kill.

THESE ARE NOT SPECIALS
THESEARE REGULAREVERYDAYPRICES
OPEN 7 DAYSA WEEK
Groceries• Meat• Produce• Cheese• Salad Bars
ASSORTED

STORESLICED

$1.991b

COOKED HAM
BY THE PIECE

$ .991b

BOLOGNA

CANNED VEGETABLES
BACK AnACHED, FRESHCUT

CHICKEN LEGS

2 for $1

$ .991b

10 VARIETIE~2 LITRE

3 for $2

SLICED BREAD
4 LITREBAG

-2°/o PARTLYSKIMMED MILK

$2.88

ICE CREAM
SLICED, RINDLESS

BACON
175 gram

MOST POPULARBRANDS

CARTON CIGAREnES

$18.28

FLAVOUREDYOGURT

"We make party trays for all occasions"
3200 Sandwich
( Corner of Mill St.
Next door to Trevi
Pizza)
Business Hours
Mon-Sat 9-6
Sun. 10-5

Moe's

$1.99
$1.991b
2 for $1
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PAZNER

LSAT
GMAT

Reconditioned
Fluorescent
Fixtures

New& Used
Materials Ltd.

Prep Courses for

Featuring:

LSAT Oct.17
GMAT Oct.17

10% Discount on all Reg.
Used Office
Furniture

priced merchandise

Phone 253-657~
1250 Droulllara

1/?ianorama
·o.J. LEBOWITZ
"Beware of the Piano"
The air is good in Windsor this
week. This means that it does not
make your skin itch. The canker
sores on my arms are subsiding
gracefully.... The pollen count, however, is right through the roof, as is
the particulate foundry dust fallout
from across the river.
I have been popping Sudafed all
morning and have now resorted to
massive doses of beer and Ice Cap
beer cooler (for the vitamin C).
Every sniffle occasions another pull
from the bottle. Soon I will drift
into a coma .... All of which somehow makes sense, given that D.J.
Lebowitz's Beware of the Piano
album is spinning away on the
turntable.
The Bible says that there is a
balm in Gilead. Well that's just
peachy keen, but I'm stuck in Ghehenna, my sinuses are killing me
and Mr. Lebowitz 's musical offerings are about the closest thing to
relief I'm going to find today. In
fact, it is becoming increasingly
clear to me that all the currents of
popular music, slow and muddy
like a tropical bug-infested river,
have suddenly merged into a raging
shit-torrent that promises to sweep
away the dross of yesterday in ?.
flood of raging silt. Witha piano no
less!
Lebowitz's album sounds like a
mutant cross between Elton John ,
Johnathan Richman, peck's bad
boy at a recital, and an adolescent
Frank Sinatra after a month long
tour with the Dead Kennedys. The
possible non-existence of DJL requires, nay demands, his invention.
And yet, Wind sor's own Trevor
(sex) Malcolm has proceeded along
similar twisted paths at times-the
legendary DOS overture predating
DJL's soulful cover of The Dead
Kennedys Holiday in Cambodia.
Which goes to show that no army

_________
_
1-800-387-5519

._ (Cl&)923-PREP(7737)

WANNA KNOW WHERE THE
U. of W.PARTIES,DINES,DANCES
AND MEETS NEW FRIENDS?

Featuring Windsor's
No.I Ranked Pi7.7.a

LANCER FOOTBALL
Join us Saturday after the game for a
5th QUARTER PARTY
1 BLOCK EAST OF ST.DENIS CENTRE
CORNER OF COLLEGE AND CALIFORNIA

...................................................................................................

Use this coupon for $1.00 off
LARGE PIZZA
Eat in or Delivery 258-5 7 :11
$2.00 off KING SIZE
Coupon valid only on Regular Prices
. Expires September 30, 1987
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can withstand the force of a musical
idiom ( or idea) whose time has
come.
DJL' s piano pounds out original
nonsense on the pressing issues of

our age: hungry pets, hungrier house-guests, social inadequacy, the question of faith in the face of existential
despair and hemorrhoids-all the
usual stuff. lnterspaced throughout these trenchant bits of cultural
flotsam are a number of tasty
covers of songs by the OK's and the
Ramones. The culminative effect
of this music is .like sitting in an
alley on a cold and rainy night,
downing a bottle of overproof grain
alcohol: chief relif mixed with
stabbing bouts of raw pain. Soon
the mind turns off and you slip
back into a warm, comfy state of
oblivion. When you wake up, you
are in a dingy piano bar, singing
along with a bunch of jovial losers
and laughing your guts out. This is
what you get from American mass
culture-enjoy; it probably does
not get any better.
D.J. Lebowitz is booked for
Monday the 14th at Windsor 's own
Whispers, 8 pm, call for door price.
How the hell are they going to get a
piano in there?
-D.D.F.

DONAIR
I
CLARKE0stationery I BYBLOS
RESTAURANT
Supplies for School, Home and Office

2180 WYANDOTTE ST. WEST, WINDSOR , TEL. 252·0040

We carry a complete line of sharp
scientific and business calculators.

Great Food
at
Great Prices

WELCOME BACK

STUDENTS!
Introducing a new dish:
Chicken with Rice served in pita bread
or on a plate .

PC-1403
Reg. $169.95
Sale $135.95
EL-51035
Reg. $79.95
Sale $63.95

We also present:
Meat Pie and our
falafel platter (popular
~ith vegetarians).

The PC-1403or ,,,.-s both as a pocket
computer ar , scientific calculator, with a vanety
of preprop Jnlrr>~ scientific functions plus
BASIC c J('l'Tl ,nd keys built-in for s1mphfied
programr ,rg.

Your SHARP.
formula to

better grades.

EL-533
Reg. $79.95
Sale $63.95

THIS WEEK'SSPECIAL
When you order,
Donair Platter
Shawrama Platter
or
Falafel Platter
You receive
Free pop , coffee or tea

"ONE BITEAND YOU'LLBE
BACK FOR MORE."

Footballers
tuneupforOUAAopener
by Brian LeClair
1987 Varsity Roster
NO.
I

TheLancer footballteam sawtheir exhibition
game against Wilmington College of Ohio as
a chance to tune up for another tough OU AA
season.
Last Saturday, at South Campus Field,
they realized that they have a little way to go,
as they dropped a 30-14 decision to the
visiting Qua.leers.
However , the victory was not quite as
easy for the Wilmington squad. Though they
were able to move the ball very effectively,
the American team was only able to cash in
for two points, on a pair of singles.
Meanwhile, the Lancers were able to find
the end wne, as starting quarterback candidate
Mark McGugan frred a 52-yard bomb to
veteran receiver Rob Cecile.
Wilmington struck back with a touchdown
toss by Keith Myers to Derron Calvert to
take the lead.
The Lancers then answered back as
Windsor product Mike Brisbois found rookie
wide receiver Trevor Hall open in the end
zone, and Hall hauled in the 15 yard pass for
a 14-9 Lancer lead at halftime.
As the second half began, though, the
Lancer offense sputtered, as they failed to
make a single first down for the rest of the
game. Wilmington was eventualJy able to
capitalize on this, and gradually ran up the
score.
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"They were very well prepared for this
game," Head Coach John Musselman said,
Lance photo by Thomen Pidgeon
referring to the visiting Qua.leers."They stuck
Coach
Musselman
hopes
his
boys
will
get
him
smiling.
with their game plan, something we weren't
prepared for, and eventually that led to the
"We used 58 players, and moved them in
defensive players Nick LaValle, Richard
lopsided score."
and
out
throughout
the
game."
This
could
Holland, and Uoyd Dean, and Rod Cecile
1be Wilmingtonteam added a new wrinkle
and Dan Mooney on the other side of the
to their defence in the second half, one that have been a very strong factor stopping the
Lancers from maintaining any offensivedrives
ball.
seemed to stymie the Lancer offensive unit
"It would have takenjust a minoraqjustment throughout the second half.
to handle it, but without practising for it
1bere were some problemsthat Musselman
The Lancers kick off their 0. U.AA
specifically,it's hard to deal with," Musselman found, though, and most were a result of the
seasonat home againstthe McMasterMarauders
said.
youthfulness of this year's team.
on Saturday at 2:00pm, and Musselman
The Lancers did not prepare specifically
He said both teams had problems with
would like nothing better than to open the
for the Wilmington team, Musselman said, their timing, very common at this time of
campaign with a victory.
and they preferred to treat the game as little year, and that the Lancer defense was shaky,
He still has not decided on a quarterback
more than an intense scrimmage, while forcing as the players felt their way through the new
for the opener, and will not make up his mind
the players to deal with actual game situations. system Musselman has instituted.
"until Friday".
The game was also an opportunity for
"We have a lot of work to do, but
Once the game starts, however, there will
Musselman to see all of his players in action everything is fixable."
be no more experimenting.
including all three hopeful quarterbacks and
Musselman was quite pleased with the
"We'll get our starters in there, and leave
he made the most of it
play of many of the Lancers, particularly
them in there," Musselman said. D
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NAM E
Mark Ditmars
Rob Cecile
Graig Willimson
Jose Carvalho
Mark Williams
Mike Brisbois
Chris Sheridan
Dave Martin
Marie McGugan
Jimmy Aspropotamiti s
Joe Capriotti
Dave Branscombe
Adam Taborek
Monty Logan
Lloyd Dean
Dave Janisse
Richard Holland
Dan Zagordo
Reg Norris
Vik Kulla
Greg Johnston
Greg Brown
Rick Dugal
Marie Brown
Brfan Pugh
Chris Porter
Steve Collins
Chuck Robson
Sean McKeon
Mike Fox
Andrew Ross
Devon Small
Dave Hawkins
Benson Yip
Lyle Ward
Randy Colwell
Adam Dougall
Ron Spironello
Craig Davies
Mike O' Neil
Mike Hawkin!>
Greg Waters
Walter Wilson
John Carr
Lundy Carre
Dave Little
Harold Ruediger
Mike MacauJay
Dan Mooney
Dan Martynowski
Jim Reddon
Trevor Hall
Gerald Hlady
Jim Maybroda
Warren Anglin
Ray Palmer
Martin Tickle
Sandro Tesolin
Nick Lavalle

POS
r
WR

WR
K
WB

WR
QB
DB

Kl
QB
DB
QB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB I
DB
DB
DB
DB I
DB
DB
RB
RB

RB!
RB
RB
RB

RB
RB
RB
LB
LB
LB
LB

LB
LB
LB
LB
OL
C
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
TE
TE
WR
DE
DE
WR
WR
WR
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CIAU to mt1kecolleR:e
hockeyf)llnchless
next season
TORONTO (CUP) The Canadian Interuniversity Athletic Union is trying to take the
fight out of its hockey players.
Beginningthis season, any player involved
in a fight will receive a major penalty, a game
misconduct and a one-game suspension. The
instigator, if detennined, must serve an extra
minorpenaltyand an extraone-gamesuspension.
The new, harsher rules, which were approved at the CJ.AU. annual meeting held
this summerin Guelph,representwhat Cl AU.
President Gib Chapman called "a clear
attempt to change the image of university
hockey."
"We are trying to give a clear message
that we are not prepared to put up with the
type of play that has been happening the last
few years," said Robert Steadward, chair of
the University of Alberta athletics department
and member of the C.I.A U. administrative
committee.

Not what the C.LA.U. bas in mind for hockey program.

Other changes include disciplinary action
above and beyond game penalties for players
who accumulate misconduct penalties over
the course of the season. This may include
indefinite suspensions.
Enforcement may be difficult however,
since each regional conference must still
elect to adopt the formula for its own schedule.
It is possible that the new rules will only
apply at the national championships.

The C. I.A. U. also tightenedup age restrictions for students playing varsity hockey.
While players have traditionally enjoyed five
years of C. I.AU. eligibility regardless of
age, players over 26 years of age are no
longer eligible. In other words. a 21-year-old
starting college or university will have the fulJ
five years to compete, but a 27-year old just
beginning post-secondary studies will be
completely ineligible.
"The goal is to change university hocker
to be developmental hockey," said Chapman.
Many coaches, however disagree with
the new restrictions.
"Is the notion of developmental hockey
really practical?" asked Paul Titanic, U. of I
I
T. men's hockey coach. "The best younger
players either go to Junior ·A' or accept
scbolarships(to U.S. schools).We'redreaming
a little ifwe think we're going to get the top
18-year-ok:lsto come to a Canadian university."
Others, like Ontario University Athletics
Association President Ray Johnson, fear
that the age restriction will be open to
challenges in court on the basis of age
discrimination.
The summer meeting also announced a
decision, also in effect this season. to drop
gymnastics and diving as national sports.
The decision followed the termination of
gymnastics and/or diving programs at a
number of Canadian universities. D
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DIANA PIZZERIA

The U.S. Opentenmschampionship.held every year at noisy Flushing
Meadow in New York State, is
nearly always worth watching, due
to a number of breathtaking matches.
and exciting underdog players.
But this year, it seems that what
players are doing after points is
receiving more media attention than
what they're doing on the courts to
earn them.

Oven Fresh Pizza
Submarines

SPECIAL GREEK
DINNERS
Souvlaki
Gyros
I 0% Discount on Party Orders
FREE ·Delivery for all Students
1794 University W.

___252-2723

._____

_

j

STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
•

Typing experience
required

•

Wordprocessing experience
preferred

For application information, see
, Todd Davies at the information desk
located in the University Centre,
or call 253-4232, ext. 3230.
-

---------------...--

------~-
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McEnroe has incurred this degree
offiscal punishment. including slamming a ball into the crowd just a few
weeks ago.
What is even more amazing is
that McEnroe has the guts to even
discuss appealing this fine in order
to avoid the suspension, something

Mandlikova, after protesting a
line judge's rulings with similar
ferocity. slammed her racket into a
scoreboard perched at courtside,
and also dared a supervisor of
officials summoned to the match to
default her.
What is so strange about this
outburst is that Mandlikova was
finedonly $500 for a temper tantrum
that wasjust as abusiveas McEnroe•s,
even though such an outburst is so
unlike an even-tempered player such
as 4th ranked Mandlikova.
When spoiled brats such as
..f John McEnroe make asses of them.Ii~·~selves on national television, one
• .1!•
l , ~ does not seem too concerned. but
.... when the trend spreads to those
who have been respected for good
sportsmanlike behaviour. maybe it
is time to act
Perhaps it is time for the Interat
national Tennis Federation to reAustralia. lngs had no choice but to
examine their procedures for intolpenalize McEnroe a point
erable behaviour, and to come up
One McEnroe double fault later,
with stronger deterrents to stop
he lost another game, and then he
such behaviour.
really let lngs have it.
For example, what is the point
He then unleashed his wrath on . • · ~
of allowing McEnroe to remain in
anyone within earshot. including a • · • : . •"':
the tournament. when he has vioC.B.S. soundman. and dared Ings • • ·•
lated the rules of tennis so often and
to default him.
• ·"
so publicly? By allowing him to
Instead of setting McEnroe and • • ..
remain in the tournament. he has a
the entire tennis world on its ear. ••· • ;_
chance, if he wins just one more
lngs allowed play to continue, and • . •
. match, to make enough •money to
McEnroe was able to compose •
·
cover the fines. What sort of punishhimself and eliminate Zivojinovic,
ment has McEnroe incurred?
who was probably unnerved by
And although the actions of
McEnroe's antagonistic behaviour.
Mandlikova may be an isolated
Althoughchair umpire Ingsbacked ••
incident, with such spineless rulings
down from McEnr oe, the Inter- ·
fining even first time offenders just
national Professional Tennis Coun$500, angry tennis players will
cil took a much harder line.
Calling McEnroe's treatment ·
think nothing of attempting to badger
umpires to make calls in the favour
of lngs "vile and disgusting," the
of a more dominant player.
council fined him $7,500 for verbal
Tennis has always had the repabuse, including only $500 for unutation.of being a gentleman's sport,
sportsmanlike conduct. He also reas it has travelied throughout one
ceived an additional $10,000 fine
hundred years of Wimbledon, and
because McEnroe exceeded the
now spread throughout tb.e world.
allowable limit of $7500.
that McEnroe richly deserves.
·If something is not done soon, we
McEnroe was given a two month
Then, only one day after McEnmight as well just give the two
suspension, but not as a direct roe's shameful exhibition, Hana
players sticks and let them fight it
result of his behaviour. It is simply Mandlikova lost all control of her
out
because this is the second time emotions while battling 8th ranked

Vanier VittleS
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Week of Sept. 12-18
BRUNCH
10:30 · 1:30

SUPPER

4 :30 - 6:30

Saturday

Garden Vegetable Soup
Spiced Beef on onion bun

Tortellini
Chicken Nuggets

Supday

Chicken Rice Soup
Gnlled Cheese Sandwich

Roast Beel
Chicken Cacc1ton

LUNCH
11:00 - 1:30

SUPPER

4:30 - 6:30

Monday

Mulligatawny Soup
Beef Garden Vegetable Soup Gnlled Ham Steak
Shnmp Okra Creole Soup
Turkey Pot Pie
F1shwlch
S11rFned Beel Oriental
Beef Fned R1ce/Egq Rolls

Tuesday

Cream ol Ch cken Soup
French Onion Soup
Tomato 13(,ef
Hot Beef Sand1A.1ch
Breaded Chicken Fingers

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Corn Chowder Squp
Pepper Pot Soup
Chicken Noodle Soup
Jumbo Ch1h Dog
Turkey a la King

Breaded Po,.k CoJtlet
Soll Tacos
Cantonese Pineapple

•
Hip O Beel
hahan Meatball, with Fe"ucme
Noodles
Shnmp Fned Rice

Beef Noodle Soup
Canadian Chese Soup
Tomato Soup
Oktoberfest Sausage
Meatloaf

Chicken Kiev
ftunganan Goulash w/noodles
Sweet & Sour Pork

Seafood Gumbo Soup
Cream ol Broccoli Soup
Beef Barley Soup
Fresh Half Pounder
Macaroni & Cheese

Grilled Perch
Chicken T eriyak1
Vegetable Fned Rice
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This week's instaJlment of Athlete's Alley is a
salute to baseball's hottest pennant race- the international war in the American League East between the
Detroit Tigers and the Toronto Blue Jays. The two
teams have spent the last two weeks taking turns at the
top of the division, usually only separated by a halfgame.

In fact, they are getting so close that you can't tell
them apart- or can you? For this week's quiz, all you
have to do is match the regular Tiger first baseman with
his counterpart on the Jays, and so on through each
position on the ballfield, including the positions of
designated hitter, starting pitcher, long relief, and
bullpen stopper. Good luck!

Chet Lemon .........................

Dave Stieb

Matt Nokes .........................

George Bell

Bill Madlock ....................

Hair Designs at Popular Prices

Rance Mulliniks

Kirk Gibson .......................

Kelly Gruber

Willie Hernandez ..............

Tony Fernandez

Lou Whitaker .....................

Mark Eichorn

Pat Sheridan .....................

Willie Upshaw

Jack Morris .......................

Fred McGriff

Darrell Evans ....................

Lloyd Moseby

Alan Trammell. .....................

Tom Henke

Mike Henneman ...................

Jesse Barfield

Tom Brookens ......................

Ernie Whitt
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ZapU'8W3dAUOJ.pcre (l3WW'8lJ.ll11!V-<iOlSU04S
woq:>!3 )fl'8W pll11U11wauu;iH3)f!W -J3!13J l'!u<YJ
i;iqrun All3)1 pU11SU3}f00lijWOJ.-asgq PJ!4J.
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Women

Men

Cut
Perms
Extra long hair
Normal length
Partial Perms
Hi Lire
Streaking

Cut
Perms
Long hair
Short hair
Partial Perms
Hi Lire
Colour change

10.00
35.00
25.00
20.00
25.00
25.00

7.00
30.00
25.00
15.00
25.00
25.00

131 Park Street West, 3rd Floor
Windsor, Ontario
977-8060

THE ONLY SCARY THING
ABOUT THE LANCE
IS THE WAY WE LOOK
WEDNESDAY MORNINGS.

Now it's:vourtum to speak
In yet another attempt to boldly go where no Lance
sports section has ever gone before, here is the
unveiling of yet another weekly feature. In Sportspeak,
you, the reader, have the unique opportunity to let me
know what you think without getting long-winded and
poetic.
Each week in this spot, there will be a question
dealing with an issue of incredible importance to sports
fans. All you have to do is write a brief response, with a
sentence or two of explanation or comment if you wish.
The best responses will be published in next week's

Lance, and the total tally of all responses will be
published.

This week's question:
Basball's American League East is the battleground
for an international conflict between the Detroit
Tigers, and the Toronto Blue Jays. Fans around here
are forced to make a choice between unbridled patriotism
and geographical proximity. Which team are you
rooting for, and why?

JOIN

• L~NCE

Campuscomin~ and goings
Saturday, September 12
Women's Soccer vs. Oakland University-South
Campus Field- I I :OOpm
Lancer Football vs McMaster Marauders-South
Campus Field-2:00

Monday, September 14
Meetings-Women's Volleyball-St Denis Fieldhouse-5:00pm
-Women's Tennis-Tennis Courts-5:00pm
-Fencing-St
Denis Fieldhouse-5:00pm

Tuesday, September IS
Meetings-Lancer Basketball-Room 202 Human
Kinetics-4:30pm
-Men
Volleyball-Room
201 Human
Kinetics- 7:00pm

Wednesday, September 16
·Meetings- Women's Basketball-Room 202 Human
Kinetics- 7:00
-Wooien'sanc1Men'sTrack-Roo201 Human

Kinetics-4:30
-CUAB Meeting-Conference
-4:30

WE DON'T BrrE.

Room 132

'-

Thursday, September 17
Meetings-Men's and Women's CurlingRoom206
Human Kinetics-6:00pm
Saturday, September 19
Lancer Football vs York Yeomen-South
Campus Field- 2:00pm

o1'-'""'

Lifeguard Meeting
There is a lifeguard meeting for the
Faculty ofHwnan Kinetics Pool on Tuesday,
September 22. Itis to beheld at6:30 p.m. in
Room 201 of the Faculty of Human Kinetics
Building. New guards welcome to attend,
but please bring your swimmingqualifications.
Lancer Hockey Meeting
There is a Lancer hockey team meeting
to be held on September 15 in Room 201 of
the Human Kinetics Building at 7:00 p.m.
Anyone interested in a non-playing affiiation,
such as team statistician, should also attend

~ 41{.

256-5417 or
256-5418

V

-IZZA~
6
BABY
9·

CHEESE

12
8
16
2 -14
2·16'
SMALL MEDIUM LARGE QUEEN KING
12
14
16
24 Pcs 32 Pcs

6 25

8 20

9 90

11 00

17 05

19 00

CHEESE
& 1 ITEM

7 00

8 60

10 70

11 80

18 50

2095

CHEESE
& 2 ITEMS

7 50

9 00

11 10

12 20

19 50

21 95

CHEESE
& 3 ITEMS

7 95

9 50

11 70

1280

2045

2295

8 25

9 90

12 30

13 40

21 40

2395

I

I

SUPER
SPECIAL
FERRARY'S
SPECIAL

8 75
10 20
12 50
13 70 2200
2495
Cheese. Sausage. Bacon. Ham. Mush Green Peppef'S

FAST
FREE

DEUVERY
COUPON VAUD UNTIL SEPl'EMIER 30, 1987.

NOT TO BE USEDIN CONJUNCTIONWITHOTHERDISCOUNTOFFERS.

l

i
~

I

~

~

1

85

1.10

135

1 75

200

320
200

SIDE ORDER ANCHOVIES

•

I

~

~

DOUBLE
ITEMS

BUY ANY SINGLE DIP CONE AND GO
THE SECOND SCOOP FREE!

l

Houts:·
Monday-Thursday 4pm to 2am
Friday-Saturday 4pm to 2:30am
Sunday closed.

$1 off for Students & Faculty on any dellwry order
(Nol valid wflh onv other dlscounf)

l

l
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ELLIOITS
FALL CALENDAR .

GONG SHOW
COMING
SOON
If you have
any special
talents, let
us know
The
Stage

WELCOME BACK CELEBRATION
Don 't be left out ..
Join the fun & excitement

is

yours

MONDAYS

FRIDAYS

Every Monaday is Dollar Day Buy
any one men u item, get a second item
of same or lesser value for just $1.00 WEDNESDAYS
Prizes, fun and laughs- the great
(except desserts). After 4:00 pm.
"Busta Pasta" Eating Contest Pasta
night$ 1.99. Boogie down! DJ. Dancing
TUESDAYS
Our award-winning burger and fries. 9pm.-lam.
99C Wing Ding King challenge cup!
Who is the world's fastest chicken THURSDAYS
wing gobbler? We dare you! Chicken Ladies Night- Balloon Night D.J.
wings 1/2 price and any appetizer at Dancing 9 -11.
only $2.50.

Tablegram night Canada's first tablegram partyline ...."Get the message?"
Free munchies.

SATURDAYS
"Behaviour Modification" Nights.
Cheaper than a shrink! Fun, Prizes,
Surprises, Contests!
D.J. Dancing 9 pm- 1 am.

SUNDAYS
D.J. Dancing 8 pm- 11 pm.
Hot Rib of Beef Buffet starts September
20.

Enjoy our Free Nachos on Canada's
Largest Outdoor Cafe.

Monday to Saturday offers are only
valid after 5:00pm

Dancing (D.J.)
Gathering Spot

2 Hours Free Parking

Great Food
Great Fun

Think You've Seen It All?

You Should See
eWHAT
YOU'VE BEEN MISSING
• HOW SHARP YOUR CABLE PICTURE IS
• HOW LITTLE CABLE COSTS PER DAY

r------------------------------------------1
$15
Windsor Cable TV
258-6679

30
DAYS:
FREE

ONLY $15 INSTALLATION·
30DAYSFREE

I

I

I
I
I
I
I

enWindsorCoble

CX) Comrr,unicar1ons
261 Shepherd East . Windsor , Ontario N8X 2K6

See what vou've been missin~
30
DAYS

FREE

AND SAVE
EXPIRES

OCTOBER

31, 1987

$15:

~------------------------------------------.._

I

_______________________
_
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POPE

EVER

OFSwaryaboutdealingwithLiberals
by Rory McLean
In the wake of last Thursday's Liberal
Party landslide. the Ontario Federation of
Students ( 0. F. S.) is optimistic but wary
about dealings with Ontario's new majority
government. The Liberals took 95 of the 130
seats up for grabs. one of the largest majorities
in the history of the province.
O.F.S. chair Sheena Weir said the student
lobby group expects to continue gaining
access to government officials. but that a
majority government might be less responsive
to lob}>yingefforts.
"We expect continued accessibility and
meetings with the ministries of universities
and colleges. housing and treasury as well as
the premier's office," Weir said. She added
the warning, however. that "majoi:ity governments can be tough to deal with."
Asked fiow the Liberal victory will affect
Windsor Students in particular. Weir said
"Windsor's problems are across the board."
She also said Windsor had a special
concern over differential fees for visa students
since the school has ·such a large number of
international students. The O.F.S. hopes to

eliminate those fees. she said.
Commenting on Windsor's low allocation
from the provincial government, Weir said
the O.F.S. would also .. seek a more fair
j:listribution of grants."
On the provincial level. the O.F.S. will
suggest improvements to the Ontario Student
Assistance Program ( 0. S.A P.) such as grants
for professional and graduate programs and
making OSAP an all-grant program, Weir
said.
On the housing issue, Weir said the group
would push for residences to be included
under the Landlord and Tenant Act and
provide a voice for other concerns.
Locally, in the riding representing the
University of Windsor, fonner minister of
labour and incumbent for Windsor-Sandwich.
Bill Wrye, defeated N.D.P. challenger in a
race closer than many observers expected.
Wrye couJd not be reached for comment
The final tally had Wrye edging out
N.D.P. candidate George Dadamo 14,888
to 12,535 votes. Progressive Conservative
candidate Beth Cooper brought up the rear,
gaining 1965 votes. D

I

l

Kiefor Oat,ariQ.
/JbJJrQI&
not vialJ_ry
forstudents
Toronto ( CUP) - Ninety-five seats
in the Ontario legislature may be
good news for David Peterson, but
it doesn't bode well fortlle province's
college and university students.
TheSep4eam,er
10Ontario
election
saw the New Democratic Party
and the Progressive Conservatives
swampedwith only 19 and 16 seats
respectively. The liberal sweep,
the biggest for any party in Ontario's
history, saw PC leader Larry Grossman lose his seat and resign as
leader on election night
University groups say they are
worried about the future of postsecondary education in Ontarionow
that a Liberal minority government
which took a .. constructive first
step" towards eliminating university
underfunding, hasbeen replaced by

a .. less sensitive Lll>eral~rity".
''Our first reaction is one of
concern, "says Bob Kanduth. communications directorfor the Ontario
Federation of University Faculty
Associations (OCUFA).
.. We would hope that they doD't
usethatmajority
as a way of ignoring
a whole host ofissues and that postsecondary education would be one
of them," be said.
Kanduth said because post-secondary education issues were not a
highlight of the election campaign,
there is no guarantee that they will
become one now that Peterson is
back in power.
.. On some of the stuff he has
come through," said Kanduth. "He
has made some positive first steps
in trying to restore the health of the

system but that's about as faras it s
been."
Kanduth said the government's
first throne speech "should give us
a good indication of where the
government is beaded"

1ohnStarkey, OCUFA president
wrote in a recent Globe and Mail
article that while Peterson bas repeatedly said the Ll'beralgovenunent
will makespendingon post-secondary
education a priority, it bas not.
Starkey wrote that an estimated
$500 million needs to be irtjected
into the university system in the
next three to five years if Ontario
hopes to keep pace with its major
international competitors.
Besidesthe $500 million in operating funds, the Council of Ontario

Uftivetmies(COO) tstimates that

and on the campaign trail in early
September, Peterson announced another $5 million for special projects.
He also announced the extension of
the repayment period for loans over
$10,000 from seven to ten years
But while these large injections
after graduation.
of capital haven't been forthcoming
"All in all, the liberal record is
in the last 24 months, the Liberals
nothing to be proud of," writes
have been quick to highlight the
John Starkey, adding despite the
"few small steps" they have taken
uberal's small initiatives, universities
Jnthepast year.they haveincreased
remain underfunded.
operating grants to universities by
Kanduth agreed. He said in the
$86.95 million or 7.3 percent
rnoothsaftertheLiberalswereelected
The liberal government hasalso in 1985. "we got the sense that
committed itself to spending $84 there was a trend here. Thafmaybe
they weren't going to put as much
million over the next five years
into post-secondaryeducation
to hire additional faculty members.
thought they might. "O
In late February, the Ontario
Student
AssistanceProgram
(OSAP)
got a 17 percent increase in funds
an annual increaseofS133.5 million
in capital funds is also needed to
maintainexistinguniversity buildings
and build new ones.
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DIVERSIONS
•

•

.·; .
•

·

I

THEATRE
Friday, Se ptemb er 18-19 and 25-26
- Full Circle Theatre Co. presents "night. mothe(' by Marcia
Norman WalkeNille Highschool. 2100 Richmond. 8:00pm.
Call 254-6527
ARTS
We dnesday, Se ptember 2-27
-Guilio TambOurini ot Rome. Italy Exhibit of paintings and
sculpture Artcite. Mackenzie Hall. Call 977-6564.
Monday, Septembe r 14-27
-American artist Larry Sullenger Mixed media. Common
Ground. 1233 University West. 252·6855
Tuesday , September 22
, -Eating Poetry with Mortin Deck and James Nemeth at
Bottoms UP. 126 Ouellette Ave
Wednesday, September 23
-Poetry reading by Sun Ai Pork. Iona College. 208 Sunset.
I 7:30pm. Coll 973-7039
Saturday, September 26
-Arts Council. Windsor region presents Health Hazards in
the Visual and Material Ms lecture.9:30am in the tv1ocdonald
room. Mackenzie Hall Call 252-6855

1

MUSIC
Friday, September 18
-&dal Science and SAC. present"SecretLives"in .Amt:x:m'.:lda'
Auditorium. 8:00pm
Saturday, September 19
-CJAM party with "Blue Rodeo" in the Subway at 8:00pm.
Saturday, September 19-20
-Windsor Symphony Orchestra concerts. Cleary Auditorium
8:00pm. Saturday and 3:00pm Sunday With violin soloist
Corey Cerovsek. Coll 973·1238
MISCELLANEOUS
Friday, September 25
-Coping
With Stress Seminar Series every Tuesday 1n
October requires pre-registration by September 25. in
person. or by moil at the CMHA office. Phone 255-7440.
Enrolement is limited and there is a $40 registration fee
Tuesday, September 29
- Fashion Fantasy Auction at Cleary Auditorium. 7:30pm.
All proceeds will benefit the Canadian Mental Health
Association/Windsor-Essex County Branch Tickets ore $15.
Contact the CMHA at 255-7440 or the Downtown Business
Association at 252-5723.
Sunday, october 4
- University Convocation at Cleary Auditorium . Sessions
begin at 10:00am and 2.30pm.

POLITICAL
Sunday, September 20
-Poets Against Contra Aid/Poets against ,Apartheid. Poetry
reading at Alvin's. 5756 Cass. Detroit. Admission $3.00. All
proceeds to the Central American Solidarity Committee
and the October 4 Coalition.
Tuesday, September 22
- Implications ot Feminist Theology lecture by Sun Ai Park.
1:30pm, Iona College. 208 Sunset. Coll 973-7039.
Wednesday, September 23
-Club Kornivol Day II- the Woll Court. 9:00am to 3:00pm
Clubs register at the SAG office

Thursday, September 24
-WOfkshop on Indian Education-Main Libroiy.850 Ouellette
Ave., 7·00pm
Thursday, September 24
-CJAM orientation meeting in Assumption Lounge at
7:30pm Come if interested in working in the campus radio
station
Saturday, September 26
- Public Peace Conference- Shoring ideas obOut peace.
~t St. Clair College. room 320. 6:30pm.
IF you have an event c~ming up in the Windsor-Detroit
area, just send us a notice and we' II be glad to print It In
DIVERSIONS, the Lance's most up,to-date calendar .

DON'T FORGET
Tomorrow night's BIG
ORIENTATION BASH '87
presented by:

__ !)ocialScienceSociety
Featuring, Direct from Toronto

SECRET LIVES
Sponsored by Labatt's Blue

• Cash Bar• Door Prizes• Great Music
Admission: $3 Students
$4 Guests

Advance Tickets Available
at S.A.C. Office

Doors Open at 8:00pm
Friday, September 18

Activistsgatheron U.N. dayof peace
by D on Byng
The United Nations International Day of
Peace was marked in Windsor Tuesday by
peace activists at the annual Appea l for
Peace rally in City Hall Square.
Concerned individuals represented the
City of Windsor, labour. the Lioness Club,
the United Church of Canada and the University
of Windsor student body. among others.
Speakers at the rally included Windsor
Mayor David Burr. and Reverends Paul
Murray and Walter Logan. Music for the
event was provided by representatives of
People's Music for Social Change.
Burr presented a letter from New Democratic
M ember of P rovincial Parliament. Dave

Cooke, in which Cooke said the absence of
peace at all times means the presence of fear
and the inability to build a secure life.
Also represented via letter was Canadian
Ambassador to the U.N., Stephen Lewis. In
his letter Lewis said collaboration in the
struggle for peace on many levels sustains a
momentum that cannot be stopped.
It is in this spirit the Windsor Lionness
Club. in association with a US. group. has
been active in planting 'trees for peace· in
O ttawa, Windsor. and they hope, next year
in Washington. D.C.
All of those interviewed at the rally
expressed sentiments for peace and opposition
to the present war preparations. There were

Seniorscanhavevaluable
mes.5age
for troubledteens
by Mo nica Hiradhar
Despite the rain and lack of parking on
Tuesday. Iona College found itself comfortab ly
filled for guest speaker Betty Ri ley's lecture
on the necessity of community education.
Riley. a former University of Wi ndsor
student. and one of the city's women of the
year. spoke to a large group of senior citizen&
about the great contribution they could make
to troubled young people. Some in the audience
told Riley they had tried to help troub led
teenagers. but had found it frustrating and
had given up.
Riley was sympathetic to their efforts.
.. There is a great disrespect for the elderly
in Canada." she said ... Once you hit 65 they
expect you to retire and make handicrafts,
but you 're still that schoolteacher. that executi ve

and you don't want to be making handicrafts."
Riley was not pleased with Windsor's
lack of a centra l teenage commu nity centre
and its "a pathetic" attitude towards its own
troub led teenagers.
" T ake time to tal k to the kids," she said.
" T oday young peop le have no direction, no
identity. they don·t know what ~hey want.
T hey need your wisdom. your experience:
seniors have a role to play.·· Riley said.
"There·s more to retiremen t than golf·and
clubs."
She said se n ior citizens must express
their opinions and needs.
"'You have to fight for what you want.··
she said. "Every community is being affected
by this problem but with the wisdom o f elder s
and the energy of the young, there is nothing
that can't be don e."'O

Peaee singer silen t for a rare moment.

also those who felt that peace could he
reached by trying to relat e to o th ers, but
readily admitted that there are those who
profit immensely from the arm s ra ce.

Lance photo by Nick Cacclato
Similarly. some said that it is only by
endin g the militari stic thinkin g in many c ircle s
and the ending of profit through war that war
will be averted . D

Are allnewfull-timeSAC V.P.TJOsitions
necessary?
by Terry Moore

Lance News Editor, Terry Moore, surveyed
the workloads of the three new V. P. positions
created under SACs restructuring. Here
is her analysis.
In case you ha ven ' t noticed , Uni versit y o f
Wind sor full-time student government is a lot
bigger thi s year .
The ratification of three new job descriptions
at the March 24,1987 meeting of the Students '
Admini strative Council (SAC) brought the
number of full- time SAC executives from
three to six.
In implementing the positions of Vice President External, V. P. University Affairs.
and V.P. Communications, SAC President
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis said the corporation
didn ' t have enough human resources to accomplish their priorities, and new full-time positions
were needed.
The positions were ratified by council,
given a vote on council, and it was agreed
they would be paid $12,000 a year.
The employees were appointed by a hiring
committee consisting ofnew SAC President,
Kevin Williams , V.P. Administration, Peter
Ostojic, and two people elected from council.
I talked to the committee's choices for the
job to gain some insight into what exactly
they do and whether their positions are
necessary additions to SAC.
Vice-President External, Gregory Thoman.
was chosen for the position simply on the
basis of his resume.
lbis portfolio has an extensive job description
and Thoman said it was necessary to make his
position full-time.
"Last year the External Affairs functionswere
handled jointly by the External Commissioner,
the President, and the SAC Researcher", he said
"The main part of my job is to take away from the
President and the Researcher the External areas

that overlapped with their positions".
Aside from fulfilling his mandate to "link
Universi ty of Windsor studentS with their fellow
studentS acroo.sCanada " . 1boman istemporarily
acting as a trustee of the corporation. which
essentially means he hascheque-sigmngprivileges.
Thoman seems to have a goodstart on fulfilling
his job description since May. Some of the items
he listed such as dealings with the alcohol
awareness programand disabled students. lie
outside of his job description. and perhaps that
irxiicates a confusionbetween the job descriptions
of the V.P.s.
Based on the job description and lboman 's
activities, this position is a necessary one. The
one thing that could improve the position is to
have it elected
The V.P .s shouldn't have a vote on council if
they remain appointed positions. Students are
paying these people $12.000 a piece, and they
should have some input into who gets the job. U
of W students are intelligent enough to know
whether or not someone will be able to fulfilJthe
requirements of a position based on campaign
material.
If the position was elected there could never be
accusations of patronage appointments and the
positions would gain more credibility.
Vice-President University Affairs, Brendan
lltomson, was hi.redto enhance "the rights of
students in relation to academic affairs."
He admits to a lot of overlap betweenhis
positionandthoseof theadministration's student
affairs and elected student senators.
"There is a lot of overlapping but I think that
there is a necessity to have the communication
between thefaculty, the alumni
thestudents."
Thomson said he handled about ten student
grievances over the sununer because students
feel more comfortable dealing with SAC than
with student affairs, also designed to handle
student complaints.
"Until they change theoffice ofstudent
affairs,
my positionsoouldbefu&.time,"he said.~Student

aoo

Affairs needs an ombudsman who will be paid by
the University and who will have access to aU
information - an unbiased person ..
University Affairs also boasts a lengthy job
desc ription. and Th omson couldn't possibly have
even dented it during the summer .
The bulk of his work lately has been the
organization of Shinerama with the Nursing
Society. Thomson said he took care of recruiting
and fimdraising. He also worked in conjunction
with the SAC Researcher on the housing manual
that came out Wednesday.
H e has many things left to look at on his job
description and a lot of it could have been
handled just as well by student affairs and
senators. That's what they are electedfor.
There are contradictions within this V.P.'sjob
description itself The position's mandate is to
take care of academic concerns. What do Shinerama and housing have to do with academic
affairs?
All of the V.P. positions have problemswith
their job descriptions. There is a lot of overlap
with positions that already exist insideor outside
of SAC.
There are obvious problems between the V.P.
Communication's position and that of V.P.

Administration.

v~Presmtt Camn.l1icalms.an McIntyre
was ratifiedin the position despite the fact that
Social ScienceSocietyPresident.Stan Levesque
told councilMcIntyre wascensured as a Social
Science Representative because he'd had an
abysmal attendrux:e record
As V.P. Communications, McIntyre is to
provide communication links between SAC and
the students of U of W. He has the shortest job
description of aUthe V.P.s. but claims to have
accomplisheda great deal already.
A lot of what McIntyre is required to do is
worthwhile stuff,like club ratification
and IXJSting
the weekly SAC Switchboard on CJAMlin, but
these duties were fonnerly taken care of by the
V.P. Administrationwho hasbeen left with very

little to do .
It seems they had to scrape the bottom of the
barrel when creating this position, which leads
me to wonder whether it is necessary at all
Some executives are aware of the situation
created by the transfer ofduties and have ideas on
how to rectify iL
Ostojic is considering asking council to combine the Communication and Administration
positions into one elected post that will comeinto
effect next year.
McIntyre disagrees.
"Give the V.P. Administration a lot more
jobs. " he said "He still has to develop a policy
handbook for council."
Perhaps the V.P. Administration should be
given back itsjob description: thoseduties taken
over by the V.P.s Communication and Uruversity Affairs, and those two positions made into
part-time commissioner posts to handle the
duties left over after this transition.
It was interesting that McIntyre, for his part.
was the only V.P. who admittedbeing paid, too
much.
"I don't think the position should be pa.idthat
much bottom line," he said. "We are gaining a

valuableexperiencehere."
He thoughtthat the money offered for the
positions was too much the sole attraction for
people applying for the position.
If these V.P.s were made into conunissioners
they would be paid for part-time work.
In conclusion, it appears as if theproposalfor
these positicmwas put togetherwith tittletlnight
for their practicalapplication.Lastyear's exear
tive created three hired ~ responsil>leto
the Presidentand not council, and didn't clearly
defineall job descriptions in SAC to acocxnodate
the influx e1staff.
Whal has occurred is three highly paid SAC
employeesdoingjobs that werealready a part of
another position'sjob description. The ooly
positionthat i.sn'tredlUxlantin a full.timecapacity
is that of V. P. External Affairs.D
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Policeman
handle
It might not be an exaggeration to say the un1vers1ty·s
campus police can be overenthus1ast1c in carrying out
some of their duties. which include the protection of
administrators. faculty. and. of course , students.
A case in point 1s the story of one student who 1s
presently considering laying assault charges against one
overzealous officer.
It seems the student had previously v1s1ted campus
police office 1n Windsor Hall to report a " peeping-Tom ".
He then returned Monday to inform police that the manwhom he believes is the same who has been sought by
both city and campus police for some time for s1m1lar
offences and who is known to habit the university areawas presently on campus.
Rushing in to tell our police he'd seen the man . he was
told to wait in line with others present who were buying
parking spaces.
Feeling this an inappropriate response to a matter he
believed needed immediate attention . he began to leave.
On his way out. he left the officers with · As if you guys
really fucking care.' '
The student says he was then coralled by one officer via
the scruff of his neck. He was told this language would not
be tolerated. Needless to say, the suspect was not appre-

hended. Instead the student found that he himself had
been apprehended.
Now even 1fthis student was mistaken and his whole
story delusion (which is doubtful since the student had
previously made a positive I D at campus police). what 1s
the point 1n manhandling him?
The folks down at campus police say they might file
countercharges aga inst the student for "using profanity
and causing a disturbance (or something to that effect)" .
This seems to be a ltttle more than 1nttmidation in an
attempt to discourage the student from taking further
action.
As far as we can determine . this student was merely
trying to relay a legttimate concern-on
the behalf of all
students-on
a matter he was led to belteve campus
police were interested in. He felt they weren't doing their
best.
This incident comes at a time when the campus police
are suffering from an image problem. According to university
president Ron Ianni. last year's director. John Richardson
was tired tor poor Job performance
Th 1stype of behaviour can only serve tofu rther damage
their credibility.O

THE BLOODBOIL

KEVIN JOHNSON

You f!Jvevourself- f!lveit all awa.v - on. thisthe lon~estdtiv
"That's it," he said.
That was all. Just "That's it··
She waited for him to continue. but he didn't Finallv she
felt compelled to ask.
·
"What's

it?"

Government officials would do what they could.
"Bullshit," he said.
"That was pretty good coverage. Must've been a couple
minutes. I think the reporter agrees with you."
'"Yeah, well .. .shit."

.. At least I've got my job. you can collect unemployment
for a year.'' Pause. "We'll be okay."
" We'll be okay? I worked there thirty years, Jesus, thirty
years, and look at us! I thought if anyone was okay, it'd be us.
but loo k at us!"
She tried to smile. "The car is paid off. Only Sean's at
on."
home now, we don't have any debts but the house and the
She changed the channel. Her mind raced. "Why? Wha
credit union. We"JI make out okay.''
"And the phone, and the hydro. If I would've known,
happened? Does it have anything to do with the strike?" He
didn't reply. ··Tuey can't just close it down, just like that"
there's no way we would've gotten that damn aluminum
" Well, they're doing it." He rumea t>ackto the set. "Be siding. But we didn't know. I'll just have to use my severance
to pay it off. Oh. Christ, what if we lose the house? We've got
quiet, this might be it''
Their news story would be on later in the broadcast Now. eight years to go on it."
.. We 're not goingto lose the house." She hated seeing him
a piece on the Pope's visit to Detroit. Their story. It was their
story. He looked at her. Back from the comercial, the.. like this. "You'll just have to get another job.''
anchonnan introduced their story. Shots of the factory, of the . ''Yeah, right.·· He was angry now. ''Who the hell is going
picketing workers, then to the reporter in his yellow tie.
to hire me: 52-year-old, been doing the same thing all his
"Wasn't that you in the background?'' she asked.
life'!"
Now she was angry. "Don't take it out on me! You'II find
"Missed it"
The owners could not be reached for comment Th• something."
reporter talked to a couple of union reps.
His lips were white.
"They talked to me. Why didn't they put me on?"
"What about all the time I called in sick? I can't get
'Tm sure you were good."
Jamieson to recommend me. Or Fr. Gino, it's been so long
He looked at her. paused, then began to pick at his
fingernails. "They·re closing the plant I'm going to have to
find something else.··
" Jesus. Mary and Joseph.'' she cursed. softly... Just like
that? Nothing we can do? That"s it?"
"No. nothing. Tum on the Canadian news. I might be

since we've gone."
"Don't worry. everything works out in the end."
He thought about it.
"Maybe now I can paint the front room," he said." I could
use some time off, just doing stuff around here ... He grew

distant "It wouldn't be so bad if I only knew... "
She finished the thought for him. "If only you knew
something was waiting for you.''
"That's it" They sat together in silence. "This is for the
rest of my life. It's no vacation. It's for the rest of my life.''
"Geez, those bastards.'' She spat it out "You give them
your whole life. and they ... "
He shrugged.
" Is the paper here yet? I want to see their story."
.. Must still be out on the porch."
He got up to get it
"Jesus H. Criminy! Look at this!'' He threw the paper at
her.
A quick scan across the top of page three was enough. The
headline and lead were about some of the workers throwing
stones at the plant breaking a few windows.
"180 jobs down the tubes. hundreds of lives ruined. and
those effing idiots make out like the most important thing is a
few busted windows on a factory that's closing anyway!
That's it, man. that is it"
"I know, I know..."
''That's it... .''O

sAcreceivesm~ge

fromanemployer

1

by August Horvath

Many view student council as a cliquish
group of arrogant, selfish students. No11rue!
Chris Mc Intyre..
SAC V.P. Co mmunicat ions.
in the Campus Compass, 1987-88
For many years student government has
been a small, select cliquish group of ambitious individuals.

Chris McInty re,
SAC V.P. Communi catio ns,
in a letter to the Lance, Sept 3, 198 7
Okay, SAC, listen up. Th is is one of your
employers speaking. Lately, some of you
have been getting out of hand. We need to
review a few things.
First, let's review the relationship which
is supposed to exist between us, the student
body of the University of Windsor, and you.
the University of Windsor's student council.
Each winter. we. the students. hire a
group of individuals to perform certain tasks
for us. A number of you submit applications
and compete for our favour with posters and
speeches. Collectively. we make a decision
and hire you. Most of us don't know exactly
hov.. much we pay you, or exactly what we
pay you to do. Sometimes. you act so selfimportant that it is easy for us to forget that
ro11are working for us.
ln fact. that 1sthe critical mistake that you
all seem to make so often. You forget. SAC,
that you are so much more important to
yourselves than you are to us. your employers.
We are full-time students: we have a job to
do. We hire you to do things-run the pub,
get entertainers for the cafeteria, get us a drug
plan. publish a semi- literate student survival
guide, and allocate the money we pay you to
various clubs . the ne wspaper. and the radio
sta tion- that are seco nda ry in importance to
school. part-time jobs. and the other things
that take up most of our time.
In general . after we hire you. we leave
you alone to take ca re of these things. Most of
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us don't remember what you cam. but we
know that there are enough of you including
many volunteers-to make sure that nobody
takes what isn't his.
This summer. in the opinion of some of
you. a few of you took more than you
deserved of the money that we <!ntrusted to
you to allocate. One of you ( actually an exSAC member) is being sued to get the money
back.
Another of you agreed to give the money
back and was forced to quit as well. Another
of you gave the money back. turned around,
and finked On the rest
That Wouldn·t have been so bad. ·ifthere
hadn't been a big stink about the whole affair.
But here "'e
" have Ts·ilfid·is 1·n tlie w,·ndsor
Star. declaring he did nothing wrong. And
then there's Williams in the Lan ce. writin g
what amou nts to a letter to his former
emp loyers. quoting Lewis Car roll and listi ng
the ho rrib le injustices committed against
himself. as if he we re the first person ever to

have to quit a job. Woghiren seems to have
been smarter than the other two: he admitted
what he did was wrong. cooperated with the
authorities. and then submerged himself
Only Woghiren seems to have realized that
the majority of students aren't particularly
interested in his personal tribulations and
that we attach a fairly lowle\'el of importance
to this whole SACsca m business.

Valuable

ii)

The reason for that is that as I've explained.
we attach a Jo,\ level of importance to SAC
in general. That's neither surprising nor
·
·
,. th b lk f
d
h
mappropnate ,or e u o stu ents w o
. 1e or no a d vantage o f' th e
c h oose to ta ke 11tt
services SAC offers. Most of these students
.
. SAC
are content to continue
to pay th e1r
fees. and subsidize those of us who do take
ad vantage of SA C ser\'i ce s. but thank s partly
to the recent behaviour of some SAC members.
a growing numbe r are not. And the decision
that students are making when they decide
not to pay their student fees is essentially a
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decision to fire SAC. It is this trend which
SAC if it intends to preserve its own hide,
must reverse. SAC thinks it can best do this
by involving more students in its activlliec;,
something which it has talked about a great
deal for the past year but has not actuallv t
figured out how lo do.
One way todo this. SAC, might be to stop
making such a bloody ass ofyourselPc So far,
the two main SAC-related thing~ that have
met new students to this universll) are 1> 8
financial scandal followed by bickering about
how lo select a new president (aren't there
any procedures in that organization?) and 2)
the Campus Compass. whose prose style
and
leas t.content rather embarass SAC. to say the
In general, SA C hand le< the duties for
which we em ploy it qu ite compe tent ly. But I
only know tha t because I've been here for
three years. I'd hate to have to convi nce a
freshman of it. D
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Lettersto the Editor should
be limited to 500 wordsand
submltted to the Lance of(,ce
on the secondfloor of the
UniversitvCentre.

Verification
Dear Editor,
This letter has been written in response to
an article on the Peer Counselling Centre
appearing in the Sept 10 issue of The Lance.
The founder of the Peer Counselling
Centre , Juue ::>tevenson,commenung on the
real need for student organized responses to
student concerns was quoted as saying that
there was a ''total Jack of organized counselling
at the University.''
Rather , there has always been a successful
effort by the counselling services on campus
to dovetail these programs as well as to
accomodate one another in such a way that
the students of the Univer sity of Wind sor
receive the best of man y service s.
Peer Co unselling boast s about campu s
service s and the co-operative relation ships
that hav e been maintained . We are indeed a
reflecti on of these univer sity service s and are
uuly grateful for their support. encouragement
and the example tha t they hav e set for our
Centre to follow. We look forward to their
continuing guidan ce in our efforts to offer a
student helpin g Student s Centre .
Sheila Boardman- Lee
c~ordinator

Julie Stevenson
Founder

Dear Editor,
Regard ing the opinion articles written by
Laura Gould and Kevin Johnson. in the
Septem ber 10, 1987 edition of The Lance. I
would like to extend my thanks for the
insightful, thoughtful and provocative criticism
offered by both writers . There are a number
of factual errrors contained in the opinion
articles but such errors do not detract from
the beneficial aspects of the articles.
It is clear that the Campus Compass is a
valuable organizing and information tool for
Windsor students but certainly needs improvement in some areas . Hopefully , the dialogue
sparked by these opinion articles will contribute to the improvement of the Campus
Compass in subsequent years. It should be
noted that I find it encouraging that students
have retained and read much of the Campus
Compass . Surely the activities and services
of the Students' Admini strative Council will
appear more visible and accessible to all
undergraduate students at the University of
Wind sor as the result of the publication of the
Camp us Compass .
Chris McIntyre
V.P. Communication
Students' Administrative Council

Vexed
Dear Editor,
I am really upset over three incidents:
i) The International Students· Society did
not get the same coverage in the SAC
date book as it has been the practice in
past years.

Cancellation of the Sr1.C transit service.
which prov ides free tran sportati on to the
students of the U of W from the bu s
terminal , train station or airport to the
University. It would not be out of plac e
to mention that in September 1983. I
arrived at the univer sity campus from
Windsor Airport by this service provided
by SAC. Needle ss to say, it would have
helped a lot of new foreign students and
would have been useful to a lot of other
students .
I went to the SA C office and talked with
Chris McIntyr e, V.P. Communications about
these two points. I was suprised at the way he
dismissed both these problems as really
insignificant The gist of his replies were:
Firstly, a lot of clubs have been omitted from
the date book. The bottom line is ·•1 am
sorry." His reply to the second problem was
that SAC executive decided that we will not
have this service (the SAC Transit) this year
as we don't have the money-and the money
in question is a paltry sum of 900 dollars ( in
comparison to the budget of SAC). Foreign
students make a contribution of $60,000
annually to SAC through societal fees which
are almost compulsory.
iii) ISS was not consulted regarding the
activities of orientation in which foreign
students could participate. I think the
SAC executive once again exercised
their power to decide what the international
students need without even bothering to
consult their society .

Vocation

Dear Editor.
On behal f of the U. of W. Navigators
Club I'd hke to welcome everyone back to
the books! Special greetings to first year
studen ts!
Often students come to university with
more than academic s and good times in
mind. Man y of us have deep searching
questi ons as well. We may wonder: What is
most important in life? Is there real purpose
in life or do I simpl y attach a meaning '! What
can I really give myself unreservedly to
without regrets '! ls there any real basis for
making moral choices ? ls God real, and is he
knowable ? What is my ultimate destiny?
In the Navigators we take such questions
seriously. Last year some thirty students met
weekly in small groups to search the Bible
and dialogue while wrestling with some of
life's toughest questions.
A person ''S concept of God relates strongly
to how they live and view life. We believe
that in the historical Jesus of Nazareth we
can see what God is really like. We believe
that Je sus is the onl y person to walk in
history whq fully lived up to his own teaching
and high standards. Even his enemies. when
asked. could find no just grounds for accusing
him. Thi s seems to us like a life worth
examining and emulating . May we have the
privilege offunher investigating with you the
life, claims and promises of the man " who
From these three incidents , I understand
went about doing good?' '
that international students should pay their
To reach us call Steve or Julietat977 -5847.
societal fees and then wait like good boys and
•
Maureen 254 -9876
girls 'til SAC throw s something to them .
Steve McPhee
R.K. Barnwal
President.
International Students' Society
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SAUS PERSON NEEDEDfor video store
near unN8fSltv. lour days a week. f')()()O
tOf!Ve Coll254 7717
DearJacques,
My first wee!< of classes tells me ,rs
going to be o busy semester. but I 1
olWOvs have time to read a letter ..i,nt.
hint
love. me
BOOKS FOR SALE:Risk Management
by Greene and Serbe1n for 72-376
Coses 1n F,nonc10I Mon bv Visc1one
and Aragon tor 72-374/373
Strategic Mo'.lOgement by Comefford
and Callaghan tor 72-498
Coll 258 9099
ANYONE INTERESTEDIN volunteering
at CJAMfm, appllco1ton fOlfflSCMllable
at stationbasement U. Centr e,
across from the pub.
ROOM FOR RENT l<'ltchen toc1hties.
d0"'1'1town area. coll 258-6965
AEROBICS INSTRUCTOR NEEDED
~,otelv
Coll254 9440 oskfcrtoroino
IONA COWGE 20tl !;unset >wenue
97 l 7039 A space for rneet,ng cna
d,scuss,no studv,ng. ou,el seorchirig
and •elax,ng with ff'ends Cpen 9'00
1
arn-'>00 pm, and oy or<or)Qemenl or
•,se enc toe lt!l~s 10 pion ever'5 •001
tJre 1n"oortan1 tousoll A homo-cooked
i1nnc evervTnursc1ova1500om S250
,;om( and help celetxote ov t,e,ng
vours. 1
AREYOU ON OSAP?Need a JOb') ,;pp;y
at Awards Office torOnto noWork 'ituc;
Program Further info. coll SA<..ctf•ce
Ne1 ,uo,tt for Job descnpt10ns ext

I

;005,
WANTED. CAPABLEtypists for port t,me
WOfl< Please 1ecve vour name phone
I numt,,-,rondhoursvouw1shtowor1<wttl'
Josept11ne at tn<> .AC-office
CUFF ERICKSON UVE! Cliffs only area
perforn once 1sSAnt 23·26 at Centre
Court 1nthe FTSher1<
recreofl()(' complex.
Lecm1ngton Into. coll 253 9478
LOST one cold wristwatch w/brown
leather band On campus. Mon. Sept
14 Sootrnentol '°Jue. rev.old Cdl 738-

University
defenceresearch
wantson rise

OITA WA ( CUP) - The federal
department of national defence will
boost their spending on university
research by 40 percent over the
next five years, says the acting
director of the department's IndustryUn iversity program.
D r. Gerard Nagy said the 198586 figureof$7.4 million in university
research will jump to $12 million
by 199 1.
Nagy said the defence department
wants to tum it'> horizons away
from its own laboratories towards
those on campus because the facilities
..are a better enviromnentfor research."
Nagy added the defence department is adopting a "good samaritan"
attitude in order to assist universities
suffering from a lack of government
research funds.
And while contracts for projects
like artificia l intelligence and sleep
deprivation research have been awarded to some universities. Carleton
professor Gunther Bauer says he's
still hoping the DNDwill toss some
money his way.
Bauer. a professor of civil engineering. has been trying to sell the
department on his project to make
gravel airport runways that will stand
up to the heatings of military trucks.

.. We have some kind of knowhow and we are looking for some
people who could apply some ex pertise, so DND was one of the people
we initially approached.··
Asked ifhe hesitated to go to the
defence department because of personal beliefs. Bauer replied. "'it
doesn't matter if military or private
trucks go over the airfield. It's the
same principal."
Nagy said he didn't know of any
university administrations who had

expressed objections to military
research.
.. Any opposition to DND would
be with the professors themselves."
he said.
Don Savage. executive director
of Canadian Association of University T eachers (CA UT) said that
anywhere from one to I Opercent of
any university's research budget
comes from the defence department
He said that"s partly because the
schools need research grants. regard-

---------------------------

less of the source .
Some educators have accused
professors of doing Star Wars research
with the U.S. department of defence,
but Nagy said, .. Canada's DND is
not involved in SDI ( Strategic Defence
Initiative) by government policy." .
Nagy added universities may be
working in technology that is related
to Sta r W ars. but he said to infer
the link is direct "would be a gross
misinterpretation ...

16644
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY CHAPEL
973 1034 Located between 'he UC
and Huron Line Mosses- <;un 10·30 &
4 30. Mon-Fn 11 50 am Everv Tuesday
there ,s also moss and supper at 5 pm
(S2.50) All ore welcome. We hove a
library with study space and o cote for
your convenience
ADDITIONAL VOWNTEERS NEEDEDat
the Sexual Assault Cns,sCentre Tro1nlng
sessionstobeg1nftusmonth
Coll253-3100
HELP-Reg NurseAdm1n.& Accountant
husband anxiously seeking to adopt
infan t P1easecollJud1th(416)782-2557
FAU SESSIONSIN SPIRITUALITYbegin
7:30pm ThulSdoy. Sept 24 at AssumptiOrt
University. FclC1htotors wil l be Leanne
Kloppenbor g and Som Lucier For ,nfo.
c o ll 9 73-7034
LANCE CLASSIFIEDS o re run tree of
charge. space perm1tt1ng. They should
be Sl..tlmrtted
theM:ncbybefore lf"ltended
publica tion We trv to seive. but tor
gua ranteed publication. ta ke out a
pa id odllert1sement

I

I
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Trade Centre

show times
are at 7:00 & 9:00

._

It's worth
a few steps
to Supper at
Iona College
208 Sunset
Every Thurs.
at 5:30

Windsor's Largest Selection
of Scarves in

lid

Silk, Cotton, Rayon, Poly Cotton & Blends

Sept. 16-19

ERASER HEAD
Midnight
Friday 18

NATIVE SON
Sept. 20-22

Campus Group
Adult Children
of Alcoholic
Parents
Every Wed.
at 7:30

Iona College
University of Windsor
208 Sunset Ave.
Phone: 973- 7039

WORKING GIRLS
Sept. 23-29
Admission Prices·
Adults (11 & over)
$4.00
Youths (13 to 17)
$3.50
Chlldren (12 & under) $2.50
Golden.Age(65&over) $1.00
Windsor's Alternative Cinema
804 Erie St. E.
Windsor. Ontario
(519) 253-0051

IMPORTED JEWELLERY
from ALL Continents

in

Semi-precious stones , snakeskin , leather ,
Silver , Brass , & Copper .
Exp. Oct. 15/87

-~----------------------Nashua

Double Sided
Double Density Disketts

Box of 1 O for only $12.50 with this coupon.
Limit 1 O boxes per customer.
Exp. Oct. 15/87

--~----------------------.MW FUTONS

20% off
with coupon

ants >1.1~

Best Selection of frames, coverings & accessories.
Exp. Oct. 15/87

-~----------------------Free sample of incense with this coupon.

c:r
J:1:1:x:,~

255 Ouellette Ave.

977-0444

.--------------------------------------------------lh_•_Lanc

__ •
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Gay communityactivein Windsor
by John McCue

The initial contact most have with the gay
community is through the Gay Information
Line. The phone is manned by volunteers
from the Lesbian/Gay Community Service
Group (LGCSG) between the hours of8:00
p.m. and 10:00 p.m. on Thursday and Friday
evenings. Outside the scheduled hours a
three minute tape message can be heard 24
hours.
The purpose of the phone-line is to
provide a source of information and counselling
for those who are more interested in learning
more about homosexuality or the lesbian/gay
community. The telephone is extremely useful
since it provides anonymity to callers who
are afraid of talking to anyone else about
their feelings and it provides a source of ideas
that are not available from other sources.
The Gay Information Line is 973-4951.
One could say that the telephone line is
the path to find the gay community, on the
other hand access could also be gained
through the weekly gay radio show.
Mondays at 7:30 p.m., 'Closets are for
Clothes' is aired through community access
programmingon CJAMfrn91.5. The programme
is co-hosted by Jim Monk and Kevin Bishop,
two identifiable members from the gay community. The latest news, views and commentary concerning the gay community are
expressed along with the latest in gay themed
music selections.
The telephone line and the radio show are
projects of the LGCSG. Another project
currently underway is a Gay Coffee House
on an upcoming Sunday afternoon. An organization in Windsor that caters to the gay
community, the LGCSG provides many
services to the residents of Windsor and
surrounding areas. T he group acts as a
facilator for the Bi-Married Men's and Windsor
Gay Youth groups. A strong liason bonds all
other gay-oriented groups in Windsor. In the
past, the LGCSG has been known to offer

guidance and well-earned experience to the
Lesbian-Gay Student Group on Campus.
The Lesbian/Gay Student Group is a
club that is ratified by SAC. The group's
purpose is to provide a supportive atmosphere,
where lesbians and gay men can meet and
feel at ease. It is a chance for old friends to get
together and of course, a chance to make new
friendships. Through various social events

the group gives an alternative to the bar
scene.
The most recent event. a meeting is
planned for Friday, September 25 at 8:00
p. m. Purely a social event. the group will
meet at a private residence not that far from
campus. The agenda consists of watching a
movie. "My Beautiful Laundrette". Directions
and further information can be obtained by

calling the Gay Information Line at 97 3495 I. The Windsor Gay Youth Group,
intact with their new members. are also
invited.
Information on the Windsor Gay Youth.
Joe.al lesbian group-Women Planning and
Caring Together (Women PACT) and BiMarried Men's Group can be obtained by
calling the Information Line.

Counsellor
dispelssomemmvus myths
Fact
Long distance relationships,althoughnot impossible. requiremany letters, phonecalls. visits,time
and energy - Don't kid yourself.it is a lot of ~rk.

by Sheila Board man-Lee
Co-ord inator, Pee r Counse lling Centre

ROOM MATES
Below are a few myths many students hold as
truths when they enter University.

REGISTRATION
Myth:
You will come on the first day, be handed a
schedule full of interesting courses and spend
he rest of your day shopping downtown.
Fact
You will be herded from one line-up to the
next. totally confused and frustrated. You
will emerge from the University Centre long
after most working people have gone to sleep.

Peer
Counselling
Centre

SHIPS TAKE TIME TO DEVEWP. Many
students experience loneliness.

BIRTH CONTROL
Myth:

This is taught in high-school and therefore
students require little or no guidance in this
area.

LONELINESS
Myth:
You will be greeted by many smiling students
who are friendly and warm. You will have
close, intimate friends within the first month.

Fact
Many students feel unprepared in this area and
require additional information before they can
make an informed and mature decision.

RELATIONSHIPS
Fact
Although there are many friendly people on
campus. it is difficult for them to fill the
closeness and intimacy you experienced with
your family and friends back home. F RIEND-

Myth:
Long distance relationships are the same as
close relationships, the only difference being the
amount of time you spend with each other.

Mytk

You will be sharinga room with a personwho has
the sameinterests.hobbies.
and lifestyleasyourself

Fact
You are not matched with a roommate..and may
eoo up sharinga smallroom with someonewho is
very different from yourself.Waking through
personaldilferencesis oot an easy process.
The Peer Counselling
Centreis hereto serveyou
as students.We want to helpyougetthe mostout of
your Unive~ity years.
If you have any questions. concerns. or
difficulties,a student counsellor is trained to be a
sensitivelistener,providefeedback.andif required
refer you to a camfA.1S
or communityservice.
Sheila Boardman-Lee
Co-ordinator

S.AC.
Peer C'.bunselling
Centre
UniversityCentre
2nd Floor Conference RoomB
256-0776

FIRST YEAR STUDENTS

COURT!
CLUBS

Hey, freshmen students get
involved in student activities
right ·away!

All clubs or people interested in forming a
club please be advised that by October 1, you must
submit to the S.A.C. V. P. Communications the
following information if you wish to become a
S.A.C. ratified club.
1 )the club name .
2)a list of club executives and their respective
student numbers.
3)the club constitution.
4)a forecast of revenues.
S)a list of at least ten full-time unqergraduate
members with student numbers who have
paid the minimum membership fee .
If you need further information or assistance in
establishing your club contact Chris Mel ntyre V. P.
Communications in the S.A.C. bffice on the second
floor of the University Centre .

S.A.C. is establishing a new freshman committee
which will be composed of first year students
interested in participating in student government,
social activities or meeting new friends. The freshman
Committee is designed to address the unique
academic and social needs of first year students.
Visit the S.A.C. office on the second floor of the
University Centre and join the fun. If you need
further information contact Chris McIntyre V.P.
Communications in the S.A.C. office or call at 253253-6423 .

S.A.C. Working for YOU!

DON'T WAIT FOR NEXT YEAR

-"4
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WomenScentreis 'worth checkinf!out'
SUNsati1nal
ladies'

Swiawear

"trad itional'' male roles. But there
remains much to be done. The flip
side of this positive opening paragraph
is not as well- advertised.

by Janet Scheffler
Women 's Commi ssioner

From the Hen"tage English Dictiona,:y:

My position on the Committee
for Women's Issues, with our Ontario
Federation of Students. allows me to
view the injustices as well as the
triumphs. Women without adequate
childcare trying to obtain degrees.
being discriminatedagainst for OSAP
purely on the basis of being a single
parent. sexualharassment and assault.
and the list goes on.
The Women's Centre is NOT an
arena to "man-bash", rather a quiet
place both to gather your thoughts
and to discuss your concerns with
those who have the same. If it truly

Equalit1•- is the state or instance of
bein,: equal especially the state of
enjoying equal n"ghts. as political,
economic, social.
Yes. we·ve come a long way.
From the suffragettes of generations
1 past to 1987. the Feminist Movement
has
seen
women
advance
from the traditional domestic scene
to the technical, artistic. academic
and medical fields. W e've seen advancement for women in politics and
I skilled trades. W e have but to look
1
around and women abound in once

A PACK OF LIES
PREGNANT

AND NEED HELP?

Call ...

The park bench looked out of place in the
square in front of the University Centre. Following
a mid-60 's architectural fad. outdoor seating
arran gements at the univt!rsity had been replaced
by cold, hard five-ton flower planters. The
bench. a wood and wrought iron affair. seemed
in contrast an inviting relic from a happier age.
The only remarkable feature about it was the
crude graffitio that had been daubed acros s the
backrest DIGEST THE WELL-ENDOWED.
I was about to sit down. when a voice boomed
out in the quad: "YOU ARE NOT RADICAL!
YOU ARE NOT WELL ENDOWED! YOU
ARE IN BAD TASTE!"
I was momentarily startled. As the quad was
empty. save me and the bench. I answered with a
tentative "Get Stuffed!" The bench immediately
replied with a loud "FEED ME'." A quick
glance around convinced me that I had blundered
into the type of rude humour that engineering
· students at other universities are famous for.
The recipe for this deception required a bench. a
radio transmitter and an idiot on each end. As
engineers however are almost universally as
illiterate as English majors and twice as scared
of witticism. I decided to confront my tormentcrs:
"Kind bench". said I. "there are no more
radical students on campus. They have all been
consumed by apathy! As for the well endowed , a
choice of somatotypes to fit you ( ahem) ...
preferences can be best found at the human
kinetics facilities. a kilometer south of this

Otrtbrillft
at

252-3322

OR VISIT OUR OFFICE
AT 549 KILDARE RD.

We Prov1d~Free Pregnancy
Tests -M ed ical Referrals.
Co mmuni ty Ref errals.
Accommo d at ions a nd
Leg a l Adv ice

\

.'~ ·

concerns the men of this campus that
there is no Men's Centre. I suggest
you prepare a proposal and go before
your council for funding. But do it
with sincerity. It took a great deal of
sincerity and determination by those
who started the various student help
centres, and if you are serious. fight
for what you believe in.
The Women· s Centre is a place to
meet friends, kick back, grab some
reading material, and relax. This year
the Centre will be open as often as
possible, depending on the number of
students who volunteer their time.
Just a little. Help out Meet people.
Therewill also be boardgames available
to use at the Centre from the SAC
office.

The resource material available
at the Centre is worth checking out
Think about it the next time you write
a paper.
There are loan arrangements
to be made for those doing research.
Donations of material are greatly
appreciated as well. This information
is available to aU students. Do you
want questions answered? Come and
ask. If we don't have the material
here. wehave accessto everyWomen's
Centre in Ontario as well as the
research library of O FS. Use them!
My officehours for the fallsemester
are 2:45 to4: 45 p.m. W ed and Fri ..
Have a good semester and drop
by to see us.

De DEXTER FINISTERIS
spot.'' J followed this with a suggestion that
would offend an y engineering students within
earshot.
The bench. however. replied in its best Darth
Vadervoice:"FOOU I REFER TO WEALTHY
STUDENTS! THEIR SUPERIOR DIET
CONTRIBUTES TO THEIR GOOD TASTE!
HAVE THESE ALSO BEEN CONSUMED
BY THE APATHY~ THIS MUST STOP!
WHERE JS THIS APATHY'! THIS CON TINUUM IS NOT SPACIOUS ENOUGH
FOR TWO CARNIVOROUS ALIEN LIFE FORMS!"
"The apathy.·· replied I. ''is an artificial lifefonn created by the merchants and rulers of this
society. It is nurtured on this campus by the
university administration and the Students' Custodial Somulescence. It is an organizational
parasite that sucks the wealth and energy out of
students. It does this by corrupting any ativitiessave those that are foolish. pointless or self
destructive-into
time- consuming degrading
rituals. Consider the difficulty of getting a good
cheap meal on campus to the ease of which you
can load up on overpriced slop. Contrast the
difference in finding a reasonably priced typing
service that can spell. to the ease with which you
can get shit-faced in the pub. Try to geta room in
residence without buying a meal plan. Try not to
contribute $5.00 to the St. Denis Hall fund
when you register ... Do you actually think any of
these things happen by chance"?"

" The Apath y is used by the few to drain the
fight out of the many. so as to better rule them ...
The danger of thi s lies in the sloppine ss such a
strong tool breeds in those who wield il Apathy's
masters eventually forget their cunning ways
and, in their sloth , are overthr own by younger.
more ruthless types. In the long run, however,
nothing is changed by this. The new leaders
become as corrupt and venal as their predecessors."
"YOU SOUND LIKE A RADICAL! YOU
ARE IN GOOD TASTE!"
.. Alas. kind bench. I am too tired to be a
radical. I am a cynic , and would be tough and
stringy. "
"THOSE WHO RULE THEN; ARE THEY
WEALTHY'! ARE THEY RADICAL ?"
"Because they are radical in their own
interest, above those of society's they shall
surely be wealthy". I replied.
"EXCELLENT
FORTUNE" replied the
bench. ··WHERE MAY I FIND THESE"!"
"Second floor and down the hall. .. Bon
Appetit, kind bench!"
With this. 1 turned and walked away. quietly
amused at the resourcefulnes s of the perpetrators
and the lengths to which a practical joke could be
taken: Not only had their concealed radio
functioned tlawlessly, but the pranksters had
succeeded giving their creation a slow. shuffling
walk. ..

.
MORE MAIL
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Peter Ostojic should and must take the
position of the presidency and continue the
continuity and efficiency of the hard working
1987-88 student council. I want to see some
Dear Editor,
action now, not tomorrow.
Like other returning university students, I
Let us not waste any time teaching a new
was shocked to hear what had happened president the ropes, but rather letting this
throughout the course of the summer holidays. council open new horizons for us. We cannot
Furthermore, we the students of this fine afford disruption. What has happened has
University of Windsor, possessingmembership happened, let us learn from our mistakes
in the Students ' Administrative Council, and push forward, but let us be quick about it
have learned that we have no 'official' chief
Aurelio Roncone
executive officer to represent us. Also, as the
Social Science Student
matters continue, our student council cannot
decide what sort of actions are to be taken.
Well, well, fellow students we are witnessing
the true meaning of the word procrastination
Dear Editor
and the process of an iJl-fated government
With reference to KevinJohnson's BloodThis is pathetic. Not only is this looking
ridiculous in the eyes of the university boil article "Ronnie's rotten regime ..." there
administration, but the commwiity as a whole were a few, perhaps exaggerated but legitimate
and our fellow colleagues at other post- arguments made in his piece. But come on, to
draw a comparison between Ronald Reagan
secondary instituions.
The students and this student government and Adolf Hitler-please.
I don't give a goddam what Mr. Reagan
must come to realize that there is one real
solution in this matter, a lesson in politics. has done to piss Johnson off he is no Adolf
Last spring, Peter Ostojic received an over- Hitler. And to be convinced of this from your
whelming mandate to represent the students argument, which was the flimsiest piece of
alongsidethe elected president Kevin Williams. bullshit I've heard from you in a while, is to
Knowingly,when a president and vice-president believe all your readers are idiots-is this so?
One thing I will commend you for though,
is second in command. If in the event the
president cannot fulfil! his term, it will be is in the naming of the La nee's new sectionunder the obligation of the vice-president to mine was sure boiling.
fulfill the remainderofthe term, until the next
Adam Bain
election.
The term of the president is one year in
length, starting May l until April 31 of the
following year. Well folks, it surely looks like
five months have just passed by since the last Dear Edit or;
This is in response to the letter, 'Imperialism'
election. Since the Council is contemplating
a by-election. Let us consider this scenario. by Don Byng. First, I would like to draw your
The whole month of October will be spent on attention to several points brought about in
the preparation and campaigning for the by- this letter.
election (if they can find a C. E. 0. to do the i) In what capacity does Mr. Byng welcome
job right this time, hey Social Science people). all the 'new' international students?
Th en in November, if Peter Ostojic is not ii) The example used to justify the fanning of
president, the orientation of the newly elected smouldering racial tension is not proper. It is
president will begin with a crash course in not clear to me, whether he is referring to
student government, constitution, by-laws, people from Ceylon or from India. However,
Robert's rules of order, six months of policies from the word ·recently', l guess it is India.
In spite of the much publicized poverty
and issues that have occured during the
summer holidays. Speak of the devil, by the (thanks to all the religious groups in North
time this all happens, it is Christmas time America. who use the poor people oflndia to
again. I guess a lot of work is going to be make the North American audienceemotionally
done. Think again folks, let's get on with vulnerable to get donations), India is the third
reality. A lot of time has been used up and the largest supplierof technicallyskilledmanpower.
only solution is efficiency and continuity. Why, then. is Indiastillso backwardin scienceand

Inefficient

Indi~nt

Imorance

technology'>"'Economicprosperity"is one of the
main reasons that attracts people from a poor
countryto a rich country.Why was Columbusso
interestedin locatingIndia? Why was Vascode
Gama welcomedby noneotherthan the Kingand
Queen of Spainat the port of Lisbon?Because
India was a very rich country at that time.
Unfortunately, India is in bad shape now, so
instead of leading a 'life of struggle',they try to
settle where thm is a 'life of convenience'.

classes (i) and (ii)?
i) They are the unofficialambassadorsof the
peopleof theircountriesto the peoplein Canada.
The groups(bothpoliticaland religious)spreading
the cancer of racism and hatred will be exposed
only if there is a direct interactionbetween the
peopleof Canada and foreigncountries.

ii) Academic contnbution made by the foreign
students to the universitiesin Canada is very
eiii) Pooi1ing
out Ire politicalru:,we
<:IIre differential significant We urge the academians and the
fees issue is not goingto help the foreignstudents. studentsto discussthiscontributionindetailand in
Instead,it wilJalarm the 'schemingpoliticians'of
the open.
Canada to invent yet new measures to further iii) Most of the foreignstudentsrespect the lawsof
widen the gap between Canadian and foreign Canada. They are neithera nuisanceto thissociety
students.The foreignstudentshaveto facenot only
nor do they ask a lot during their stay here as
the sky-highfee hikes, but the servicecharge to
students.
process their applicationby the Immigrationand
Employment Departtnent of Canada for their Why is it that foreign students tolerate such
temporarystay as well On top of it,they alsohave injusticeand don't speak for themselves'!
to face the 'obligingattitude'of the peopleof their
i) Most of the foreignstudentsstudy Englishas a
own ethnicityhavingcitizenshipin Canada
su1*ct, only to the extent required tor a better
iv)We are the guests of this country. We have
under..tandingof the su1*ct, They don't study the
come here to receivethe advancededucation.not
to engagein the politicshere. It is forthe Canadian westernculturein order to be a part of the society.
The effectof theirmothertongueis clearlyseen in
people to fight for the free access to the postthe pronounciationand the writingstyle.Much of
secondaryeducation.Any statisticiancan say that
the misunderstandingcan be cleared up, if only
5% of a populationhavinga universitydegree does
both the foreignstudents andCanadian students
not reflecta levelof educationin the society.I am
adopt a policyof caringandsharingwithpatience.
sure that if a personcollectsthe data forthe people
in the 25-35 age grouphavinga universitydegree. ii) Socialandreligiouscustomsstandin the wayof
one will get an encouragingpictureabout the level the growingstage of fiiendship.A Hindu. who
doesnoteat beef.refusesto go to a steakdinnernot
of education in Canada Data should also be
collectedon the numberof peoplehavinginterest becausehe does not likethe people,but becausehe
in higher studies, who were deprived of this does not want to compromisewith his religious
belief.Similarly.a foreignstudent who does not
opportunitydue to financialreasons.
·date· isnot a racist ratherdatingisnon-existentin
the society to which he belongs.
Let us examine why foreignstudents come to
iii) Ignoranceis the greatestcause offear. A lot of
Canada Mainly for three reasons:
foreignstudentsdon't knowaboutrulesand several
i) unavailabilityof seats in the universityin the
procedures in Canada Rules and restrictions
home country.
appliedto foreignstudentsimplythat you make a
ii) North Americabeingthe centre<:Ideveloi:ment mistake and you are out of the country.
of !mowledgeallowsa studenthere to keepabreast
At the end. I call upon anybody interestedin
of latestdevelopmentsin scienceand technology.
learning
more about the problemsof international
iii) In order to enjoy the ·comfortablelife' here.
students
to check out the stories of sensational
they have to get a job (whichcan be securedonly
incidentsspreadby the newsmedia.or learnabout
after getting a degree). They will resort to any
the old cultures and civilizations.Please visit the
cheap trick enablingthem to stay here.
l S.S. loungeandtry to createa worldwhichwould
be a better place to live in
The peoplein class(iii) will manage to come here
even if the fees are raised to a milliondollars per
Sincerely.
year. The peoplewho sufferthe mostare peoplein
RK Bamwal
classes( i) and (ii). I am speakingon behalfof the
President
peoplewho are in classes(i) and (ii): Why should
lntemati onal Students' Soc iety
the differentialfees be abolishedfor the peoplein

APPLY TODAY!
3 positions open for the S.A.C. Women's
Centre, through the

Ontario Work Study Programme

SAC MEETING
To all undergraduate students;
there will be a fuUcouncil meeting
on September 23, 1987 at 16:30
hours in the Board of Govenors
Boardroom on the fifth floor of
Windsor Hall Tower.
Agendas and minutes are available in the S.A.C. office. All
students are welcome and encouraged to attend this meeting.

Position 1-Counsellor
-must have some previous counselling experience.
-willing to stagger appointments.
Position 2-Assistant
to the Women 's Commissioner.
-promotional experience an asset
-flexible hours
-outgoing.
Position 3-General
Duties
-typing.
-phone experience.
-some accounting.

Apply to the Awards office stating which position you are
interested in, or contact Janet Scheffler-Women's Commissioner , in the S.A.C. office.

I

atthe

552

Sunset Avenue
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Specializing in

~C::,~~'b\O('

~e'b\)~UNISEX HAIRSTYLING AT

LOW PRICES
-No

appointments

necessary

2062 Universitv W.

254-6611

Unique Gilts & Clothing
From Around the World

405 Pelissier. Windsor
254-6865
• Open 7 days
• Mas•
•

1no1an Ar•

•
•

Carv1045
J<'wellery

•
•
•
•

Pon~hOS
Potte,y
Tao,.s1r,es
Mttya n P,cct--.S

e Cloth
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IN THE SKY
10% off with Student I. D.
WINDSOR S NEWEST GIFT IDEA SHOP

Studenthealth centre best medicine
our director and full.timephysicianand
Dr. W. Wren, M.D.
there are also part-time physicians.
Marg. Aubrv. R.N.
To all our old friends. welcome Janet Mulhull, RN. , and Sandy
back! We trust your summer was a Firby. RN .. areourresidentexperts
profitable one. And a special hello in needle-giving, blood-drawing, and
to the first year students, who we "Jills-of-all-trades".
Marg Aubry, RN., is our Health
hope will soon become our new
friends. This is a very special time F.ducataand olfernHeahhprogrammes
for you-a chance to grow, broaden intheoffice,in theresidences,and almoot
your horizons and interests, and add any dtia' placeyoocouldwantooe!This
to your list of new friends. A touch includes weight management and
of aloneness?? Of course- and if you nutritioncounselling,smoking cessation
need a friendly shoulder - we're here clinics, respons ible sexual decision
making, grief support groups, a symfor you.
Let us tell you who we are at the pathetic ear and a broad shoulder!
Student Health Centre, located on She's available just to talk or listen
the main floor of Cody Hall. The or just be a friend!
What's new this year? Lots that
first voice you will hear on the
you'll hear about in the next few
telephone is our secretary/receroonist
BoonieGannron.Sheis new to usthis weeks. Just one is the HEALTH
year, but comes with a real desire to FAIR with many good exhibits and
your calenders
work with students. Dr. Walt Wren is freeproducts,too. Marie
AGAJN-WELCOME

for September 30 and October 1. It's
being held on the second floorof the
University Centre. More details in the
next issue d the Lance.
Soonour littlegreenboxes will make
their appearance in the residences, UniversityCentre,and the HealthOffice.
(Yes-they too have registered for
another semester!). These boxes give
you an opportunity to ask ( anonymously) any health-related questions

that are bothering you.
How can you help us?
l. Bring your O.HlP. (or out of
province) numbers on your ftrst
visit
2. Call for an appointment Emergencies will be seen at once. Others will
be seen withinl or 2 days. Oroirins
will be seen, but may have to wait
awhile.
3. Bringa recordcf yoorimmunization&

"F ROM THE ORIGINAL TO THE EXOTIC"
• CARPETS
• FOLK ART
• AFRICAN CARVINGS

• PLANTS
• JEWELRY

~--

• WHIPS

HA"ID CRAFTED IMPORTS FROM "ROUND THE WOR(D

300 Ouellett~Su1te

(519) 252·8686

No225

(Palace Complex)

Open 7 Days

Wf\EN
YOU NEEt:>
NOREWAN AN
APPLEiO PLEASE
TI\E T~ALJ-\E.R.

We are here focyoo.

SCHOOL'S BACK
ALL CAMPUS BASH
at
No
Cover

D.J.
Jeff
Lockhart

Thursday September 17th 8:00pm
Gifts for the first 50 people
Prizes & Specials ALL NIGHT
Live Solo Musician: Terry Raisbeck

Sat. 6-8pm
Sun. 7-11 pm

LANCE .A FOOT ·BALL
Join us saturday after the game for the
5th Quarter Party
1 Block East of St. Denis Centre
Corner of College & California

J

All y,our typing needs!
Agreements, announcements. bulletins.
catalogues. dissertions. essays, flyers.
labels. letters and memos. mail merges.
manusc ript s, menus. resumes. small business bookkeeping, theses, transcr iption.
We offer-disc storage ca pability , efficient service (fast turnaround time), highest
quality laser printing at affordable prices,
pick up and delivery NtVice . free con·
sultat1ons student and faculty rates.

t

I

I

l

1

~

~
~

734-1400 (Maria)
736· 7669 (Sherry)

I

I

Word Creations,
1675 Bouffard Rd.

know.
So naturally I felt pretty bad about the whole
thing and so I walked after him and we ended up
getting an ice cream and sitting out in the
parking lot.
irs about the saddest I'd ever seen him, and I
felt bad. and I told him maybe it was time he
stopped au this pope stuff, and start acting kind of

only just cardinal or bishop or whatever, and you
knowofcoursethafsgonna
get you down. Iwasa
bit curious about why he had his pope clothes on
if he wasn't pope yet, ad he said hefelt it inspired
him to work a little harder to really be pope
someday. I could understand that.
So we had a nice little chat. and I invited him
home for dinner. but he couldn't make it as he

an that fame to go to his head just a bit, but being
pope didn't seem to affect him one bit (now of
course, this Isbefore he got reallyfamous and got
shot and afl that. He's never been quite the same
after that. But really, l mean, you can't blame him.
That sort of thing's bound to have a negative
affect on you.).
So anvway, I told him some of my troubles. and

'

by Larry Conch
(as told to Willard Milhous)
reprinted by special permission from the Winston
Gazeue, Split Nail. Mo.
Copyright 1987 All rights re_served.
Some soy he's just a pope. Others consider him
a bastion of goodness in our troubled world. A
light that shines out over uslike so much cheesy
neon. Perhaps a truly remarkable man. removed
from the base drives and desires of ordinary folks
everywhere. Perhaps not. I know him simply as
"Johnny''
Johnny and I go way back. We were the fastest
of friends. Always ready to hop a fence, steal some
apples out of the Millers' back yard. forge a note
from morn to get cigarettes or skip out of school.
Things changed as we got older. though. I
went through a very painful puberty a few years
before him and, looking back now, I guess I had a
tendency to ignore him just that little bit. He was a
little hard to take. Imagine it. There we'd be at a
party, I'd meet a couple of nice girls, get to
talking, all very nice Soyou'd introduce Johnny to
them (and he was always a little nervous in these
situations. you understand) and he'd smile very
politely at them, ask them the usual stuff- vou
know. "'How are classesgoing? Who's your favourite
band? What do you think of homosexuals in the
Cathollc church? Got on extra smoke?" but then
he'd start calling them "his sheep." Md doing
that weird hands in the air business. I lost more
dates that way.
•
Not that you could blame him, I guess He
always knew he wonted to be pope He'd practise
for hours. You know He'd get this stick (sometimes
he used this spraypainted umbrella handle) and
\M:Jl/e it around a lot, droning in this\,,\19irdlanguage-

That's Johnny there in the middle with some
of his cousins. The kid 011 the lefl, and I
think his name was Jerry, was killed later
in a car crash.
Johnny was affected by this, and he gave a
little mass out on the back porchand this is when he's only 6 or 7. This was
before he learned his backwards Larin- if I
remember he was reading off the back of a
menu he'd got somewhere.
So even then there was this thing about being
the pope that Johnny had, and really he was
pretty good at it- that young, too.
1 can't for the life ofme remember the girl
on the right. I' m sure she doesn't remember
me eithe r.

he said it was Latin but I later found out he'd just
be reading newspapers backwards. So he'd be
standing in front of this mirror with this stick and a
newspaper, dressed in these robes he had his
morn make for him one Hallowe'en, chanting this
weird stuff. I mean you can see now how he got so
good at this stuff, but at the time it seemed a little
weird.
I guess I was about his best friend. Everyone
else had a tendency to avoid the guy. I used to
get hassled about him all the time from my other
friends, but all in all I still liked Johnny- he was a
nice, peaceful little guy I mean, 0.K.. he was
weird and he wanted to be the pope and all. but
really, you hod to love him.
As we got older we drifted apart little by littleI joined the football team, he became a choirboy
We'd see each other across the street, and I think
by thistirre he could sense I1MJsalittle embarassed by
him, and we've wave and smile a bit, you know
"How's it goin'" sort of stuff. but we'd never really
stop and talk like we used to.
I think the thing that really bugged me the
most, it really got on my neNes you know, had to
be that hot He's been wearing that hat for such a
long time, I mean you kind of get used to it after a
while. Ifs even hard to imagine the guy without
+hot hat on. now. But really at the time, it was
pretty embarassing
I remember the day he got it, ·cause it was the
same day I told him I couldn't stand the pope stuff
onymore. and what the hell was wrong with him
anyway, and if I ever saw him again it'd be too

soon. t guess I might hove been a little harsh with
the guy. I meannowwecansit
bock and tough at

It. now that he's pope and all. ...
Myvvay, so it was a Saturday, and we'd gone
to the mall like usual. only this particular Saturday
he'd decided to bring that stick of his,and he was
wearing his pope robes(actually, he called them
his "papal gowns" which was actually kind of
pathetic, they being made out of these old white
terry-cloth tablecloths and all. Hismorn was really
a nice lady and everything, but I wouldn't Qive
beans for her sewing.) and we walked into the
mall, and now you have to remember here that I
used to meet everyone here. We all did this. I
mean every Saturday. you'd go
and sort of just hang out. You
from different schools. and act
guys. and sort of brag a lot and
mean it was a really big thing.

down to the mall
got to meet girls
tough with other
smoke and stuff. I

So. anyway, there we were 0n this Saturday,
me and the pope, and we just walked on in there
and started hanging around. So now Johnny
starts doin' his pope stuff, you know. the stick and
the hands. and all the backwards reading and
blessing everyone in sight and all.
Well, my friends couldn't deal with this; they
really thought it was pretty uncool, after all. Md
he did look pretty silly. standing there in the rnain
concourse this moll, raising his arms. and he'd get
a little flustered and d rop this stick of his. and all
the while sneaking glances at this newspaper to
read backwards. so all my friends started to laugh
really hard at him and call him a jerk, and of
course, I joined in too, and so he stopped. and he
looked really hurt like, really hurt. And he
just walked away, sort of sobbing. but looking
real ly hurt and confused and all. Really hu rt you

11·asforg/\'en, but he should probably/eel sorry for doing what he did. He was pretty
There's a real story behind this one.
That's Johnny on the far right. I'l'e got thejbotba!l helmet 011, and we're standing intense about it. /1 made me feel kind of sad for Jim. but Johnny was pretty good
on some kid's porch whom I can't quite recall. We'djust been out, running around, abow the whole thing.
you know.just kids, and Jimmy- the one with the stick- had decided to kill this sick
So we went and had some lemonade, and that kid's mom came ow and took the
bird we'd come upon. So Johnny of course tried to talk him out of it. but it didn't work. picture. and we 11e1·ertold anyone about that bird.
and Jim went right 9head and killed it. It ga1 e me that son of sick.feeling you get. We
I heard that Jimmy 11'e11tto prison late,; and I bet Johnny slill praysforhim. He's
were all prelly quiet for a few minutes, feeling kind of dumb, you know.
not
the kind of guy to forget.
And then Johnny went and put his hand on Jim's shoulder and told him that he
1

normal for once. I told him that people really
didn't think too highly of him. and how did he ever
expect to get any friends or a job or anything if he
kept acting like he was the pope. I mean people
really thought he was a complete weirdo, and of
course you couldn't blame them.
But he just looked at me. and suddenly, and
this was really weird because he'd just been so
sad, he smiled. And he said he knew wha t the
probem was. He knew why al l those people had
been laughing at him. He realized now how silly
he'd ooked. I thought he was really coming
around here- I half expected him to take off
these robes he was wearing and throw them
away right on the spot.
But instead he just looked at me. like I said. and
said, "Ifs because I don't have a hat." Just like
that. "I don't have a hat."
I just about killed him. Instead I told him I
thought he was just about the stupidest creep I
ever met and went walking off. I guess he didn't
ca re what I thought. He went back int o the mall,
and I guess he bought himself that hat that very
day. but I didn't see him for a while.
I got married and set upon insurance agency,
pretty successful, had a few kids. put on some
weight (maybe too much, as Morge always kids
me), ond he left town- I guess to go to pope
school or whatever it is a guy does to be pope.
SOI didn't see him for some years. maybe five
or six.but one day this guy comes into my office,
and I wouldn't have recognized him except of
course he hod his pope stuff on. and there he was,
it was Johnny. after all this time.
"
He sot down and we had a coffee and he was
telling me about becoming the pope (he wasn't
the p:>pe yet he explained. Iguess you have to be
other things like a priest, and a cardinal and a
bishop and stuff, and even then youmlght not get
to be pope unless you're real lucky.)
He was a little depressed. He had a part-time
jot:, in a shoe store. and he didn't have much
spClretime for his pope practising, and he was still

had to get back to the Vatican right away.
(Actually, while we talked he kept slipping into
Latin- I mean rea l Latin not that backwards stuff
he used to do. I was pretty impressed as you might
guess- so a lot of the time I wasn't really all that
sure what he was talking about. And really, I
mean. I sell insurance and I don't know all that
much about popig, so it was kind of a strange
conversation we had that day.)
Anvway, so he blessed me and all. and off he
went. and really, I thought to myself, that guy
shoul d be pope.
Well, I didn't see Johnny for a real long time.
but I read about him in the papers and everything,
so I knew he was doing pretty good, but I didn't
know he was about to be pope, so one day I got a
huge surprise.
I got a telegram and it was real simple. It said,
"Larry. Stop. Congratulate me. Stop. Signed, The

Pope. Stop."
I was pretty happy for him so I called Rome to
let him know, but of course they wouldn't get him
on the line for me, seems once a guy becomes
the pope lots of people ca!I claiming to be "an
old friend" or "an old roommate" or something.
He even gets calls from people who soy they're
old high school teachers of his, but they're not too
stupid down there at the Vatican. They weren't
born yesterday. so to speak. so of course ifs pretty
hard to get hold of the guy.
Well, he came to town just a little while after
that. and he managed to sneak away, and we
went for a couple of beers and a few laughs.
My marriage was in trouble, and my youngest
daughter was off living on some goddamned
commune with these weird hippies she'd met
and I have to admit I'd been drinking a little too
much as of late. so it was really nice to meet an
old friend after so long, especially when he's the

pcpe and all.
Md one thing about Johnny, he didn't mind
talking to me one bit You know you might expect

he really listened, you know, like he really cared.
and when I'd finished he just said "Have faith."
Just that "Have faith." It was really nice. Jt really
meant something to me. I mean, no wonder he's
the pope- he's really a nice guy when you get
right down to it.
I was really mad when that jerk shot him. J
mean Johnny's probably one of the nicest guys I
ever met. Why shoot him, you know? What did he
ever do? I went to visit him in the hospital- and
pope hospitals ore about the strongest hospitals
l'veeverseen(and in my business. I do see a lot of
them).
He was pretty depressed, as you can imagine,
but he didn't hold any sort of a grudge against his
assailant like you's expect. He just said he was
praying for him, and then slipped off to sleep
again. I stayed around for a few days 'til he was
feeling better but) really did have to get back to
work, which was a shame because I always enjoy
his company.
Well, I guess he appreciated my visit because
no sooner was I back to work than I got a
package from the Vatican and it was a letter and
:omeforms. Turneclout .bhnnyv.ionted mycompany
to insure his new popemobile.
Well, of course I jumped at the chance, ( even
though we usually don't do auto insurance- but
we put it under the "Act of God"cfause- which is
kind of a little joke me and Johnny have. He's the
kind of guy who can appreciate the humour in
that sort of thing).
Well. I haven't seen Johnny in a while, but here
it is, this North American tour and all, and I
wouldn't be at all surprised if he comes on into my
office and shores a coffee with me as he iswont to
do. Really, that guy, and pope and all, he's really
still comfortable with the little people, and I think
thafs what f like best about him. He really is some
kind of pope. I'm looking forward to seeing him
again. Realty.
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THESE ARE t~OT SPECIALS
THESEARE REGULAREVERYDAYPRICES
OPEN 7 DAYSA WEEK
Groceries•

Meat• Produce•

Cheese• Salad Bars
-

STORESLICED

ASSORTED

$1.991b

COOKED HAM
BY THE PIECE

$ .991b

BOLOGNA .

CANNED VEGETABLES

2 for $1

BACK ATIACHED, FRESHCUT

CHICKEN LEGS

$ . .991b

10 VARIETIES,2 LITRE

3 for $2

SLICED BREAD
4 LITRE BAG

2°/o PARTLYSKIMMED MILK

$2.88 .

MOST POPULAR BRANDS

ICE CREAM

$1.99

SLICED, RINDLESS

BACON

$1.991b

175 gram

CARTON CIGARETIES

$18.28

FLAVOUREDYOGURT

2 for $1

"We make party trays for all occasions"
3200 Sandwich
(Corner of Mill St.
Next door to Trevi
Pizza)
Business Hours
Mon-Sat 9-6
Sun. 10-5

Moe's

-----lb
oci~ScienceSociety
We the "Clubs of the Social Science Faculty'' would like to take
this opportunity to welcome everyone back to the University, and
extend to you an invitation to join ir, on the excitement of being
one of our members.
Not only do these clubs give you a better insight into their
fields of expertise, but they also offer social events at discounted
rates for their members. It is with great enthusiasm that- we
present this year, the very first:

SOCIAL SCIENCE FACULTY
CLUB BASH '87
September 25th, 8:00pm Ambassador Auditorium
Music Provided by TUNES
Admission: $2-membrs $3-Non memers Memberships available at door
Sponsored by:
Anthropology Club-Marianne Cooper
History Club-Tilde Tukara
Canadian Studies-Paul Brisbois
International Relations Society-Martina Stvan
Criminology Club-Dominic Braghaglia
Public Administration Club-Mike Gertsakis
Economics Club-Mike Robinet

It'san ex-biker.,
it'sa steelworker.,

1
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Dog man's Last Stand

I

-

by Rick Cleveland
directed by Lavinia Moyer

I

on't take a cab there. Once
you figure in the tunnel fare,
and everything. it's a rip. If
you can't find somebody to
drive you, take buses. It's
right down Woodward to West Grand. then
three blocks west to Third Avenue. Take a
Detroit cab back. They're cheap and the city
is scary at night.
I've never been to the Attic before. It's a
small theatre. being renovated. right next to
the Fisher. The smallness is an asset since
the theatre doesn't requireartificialamplification.
Still. they didn't get even half a house. which
was a shame. since this play was a hoot.
Problem is. tickets to it cost $ I 7 .00
( U.S.). and the play is about working/lower
class folks. I hate to pull a superior kick, but I
got the feeling most people there were uncom·
fortable with the characterizations. situations.
and dialogue. especially the couple in front of
us who brought their two young kids.

~

I ·didn't feel uncomfortable. because I
know these people. and so does anyone who
has lived in a working class neighbourhood.
The story. inasmuch as there is one,
surrounds Oogman Thompson ( Glenn Allen
Pruett). a laid-off steel worker watching his
community rust like the rest of America's
steel belt. (This production is set in Detroit
itself.)
As the play opens. one of Dogman 's
adopted mutts. John Wayne. has attacked
the paperboy and tom a 23-stitch rip in his

ann.

I

The eccentric Dogman is determined his
dog won't be punished for a crime he was
pro\'oked into committing. Even the policeman
who comes to impound the dog is sympathetic:
he comes from the neighbourhood and knows
Dogman . The white policewoman, on the
other hand. is a true humourless scag who
just plain fails to understand: she is driven by
a love of order and her own prejudices.
The play is more a series of scenes strung
together than a vehicle of plot this, too.
reflects a reality which isn't always tidily
concerned with only one subject. These
scenes are often really funny.
Imagine two actors onstage. picking up a
bagful of dogdirt from a front lawn about six
feet from the front row. "This one's almost

"You rinf! somebodvs doorbell. Thev come
out and seea baf! on fire. Thev know its
full of shit. "
-Dof!ffl{l
n Thomf)son l
-------------------------

------

petrified:·· Oogman observed. That got a
laugh of recognition from the audience. I
guess it's universal.
Okay. maybe you didn"t think that was
funny. How about Dogman describing the

-

the tittering people in their $17 .00 seats
missed the point.
Dogrnan's eccentricities include a penchant
for chronic exaggeration, borderline alcoholism.
and a cruel joke of scaring his best friend
Wally with a hand grenade. But. as he
explains to Wally, you either act a little crazy
sometimes. or actually go insane.
His "craziness" has earned him some
respect. the one commodity he. like every
proletarian. seeks above all else. The theme
runs through the play. his confrontation with
the la~. relationship with Wally. and the
constant invokations of the name of John
Wayne.
I can tell I'm not doing this play justice.
All I can say is. if you·re working class or
know people who arc. if you're interested in
their lives. their stories. you 'II like this play; it
is. as I said, a hoot If you go to plays to be
seen or to ha\'e a '"theatrical experience··.
you Just plain won't get it.
Writer Rick Cleveland has done a good
job of giving us a ··slice oflife. ·· The dialogue
is realistic. it sounds like real people talking.
Set designer Gary Decker lent authenticity
by recreating an actual Detroit area home.
The little touches help us feel we know
something about Dogman before the pla)
begins.
The lighting. on the other.didn't really do
anything for me. but what can you expect
when it's supposed to resemble sunlight?
One weird part was the music between
scenes: topical. period blues and rock'n'roll.
it was fuzzy and faded ~nsteadily on the
Attic's sound equipment.
The performances were uneven as v.·ell.
Ifs pretty bad JI you can tell who were the
Equit) actors v.ithout re~rting to the program.
Pruett who had the advantage of an interesting
character. carried the play admirably. Dana
Gamarra. \\ ho was on:.tage almost as long as
the nai,·e best friend. looked like he was
acting. if you get my drift.
I can't blame annoving performances on
annoying characters. Augustus Williamson
made a brief but memorable appearance as
the hoity-toity next-door neighbour. for example.
Overall, I really enjoyed Dogma n. but I
think at the Attic it may be playing to the
wrong audience.
K evin Johnson
Dogman·s Last Stand nms until Ocrober
4. For rickets or il((ormario1;, calf (313)

tragic death of a friend of his from the Hell's
Angels: As he takes his last breath. Mr. Blitz
says. "This really sucks:· Pretty pithy. eh':
What's he supposed to say'! The story sums
up the whole lumpen lifestyle. ar::1 most of 875-8284.

G. T.S f}Uref!eometry'a blackvelvetf)Ointinf!of Hell
"Tamburrini's Infinitestimale-Art
of 2000 has been described as an
art of pure geomerry and "rational
expression" rhat belongs to the
'new spatial era.' "
-excerpt from an Artcite brochure
The above sentence utterly confounds me. Described by whom!
And why? Tamburrini's work in
this show. with its cosmic vaginas.
its human forma attenuating to a
kind of striated toadstool. and in
one piece. the word for "peace" in
eight languages drifting like aerial
writing amidst wisps of galactic
ether. is an art of woozy psychedelia
and pedestrian literalism. Make that
·woozy pschedelia. · God only knows
what the new spatial era is. Mr.
• Tamburrini, a57-year-old professor
and resident of Rome conscious ly
labours under the banner of a movement called L' Intemationale novatrice infinitestimale. but the exp lanatory pamphlet is in French, which
I understand only with difficu lty.
The "pure geometry" part seems
to be based cm the fact that the
majo rity of the pieces show a fondness for geometric forms-par-

ticularly triangles and circles-and
some are exercises in the cubist
idiom. But these geometric forms
were employed precisely tO their
own effacement their profusion and
arrangement describes pastel whorls
mid diaphonous shimmer rather than
the Pythagorean theorem. lndeed.
Tamburrini is at his best not in a
trigonometric mode but when his
muse tends to an hallucinatory eroticism. a sort of carnal baroque.
where he aspires to an ideal offlcsh
that is all ripeness. bulge and contour.
in disembodied profusion a carnality
which usurps the integrity of the
human form. as in Erotikon ( 1987 ).
which looks like an acid dream of

Leda and the swan.
Thereareseveralsmallsculptures
in bronzed clay in the show.

The associationsthatrise to my
mind. here in orde r of respectability.
not immediacy are: Picasso. Roger
Moore. Graham Sutherland. and
the covers of60s sci-fi magazines.

Tarnburrin
i's sculpturesfreelyextrapolate from the topographyof the
human form. as it freely merges

withsurroundinggesturalspace and

hypostatized lines of force. rei.r
resented as thick curvilinear con·
necti\'e fibres: in his Centaur 1985 ).
horse and man appear to be embroiled
in a sort of life-or-death ta!Ty-pull.
Among his sculptures are pieces
as fine. if derivative. as Hatemitl'
( 1985) the single bronze piece in
the show-mother and child delineated
in the same taut. elbowed fluted
limbs that drape. bind or define all
the figures and surmounted by the
same shallow. ovular hat/heads that
crown them all- and others that
cry out to be placed on a coffee
table and have dried flowers stuffed
in every orofice.
Tamburrini's cub ist exercises
are me llow. palatable. diverting.
endowed with an engaging pathos:
the fragmentat ion and refraction of
his subjects is directed to the end of ·1
melli fluous text ur al frisson rather
than formal trail-b lazing. His Pulthan formal trail-blazing. His Pu/cine/la ( 1987). with its skewed and
faceted face and origami fingers is
typically pleasing.
In two pieces, Jealousy ( 1987)
and Parallel Matter ( 1987) with

their lurid swi rling co lours, T ambur- the dam ned A black velvet painti ng
rini manages to convey a sense of of H ell.
corrupt flesh iness, ethereal and yet
palpable, somewhere between rotting
- Kevin Atkinson
fruit, noxious gas, and the souls of
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Brownarriveson time,hasicecreamafter
by Terry Brown
Unlike most times when I review a show.
happened to be at the event on time.
Probably because I hadn't gone to cover it.
but to enjoy. And I did. But not before I sat
solemnly making some astute observations.
For instance. the opening act didn't show.
No explanation was given to why Little
Richard was replaced by a ··gee. we wish we
were REM" band called the Bodines. or
Modines. or maybe even Bovines. 'lot that
they weere bad. but they were hardly original.
We had paid to see an original. and so my
objectivity had been shot.
After the Slovines finished their encore
(please) I had yet more time to sit I watched
the audience, having nothing else to watch.
The audience was noticably older than most
By 'older · I mean conspicuously so. I was
surprised to see so much hair that had been
dyed for reasons of vanity rather than fad. I
was also surprised not to sec anyone being
knifed to death. But I was in a bad mood.
And I sat. I continued doing this for quite
a while, to the end that it stopped serving any
purpose for me at all. I tried to pass the time
in a more exciting way. but the ubiquitous
'beach ball in the crowd' didn't get our way. I
fell into a profoundly inappropriate funk
(how I hate to use that word).
I hope this review comes to some sort of
happy track before I get to the " ... and then we
went home and ate bowls and bowls of
chocolate chip ice cream" part. We'll see.
Despite me. the main show started. in a
way meant ( according to preceding press
releases) to upset the Top 40 sheep attending. I
was glad of it. Carlos Alomar came out stage
front and centre with opaque glasses and his
guitar. He proceeded to do his best with the
finger-tapping part from Edward Van Halen's
·Eruption' instrumental. A player hiding up
in the scaffolding yelled for him to stop a few
times, but Alomar demurred. I don't know if
this confused those in the crowd who came to
hear Modern Lore and little else. since I
didn't ask. But J imagined it was, so I felt
better.
After this the stage began filling with
musicians and dancers. and Bowie's voice

spoke the intro to Glass Spiderover the
action. He was lowered down in a chair from
the thorax of the gaudy spider, and pandemonium reigned. I didn't even recognize the
song because it was performed with much
more driving energy than the studio version
(live still surpasses the compact disc).

speakers. His complaint of not being able to
see the band 1s also easily explained by this,
but ifhe was reviewing the show, what was he
doing way over there?
For most of the show, wireless headsets
were used for microphones, and the musicians' instruments were also free from being

I would just like to note that I thought
Bowie was wonderful. l see too much of a
disapproving tone in this article. so I would
just like to be understood in that I enjoyed the
performance.
Negative bit He paid those Broadway
dancers for nothing. Despite their taut posing
and acrobatics, Bowie was far more interesting and dramatic than the whole lot of them
squeezed into one starving artist.
The sound itself was impressive. The
selections came though crisply, and I was not
deafened, for a change. (The Star'sTed
Shaw complained that the system was ·weak,·
and that some effects were "wasted in a
rumble of noise." but I can't help it if the only
seats he could swing were to the side of the

chained to their amps. This was necessary
for the dancers to get around, but also
allowed the bandto explore the stage. Alomar
even conducted the dancers movements with
his guitar at one instrumental passage. and
Peter Frampton dropped off the front to
separate himself for his solo in Lo1ing the
Alien.
All the material was performed to at least
album standards. most notably Bowie's vocals.
which in the past have had too muct of a
scream-like quality in live performances.
Although he avoided the upper registers in
some songs, he belted out his peculiar lyrics
with a controlled. powerful resonance ( his
vibrato during Loi•ing the Alien was seamless).
Peter Frampton was disappointing, but I
hadn't really expected much from him. His

lead guitar was too whining and gonzo-ish.
though during a solo duel with Alomar in
Jean Genie his own history made for a nice
touch when he played a passage from "Do
touch when he played a passage from Do
You Feel Like We Do?. Otherwise, he was a
squealing distraction. This is too Bad.for
Bowie probablyput out the bucksfor Frampton,
after making the mistake of offering consequent guitar hero Stevie Ray Vaughn a mere
three hundred dollars a night for the Serious
Moonlight tour, which he naturally declined.
The effects were disappointing. especially if
you've read as many articles as I have
lauding the extravagance Bowie paid millions
for. The Glass Spider has been hyped. It was
big and cheap-looking. The films flashed in
the background were intended for relevance,
but were simply distracting. One effect that
did work was the flying carpet. which at first
was just a dramatic stance, for the carpet
tobviously extended backstage. But then Bowie
threw ropes to two dancers below. who
pulled him off his platform, only to have him
suspended in mid-air, pulling against them.
In the finale he sported golden, metallic
wings (an image fom the Look Back in
Anger video) and was perched atop the head
of the Spider for the simple ballad Time. l
fully expected him to jump and dazzle us with
a lifesaving stunt, but no luck.
He also teased the audience when he
announced that he was going to do a Detroit
song. but the roar of the crowd was met no
with Panic in Detroit. but I Wanna Be Your
Dog. a song from his old Michigan -born
buddy lggy Pop . There were a few murmurs
at this. He ended the show with another cover
White Light/Whire Heatfrom the Velvet
Underground. This was okay with me. but he
balanced these more obscure songs with the
more popular selections like Blue Jean.
Fame. and Modern Love, so the audience
was not left out A good time was had by all.
And then I went home and had a bowl of
Ice cream. and felt better .
( I would like to thank Mary Jo Ducharme
for calling me afterwards at 3am and helping
me form some of my positive and negative
opinions of the concert. for I had been in a
very bad mood. and could have convinced
myself that my state was warping my perceptions. 0

SHAREYOUR CREATIVITY
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THE WOMEN'S CENTRE
ANTHOLOGY
We carry a complete line of sharp
scientific and business calculators.

Submit poetry, short stories or essays!
To be published in the Winter Semester

Submit to Janet Scheffler. Women 's Commissioner

S.A.C.

20% off ALL calculators
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Caineisablein a flawed,flaccidthriller
The Fourth Protocol 1
directed by John MacKenzie
Well, if I hadn't waited so anxiously for this movie to arrive. and
if I'd trusted my experience (and
mistrusted Gene Siske)), I would
not have been as disappointedmaybe. I'll start with the bad news.
Siske! and Ebert gave this one
two thumbs up. No Way Out (I just
can't shut up about it) received one
(Ebert's). Garbage. Siske) makes a
bad Caesar. In my coliseum, the
little gladiator called the Fourth
Protocol goes to the lions, and No
Way Out wins an all-expense-paid
trip to the baths of his choice. If the
two hadn't been released within a
month of each other. the comparison
could be avoided. but...
In a suspense thriller. plot is
simply of the essence. Anything
wu-elated to the climax is superfluous.
The makers of Fourth Protocol
attempt to pass off a lot of filler as
all-beef, and the film suffers.
The story is about how K.G.B.
agent Valery AJexevich Potrovsky
(Pierce Brosnan) is sent to London
to receive the separate parts of a
three foot tall uranium A-bomb. He
takes up residence near Baywater,
an American Air Force installation.
ostensibly to destroy it Perhaps.
though, he is there only to break the
fourth ( and only remaining) protocol
of the 1968 nuclear conventions.
an act that would damage the chief
, ofK.G.B. to the benefit of others ....
It is also about British Secret
Service ( Scotland Yard? MI5? MI6?
No one ever says) agent John
(Michae l Caine) Preston's attempts
to foil his nefarious plot.
Which reminds me. The plot
could have been so tight, but no
dice. Petrovsky starts up a little
friendship with an American ( Matt
"Max Headroom" Frewer) and his
wife stationed at the base. The wife
tries to seduce him and he turns her
down. then he pounds the door

when she ·s gone. It has nothing to
do with the plot
Later, a female Soviet shows up
to help him assemble the bomb ( a
sexy scene full o • sweat n · tension),
a simple-looking operation for which
she is not required. Why? Well.
because she provides the only sex
scene, and because she shows how
Petrovsky is both smart enough to
see through treacherous schemes to
toast his little Commie hide. and
stupid enough to leave a pad ( open
the page after the one he just wrote
on and burned) on the bedside table
where the girl can see the secret
message he just decoded in block
letters.
Brosnan is not a very good actor
( good thing Timothy Dalton got the
role of James Bond and not him). so
the character of Petrovsky-fascinating as he may be in Frederick
Forsyth 's novel-is as flat as weekold borscht. In short. he's a guy that
follows orders, kills people, and
manages to pass for British. Notwithstanding, he's pretty dumb.
By way of contrast, perhaps,
Michael Caine does a great job of
what must be his millionth screen
role this summer. Preston is a wisecracking, highly-skilled spy of the
George Smiley school who has to
put up with a new boss who is a lot
worse than the old boss. Besides
that, he's a widower with a young
son (ten years old, I guess) who
flies radio-controlled model airplanes
on his off-days. He knows what to
do, and he does it He also knows
that the boys in charge might not
always be what they seem ....
However, he picks up Petrovsky's
scent in a way that stinks. He finds
the polonium half of a lithiumpolonium A-bomb detonator. It's a

littlediskthat"couldn't be usedfor
anything else." Well hell! Hit's that
easy to find out from one component
that the bomb is under construction.
why not ship the little devil in one

piece? Why send Petrovsky at all?
The parts that deal with Preston
and How He Figures It Out save
the movie from being bad. There

fitting the bomb together as seen
are other good actors ( Brosnan is through a skylight as it starts to
reallytheexception).
andthedirection rain. Nonetheless. if No Way Out
is good. There are some really neat
is still in town ....
shot~. like one of the two Soviets
- Lawrence Deck

This Week at Vanier
Week of Sept. 19·25.
BRUNCH
10:30 - 1:30

SUPPER
4:30 - 6:30

Saturday

French Onion Soup
Denver Sartdw1ch

Spaghetti
Roast Pork

SUNDAY

Cream of Mushroom Soup
Chicken Nuggets

S1rl1onSteak
Beef Tacos
Turkey Fried R,ce

LUNCH
11:00 - 1:30
MONDAY

TUESDAY

Beef Barley Soup
Potatoe Leek Soup
Cream of Celery Soup
Grilled Ham & Cheese
Spanish Macaroni

SUPPER
4:30 - 6:30

Stuffed Green Peppers
Grilled Pork Chops
Beef Pot Pie

Cream of Cauliflower Soup
Minestrone Soup
Battered Chicken Fingers
Ham & Vegetable Soup Veal Parmesan
Hot Turkey Sandwiches Swiss Steak
Baby Beef Liver

WEDNESDAY

Cream of Tomato Soup
Chicken Garden Vegetable Soup
Egg Drop Soup
Pen,e Baked Breaded Cod
French Bread Pizza
London Broil
Quiche lorraine

THURSDAY

Navy Bean Soup
Beef Noodle Soup
Turkey Cutlets
Cheese Chowder Soup
Roast Ribs of Beef
Rueben Sandwich
Veal Stew Marengo
Italian Meatballs
Manhatten Clam Chowder Soup
Cream of Mushroom Soup
Fish & Chips
Chunky Vegetable Soup
Chicken Teriyaki
Fishwich
Mixed Vegetables
Chimichangas

FRIDAY

At Granada, \\'l''n.• offonng special student rate~ on a wide assortment
of top·quality home entertainment proJuus. \Ve'I' give you our low 12-month
rate for a special 8-month term so vou can enjoy a colour TV for as
little as $19.95a month. Or rent a full.function VCR for $24.95a month. And,
to top it off, j)Ur in-home Granadacover service is yours at no extra charge.
Just clip this ad and take it to your nearest Granada Home Entertainment
Centre today for the complete picture. But hurry, offer expires September 30th.
After all, if you don't have a TV, where will you do all your studying?
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GRAD
PORTRAITS
By A Master Portraitist

859 Mo y Avenue
Wind sor, Onta rio

253-4535

THE ONLY SCARY THING
ABOUT THE LANCE
18 THE WAY WE LOOK
WEDNESDAY MORNINGS.
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Hev!!Now there'san interestinf!
stackof f){lncakes
"How was Japan? 'The pickles digressions into the wide. wild world
of eating.
were delicious. ' "
In discussing this movie I can
- John Cage, Where Are We Eating? And What Are We Eating? hardly help resorting not only to
metaphors of food and eating. but
to a complete alimentary hermeneutics; ( which, if based on such sophisticated sign-ridden cuisine as that

Tampopo
directed by Juzo lt ami

JOIN

L~NCE
WE DON'T BITE.

'
'

This is a Japanese movie about
food and eating. I say ·'about food
"Four cups of ground walnuts; 4
and eating" referring to a process
cups of flour: 12 tablespoons of
unique to this movie whereby an
sugar: 2 2/3 cups of butter; 4
apparently incidental matter of noodles..
teaspoons of 1•anil/a. Form into
like the first innocuous seeds of
circa 125 balls. Bake at 350 degrevolution. grows into preoccup;1tion,
rees.
annexes theme. conquers metaphor.
- J ohn Cage, Where Are We Eatand finally fills the narrative sky
ing? And What Are We Eating?
like a second sun. In Tampopo's
scheme of things life, love, sex, of Japan might be pretty complex).
death and art all happen under the For instance. does this movie find a
tutelary discourseof eating: Tampopo serviceably formal precedent in that
para d igm of sy nchronic discourse,
is life as dinner theatre.
the recipe where disparate ingredients
"... the shifting and somehow in- tend to a timeless consummation in
spiredassemblageq( elements whose the act of tasting, that simultaneity
order is fixed by no p~otocol: the of constitutive elements and cornentire praxis of alimentation being

--------

in the composition .... "
"It is an entire minor odyssey of
-Roland Barthes. Empire of Signs food you are experiencing through
your eyes: you are attending the
This is a funny mov ie, riddled
Twilight of the Raw."
with parodic references to Western
-Roland Barthes, Empireo(Signs

movies, particula rly W esterns. and
it tells the story of a woman,T ampopo,
who aspires to be a perfect noodle
cook. under the guidance of the
worldly Gun, a truck driver who
stops in at Tampopo's diner and
takes pity on her plight: she is a
widow and a bad cook with a young
son who gets beaten up. The movie
takes a series of very delibe rate

binatori al processes, enacted within
a ca refully defined cultural arena.
T he movie amounts to an innocuous and good-natured pornography of eating: amplified mastication and sucking noises, lingering
closeups of faces in the beatific
moment of tasting. These oral preoccupations segue logically enough

PAZNER

into explicitly sexual ones as a
white-suited gangster and his devoted
moll enact sex as displaced orality
using a crayfish. sour cream, and
most imaginatively,. an egg yolk.

"Some bacon, onions, thyme, etc:
simmering, the smell is wonderful.
Now this fragrance is not that of
the food as it will be served at
table. There is an odor of what is
eaten and an odor of what is
prepared ( observationfor "Science
of Motley" or "diaphorology")."
-Roland Barches, Deliberation
The y pa ss th is latt e r item ba ck a nd
forth between their mouths until it
bursts and dribbles downthe woman's
chin.
Tampopo is not without faults.
I grew a little impa tient at times, as
Tampopo's
apprenticeship
grew
endlessly protracted, wearing thin
the hyperbolic humour whereby
noodle-making is exalted as art,
and tramps and short-order cooks
wax eloquent in the florid argot of
the epicure. It wou ld have benefited
from an original score, relying as it
did almost solely on Liszt's Les

Preludes.
Tampopo will be at the D etroit
Film Theatre in Octobe r for two
weekends. Watch Diversions for
exact dates and times.

- Kevin Atkinson

"EAT Experime nts in Art and
Technology. "
-Joh n Cage, Where Are We Eating? And What Are We Eating?

Reconditioned
Fluorescent
Fixtures
SALE
Steel Desks

New& Used
Materials Ltd.
Featuring:

$49.95

10% Dlacount on all Reg .
Used Office
Furniture

priced merchandise

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for

LSAT Oct.17
GMAT Oct.17
1-800-387-5519
(416)923-PREP(7737)

Phone 253-e575
1250 Droulllard

DON'T MISS OUR GRAND OPENING PARTY
Thursday, October 1 st.
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LancersdefeatMcMaster
in opener

fhomo~

PodQeon

Lancer defender Greg Brown demonstrates a perfect tackle.

by Michaela Edwards
The Lancer football team kicked
off their season with a winner last
Saturday, koocking
00\YlltheMcMaster
Marauders, 24-19. before an enthusiastic. but rain-soaked crowd of
about I .OOO.
The game featured the debut of
Mike Brisbois as starting quarterback for the Lancers. who overcame
some opening game jitters to play a
solid game.
The Mississauga native was 7
of 15 for 185 yards. with only one
interception.

"Brisbois was outstanding, .. said
head coach John Musselman about
his quarterback. "He executed well.
and didn·t throw when he shouldn·t
have.··
Jose Carvalho. receiver of five
:>f Brisbois· tosses, was also impressed with the play of his quarterback.
''He played exceptionally well,"
Carvalho said ... Just watch out for
7-11:· he continued, referring to
I.heuniform numbers oft.he combo.
Brisbois preferred to give credit
to his teammates for his successful
performance.

Lonr e ohotri t,

Lanc,r Lloyd Dean battles for the ball.

"Our offensive line did grea1.·· as he hurled a 58-yard bomb.
he said. "Our receivers were open
Cecile finished the play, sprinting
every play. Thedefensewasawesome.·· 10 more yards. with the beaten
However, it wasn't an easy win McMaster defender on his tail.
for the Lancers. despite their effective Windsor now led. 23 - 17 .
.. It was the fourth time we atplay.
The first quarter proved nothing, tempted the play.·· Cecile said of
as both teams struggled up and the pivotal score . .. We were Just
down the field. It ended with no lucky on that touchdown.··
Flett' s third convert for the extra
score.
Asthe secondquarter~ underway. point gave him the new school
McMaster struck first. with a 40- point -scoring record. and also put
yard pass from Kevin Holland to him in a tie for tenth place on the
OUAA list. wit.h 166 points.
Sam Loucks.
But the Lancers were not out of
Windsor came back three minutes
the woods yet. With Windsor up by
later. as leading rusher Chris Porter
onl) seven points. McMaster had
took the ball in from J4 yards out
the ball deep in Lancer territory.
McMaster again gained the adwith less t.han a minute remaining
vantage. 14-7. after a one-yard
in the game. and were threatening
plunge by John Sutton.
to come back for a tj_e.
Veteran placekicker Graeme
For what seemed an eternity.
Flett.. a last minute returnee to the
McMaster pushed forward toward
team. beat the first half buzzer with
the end zone. and Windsor's stubborn
a 34-yard field goal. but Windsor
defense pushed back.
still trailed at intermission. 14-10.
Finally. with I.he Marauders on
The special teams got Windsor
Windsor·s JO-yard line. Lancer degoing early in the third quarter, as
fensive back Greg Brown batted
linebacker Randy Colwell sacked
downa pass intended for McMaster's
McMaster punter Rob De Luca on
Jamie Wooten.
their own I 0-yard line.
One last effort by McMaster to
score was then snuffed out. as
Twenty seconds later. Porter
defensive players Mike MacAulay,
charged I I yards for his second
Jim Maybroda, and Lyle Ward
touchdown of the game. Another
sandwiched the McMaster quarterFlett conversion gave Windsor their
back, and Ward finally took him
first lead of the game. 17-14.
down.
A Lancer fumble deep in their
With time running out. and the
own zone cost them three points. as
Lancers with the ball still at their
Mc Master scored an easy field goal
10-yard line. Fiett conceded the
to knot the game at 17.
two-point safety to account for the
With only four minutes left in
final 24-19 score.
the contest, Windsor struck for the
biggest play of the game.
Coach Musselman wasextremely
Wide receiver Rob Cecile found
plenty of room deep in the Mc Master
secondary, and Brisbois found him.

proud of his team, especially with
their determination throughout the
game.

..It was a tight game:· he said.
'"If we had let up at all, we would
have lost. but we kept plugging. If
they keep this up. we're going to be
okay.· ·
Chris Porter summed up the
Lancer attitude.
.. We were quicker. and overtook
them.·· he said ... They ( McMaster)
were tough. but our coach's motto
is G.A.T.A-Get
On Their Ass:·
Leading the Lancers offensively
was Porter with I 11 yards on the
ground on just 15 carries. with
Chuck Robson adding 71 more on
IO carries. They made up most of
the Lancer total of 188 rushing
yards .
Offensive player of the game
Jose Carvalho covered 11 I yards
with his five receptions. while Rob
Cecile caught two passes for a total
of74 yards. to make up the Lancer
total of 185 passing yards.
Defensive player of the game
Mike O'Neill led the Lancers with
22 tackles.
The Lancers look ahead to their
next game at home, Saturday. September 19 at 2:00, against the York
Yeomen. The Yeomen are now
ranked 8th in Canada after a win
over Musselman·s forrnerteam. the
Guelph Gryphons.
"They·re a good team. with a
big line:· said offensive captain
Dan Mooney. "We have to play as
a unit, and we have to communicate
mentally in situations where we·re
not overwhelming in size.··
"They·re very experienced."
Musselman said. ..They have a
helluva passing attack ...
"We·re gonna have our hands
full:'O
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Meet yourfave Lancer
sportslegends.
Join the Lance sports team.
Contact Brian LeClair, captain.
If you've got an itch to be ajock., remember,
those who can't, chronicle. And those who
can't chronicle. write for the Lance.

SOUNDING OFF
It was only a few months ago that
the cable company wired my neighbourhood, and so, since it is impossible to receive the CTV over the
air from my part of town, this is the
first year I've been able to view the
Canada Cup on television since the
original series in 1976.
One thing that really surprised
me about the series was that the
sound of the roaring crowd in most
of the games was largely supplanted
by the echo of the slap shots off the
backs of empty seats. I would have
thought that the best players in Sweden
and the Soviet Union would draw at
least enough spectators to filla building
in a densely populated area sue~ as
Hamilton. Ontario. But such was
clearly not the case.
Although the small crowds in Hamilton did nothing for their bid to host a
National Hockey League franchise,
nobody else associated with the Canada
Cup was likely to be all that put olfby
the low attendance. Simply put, the
CanadaCup makes money longbefore
the firstticket is sold It is financed by
television advertising revenue, and this
success isjudged by TV ratinw;,not gate

: AUGUST HORVATH

most important of all, there will be no
seats for spectators.
Of course, no televised hockey .
match is complete without the screaming of the crowd at the exciting parts,
but fortunately the Americans, through
their situation comedies, have already
pioneered the technology necessary for
us to dub this in There willbe a tape in
the studio containing the appropriate
crowd noises, which will be played over
the air when the occasion demands.
The tape will be known as a "clap
track".
For that matter, the piay-by-play

receipts.

TRAINTICKET?
your own
D Bring
chair.
Offerto entertain
passengers with selected
readings fromyour poetry.
Show your student
card.

In Canada, hockey has made the
transition from a spectator sport to a
media sport.It was in Canada, in 1972,
that a series of hockey games of national
interesLyet inaccessibleto Canada. was
first broadcast.And Paul Henderson ·s
goal to decide that serie&-surely the
most memorable goal in Canadian
hockey history-as wimessed by Canadians entirely as a media event from
half way around the world
The importance of television to international hockey has been increasing
ever since. Combine it with the embarrassing turnout at most of this year·s
Cup. and it is obvious what willhappen
next
A new arenawill be built somewhere
in Canada strictly for the purpose of
hosting international hockey games.

corruncntators don't even need to be in
the arena They can sit in the studio and
call the game from their monitors.
Between-period interviews with the
players can be taped days aheadof time.
and inserted during intermissions.
Granted. some of the sharper viewers
will notice that the players being

But. there will be three distinguishin g

inlc.:rvkwc.:<larc.:n'l swc.:ating, but their

features of this new arena The ice
irate letters to the editor will be
surface will be built to the larger
censored.. so as not to reveal the
international dimensions. There will subterfuge.
be sixty-nine different places throughApart from the totally unobstructed
out the arena for cameramen. And.. TV coverage and tremendous camera

angles, consider the embarrassment
that this system will save us. When the
'Soviet players complain that they
come thousands of kilometres to play
in an empty building, as they now do,
we can simply point out that the
building is only empty because there
are no seats in the house. If it makes
the players feel better, we can even
play the "clap track" over the arena
speakers.
Then there is the potential for behaviour control. It is well-known, for
example, that all hockey spectators
despise unnecessary violence in the
game, and that they indicate their
displeasure by standing up and cheering madly whenever a fight breaks out
The players, however, often take the
wrong cue from all this noise and battle
even more vigorously.
But on the clap track. we can make
the crowd completely quiet down
when a fight breaks out-except for
the occasional boo or cry of" Get on
with the game"!
Soon. the viewers and players will
get the idea that fisticuffs are unpopular, and international hockey will
virtually ceaseovernight The lobbyists
against hockey violence will be so
impressed that they will campaign for
the use of clap tracks in all hockey
broadcasts, even in the NHL where
there are ample real-life crowds on
hand As they used to say on The Six
Million Dollar Ma,~ we have the
technology!
As to the matter of the site of the new
arena. obviously the normal rules of site
selection. such as aiming for large
spectator turnout, won't apply. Quite
the opposite. in fact;we want someplace
here that there won't be a lot of would-be
crowds hanging aroundto get in the way.
Some backwater. some forgotten
armpit of Canada should be chosen.
This is what makes me think that
Windsor has a good chance. if it
moves quickly. We have some prime
land on the riverfront that nobody
seems to know what to do with.
It's time to form a Committee for a
Spectatorless International Hockey
Arena now, before we are beaten to
the punch by a city such as Regina.
Saskatchewan.

The train' s definitelythe smart way to
travel. Even smarter these days with VIA's student
fares. Just show us your student card and you're
on your way, 1/3 richer.Have a relaxingride. Meet
some new friends.And let the goodtrains roll !
For more informationand reservations,
call your '!ravel Agent or VIA Rail. VIA's student
fares are availableto full time students. Some
conditionsapplyregardingtimes and dates oftravel.
Ask for details.

Next time,
choose VIA.

VIA

foryou.
Maximize your options for tomorrowtoday.
Chartered accountancy offers graduates
of all disciplines the satisfactions and
rewards of a wide range of professional
career opportunities.
Give yourself flexibility by choosing the
right course options.
For information about becoming a CA,
call (toll-free from outside Toronto)
or write Career Information at the
Institute.
THE INSTITUTE OF
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF ONTARIO

Founded in 1879

69 Bloor Street East, Toronto M4W 183
(416) 962-1841 (Toronto area)
1-800-387-0735 (outside Toronto)
Telefax: (416) 96~-8900
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Goodexerciseadvice-from theS1JOrt
TherapyClinic
The first few weeks of classes
are usually full of new term resolu tions, such as keeping up with
reading, and starting term papers
early.
Good intentions and practical
resolutions about school work can
help bring a new perspective to
your studies. We would like to offer
another new term resolution for
you to consider adopting this fall:
"I am going to partake in aerobic
exercise sessions of at least 20
minutes three times per week or
more for the whole term!"
Some of you have thought about
this one before. Some have begun a
regular exercise program before,
and dropped out as the school work
began to pile up. However, it is
well worth your while to fit a regular
exercise program into your busy
schedule.
Let's examine the three types of
exercise that are advocated today.
Aerobic exercise is to be done
for a minimum of 20 minutes (not
including warm-up and cool-down)
three times or more per week. This
is continuous exercise involving
large muscle groups, in which your
heart rate is moderately high.
Examples: walking.jogging. aerobics,
''dancercize," swimming, cycling,
rowing, rope skipping, cross-country
skiing. These exercises stress your
cardiovascular system.
Stretching exercises should be
done before and after aerobic work,
weight training, or other moderate

•••

time). You have a method to feel
better and feel better about yourself.
Combine ex~rcise with a well-balanced diet and you are ready to
take off those five pounds that
miraculously appeared during midterm break. or after your thiry-fifth
birthday. In many ways, you are
givingyourself an extra bonus method
of coping with everyday life ( and
it's even good for you!)
So there are a few reasons to
add exercise to your list of new
term resolutions. But how do you
get going? Campus recreation has a
wide variety of aerobics and weight
training classes to offer, as well as
many intramural sports. A number
of public and private facilities and
businesses off-campus offer similar
aerobic classes.
If you would like to explore
such activities on your own, the
staff of the Sport Therapy Clinic
can recommend numerous books,
and can guide you in your aerobics
endeavours.

vigorous work. A well designed
program of stretching exercises can
maintain or improve your flexibility
(think of those rounded shoulders
you noticed in the mirror the other
day after working at your desk!)
When incorporated into a general
fitness program, stretching also helps
prepare your body for exercise and
helps to prevent injuries.
Weight training can be done to
gain or maintain muscle strength or
endurance. Weight-lifting can augment a general fitness program beautifully. You will not, however, gain
cardiovascular endurance from this
exercise.
It is easy to agree that" exercise
is good for you". It is more tricky to
put it into practice, and to keep
exercising on that dreary late November day when you have two
term papers to finish and five exams
coming up in a week.
There are many reasons to keep
that exercise date, however, and
the bottom line for all of them is
your health and well-being.
We can make an impressive list
of benefits of regular aerobic exercise.
You can do more physically with
less effort You may help to combat
hypokinetic related conditionsosteoporosis, heart disease, hypertension. You develop a more positive
self-image and can often cope with
stress and emotional turmoil better.
Incorporating regular exercise
into your routine is a lifestyle change,

Publlc Service Commission
of Canada

Commission de la Fonctlon
publlque du Canada

Employment
Opportunities
1988 .
Having hired
approximately
I ,OOOuniversity
graduates last year,
the federal Public Service is
cont inuing to search for talented
people to join its ranks in 1988.
Employment opportunities are available
for students graduating in computer science,
economics, finance and mathematics. Career
opportunities
in purchasing also exist for
graduates in engineering and business
administration.
If you are interested, please
forward your application to the nearest office
of the Public Service Commission of Canada by

good for your next 99 years or one
billion kilometres. By integrating
this into your daily life, you will
have a built-in mechanism to help

you recognize stress and to help
you cope with stress ( that term
paper next month or the big presentation for your client in ten years

1988
BELLCANADA
ENGINEERING

&COMPUTER
SCIENCE
AWARDS

The Sport Therapy CHnic is
open to the entire Windsor community, as well as to university
students for assessment of sportsrelated injuries. The staff includes
two physicians, a physiotherapist,
and an athletic therapist
The clinic is located on the
ground floor of the human kinetics
building, and is open from 3 pm to 7
pm "Monday to Friday. For an
appointment, call ext 2426. D

Bell Canada offers up to 30 scholarships to engineering or computer
science undergraduates.

THEAWARD
Winners receive full tu1t1onfor the
following academic year plus an offer
of summer or work-term employment at Bell.

ELIGIBILITY
The awards program is open to
engineering or computer science
students in their next-to-last undergraduate year who rank in the top
half of their class and have made a
significant contribution to university
or community life.

DEADLINE FOR
APPLICATIONS OCTOBER 15, 1987

October 30. 1987.
If you have selected a career as a Financial Officer,
please submit your application by October 30.
1987 and present yourself at the Financial
Administration Test of Technical Knowledge being
held on Thursday. November 12. 1987 at
7:00 p.m . Candidates who have already passed this
test or hold their RIA/CMA, CA or CGA are exempt
from this exam.

Bell

FOR APPLICATION FORMS ANO MORE INFORMATION.
PLEASE CONTACT THE ENGINEERING OR COMPUTER
SCIENCE FACULTY OFFICE .

Once again this year, the Office of the Auditor General
is looking for graduates in accounting for their Audit
Training Program. If you are interested in this
program, your application should be sent to the
nearest office of the Public Service Commission of
Canada by September 30. 1987.

Indian Curry House

ROYAL .BENGAL
Restaurant

Persons wishing to join Canada's Foreign Service must
present themselves at the exam being held on
Saturday. October 17. 1987 at 9 :00 a.m. An
application need not be submitted in advance.
Employment opportunities are
also available in other disciplines.
To be considered for these jobs, you
must forward your application
to us for inclusion
in our national
information,
inventory of
please contact
applications.
your campus
placement office or the
nearest office of the Public
Service Commission of Canada.

The Public Service Commission Is
an equal opportunity employer.

Canad·a··

For your dining pleasure
renowned for excellence!

.
%
OFF
10
$4.50
FULLY
LICENSED

FOR UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
FACULTY & STUDENTS

Dallv Luncheon Special
253-2151
155 WYANDOTTE ST E
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by Brian LeClair

Offers 20°/o Off
ALL SERVICES

It's that time of year again. Last Sunday.
another National Football League season
began in earnest. With the start of the season,
began yet another quest to find that one man,
the quarterback, who could lead his team to
the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow- the
Super Bowl.
Below is a list of ten quarterbacks who got
the nod on opening day. Let's see if you can
put them on the correct team.

with your student card
3 months unlimited use of
TANNING BED $80.00
894 Campbell (at College) 255-9100

Boomer Esiason
Mike Tomczak
John Elway
Steve DeBerg
Bernie Kozar
Ken O'Brien
Joe Montana
Chuck Long
Jim Kelly
Warren Moon

Denver Broncos
New York Jets
Houston Oilers
San Francisco 49ers
Detroit Lions
Chicago Bears
Buffalo Bills
Cincinnati Bengals
Tampa Bay Buccaneers
Cleveland Browns
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Soortsequipmentbonanza
by Lance Sports Staff

~

• i'.l!f®il\\'.!iiitlli!lliiw.1ml!lil?al

Now is your chance Now is your opportunit) to cash in on tremendous savings on
sports equipmenL
On Saturday. September 19th. the Faculty
of Human Kinetics is holding its annual used
equipment sale.
However. this is not just nonnal. everyday
sports equipment. This is the genuine equipment used by Lancer and Lancerette sports
teams in the last year.

Everything you could possibly want will
be on sale, including hockey helmets. gloves.
protective equipment. gymbags. sweatsuits.
shirts. shorts and much more. all at ridiculously low. stock-clearing prices.
The sale will be from 10"2 P.M. in the
Multi-purpose Room of the Human Kinetics
Building, just before the Lancer football team
takes the field against the York Yeomen.
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INVITES YOU TO
COLLEGIATE CHALLENGE
NIGHT
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 17th

The University of Windsor

vs

ST.CLAIR COLLEGE
In Our 1 st College Campus Challenge

~

A.«;
~i,..
,

.

PRIZES & T-SHIRTS
Bring a Friend &
Support Your Campus

Mon.-Ladies Night
Tues.-Komedy Korner
Wed.-Be a Star Night

y

~
~ Entertainment

Featuring

"THE PLAYERS BAND"

Continuous Music
With D.J. Between
Band Sets

800 Wellington
254-5662

r
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Once again. it is that time of the year. It is time for
students to sign up for their favourite intramural activity.
either as a complete team. or individually.
The following arc the dates for captain· s meetings. as well
as starting times for intramural activity.
Deadline for team or individualentries is Friday, September
18. Take a break this year and recreate with Campus Ree.
SPORT

CAPTAl"ll'S MEf.TING

Application deadline dates for referees/umpires is: Thurs
day, September 17. ( Fall) and Thursday. January 21,
(Winter). Pay ranges from $5-$7 a game. Officials are
needed for all sports. so call the Campus Ree Hotline for
more information.

and I 2 noon. The programs run for 10 weeks and instructors
are paid an hourly rate.
Applications can be picked up at the Campus Recreation
office. Human Kinetics Building.

18 Hole Golf Tournamen.

Are you looking to cam some extra money with a parttime job? Campus Recreation offers many opportunities for
people to become involved as sport managers, officials,
instructors. and volunteers. Make this year a great one and
join a winning team-Campus Recreation.

STARTING

Women\ Soccer
Mon. Sept. 21 Rm. 201 Fri .. Sept. 25
Women's Volleyball Tues., Sept. 22 Rm. 201 Wed .. Sept. 30
' Women's Ball HockeyWed .• Sept. 23 Rm. 20 I Thurs .. Sept. 29
Co-fd Lobball
Mon .. Sept. 21 Rm. 212 Sun .. Sept. 27
Co-Ld Soccer
Tues .. Sept. 22 Rm. 212 Wed .. Sept. 30
Co-1:d Volleyball
Wed .. Sept. 23 Rm. 212 Thurs .. Oct. I
Men· s Soccer
Mon .. Sept 21 Rm. 212 Mon .. Sept. 28
Men's 1-ootball
T ues .• Sept. 22 Rm. 212 Tues .. Sept. 29
Men ·s Basketball
Wed .. Sept. 23 Rm 212 Mon .• Sept. 28
Men ·s Lobball
Thurs .. Sept. 24 Rm. 2 l 2Tues .. Sept. 29

Men's and women's captain's meetings will be held at
4:30 p.m., while the co-ed captain's meetings will be held at
7:00 p.m. For more information regarding these and future
intramural programs. check the Campus Recreation calendar.
Referees and Official s
Another yearofintramurals are upon us at the University
of Windsor. A time in which the competitive spirit overcomes
even the meekest of individual. A time when. "The going gets
rough. the tough ...... become referees!"
Yes as per usual. Campus Recreation is looking for
qualified individuals to ensure the smooth operation of oft'
times hotly contested battles ! Students will receive special
training through refereeing clinics prior to events.

If you arc thirsty for a challenge, try our 18 Hole Golf
Tournament. It will be held on Thursday September 24th,
1987 at IO a. m. The tournament will also be at the Roseland
Golf and Curling Club and equipment will be provided if
needed. The cost is $5 and registration will be at the event or
at the Campus Ree. office before the tournament.
Aquatic Programs
Beginning Sat. Sept 26. our Adult Learn to Swim and
Stroke Improvement courses are being offered. The classes
are on Saturday from 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and run for 10
weeks. Registration will be held on Sat.. Sept 19 from 11 :00
a.m. to 2:00 p.m. in the Campus Recreation office.
For the early birds our Early Bird Swim will be offered
Mon., Wed., and Fri .• 7:00 a.m. to9:00 a.m. T here is no fee:
however, you must register with Campus Recreation on the
above mentioned date.
Make a splash with Campus Recreation!
Instructors Needed
The Campus Recreation Aquatics and Children's Programs
have job openings available for qualified swimming instructors,
and for students interested in teaching children in a variety of
programs.
T he classes are on Saturday mornings between 9:00 a.m.

Campus Recreation is offering a wide variety of activities
to meet everyone's needs.
Get in shape this year and join one of the many fitness
classes campus recreation has to offer. Also offered are
instructional sessions in kayaking, social dance, women's
weight training and tennis, either at beginning or intermediate
levels.
Don't be shy or intimidated. You don't have to be Jane
Fonda to join. The only requirement you need is the desire to
improve your level of fitness and the ability to have fun.
So tie up those aerobic shoes and hike over to a campus
recreation activity for the time of your life.
Registration for any of these activities will take place on
Tuesday, September 22 and W ednesday. September 23.
from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. at Assumption Lounge in the
University Centre.
· Campus Recreation is for everyone. so come out and join
the fun!
For further information about any of the abo, e events
(fees. schedules of events. etc.) check the Campus Recreation
calendar, or call the Campus Ree Hot Line at254-4232 (ext
2456).

--~---------------
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Special
University
Offer!!
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ice cream stores

With Specific Stylist

BUY ANY SINGLE DIP CONE AND GET
THE SECOND SCOOP FREE!

PLUS 20% off all other hair
services

COUPON VALID UNTILSEPTEMBER
30, 1987.
NOT
TO
BE
USED
IN
CONJUNCTION
WITH
OTHERDISCOUNTOFFERS
.
....................
,..........
....................................................

.

.

Sun ., Mon., Tues., Wed.
NOW OPEN SUNDAY 12-5
Bring Your Coupon
551 Pelissier St
973-4977

THE NEW STUDENT GATHERING PLACE
+

STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
•

Typing experience
required

• Wordprocessing
preferred

experience

World's Greatest Texas Style Burger
(1 /2 lb of beef)
3.95 with fries and condiments
Only $2.95 with Student I. D.

DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY
7 NIGHTS A WEEK

TOP40 & MORE
Our restaurant and dance floor are open
'til 4am on Fridays and Saturdays
Mon-Thurs 9pm to 1 am (No cover, no minimum)
Fri-Sat 9pm-1 am $3.00 cover ($2 with I. D. card)
1 am-4am $5 cover ($3 with I. D. card)
Get your G. W. I. D. card for special V. I. P. treatment!

~~
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TWISTER PARTY
For application information, see
Todd Davies at the information desk
located in the University Centre,
or call 253-4232 , ext. 3230.

Wednesday,

September

• Special prizes & prices

"Right

4

23, 9:00pm
• O.J. Dancing

foot red, Left foot yellow ... "

....-.-·--~---·--.-
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ONTARIO JUNIOR
BOXING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Presented

By Windsor Amateur Boxing Club

March 26-27
University of Windsor
St. Denis Hall

50 BOUTS

3-Sessions

of Championship

March 26 no.1 Saturday 1-5pm
March 26 no.2 Saturday 7-1 Opm
March 27 no.3 Sunday 1-5pm
Adults-$12.00

Boxing

ALL DAYS
HAVE FINALS!

ONLY 350 MAIN FLOOR RESERVED SEATING
Students (with 1.0.)-$10.00
Child (under 11 with adult-$5.50

Only 400 Seats Available at Special Advanced Prices for General Admission
Adults-$7.50
Students (with I. D.)-$6.50 Child (under 11 with adult)-$5.50

Special Advance Ticket Prices Include all 3 Sessions
Limit 4 Tickets Per Person
On Dat.tof The Event Ticket Prices For General Admission For Each Individual
Boxing Session Will Be As Follows
Adults-$7.00
Students (with I. 0.)-$6.00
Child (under 11 with adult)-$5.00
Tickets available at: The Subway Pub and South Campus Place Restaurant. 1065 Huron Church Rd.

FALL/WI

TER SCHEDULE

119 Chatham St. W., Windsor
PHONE: 253-3511 for reservations
Dancing: Wed.-Sat. 9:30-close

''BEST
RIBS
INCANADA"

PARTY?

• AWARDED
BEST
RIBSINCANADA
1987
• AWARDED
BEST
SAUCE
INCANADA
1987

THINK OF CADILLAC JACK'S/CADILLAC
JOCK'S FOR ANY SIZE PARTY. WE'LL
TAKE CARE OF ALL THE PREPARATIONS AND WORRIES AND LEAVE THE
PARTYING TO YOU. BOOK EARLY FOR
YOUR STAFF CHRISTMAS PARTIES.
CALL ONE OF OUR MANAGERS AND
BOOK TODAY .

SUNDAY
BRUNCH
A vast array of salads, soups,
cheeses,
breads,
meats,
fruits;
fresh salmon and over a dozen hot
items
to ch6ose
from.
Carved
beef, ham or turkey pastries, desserts and more!
1
ALL
YOU
CARE
8

95

TOEAT

AOULTS

s395under
CHILOREN (S-12 yrs.)
5 yrs . FREE

Every Sunday 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

• RIBLOVER'S
FAVOURITE
INNORTH
AMERICA.
CLEVELAND.
OHIO
1987

FULL SLAB
HALF SLAB

s104s
sa2s

Includes : choice of potato
FOR THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER
BRINGINA

TICKET
STUB

FROM
A MAJOR
SPORTING
EVENT
ANDENTER
A
DRAW
TOWINA

PAIROFLIONSCHIEFSTICKETS

U.S.
THANKSGIVING
DAY
THURS NOV.26
DETROIT
LIONSVS.
KC. CHIEFS
$40.00perperm
Break1ast
here10a m
Retu•nBusand
Refreshments

SPORTS BAR & GRILL
GRAND OPENING PARTY
FRIDAY, SEPT. 25th at 5:00 p.m.
• Popcorn • Peanut• • Hot Dog• • Refre1hment1
• 6 Satellite TV'•
• Darts • Backgammon • Hockey • Trivia
• Team Spon•orahipa

--..
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Enrollment,funding

cuts back cl~
by Marjorie Hart

An increased enrollment this school year
and a lack of funds, has sent scrambling for
..m:mative courses.
"It's the third year that fve been here at the
University - and every year I have difficulty
registering," said third year psychology major
Brian McKenzie.
"I haven't gotten classes that I have
wanted, I've signed into classes or taken
options in their place."
Third year Communication Studies major
Brenda Warner decided to take only four
courses after she could not get a course in her
f, ·ulty.
·'There was a fourth year theory course in
1111unications
that I was interested in taking.
1sideringonly 20 places were alloted for the
rse, it was impoosible for me to get in," she

.. I did not want to take a class for the mere

sake of filling my time table."
Warner and McKenzie felt the senior students should get fourth year classed over the
other level students.
"We had a vote in the theory class to decide
who should fill the last five spaces in the class.
As much as I wanted this class, I felt the fourth
year students should have priority," Warner
said.
After fighting for two psychology courses
last semester, McKenzie said, "I think they
need a better system of registering."
Frank Smith. head of the registrar's office
said this is a general misunderstanding among
students.
"We're the ones telling the students the
course is full, the faculty are responsible for the
set-up, fm responsible for the procedure," he
said.
Most faculty members agree that the main
problem is an increase in enrollment and the
lack of funds .

The man who would be king. A motion to appoint Vice-President Administration.
Peter Ostojic ( pictured above). to the president's post without a general election failed 19·
3 at Wednesday's meeting of the Student's Administrative Council (SAC).
Wednesday. October 28 was set as the date students will elect a new SAC president.
Full details

will be available

in ne><t week ' s Lance.

Resrorcherswork overtimeon CafUJdian
AIDS reJ)Ort
OTT AWA ( CUP) Researchers at
hospitals and universities across
the country are putting in overtime
to get the first comprehensive report
on the impact of AIDS in Canada
ready for publication early in the
new year.
'"There is concern that funds

are becoming available to combat
the AIDS problem and they are not
necessarily being wisely spent. We
need to decide what is right for
Canada,·• said MR Dence, executive
director of the Royal Society of
Canada.
The Society received a$I58,000

Workers rally in anticipation or labour dispute.

grant from the federal ministry of
health and welfare to complete the
study, which will examine the social,
legal, ethical, medical, and economic
impact of AIDS on Canada.
Dence said the most important
part of the study is the research into
realistic projections of the spread of

Lance photo by Thoma s Pid geon

Suooortstaff strikeloomslarger

by Sharon Hill

Students may soon have to cross
picket lines to reach their classes.
On Oct 3, custodians. housekeepers. groundskeepers. maintenance and
food staff will be in a legal strike
position.
Members of Canadian Union of
Public Employees(CUPE) local1001
voted 69-15 in favour of striking at a
an August 8 meeting. The University
and the union have not been able to
reach an agreement since negotiations
began in May. The contract expired
June 30.
The 167 members of the union

local were waiting for a conciliator.
appointed by the provincial Ministry
of Labour. to file a" no board" report.
The conciliator sent a letter after a
Sept I meeting with the two sides.
CUPE Local l 00 l president Nick
Kokic said he will not return to the
bargaining table until the University
accept the union's pension proposals.
Kokic has stated pension index rates,
negotiating procedure and understaffing as the major issues.
Koloc estimated the average monthly pension of66 retired workers to
be $187. "Ifs a joke," he said of that
figure.

Kokic says the union elected a
strike committee at a Sept 20 union
meeting.
Michel Sleiman.. a custodian.. said
the strike is necessary. He hopes the
strike is short but says the union is
prepared to strike "as long as it
takes.··
During a strike. garbage would
mount and cafeteria service would
suffers. Full-time employees at Vanier
Hall. the residence cafeteria, would
not be working.
Frank Easthamchairman of the
Univer,ity's negotiating committee,
could not be reached for comment

AIDS in Canada.
"We are trying to improve the
forecasts. Just how serious is this?
Is it the grave national crisis some
view it as, is it something that can
be taken in stride, or is it somewhere
in between?
"Most of our recommendations
will be flavoured by the view we
take on just how serious the problem
is." said Dence. "For example, we
must decide whether everyon~ should
be tested which would cost thousands
of millions of dollars. whether suf' ferers should be quarantined ... There
is the possibility of O\'erreaction. as
has been the case in some areas.··
Dr. Roderick Fraser. Dean of
arts and sciences at Queens University. is chair of the subcommittee
on epidemiology and economics for
the study.
Fraser said the committee is
trying to establish ·:asgood a set of
estimates as we can on the prevalence
of persons with aids and theprevalence
of those carrying the HIV I virus ...
Fraser said the committee is
trying to establish .. as good a set of
estimates as we can on the prevalence
of persons with aids and theprevalence
of those carrying the HIV I virus."
Fraser said current estimates
are "frought with uncertainty"' and
that we cannot depend on American
projections.
'"The New York Times Sunday
Edition Just reported that H iaitian
and Black communities had 18 to
20 times the levels of sufferers or
carriers. Perhaps since Canada has
a different racial mix. a more homogeneous population, there may not
be these pockets where the situation
is so serious," said Fraser, adding
it is too early to draw conclusions
but these are the types of issues
being studied.

Fraser also gave the example of
intravenous drug users who contract
he virus and the differences between
American and Canadian users.
"There may be fewer users,
proport1onally, in Canada and those
who are users are possibly healthier
because of our health-care system.
Canada may also be behind the
U.S. in terms of the speed with
which drug use is increasing. These
are all questions that come under
consideration when trying to provide
accurate ( Canadian) projections."
Four sub-committees of thirty
Canadians from different sectors of
society. began meeting in May.
Fraser said the committee members
are mainly university faculty members or full-time staff at hospitals
who have to work overtime on the
project, because of the limited funds
available.
Dence said the steering committee is counting on additional funding
from the Medical Research Council.
"We expect to get an answer in the
next ten days.·· he said on September 17.
There are no AIDS sufferers or
members of AIDS support groups
on any of the subcommittees involved
in the study.
"We have not gone too directly
to them at this time,., said Dence.
"Because of the budget and the
time-line we aren't prepared to do
as wide a scan of the community as
we would like to. We do have
medical people who are in touch
with those groups whom we hope
will make sure we don't overlook
their concerns."
The committee hopes to produce
a detailed report on their findings as
well as "more digestible·· report for

,

I
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THEATRE
Friday, September 25 -26
-Full Circle Theatre Co. presents "'night, mothe(' by
Marcia Norman. Walkerville High School. 2100 Richmond,
8:00 pm. Call 254-6527. (Review page 15.)
Beginning October 10
- "King Lea(' at the Hilberry Theatre. starring William C.
Wendt. For information, call the Hilberry box office at
(313) 577-2972.
MISCELLANEOUS
Tuesday, September 29
- Foshion Fontasy Auction at Cleary Auditorium. 7:30pm.
All prQGeeds will benefit the Canadian Mental Health
Association/Windsor-EssexCounty Branch Ticketsare $15.
Contact the CMHA at 255-7440 or the Downtown Business
Association at 252-5723.

..

Sunday, October 4
- University Convocation at Cleary Auditorium. Sessions
begin at 10:00 am and 2:30 pm.
October 6·11
- Chinese acrobats with Ringling Bros.and Barnum &
Bailey Circus visit Joe LouisArena Forgeneral information,
coll 1-313-567-6000
October 9-17
- Oktoberfest celebrated in Kitchener-Waterloo. For
information. coll or write: K-WOktoberfest Inc .. Box 1053,
77 Ontario St South. Kitchener. Ont N2G 4G1. 1-5760571
Monday , November 9
-ProfessorTetsumaro Hayashi from Ball State University,
Muncie, Indiana will be speaking in the Rose Room of
Vanier Hall at 3:00 pm. Mo re details to fo llow in the
weeks and weeks to come.
MUSIC

ARTS

Monday, September 28
- Psychot rop 13 at Whispers. 655 University West.
Tuesday, September 29
- Fierce Bad Rabbits and Marc Fedak, at Bottoms Up,
126 Ouel lette.
Wednesday, September 30
D.J. Pete r ljeh at Whispers.

Wednesday , September 2-27
-Guilio Tambourini of Rome. Italy (as opposed to the
many other Romes. I suppose. A little typesetter humour
there.) Exhibit of paintings and sculpture. Artcite, MacKenzie Holl. Coll 977-6564.
Monday, September 14-27
-American artist LorrySullenger. Mixed media. Common
Ground, 1233 University West. 252-6855 .
Saturday , September 26
-Arts Council. Windsor region presents Health Haza rds
in the Visual and Mate rial Arts lectu re, 9:30 am in the
Macdon al d Room, MacKenzie Holl. Coll 252-6855.

POLITICAL
Saturday, September 26
- Public Peace Conference; Shoring ideas about peace.
at St. Clair College. room 320, 6:30 pm.

Saturday, October 3-November 1
- Fibre and Feathers. An exhibit ofweavinG and decoys
at the Hiram Walker Historical Museum. 254 Pitt St.West,
253-1812.
FILM
Fridays to Sundays, Sept. 25 -0ct. 4
-J ea n De Flor etta, France. 1986, dir. Claude Berri. at
the Detroit Rim Theatre. 5200 Woodward Ave For' (et
information call 313-832-2730. Recorded schedl
nformation: 832-7676.
Fridays to Sundays, Oct . 9-18
-T ampopo . Japan, 1986.. dir. Juzo ltomi.
At the D.F.T..information above.
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Administration
fmallyhiresSPOdirector
by Rory McLean

After five months of searching. the Student
Placement Office (SPO) has a new director.
Carol Anne Uegama-the centre's first female
director-started
September 16th with what
seems to be an ambitious student placement
program in mind
The precursor of the SPO. the Canadian
Employment Centre for Students (CECS). a
branch of the Canadian Employment and
Immigration Centre ( CEIS). was taken over by
the University administration at the end of April
1987.
U egama ·s first priority is to make the facility
attractive and comfortable for the companies
and students who will be using them during the
recruiting process.
Another prime objective for the centre is the
preparation of students for recruiters. This will
include workshops as well as videos that will be
made available outlining the interview, job
search and resume processes. The centre hopes
to enlist faculty and outside specialists to aid in
these endeavours. Uegama said
A resource centre will also be assembled,
featuring background and employment information on over fifty companies. she said.
Students should expect student placement
services to have a much higher profile on
campus. Uegama hopes to place bulletin boards
in all campus faculties featuring information on

recruiters, and intends to tour other universities
to find program ideas.
Student input and an open-door policy
are the foundation of student placement services,
Uegama
said,
adding
that
faculty
and student input is important in deciding which
companies should be brought to campus. She
plans to meet with student leaders as well as
faculty to initiate this process.
·•If students have any suggestions or ideas or
areas of interest I'd love to meet them."
Uegama said.
"We're here to meet the needs of the
students," she said
Uegama. who spent four years as a counsellor at the C EI C and three years operating her
own personnel company in the Vancouver area.
has found the university very supportive. She
hopes to have the complete program in place by
June, and has already secured 41 commitments
for on-campus recruiting during October. November and December.
Although it appears to be primarily directed towards graduating students, the centre will
do extensive career couselling to help undergraduates determine directions to take
in terms of future job markets. A liaison with the
CEIC will be maintained to supply part-time
job opportunities for students.
New SPO Oirec1or Carol Anne UP.gama.
Student Placement Services is located in
::/!je~~~::;g;d

can be reached by

Solve.vourhealth!)rob/ems

by Lance news staff

Have you been a little under the.weather
lately?
You may find the solution to your health
problems at the Health Fair to be held in
Ambassador AuditoriumWednesday. September
30 and Thursday, October I. The Fair is the
first of its kind on the Universit} ot Windsor
campus. and is sponsored by Health Services.
the University Centre. and the school of
nursing.
The idea for the Fair originated with

--
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Student si!!n, on the proHrhial dotted line.
markini: the fir~t da~ of the re,t of hi~ life.

I

Loree photo by Matthew Tales

Lance photo by Rich 80'j'Ce

Dr. FallenbuchL Dean of the Social Science
Faculty, said there is an enrollment increase m
several departtnents in Social Science.
.. This year we had to accomodate 1.522
student units:· he said. ( Student units are
calculated by adding together all of the class
lists in the faculty.) F allenbuchJ said there was a
25%% increase in the number of students
taking history. a 25% increase in political
science and 200/o more taking sociology.
Departments such as communication studies
in the Faculty of Social Science are really
suffering due to the lack of funds for the special
fac1liues needed inrunning the practical courses
like film and television. he said.
Professor unton. Head of the communication
studies dcparttnent said he is unsure \\here
more funding can he obtained.
..Tosi is a complicated situation. this hudget

Health Services· Marg Aubry. She thought it
was important to hold the event in September
to get students at the beginning of the school
year .
"The Health Fair is to make students
more aware of healthy habits and wise health
choices ... she said.
Sponsors have contributed such products
as fruit and sugar-free chewing gum and cola.
and one donated a television set or two to be
raffied off to students who visit the Fair.
The Fair\\ill be open from9 am to4:3U p.m
September 30 and 9 am to 1 p.m Cktober I.
problem transcends our department-it
transcends the University. the social science department is unable to give the funds ...
The faculty has taken a 13% budget cut and
is shon S2 I .OOO
for this school year. Linton
said.
.. We are unhappy that we have to cut back.
we are currently looking at a budget of$ 17.OOO
less than what we require and a cut of$ I4.000
from last year alone:·
Linton says he is irritated because the
faculty is expected to deal "11.hlarge numbers of
students \\'ithout the funds to do it with.
··1rthe problem 1s not altered then "e will
ha,e to cut back enrollmentorcut more courses
out What arc the departments suppose to do?"
he asked.
..There 1s no altemauve and that b what
makes it so difficult··

Stlldentsconcerned
aboutMeechLake Accord
OTI AWA (CUP) Proposed amendments to the Canadian C0ttstitution
may not bode well for post-secondary education. say researchers at
the Canadian Federation of Students
(C.F.S.).
On August 27. C.F.S. made a
submission outlining student concerns to the parliamentary committee
currently studying the Meech Lake
accord between the federal and
provincial governments.
The greatest concern for C. F.S.
is the proposed changes to the
spending power clause, said Todd
Smith, C.F.S. executive officer.
The clause raises questions about
how universities and colleges across
the country will be funded in the

•

future, said Smith. According to
the clause. a province could opt out
of a national post secondary education ( P. S. E.) funding program as
Ions as the province .. carries on a
program or initiative that is compatible with national objectives."
.. There is a lot of ambiguity
there,•· said Smith. "What are our
national objectives? How much are
we going to allow tuition fees to
differ from province to province?"
Smith pointed out that while
tuition fees are about$425 in Quebec,
fees are doubled in the prairies and
tripled in British Columbia.
"Is this going to create patchwork
programs across the country? We
must decide what this will do to

higher education in Canada, which
is certainly a national concern."
Smith added.
Jean Wright C.F.S. researcher.
told delegates to the C.F.S. spring
general meeting held in St. John's
that the Meech Lake accord may
diminish the role the federal government plays in transferring funds for
health care and education.
"The federal government has
always played a strong role in
(financing)post-secondary
education,"
Wright said. "Now all that may be
changing. We should watch this
closely."
Part of the financing problem
for colleges and universities, Wright

said. is that neither level ofgmemment can agree how much mone}
is. or should be. spent on P.S.E.
Also. the federal government has
charged that many provinces have
deposited federal transfer payments
intended for P. S. E. into the general
treasury for public projects.
C. F. S. is also concerned that
the distinct society clause for Quebec
may threaten students· protection
under the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms.
"Does this mean that students
studying in English in Quebec, or
students studying in French outside
Quebec
will be discriminated
against?" askedSmith .

Srruth mentioned the rushed consultation process for the accord as
another serious concern.
"C.F.S. has not had the time it
needs to consult students on clauses
which affect them, .. he said.
"We must look at how this
accord could affect P.S. E. not only
now but ten, 15, or even l 00 years
from now," said Smith. "We must
ask whether this accord. hammered
out by the ten premiers in the wee
hours of the morning, had the vision
that any constitutional amendment
should have."
The report on the accord hearings
is scheduled to be tabled in the
house September 14.0
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FrumHell
D1dyou know that most women at this university are 1ust
here to capture a man? Or that the "coolest" ma1or at this
university is business and the·· uncoolest" 1sfine arts. How
about that our law school is the "Last Chance U." for law
et, ,rlontc,?

If you didn't, maybe it's because you haven't read
Linda Frum's Guide to Canadian Universities.
Frum (yes Barbara "The Journal" Frum·s daughter)
toured the country getting the low-down on post-secondary
education. She put her observations together in a book
supposedly designed to help high school students find
the "nglll' university.
Unfortunately. Frum's book is a sophomoric collection
of myths and stereotypes (e.g. Windsor 1sright next door to
Murder City). It contains few useful observations or critiques
of what a good university should be.
Instead Frum uses quotes from a few individuals
r'3presentative of the views all students have here . For
example. Frum quotes one student as saying: "There are a
lot of dumbos who can't even read or write, and don't even
improve after three years." She even quotes a Lance
"editor" as saying he/she is "blown away whenever I meet
someone here from Toronto." No Lance editor /or subeditor, for that matter) ever made such a statement.
She also states that "only 2.2 per cent of Ontario
scholars attended the university (of Windsor) in 1984-85."
Sounds bad. huh?
But what percentage is Windsor's enrollment against
the provincial total? How many Ontano Scholars attended

university outside the province in 1 984-85? How many
didn't .go to university at all? The 2.2 per cent figure
suddenly doesn t appear as damning.
It should not be construed. however. that what we're
saying 1sjust sour grapes over bad review. Most schools.
including Windsor. had good and bad things written about
them. But of what value is this "guide" when 11falls to
provide any.kind of in-depth analysis of a school's resources
(1.e.faculty and fac1lit1es).She wrote but a short paragraph
on Windsor·s faculty.
In her book she says McGill (Frum's university) 1s the
··hottest" university

in Canada (does she mean for sex or

for "cool"?). McGill is, to be sure, a fine institution. But it is
also the recipient of big bucks. as is the Unviersity of
Toronto, another one of her faves. It's enough to depress
any student facing the prospect of enrolling in any one of a
number of less prestigious schools.
It appears Frum is simply providing students with an
elrtist view of post-secondary education. Judging by most
of her comments. she does not believe accessibility to
universities rs as important an issue as say. "coolness".
The only thing Frum might have accomplished is to
steer some students away from some quality institutions
and an overall good university experience to some of the
b1qqer. "hotter" schools.
P.S. (Parting Shot): We wonder 11thrs book would not
have been rust another rejection slip if it were not for
Linda's famous mother?

I ~avethe Pope the coldshoulderuntilhe went awa_v
Pundits seem confused by the total collapse of the Progressive
Conservative Party in Ontario's latest election. There seems to be no
explanation but that voters were tired of a complacent, corrupt party
that had been in power too long.
But there is an explanation, one so terrifying even your loyal
scribe hesitates to speak its name. Few outside the pale have heard of
the organization, fewer still know its secret plans, but a select group
of Conservatives orchestrated the entire 1987 election from the
backrooms of the Big Blue Machine.
Calling themselves the Machiavellian Order of Ontario Tories
(MOOl), these slick operatives toil endlessly for the ultimate
victory of Conservatism and run the province, the legislature, and
elections accordingly.
Come on. now, does anyone really believe that popular and
brilliant young candidate Terry Hrynyk finished third behind Dave
Cooke and Rick Limoges in Windsor-Riverside? Laughably, the
official results showed him with less than 1000 votes, but people
actually seem to have swallowed it
This only demonstrates the immense influence of the MOOT
conspiracy over the mainstream press and public opinion. Even I
failed to catch on at first, until I was approached one night last week
by a pretty young woman in a dark blue sailor suit
"Johnson, aren't you?" she asked as she leaned over my table in
the Subway.
I found it hard to take my eyes off the lace around her attractively
modest collar. ''That's right"
"Maybe I've ~ot something that'll interest you." I didn't find that
hard to believe. ·'Let's go someplace where we can talk.'"
A few minutes later, we were safely ensconced in my usual table
at Byblos Donairs, my back as always to the wall so I could see who
was coming and going. She told me she had been a member of
MOOT, but had grown disenchanted with its violent methods.

Naturally, I had heard of the group, but had little idea of its
functions or true raison d'etre. "No French in the piece," she said,
curtly. "We're never going to be officially bilingual, and don't you
forget it"
She smoked heavily, something I appreciate in a woman. I don't
smoke, and find it difficult to get my daily requirement of tar.
"How could you be in an organization like that?'' I asked. "I
thought it was an old boys' network."
It had been, she explained, until the Big Elf(Bill Davis) declared
himself in favour of extending public funding to separate secondary
schools. "Since then, they've had a real j~p in credibility and
membership. You see, that was one of their operations," she said.
She signed on in the midst of the race to succeed Davis. "The
Italian (a codename for Frank Miller) was my special assignment,"
she said. "I was in charge of security around him. Twice, renegade
P. C.s made assassination attempts. Both times I had to break their
backs with my bare hands."
She held them before her. I took them in mine. She squeezed so
hard, I felt lucky to pull my hands free before she crushed them like
garlic cloves.
She continued with her labyrinthine tale of murder, espionage,
and mtrigue. By the time she finished. my head was spinning.
··so the N. D.P.-Liberal Accord was composed by the Spider and
Ian Scott is a member of MOOT," 1 parroted. "Incredible"
She nodded. "Locally. I guess you know that Beth Cooper won a
landslide over Labour Minister Bill Wrye."
It hardly surprised me. Her campaign slogan, The Right
Prescription, was bound to appeal to the sophisticated WindsorSandwich electorate.
''So why lose?" I asked. "You won fair and square, so why lie
about the results and make it appear as if the Grits and New
Democrats actually won some seats~" It didn't make sense to me. All

the deception, the bribes, the bloodshed seemed to have been for
naught
"Of all people, I thought you would understand." She looked
disappointed. "Didn't you work for the Lance? For CJAMfm? For
SAC? It's so simple, even a child could understand, once told the
secret You see, Larry Grossman, Bob Rae and David Peterson
are, ... are ... Aarrrrgghhh!"
I leapt to my feet There, racing through the kitchen, was her
murderer. As I bolted out the front door, 1 couldn't help reflecting on
the influence of the Hardy Boys on my writing. The black-jacketed
killer was gone. I suppose it had been foolish to hope he or she would
swing around to Wyandotte instead of taking the alley.
By the time I got back inside, the corpse of my erstwhile
companion was loaded onto a stretcher and headed for a hearse.
"Bad for business," the restaurant staff confided.
I didn't blame them. As it was, I could hardly finish my falafel and
her spinach pie, but it seemed a shame to let perfectly good food go to
waste.
l've checked and double-checked her story with other sources.
and it all hangs together, but I may never know the whole truth. Why
do the Tories, easily the most credible and popular force for Good in
Ontario. refuse to take the reins of power that belong to them by
divine right?
What purpose is served by MOOTs unsuccessful attempts to
discredit the Progressive Conservatives? What was my informant
trying to tell me about the party leaders? What was her name?
Most importantly, why was 1 not killed?
I can't help but feel that somehow, in·some twisted way, my
revelations are advancing the interests of this group, but I don't know
how.
I simply believe it is imperative for us to know everything about
the hidden forces which shape our lives more than we can know.~
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by August Horvath
From time to time, someone performs a
scientific stuay aimed at finding our just
exactly how little people know. He or she
selects a sample of some population-American
college students, Canadian adults, Michigan
high school students, or whatever-and quizzes
them on some aspect of learning. The results
of these studies-or at least of the ones that
get reported in the popular press-are invariably that people are far more ignorant than
the study authors expected, indeed. so ignorant
that it is a wonder that they can function in
society at all.
Consider the survey that was done several
months ago of California college students in
which it was discovered that half of them
couldn't find Japan on a map of the world,
among other similarly embarrassing findings.
"Ah," you say, "but that's California.
Those students were all enrolled in Surfing
20 I. That wouldn't happen here." Well.
maybe not with Japan. But suppose you were
to conduct a survey here at Windsor to see
how many students could locate such distant
areas of current and recent interest as Ethiopia.
Grenada, Syria, Iraq. Nicaragua, or the
Philippines'! You know damn well what
would happen. The Windsor Star would
have a field day: "Study Shows 90% ofU. of
W. Students Don't Know Where Kuwait
Is."
Never mind the fact that nobody else
knows where Kuwait is. either. We'resupposed
to be our society's intellectual elite. While
recognizing that they need to produce us. a
large segment of our society regards us
university students as stuck-up. overeducated
snobs. And the only thing worse than a stuckip. overeducated snob is a stuck -up. overeducated stupid snob.
It isn't the fault of the university system.
of course. that it doesn't teach phvsics anc
psychology and home economics and accounting students where Kuwait 1s. And it isn·1
necessarily the fault of the high school 01
elementary school systems. either. because
Kuwait wasn't a maJor feature of international
news when we were in high school or elemen-
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tary school. If we want to know where
Kuwait is. we have to go to an atlas and look
it up. The problem is, we don't bother. If
there is a fault with the eductional system. it
is that it doesn't produce people who run to
an atlas to find out where Kuwait is after
hearing about the place on the nightly news.
You don·t produce informed citizens by
informing them: the world moves too fast for
that to work. You produce informed citizens
by teaching them to keep themselves informed.
and the lesson ought to be tau)?ht long before
the university level.
Now there is another study which reveals
a different kind of i)?norance among the
supposed!), educated: the Southam survey on
illiteracy among Canadian adults. which ran
in the>Windsor Srar last week as a serie s of
much-publici1ed exclusiv es ( it"s eas} to get

exclusives when you·re the only newspaper
in town) The principal result of this survey is
that nearly a quarter of all Canadian adults
meet the survey's definition of functional
illiteracy.
Of particular concern to us as university
students. however. is the fact that about eight
per cent of universit y graduate s are among
the functionally illiterate. Thaf s just !1-faduate
s
- the rate for current student s must be even
higher.
Now. it's easy enough to understand ho"'
you can graduate from university without
knowing where Kuwait is. but the idea that
illiterates are gettinl! sheepskins is a bit
harder to take. Perhaps someone ought to
obtain from Southam the questionnaires and
method s used in their hteracy survey and
adapt them for a campus literacy test to find

MAIL
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1
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Dear Editor.
I am writing to make it known that there is
a problem within the University that appears
to be discrimination againstpart-time students.
My reason for this allegation is explained in
the following description of events.
September 8.- I registeredfor three courses.
all of which were pre-requ1s1tesrormy maJor.
This was done in the Head Start registration
program so that I would have a better chance
of getting into those courses.
September 16.-The professor of one of
those courses posted a roster on the wall of
the lecture room which consisted of a computerprinted class list with several names crossed
off plus a supplementary list of those students
who were signed into that class. No individual
explanation was given regarding the reason
for dropping each of the students. A general
explanation was given to the effect that
several of those dropped students were cut
because they were not majoring in the faculty
in question.
September 21.-1 noticed that mine was
one of those names which was crossed off the
printout list. Immediately after the lecture. I
informed the professor that I was a major
within his faculty and asked whether I ...ould
be in his class. He said that his class had been
overbooked and that because the si1e of the
class was1imited to fifty students. he couldn't
allow me in his class even if he wanted to.
"My hands are tied". were his words.
I was dissatisfied with his response and
met with the faculty director soon afterwards.
He explained that he couldn't over-ride the

out ( l ) if eight per cent of us really are
functionally illiterate. and (2) if so, in which
departments and programmes those eight per
cent are enrolled.
Once we know the details of the situation.
we have to decide whether we should try
harder to make it impossible to graduate
without achieving some minimal literacy
~tandard ( something that our high schools
evidentl y have failed to do). We might come
co the conclusion that we have no more
business teaching non-English students English
than we have teaching non-Political Science
and Geography students where Kuwait is.
Or. as long as we are claiming that a postsecondary education provides a greMadvantage
in the job market. we might make more efforts
to give our graduates the greatest advantage
of all.

.
professor's decision and suggested that I
pursue matters further with the professor.
At that point I wondered whether rules
were being made up as time passed by and
decided to tum to the Vice President of
University Affairs for his assistance. The
steps taken by Brendan Thomson were immediate and completely effective in assuring me
a place in the class of which it was my
privilege to be a part.
Later the professor approached me to
double check that I was majoring in his
faculty. and when I answered "yes" he said
that he couldn't understand why I was cut
from his class list Further checking into his
files prompted him to explain that it was my
status as a part-time student that had been his
reason for cutting me. He then attempted to
discourage me from remaining in his class
because. as he put it. ·Tm mean". My
response to his attempt was negative and l
told him that I was determined to be a
hardworking and successful student in his
class.
Realizing that I had been discriminated
against until that point in time I now wonder
at what point the discrimination will stop.
whether or not I made the right choice in
trying to become a student in that professor's
class. - id most importantly, how many other
studenti. are beings subjected to the same
form of discrimination'?
Thank you editor for taking the time to
consider my situation. thanks to Brendan for
a job well done. and thanks to the University
of Windsor's administrative staff for making
me feel so welcome during my first semester
here at U. of W.
Sincerely,
Dave Ginn

difficult
Dear Editor.
It Just needed the phrase. "senior citizens
must express their opinions and needs". to
get me started. It was taken from the (lance)
Monica Hiradhar report on the September
15 lecture by Betty Riley to a group of senior
citi1cns at Iona College
The lecture apparently concerned itself in
part with ··Valuable messages for troubled
teens" . It has been my experience that
teenagers troubled orotlrerwisc have difficulty
relating to almost anyone beyond the age of
I 8: and any messages coming their way
overlaid with ··wisdom and experience" would
first have to penetrate their music and then i,c
couched in terms they understand. Riding in
on a Glass Spider a la David Bowie with
songs like... I Wanna Be Your Dog" which
surely have hidden messages. might be a
better approach.
Difficult though when
you're 60 or over.
I don't know if any of the solutions to our
past problems would be relevant or of any use
to present day teens. The mistakes of our
generation and our experiences were made in
the context of our vastly different environment
and from different expections. The demands
made on us were often less. and although our
choices were fewer, they were also less
confusing.
What is needed is a re-evaluation of what
it is like to be young in todays· world with
media bombardments. peer pressure. drugs.
materialistic urges to produce. to say nothing
of the sexual revolution;-and to say nothing is
sometimes the best advice. Over-reacting is

too often the response from many of my peers
\\ hen all that is required is an example and
friendliness . ··Take time to talk to the kids"
Riley is quoted as saying: but taking more
time to listen is quite often what is most
needed. Frustration was mentioned and it is
frustrating not being listened to. for them as
well as for us.
l have not found it true that "there I'> great
disrespect for the elderly in Canada··. but
tht:11 perhaps it is becau~e I continue to make
handicraft!'. as well as attend Uni,ersitv
classes. Maybe it creates a more comfortable
ambiance to chat to youngsters whilst knitting.
sewing, or wood carving . l don't see why one
cannot also pursue hobbies whilst dispensing
\l.isdom acquired from one's background of
·teaching' or of an ·executive'-but then I
have never been either .
So what am I saying! That the energy of
the young and the wisdom of the elderly is
interchangeable. Have you never learned
anything from a teenager? I was on vacation
with a 16 year old one this Summer and I
learned the meaning of some of David Bowie"s
songs. and the best way to climb a steep
rocky surface: whilst she listened to suggestions
of how to train a husband early in marriage
for best results.
Dot M. Richards
Letters to the E:drtor ~hould be
limited to 500 words or fewer: they
may be subrr ,,tted to the Lance office
on the second floor of the UnlV8f's1ty
Centre. ot the Lance mailbox 1n the
SAC ottrce. or ,n the Lance mailbox ot
the University Centre desk .
All letters must be typed doublespoced. signed and should include
the outho(s telephO~umber
.
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Woghjren
' NotmYfault' --Cromwell
by Cromwell Woghiren
"Our sincerity and commitment to service
must be judged by our qualities and actions,
and the contribution we make to the organizations that we serve". -Cromwell Woghiren
·· As human beings we will make mistakes,
but we must be humble enough to admit
them, strong enough to absorb the pam and
penalty and resilient enough to stand up and
move along."- Cromwell Woghiren
It was common pracuce that whenever an
executive incurred expenses during the course
of his duty or drew money from SAC for any
purpose legitimate.such expenses were charged
to the personal account of that executive and
the correspondin!?,SAC account until receipts
are pro,·ided showing that the money has
been spent COrTCctly.
Thereafter, such expenses
will be fully charged to the appropriate SAC
account
Every month ending, an updated statements
of account with SAC were sent to each
executive. In April of this year SAC executives
were required to balance their account with
Sac on or before April 30th.
I have no intention to write about the
personal accounts of the other two executives
( Jon Carlos Tsilfidis and Kevin Williams)
with SAC. It is entirely their own responsibility
to do so if they deem it necessary. I will rather
write within the context of my account with
SAC: the bonus money: and the role I played
during the investigation.
My account (Cromwell Woghiren) with
SAC were made up of pay advances. meeting
expenses. SAC party expenses. petty cash
money for weekend SAC activities. and
election night expenses. I submitted a statement
of account dated April 26th, 1987 to the
SAC finance department detailing all expenses
with receipts and statements to support such
expenses. However, I accounted for$1054.56
outofthe$1401.35 balance with SAC due to
the fact that some of the receipts were either
lost or I simply forgot to ask for receipts

sometimes. I then wrote a personal cheque
for$346.79 to SAC to clear my account. and
SAC have since collected this money so that
by April 30th when I left office as SAC Vice
President -Finance. I had a zero (0) account
balance with SAC.
These clarifications are necessary so that
the public should understand why the SAC
investigative committee did not direct their
attention towards me. Apart from the bonus
money, there was nothing on me to answer
for after April 30th, 1987.
In May 1987.
Mr. Kevin Williams drew my attention to 36
various expense items pointed out by the
T ouche Ross Accounting firm and that explanations were required. He said that these
points needed to be cleared up. I told him that
I would be glad to take part in any meeting to
settle the accounts.
I was later informed by Mr. Peter Ostojic

(Vice President-Administration) and Mr. Robert Allchin (Vice President -Finance and Operation) that an Investigative Committee had
been set up to look into the entire case. By
mid-June Mr. Ostojic and Mr. Allchin approached me again and told me that I have invited by
the investigative committee to ( 1) Give a
statement of account for the 36 items identified by the auditors: (2) Trace and recognize
these expenses being questioned and the
accounts they were charged to; (3) Confirm if
these expenses had the approval of the
Executive Committee or the SAC Board of
Directors or the SAC Council.
For me, it was in order to appear before
the Committee . And it was my responsibility
and duty in my official capacity as the outgoing SAC Vice President -Finance 1986-87
(Head of SAC Finance and Accounting
Department) to give a full statement of

Assumption University's
CHRISTIAN CULTURESERIES
presents
Sister Mary Luke Tobin, S.L, LLD.

Thomas Merton Centre
For Creative Exchange

Speaking on
'' HOPE EMPOWERSUS''
DATE:Sunday, October 4, 1987
TIME: 8:00pm
PLACE:Assumption University
400 Huron Church Rd.
Windsor, Ontario

Adults: $5.00
Students: $2.00

accounts to the best of my knowledge and to
do that truthfully. And I did just that
I did trace and recognize the 36 expense
items questioned. I did verify which of the
items had the approval or authority of the
executive committee or the SAC Council or
the SAC Board of Directors. I did not render
any opinion as to the legitimacy of any
expense account.
My 4 years of active involvement in
student politics will speak for itself. I have
been utmost Joyal to SAC and other campus
organizations that I served As a SAC executive
I defended all SAC services, policies and
actions including those I helped to create and
implement and I fought for SAC as a student
government. I have a reputation and integrity
behind my track record. Let it be that our
sincerity and commitment to service must be
judged by our qualities and actions, and the
contributions we make to the organizations
that we serve.
If one executive has taken a unilateral
action especially pertaining to SAC resources
and that action is traced to the personal
account of that exectuve, it is also the
responsibility of that executive to give a full
explanation should questions arise.
It would be preposterous for that executive
to implicate other executives or shelter himself
and say that it is the action of all the
executive s or the executive committee. Also
I think it is irresponsible for a SAC executive
regarding personal accounts questions in
connection with SAC. Of course this is
possible if that executive has some special
interest to protect; ifhe is an accomplice ifhe
has some things to hide; and if he intends to
mislead the people.
T HE BONUS MONEY ISSUE
The
entire bonus bonanza was Mr. Tsilfidis'
idea. He called an executive meeting on the
29th of April to discuss, si~ and give out
bonuses to deserving SAC employees. The
executive Committee (The SAC President.
V.P. Finance) supported and approved the
bonus package.
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Humanitarian
grouphaslocalroots
by Margarget Slavik

The United Nations' proclamation of
1987 as ''International Year of Shelter for
the Homeless" could not have come at a
more appropriate time for the inhabitants of
war-tom El Salvador.
Since the beginning of the 1970's El
Salvador has been the scene of violence,
poverty, and despair as a result of civil war
between the government, Jed by Napoleon
Duarte, and the leading opposition party.

has succeeded in raising over $125 ,OOOin
economic assistance to rural Salvadorean
communities located in areas of conflict.
SalvAide operates through a network
of eight branches located throughout Canada.
The organization supports projects initiated,
designed, and administered by the recipient
communities. Its goal is to help create selfsufficiency and self-reliance through social
and economic development as well as
strong commitment towards the repopulat ion ofSalvadorean villages and communities

1:1Salvador's future may not be so bright

Burr and Salvadorean seal deal.

the fMLN.
In October, 1986. El Salvador was
struck by a devastating earthquake which
left 300.000 Salvadoreans homeless.
The efforts of the displaced peoples to
rebuild their homes and villages have become
virtually impossible.
Since the beginning of the civil war, the
military government has engaged in brutal
depopulation campaigns. This involves the
bombing of villages and the forced relocation
of civilians. at gunpoint, to refugee camps.
The purpose of this strategy is to crush the
opposition by preventing any contact between
them and their possible supporters.
De spite these physical and moral obstacles, the people of El Salvador are
etermined to rebuild their lives and homes.
and with help from an organization called
Salv Aide, this goal has become more than
a dream, but a reality.
Since its formation in 1984, Salv Aide,
a Canadian humanitarian organization.

In addition to economic and moral
support to l:.I Salvador. SalvAide also
sponsors tours of Salvadorean speakers
and coordinates delegations to El Salvador
in order to promote cross-cultural exchanges
and create "people-to-people bonds."
In October, 1986. Windsor was visited
by a representative from El Salvador's
rural communities. He brought with him a
proposal that the city consider adopting a
Salvadorean village as its twin.
The objectives of twinning include the
establishment of bonds of friendship and
cooperation, moral and economic support
and the promotion of community awarene ss
of current conditions in El Salvador.
On April 13. 1987, Windsor 's city council
approved a twin city relationship with Las
Vueltas, El Salvador, becoming the first
Canadian sister city with El Salvador.
Located in the province of Chalatenango.
Las Vueltas has a population of 5 million.
The mortality rate for children under the

age of 5 is 40% and the illiteracy rate is
70%.
In June. 1987. Windsor's Mayor Burr
was part of an official delegation to El
Salvador to foster direct ties between Windsor
and Las Vueltas.
"The timing was right from a logistical
and military point of viev." he said. The
delegation travelled to El Salvador in
small groups so as to avoid any problems
with the government. Such conflicts, however.
could not be avoided. he said.
··When we first arrived we didn't get
much of a welcome from the people because
of the military presence around us"' he
said. "'The people were afraid. but at night,
when we were making our speeches. the
people gathered around even though the
military was firing shots all around us to
intimidate the crowd ...
When the delegation proceeded to a
ceremoney in La s Vueltas the military
stopped them on the grounds that heavy
fighting was taking place in the region.
The y decided to hold the ceremony in San
Jose las Flores located just South of Las
Vueltas instead. Ther e they presented their
gifts of medicine and money to former Las
Vueltas inhabitants.
·· At night the military would fire rockets
and machine guns in the air. trying to
frighten us". Burr said.
Such intimidation tactics do not deter
the Salvadoreans from returning to their
homes. To date. there are approximately
125 families returning to their places of
origin. bringing the total population to
almost eight hundred.
"'They are very brave. isolated people
trying to rebuild their lives·· Burr said.
"They are much better off now than in
the refugee camps.··

LSAT
GMAT

Since the repopulalion t:fforl began.
Las Vueltas residents have joined Christian
and agricultural cooperatives called Campesino
organizations .
··The people are very much together.
they have to be." Burr said .
In response to a question of American
toreign policy in the region Burr stated.
··u.s aid is propping up the regime:· he said.
.. If it stopped. the soldiers would leave.
but they ( Salvadoreans) need the monev:·
.. Grafitti 1swritten all over the American
embassy in El Salvador . It is a written
history ofU. S. involvement in the count!).··
The Canadian government also extends
aid to the country. but "not much is being
done with the aid.'" Burr said. ·· Hospitals
and soup kitchens which were to be built
over a year ago still have not been started.· ·
When Burr visited the proposed sight
for construction of these buildings he found
them to be in middleclass areas where such
facilities were not needed.
"I want to contact the Canadian Foreign
Aid Committee about this situation" he
said. " Th e aid is not getting to the people
who really need it and I want to make
decisionmakers aware of what's really
going on down there.··
On Saturday. October 17. SalvAide is
sponsoring a walkathon for El Salvador.
Windsor will be one of twenty regions from
coast to coast participating in the effort to
aid in the repopulation of areas such as
Windsor's twin city. Las Vueltas.
All proceeds will go to programs designed
to improve health care. education and
agricultural production in Las Vueltas.
The walkathon begins at IOa.m. at Lanspeary
Park and ends at the same location. J

• OOO & DANCING

961 9888

Preo Courses for

LSAT Oct.17
GMAT Oct.17
1-800-387-5519
(418) 923-PREP (7731)
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~
Working Girls ~
Sept . 23-29 ~

l•'iiiilili
I

~

~

Director: Lizzie Bordon
~
A dramatic story about prostitution in New
York.
Friday Midnight

PINK FLOYD
Sept. 25 "AA"
The concert film.
Check our October Schedule on the back
page.
Adm,ss,on Prices

Adults (11 • over)
Youths (13 to 17)
Children (12 • under)
Golden Age(65 • over)

$4.00
$3.50
$2.50
$1.00

_____________________

THURSDAY
NIGHT
Ladies Night
1/2 off

First25 People
Admitted at NO COVER

----- - -·- ..

•••••••

WEDNESDAYNIGHT
Dollar Drink
SPECIALNIGHT

FRI.& SAT.

Windsor's Alternative Cinema
804 Erie St E
Windsor . Ontario
(519) 253-0051

- -- - --------

SUNDAY NIGHT
Canadian money at Par
"Our dollar isworth you dollar."

.,._

1001 st. Antoine, Greek Town

1

1

I
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SAC authoritarian?

WINDSOR · 258-3802
OETAOtT • 965-3411

ovinion
by Jeff Sloane

WHITLOCK TRAV EL
SE RVICE LTD. (1985)
UNIVERSITY Of' WINDSOR
UNIVERSITY BOOl<STOAE
401 SUNSET AVENUE
WINDSOR. ONTARIO
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CLASSIFIED

TRAINTICKET?
your father
owns the company.
D Pretend
Answer a skill-testing
question.
Show your student
card.

The train' s definitely the smart way to
travel. Even smarter these days with VIA' s student
fares. Just show us your student card and you're
on your way, 1/3 richer. Have a relaxingride. Meet
some new friends. And let the goodtrains roll !
For more information and reservations,
call your 'fravel Agent or VIA Rail.VIA's student
fares are availableto full time students. Some
conditionsapplyregardingtimes and dates of travel.
Ask for details.

Next time,
chooseVIA.

VIA

ANYONE INTERESTEDIN volunteering
at CJAM1m.
appllcatlon fonns available
at station- basemen t U. Ce ntre,
a c ross from the p ub.
ROOM FOR RENT. kitchen foc11it1es.
downtown area. coll 258-6965
AEROBICS INSTRUCTOR NEEDED
1mned10tely.Coll254-9440.ask forLorra,ne
IONA COWGE. 208 Sunset Avenue
973- 7039 A space for meeting and
discussing. studying. quiet searching
and relaxing with friends Open 9:00
om-5:00 pm. and by arrangement. or
•Jse Iona facilities to pion events that
ore important to usoll A hom&cookeCI
dinnereveryThursdoyot5:00 pm. S2.50
Come and help celebrate by being
yourself
AREYOU ON OSAP?Need o Job? Applv
at AworClsOffice tor Ontario Work Studv
Program. Further info. coll SAC office
Neil Ouditt tor JOb descriptions ( exl
3905).
WANTED, CAPABLEtypists for port-time
work Please leave vour name. phone
number and hours you wish to work with
Josephine at the SAC office.
CUFF ERICKSON LIVE!Cliffsonlyoreo
performance 1sSept. 23-26 at Centre
Court 1nthe HSherk recreation complex
Leom1ngton. Into. coll 253-9478
LOST- one gold wristwatch w/brown
leather bond On campus. Mon., sept
14 Sentmentol ~lue. rev.ord. Co" 73&
6644
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY CHAPEL
973-7034 Located between the UC
and Huron Line. Mosses- Sun.10:30 &
4;30. Mon-Fri 11:50 am. Every Tuesdo\
there 1salso moss and supper at 5 pm
(S2.50) All ore welcome We hove o
library with study space and o cote tor
your convenience.
ADDITIONAL VOLUNTEERSNEEDED ot
the Sexual Assault Cns1sCentre Training
sessions to begin thismonth Coll253-310'.l
HEU>- Reg Nurse Admin & Accountant
husband onx1ousfy seeking to adopt
infant. Please coll Jud1th(416) 782-2557
FALLSESSIONS IN SPIRITUALITYbegin
7·30pm ThulSdoy.Sept 24 at Assumption
Un1vers1tvFacilitators will be Leanne
KloppenbOrg and Som Lucier For into.
coll 973-7034

The current Student's Administrative Council is an extremely
poor example of democracy in action.
While SAC may be elected each
winter by the students at large, the
similiarity between a democratic
government and SAC fail to materialize. As a first year student I am
shocked by the lack of accountability control that is placed upon
this ruling organization.
It seems ironic that in a democratic system of government, the
government has absolute control of
power. SAC is, in essence, an
elected dictatorship. SAC calls the
shots, no one protests. Recently,
The Lance published an article
questioning the ratification of three
new V. P. positions. Why has it
taken this long for someone to take
notice? Why are the actions of the
SAC executive not questioned until
too late?
The problem lies in the current
form of student government Clearly,
the actions of W indsor's SAC and
Toronto's SAC(where several SAC
executives were able to draw money
out of the coffers to pay for tanning
sessions, ski trips and a Florida
holiday) prove that effective government must have some form of safeguard to protect the interests of the
students. While true democracy is
generally recognized not to work,
the interest of the citizens are protected in part by an opposition
party. Where is SACs?
Windsor doesn't have an opposition party for various reasons.
Elec tions aren't officially run on a
party basis . and if they were. the
resulting cha os would negate any
real beneficial action that the party
in power might wish to take. But the
question still remains: who puts the
leash on SAC?
No one. Qu ite simply, no one
watches or makes SAC accou nt for
its actions. Whi le The Lance may
ask questions and hint at allegations,

it has no real power to force SAC to
say anything. So the SA Cs of Canadian universities can continue to I
rip off it's students.

The V.P.'s can not be as stupid
or as blind as they would like us to
believe. Or. are the hands of SAC
operating independently of each
other? In either case, the entire
SA C should be fired, a general
election called and safeguards implemented.
Let us not have a repeat of this
incident. SAC should publish at
least twice a year a complete account
of their expenses and a summary of
their current objectives.Public forums
should be set up for students to
oppose SAC plans. Student representives should be given the power to
veto or at least call for and vote on a
confidence motion. And complete
disclos ure of any more scandals
that are hiding in the closet should
be exposed and affirmative action
taken.
Democracy means power to the
people. Let's see it.
t.J

NEW MUSIC
THURSDAY
at
Faces on College
Featuring
Windsor's No. 1
Ranked Pizza
Pizza King

D.J.
Jeff
Lockhart

THURSDAYSPECIAL
Sep tem ber 24

PIZZA 1/2 PRICE 7-9pm
Eat in Only
Bring the Whole Gong

Wednesday
Special
All You Con Eat
SPAGHETII

$3.95
11:30om-2pm

4pm-9pm

NO COVER
NO LINES

just
GOOD TIMES

•

GOOD TIMES
Corner of College & California

Monday Night
Football Spec ial
Baby Pizzo
(6 slices . 4 items)

$3.99
Every Mon . 8-1 pm
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Coalitionfor Papal ReformationprotestsPope'sPolicies
by John McC ue

ooinion
During the Pope's visit to Detroit, not all
of the onlookers were in favor of the man in
white. A number of programmes by the
Coalition for Papal Reformation were unleashed.
calling for a restructuring of papal politics
and opinions.
There was a fair tum-out for a protest
headed by an Ecumenical prayer service at
the Central Methodist Church. Detroit.
Many concerns were expressed by repre sentatives of various groups. the primary
ones being the role of women and homosexuals
in the church.
Co-Chairman for the Coalition for Papal
Reformation, John Biss. said the service
"surpassed his expectations . Everything. went
well". he said .. "Everything came off on
schedule".
Mr. Riss· plan for the evening was not to
directly change the Pope, or to change the
teachings of the church.
Riss said the reasons for gatliering were
"to pray. and to have an effect on ourselves
by praying. by having an effect on our societ)
by dissenting from what the Yati~an has to
say. what they tell us we. as gay and lesbian
people. are supposed to be".
The motivation for the protest was dissatisfaction with the church's attitude toward
woman as well as the dissent of gay and
lesbians in Cardinal Ratzinger's 1986 Letter
to the Bishops of the Catholic Church on the
Pastoral Care of Homosexuals.
Jackie Washington. a well-known De troit feminist. said the prayer was "to provide
an alternative service for those of us who are
opposed to the preachings of the pontiff. We
disagree with the teachings on women. lesbian
and gay rights". she said. "We don't believe
that he speaks for the general population or
even the general Catholic population when
he talks against the ordination of women. So.
I feel we need an alternative voice".
The prayer service did make a statementa quiet loving appeal for peace--peace within
the Catholic church. In anticipation for the
next day's rally in Grand Circus Park.

Detroit. Riss concluded. ·'Whereas tonight
we addressed our spiritual concerns. tomorrow
we will hit the streets ... for Justice ... clearly
the more political event". The evening was
not over.
Directly following the prayer service.
Diimity Detroit. the local chapter of the Ga)
Catholic Church. met also at Central Methodist Church. Their service. was in no wa}
connected with the earlier protest It did no1
have many strong words against the Pope . II
was a time of celehration. celehration ol

grow as the protest moved on. There were
faith. Emphasis was placed on the positive
many speakers, but one common viewpoint.
words of the Pope, " ... Solidarity means
equality for all. John Riss spoke on the role of
above all a proper understanding and then
the homosexualin the church, and the programme
proper action, not the basis of what corresponds
moved slowly on with selected entertainment
to the concept of the person offering help, but
Craig Covey, for the AIDS Task Force,
on the basis of what corresponds to the real
Michigan.
spoke of "a monster that is loose
needs of the person being helped and what
in our land. A health crisis of immense
corresponds to his or her dignity".
proportions. and that. of course. is the disease
Many beautiful and flowery words were
known as AIDS. Now, Pope John Paul went
spoken on one's dignity. all of the negative
to San Francisco and it was big news.
feelings were avoided. Dignity's official stand
on the Ratlinger·s letter. as of July 23. 1987. because he went and met with some people
with AIDS. Now. we have some news for
is that "We believe that gay men and lesbian
women can express their sexuality in a Pope John Paul. ·You didn't have to come to
manner that is consonant with Christ's teaching. San Francisco to meet people with AIDS'"'
Covey said there arc pcopk with AIDS
We believe that all sexuality should be
over most of the world. Al OS is termed
exercised in an ethically responsible anc
controversial by the church. but Covey pointed
unselfish way". James S. Bussen's. Dignit:
Inc. National President. words for the evening out that it is only a blood borne and sexu~lly
transmissible disease .
were far from delicate.
Covey questioned "if Jesus Christ \\ere
In response to the Rat1ingcr letter. Bussen
here today. would he be talking to the
stabbed. "the right of the family '! How dare
wealthy '! No. he would be ministering to ihc
they (Catholic Church)'! We (homosexual
community) worked damned hard at creating. hemophiliacs. the Haitian immigrants. the
poor uneducated youths. the j.!.ayssulTcnng
family. We are members of a family, and
with AIDS". He added that "we need more
many of us have children. and we create
than pastoral care. We need more than the
family. How dare they say that we arc not
family! How dare they say that the rights of last rights being. read. We need more than
research. We need more than care. We need
the family arc in jeopardy! If we do not speak
direct intravcntion prevention education. ·These
up for the right of the family. who will'!"
Bussen. a key media guest during the powerful institutions like the Church. and
like the Amcncan Government. can do rm.·,en·
Pope's visit to San Francisco. said that the
tive education to pre\'ent the ,111.1\ from
media coverage was "pretty fair. They have
gone out of their way to show all sides of an spreading".
Another ~peaker. Jackie Washington.
issue:·. he said. "Certainly their coverage of
incident
which she was involved in earlier
Dignity. gay and lesbians. and gay and
that
day.
The incident was the rush on the
lesbian Catholics has been rather fine We
Summit Abortion Clinic. Washington wa,
got a lot of nice coverage in San hancisco.
there with eleven others \'olunteering t<'
especially the newspaper The CO\.erage was
escort women into the clinic. One hundred
quite good in the San Francisco Examiner ..
Right to Lifers "determined to keep women
it had a verv nice long article on our pray r
in their place and determined not to let them
service there. The ABC Network News in
go in", showed up on the steps.
the United States was probably the hest
.. Even though the police had announced
coverage for Dignity. They did an outstanding
to
them
that they could not block the entrance.
job".
as we stood there. the twelve ofus. our hands
Bussen noted that the press' covernge
locked" the group was backed into the building
recently didn · t seem to be as intense as it had
and against the wall
been when the Pope had first arrived. As the
After forty-five minutes. and ··woman
visit went on. people seemed to have lost
after woman" being turnedawa:-. the commandinterest.
ing police officer on the scenewas called in
He com mented tha t the Saturday rallv
an
effort to have the police take action
would probably have littk if any effect on the
against the Right to Lifers. Action was taken
Church. He did say that the protest will set a
on the- command of the highest ranking
precedence.
officer. a woman.
"Clearly this Pope won't ch~nge his
Washington. in the style of Martin Luther
mind". he said. "Perhaps the next will be
King. Jr.. continuously spoke ol equal nghts.
more understanding"
She said the Pope sees worr·'n·s roles in the
Saturday morning. women and men. gay
church "'to bear children and 10 raise chi ldrcn
and straight stood together at Grand <.ircus
hut do not have the right to contribute on an
Park amidst countless press. Although the
equal basis·· Washington concluded with
crowd was small in number. initial!\ around
"the church 1s afraid of the Fqual Rights
thirty. the numbers grew and continued to

Amendment".
The guest speaker for the day was Emily
Smeal, past National President of NOW, the
National Organization of Women. She was
by far the most radical speaker, apparently
the best was saved for last Smeal spoke
extensively on freedom of speech. and explained
how that is now being somewhat restrained in
the United States. Smeal stated that the
ability is being lost increasing!} when '"the
Pope equates any kmd of discussion as
dissent and not to be tolerated" .
Emily Smeal noted that "What we are ,
saying is what people are thinking. the only
difference is we are saying it out loud. And
we must speak because we \\ ill lose our
freedom of thought".
Smears message. and that of the rally. was
not only eternal but was so powerful "that no
matter what the pomp and ceremony . that
message will be delivered agam and again,
and I believe we will eventuall~ overcome'". ,
Ground is alread~ being. 1rnined since the
day Sister Theresa Caine requested ordination.
nine ~ cars ago. Recently in M1am1. pnests
aerecd that women's treatment must change.
In Los Angeles. the Bishops spoke of women's
nghts and their position in the church. In San
Francisco. a woman represcnun)? the lany
had an audience with the Pope . ~rneal added
that there \\ as still a lonl! ,1 a\ m go
Smeal chareed ... Ho,\ can ,t hoh person
preach torgivencs~. as he scll - n1?.hteou,;ly
puts himself abm c the people. Jesus ( hrist
walked with the people. He\\ as not afraid ol
hearing from the people. and indeed went
with among the lonelines\ ot all of us.
Because. if a God is lo,·ing. then we arc all
God· s children. all equal ,1 ith each other" .
The church and state arc not equa't. hut it
appea•s that the church is mtcrlennc Mth the
state.
,
Smeal said the "power of the church is I
mone\. Our rower is of numher, and common
sense
Smeal said if she had an audience with
Pope John Paul II she would tell him. ··s1op
squandering your moral 1mperati,e. stop
lim1tmg \Our vision. stop heinll. preoccupied
with S-1--X. and start thinking hi!!.!!.er"
Sh e ureed women 10 seek puM1c ollice
and hoped tor reduced militaf\ spending,
stopping the potcnual tor nuclear dcstnu:uon.
end apartheid m South Africa. stop ,tan auon
m our lifetime. and stop talking and stan
doing.
Her messaec tor the cro\\ d ... T ogcther.
hrothcr and sister. eay and stra1ghL tneether
we walk .. \\C mu ...1 take power 11nd\IC must
nt)l he ccmed hrforc any false prophet .

CLASSIFIED
WATEHEDFOR SALEqueen size. good
condition Complete with bookshelf. mat
tresshner heaterondcops
lwoyeorsold
S250 or oest offer Coll 256·3621
VOLUNTEERS needed ot
the Sexual Assault Cns1sCentre Tro1n1ng
sess,ons begin this month If interested
please coll 253-3100

ANNOlJNCING FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

ADDITIONAL

HELP:Reg Nurse Adm1n & Accountant
husbands well estobhshed onx1ouS1yseel<
1ng to adopt infant Please coll Judith
(<116) 782-2557

WANT TO PARTY?Wont to meet new
mends'>Qeot atmosphere at MocDonolo
Holl tor discount rote at residence coit
Pot or T,m ot 252-1396
THE lANCE'S i987-ae L,terorvSupplemef\t
L'ovuegle 1s accepting subm1ss,ons tor
IX)8ITlS 5hoftst~
pt)otographs ond draw
1ngs L1terorv selections shovtd be type()
and dropped off at the Lance (2nd floor
Untv Centre) Deadline for submissions 1s
Octooer 15th

I

A MENU''
'' DIAL975-7054
Call Our HOT Line For Daily Menv Information For:
-Vanier Hall
- The Grand Marketplace
-The Round Table

DEARIRIT! 1 hole ,t here Love me

Listen for Special Inform atio n

I NEEDmy bUttacks rubb nq r m presuming
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TheLance: Only 26 YearsOld.
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CUFF ERICKSON LIVE!Cliffs only perfor
monce 1sSept 23-26 at Centre Court ,n
the f-1 Sherk Recreation complex. Leom1nqton For ,nfo coll 253-9478
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AUTO SALES LTD.

•
•
•
•
•

Reliable used cars.
Complete auto service
Most units priced below $5,000.
Lots to choose from.
Student financing available at competetive rates.
• Licensed mechanics on duty.
3799 Tecumseh Rd. E.
(1 block east of
Central Ave.)
974-6917

~?:}

~ GRAD
v-,..<L
q . PORTRAITS
')

·

• Hand LetteredComposites

859 Moy Avenue
Windsor, Ontario

253-4535

FIFTH ANNUAL
University of Windsor

HOMESTYLE
THANKSGIVING DINNER
Guest Carvers from ·the
University Community will preside.

-Thursday, October 8th, 1987Vanier East
$11.50/ person
Cocktails 5:00pm
Dinner 6:00pm
For information please call extension 3276.

THE U OF W PC Compus Assoc1ot,on will
be holding o bv-elect,on for ~xecut,ve
p0s1tions on October 6. 198 7 at 6 p m f-or
location and further ,ntormotion please
coll 256-6537
THE U OF W LIBERAL& PC Clubs will be
how,g o ke,gnight on Wedre:,:Jov Octooer
7187 at the Grad HOuse at 8 pm Come
and drink (talk) Politics'"
FALL SESSIONS IN SPIRITUALITY· 7 30
Thursdays at Assumption University
Foc1htotorsore Leanne KIOppenborq one
Som Lucier For1ntormot10ncoll 973-7034

om

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY CHAPEL ·
973-7034 Located between the Univel'Slty
Centre and Huron une Mosses- Sunday
1030 o m & 4 30 pm f\llondov - F11dov-1
1150 o m EvervTuesdovthe1r1solsoMoss
and supper at 5 pm. (S2 50). All ore
welcome We hove o librorv with study
space and o cote tor vour convenience
IONA COWGE 208 Sunset Avenue 9737039 A space for rnE:Jeling and discussing.
studying. quiet searching and relaxing
with fnends Open 9.00 am - 5:00 p m
and by arrangement Olr use Iona foc1hhes
to pion events that o re important to oil A
home cooked dinner everv Thursday at
5:30 p.m S250 Comeondhelpcelebrote
by being yourself
FURNISHEDROOM for student. ovo1loble
1mmed1otely One block from Human
Kinetics Building Shore kitchen and bathroom Clean and freshly pointed Coll
Ruth973-703990) - 5.00exCordy :258-m71
ofter430
WANTED: RIDE OR shore tronsp0rtot1on
costs from Leom1nqton - own vehicle
Coll Richard ot 326 1129
HElP WANTED'!13Cfetory/
receptionist mornings only Five days o week Iona College.
200 &.InsetAA Ftlone RuthR>,a"l973-7039
NEED RIDEfrom SI Clair Beocb 5 days o
week Willing to shore gas times to be
discussed Coll Leslie Hulz1otter 8 pm at
979-8946.Ifrot fhele <Xlll969-6711
CK969-if/70
THE U OF W LIBERAL• PC ClubS will t>o
ho\l!ng a keg r.ght on~
Octobef
7/8 7 at the C,1od House at 8 p rn Come
and onr,k 'talk) Poll' cs 111
FALL SESSIONSIN SPIRITUALITY· 1 'lO
D fTl 'hursdovs at Assumption University
Fccll1tators ore LOOnr)8Kloppenborg one
5am UCI()( for ntorrnotor coll 973-7034
• ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY CHAPEL •
9 7J 1034 Located between 'he Un~rsi",
1 ( ontre ol'ld 1-!uror L ne Mosses Sunoov
10 30 o m & 4 30 pm Monday Friday
1150cm EvervTuesdoYlhe,r solsoMoss
and supper at 5 pm (S2 50) All ore
welcome We hove o librorv Wl'h studv
space and o cote tor vour convenience
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Aweement in dan~ersa_vs
woup
by M Gosselin
The Mulroney and Reagan
governments cannot be trusted
to renegotiate the 1978 Great
Lakes Water Quality Agreement
because they might weaken it
That was the opinion of most
speakers at a public meeting to
gage public reaction on changes
to the agreement held last Thursday at the Holiday Inn. The
agreement is intended to restore
and enhance water quality of
the Great Lakes Basin and prevent further pollution of the area
The agreement "is the strongest, most important law in either
country controlling toxic pollution
and we don't trust either of the
govenunents to tamper with what
we have now", said Tim Eder, a
field researcher for the regional
environmental group Great Lakes
United (GLU).
Thus, the GLU is opposed
to opening the agreement for
renegotiation, said Eder. H e said
the GLU wouldprefer an addition
of ame ndments as a way of
impleme nti ng changes to the
agree m ent (for wh ich form al negotiations ar e slated to begin
Novembe r 17 between American
and Canadian re presentatives).
Eder said the W ater Q uality
Board of the International Joint
Commission ( IJC)- a bilateral
agency set up in 1909 by the
Canadian and American govem-

"We can't afford another
ments which monitors compliance
Rip van Winkle" in enforcing
with agreements - needs public
representation because only gov- the agreement said Pau l Hebert,
ernment ministries of the two acting director of the University's
countriesarerepresented. Bureau- Great LakesInstitute,complaining
crats are much less likely to little had been done before J984.
criticize their government's actions
H ebert cal led for increased
or inactions, he said.
research of water quality as
"'The real problem in the proposed in Annex 14 of the
Great Lakes is toxic wastes,
Agreement.
He said Canada
both direct and indirect", said does not support much university
Eder. He explained direct sources research compared to the U.S.
would be from industrial plants
The Clean W ater Alliance
dumping directly in the wateJWays. ( CW A) representative,
Mike
while indirect sources would
Walsh, said toxic wastes and
come from run off from agricul- virtual elimination of toxics
tural land or air pollution absorbed should remain in the agreement.
by the lakes.
"The Canadian side ( of the
There is a need to limit the negotiations) shollld fight to keep
amount of toxins dumped into them in", W alsh said, adding
the watexways so they can eventu- eac h go al should h ave a deadline.
ally be eliminated at the source,
"If you do n't put in the time
but technology is not advanced
line, they' ll loo k good until we
enough yet. said William Steggles look at th e agree ment again. But
of the Onta rio Min istry of Envir- then we' ll as k wha t's been done",
onment
said W als h.
The agree men t •· isn 't as
The Canad ian governme nt
explicit as it could be'' and h as a work ing agreeme nt w ith
needs strength enin g, h e said. the Ontario government to review
"Not o ne governm en t-- not the Great Lak es Water Q uality
the U.S. federal governme nt, Agre ement, said Liz Do wdeswell
not the Canadi an governme nt, of Environment Canada,the federal
environment mi nistry, noting no
o r the government of Ontario,
o r any of the states, has lived up simil ar fede ral state working arto th e provisions of the 197 8 no similar federal/state working
agreement", said labour repre- arrangement exists in the U.S.
Submissions will be acceptsentative Rick Coronado in calling
ed by the agreement
review
for a review of the agreement
every five years ( as opposed to board up to October 9 at either
the federal or provincial environthe current JO).

Literacyresearchresultsstartling
by Prema Oza

A ll'ard-11•inningSoutham Ne11·s
ll'riter Peter Calamai, ll'ith the
help of a Toro1110-based research
group, conducted a ten-month survey
of Canadian literacy after finding
little reliflble information when
asked to write a series on the
subject.
The group, ( including authors
rgaret Atwood and Farley
~
vat. and 24 students from St
J
's Newfoundland) carried out
in, ,·iews in both French and English
in l -l8 Canadian communities with
some 2398 adults. The results are
shocking:

•

I O per cent of Canadians

cannot understand the right dosage
from a medicine bottle.
• 13 per cent cannot decipher
from six road signs which one warns
of a traffic light ahead.
• 33 per cent cannot calculate
their change from a purchase.
• 11 per cent cannot sign their
names in the correct spot on a
Sl1cial Insurance Card.
• 6 per cent cannot circle the
expiry date on a driver's licence .
• 29 per cent cannot circle the

long distance charges on a telephone
bill.
• Between 15 and I 7 percent
cannot answer questions regarding
a meeting arranged. including date.
time, and people involved.
After concluding nearly half of
the five million illiterate people are
55 or more years of age. the group
discovered that illiteracy is higher
among men (53.5) than women
(46.5 ). The gap narrowed in the 35
to 44 year-old category. where the
literacy rate for women was 84 per
cent as opposed to 82 per cent for
men .
However. in the 18 to 24 yearold categol). 86 per cent of women
were found to be literate, while the
men trailed behind at 80 per cent.
Men were outscored on 40 of the
60 items on the survey. also taking
longer to complete it.
Not only were the percentages
of literate women higher. but the
study found that women lead more
literate lives. frequenting the library.
reading, and writing more often
than men.

job application s and understanding
bus and airline tickets.
The victims of illiteracy face
serious drawbacks in the process of
everyday life. such as reading a
simple restaurant menu or distinguishingfood labels in a supermarket.
tasks which may seem effortless to
the average person.
One of the major reasons for
illiteracy in Canada is a problem
with the education system. says the
report. Among Canadians who graduated from high school in the 1980s
the illiteracy rate is 13 per cent in
comparison to a 22 per cent rate
among high school dropouts.
When these figures are combined
with the estimated number of dropouts in 1986. a total of 64.000
.. schooled" illiterates is reached.
The number of people immigrating
into Canada in 1986 is estimated to
add 34,000 illiterates to the figures.
New educational programs provided b} the government are helping
some 80.000 illiterates overcome
this problem. e,·en though high school
dropout rates are high and programs
Men did score higher, however.
.sometimes underfunded or simply
on items concerning traffic signs. inadequate. It is estimated that
using the yellow pages. under.-tanding 13.000 people accept their illiterac~
nev.·spaper editorials. completing and learn to live with it each year. [J
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Ontario Student
Assistance
Program

1987-88
Apply now!

The deadline for subm1tt,ng
you• 1987 ·88 OSAP apphca·
t,on form 1s90 days before
the end of your school year
One OSAP application form
lets you apply for
• Ontario Study Grant
• Canada Student Loan
• Ontario Student Loal"

BUYANY SINGLE DIP CONE AND GET
THE SECOND SCOOP FREE!

551 Pelissier St
973-4977

If you have previously received an OSAP loan and
have not negotiated a ne.,..
loan this year. you should
contacl your F1nanc1al Aid
Adm,n,strator , bank. or lending
mst1tut1on to obtain the forms
that must be filed m order to
continue your interest-free
status

..

If you have already applied
to OSAP and wish to appeal
for add1t1ona1funds. you
should contact your F1nanc1a
Aid Admm,strator 1mmed1ately
For further mformat1on and
deadline dates tor an appea
contact your financial aid
office

Hon Gregory Sort>ara, M,n,s1er

Alan I( Adhng1on.DeputyM,n,ster

by John Gushue
Science and Technology Writer
Canadian University Press
The scene is bright. fresh and alive. Three
ultra-thin Madonna clones bounce along a
busy avenue. skipping to their favourite beat,
draped in their favourite fashions, and drinking their favourite drink. That's Diet Coke,
and they love it. You can tell by just looking at
then-.. This commercial is beamed daily into
millions of homes, and you can bet the
people there love Diet Coke too. More importantly, they love aspartame, the 'natural' sweetener that is turning the food industry upside
down.
The reasons why these would-be Madonnas love Diet Coke-and the approximately
70 other soft drinks , desserts, and calorieconscious foods in which aspartame is found-are obvious. When the non-nutritive saccharin
had been banned and then re-approved for
commercial use in the United States following
charges of being carcinogenic, America looked
tor something new to satisfy its sweet tooth.
Protests from dentists and health food advocates, as well as then-record-high prices,
were scaring consumers tram sugar , so a
new alternative was needed . Along came
aspartame, a non-cancerous nutritive that
had been known of for years, but never
approved by the powerful Food and Drug
Administration until 1981. And unlike saccharin, which leaves a metallic, bitter aftertaste, aspartame provides a pleasant. sweet
sensation.
For G.D. Searle and Co., the San Francisco
conglomerate that produces aspartame for
about 60 million consumers in Canada and
the U.S., the results are also pleasant and

"Wewant
aspartame
removed from store

shelves, put simply.
There are too many
outstanding Issues
that must be
'"'#------------------

resolved."

,sweet The company sold more than three
Ions of the sweetener in 1984, and company
,
profits from aspartame alone are predicted
1
_ ~soon to exceed $1 billion per year. People,
· ,, .1;especially children, young women, and dieters,
~
have taken the aspartame challenge, and
everyone seems to have won.
c::r12 1., Aspartame was approved for legal use in
the U.S. and Canada almost five years ago,
2 land since then has found a warm spot in
many hearts. Yet aspartame is not loved by

all of its users, and some critics say no one
should consume products containing the
additive until more test are done.
Rod Leonard, director of the Community
Nutrition Institute in Washington, D.C., says
there are too many unanswered questions
about aspartame's safety to re3t easy. Leonard
and the CNI are calling for a temporary
aspartame ban until independent studies
prove the additive is safe for public cons umption.
"We want aspartame removed from store
shelves, put simply. There are too many outstanding issues that must be resolved." he
said.

thenwhyaretherethesestudies?
Aspartame some serious epileptic. -attacks are related to
shouldn't be on the market until they are aspartame consum.pti©:n.Accordi"ng to Wurtcompleted," he said.
man, aspartame Jowers levels in the brain
The AMA decision was a re-evaluation of that guard against seizures, making the adoriginal studies that led to aspartame's ap- ditive a serious.crifik to ~JDeople vulnerable to
proval in the U.S. As is accepted practice, the seizures. Other re~rearclatrasshown rats given
original studies were conducted by the man- large doses of a:s1Da.ttam;iadevelopeduterine
ufacturer. Leonard said the AMA's findings polyps, or sma11rmon~.ernt:erous growths.
were inconclusive and relied too much on
Leonard saV-KlrB(mn~ople may know of
Searle for information. "I think the AMA was the potential d:@rl"c'1]ersi@1liasp-artame
once a
influenced by Searle-they went along with public forum SJ'.iit>bsmedill.y
Senator Howard
them all the way," he said.
Metzenbaum tseltrunmie.£.1.He also hopes
... T_h~AMA report did observe that .s.o~~ government opioion 1-o
lorrg on the side of
ind1v1duals may have an unusu~I sens1t1v1ty' Searle, may s0onsl1lilitlencean investigation
to aspartame. notably young children, preg- begins. "I think!thalW~Uertlhlarass Searle," h

decision as accountable and reasonable. sweet as sugar.
weight has far more to do with curtailing fat
" We have no doubt in our minds. based on
Aspartame critics say pregnant women than with curtailing sugar," and "obese people
thedatathatwehave ,thataspartameissafe ," should not take aspartame because it may are more likely to have a 'fat tooth' than a
he said. He also dismissed Leonard's obsweet one."
jections to marketing the product while it is affect the mental health of the fetus. As well,
In other words, while the sweet tooth is
·11
most expecting mother don't know of the
st1 being studied in laboratories.
fooled, the rest of the body, Including the
"S
hazards of aspartame and phenvlketonuria,
tudies on food additives are always
bloodstream, isn't The body automatically
going on. There'll be studies on aspartame or that one in sixty people carry a PKU gene looks for more food and may not lose any
for years to come." he said.
(two genes cause the disease).
weight at all, according to research by KatherLubin of the AM A said "I would be surprised
Aspartame research , though , does show ine Porikos of the Foothills Hospital in Calgary.
if evidence came to light that aspartame was an eight-can-a-day drinker like Pat Tobin is
A/though par,ticipants monitored in her
unsafe," he said.
not in danger-the limit for adults is about 12. 1979 study reduced their caloric intake when
.Consumer complaints and investigations The limit for small children though is m h sugar was unknowingly removed from their
aside, Searle ~ust also deal with a gro~ing less than that-four. And be;ause m~ny P~~- diet , they increased their intake of other
amounto.f media ~oncern. num~rous art1c!es ucts containing aspartame , includinq oum. substances. "They eat a bit more of everyin the print media, as well as 1nvest1gat1ve
.
·_. ·_
thing-starch , protein, and some carbohyreports on CBC's Sunday Morning and Market desserts, a~d softdnnks are marketed dire~tly drates ," she said. She said her short-term
Place, have prompted Searle's American and towards children , m~n~ may be far exceeding study yielded no positive proof that asartame
Canadian divisions to counter negative pub- the recommended limit of safety.
can help people lose weight.
!icily with a new multi-million dollar campaign.
Leonard says disastrous effects of asparMarsha Sharp, a Toronto dietician and
Using press briefings, advertising, and "infor- tame on young people might be found in
executive
director of the Canadian Dietetic
mation bureaus," Searle wants to diffuse years to come. Because the brain forms until
.Association,
says she has recommended
public tension about the sweetener. ( Besides about the age of six, high aspartame intake
..unsafe," "sweetener" is one word Searle couldbewreakinghavoconmanyyoungsters.
aspartame to clients in the past. "I'd recomrefuses to call aspartame, because of negamend it, and will do so again." She says the
"We don't know what the effects of long- prom 01·0
1 war b e tw een Sear Ie a nd the
tive impressions following the debates and
I na
each promo1 ·,ng
subsequent bans on saccharin and cyclam- term consumption of aspartame will be. In 40 battered s ugar I·nd u stry , w·11h
ates.)
years will there be conditions that we can adverse effects of the other. can confuse
Searle stresses aspartame does not cause trace back to aspartame?'' he says.
peop 1e. "Th e war b e t ween th e two ·s
1 11·ke a
PKU, can be used duriF1g pregnancy, and is
Searle and companies that use aspartame Pepsi and Coke war-it's like six of one and
fine for children, despite the AMA warnings. are required by law to advise consumers that half .a dozen of the other," she says.
It also says aspartame is a 'natural' product, pro.ducts contain the sweetener. However,
Porikos 1s cautious of both sides of the
containing aspartic acid and phenylalanine.
aspartame debate. "There's a lot 01 spectwo amino acids found in many proteinulation and hype,'' she says, although there
·ched foods. Searle literature heavily prois not enough information gathered on aspar-

While clinical studies have shown the .-----===
sweetener should not be used by some
groups, such as pregnant women and small
children , more and more aspartame users
are ending their love affair with the controversial sweetener.
When Pat Tobin , now a graduate student
at Carleton University in Ottawa , saw a new
fleet of diet soft drinks flood supermarkets in
1981 , she saw a new solution to her wight
problems.
··1 didn't look at it like a diet pill, but I
thought I could fill up onit- that there would
be no calories. " Tobin says. She took an
immediate liking to aspartame-sweetened
drinks, though soon found her fondness had
soured into what she now calls an addiction.
However, officials at the Denwood Institute
and the Addiction Research Centre, both of
Toronto, say there is no known evidence
supporting the theory that aspartame is addictive, and that caffeine may be responsible.
Tobin, a recovering alcoholic, disagrees.
"I have one soft drink, and then I want
another. I know a physical addiction when I
have one , and I'm addicted to Diet Coke.
Besides, I hate coffee, and I don't eat chocolate," says Tobin. She says she was drinking
about eight cans a day last fall, "depending
on how broke I was."
Tobin has other complaints about aspartame. Since giving up the sweetener in January , Tobin says her health t-1asimproved.
'' My sleeping habits cleared up immediately-I didn't have a night in years where I
didn't wake up at least six times. But it went
away just like that," she says.
"I also have a bettertasteforfoods,
I'm not
nearly as edgy or jumpy, and it's easier to
hold my train of thought"
Tobin said her experiences with aspartame
and recent studies on the sweetener indicate
the additive is not safe. "Someone told me
that aspartame changes the firing order of
neurons, and that scared the shit out of me. I
found I'd leave the last letter from a word nant woment, and people with phenylketomotes the "protein" connection, although as
when I was writing-it was regular enough to nuria, or PKU, a rare genetic disorder.
American writer Ellen Ruppel Shell says,
make me wonder," she says.
"Although use needs to be monitored for
"aspartame is far from a natural construct."
Leonard says most of Tobin's comPlaints PKU, the AMA conluded that there was no said.
Rod Leonard agrees. He says the prohave been found elsewhere many times be- evidence of danger to the general public,"
Aspartameunates:A8r, b0oming business motion campaign is "trying to make asparfore. "Dizziness is quite common, as well as said Harold Lubin of the AMA's Chicago in Canada, t.ti!rnl!gtt1Rhftt,~ral government
tame look like a natural product, like eggs,
very severe and continuing headaches that headquarters. But Leonard says the AMA has taken rtoliTii9'ilffl"6/irofdts own to study
milk, bananas. tt isn't. It's a chemical that
medication can't seem to 3ffect," he said.
investi9ation failed to review widespread corn- aspartame. IAStentll"ttw/Bealth and welfare doesn't occur in nature and that is produced
Leonard says the 18 studies currently plaints about the sweetener.
department eva11!3l:BMi:ttmai!3earle
investigation through only the most intense chemical mechinvest(gating ~spartame show the additive's
"The AMA is being very cavalier about a·11
approved by the6F,11a.@N,,Snd
approved use of anisms."
safe~ 1squest1?nable, alt~o~gh the respected of it. It's as if they're playing some sort of highAs well, foods such as eggs and milk
aspartame just sbeda'ys<afterit was approved
Amencan Medical Assoc1at1onapproved use -stake poker game," Leonard said.
contain many other types of amino acids,
by Washington.
of the sweetener last summer.
Richard Wurtman a researcher at the
John Salmi moon of tbe department's health and in far less concentrations. The chemical
"If you assume the AMA found no problem, Massachusetts lnstitufeofTechnoJogy, found protection branch'deferids the government's
makeup of aspartame makes it 180 times as

----· ·

•
.. - ---·

---

aqvertfsing and marketing promotions give
the impression that the aspartame marker is
an attraction, not a warning.
"What they're selling is a lifestyle," Tobin
says. "Those commercials are slick, slick,
slick. The advertising exploits several vulnerable groups-children,
young girls, the overweight. They're marketing it as a lifeline, and
it isn't."

tame to "show whether it would actually help
people."
"The lack of information is a crime," says
Tobin, who was not aware of most information
about aspartame until she had stopped consuming the additive. She says products bontaining the sweet~ner should be taken'frGm
the shelves until the sweetener is decl~red
safe by acceptable sources.

While Tobin was coping with sleep loss
Tobin says she feels bitter a~t
usirg
and dizzy spells, she also noticed no sig- aspartame in ignorance.
i! .
nificant weight reduction. According to an
'' I thought they wouldn't be selling it unl~ss
article Shell wrote in the Atlantic, "controlling it was safe," she said.
,n
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S.A.C. OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSING MANUAL
NOW AVAILABLE

CLUB SEMINAR

Available free of charge in the S.AC.
office. For further information contact
Neil Ouditt or Brendon Thomson.

On Monday, September 28,
S.AC. will present a seminar
for all clubs or prospective
clubs at one o'clock in the
Blue room adjacent to Ambassador Auditorium.
-discover what resources
are available for your
club.
-learn
the requirements
for ratification by S.AC.
- meet other club executives
and members of 5.AC.
For further information con-:
tact Chris McIntyre V.P. Communications in the S.AC. office.

WANTED

ARE YOU INTERESTEDIN A
FOREIGN SERVICECAREER?

This is the perfect reference guide
for all off-campus students. The Manual
lists
-the rights and obligations of
tenants and landlords.
-the dos and don'ts in looking
for housing.
-explanation of legal terms and
terms and much more.

· Two University of Windsor students to
work part-time as Entertainment Coordinators. Job duties to include booking
and promoting S.AC. events. Experience
not essential.

If you are interested in earning a few
extra bucks during the school year in
this highly visible and exciting position
with your student government, please
contact Peter Ostojic, acting S.A C. President, at 253-4232, est. 3905, or forward
your resume to the second floor University
Centre, at the S.AC. offices.

You are invited to a FREE
one hour lecture on the Foreign
Service Competition, where
you will learn
- how the competition
really works .
-what to expect in the
exam and interviews.
-what Foreign Service
officers do.
-how
Canada's only
Foreign Service prep.
seminar will help you
the competiton.
In the Moot Court, La.w
Building Monday, September
(

28, 8:30pm.
Sponsored by the Student
Administrative Council (S.AC.)

S.A.C.-WORKING FOR YOU
2nd Floor university Centre
253-6423. Ext. 3905/3906.

Troilus
andCressida:
notaboutGreeks
by Lovre Buj
"It's a nasty play to begin with, and then overdosing it .. "
were words passed from one urinator to another who was
hurryingly urging the matter to an end in the waning seconds
of intermission at the Avon theatre.
But you can't vulgarize a play that plays so insistently at
universalizing its own debauchery.
Troilus and Cressida, as designed by Debra Hanson and
directed according to David William's exuberances, is
intriguing and, in keeping with the choral proclamations of
20th-century critics, timely for this dissipated day of ours.
Stratford's Trojans are voluptuously and modly 'oriental'
in costume, while their Greek cousins are, for the most part.
whiling away the siege in western, "Green Beret'' wear.
It amounts to a treacherously revved-up spectacle which 1
don't object to in the least, cheerfully agreeing with A.P.
Rossiter, quoted in the program as saying the play should

You can'tvulgarizea olav that
olavsso insistentlyat
universalizing
its own
debaucherv.
either be dressed up in the modernism of 1600, or the
modernism ofourown century. but it "was never a play about
the ancient Greeks, and it should not look like one."
It is, as Goethe noted. Shakespeare's most "unfettered"
work, and certainly his most anti-humanistic one, for it
challenges us with an amoral sneer or, at best, a discontented
world-weary cynicism willing to gorge itself on the imagery of
depravity and debasement
Those great quips and conceits on appetite, digestion.
degeneration, and sexual filth are painfully, if comically,
rasped out by Edward Atienza, who plays Thersites as a
Godotish tramp beyond redemption. Pushed and pummeled,
kicked and cursed, his bitter but ineffectual fooling distils the
obscenity from la condition humaine and is here successfully
exploited as a vehicle centralizing the dis-ease viewers are
invited and, indeed, encouraged to feel.
The Thersitean fooling ( a pathology in its own right) and
pessimism can hardly be gauged adequately, for all we have
to set against it is an antithetically rational and civilized
extreme: the Ulyssean cant on order.
And with Nicholas Pennell's no-nonsense, clearly issued
sobrieties on the metaphysics of degree, the oppositional
theme takes on a life of correct military vehemence. But all
for nought; the war is fought about" a cuckold and a whore,"
and there's nothing but the winds ofNietzchean whims and
vanities blustering back and forth throughout it.
Even the replication of both Vietnam war-memorials,
presiding at the high rear-end of the stage with eerie and
shadowy significance under the play of lights, is a large-scale
throw-away gesture, a symbolically explicit but solemnly
void (and formally incongruent) appeal to the gods of war and
waste. Which, in turn, fixes our attention on the complex folly
of the whole situation and the bumbling and banality of the
Homeric participants.
Ron Hasting's Menelaus is such a pointless old man that

it's hard not to laugh at him and. immediately thereafter. defects to the Greeks. Thersites changes masters, Hector is
untrue to his own concept of reason. and, most offensively,
ignore and forget him.
Tandy Cronyn's Helen teases us out of thought with a Achilles murders defenceless Hector.
In fact, there's something disturbingly unresolvable about
lascivious sheen that can't possibly stimulate any troubled
reverie on the tragic meaning of profound beauty. Underdressed the whole Achilles-Patroclus show, working out of Achilles 's
and sleekly sexual as Cronyn is, this Helen should be as ( Stephen Russel) harem and fag-fest ( the term is meant to be
expendable and returnable as some of the grumbling Trojan unpejoratively perverse) party tent-a tent guarded by a
couple of impressive lugs who had either been Judas Priest
elders so contempuously insist
There's a scene where we see Helen and her illicit beau roadies and had run off with Ron Halford' s wardrobe, or were
(Henry Czemy is a deplorably self-assured Paris), and all the held-over from 1985's Measure for Measure.
In any case. Eric Coate· s Patroclus is finely muscled and
rest of their decadent Trojan entourage, lazing about and
loving in an episode that's all glitzy Las Vegas: our salacious softly sculpted, and does a good job playing waitress in
fair-haired Helen is wheeled in and emerges from a large checkered table-cloth and heels; and Russell is a coolly laidsilver egg, the cross-dressed lords and ladies get down to back bathrobe-wearing Achilles who gets to looking positively
dancing and the general business of sensual venality, and impressive when he finally shows up. all decked out in a
presiding over all of it is the tartish. queenly Pandarus, brilliant red uniform, to meet Hector's challenge. Hector. as
actualized by John Bourgeois, is ordinarily noble and
William Needles.
But these two form only a provisional centre. Their tragically non-descript. while Lucy Peacock's Cassandra is a
wa:Jing shade haunting palace passageways and trailing
romance is ultimately foreswom in a world of "ungracious
across
the stage with eyes wide and woeful for having seen too
clamours.·· They're crowded in by a gallery of laughable
buffoons and quarrelsome creeps-and that's just the lighter far into a dark future.
Troilus and Cressida is playing at the Stratford Festival
side of it All bonds "are slipp'd, dissolved, and loos'd.'.
through October 30.
Cressida is unfaithful. Paris betrays his brother Calchas

TroupeSfirsteffortpromisin~
but fla,wed
'N ight Mother
by Marsha Norman
directed Lynn Harris Ladd and
Phyllis Lewis
I reluctantly confess: the first
production of the Full Circle Theatre.
'Nigh1 Mother, was a disappointment.
Having read the play previous
to the performance, I knew what
kind of meaningful story-line the
actresses would be dealing with,
and I was anxious to see whether or
not they would project the depth of
the play without making the audience
drown in seriousness.
Maybe I anticipated a little too
much. The performance, although
entertaining at times, was dry and
uneven. But not on purpose, I assume. Perhaps the production's fail-

ings were due to the fact that the movingsubject The play is tempered
company had rehearsed for less with a few judicious touches of
humour that serve to lighten the
than a month before the performance. But judging from the infor- weight and severity of the drama.
Mary Lou Atkinson's portrayal
mation . provided in the program
of
Jessie
Cates (the daughter) was
about the professional careers of
lack-lustre
and slow-moving.Although
the members-two of whom headit
was
evident
she tried to exhibit
lined the production-the
actors
the traits of a depressed, suicidal
involved were thoroughly experienced. I would have ascribed it to woman who was tired of dealing
opening night jitters, had it in fact with her nagging problems-a
been opening night. Is there such a troubled son. a failed marriage, a
· lifelong history of epilepsy-she
thing as second night jitters?
The story highlights the conflict came across as simply tired, and at
between a mother and her daughter, times seemed unsure of her character.
She looked too old for the role. On
and examines the choices they·ve
the other hand, Kim Arnault. who
made throughout their lives, and
played the mother. looked too young.
the results of those choices. The
Arnau
It nevertheless showed a deep
focus of the play. however, is on the
understanding
of her character and
choice the daughter makes to end
the subtle humour which "Mama"
her life-in theory a very deep and

showed was well-paced and had a
quiet sympathy. Although the daughter role is greater in the script in
this production. the mother was the
stronger character. and dominated
most of the scenes.
Both characters were suitably
costumed, however. and this was a
definite aid when searching for a
more obvious physical identification
of the characters" personality. The
mother-decorated with tight sponge
rollers, slippers and tight. flourescent
pink housedress-was a complete
contrast to the daughter. who wore
a flannel shirt. heavy wool sweater
and her son· s pants. all in very dark
earth-tones.
The set was elaborate and very
"fussy" which at times almost hindered my giving full attention to the
characters. However, it provided a

charming filler when there appeared
a lull in the action-I could simply
scan all the knick-knacky items
covering the stage. But these items
also helped to support Thelma Cates'
character (Mama) as the entire
play takes place in her home: she
looked like the sort of woman
who might have a collection of
those tiny glass figurines you get
out of a tea bag box, all lined up on
a mantle for display.
Overalt, ifs a play that definitely
provides entertainmenL iflittle true
drama: but then, what really is true
drama anyhow? Gets a six out of
ten.
'Night Mother continues this
weekend with pe1formance Sept.
25-26. 8:00 p.m. at Walkerville
High School.
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CliveBarkera Svlatterpunk
virtuoso
Hell raiser
written and directed by Clive Barker
playing at the Capitol theatre

1

"I ha1·e seen the future of the horror
r:enre and his 11ame is Clive Barker."
- Stephen Ki11g
"... Clil'e Barker is the most original
ll'nter of horror fictio11 to hare appeared for
rears. a11din the best sense, the most deeply
shocki11g 11-riternoll' working in the field"
Ramsey Campbell
Three years ago in England. three volumes
of short stories were published under the
name of the Bookl of Blood . The author,
pre, 1ousl) unpublished playwright Clive Barker
S<Xlll won the World Fantasy Award and a
number ol film contracts. all the way receiving
praise from publicattons a~ diverse as Fangoria
and Women's Wear Daily. He's a Liverpudlian
and h~· looks a little like Mark Harmon. His
first novel Th<·Dam11arionGame. is available
at the Universil\ Bookstorc . His directorial
dcbut. llellraiser. is playing at the Capitol. A
few volumes of the Book~ofBloodcan be got
at Coles. He·s everywhere. but few people
know who he
or what's his deal
The stuff he writes is like nothing you've
ever read . and m a lot of cases. like nothing
,ou'd ever want to read. It's chock full or
c, erything graphic. visceral. and gross. In an
mtervie"' in Twilight Zone magazine. Barker
remarked: .. I don't just push the e.ore- I
push el'<'rythini:. When my stuff is bloodv.
it's ver) bloody: but when my stuff is sex~.
it's very sexy . When it's funny. it's very
ludicrous. I don't like half measures ...
He already has imitators (the magazines
call the Barkerian trend in horror 'the Splatter- gone, in a sense. undiscovered:
"He stood upn°f!htand something bmshed
punk revolution' in reference to the 'Cyberpunk'
his
hair. Redman felt a little rain of worms
trend in science fiction). The common denominators of all Splatterpunk fiction ( as distin- across his face and glanced up to see
He11esse1·.or what ll'as leji of him, still
guished from the old schools) are:
I.Merciless description. If you wn·te about suspended from the crossbeam of the pigit. You don't impy-by
way of the house. His.features were incomprehensible,
blackened to a droopi11g mush His bod\'
protagonist's reactions. or by metaphorwhat it is that is so terrifying. You describe it was ra![J?edfrv1a11·edoff at the hip, and his
innards hu11gfromthefoetid carr:ass.dangling
in concrete terms.
In the story .. Pig Blood Blues" ( Books of in wormy loops in front of Redman'sface."
Blood Volume /), the protagonist has this 2. Explicit sexual scenes. which are, for the
encounter with the corpse of a boy that hung most part. superfluous to the story. except as
himself in a pig-sty months before. and has character development. This is more the case

,s.

.
I
1

of Cronenberg's biggest points is that the
most terrifying things are not · evil entites · or
'monsters', but are, in fact, diseased human
beings. And the fact is. diseases are not good
or evil except with reference to people
-thev
are simply organisms trying to
survive in a hostile universe, as are we all.
Evil is scary, but disease is existentially
horrifying.
4. Con stant graphic violence and particularly
sadism. which. like the sex, is often superfluous,
except as character development for the
·sick' characters.
I should add that the American S'punks
(sto1T continued qnpa[!e I 7)

with Barker's stories than with The Damnation
Game ( in which there is only one sex scene),
so it remains to be seen whether Barker will
take the cue of the American Splatterpunks
(like collaborators John Skipp and Craig
Spector. whose novel The Cleanup is peppered
with sex) and lather his long fiction a little
more. His second novel. Wea~·eworld, is due
soon.
3. More emphasis on "healthy vs. diseased''
than "good vs. evil". This-by far the most
significant and daring departure from the
norm that the S'punks have taken-was
anticipated. I think. in the movies of David

PAZNER
New& Used
Materials Ltd.
Feat uring:

Reco nditioned
Fluo resce nt
Fixtures
SA L E
SteAI Desks

$49.95

10% Dlocount on all Reg.
Used Office
Furniture

priced merchand ise

Phone 253-9575
1250 Drouillard

COMING IN OCTOBER!

D~GMTS
WORD PROCESSING
CENTRE
"a new service of the university Centre"

Room 103 UC.

Call 253-4232,
est. 3230

I
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W.S.O.celebra~40th
The Windsor Symphony launched their fortieth season on
the weekend of the J 9th. To commemorate this milestone, I
felt that something a little different than a standard review
was in order.

Prologue·
Patience, my jaded muse. though matters call
Of greater moment; have you seen it all?
Seen Maestro Bennett. dry, precise, assured
Exhort his faulty forces with a word.
A gesture...( up the Grad us ad Pamassus
He urges them. and edifies the masses):
Or watched the wealthy peacocks proudly preen
Themselves with what they think is culture; seen
The ''core" musicians' able, ardent toil
By th'amateur periphery despoiled
O muse, I've sated ears, engorged eyes
And having seen it all I'm bored; thus I,
Instead of writing chaste and tepid prose
Heroic couplets. epic doggerel, chose.
For mandates critical one could do worse
Than to rehabilitate the Thill in verse.
"To sanctify one's faults is to create:"
So this inveterate versifier prates.

The first piece, Clairmont Pepin's Guemica:
Was grim. accomplished and unmemorable;
It served to show that Can-con laws are bull.

The second piece, Tchaikoi•sky's Concerto in D Major for

Violin, with soloist Corey Cerovsek:
Effusive panegyrics, eager praise,
Though well-deserved. would seem so out of place
Directed at young Corey Cerovsek,
This cheerful 15-year-old prodigy
Plays brilliantly. but unaffectedly:
No swoop or sway or slack-jawed ecstasy
EmbelJishes his virtuosity.
Although at times a tad perfunctory,
And lacking poise and power, no doubt he
Will gain with age the little that he lacks.

The third piPce. Franz Schubert's Symphony No. 7 (9) in C
Major, "The Great"
My fraudulently elevated tone
Requires a subject which its epic drone
ls suited to: and finds it in "The Great."
Schubert's homage a Beethowm. Inflated
From its pianistic origins
It is a piece whose ample length begins
To exhaust my patience ere it comes to end
A fine performance. though. and I commend
The orchestra and Maestro Bennett.

In conclusion:
The Windsor Symphony Orchestra played really good
To go to see them you definitely should
Because then you will get edified and all that.
And be able to impress your friends at the drop of a hat
- k. atkinson

Hellraiser
a blood-sodden
tourde force
(story continued from page 16)
tend to make their protagonists members of
some subculture or other. Almost all Skipp
and Spector's 'heroes' are rock musicians.
Barker is a very good writer generally.
His novel drags a little, but really moves at
points and is at least worth the price. I hope to
God he doesn't sell out for a greater share of
the market; that is, I hope he doesn't ·calm
down'.
Barker wrote and directed Hell raiser and
he did not calm down in the least. What the
film concerns itself with (superficially, anyway) are necrophilia and sad~masochism.

While this non-stop slugfest and special
make-up effects extravaganza will delight
the dolts who dig F angoria, there· s a hell of a
lot more to it than, as Barker puts it. "a
woman who wants to make love to something
from beyond the grave."
The plot involves a puzzle-box, purchased
in the Middle-East for a wad of of American $50
bills. which is actually a key to otherdimensional realm-in
particular, those
inhabited by five pug-ugly superbeings called
the Cenobites. The Cenobites, I think, were
human beings once, but by taking masochism
beyond the pale, they rose to new spheres.

and now they wanna torture everything that Coil was set to do the score. but then New
World Pictures decided to make the film a
breathes! Neato!
There·s a little sex, and a lot of violence. major release instead of a cult picture. so the}
Barker did a good job directing too. ( By the ~ere canned.
Personally, I think the movie kicks ass.
way of contrast, Stephen King·s directorial
foray, the pathetic Maximum Oi·erdrit•e. It's for select tastes though. and unless one is
was a turkey that King himself called ·a willingto look past the borderline pornography
( I really don't consider it pornographic in the
moron movie ').
Christopher Young's soundtrack is good least) to what Barker·s really e.etting at (see
and unobtrusive. except for the hilUl-f/x abo\e). one really will not like this film. But
resurrection scene, in which it is annoyingly this is a movie to be seen on big screens only.
triumphant (But then Barker has said: '"What so if one is curious. one should bloody well
would a Resurrection be withou1 a few see it soon (ha ha).
-La rry Deck
laughs?'"). Originally.the industrial rock group

THE ONLY SCARY THING
ABOUT THE LANCE
IS THE WAY wE LOOK
WEDNESDAY MORNINGS.

JOIN

At Granada, we're offering special student rates on a wide assortment
of top-quality home entertainment products. We'll give you our low 12-month
rate for a special 8-month term so you can enJoy a colour TV for as
little as $19.95 a month . Or rent a full-function VCR for $24.95 a month. And,
to top it off,pur in-home Granadacover service is yours at no extra charge.
Just clip this ad and take it to your nearest Granada Home Entertainment
Centre today for the complete p1crun:. But hurry, offer expires September 30th.
After all, if you don't have a TV, where will you do all your studying?
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WINDSOR'S
ONLY
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TANOOORI DINNER

$ 99

1/ 4 (htCken, Roosted in
a cloy oven for a truly
un,que taste. Dinner ,ndudes
bosmotie ro<e& green solad.
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Mailermakesa movie

Tough Guys Don't Dance
writtenand directed by Nonnan Mailer
"A giant death-orgy filled with
RESTAURANT
lots
of maniacs," says Norman Mailer
15S WYANDOTTEST. E. 253-2151
Fulty Ucensed
about his new film. Mailer is standing
before a highly receptive crowd of
about 1500 filmgoers who areeagerly
awaiting the North American premiere
of his controversial film Tough Guys
Don't Dance After explaining that
his film has completely polarized its
viewers, he starts to read excerpts
from his reviews, as much to his own
amusement as the audience's. "Brilliant.. Shameful... Exciting...Stupid... I
would not admit to anyone that I've
seen it"
The grand old man of American
literature, the man thousands (millions?) of people detest for his thickheaded chauvinism has clearly won
over this crowd .
.. And finally. my favourite, 'The
Devil made this film,' " he quotes.
With that, Mailer leaves the stage
and the curtain goes up on one of the
most bizarre films to come out of the
U.S. since Blue Velvet.
The comparison to Blue Velvet is
an apt one. Both films star Isabella
Rosselini as the tormented European
beauty, and once more, hilariously
ridiculous dialogue is served up in full
deadpan. 'Tm an actress, I did Xrated films. triple X. Now rm in realestate," says the main character.
The demonic Frank from Blue
Velvet would hardly get noticed in
I
this film-everyone
is evil, cruel.
i
and, most of all, tough.
The plot is hopelessly convoluted
and any attempts to follow it through
the many flashbacks and referenceby
point changes are more trouble than
PHYLLIS
it's worth. The film opens with Tun
(Ryan O'Neil) creeping around his
- PARAMOUNT STUDIOS house with a crowbar, stwnbling on
327 OUELLETTE A VE.
D>ugie (Lawrence Tierney) who happens to be his father. Dougie is as
WINDSOR, ONTARIO.
hard as a gun-butt and as rough as
· special student rates ·
broken glass. He is the epitome of the
. free 5 x 7 gift photo ·
film noir character. experienced, bitter
. no sitting charge ·
We also hove speciolty dinners, vegetarian dinrwm & more Indian Cuisine.

ROYAL
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HAIRSTUDIO

Offers 20°/o Off
ALL SERVICES

with your student card
3 months unlimited use of
TANNING BED $80.00
894 Campbell (at College) 255-9100

GRADUATION
I PORTRAITS

and philosophical. Tim explains that
he's just found two mutilated bodies
in his basement and he can't remember ifhe killed them. "It's been a bad
five days. D>ugie." What proceeds is
a series of flashbacks that do very
littleto unravel the plot. merely serving
to tangle it more.
Patty Lorraine ( Debra Sandlund)
is an oversexed redneck right out of
Mickey Spillane. She meets up with
Tim while spouse swapping. She
promises him that she will marry a
rich man, divorce him. and . then
marry Tim in order to help his writing
career. Sure enough she shows up
and marries Tim. But her previous
husband,the billionairebisexualWardly, also happens to have known Tim
since they were children. Wardly is a
sensitive southerner who wants to
traffic cocaine because he's bored.
When the bodies start piling up he
confesses in an overblown accent,
"Lonny is daid, Jeesicah is dismembered, Patty Lorraine is off on some
kand of toot and Alun about to go into
business with you two unspeakable
sleazos-and Alun exuberant"

. cap and gown available ·

Add a psychotic police chief.
several killers and drug traffickers
and there's an awful lot going on in
Helltown (honest) Massachussets.
Mailer has attempted to make a
film noir thriller/love story but he has
exaggerated everything to the point of
dark comedy. Certainly the film is
excessively violent, misogynist and
rife with dwnb dialogue-but it's
supposed to be!
The film's detractors seem to
have missed the joke. The chaotic
frenzy of the film is extremely entertaining if you don't try to take it too
seriously.
In the introduction Mailer spoke
about the production of his film
Producer Menahem Golan awoke at
4 am. and telephoned the executive
producer saying, "My God, I'm in
trouble. fve given five million dollars
to a crazy man."
I would have to say that Golan
was probably right

-An drew Epstein
Reprinted.from the Varsity, a student
11ewspaper at the University of
Toronto .

also passport photos and wedding coverage
Telephone: 2534833

for appointment

Evenings call. 253-8847

GOOD

EATS

THE NEW STUDENT GATHERING PLACE
World 's Greatest Texas Style Burger
(1 /2 lb of beef)
3.95 with fries and condiments
Only $2.95 with Student I. D.

DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY
7 NIGHTS A WEEK

TOP40 & MORE
Our restaurant and dance floor are open
'til 4am on Fridays and Saturdays
Mon-Thurs 9pm to 1 am (No cover, no minimum)
Fri-Sat 9pm-1 am $3.00 cover ($2 with I. D. card)
1 am-4am $5 cover ($3 with I.D. card)
Get your G. W. I. D. card for special V. I. P. treatment!

IPZ1
COME AND GET YOUR
SPECIAL V. I. P. CARD

Footballers
dominate
8th-ranked
York
by Michaela Edwards

Having the Lancers at the top of the
OUAA football standings is a strange thing.
Yet that is where the Lancer football team is
after their second win of the young seaso~
last Saturday. They stunned the CIAU 's 8th
ranked York Yeomen 33-2 , in front of a
capacity crowd of about 1450.
·
Rookie Mark McGugan got the nod for
starting quarterback. and did a credible job
running the offense.
Though McGugan had trouble completing
some of his tosses, making good on only 7 of
21 attempts , he was able to cash in on the
longer passe s. to many of his receivers. He
was also able to advance the ball himself.
rushing for43 yards to be an effective overall
threat.
.. It takes time for quarterbacks and receivers
to get used to each other. Ifs a matter of
timing." said head coach John Musselman.
accounting for McGugan·s passes.
··Passing is the toughestthingto accomplish,"
he continued .
Former Lancer coach Gino hacas. also
in attendance at the game. also saw much
potential in McGugan .
.. He really came on strong." Fracas said .
·· He is a great runner, he gets outside quickly.
He should cause a lot of problems in the
OUAA. "
Both teams started slowly. with the first
quarter ending 1-0 for York. after a single by
York's Alan Meyers.
A few minutes into the second quarter .
McGugan showed his quickness by carrying
the ball I 4 yards for Windsor's first touchdown
of the game . Graeme Flett added the convert
for the extra point. The point was Flett·s
166th as a Lancer. breaking the school
record. Windsor now led. 7-1.
Another Flett single with four minutes
left in the third quarter padded Windsor's
lead. 8-1.
Meanwhile. the Lancer defense continued
to stifle the York offense. as Benson Yip and
Jim Maybroda were both able to sack the
York quarterback for huge losses in the third.
Despite this. Windsor was only able to
boast an 8- 1 advantage with ten minutes left
It took a big pla, from rookie tight end
Jim Reddon to break the game wide open for

York player loses head amidst Lancer onslau[!ht

the Lancers.
Reddon was able to slip in behind a 20
yard McGugan pass, and he took it in for the
score. Flett added the convert. and suddenly
Windsor had a more comfortable 15-2 lead.
··we missed the play earlier.·· quarterback
Mark McGugan said ... We altered it a bit
and worked hard on it··
The Lancers continued to press the tired
York defense . and Flett added a field goal to
make the lead 18-2.
With just over two minutes remaining in
the contest. Lancer coach Musselman called
for a time out a move that seemed to anJ?er
the Yeomen coaching staff. They could be
heard screaming obscenities from across the
field.
The next play certainly couldn't have
helped their spints. as runnin!! back Chris
Porter capped a fine game by steamrolling58
yards over the York defense. for another
Lancer t()uchdown. The Flett convert wa<;
again good. and the Lancers were now
coasting. leading 25-2 .
•
··1t felt good. the great blockin!,!made 1t

easy,·· Porter said about his impressive run.
Yet another Lancer rookie got into the
scoring parade in the final minute. Running
back Andrew Rosstook the snap from McGugan
and ran 65 yards for the final touchdown of
the game.
.. Everybody has to do their part. and I
was just doing my job.·· said Ross about the
play.
The Lancers amassed477 yards ofolfense.
with 342 of them coming on the ground .
""Theoffensiveline was magic.·· Musselman
said.
However. he was a little concerned that
the Lancers did not widen their leaJ despite
clear!) dominating the game .
··we missed a lot of opportunities t0
score.·· he said.
But Musselman was very pleased with his
defense. which was quite effective throughout
the game .
""We were able to keep a potent York
offensc off the scoreboard. Thaf snot eas~ to
do: ·

Offensive leaders for the Lancers were
last week ·s Player of the week. Chris Porter.
who ran for 175 yards on only 19 carries.
Chuck Robson with 45 yards on 8 carries.
and Ross 43 yard~ on his one carry .
McGugan threw the ball for 135 yards.
65 in the hands of Rob Cecile. with Jose
Carvalho. Mark Williams. Chuck Robson.
and Reddon also catching passes.
Defensivel y. the Lancers were led by
Mike MacAulay. Dave Little. Greg Waters.
Dan Mooney. and John Carr.
The Lancers now begin their first real
test of the season. as they begin a long four
game road stretch with a Friday night game
against the Toronto Blues.
The Blues are sull reeling from a 75-7
shellacking at the hands of the defending
champion \Vestt•m Mustangs. and will he
lookin2 for revenge at the Lancers· expense.
·· J"m nervous about this team."' coach
Musselman said ... The~ h:ne good athletes.
with a lot of pride . We might be walkin11into a
hornets" nest.··

New attituderevitalizes
Lancersquad
by Michaela Edwards and Brian LeClair

Each year. when football teams take the
field after a disappointing season. it is often
promised that the next year will be better .
For the past few years. the sad story has
been the same for the Lancer football team.
Perhaps. this time that elusive 'next year'
has arrived. as the Lancer football team has
sprinted out of the blocks with their best start
in years.
This year, the Lancers were particularly
optimistic. with the arrival of successful
Guelph coach and Windsor alumnus John
Musselman. Then. after an intense and pr<>ductive trainingcamp, they proved the optimism
was justified.
With a 2-0 record including a second
game throttling of York, the Lancers appear
headed toward a winning season. and a
possible berth in the playoffs.
Just talking about playoffs is a good
indication of how far the team has come. The
last winning season for the Lancers was a 4-3
campaign in 1978. back when the Toronto
Blue Jays were losing JOObaseball games a
year. The following year, the Lancers played
their last playoff game. losing 31-17 after a 33 season.
Obviously. such a turnaround can not be
credited to just one source. Indeed, the
Lancers can find many reasons for the team's

tremendous success so far this year .
Much of the team· s success has been
attributed to a new attitude that has been
instilled in every player on the Lancer squad.
by Musselman and the coaching staff.
""We have a different attitude from the
new coach."" defensive captain Lloyd Dean
said.

!!Oto the administration and its hard work .
"We feel that because of our athletic
director Bob Boucher. the school"s behind us
more.

Offensively, this attitude has also helped
the team.

Another thing common to both Lancer
,·ictories \\ as that as they got stronger their
opponents wilted. This would seem to point
to better conditioning. as a result of the tough
training camp.
According to linebackercoach John Purcell.
the training camp .. developed a team morale
that has continued to grow. It also enabled
the coaching staff to get more work done.··
The new defensive system employed by
Musselman. a zone type defense which requires
the defense to guard areas rather than specific
people. has seemed to pay handsome dividends.
It fits in perfectly with the bodies on the
Lancer squad.

'"We're not relying on just one guy."
offensivecaptain Dan Mooney said ·· Everyone
participates. and backs each other up emotionally. As a whole. we're better than we are in
parts."

.. It (the system) is more suited to our
talent·· said defensive captain Dean. "'We 're
quicker. not bigger. Our gap defense strategy
is to get to an area before the other guy.
Because we· re quicker. we· re there."

'"The guysare more positivewith themselves.
and with the team as a whole.··
This feeling of togetherness can be seen
from the sideline. as former coach Gino
Fracas attests.
"This is a good squad ... Fracas said.
"They"re so positive and upbeat. The defense is quite solid ...

Defensive line coach Phil Hartigan agrees.
.. Ifs easy to coach great kids," Hartigan
says. "They make me look smarter than I
really am. Even the guys that aren't playing
pick up the spirit··
Hartigan feels some of the credit should

However. Dean saves most of his praise
for his new coach.
"He is a great motivator and an excellent
teacher." Dean says. "'He knows how to get
what he wants across to his players.
''You hate the running. but you do it

:uwway : ·
Dean also notes that the team has gamed
an extra year of experience. especiall} on
defence .
Coach Musselman feels that his team's
greatest assets are its quickness. tremendous
intensity and intelligence .
However. he will not allow himself to get
over-excited about his team at this early
juncture in the season.
··we·ve got to be careful with getting over
impressed with our accomplishments thus
far.·· he says.
··we have a long. long way to go."
Indeed the Lancers have yet to play a
game on the road. and the OUAA has given
them the unenviable task of playing four
straight games on the road. including a visit
to Western to play the defending champ
Mustangs. Western handed the Lancers the
worst loss of last season, and will be a tough
test especially on the road.
But it is easy to get caught up in the
excitement and as Fracas points out. the
Lancers are on a four game winning streak.
having closed out last season with a pair of
victories.
""We're playoff bound." Fracas says.
It remains to be seen, but the remaining
five regular season games promise to be full
of excitement, with Lancers fighting to the
bitter end in every one.
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Fightingthose
ach~ and pains
beforetheyhit
The decision to begin an exercise program
is clearly the first step in improving overall
mental and physical health. However, while
there are tremendous benefits to regular
participation in aerobic exercise, the aches
and pains that can follow workouts may be
enough to sideline you and dampen your
enthusiasm for activity. The key is to recognize
these problems and find adequate solutions
for them .
The "overuse" syndrome is one type of
problem arising in the musculoskeletal system
that can often be avoided ( or treated readily if
it does develop). It usually develops because
the body ha s not adapted to the exercise
stress that the individual is putting on it
This type of training error is common at
the beginning of an exercise program. Novice
runners and aerobics enthusiasts, for example,
often get carried away with the amount of
activity that they perform when starting out
A rigorous hour of these activities five days
per week, after months of doing nothing more
strenuous than walking to the store, come as
a great shock to the legs and back! Shin pain
(often called shin splints), kneecap pain and
muscle strains often arise. The exerciser has
done too much activity too soon.and the body
is telling them that
To avoid this problem, or if you are
beginnin~ to feel 'twinges' , take a look at your
exercise program. Add no more than five
minutes of vigourous activity to a 20 minute
workout per session per week when starting
o r restartin g an exercise regime. Gi ve yo ur
body time to adjust to all that pounding and
movement
Omitting a good warm -up and cool down
is another conunon training eJTOr.You should
prepare your body for a workout.

I

Fifteen to twenty minutes stretching and
exercise to gradually increase your heart rate,
coupled with good deep breathing, will go a long
way in helping you to avoid injury. You should
do a total body stretching program, with special
emphasis on the body parts used most in your
activity.
Next, begin your activity slowly, and gradually increase the pace to a level that stresses
your aerobic system Shortchanging these aspects of your workout often leads to development of foot, anlde, shin and knee problems.
After you have finishedyour activity, reverse
the order of your warmup for the 'cool down.'
Decrease you level of activity to allow your
heart rate and breathing to return to normal,
then stretch thoroughly, so that you never hit the
showers while you are still sweating.
If you have followed these suggestions, and
are still experiencing nagging aches. consider
seeking medical assessment and treatment of
your problems.
The Sports Therapy Clinic at the Human
Kinetics can provide an assessment of your
problem. suggestions for correction of the problem through modification of your exercise
program and additional rehabilitative exercise.
If necessary , it can administer treatment of the
cause and its symptoms. The aim of such a
consultation is to allow you to modify your
program and continue to exercise.
The Sports Therapy Clinic is open to the
entire Windsor community. as well as to
university students, for assessment of sports
injuries. Th e staff includes two physicians. a
physiotherapi st and an athletic therapi st
It is located on the ground floor of the
Human Kinetics building. and is open from 3 to
7 pm Monda y to Friday. For an appointment.
call 253-4232 (ext 2426) . .J

by Brian LeClair
Once again we have one of those situations
that points out all too clearly that professional
sports is becoming too much a business.
As you read this, the players of the
National Football League may be hitting the
picket lines instead of helpless scrawny quar terbacks .
Not again, you say . Well, afraid so , but
this time the issue is far more substantial the almighty dollar .
Taking a look at their counterparts on the
ballfield, the footballers have every right to
complain. Several players are drawing pay checks that would stagger even the most
cynical sports observer.
Following is a list of some of the biggest
stars of the major league ballfields and their
managers. Some of them are robbing their
respective franchises blind while others are
playing far below their worth. To solve this
week's puzzle, match up the player or manager
with his proper salary.

Gary Carter
Wade Boggs
Cal Ripken
Eric Davis
George Bell
Jose Uribe
Mark McGwire
Tom Trebelhom
Sparky Anderson
Bo Jackson
Pedro Guerrero
Mike Scott
Pete Rose
Don Mattingly
Fernando Val enzuela
Lou Whitaker
Matt N okes
Mitch Webst er
Tom LaSorda
Mike Schmidt
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Wanted: Port-time typists $1.00
area Please
leave name etc. and hours available to work at SAC office.

I page in high llciume

SAC 253+1123 (ext 3906

u of W)

PREGNANT

AND NEED HELP?

Call. ..

.

UOSljOef 08
UOSJ3PUVAljJeds

000'00 £$

Apply at the Awards Office for
Ontario Work Study Programs or
for further info . contact the SAC
office .

\
.'~

$420,000
$1,975,000
$666,667
$100,000
$275,000
$1,925,571
$333,000
$1,175,000
$1,600,000
$68,000
$750,000
$1,350,000
$2,217.333
$210,000
$300,000
$1.520,000
$500,000
$1.850,000
$195,000
$62 ,500

ANSWERS

Ale You On OSAP?
Need A Job?

l

SALARY

PLAYER

wo413q.1J.1wo.1
3l!MDOW ljJew
oqµ[l 3SOf

!I~ ;iiJo;i9
S!AeQ O!J:J
"lf U:lljd!'t{ {e:)

saaog.1peM
1;11.rn:::>AJeD

WATERBED FOR SALEqueen size. gOOd

condition Complete with bookshe~ mat
tressliner. hooter and cops Twoyeorsold
S250 or best otter <~011
250 3621
VOLUNTEERS needed
ot
t ,., SP.xuolAssault ns1sCentre Tro1n1ng
sessions beq1n this month If interested
p1eose coll 253-3100
ADDITIONAL

HELP: Reg Nurse Adm1n & Accountant
husbands well estob11Shedo nx10uS1v
seek·
,ng to adop t ,ntont Please coll Judith
(416) 782·2557
I WANT TO PARTY? Wont to meet

new

fnends?G<eot otmosphereot MacDona ld
Holl tor d iscount rote at residence coll
Pot 01 Tim or 252 1396

THELANCl:'S1987·88l1tec-orySupplemen
t
L ovuegle ,s accepting sub m 1ss1ons for
ooem~ShOrlst~ phol og10ohs a nd drawings L,terorv selectio ns should be typed
and dropped off ot the Lance (2nd floor
Univ Centre) Deadline for subm1sS1ons
1s
October 15th

Sartbrim,t
at

252-3322

OR VISIT OUR OFFICE
AT 549 KILDARE RD.

DEAR BRIT! I hate 11here .ove me

I NEEDmybuttocksrubbtng rmpresumng
tha t vauore mo re thon slightly interested I
P!eosecollonmeat myoddres& I purposely
m1:;-spe1tadd ressto insure contide ntJOhty
Cop to,n Crunch
SINGER/RHYTHM g u,to r playe r starting
professional roc k bond Need dedica ted
and ene rgehc mus1c1ons to do mostly
60"s music Coll 977 6087 and ask for
Dove
MODELS REQUIRED tor pa rHt rne ph oto
, assignments No e xpe nence necessary
Local o r travel Reply to lvlodels Unlimit ed.
Box20 1 Windsor. N9A6K1

We Prov,d~ Free Pregnancy
Tes ts· Med ,ca Referrals.

Comm u nity Re fe rrals
Accommodatio n s and
Lega l Adv ,ce

PHI SIGMA SIGMA Soronty 1nv1tes oil
•ntere5ted vnrnen to attend on infoonot10n
nigt--1 and wine and cheese Thursday
Sept 24th at 7-00 pm rn th e Della Cr-1
Frotern ,1v House 408 Indian If interested
mee t ,n the Student Cen tre ot 7 00 or go
to th e hduse

I
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CAMPUS REC
by Mr. Jim Weese

1

The campus recreation program offers a diverse schedule
of competitive and recreational activities designed to meet
the needs of the students, staff, faculty and alumni of the
University of Windsor. To accomplish this goal, a program of
individual and team sports, special events, leagues, fitness
programs, aquatics programs, dance programs, and sports
clubs have been developed A highly qualified and enthusiastic
staff have been recruited to provide skilled leadership for these
programs. You can rest assured that your involvement with the
campus recreation program will be a rewarding and enjoyable
experience.
The program is presented under "Something for Everyone"
theme, which reflects our commitment to provide a quality
recreation program that everyone can enjoy regaroless of
previous playing experience and/ or ability. A blend of active and
passive recreational activities are offered, with an aim to satisfy
all recreational interests. A brief description of some of the key
components of the program is provided below.
Men's and Women's Competitive and Recreational Leagues
This segment of the program offers participants the opportunity to take part in a variety of activities. Leagues are
usually six weeks in duration, followed by a playoff system.
Participants are given the opportunity of registering in teams or
individually.
Within most team sports, there are two levels of competition.
These levels have been developed to ensure that every participant is given the opportunity to choose the level of competition best suited to his/her interest level and/ or playingability.
The competitive" A" leagues offerhigh-calibre competition
within a highly structured league. The skilldemands for the "A"
league are higher and this league provides the challenge that
many campus recreation participants enjoy in a program.
Followingleague play, a playoffstructure involvingonly the·· A"
league participants concludes the season.
The recreation "B" league offers participants the opJX)rtunity
to participate within an environmentwhere the skill demands are
not as high. The recreational "B'' leagues are also highly
structured and use a playoff system involvingonly "B" league
participants.
Ice hockey, volleyball,ballhockey, basketball and lobballare
only a few of the leagues offered by the campus recreation
program.
Co-Educational Leagues
Are you interested in meeting new people within a fun and
socially oriented recreation program? If you are inclined to
answer yes to this question, the co-educational leagues
offered by the campus recreation P.rogram provide an excellent opportunity for you.
The popularity of co-educational activities has been skyrocketingon university campuses across North America and we
are pleased to reJX)rtthat the University of Windsor is no
exception. Activities such as co--ed volleyball. co-ed lnnertube
water JX)lo,and co--ed lobball are only a few of the numerous
programs offered.

Individual Activities
Forming part of the list which makes up the individualized
segment of the program are activities such as tennis, racquetball.
bowling and badminton.
One objectiveof the campus recreation program is to develop
and refme the recreational skills and interests of the participants
involvedin these activites which are typically referred to as "lifl}time activites".
Special Events
The special events component of the program is also very
JX)pular.It allows the participant high intensity and enjoyment
without the commitment of an extended schedule. These unique
events may last anywhere from one hour to one day in duration
and include a wide range in activities.
The campus recreation ski trip, turkey trot, and one day
tournaments, Casino Night, Super Couples Competition, and
the Channel Swim are examples of the unique activities offered
in this area
Sports Clubs
The campus recreation sports club's programoffers students,

staff and faculty the opportunity to devote more time to a
preferred SJX)rtor activity. Recognized sports clubs will have
more than ten active members and will be fullydocumented with
the Campus Recreation Office as a bonified University of
Windsor SJX)rtsclub.
In addition, a club representative will also sit on the Campus
Recreation Sports Club Council. The clubs are self-governed
and operate out of the St Denis Athletic and Community Centre
at the University of Windsor. The clubs provide instruction.,
some scaled competition and social fellowship for interested
members.
The University of Windsor sports clubs presently in operation include the Dance Club, Karate Club, Judo Club, the
Tal}-Kwon Do Club. and the Basketball Club. Plans to increase
the number of sports clubs on the Universityof Windsor Campus
include the formulationof a Rowing Club, Jogging Club. Curling
Club and Cycling Club.
Individuals interested in forminga club not mentioned above.
are encouraged to contact the Campus Recreation Office at the
University of Windsor for details. As mentioned, it is our
intention to make the sports club program an attractive recreational alternative for the students, staff and faculty of the
University.
Aquatics Programs
Are you lookingto acquire Red Cross Certificationor are you
interested in developingor refutingyour present swimmingskills?
Would you like to acquire these skills at a modem facility with
quality instruction? If you can answer yes to any of these
questions, the campus recreation aquatics program offers an
activity designed for you.
Red Cross Swimming lessons are offered each Saturday
morningduringthe academic term. while the Adult learn to swim
programs. scuba instruction, and stroke improvementclasses are
offered during the week. These programs are designed to provide
high quality instruction within an environment suited to social
affiliation and fun. It is our hope that you will consider the

aquatics program at the University of Windsor for all of your
swimming program interests.
Fitness Programs
The popularity of fitness and the increased attention devoted
to a healthy lifestyle is reflected in the multitude of fitness
programs offered by the campus recreation program. These
programs are very popular with our participants. There is every
indication that they will remain popular in the years ahead We
are continually monitoring the latest developments in fitness
programming and offering these programs to our participants.
Highly qualified instructors, who share an enthusiasm for the
area provide their expertise to the program. Within the campus
recreation fitness program, it is possible to improveyour current
fitness level and enjoy the experience immensely.
Dance Program
Do you have two left feet or would you like to polish up on
your existing dance steps? If so, the campus recreation program
is one which you should consider for all of your dancing needs.
Be it jazz, or ballroom, the campus recreation program has a
class designed specifically for you.
The ballroom dance program is particularly popular with our
sludenl group. lbis program is designed to teach you the
fundamental skills required to "float across the dance floor''.
Job Opportunities
The campus recreation program is always looking for
energetic students to assist in the administration and delivery of
the campus recreation program. OpJX>rtunitiesas program
supervisors,sJX)rtmanagers, officials,and/or officeassistants are
available. Flexible hours and competitive wages make campus
recreation an attractive employment opportunity for students
attending the University of Windsor. If interested.,please contact
the Campus Recreation Office as soon as you arrive on campus.
Based on our experience, we firmly believe that the campus
recreation program is a key ingredientin the recipe for happy and
healthy university experience. It provides a wide selection of
recreational acfr,ities from which to choose. The diverse
program areas have been carefully planned and developed to
allow students to get the most out of their university years
begirmingwith the first year on campus.
We look forward to seeing you on our campus next year as a
participant in the campus recreation program. It will provide you
with the optimal opJX)rtunities for fun. fitness and social
affiliation.Your decision to get involved with our program as a
parLcipantand/or employee wil provide you with an experience
you'll treasure now and remember in the years ahead. D
Be Selfish- Think About Your Health!
Look for us- Campus Recreation- when you visit
Health Fair on September 30 and October I in the University
Centre.
Tennis Tournament
Tennis anyone '! Campus Recreation will be holding a
tennis tournament on Sunday September 27, J 987 at the
HK courts from 10:00 am to 3:00 pm. Registration is at the
Campus Ree office. Deadline is September 25. There will be
men's and women's singles, doubles and mixed doubles
offered.

. This Week at Vanier
BRUNCH

SUPPER

10:30 · 1:30

4'.30 - 6:30

---$ocialScienceSociety

l

1
I
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Saturday

SUNDAY

Cream ot Tomato Soup
Bacon & Cheese Burger
Hot Entre
Beef Noodle Soup
Chtli Con Corne
Grilled Cheese sandwich

LUNCH
11:00 - 130

Roost Chicken
Beef Stew
Baked Hom
Veal Piccolo
Penne

Spit! Pea Soup
Chicken Noodle Soup
Tomoto Rice Soup
BBQ Beef on Bun
Quiche Lorraine

TUESDAY

Potato Bacon Cho wder Soup
southern Vegetable Soup
U.S Senate Bean Soup
SloppyJoes
Chicken Nuggets

Soft Beef Tocos
southern Frted Chicken
Cabbage Rolls

Cream of Chicken SOup
Pork & Cabbage Soup
Cream of Broccoli SOup
Oktoberfest Sausage
Spanish Salisbury

Breaded Pork Cutlet
Turkey Pot Pie
Chlm ich ongos

Conodlon Cheese Soup
Beef Gorden Vegetable Soup
Cream of Mushroom Soup
Philadelphia Style Sandwich
Turkey a lo King

Beef Fried Rice/egg rolls
Honey Garlic Spareribs
Losogno

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Boston Clam Chowder
Hom & Vegetable Soup
Cream ot Chicken soup
Hom & Cheese Hot Wrap
Monlcottt

DON'T FORGETABOUT
the

Baked Sole
Hip of Beef
Macaroni & Cheese

SOCIAL SCIENCE FACULTY
CLUB BASH '87
sponsored
September

Meatloaf
Battered Diced Pork
Sweet& Sour

l

I

l

1

SUPPER
4 :30 - 6:30

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

j

by Labotts

25th, 8:00pm Ambassador Auditorium
Music Provided by TUNES

Admission: $2.00-members
$3.00-nonmembers
Memberships available at door .

Sponsored by.
Can adian Studies- Paul Brisbois
Criminology Club-Dominic
Braghaglia
Economics Club-Mike Robinet
Geography Club-Steve
Gregetz
History Club-Tilde Tukara

International Relation Society- Martino Stvan
Liberal Club- Paula Grosso
N.D.P. Club-Gory
O'Donald
Public Administration Club-Mike Gertsakis
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ANNOUNCING
These special PACE CHANGERS at The Grand Marketplace next
week:
Thursday, October 1 st
Wednesday September 30th

YOGURT BAR
.

SALAD BAR EXTRAVAGANZA
•
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Each bottlegets one step closerto the perfectCanadian. Can you put them in the correct sequence?
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SOUNDING OFF
Overage. Unproven. Oveiweight
These are a few of Harold's
favourite things.
The Harold in question is, of
course, the Toronto Maple Leafs
Old Fart. owner Harold Ballard.

SCOTT PATTISON
been the lack of experience on their
own blue line.
Thirdly, why did the Leafs give
up a proven 50-goal scorer in Rick
Vaive, for a proven 30 goal scorer
like Secord? Any avid hockey fan
who has followed the Black Hawks
in recent years might argue that the
only reason that Secord pops in 30
or more goals a year is due to in part
to his line mate--Denis Savard. I
don't think you can honestly make
the same assumption about Vaive,

After finishing a disappointing
third in the Norris Division and
eventually bowing to the Detroit
Red Wings in seven tough games,
good old Harry decided it was time
to clean house.
And clean house he did, in a
bizarre trade with the Chicago Black
Hawks.
Off to the Windy City went high
scoring right winger Rick Vaive.
~d proven speedster Steve Thomas,
alo 1g with stay at home defenseman
Bob McGill.

smooth, but they made the fans
forget just how bad the trade really
was.
But now Maple Leaf fans have
entered a new era, into the legacy of
futility. Now, there is no doubt in
mind that Secord will help the

-

Leafs. and Olchyk just might tum
into a solid forward in a couple of
years, but long gone are the days of
last minute blasts from the right
face off circle that only Vaive could
provide.
Thomas could tum into a star, if
he learns to pass the puck, and
McGiJI, well, he should fit right
into the hostile confines of the old
Chicago stadium down by Lake
Michigan.
But what will nevernuture itself
into stardom is the front ollice of
the Leafs. as least not as long as
good old Harry and his senility
continue to steer the ship.

In return. Dirty Harry received
overager Al Secord, and unproven
Olympian. I d Glchyk.
Now. when I first heard of this
one way shuttle to Chicago. via
Maple Leaf Gardens, the first thought
which entered my sport-aholic subconscious was the advantages of
this unreal trade for the Detroit Red
Wmgs' organization.

Vaive's only mistake as a Leaf
was trying to show leadership through
his captaincy, like Darryl Sittler.
However, like Sittler, they took his
captaincy away from him as well.
When all else fails. they say,
yo.i tire the coach. But when coaches
become difficult to find, the good
players usually take the load, along
with their pride, and their suitcases.

After all. we all know this journalist's philosophy of professional
hockey: "The Cup stops here."
Unb iased, to say the least
When further analyzing this deal,
many things come to mind, all of
which make no sense.

hockey fans.
When Rick Vaive and Bill Derlago
came over to Toronto from the
Vancouver Canuck organization,
the Leafs were attempting to fiJI the
skates of Lanny Mc D onald and his
fantastic scoring abilities. That is
just what Vaive provided.
N ot on ly did Vaive and Derlago
make the transition from the proud
Darryl Sittler/McDonald days more

First of all. the Leafs are definitely
not a club with great depth, so I do
not understand throwing a third
player into the deal and receiving
on ly two in return .
Secondly, the third player involved
was a defenceman (Mc Gill ), an d
everybody knows that the Le afs'
major problem of recent years has

HELPWANTED
Wanted student to earn
extra money and travel FREE
this winter .
Call George or Doriean at
470-2020 or toll free at
1-800-268-9833 .
PROTO TOURS TORONTO

Wf\£N

YOUNEED

J\.tOR.E.
THAN AN

APPLETO PLEASE

TI\E T~ACJ-\£R.

Well, unfortunately for Leaf
fans, they will get to see Vaive and
his two friends more often than they
would like, with eight painful intradivision games scheduled against
thei r new team, the Chicago Blac k
H awks. Black H awks coach Bob
Pulford must still be laughing about
this.
Pulford pic ked your pockets,
Leaf fans!

STATS
Football
OUAALeague

Western
Windsor
Laurier
-;uelph
Yori<
Toronto
McMaster
Waterloo

w

L

2
2
1
1
1
1
0
0

0
0
1
1
1
1
2
2

F

p

A

4

98 16
57 21
52 23
64 53
35 57
35 89
38 64
14 71

All yp ur typing nee ds!
Agreements. announcemen ts. bulletins.
catalogues, dis::,ertions, es says, fly ers,
labels, letters and me mos, mail merges,
manuscr ipts. menus, resumes. small business bookkeeping, theses, transcription.
We offer - disc storage capab1l 1ty, efficient service (fast turnaround time), highest
quality laser printing at affordable prices.
pick up and delivery service . free consultations. student and faculty rates

4

2
2
2
2
0
0

Lasr week's Results:
Western 75, Toronto 7
Wind so r 33, York 2
Guelph 40, McMaste r 20
Launer 43. Water loo 0

Lancer's Summa ry
Lancers 33. Yeomen 2
York
I O O I - 2
Windsor O 7 I 25- 33

734-1400 (Mana)
736- 7669 (Sherry)

York Windsor
First Downs
12
19
Rushe&-yards 24-90 36-342
Passing-yards 116
135
Att-Com-ln t
19:9_1 21-7-1
Socks by
0-0
2-18
Punts-Ave.
9-41.6 7-38.7
Fumble&-Lost
2-2
0-0
Penalties-yards 6- 70 9-90

This week's games:
Windso r at Toronto
Laurier at Guelph
McMaster at Waterloo
Western at Yori<

Word Creations.
1675 Bouffard Rd.

SPORTS BAR & GRILL

GRANDOPENINGPARTY
Includes : choice of potato
FOR THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER

SUNDAY
BRUNCH
A v as t array of salads . soup s,
cheeses.
breads.
meats , fruits,
fresh salmon and over a dozen hot
item s to c hoose from . Carved
b ee f . ham or turkey pastries, desse rt s and more!
1 95
8
ALLYOU
CARE

TOEAT

AOULTS

BRINGINA
TICKETsrua

FRO
MAMAJ
OR
SPORTINGEl/ENT
ANOENTE
RA
ORAWTOWIN
A
PAIROFuo~s
CHIEFS
TICl(ETS

L .J
THAM(SGtVI
NGDAY
'HURS NOV 26
DET~OIT
UONS VS
k [ CHIU~

$40.00,.,,eru1
Brt akt:isl here 10a M

l<e•1•!'1Busam:!
Relre$hmt11ts

s31s CHILDREN

(S-12 yrs .)
unct.r 5 yrs . FREE

119 Chatham St. W ., Windsor
PHONE: 253-3511 for reservations
Dancing: Wed.-Sat. 9:30-clo&e

FRIDAY, SEPT . 25th at 5:00 p.m.
• Popcorn• Peenut9 • Hot Doge • Aefreahmenta
• 8 Satellite TV'•
•Dart,• Backgammon• Hockey• Trivia
• Team SpoMOf'thipa

_,_i_:_l__:_I_'_
t__I__
' _1_-~-c-:·~1:_-_1_~:=1_:_-1_-~::_1- :_J~~---:~1::_.-._-I_-_-_-

TtitAT~t
7:00
fXCAl lffl 1R
(1981 U.S.A.) "R"
Director John Boorman 140mm,
and the
of the L,~c

G.J,

9:30

October

07:00
HOLLYWOOD SHUHU(1987 lJ.S .A.) "AA'"
l>irector Rohen l own,cnd X2 min, t n)!h,h Rol"-crl1 mAn~nd do~.·,1u,1,,h4,Ut\'\1,.•n.1h1n~in 1h1, lu\, h11Jc.,.•1
I n)!:h,h rh1.•,1c•n 1,1 I'\ n~ ,\ohu ·r \.krhn. l thl.'f Pl'mJr;1~,m.lhc Hnh <,r;ul corned} linanced enlircl~ h~ crcdn

,J'M-'lac..·ubr lilm ahmt

7:00
84 CHARRING CROSS ROAD
(1987 ' U.S.A.) "F'
Director Da\id Jone, 'IY m,ns. E:n~li,h With Anne Ban.;rnlt. Am~,n.., •h,pk1n, . :\nc\lr;!,,rd1nan
that bcian ,n a lmlc book,tore a, X4 Charnn~ l ""' Road ,
·
'

EAS Y Rll)fR

11969 U.S.A.J ·· R'"

n,,..~,or

1

MY BEAUTIFUL LAUNORETI E
(1985 Brilain) " R1),rcctor Ste,cn ~rear, '10 mm, I nµl"h
A fresh. pcrccpuvc. funny and ,cxual drnma ahou1 an .tmhllhllJ'

1hc

P}l."'""'

\tllJlh

111l,m(lt111.

1.:,1011..·
t,l,:1.·1h"•'111 •• "•ttinn

h,

1h1,: ll•rn·111r,11 Pih.).. l 'l'

9:30
HARDER THEY COME
(1973 Jamaican) ·· R"
Director- Pe~· Hcn,cll 95 mm, .._.ngh,h.With J1mm, ('hff A f'""'r Jama1...·,1n\'nuth ~1..·,,m~, a ,u~i.:.:" "uh
short heed
1•'11'11 Lt'OU

.....:

~

~

~

E
(I)

j
•
~
•
~

UrwestrtCktdodr'nlssten PorentsoreOOV'lsecl

,O(~~)

thOt sut>,ectmone, may be mature
F (Fomfty) Unrestnct&dOdm,s.sion Subject mott&r
P,og,omct,ong ..

l$

suitable ro, oU

Attnougl'lweaoourbesttoensurethotf11msoreshownosscheduled
"om hme to hme euc:umstonees beyOnd ov, control con arise
fhe,efore we must reserve the nght to otte, ~l'le program w,tnovt

,-----.-

nohce

~

25~.0051 fOf doOy program 1nrormot1on

W•ili•, fqr Tht Mo,qn
•· A rat.hr, JrliJhlfol lrnt
about aJel\lV\ •nd • \&lfM Tl't JC'l\11,1,"
Gtnrudt Sce1nl L,tda 8•sst111 •1'd Vltuf'ltlOI be ~m,.ndedtl"ICNJJ,hcl ,1 Thr
~,l'lt 1\ AJKt 8 Totlull.il'ld• Hunc11ndscwneuffl<"t\httanbttt-Mll'l<kdt+-1
much n.w,,.toflW1kkr ,aid S.t1n •&)1"e U-tuu~. ,I.W'dtdb\ tht J(&lt,n
Ake Stein ,11d I n,s,< " • mk ,~ • r\M Sht al,o cnol\Cd the term li1,1
,cn.tr•t"1n
M'ld tl'lttnau'lt'd tht ,h11dru nl 1t111 ,,ner•uoo.
u1.;h1d1n,
httnu'lii.••t •l'ld hu,:,tn.ld. at htt Rut dt HeuN1 1p•i,mcn1 ,n P•n, "'"'''
i•t b'; w~ne bi.le
tdn,n, Gtnt\ldt s m.anu.scnpu.. wnd.tn.ii. "" ht,
oookbooi\. m<WeOfk-\, ~ntt-nt totost 1nCitnn,ck's sh.ado,,. · Wa.it.rtii.h w
~ Moon ,tides~
~•ndot f006-h~red
«suit. ti "'''"' 11'411,\
and r0m.r1t1oclllyld)'ll,c u (lint" olthe Sl.lfflmcrd1ys Ahct and ~nl\l<k "~'"
as 1.ht1t kntly t<N.lnll) ~K'
,n tht soud'I of Franct ~'
fou1J11u1J
q-.ianellt<I &.iltJticy
llw l,o\t<I hcnNally. W quamh •ert fe>rJt>tltnThclo•t nc•er ..,4 The iWO -.CtnUC·\ 1nh.abt1th( patU Wldl I Wrtnt,l, 11(,pmt
t.ha1m•kei you bthc"C' that,(U..s ,s ftOt \htw•y 11was. ,t's the 1u\ ,, ~""""

''°"

r1t11"-

.t

9:3~-Prlck

Up Your £ors "II''

12:00 n1idnight
PURPI f RAIN
(1984 l S.A.I .. AA''
r>irector All,cn Ma~noli
W11h Pnnce. Apoll<>nia. Clarence
Wilham,. 111

,,,u,

By Law

9:30-Myleoutlful

p1 ,,,,n

-.

"R"

"AA"

Laundrette

ll:00 midnight
H EAVY MF.TAL .
(1981 l!.S.A.) "R"
Animated '>O mm, r.nth~h Rcl('k
and roll meet, the c-anoom, m tht\
wild .. and ,cry adulL animated film
reatunn)! lhe mu.,1cc~ Stc\'1e Nick.,.
Samm} Ha~ar. Don l'elder and
many more'

I.,,,

7:00-Kongoroo
9:30-H<lfder

hu r.,.·~otl'
r1.'~c•rJ.
hu1 nn,i... h,, 1,1m\'...,

"AA"

They Come "R''

12:00 midrti~ht
LIT TU '.SHOP 01' HORRORS
( 1986 l Ui.A.) .. ,\A" 1 •
I >irc.\r ·1-rani.
<>,<l(J min<· t nl(l1"1
A dd1~htlul otlhc.·at mu..,.calaht,ut
.:1 llrn,-.cr ,tore dcrk v. ho,l· life
cJramau\."all,1mprt•\.e, thank, \t'I a
,tran~t.·..:am1\ortM."pf~nt that wan1'
the taH'IUrreturned

KO.

1t, ("h•n111 (·ni,., Rciad. "a trut 110f'\ , lin,11ii.h1P!J t'lt',:..nth ,~~IJ,II &
iTmarhMC' lnc:l'ldsh.pdt,tlopt,d 11tnl!J$h.;.-lfft,,>ll!'ldtn..t
HelC'l'IC'
lbnll v.1,
• \oul'lf. wnter ""hn IMcd ~'Ii.)
1Jn1Nt 10 atlotd fu'lit tJ11t11n, htr htkW\('1.1
daUKS. sht an"'•et"fd an ad,cn1\C11'1(n1'" The \11urd ,h Rt\•<""' ,,t
pfac-t<I~ M•r\, & ( 11 Ant>quanan 8,:11,htllot'h i,,:,t Chant1•·
(-,nn R.,ad. ~1'1.
for oul ol pnnt h1>1,h Thu<"
tht Xi ,ur
rcltbOlls.hip d1.11na"C'd H hui1twn and Jtev. ,nh• lnt'nd-.t11p and• v.,11
l.-ttfllutt

\loc;\C'dlilw•"

7:00-The Colour Purple"PG''

7:00-Down
"h11

." I!"

,.7

7:00
KANGAROO
(1986 Aollralia) .. AA'"
O,rcctor Tim 8urstall 110\ mm, 1-.n~h,h. A hcaut1tulh lilmt:<l{M:r.lotfpr.-.;J111.·u:
'1n,..ti.1St.·U
on I> II Lt\\r~n ..·"•,, ,1.·m1·hi.1~·r;1ph1l·:,t
IIJ2,.0t.,\l'1,":110
Au!\trat.. ·.aboJ!t~ m~n-~,'aucmr11, to ~rapple "1th 1h..• un\..'t°'h:uni11..,
·af1<lJn,-;.1r:~1l,•n,
ol pc,Jui..-alc,o ..·m,,nt

ltnl~ atl,ur

Rider

012:00 I rnidnighO
A CLOCKWOR K ORA"'G ~
11971 Britain) " R"
l >irec:tnrStanle,· Kuh,11.i<
·l mm,
I ngl"h. With .\1aicom Mcli.,,..clL
rht' ~h,lhn~ adap1at1onof Anthtm\
Bur~e,,·, OO\CI al,out a drcan
dehumani,c:d lu1Ur~'-<Xic:l\

9:30

9:JO
WAITING FOR THE MOON
(1987 U.S.A.) "AA'"
Dorector: J,11 Godmolo" X5 mm, l:n~h,h W1th Londa Hunt Lind., Ba"ett .\ndr<'" \kl anh, ' l here,, a
sunninc~s about ~Wa111ngfor the M()on· and a '"'cc1nc,, the ,.;nr,t" l•in,.·11ul
antJ ,m:hh1ni -" { 'hn, <·ha,1.•.
N.Y. Daily New,

cn,ldrenunder14'yeorsmovbeo<:1m1tted
1f occomoonteOby o oeu,0n 18 years Of ove• Not su•tobte tor
chtk:Sren

1 I/()\

3

h-

H l11d\(U lilm maJ...a\..
P<J I .JUf l{f II //"I &
<,If.\\'
IIAR\fR
J,, ( a\t' U ,•St,nfr,,
/Jr (ii I \ \
II 4R\fR
"'"""
l>r(1/R/S \fc\ 1 If 1/11

9:3~-Eosy

wildeme"i~

tothose1,yeorsondover

Sit,trr him,

~hu1fle ••AA"

the ~rcatc,t lilm l'\~r maJc ahout man an<ltht.·

M0\111 CIASSlflCATIOH
I (rNtrtcted) Actm,nonee resti,cted ,o those 18 yeors ond over
M (Aduft Acoompantmenl) UnoccomoonHKt odminonce restocteo

ol .:, m,1" \\. h

( 11,1,·r\ftr fl/

··

9:30

7:00
OOWN BY LAW
(1987 l,.$.A.I "AA'" ,
.
()ucctor J,m Jannu,~h 107 mm, I n~h,h ;\ )!rill~ 1,.·hamu~~q1m1.:tl\ .ahc~I 11 trio ,,1 i1""'r,

··AA"
Jaranc~c ~l~nttl"h •;uho1lc•.. Kurn,;t":.1,

irpm~ , mttlh~l.'m m,,1,•n

0

9:30
147 min,

\/>f (/ Ii l'IU.\1 ..\/
1·

7:00
TH I- COLOU R PLR PI ~
11986 U.S.A.) " PG "
.t>,rcc.:h,r S1c,cn~Sr,1cttrur,cI~.:? mm, l.n),!.11,h
With Whnop1c Goluher)!.. Orr•th Winlrc.•,. I >anm ( ilu\cr H.l,cd)m th1.·nq\x: h, ~"'"·,· \\ .1Jl,.·r llh' ,1,,n .1hi.,u1tl 1l· ,l,·,p.11.,t,-h hk~~.l..lift.,." .11lit, 1 r
soulhcm l>la~l ,tirl.
9:30
.
PR ICK UP YOL R EARS
(1987 Britain) "R"'
D1rcctor . Stephen l·rcar. lOX mm, l nfh,h W'nh Van1.·,, K.1,.•1..h:.ra\t:
I rnmthc.: ll1rn·11 1 r,,1.\.h H(';rnllhi° I .:111f"u!r\'ltl'
.111.1111..·,h
,,:,·mpdlml!,h''\
;1li.111l
the 1rrc\·crcm hie ol Br~ti,h pla, v. n,tht Joe Onon

7:00
8ROTHf.R fROM ANOTHI-R PlANU
(1984 l .S.A.) "AA'"
()ircctot John Sy le...111 rnan, l-+.ntz.li,h:\ thort"ughl~ l'ntcrta1mn~ ht,-:hl..-nmc:J, ,1h,nu1•t hl,11.:k1.:,lr;t1crt1.·,m.11",
ad, cnturt'~ tn Harlem

rc1auonsh1p between a Ruv-.iancxr,lorcr and h" ~u1dc."prrhap,

.1·_·__

9:20. -'Pf<. 141 PRf.SJ:.\1'411</\

l.>cnm, Hoprx·r 9~ mms I O}!.li,h \\.'1th Pl'll'I h,r,J,l . .IJ-.;~
Nu::hot,o-n. f~mni, Hopr,c:r n1l' qu1n11..•.,....cn11al
no , ml,\ h.' :1b,)1t1 llw
,carch lnr ··The Real Amn11.:-1··

~.tr<h

9:30
BREAKfR MORA"1T
(1980 Australia) "AA'"
l>trci:1or Hrun• Bcrc,lc,rd 107 mm, I ·n).!.li,h-1>unn~ 1hc Hoic:rVv';.1rthR'l'
Au,trahan olliccr... an• t.:ourtmart,alc<l for mur<lcnnc pn,tm1.·r,

LIQl,IO SKY
(1983) ·•R"
[)!rector Sla\a T,ukennan I IJ mm, Ln!!!l"h lh" Ion~, ".:,cn~l' tktion mcn1l' ,, th~ p",'f\l.'f'l' ,1of\ ahou1 an
alum "ho lands 1nnc" Ynr-~,ean..·hml!for a ~uphnna 1ndu-.:1n~
..:hcmKal ,c1..'rc1c<.1
h\ lhl' hrain dur,n)! nr).!.t1,m

Ku10,a~a

~:~::1~_-_
- :_I__
'_I_'.

_-J_
I- .-: ::·1
_

7:00- Hollyw ood Shutlle " AA"

9:30

Akird

117:00 & 'l:20
"1AN fACING SOl TH~\~ I
(1986 ArJontina) ·· AA"
1>1rcch,r I h,cn Suhu.·la lO.' mm, \p;1111,li t f'li,?li,h,1.1h111I,•
.. T~~
l'\lr.tordm;1r, ah1ht1L'' m :1 r,,1.·t'
1atn~ h1"ptta.

7:00- Hollywood

7:00
TWIST AND SHOUT
11986 -0tnmark) "AA"
l">lr-.."Ctor
Bille AuiuM IOI min, Dana,h I n),!.11,h
,uhutlc:, A I >am~h(\lm1n~ t1I ;t~t.:,tun 'l'I dunn!,! lhl' I Yhtr,
"hen ~atk, mustl" \\a~ ,inc;:1c.hn~ ;11;r\''' I UfllJ'M.'
IIJ..i..·
a h1.,:..~ff~ad )!nn

Director.

:J

7:00- MAN FAC ING
SOUTHEAST
'"AA"

ADMISSIONS
REGULAR- $4.00
MEMBER-$2.50
YOUTH (13-17)-$3.50
CHILD (12 & under) $2.50
SENIOR (65 & over)-$1.00
Each film is a seperote admission

ROLGt-: BAIS~R (Tht Red Kiss)
(1986 France) "R"
t>irector \'era &-lmont 104 nun, l·rc:n(h I· nl,!.h,h ,uhu11l·, 'n·I in P,m, in thl· l'.trl, I Y~O\, .111l'\uh...·ran1
comm,-ot _agc ,tof\ ahou1 a ddian1 15 \car old ~1rl ancJ her ,lt,h111.:;1I
an1..Ifomam1l ' ,:ontu,h,n

OARSli lJZAl.A
(1975 Japan/l,.S.S.R.)

: : 1.-.:~J:·;-:(

.... - . -

tic,.,.

Htl<l'IC'\lAl'IMlbncmt1111\1llll,.;1>f"N:~l'l,,11ri(),.;1,'ffr
ltttHnt.tr<•ulC'd•,
f-f•n., {ll:'>tll,rn,.,;,1t,h

~. 1v,11.. H .,..,..,.ttC'db\
tPll

in•

MEMBERSHIPS
Why pay full pnc• for admlu!on wh.n
$10 ($5 for full Nme stud.nts) entitles you to
the membel'1 rate of admllllon, $2.50. The
prtc• of membership Includes your own
copy of our programme mali.d to your
home, DtSC0UNTSto spec:Jat"*'1bel'I
only
screenings and much more. Memberships
are good for one YMI' from date of purchase
and may be purchases at the box office.

hnc beC'n•• RonSast , TOfOIIIOO
Seu Occobtr,25-21

[ I I J
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Scheffler
resignspast.,maylaunchsuit
by Robert Croley

n a move that surprised some
council members, Janet Scheffler resigned her post as
Women's Commissioner at
last Wednesday's Students'
Administrative Council ( SAC) meeting.

rn

In addition, Scheffler announced she
intends to seek legal action against two
council members. who were members of
Women's Commissioner hiring committee,
for sexism and discrimination.
The two. whom she would not identify by
name. are alleged to have said Scheffler is
"too old" and "unattractive", and thus not
the best candidate for the position. Scheffler
said the two made the statements during
deliberations of the search committee.
The statement is not the fir.;ttime Scheffler
has announced the possibility of legal action
against council, or its members. After last
ycar·s general election. she said she intended

to sue council over faulty election procedures,
including the destroying and stuffingof ballots.
Scheffier refused to comment further on
the legal action saying only '·the suit is
pending at the moment."
SAC Vice-President and acting President,
Pete Ostojic, said numerous complaints we-e
received about Schemer's performance thus
far, adding he "needs feedback" about the
issue.
Much of the controversy surrounding
Scheffier's post concerns allegations she was
awarded the post to persuade her not to
pursue legal action.
Scheffier's chief competition for the commissioners post, Sylvia Burkhart. says she
was not seriously for the job.
"I had a preconceived idea I would not
get the Job," Burkhart said.
. Burkhart said she felt she was more
qualified for the job but that "these guys
really don't give a shit about the job. They
don't give a damn."
She pointed out that the search committee

Janel Scheffler.

did not have a woman and said she thought
Scheffler was given the post to keep her
mouth shut."
Former SAC president Kevin Williams
denied the post was given to Scheffler in
pursuading her to drop legal action.
Williams said he was present at the
meeting when the statements alleged by
Scheffler were made. ·'They didn't like the

fact she was 29, I will attest to that," he said.
He said she was not only qualified, but
more "interested'' and "had more at stake."
William said that ideology might have
been another force in the conflict
"( Scheffler) knew more about the issues,"
he said. He said she "went into the definition
of radical feminism."
Scheffler.however,said she was mistreated
and ignored by some executives.
She said she believes Ostojic's actions
since the recent bonus affair were tied to
political ambitions.
"Pete had one thing in mind and one thing
only, and that was to attain the position of
president without a vote, she said.
"I disagreed with Pete's behaviour right
from the start."
She said her first suit still stands.
"My position as Women's Commissioner
doesn't change my views on election improprieties.·· she said.
.. I don't plan to reinstate (the suit) unles s
the same thing happens." 0

...

Councilaf)f)roves
bv-election
routefor f)resident
by Terry Moore

t a meeting lasting over four
hours last Wednesday Students·
AdmimstratJve Council (SAC)
decided to hold an October 28
_ _ _ · by election to fill the president's post made ,·acant b) the resignation of
Kevin William s.
Nominations will open October I · and
will close Oct 9. with campaigning to begin
Oct 14. Earlier in the meeting council rejected
a motion by Chns McIntyre to force council
members already holding seats or portfolios
on council to resign their positions before
running their campaigns.
As it stands, council members already
holding seats or cabinet position may run for
president and only ~ve up their present
positions tf they win the election.
Vice-President Finance RobertAJJchin's
motion at the beginning of the meeting to
have Vice-President and acting President.
Peter Ostojic, assume the presidency, failed.
This opened the way for a motion to hold
a by-election, which passed Extensive debate
on the conditions of the election took up the
bulk of the remaining proceedings.
Some council members said candidates
should be able to run without jeopardizing
the seats they already hold. Others, such as
Social Science Society presidentStan Levesque,
said such candidates should resign their
positions. so their campaign will not interfere
with carrying out the duties of their present
jobs.
" I don't agree with people on the executive
running," he said.
''It seems like a conflict of interest. to run
for president and not resign your position,'':
he said.
Levesque said any executive who ran
would have an unfair advantage over others
because they would have the benefits of SAC
services and will be getting paid while campaigning.
International Student's Society president
RK. Bamwal, said arguments to promote
Ostojic based on corporate or government
models were invalid.

..

"I figure 1t was the duty of coum:11to put
down the motion." he said.
"Most of the people who voted agamst it
will he supporting me in the election.··

A

Former SAC president Kevin Williams held a proxy

"SAC is neither a multi-national corporation nor a parliament occupied by a ruling
party." he said.
Another councillor, senator Stuart Savage,
presented the findings of an informal survey
he compiled to gage student opinion on the

by-election issue.
"Students want a by-election." he said.
adding however, "a significant minority were
indifferent. they just didn't care."
Ostojic said he was not opposed to the
notion of a by-election.

An amendment h) Savage to make res1g
nation, cffectiYe the da) before the election
was also rejected b) council.
Law societ) president. Brad Hodgson.
was opposed to any amendment which would
force executives to resign before nominations
opened. on the grounds it is unfair. He said
there might be a legal problem with such a
motion.
"The motion is not illegal. but it is
actionable." He said.
"You can make them resign, but you
can ·1 make them resign before nominations."
During debate over the voting rights for
proxies. McIntyre failed in an attempt to
challenge chair John Casola A successful
motion to challenge the chair would overturn the chair's ruling, which would limit the
ability of members holding proxies to use the
additional votes at their discretion.
McIntyre contended proxy votes should
only be valid on concerns specifically outlined
by the absent members. D

Universityfundraisinggetsboostfromcity
by Art Gosselin

A

$3,000,000 pledge from the
City of Windsor has kicked
off a university of Windsor
campaign to raise $16 million
to finance new construction.
The announcement, as well as the naming
of a new public relations director for the
campus, came at last week's Board of Governors meeting.
The university has set a goal of raising the
$16 million within two years, but donors,
including the city, will have up to five years to
pay theircontnbutions,said David McWilliams,
chair of the resource of allocation committee,
to the Board.

The province has promised to provide involved in planning campus layouts at Mctwo-thirds ($5.5 million) of the cost of the Master and York Universities as well as
new business building on the condition that campuses in Manitoba, Alberta, and Minthe university raise $3.3 million on its own. nesota.
Parkinson said after the new building is
The building will be located on California
Avenue and will house the Great Lakes completed, the planning company will be
developing the University in the block of
Institute and the Centre forCanadian-American Studies, as well as the business faculty. California Avenue and Sunset Street between
Wyandotte and University streets, as well as
The faculty of education will be moved possible floor additions to the University
into the old business building on Sunset, Centre and a new parking garage.
putting the campus in one central location.
The University will have a new public
relationsdirector, Susan Nevitte, next semester.
The first priority of the newly-selected Nevitte is currently working for the Canadian
planners, Du Toit. Allsopp and Hillier Ar- Olympic Association promoting the 1988
chitects and Planners, is the design of the new Winter Olympics. Director of human resources,
building, said Parkinson. This Canadian Frank Eastham, said Nevitte worked at
company was chosen out of five companies Duke University in North Carolina in the
bidding for the job. The architects were also same capacity she will take on here. 0
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THEATRE
&.ginning October 10
-· King Lear" at the Hilberry Theatre. starring William C.
Wendt. For information. call the Hilberry box office at (313)
577-2972.
October 5-11
-··42nd Streer· performed at the Birmingham Theatre in
Birmingham Tickets from $15.50 ta $25.50 U.S.,available
at TicketMaster locations or by calling (313) 644-3533.

October 8-11, and October 15-18
-University of Windsor Players present "Taming of the
Shrew," 8:00 pm. Tickets $6 on Thursday and Sunday, and
$7 on Friday and Saturday. For information call 253-4565.
October 9·11 and October 14·17
-Michigan
Opera Theatre presents Verdi's "Falstaff."
Tickets range from $10 to $40 U.S For ticket information
call (313) 874-SING
MISCELLANEOUS
Thursdays, 7:30 pm
-Fall Sessions in spirituality at Assumption University.
"Women in Transition"-Women·s
Bible Study. Call 9737034 tor information
Sunday, October 4
-University Convocation at Cleary Auditorium. Sessions
begin at 10:00am and 2:30 pm.
Tuesday, October 6
-Career Fair 1 30 pm to 4:30 pm and 7:00 pm to 9:30 pm
in Ambassador Auditorium.

News Editor Terry Moore shoos frolicking smurf during SAC meeting.

Saturday, October 3 to November 1
-Fibre and Feathers An exhibit of weaving and decoys at
the Hiram Walker Historical Museum. 254 Pitt St. W.. 2531812

FILM
Fridays to Sundays, October 2·4
- Jeon De Floretta. France. 1986. dir ctaude Berri, at the
Detroit Film Theatre. 5200 Woodward Ave. For ticket information coll (313) 832-2730. Recorded schedule information:
832-7676

October 5-18
-Artists Sue Gelinas and Tina Mouriten feature works of
mixed media at Common Ground. 1233 University W.

Fridays to Sundays, October 9-18
- ·Tampopo. Japan. 1986, dir. Juzo ltami At the D.F.T..
information above

MUSIC

ARTS

Sunday, October 4
-Los Lobos performs ot8:00 pm at Detroifs State Theatre.
2111 Woodward Tickets $16 50 U.S from TicketMoster

October 9-17
-Oktoberfest celebrated in Kitchener-Waterloo. For information. coll or write: K-W Oktoberfest Inc., Box 1053. 77
Ontario St South. Kitchener. Ont N2G 4G1. 1-576-0571.

Friday, October 2
- The Detroit Institute of Arts. after nearly three ,years of
redesign and construction. opens 19 galleries of Northern
!:uropean Art featuring 15th-19th century paintings. 5200
Woodward Ave

Monday, October 5
-Proiect One blasting Cap and James Nemeth. at Whispers. 655 University W

October 16-17
- The Royal Canadian Air Force performs at the Cleary.
8:00 9~ F~r. ~<?kE;ts
coll 973-1238.
..

Saturday, October 3rd to Sunday, Oct. 4
-Moogie
Decks High Tock Show at Common
1233 ur;iive,rsityAvr w • ,

October 6-11
-CHinese acrobats with Ringling Bros. and Barnum &
Bailey Circus v1s1t
Joe Louis Arena. For general information
call (313) 567-6000. Tickets $9.50. $8 and $6.50 U.S.at Joe
Louis and T1cketMaster Or charge by phone (313) 423·
6666

\
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•.once photo by Phil lngenkamp

Ground.

October 7-9
- Smokev Robinson at the Premier Centre in Sterhng
Heights Tickets $25 75 us. available at TicketMoster or
chorqe bv ohone (313)264-1111 ..

POSITIONS OPEN
for October 28/87 By-Election

President

Council Representatives
Social Science
Social Work
Arts
Visual Arts
Club S.O.D.A
Engineering
Math / Science

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

pos1t1on
pos1t1on
position
position
position
position
position

Residence Representative
Cody. Electa, Canterbury

1 pos1t1on

A By-Election for the Studenf s Administrative Council will be held October 28, 1987.
Nominations will be open 8:30 p.m. - 4:30
p.m. Thursday, October 8, 1987.
For further information contact
Bastow. Chief Electoral Officer.

Geoff

Nomination
SAC office.

at the

Campus Position
Senate

forms are available

Negotiators
failto solvelabourdispute
by Sharon Hill
The probability of a strike by university
employees could put Windsor's students'
routines out of whack.
The University of Windsor and the maintenance and support staff failed to solve the
labour dispute at a Tuesday meeting arranged
by a provincial conciliator.
About 170 members of Canadian Public
Employees (CUPE) Local 1001 have been
without a contract since June 30. Custodians,
housekeepers, groundskeepers, maintenance
and food staffwilJ be in a legal strike position
on Oct 3. The two sides have been unable to
reach an agreement since negotiations began
in May.
Although conciliation chairman Marv
Grossman tried to get the two sides to reach
an agreement, MarkMarion. vice-president
of Canadian Union of Public Employees
(CUPE) Local 1001, said the mediation
failed when the University refused to discuss
the Union 's pension proposals.
A failure to settle the labour dispute
would disrupt food service and garbage removal
for residence students.
Marion predicts management will try to
staff cafeterias with part-time help. A rumor
that the University is trying to hire replacement
workers concerns him. "They're going around
recruiting what we call scabs," Marion said.
··wedon't want(the strike) to be violent," he
said.
During the strike garbage would mount
Charles Coutts , director of environmental
health said the health unit would inspect
buildings only" if it comes to the point where
there is some reason for concern." Residences
would be inspected if students complained
about the conditions.

Custodian at work in the Student Centre.

'
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Lance photo by Tom Pidgeon

CUPE Local 1001 members demonstrate io front of Windsor Hall.

Department of Biology lab manager Beth
Abson says the accumulation of dead animals
should not be a problem. Large walk-in
refrigerators can hold animal carcasses. If
technicians honor the strike, however, the
department would have to hire people to take
care of the animals and the greenhouse, she
said.0

lance phOto by Tom Pidgeon

Residentscau~htin middle
by Sharon Hill
The possibilty of the strike has many
students in residence confused and upset
Jessie-Lynn Giancola. a second year
student, wonders about the money she's
invested in her meal plan.
"I don't think that's fair.'' She sees herself
telling her parents, "Mom, dad. I need some
money to eat."
She is not the only student who may have
to call home for extra money. First year
communication studies student Judith Otto
says she does not have a lot of cash. "The
meal card is what l live by." she said. "I'm
totally disgusted with this place. I paid a lot
of money to come here. Ifl have to live in filth
and starve to death I will be really upset.''
Although Otto understands why the
union wants to strike she wishes they could
find a way to reach an agreement without
striking.
"It's unfair that we should have to suffer

for them."
Ja.son Smith. a first year economics swdent.
agrees. "I feel sorry for myself.'' he said
.. I can't afford to go to Harvey's every
day. Can you imagine going over to Harvey's
with all these students?" he asks pointing to
the busy dinner crowd at Vanier Hall.
CUPE vice president Mark Marion said
the union does not want to hurt the students
·'but the University has put us in that position."
Some students understand the union's
demands. " I think they deserve a lot more
than $187 a month pension." said communications studies student. Scott lngrams. He
said he thinks the University will do whatever
they can to avoid or end the strike.
Some students prepared for that problem
in advance. Mike Van Vlack, a Human
Kinetics student.says students on the fifth
floor of Macdonald Hall have decided to
work together to keep their living areas clean.
The students have held meetings to assign
specific duties, he said. 0

Posties..bus drivershonoursuooortstaffstrikeat Westem
LONDON ( CUP)- The strike of
physical plant and food services
workers at the University ofWestem
Ontario is turning into a picket line
battle of wills that has led to mass
suspensions of Canada Post letter
carriers.
Over 200 Canada Post employees
were suspended after they refused
to work in protest of the suspension
of six carriers who honoured picket
linesof the striking university workers.
Punishments ranged from five to 20
days.
Richard Bowness, regional mBJr
ager of media relations with Canada
Post, said employees are required
to cross picket lines as part of their
terms of employment
"The only time we don't require
employees to cross a legal picket
line is when there is a definite and
serious physical danger - not on
philosophical grounds."

Guy Rameau. president of Local
4 of the Letter Carriers' Union of
Canada. doesn't agree with Bowness'
interpretation. He said a 1982 agreement between the union and Canada
Post allows employees to honour
legal picket lines and the collective
bargaining agreement signed this
summer does not cancel that deal.
..The situation was poorly handled
by the labour relations people,"
Rameau said, adding that if the
corporation had any doubts about
the status of the! 982 agreement it
should have called a meeting with
union officials.
"We have a new breed oflabour
relations management in there and
we're going to have to deal with
them." he said.
Meanwhile, the strike entered
its second week without the parties
sitting down to negotiate. The university has not met with representa-

tives of Canadian Union of Public
Employees locals 2361 and 2692
since talks broke off September 11.
The two sides were ordered
back to mediation late Friday afternoon. They will return to the bargaining table Wednesday.
The 500 .physical plant and
food services employees are asking
for higher wages and greater job
security. Western has offered 4.2
per cent increases to the physical
plant workers ( which include caretakers and groundkeepers) and 6.2
per cent to thefood servicesemployees.
and CUPE Local 2361 President
John Reed said the wage issue is
less of a problem in negotiations
than job security.
"The university has made it
clear that they haven't considered
contracting out in the past and
aren't considering it at present why not put it down on paper for the
future?" Reed asked.

"We're ready, willing and able
to sit down with them as soon as
they change their position."
Glen Hams. Vice President( Administration) at UWO, said the
administration decided before the
strike to keep the school open. He
said supervisors, staff and some
casual workers are being used to
keep food available to residence
students on food plans. and faculty
and staff are responsible for keeping
their own buildings clean.
"We·rc getting tremendous cer
operaton," he said.
Two pubs on campus, The Spoke
(operated by the University Students·
Council) and the graduate Lounge
( run by the Society of Graduate
students) are not affected by the
strike, and have remained open.
They may be faced with a major
problem if drivers for Brewers' Retail
choose to honour the picket lines,

I

which a source at Brewers' Retail's
London office said was almost certain. ,
Bus drivers for the London TrBJr
sit Commission and gari)agecollectors.
are also honouring the picket lines.
Buses have been re-rooted around
the outside of campus, while the
university hashireda private company
to collect garbage.
Some professors have also refused
to cross the picket lines , and have
not taught classes yet this term.
Jan RefleoftheLondon-Middlesex
Health Unit said inspectorsare keeping
a close eye on thecampus.and said the
imiversity is doing ~a heck of a job"
kE,eping
the sclro cleanandmaintaining
food starxiards.
uwo has been allowed to shut

downnXJStd its washrocms
but no
buildingis withoutwashroomfacilities.
Thesclx>ol
has boltedshut all ~ta fe\\
~ ~qleJ\
oolythe larlJlSt
ooes in the highest traffic areas.
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As you probably know. our student government is one him to president was rejected by council.
We find the decision made by council, that those
card short of a full deck. What we mean to say is that they
currently holding positions can keep them while they are
are supposed to have a president, right?
campaigning for the presidency, affords these executives·
Want the job? Just like in the good old U.S.A., anybody
who were heavily involved in the events and circum·
can grow up to be the president of our beloved student
government. The only problem could be wrestling the stances leading up to need to hold this election • the
crown from SAC's present executive, who are being luxury of a no-lose proposition.
If these individuals were as interested in serving
allowed to run for the roses without first resigning their
students
as they have said they are, they would risk their
present positions.
current post for the opportunity to serve as president.
Thus if any of the executive win the Oct, 28 election
As it stands they are merely entering sweepstakes •
they can dump their previous portfolios, exchanging
TM Lance is published every Thursday
not
hoping to serve as a representative
of Windsor
them for the Big Guy's desk. Not a bad deal, eh?
during the foll and winter sesst0ns by the
students' best interests. D
Council
agreed
to
this
arrangement
after
facing
a
Student tv1ed1aCorporation. university of
barrage of convoluted debate about how to run the .--- -------------------,
Windsor
election. As a result, at least a few of the executives are
It seems the SAC executives have decided for council
Opinions expressed 1n the Lance are
considering throwing in their hats. What the hell, as one
whether
SAC is going to honour the labour dispute
not neces&lrily those of the UnivefSity of
put it, they've got "nothing to lose".
currently brewing on campus. I say this because Tuesday
Windsor cr the Students· Administrative
So much for the rhetoric about consistency in SAC we atthe Lance received ad copy from the executive for
Council
operations , which we heard when a motion was prepa rt-tim e. temporary custod ial work in the Subway .
sented to allow V.P. Peter Ostojic . take on the position.
Subscrrption rates to the Lone• are:
In doing this. these individuals make it obvious they
It was important to have someone with the knowledge
S20 00 a year in Canada
believe council should put itself in a position of replacing
of SAC's current projects and operations. they said.
$25 00 a year in the U.S.
employees in SAC's biggest going concern. the Subway ,
Now these same individuals are ready to drop the
$40 00 a year overseas
during the possible strike by maintenance and support
responsibilities
of the jobs they were doing thus far, and
rv1akec~ues payoble to the Treasur8'.
staff.
leave it to someone who wouldn't know the job. Sounds
Students' AdministratiV'8 Council.
There 1s a not-so-pleasant
term describing persons
more like inconsistency doesn't it?
TM Lance offices are located on the
who work as replacements during labour disputes: scabs.
Pete Ostojic has also said he thinks the position he
second floor.the Univ'el'sity
Centre. University
Without consulting council and opening debate on
was elected to hold - V.P. Administration
• should be
of Windsa. Windsor Ontano. N9B 3P4.
t his matter, the executives were willing to put students in
eliminated and its duties absorbed by other executives.
Phone (519) 253-4060 or 253-4232. ext.
the precarious
position as strike-breakers
when
We wonder if he'll still feel this way if he were to run for
3909 or 3910 .
you're dealing with someone's bread and butter. it's
president and lose. But as it stands, he would not have to.
sometimes wise to proceed with caution.
For advertising rates and information.
He can run and if he wins, take it. if he loses fall back on
\
I exercised the right of the Lance to refuse controversial
contact Steph~n DeMarco at 253-2288 .
his first job.
or offensive advertising and the executives complied. If
He has also said if he wanted to be president he would
this is something council wishes done. so be it. But it's not
The ~ISO member of the Canadian
have run for it in the last election. But he appears poised
as if that body has enough trouble to deal with already . D
University Press (CUP) and the Ontario
nowtocampaign
for the job, and was ready to assume the
Robert Croley
Community Newspaper Association
duties of president last week until a motion to promote
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THE BLOODBOIL

KEVIN JOHNSON

Consensusbuildin~for Johnsons "Rea~anas Hitler''analoKV
As we New Democrats stand at the top of the public
opinion polls. more and more attention is being paid to our
' policies. especially those the big business media think will
prove unpopular. (Ironically. these positions are also being
given extensive space by the alternative press in hopes that
they can force the N.D.P. to live up to its progressive
agenda.)
I well remember the 1985 federal convention. at which
the party administration was expected to make a move to
reverseour NATO policy. For those of you who have been
biding under the proverbial rock. the New Democrats
proposethat Canadaleave the North Atlantic alliance. At the
time, I fought to defend that position, and we won a
substantial victory (or so it seemedat the time).
Now I realize the folly of that fight Sure, Canadashould
pull its troops out of Germany and cancel commitments to
Norway. (Norway? Let's getserioushere,just for a moment.)
But we soukln't overlook the benefits NATO membership could bring to Canada if we were farsight.edenough to
demand our rights as members.
Let's get some of those foreign troops over here for a
change. Enough Canadian boys have suffered through the
European climate and separation from their loving families.
It's time to put the shoe on the other foot. Canada has
more exposureto the U.S. S.R. than any ofour allies. Look at
a globe. If the Soviet Union is a danger to NATO, we're in
1

more trouble than the Germans, with all those unreliable
Warsaw Pact countries like Poland and Czechoslovakia in
the way.
We read all the time about Soviet subs lurking off our
coast. in preparation for breaking through the ice and
overrunning our forward defenceplacements.If you don't see
it on the Journal, at least you can be sure to read all about itin
( University of Windsor Chancellor) Richard Rohmer's latest
novel.
We deserve protection as much as those scaredy-cat
Europeans. At least they get the comforting promises of the
United States to blow up any invaders using intercontinental
nukes. What do we get? The guarantee that Star Wars will
make sure any Alabama-bound Russian missiles land short
of their targets. Probably right on our head. No MX statedto
get revengeon our behalf. We get the Cruise, you remember,
the only missile with a map inside that st.tll managesto fall
straight down.
Right now, we get a couple British and German air
squadrons training in Labrador. but other than that, no
NATO activity going on in this country ( well, not as such).
NATO could bring in much-needed foreign exchange.
The potential is enormous. If we put as many troops per
square kilometer in the Arctic as ar located in West
Germany. hell we'd probably tirple the national population.
Our tourist industry would experience a real jump. The

European sodiers would probably be glad to be over here,
since we con't have any of that messyinternational terrorism
that seemsto congregatewherever men in uniform are ba'icd
As a matter of fact, we might have to hold a lottery to
declde which lucky GI's get to come. I mean.when Canadian
youth joining the armedforcesdream of travel. exotic locales.
and the like, they picture Bahr, West Germany.
Trouble is, so do the Gennans. They don't wander very
far afield. With the vision of Canada dancing in their heads,
German youth would lap up army recruitment ads like U.S.
American football fans.
Speaking of U.S. Americans, that's the other advantage
of getting some NATO troops up there. Even if they should
prove ineffectual against the Soviet hordes(who are demonstrating their prowessevery day in Afghanistan), maybe they
could serve as a deterrent to the other major aggressorin the
Canadian north. the United States.
Together wi1hour shiny new nuclear subs, we would be
truly secure. I guessI'm not alone in my opinion. Already. as
is predictable, the provinces are fighting to make sure they get
an equal proportion of tourist dollars likely to accrue.
Just last wee, 1 received an appeal for funds from the
Ontario Federation to Secure Our Fair Share Of Foreign
Soldiers (OFSOFSOFS).
Seemslike a good cause. I think I'll send' em a few bucks,
So long, peace;hello, war and warriors for profit. Looks like a
canadian idea whose time has come.0

0 Canada., what a
~--------~
Canada from its early beginning has
certainly expanded and developed into a
nation.of status in world affairs. Perhaps a
general term to apply to such a countryu is
diversity.
Through her economic, geographical and
cultural spheres, Canada creates for herself
an identity worth uncovering and exploring.
It is exactly for this reason that the Canadian
Studies Program has come into existence.
The University of Windsor prides itself
as being one of the many universities throughout canada and the United States to offer
such a program. Being fairly new, the program
is far from ordinary.
Given the title "interdisciplinary," it is
an Honours Program tying in departments of
both Arts and Social Sciences.
Students enrolled in Canadian Studies
must coplete a total of forty courses from
different departments such as political science,
sociology, history, french, geography, english
and anthropology. These departments are
the core of the program.
The remaining departments of Philosophy,,
Communication Studies, Visual Arts, Social
Work and Criticism or Methodology offer
students a list of options to choose from for
their remaining courses.
As stated in the Course Calendar. a
student is expected to be "functionally bilingual'' in French and English when their
program is completed.
Also mentioned in the calendar is a wide
variety of fields that a graduating student
may undertak~. such /iS law, teaching, journalism, librarianship. government service
and business. just to name a few.
Students who enter the program are providing themselves with a genuine learning
experience in relation to the many dimensions
of Canada that will be studied.
Ken Pryke. a history professor and one of
the founders of the program comments. "The
program itself is a marvellous opportunity to
gain insights into the various facets of Canadian
society and at the same time to understand

~~: program!
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KahabkaspellsreliefC-0-u-r-a-g-e
supplement to the Catholic Register, "Helping
homosexuals live chastely with Courage."
The dictionary describes courage as that This article received a response from many
quality of mind which enables people to parts of Canada, and within the span of a few
encounter danger and difficulties with firmness months. the Toronto Chapter was officially
and without fear. Thus, the definition applies formed Courage already has Chapters throughquite well to the movement of Courage, a ,out the.United States. as well as other parts of
spiritual support group of Catholic lay men Canada.
All Courage members are required to
and women who aspire to live chaste lives in
accordance with the Roman Catholic Church's
accept the five goals of the organization:
I. To live chaste lives in accordance with
teachings on homosexuality. One can say. it
is that quality of mind and soul, and the grace
Roman Catholic teaching.
2. To dedicate one's entire life to Christ
of God. which enables Catholic homosexual
through service to others. spiritual reading.
lay men and women. to encounter their many
spiritual dangers and difficulties. with deterprayer. and the frequent reception of the
sacraments of Confession and Holy Communiort
mination and trust in God.
3. To foster a spirit of fellowship in which
Courage Toronto started in January 1986.
as a result of an article which appeared in a each person may share wit:. one another their

thoughts and experiences and so ensure that
none will have to face their difficulties alone.
4. To be mindful of the truth that chaste
friendships are not only possible. but necessay
in celebate Christian life and to encourage
each other in forming and sustaining them.
5. To live a life that may serve as an
example to otht:r humuse:,.uals who wish to
live their lives within the doctrine of the
Roman Catholic Church.
Readers should be mindful that these
goals are also most beneficial for those
heterosexuals wishing to return to a chaste
lifestyle.
Those who desire more information should
contact Courage Toronto, Box 165. Postal
Station z. Toronto. Ont. MSN 2Z4.0

they encounter. These are the people who
attempt to keep on the cutting edge of
knowledge and nurture similar characteristics
in their students. They take the naive student
and help him/her enjoy the topic under
discussion and sometimes the student may
even come to a new sense of awakening.
Unfortunately, it is often difficult for the
unknowledgeable student to determine who
these instructors are. Sometimes, after paying
large sums of money a student will find when
it is too late that he/she has bitten into a
wormy apple. The university administration
claims to sort out the rotten apples in this
bushel but. understandably the university
has failed.
There continue to be those who masquerade
around campus as instructors but who are not
facilitators of knowledge. Rather. they are
leeches on the finances of the university and
serve only to leave a bad taste in everyone's
mouth. Their shortcomings should be exposed
in an objective manner and if they are
unwilling or unable to change. these individuals
should be booted off campus. Thus room
would be made available for new people who
might better serve the interests of the students.
There are those ofus on this campus who
see the necessity to do something to affect
this. We propose first of all to popularize a
campus wide boycott of the present course/
instructor evaluations. Secondly, there are
many who would like to see a scientific
analysis completed on all courses and on all
instructors, the results being made available
for the entire university community to evaluate.
This of course would be done in the most
professional and responsible manner and
also with as much instructor input as possible.
Assistance from the entire university

commumty. because this 1s ultimately a
university proble!"' :: :... ited. People should
direct their enquiries to Brendan Thomson in
SAC or myself through Brendan.
Sincerely,
Don Byng

by Mark Kahabka

MAIL

imnuituritv
Dear Editor,
Today. I write to you about the present
conditions of MacDonald Hall residence. If
you have ever had the privilege to take a walk
through this residence you wouJd have been
overcome by the overpowering odours that
are not pleasant. sticky floors, disgusting
elevators, hideous paint colours peeling off
the walls, pathetic lounges, terrorized hallways
the day after parties, and an overall sight that
makes the stomach tum. Surely. this is not
from the disobedient neglect of the university's
cleaning staff No. the blame rests with.
primarily with the students and secondly
with the department of residences. for allowing
the students to further the destruction in the
standard of living.
There are some students who consider it
a burden when forced to live in such conditions.
It seems that the University of Windsor
encourages more actions by not enforcing
stricter rules and penalties and letting the
residence deteriorate to a much lower level of
residence found in Windsor's ilustrious west
end of the city. I speak on this matter from
personal past experience and I surely do not
like what is happening to MacDonald Hall
residence. It seems to be a disgrace to Sir
John A. MacDonald's name.
So, what is the university going to do
about this matter? The university is the socalled landlord, therefore, the onus is on the
university to ensure proper living conditions.
I understand the students are responsible for
the destructio of the residence, but it must be

how interconnected the various . disciplines
are."
Professor Pryke, among others, shares
the notion that Canada is so highly influenced
by the United States that it is almost impossible to speak of Canada without mentioning
its Southern neighbour. He adds that the
Canadian Studies Program, .. provides the
advantage of varied glimpses and awareness
of Canadian issues at a time when it is
especially fashionable to view present issues
in a Canadian-American context"
Paul Brisebois, president of the Canadian
Studies Society on campus joins Professor
Pryke's view that the program is an indespensible tool in teaching students about
Canada. Brisebois stresses that the "marketability'' of a student of Canadian Studies in
the job world and denies the claim that the
program is too decentralized he says that the
key to the entire program is the flexibility that
it affords, for·'you can specialize in an MA.
program with the benefit of a broad educational base.·. D

understood that the university must not let
things get out of hand and allow them to
continue. Freedom can only be enjoyed to a
certain point. but immaturity and irreseponsibility on the part of some students must not
be tolerated. The administration will say that
there are means of deterrence in fonns of
penalties and punishment, but on the contrary,
it has not deterred most students in cooperating.
The University of Windsor is well kept
and quite clean, but when it comes to the
residence of MacDonald Hall it is pathetic.
People who live or visit MacDonald Hall will
leave Windsor thinking that the university
does not care about the living conditions of its
students. Something must be done, and knowing
how bureaucracy works MacDonald Hall
\11illnot experience a major overhaul until the
year 2000. I challenge the administration to
clean it up. I wonder if my challenge will ever
be met.
If the Lance is at all concerned about this
matter. it could very well be a good story to
follow up. Maybe the Lance may have some
influence in getting the administration to look
into this matter.
Aurelio Roncone

masauerade
Dear Editor,
Associated with every university are those
instructors who are a source of immense
pride for all. Here at the University of
Windsor there are such instructors. These
are the individuals who, although they may
be wrong in some of their analyses, facilitate
the process of scientific enquiry for those
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Dear Editor.
I would like to take this opportunity to
commend Brendan Thomson on the hard
work and effort he put into the 1987 Shinerama
Campaign for Cystic Fibrosis. His persistence
and loyalty helped make the campaign the
success it was. He was there when needed
and he alwavs crune throultli. With the
support of the student council. Brendan
opened the doors to getting more participation
within the university.
As always, no campaign goes off without
the help of money, therefore. thank yous are
in order. To the boys in the SAC officeGreg. Chris. and Neil, who were there right
down to the rolling of pennies. Every little bit
you did was appreciated guys! To Patricia.
Kris, Nadine and Kathy for doing the running
around A special thank you for the support
and help from the Cystic Fibrosis Chapter,
and to Irene Yenney and Faye Lawn, who
helped when there were headaches.
Last but not least, for those who came
out to shine- you were few in number, but
the spirit was willing. Approximately $4,300
was raised for Cystic Fibrosis. Give you.r..elves
a pat on the back for a job well done!
Cathy Austin
Sbinerama Chairperson 1987
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·student
killed
in
collision
HAIRSTUDIO ·
V

•

by Arthur Gosselin

Offers 20°/o Off
ALL SERVICES
w ith your stude nt card
3 mo nths unlimited use of
T ANNIN G BED $ 8 0.00
8 94 Campbell (at College} 255-9100

A fourth year Hwnan Kinetics
student was killed as the result of a
head-on collisionwith a tractor-trailer
last Thlll'Sday afternoon on Highway
three, just east of Essex.
MichaelWtlliamAyrn.23,ofGueq:il
waseastboundin GameldNorthTownship in a Dodge Caravan when he
collided with a westbound transport
while attempting to pass another vehicle
at approximately 1:40 p.m He was
takC2'I
firstto Leamingloo
DistrictHa;pital
and then transferred to Hotel Dieu
Hospital in Windsor where he was
pronounceddead at 3:30 p.m

Ayris • van was totally destroyed you work with every day, someone
with its engine canpartment cxxnpletely your own age", said fellow student
tom olf from the mainbody and debris trainer Lisa Wicks.
Wicks worked with Ayris in the
distributed over at least 30 metres of
highway. The transport ended up in a sports therapy clinic in the Human
field next to the highway, but was only Kinetics building for the past year.
slightly damaged as a re:.ult of the She said it was a great loss, Ayris
being someone so young.
accident
The driver of the tractor-trailer, Bill
Sports therapy clinic supervisor
Rondelez,18. of King5ville,wasunhwt Candice Mazer described Ayris as
He'd had no opportunity to avoid the a kind and thoughtful student.
collision. he told the Ontario Provincial
Mazer said A yris worked as a
Police.
student
trainer, working with theuniverAyris, who lived at 1042 California
Avenue in Windsor,was well-liked by sity' s athletic teams for therapy. and
both his teachers and fellow snxlents. givingfirstaid duringgames.He wonc.ed
and hisdeath came as a shock to them with the football team last year and the
··It'squite a blow"whenifs ··somecne soccer team this year. she said. LJ
0

Petersonstandsalone on issues
PORTRAITS
by
PHYLLIS
- PARAMOUNT STUDIOS 327 OUELLETTE A VE.
WINDSOR , ONTARIO .
· special srudent rates ·
· free 5 x 7 gift photo
. no s,ttmgcharge ·
· cap and gown available ·
also passport photos and wedding coverage
Telephone

2534833

for appointment

E venmgs call . 253 884 7

LONDON (CUP) -- Two of the
provincial party leaders in the recent
Ontario election support a strengthening of theprovince's nuclear weaponsfree policy. And Premier David
Peterson isn't one of them.
In a survey of all candidates
conducted by peace groups as part
of the Nuclear Weapons Free Ontario
election campaign, Peterson said
he would not support seven of the
eight proposals presented The initiatives included banning of low-level
test flights, visits of ships with nuclear
weapons capability to Ontario ports,
and the sale and transport of tritium
for conversion of nuclear-related industries to non-military production
and legal action against Canada's
complicits in nuclear weaponsplanning.
Peterson was listedas" undecided"
on the question of tritium sales.

Tritium is a radioactive element
useable in nuclear weapons. Ontario
Hydro has plans to export it and to
transport tritium-contaminated heavy
water through portions of the province
to the Darlington tritium Recovers
Facility.
"David Peterson' s responses were
very disappointing" Christine Peringer
told an audience at the 1987 Ontario
Peace Conference, held in London
last weekend Pennger who helped
organize the NWFO campaign, said
Peterson didn't consider controls on
industry or banning of warships to be
provincial issues.
"Peterson didn't answer with a
yes or no,·• Peringer said. "He said
the questions were toocomplex .. ,
She said his answers were clearly
negative.
NOP leader Bob Rae answered

"yes" to all eight proposals, while
now-resignedLarry Grossman appears
to be re-thinking his stance on these
issues, Peringer said.
"This could have been of real
significance, except that he didn't get
re-elected."
Peringer said.however, that several
other conservative followed Grossman's lead in supporting a stronger
nuclear policy. She added that most
Liberals surveyed toed the party line,
though some came out in opposition
to Peterson's stance.
The Ontario provincial government passed a resolution in November
1986 declaring the province nuclear
weapons free. Peterson did not vote
on the resolution(premiers traditionally
don't vote on private members' bills).
but said he supports it as a "statement
of moral principal." D

" BACK IN THE HIGHLIFE AGAIN ...
of HOMECOMING '87"

October 22, 23, 24 , 198 7

SAC's FIRST ANNUAL
HOMECOMING
ROAD RALLY
Ho m ec o m ing Week October 22, 198 7

MYSTERYQUESTIONS
YOU CAN WIN
PRIZES!PRIZES!PRIZES!

Thursda y Oct. 22
SAC ROAD RALLY
Saturday Oc t. 24
12pm-2pm Parade
2pm -5pm Fo otball Game
8pm-1pm SAC Subway
Homecoming '8 7 Pub Night

"EXPERIENCE THE HIGHLIFE"

Contact SAC regarding ALL Information
on Homecoming '87.
SAC 2 nd Floo r Unive rsity Cen tre

Contact SAC Office
for lf"'formation and
Reg,stration Forms

Tel. 253-6423
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Dexter'selectiontalesof beer,bribes,andblunders
A good economic policy for this town was recently
suggested to me by a gentleman in the philosophy department
.. Pass a law making it always Christmas!". How unfortunate
that such a revolutionary move is beyond the powers and the
vision of our city council. All is not lost however, as the
courageous executive of the Student's Custodial Sommulescence had decided to throw a by-election for the post of
President and Vice-President This is definitely a good thing,
for a nwnber of reasons:
First off, an election provides an excellent excuse to
justify the lack of work done by this body. The resulting
savings will help ensure that student fees will not have to be
raised again in the near future. Perhaps one of the candidates
will borrow a line from the depression-era creditistes and
promise to rebate a prorated portion of this semester's student
fees. Further savings will result from the inability of a
factionalized, leaderless executive to hire a new business
manager, thus ensuring that no expenditures, including
salaries, will be authorized during this time.
An election also brings into the realm of possibility the
appearance of new blood (or fresh meat) onto the campus
political stage. Undoubtedly, the honourable members of the
executive who are resigning their positions to campaign for
the presidency will be out of a job if their bids fail. This opens
the possibility for further elections to fill these vacant

positions.
Further benefits of the election ritual will accrue to the
student population, given the traditional mode of campaigning
at this university. Gone are the days when one could rise to
the presidency of the Student's Custodial Sommulescence by
hauling ten cases of beer down to Mac. Hall on the friday
night before the election. The growing sophistication and
capacity of the student population now requires at least ten
times as much beer and free entertainment as well. Keep your
eyes open for candidates trying to get by on the cheap by
"piggybacking" at non-election events. These latter types
should be good for at least two free drinks before you pledge
your support Any guilt feelings you suffer can be banished by
remembering that you have been paying a fat salary to these
useless lumps through your student fees.
If a free drink is too much to hope for from the candidates,
at least take time to avail yourself of the pleasures offered by
the candidates' speeches: These are traditionally conducted
in the cafeteria area during the noon hour, and verge on the
comicallyabsurd.Traditionalroutinesincludefeigneddelusionsof
grandeur. wherein promises to tackle ''the issues·· are reeled off
with pious sincerity.What a hooe Suggestingthat the Student's
CustodialSommulescencehas a hope in hell of havingany impact
on such issues as worldpeace, the arms race, govenunentfunding
restrictions,risingtuitioncosts, the shortage of parkingspaces or

apartments near the university,or even the price of coffee in the
''marketplace" set new heightsof hilarity.The cynic's suspicioos
that concern forthese largeri5suesgrow only out of a desire to set
up commissionerpositions for their cronies would be Wlfair.A
student government commissioner on acid rain is a powerful
postmodemiststatement that pays comedic dividends all yearl
Further guffawscan be had by listeningto the candidatesvoice
their support for fiscalrespons1bility,accountabilityand refonn
whiletheydrooloverthe prospectof a part-timejob that requiresno
experience,has few defined duties, requires little effort(political
infightingnot included) andcomes with an office,a secretary,no
boss and a$ l 6.500/yearsalary.Laughwlule you can:one of these
fine fellowswillhave the last laugh, at your expense.
The final benefitsof an electionlie in their educationalvalue:
Nowhere else is there such opportunity to learn the art of being
ruled. Come the election day. if you bother to vote, you will
probablyvote in the mannerof one who is carryingout an ancient
ritual; scratchinga mark nextto the mostfamiliarnameorthe name
you associat.ewiththe ·'goodfeelings"you felt at listeningto such
speciousnonsenseas "representingstudentinterests"."your voice
on student government",or ·'standing up to the administration".
One thingis certain:You willnot votefor a candidatewhoyou can
believewill take a significantpay cut. improve sef\ices or lower
studentfees.ThatcandK!ate
will I'd be on theballotCoogratul.ation
You will have learned how you got the govenunent you de:,erve.

How to earnan extracredit• • •
and get this
~ay
card-size
calculator
FREE!
the~

If life is the ultimate education, now is the
time to start earning your credit (and a credit
rating).
As a second year (or higher)student, you can
apply now for your own BayCard to get:
• A chance to build a credit rating while still
at school
• Nojee credit at over 70 Baystores across
Canada with at least 25 days interest-free
• Advancenotice of special Baysales
• Cheque-cashingprivilegesat any Baystore.
All this, plus a handy credit card-size
calculator,yours FREEjust for applying before
November 1, 1987.
It has all the features you need mostmemory,percents, square roots, even auto
shut-off to conserve battery power.
So don't wait for exam time to show your
smarts-complete and mail the application
form today and get yourgiftfor free!
Mailyour applicationform to:Camptt\ CreditOffer,The BayCredit
Department, JONcwgaleGate, Unit 4. Salrborough.Ontano MlX IC5
Applicat10ndeadline November L 1987(In the event of po-,ialdisruption,
applicationdeadline will be extended.)
Not valid for current BayCard holder.,
Applicantsmust be Canadian citizensor landed 1m1mgrants
Applicantsmust be in 2nd year (or mghcr)c>fsmd1cs.
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WINDSOR • 253-3802
DETROIT • 96$-3411

WHITWCK TRAVEL
SERVICE LTD. (1985)
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
UNIVERSITY BOOl<STORE
'C)I SUNSET AVENUE
WINDSOR. ONTARIO
N98 3P4

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for

LSAT Oct.17
GMAT Oct.17
1-800-387...SS
19
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

PREGNANT

AND NEED HELP?

I

Call...

D

Diet for a month.
'fry to get sent as
a parcel.
retend you're
under 12.
Showyour student

Oirt{Jrim,tI
l
at 252-3322
Coovera lossfor us all
OR VISIT OUR OFFICE
AT 549 KILDARE RD.

card.

The train' s definitely the smart way to
travel. Even smarter these days with VIA' s student
fares. Just show us your student card and you're
on your way'.1/3 richer. Have a relaxing ride. Meet
some new friends. And let the good trains roll!
For more information and reservations
call your 1ravel Agent or VIA Rail. VIA's stude~t
fares are available to full time students. Some
conditions apply regarding times and dates of travel.
Ask for details.

We Provide-Free Pregnancy
Tests·Med,cal Referra ls.
Community Referrals
Accommodat,ons and
Legal Advice

Last Friday. the University community said a sad good-bye to the
·Mother' of SAC. Karen Cooper.
In 1972. Karen. SAC's business
manager. walked into a graffiti-clad
SAC office. Her first boss was a
long haired radical who was subsequently impeached amidst a scandal
over a few hundred dollars.
Since that time Karen has had
many laughs. like when a SAC
president hired Playboy Bunnies to
host a Casino Night She has often
served as SAC s guru when it seemed
to lack any sense of direction.
In her capacity as Business

Manager and confidant. Karen has
seen SAC develop from frailty to
the institution it is now. She has
attempted to assist each new executive in avoiding old mistakes. Karen
has. in essence. served as one of the
few sources of continuity for SAC.
Over the past fifteen years. Karen
has helped facilitate the growth of
countless students. many of whom
still keep in touch. She has enjoyed
her job in the relaxed atmosphere of
the SAC office and will miss her
many friends.
We at the Lance would like to
thank you, Karen. for making the
university community a nicer place
to be.LJ

SEARS
VISION

CARE CENTRE

20°/o Discount on Eyewear
Next time,
choose VIA.

lflA

AO FamilyVisionCare Program

ATIENTIONSTUDENTS!
Bring in your AO Family Vision Care Program I.D.
Cards (which you will receive through SAC) and save
20% on eyewear. ·
~IE
~
For moro Information contact: ~:EM
~

.A\RS

Discount prices do not apply to
sale prices

VISION

CARE

CENTRE

devonshlre Mall
966-282 2
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Indian and Inuit studentsface fundingdilemna,says CAUT
REGINA( CUP} Withdrawal offederal funding for Indian education
has caught native students by surprise as they returned to classes
this year.
Almost two hundred students
enrolled with the Saskatchewan Indian Federated College ( SIFC} affiliated with the University of Regina, are facing financial crises
after being told their promised funding was not coming through.
Meanwhile, in Ottawa, the Canadian Association of University
Teachers ( CA UT) passed a resolution on September I 3 imploring the
Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development to change his
decision.
There are 12,000native students
enrolled in the Post-Secondary Education Assistance Programfor Canadian Indians and Inuit (PSEAP).
Until last fall, aU Registered Indian
and Inuit students accepted into a
post-secondary institution, were eligible for assistance. For the first
time this year, there is a limit to the
funds available for PSEAP. If enrollment is higher than estimated,
there will be no more funds allotted.
"It is particularly cynical for
the feceral government to agree to
fund native students in the seventies
when there were very few of them
and to deny its responsibility now
that a reasonable number have seen
higher as a vehicle for progress,"
said Professor John Evans, President of CAUT.
Ontario and B.C. will be hardest
hit by the changes, said Dr. Donald

C. Savage, CAUT's executive secretary.
''Students who have left school
for a time and are now returning
will be comnpletely out of luck,"
said Savage, adding that this category includes many female students who have lef\ because of
pregnancy.
According to the president of
the SIFC Student Association, Shareon Ironstar, the Department of
Indian Affairs has implements guidelines which are contrary to a federal
agreement to fund native students'
education.
Chief Roland Crowe said at a
press conference September I O,
"Education is a right under the
Treaties, and such rights were recently reaffirmed under the Con-

stitution Act of 1982.
"Educating young people is the
key to solving many of the problems
facing our Indian communities today.
Across this country many studenu
will be returning to the universit)
classroom. However, many of ou
students will not be so fortunate.,'
he added.
Many of the students directly
affected by the cutbacks did not
receive prior notification they would
not obtain funding until they returned for the fall semester. Some
of these students had applied for
financial assistance as early as April
or May.
Deniuta Stonechild, one of the
, many students denied assistance
by the Department of Indian Affairs,
intends to co~tinue attending classes,

despite the cutbacks.
This course of action has been
encouraged by the SIFC. Students
have been told not to drop their
classes while the chiefs are in Ottawa trying to reverse the decision .
Many of these students , however, are without textbooks and
supplies , which makes full participation impossible .
"Perhaps if I had been more
persistent in obtaining information
concerning the status of my application for post-secondary funding
it would have been approved," said
Stonechild. "I do not believe on
should have to be persistent when it
comes to Treaty rights," she added.
The Department of Indian and
Northern affairs has stated the cutbacks come as a result of increased

enrollment According to a DIAND
communique, enrolment in the program has grown from approximately
3,500 in 1977 to approximately
12,000 in 1987. The budget for the
program has grown from $8 million
to $94 million in those ten years.
"The Indian people surrendered
50,000 square miles of land under
the Treaty of Fort Qu ' Appelle in
1874," said Oliver Breass, SJFC
president "The resources extracted
from this land would cover the
costs of funding these native students
many times over."
"Native students are getting sick
of situations where our students
have to go to the Department of ,
Indian Affairs to demonstrate," said •
lronstar, adding that "this time
we're leaving it to the politicians."

Laughterbest medicinefor self-importantblues
by J~dith Di etrich
Iona College packed a full house Tuesday
for guest speaker Dr. Bob Pinto's discussion
on the philosophy of humour. Pinto, a professor
with the University of Windsor philosophy
department since 1963 hasn't given a lecture
in almost a year but this lecture had guests
chuckling in their seats.
"People expect me to be funny,'' he said.
His lecture carried ideas on themes from
the course, Philosophy of H umour, offered at
U of W, which included three different
perspectives from such writers as Anne
Berrenckson, Sigmund Freud and Sauren
Kertengard.
Berrenckson, who once wrote a book
entitled, La ughter, stated that humour helps

keeps us in line. "Laughter is a mild way of
punishing our lapses,'' states the theory.
Freud, who wrote Jo kes in Se bulation to
the Subco ncio us, felt that jokes make us
laugh because they enable us to partake in
forbidden pleasures. Jn other words, what we
wouldn't say to a person because it is socially
unacceptable is acceptable when we say it in
a joke.
Finally, Kertengard. who .wrote, The
Conclusion on Scie ntific Post script. felt
that we need humour to communicate the
important things in life.

D octor Pi nto.

Lance phOto by Tom Pidgeon

I believe that there is no such one thing
that makes everything we laugh at funny,"
said Pinto. ·· Laughter is what it is because of
what we. as individuals. make of it" 0

WINDSORTWINCllY WAU<AlHON
&rturdoy . Oct 17.1987 Registrationot 900
om 10k wolk begins 1000 am Start and
finish ISot lo nspeo l\t ~ 11<
Pn:x::eed ings w,11
go lo Las Vueltos IOf heotth core. 80"
ucot10n and ogncutturOl D'()OUCtion Orgon,ied by SolvAde Pledge forms ot fhe
Unllle!Sity

Centre Desk and 01 fhe Lance

ECUvlENIC.AtTHAN<SGfVI\IG
l,,\O?SHP

I

lhursdov . Oc1 8 • 12 30 pm - Assumption
University 01ooel. All ore weleome
ANDREW- vou·11
P<ObOblygel this at fhe
encl cl a p05tal sfnke - Conodo f:ust is
fucked
SEE"TamlngoftheShrew" FREE.
Sign the
Usher'slist ot fhe School cl Dramatic M
Conloct ext 2804 for into
WANTK>PROfESSIONALMUSIClANS
IOf
band Iead. Bass.Ond DI\Jms.fOI mosfly
(:/J s muxic Phone Dove al 977-<:IJ87
,
please leave message
ANDY HYMAS rve gof -someot your
mai l Aeose coll me so vou can peck it
UP C.. Hudec
HELP WANTEDsecretol\t/ receptOnist
monngs only Five days a week IOna
College . 208 Sunset Ave Pho~ Ruth
Ryan 973 7039
THEUOFWPC CompusAssociotionWIII
be holding a by-election IOI Executive
pos,tionson0ctober6. 1987 ot6 pm For
location and further 1nfoonahon please
coll 256-6537
THEUNIVERSITY
LIBERAL
• PC Clubs
will be having O Keg night or, Wedrte::l:x:Jy.
October 7. 1987 ot the Grad House ot 8
pm. Come and dnnk (talk) politics.

ASSUMPTIONUNIVERSITY
CHAPEL
973- 7034 Located betv.ieen the University Centre and Huron Line MossesSundoy-1030om&430
pm. Monday Fnday-1150 am Eveiy Tuesday there is
also Moss and supper ot 5 pm (S2 .50).
AJIare "-'Ellcome ,We have a library With
study space and a cofe for your con"'9nlence.
FAU.SESSIONSINSPIRITUAUTY
- 7 30
pm Thursdays at Assumption Unrversity.
Facilitators a re Leanne Kloppenborg
and Sam Lucier For information call
973-7034 ,

IONA COWGE 208 Sunset Al.<9nue
973-7039 A space for meeting and
discussing. studying. quiet searching.
and relaxing wifh friends Open 9:00
am - 5:00 pm ond by arrangement Or
use Iona facilities to plan events that
are important to alL A home cooked
dinner every Thursday at 5:30 pm(S2 50)
Come and help celebrate by being

vou~tt
DOES YOUR SOCIAL LIFE need a
~sn
Phi Sigma Sigma Sorooty invites
interested gn1sto discover how lifelong
1nendsh1pscan spice up your time bet ween classes Coll Gina at 735-3908

UNIQUE
...ANY WAYYOUSERVE11
FIFTH ANNUAL
University of Windsor

HOMESTYLE
THANKSGIVING DINNER
Guest Carvers from the
University Community will preside.

-Thursday, October 8th, 1987Vanier East
$11.50/ person
Cocktails 5:00pm
Dinner 6:00pm
For information please call extension 3276.
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E~gineering
enrollmentdropblamedon lackof math '.
by Alex Mangiola
Over the last few years , universities in Ontario have been experiencing. what may seem to most a
contradictory phenomenon considering the high level of technology
prominent in the 1980s: an overall
decline of enrollment in the field of
engineering.
The Board of Governors meeting
revealed last week Windsor is no
exception. Enrollment this year for
the Faculty of Engineering is down
10 per cent
Faculty of Engineering dean,
Cameron Macinnis, attributes the
decline partly to high school graduates
who are simply not meeting the
science and mathematics requi reme nts needed to be accepted into
the faculty.
"Eve n though over the last few
years the number of total applicants

at onl y six per cent. an en gineering
representative is sent to the high
schools in Windsor each year along
with representatives from other faculties, Macinnis said .
"We've also had a computer
open house recently and set up
design competitions for high school
and primary school students to get
the kids interested in the field, " he
said.

and little opportunity for research
in the faculty is a strong deterrant
for prospective students.
"Why stay in Windsor if you
have the money to go to another
school," Miller said "I've stayed
because I'm also doing my work
through Ford."
In order to attract new students
and increase the enrollment of women
in the faculty, which currently stands

University of Wind sor president,

Dr. Ron lannis, believes the decline
in the number of students interested
in engineering is a danger to Canada's
competitive place in the world, noting the country's strong i~dustrial
base and need to be competitive. "I
think it's strange," Iannis said.
"Although the job situation will
initially be better, some high-tech
industries will suffer," Macinnis

said. "Since this is considered a
high-tech era, one would expect the
system to put out qualified people
in the high-tech field."
Macinnis would not comment
on reports of a move to reorganize
the faculty. "No major changes are
expected, but so far we are looking
at the programs currently offered
and the overall departmental structure
of the faculty," he said.0

Studentspreparefor oost-secondarv
ed. forum
OTI AWN. CUP) Students are tackling some crucial questions as the
country prepares for the first-ever
comprehensive forum on post-secondary education in Canada, to be
held in Saskatoon October 25 to

28.
The forty-four member organizing committee met in Ottawa last
week to hammer out the vision of
this forum, which will bring together
two levels of government, the business sector, non-government organizations, academics, administrators,
and students to discuss the future
direction of higher education in
Canada.
"We don't expect all of these
groups to reach consensus. We just
want them to eyeball each other, to
look each other in the eye and hear
what the other has to say.,. said
Forum Chair Dr. Bnan Segal. "If
we tried to reach a consensus it
would just collapse into voting strategies."
But students are questioning the
effectiveness of an open discussion
approach.
.. The forum has not been given
any mandate to come to a consensus
(on action). In my opinion. we've
talked long enough," said Royden

has gone down 30 per cent in
Ontario, University ofToronto has
opened up an extra 100 spots for
first year engineering students and
University of Waterloo some 7 5,"
Macinnis said.
"This has contnbuted somewhat
to the decline in enrollment. ·· he
said.
a
"Alsd, Toronto. Waterloo and
Western have always been our biggest
competitors. For one. Waterlo o
offers a good CO'OP program, and
Toronto has the big city. big school
advantage. Western, on the other
hand, receives more first year applications than any other school in
Ontario to begin with, so naturally
,their engineering faculty is never
, short of applications."
Mechanical engineering graduate
student and Windsor resident, Bill
Miller. feels that a lack of equipment

Trainor, chair of the Students' Union
of Nova Scotia.
Though administrators are generally more optimistic about the
Forum, Dr. Charles Pascal, Chair
of the Council of Regents, which
governs Ontario's colleges, admits
some concerns.
"If there is one thing that nags
me (about the Forum), it's that we
will all ask ourselves in the airport
going home from Saskatoon: 'so
what?' " he said.
Pascal said colleges are not
worried about more private sector
involvement "Any universities that
fear participation with the private
sector would be damaging to ·cur1os1ty research· are insecure. Sure
there arc dangers, but they ( universities) are big boys and girls and
they can guard against them."
And the business representatives
on the committee claim they are
genuinely interested in education.
"Corporations large and small
are where students will be earning
their living and ( the business sector)
is interested in making sure the
education system is relevant to
what employers are looking for."
said Jill Bodkin,former chair or the
B.C. Securities Commission.

"There is an enormous number
of people from the private sector.
Hopefully, we (students) won't get
dwarfed and it won't tum into a
conflictual debate between those
two groups," said Paul Ledwell,
the PEI member of CFS national
executive.
.. lts quite contentious. The postsecondary community proper is not
well represented at all," said Sheena
Weir, chair of the Ontario Federation
of Students.
Students represent less than ten
per cent of the 6000 people invoted
to participate m the Forum.
The chairs of the 22 workshops
on the agenda will be given a list of
questions by the organizers to focus
debate. The organizers hope to
avoid accusations of manipulating
the forum by includin g as a final
question on each list .. Are these
the right questions ?''
The Mulroney government promised a national forum of PSE in
last year's Throne Speech, toutin g
it as the first step in solving the
financial troubles facing Canada's
post -s econdary system .
Although finances will receive
some attention, organizers did not
plan to address the question of

federal-provincial cost sharing because provincial governments refused
to attend until they received assurances that federal-provincial relations would not be on the agenda.
Ironically, these fiscal arrangements are, for many representatives
from Universities and Colleges, the
most important issue.
Graham Flac k, a student from
Dalhousie University who was chosen to be on the organizing committee,
wants to see a "full and frank"
discussion of tuition fees.
Flack wants the forum to discuss
new ideas like doubling tuition fees
for wealthier students and using the
extra revenue for bursaries and
loans to students from lower income
backgrounds.
"We have to look to new ideas
and many of them will be trashed ,
but if we can get just a few good
ones out of this forum , we will have
succeeded, " said Flack.
Genevieve Tanguay, a McGill I
graduate student on the orgamzing
committee said grad students are I
hoping to make a case for guaranteed I
annual income ( through student aid)
in recognition of the research work
they do.
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OPEN
7 Days a Week
Mon.-Thurs.:9·6 Fri. 9-9 Sun. 10-4
3234 Sandwich St.

EVERYDAYEVERYWEEKWAREHOUSEPRICES

KRAFT
MIRACLE WHIP

$1.99

255g .

WHITE SWAN
PAPER TOWELS

$ .89

2 roll pk.

TIDE DETERGENT

$3.99

6l

NABOB
GROUND COFFEEVAC. PAC

$2.99

$1.59

CHICKEN THIGHS
NO BACKS

2l

$3.51 kg/$1.591b

u

KRAFT DINNER

$ .45

MEADOWGOLD
ICE CREAM

369g.

SEALTEST
LIGHT N'LIVELY
YOGURT

2/$ .99

CHICKEN DRUMSTICKS

$3.51 kg/$1.591b

175g.

SIRLOIN STEAKS

SEALTESTCREAMED
COTTAGE CHEESE

$1.69

$8.58kg/$3.891b

500g

MARY MILES
LUNCH MEATS

SEALTEST
PURE ORANGE JUICE
FROM CONCENTRATE

$ .99

$ .99

DEMPSTER'S
100°/o WHOLE WHEAT
BREAD

u

LARGE EGGS
GRADE A

$1.19

175g

$ .99

DOZEN
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Studentdriversgetsomerelieffromparkingwoes
by Alex Mangiola

With a nine percent increase in enrollment
this year, student drivers are faced with
bigger problems than ever before in securing
parking spaces around campus.
This week Windsor city council approved
a plan which would allow the University to
begin development on a new parking lot
located at the comer of Askin and University
streets, two blocks from the University.
"The new lot will have approximately 98
spaces and will be operated by a timed ticket
meter," said assistant vice-president of operations William Morgan. The lot is expected
to be operating by the first week in November,
and contract bids will begin shortly, he said.
A new parking development fund, consisting of a $39,000 surplus accumulated from
last year's parking revenue, will provide
initial funding for the project

"The uruversity is making other attempts
to provide additional parking on campus,
Morgan said. The junction oflots U and Lon
Wyandotte street between Sunset and California, separated in the past by an alley
running between them is one project, he said.
"What we are doing next year is extending

the lot even more , as soon as the tenant
moves out of the property directly behind it,"
said Morgan.
Director of parking for campus police,
Michael Wallace, said another important
development is the increase in handicapped
parking, providing eight spaces reserved for
the disabled.
"The problem should 've been dealt with
years ago," said fourth year business student
John St Louis when asked about the parking
situation.
''I've heard that they had a parking
problem even in the early seventies. What
they should've done is started some kind of a
collective fund to build a parking garage back
then," he said.
David Mc Williams, chair of the resource
allocation committee, a sub-committee of the
Board of Governors, rejects any notion of a
parking garage being built in the near future.

"The cost of a surface lot is approximately
$2 ,000 per parking space, compared to around
$25 ,OOOper space in a parking structure," he
said. "The cost of an underground facility is
practically unfeasible, considering the inap ·
propriate conditions of the underlying soil
around the area," said McWilliams.
"The funds are simply not there for a
structure of any sort," he said.
Another student, 3rd year psychology
major John McAIIen, said a major problem
with a transient student population is the
difficulty in getting students to pay fees for a
parking development, which most will not
see erected during their years at the University.
The parking problem is one students
might have to learn to accept,he said.
"Perhaps the solution simply lies elsewhere,
like in the encouragement of driving pools
and public transit to reduce the population of
student drivers in general," McAllen said. D

Love Canal vet shares ideas on tack/in~bi~ ~ovemment
by Arthur Gosselin
Anti-pollution activists don'thave to climb suspension bridges to
make a point.
"You don't have to be an 'environ,
mental terrorist' to be against the
incinerator," said Tom Stephens of
the People For Clean Air ( PFCA)
in introducing guest speaker Lois
Gibbs. Gibbs was in Detroit to
speak to those fighting the City's
plan to build the world's largest
garbage incinerator at a cost of
$470 million.

The PFCA sponsored lecture
took place in Oetroit's First Unitarian
Church on Cass Avenue, Tuesday
night The PFCA is a loose Detroit
area coalition of environmental activists.

Gibbs, the former president of Gibbs of pressuring politicians to
the Love Canal Homeowners ASS<r clean up the environment Camciation of Love Canal, New York, paigning door to door is another
fought against a toxic waste dump way of applying pressure, she said.
created by the Hooker Chemical
Gibbs called the permit issued
Company in the early 70's and by the state of Michigan to Detroit,
won. She said only politically har- allowing the construction of the
assing politicians will bring success incinerator, .. a license to pollute."
in fightin~ the proposed incinerator.
She also had something to say
Gibbs moved to Arlington, Vir- about the current lawsuits in the
ginia to become president of the courts against the pollution the
Citizens Clearinghouse for Hazard.. incineratorwould give out, including
ous Waste after the U.S. federal dioxin.
government moved the homeowners
"Any level of this chemical is
of Love Canal out of the Hooker toxic." she said, referring to it as
dump site. which contained the the deadliest chemical known to
deadly chemical dioxin.
man.
The distributing of a leaflet saying
"They are arguing about how
.. Wanted: (Mayor's name and pic- fast they're going to kill you," Gibb
ture) for premeditated murder,"
said of the lawsuits trying to force
against the mayor of Yukon, New Detroit to use the most modem
Jersey was used as an example by pollution control equipment in the

incinerator.
"What you really want to do is
stop the incinerator," she said.
"They are arguing about how
fast they're going to kill you,"
Gibbs said of the lawsuits trying to
force Detroit to use the most modem
pollution control equipment in the
incinerator.
"What you really want to do is
stop the incinerator," she said.
Gibbs went on to say the incinerator is also a problem for Canada
because some of the toxic ash of the
plant would float into Canada, affecting our breathing and eventually
our food chain,
"Acid rain is a minor problem,"
she said, compared to the potential
pollution problem of incinerators.
The permit to start building the
incinerator was given by the state of

Michigan in 1984, but it was discovered a year later that the health
risks of the proposal were far greater
than first calculated because of a
statistical error in the first estimate
by the state.
Instead of the rate being two
deaths per year per million, it was
actually 38.
This past surrunerthe incinerator
wasbrought to international
attention
whena groupof Greenpeaceprotestors scaled a crane on the incinerator
building site as well as the Ambassador Bridge to gain public attention.
Detroit's mayor, Coleman Young
branded the protestors "environmental terrorists" for all the unwanted publii; attention he received
on account of their stunt

by Beth Ryan
NaHonal Features Writer
Canadian University Press
He's been dubbed "spokesman for a generation" by the music
press but British musician Billy Bragg is uncomfortable with such a
weighty title.
Although his music Is on campus radio station ploylists across
Canedo. Bragg does not presume to speak for Canadian youth when
he performs staunchly polltlcal tunes like "There is Power In a Union,"
'"Which Side Ale You On" or '"Between the Wars." But his politics are very
much a port of his message
·-rm not o political songwriter. I write some political songs, but l
mean I live in a country at the moment thafs very polillcol, and part of
my job is to reellect the society that I come from And I can't divorce
politics lrom life, I'm afraid I don't think politics is something that we
leave to the politicians. I think politics is too important to be left just to
politicians," Bragg asserts.
But Bragg acknowledges that he con potentially influence many
people through his music. so he takes that responsibility seriously.
His recent Canadian tour was scheduled around o trip to Nicaragua.
where he performed at o book festival aimed at improving the literacy
of the Nicaraguan people. When Bragg returned to Canada, he was
anxious to shore his experiences with his audiences, comprised mostly
of university and college students.
··1guess I learned about whofs happening in Nicaragua from the
Clash album "Sondinislo"' and I'm not ashamed to admit that," Bragg
said, illustrating lhllt niusicions con actually Inform their listeners.
The lost lines of Bragg's song"t Says Here'' became verycleorto him
when he went to Nicaragua: "When you wake up lo the fact that your
paper is Tory, just remember .there· s two sides to every story"
"Our newspapers and our governments oren·t telling us the truth
obout what is going on In Nicaragua. They've misrepresented the
Sondtnisto government ond the people ol Nicaragua. calling them
Marxists and totolitorions, when thofs Just not the cose," Bragg said.
Bragg asked a Cuban Journalist for his perception of the potiica!
situation in Nicaragua. in light of his experience with South and Central
American politics. The journalist called the Sondinista government·· an
Interesting experiment in social democracy." which is far from what the
North American press was calling it.
Bragg witnessed many discrepancies betv.een what the press was
telling the rest of the world about Nicaragua and what he actually saw
there. He rejects comparisons between life under the Sandinisto
government and life in places like the Soviet Union or West Germany.
"All over the place, there are posters promoting the live opposition
parties in Nicaragua And when people from the United Stoles embassy
came to Nicaragua. they distributed anti-Sandinisto propagondo but
the Sandlnistas didn't stop them Now I ask you, would that hoppen in
the US.S.R.or In West Germany?"
Bragg also dismisses American assertions that the Sandinistos hove
no public support In Nicaragua.
"In Nicaragua. there are one million arms !or three m11ionpeople. If
the Sondinistas were not popular. they wouldn't be there very long!"
Bragg commented wryly.
Bragg speaks highly of the thousands of American volunteers
working lo improve living conditions for the Nicaraguan people and
implores young people to go there to help. He notes that these
volunteers must look at the ··contra- gate " hearings and President
Ronald Reagan's continued support of the Contras in disgust.
"'The United States shouldn't repeat the mistake of sending armies

into a jungly war ( as they did in Vietnam). It they wont to demonstrate
their great Influence on the world, why don't they sit down with the Soviet
Union and get rid or all nuclear weapons?" Bragg asked his audience
In Ottawa, who responded with cheers.
Bragg calls U.S. and Soviet interference in Nicaragua's situation
··an issue of global importance for the Third World" He fears that "II o
tiny country like Nicaragua can't be self-determined, then what hope is
there lor anyone?"
Bragg noted !hot whlle most Americans feel very strongly about
what to do about Nicaragua, they really know tittle about what is
happening there.
Bragg Joked wtth his audience: "In o recent pal~ 51% of Americans
polled were against giving aid to the Contras, 32% were ln favour and
30% couldn't even locate Nicaragua on o mop! Al least they wouldn't
get for If they tried to invade!"
But Nicaragua Is not a "trendy politico I issue" for Bragg. He looks at
most polltlcal situations with a critical eye and comments on them with

..
•

a scathing tongue. Bragg is particularly negative about Margaret
Thatcher's Tory government in Britain, denouncing the "economic
brutality" !hot she is Inflicting on the British with her hard-nosed
economic policies. The victims of these policies, Bragg said, ore "those
who can't lake part in the glory of capitalism," the working class and
poor of Britain.
Bragg places his support behind Neil Kinnnock and the Labour

famous for such heart-breakers as "I Can't Help JIIf fm Stilt In Love With
You" and "Your Cheatln' Heart."
Thafs what Bragg hopes lo achieve with his own compositionslyrics that touch people in a very personal way.
"I think that ifs those powerful songs that make you sit down and
think. or even more powerful, sit down and cry, that ore Justas important
as the ones that make you wont to jump up and be happy. And when I

Party ln Britain, acting as a link between the Labour Party leaders and
the youth of Britain. Playing benefit gigs with British perlormers Paul
Weller and Jimi Sommerville has earned Bragg much of his reputation
as a political spokesman for the youth of Britain. Bragg's support for the
Labour Party has not woned despite their recent election lossperhaps 11has Increased his respect.
"Two weeks before the election, labour was doing well in the polls.
Then Kinnock was asked for the Labour stand on nuclear orms. He
could hove dropped the disarmament question from lhe platform and
possibly hove won the election. Bui he said, '"Within twenty-four hours of
our election we will close down the military bases." He may have lost
the election but he kept the principles of the Labour Party and the
ordinary people, " asserts Bragg.
When Bragg arrived in Canada In July. the opinion polls gave over
35% of the popular vote to the New Democratic Party and the NOP won
three seals in Parliament during by-elections that month. While Bragg
was surprised and pleased lo see a socialist party riding high on a
wove ol popularity in Canada. he note that ii would be "difficult lo elect
a party who differs from Uncle Sam on nuclear defense. ·
Bragg urged young Canadian voters not to allow lh NOP to discard
their controversial disarmament policy if they were ever elected. He
cited the example of the New Zealand government, who moved out of
the shadow of Australia to assume o non-nuclear stance. He suggested
that Canada could make a similar move away from the United Stoles
and become a world leader in peoce.
While Bragq·s political messages and music ore an important facet
of his performances. he can·t be dismissed as a mouth-piece for leftwing political parties. He has another distinct side to his music ond his
personality which is often ignored by the media, but never by his fans. In
fad, many of his fans probably don't know or core where his political
loyalties lie. For them Billy Bragg is the man who writes gut-wrenching
love songs that send them sobbing off to sleep at night.
This is the side of Billy Bragg that sings "I don't want to change the
world , I'm not looking for o new England, I'm just looking for another
girl." He considers his love ballads to be as important as his political
songs because he realizes that love, particularly the unrequited sort,
has universal appeal that specific political issues do not.
But Bragg does not consider politics and 1ove to be mutually
exclusive, o belief he fries to explain by paraphrasing AntonioGramsci.
a former president of the Italian Social Democratic Party
"If you haven't really loved someone , really cored and hurt over
them. then you can't be a socialist."
·'The Saturday Boy" is a song that could be called the quintessential
Billy Bragg love song, but Bragg calls ii simply "the truest song I ever
wrote ." Ifs o funny, achingtyaccurote
tale of on adolescent boy's love
for the girl who doesn't know he's olive. Bragg traces the tales of
heartbreak from when ''She became a magic mystery to me and we'd
sit together in double history, twice a week and some days we'd walk
the some way home ..: to "In the end it took me a dictionary to find out
the meaning of unrequited, while she was giving herself for free at o
party to which I was never Invited."
Bragg personally favours classic laments of the broken-hearted
done in the great country music tradition by people like Patsy Cline and
Honk Wlllloms or Motown-style, by Smokey Robinson or the Four Tops.
"Bob Dylan called country singer Honk Williams'America's greatest
living poet.' To me, he's the guywha sings the love songs that meontthe
most. The ones that mode your stomach go like Jelly when you hear him
playing ln the supermarket or the gas station," sold Bragg of the man

set out to make music I must admit that thafs the sort of music I set out to
make, music that really touches you. "
When he writes love songs, Bragg tries to remember that every one
hos the same "hang-u ps. worries. confusions" about love and then
"maybe you can write something that everyone can feel." In his version
of ··walk Away Renee," Bragg says '"I couldn't stop thinking about her.
and everytime I switched on the radio, there was someone else singing
a song about the two of us." And thafs what he hopes to achieve with his
songs: the feeling that someone else knows how you feel
"I have a letter al home from a girl who told about her life. which was
not particularly going very well-like any adolescent tile, it...bod ifs
problems-but
she finished off by say,ng, 'Thank you for being in my
empty room when nobody else was there.' Now Smokey Robinson did
that to me. and if I met him today I would hove to soy exacttythal lo him.
If my songs ore moving people the waythot Smokeyond the Four Tops
and Elvis Costello moved, then. you know. thofs much more job
satisfaction than filling out the Maple Leaf Gardens." so1d Bragg.
Since Bragg eschews commercial success for personal satisfaction.
he works in the music industry on his own terms. His albums and e.p.s
usually bear the label ··pay no more than ...'' lo ovoid over-pricing. and
he refuses to cul singles that only five fans two songs. Bragg does not
forget his days as a working-class kid from Barking. East London, and
he hos not changed his lifestyle much lo occomodate his new-found
noloreity.
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"ln·royspore time. I watch !he telly, catch up on my letters, hang out
with my chums, visit my mum Same as most folks. I suppose."
And although he's been called"the new messiah of British folk'' and
"the British Bob Dylan." Bragg sees his chosen career in very realistic
terms.
According to the former bonk messenger, store clerk and house
poin ter, "This is just a Job...lhe best Job l've ever had ..but Ifs still o Job.''
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With Specific Stylist

7 days
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Mask s
lnd ,an A r l
C a, v ,ngs
J ewt>lle ry
Pon c h os
Pottery
Tapest ri es
M;,ya n P,e c es
Clothonq

ANYONE INTERESTED IN volunt..rtng
at CJAMfm, c4)pllcalkM,f_ CMllable
at stationbasement
U. Centre,

across trom the pub.
ROOM FOR RENT. kitchen facilities.
downtown area. call 258-<>965

PLUS 20% off all other hair

AEROelCS

INSTRUCTOR
NEEDED
immedicrtety .Coll'.254-9440
.askf<:KloclCline

services
Sun , Mon., Tues. , Wed.

0
U510

IN THE SKY
10 % off with Student

NOW OPEN SUNDAY 12-5
Bring Your Coupon

I. D.

WINDSOR S NEWEST GIFT IDEA SHOP

" FROM THE ORI G INAL TO THE EXOTIC "

551 Pelissier St
973-4977

PHI SIGMA SIGMASorority invites all
1nteres1edgilts too RUSHparty on Tuesday.
Octob0'6 . from12:00 pmto2:00pm 1n the
Contererce Room LP,ta11s
1n the Student

• C ARPETS
• FOLK ART
• AFRICAN CARVINGS
HAH D CIIM'T£0

• PLANTS
• JEWELRY
• WHIPS

IMPORTS FAOM #,ROUN D THE W OR'LD

300 Ouellette-Su,te

No.225

(Palace CompleX)

Open 7 Daya

(519) 252·8686

IONA COWGE. 208 Sunset Avenue
973-7039 A space for meeting and
discussing. studying. quiet search ing
and relaxing with friends Open 900
am-5:00 pm. and by arrangeme nt. or
•Jse Iona facilities to plan events that
ore important to us all .A home-cooked
dinnerev01Ylhursdayot5 :00 pm . $2 50.
Come and help celebrate by be ing
-.,.ourself
ARE YOU ON <>SAP?
Need ojob ? App ly
at Awords0fficeforOntori0Wor1<Study
Program Further info. call SAC office.
Nell Ouditt for job descriptions (ext .

3905}
WANTED
, CAJIABUtypists for part- time
work Please leave ycur name. phone
numberandhoursycuwishto1M:>11<with
Josephine at the SAC dfice .
CUFF EIHCICSONUVB Oift's only a rea
pertoonance is Sept. 23-26 at Centre
Court in the FT.SherkreCf80tion comple x.
Leomlngton . Into. coll 253-9478.

.

., -,!f{f >

I.GIT- one gold wnstv.o tch w/ brown
leather band . On co ~s.
Mon .. Sept
14. 581n, 181Ila \d.Je. e.,,od Cal 7386644

AISUMl'1'10N UNtYIRIITY CHAPEL
973-7034. Located be twee n the U.C.
· and Huron Line. MaSun.10:30 &
4:30. Mon-Ffl 11 :50 am . Every Tuesday
there 1sa lso moss and supper at 5 pm.
($2.50) All ore welcome. We have a
librory with study space and o cote for
-.,.ourconvenience.
ADDITIONAL
VOWNTEUS NEEDED at
the Sexual Assault CrisisCen tre Training
SE1SS1onS
to begin thismon tti C:011253-3100
HELP-Reg . Nurse Admin .& Accountant
husband anxiOusly seek ing to adopt
· infant P1easeco11Judith(416)782-2557

j

FAUSUSK>NS IN SPtRITUALITY begin
7:30 pm Thursday.Sept 24 at Assumption
University Facilitators will be Leanne
Kloppenborg and Som Lucier For Info .
call 973-7034

WATERIIED
FOR SALEqueen size. good
condition Comple te with bool<shelf.mattressliner. heate r ond cops . TIM:>
years old
$250 or best offer Call 256-3621
ADDITIONAL VOWNTEERS needed ot
the Sexual Assault Cns1sCentre Training
sessions begin this month If Interested
please call 253-3100

HELP:Reg Nurse Adm1n & Accountant
husbands well established anxiously see4<·
ing to adopt infant . Please call Judith
(416) 782-2557
.

WANT TO PARTY? Wont to meet new

'

fnends? Great atmosphereot MocD:x)ald
Holl. for discount rate at residence call
Pot or Tim at 252-1396

1MElANCl'S1987-81 LiterarySupplement
:.'avueg le is accepting subm1ssi0ns for
pe,emr.shorlstones.photographsonddraw1ngs Literary selections should be typed
and drepped off at the Lance (2nd floor
Univ Centre) Deadline for submissions 1s
October 15th

I NEB>mybuttocksll.Jboing. rm presuming

Ahh, the spontaneityof y:outh.Totravelin whichever
directionthe windblows.No plans.
No reservations.
CanadianAirlinesInternational
welcomes aboard the footloose
traveller with this special offer:
those under age 22 travelling
economyclass on a stand-bybasis
can save up to 50% on the regular
airfare for any flightwithinCanada.
That gives you a lot of waysto
save. Because we fly to more
towns and cities in Canada than
any other airline on this continent.

Lookingfor ways to escape? Head out with a friend.
CanadianAirlines International.
The spi.rittakes wing.

Canadi~n
Canadian Airlines International

that -.,.ou
are more than slightly interesJed
Aeose coll on me at my address. Ipuiposely
mis-spelt address to insure confidential1ty
Copto1n Crunch.

I

SINGER/RHYTHM
guitar player starting
professional rock band Need dedicated
and energetic musicians to do mostly
60's mus,c . Coll 977-<>087 and ask for
Dove
ELS REQUIRED for part .time photo
aSS1gnments. No expe(ience necessary
Local or travel Reply to ~ls
Unlimited .
Box 201. Windsor . N9A6K1

PHI SIGMA SIGMA Sorooty invites all
interested IM)ITl8l'l to attend an 1nfoonation
night and wine and cheese Thursday.
pt . 24th at 7:00 p.m . in the Delta Chi
Frotem ify House· 408 Indian . If interested
tin the Student Centre at 7:00. or go
o. the hoo Jse.

Stratford'sOthello·spailedby understudy
Othello
by William Shakespeare
directed by John Neville
This could have been a powerful production of Othello.
It wasn't.
What a disappointment, too. Othello is
one of my favourite Shakespearean plays,
and I expected a great deal from this production.
I heard that veteran screen actor Harold
Rollins (A Soldier's Story, Ragtime) would
be playing the title role.
He didn't He was, presumably, ill.
Instead, we were treated to one Joseph
Ziegler, Rollins' understudy, sporting a generic
afro wig and black face paint in one of the
most ludicrous racial impersonations since
Marlon Brando tried to be an Okinawan in
Teahouse of the August Moon.
Granted, when one has no other black
men in the company, one must improvise, but
Ziegler came out looking like a cross between
Al Jolson and Gene Wilder in Silver Streak.
But, I suppose we must be gracious and
allow them that.
The next problem was that Ziegler just
was not believable as Othello. As I remember,
Othello is supposed to be a very big man,
both literally and figuratively.
He wasn't.
He is supposed to have chari sma. to be
able to command everyone's respect just by
being in the room.
He didn't.
Ziegler was too scrawny to be effective.
When he bragged of his exploits, I stared
disbelievingly at him, thinking that the only
way he could have won all those battles is if
he had been fighting children.
He seemed weighted down by the full
dress military uniform he wore (indeed, he
seemed in danger of tipping over).
But most of a.IIhe seemed to be exactly
what he was: someone's understudy.
There were times. few and far between,
when we did get glimpses of how Othello is
supposed to be played. The so-called "temi:r
tation" scene between Othello and Colm
Feore's Jago was excellent He really showed
he could emote, and was actually believable.
In general, however, he was simply bad.
Jago is quite another story. Colm Feore's
portrayal of the villain was stunning. He was
·a quiet. contemplative, conniving bastard,
just as the script requires. He brought life to
the character, and actually made a real
person out of lago. His soliloquies were

delivered to the audience as though it were a
silent character. He reacted to the reactions
of the audience.
And, boy, could he make you believe he
was real. Dammit, he was Jago.
When an actor portrays a character badly,
a critic can go on and on telling what was
wrong. But when a character is done right,
like Jago was, the only fair thing to say is that
he was perfect.
It is fair to say perfect I looked, nay,
searched for flaws in Feore's performance
and found none.
Under his confidentdelivery,the Elizabethan
tongue was clearly understood ( unlike Ziegler,
who reminded me of a high school student
reading in class). His powerful voice ensured
that everyone heard him. His constant reinforcement of Othello's naivete and jealousy
was so real that I started to actually hate him.
That's a good sign.
He did it so well, it's too bad he couldn't
have found an equally effective Othello. The
effect would have been heart wrenching.
Other bright characters were Roderigo.
played by Dale Mieske. ( another understudy).
Wenna Shaw·s Desdemona. and Goldie
Semple as Iago's wife, Emilia.
Roderigo is supposed to be a sullen jerk,
and Mieske delivered it beautifully.
Shaw's Desdemona was carefully studied
and well acted. She is the true victim of the
play and her convincing portrayal elicited the
proper emotional response. Even though
Ziegler's Othello didn't commit a very effective
murder of her. her death was still shocking.
But Emilia was as brilliant as Jago.
Her anger at lago's twisted machinations
was real. Her disbelief when the truth does
out was superb. She felt as much a victim as
Desdemona. and delivered it very well. She
even died convincingly.
As for the production.
John Neville's direction was clean, brisk
and, irrespective of Ziegler's tendency to
slow things down, the play moved along
nicely.
He brought out the animal imagery in the
text by decorating his set with animals. A
brass heron served as a lamp. One chair was
a lion's head. Another chair was designed
such that when Jago sat in it, horns appeared
behind his head. A stuffed ibex served as a
couch in several scenes, and an animal skin
rug was employed frequently.
The one thing that sort of puzz led me was
a giant net suspended over the stage during

the scenes in Cyprus. J suspect it was used to
bring out the image of tangled webs of
deception, and the trap of jealousy, but rm
not sure.
All in all, the play was competent
But that's all. Even though Jago, Emilia,
Desdemona and Roderigo were so well done,
and the play was so well put together, the best
that can be said for it is that it was competent
If Othello himself hadn't been so weak it

would have been fantastic.
I suppose I should recommend this play.
It plays through October 31 at the Festival
Theatre, and if you want to see Iago as be
should be played, by all means, see it If you
are interested in seeing Othello squirm, avoid
it Ziegler didn't make him squirm at all. He
just slouched.
My final word: C+.
-B rian McKenz ie

JesusChristwasa Martian!The proof:
Man Facing Southeast
directed by Eliseo Subielo
H aving abandoned faith in adolescence with the vehemence perhaps unique to post-pubescent apostacies, Jmust nevertheless confess
to harbouring a vestigial and ineradicable hope, or, at least. a powerful
nostalgia for religion's cozier cosmos.
I was consequently particularly
3usceptible to this curious and often
compelling Argentine film about a
sci-fi second coming: but despite
any furtive with that it would succeed
somehow in reaffirming Christian

truth, J left the theatre not a renewed..
toughened, contemporized Christian, but an ever more cyn ical aesthete.
Man Facing Southeast is about
a doc tor at a mental hospital who is
growing disillusioned about his job
and his ability to help his patients at
all. A new patient inexplicably finds
his way into the asylum, claiming
to be from another planet ''He is
from far away. He is a good man,"
says a bedridden fellow inmate of
him. Subsequent tests prove him to
genius, although he adheres to his
story. He inspires in the doctor a
renewed interest in his profession,

although Rientes' ( the visitor's name)
is a continual affront to all the
doctor's preconceptions, and eventually even gets him in trouble.
So the movie looks for a while
as though it will be about the difference between sanity and madness, and rationality's blithe imperialism in dealing with the mad.
But. it takes an unexpected tum
when it turns out the guy can
actually move objects with his mind.
Rientes has also acquired a devoted
following among the patients at the
asylum. So is he Christ or isn't he?
ls he of extraterrestrial pedigree,
just a gifted child of the sublunary

world? The movie deliberately cult- erage human ability and was a man
whose values one should emulate.
ivates these amb iguities and leaves
but was not the son of God?
us, like the doctor, wondering.
The basis for its Christian reThis ambiguity makes me uncertain of which direction the film isionism is a dilettantish amalgam
was working in with regards to its of behaviourism and Christian ethics
(" I respond rationally to stimilus. I
many overt Christian parallels. Aie
these latter, on the one hand, meant see someone in pain. and I try to
help."). G ranted, the film adopts
to invoke a moral and hermeneutic
the rhetoric of science in the spirit
framework to bolster and explicate
the narrative and its symbols? Or, of aesthetic verisimilitude rather
conversely, are they merely signal than intellectual rigour, but thl
allusions. intended to alert us that spurious scientificity echoes the
this is in fact a commentarv on dialogue of Lost in Space more
Christianity itself. saying, parable-- than it suggest the New Scripture.
There is as well plenty of gratufashion, that Christ was indeed
gifted beyond the measure of av(story continued on page /6)

Cupid~Folly and Time
born 30 years ago in Nashville,
Tennessee and was raised there.
She was a gymnast and won 30
gold medals. Deciding to pursue
acting instead of the Olympics, she
went to Los Angeles in 1980. There
she did some work with the musical
group, the Tubes. Later, she had
bit parts in Xanadu and One From
The Heart. If you 're already one of
her fans don't waste your money
renting these movies, she's like a fly
landing on the screen for two seconds.
She went on to dance in Toto's
video, Rosanna and was Jennifer
Beals' friend in Flashdance, where
she danced the Manhunt number.

James Ensor
" Two Skeletons
fighting over a Lance"

For those of you who have not
seen Dirty Dancing, you probably
think it is "cutesie," "vulgar'' or
another ''teenie bopper movie;''
well it's not
Sure it has the typical boy meet
girl theme but there's much more to
this movie than that No it's not
vulgar either. "dirty dancing" is an
overstatement
Cynthia Rhodes and Patrick
Swayze are the dancingentertainment
at a summer resort Cynthia Rhodes
who is pregnant can only get an
abortion on the night they have to
work. So to fill in along comes
Thank~
SylvesterStallone,
Jennifer Gray, who is visiting the
resort with her family. It's not
really as bad as it sounds. A lot
more takes place than expected and
is actually touching at times. If
you're the sensitive type bring along
the Kleenex. This movie has something for everyone. The movie purportedly takes place in 1963. You 're (story continued from page 15)
told this at the beginning of the itous philosophizing with too-pithy
movie and hear some excellent lines that congest the air with pat
'60's tunes, but I kept forgetting it .. significance."
But, whatever it botches within
was supposed to be 1963. Perhaps
the
bounds of its so explicitly dethis is so because they seemed to
forget also. The clothes and hairstyles clared thematic arena, the film has
plenty to compel the viewer to keep
seem to be a little too up-to-date.
Then about three quarters of the watching. This is generally very
way through, contemporary music good movie-making, with deft camera work; the scene-making and
filters into the sixties music.
But if you can overlook this motivic foreshadowing had a subtlety and economy that the script
major flaw you'll love this picture.
The music's fantastic as well as the often lacked.
Even outside the realm of cindancing, photography and editing.
You'll leave the theatre feeling ematic technique there are provocative undertones that are not
exhilarated.
One thing that I really hope will easily subsumed into the film's procome out of Dirty Dancing is some fessed agenda, emanating a resolong overdue recognition of one of nance that Barthes would have called
the supporting cast members, Cynthia oneiric. I'm thinking in particular of
Rhodes . She is a wonderful dancer a scene in which "The Saint," a
as illustrated in an opening dance woman who claims to know Rientes,
number with Patrick Swayze. If she after having sex with the doctor
looks a bit familiar-only a couple drools a blue viscous fluid from her
pounds lighter-that's because you mouth. Apart from the plot role this
saw her in Staying Alive. She was scene serves, providing the signatory

who directed Staying Alive, saw
the talent within Miss Rhodes. He
wanted her for the part of Jackie
opposite John Travolta. Here we
watched her best dancing, singing
and acting. I really thought we
would see more of her, instead all
we saw was a movie with Tom
Selleck called Runaway. Until Dirty
Dancing it seemed as if her talent
was on the back burner. Hopefully
people will now stand up and take
notice of Cynthia Rhodes, especially
those in the entertainment world. If
you haven't seen Dirty Dancing,go
see it and keep your eye on Cynthia
Rhodes.

-C indy Slavik

Moviean effortat
modemhaf!iowaph
y

TONIGHT

Thursday, October 1st

THE NATIONAL TRAVELLERHOTEL
p resents

Our GRAND OPENING Celebration
of NIGHTWORKS LOUNGE
This 1salso
University of Windsor
NIGHT

"material evidence" that she may
not be quite human, it gives a chill,
or thrill, as something surreal, alien,,
or thrill, as something surreal, alien,
that doesn't seem to be part of
anything else in the movie.
It is this kind offlotsam, floating
unassimilated by the movie's own
symbolic and narrative framework
that makes it worth seeing. The
characters too, despite their slightly
hackneyed quality are interesting,
but in a way which tends to subvert
their scripted existence-i.e. their
physiognomy, their mannerisms, etc.,
which the camera deftly captures.
The movie, then. is a good movie,
but bad literature.
When the heady buzz it sometimes delivers dissipates, you will
be left with a hangover of deep
intellecrual dissatisfaction, But hangovers have never been good enough
reason to stop drinking.
Man Facing Southeast will be
playing at the Park Theatre Oct 1-

3.
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Our Courtesy Bus Leaves
In front of Vanier Hall
8 30 pm . Direct to

THE NATIONAL TRAVELLERHOTEL
DON'T MISS IT!

GOOD

EATS

Free admission to students with ID

e DRINK

e DANCING

SPECIALS

and
Courtesy Bicycles
Welcomes AU
Students and Faculty Back
to the University of Windsor
ALL BIKES & ACCESSORIES

DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY
7 NIGHTS A WEEK

TOP40 & MORE

I

1Qto 4QA>QFF

Our restaurant and dance floor are open
'til 4am on Fridays and Saturdays

0

•

Including QualityBrandNames

upon pr-totlon

of LD.

_....,
111

COURTESY ~E}r,
BICYCLES ,..
~.
3154 Sandwich W:252-0080

PLACE

World 's Greatest Texas Style Burger
(1/2 lb of beef)
3.95 with fries and c ondiments
Only $2.95 with Student I. D.

NORCO

I

THE NEW STUDENT GATHERING

Mon-Thurs 9pm to 1 am (No cover, no minimum)
Fri-Sat 9pm-1 am $3.00 cover ($2 with 1.0. card)
1 am-4am $5 cover ($3 with I. C. card)
Get your G. W. I. D. card for special V.1.P. treatment!
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fuok a hatchetjob on RochdaleCollege.Seriously
1
Rochdale. the Runaway College
David Sharpe
House of Anansi Press Ltd.
Those lefties too young to remember the
sixties harken to them as the "Golden Age"
of dissent, protest and social liberation, and
many stuff themselves full of anecdotes from
the era.
One frequently-cited experience and experiment of the Canadian left in the late sixtiesearly seventies was Toronto's Rochdale College.
Few politically-correct people will fail to
give at least a chuckle of recognition to the
name, although nowadays it's increasingly
acceptable to ask "Huh?", especially if you're
an American.

ooes

How can an outsider
do iusticeto life in a
buildinf!whichone
residentdescribedas a
"Karmicaccelerator"?
In Rochdale, the Runaway College,
author David Sharpe tries to give us an idea
of what really went on in the Bloor Street
home of hippies. radicals and students oflife.
It's unfortunate that the account was written
by a guy who never lived there.
' I mean, seriously. how can an outsider do
justice to life in a building which one resident
described as ·· a Karmic accelerator"·>
Sure, the guy has done a lot of interviews
with people who were on the spot, and tries to
convey a sense of their belief they were the
avant-garde. that they were creating the New
Jerusalem here on earth.
It is natural. I suppose, for Sharpe to
dwell on the free love/drugs culture associated
with Rochdale, even if by now it is kind of
boring. It is too bad that while he documents
the fact that there was debate, he never
moves beyond a very superficial glance at its
implications. He fails to discuss the ideas of
the Movement-I capitalize it as it is now
dead--choosing instead to assure us there
were plenty. Rochdale was a fertile ground
1
for free thought and learning; it's too bad

~

counter-culture. A lack offeel for revolution
in all its forms is evident throughout the book.
Finally, Sharpe certainly has provided a
useful guide to the co-op's financial woes. It
is difficult to get people to talk about it
anymore, although the mess Rochdale made
of its bottom line ( and its rugs) was something
of a scandal at the time.
Naturally, sympathetic activists are loathe
to tackle the topic now. but Sharpe hands the
reader details of the college's failure in terms
of dollars and cents.
Sharpe argues that Rochdale was unsuccessful-nei ther self-sustaining nor a factor in
fundamentallychangingsociety.He
acknowledge the importance it had as a sort of
touchstone. a symbol to the rest of the world of
what was and could be.
But mostly, he really slams the college on
all levels-cost, education. as a social experiment
Even its symbolism is lauded as providing a
target for those opponents of what he terms the
extremes of the decade.
Ifs kind of disappointing, because I admit
to being one of those nouveau lefties interested
in. if not fascinated with. the accomplishments
of the generation that sought to remake the
world in the challenge to revolution that was
the sixties, that was Rochdale.
I hope I can look forward to a response
from people who will document the good
things. and not try to paint just a negative
picture. People dying from drug overdoses is
not a pretty sight. but neither is a young
student being dragged away to jail for ll)ing a
little pot Sharpe dwells on the former without
criticizing the latter. and thereby reveals his
bias. ( The fact that the book was dedicated to a
priest supports my thesis. J
Anyway. if you get the idea that I think that
Rochdale is not a particularly good introduction
to the issues and institution of Rochdale
College. I've made my point. On the other
hand. if you think Rochdale College was all
that is good and sweetness and light in this
world. maybe this book will open your eyes to
its faults.
Otherwise, give it a pass. We're too busy
creating our own revolution to waste our time
on tripe like this that doesn't allow to draw our
own lessons.

Rochdale professor advocates the crumbly yellow approach.

Sharpe is too busy relating cute little stories
to explore them.
For example, he frequently tells us the
residents contemptuously called the police
"pigs", but nowhere did I see a passage
which gave any explanation or justification
for the moniker. In fairness. maybe he thought

no explanation was necessary, but it is my
experience that modem-day youth don't understand or respond well to the radical language
of those heady days.
As another example, he mentions conflict
between bikers and other residents, but gives
no context to the role the bikers played in the

-Kevin

~-------------
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DavidCronenberf!
a seminalf!Ore-meister
by Lawrence Deck

Last week, as you may recall, I wrote about the
"'Splatterpunk"' revolution in horror fiction. I said at the time
that I thought Canadian horror-film director David Cronenberg
had anticipated a maJor $'punk theme (that of disease and
decay as the deepest horrors in the human scope) in his
decidedly iconoclastic film career.
Well. I didn't go to any movies last week. Instead, I sat
around and ruminated and mused about Cronenberg, his
career-his unique contribution to the horror genre-and as a
result I have this to say ....
The first Cronenpicture I ever saw was Scanners. I saw it
on T.V., which is to say I saw a version in which Cronenberg's
visions were 'edited.' It wasn't half the movie it pretended to
be. Even though I doubt Cronenberg would call that expurgated,
skeletal film Scanners,it hooked me with it's theme immediately.
The idea of a mutation, ( caused by drug experimentation on
pregnant women) that involves the psychic ability to merge
one· sown nervous system with another person's is undeniably
original and powerfully provocative. What if... ?
The plot is simple enough. The bad scanner intends to
mass-produce the drug that mutated him, thus creating the
Scanner Master Race, and the good scanner wants to stop
him All the scanners are plagued by schizophrenic-type
·voices in their heads.· Murder follows murder until....
When I finally saw it uncut, I was bowled over. Sure, I'd
heard about the heads exploding etc .. but when I saw it. I
didn't realize that it was because the scanners controlled the
victim's nervous system that they could do that Some critics
panned the head-bombs as a guady special effects gurunick,
but. then, they didn't think, did they? If you could control a
person's heart rate. and you wanted him/her dead, how would
you do it? You'd speed the heart up(blow up his/her head) or
slow it down (give him/her a stroke). Cronenberg may well
have gone from the idea of heads exploding to scanner
abilities, but within the framework, he justified himself and
did so quite admirably.
In any case, the movie illustrates a couple of recurrent
themes: that of catastrophic mutations produced by medical
science. and the theme of what constitutes 'humanity.·
Rabid deals with those same themes. only this time the
mutation takes the form not of psychic powers. but of
distortion of human physiology. A girl is involved in a
motorcycle accident near an isolated clinic for plastic
surgery. She's bashed up pretty bad-in particular there's a

big chuck of flesh missing from her left armpit-and there's
no hospital in the area. The plastic surgeons take it upon
themselves to graft a piece of tissue from her right thigh.
soaking it first in an experimental fluid to render it ·neutral.'
Bad news. She develops a blood-sucking, tube-like appendage
that retracts into an orifice in her arm-pit, and goes around
drainingpeople and infectingthem with a rabie!rlikesuperdisease.
Montreal becomes a plague-pit in days, martial law is

Cronenberg
oointsout that a
disease is not evil.The viruses
or bacteriain questionare not
moralagents~thev'reiust
self-replicating
'machines'
trvingto reproduceand
survive.
instated. and the rabid are shot on sight and loaded into
garbage trucks by men in sealed suits.
Besides the blatant sick joke about offensive underarms.
Rabid is just as interesting as Scanners. Under what
conditions does a disease call for on-the-spot extermination
of those infected'! It's notjust a good theme for a horror story.
t· a serious ethical issue. Disease has an incredibly dehumanizing effect on it's victims. In this case. they are driven mad and
homicidal. their right to life is denied, and they are, in the end.
disposed of like garbage. (The martial law thing is a tribute to
Ueorge Romero. who used it first in Nigh! of the Living

Dead).
The Brood fuses the themes of Scanners and Rabid. It's
basically about a woman who, through drugs and mindtraining. externalizes her hatred by giving birth (in a 'budding'
fashion) to homicidal mutant dwarves. It's not as good as the
other two. but the theme, as always. is the message.
Finally. in Videodrome. Cronenberg went full gonzo.
This time the cause of the mutation is different-it's a certain
kind of television broadcast-and so is the mutation itself-it
distorts the very reality of the victim. One of the great many

SOUTH SHORE BOOKS FALLAUTHOR SERIES
Saturday
October 3
of
SOUTH
SHOR!:
BOOKS

Works Wanted for

Submit poetry, short stories or essays!
To be published in the Winter Semester

Morn1ngs1de Papers Vol II
More from you fovortte CBC morning commentator
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classic lines in this one is the immortal "reality is less than
television." which is. in a nutshell, the gist
For a change, the acting in Videodrome was good (Rabid
featured porn-queen Marilyn Chambers in the lead role).
James Woods stars as the executive of a pornographic cableT.V. station who stumbles onto the bizarre sadist program
Videodrome ( it's more than a show-it "has a philosophy""it's real"). The more he and his girlfriend (played by
Blondy's lead-singer Deborah Harry learn about Videodrome,
the more reality is distorted for them. In Woods' case, the
ability to stick things into a new orifice in his abdomen
becomes a growing concern. In particular, the videotape of
Videodrome is inserted, and thus he becomes "the video
word made flesh," the embodiment of Videodromism, and
from this comes the motto of the Cronenberg maven: "Long
live the newflesh!"-the title of a recent CBC documentary
on the director's career. This Christian symbolism in technological context is strongly reminiscent of the work of Philip K
Dick (Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep.The Three
Stigmata of Palmer Eldritch), and, though I could be wrong,
I think Cronenberg has said as much.
Cronenberg has been widely imitated, in positively
derivative fashion, by pulp movie-makers of varied stripes. It
seems to me that video rental stores should, under each
category. have one rack for original movies, and one for the
Jrip-offs. Aliens, Night of the living Dead, and. The Texas
Chainsaw Massacre on the one side, Creature, Zombie, and
The Hills Have Eyes on the other. Whatever his sins may be
(some say his sensationalism and money-making interests.
not I). Cronenberg makes up for them with sheer originalityhe is a seminal filmmaker. By way of contrast, Hills have
Eyes director Wes Craven has never made an original movie
in his unremarkable career.
Like I said, various writers have borrowed Cronenberg's
themes. Stephen King used the drug-test-mutationin Firestarter.
The Splatterpunks ( Clive Barker, John Skipp. etc.) are fond
of the whole disease-as-dehumanizing idea. In the CBC
special, Cronenberg points out that a disease is not evil-the
viruses or bacteria in question are not moral agents, they're
JUSt self-replicating ·machines' trying to reproduce and
survive. Barring supernatural/alien intelligences.as Cronenberg
and the $'punks are wont, for the most part to do. the only
moral agents are people, ergo the only evil (as the natives of
Easter Island believed) is human
All the movies I've discussed here are available at
Bandito Video on Dougall. .J
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Lancersstayundefeated.,
losekeyplayer
by Brian LeClair
The Lancers travelled to Toronto last
Friday night simply hoping to continue their
unbeaten season against the Blues.
Instead. they got much more than they
bargained for. as they escaped \\ith a hard
fought 24-16 victory, that also cost them
their star running back Chris Porter due to an
injury .
.. Toronto has a lot of talent.·• said head
coach John Musselman. "They're not hitting
on all cylinders right now. but they kept it
close ...
The most distressing thing about the
struggle was that it should have been much
easier for the Lancers to pick up their third
straight \\in.
Toronto played very generous hosts.
making numerous mistakes, and taking costly
penalties.
Windsor was able to tum seven of these
miscues into interceptions, with four picked
ofT as a result of great defensive plays. and
three thrown right into Lancer defenders'
hands. They also recovered a Toronto fumble.
Defensive stars were Rich Holland with
four interceptions and ten tackles. Lyle Ward
with one interception and 14 tackles. and
Mike O'Neil with an interception and I I
tackles.
.. We may have lost the game if the
defense hadn't come up with those eight
turnovers.'' "said M usselman.
However, with all those chances. Mussel man wa~ disappointed with putllng onl} 24
points on the scoreboard.
.. There's something wrong if you get only
24 points from eight turnovers." he said.
"We were not sharp at all oflcnsively."

Toronco ball car rier prepare< for bone-crunchin& cackle.

" If you don't get in the end zone. all of a
sudden the game can go either way ...
That was certainly the case. as the score
was knotted 3-3 after the first period. 13-13
at halftime. and still tied at 16· 16 after three
quarters.
However. the Lancers somehow made do
with the varda~e they could get. especially in
the crucial fourth quarter.
Rookie quarterback Mark McGugan again
did a credible Job offensively. spreading 10
completions and 120 yards amongst four
receivers. including a 17-yard strike to Rob
Cecile for the game winning touchdown, all
while throwing only one interception.
Graeme Flett also did his job. kicking
three field goals. and adding two converts
and a single.
Cecile led the receivers with 64 yards
receiving on four catches. with Chuck Rohson

ndding 23 yards on his live receptions. Jose
Carvalho earned 24 yards on his passes. and
Mark Williams gained ten yards on his one
catch.
"Our (passing) patterns are all complimentary,'' Musselman said. "We send four
receivers out. and anyone might be open. The
quarterback must find him."
"W1th a rookie, it's sometimes a scary
situation. but he's doing well. and getting
better every week."
The Lancer once again had success on
the ground. gaming 204 yards to only 64 for
the Blues.
Porter had the bulk of them. gaining I 15
on 19 cames. and Chuck Robson added 69
on three carries. McGugan scrambled three
times for 19 yards.
The Lancers wert:' perfectly willing to
keep running at the Blues. as they have done

consistently all season.
··Everybody \\e play gnes us the run. so
we'll tnke iL'' Musselman said.
Late in the fourth quarter, though. the
Lancers ran a routine play that put a downer
on the whole e\ening.
Chris Porter took the hall for a short gain,
and then was brought down hard.
.. It was an innocent hit... !\1usselman
said ... He fell backwards, and his leg got
caught under a fc\\ players.''
It resulted in u broken left ankle. and it
has efTectl\el) shehed Porter. the fifth-best
runner in Canada this season. for the remainder
of the campaign.
"It's not a senousbreak." said Mussclmari.
•· !fit heals quickly. it is conceivable he could
be back by playoff time. provided we're still
alive ."
Continued on page 23
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~cer teamimpresses
in weekendsweep
1

1

I

by Brian LeCla 1r

said.
McNelis was nble to get both of
his goaltendcrs. Steve Vagnini and
John Currando. into the game to
share the shutouL

It may be hard to believe. but
there is a scoooo
varsity team wearing
the gold and blue proudly sporting an
On Sunday. it was a little tougher.
undefeated record in OUAA play.
The Lancer soccer team uprx--d The Lancers stnigg)ed offensively
their record to an unhlemished 4-0.
again5t Brock. but the dcfense was
and their OUAA ranking to4th.. with a
again able to hold on.
pair of convincing victories over
fa1.iitually.Piuuto. who has scored
Waterloo
nnd Brock on the
in three of the four Lancer
weekend
outing.5.put the Lancers on the scoreboard .
.. We've been fortunate:· said
Later. Peter Pomponio. playing
head coach Pat McNehs about his
young team. "We haven't been much
his first full game of the sea,;on due to
better than the teams we beaL"
an mJu~·. scored an msurance goal.
"Then again. I'd rather be for- and the goalkeeperVagnini continued
to
blank
the
Badgers.
to
tunate to win. than to be unlucky to
lose.'·
sa\·e a 2--0victory.
··we seem to be slow-starting
lbe Lancers ha\e been making a
good deal of their own luck through offensively:· McNelis said.
TI1is doesn't seem to bother the
intense play, especially during the 4headcoach.toough.woo
feelsdcfenseis
0 \ictorvo,er W aterloo on Saturday.
the name of the game.
"Th~y ou tplayed u; badly in the
He points to many European
first half,'' said McNelis,"but our
dcfenc;eheld We were under con<;tant soccer teams who sit back. play
pressure.
but
they
had
no defence. get a quick goal and escape
with a wm.
good chances."
··w ithout defence. you're nothing,"
The n M cNelis found a wrinkle in
the W ater loo game plan. and ex- he said.
The Lancers seem to be n fairly
ploited it beautifully.
"Watc rklO was waiung for us to solid and balanced team. with good
come to them with the hall," he said. overall depth.
"E~
ha.,;pa}t'rl well."McNelis
Once thestrategy was discovered it
became a simple matter of forcing said. "We have mostly ftrst year
players. but they' re talented, fit and
W aterloo to press the Lancers. It was
enthusiastic ...
even easie r for the quick. well conHowever. McNelis has been most
ditioned Lancers to sprint past
impressed with the play of Larry
the slower Wamors.
Once the l..ancersfoundthe Water- Johnson. who has solidifiedthe L'UlCer
loo z.onc. they made no mis- midfie ld, M aurilio F ratarcangeh,
who has contributed some offense,
takes. with Dan Pelland. Maurizio
and LarryQuar.;hie,
Frntarcangeh, Man."ClloPizzutti. and goalscorerPizzuti.
a walk-on.
Dino Villalta scoring Lancer goals.
He has also been pleased with the
"It seemed like Waterloo stopped
runningaftertheseoorx:1
g.Xll."McNelis way team has unprovedsince the

exhib1uon season. when they were
beset by in;unes and sometimes care-less defonce.
"We have cut out allo\\ing the
silly goals;· he said. "Actually. we
:~~~ cut out allowing any goals at
The Lancers are Just OO\\ getting
hack to full strength, that prompts the

head coach to expect better for this
year's squad.
"The best is yet to come." McNelis
said ··we will play stronger."
The Lancers willhead back to the
road this weekend playing at Guelph
on Saturday. and Sunday against first
place Laurier.
The task will be more difficult.

since the Lancers have no idea \\hat
to expect from either of the t\\O
teams.
"We· re Just gomg to try and pl:l}
our wa).·· McNelis said "Hopefully
we can dictate how the game w1IIgo.'
"The game ~ Launer shookl
gJ\ e us an idea as 10 where we

stafldi'::J

Golfteamqualifiesto defend
OUAA championshipat home
by Bri an LeClair
The Lancer golf team took their
first step toward defending their
OUAAchamp1onshiplast Saturday
by qualifying for the finals \\ith a
line finish.
The Lancers had to travel to
Guclph to compete in an eleven
team tournament. of which only the
top six teams would earn a spot in
the finals.
Windsor placed strongly in founh
place in the two day tournament,
with a team score of 624. They
were only a scant two shots behind
Guelph, and one behind Brock and
Queen's, who ued for second at
623.
Just behind the Lancers was
Toronto with a score of 627, and
Trent College from Peterborough.
with 634.
The tournament is run a little
differently than the standnrd golf
tournament, with a decid ed emphasis
on team play.
There are five golfers on each

squad, all of whom play one round
on each of the t\\O days. The low
man on each team is dropped.
leaving only a four player score.
This fonnat allo\\S for one man
to have an ofTday without crippling
the rest of the team.
However, the Lancer team did
not have to worry about this. as all
live golfers were only five shots
apart.
M att SL Louis led the team
with rounds of76 and 79. fora total
of 155. D irk Gebhardt was next.
shoo ting consistent rounds of79 on
bothdays. MarkFulton shot an 82
the first day, but came back strongly
with a 77 to finish with 159. Chris
Karpala and Marty Sobocan traded
rounds of 77 and 83 to round out
the squad.
The Lancers arc very much
looking forv.•ard to the finals, which
are to be held Monday. October
5th and T uesday. October 6th nt
Essex Go lf C lub in W indsor.
They head to Essex \\ith the

confidence of bci ng defending champion s. The opportunity of playing
on a golf course they are likely to be
quite familiar with is also an advnntage
that can cannot be overlooked.
Finishing founh in the qunlifying
round really means nothing to the
Lancers. The qualifying round is
used solely to eliminate the \\eaker
schools, and all pre, 10us scores are
wiped clean for the finals.
Team captain M att SL Louis is
certainly one who knows ho\\ quickly
things can change.
"We were thirty shots back of
University of Toronto last year in
qualifying... he srud. ·'Then we
came back and won by a shoL ·•
However. SL U)Uis and the rest
of his teammate.Swdl not be overconfident heading into the finals, e,en
tho ugh it is being held in their own
backyard.
"Golf 1s a funny game." he
said "The cnnpt.'tition'spretty equal"
" W e'll just have to wait and
sec.''
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SOUNDING OFF

JOHN STOUT :

If this Sunday you turned on
your television to watch footbal~
you were outofluck. Instead. much
to this writer's delight. Channel 4
treated us sports fans to an exciting
game between the Jays and the
Tigers.
Why was it that the only football on television Sunday was a
replay of last year's boring Superbowl? Well, chalk it up to what else,
a strike. The NFL players went on
strike to battle with owners over
free agency.
For those of you not familar
with this term, free agency is the
right of a player to .freely offer his
services at the highest price to what
ever club is willing to dole out the
big bucks. Sounds quite American,
doesn't it?
This may be true but who does
this free agency really affect? rn
tell you who it affects. It affects
those players who we unappropriately call superstars. These players
like John Elway, Jim Kelly,
and Herschel Walker are already
overpaid, to say the least
Just compare their salaries to

Also let's not forget that these
players are also the ones who don't
get the big sponsorship dollars unless
they are named after a kitchen
appliance. It is surprising that Gene
Upshaw, head of the player's union,
doesn't think about these poor souls,
considering the fact that he was a
lineman years ago for the Raiders.
I agree that free agency in the
NFL is a problem, but the problem
is with those players who do the
actual work. The superstars have it
made.
Take Dan Marinoof the Dolphins,
for instance. He makes about a
million dollars a year in his contract
Now add a few hundred thousand
more for national advertising sponsorships, speaking engagements,local
advertisements and television commenting if he doesn't make the
playoffs. That's a pretty good nest
egg in my opinion. If Marino was
ever to be injured and could not
play. he has a guaranteed contract.
and the Dolphins would set him up
nicely, as the Patriots did for Darryl
Stingley when he was paralyzed.
Let's face it, a superstar will

and pension plan can be worked out
for the players ' protection . This
would seem to be the best method
!."my mind.
Free agency is a touchy topic;
we have seen how it can be exploited.
In baseball, owners like George
Steinbrenner shell out millions to
buy a pennant, while poor owners
stay at the bottom of their division
because they cannot out-bid on
players. When the owners decided
to stop this silliness, they were sued
by the players and lost. So the price
spiral will continue.
It would be a shame to see this
happen to football, where a status
quo has been maintained so long.
Without free agency, salaries in the
NFL have increased from an average
$90,000 a year in 1982 to$300,000
in 1987. So, in half a decade,
salaries have increased over 200
percent You may think inflation is
bad, but if everyone had these sort
of increases, we would all be ahead
of the game.
Strikes are killing professional
sports. It is really sad to see that the
real problems are not even being

baseball. for example. In baseball a
player such as Gary Carter makes
approximately 1.9 million dollars.
or $11,000 for every game he plays.

always be taken c ..re of by their
own sales ability. But the average
J oe doesn't have this opportunity.
An injury to a lineman and he is
stuck with disability and retirement pensions. It is my belief that
these should be boosted for players
who play the average positions.

addressed. Strikes are in my mind
supposed to help those labourers
who are not getting a fair shake
from management I think a compromise could be found if only the
players addressed the real issues in
this dispute, which is the problems
of the average player.
In concluding my remarks on
this silly strike, I must address the
fact that "scab" players are no
answer for the owners. If I go to a
football game, I want to see the Ateam, not some player who was not
good enough to make it through
training camp. If I wanted this sort
of football I would have watched
the USFL.
As for the players who hurl
rocks at the scabs, put coals in your
stockings at Christmas for childish
behavior that just turns the little
public support you do have against
you.
Both sides have to grow up and
solve this problem soon. In the
meantime, though, I' m going to
watch baseball, because baseball is
what October is all about anyway. D
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On the other hand, a football
player. who plays only 16 games.
makes more on a per game basis,
when using the $300,000 average
salary of a football player dividect
by sixteen games played. This works
out to approximately $18,000 a
game.
From this we can see that the
average football player makes more
per game than a superstar in baseball.
So obviously football superstars
are overpaid.
The players that the NFL Player's
Union should be helping are those
who play the noirsuperstar positions,
such as linemen. both offensive and
defensive. These are the players
who go home on Sunday night after
what I would call a personal war
with a 285 pound man lined up
across from them. These are the
players who do most of the work for
little glory.

Apply in writing to SS S E:xecutive G· 130 WHN by
4pm October 9. 1987 stating background
and
experience

This would solve a number of
problems. One, lowe r paid players
are free to seek better agreements
and more money. Second, the owners
will be inclined to pay these players
better to retain their services. After
this is dealt with, a better disability

~f~~~
llniari,,

-Separate
appltcattons tor each pos1t1on
-Successful a pplicant must fulfil! requirements
as per S S.S constitution.

First on free agency, there should
be a limit on what players should be
able to move to another team without compensation. T ake an even
number of about $500,000, and any
player making this amount or less
can move without the team receiving
compensation for the loss of the
player.

--

0

Has Two Execut ive Positions Available
1. Club Co-ordinator
2. Assistant Public Relations Officer

The linemen and defensiw p1ayers
are the ones that should l ~ taken
care of in this bargaining. Here is
my solution for the NFL strike.
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Lancerettesoccerteamfightsfor goals
by Brian LeClair

"Usually three goals in a soccer game is
adequate, but with the chances we had, we
If a soccer team could earn points for should have got about eight We're getting
territorial advantage, the Lancerette squad the chances, which is half the battle. We're
would be just fine.
just not doing the other half well yet"
Unfortunately, the only way to win is to
Joanne Trikoulis was the first Lancerette
get the ball in the net The women's soccer scorer, tallying nineteen minutes into the
team learned this painful lesson last weekend, contest Susan Pouget followed with a score
as they split a pair of home games against at 39:00 to give Windsor a 2-0 halftime lead.
Brock and Waterloo.
Waterloo's Heather Brown struck back
Saturday's game against the Warriors
at 24:00, but Janelle Mclnnis gave Windsor
resulted in a 3-1 victory, but it should have their two goal lead back just three minutes
been much easier.
later.
"We essentially controlled the play,"
On Sunday against Brock, two defensive
said head coach Gord Caldwell, "but we mistakes cost the Lancerettes dearly, as the
weren't able to score."
Badgers struck for two markers in the first 26

minutes.
Windsor's Karen Ferencik and Wendy
Srigley sandwiched another Brock goal for a
3-2 halftime score.
The Lancerettes then came out fired up in
the second half, as they spent virtually the
first 40 minutes in the Badger zone. However,
the Lancerettes got nothing to show for it
"We were the better team out there, but
we couldn't cash in," said Caldwell.
With eight minutes remaining, Brock
scored the clincher for the 4-2 final score.
Combined with a tough 3-1 loss to defending champion McMaster last weekend,
the Lancerettes find themselves with a 1-2
record.

Things are not about to get easier this
weekend, either, as they must head to Guelph
on Saturday, and Laurier on Sunday.
Both Guelph and Laurier figure to be
batting for one of the three playoff spots, so a
win or two here may be crucial
Since the Lancerette soccer program is
relatively new, they have trouble in planning
for future opponents.
"We're still feeling our way," Caldwell
said. "We're just trying to straighten out our
midfield problems, and finish off our chances."
Caldwell still remains optimistic, though.
"It's a twelve game season," he said.
"Anything can happen." D

Fannin!<
thef/o,mes:A. L. &st racedivideslovalties
by Scott A. Pattison
Once friendly cities, Toronto and Detroit
again find themselves pitted against each
other because of the world of sports.
First, it was the rivalry between the
Toronto Maple Leafs and the Detroit Red
Wings. Now it has moved over to major
league baseball, and the AL East's pennant
drive of '87.
With seven games remaining at the time
of writing, the Toronto Blue Jays are 2 1/2
games ahead of the Detroit Tigers for the
division crown, and the right to advance into
post-season play.
Of course, with a pennant race of this
intensity, people are bound to develop loyalties
one way or the other. With Windsor so close
to the United States, the rivalry between
locals and students from other Canadian
communities is pronounced.
At first, many people around campus
were rooting for the Detroit club, but the
crucial four-game series in Toronto, in which

the Jays stole three of four games, seems to
have changed a number of minds.
"The Blue Jays seem to have much more
confidence going into these final games,"
remarked Percilla, a resident of Windsor.
Another Windsor resident echoed the
same sentiments, but to a different tune.
"I think the Tigers are much too overconfident," Marg said. "They seem to be
playing as if they are the team to beat, and not
the Jays."
Tony Stremos, a Samia resident, is a
Toronto fan, but admits that the town's
history stops him from getting carried away
in his excitement
"I like the Jays' chances at the moment,
but the nightmare of that choke in '85 still
haunts me. Whenever a Toronto team has a
chance at winning something, whether it be
the Leafs or the Jays, they seem to fold up in
the last week of the season."
Blake Guthrie of Windsor has a different
perspective.
"The Blue Jays have the better bullpen,

and the best outfield in the majors to date.
They are starting to come together as a team,
and just right at the proper moment"
"The Tigers bullpen will beat themselves,
just like last weekend," said a sentimental
Jeff Griffith of W allaceburg. "On top of that,
when Toronto comes to Detroit, Doyle Alexarr
der is finally going to lose one. Plus, I love the
Blue Jay song."
However, there are a few Detroit Tigers
hopefuls who are not going to give up the ship
just yet
"I think the Tigers will win it because of
their manager, Sparky Anderson, remarked
Debbie Stark of St Clair Beach. "Sparky
knows his baseball, and he· s quite cute."
"I've grown up with the Tigers all my life.
They're the only team in my life," said Chris,
an obvious Tiger supporter from Michigan.
Jamie Arsenault, another Windsor supporter
of the Motown boys, is strong about his
feelings.
"There is no comparison. The Jays are a
fluke, but the Tigers will win it in Detroit this
weekend,"he said.

Dwayne Winseck, also from Windsor,
seems more realistic. "I hope the Tigers take
it, but after last weekend, I kind of think that
the Jays will win."
"The Tigers are going to win it," said
Nancy Murdoch, another Detroit native.
"They are my team, therefore there is no way
that they can lose."
So the lines have been drawn, and the
loyalties strengthened. The Toronto fans,
whether they are just along for the pennant ·
drive, or have been avid fans since the team's
inception back in 1977. are preparing themselves for a rowdy celebration which they
believe is inevitable.

As for the remaining Tiger fans, they are
a deserving bunch who still believe in their
team, even though they need to gain three
games in the next seven if they are to enjoy
the "Roar of '84" once again, and celebrate
the "Heaven of '87".
One thing is certain in the pennant drive
this fall. Baseball has definitely become a
Canadian pastime as well. D
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• Full Colour Reproductions while you wait!!
• Your choice of paper or transparency for
overhead projection, displays, overlays,
• Digital sizing from 50-150%.
• We can meet most any Photographic need.

Inquiries Welcome

BELIEVEIT!
Mike Teron

Paul Drouillard
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Well, well, as the baseball season
winds down to this last week, let's
take a look at those teams that
fulfilled their destinies, who swprised,
and who stunk.
The divisional races held quite
a few surprises, but none was more
eye-opening than in the National
League West
Who in their right mind would
have picked the speedy St Louis
Cardinals to ~ in command . of
their division come the first signs of
autumn? Certainly not this peasant
This division was pretty well
decided six months before the season
started. Everyone knew that the
Mets would repeat as division champs
without a sweat, and with the added
presence offonner San Diego slugger
Kevin McReynolds to the roster,
this seemed virtually assured.
Yet, at the All-Star break, New
York trailed St Louis by a whopping
twelve games. So much for theory.
Speaking of improbable swprises,
let's look and see who's leading the
National League ' s West Division.
San Francisco? Say that again,
reeal slooow this time. San Fran cisco. There, was that better?
No, no, the rumours are not true
that Joe Montana is the Giants '
relief pitcher, nor that Roger Craig
is lead singer for a heavy metal
band called "Sparky's Disciples".
The truth is that San Francisco
got off to a fine start, and simply
kept pace with Cincinnati and Houston until they folded. Now, the
Giants seem to have the division in
their pocket, and will probably win
by the largest margin of victory of
the four division winners.
All the Giants have to fight now
is the bad rap that all champions of
either of the western divisionsswallows
every year. Unfortunately for the
Giants, this may not be the year to

Tl\E T~ACJ.\E.R.

stop the jeers.
The American League East this
year was the saving grace of baseball,
with a tremendously exciting peMant
race that has continued virtuall y
throughout the entir e summer.
After the big series in Toronto ,
the Blue Jays held a 2 1/ 2 game
lead over the Detroit Tigers, and
are now poised to take their second
pennant in the last three seasons.
Quite simply , this one is the
best race in baseball, with the two
strongest teams in baseball fighting
it out With the two teams going
head-to-head on the final two weekends of the campaign, fans are
being treated to October style baseball in September.
And at last, we come to the
American League West, a division
that pales in comparison.
Frankly, Diet Coke commercials
on AM. radio are more exciting
than the Minnesota Twins. And the
Oakland Athletics? They're behind
the Twins.
As the drama unfolds for October ,
I would like to do what every
egotistical sports writer loves to do-make predictions. Here they come,
and I hope they offend you.
In the American League East,
the Blue Jays should be able to
hang on, while the Twins look like
sure bets in the West Likewise for
the Cardinals and Giants; there are
no miracles on the horizon.
I really sweated through those,
but here's my picks for the playoffs.
Torontowilldisposeofthe Twins
in five games, while St Louis will
need all seven games to get rid of
the pesky Giants. As for the World
Series, I pick the Blue Jays to break
through American dominance and
outlast the Cardinals in seven tough
games.
As the baseball season ends,
there are always a few managers
who find their services are no longer
tolerated.

Those who shouldn't make any
further plans will be Lou Piniella
(this might be a rescue mission),
Pete Rose,and that guy who manages
the Houston Astros. You know
who I'm talking about
However, there are some guys
who are going to get some valuable
awards after the season is over. The
MVP awards should definitely go
to Toronto 's George Bell and that
Clark guy from the Cardinals. Cy
Young will probably go to either
Jimmy Key or Jack Morris for the
American League and to Rick Sutcliffe for the Nationals.
The Rookie of the Year honours
this season are incredibly easy to
pick. Mark McGwire has no real
competition in the American League.
In the National, if Eric Davis doesn 't
qualify as a rookie, then I don't
want anyone to win it
While I'm at it, I might as well
save time and pick next year 's
division champions. No questions
asked, the division winners for '88
will be Toronto and Oakland in the
American League, and Montreal
and Cincinnati in the National.
Baseball definitely has its ups
and downs, and you will always see
the best and worst of both in the
latter stages of a season .
The worst time of all is when
two teams going nowhere are featured
on the game of the week. One
alwavs seems to be winning 31-2.
I'd rather admit to having a deep
rooted emotional problem on national TV than be stuck watching that
The best part of all makes up for
it, though. There 's nothing quite
like watching your favourite team
on the tube in a close divisional
battle, when the excitement and
stress are so fierce that you need to
watch the tacky beer commercials
just to unwind.
And that, my friends, is really
what baseball is all about.

YOU CAN WIN A TRIP TO JAMAICA WITH

IF V/E SPOT YOU VVITHAN OM-FM
BU~1PERSTICKERON YOURCAR
YOULL HAVE88 MIN. TO CALL IN
AND O~UALlf-Y
F8R A 7 NIGHT.8 CAY
TRIP TO
All your typing needs!
Agreements, announcements, bulletins. catalogues.
dissertations. essays, flyers, labels letters and memos,
mail merges, manuscripts, menus, resumes small
business bookkeeping, theses, transcription.
We offer-disc storage capability, efficient service
(fast turnaround time), highest quality laser printing at
affordable prices. pick up and delivery service , free
consultations, student and faculty rates.
734-1400 (Maria)
736- 7669 (Sherry)

Word Creations.
1675 Bouffard Rd.
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CAMPUS REC
The high scores for the nine hole tourney were fired by
Brian Forcey for the men with a 72. Laura Hancock struggled
to a round of 83 for the high female honours.
The 18 hole event saw a run-away winner in the men's
Rob Talucci led a group of rain soaked golfors at the draw. Bob Sclisizzi was an easy winner, shooting an excellent
second annual Campus Ree Par 3 Golf Tourney.
round of one-over-p ar 73. Second place, eight strokes back.
Although many players started the tourney, few players was Paul O'Marran with a round of 8 1. High score for the
actually finished due to heavy rain and the subsequent closing men was fired by Brian Na uss with a grand total of 128.
of the course. Wendy Srigley lead the women with a 40 and
The women's 18 hole event saw a double winner in
Talucci fired a 32 to lead the men.
Marge t Gjorgy. She captured both the low and high round
with a whopping score of 143.
Campus Recreatio n Golf Tourney
Other awards given out were the closest to the pin on the
by Gary Scha uer
eighth hole, and the longest drive on the seventh hole. Jeff
Samulak was the recipient of the closest to the pin award.
Hitting a booming drive on the seventh hole was Chris
On Thursday, September 24th. the Campus Recreation
Cunningham, who took the long drive award.
Crew tore up the Roseland Golf Club. This year's event drew
It was a fun day for all who participated. It is hoped that
a record tum-out of76 participants. Fifty-two entered in the
next year's event will be bigger and better. All first place. high
nine hole event and twenty-four played 18 holes.
score. long drive and closest to the pin winners can pick up
In the nine hole event. the low honours for the males went
their prizes in the Campus Ree Office.
to Bob Comartin with a three-over-par 39. Second and third
were just off the winning pace. These honours went to Chris
Cunningham and Tim George, who shot 40 and 41 respectively.
On the women's side, the low score was shot by Jennifer
Hebert. who fired an excellent round of57. She was followed
The Campus Recreation Office is located in the north
closely by second place finisher Jana Battagello (58) and
entrance of' the St Denis Athletic and Community Centre
third place finisher Tammy Curtis (60).
Campus Ree Par 3 Golf Tourney
by Jo hn Neville, Sport Manager

(Fl lOA). It is easily accessible from the hallway leading
from the Human l(jnetics Building into the fieldhouse.
Registration forms and information regarding current and
upcoming Campus Recreation activities can be obtained
from the office during office hours.
The office is open Monday through Thursday from 11:30
- 1:00 p.m. and 4:30 - 8:30 p.m. On Friday it is open from
11:30 - I :00 p.m. only.
Information can also be obtained by calling the Campus
Recreation Hotline at 253-4232 (ext 2456).
Intramural Men's Ice Hoc key

The deadline for team and individual entries for hockey
has been extended until Friday. October 2nd at 12:00 noon.
Entries must be in the Ree Office by this time .
This year there is a limit of 24 teams in the league. At
present time the league is filling rapidly, so get your entries in
early.
Teams are also reminded of the captain's meeting for
hockey on Tuesday, October6th at4:30 p.m. in Room 212 at
the Human l(jnetics Building.
Team captains must be prepared for the meeting, with
$30 for a refundable default bond. and $150 to pay for the
expense of renting ice time.

I Lancersstavundefeated
Continued from page 19.
However. Musselman is not going to pin
an) hopes on his return.
··Jf he comes back, it's gravy.··
.. He has a talent tough to coach." Musselman said. "It's almost instinct."
··He'll he missed. but we're not going to
fold up our tents.··
Musselman has not decided who will
replace Porter in the lineup. but says backup
Andrew Ross "has the inside track".
Understandablv. the Lancer locker room
was a gloomy place Friday. as they worried
about their running back. and the fact that
they did not play nearly as well as they could
ha,e.
"It felt like we lost in there," Musselman

Guelph.
The victory moves the Lancers· record to
3-0. and a tie with Western in the OUAA
West Division. T hey also hold onto their
fifth place ranking in Canada.
Musselman isn't planning to do much
different against the Gryphons.
.. You can't change your philosophy each
week." he said. "You just depend on your
basics. and add a new wrinkle or two each
week.··
The Lancers will also try to fight off the
nerves resulting from the tremendous success
they ha\'e had so far. Musselman thinks this
may have been a factor in their sluggish
offense last week.
"Once you get somewhere you weren't

;aid . describing the locker room. " but that' s a

expectin g.. you start dreamin g about where it

good sign. It's encouraging to see kids con- could go." he said
" We must avoid that again st Gu elph. ··
cerned with how they play. whether they win
or lose."
As for Musselman, he is looking forward
The Lancers still have plenty to be excited to visiting his former school.
"It should be interesting up there." he
about. as the) head to Musselman·s old
school next weekend for their game against said.
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A MBASSADOR ALDITORll \t
FREE ADMISSION it REFRESH\fE'4 IS
Gl 'EST SPf \Kl · R: \f \RI f- \I · I \RKl'-1
Roman Catholic Children 's Aid <iouct .\
11 .\ \1
Organized by- Social Wor k Students Associat ion
Insight. Psychology Club
Co-sponso red by SAC. Criminology Club and Social Scie nce
Society

by Brian LeClair

Baseball has been around a long time. As
a result. there has been a whole host of
colourful characters and legendary feats.
However. there are some players that
have been able to do that special something
that has distinguished them from all the rest.
either something commendable. or someching
the player would rather forget.
For this week's puzzle. match the player
with his claim to fame.
ANSWERS
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Ray Chapman
Lifetime H omerun Record
Ty Cobb
Most Appearances in World
Series
Most Lifetime Wins
Rickey Henderson
Forgot to touch second
Darold Knowles
base
Highest Lifetime Batting
Roger Maris
Average
All
Time
Hits
Leader
Fred Merkle
Rookie Hitllng Streak Record
SadaharuOh
Onlv Man Killed on Field
Pete Rose
Benito Santia!!,O Single Season SB Record
Single Season HR Record
Cy Young
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Women's Commissioner

CLUB RATIFICATION

Applications are being accepted for the
vacant Women's Commissioner on the Studenf s Administrative Council. Job descriptions
and resumes must be submitted to the Students'
Administrative Council no later than October
8. SAC is located on the 2 nd floor of the
University Centre.

All clubs wishing to be ratified must submit
materials to SAC office no later than Tuesday,
October 26. You must submit a
-club constitution
-list of members
- list of executives
-financial projects for the year
Deadline for special event funding is
October 15.
For further information contact Chris McIntyre, V.P.Communications, in the SAC office
on the 2nd floor of the University Centre.

/

FREEDRUGS!
All full-time undergraduate students are covered under the prescription
insurance plan. This means most of your pharmaceutical prescriptions are
FREE.Starting Monday, October 12 your drug cards will be available. Be sure
to pick up your drug card as it will save you the hassle of forking out money
when you pick up your prescriptions. Drug cards will be distributed throughout
campus according to the schedule below:
Monday
Oct. 12-University Centre
Oct. 19-Law Building
Tuesday
Oct. 13-Business Building
Oct. 20-Leddy Library
Wednesday Oct. 14-Human Kinetics
Oct. 21-Business Building
Thursday
Oct. 15-Education Building
Oct. 22-University Centre
Friday
Oct. 16-Essex Hall
Oct. 23-University Centre
At the end of the distribution period, drug cards will be available in the
SAC office on the 2nd floor of the University Centre. If you need further
information, please contact Chris McIntyre or Neil Ouditt at 253-6423.

SAC WORKING FOR YOU!

J

University,
stafffailto resolvedispute
by Sharon Hill

lTJ
CUPE Local 1001 pn:sident Nick Kokic (right) leads picketers.

Lance photo by Tom Pidgeon.

he Jong-anticipated strike by
the University of Windsor's
Custodians and support staff
is underway.
Last Saturday, at 12:01
am custodians, groundworkers, maids and
dietary staff workers walked off their jobs,
setting up picket Jines around campus.
The 167 members of Canadian Public
Employees (CUPE) Local 1001 were in a
legal strike position midnight Friday Oct 2.
The local, whose contract expired June 30,
and the University have been unable to reach
an agreement since negotiations began in
May.
CUPE Local president Nick Kokic said
the striking workers will not try to stop
students from attending classes. They will,
however, try to prevent other unionized
workers from entering the University.
Although the two unions representing the
secretaries and the technicians have officially

decided to honour the picket lines, Kokic
admits some members have chosen to cross
the lines. "We try to stop them if we can." he
said.
The effects of the strike are becoming as
noticeable as the 16 picket stations around
the campus. The strike has disrupted food
service and garbage removal, and although
students in residence receive meals, day
students cannot buy meals.
The University has closed washrooms in
some buildings and has fenced in two large
garbage bins behind Essex Hall. Already
potato chip bags and pieces of paper have
begun to accumulate in hallways. Since the
technicians are not crossing the picket lines,
some labs have been cancelled.
The main issue in the labour dispute is the
union's bid to negotiate pension improvements
independently. A Joint Negotiating Committee representing all five campus nonacademic unions currently handles pension
negotiations. The University refused to negotiate on the union's key pension issue Sept
Continued to page 9.

CouncilrulesmembersmustresimJJOStsto runrace
by Terry Moore and Becky Dietrich

Students' Administrative Council (SAC)
members may have more to lose by running
in the October 28 by-election : their seats on
council.
Council previously decided ( September
23) those members seeking election to vacant
positions do not have to resign their current
posts to run.
The motion passed by Council .last Wednesday calls for the resignation of current
positions at the time of nomination for election
to new posts. Resignation would become
effective October 29, the day after elections.
Social Science Society president Stan
Levesque said the new arrangement is more

equitable.
.. What we have here is now very fair to
the students, to the council, and to the
constituents," he said.
Computer Science Representative George
Hammerschmidt, who put forth the resignation
motion, said the old arrangement meant
executives had nothing to lose by running.
·'If the executives run in the election and
Jose. they'll still be V.P.'s. There's no commitment there," he said.
SAC Vic:E>-President
Communications Chris
McIntyre said the important issue was getting
on with business.
·'Toe problem is now we· re going to have
a string of elections all year," he said in
reference to positions that will be left vacant
after the by-election.

Student senator Stuart Savage suggested
council appoint any seats left open after the
by-election, but the chair said this conflicted
with the SAC constitution as well as those of
many clubs on campus which indicate the
V.P. Administration and other executives
must be elected.
Former Social Science Society President,
Ken Alexander, who held a proxy at the
meeting, presented council with a petition of
500 student signatures in favour of the
resignations.
Engineering President, Terry Parco, said
the petition was biased because it referred to
V.P. Administration, Peter Ostojic.
"I could go out and get a bunch of
signatures ifl put my slant on it too." he said.
Ostojic agreed the petition had the support

of students but he didn't like how it was
worded.
"The petition they had circulating around
campus was centered around me, I think it
was really biased."
Council put further restrictions on those
considering the open positions.
Students seeking a position in the byelection cannot be in arrears to SAC at the
time of the closing date of nominations.
An attempt to specify the debt to SAC at
$300 and above failed, making it impossible
for anyone behind in payments on money
owed to SAC, or its subsidiaries to run.
The meeting was shortened by a twohour time limit and the only other item
reached on a lengthy agenda was appointment
of SAC and senate committee members. D

Har~ment policyon books
by Arthur Gosselin

lTJ

he University is making it apparent that it is not going to
tolerate sexual harassment of
any kind.
The Senate passed a new
policy dealing with sexual harassment at its
meeting ll1Ursday, Oct l, establishing a system
for investigating complaints and ruling on their
validity. The policy was adopted in principle.
but is subject to further review by the faculty
association.
A product of J 8 months of consultation with
different groups on and off-campus, the policy
provides for punistunent on upheld complaints.
It applies to all individuals and groups on
campus.
The penalties set forth in the policy anywhere from a reprimand to a dismissal are subject to the terms of the collective
3gl'eements
the university has with its employees,
said executive assistant in the president's office,
Charles James.
University president Ron Ianni said the new
policy of a two tier system of processing
complaints, first individual (mediation), and
then a formal process consisting of a hearing,is
a fair one.

"I think that is its strength,'' said Ianni of the
complaint processing system.
Complaints must be made in writing within
four months after the incident The informal
step can last as long as 30 days while a mediator
tries to settle the complaint before a hearing is
needed If the informal process is unsuccessful,
a formal hearing must be completed within 60
days by a committee selected from a special
panel appointed by the president The committee
has IO days to inform the involved parties and
the president of its findings.
The panel is a broad-based group, Ianni
said It will consist of 15 members. five students,
five faculty. and five from administration. Each
group nominates 10 people for the president to
select from for the five positions in each group.
Panel members can only serve for a two year
term.
The hearing also complies withthe Statutory
Powers Procedure Act of Ontario, which gives
defendents the right to a lawyer, said James.
A charge of sexual harassment against a
psychology professor eventually dropped by
one of his students last year "put a focus on the
need for a policy," said Ianni, adding the sexual
harassment policy was already in the making at
tht time. .
Continued to page 9.

Lance photo by Mike Chisholm.

It was a matter of degress for some students last Sunday. Graduating students received their degrees
at the University Convocation at Cleary Auditorium October 4.
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Saturday , October 3 to November 1
-Mcite
Inc is presenting "Feminists Understanding Carnal
Knowledge" at the Mcite Gallery, Mackenzie Hall, 3277
Sandwich. For information call 977-6564.
Saturday, October 3 to November 1
- "Rbre and feathers. ·an exhibit of \.l/80Ving and decoys will
be held at the Hiram Walker Historical Museum ForInformation
contact 254 Pitt St W., 253-1812.
THEATRE
Thursday, October 8 to Sunday, October 11
Thursday, October 15 to Sunday, October 18
- The Universityof Windsor Playerspresent the Shakespearean
comedy "Taming of the Shrew." Shows at 8pm Tickets S6 on
Thursday and Sunday, and S7 on Fri.and Sat. For information
call 253-4565.
First Sunday, Every Month
- "The Friend s of the Court" p resents "Sunda y Matinees" m
Mackenzie Hall's Cou rt Auditorium En1artai nment for all• For
mo re informati o n c all 252-6855 or 972-1160
October 5·11
- "42nd Street" performed at the Birmingham Theat re in
Birm ingh a m. Tickets from $15.50 to $25.50 US., available at
TicketMaster loca tions or by calling (313)644-3533
Beginning October 8
-Wayne State Un1vers1ty's
Hilberry Theatre opens with "King
Lear" For info. on tickets and season subscriptions. call the
Hilberryboxo fficeaf 577-2972.Tocall for student matinee and
group info. 577-3010
October 9·11 and October 14·17
-Michi gan Ope ra Theatre p resents Verdi's "Falstaff" Tickets
range from $10 to $40 U.S.Forticket 1nformat1oncall(3 13)874SING.
Sunday, October 11
- The Department of Parks a nd Recrea tion presents the
renowned Mermaid Theatre of Nova Scot ia performin g "The
Red Ball." a comic fantasy about the adventures of a child
wit h nothing todo. Forages4- 10/12 at Mackenzie Hall. Shows
begin at 2pm. Call 255-7600 for more information

FILM
Saturday, October 10
- "A Clockwork Orange," directed by Stanley Kubrick, 1s
playing at the Park Theatre. 804 Erie E
Tuesday , October 6 to Saturday, October 10
- "Hollywood Shuffle" at the Park Theatre Shows at 7pm

THursday, October 8 to Saturday, October 10
- "Easy Ride(' a t the Parl<Theatre Shows at 9:30 pm
Sunday, October 11 to Tuesday, October 13
- "Liqu id Sky" at the Park Thea tre Shows at 930pm.
Sunday, October 11 to Tuesday, October 13
- "Twist a nd Shouf' at the Park Theatre. Shows at 7pm Danisr
with English subt itles
MUSIC
WEdnesday, October 7 to Friday, October 9
- SmokeyRobinson is playing at the Premier Centre 1nSterling
Heights. Mich. Tickets S25 75 U.S.available at TicketMaster o r
charge by phone(313)264-1111.
Saturday, October 10
-SnakeOut with M Phag1 at Stanleys. 240 Pitt St E (at
McDougall). P1one: 252-3118.

Sunday, October 11
-Chuck Mangione will be playing at the Premier Centre 1n
Sterling Heights. Showsat 6:30pm and 9pm. Tickets S12 75 US
Available at TicketMaste r o r by phone (313)264-1111.
Monday, October 12
- The Windsor Musicia ns' Jazz Society presents "October Jazz
Fest" from 4pm on at Benders.66 Wyandotte St E For info. call
254-2833
MOnday, October 12
-Wh ispers p resents "luxury Christ" with "Sleep" from Detroit
Begins at 9pm. ADmission S2. 655 University W
Monday, October 12 to Friday, October 16
- "The Vogues" will be playing at Windsor.s Top Hat. 73
University E For 1nformot1on call 253-4644

Friday, October 9 to Sunday, October 11
- The Canadian Association for Latin American and
Caribbean Studies Conference will be held at St Clair
College For more 1nformat1on.call 252 1517

~-

SURPRISE
YOURSELE

Ask us about a career in acco unting.
We guarantee you'll have your eyes opened to a whole
new way of looking at your future.
As a Clarkson Gordon chartered accountant you can
choose from a range of career options as wide as your
interests. Our unique training program-emphasizing
individual development and "hands on" experienceopens doors to senior positions in our firm, or in
virtually every area of business or government, in
Canada or worldwide.
Because of the complex and diverse needs
of our clients, we attract
not only the most

ta lented comm erce and business graduates, but also
yr Jng men and women from the sciences , engineering ,
humanities and classics.
Our resources and experience also help to produce
one of the highest Chartered Accounting examination
pass rates in the profession!
For more reasons why Clarkson Gordon should top
your list of career considerations, see your campus
career counsellor or send your resume to:
374 Ouell et te Ave.

ADDRESS
700

Ca n a d a Bl
Windsor,
Ont

And be ready for a
few surprises.

..ao~
Clarkson Gordon
A MEMBER OF ARTHUR YOU NG INTERNATIONA L

•

Williams
mayfacecivilcourtprocedure
by Robert Croley

•

Fonner Student's Administrative Council
(SAC) president Kevin Williams has been
issued a statement of claim by SAC for $3900.
The claim, issued September 29, is served as an
intent to sue for damages in civil court
The claim is most comprised of salary
advances Williams received as president-elect
but while he was still Vice-President Administration. The remainder includes expenses
claimed by Williams that have been deemed
unacceptable by SAC's accountants.
Williams said he did not anticipate his
resignation as President and was left without a
means to repay the sum.
"One of the reasons I didn't want to resign
was that I knew there were these advances still
owing," he said
"I said 'wait, I can't afford (to repay the
advances) after I resign!"
Williamsis the secondformerSAC executive
to be served a civil claim. Former president Jon
Carlos Tsilfidis was issued a statement for over
$9000 and will contest the claim in court Both
claims are a result of SAC's annual audit by
Windsor's Touche Ross accountant over the
summer.
Vice-President and acting president Peter
Ostojic said he thinks the defendants in the

cases are not taking SAC's claims seriously.
"They're just ignoringit, They think it's just
going to blow over," he said
Williams said he does not know how he will
be able to pay $3900. "I don't know what kind
of a payment plan they're going to come up
with, but fve got zero," he said
"What do they want me to do cut grass and
shovel snow and copie up with $3900?"
A third SAC executive of last year,
Croq1wellWoghiren (V.P.-Finance has agreed
to a payment schedule to reimburse SAC the
$2400 "bonus" he was issued last April.
Williams has already repaid his $1000 bonus,
while Tsilfidis will contest his claim in court
The threeexecutivestogetherallegiedlyauthorized
the $7400 in bonuses outside of SAC by-laws
withoutapprovalfrcm SACs Board c:f Di.rectors.
Williams is also upset over a motion passed
last week which prohibits individuals who owe
SAC money from runningin the October28 byelection. He said it was put forth as a road block
to prevent him from running for President
"I think it's obvious to me that it's just a
preventativemeasure to keep me from running,"
he said.
"(The motion) prevents me from communicatingwith the students and vice versa It's
just a weird motion that came out of noFormer SAC President Kevin Williams.
where." O

HealthFairwoosstudentswithfacts,foodandfreebies
information to students on campus, especially
those in first year who have not yet established

by Patti Stewart ·
Students at the University

of Windsor

a regular routine.

Information was provided on everything
could soon be healthier, wealthier, and wiser.
Well. at least healthier.
from the dangers of smoking to alcoholism to
The University of Windsor's first Health the facts on AIDS and contraception.
Fair. held in the University Centre's AmbasStudents were greeted at the door and
sador Auditorium Sept. 30 and Oct. I, was a handed a plastic bag they were encouraged to
big success, said co-ordinator Marilou Thibert fill up with the free diet pop, granola bars.
The only complications were a breakdown apples, sugarfree gun, and allergy pills provided
of the Molson·s Speakeasy computer, and a by eight different donators.
no-show by the Faculty of Human Kinetics.
The Grand Marketplace also featured
health food specials in conjunction with the
she said.
Over 2000 people came to see sixteen • fair. said Thibert.
displays and get ·'healthy" freebies donated
At Laurier Hall resident, Colleen Mott
by various contributors.
won a TV raffled off at the fair. The TV was
The fair, sponsored by the University's
contributed by the two drug companies repdepartment of Health Services, the School of resented at the fair.
Nursing, and the University Centre, was
Because of good turn-out, .. September
conceived by campus health director Marg Health Fairs are planned to be held annually,··
Aubrey last spring to bring general health she said.0

CareerFairimor~ all
It wasn't just for business students after
all. The Career Fair, held Oct 6 in the
Ambassador Auditorium in the University
Centre, attracted prospective employers from
such diverse fields as banking, the government
service, and the media, providing a wide
variety of options for the over 850 students
who attended this year.
Both students and participatingcorporations
were pleased with the event.
"This was my first career fair, and I really
enjoyed it," supervisor of the Children's
Achievement Centre, Patricia Thomas, said.
··I found that a lot of students that I talked
to were looking for a definite employment
opportunity. They were very interested," she
said.
Bill Wilson of the Society of Management
Accountants of Ontario agreed.
"The students were very career-minded,
and I found most students asking pertinent
questions, ready for the job opportunity with
a resume in hand," he said.
Director of this year's Career Fair, Paula
Beneteau, was very happy with the event,
and was relieved the on-going strike of local
CUPE 1001 didn't interfere with the fair.

"'We only lost about five companies
because of the strike.·· she said. "There was
still an increase over the forty businesses
represented last year."
The Windsor Police and the Roman
Catholic Children's Aid Society did not
participate because of the strike.
Beneteau refuted rumours career fair was
directed only toward the business student.
"There was a bigger range of organizations
invited this year, to cover all faculties, and all
the companies seemed very happy with how
the day went," she said.
"Some companies say that this career
fair was the best of all that they visited.·•
Fourth year public administration student
Michael Gersakis was impressed with the
organization of the event
"It was organized very professionally. I
don't think there was a single company that
was disappointed,., he said.
.. Ifs great for students who need a start in
the business world. This is really quite
informative, a great thing to get involved in."
Next year's Career Fair will be run and
financed by the Student Placement Office
due to the loss of a government Seed Grant
earlier this year. The grant provided funding
for the operation in other years.
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This editorial isn't meant to offend anyone or to
trivialize an important issue. We at The Lance decided
that, if anything, this matter is too serious to be taken
seriously.

Monday was a bad day.
It started off on the wrong foot when this month's Plain
Truth, already two weeks late, didn't arrive because of the
mail strike. So before I even got to school around noon, I
was already pissed off at Canada Post or the CUPW or
whoever are the Bad Guys in the ongoing postal labour
dispute that has deprived me of my thrilling monthly
preview of the World Tomorrow.
Having some time before class, I stopped at the
cafeteria. A friend of mine was there, staring morosely at a
lukewarm can of Five Alive-the closest thing to a beverage
that could still be obtained from the vending machine in
the non-smoking area. Already, the University service
workers' strike had claimed its first victim.
"I'm supposed to be in class now," she informed me,
"but my prof decided to honour the strike and not come to
school today."
"Rumour has it that profs have to come back to work if
students complain," I said. "Have you gone and complained
to your department?"
"I tried that. There's no one at my department office.
The secretaries have decided to honour the strike as
well.'
I couldn't think of anything to say to that, so I didn't say
anything.
"And the mail strike makes things even worse," she
went on. "Students aren't getting their OSAP cheques.
They can't even pay for the services they aren't getting.
Worst of all, it's my birthday this week and none of my
presents have come!"
After a pause, she added, "I just hope our suffering
makes all these people take pity on us and arrive at an
aggreement soon."
"You're getting ahead of yourself," I said. "In the case
of the University strike, our present suffering is just so
that the parties will take pity on us and start negotiating.
After they start negotiating, then we'll start suffering so
that they can take pity on us and reach a settlement."
Through gritted teeth she said, "Oh, thank you; I stand
corrected. Thank you very much indeed."
I decided she wasn't going to be any fun, and headed
up to The Lance for amusement, with a brief stop to admire
the artistic purple guck splattered all over the south
Centre stairwell. The Lance provided welcome relief from
the unusual concentrations of food and garbage lying
around in the cafeteria In The Lance office, there was no

--------------::,r-----r----;---~--.

more food and garbage lying around than usual. Someone
looked up and said, "Hey, how's it goin'?"
"Not bad," I said, stumbling over some garbage and
nearly falling into some food on the floor. "I'm worried
about my friend downstairs, though. She's depressed
because her birthday stuff isn't coming in the mail."
Somebody offered to help me cheer her up, so we went
back downstairs. When we got there, my friend said,"You
know, this Five Alive stuff isn't all that bad."
"We/re too -late," said-the

guy fr~

"She'

delirious already."
The rest of my day went like that. I won't even describe
how I climbed three flights of stairs to find an unlocked
washroom when I had to go really bad
So I was wondering how it is that people can be so
myopic and insensitive that thousands have to suffer
before they can get together to agree on who should earn
what, as I tuned the television to channel 7 and collapsed
into a chair that night at nine o'clock to watch the San
Francisco 49ers take on the New York Giants.
And then I remembered the NFL strike ...D

THE BLOODBOIL

KEVIN JOHNSON

Ho,aowntakesl)eOTJle,
slits their throots,makesmoot TJies
In the middle of the world
There's a great big pit
And it's filled with people
Who are filled with shit
And the vermin of the earth
Inhabit it.
In this passage from The Demon Barber of Fleet Street.,
Sweeney Todd refers to Victorian London, but he could just
as easily have been describing the city that is a scourge on our
country, a drain on talent across the land. The only city that is
a black hole, taking in all energy and light from far and wide,
while letting nothing escape.
Toronto.
Sure, I know there are those of you even .now trying to
think of ways to defend the place.
lt's time you faced up to facts. It's impossible to findgood
things to say about Toronto, except maybe" I can find a job
there" or "You can get books and records and stuff there".
Both statements are true, and the first accounts for why
anyone lives there at all
That's what I'm on about, see?There are jobs in Toronto,
all sorts of them. Most pay more than minimum wage. A few
are the kind you can only get in Toronto. Creative jobs. Jobs
in the arts. Jobs in communications. Writing. Acting. Music.
You know.
But there is most certainly a price to be paid One is the
waste of talent. the thousands of kids earning big bucks as
bartendersandclerks who aspire to more but will be left on
the sidelines as the "successful" people move on.
These folks could make a real contribution to Toronto 1f
given half a chance, but more importantly, they could have
made a big difference in Moose Jaw or Samia or Windsor or

wherever they're from. Once in Toronto, the pace is such that
they're lucky to stay alive. The city chews up talented people
and sucks out the good parts, then spits them out like so much
flavourless chewing gum.
Worse are the ones who do make it
A Jot went to the big city out of what they thought to be
economic (or grosser, artistic) necessity and end up staying
because they like it They end up thinking like native
Torontonians. You know the type.
They're stuck on themselves, their city, and on each
other. The idea that anything useful is going on outside the
Metro area is totally foreign to them. At best, we inhabitants
of the hinterland are quaint At worst, we're stuck here
without the talent or the gumption to make it in Toronto.
A friend once said the problem with Toronto is that it has
too many mirrors. He wasn't just complaining about the
Pizza Pizza sign on Yonge Street
The city lives on flash, it's obsessed with image, and its
people are the same. Even those who know better find they are
constantly checking themselves, seeking reassurance they
look good, fit in, or more rarely, are conspicuously nonconformist
Too many rrurrors blinds a city after a while. All the
mirrors face in, which means when Torontonians look to
someplace outside their city, they see oothing but reflections
of Toronto.
Another annoying thing is all the Windsor people up
there. Now, I hardly ever seek them out. but I haven't been to
Toronto since I was a kid without running into someone I
know.
What's the point? If I want to hang out wtth Windsor
people, I'll do it in Windsor, where at least the drinks are

affordable and you can wear jeans. In Toronto. there are
always parties of Windsor people fraternizing with each
other, even if they wouldn't be caught dead together in '
Windsor. Where's the sense in that?
More and more, Windsor expatriates visiting home are
realizing what they gave up and the raw deal they got in
return. I talked to a whole slew this past weekend, and most
said little but how loo:;y Toronto is. They·re right, of course.
But this weekend we had our revenge.
One of the most annoying things about Toronto is how
they expect as their divine right that all Ontarians will root for
their cruddy sports teams. Here in Windsor we know better.
Since all the baseball players are U.S. American and all the
hockey players are Canadian anyway, we support the
hometown teams. We have hometown teams in pro sports.
and they're based in Detroit
As kids, we watch more of the Tigers than the Jays, and if
we have to watch the Leafs, it's because the C.B.C.
( Canadian Broadcasting Conspiracy) shoves them downour
throats. It doesn't stop us from making the trip to Joe Louis to
cheer for the Wings.
Weli anyhow, the Jays lost in spectacular fashion,
despite Toronto's insistence that Windsor lend them her
moral support. We know where our bread is buttered. and for
the most part, the demise of the squawky blue birds brought
none but crocodile tears from locals. Can't wait for hockey
season to start.
I'm not sure this column is an exhaustive account of why
Toronto is hated, by me or any red-blooded non-Torontonian,
but let it serve notice that it sure as heck is.
What city but 1 oronto could produce an attitude extraordinaire like that sported by Linda Frum? My point
exactly.0

Fence-sitters
arejust·avoiding
the ~ues
by Kevin Johnson

There really aren't any innocent bystanders
in a strike; either you're on one side or the
other.
The current dispute between the university
and the support staff is a case in point
I hope the union doesn't have to ask
students and instructors to suspend classes.
Judging from the response thus far to the
picket lines, they wouldn't get too sympathetic
a hearing.
A lot of students I know are already
complaining about the inconvenience the
strike will cause. Naturally there will be
some hassle; there's bound to be, but we
don't have to think it's the end of the world.
At root for many students is their attitude
that somehow the maintenance and other
staffers don't deserve any more than they're
getting. In fact, it's often said they are paid
too much for their jobs, they have it cushy,
and the like.
We're lucky, because now we'll have a
chance to judge whether they' re overpaid and
underworked. As the garbage and general
mess begins to accumulate, I think students
will come to appreciate exactly how much
work the janitors and housekeepers do around
this place.
If in fact the university cannot operate
without its support staff, then how can we
honestly believe their work is less important
than that of the professors or administrators?
I don't mean to demean their work, either,
but if we find janitorial and other tasks are
essential, there is no justification for failing to
give the individuals performing that work
their due.
What is their due? I don't intend to list
here the demands of the union or the university's
offers; that is better left to the news pages. I
don't think what the staff is asking for is
outrageous or anything like it. but that's for
each of us to decide.
Instead I'd like to address the concern of
those students who fear this strike, and the
impending closing of the campus, will ruin
their academic year. First let me point out
that the union has not yet made any effort to
halt classes; instead, the faculty was specifically
asked to continue lectures. The only way
classes will be suspended in the near future is
if the board of health issues such an order.
Even if that should come to pass, what
would happen? I mean honestly. for those
people whose classwork consists primarily of
lab work. there would be some real hardship,
although no classes may be preferable to
them being placed in a dangerous situation
because of a Jack of maintenance personnel.

Some professorsare already makingarrangements to conduct lectures off-campus. That's
right, off-campus.
While that option isn't open to every
class ( especially those monster intro courses
with about 8 billion students). it's one that
can be pursued by those with an interest in
continuing their education despite the strike.
Even if alternate lecture sites aren't found, a
little initiative can keep students in contact
with their instructors; I don't think either
group is anticipating the strike as a "vacation'',
as they are sometimes viewed at the elementary
school level
The people who may really suffer are
those in residence. I've never lived in residence,
but it seems they get screwed regularly. I
know they are making an effort to keep the
buildings clean; it's hard to blame them, since
we·re talking about their homes. It'll be much
worse for them if the board of health finds the
conditions unsanitary. They would be driven
into the street
Others in the community will have to
open up. I'm serving public notice that if it
comes to that. I've a couple spare places at
my house for emergency billetting.
A key point to remember is that a strike
cannot be blamed entirely on the workers or
the union; it is their only weapon in an ongoing struggle with management for fairness
in living standards and working conditions.
While we wallow in self-pity over the
inconvenience that lies ahead. perhaps we
could better commisserate with the strikers,
now forced for the duration of the strike to

subsists on strike pay of$75 per week. That calling up or dropping off a note demanding a
is no great sum to support a person, let alone fair settlement. Tell SAC you don't want
them hiring scab labour for the pub. Show up
a family.
I've heard people saying at least the on the picket line just to lend the strikers your
support staff had a choice and decided for moral or verbal support. More radically.
themselves to go on strike. while we poor there are those who will make it harder for the
students are having hardship thrust upon us. school to pretend everything is business as
Before you rush to condemn the workers usual by messing things up a bit I'm not sure
for being greedy or thoughtless or selfish, talk I recommend sabotage in print; come talk to
to some picketers, or read one of the flyers me personally.
Much as we've been taught to believe
they are preparing. Listen to their demands.
Are they anything more than you hope for there can be neutral ground. we'll find there is
yourself? Are they so unreasonable? Do you a right and a wrnng in this case. It's up to each
personatly envy them their jobs. and is their of us to decide which is which and help to end
pay and pension package what you aspire to the strike as quickly as possible.
The administation would love to cry
after graduation?
I think most of us will answer no. If we about how unfortunate it is that the university
expect the best for ourselves, how can we ask community is disturbed by the cessation of
services. Until an agreement is reached, they
others to settle for anything less?
I opened this piece by saying there are no are as much to blame as anyone else.
Again, I want students to remember that
innocent bystanders, and I meant it There
are two sides in this dispute, and each of us the strike won't mean the end of learning for
those truly desirous of knowledge. It offers a
will come down on one or the other.
Those students and others who are taking view of the real world we'll all enter too soon.
But most of us would lose a grand total of
temporary part-time jobs doing work that
would normally be done by the strikers are three hours of lecturing per class per week.
Even if the work stoppage lasted a month
'>Cabswho are helping prolong the strike and
from the end of classes, that would be only 12
hurting the interests of the regular staff.
hours missed. Big deal!
Those who have determined the administration
J read more than that per course in a
is right and are bad-mouthing the union have
made up their minds as to which side they' re week.
If students can't contact their professors
on.
If however you sympathize with the strikers. and keep on top of the classwork without
being spoon-fed a lecture every couple of
you don't have to take the work stoppage
days, they're in for a rough ride in academe
lying down. There are a number of options:
let the administration know how you feel by anyway.

MAIL
Letters to the Editor should be limited
io 500 words and submitted to the
Lance office on the second floor of the
Universi(v Centre.

•

convenience
Dear Editor,
I would like to express my concern over
the inconvenience caused by the present
strike on the students' life in the university.
Students in residence are working hard to
keep their residence clean, lest it is declared
unfit for human living by the health department
Big line-ups in the Grand Marketplace and
Vanier Hall, and huge garbage containers for
residences
aresymptoms of such inconveniences.
Why do the students bave to go through
this ordeal? Even if the workers' union is able
to force the university to accept their demands,
how are the students going to be compensated
for their sufferings throughout this period? I
request both the adminstration and workers
. .Eni_onto keep students' lives out of their

conflict.
SAC should take some time oft and reach
out to the students as well as the adfninistration
and the union in this time of difficulty to work
out some arrangement to ensure a productive
academic atmosphere.
R.K.Barnwal
President, International Students' Society

coward
Dear Editor,
I guess Macdonald Hall will never pull
themselves out of its cesspool!
On Friday, September 25, fourth . floor
was holding a party. A few young ladies were
invited from the Subway and arrived at about
1:30 a.m. Upon departure from the elevator,
one of the young ladies was entrapped by an
inebriated Mac boy. This immatrure Big
Mac then started kissing and fondling the
young lady. She resisted by kicking and
punching the irrational, senseless boy. The
young lady was able to escape his clutches

and darted for the elevator. Next thing she
knew she was being spat at. and profanities
such as "tease", '"slut", and "whore" were
projected towards her being.
Now we all realize that this is your first
time away from your mommy, but this is still
no way to behc1ve.For one thing, women are
not fruit ripe for the picking, and can't be
owned. Maybeyou, the particular individual,
should write to your mommy to inquire what
proper courting techniques are expected of
human beings.
Please remember. I don't think this is the
attitude of all Mac Men, but a few swine do
ruin it for all.
Brendan Thomson

crazed
Dear Editor,
This is an open letter to the university
administrators regarding the CUPE Local
1001 strike.
Two years ago my purse was stolen and I

was forced to replace my residence keys. a
meal card. and a student card to the tune of
$50. As well, last year I was left with about
$10 on my meal card ( even afterthe outrageous
prices charged) which of course, wasn't
refunded
I see from the residence contract I have
signed that if I decided to return to school
before the 8th of September I would have
been charged an extra$9.55 per day. As well
( according to my contract), if my final exams
ended before the end-of-contract date of
April 29, 1988, I would be asked to leave
regardless of the fact I had paid in full to that
date. Would I then receive a refund of$9.55
per day until the 29th? rve been here long
enough to know the answer to that one ....
So what's my point?
Well, if you think I am going to do
voluntary scab work and "pick up" (pun
intended) where our maintenance staff left
off, perhaps you should consider taking all
that extra money you people manage to milk
out of us yearly and get some psychiatric
help. You need it You're crazy.
Karen Griffin

Huron Hall
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WHICH ALBUM WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE?
Album name
Artist
Your name
w,n prizes 1f you album 1s chosen Albums IPatured
Thursday 8-10 plus q1ven away during the night
STARTS THURSDAY OCTOBER 15
WITH OUR ANNIVERSARY PARTY
BE THERE
Corner of College & California
Join the FACES Poet Club

each

FAMILY SE:RVIC
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(serving E:ssexCounty)
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Lance photo by Matthew Tales
Our Person ~/'the Week helped students-like
Caroline and Linda were spoiled.)

ACCREDiTED
Separated? Divorced? A Parent?
• Are your children more d1Hiculf? Having trouble with school?
quieter? moody?
• Children change as they try to deal with the painful ond
d1tl1cull experience of parents seoorohon
Children In Motion
WHAT?• A programme to help children od1ust to the seporot1on
divorce of their parents
• S1zsessions of ochv,t1es to lt:orn new coping skills
WHO? Children ages 8-11 veors old whose parents hove separated
within the lost 3 yeors and each of their oorenls
Bl:GINS Saturday morninq Oct 31 1987 10-11 30om-ch1tdren
Mon or Tues Nov 2 3 1987 7 30 -9 30pm-porent
Arrange for on assessment oppo1ntment now
<..oll 256 -1831
450 V1ctono Ave

Volunteerism is a great paying
job.

A great payingjob you ask? Of
course it is. Sharing your time and
love and more important, accepting
another's love earns you the most
fulfillingpaycheck imaginable. Also,
givingof yourself by helping facilitate
another's growthcan help you mature
in mysterious ways.
These are the reasons Caroline
Camerie.,Presi:lent
cflnsightPsycoolqzy
Club and Linda Moore, Educational
Co-ordinatorfor SocialWorlcStudents
Association decided to organize

REV. MICHAEL FAHEY,S.J., S.T.D.
Dean, Faculty of Theology
University of St. Micheal's College, Toronto.

Speaking on
"The Church in the Third Millenium"

18, 198 7

PLACE:Assumption University
400 Huron Church Rd.
Windsor, Ontario

Adults: $5.00
Stucents: $2.00

initial fears of becoming a volunteer. (Sorry. our pies of

Spiritof volunteerism
aliveandwell

Assumption University's
CHRISTIAN CULTURESERIES
presents

DATE: Sund0y. October
TIME:8:00 p.rn.

the one pictured above-overcome

the first annual volunteer fair" Opportuni ties '87'".
Modelled after "Career Fair'',
"Opportunities '87'" was organized
exclusively by Linda and Caroline
to bring to campus over forty different
social service agencies. In order to
organize"Owom:mities'87"', Camerie
and Moore have worked for over
two months and have volunteered
hundreds of hours of their time.
When our two •goodwillambassadors'
were asked why they would invest
so much energy for this project
they replied that it is essential to

popularize volunteerism.
Moore, who has since been
invited to join Windsor Volunteer
Services' Board of Directors, said
volunteerism is important for personal
growth. Volunteer experience, says
Moore, can also get your foot in the
door in a tight job market
And so "thanks" toour'Persons
of the Week', for reflecting well on
this University, and for your efforts
to furtherdeveloptre spiritcfvdunteerism
within the university comrnunity.O
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Elderlyvictimsof crime~abuse
by Margaret Slavik

attributed to the disappearance of

with tranquilizers." In other words,
they "pop a pill in their mouth and

of the nuclear family.
"The elderly don't have a role
in the nuclear family" he said.
Children resume the role parents
formerly held, a process known as
infantalization. The consequences
of such a stressful situation can
result in" granny bashing' ', he said.
"Every year one half to one
million cases of granny bashing are
reported in the United States" Vincent
said.
Vincent also painted a bleak
picture for seniors who are placed
in nursing homes, some of which
lack adequate emotional and physi cal care.
"Institutional drug abuse is not
an uncommon occurrence," he said.
"Sometimes it is intentional,especially

keep them quiet, .. he said.
A member of the audience, Daphni
Ellis, suggested making ·•regular
visits to nursing homes to give the
resident a sense of continuity and
providing traditional foods for a
sense of home.
Another. Amele Toman, described
the talk as "very frightening ... we
are all aware ofit but we don't think
it will happen to us."
Arseneault stressed the need
for seniors to report crimes. "There
are many avenues which are available
but have not been used,'' he said.
If anyone is witness to or hears
of incidences of fraud or assault
against a senior citizen they can
re.:v::h
detectiveArseneaultat255-6636.

theexteooedfamily aoo
theemeigence
The Sixties was the decade of
child abuse, the Seventies saw spouse
abuse, and in the Eighties there
have been over 100,000 cases of
abuse against the elderly , said University of Windsor professor Claude
Vincent.
Vincent, a professor of sociology
and anthropology, addressed a group
of 65 seniors at Iona College on
Tuesday afternoon. He said violent
crimes against the elderly are on
the upswing in Windsor.
He dealt with two key areas of
abuse - crime against the elderly
and the abuse and neglect of seniors.
Although statistics show most
people over 65 are less likely to be
victims of crime "they are less
likely to recover financial, emotional.
and physical security as readily,"
aswould younger people, said Vincent
"They tend to lock themselves
in and become prisoners of their
own apartments or houses."
The problem is furthercompounded
by the failure of victims to report
crimes for fear of retaliation.
"It's not open season on the
elderly ... said Windsor Police detective Dave Arseneault, a fonner
student of Vincent's.
The greatest threat to the elderly
is fraud Vincent cited several examples of elderly people being victimized
in repair scams, rebate scams. and
even fortu ne telli ng sca ms.
"$12, 000 has disappeared from
W indsor seniors who ar e told their
money is cursed and must be tak en
to be ble ssed" he said.
Seniors ar e not only victims of
crime, but also suffer physical and
mental abuse from family members .
"The elderly are subject to neglect
or withdrawal of basic physica l
needs" Vincent said. The decline of
their dai ly nutrition is "covered up
by changes related to normal aging"
he said.
The plight of seniors can be

Vifdts'fulfillsneed
by A ugust Horvath
Students seeking a professional
appearance for their academic papers
will soon have a new option as the
University Centre prepares to open
its word-processing service.
The new service, dubbed Digits,
will aim to provide speed and convenience to students unwilling or
unab le to type their own papers.
W hen the programme gets up to
speed, it is expected to be able to
have finished papers ready within
24 hoursof submission of thestudent's
draft. The serv ice will be available
seven days a week.
Digits will cost its customers
about $1.50 a page, including correction of spelling errors perpetuated
in the student 's draft if theseare not
exee&ive. University Centre manager
Mary Louise Thibe rt said the service
is a response to the large number of
inquiries theCentre gets fran students
looking for fast, trustworthy papertyping services.

50%

The Detroit Symphony Orchestra
STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION
SPECIAL OFFER
ONLY

• '10 FOR 4
• '2.7 FOR 6
• '28 FOR 5
• '35 FOR 8

CHAMBER CONCERTS
CLASSICAL CONCERTS
·SUNDAY SAMPLER· CONCERTS
CLASSICAL CONCERTS

=
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PLUS AU. THE BENEFITSOFFEREDTO REGULARSUBSCRIBERS
Bonus: Subscribe now and receiv• discounts on records,
CD's and tapes at Sam'sJam'al
rdeta wil be sold on • firstoom.,firstaerwd buia
For furtherinformation
call: 567-UOO

DETROIT
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/

S~ MPHONY
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..

The Digits system is restricted,
at least for the near future, to
academic items such as papers,
theses and dissertations . It is for
this reason, said Thibert, that '"I
don't feel we're in competition with
other typing services" such as the
typesetting services offered by SACowned Centre Graphics, which handles such items as resumes and
posters. In particular, Digits seeks
to attract the largely untapped graduate student clientele, Thibert said
About fifteen hired students will
operate the Centre's two IBM-compatible word-p rocessors for the service. Although most of the hiring
for Digits has already been done,
Th ibert added, "We're still looking
for a few more. Should the service
tak e off, we'JIbe looking at hirin g a
few more operators:'
The Digits programme is expected to ope n Mo nday, October
12. More information about the
service can be obtained by phoning
univers ity extension 3230. D
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Offers 20°/o Off
ALL SERVICES

with your student card
3 months unlimited use of
TANNING BED $80.00
894 Campbell (at College) 255·9100
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THE CRIMINOLOGY CLUB-By -Election

ALLFIRST
YEAR
STUDENTS
You are requir ed to
attend a meeting Wednesday, October 14 at
2:30 in the S.AC. office.
At this tim e Fre shman
Com mittee Executive
posi tions will be fill ed.
For further information contact
Chr is
McIntyre, VP. Communications in the S.AC.
office on the second
floor of the University
Centre.

No m inations are now being accepted for
the following positions:
Adminis trative Assistant
Public Relations Officer
Treasurer
Nomination forms can be found in Rm.
153 WHS.Dept. of Soc Anthro Nominations
close on Friday. November 9th, 1987 at
4:30pm. Extensions may be granted due to
the timing of this ad. You must be a Club
member to be nominated.
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GRAD
PORTRAITS

• HandLetteredComposites
859 Moy Avenue
Windsor, Ontario

253-4535

1M i.anc.
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I Oon's
dialo~e
on
democracy
ootmon
by Don Byng

Says NO Student I. D.
or DISCOUNTS REQUIRED
926 Wyandotte St. W.

Ladies
S 6.00

S 8.00
S20.00
S30.00
S40.00
S25.00

HERE

253-9088

Men
Haircut
S 5.00
Shampoo/ Haircut S 7 .00
S20.00
PERMS
S30.00
Highlights

S25.00

Introducing
BRIAN McNAMARA

,GRADUATION
PORTRAITS
by
PHYLLIS
- PARAMOUNT STUDIOS 327 OUELLETTE A VE.
WINDSOR, ONTARIO.
· special student rates ·
. free 5 x 7 gdt photo ·
. no sitting charge ·
. cap and gown available ·
also passport photos and wedding coverage
Telephone: 2534833

for appointment

Eveningsca/J. 253·8847

[J

t is too easy for us
to deny our own
past feelings when
we hear of the deaths
resultingfrom unjust

wars.
What does it mean for the Shah
oflran murdered hundreds of thousands of country men? What does it
mean when we hear of the attempted
genocide of the Palestinians? What
does it mean that during every
minute of every day Contras are
terrorizing and murdering fellow
Nicaraguans? What do these deaths
mean when we cannot re-experience
our own past feelings of grief?
Take just a few moments to
reflect on the death of a person you
once loved. Maybe it was your
brother,maybe your daughter.Maybe
you lostyourmother, your grandfather.
Maybe the husband who used to
bring you roses to cheer you up.
Can you remember the confusion...
the vulnerability ... the rage ... the
anguish. Can you remember feeling
all alone, like there was not one
person who could understand? Can
you awaken in your heart those
buried feelings. Those forgotten
feelings of pain and fear. Do you
remember, in your eyes, those endless
tears of bitterness?
There are survivors, the mothers,
the fathers, the brothers, the sisters,
the husbands,the wives,the girlfriends
and the boyfriends in whose arms
are held the mangled corpses of
dead loved ones.
These people cry out for justice.
In anguish they question the reasons
for this continued destruction. In
the millions they seek answers.

And what are the responses to their
suppressed appeals for peace?
These deaths are justified say
our pious politicians because we
are 'combatting terrorism"stemming
communism' and 'making the world
safe for democracy'. Canadian musician, Bruce Cockburn, through his
song 'Call it Democracy', forcefully

bodies'. All the while, public sentiment in North America is undecided
about whether or not Oliver North
is a media star... suitable for the
U.S. presidency.
I suggest that we remember our
own pain and anguish and then
reach out to the victims of terror
and brutality. No one can deny that

illustrates who's democracy is being thinking about the death of a loved
protected:
one is depressing. We must though
Padded with power here they for the children, women and men
who have no choice but to remember
come
internationalloan sharks backed the violent deaths of their family
by
the
guns
members.
of market hungry military proIn 'Call it Democracy' Bruce
fiteers
Cockburn attempts to present for
whose word is a swamp and us the inevitability of anned conflict
in these situations:
whose brow is
smeared
see the loadedeyes of the children
with the blood of the poor too
who rob life of its quality
trying to make the best ofit the
who render rage a necessity way
kids
do
by turning countries into labour
one day you're going to rise
camps
from
your
habitual
feast
modern slavers in drag as
to find yourself staring down
champions
of the
throat
of
freedom
the
beast
People are disappearingin Argenthey call the revolution.
tina as an example and others are
Every feelingperson is compelled
being slaughtered in the thousands
to speak out and defend the struggles
by right wing death squads such as of the world's oppressed. We must
the 'White Hand' in El Salvador. remember our own pain and use
The survivors often must spend this as a catalyst for action. The
agonizing days searching through voices of the dying cry out for us to
the countryside to retrieve the lifeless do something. D

POLLING STATION
LOCATIONS
FOR

OCT. 28/87
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

BY·ELECTION

Arts
Business Administration
Education
Engineering
Human Kinetics
Law
Science/Math
Social Science

Leddy Library
Business Building
Education Building
Essex Hall
St. Denis (H/K)
Law Building
Erie Hall
University Centre

will vote at
will vote at
will vote at
will vote at
will vote at
will vote at
will vote at
will vote at

Students will be eligible to vote
ONLY at their designated polling
station; according to their Faculty
( see above list).
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT
Geoff Bastow(Chief Electoral Officer)
at SAC on the 2n~:tfloor University
Centre.
*
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Fedsmaybe reducingsummeremployment
funding
OTI AW A (CUP)- Despiteprotests
frool student and conununity groups,
federalfundingforsummeremployment
will probably decrease next summer.
Youth Minister Jean Charestsaid
as long as the unemploymentrate for
youth ~ declining.the level of
federalfunding will do the same.
Since1984, the unemploymentrate
forreturningstudentshasfallentwo per
cent In the same period, summerjob
funding has decreased 12 per cent,
fran $20 l million in 1984 (increasing
to $205 million in 1985) to $180
million in 1986.
The oodgettedfigurecf$ l 80 million
for 1987 represents a four per cent
decrease.
"Youth unemployment has gooe
down," Otarest said...so it would be

logical that the level of fundingnot
remain the same."
Clare&sail the~s
overnD
policyis to strengthenthe economyand
therebyimpove ~cx:n:litia,s.
"You cancreate all the programmes
in
the world - the basic rule is the
economy hasto go well"
1re Cana:tianFederalmcfStwents
(CFS). en theocherhand,has prq,osed
that the governmentestablish a base
budget for the swnmer Challengeprogranunes of $205 million, the I 985
levei and indexthe budgetto the rate of
inflation.
While the national rate of youth
tmemployment has gone down, the
Atlantic provinces and B.C remain
stubbompocketsofjoblessness.InJuly
6,000 or 25.7 per cent c{ youngpeople

in Newfouoolarxl,forexample,oouldn't
find a summerjob.
Tying the level of fundingto the
national rate of unemployment and
thereforerewcing the mnountcf~
available,wouldforce the govenunent
to "trade olf' poor regionsagainst one
another, said CFS Executive Officer
Todd Smith.
Includingprivate companies in the
summerprogrammes
is anothergovenr
ment policy that disturbsCFS and
community groups like the Save Our
Summer coalition.
Before1985,only non-profitorganizations oould take advantage of the
swnmer programmes,but in 1987 the
private sector received about 30 per
cent of the wagesubsidies.The government says that students make more

mooey working in the private sector non-profit jobs, on the other hand,
doing a wider variety of jobs.
reliedentirely en ~ '86 mooey.
According to CFS, the grosswage
According to a Marclt 1987 brief
of a student panicipatingin Challenge by SOS, "the new resultof the govern'87 through a private sector job was ment'spolicy with regardsto the private
$2,800, compared to $1,700 in the sector is mostly to reduce the wage
non-privatesector.
costs of companies aoo
oorporatiom."
Charest said however, that ''jobs
Richmn:I Hotte,Ottawarepresen.
tative of SOS, admits private see.or C06tthe governmentlessto create in the
jobs pay more but says non-profit private sector even though the private
organizations provide more valuable sector offers a better return to the
student"
services, like daycare.
Hotte points out that non-profit
Charestsaid he therefore expects
~ tmlikeprivatecanpanies,
the same ratio, 30 percent privateto 70
oouldnot providejobs withoutgovern- per cent non-profit, of funding next
ment funding.
summer.
Aanding toa ~evalualioo
CFS said evenprivatesector wages
of Challenge'86, 4,961 private sector through the programme are too low to
jobs would not have been created get a stlrlentthroogha yearc{ tmiversity.
without govenunent funding;26,084

High tuition for foreignstudentsadvocatesparochialsystem
HALIFAX ( CUP) - Differential
tuition fees for foreign students are
hurting the world's poorest students
and contributing to a narrow vision
of education, according to the coordinatorof a foreignstudents·resource
group.
''We are advocating a parochial
education system - we will not
accept you if you can't afford it,"
said Karanja Njoroge, head of the
International Students' Centre (ISC)
at Dalhousie University.
Njoroge believes differential fees
are keeping out students from under-

developed nations. But many American. European, and Hong Kong
youths can easily afford studying in
Canada.

there were 3 5, 155 foreign students
studying in Canada last year That
number is down 5. 7 per cent from
the 1985-86 figure of 35,155.

Tuition fees for foreign students
varygreatlyfromprovinceto province.
In Saskatchewan, foreign students
pay only $ I ,OOO
while in Ontario,
fees can be up to $10,200 a year.

The decline in enrollment ''is
linked absolutely to the rise in
differential fees," said Monique
Haggar. a CBIE researcher.

Foreign student enrollment in
Canadian universities has decreased
by 19.4 per cent since 1982-83.
According to the Canadian Bureau
for International Education ( CBIE),

Njoroge doesn't understand why
most Canadian universities have
differential fees at all.
"We need a mix oflocal regional
and international people in order to
avoid narrowness in our own percep-

tions." Njoroge said. "No university
belongs to any country. It is the
essence of a university to seek
knowledge,but notjust the knowledge
of Canada It is universalknowledge."
Njoroge said a two-tiered fee
system makes no economic sense.
"If 400 students quit, the university would not spend any less money
than it would spend anyway. They'd
still have to buy the same amount of
chalk. There's no loss in economic
tenns unless you're charging those
students $10,000."

International students are more
likely to choose Quebec. Ontario.
or Newfoundlanduniversitiesbecause
of special scholarships or lower
fees, Njoroge said.
The residents of francophone
countries are exempted from higher
tuition in Quebec. Ontario has special
assistance programs which cover
most foreign students· fees. and
Newfoundland's flat rate applies to
all, regardless of nationality.
Njoroge said the lack of cohesive
provincial policies on international
education,-especiallyin Nova Scoti~

Universityand union defineoositionsas strikebegins
Continued from page 1.
29 when provincial mediator MarvGrossman
brought the two sides together.
"It's an insult" said Kokic of that pooition.
Th e union president is not happy with joint
bargaining and his union wants to meet
directly with the University. The average
monthly pension of 66 retirees is $187.
Other issues include job security, benefits
and vacations.
In a letter to the University faculty and
staff. Director of Human Resources Frank
Eastham outlined the University's position
on key items in the dispute.
In this update. Eastham said the union's
request for increases totalling 32.45 per cent
in the first year of an agreement is not in line
with the 4.5 per cent funding increase the
University received from the provincial government Kokic. however . has stated the
university can "afford to give us some improvements."
Eastham's letter. which includes a survey
of wages of custodian and trades at other
Canadian Universities. ranks Windsor cus-

todians as the highest paid at$ l I .63 an hour.
This figure is 11 per cent higher than the
provincial average of $10.45 an hour. The
Windsor rate is also almost $1.20 more than

Eastham also said the University has
offered job security for all employees hired
before July 1987. This protects all but three
of the staff of 167 from layoff. Kokic denies

six buildings, while custodial and housekeeping
departments have lost 31 people through
attrition.
The university has offered to have a

the rate paid at St Clair College. Kokic ,

the offer saying." rve never seen any proposals in

special weekend shift of three 12-hour shifts.

however, said custodians with the Windsor
board of education receive $13.43 an hour,
$1.80 more than the University wage.

terms of job security."
Kokic also feels the employees are overworked. Since 1972, the university has added

The 16 custodians who work the weekend
shifts will receive 40 hours pay for 36 hours
work.O

SexU£1l
harassmentfJOlicvsaid to have "teeth"
Continued from page 1.
"It's always better to have something in
place than having to develop a policy to deal
with a situation." said Uni•·ersity employment
equity co-ordinator, Marge Holman.
Holman. who put the policy together. said
she consulted the facultyassociation. the unions,
Student's Administrative Council. and the administration. in formulating the policy.
She also consulted York University. who
Holman savs is a leader in the province with
respect to ~exual harassment policy. and the
Canadian Association of University Teachers.
James. who worked on the new policy with
Holman. said the committee operates on a jury

FACESON COLLEGE
5th ANNIVERSARY
Extravaganza

Thursday, October 15th. 6pm

DRINK SPECIALS
Bottles $1 60
Bar Drinks $1 75
Schnapps $1 50

Thanks for a great 5 years.
Join us for our biggest
Celebration
EVER
Faces 902 California Ave. 256-5001
Join the FACESP.O.E.T,SClub

system requiring proof beyond a reasonable
doubt.
andmakes its decisionsbasedonevidence
presented by the complainant and the defence.
just as in a criminal trial.
The burden of proof is on the complainant.
James said He said in every case there is a
presumption of innocence of the accused.
James said any complaintsfoundto be malicious
or fraudulent will be dealt with as if they were
sexual harassment
.. In principle I think it's a good document.··
said president of the faculty association. Kumar
Chauerjee. ·· On the surface it looks like previous
feedback was not addressed." Chatterjee said •
but the association will study the document and

respond to the president with their ooncems, he
said
Student senator Stuart Savage thinks the
policy is a positive step.
"Ifs better than having an ambiguous policy
like before,·· he said although he has some
difficulty v.ith the decision on the informal
procedure.
·· At least there is going to be some teeth in it
(the policy)." Savage said
Ianni said he hopes the policy will never
have to be enforced. but he said it probably will
be. Ianni is required to make a yearly report to
the Senate and Board of Governors on all
complaints.D

The deadline for special
event funding requests is Thursday, October 15.
If your club would like
special event funding submit
a written explanation of the
event, a budget for the event
and a brief description of the
benefits a student might g.qjn
from your event. If you neecj
further information contact
Chris McIntyre V.P.Communications in the S.AC. office.

~w
~ ~/1Stuctents'
[Administrative
1Council
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Labourdisputecentredon equality

· TRAINTICKET?
your own
D Bring
chair.
Offerto entertain
passengers with selected
readings fromyour poetry.
Showyour student
card

The train' s definitelythe smart way to
travel. Evensmarter these days with VIA's student
fares.Just show us your student card and you're
on your way, 1/3 richer.Have a relaxingride. Meet
some new friends.And let the good trains roll !
For more informationand reservations,
call your TravelAgent or VIA Rail.VIA's student
fares are availableto full time students. Some
conditionsapplyregardingtimes and dates of travel.
Ask for details.

NORTH YORK (CUP) The staff
association ofYorlc University walked
off the job September 30, citing
dissatisfaction with the university 's
proposed method of job evaluation
and the absence of minimum health
standards for computer operators.
The strike, which involves the
university's clerical, bbrary, canputer
and technical support worlcers,means
that student services like the book
store and the library will be closed.
Only the library 's reserye room is
open for limited use.
Drew McCreadie, president of
the university 's student association,
said the association is not supporting
either side in the strike - except the
sideof the university's35,CXX>
students.
"If the strike goes on a couple of
days there is really no problem, but
if it goes longer, we will very much
start looking into what the university
is offeringand what the union wants,"
he said.
"If we find one side is basically
causing it then we're going to be up
against them because students start
to get affected."
A September 24 staff association
memo stated that approximately
80 per cent of the association 's
members are female, and equal pay
for work of equal value is a major
concern. It said the university is
areringto meet themininlllnrequirements
of Ontario's proposed pay equity
voted 67 per cent in favour of the
legislation,but "fulfilling the minimum strike two hours before picket lines
legal obligations is hardly a subject
were formed.
for negotiations."
About 50 association members
Negotiations have been going
picketed the university 's main gates
on since June to replace the contract
during the first afternoon of the
which expired August 30.
strike. while groups of 15 to 20
A statement issued by the Univer- members were stationed at other
sity the day of the strike said the
entrances to campuses.
administratioowooJdcootnhrte$70,CXX>
Postal trucks and busses did not
for a training program over the next
cross the picket lines and drivers of
two years and complete upgrading
several university's delivery trucks
of tlie compu ter system by I 99 4.
turned back after seeing the pickets.
It also offered to set aside one
McCreadie said he will not tolerate
per cent of the staff association's
the closing of the library. ''The
current payroll for salary increases
management has got to get skeleton
resulting from job reclassifications.
crew together," he said. "It's got to
Members of the staff association
remain open."

..

According to a university senate
JX)licy.
studentswill ru be ~
penalized for refusing to cross the
picket line.
If a settlement is not reached
within a reasonable time period,
however, the senate policy allows
for the restructuring of classes and
the lengthening of the academic
term to allow students to catch up
on missed material.
In addition to a ~-"""1
-+.--, .
method ofjob evaluationand improved
working conditions for computer
training, the union is asking for a
policy on the university's use of
;:asual labour and pension benefits. D
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AUTO SALES LTD.

•
•
•
•
•

Reliable used cars.
Complete auto service
Most units priced below $5,000.
Lots to choose from .
Student financing available at competetive rates.
• Licensed mechanics on duty.
3799 Tecumseh Rd. E.
( 1 block east of
Central Ave.)
974-6917

IJ I
Profratinj?;
systemre-evaluated ,d'X_r:J::J
by Rory McLea n
The University of Windsor's
Senate has set up a new committee
to study the current method students
evaluate professors and courses.
The committee will begin work
within the next week under the
direction of psychology professor
Dr. Martin Morf.
The new study follows closely
on the heels of a similar report
completed for the Senate during
April of 1986, which sprang from
dissatisfaction with the old basic
five-question evaluation. The format
was criticized as not promoting
course and instructor quality.
The committee studied current

literature aswell as sending a questi~
naire to W indsor faculty on the
current evaluation. They also surveyed other Canadian universities
to determine what kind of questions
were being asked in similar evaluations.
The result was a new 20 question

studentevaluatim Of the 20 questions,
ten are concerned with the instructor
and ten with the course. This format
was used in the 1986-87 school year
and will be used again this year.
Problems with the current format
have been expressed at Senate this
year.
Dr. GordonW ood, Vire-President
Academic, said one of the problems
relates to the effect the evaluations
have on the careers of the faculty.
The results are used to some degree
in determining promotions, he said.
" If the evaluations were only for
teacher improvement, there would be
no problem But the professors want
to be assurred that the data ( affecting
their careers) used is reliable." said

thing too," Wood said.
Another problem was a perceptioo
by some staff that students replied
according to general impressions, not
specific incidents. Wood cited a pn:r
fessor who made it a point to be sure
he was early for every class, yet
received only four out of five for
promptness on the evaluation.
Anotherconsiderationwaswhether
questions were being weighted fairly.
'Thecommittee shoulddetermine some
sort of priority among the questions
themselves, said Wood.
The committee will have at their
disposal, all the responses from last
year because they have been saved
on tape in the Computer Centre, he
said
To help the committee Wood
Wood.
Wood said the evaluations are said, " I will suggest they ma y want
not used to make fine distinctions someo ne with experience in surveys
since most evaluations fall in the to go over the data and determine the
relevancy of the questions."
mid-range.
The new committee will put out a
"However, consistentlylow scores.
may indicate something is wrong. and report in the spring and will have
improvementsfor next year's
consistently high scores tell us some- suggested
evaluations. 0
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Oct 11-13
Twist & Shout
Liquid Sky
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Oct 14-15
Th e Colour Purple
Prick Up Your Ears
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Adm ission Prices
Adults (18 & over)
Youths (13 to 17)
Children (n & under)
GoldenAg -.,(65&over)

.........

Midnight

7:00pm
9 :30pm
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Windsor s Alternative Cinema

804 Erie St E
Windsor Ontario
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The Student AdministrationCouncilof The U. of Windsor
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SUNDAY NIGHT
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by Don Byng
any ofus spend a.good deal of time
, worrying about a future that seems
· to get more and more insecure.
1
Thus, it seems there is very little
time left to investigate what is
going on around us. Ta.Ice,for example, the research that ta1cesplace
right in our midst on many university campuses.
In the mid sixties and early seventies, psychology
professor Peter Zubec (University of Manitoba), carried
experiments on sensory deprivation with white noise.
This involved subjects being deprived of any sensory
stimulation except a constant humming sound
Zubec also carried out experiments on visual
deprivation and tested subjects' subsequent pain thresholds. Ultimately, the findings ofZubec ·s research wee
used as torture by Samoza in Nicaragua, the secret
police in Argentina and the British in Northern Ireland.
Many of the victims expressed the feeling that,
while being tortured in this manner, they wanted to
smash their heads in, simply to end the noise.
heads in, simply to end the noise. Shockingly, a review
of National Research Council records show that Zubec's
research was financed for the Canadian Department of
National Defense by Supply and Services Canada.
Also in the sixties, research in "counter-indoctrination."
i.e. brainshing. was carried out at McGill University in

campuses. According to Dr. Cotter, even though this central nervous system mechanisms that mediate nausea
research may be funded by the DND, it is questionable and vomiting. At many other campuses, studies are
as to whether or not it has direct military applications. conducted on the visual-vestibular interaction in humans.
All military research may have military uses in the For example, Dr. Rein.is of the Psychology Department
future, he says.
at the University of Waterloo has received at least
From atleast 1972-3, the Department of National $45 ,OOOfor this type of research. This list goes into the
Defense has funded basic research that appears to thousands.
relate to the war aspirations of the Canadian government
There are numerous professors at the University of
For example, tremendous sums of money are spent on Windsor who have received research grants or have
laser technology, at least $52,000 alone at Windsor. negotiated research contracts on behalf of the DepartAt College Militaire Roy ale, a Dr. Cormier received at ment of National Defense. For example, in 1972-3,
least $16 ,OOO
for research into the military applications Dr. D.S. Tracy recieved $4,000. Additionally, Dr.
of the laser. Numerous professors also receive con- KG. Rutherford received almost $230,000 between
siderable funds from the DND for research on computer 1981 and 1985. This money was used to develop a
technology. Much of this is at the Universities of paint that would obscure targets from the infrared
Toronto and Waterloo, but research seems to be evenly radiation emitted from heat-seeking missiles. Rutherspread across the country. There are also those profes- ford also used the money for the development of a red
sors who study the effects of radiation on humans.
phosphorus bursting grenade. Upon detonation, this
At the University of Western Ontario at least one grenade would orovide a long-lasting smoke screen.
professor has received funds to implement" A study of Other campus recipients of DND grants have included
mechanisms of gamma-radiation-induced nausea" An- Dr. De Kee in Chemical Engineering Department and
other example of this type of research was conducted at Dr. Krause in the Physics Department Penetration
Dalhousie University in 1981/2. Other professors in through facepiece rubber was a DND financed study
Guelph study the effects of radiation on textiles and administered by Dr. AA Asfour in the Chemical
have also received research grants for experiments
Engineering Department
using human subjects, on sensory deprivation and sleep
In addition to moneys given out directly bv the
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i.e. brainwashing.. was carried out at McGill University

in Montreal. Many of the unsuspecting subjects of this
experimentation continue to suffer from psychological
anguish. Although the fact is denied by the Canadian
government, financing for these experiments was shown
to have been ultimately provided by the American
CIA.
Some would like us to believe that this abhorrent
use of university facilities is the work of isolated,
deviant professors. However, the government has
misused our universities on thousands of occasions.
Although most of the research carried out on behalf of
the military is touted as being used for civilian purposes,
much of it has application in the preparations for war
and the oppression of people.
Presently, Canadian universities are being funded
for military research in a number of different ways. For
example, professors at all universities can negotiate
directly with the Department of National Defense
through Supply and Services Canada for research
grants and/or contracts. Additionally, professors can
apply to the Natural Science and Engineering Research
Council of Canada (NSERC) for grants which may be
administered on behalf of NATO, such as postdoctoral feJ'owships and also travel allowances for
professors to study in NA TO countries.
The NSERC also administers funds for conferences
relating to NATO, and for the exchanging of technological information. Another method by which the
government fmances the militarization of research
done on university campuses is the funding of shared
equipment and facilities between universities and various
corporations. Often these corporations, such as Spar
Aerospace, happen to be top military contractors.
Additional co-operative efforts financed through the
NSERC include funding for Industrial-Undergraduate
Student Research Awards. These awards are given to
promising undergraduates so they can participate in
research with companies.
According to Dr. Drake, Head of the Chemistry
Department at the University of Windsor, there was a
time when researchers could receive DND funding for
projects that were only remotely related to DND uses.
Recently, however, the DND has been very particular
as to what it will finance. Additionally, much of the
research that is done on behalf of the war preparations
of the government is on a contract basis. Dr. Cotter of
the Research Assistance Office claims that in most
cases only basic research takes place on university
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disturbances.
There are also professors in some universities who
study the role of punishment and reward in conflict
situations on human behaviour. The human physiological and psychological effects of biological and
chemical warfare are also studied on Canadian university campuses, such as the effects of and antidotes for
poisonous nerve gasses..
At some universities. research is done on the

DND, financing for military research comes from
NATO through the Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council of Canada (NSERC). It appears
that one of the biggest projects that NATO funds in
Canada is the exchange of professors between NATO
countries. Thus. scientists from Canadian universities
receive financing to collaborate with other nations'
researchers.
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ith DND grants, it would appear that research
lf/e some applicability to the war preparations.
\>licabilitymay be the sharing of technological
bwor the support from the scientific community
ffO and its activities. Those Windsor faculty
ll; who have received these NATO Research
(hcludeDr. Qureshi in the Electrical Engineering
tent, and Dr. McKonkey in the Physics Departther method in which NA TO uses the univer!t military research is the awarding of grants in
It of NATO Science Fellowships. Under this
11,recent Ph.d. graduates receive funding to
q research. Again, this research takes place in

!countries and generally on projects that have
napplication. Dr. D. Stephan at the University
!lsorwas one such recipient of this funding. In
f 1980s, Dr. Stephan received a minimum of
9 from NATO for at least two ye~rs.
lily, a third method in which NATO uses the
(anuniversity environment to popularize itself
a war preparations is the funding of various
aces. For example, inJuneofl985, Dr. deLasa
em hosted a conference financed by the NATO
td Study Institute on Chemic!il Reactor Design
ahnology. Additionally, in 1984, the NATO
AdStudy Institute financed, through the NSERC,
~nee which was held in Quebec.
lrding to Dr. Drake of Windsor's Chemistry
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•ent, when a federal department funds research ,

""1itcdoes not necessarily have to have anything
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itththe funding agency. The example that Dr.
Jve was the work he had done with the Atomic

Commission. If indeed this is typical ofresearch
by all federal departments, it could mean that
· the research carried out for the DND or any
cleraldepartment could be used for or may even
acedby other organizations. Take for example
ticing of Zubec's sensory deprivation experlt is known that the CIA is active in training
terrorist organizations in the latest torture
,. Therefore, it is conceivable that just as the
[c.fundingbrainwashing experiments at McGill,
Jllsoindirectly funding Zubec's research. The
itionsof this are that the public cannot possibly
bwhat extent our universities are being used for
i>arationsfor war and the painful subjugation of
I students and professors must be aware that
a1archthat is carried out on university campuses
ttnjunction with other organizations may have
,nplications. Although there are those who hide
1'becamouflage of doing mere 'basic research,'
i,notdeny their moral responsibility to humanity.
rincipled students and professors must come '
't and refuse to allow the use of our universities
t,reparations of world holocaust
ently, the Department of National Defense
j:ed that it was going to increase grants to the
~tiesby 40 per cent Its spokesperson said that
~e federal government was tight on research
ltheDND would step in and be charitable.
ver,the same spokesperson stated that campus
~"area better environment for research." We
itntinueto speak out against the chronic underof our university system. Furthermore, we
t,ver accept this underfunding as an excuse to
i11r
universities into tools for the eventual murder
,ons of people .
.iggestionof what students can do is to publicly
their views and hopes for peace at every
#Ility.This includes being active in the decitions
,vhat research will take place on university
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our universities could be
u.lto develop more technologically advanced
rrlto butcher others, but rather to popularize the
s for peace.

Monitoring test results of a graduate guinea pig
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S.A.C. FIRSTANNUAL
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RALLY
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Sponsored By:

"BACK IN THE HIGHLIFE AGAIN ...
HOMECOMING '87"

October 22, 23, 24, 1987
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Thursday . Oct. 22

PRIZES!PRIZES!PRIZES!
Friday , Oct. 23

Thursday October 23, 1987.
4pm-7pm Rally
7pm-1 am Road Rally-Subway
10pm-Awards Ceremony

Saturday , Oct. 24

For Further Information Contact
Aurelio Roncone 253-6423 or
253-4232 Ext. 3900.

S.AC. Road Rally
sponsored by
Carling O' Keefe/ Miller
S.AC. Homecoming
Challange Cup
sponsored by Carling O'Keefe/
Miller .
12pm-2pm Parade
2pm-5pm Football Game
8pm-1pm S.AC
Homecoming '87 Pub Night

"EXPERIENCE THE HIGHLIFE"
Contact Greg Thoman V.P. External Affairs regarding
ALL Information on Homecoming '87.

Students' Administrative Council 2nd floor University CentrEt

FREE DRUGS!
All full-time undergraduate students are covered under the prescription
insurance plan. This means most of your pharmaceutical prescriptions are
FREE.Starting Monday, October 12 your drug cards will be available. Be sure
to pick up your drug card as it will save you the hassle of forking out money
when you pick up your prescriptions. Drug cards will be distributed throughout
campus according to the schedule below:
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

12- Thanksgiving
13-Business Building
14-Human Kinetics
15-University Centre
16-Essex Hall

Oct. 19-Law Building
Oct. 20-Leddy Library
Oct. 21-Business Building
Oct. 22-University Centre
Oct. 23-University Centre
Oct. 26-Education Building

At the end of the distribution period, drug cards will be available in the
SAC office on the 2nd floor of the University Centre. If you need further
information, please contact Chris McIntyre or Neil Ouditt at 253-6423.

SAC WORKING FOR YOU!

POV:ineluctablemodalityof vision
by Matthew Wilder

into the labyrinth, and renewed resolve to
stick to the topic.
The premiere screeni~ of POV was
marred. nay, rendered illegible. by. faulty
equipment, which director Glenn Warner
has told me has damaged the only print of the
film he has. The film kep slipping off its
sprockets, and about ten times the screening
was stopped, adjustments were made, and
then it was started again. Except perhaps as a
fortuitous experiment in extra-narrative suspense - will the machine fuck up again or
not? was the burning question-it
was a
disastrous first showing.

• Kevin paused to collect thoughts before
beginning the review, and considered the
labyrinthine complexicy of the task he was
about to undertake , his metafictional musings
skirting that black region of confusion where
self-reflexivity became obstructively cluttered,
opaque, paralyzing.
He intended to write an article which was
at once illustrative and expository of the film
he had just seen - a fonnal conceit which he
was fond of indulging - although at times he
feared this approach could lead to selfindulgence, when his real wish in attempting
any review was to praise, if possible. This
misgiving was exacerbated by his suspicion
that the particular nature of the device he was
to employ in this case, self-reflexivity, might
be especially inimical to his primary desire to
tell, to iive account-for
it would not be
merely the strategic indirection he had aimed
at in other reviews, but might actually subvert,
emasculate, or hopelessly convolute whatever
he had to say.
Then there was the special problem posed
by this particular movie, the fact that he had
been pre-empted in this little conceit by the
film itself, containing as it did a reviewer
character who actually writes a review of the
movie of which he is a part. Not that this in
fact, as the director himself had whimsically
suggested to Kevin earlier that day, rendered
the film invulnerable to criticism. "See, you
can't attack it, because we beat you to it"
So he began:
""Thissentence inaugurates a laudatory
review of local film-whiz Glenn Warner's
latest opus. POV. This sentence expresses
regret that its write r won't be more forthright
in his critical opinions and wishes he would
cut the self-referential crap. This sentence is
thematically continu ous with the last in that
it expresses regret-regret that the Gophermend
tried this first This is a tedious sentence that
begins. "This is a tedious sentence that
begins, "This is a tedious sentence that
begins, "This is a tedious sentence that
begins. "This is a tedious sentence that
begins, "lltis is a tedious sentence that

The nature of the misfortune does particular violence to so fluid an art as film, and to
so well-proportioned. rhythmically taut and
economical an example of that art as POV.
POV, happily, was shown again on Tuesday,
with only minor technical foulups.

In its 12-minute span, POV (the name
comes from script shorthand for "point of
view," referring to a shot that gives the
perspective of a. particular character) deftJy
and slyly subverts its fictional narrative, a
story of a rnovie reviewer beingpursued by a
disreputable, gun-toting guy. As the film tells
the story. it is simultaneously being written
by an author being holed up in his studio.
The ominous pursuer, and the movie's
own circularity, catches up with the author,
and in a fine and clever scene, the fictional
hunter's
revolver
becomes
the self
eviscerating meta-eye of the camera. and the
author's fate becomes identically the end of
the film - not just as closure of plot, but in a
symbolic ( and given the circumstance of
POV s first scn.~ning. ironic), staged sprocket
snarl as narrative is usurped by medium.

W amer has culled fine perfonnances
from two amateur actors-not that the roles
were terribly demanding or involved, but the
acting never looked fake. And there was one
scene, where the author(played by U ofW's
own Alistair Macl.~od) speaks only a few
apologetic words to an impatient publisher,
that is rigtit on the money. Equally to be
commended are Mark Lefevre as the "eedy
bad· guy, Chris ·McNamara. who shot the
film, Jeff Hewitt, who co-produced. and no
doubt many others."

This sentence is a fresh start, having a
renewed sense of caution not to tread too far

BorderLin~ ispoetry in Motown
by Lance Arts Staff
Thanks to the generous hand of the Canada Council. the

Art Gallery of Windsor (AG.W.). in conjunction with the
Detroit Institute of Art (D.I.A) present the Fifth Annual
Border Lines Festival. an international literary festival
featuring an equal distribution of Canadian and American
poets and writers perfonning throughout the month on one or
the other sides of the border.
What follows is a schedule of the events. Admission is
$3 .00 ( except for the Oct 11, l 7 and 22 performances,
which are a buck- we're talking bargain basement edification
here), and booksignings will follow each event For further
infonnation. call LINES at (313) 833-1858.

Sunday. October 11, 3:00 p.m. (Detroit)-A
talk on
··Storytelling" by Yertamae Grosvenor in the Lecture Hall of
the DJ.A Ms. Grosvenor is the commentator for National
Public Radio's "All Things Considered" and author of

Vibration Cooking.
Thursday, October 15, 7:30 p.m. (Detroit)Readings by
Victor Coleman and Lawrence Ferlinghetti in the auditorium
of the D.I.A. Mr. Ferlinghetti is the author of the classic A
Coney Island of the Mind and director of City Lights Books
in San Francisco. Mr. Coleman is editor at The Coach House
Press in Toronto and author of twenty collections of poetry.

Saturday, October 17, 3:00 p.m. (Detrolt)-A
reading by
creative writing students from the University of Windsor and
Wayne State University in the Lecture Hall of the 0.1.A

Friday,October 16, 7:30 p.m. (Windsor)- Readings by
Barbara Guest and Yolande Villemaire in the auditorium of
the A.G. W. Ms. Villemaire is the bilingual author of
experimental poetry and prose, including La vieTnprostand
Quanz and Mica . She is from Montreal. Ms. Gueatilf•New

Thursday, October 22, 7:30 p.m. (Windsor)- Readings
by ML Liebler and Eugene McNamara in the Auditorium
of the AG. W. Mr. McNamara is Head of the Creative
WriMf De~nt
at th~ Universityof Windsor and has
pub&bed SC\'eral volumes of v~ and prose.

York poet and biographer whose Herself Dejin~d: The Poet
H.D. & Her World was published last year.

Friday, October 23, 7:30 p.m. (Detroit)- ·Readings by
David Bromige and Robert Grenier in the Holley Room of
the D.I.A David Bromige is from Vancouver and Robert
Grenier is from Berkeley, CA Deduce what you will
Saturday, October 24, 7:30 p.m. (Wlndsolj- .Readingsby
Al Purdy and Diane Wakowski in the Auditorium of the
AG.W. Mr. Purdy is a Canadian poet who was recipient of
the 1986 Governor General's Award for his Collected
Poems. Ms. Wakowski is Writer in Residenceat Michipn
State University. She recently published The Rings of

Saturn.
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New ftlmraisesmoral~u~., copsout
Fatal Attraction
directed by Adrian Lyne
If classifications are necessary, the film
Fatal Attraction would unquestionably fall
under the "psychological thriller" heading. The
type of film that leaves you "at the edge c-;
your seat" or "keeps you guessing until the
very end."
Unfortunately, Fatal Attraction could
have been a better movie had it not been
gunning for the·psychological thriller territory
occupied by films like The Jagged Edge. It
raises serious moral questions about infidelity
and responsibility for one's own actions, but
never allows the subject matter serious consideration. Instead, the film performs one of
the best jobs of on-screen manipulation in
years by drastically shifting our sympathies
from the unwed, pregnant Glenn Close to the
married, unfaithful Michael Douglas.
The fatal attraction of the film's name
occurs between book editor Glenn Close and
lawyer Michael Douglas. While Douglas'
wife and child are in the country for a
weekend, he takes up with a beautiful client
who seems mildly eccentric, but otherwise
sane. The sex scenes are purposely humou.rous,
almost comical, to alleviate any feelings of
uneasiness or guilt, as if the whole episode
were a harmless incident When the weekend
is finally over and the family arrives home, so
does the guilt, and Douglas decides to break
off the relationship and file the whole affair
under "one of those things." But Close Glenn Close and Michael Douglas have it out in Fatal
begins behaving strangely: she continually
We are made to feel how fragile Douglas'
calls him at work and at home, she follows relationship with his family has become
him, attempts suicide, and generally begins because of the other woman's incessant
acting in a psychotic manner. Then we intrusions. But the fact that he teeters on the
discover that the harmless weekend of fun edge of disaster because of her very existence,
has produced more than fond memories; she is intrinsically his fault, not the fault of Glenn
is pregnant When confronted with the reality
Close.
of the situation Douglas offers to finance an
This is where all the manipulation occurs,
abortion; she wants him to accept some of the because we really should feel for the character
responsibility for the child; he tells her he of Glenn Close. She is a single woman who
never wants to talk to her or see her again.
must bear a child out of wedlock because the
At this point director Adrian Lyne knows father is a married man who wants to remain
our sympathies could very lie with the unwed anonymous. Not only that, the father refuses
mother, so he compensates by cranking up to even speak to her, let alon bear any of the
the psychotic behaviour of Glenn Close and responsibilities associated with his actions.
subjects us to numerous scenes of Douglas'
Yet the audience sides with the Douglas
lovely innocent wife and adorable little child.
character. Where are all the feminists out

I

Attraction.

there? The film manages to make Douglas'
character's actions acceptable on the basis
that his mistress may be crazy. This type of
morality is crazy. In fact one of the best
scenes in the film occurs when Douglas is
forced to tell his wife about the other woman.
It is a powerful scene that displays the tragic
outcome of infidelity on the family. But the
film doesn't stray from its classification of
psychological

Glenn Close's supposedly Oscar calibre
performance, it was certainly not at that
level. The character was very one-dimensional.
It was played strictly to scare, and we never
really see what motivates her psychotic
behaviour beyond the fact that she is in love
with him. The easiest and probably most
overrated role to play in a film is an absolute
psychotic.
Ultimately, the filmmaket'lildid

thriller for too long, as Glenn

Close-who is never shown devoting any of
her time to her occupation as an editorreally starts losing it.
The ending is so contrived, so obvious an
attempt to tie up all the loose ends and please
everyone. that I literally groaned. As for

QQ1

have

the conviction to even try to address some of
the moral issues that they raised: instead they
opted for a conclusion that was a mixture of
the shower scene in Psycho and Jason in
Fnaay the 13th. Nothing is more disappointing
than a good movie gone bad.
-Robert Ferranti
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Thegood, thebadandthemediocre
by Brian McKenzie

What's your best definition of mediocrity?
Mine's "Popular Arts of the Eighties." Fiction,
music and visual arts have been so dreadful
in the past few years that it makes me wonder
about the mentality of the buying public.
Consider the best selling authors of the 80s:
Stephen King, John D. Macdonald, Danielle
Steele. I mean, really.
Can't we do better than that? Don't
people realize that buying these people's
work only encourages them to keep writing?
Stephen King made something like $18
million last year writing about giant sewer rats
and directing movies about the day the
transport trucks came to life and revolted
against their oppressive human owners. ( incidentally, I lined my bird cage with a copy of
It, King's latest messterpiece. and the bird.
showing remarkable critical insight shit all
over it). Is this what we want our period in
history to be remembered for? Stephen King
and Danielle Steele'?
Music is not much better. what with
Lionel Richie exalting his "Penny Lover'
(whatever that is), or Duran Duran inviting
us to ·· Meet El Presidente." There is an ugly
trend running through the recording industry
known as commercialism. Recording artists
have discovered there are two types of music:
that which is good. and that which sells.
Which type of music do you listen to~ Understandably. you listen to that which sells
because the record companies are too afraid
to release alternative music anywhere but in
guaranteed markets like Toronto. New York
and London. Instead. we get loads and loads
of horrible tripe like Barry Manilow, John
Cougar Mellencamp, Los Lobos, Menudo,
and the aforementioned Duran Duran.
As for the music which is good, there are
only a limited number of these artist available
to us. Groups which start out in the alternative
market and then become popular, like the
Cure, RE.M. and New Order, are still
producing reasonably intelligent, interesting
music which attempts to reflect the ideals
which spawned them in the late seventies and
early eighties. but are fighting a losing battle
with their record companies.
Listen to any early music of the Cure or
New Order, then listen to their latest work.
While undoubtedly the musician have grown
and refined their musical styles. they have
also given to the companies· pressure to
produce work which would appeal to the
greatest number of people. Hence. Robert
Smith goes from producing an album like
Pornography. probably the best Cure album,
to Kiss me, Kiss me, Kiss me. on which most
songs combine his intelligent lyric writing
with wonderfully upbeat pop schlock. But it
sells.
I suppose the biggest problem is that the
record companies and the buying public are
too conservative. Many ofmy friends who do
not listen to the same music I do would never
even dream of giving it a try. They ..just
know" they wouldn't like it from the name of
the band. I surprised a lot of people once
when I played one of my tapes at a party.

Hardly anyone knew what it was, but all
agreed it contained ''good tunes." (It was, by
the way, New Order's Low Life album). I
remember I suggested to my blue suited,
company car driving brother that he buy The
The'slnfected LP. He looked at me curiously
and sort of shook his head as though I had
suggested that leave the house without a tie

on.
I guess what fm getting at is that we
should not be afraid to give different things a
try just because we have never heard of it
before. Would it hurt to go out and buy just
one album by a new group? Would your life's
philosophy be seriously compromised if you
were to admit that, yeah, you really do like

,------------------------------------------------1

U2on topof therockworld
In the past seven months, the Irish group
U2 have emerged as the most popular rock
band in the world. Their rise to the pinnacle
of.pop success is reflected in its current sold
out No,th American tour. consisting largely
of huge outdoor stadium dates. One of the
great challenges now facing the band is that
of maintainingthe intimate interaction between
perfonners and audience which has made
their concerts of past years so memorable.
This was the challenge which confronted the
band at Toronto's Exhibition Stadium last
Saturday night Ea11erlyanticipated by the
sold out crowd of60.000-a mixture of long
time fanatics and newer converts- U2 rose
to the occasion magnificently.
The two-hour, 18-song show began with
"Where the Streets Have No Name." their
current single. Not surprisingly, the set leaned
heavily on material from The Joshua Tree.
with .. I Will Follow·· being the only song
from the band's pre-War period. From the
outset. the band appeared both confident and
relaxed in its stage presence. The rhythm
section of drufllmer Larry Mullen Jr. and
bassist Adam Clayton was relentlessly steady.
They provided a solid underpinning for the
, diverse and distinctive guitar work of The

-~ge, who played with considerable ease
and animation throughout the evening. Lead
singer Bono, whose voice has acquired a
more soulful edge in recent years, was in
tremendous fonn. Despite carrying his left
arm in a sling-the result of a shoulder
separation suffered two weeks earlier-he was
quite mobile on stage and interacted readily
with the audience, talking frequently both
during and between songs.
Two of the evening's musical highlights
were cover versions of other peoples· songs.
During the first of these. Curtis Mayfield's
gospel-influenced ''People Get Ready," Bono
brought up a young man out of the audience
to play guitar with the band. His obvious
delight at the once-in-a-lifetime experience
provided a great crowd-pleasing moment
The second cover, of The Beatles' "Help,"
was masterful. U2 slowed it down considerably. and this approach allowed Bono to
draw out the essence of the song. rendering
John Lennon's lyrics much more poignant
than in the original version.
This ability to interpret and to work with
songs was applied with equal success to their
own material. The firstverses of both "Sunday,
Bloody Sunday" and·· I Still Haven't Found
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RE.M?
You can't dislike what you haven't been
exposed to. At least give it a try so that you
can have an inteJlectual basis for your dislike.
Saying you "hate it" because the band has a
weird name is not enough. We are young yet
Attitudes like that aren't supposed to develop
until our children become teenagers.

What I'm Looking For'' were sung by Bono
without band accompaniment This soft treatment, fueled only by the expressiveness of
Bono's voice, was tremendously efTective.
The concert had a special, almost magical
atmosphere about it, attributable primari ly to
the link U2 was able to establish with the
audience through its music and stage presence.
The crowd heartily sang along word for word
to almost every song and seemed to feel as
much as part of the event as the group itself.
At no point was this more apparent than
during the evening's final two songs. An
extended "With or Without You," with the
crowd providing much of the vocals. seemed
to pick up emotional momentum as it went
on, an intangible yet undeniable spirit filling
the huge stadium. At the end of the showclosing "40," the band members left the
stage one at a time. finally leaving the crowd
alone singing the song's refrain. The strains
of " How long, to sing this song?" were
soaring through the stadium long after the
house lights had gone up. It was a fitting
ti!stimony to the power of U2 's music and its
ability to establ ish an intimate bond with its
audience, no matter what the size of the
concert setting may be.
-Aus tin Barber
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16,278to choose from- all subjects
SaveTime and Improve Your Grades!

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

.... :213-477 -822&~;0r. rush $2.00 to Research Assistance
11322IdahoAve.l206·SN LosAngele$.CA90025

Customresearch
alsoavailable-alllevels

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for
LSAT Oct 17
GMAT Oct 17
1-800-387-5519
(418)923-PREP(7737)

UNIQUE
...ANY WAYYOUSERVE
IT.
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A horrorshowd_ystopia
Alex - to good effect I could write
pages about the story and the symbolism ( I read one critic who compared
Alex to Alexander the Great because
What's it going to be then. eh? of the line "aristotJe wishy washy
It's Saturday. oh my brother.
works" on page 3 of the novel by
You and a few droogs (or just you Anthony Burgess). but I don't want
and your oddy knockies) pop round to obfuscate things.
to the Park sinny in the middle of
So I will just tell you why. in my
tlie night, lay down $4.00 of your ·umble opinion, Burgess called his
pretty-polly($2.50 withmembership). charming littleblood-soppedmagnum
and step inside to viddy the old opus A Clockwork Orange.
ultraviolence- to slooshythe glorious
The obvious answer is: the writer.
LudwigVan It's a horrorshow movie. called Alexander, who lives in the
all things considered, but in the cottage called HOME. whose wife
end. you come awa} asking this Alex and droogs rape and kill in the
question:
first part, is working on a manuscript
"What possessed
Stanley Kubrick called A Clockwork Orange.
to make a film about a dystopian
While his masked accomplices
England in the near-future; about
are ransacking HOME. Alex takes
an evil little delinquent who speaks
time to read a little of the work out
in a macaronic combination of Eng
loud:
-lish and Russian called 'Nadsat'
"The attempt to impose upon
(no subtitles). and likes random
man. a creature of growth and
capable of sweetness, to ooze Juicily
sadism and the music of Beethoven;
at the last round the bearded lips of
about the potential horrors of operant
God. to attempt to impose. I say.
conditioning?"
laws and conditions appropriate to
The answer:
.. Instant cult status ...
a mechanical creation. agamst this
I raise my sword-pen ......
There's a Jot to be said for this
movie. Kubrick did a good job
The key words in that passage.
oh my brother, are ·mechanical
directing it, and Malcolm McDowell
plays 'Your Humble Narrator' creation.' Mechanical is clockwork;

A Clockwork Orange
directed by Stanley Kubrick
at the Park, Midnight. Saturday

r---- ----------
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creation 1s orange. The story is
about how Alex is caught by the
State. and conditioned (with 'l.udovico's Technique') to react with
nausea to the sight of violence ( and.
incidentally, to his beloved Ludwig
Van). This is what the behaviorist
call operant conditioning, and the
behaviorists asssume a mechanical,
metaphysically materialistic perspective. In the words of the protagonist
in B.F. Skinner's Walden Two
.. All differences are physical... We
think with our bodies. too."
Skinner and droogs think that if
a behavior is "positively reinforced"
it will be repeated, and if it is
"negatively reinforced" it will not be
repeated. In Walden Two, B.F.
ebulliently proclaimed the utopian
implications of widespread 'environment engineering." In A Clockwork
Orange, Burgess points out the
dystopian ramifications.
It's a scary movie if you happen
to be a behaviorist I'm not, and I
found the movie oddly refreshing.
Besides that, what one gleans from
hearsay and stupid film reviews
pales in comparison to the real
thing. I know I had a lot of misconceptions about it before I saw it.
I was cured. alright.
- Larry Deck
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Lancerfootballers
dumpGuelph,354
by Michaela Edwards and Brian LeClair
The surprising Lancer football team moved
one step closer to securing a coveted
playoffberth last Saturday, as they annihilated
the Guelph Gryphons in Guelph, 35-4.
The Lancerswent into the match desperately
undersized in comparison to the Gryphons,
but more than made up for it with aggressive
play and intense desire on both sides of the
line.
"We beat them physically;· head coach
John Musselman said. ·•1 thought Guelph
didn't play well until we saw the film. Our
kids just played a helluva game."
The Lancers dominated in every facet of
the game, as they held the Gryphons to just
214 yards of offense, while amassing 416
yards themselves.
Several tackles by linebacker Mike O'Neil
and the. exceptional defensive play by Nick
Lavalle, Jim Maybroda, Mike MacAulay,
and Sandro Tesolin had the Guelph offense
stuck in place as they held the third leading
rusher in Canada, Tom Newbigging, to just
18 yards on the ground.
However, the biggest performance, under
tremendous pressure, was turned in by Andrew
Ross, the running back given the task of
replacing injured running back Chris Porter.
Ross picked apart the Guelph defense for
250 yards, smashing the school single game

This ball carrier isn't going anywhere.

rushing record of 209 yards, previously held
by Doug Dowhar.
Guelph undoubtedly came into the game
relieved that they would not have to face
Porter, but very early into the game, Ross
gave the Gryphons plenty to worry about
After Guelph took their first and only
lead of the game with a single, Ross began to
make his presence felt
Ross took a handoff from quarterback
McGugan and steamrolled past the Guelph
defense on a 75-yard touchdown run.
"Guelph was expecting the play, but
everyone ran it well," Ross said of the play.
A crucial Gryphon mistake on a fumbled

Guelph's best chance at scoring in the
second quarter was snuffed out by Lancer
defensiveback Ritchie Holland who intercepted
a Gryphon pass on Windsor's 14-yard line.
"I read the quarterback's actions, and
jumped on it,'' Holland said, "like any of our
defensive backs are trained to do."
The Gryphons managed to boot a field
goal by the end of the half, but Windsor still
led. 20-4.
Windsor dominated the third quarter.
McGugan continued to go heavily to Ross,
and the young running back took the ball in
by a nose after a two yard plunge.
At this point, the Lancers attempted a
fake kick, but were stopped by the Guelph
Lance file photo.
defense. Windsor settled momentarily with a
punt return gave Windsor the ball back, as 26-4 lead.
In the final seconds of play in the third,
rookie Lancer linebackerCraig Davies pounced
Steve Collins caught a 34-yard pass from
on the ball at the Guelph 40-yard line.
McGugan then ran the ball to the 25-yard McGugan and breezed past the Guelph
line, and on the next play, Ross crossed the defense to up the score to 32-4 after three
Gryphon end zone with his second touchdown quarters.
Reserve qua.rterback Mike Brisbois saw
of the game.
Placekicker Graeme Flett added the con- some action in the fourth quarter, and be took
vert, making the score 14-1 at the end of the the Lancers to the Guelph 12-yard line
before .Flett kicked another field goal to
first quarter.
At this point, Guelpb seemed to become account for the final score.
Offensively for the Lancers, McGugan
discouraged. but the Lancers continued to
was 7 for 14 with 135 yards, playing a strong
pour it on in the second quarter.
Flett added six more points to the Lancers' game. Rob Cecile caught three passes for 65
lead with field goals of 41 and 48 yards to yards. and Chuck Robson also caught three
give the Lancers a comfortable 20-1 ·1ead. continued on page 20.

Footballteamovercominf!
adversity
by Briaa LeClair and Michaela .Ed~ar<ls

After years of disappointments, perhaps
1987 is the year for the Lancer football team.
The Lancers started out the season full of
reborn optimism. due to the appearance of
their new coach, John Musselman.
At this point though, all hopes have come
true, as the Lancers are tied for first place in
theO.U.A.A. West ranked4th in the country,
and are virtually assured of their first playoff
spot in eight years.

Since the h roe ~per on September 12,
the Lancers have shrugged off any obstacles
and headed forward at full steam.
During that first game at home against
McMaster, the Lancers fought through some
tough times to come out with a win, and
followed that up with a relatively easy victory
over the York Yeomen.
After that. things seemed to get in the way
of the squad.
They began a positively hellish road trip
with a game against the Toronto Blues.
seething for blood after a 75-7 humiliation at

the haPds of Wgtem »!e previous weekend.
The Lancers managed to win, 24-16, but
it was a desperate struggle in which the team
did not play particularly well offensively, and
the defense saved the day with eight turnovers.
However, just sluggish play was not
enough of a problem for the Lancer squad.
Running back Chris Porter, who had handled
the bulk of the running chores very effectively
up to this point in the season. went down with
an ankle injury.
All the pressure was then handed to
Andrew Ross, a rookie from Peterborough

Lancersoccerteamsplitspair
by Brian LeClair
The Lancer soccer team concluded a
very successful first half of their season last
weekend. as they split a pair of road games.
Saturday's game against Guelph followed
the basic pattern of all the four Lancer
victories before it.
"We played well defensively. and took
advantage of our opportunities when they
were given to us," said head coach Pat
McNelis about his team's 2-0 victory.
In this game, though, the game was
scoreless until the second half. when Maurizio
Fratarcangeli broke the tie. Marcello Pizzutti
continued his goal scoring pace with an
insurance goal late in the game.
Steve Vagnini played anotherstronggame
in goal, earning the shutout
Sunday's game against Laurier was much
more difficult, as the Lancers tasted defeat
for the first time this season.
"They were the best team we have played
by far." said McNelis.
However, with a little luck, the Lancers
may have beaten the Golden Hawks.
''We had more chances, but we weren't
able to convert," said McNelis. "Their goalie
was excellent, and we missed two goal posts
by about an inch or two.''
Even more heart-breaking was that the
Hawks scored on what McNelis called "a

closely is a positive sign for the Lancers.
"I'm not disappointed in how we played,"
McNelis said. "We know we're competitive
with the best in the country.··
The young players were excited as they
prepared for their next game. as they moved
up a notch in Canadian soccer standings, to
number three.
McNelis will not allow them to sit on
their success. however.
"The first half is over, and we' re 5-1 ." he
said. '' Now we have to start from scratch.
"You can't just lose games because you' re
5-1."
The Lancers look ahead to the rest of
their season. which continued Wednesday
with a home game against Western.
Although Windsor has already beaten
the Mustangs 1-0 at Western, McNelis knows
the game will be tough.
''They only lost 3-2 to Laurier," he said.
Fighting for possession.
Lance file photo.
•'
How
they managed to put three goals past
broken play".
them,
I'll
never know."
The Lancers attempted to clear the ball
The
Lancers
are also confident knowing
out of their zone. but the ball hit a Laurier
they
have
a
home
date
againstLaurier remaining
player in the face.
The ball bounded away to another Laurier on the schedule.
This, combined with a Lancer 5-l record
player, Kevin Adams, and he was able to
and
strong second place standing, are keeping
take advantage of the break.
"It was the only shot our goalie had to the squad loose, something that McNelis
doesn't mind seeing.
deal with," said McNelis.
"If you get too serious, you get off your
However, playing Laurier, the number
game,''
he said. D
three team in the country at the time, so

who had seen only limited action up to that
point
Ross responded to the call this week with
a magnificent effort, leading the Lancers to
victory with an incredible 250 rushing yards,
earning him CJ.AU. and O.U.A.A. player
of the week honours.
"He ran exceptionally well and followed
his blockers," said quarterbackMark McGugan
after the game. "He gave a second effort on
every play. He deserves every bit of credit he
gets.··
"It feels good to accomplish this," said
Ross about his outstanding performance.
However, he didn't seek all the credit
"This record has something to say about
the whole offense," he said.
Musselman seems to agree about his
offensive unit
''They don't quit until they hear the
whistle," he said. Also, the defense has been
quite stifling lately, holding their last two
opponents without a touchdown.
Indeed, all the component parts of the
team have come together when they are
needed But these little pieces may be breaking
down. as the Lancer forces are getting bumped
and bruised.
The Lancer team suffered yet another
blow last weekend. as receiver Jose Carvalho
was knocked out of the game with a rib
separation.
This does not bode well for the Lancers,
who must again go out on the road this week
to face the tough Western Mustangs, in a
battle in the 0.U.A.A. West division.
The Mustangs are currently ranked number
one in the country, so this game should prove
quite a test for the Lancers.
"We must accept we haven't played a
real good football team," said Musselman.
"They (Western) beat us by 50 points last
year."
However, Musselman remains cautiously
optimistic.
"We'll just go in loose and see what
happens," he said.
This year's Lancers don't know any other
way.D
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CLASSIFIED
IONA COUIGl 208 Sunset Avenue 9737039 A space for meetif'og and d1seussion.
studying. quiet search ng and relaxing
with friends Open 9:00 a.m. • 5'00 p.m
and by OIIOl"Q8m80t OrUS8 IOna facilities
to plan events that are lmpoitant to all.
A hom&-cool<ed dinner f1lterv lhursday
at 5 30 p.m. $2 50 Come and help
celebrate by bemg yourself.
WINDSOR1WINCITYWALKAlHON.
Sundoy October 17, 1987 Registration at
9:00 am. 10K walk begins 10:00 a.m
Startand finishat lc.n!peay F\:lk Prooeed1ngswill go to Las Veultasforhealth care.
education and agrieultural production
OrganiZed by Sa IvAide Pledge forms at
the Universtty Centre Desk and at the
Lance
NEEDEDIMMEDIAHlY· Liquor 5eMce
help. Evening wol1<.flexible hours ~pie
to .Jock1e 1n the Subway
~ LAINAJ\IER1CAN
AND CARIBBEANSTUDIES
CONFERENCE
to be held Friday, October 9 to Sunday,

CANADANAS:IX:

October 11 in Vanier Hall Fo11nformat,oo
Call 252-1517

FURNISHED
ROOM forstudent CMJ1loble
immediately
One block from Human
Kineties building Share krteheo and t:x:Jlh. ,
room Clean and freshly painted Call
Ruth 973-7039, 9am to 5pm or Candy
, 258-0971 after 4 30
1 258-0971 after430pm
CAMPUS AlCOHOUCS ANONYMOUS
rneehng r uesdavs at 12 30pm to 2pm.
held 1nthe Oak Room. Vanl8! Hall

FALLSESSIONSIN SPIRtTUAllTY,. Begin
7 30pm Thursday, S8pt 24 at Assumpt10n
Un1V8rsitv Foc1litators will be teonn&
Kloppent>org and Sam Lucier Call 973
7034 tor 1nformat,on
HOW SHOULD WE THEN LIVE?a film
series on the nse ano decline of Western
thOught and culture bv Francis Schaffer
Ame11can Philosopher 'Theolog,an Held
01 the Un1V0rS1tyCentre NorHeS1dents
Students Lounge from 900-1000pm
everyWoonesoav unld Dec 9 DscuSS!On
to follow Hosted bv the Navigators Fof
more 1ntormat1onca11Steveat977-5847

TRAVEUNG
TO LONDON!M!l:V~endleaving f-11Clav
returning Sund0V-l00k1ng
for P8ISOn to share exoense Call 258

8680
WANTED: PITCHING STAFFfor Toronto
Blue Javs- no expe11ence necessorv
Cal 1-aQO..BWE-JAVand OSk for Jll'T'
DEAR HUNNYIUNCH, Some to
cari I v.o1t Love you - Me

vou

RI DE OFFERED lo Ottawa. ,ecMng FttCIOv
.

October9

I

returning Mondav

Catl 258 -

2571

lMANK YOU to Delta Chi for the great
w1ne ana cheese party they "osted tor
us. We hod a lot of tun lave Sh Plgma
Plgma
DOESYOURSOCIAlLIFENEEDAIIOOSJ?
l'tl Sigma Sigma Sororityinvites nterested
g ns to discover how ltleiong lnenC1Sh1ps
can spoce UP your• rne belweef'\dasses.
Col Gino at 735--3908

SHI PIGMA PIGMA Sorotity invites all
Interested g1rtsto a RUSH
ootvon Tuesday
Octoer 6. from 12pr, to 2pm 1n the
Conference Room Upsta rs n •ne Student Centre
WINNERof the bean bag chair raffle
sponso,ed by Sh,Plgrno Pigma Sorootv 1s
Patrick Case Cangratulot,ons Thanks lo
an wt-o supported this funct,oo
CITIZEN 12" llA CIC/WH ITE Or Wren
Winner Ca11een lvlott

SOUNDING OFF
This Sunday saw the demise of
the Toronto Blue Jays at the hands
of those Tigers from Motown. But
contrary to popular belief, the Jays
did not choke, but were beaten by
the superior team. I should know
because I am, and always will be, a
Jays fan.
Some Toronto fans blame the
late season injuries to shortstop
Tony Fernandez and Catcher Ernie
Whi tt as the reaso n the Ja ys lost
their last seven games. This is
totally wrong.A cham pionship cahb re
team should have enough depth to
overco me injuries to their sta rting
roster.
Take the Tigers for instance, as
they won the Easte rn division with
an almost non-ex.istantbullpen. Like
it or not, a championship team is
just that; a champio nship team!
This is to say that the manager and
head office compliment the players'
abilities with good decisions. No
two playe rs should be so important
as to cause a champ ionship team to
lose in their absence.
It 1s obvious that the Tigers
made the scoop of the year in
acquiring Doyle Alexander. T he
Jays first went for a has-been Phil
Niekro and later acquired competent
Mike Flanagan. Why was it that
the Jays didn't go after Alexander
when he was on the trading block in
Atlanta? Maybe it was the little
disagreement that Jays management
had with Alexander last year.
The Tigers, C\11
the other hand.
acquired Alexander,who was familiar
with the division, and strong under
the constant pressure of a pennant
race.They alsoimprovedtheirchances

.
by stealingexperiencedplayotfveteran
Bill Madlock from the Pirates on
July 4th.

It is clear that the Tigers' upper
management made the decisions
that complimented the team, and
added those dimensions needed to
be a championshi p team.
The managers of the respective

. JOHN STOUT
whole team into the playoffs is
poorly mistaken. In addition, if any
one thinks he choked, they are
crazy. Tiger pitching beat George
Bell, as did the sly managing of
Sparky Anderson.
The one thing everyone can
agree on is that this was probably
the most exciting pennant race since
the Yankees and Red Sox played a
playoff game to decide the division
in the 70's.
Th e starting rotations for both
teams were strong, holding powerful
offensive weapons such as Bell,
and Kirk Gibson in check for the
greater part of the series. However.
Gibson did hit a crucial homerun to
send the game in Toronto two weeks
ago into extra innings.
The teams played great defense,
with only a few errors showing up,
but that is acceptable in a series
that is so intense.
The variable that decided this
series was team effort The Tigers
covered over their faults and adjusted,
while the Jays let their faults get the
best of them.
In my mind the
best team won beca use the y were
the best team. But make no mistake,
I am still a Blue J ays fan. The
Tigers beat them fair and square,
and so I have to live with the fact
that I won't see the Jays win the
World Series this year. But the
Tigers' win over the Jays gives me
incentive to cheer for the Tigers tc
go all the way. If you can't be first.
second is still better than third.
So go for it Tigers. eat up the
other division champs. and make
the Jays look good at the same
time. See you next year. Cl

Choke?
Sparlcy'sextrae~wasdefinitely
a
factor in the outcome of this pennant
race.
Eac h one of the seven wildly

The cat that
swallowed the c a nary.

clubs also contributed to the final
outcome of the pennant race. Sparky
Anderson. for all his faults, has the
experience behind him of taking a
team to the World Series, and
winning. In his days in Cincinnati
he took a team of veterans and a
bad bullpen to the serieschampionship.
Sound like any team around today?
Jimmy Williams, on the other
hard has never~
a chamJj:)nship
team. He was only the third base
coach when Toronto went to the
playoffs in 1985. He is just forming
that instinct that winning managers
have for making the right move.

exciting games played between the
Tigers and the Jays was decided by
one run. This tells you that both
teams had the ability to win, but it is
not an excuse for a team that lost
People cannot justify saying silly
things like, "If the Jays scored one
more run they would have won".
Of course they would have won,
but the reality of the situation is that
they didn't score that extra run, so
they lost The team lost
People also should not criticize
George Bell for not hitting a home
run in the series. Any one who
thinks Bell should have carried the

I.ancerfootballteamdumf)SGuelfJh
Continued from page 19.
for 36 more. Steve Collins' 34-yard

touchdown reception accounted for
the rest of the passing yards.
Graeme Flett had a busy day.
kicking the three field goals. as well
as seven punts with a 34.4 average.
and a 60-yard kickoff.
Other ballcarriers besides Ross
were Ray Palmer. gaining 20 yards
on 3 carries, and Brian Pugh. who
gained 13 yards. also on three
carries.
·· All twelve playl?rS did their
jobs very consistently."
said
McGugan about his offensive unit.
and "kept the ir heads in the game ...
"They are learning how to play
around bigger people,"
said
Musselman .
The Lancer defense was again

effective throughout. as they sacked
the Guelph quarterback four times,
and caused them problems all day.
··Their (Guelph's) strength was
with Shoemaker, we forced him to
throw and he had some problems: ·
said linebacker coach John Purcell.
"We had good undercoverage
from our linebackers. and we got
good deep coverage from our secondary.,.
Lloyd Dean. defensive captain.
said the Lancers played ··one of our
best games of the season."
However. the Lancers will have
to step up their play even more in
their next game. as they travel to
Western in a showdown with the
No. I ranked Mustangs.
"They (Western) execute the
best in the league." said defensive

captain Dea n. " We have to be at
the op of our tlefens1ve game to
shut them down."
However. many of the Lancers
are confident they can come out of

Londoow;tha v;oto<,· ne,t week,J
'They are a much etterleam
than Guelph, but they are beatable.··
quarterback McGugan said. "They
won't take the Lancersvery seriously.
and may be in for a surprise.·· U

FOOTBALL STATS
Football
OUAA LEAGYE

WLTFAP
Windsor 4 0 0 116 39 8
Western 4 0 0 162 37 8
Laurier 3 1 0 133 56 6
McMaster 2 2 0 89 112 4
Guelph 1 3 0 84 125 2
Yori< 1 3 0 81 118 2
Toronto 1 3 0 68 157 2
Waterloo O 4 0 37 123 0

Saturday Results
Windsor 35 Guelph 4
Laurier 44 Toronto 17
Western 35 Waterloo 7
McMaster 33 York 32
Thursday Games
Yori<at Toronto. 7 p.m
Waterloo at Guelph, 7 p.m.
Saturday Games
Windsor at Western, 2 p.m.
Laurier at McMaster, 2 p.m

NORCO
and
Courtesy Bicycles
Welcomes ALL
Students and Faculty Back
to the University of Windsor

Student s'
Administrative
Coun c il

ARE YOU BEING AFFECTEDBY THE
STRIKE?Don't let your academia or
the quality of your student life deterioratel
If you have a problem PLEASE
call Brendan Thomson or Chris
McIntyre at 253-6423, ext. 3905 or
3906 or visit the S.A C. office on the
2nd floor of the University Centre.
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ALL BIKES & ACCESSORIES

Including Quality Brand Names ~_.....,

COURTESY ~Xu~
BICYCLES ~·

3154 Sandwich W: 252-0080
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Lancerettesoccerhas tough-luck
weekend
by Brian LeClair

remaining in the game, the Lancers
came through.
Lori Collodel started the play
with a free kick. The ball went
through to Wendy Srig]ey on the
left side, and she crossed the ball to
Danielle Renaud.
Renaud was able to get the ball
into the net through a maze of
players for the victory.
On Sunday, against Laurier,
the Lancerette team fell victim at
least in part to the weather.
They were playing against a
very strong wind in the first half,
during which the Golden Hawks
were able to take a three goal lead
The team fought back strongly
in the second half, but were able to
draw no closer than 3-2. Scoring
Lancerette goals were Susan Pouget
and Wendy Srig)ey.

The Lancerette soccer team,
despite playing better, were only
able to split a pair of road games
over the weekend.
The women's team travelled to
Guelph on Saturday, and came
away with an extremely hardfought
victory.
The team enjoyed an extreme
advantage of play, but were unable
to get enough goals until the last
moments.
"I thought we were going to get
a very undeserved tie," said coach
Gord Caldwell.
Joanne T rikoulis scoredthe first
goal for Windsor, and they fought
hard to get the tiebreaker.
Finally, with just two minutes

where the pennant was decided on
the last day of the season, or beyond,
in a sudden death playoff game.
Let's see how many you can recall.
1) Way back in 1948, the Boston

Red Sox and Cleveland Indians
(Cleveland?) finished in a dead tie
for first, requiring a one-game playoff. Who won the game, and what
was the score?
2) In 1951, the Brooklyn Dodgers
and New York Giants also tied, and
a three game playoff was played
Who hit the dramatic homer to win
the pennant for the Giants, and
who threw the fateful pitch? (Hint:
The game has been dubbed "The
Miracle of Coogan's Bluff')
3) The Philadelphia Phillies in 1964
fell into one of the biggest collapses
in history, when they lost ten straight
games from September 20, and fell
from 6 1/2 games up, to a game
behind by the end of the season.
Which t.eamcamefrom bebiad ID
take the pennant away?
4) In 1967, the American League
East had three teams within 1/2
game of the lead on the final day of
the season. Who were the three

by Brian LeOair
October is always a happy month
for the sports fan. College football
and the NFL variety are usually in
full swin& andhockeyandbasketball
are just looming on the horizon.
The first few days of October,
however, are almost completely
reserved for baaeball, as a dramatic
pennant race reaches its exciting
conclusion.
The past seven years have featured a numberof spin~tinjliiJg
finishes in at least one of the four
divisions, and the glory days of
baseball have also given us some
fine moments.
There have been many instances

Despite the mixed results, coach
Caldwell sees very good signs for
the remainder of the season.
"These games were the best
we've played," he said of his team,
which just became a varsity team
this year after two years as just a
club team.
"The team is starting to come
teams, and who eventually came
out on top?
5) In August 30 of 1969, this
National League team was in last
place. They then won 20 of their
next 28 games to clinch the pennant
on the final day. Which team was
it?
6) The Boston Red Sox of 1978 got
off to a fantastic start, and were l 0
1/2 games up as late as July.
However, they crumbled and a
hated rival caught them and forced
a onE>-game,sudden death playoff.
Who won the game, and who hit the
pop fly homerun that made the
difference?
7) In 1980, the Los Angeles Dodgers
beat the Houston Astros to force a
one-game playoff. Who won the
game for the Astros?
8) The baseball strike of 1981
resulted in a situation where one
team had the best record in baseball
but was shut out from post-season
play;-Wllat~'lnlli
wil
ripped off by this rule?
9) The Baltimore Orioles won the
last three games of the 1982 season
to tie Milwaukee on the last day.
Who won the deciding game?
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Centre and HuronChurch Road I\Aasses
Sunday 10:30am &430pm Monday
-Friday - 11 •50 a m Every TuesdOv there !S
olso mass ond suppe, at 5 p.m. (S2•.50).
rw.D1Socroment ot Reconcllhation on
request All are welcome We haYe a
hbrory with study space and a cofe for

',QUr convenience.

ICCllal~TNANICMMIGW

• lhusdov.Oct. 8 -12:30p.m - As!urrpllon
Unlvefstty Chapel All ore welcome.

lHI rvY IIMMII ..otrrs WIAI CO.
presents. .Unl\lefstty
ot Windsor Melton &
Leather "Letter-Men Jackets" Coll Ollp
for fittings at 254-5588.
80U> IRACIUT found on Campus.
Contact LUCIiieon the Campus s....;tchboold.
IOOM NIIIDID WIH do ~ or
sitting SeMces. Coft Lee at ~366
dter 6.00 p.m
AIDSCOlMTIR of Windsor ore gMng
o p!858ntatlon lhursdoy. October 8. 6:30
p.m. - 8:00 pm. at Iona College. 208

Sunset Ave.
PHlll8MA11811Acoogrotulote5Ko181'1
Huschltt on her etection to her position
for the Commerce Society.
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We Provide-Free Pregnancy
Tests-Medical Referrals.
Community Referrals
Accommodations and
Legal Advice.

YOU CAN WIN A TRIP TO JAMAICA WITH

REMEMBER,
Friday,
October 16th, 1987 is
the last day to drop
courses without academic reprocussions.
If you need further information
regarding
your academic rights
contact Brendon Thomson V.P.UniversityAffairs
in the S.AC. office on
the second floor of the
University Centre. 253253-6423, 3925, 3707.
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ASSUMPTION
U"'-9lty Chapel-, 9737034 located between !he Unl\lefstty

together."
That might be just in time, since
the team now heads to their toughest
part of their schedule.
Western will visit Windsor Wednesday, and then the Lancerettes
must travel to McMaster andWestern
for two more tough games.
"Western is very tough," Caldwell said
A win or two here would prove
very helpful in the team's quest to
make the playoffs in their first
season of varsity soccer.
However, the team also has
home games against Guelph and
Laurier later in the season, two
teams that figure to be battling with
Windsor for the last playoff spots.
"The top three teams make it,"
Caldwell said, "and we hope we
can be one of those three." D

East teams fought each other like
dogs all summer, including seven
magnificent games during the last
two weekends of the season. Who
were these two teams, and which
one squeaked by with a pennantclinching 1-0 win?

October

1
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CAMPUS REC
Tennis Tournament

The Campus Recreation tennis tournament ran successfully this weekend
Approximately twenty U. of W. students and faculty
enjoyed one of the few remaining awesome summer days by
playing a few games of tennis and meeting people.
The tournament had both a men's and women's draw,
with a consolation round for each. Everyone played a
minimum of three matches, and all emerged from the courts
smiling.
In fact. the "fun" aspect of the tournament so outweighed
the "competitive" aspect that it was often difficultto make
the players admit which of them had actually won.
The men's singles was won by Nick DiSanta who played
Ian Monison in the final. The women's draw was won by
Colleen LaBute who defeated a mysterious woman, only
known as "Dawn". Chris Cunningham won the men's
consolation by defeating Egor Ryzer. Garfield Larose defeated
Tom Chau in the exhibition final. Thanks for coming out!

-.
Well, now here 1s the opportunity of a lifetime. Campus
Ree offers several forms of self-defense for all staff and
students, as well as faculty members and members of the
community.
Taekwon Do demonstrations will be held at 12:00 and
2:30, with Akido at I :00. Therefore, if you've recently been
inspired by the "Karate Kid I or II", come on out and enjoy
the show.
In a few short weeks, you will have the confidence of a
Canadian Ninja.
Sports Club Day

The University of Windsor will be offering a Sports Club
Day on October 8, 1987, from 11:00 to 3:00 on the North
Patio of the University Centre. It will allow future participants
and curious onlookers a chance to become familiar with the
different clubs. All clubs will be handing out information and
giving demonstrations for your viewing pleasure.
What's a "CRPOTW''?

Da nce Club

Laura Hancock. a first year arts student knows. Hancock
received
the "Campus Recreation Person of the Week"
The Dance Club will also be at the SPORTS CLUB
award
for
the week of Sept 14-20 because she braved heavy
DAY on October 8th, from 11:00 - 3:00 p.m. at the
University Centre (North Patio), along with the Women's rains during our Par 3 Golf Tournament at Roseland Golf
Club.
Self-Defence Club.
Look for our ''CRPOTW" each week. as we give
The Dance Club is an amateur dance group open to men
recognition
to deserving individuals (i.e. high scores, high
and women. The women should have some dance training in
enthusiasts,
high attendance. etc.) involved in our programs.
at least one of modem jazz or ballet The men require no
dance training, but experience in gymnastics, weight training One week it might even be you! Get involved! Join Campus
or martial arts would be helpful. Non-dancing members are Ree!
welcome to work in costume or technical design.
Intramural Socce r
Self-D efence Club s

The Women's Self-Defence Club is to promote awareness,
prevention and self-defence skills for women in order to
lessen their risks in relationship to sexual assault.
Self-D efense Programs

Have you ever wanted the self-discipline and confidence
of David Carradine, alias "Grasshopper" of the late great TV
series "Kung Fu"?

Monday, September 28 signalled the beginning of another
year of intramurals at the University of Windsor Campus
Recreation with two men's soccer games.
The Arst match featured the c.s.A against The Boys. In
the first half, the C.S.A took a 2-0 lead on goals by Jacky
Chan and Stephen Au. Au scored again to make the halftime
score 3-0.
In the second half, The Boys made a minor comeback.
They scored off of a comer kick by Greg Moore and a header
by Doug Hardinge. That made the score 3-1, but that was as

close as The Boys would come, as Au put the game away with
two more goals to make the final score 5-1.
In the second game, the Internationals squared off against
the Engineering Rock Stars. In the first half, the Rock Stars
played at a tremendous disadvantage, with only seven
players, but held the Internationals to only two goals by Greg
Sloane-Seale and Jim Thomson.
The Rock Stars were able to pick up three more players in
the second half, but couldn't make any dents in the deficit. as
the game ended with a 2-0 score. Overall good performances
were turned in by the RockStars' Ulrich Schoenhen and the
Internationals' Luis DaParte.
Last Thursday, soccer returned to the fields, with the Law
team taking on the defending champion Grad Engineering
team. Steve Doyle, Darrell March, and Frank Raeioppo
the goal scorers in a 3-0 Law team victory.
The last game of the week pitted the Internationals
against The Boys. The Internationals were victorious, 3-0, on
a goal from Greg Sloane-Seale and two goals from Jack
Tangen. The Boys got strong performances from goaltender
Tim Fairhead and Greg Shaw on the wing.
· Next. Grad Engineering plays C.S.A. at 4:30, and Law
vs. Engineering Rock Stars at 5:30. Thursday's games
feature the Rock Stars playing The Boys at4:30. and Law vs.
the Internationals at 5:30.
Co-e d Lobba ll

It looks like it is going to be a close race in both divisions,
withno one team dominating. NO GAMES THANKSGIVING
WEEKEND-See you on Oct 18!
The season has gotten off to a shaky start. with four teams
defaulting in the first two Sundays of play.
It's not fun to go all the way to St Denis and find your
opponents are at home watching the Jays game on T.V.
Please attend!
Outstan ding D efault Bonds

If your team has not paid a $30.00 default bond fee yet,
you have until Wed. October 14 to get that money into the
Campus Ree. office. After this date, your team will be
ineligible to play.

LANCERSPORTSROUNDUP
by Lance Sports Staff

The Lancer cross-country team headed to the Monarch
Invitational at Macomb Community College last weekend,
and placed extremely well.
The men's team finished a strong second behind Ferris
State, which is ranked among the top ten in the NCAA
The women's team finished third, behind Ferris State and
the host Macomb team.
Individually, the Lancers were led by Terry James, who

ran the 8000m in 25:47 to lead all student runners. Finishing
in I.Ith place was Doug Tilson, with a time of 26:49, and
Dave Walls, who finished in 26:59.
For the women, high finisher was Linda DeLuca. who
ran the 5000m in 19: 4 7, ~ for sixth place ove r all. Also
performing well was Jackie Mc Vittie, who finished 15 th with
a time of 20:20, and M.J. McKeever, who followed three
seconds later.

..................................................

***

The women's tennis team travelled to Hamilton this past

weekend to compete in a four team tournament with Guelph,
Western, and host McMaster.
The team finished in third place with 13 points, behind
Western, and just two points behind the hosts.
Stancfout for the team was Sue Gillespie, wn_o_w_o....-·~ree
singles matches, and teamed up with Jane Lang to win a
doubles match.
Other winners included Lisa Chen, M~ McMillen,
Shirley Luna, Sue Marrie, and the team of Chen and
McMillen in doubles.

GOOD

EATS

429 Ouellette

THE NEW STUDENT GATHERING

PLACE

Wo rld's G reatest Texas Styl e Burg er
(1 / 2 lb of be ef)
3. 95 with fries and con d ime nt s
On ly $ 2.95 w ith Stu dent I. D.

DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY
7 NIGHTS A WEEK

TOP40

& MORE
Our restaur ant and dan ce floor are o pen
't il 4am on Frid ays and Sat urdays
Mon-Thurs 9pm to 1 am (No cover , no minimum)
Fri-Sat 9pm -1 am $3.00 cover ($2 with I. D. card)
1 am-4am $5 cover ($3 with I. D. card)
Get your G. W . I. D. card for spec ial V. I. P. treatment !

~~~-

Hats & Shades Nlght
Wednesday, October 14th
"Wear you craziest hat & sunglasses"
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Working hard doesn't mean giving up comfort and style. For
the quality and fit you want, there'sonly one choice: Levi's Red
Tabs.501's for men, 531's for women. And they last as long as
memories. Mark'sWorkWearhouse carries Levi's Red Tabs in
a full range of styles and sizes. And this semester, at any Mark's
WorkWearhousestore, your student card lets you enter to win
one of 20 $1,000 scholarships* from Levi's and Mark's.
Levi's 501's for men. $44.95
Levi's 531's for women. $42.95
* No purchase necessary. See your local Mark's Work
Wearhouse for details.

$1,000 SCHOLARSHIP DRAW ENTRY FORM
Toenter,drop this form off at any Mark'sWorkWearhouse store
prior to November 15,1987.

ma,k~Work

W WfZarhou,~
More than just great workWear.

Name _ ______

___

Address __

____

Telephone __

____

__

_____

Universitvi College or
Technicaflnstitufe --

__

______

_ ___
Student I.D. __

--

--

---

_

_____

----

_

____

_
---

Draw will be made Dece mber 15, 1987 . Win ners must correct ly answer a time-hm,ted skill testing quest ion.
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Travel Field Opportunity .

THE U\N C.~ NEEDS AN ARTS EDITOR. OUR PRESENT
EDITOR . KEVIN ATKINSON . IS MOVING ON AFTER
SERVING ONE AND A HALF FUN-FILLED YEARS AS
OUR EDITEUR D'ART AND JACQUES OF ALL TRADES .
APPLY IN WRITING TO THEl...ANC,E . 2ND FLOOR,
UNIVERSITY CENTRE • DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS
IS OCTOBER 15.

FACES ON COLLEGE

open Monday, October 12

Ga in valuable marketing skills while earning
money Campus representa tives needed immediately for spring break
trip s to Florida Call Campus Mar keting at 1-800-

423-5264

Home Cooked
THANKSGIVINGDINE:R
Soup . Turkey & Dressing .
Mashed potatoes & gravy. Veggies
Pumpkin P,e. Tea or Coffee
ONLY $7 50

2pm-7pm only
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N

Corner of College & California
Join the FACE:SPoets Club

PYOU
A

s

E

R

E

s

Find your way to and from the Canadianwithout enteringthe same room twice.

CJAM:campusradioatthecr~roads
by Terry Moore

long, involved process of applic ation, CJAM received its FM
license on March 22, 1983. Russ Wolske served as station
manager for the following three years and new manager
Edelson took over in J anuary of this year.

JAM fin, the University of Windsor's campuscommunity radio station is kicking off its
third annual pledge drive on October 22 at
7 :00 pm. The station expects to raise$ 30 ,OOO
There were plans to raise the power of the station from 50 to
during the two week pledge-drive to fund 250 watts throughout the management of W olske, but nothing
expanding operations including an upcoming power increase.
ever came of it
The power increase is going to add another $65 ,OOOto the
"The real good news is we are now looking towards
already steep operating and equipment costs at the station. A increasing our signal beyond the original power increase goal of
majority of operation costs are met by an annual student fee, of 250 watts," said Edelson. "What's challenging is, we need to
approximately 70 or 80 thousand dollars depending on raise a lot more money to help make this new power increase
enrollment. from the tuition of U of W students, but funding for project possible."
special projects and equipment has to come from the listeners.
Last year's pledge total fell short of the needed funds. A
''What started as an idea to increase the output of CJAM
total of$ I 4 ,OOO
collected last year is not even half of this year's
fro.to reach more people throughout Windsor and its outlying goal.
areas, has become one of the most complex power increase
Edelson said the funding from students through the Student
projects for a low power (50-watt) radio station, perhaps in all Media Corporation (the board of directors for CJ A.vf and the
of North America," said station manager Abbe Edelson. Lance) is appreciated, but "it is simply not enough to keep pace
with our expanding operating expenses, the upcoming power
"CJ AM frn is what is called 'short-spaced' on the dial. Other
radio stations in the United States are very close to us ... the increase, future renovation project, and anything else that goes
number of American radio stations which are our mtunate
beyond basic needs ."
neighbours on the dial, crowd the radio dial in Windsor."
As part of the pledge drive , CJAM will hold special
Edelson said this crowding complicates the process of the programs, and surprise guests are expected. Listeners are
power increase because a great deal of care has to be taken in encouraged to listen for a chance to win prizes and call in their
the design of their new directional antenna so it does not pledges at 252-2741 from Windsor , Detroit pledges can be
interfere •.vith other radio stations' air space. She said the called in collect at the same number . There will also be special
antenna is in the midst of preparation in a field somewhere in events including concerts and dance partie s.
the state of Maine.
" Th e theme for this year's pledge is' CJ AM FM, Spreading
The radio station executive and consultant engineer, David All Over,' said Edelson. "We plan to spread what we do here at
Wood, are preparing a technical brief detailing the project to be CJAM frn. a little bit further and wider, by continuing to
submitted to the federal government's Department of Com- expand our prograrnmm g and representation of the communities
munications .
we endeavour to serve."
Thi s directional study alone is budgeted at $9,730., and
Edelson and her predecessor Wolske both feel the concept
the antenna 1s estimated to cost $8 ,570 .
of campus-community radio is an important one.
The Canadian Radio Television and Telecomunications
In July of this year the annual general members' meeting of
Commission ( CRTC) will be approached in J anuary to amend the National Campus and Community Radio Association
CJAM's broadcasting license.
(NCRA) was held in Toronto at the Ryerson Polytechnical

e

JAMMING

ONE ...

--

The last time CJAM undertook a project of this proportion
was in acquiring their frn license in 1983. They will be
celebrating the fourth anniversary of this accomplishment on
November 14.
·

Institute.
At this conference a few of the present goals of campuscommunity radio were outlined. One resolution recommended

In 197 4, CJAM was given an AM broadcasting license by
the CRTC, but those at the station felt an AM license wasn 't

was to encourage campus community stations to include
community as well as student representation on their boards of

enough and applied to the CRTC for an FM lice11se.After a

Chris gears up for pledge-drive. Lance photo by Jame s Crump
directors. The N CRA said this is important because of the
conflicts involved with student council control of boards of
directors of campus-community radio.
The Student Media Corporation at this University serves
as board of directors to CJAM, the Lance, and Centre
Graphics. Its representation includes three members from
SAC , one of which is elected, as well as two SA C emplo yeesthe radio station manager and the newspaper editor. This
campus sees no representation from the campus or from the
community on the SMC board.
Th e NCRA statement of principles, summarized here,
gives an overview of the purpose of radio stations like the one
on our campus .
• The N CRA advocates that community broadcasting
serve the needs of socially, culturally, politically, and economically disadvantaged groups in society
• They are to prohibit material that is sexist, racist. ageist.
homophobic, anti-semitic, or that maligns differently abled
peoples or the economical ly disadvantaged.
• Stations are also encou raged to promote the cultural and
political aspira tions and stru ggles of opp ressed peoples through
their programmin g.
CJ AM FM is well on its way to fulfilling these principl es.
" In the last year , the addition of the news and special
reports from " Radio Farabundo Marti ," ( CJAM' s sister
station in El Sal vador) , has enriched ourn ews programming, "
said Edelson. "It provides us with people-to-people contact
with the rebel-controlled area of El Salvador.
She mentioned other recent addition s and expansions to
CJAM's programming as well.
She said the CJAM Time s is expandin g to become one of
the only community -based alternative daily news programs
produced locally.
Recent additions to CJAM's program list are " The Gates
of Peace, " a weekly Jewish public affairs program, " RadioActive Women, " a weekly womens ' public affairs and musi c
program from a feminist perspective, and the new " White1.abel" comedy program.
"As we grow, it's important to us that we remain true to our
roots, " Edelson said " CJ AM FM endeavours to offer as much
comercial-free air time as possible. During the upcoming
community pledge-drive, your contribution to CJAMFM will
not only help us reach our goal, but it is a vote of support in
helping make CJ AM FM a radio station that is jointly funded
by boththe University ofWUldsor students and the community."
" Community radio is an interactive medium, " Edelson
said. "We encourage your participation." O
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DIVERSIONS
ARTS

Sahuday, October 3 to Nov. 1
-Artclte Inc. is presenting "Feminists Understanding Carnal
Knowledge" at the Artclte Gallery, Mackenzie Holl, 3277
Sandwich. For Info. coll 977-6564.

Saturday, October 3 to November 1
-"Fibre and Feathers." on exhibit of Weaving and Decoys
wfll be held at the Hiram Walker Historical Museum. For Info.
contact 254 Pitt St. W., 253-1812.

SUnday, October 11 Htrough October 24
-The Art Gallery of Windsor and LINES:New Writing at the
Detroit Institute of Arts present the Fifth Annual Border lines
Festival General Admission is $3.00 per reading (book
signings follow). For much more Info. call: LINESat 313-8331858 or the Art Gallery of Windsor at 519-258-7111.
Friday, October 16 to November 15
-Original
prints by Sue Ellen Gerritsen at 55 Peterboro
Gallery, Detroit Gallery Hours are Frl.,Sot.,Sun. 1-5 pm. There
wfll bea receptton0ctober3 at8 pm For more into. call313·
831-1428.
Monday, October 19
- In celebration of Ontario Library Week, reading by noted
novelist-poet Joy Kogawa will take place at 8 pm For into.
coll 255-6774.
Monday, October 19 to November 1
-Artists Dawn Markovic and Linda Raco-Depaoli offer a
mixed media presentation at Common Ground, 1233 University Ave. W. For info. call 252-6855.

.
.saturday, October 17
-The Fleetwood Mac tour slops at Joe Louis Arena at 8 pm.
Tickets are $17.50 U.S.from Joe Louis box office, TickefMaster
or charge by phone 313-423-6666.

.

MISCELLANEOUS
Tuesdays and Saturdays
-Riverside Chess Club. Chess champions in the making are
invited to challenge each other every Tuesday from 6-9 pm
and every Saturday from 1-4 pm at the Riverside Branch of
the Windsor Public library.

Saturday, October 17 & 24
-The Hilton International presents "Autumn Afternoon Tea"
In the Park Terrace Restaurant and Lounge. A series of events EveryTuesday
Including the Windsor Symphony has been planned. Tickets -Campus Alcoholics Anonymous meets Tuesdays at 12:30
are $10; Tea is served at 3 pm For reservations call 973-4225. pm-2:00 pm Meetings held in the Ontario Room, Vanier Hall.
Monday, October 19
-Whispers presents Global Citizens with Marc Fedak. Locted
at 655 University W.
Tuesday, October 20
-The first performance of the Windsor Symphony's "Mostly
Mozart Serles" will be held at the Windsor Art Gallery at 8 pm.
Series price for the 3 concerts is $22. Call 973-1238 for info.
and tickets.

Thursdays
-Fall Sessionsin Spirituality-7:30 pm at Assumption University.
"Women in Transifion"-Women's Bible Study. Call 973-7034 for
information.
Tuesdays, October 20, 27
-Windsor's Main Public library is hosting"From Peace Pipes
to Parklands: The History of the Windsor Waterfront" at 7:30
pm. For info. call the Municipal Archives at 255-6782.
WEdnesdays, October 7 to December 9
-The Navigators present "How Should We Then Live," a film
series by Francis Schaeffer on the Rise and Decline of
WEsternThought and Culture. Films held every Wednesday at
Cody Hall, second floor lounge.

SOCIALS
Friday, October 9 to October 17
-Canada's great Bavarian Festival, the Oktoberfest, is held
in Kitchener-Waterloo. For info. call 1-576-0571.
First Sunday, Every MOnttt
-"The Friends of the Courf' presents "Sunday Matinees'' in
Mackenzie Hall's Court Auditorium. Entertainment for all!
For more info. call 252-6855 or 972-1160.

Friday, October 15 & 22
-The Navigators ore holding a three part investigation and
discussion on "God, Man, Jesus"-What does the Bible tell
us?-Shat difference does it make? in Vanier Lounge at
4:30pm

Monday, October 11 to Saturday, October 17
-October
11-17 is Aids Awareness Week in Windsor. On
Thursday night there is a public forum on" AIDSin Education
and schools" at Walkerville Secondary School. Closing the
Tuesday, October 13 to Tuesday, October 20
-The International Youth for Peace and Justice Tour. Six week, on October 17 & 18 there will be general training for
volunteers. Call 256-AIDSfor more info.
MUSIC
teenagers from around the world will speak about corr
ditions in their countries and their hopes and actions for a
Friday, October 16 to Sunday October 18
Monday, October 12 to Friday, October 16
better future. Call 252-1517 for more information.
- TheWomen's Association of the Windsor Symphony presents
-"The Vogues" will be playing at Windsor's Top Hat. 73
University E. For info. call 253-4644.
an "Antique Show and Sale" of the Masonic Temple of
Monday, October 19
-Iona and YMCA present Dr. Roy Amore, Professor and Ouellette and Erie, from 5-10 pm on Friday, noon lo 9 pm on
Friday, October 16
Head of the Religious Studies Deportment, will be speaking Saturday and noon lo 5 pm on Sunday. Admission is $2.00.
-The University of Windsor School of Music presents "Die at 7:30 on "Sri Lanka The Resplendent Isle" at Iona College,
Thursday, October 22
Schone Mallerln" by Franz Schubert, at 8 pm In Moot Court at 208 Sunset.
-Iona College presents a discussion on "Chemical DepenUniversltyW. and Sunset.Tickets are$ 7. For Info. call 253-4232,
ext. 2780.
dency and Why Treatment." For details coll Ruth Ryon at 973WEdnesday, October 21
-Research Board Colloquia-will
be holding an informal 7039.
Friday, October 16 and Saturday, October 17
luncheon colloquia We provide coffee and light dessert,
-The Royal Canadian Air Farce will be appearing with the you're invited to bring a lunch. The meeting will feature Thursday, October 22
Windsor Symphony in a Pops Series opener at 8 pm in the Meche Staret of the French Department speaking on "Charac- -"Rove Reviews" will be held at2:30 pm. Chat about whafs
Cleary. For Tickets and info. call 973-1238.
new in books. at Windsor's Main Library.
teristics of the French Canadian Vernacular."
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Many public accounting
firms will train you to be
an accountant. At Clarkson
Gordon we will develop you
as a business advisor-a
training that will open up
a tremendous range of
senior career opportunities
within our firm or in virtually
every area of business and
government, in Canada and
worldwide.
You will be given hands
on decision making responsibility in a wide variety of
business situations, where
you will be challenged to
your highest capacity. And
rewarded accordingly.
You'll benefit from a
unique staff structure and a
iraining program that con~istently produce,s one of
the highest CA graduate
rates in the profession. And
at every step of the way,
you 'II be backed by the experience and resources of
one of the most respected
firms in Canada.
For full details on how
Clarkson Gordon can show
you the road to the heart of
business. see your campus
career counsellor or send
your resume to:
374 Ouellette Ave.
Canada Bldg.
Windsor, Ontario
N9A6W4

ADDRESS700

A

L.Jw.

Att: Greg Mahoney

Clarkson Gordon
A MEMBER OF ARTHUR YOUNG INTERNATIONAL

Strikeremainsunsettled,trashmounts
by Sharon Hilt

The University of Windsor's administration
and striking support staff say they're going to
give it the "old college try" - but don't get
your hopes up.
As the strike entered its second week, the
University and Canadian Union of Public
Employees (CUPE) Local 1001 agreed to
meet this week. The two sides have not met
since September 28.
While a mass of garbage mounts in the
quad behind Essex Hall and food service is
disrupted in the F acuities of Law and Education.
progress has yet been made in negotiations.
The 167 members of Local I 00 l walked
off their jobs midnight Friday, October 2.
The union. representing custodians, maids,
kitchen staff, and groundskeepers. has been
without a contract since June 30. The local
and the university have been unable to reach
an agreement since negotiations began back
in May.
CUPE Local 1001 president Nick Kokic
said the two sides will meet to try to settle
outstanding issues on October 14.
·-rm willing to go back to negotiate the
outstanding proposals." said Kokic. Although
he said he does not think the University has
changed its position on the union's pension
proposals. he will still return to the bargaining
table to try to reach an agreement on the
other issues in the labour dispute. Some of
these issues include job security. benefits and
vacations.
University negotiator. hank Eastham.
could not be reached for comment.
Kokic said even if both sides settle the
outstanding proposals. it may take a miracle
for the University to agree to his pension
proposals. The last time the two sides met
they could not agree on the main issue: the
union·s bid to negotiate pension improvements

I

The quad looks like a garbage dump one week into the strike.

independently. The university wants the union
to negotiate with a joint negotiating committee
that represents all five campus non-academic
unions. Kokic said his union wants to meet
directly with the University. The average
monthly pension of66 retirees is $187.
C. William Morgan. assistant vice-president
cf operations, said the university has maintained
most of the food service on main campus - in
Vanier Hall and the University Centre - by
using part-time people for longer hours.
Meanwhile, more secretaries and technicians
have chosen to cross the picket lines. At the
beginning of the strike. 68 per cent of secretaries
honoured the picket lines. according to figures

Lance photo

by Tom Pidgeon

to help support Lhe strikers, said Kokic.
supplied by the University's Administration.
In addition, Dale Woodyard. psychology
But after a week that number fell to 30 per
cent. Administration figures also in'dicate the · professor, is trying to organize a student and
number of technicians crossing the picket faculty demonstration to show support for
Imes rose to over 50 per cent near the end of the strikiniz workers. Woodyard hopes to
arrange a day on which students and professors
the week.
would agree not to hold classes. Kokic said
Kokic agrees with those figures but says
more people crossed the picket lines on the such efforts could put pressure on the UniverFriday before Thanksgiving because they sity to end the strike.
The strike has been without incident
would receive holiday pay . He expects more
since Wednesday. Oct 7, when pickets
secretaries to honour the line after the holiday
damaged a Globe and Mail delivery car.
weekend.
The union. however, is not without support. Although Kokic is not in favour of violence,
The faculty association donated $1 OOOto the he said the driver provoked the attack. D
union and the security guards collected$ 160

Part-timefoodstaffto orf!anize
underCUPE?
by Don Byng

Lonce photo by Tom Pidgeon

Part-time food serviceworkers may organize
under the Canadian Union of Public Employees
(C.U.P.E.), according to an application received
by the Ontario Labour Relations Board(OLRB).
A heanng determining whether the parttime workers will be unionii.ed will be in
Toro~to on October 30.
On October 2 C.U.P.E. applied to the
OLRB for certificauon as the bargaining agent
of the employees.
Notice of receipt of the application was
received and posted at the University on
October 9. A termination date, at which time
signatures of68 percent of the workers must be
received has been set at October 15. Those
workers who object to the certification must
also file notice before this deadline.
According the president ofC.U.P.E. Local
I 00 I . some members of his union assisted in
the organizaiton of the application.
"The workers des1re representation.,. he

said. ·'The workers are mistreated. rec!eive I
poor pay (minimum wage) and :nust work in !
poor conditions."
University negotiator. hank t::astham.
could not be reached for comment.
When asked why C.U.P.E filed its application on the eve of the strike, Kokic said ··one
time is Just as good as another.·· However,
there is a possibility the part-timers might not
be certified within the same bargaining unit
the strikers. he said.
One worker. who wished to remain anonymous, said if the OLR.B certifies Local 1001
as their bargaining agent before the stnke is
resolved the part-timers will also strike.
Manager of the Grand Marketplace. Tom
Holden, said part-time employees were once
part of the union. He speculated that the
union decertified these workers when they
proved 'uncontrollable·. According to a least
one union steward, part-time workers have
not been pan of the union since 1965.0

Four filenominationsto run for presidency.,
Osto_iic
not one
by Art.bur Gosselin

Nominations closed October 8 for the
positions of SAC president, student senator,
and social science representative, among
others.
Four candidates, Ken Alexander. Ste-ven
Farrell, David Little, and Doug Steele, are
vying for SAC's top spot
• Alexander, last year's social science
society president, is working on a
master's degree in public administration.
He ran for president in the spring 1987
race and finished fourth.
• Farrell is a second year public adminis-

tration student, and serves as vicepresident-finance for the Entrepreneurs'
Club.
• Little is a third year faculty of human
kinetics student
• Steele, one of two part-time SAC
entertainment coordinators, is required
to resign his position to run for president
He is working on a master's degree in
business.
1nan unexpected move, Students' Administrative Council Vice-president administration
and acting president, Peter Ostojic, decided
not to run for president in the upcoming byelection, Oct 28.
Nominations for two other positions,

student senator and social science representative, were also filed.
Fourth year social science student Paul
Brisebois faces Aurelio Roncone. a second
year economics student in the senate race.
Three second year students are campaigning
for the one social science seat on council.
International relations student, Henry Siebertz,
is running against political science majors
Lisette Diagnault and Saverpierre Maggio.
An all-candidates meeting has been tentativel y scheduled for Wednesday, Oct 21 in
the Grand Marketplace.
Next week's Lance will feature a look at
the candidates and the issues in the monthend election.
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Strikes can be ugly things.
They pit groups of people against each other in a scrap
over money and other things which can be ultimately
measured in dollars and cents.
Relations between the two parties involved tend to
deteriorate to battle mentalities in which both assume
traditional roles of adversaries. Both used power proscribed
to them by "law", and often assorted "illegal" tactics,
though morally it is hard to discern which is which.
In reality, both positions degenerate through attrition,
leading to an "unsatisfactory" compromise both sides
seem relieved to have achieved.
Meanwhile, individuals who are normally dependant
on services provided by both sides, and people whose
work usually takes them on campus, are faced with the
moral dilemma of a picket line. Choosing sides is made
difficult by the barrage of rhetoric and statistics provided
by the two polarized camps.
To decide, however, not to take a side is indeed a
political stand. To be apolitical is impossible, for in not
casting our vote we have voted to let others decide for us,
and is really support for the side which ultimately is
"vi c torious" .
It would be easy to say there shou ld not be a need to
strike in the first place. But, unfortunately, one person's
"bottom line" is often unacceptable to another. A strike is
often the result.
It is for you to decide which position to take , though it
is my job to help you out a little.
The Administration is looking at the cost of labour
inputs into the product they provide, which necessarily
includes the maintenance of facilities and the providing

of food to residence and day students. We like to thing
them more "enlightened" than their off-campus management counterparts , but we are soon disillusioned they too have bottom line.s.
I am usually more sympathetic to the average working
person in any conflict which pits he/she against a large
corporation or bureaucracy. This case is no exception. I
do not , however, blindly support every union under the
sun , but cannot help but find the ordinary worker deserving
more pay tor work with little job satisfaction and a meagre
$187 a month pension . I could not look a striker straight
in the face and tell him otherwise, even if I am going to be
paying for his raise.
This leads us to the only conclusion I think the strike
will really have. Students will pay for the higher benefit
package which the strike will ultimately result in.
We will pay for it sooner or later though the administration is saving a small fortune in wages during the
strike which will likely subsidize any wage increase won
by labour, at least for this fiscal year. Next year will see a
slightly higher tuition fee which will absorb the new year's
higher costs, including labour.
St uden ts sh ou ld not expec t sp ecial tr eatment when ,t
comes to pay ing for reasonable pensions for work ers
who keep their school operating daily. We already supply
a liveable pension to faculty and administrators. Why
should custodians be different?
One day - get ready - you too will likely be fighting to
ensure the renumeration you receive for your retirement
will be sufficient enough to live on. You might even be put
in a position to strike for it. We should support others who
are in that position today. D
-Robert Croley

THE BLOODBOIL

KEVIN JOHNSON

Ann B. Davis:"NedLout can Quotewith the best of them"
(Ed. note: regular Bloodboil columnist Kevin Johnson
is unable to write this week's piece. He is cu"ently in
Torontojkeing libel charges. Filling in is Ned Lout, SAC
speech writer.)
I know many of you are wondering if I will pepper my
article with too many bon mots, as do many of my clients. Let
me put your mind at ease by quoting Gary Hart., "No."
It is my opinion that "tis a far better thing I do now than I
have ever done; a far better life I go to than I have ever
known." I also postulate that "never have so few done so
much for so many" and as Rene Descartes, a very famous
guy rm sme you'll agree. said "I think.therefore I am."
As for the Subway pub, let me say that "Candy may be
dandy, but in my experience, liquor is quicker," as Ogden
Nash bas been quoted as speaking, although Gloria Steinem,
I believe it was, said "Don't call me girl," or was it Ann
Landers?
So what course of action are we called upon to seek and
possibly pursue? It was Cain who asked," Am I my brother's
keeper?" but as the old 60s song put it" All we are is dust in
the wind." I am sure we are all familiar with the witty remarks
of Oscar Wilde, who said, "All art is quite useless," but
German dramatist Bertolt Brecht disagreed strongly.
I thinkhe put it best when he uttered. "Art is not a mirror
with which to reflect reality, but a hammer with which to
shape it." by which, it is my considered opine,he meant." All
art is propaganda" Fair enough, given that the socialist
re.alism
school of Soviet art in the middle of the 20th century
is gaining more respect.a commodity it and Aretha Franklin
both deserve in larger quantities, or as Ben Franklin said.

"More."
But backto the topic at hand. We all rememberwhen
famousentertainerandsome-time g&1.1gster
Frank Sinatra,or
as I like to calI him, Old Blue Eyes, sang, .. When I was

twenty-one, it was a very good year.'' But how many recall
the venerable lyrics to Love Potion Number Nine. the saga
of a man who relates, "It smelled like turpentine, it looked
like India ink," which didn't prevent him from takinga
healthy swig, or to quote Channel Four commercials, "Go
for it!"
As for our present discussion. let me say "I am not a
crook," except I really am not, unlike the guy who said that;
you might even go so far as to terin me a "national hero." It
wouldn't be the first time, and if I might be permitted to quote
Jacqueline Suzanne, ·•Once is not enough."
"Nobody expects the Spanish Inquisition. Our chief
weapon is surprise," to paraphrase Monty Python's Flying
Circus, a well-known British show of comedy. Can we
overlook the opinion of another funnyman of the isles, Benny
Hill, who commented "Farting and lechery will out."
although I don't know when or in what context he said it: I
don't even know what he's talking about, but I was running
out of things to say, or worse still, running out of things to
quote.
I am put in mind of another successful politician, natch I
am tallcingabout the mayor of Canne~ who said, "Go ahead.
Malce my day." It was Oint Eastwood, movie toughman.
Another politician used to say, "I put to you. you're mixing
cows and boys and getting cowboys;• until he mixed stealing
with pay increases.
Or less recently, let me say, was the person who said
"Where's the beef?" Clill'a Peller, who just died this summer.
Rather than sit through a chorus of similar calls directed
pretty directly at my own physical body myself here, by you.
loyal SAC fees payers, Jet me state my point. at the risk of
Jesse Jackson calling it "Moot.··
:Jesus said to tum the other cheek, but that has been
updatedby a fortune cootie I got last week, which 1 thought

,was amusing enough to share with all of you, which read" He
who turns other cheek likely to get slapped twice."
As William Shakespeare wrote in one of his good plays,
called Hamlet, "To be or not to be; that is the question."
Should we follow the example of Tim Kerr, Pia Zadora,
John Wayne, Noah, Nathaniel Hawthorne, John Turner,
Papa Smurf, Che Guevara, Orson Welles, Patsy Cline,
Nicholas Nickleby, Herbert Hoover, Jonathan Livingston
Seagull, Ernie Whitt. Copernicus, Jan Smuts, Jean Stapleton.
Daisy Miller, John Lennon, Wilfrid Laurier, King Charles
the Bald, Tokyo Rose, Cbewbacca the Wookie, Irving
Layton, Noel Coward. Amos and Andy, Joe Louis, Charles
Lindbergh and Julia Child, who said "Yes"?
Or would we do better to say "No", like Mary Tyler
Moore, Sid Vicious, Charles DeGaulle, David Suzuki,
Emma Goldman. Ferdinand Marcos, E.R Carr, Rembrandt,
Pee Wee Herman, Barbara Streisand, Mao Tse-Tung, Tex
Beneke, Patrice Lumumba, Mary Pickford, Moses, Henry
Ford, Tecumseh, Winston Smith, Queen Elizabeth I, Dan
Pastorini. Vishnu, Lt Uhura. Charles Tupper, Alex Rieger,
Laura Secord, Mac the Knife, Bryan Adams, Martha ,
Mitchel~ Jesophine Bonaparte and Benjamin Disraeli?
Perhaps we should emulate those who didn't hear, and
ask "'What? Pardon?" like Daniel Boone, Dick Clark,
MacKenzie King, Mary Magdalene, Gamara the children's
friend. Margaret Mead, Charles Nelson Reilly, Idi Amin.
Vince the Persian Gulf, Andrei Sakharov, Richard Daley.
Tutenkhamon, Bob Dylan, Heather Locklear, D.J. Liebowitz.
Lance Parrish,Margaret Atwood, Robert Bork, Rosa Luxembourg, Robert McNamara and Jethro Bodine.
I think I must admit my confusion on this point. and beg
your forgiveness for having what Chris McIntyre would no
doubt amusingly label "verbal diarrhea"
Like Ronald Reagan, I must conclude by saying. "I don't
know." Like Chumley, Imustadd, "Duh,geeTennessee."O

Extremistsneat folk,views~ mark
by August Horvath
An article on these pages last week
glanced off of one of my favourite pet issues
(I have about a hundred of them). Kev
Johnson's piece about the strike espoused a
sentiment which you will find repeated or
implied frequently, in The Lance, in student
publications generally, and even in the bigleague media. It is the sentiment that when
there is a controversial issue, it is necessary
for an informed person to support one side or
the other. In other words, fence-sitting is bad.
This prompts me to speak up as a person
who is often to be found perched upon fences
and who, indeed, finds himself quite comfortable
there (this is all figuratively speaking, of
course). Even though you will find that
middle-of-the-roaders make up a substantial
portion-yea, even a majority-of the population
on any controversial issue, you don't hear
from us very often. This is hardly surprising.
It's difficult to get sufficiently worked up
about a moderate position to want to write an
article or stage a rally around it Besides. all
of the reasons why you're sitting on the
fence are being promoted by one or another
of the extremist camps anyway.
Many of the most fascinating people
whom I've met at university have been
people like Johnson, who believe in taking a
solid stand with one side or the otherin issues
and then in actively promoting their ideas.
Some of these people fixate on one issuefeminism, labour relations, U.S. policy in
Central America, or whatever. Others choose
a stand on every issue. They are the people
who hold rallies and forums and distribute
leaflets about abortion and apartheid. A
university provides a wonderful opportunity
to make observations of these people in aJI of
their still-youthful enthusiasm. I've made
some.
My first observation is that these people,
while they may be perfectly fine human
beings, are basically full of shit They believe
that controversial issues divide people into
camps which are either black or white, good
or evil, right or wrong (where "right" is
operationally defined as being in congruence
with their own beliefs, while "wrong" is not).
The world, of course, doesn't work that way.
Virtually any controversial issue involves
good arguments for all sides in the debate.
That's how issues get to be controversial. In
order to totally believe in one side or the
other in most controversial issues, you need
to either( a) remain ignorant or( b) distort the
information that you receive so that you only
remember the bits that support your position
( e.g., U of W custodial retirees earn a
pension of only $187 per month) and ignore
or forget bits that don't (e.g., U of W

custodians are the best paid of any university
custodians in the province). We all do this
selective screening all the time, usually without
realizing it But educated people are supposed
to try not to.
The truth is that, unless there is some
overriding personal ethical convict.ion involved
( e.g., unions are always right), the more
information you hear about an issue from all
sides, the more difficult it often is to make a
decision to support one side or the other. It
turns out that "right" and "\\Tong" have
virtually no objective meaning in a social
context
Notwithstanding that principle, advocates
and extremists are extremely important to

any free society. Their enthusiasm for finding
and disseminating information that supports
their cause keeps us educated on vital issues.
They are the movers and shakers of student
councils and student newspapers. They form
the lobby groups that ensure the direct
influence of ordinary citizens in government
at all levels. It is no exaggeration to say that
we simply couldn't get along without them.
Problems arise, however, when these
advocates have to cooperate with opposing
individuals of their own ilk. A funny example
is that of the Lite beer advocates endlessly
screaming, "Tastes great!" "Less filling!"
even while being attacked by space aliens. A
not-so-funny example is that of the opposing

sides in the current (or almost any other)
labour dispute. Neither side perceives itself
as being evil; both.. like the Lite beer drinkers,
are convinced that they are "right" That's
the problem. We all suffer because key
negotiators have elevated their opinions to
the status of ideology. This is why it often
takes mediators ( which is a fancy term for
appointed, informed fence-sitters) to get the
two sides negotiating.
Such people are easier to find than you
might think. They tend to get submergedf in
the public eye, because they don't scream a,
loud, if at all. But they have something to
teach us, not only about sitting on fences. but
about tearing them down. D

MAIL
about what Toronto has done for herself and
try to make Windsor a better Canadian city,
instead of worrying about how cheaply he
can drink.
He believes Toronto has been unfair to all
of us little guys and that she should stop
picking on us and give us some of her glamour
and night-life. Well let me say that only the
strong survive and it is not unheard ofto have
a smaller city than Toronto retain some of its
own style and grandeur. Ever heard of Niagara
Falls or Grand Bend Mr. Johnson?
It is no wonder that our CBC has a hard
time gainingaudience shares with pro-Americans
like yourself around.
You think Toronto is tough on artists pal?
Dear Editor,
Try making it in New York, Los Angeles or
It makes me sick to know that Kevin better yet, trying selling something creative
Johnson considers the AL east champion
in Windsor. I mean, make some '>enseKevin.
Tigers arevenge for "us" on Toronto for his You're nothing on Toronto except th~tmaybe
irrational hatred of the city.
you haven't received the type of attention
I am a Tigers' fan and have watched them
you thought you deserved there.
all my life but please understand, I am also a
Bytheway, Toronto is not hated by every
CANADA fan who loves his country, city red-blooded non-Torontonians, I am livini
and provincial capital, Toronto.
' proof.
I think Mr. Johnson should stop complaining
-Mark Horsfall

Letters to the Editor should be limited
to 500 words or fewer: they may be
submitted to the Lance office on the
second floor of the Un1vers1tyCentre.
at the Lance mailbox in the SAC office .
or in the Lance mailbox at the Univers1ty
Centre desk.
All letters must be typed, doublespaced, signed and should include
the author's telephone number.

rewlsive

respect
Dear Editor,
Toronto is my hometown. She is my
family. I have lived within her arms for
twenty years. It would hurt me if Kevin
Johnson called my mother a whore in the
same way it hurts me to hear Toronto called a
black hole.
Toronto is my family. Her endless culture
feeds me. I am nourished by her never empty
store of theatre. art, cinema and architecture.
Toronto's people shelter me. My family
and friends keep me warm and offer me
shelter from the elements.
Toronto's diversity bathes me. Her endless
barrage of people wash all prejudices from
my mind. From the jocks to the drag queens.
from the yuppies to the hookers, from the
baby to the derelict she constantly reminds
me that everyone is unique, important and
equal. She keeps my mind open.
Torooto's resourcesclothe me. Her "reoords,
books, and other stuff' help me enrich my

psyche. Just as one's attire is a reflection of
one's self so are one's possessions. Whether
meagre or extravagant, Toronto's resources
allow our belongings to truly reflect ourselves.
Toronto educates me. She has taught me
to look beyond the glitzy surface and examine
the underlying beauty.
Toronto has given me so much. Consider
what I have given her rn return: respect,
admiration and loyalty. Perhaps it is these
qualities Mr. Johnson calls being stuck on
our city, ourselves. and each other. Would it
be a fault to be stuck on your family? No. We
usually look up to close knit families, why not
look to a family of over three million people
with the same admiration?
Kevin Johnson, I invite you to my home.
I invite you to let me show you the Toronto I
see. Maybe then you will realize that the
mirrors are not there for reasons of vanity but
rather they are reflections of the beauty of our
home and the beauty in each of us. I have
always J~ed Toronto and always will. I
don't knock your family-please don't knock
mine.
-J udith Baldwin

The Lance. October 15. 1987, page 6.
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Coachwhipsf!(idironteam
backto competitivelevel
With the departure of long time coach
Gino Fracas, the Lancer football program
was at a crossroads.
The decision to make Lancer football a
new priority for the University's athletic
department was a difficult one, bound to raise
much heated discussion and debate.
Eventually, through the work of athletic
director Dr. Bob Boucher, the Lancer athletic
program decided to make the most of the
opportunity to develop a new and stronger
commitment to Lancer football.
Thus, the search started for a new football
coach. Eventuallythe candidates were narrowed
down to a precious few, and finally the man
deemed right for the job was chosen.
From the Guelph Gryphons came head
coach John Musselman. a Windsor alumnus,
eager to tum the Lancer football program
into a winner. after having already taken the
Gryphons to the Canadian championship.
Almost from the outset, Musselman seemed
to make a difference. He brought the Lancers
his own training camp. in which the players

John Musselman. new coach of the football team.

develop a closeness necessary to excel in the
complicated world of university football.
To this point, the players have responded
brilliantly, displaying an intense desire, aggressive and inspiringplay, all the while demonstrating the teamwork and selflessness necessary
to become a winner on the gridiron.
On the field, the team has performed
beyond even the wildest dreams, winning its
first four games, overcoming a terrible road
schedule, and the loss of its star running
back.
A disappointing setback to the No. l
ranked Western Mustangs has not yet dampened
the spirits of these boys, as they fight to
improve on their no. 4 ranking, and move
toward the Vanier Cup.
Musselman has predicted a championship
calibre team at Windsor within three years.
He ma) have it now. but even if he does not,
he has given Windsor football a shot in the
arm just when it needed it most desperately.
and a reason for Lancer fans to hold their
heads high.
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Chew on this for a minute: Supercharged success. Big
bucks. World travel. Taste good? Then take a look at the Touche
Ross menu.
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Comprehensive training programme.
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TOGETHERWE CAN MAKE A
DIFFERENCE
Conference room "B"
University Centre or
can256-0775 .

Cultural
sovereignty
andmedialinked
by Terry Moore
About 20 faculty turned out for
the first Research Board Colloquia
held October 8 in the Oak Room of
Vanier Hall.
GuestSpeaker Dr.Walt Romanow
of the Communication Studies De partment spoke on the Defense of
Canadian identity through regulation of the mass media, something
in which he has taken an interest
since the early sixties.
Romanow was introduced by
Dr. Walter Soderlund as one of the
··most dynamic and creative forces
at the University of Windsor" since
he started here in 1964. In I 968 the
Communication Studies program
was put together and with his help it

has become one of the best depart ments of its kind in the country.
"If anyone has paid his dues, he
has, " said Soderlund of Romanow .
Romanow detailed reasons for
our need to protect ourselves from
the U.S. media and what we have
done about it
He said Canada has difficulty
protecting its national identity because:
• We have a huge territory, second
largest in the world.
• We have distinct provincial regions
and cultural identities.
• The majority of the population
live on the 49th parallel. Each
person is within the range of American media
Romanow said when Canadians

CAM PUSAlCOHOUCSANONYMOUS
meeting Tuesdays at 1230 pm 2:00pm
held 1nthe Onto noRoom. Vonier Holl
IONACOWG l 208 Sunset Avenue
973 7039 A spoce for meeting ond
discussing. studying. ouiet searching
ond relaxing w,tn friends Open 9-CO
am· 5:00 pm. and Oy orrangemen1
Or use lono foc1lrttes 10 pion events
tnat ore 1moartont to oll A name
cooked dinner fNerv 'hursday at 5:30
pm $2.50 Come and help celebrate
by being yourself
ASSUMPTION UNIVERS1TYC HAPEL
973-7034 Located between the un ..
ves1tv Centre and Huron Cnurch Rd
lvlasses - Sunday - 10.30 am & 4 30
pm l'vlonday- Fndov - 1 50 am Every
Tuesdoythere 1solsoMassand supper
at 5 00 pm ($2 .50) Sacrament of R~
conciliation on request All are welcome We have a IIOrorv with study
spoce and a cote for vour conver.
,enc
ANYO NE INTERESTED 1n getting ,re
l.dved ,n Rado kt111e Vvorren". meet
,n front of CJAM on October 19 at
1:30 pm
PARTY!Yes Phi Lombdo PruFratem,tv
1shaving another bash. Fodoy. October
16 01 3374 Peter St. We require a
band P1eosecol 254-4264 - will pay.

realized something had to be done
they "s addled our mass media with
protecting our identity.•·
The concept of' Canadian' came
into being when radio people realized
they were building a system to
carry the content of another society,
the U.S.
The challenge was to produce
Canadian content that Canadians
would find appealing. This is still a
problem today.

discussion one audience member
said Canadian content controls were
economic protectionism.
Romanow defended quota policies on Canadian content as a
viable means of protecting our distinct
culture.
"Our first mistake was acceir
ting the first bottle of Coca-Cola
from the United States," he said.
"We go over to the States and
smuggle back culture."
Romanow supported his views
Romanow said a report in The by quoting the president of the
Globe & Mail a couple of months Canadian Radio Television and
ago indicated most Canadians oir Telecommunications Commission,
pose any form of nationalism that Pierre Juneau.
would deprive them of their fav"The greater censorship is if I,
ourite American programs.
as a Canadian, do not have access
When the lecture turned to open to my own media" O

,

lecturef)Onders
bio-ethics
andeuthanasia.

11MWOROPROCBSING
· fast.effioent

by Lance News Staff
There is a crisis in the medical
profession today. The advancement
of modern technology has started
to outstrip the support of government legislation, popular ethics
and raw human materials, said
Maureen Muldoon, a professor of
Religious Studies at the University
of Windsor.
Muldoon discussed these issues
Tuesday afternoon at Iona College.
This lecture, the fifh in a series
aimed primarily at senior citizens,
was entitled "Who decides the shape
of the future; the contributions and
limits of bio-medical ethics."
The job of the bio-ethicist is to
make high-tech medicine human or
at least acceptable to us, she said.

~-

Later during an open discussion,
members of the audience commented
---~::;;a;!"'-.,,.· on what Muldoon. about 35 years
·,,__ their junior, had said. They wanted
e::~~
answers to their primary concerns,
their right to information from their
doctors, the legality and implications

of livingwills.declared incompetency
and a surprise topic, euthanasia
and the right to die.
They discusseddoctorsin Hollaoo,
that upon request will help patients
die, and asked how Canada might
be moving towards this practice
with the right to refuse artificial
means for sustaining life, sometimes
including intravenous feeding.
By the amount of questions and
responses from the rest of the audience there seemed to be an interest
in having the right to die - if and
when they felt they could not recuir
erate sufficiently. however this was
not stated.
It's been estimated that by the
year 2020 the majority of the poJr
ulation will be senior citizens, potntially giving seniors a stronger ~
voice on issues concerning them. D ..
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Acoiporatecontroller
sitsin
thischair.
·
So couldyou.
As a Certified General Accountant, your career path
could lead right to the top.
CGAs have a thorough grasp of fiscalmanagement.
Plus a full range of additional professionalskills m
high demand today. Most important, computer technology has put CGAs at the forefront of their field
and is helping them provide professionalservices faster
and more etTectivelvthan ever before.
Youcan study ~hile holding an accounting
job. And relevant universityor collegecourses earn
you advanced standing.
Discover how you can join Canada's fastest
growing body of professional accountants. Call today
(416)593-1103(toll free l-800-268-8022).
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SAC MEETING
There will be a full S.AC. meeting
on Thursday, October 22 at 4:30pm
, in the Board of Governors Room in
Windsor Hall Tower, Agenda and
other materials are available in the
S.AC. office. All students are welcome
to attend this meeting. ~
·
Students ·
Adm1nistrat1ve
Council

·

AUTO SALES LTD .
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~,, ~-'' LABATT'
S CRYSTAL
COMEDY
BESTOF THE
QUESTTOUR '87''

•
•
•
•
•

Reliable used cars.
Complete auto service
Most units priced below $5,000.
Lots to choose from.
,
Student financing available at competetive rates.
• Licensed mechanics on duty.

3799 Tecumseh Rd. E.
( 1 block east of
Central Ave.)
974-6917

Wednesday, October 21, 8:00pm

FREEADMISSION

859 Moy A venue
Windsor, Ontario

253-4535
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Travel Field Opportunity.

Goin valuable marketing skills while earning
money Campus representatives needed immediately tor spring break
trips to Florido Coll Campus Marketing at 1-800423-5264

Uh1vers,1y of Windsor

Thursdays 5 30pm

Home Cooked Suppers
Weanesdays

7 00-8·00pm

Campus Adult
Children of
Alcoholics Meeting
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Tuesday
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ourt

Jack McClelland
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r

" Why Canadian Authors
Are Our Most Important
Citizens"
~ridav Nov LO
9 30om 4 OOpm
The Aging Process

Workshoo
Iona Colle g e
U n1vers1tyof Wrnrl~o,
208 Sunset Ave
Phone:" 973- 7039

VANCOUVER (CUP)- Defence
Minister Perrin Beatty didn't show
up, so a political scientist at the
University ofBritish Columbia blasted Canada's proposed nuclear
submarine fleet rightoff its computerassisted drawing board.
Professor Michael Wall ace targetted the subs at the thjrd annual
B.C. peace conference, which was
hosted by Students for Peace and
Mutual Disarmament at UBC, and
ran from September 18-20.
In mid-August, Beatty and six
other Conservative MP' s were asked
to explain the government's white
paper on defence at a public meeting,
but all refused to attend The defence
department then oftered a mihtary
speaker or civil servant instead, but
conference organizers rejected thjs
as a totally inappropriate move,
designed to deflect criticism from
government policy makers.
Professor Wallace, who spoke
as part of a four member panel to an
audience of200, attacked the official
rationale for Canada's purchase of
IO to 12 nuclear-powered subs.
He scoffed at the subs being
used for costal defence.
"Does that mean if we catch a
French fishing trawler taking cod,
that we blow it out of the water?" he
asked. He added that the U.S. can
easily track the handful of Soviet
subs which pass by the Canadian
coast each year.
Wall ace also rejected the subs'
supposed defensive role in the Artie,
since Soviet subs can fire their
missiles from deep water without
even moving into Canadian territory.
"I can't see any reason for the
Soviets to have their submarines in
the Artie, unless we have our submarines in the Artie - so you see,
it gets a little bit idiotic," he said.
Technical evidence.Wallace said
susgests Soviet subs could not be
reliably tracked in the Artie anyway,
since they are becoming quieter,
and the Artie ice creates noisy

acoustic effects. A cheaper method
of trying to monitor Soviet subs
would be installing passive acoustic
arrays at the choke points between
the Artie Islands.
The silliest reason for getting
the subs is showing the flag, Wallace
said.
"Now that's really something
- I mean, even these fellows in
Ottawa ought to know you can't
show the flag in a submarine," he
said.
Instead Wal lace said the visible
presence of surface vessels would
be more effective.
Wallace said the most likely
actual role for Canadian submarines

is working in conjunction with American strategies for hunter-killer
attack subs, based on the policy of
"escalation dominance."
During a superpower crisis, subs
of the class could try to destroy
Soviet subs in a pre-emptive strike.
This policy is destabilizing, however, encouraging the Soviets to
adopt a "use them or lose them"
policy in response.
Citing superpower nuclear war
as the only really serious military
threat to Canada, Wallace said, "If
we are to buy these subs and operate
them in the way I suspect they will
be operated - in conjunction with

the American doctrine of escalation
dominance - then what we are
doing is increasing the risk of strategic nuclear war."
In his conclusion, Wallace derided the wrute paper's cold war
rhetoric.
"Wake up Warren Beatty," said
Wallace, confusing the film actor
with Defence minister Perrin Beatty.
When the audience pointed out
his error, Wallace, an expert on
accidental nuclear war, pretended
there was a missile control panel in
front of rum an quipped, "Fortunately there are no red buttons
here."D

No end in sight for Western strike
By Casey Mahood
of The Gazette
Westem's administration walked
out of mediationtalks o'l Wednesday,
claiming the union local's first wage
proposal was unrealistic while union
officials are upset over what they
perceive as the university's unwillingness to negotiate.
Mediation talks started at 10:30
am on Wednesday and concluded
abruptly when the administration
walked out at 12:30 pm.
The Canadian Union of Public
Employees Locals 2361 and 2692,
representing over 500 Physical Plant
and Food Services staff, have been
on strike since September 12th.
The union wage demands for
the Physical Plant staff in local
2631 are an increase of 10.25 per
cent in 1987 and 11.3 per cent in
1988. For Food Services staff in
Local 2692, CUPE is asking for an
increase of 13 per cent in 1987 and
14.7 per cent in 1988. Th e higher
figures for Food Services staff is
due to the recognition on both sides
of the strike that there is a need for a
market adjustment in those wages.
Glenn Harris. VP-administration.
said the union's wage proposal was

"totally unrealistic" so the administration decided further talks would
be pointless.
"We have nothing in common
ground on the wage issue," Harris
told reporters at a press conference
Wednesday afternoon.
"We don't pretend that we will
pay the best wages in the market''
At CUPE headquarters later
that afternoon union leaders were
visibly upset with We stern administration's reaction to their proposal.
John Reed, President of CUPE
Local 2361, said. "We presented a
final package this morning and they
looked at it, how shall I say. very
quickly.''
Reed said the university did not
give their proposal serious consideration nor did it provide a counteroffer as he expected. He said in any
proposal that is put forward in
mediation it is implicit that it is
negotiable.
"This group is not unreasonable," he added.
Gord MacDonald, CUPE natonal representative. echoed Reed's
sentiments.
"That was not a bottom lie.
They didn't even have the courtesy
to reply to our non-monetary de-

mands."
"The university is not negotiating
in good faith. If they did they would
have stayed and worked on a deal,"
MacDonald said.
Western administration has offered CUPE Local 2361 a wage
increse of 4.2 per cent a year for
two years. Food Services staff in
local 2692 were offered 4.2 per
cent and a two per cent market
adjustment each year of a two-year
contract
Today, in an open letter to
Western President George Pedersen.
the union questioned his administration's desire to negotiate a settlement They said the administration.
who's responsible for booking the
mediation rooms, booked a room
from only 10:30 am to 4:00 pm.
The union said in the letter that if
Western administration expected
to negotiate they would have booked
the rooms for at least 24 hours.
At the CUPE press conference
Wednesday, union officials themselves were on the defensive. They
denied rumors hinting that the national union was running the
strike.LJ

Students
trat1ve
Council

Moonlight
Madness
20% oil Store-wide
ONE DAY ONLY
Tuesday,
October20th.

9am to 11 pm
ThJsspecialsaleis offered
to students & faculty
Startin, Oct.16 thna20th

DRUG CARDS
Your prescription drug cards are
now available in the S.AC. office on
the second floor of the University
Centre. You should pick up your
drug cards as receipts will not be
processed after October 30, 1987. If
you need further information contact
Chris McIntyre V.P. Communications
253-6423.
S.A.C. WORKING FOR YOU!
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Strikeinconveniences
but doesnot foilconferences
•

by Lance News Staff

•

The strike by University of Windsor
support staffforced two conferencesto relocate
to St Clair College last weekend. but both
went off without major problems.
About one hundred registrants paid to
attend each conference, one hosted by the
academic Canadian Association for Latin
American and Caribbean Studies ( CALACS)
and the other organized by the Great Lakes
Women's Network (GLWN), a peace and
socialjssues group based in Ontario, Michigan
and Ohio.
According to Windsor comm~nications
• professor Stuart Surlin, the 100 CALACS
participants came from across Canada, the
United States, Latin America and the Caribbean. Their common bond was the study of
the Southern Americas, although as a crossdisciplinary group, their specialties ranged
from linguistics to political science and the
arts.
The strike presented an inconvenience,
since the local site committee had only three
weeks notice to replan the entire event at St.
Clair College. Despite this, Surlin said, there
were few glitches.
·'It worked out really well. A lot more
things could have gone wrong," he said.
He credited the facilities and particularly.
the college staff. College president Bruce
McAusland checked personally to ensure
everything was progressing smoothly.
The university helped in the move by
offering to pick up the additional expenses
caused by the change in venue. These include
costs to rent the college spa<;e,and transportation for participants from downtown hotels to
the college, located in South Windsor.
Surlin praised the papers presented and
was surprised at how well-attended most
sessions were.
Since the conference featured dinners
and dances both Friday and Saturday nights,
he expected few to make it to the morning
seminars. Instead, many were filled to capacity.

Surlin expressedregret that more students
did not participate, and attributed that to the
move away from the university campus.
Third World Resource Centre staffer
Irene Walsh helped organize the G.L W.N.
symposium on Women,PeaceandtheEnviron-

ment. Speakers included health researcher
Rosalie Bertell, environmental and peace
activists from both sides of the border, and
sociologist Metta Spencer, publisher of Peace
magazine.
Walsh said the conference involved a lot
of work, but she thinks it was "very, very
worthwhile."

The notice of their switch in location
came too late for some participants, who
learned of the change only upon arrival at the
university. Other than that. she said, the
strike did not present too many difficulties.
She made special mention of the fact the
college has no regular catering service; all the
food for a banquet. a lunch, and refreshments

was provided by St. Clair students learning
the catering and food preparation business.
For more informationon CALACS, contact
profs. Stuart Surlin, Ext. 2910 or Walter
Soderlund, Ext 2357. For more information
on the Great Lakes Women's Network, call
prof. Maureen Muldoon, Ext 240 l. D

VolunteerFair:a profitable
davforall
by Don Byng
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Joining the army is not the only way to
serve your country.
The Insight (Psychology) club and the
Social Work Students Associatiop (SWSA)
hosted the first annual volunteer fair, Opportunities '87, in Ambassador Auditorium on
October 7.
The fair attracted 35 different social
service agencies. all looking for volunteers.
According to one count almost IOOOstudents,
faculty, and others participated.
Organizations participating included such
notables as Big Brothers, Volunteer Services
and the Canadian Mental Health Association.
Other little known services included Harmony
in Action, Extend-A-Family and Scott Hall.
Volunteers from Scott Hall, a cooperative
day-care centre, said the volunteer fai, "was
a worthwhile time commitment. "Similarly
a representative of the Aids Committee of
Windsor said the ''various groups made for
an interesting presentation."
"The students seemed to be very interested
in what the hospital has to offer them and
hopefully we will get many new volunteers,"
said a representative of Grace Hospital.
Linda Moore and Caroline Carnerie organLance photo by Matt Tales
Exhibitors solicit volunteers at last week's fair.
ized Opportunities '87, and were chosen as
Currently, plans are already being made
last week's "Persons of the Week" in the said all volunteer experience is practical
for Opportunities '88. Feasibility studies are
experience.
Lance for their work. They laboured two
Larkin emphasized volunteer experience going to address the possibility of holding the
months in preparing the fair, overcoming
makes
participants "well-rounded people." event over three days: the first day at the
many obstacles along the way. The support
Contrary
to popularconceptions.vohmteers University, the second at St. Clair College,
staff strike, fpr example, almost caused a
and the final day at Devonshire Mall.
cancellation of the event at the last minute. do not have to be psychology or social work
People who attended Opportunities '87
majors,
said
Larkin.
Rather,
some
of
her
Guest speaker for the evenraMarlene
are
also invited to submit feedback to either
volunteers
have
been
computer
science
and
Larkin, community resource person for the
Insight
or S.W.S.AO
biology
majors.
Roman Catholic Children's Aid Society,
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by Chris Lawson
reprinted from the McGill Daily
with CUP files
Canadian University Press
magine a university where only the.
professors who express the "car·
reef' beliefs are hired and thOse
who don't toe the accepted political
line are quietly dismissed
You don't need to use your imagination because according to many
academics, this happens regularly
at Canadian universities.
andel, a University of Quebec substitute
professor, tried to fight McGill university when he
was refused a tenure-track position in 1980 because
of his political beliefs. He has just written a book on
his battle with McGill with Allen Fenichel, a McGill
professor. titled The Academic Corporation: Jus·

to pursue his complaint with the Academic Freedom
and Tenure Committee of the CAUT. But the corn·
mittee refused to take up his case saying they had
neither the mandate nor the guidelines with which
to investigate cases of hiring.
Mandel appealed to the CAUT board which, after
one year of consideration, decided to launch its own
fact finding investigation into his case.
Mandel also appealed to the Quebec Human
Rights Commission, which began its own investigation in October 1981, compiling over 50 hours of
interviews during the one-year investigation period.
Throughout this period, the McGill administration
resisted an outside inquiry, insisting it threatened
the university's independence and academic freedom.
Carleton's English department chair, "Robin Mat·
!hews' views about cultural and literary nationalism
were deeply offensive to many faculty and these
faculty just did not want to take the chance that he
would use the department as a platform."
Gregg MacDonald. an assistant to the SFU ad-

because of their political views, David Mandel has
decided to give up his case against McGill University.
He said the CAUTwas not the only group who failed
to support him. He calls the Human Rights Commission "something of a paper organization. It makes
you think you've got somewhere to go but in reality
you just have to go to court anyway. The Human
Rights Commission is just another procedure to go
up against"
But Mandel and Fenichel hope their book will
educate people about the injustices that take place
in Canadian universities. not just at McGill.
Fenichel explains the book is not meant as an
attack on the Political Science Department at McGill,
but rather, "an attack on the behaviour of some
members of the department in (Manders) case. and
it's a situation we don't feel is unique."
Mandel blames the university system itself. par·
ticularly at McGill, where··collegiality'' is the govern·
ing principle.
Samuel Freedom. vice president academic at

the Gibson report in its publication Un iversity Aff airs.
But this was all they would do for Mandel.
Fenichel and Mandel claim that while the GAUT
has a mandate to protect academic freedom, in this
case, they did nothing to accomplish this other than
defend the "closed shop" attitude of the university
faculties.
"The feeling I get about the GAUT is that it has
not fulfilled its mandate. However, even if they had,
they would have been unable to do anything," said
Fenichel, noting that while the GAUT can censure a
university, its capacity is limited.
"To censure a university is to make a university a
pariah-a serious thing-but
their will and ability to
enforce censure is limited," Fenichel said.
Mandel is also critfcal of the GAUT and said he
believes the association shirked its mandate in his
case.
"It (GAUT) was basically unwilling to go up against
th"e McGill administration," said Mandel.
But GAUT has worked to defend professors who

Institutions of

T I ON

D
tice. Freedom and the University Whtie the book
looks srec1f1callv at Manae1·s case. 1!also examines
the inadequacies ot the orocess that univers1t1es
use to hire ac<1aem1cs
Mandel was teach1nQ Soviet and East E.uropean
politics at McGill on a one vear appointment when
he applied tor a tenure-track position m the same
field. Once a candidate holds a tenure-track nosition.
the university w,11either let the candidate continue
ma tenure-track position. award a tenure oos1t1on
or not renew the contract at all. H1qhly qualified.
with an excellent publ1cat1ons record. Mandel mace
the short hst of candidates tor the McGill pos1tcon.

---i-----

ministration president William SaywPII sa1a they
otfered the teach1nq pos1t1onto Ma1thews to resolve
the dispute but rt was not an admission that SFU had
hampered academic lreedom by re1ecting him 1n
the first place

While Fenichel tS dubious that a ACU1 censure
would affect a un1vers1ty's h1rrng process. other
professors sav that CAUT wi:is ettective in protectmq
academic freedom at their university.
The GAUT imposed a censure on Memorial University at Newfoundland m M;:iy 1981 tor its 1977 firing
of Social Work protessor Marlene Webber. Webber
had been accused of using the classroom for proDespite his quahfications and a recommendation
motmq her Marx1st-Lenm1st beliefs
from the Appointments Committee of the Pollt1cal
The dispute bewteen Memorial and CAUT went
Science Department. the department re1ected Man- on until January 1986. when the administration
del and hired Joan Debardeleben, an American who decided to change the agreement governinq the
now holds the position.
terms and conditions of employment at Memorial.
The department violated Canadian Assoc1at1on The proposed changes included an exhaustive list
ol University Teachers (GAUT) regulations and led· of anti-discrimination clauses. and tor the first time
eral immigration laws on hiring Canadian professors provided a detailed grievance. appeal and arbitration
first by hiring Debardeleben.
procedure The amendments guaranteed academic
While the department olfered no otl1cial reason freedom tor !acuity by asserting "faculty have the
for his reiection at lirst. Mandel heard the real right to teach. discuss or hold any belief without
reasons were political.
conformity to any prescribed doctrine." As we!I. the
··Mandel is a Marxist in a department where his GAUT proposed a settlement with Webber to cover
view is not held by many." said professor Sam damages.
Noumoff.
"Webber's sett!ement was a lair resolution as far
Naumoff. also a Marxist, can attest the depart· as we're concerned and Webber said she can
men! does not have a history of fairness towards accept this settlement," said Mark Graesser. pres·
Marxists in their midst. He has been teaching in the ident of the Memorial University ot Newfoundland
Political Science departments since 1967 but he Faculty Association.
did not get tenure until 1981.
"The main thing this (the Memorial administra·
Naumoff also said Manders views on the Middle tion's new policy) shows is that the influence of a
East conflicted sharply with some members of the censure is significant. Some people have the idea
department . As well, Mandel had cancelled his that it doesn't matter, that GAUT censure may(just)
classes during a strike by McGill maintenance
be an unpleasant label," said Graesser.
But Memorial University felt the ramifications of
workers and was one of the few in the department to
respect the picket lines. which also made him a GAUT censure. In May 1985, Memorial was forced
unpopular.
to withdraw its invitation to host the prestigious
After he was refused tenure, Mandel spoke with 1987 Learned Societies Conference when many
the McGill Association of UniversityTeachers(MAUT).
individual societies passed resolutions not to attend
The chair of the committee, Irwin Gopnik, now the becuase of the censure.
While other academics have successfully conDean of Students, told him there were no procedures
tested universities who discriminated against them
for appeal in the case of hiring. So Mandel decided

McGill. nettnes co!IPqial1tv ;1s the a1t1tuat::\that the
memhp1c; 01 this r-nmmun1tv will part1c1pate 1n thP
dec1s1on-mc1k1nq
processo1 tne university and throuoh
their PMt1c1pa11onin its colhct1v•~ act1v1t1es.help to
their par11c1pat1onin its r.ollPct1ve actlVll!es. help to
fashion its at11tuoes. ·
the CAU1 fact·findinq commission. named alter
itscha1r Dale Gibson. gave its Imai report in October
1982 The report came out m favour of Mandel.
explaining that none at the reii.sons offered by the
members ot the Political Science department who
testil1ed were credible. The Gibson report asserted
that in a case like Manders. the burden ot proof
should lie w,th the university.
While the comm1tte did not tind actual evidence
ot political 01scrrmination. they did say ··the depart·
ment has tailed to persuade us that political bias
was not a lactorO
Bui the Human Rights Commission report went
flrther in its condemnation of the department. After
conductinq a thorouqh investigation, Claude Trudel
wrote. ··there were. in this parlicualr case. political
elements that. in the full sense of the term. intervened
in the collective decision of the department."
The CAUT report recommended that McGill publicly acknowledge its unfair treatment of Mandel
and that the Gibson report be made public to help
restore Mandel's reputation. They further recommended that Mandel be given the JOb he was
originally denied if he still wanted it and that he
financially compensated for losses that resulted
from his unfair treatment.
But instead of pressuring McGill to abide by the
report, the GAUT merely called for a joint inquiry
with McGill. The GAUT board shelved the Gibson
report on Mandel's case without ever voting to
adopt it.
For its part, the Human Rights Commission
rejected Trudel's report because it did not contain
enough evidence to take to trial.
But Mandel and Fenichel are not surprised.
"'It's very difficult to get evidence of discrimination
which will hold up in court. No witness with tell you,
'yes. I discriminated against him,' " said Fenichel.
Finally, four years after he was reiected by the
Political Science Deoartment, the GAUT published

were demed a posihon or a contract renewal because
ot their political views
In the fall at 1985. the GAUT Academic Freedom
and Tenure Committee acted as an intermediary
between Carleton professor Robin Matthews and
the admin1strat1on at Simon Fraser University in
Vancouver. Matthews claimed that he was denied a
teachmq post at SFU because the university administration and faculty did not approve of his Canadian
nationalist views.
The CAUT committee examined Matthews' complaint and the Canadian Studies department at SFU
attempted to settle the dispute by offering Matthews
the opportunity to teach at SFU. But SFU maintained,
as the McGill administration did in Mandel's case.
that the professor's political views were never the
issue.
But as Jerald Zaslove, chair of SFU's English
department. said in a letter to Dougtas Waurte!e,
pretation
"(Collegiality is) an authoritarian power structure.
not sub1ect to any internal or external control. Those
who cooperate with the powers that be can obtain
personal benefits but cannot claim academic freedom."
Mandel obviously did not fit into this system. He
and Fenichel criticize the structure of the current
tenure system for not protecting academic freedom
at the hiring level.
"JI universities are careful enough in their initial
hiring, thee will be no need to fire people later for
non-academic reasons. 'Deviants' who make it
through the graduate school selection process are
left unprotected as they seek employment," write
Fenichel and Mandel.
"One reason (for writing T he Aca d e m ic Co rpora t ion) is to open people's eyes to what's going
on. University is surrounded by this aura it's supposed to be the creme de la creme of society, the
height of intellectual achivement. To de-mystify this
would be healthy," siad Mandel.
"It might also teach students to be a little more
critical of what they're taught in the classrooms. If
(professors) will say some of the lies that they did in
the public hearings, why wouldn't they lie in the
classroom?"
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"BACK IN THE HIGHLIFE AGAIN ...
HOMECOMING '87"

October 22, 23, 24, 1987

()KJ.111.
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Thursday . Oct. 22

PRIZES!PRIZES!PRIZES!
Friday. Oct . 23
Thursday October 23. 1987.
4pm-7 pm Rally
7pm-1 am Road Rally-Subway
1Opm-Awards Ceremony
For Further Information Contact
Aurelio Roncone 253-6423 or
253-4232 Ext. 3900

Saturday. Oct 24

S.AC Road Rally
sponsored by
Carling O' Keefe / Miller
S.AC Homecoming
Challange Cup
sponsored by Carling O'Keefe .
Miller.
12pm-2pm Parade
2pm-5pm Football Game
8pm-1 pm S.AC
Homecoming '87 Pub Night

"EXPERIENCE THE HIGHLIFE"
Contact Greg Thoman V.P. External Affairs regarding
ALL Information on Homecoming '87.

Students' Administrative Council 2nd floor University Centre.

University
Players'
Shrewa ribaldromp
Taming of the Shrew
by William Shakespeare
directed by Robert E. Dorrell
This production, the first of the University
Players· new season, is a vigorous and
physical interpretation that emphasizes the
comedic elements of Shakespeare, rather
than dealing with the play in the reverent
manner to which he is too often subjected.
The cast and the audience had fun with it.
owhich is after all what the playwright intended.
Und~ Dorrell's direction, tlv:company turned
in strong performances that showed Shakespeare remains comprehensible to modem
audiences.
There are some notes that did not sound
true: among them are the play's grotesques
sexism and this production's cruel parody of
the servants. But more of both later.
For those unfamiliar with the work. the
main plot concerns the attempts of Petruchio
( Michael W. Kennedy) to civilize his meanspirited wife Katherine (Renee Smith). A
sub-plot involves her beautiful and agreeable
sister Bianca ( Amanda Tapping) and the
competitive maneuvering of her several suitors.
By "out-shrewing" her. Petruchio eventually does win his wife to the ways of
obedience. Kennedy, although not a large
figure. has the right amount of swagger and
bravado to carry it off. and a sense of timing.
In fact, the entire piece was well-timed:
the pace was brisk without seeming ruslied.
Occasionally. however. the quick rhythm left
behind some onlookers not up on the language.
This may have been inevitable at any speed,
but was kept to a minimum by employing
generous amounts of sight-gags.
While these may have aided understanding
and were in many cases genuinely funny,
there can be too much of a good thing. F<;>r
example, I would venture to say there must

•

A triumphant Petruchio carries the subdued Kate over the threshold.

be more signs of contempt than having
characters stick out their tongues.
In addition, the servants who cleared the
stage were caricatures. I gather from the
snickers that some found their buffoonery
amusing. but it seemed annoying to me: they
looked like the poster children for incest.
Ifs too bad, because most of the play's

slapstick head-bumping and stuff worked
well. and was not overdone as l found this to
be.
Not all the servants were to be mocked.
David Rodgers as Tranio, squire to one of
Bianca's swains, turned in a performance
that left his character one of the most appealing
of the evening. I am always disappointed that

Tranio gets nothing for his capable work in
his master's service. and Rodger's air of
competence compounded the feeling.
As the hard-done-by Grumio, Petruchio's
servant. Craig Eldridge also distinguished
himself as a trusted attendant rather than a
fool.
The transfonnation of Katherine from a
spirited woman to servile wench is a shame.
Smith ante-Petruchio is quick-witted and
attractive if cruel: after being .. broken in."
she professes greater joy but seems simply
.broken. The change .feels insincere. and J
mourned the success of Petruchio's bullying.
B) contrasL it is refreshing to ses the
retiring Bianca stick up for herself once she
has won a husband. This cannot be blamed
on this production; the fault lies with Shakespeare ·s Elizabethan conception of relations
between the sexes.
The message is certainly a product of his
times. and it is to be hoped no one m
attendance tries to draw a lesson from it
A few comments: DorreJl's set was spare
and satisfactory. The players were welladvised to avoid accents that can distract
from the dialogue. and often in Essex Hall
they are just plain painful. The costumes
were really good over all. and like the set.
appeared to strive for authenticity and traditionalbm.
The supporting cast was unifonnly praiseworthy, although the constant hopping by
Biondello and Gremio"s habitual nervous
twitter are calculated to get on your nerves.
On the whole. if this premiere outing by
the University Players is any indication, we
can look forward to an enJoyable season.

-Kevin Johnson
Taming of the Shrew will continue at the
Essex Hall theatre October 15 through the

18. For iriformation or reservations. call
253-4565. 0
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Hi/berry'sKingLear: actsof~aodWill
King Lear
by William Shakespeare
directed by Robert Emmet McGill
I hardly know where to begm. The Hillberry
crew was simply incredible. Their production
of the pla~· was wonderful. from the staging to
the acting. 1nfact. everyone was so good. it's
tiard for me to pick out the ones who stood
out most. Begin at the beginning, I suppose.
Obviously, the most important character
is King Lear himself. William C. Wendt very
superbly transfonned himself from an actor
into a bullheaded, myopic. materialistic old
man named Lear. He delivered his opening
lines with an air of imperious magnanimity.
He was straight-shouldered. confident everything. a king should be. This contrasted
perfectly with his defeated, slump shouldered
humility later in the ""heath scene."
He delivered his lines clearly. and his
strong voice carried right to the back of the
theatre. There were little things he did. too.
He didn't just stand and wait for other
characters to deliver their Imes; he reacted to
them, nodding. or laughing or grunting. He
also managed to change his initial authoritative
voice into a petulant whine. And when he
died with the dead Cordelia in his anns, ( and
I swore I would nev ...r tell anyone this) he
made me cry.
Another bright character in the play was
Edgar, portrayed by Steve Brady. He is the
victim in the Edmund-Edgar-Gloucester subplot and managed to bring it off beautifully.
His disguise as Poor Tom o' Bedlam was masterterful:he looked and acted like an advertisement
for a straightjacket manufacturer. He delivered
his lines lucidly. a difficult thing to do when
raving like a lunatic. And his pretended
madness was an interesting contrast to Lear' s
real madness when they were together in his
hovel.

The villain of the play. Edmund, was also
well done. Played by Gordon Reinhart.
Edmund plans the downfall of his own father
and brother in order to take their land. His
motivation is that he is illegitimate, thus he is
not entitled to his father's inheritance. Reinhart
interpreted the part very well. He made
Edmund into an immature. jealous schemer
whose ambition is not to be raised to peerage
so much as to prove that he is just as good as
his legitimate brother. Shakespeare had other
things f'n mind. however, b!cause he has
Edmund sleeping with Lear·s other two
daughters. and plotting after their holdings.
as well.
Goneril. Regan, Kent Cordelia-all were
played superbly. This was a fine ensemble
cast. They worked weU together and made the
play come to life.
McGill's direction of the play was crisp.
clean and clear. He decorated his set with
huge trees which stretched to the ceiling.
They were mounted on wheels and were
moved around by the company in order to
establish different scenes. The one thing
which was hard to decide was what they
represented. I have come up with three
possibilities: a) they represent nature. which
is a big theme in the play; b) since they were
old twisted, and gnarled, they represented
Lear himself; and c) their age reflected the
supposed antiquity of the story. One other
note on them. It was suggested to me that
they were reminiscent of giant crucifixes.
This is an interesting assessment because the
play is set in pre-Christian Enj!:land. Hmmm.
Lights were used in a very interesting
manner as well. The set was always dark and
gloomy. Different coloured lights were used
to suggest the stonn which comes up in the
heath scene. There was no flashing strobe for
lightning; it was only implied. This lent an

..

William C. Wendt as King Lear and Dinah Lynch as Regan.

expressionist air to the play. and worked just
as well as a real stonn. ( Add this to the
constant reallinnation. bv the characters. of
th~ violence of the sto~. and the effect is
quite strong).
There was one or two minor things I
didn't like. The sound system was awkwardly
located to the sides of the theatre. making it
necessary to tum the volume up loud for
certain sound effects. The resulting din made
it dHficult to hear some~s.
Another problem

was that although the actors were loud enough.
if they turned their backs. dialogue became
muffied. Oh. well. Minor points. but they
were noticeable.
I highly recommend this production. It
marked the opening of the Hilberry's twentyfifth season. and if it is any indication of the
rest of the year, I can't wait for the next play.
My final word: A.

-Brian

McKenzie
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Perfumea sickeningmiasma.,
saysI.aura
Perfume
by Patrick Suskind

fm reviewing this book because
I paid $5. 95 for it, and also because
I promised our Arts Editor a book
review. It's not that I hated Perfume;
I didn't. It's simply that I didn't
think it the "imme nsely seductive
entertainment" nor the "brilliantly
shocking bestseller" it was touted
as being. Perhaps something was

incenses, potpourris, extracts, resins,
etc., was similar to the act of walking
through the Bay's perfume sectionnauseating. The main character of
Perfume, Jean-Baptiste Grenouille
(John the Baptist Frog for you
Anglophones), realizes that ··our
language is of no use when it comes
to describi ng the smellable world."
He should have told his author this.
(I know he knows. Ju st a little
metafictional joke.)

The effectof long listsof floralscents..
balms..essencesabsolu~..incenses..
ootoourris..extracts..r~in ..r~ins..etc...
was similarto the act of walking
through the Bav'sperfume
section--nauseating.
tost in the translation from the
Perfume has as its subtitle "The
original German.
Story of a Murderer." Although
For one thing,this novelcontinues Grenouilledoes kill 26 yotmgwomen,
in the 19th century historicaVrealistic he does not delight in the act of
tradition. In my opinion, the only killing itself, as you think a massreason you'd want to write in this murderer might Perfume is actually
style is if you had a wonderfully the story of a man who would be
innovative and exciting plot Not the God. Grenouille kills women in
case here. The story is extraordinarorder to obtain their scents so that
ily predictable, except for the last he can make the most awe-inspiring.
twenty pages. Somehow it doesn't
powerful, and love-evoking perfume
seem worthwhile to have waded
the world has yet experienced. He
through 290 pages to get to them. I who possesses this scent would be
would rather have read a couple of able to control millions, for its
short stories by 0. Henry.
outstanding property was that it
Added to this, Suskind'snarrative was not recognizable as a perfume:
style, though competent and fluid. rather, those who found themselves
was much too adjectivallydescriptive, in the presence of it had no idea
often to the point of being catalogue- they were under its influence but
like. The effect oflong lists oftloral
instead fell madly in love with the
scents, balms. essences absolues,
wearer.

Paradoxically, Grenouille desires
only to hate and be hated ( a la
Gothic hero), and realizes this too
late, after everyone loves him. Serves
him right.
Unfortunately, I myselfrealized
only too late ( after I read the whole
thing) that I did not like this novel.
It's a shame. too, because I was

really looking forward to its coming
out in paperback so that I could
afford it. Perhaps my expectations
were too high. Perhaps I should
reread it. Perhaps I simply don't
likenovels about 18th century F ranee
and its inhabitants.
If you like Perfume more than I
did, you'll be glad to know that

FAMILY SERVICE
WINDSOR
(serving EssexCounty)

C hoose from
Wind sor 's
Largest Selection of
" 11.11
\
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others (well, actually, other) here
at the Lance did too. I expect a
more positive review of this novel
to appear in this seciton some time
in the next few weeks. Meanwhile,
I give this novel a passing grade.
But only because I feel sorry for
it.
- Laura Gould
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It's the greatestthingever,retortslarry
that was once called "weird." using
that word in its archaic definition,
where a "weird event" is one having
to do with fate, destiny. etc.
The atmosphere in this novel is
crafted through the character of the
central character - the "'vampire
of scent"'- Jean-Baptiste Grenouille
(the symbolism of the name "frog'' if
any. eludes me, but I would like to
think that Suskind is poking fun at
the French as any German author
worth his salt should). Here is a

system that would have given him a
little control over his uneducated.
but superior competitor. There is a
noble liege-lordand psuedo-scientist
the marquisde La Taillade-Espina.s."<e,
a man who advocates the abolition
of tax on real estate and agricultural
products and the introduction of an
inverse progressiveincome tax where
the poor bear the bulk of taxation.
The marquis also believes that the
Earth emits a poisonous gas - the

The developmentof the varied 18th
centurv French personalitiesis
wonderfutalmost oeerl~. It's an
engagingtopic~and the atmosphereis
successfully~
even masterfullyevoked.
mutant if you like; a man possessed
of a praetematurally acute olfactory
faculty ( a hot-shit sense of smell): a
man not possessed himself of any
smell at all. He lives for smells. He
analyzes smells like a person with
absolute pitch can analyse music.
He categorizessmellsin their simplest
forms and proceeds to construct new
complex scents in his head. He lives
to distill the scent of the female
virgin. his favorite smell of all. He
lives like a tick - a vampire-bug Don't judge this one by the cover. m that he goes into long hibernationthe essence of young virgins... a
vampire of scent set in I 8th-century If you did, you'd be in the position I like lapses in action while he waits
France and so on and so forth. It is as. expecting a sort of semi-literate for his next victim tooome along and
the nev. edition of German playwright pulp horror novel. Das Parfum is unwittinglyhelp him in his unhallowed
Panick Suskind's firstnovel published fully literate. and not by any modem
quest
standards ( taking..modem standards"
lnere's a new paperbackavailable in Germany as Das Parfum It is in this - the characters of the
to be the kind of thing that Dean people who use and are used by
at your local Mac's, Becker's or published here as Perfume.
Koontz, Stephen King and Peter
Despite all appearances, despite
Seven-Eleven. packaged with a lurid.
Grenouille - that the novel excels.
sensationalistic. black. white and the packaging( rememberthat authors Straub write) a horror story.
The development of their varied
Das Pa,fum is a Gothic novel in
red cover. The blurbs at the front don't get to write theirown promotional
l 8th-century French personalities is
and back allude to it's being the copy - a custom both fortunate and the 19th -century sense. which is to wonderful. almost peerless. There is
story of .. an evil genius. a murderer unfortunate) and the less--than-literate say that it is a novel concerned a Parisian perfumer called Giuseppe
so depraved that only the most praise. Das Parfum is a great novel
primanly with the creation of a Baldini who is offended by the rise of
hideous of crimes could satisfy his and 1 recommend it to any one with
macabre. supernaturally malevolent free thought and capitalism and the
lust .. a killer who lives to possess $5.95 and a few hours to spend.
atmosphere. It's the kind of fiction concurrent downfall of the guild-

a revlv...

/luidum letale - and that things
grow precisely to remove themselves
from the influences of this gas. The
character is, I think. an allusion to
the Utopian Socialist Henri Comte
de Saint-Simon.who,it seems.believed
that since industry is the mark of
intelligence. our successors to the
throne of dominant species on Earth
is the beaver(I"m not kidding! if you
want write in and I'll include the
exact reference in the next issue - 1
haven't got it with me).
In any case, I think Das Parfum
is a great piece of work. but then I
like the old Gothics - like Charles
Maturin's Me/moth the Wanderer.
which ob\iously influenced Suskmd
when he wrote this novel. It's written
in a clean, modem prose style that's
a hell of a lot easier to read than the
Gothics, ifs an engaging topic. and '
the atmosphere ( which is the whole
point of this Icingof fiction)is successfully. even masterfully evoked.
You probably prefera good actionadventure ....
-La rry Deck

MOON LIGHT MADNESS
Tuesday, October 20,
10am-10pm
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GMAT

SHAREYOUR CREATIVITY
Works Wanted for

THE WOMEN'S CENTRE
ANTHOLOGY

Prep Courses for
LSATDec. 12
GMAT Jan. 23

Submit poetry, short stories or essays!
To be published in the Winter Semester

Submit to Janet Scheffler . Women 's Commissioner

1-800-381-5519

S.A.C.

(416) 923-PREP (7737)

November 2 - 6
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Announces it's wild Moonlight
Madness SALE
Tuesday, October 20th
Open Until Midnight!
Wild Wooly Sale!

Big 20-25% OFF
Fall Coats&
Jackets (European)

--------------------------------------With this Coupon
ALL University of Windsor students
will recieve a 10% DISCOUNT
valid 'till Christmas! 1987
71 Maiden Lane, Windsor

253-3332
Layaways always available

Adults and children from all
around filled the seats at Detroit's
Joe Louis Arena last weekend to
see The Greatest Show on Earth,
Ringling Bros. and Barnum and
Bailey Circus' 116th edition.
Besidespopcornand cotton candy
the circus offers some of the globe's
most exceptional attractions with
petformers from the United States.
Morocco. Spain, the Netherlands
and. on their first American tour ever, the Shanghai Acrobatic Troupe.
The People's Republic of China
have never before allowed their
acrobats to perform in a show with
other acts or to stay on foreign tour
for such a long time.
The Shanghai Acrobatic Troupe
consisting. of i;orne;:.
350 member:.,
including performing artists. technician s and staff, is on of the most
beautiful, graceful and colourful
acts in the world.
Kenneth Feld. President and
Producer of the Greatest Show on
Earth. said that soon after the United
States and The People 's Republic
of China reswned diplomaticrelations
in the early l 970 's, they began
negotiating to bring some of the
great artists to America but there

were always many obstacles.
Feld, involved in creating The
Greatest Show on Earth for the
past seventeen seasons, said the
circus is a challenge and a pleasure.
He likes to exceed the audiences
expectations.
That he does, as the circus
offers many wonderful acts including
"The Tiger Tamer," one of the
main attractions.
Young tiger-master Wade Burck,
from North Dakota, tames 15 tigers.
nme of which are exquisite white
Burmese tigers, both a beautiful
and endangered species.
Burck· s tigers are the largest
group of performing tigers m the
world today and are insured by
Lloyd's of London for $ISO.OOO
each .
Jim Ragona. host of~ Orearest
Show on Earth. said people come
to the circus to escape their everyday
problems. to enjoy glamorous entertainment and enchantment When
talking about the staff of the circu s.
he said they are the most dedicated.
hardest working group of performers
you will find anywhere.
When they say Ringling Bros.
and Barnum and Bailey Circus is
the Greatest Show on Earth - I
believe it!

Golf teamwins OUAA title again

Lancer golfer Dirk Gebhardt lets one fly.

by Brian LeClair

It may not have been pretty. but the
University of Windsor has itself its first
OUAA championship team of the young
87 /88 spons season.
The Lancers parlayed a strong and consistent effort from all five members of the team to
capture their second straight OUAA championship here at Essex Golf Club last Monday

Lance photo by Nick Cacclato

and Tuesday.
The team of Matt St Loms. Chns Karpala
Dirk Gebhardt. Marty Sobocan. and Mark
Fulton finished the two day event with a
score of 627. three better than runner-up
Guelph.
However. the Lancers felt that this is the
way the tournament should have finished.
.. We had the best team from top to
bottom." team captain Matt St.Louis said.

"Our fifth guy was better than anybody
else's."
Coach Bill Miles goes even farther. "'This
is the best team I've had in 15 years," he said.
.. Usually you get three scoring well, and pray
that you can get one more. but this year. we
had all five guys playing well.··
''To wm, you need four or five guys
scoring well." Stlouis said. ·'Jt proves you
have the best team.··
.. However. it took the Lancers a little
while longer than expected to show everyone
that they indeed were the best. ··
The Lancers suffered through a subpar
day on Monday. due at least in part to the
poor golf conditions at Essex.
··The wind was definitely a factor.··
St.Louis said.·· It made the greens very dry:·
There was also a little added pressure on
the Lancers this year. as opposed to last year.
when they seemed to come out of nowhere to
take the title.
.. Last year. we had no pressure because I
honestly thought we weren·t the best team:·
said St Louis. "This year. we felt we were the
best ..
"J felt a letdown on the team." coach
Miles said. "They knew thev were the best I
just gave them a good talk after the first
round.··
Combined with the added pressure of
playing at home and with the chance of
repeat.mg as OUAA champions. the Lancers

would have had many excuses had they not
come through.
But despite all this. the Lancers stood just
one shot off the lead going into the second
and last round.
Also. the Lancers were paired with players
from Guelph and Toronto. and Windsor
knew if they could just shoot better than
them. the title would be theirs.
··I knew we had a good chance at this
point ·· St Louis said
It was at this stage when Windsor's
supenor depth really began to make a difference.
On the final day under near-perfect conditions. St.Louis led the team with a 72. but the
other Lancers fell close together. Karpala
shot a 77. and Gebhardt turned in a 79. The
other two members Fulton and Sobocan.
finished with 80 each.
Conversely. the two low men on Guelph's
team could only manage 83 and 84. and so.
the Lancers hung on for the title .
··Toronto and Guelph just blew their
chances:· St Loms said.
Thi~ year ·s title. the Lancers· founh in
fifteen years means much to the team for
many reasons.
.. We won it this year without playing as
well as we could.'" coach Miles said. "We
would have run away with it if everyone had
been on their suck.""
The Lancers: were also glad to be able to
Co ntinued on page 23.

WesternhandsLancersfirst loss
by Brian LeC lair

-'The'Lancerfootball teamvisired London's
J. W. Little Memorial Stadium last Saturday
with the intent of taking over first place in the
OUAA West standings.
Instead, the Western Mustangs took
advantage of a trick play in order to manhandle
the Lancers, in a 36- 7 triumph.
However. it was not a simple walkaway for
the Mustangs, who at first looked ready to be
upset by the aggressive Lancers.
The Lancers came out of the gates fired up.
with their defence thwarting Mustang offense.
led by second string quarterback Chris Gaffney.
·· Western couldn't do a thing offensively ...
said Lancer coach John Musselman.
However. the Lancers also had trouble
solving the Western defense. which seemed to
key on the run. and also blanketed the Lancer
passing zones with excellent coverage.
Until a single by Western's Ray Macoritti,
it appeared that the Lancers were able to gain
ground on each series of punts.
Just after the single point. with five minutes
remairung in the quarter, Windsor started
moving the ball.
Running back Andrew Ross began to find
holes up the middle. and Windsor seemed to
defy Western to stop their runrung game.
A Western fumble deep in their own
territory gave Windsor the ball in scoring
pos1ton. and it appeared that the Lancers
would be able to take the lead.
Placekicker Graeme Flett set up to kick a
33-yard field goal, and the ball proceeded
toward the uprights. But then the ball hit
squarely on the crossbar. and fell harmlessly
to the ground.
The Lancers remained determined though,
with the defense tipping Western passes away
from receivers. and rendering Gaffney useless.
Finally their work was rewarded. With the
ball at the Western 38-yard line, quarterback
Mark McGugan faked to his running back,
then lofted a long pass to speedy receiver Rob
Cecile.
Cecile took the pass one step ahead of his
defender. and jogged into the end zone. The
convert gave Windsor a 7-1 lead, and things
looked well for the visiting squad.
Then. all of a audden, with W estem facing
a third and long situation deep in their own

7

5

zone, they pulled off the play of the game.
Westem's Brendan LenkQ t09k the ball on

a fake punt, and scampered 25 yards for a
critical first down.
This seemed to take away the momentum
from the Lancers.
"It was a gutsy call." Musselman said.
"On the bench. you could feel the kids sag a
little bit"
However small the lapse was. Western
picked up on it and Gaffney seemed to come
to life.
The next play was a twenty-yard pass play
to Mustang tight end Dave Bean. followed by
a successful 14-yard scramble by Gaffney.
Before the Lancers knew what hit them.
fullback John Wright plunged into the end
zone and reclaimed the lead they would never
lose. at 8-7.
Shortly after. Cecile slipped on a McGugan
pass to the outside. and Westem·s Marius
Locke picked the ball off. With about three
minutes left. Western scored a touchdown on
~irtually the same play that the Lancers used
for their score, with Gaffney throwing to a
wide open David Sapunjis to make it 15-7.
The Lancers began to get frustrated and a
penalty brought the ball down to their own
15-yard line. Gaffney and Sapunjis again
hooked up for a touchdown to make the score
22-7. by intermission.
"To beat a team like Western.·· Musselman
said ··you can't gjve them cheap scores. We
gave them two. and the game was over.··
·· When things went wrong in the second
quarter, we got rattled.·· he continued. "lf it
hadn"t had been Western. it may not have
happened."'
With Windsor down fifteen points. 1tbecame
necessary to try and open up by throwing the
ball more. which played right into Westem·s
hands.
··0ur passing is not that strong.·· Musselman
said "We can't really depend on it. Once we
had to throw, they just kept bliuing us.··
With Windsor unable to rely as heavily on
the run as they had in their four victories. the
offence was unable to sustain much of a drive
throughout the rest of the game.
Western, meanwhile, continued to roll.
Gaffney went to Sapunjis once more with a
pass over the Lancer defender·s head, and the
speedy receiver rambled untouched for the

score.
A few minutes later. Gaffney found tiiilit
end Tim Spriel with a 45-yard bomb. and
Wright finished off the scoring with 6:00 left in
the third quarter.
··subconsciously. they lost their edge,''
Musselman said.
With 2: 14 left in the third quarter. Mike
Brisbois took over the quarterback chores. as
the game ended without further damage.
Offensively. the Lancers were outgained
by the Mustangs. 481 to 149.
They were led by Andrev. Ross. who
gained 73 yards on five cames. and McGugan
scrambling five times for 13 yards In the air.
McGugan was 2 for 9 with two completions.
Cecile caught both of the passes for 47 yards.
Defensively for the Lancers. Nick Lavalle

picked up the Western fumble. and Rick
Dugal picked off one of Gaffney's passes.
"'Theladsknowwhathappened.··
Musselman
said "They have got to learn that the game
...,illnot always go their way.··
The Lancers hope the play will be more to
their liking this Thursday night when they
take on the Laurier Golden Hawks for Laurier's
homecoming game.
Things will not be any easier for the
Lancers. as the Hawks are tied with Windsor
for second place. and the winner will surely
have a stranglehold on the position.
At stake. then. is the right to host the first
round playoff game.
Musselman 1s quick to state the obvious.
··we still have a lot going for us:· he said.

Lancerettesoccer team
continuesto struggle
by Brian LeClair

Unfortunately for the women·s soccer
team. a different week did not produce a
different result
This time. under very difficult weather
conditions on their home field. the Lancerettes
dropped a tough, 3-2 decision to the league
leading Western Mustangs.
"'We played very well.·· head coach Gord
Caldwell said.
··we missed a few chances. and hit the
crossbar on a free kick. We also missed a few
semi-breakaways.··
However, the fact that the Lancerettes
played the Mustangs. champions of the league
last year. so tough is quite a positive sign.
"We know we can play with them:·
Caldwell said.
Western struck \'ery quickly in the game.
and were ahead 2-0 by the thirty minute
mark.
However, the Lancerettes came back
with a vengeance just two minutes later. as
Diane DeMarchi scored the Lancerette goal.

Western then came back with another
goal nine minutes into the second half. to
make the score 3-1.
With five minutes left. Wendy Sngley,
who played a fine game in the midfield. took
the ball. and dribbled past a wave of Mustang
defenders.
She then spotted tea.mm ate Joanne T rikoulis.
who had no problem putting the ball past the
Western goalkeeper to account for the final
:::core.
The loss leaves the Lancerettes with a 2-4
record. but in the remarkably close OUAA
standmgs. that leaves them tied for the
coveted third place spot
.. After the top two teams, ifs pretty
balanced.·· said Caldwell. "Whoever is hot
on a given day wins.··
The Lancerettes next face the McMaster
Marauders at home on Sunday at 1:00. and
then must travel to Western next Wednesday
for a rematch with the Mustangs.
.. We· re looking ahead to two points against
Mac. and at least something at Western,"
Caldwell said.
"'Ifwe can get that, we would be in good
shape.··
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Lancersoccerteamtrapped Iin seriousgoalscoringdrought
by Scott A. Pattison

The Lancer soccer team islearning
the hard way what can happen if a
soccer team cannot cash in on its
chances.
In their last two games, Windsor
has dominated the play, but has only
a tie to show for it
.. Our goal scoring has dried up in
the last two games," said a disappointed Lancer coach Pat McNelis.
In a road game against frontrunning Laurier two weeks ago, Windsorlost 1-0. The Lancers had many
golden opportunities but failed to
capitalize on them.
The same problem again haunted
them in their game last Wednesday,
at home against the tough W estem
Mustangs.
Fortunately, the resultswere much
more encouraging this time out, as
the Lancers walked away from the
game with a 0-0 tie, and one point
better in the standings.
"We should have blown them
out, if not for their goaltending in
the last twenty minutes of the second
half," McNelis said.

"Our midfielders are doing a
great job defending, but in tum, they
have forgotten their needed offensive
abilities in recent weeks."
This week, the Lancers have
also had to deal with a scheduling
problem that could work to their
disadvantage.
Earlier in the season, a game
against Ryerson was scrapped because
the Rams could not supply a field.
The Rams have suggested that the
game be replayed this Friday, just
before the Lancers play a pair of

weekend home games.
This scenario does not impress
McNelis.
"There 1sno way that any sports
team can play three games in three
days without the fatigue factor coming
into play," he said.
"I would rather have us play the
one game for the whole shot-four
points."
McNelis admits this is a risky
proposition, as a loss of four points
to the cellar-dwelling Rams would
hurt the Lancers much more, but he
seems willing to risk it to protect his
players.
The convenor of the OUAA's
West Division will have to settle the
issue at a later date.
Meanwhile. last week's action
leaves the Lancers with a 5-1-1
record, and solid position in second
place.
They have four home games
remaining, and three on the road
Windsor next sees action this
Saturday, entertaining Ryerson, and
Sunday, when they face McMaster,
again at home at South Campus
Field. Game time for both matches
is 1:00.0

Bill Laimbeer fields questions tough NBA season in the competitive
from an inquisitive reporter.
Central Division.
Though the Pistons will not
The Detroit Pistons held a play an exhibition game in Windsor
media day to kick off their training this year, they are holding practices
camp held here at the University open to the public until October
of Windsor, in preparation for the 16.
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UNBELIEVABLE
TECHNOLOGY!

• Full Colour Reproductions while you wait!!
• Your choice of paper or transparency for
overhead projection, displays, overlays,
• Digital sizing from 50-150%.
• We can meet most any Photographic need.

Inquiries Welcome

BELIEVEIT!

YOU CAN WIN A TRIP TO JAMAICA WITH

Portraiture . Wedding
Pubhc1tv
Commercial.
Industrial. Product
Modelling.
Composites/
Portfolios
Custom Darkroom Services
Graphic Design
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Windsor. Ontario N9A 41<2
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SOUNDING OFF
When I was a young lad ( many ice ages
ago). my father and uncle used to kidnap me
for an afternoon, and take me to Detroit to
take in sports events.
I remember all too well my first Tiger
game, and the extra inning heroics by my
soon-to-be· hero, Willie Horton.
And the Red Wings. Ah yes, how was I to
know that one day I would be an obsessed
Wings fanatic. It was these moments which
my father and uncle were hoping to embed in
my growing conscious.
Well, it worked. Not a day goes by that I
don't wake up with sports on my mind, or lay
my head down at night without mulling over
in my mind the day's sporting events This is
the career that I have chosen to tackle Sports Journalism.
But as I have progressed along the road of
sports, I have come to realize that not all is
acceptable in this young boys' world of play.
Having approached the professional market
in Detroit for amateur press passes in recent
years, I have been faced with an uphill battle.

concerning student press credentials, where
are the aspiring sports writers supposed to
apprentice the craft. if not within the professional circle"?
This is not to say that amateur sports
coverage is not <:ia valuable learning experience,
but it goes without mention that I can learn
more from the professional experience than I
can from the amateur scene.
For the last two years. I have dedicated
my spare time to covering the Red Wings' onice adventures. I have spent my own monies,
which are considerable, all for the quest for
experience.
Last October, I took the day off from
school, as well as my job, to drive two hours
to Flint to pursue training camp interviews.
This was all attempted in the hopes of
obtaining. again, more experience.
The list goes on and on, sports fans, and it
is about time that the professional ranks, and
their front office hierarchies, come down off
their pedestals and be humbled.
I do not receive any gratuities for my

Now that hockey season is under way,
it's time for a quiz on some of the players and
happenings that made last year so memorable.
Since we 're just getting broken in to thinking
about the sport, this first quiz is an easy one.
I) The plus-minus statistic measures how
many goals for versus how many goals
against are scored while an individual is on
the ice. Of the ten leaders in this stat last
year, five were Oilers and four were Flyers .
Who was the tenth, and which team does he
play for?
2)Which goalie spent the most time in the net
last year?
3 )Seven players reached the one-hundred
point plateau last year. Which of them failed
to make the playoffs"?
4) Which team scored the fewest goals in the

Many professional teams such as the Lions
and Maple Leafs have doneaway with amateur
press passes completely.
After confronting several similar situations,
one becomes used to disappointment But
last week was the last straw. The Detroit Red
Wings organization, which m past years has
~ ~.. iben ceopwati\'ein
this manner,
has decided to discontinue the amateur press
pass program. This is it! It's time to air my
frustration.
Now. if all major sports franchises around
the country follow these identical guidelines

time. as well as the many others who write for
campus newspapers. Therefore, it is about
high time that these teams in our community
begin to recogni1e publicity, regardless of its
status.
The first four ;tears of m associations
within.the sports community ha\C been rattier
good. But if this narrow-minded philosophy
of The Detroit Red Wings organization
catches on. they will have mc~itably bitten
the hand which provides the public information
concerning their team!
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league last season?
5) Which team had the fewest goals scored
on them last year?
6) Which netrninder had the most shutouts,
and how many did he tally?
7) Gretzky and Lemieux led the league in
scoring last year, but they also took the most
shots. Which sharpshooter had the best aim.
with the highest percentage of goals per shot?
8) The Detroit Red Wings were the most
improved team last year, increasing their
point total by 38 over the previous season.
Which team suffered the worst decline, with
21 points less than 85 86?
9) Who sat out the most penalty minutes over
the course of the 86-87 campaign?
10) Which players led the league in each of
the following powerplay categories: most
goals, most assists, and most points?
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EATS

429 Ouellette

THE NEW STUDENT GATHERING

l

\
'~

PLACE

World's Greatest Texas Style Burger
(1/2 lb of beef)
3.95 with fries and condiments
Only $2.95 with Student I.D.

.

DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY
7 NIGHTS A WEEK

TOP40

& MORE

Our restaurant and dance floor are open
'til 4am on Fridays and Saturdays
Mon-Thurs 9pm to 1 am (No cover, no minimum)
Fri·Sat 9pm·1 am $3.00 cover ($2 with I. D. card)
1 am-4am $5 cover ($3 with I. D. card)
Get your G.W. I.D . card for special V.I.P. treatment!

~...._m!'~~~~~~~~
SPAGHETII EATING CONTEST

f

Wednesday, October 21, 7:00pm

YOU BRING THEAPPETITEWE PROVIDETHE BIB

I~.-..t?~~~--

Call to reserve your plate

HALLOWEENBASH-FRI. & SAT. OCT. 30,31

OPEN UNTIL 4:00am
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WOliDPliOCESS/Nfi
CENTRE
.••lioom103.0n,.,,erslty
Centre

•

$1.50 PER PAGE
24 HOUR SERVICE

PAPERS,THESES, REPORTS...
CALL EXT.3230 OR 973 - 7024
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POLLING STATION
LOCATIONS
FOR

OCT. 28/87
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty
.

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

BY-ELECTION

Arts
Business Administration
Education
Engineering
Human Kinetics
Law
Science / Math
Social Science

will vote at
will vote at
will vote at
will vote at
will vote at
will vote at
will vote at
will vote at

Leddy Library
Business Building
Education Building
Essex Hall
St. Denis ( H/ K)
Law Building
Erie Hall
University ~entre

• Students will be eligible to vote
ONLY at their designated polling
station; according to their Faculty
(see above list).
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT
Geoff Bastow(Chief Electoral Officer)
at SAC on the 2nd floor University
Centre.
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Intramural Soccer
Another exciting week of men's soccer began on October 5,
with Grad Engineering facing off against the CSA
The first half started slowly, as the short staffed Grad team
attempted to stall. Eventually, the CSA opened the scoring,
when Reg Siu tucked the ball into the comer of the net on a two
man breakaway. Jackey Chan then scored his second goal in
two games to make the score 2-0 for the CSA
Finally, late in the half, the Grad Engineering team broke
onto the scoreboard on a great solo effort by Mosen Sapasi.
That was as close as the game would get, however, as the
only goal in the second half belonged to the CSA's Chan. The
final score ended at 3-1 for the CSA
The second game had the Law team visitingthe Engineering
Rock Stars. It was just barely underway when Frank Raeioppo
scored on the first shot of the game, a long drive that bounced
off the goal post and in.
Later on, Raeioppo tallied his second of the game and Steve
Doyle added two more Law team goals to make the score 4-0 at
the half.
The Rock Stars then traded a goal by Ralph DiCienzo and
a Law team goal by Ivan Kovac to make the final score 5-1 for
the Law team.
The action continued Thursday, as the Rock Stars took on
The Boys. This game was tough throughout but Greg
Schooley scored an early goal for The Boys, and they added
another by Lou Atherton for a 2-0 final and The Boys' first win
of the season.
The second game Thursday saw the Law team matched
against the Internationals. The Law team scored first, on a goal
by Hugh Marshall. Steve Doyle added another for the Law

team, and Marshall scored a third goal befor the half ended.
The score remained at 3-0 until late in the second half,
when a penalty shot was awarded to the Internationals, and Jim
Thomson found room between the goalie's legs to narrow the
deficit to 3-1. Thomson scored again to cut the lead further, but
the Internationals were able to hold on.
Leading scorers so far in the league are Stephen Au of the
CSA, and Steve Doyle of the Law team with four goals apiece.
Tied for second with three goals are Jacky Chan, Jim Thomson
of the Internationals, and Frank Raeioppo of the Law team.
Turkey Shoot

This year Campus Recreation held two turkey shoots. The
first one was on October 7th in the fieldhouse, and the second
one was held the following day at Old St Denis.
What is a turkey shoot, you ask? Shooting arrows at a
turkey target? Being the first to gun down a turkey we set free?
Of course not
Participants were given ten basketball free-throw shots
aiming for an unknown goal. If this "magic number'' was
reached they would be eligible to win a turkey for Thanksgiving.
Participants just dropped by and tested their shooting skill.
There were a wide range of scores from 10 of 10, to, well, very
good efforts.
The winners of the turkeys were MarkZega, who hit our
magic number, and Jennifer Jurakowsky, who hit the other
magic number of 3.
The prize for best shooting percentage went to Colleen
Hogan who hit 10 of 10. Right behind her was Blaine Rankin,
Tracey James, Patrick Maguire, Carn White, Tracey Rose,
and Anthony Poluck.

Congratulations to all the winners, and we'll see you next
year.

"CRPOTW"
Congratulations to our •campus reckers' for the past two
weeks. They are Jennifer Hebert for the week of September 2127, and Mark Nichols for September 28 October 4.
Hebert was chosen for her fine participation in September
24th's 18-hole Golf tournament at Roseland Golf Club. She
also was the winner of the "9 Hole Female Low Prize."
Nichols was honoured for his tremendous involvement with
Intramural Co-ed Volleyball. He is the co-ed volleyball
manager and still finds the time to play on his own team.
U niversity of Wind sor Sports Co uncil
The University of Windsor Sports Club Council held its
first meeting of the year on October 6th. This council is made
up of all the University of Windsor's Sports Oubs.
All of the clubs have started their meetings, except for the
Women's Self Defense Club, who will be holding their
registration for this semester's session soon. If you are
interested in any of the clubs, and would like more information,
call the Campus Recreation office at ext 2456 or leave a
message in the Campus Ree office.
The Judo Club will be attending tournaments at the end of
October and the beginning of November, while the Karate
Club will be travelling to T e!Ulessee for a tournament The
Taekwan Do Club will be participating in a tournament on
November 21 st at KeMedy High School.
The next meeting of the council will be held in November. If
any clubs would like to join, please contact Julie Grona or Suk
Ping Cho, Supervisor of Sports Clubs, at the Campus Ree
office.

LancergolfteamwinsOUAAtitle
Continued from page 19.
prove to the rest of the OU AA that last year's
title was more than just a fluke.
But perhaps, most important to the Lancer
team, they wanted to give a little present to
their coach, since they knew that this year
was to be his last as head of the team.
''It's more of a treat this year to win it for
our coach," Stlouis said .
Perhaps the only disappointment of the
tournament was that St Louis fell just short
of claiming the individual championship.
He finished one shot back of Toronto>s
Mike French,when French parred the eighteenth
hole after St Louis narrowly missed a birdie
attempt on the same hole.
"lt is still killing me not to have won a
gold ... he said. "But our team won two gold
medals ( in the last two years) so that's not too
bad.··
This tournament concludes St Louis'

golf career, one filled with great memories of
his relationship with coach Miles.
"You're not going to find a better guy on
this planet," St. Louis said.
As for coach Miles, he feels the same way
about his star player and team leader.
"Matt was instrumental in our team's
success,·• Miles said. " He's also very popular
throughout the OUAA."
The departure of both St. Louis and
Miles at the same time could prove to be a
blessing in disguise for the Lancer golfprogram.
Only Chris Karpala and Dirk Gebhardt
will return to the team, and a new coach
would likely be very beneficial at this point
Miles knows exactlx. who he would like to
fill his shoes.
"I am going to recommend St Louis to
take over," Miles says." He's got that certain
something that gets respect."
St Louis feels he is ready for the challenge.

-- ---

FOOTB AL L

"Golf is not a team sport, like basketball,
but I'd like to take over. It's not in my hands,
but I think I can handle the golf team."
As for Miles, he has virtually no regrets,
having won four golds and four silvers in the
last eleven years, and giving Lancer golf new
respectability in an era of tremendous improvement around the OUAA
"We were the RMC of the OUAA, but
we turned it around."
He refuses to take much credit for the
success, however.
"They're already good when they come
to me," he said. "I just teach them how to
win."
Of all of his memorable moments, perhaps
his proudest occured just last year. when the
Lancers won their gold medal. and SL Louis
won the gold for his fine individual play.
"It's the only time I had tears in my
eyes, .. he said. 0

Western
Laurier
Windsor
McMaster
Guelph
Toronto
York
Waterloo
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Saturday's Results
Western 36 Windsor 7
Laurier 54 McMaster 11
Thursday Game
Windsor at Laurier, 7:00 p.ITL

,

Saturday Games
W estern at McMaster, 2:00 p.m.
York at Waterloo, 2:00 p.m.
Toronto at Guelph, 2:00 p.m.
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University of Windsor
rugby style jerseVS !
Oct. 15-17
~o
The Colour Purpl e
Prick Up Your Ears C
•···· ·I

;t_r::;~~ 7

Oct 17
Purpl e Rain

J pm
9 10pm

Midni ght

Oct 18-20
Brother Fro m Anot he r Plan et

\.rr.•ou,r==:J
,.,~~.~~

Da rsu Uza Ia

rr.•ouu ._---]

7.00 pm
9· Opm

~~·~

Oct 21
. Down By Law ~:m•.,.-,.,.,
7:00p m
My Beautiful Laundre tt e [i · · · j 9 30 pm
Admission Prices
Adu lts ( 18 & ove r)
Youths (13 to 17)
Child ren ( 12 & under)
Golde n Age(65& over)

$4.0 0
$3.50
$2.50
$ 1.00

NOW ONLY

$39.98
These super tough 100%cotton rugby ierseys are
custom made exc us1velyfor Johnson Sporn , by
Barbarian sportswear. They feature a double
loop raped placket anchored at the base. heavy
cotton dr II collar and rubber buttons. These
longweanng canad1an·made c1ass1csfeaturing
the Un1vers1ty'sofficial colours and emblem are
regular y priced at S49 98. But now for
Christmas. Johnsons 1sfeatur ng thf'm at only
$39.98. Don't miss this chance to show your
school sp1r1tat a good savings Or1 y at Johnsons

VISIT OUR COMPLETE CAMPUS
DEPARTMENT,

featuring: Sweats , Tee Shirts,
Shorts & Knapsacks

l

1

.

1

1

Windsor s Allernahve Cinema
604 Erie SI E
Windsor . Ontario
(519) 253-0051

---------------··-------------·--

5909 Wyandotte E t2 blocks from Jefferson! 945-3434
Mon· Thurs 9-6 Fri 9-9 Sat 9·5 Visa. Mastercard & American Express.
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Working hard doesn't mean giving up comfort and style. For
the quality and fit you want, there's only one choice: Levi's Red
Tabs.501's for men, 531'sfor women. And they last as long as
memories. Mark's Work Wearhouse carries Levi's RedTabs in
a full range of styles and sizes. And this semester, at any Mark's
Work Wearhouse store, your student card lets you enter to win
one of 20 $1,000 scholarships* from Levi's and Mark's.
Levi's 501's for men. $44.95
Levi's 531's for women. $42.95
* No purchase necessary. See your local Mark's Work
Wearhouse for details.

$1,000 SCHOLARSHIP DRAW ENTRY FORM
Toenter, drop this form off at any Mark's Work Wearhouse store
prior to November 15,1987.

W WfZarhou1fZ
ma,k~Work

More than just great workwear.

Name _____
_ _ ______
Address ___________
Telephone _______
Universitvt College or
Technicafmstitufe ___

~----_ ______

Student 1.0. ______
______

_____

_
_
_

Draw will be made December 15. 1987 Winners must correctly answer a time-hm1ted skill lesting question

Agreementendssupportstaff strike

--

by Sharon Hill

contract that ended a twoweek support staff strike Saturday may delight studentsbut it failed to comfort disappointed custodial workers.
The first shift of custodians began to
clean the university at 11 :30 last Sunday
night, and kitchen staff and groundskeepers
returned to work Monday.
Members of Canadian Union of Publi~
Employees (CUPE) Local 1001 ratified the
two year contract by a 88-45 margin, but two
key issues - pensions and understaffing remain unresolved.
The new contract gives the 167 workers
wage increases of four percent during each of
the next two years. The pact also gives each
worker a $150 bonus.
But union members said they disliked the
contractbecause it did not includeimprovements
on the two issues.
The University of Windsor and CUPE
Local 100 l had reached a tentative agreement
Oct 16 after round-the-clock bargaining at a Universitv of Windsor support staff back on the job.
wntown hotel. The last contract expired
e 30
The university wants the union to negotiate

*

pension with ajoint committeethat represents
five campu s non-academic unions, but the
· union wishes to negotiate independently.
The average monthly pension of66 retirees is
$187.
The pension issue may remain unsettled
for a'few months said CUPE Local 1001

president Nick Kokic.
A,ltbougb the waion and the Wliv~ty

have not set a deadline, they agreed to have a
Ministry of Labour official mediate talks
between them, he said. The final ratification
of the contract will be postponed until the two
sides reach some agreement on the pension
issue.
The contract does not includeimprovements
in another key issue: understaffing. Since

custodian. "The longer you're off, the more
money you lose," he said.
"They're jellyfish," said another custodian.
"They were militant for three days ... then,
they went home to watch the (ball games)."
Kokic wished his union members had
been more united.
"The strike didn't go that well," he said.
"We have some internal political problems.''
Kok.ic said this weakened the union's
position because the university knew about
the politi.,;al and uiOfale difficultias ... They
preyed on the weakness of our people,·• he
said.
Unlike other union workers. the 21 maids
welcomed the new contract which will give
them wage parity with the custodians by the
second year of the contract. Kokic said the
raise was simply equal pay for equal work.
and predicted the university will gradually
integrate the two jobs.
Cooks and cafeteria workers also received
a pav increase. The contract increases the
Lance photo by Nick Cocclato

1972 , the University ha s added six buildings

whiie cusrooi.al and housekeeping departments
have lost 31 people, Kokic said. "The University really took a stand," he said "They
didn't hire extra people.'·
Many union members voted for the contract
despite these two unsettled issues to avoid a
long and expensive strike, said disappointed
workers.
·'What choice did we have?" asked one

wages of the cooks by$1.00 per hour, and the
wages of the general cafeteria workers by 22
cents per hour.
Ko.lac says tlie contract also includes a
prepaid leave plan offered by the university.

The plan allows workers to take a six month
to one year leave of absence if they set aside a
percentage of their wages beforehand. Kokic
said already a few people who want to travel
to Europe have asked him about it
University negotiator Frank Eastham could
not be reached for comment on the contract D

SACelectionprocedures
revampedto preventabuses
by John Stout

weeping changes have been
made to procedures for the
upcoming by-election in an
attempt to correct what was
seen in the·past as a system
open to abuses.
This year's Chief Electoral Officer (CEO)
of Students' Administrative Council, Geoff
Bastow, has used last year's questioning of
procedures as a mandate to implement a new
voting formula
"I would like to assure students that this
will be a fair election and that any improprieties
by a candidate won't be tolerated," said
Bastow.
Each faculty will have its own polling
station, complete with a list of eligible voters.
Bastow said. He said this will ensure students
will not vote more than once.
Last year a Lance reporter voted at seven
different stations to prove how easy it was,
but now once a person is crossed off the list
voting again will be impossible. Bastow said.
This system may lead to a lower voter
turnout but will ensure a more valid result, he
said.
In addition, polling stations will have
workers provided by Employment Canada
rather than students. the CEO said.
"I went off campus to ensure there were
no improprieties on the part of workers at the
polls," he said. Voters will also be able to
vote in the privacy of a booth as they do in
government elections, he said.

The locks on the ballot boxes have been
replacedthis year andonly he anda member·

of the Electoral Monitoring Committee have
access to them, Bastow said. After the
election the boxes will be kept in an undisclosed
location until council orders the ballots destroyed.
Bastow said the ballots will be numbered
this year. Designated sequences will be
allotted to polling ~tations and each ball.:>t
will have to be accounted for after the
election. He said a ballot not in the sequence

for the designated poll will be made invalid.
''This system will provide me with an account
of each ballot and insure against any ballot
stuffing."
Bastow said he let all candidates know
the rules this year will be enforced and any
improprieties made by a candidate will be
dealt with swiftly and firmly. The candidates
will have to hand in a spending report by Oct
27 and account for all spending including

SAC's aew Womea'1 Comml11ioner, Jaalee Daxaer, tries out aew offlce.

parties and T-shirts, he said. The candidates
will also have to remove all campaign material
from the campus by midnight the same day.
They will have until Nov. 4 to contest the
election re~ults.
''My neck's on the line, so I won't tolerate
any impropreties in this by-election," said
Bastow.

· Lance photo by Tom Pidgeon
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at the M ette Gollely,

lh:i8rs1ol dng Canal Knov.4dge~
Mackenzie Hall 3277 Sonctwlch. ForInfo

coll 977-6564
Unlll Novi .

-Mists c:.>crwn
Morl<ovlc and Undo Racodepaoli offe< a
mbced media pmsentattonat Common Ground.1233 University
Ave. W. For Info call 252-6855.
llnltt Nov. 11
-Original Prints by Sue Bien Gerritsen at 55 Petert:>oroGolleiy,
Detroit. Gallely hours are Fri.•Sat .•and Sun.• 1-5 pm. For more
Into coll 31~1-1428.

Fttday, Ocl 23 and Saturday, Oct 2A
-Gina Lort Riley Dance Pelformances at 9 pm at the Pitt St.
Studio Theatre, 384 Pitt St. E.ficketsareS6.00. Call977-5438 for
tickets and Info.
latufday , Ocl 2A
- The English Dept. will host a reception for 2 of North
America's most outstanding authors from 3:3(}5:30 In the
Vanier Student Lounge. Al Purdy and Dianne Wakoski are part
of the Borderlines festival and will read from their works at 7:30
pm In the auditorium of the Art Gallery of WindSO<

MUSIC
Fttday, Oct 23
- "Life • a Musical Revue" ls in the theme of the 9th Annual
Gala Evening at the Qeary Auditorium in support of the
Hospice of Windsor. flCketsare $35 Formore lnfocall 254-7288

Saturday , Oct 2A
- The jazz-rock violinist. Jean Luc Ponty from France will be
performing at Detroifs Masonic Temple at 8 pm. Tickets are
S17.SOUS at Masonic Box office

lilonday, Oct 26, Nov 2, Nov 9
- The Boperotors (the ex-Dougalls) In the Subway pub

Tuesday, Oct 27
-The~ndsor~~thAnnlversory~lebratlonfeatures
the Incomparable Victor Borge at 8 pm. Tickets are $60 with a
$30 tax recfept. Fortickets call 973--1238

Monday, Oct 26
- Iona and YM~ present Mr. Don Snyder speaking on
"Sudan-Marthe
Famine". HetravelledtoSudanasNatlonal
President of Canadian Save the Chlldren Fund, and will be
speakln at 7:30 at 208 Sunset.
Thursday , Oct 29
- The National ~.
of Women and the Law presents
Kathleen A Lahey speaking on "Feminist Struggles in Law
Schoor' with guest speakers Mory Jane Massman and Shetlo
McIntyre at 7 pm 1nMoot Court Room. Everyone welcome chlld care provided
Thursday , Oct 29
- History Club and Dept. presents Dr Michael Bliss(U of T.)a
distinguished professor of Canadian History and "Northern
Enterprise". He will give a talk and slide show on "A History of
Canadian Business" Co-sponsored by SSS. SAC. CSS. The
presentation is 1n the Blue Room. Unlv ~ntre at 7 30

Saturday , Oct 2A
-CJAM Pledge Drive Spectacular featuring DeJaVooDoo
(MantreaO. the Dick Van Dykes (Hamilton) and the Rhythm
MISSIOO(Vancouver)

Tuesday, Oct 27
-Bottoms Up. 126 Ouellette is featuring D.J Leibowitz and
fierce Bad Rabbits with Hovis at 8 pm. Admission 1s$4.00.

Saturday , Oct 31

- Detrolfs "Best Dance Band'' (Metro nmesAward) "The
Layabouts" will highlight the Subway Hallowe'en Party .

lhwsday , Oct 29
-WhlspeJS. 655 Universityw D.J Leit:,o,,.,,itz
performs again this
time for the Lance. Please come. For info can 253-4060 and
ask for Rob or Laura
Wednesday , Oct 21
- "Mr. 8" plays his boogle-woog ie piano 1n the Subway.
Mernoon and evening performances.

Thursday , Oct 22 and Friday, Oct 23
- Cliff Eriksontwo nights only with guest sets by local musicians
in the Eriksonmode . The Sub.......ay

FUTURE COMPUTER
pe rs onal & b usi ne ss systems
Campu t f!r5

'AttentionAll UniversitvStudents
''HaveWe GotA DealFor You!''
MODEL : PC / AT
IIM
PC / A T C OMPA

MODEL: PC/XT TURBO
I BM PC /XT C OMPA TIBLE
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PLUSTHESEACCESSORIES
• Amber Monitor
• 30m hard disk/ with controller
• Printers (star NX1o& Epson LX 800)
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$145
$499

$299

We Also carry Software For
IBM Commodore Computers-Call Us For Details

$50.00 OFF FOR A COMPLETESYSTEM
(w ith proof o f Ad and Stude nt Ca rd)
Ma in Off ice
181 Tecumse h Rd. W.

256-6886

Bran c h Offi ce
1715 Wyand otte W.

252-0097
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candidates
KEN ALEXANDER

DAVID UTILE

STEVE FARRELL

DOUG STEELE

What did you see as the
biggest issues facing U of W
students this year, and what
other issues would you like to
see as part of the agenda?

The basic issue and the biggest
issue has to be a restoring of the
credibility of student government
You have to implement some effective changes. Number one: complete
review and amending of bylaws
into one coherent package. Number
two: financial accountability. No
major outlays of money without
competitive bids in writing.
Accessibility of student government In order for SAC people to
be accessible regular office hours
have to be maintained. As president
l will make sure regular office hours
are kept by me as well as the vicepresident.
Meal card money in residences
- if money isn't used it shouJd be
credited to the next year or other
University expenses.

The thing that I'm going t.> be
basing it on is accountability of
SAC. "None ofthis loose ends."
"We're going to have to account for
everything we do."
We're going to have to get a
quality link between the university,
the students, and SAC. "I think
we've lost that link."
I'm really goin to go off on this
thing of going with the students.
You have to listen to the students
and keep them informed. We have
to set up something to make the
students a part of the University.

SAC's accountability to them
because of what went on. The first
thing I would so is publish financial
statements from SAC in the Lance.
Advertise student services so people
know what's av{lilable.
Accessioi.lity-most studentsdon't
feel they can make an appointment
with the SAC president. A lot of
people think SAC is a little clique
of individuals up in their ivory
tower, I'd like to change that.
Parking - There's nothing that
anyone can really promise about
parking. It's up to the University
administration and the city council.
I think we should go around and get
three to five thousand student signatures to show how serious we are.
We should be more consistently
vocal on this issue during the year.

Financial accountability to th
students. They're paying 90,
plus a year and they don't kno
where their money is going.
It's time that SAC went from
boardroomand bade to the cl~
I think it ii; time that SAC becarni~
students' government again.
A more viable off-campus housing program, new program of committees' structure to get students
more involved in SAC. The students
have to have someone they can
approach who has credibility with
the administration so that when a
student approaches them with a
situation it can be dealt with without
red tape and also parking.

Do you think the SAC's executive'spresent structure (vicepresident positions) is worth
the extra $36,000 it costs?
What changes. if any, would
you like to see made?

I haven't been in the SAC cabinet
so J can't determine whether they
have enooghtolteep them busy. but
if they' re being paid full-time wages
they should keep full time office
hours. rve read the job descriptions
and in them there is an adequate
amount of work for each person to
do, but in reality it's often different
from the optimum. If as president, I
see they' re not doing enough work I
would try to combine two of the
positions.

That's one of the things I'm
going to be going with. The work
might be there - Tdon•t lhinlc 1tis. I
think the positions have been set up
to put more people in there. I think
SAC office should be cleaned up a
bit I think these should be elected
positions rather than appointed.

I feel it's too large. I think it
shoulfbe cut down, and I think the
salanes shouJd be rolled back. The
president's should be rolled back to
$12,000 and the others decreased
in relation to that

I think its too early to say ·yes'
or ·no'. A lot of people have be
pulling up the slack for presen
positions. It's only been 3 monJis ...
well summer too. It's too early
see what type of changes must
made. "Rome wasn't built in
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As president of SAC you
would be chair of the Student
Media Corp. Many feel this
board 1sin great need of restructuring, what would you like
to see accomplished?

The media has to be independent
As far as their independance goes
they must still be Jinked to SAC in
that they rely on them for fundmg.
Improvements can be made in the
existingstructure by smallincrements.
You have to be independant editorially, but financially the media are
dependent on the students' administrative council.

What is your favourite sixties
T V. show and why?

Lost in Space because I liked
June Lockhart and because of Dr.
Smith.

I'm not familiar with the board.

The Bugs Bunny/Roadrunner
Show The coyote can never seem
to get on top, even though he tries
and tries.

I

day."

Their funding isn't as good as it
should be, perhaps we should have
a fundraising drive toward that I'm
not really aware of their structure.

Get Smart-the completely different angle Don Adams had to
each event. It was an ori~al.

The way it is the media s ·
should have the majority. Being
member of SAC doesn't mean y,
know the areas of news or radio.
think there should be a student a
large.

.The Monkees-four
crazy guys.

A quick ~ance at the other councilseats up for ~abs

by Lance newstaff'

Two-way races are shaping up for both
the Senate and social science representative
positions.
Fourth year social science student Paul
Brisebois an4second-year economics student
Aurelio Roncone are competing for the Senate
post
Brisebois sees the most important student
issues in the Senate as being early registration
and student evaluations.
"It's still up in the air," he said when
asked whether there would beearly registration,
but he felt early registration could help the
administration avoid some of the overcrowding
and accomodation problems they had at the
beginningof this semester.
"Had you had early registration there
could be more planning done for second

semester."
Brisebois said he will fight for the publication of student evaluations. "We do it, we put
time out, we pay for it and we never see
them," he said.
Two other areas of concern for Brisebois
are parking and SAC relations with the
University's Senate.
He said the recurring problem of parking
will only become worse when the Faculty of
Education building is repatriated.
"The most cynical approach to this is
police. They get their quota for tickets within
the first couple weeks of a month," he said.
Brisebois said the "reactionary nature"
of the senator position means most of the
time you are trying to influence professors on
policy rather than initiate it.
"I am one individual with about 35
professors in there who have a definite idea of

where they want the university to go," he
said. "If they don't respect you and allot you
some credibility you aren't going to get
anywhere."
Roncone said he will be a vocal senator
and will make himself available to hear
student concerns. He also sees professor
evaluations as a major concern.
"The hard work comes in the Senate," he
said. "He should ensure student issues don't
come last on the agenda."
Roncone is going to be accessible to
students.
"I will publicize the fact that I will hold
office hours to hear student concerns," he
said. "I want a student senator newsletter to
be sent to the student body."
Roncone said it is important for professor
evaluations to be publicized, especially for
the benefit offirst-year students who have no

wild and

prior knowledge of the teaching staff.
"Students do have minds," he said. "
Students are not given enough credit to make
objective evaluations."
The Social Science representative post is
being contested by two second-year political
science students Lisette Daignault and Saverpierre Maggio.
Daignault is the only woman running for
a contested position in this by-election.
"There's under-representation of women
on SAC," she said. "The thing I find unfortunate is that the women who are on SAC
Council aren't vocal."
DaignauJt said she had three specific
areas of interest in SAC. She wants to get
involved in the media panel. she wants a
review of the Vi~president
positions and
she hopes to provide a better liaison between
SAC and Social Science students.
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Once again, University of Windsor undergrads
are faced with the unenviable task of selecting a
president for their student union from among a slew
of "generic" candidates. In fact, there seems to be
so precious little to choose from between the
would-be presidents that we at the Lance have
decided against endorsing the campaign of any one
particular candidate.
We hear the same old rhetoric from each: "responsibi lity," ',effective leadership," and this campaign's
favourite: "accountability." "Accountability stems
naturally from the dire lack of good financial
management exhibited by last year's executive
(which ultimately resulted in the need for a presidential by-election in the first place). All four mention
"accountability" as among the most important issues
in the election, three as the most important issue.
And while all aspire to be the one to lead Windsor
students to a tomorrow when SAC will be a respected

neceuarlly

and prosperous institution (and at the same time

thus far. One candidate is even touting himself as a

collect a$16,000 salary and beef up their resumes),
none really knew what the function of SAC' s Student
Media Corporation (S.M.C.) was, and what its present state of health is. It seems they're hoping for
great marks from students without doing their
homework.
S.M.C. is the board of directors of the Lance,
CJAM FM, and Centre Graphics (a SAC-run graphic
arts and resume shop). Over $200,000 is spent
each year in this department and yet none have
taken the time to investigate the operations and
problems in this, SAC's largest subsidiary (which
happens to be in great need of the executive's
attention).

"5th year graduate business student'' (according to
his posters) when he is in fact only beginning a
Special B. Comm. degree.
One thing we can reasonably hope is that the
new president, regardless of who might win, will not
tolerate the kind of personality games the present
executives seem to love to play.
More dirt has been swept out of the SAC office
this semester than ever before: three executives
are charged with breaching the students' trust and
are held liable for repayment of funds allegedly
dispersed illegally. The Womens' Commissioner
resigns and announces she may sue SAC for dis·
crimination. Where and when will it end?
October 28th in the SAC office, we hope. D
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On one hand, it is difficult to blame students for
not being interested in using their skills and talents
to provide fellow students with "effective leadership"
and a strong voice on the many issues facing
today's university students. What with the infamous
mark left on council after its recent bonus scandal it
is no wonder some would be shy of putting their
name on the president's door.
On the other hand, if they are not concerned
enough to ensure the person occupying the president's desk is competent and sincere about serving
students, then maybe it serves them right. After all,
nobody is going to force anyone to vote or run for
office-it takes interest and self-initiative.
Instead, we have a by-election in which it seems
the candidates are merely lusting after the comfy
salary, office and power endowed upon our president-or so it appears given the lack of original and
relevant content in campaign literature distributed

THE BLOODBOIL

KEVIN JOHNSON

Everylxx/vseemsto clamberin~
aboardthe 1 htlte Toronto'bandwaJ!on
The quesuon startled me.
.. What were the tifty-rlJ'Stst.aaers?"
My thousbts
raced back to the days when I was young. naive,
when the heady combination of rash confidenceand fear produced a
feeling of anxiety among my mates.
"I wasone~"
I heard me say. "We were those Canadians
who feared domination by the United States, then the foremost
imperialist power in the world."
Tunes sure had chanaed I could tell by the lookin his eyes that
Jean-Pierre hadn't really understood my answer. I felt bad, because I
knew he was worting oa a school project, and I did want to help.
"Then this was before the North American Accord,., he said.
"Actual)y, we were active for a long time after, too. It took ua a
while bdn we .realizedthat the U.S. wouldn't annex us or take us
over, or even just ruin our culture. Looking back, the past seems
inevitable, but it doesn't always lookthat way when you're living iL"
ffe Still lookedconfused, but at least he WU interested.
"rm surpriled your mum nevertokl you about my political past,"
I laughed. "It was bow we met."
"You'rw kidding me. You used to be a politician?" I tried to
intenupc, but he kept on. "Can 1 ask you some stuff?"
l explained that I hadn't actually ever been elected to anything.
but lib many Canadiansat the time, I could tell there were historic
changes in the offing.
''You see, a lot of us were tind of antsy about livingnext to a big
country like that, which spoke the same language and everything.As
a matter of fact, we used to import a lot of their culture. music; T.V.,
boob and stuff,just because it was easy and cheap."
Jean-Pierreknewbetter. "But they spoke Spanish, andwe speak
French."
"Thoseweft our secoad languages. Jean. In fact, even then, the

vast majority in both countriea spoke English." He scnobled some
notes. What kind of education was he getting, anyway?
"I suppose you know bow the fifty-firststaters got their name at

least?" I continued.
He nodded." From people sayingthey were afraid Canadawould
be made into the next state of the United States, right?"
"That's right But did you know that we never called ourselves
that? Only later did people start uaing that name.and that was
becauae the movement was bigger than any one 8fOUP.TIie term
~alist
never really covered all of us."
I thought bacl The opponents of the North American Accord
ranged from old-fashioned Canadian chauvinists to socialists and
others who claimed to have an "internationalist" approach that
wouldn't allow such cloee relations with one country. Howcould we
have been so wrong?
"What groupewereyou In. Dad? I know a oouple,the Council of
Canadians, the Coalition Against Free Trade, Canadians Loving
Canada. Did you know any famous people from then?"
I wonderedwhich names would impress him. "Sure, I met a lot of
the famous politicians and stuff. Who would you know? Pierre
Trudeau. Ed Broadbent, Bob White, Mel Hurtig. Mark Horsfall.."
"You knew all those people? Wow, why didn't you run for
office?"
I knew I bad dug myself in a little deep, and tried to extricate
myself as neatly as possible. "Well, I didn't know them. I just met
them. I was on the same side as them for a lot of things.
"I could never have gotten elected, Jay. Maybe I even bada
chance once, but I wrote this article insulting Toronto~
Iikept
coming backto haunt me. People kept saying I was pro-American,
and in those days in my crowd. that was the kiss of death.·•
He was disappointed. I think it was the first time that he realized

his old man wasn't perfect. wasn't always oo the right side of every
debate.
"Look, it's okay now to .i_udge
me and to S8l how wrong_wewere.
but look at the situation we were in. The U.S. was huge, the most
powerful nation in the world. They kept invading countriesevery
time you turned around. 11leirsysten, was evil, where your value was
based on bow much money you had. No wonder we were afraid to
become part of them!''
He knew it was a oop-out, and looked at me a little ooot.emptuously.
"How could you have been afraid? You should have knownCanada
was better and would win ouL You should have knows that the
example we set wowd mate the Americans want to join us."
I felt a flush of shame. "It's easy looking back, Jay. Hindailfit is
']J)/20vision.,but it seemed so certain. Even when the referendum
passed, some of my friendsfought to keep the Americans out. They
were scared it was some kind of trick to tab us over." He looked
disgusted. ••yep. even after we won.they were still afraid That's why
no one born in the United States has been elected prime minister yel
That fear that somehow, the tricky Americans will subvert us from
within, liftiers on."
"Bullshit" I was surprised at his tone more than his language.
"Look, Dad, some ofmy best friends are American, and they're as
much loyal Canadians as you and me."
He got up and turned on the television, but a speech by PrimeMiruster Mike Fox was on all four C. B.C. stations. He settled on the
all-Bruno Gerussi channel, just in time to catch the closing credits of
the Ions-running Soo of • Beachcomber.
I bear him mutter, "A$ if the Americans could water down our
culture."
TIie ffoneycomben began with Gerussi' s patented line: "To the
moon, eh, Alice?"O
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ApartheidtoPiCgood·tinie-killer?

II

by Paul R. Bailey
he recent Commonwealth
Heads of State Conference
in Vancouver brought South
Africa to the front page and
primetime again. Apartheid
was denounced by al~ sanctions were called
for by most and military aid was endorsed by
a few. The question of South Africa and
sanctions totally dominated the conference.
All of which prompts one to ask why is South
Africa, which isn't even a member of the
Commonwealth, so important to the Commonwealth?
SouthAfrica is so important to the Commonwealth precisely because it isn't a member. It
is the one thing that all of the member-states
are able to agree upon. Although Mrs. Thatcher
refused to go along with the other leaders'
ideas on South Africa she was more than
happy to spend most of the conference
talking about South Africa. This ability to
talk at great length about something of importance is immensely valuable to the Commonwealth as it saves its leaders from having to
face up to useful or embarrassing topics.

rrJ

Useful topics must be avoided as they
cost money and the member-states either
don't have any or don't want to give any
away, The exception which proves the rule is
the distant-learning university which the conference agreed to set up. It will be useful but it
will probably allow significant savings bv
having students stay in their home countries
for their higher education. It was such a good
idea that it was agreed to in a matter of
minutes and the leaders were left with fouran d.a.-,half(lays to go.
'
They could have used the time to discuss
the rights of native peoples in the Commonwealth, rather than in South Africa, but that
would have embarrassed Canada, Australia.
New Zealand and India.

horrid
Dear Editor:

I am writing with regard to the article
entitle<'."Fence sitters are just avoiding the
issues" Oct.8, 1987. Mr. Johnson states
there are not any innocent bystanders in a
strike, and he is correct Unfortunately, If eel
his article advocates that tr.e strikers are
forced into this horrid situation by a cruel,
unfair university board. He asks his readers
to review the flyer put out by the strikers.
This bothered me because at the beginning of
that same article he says he "doesn't intend
to list the demands of the union or the
university's offers." He seems to me to be
only givingvoiceto oneside of the disagreement
the strikers. Therefore, in my opinion, I feel
he might just as well have listed the strikers
demands. What are they asking for:
l. 32.5% pay hike- unrealistic when everyone
on campus has settled for 4%.
2. They give an example of a woman over 20
years experience who will only receive $136
per IT.oath when she retires this year. What
they don't tell you is:
a she has only paid int0 the pension plan for
half that time,
b. for part of that 11 years she took the
summers off and did not pay into the plan
for those months,
c. she is retiring 3 years earl) for which there
is always substantial penalties.
Also, the staff on campus fought for many
years to have a joint pension plan and finally
got it a few years ago. The custodians and
food workers in C. U.P.E. 1001 want to pull
out of that plan now and are making all the
other workers on campus suffer for gains they

This is where self-interest really started
to kick in. Britain didn't waJlt to have to
report to the world on ho.w she's been
progressing in politically hog-cyingand handing
over to totalitartian rule the six,miUion freefomow-people of Hong Kong.
Given Amnesty lntemational's recent
report that 33 out of 49 Commonwealth
countries are guilty of serious7'&uman rights
violations, human rights was obviously much
too embarassing to be discussed.
The conference coulcllm'li:Stewiewed its
success in economic development, except it
might have slipped out that black Africans
under white rule are financially better off
than black Africans under black rule. President
Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia illustrated this
nicely during his opening speech when, palm

hope to receive.
Finally, less than 1/2 of their total membership voted in the strike vote and less than 1/3
of the total membership voted in favour of the
strike.
I agree with Mr Johnson when he says
that a strike is the workers' only weapon in an
ongoing struggle with management for fairness
in living standards and working conditions.
My point of contention is this: after reviewing
what the strikers are asking for in their total
package, are their demands really fair or are
they asking too ml.eh? I feel they are asking
for too much and, therefore, we as a student
body should make every effort to get along
without the strikers, henceforth making them
review their position

Mary E. Donohue

haTJfJ_V
Dear Editor:
This letter is not only to the Editor, but I
hope that many students will read this script
As a student I would like to mention some
positive and supportive opinions.
In the midst of an awkward by-election,
Linda Frum's reports that slalll the University
of Windsor and rumors that slam myself, I
still like this university. There are people and
events that still shine on.
Some tried to tell me
thoughts they cannot defend
just what you want to be
you'll be in rhe end...
the Moody Blues
The Shinerama rep.). Brendan Thomson
(SAC V.P. Univ. Affairs) and all who helped.
The Career Fair was a success due to the
Commerce Society, SAC and Student Affairs.
Cathy Fera, Paula Beneteau and Donna

outstretched, he recited the continuing need
for aid. He quite rightly pointed out that these
low prices are caused by protectionist barriers
in industrialized countries but still couldn't
bring himself to call for free trade-free trade
countrying as two four-letter words in President Kaunda's dictionary. It also seems
likely that he wished to avoid embarassing
his host by uttering that dread phrase.
In a Commonwealth of one-party states,
democracy would have made for a rather
embarassing topic. Although I am certain a
lot of presidents~for-life would have been
fascinated to hear Mrs. T. brief them on the
system of democracy she has fashioned for
Hong Kong where a smaller percentage of
the population is entitled to vote than in
communist China
Tonus did a lot of work on Career Fair. V.P.
External Greg Thoman ano Neil "Boogie"
Ouditt helped Career Fair via SAC. The
SAC Orientation could have been better, but
Chris "I think I'm Kirk Gibson" McIntyre
(SAC V.P. Communications), a11da host of
SAC Executives,Chuck Blewett(Pub Manager),
Lindsey Mills ( the entertainment coordinator
that was fired) and other concerr,ed students
did their best to pull it together.
The clubs on this campus are active; with
special reference to AIESEC, CSA, MSA
and the Special B. Comm Club - with its
president Andre "Let's Go" Prennick I can't
forget to mention a first - the Campus
Liberals and PC's got together for an evening
of fun and socializing.
The Lancer Football team is doing well
(4-2), andthey needyour supportat Homecoming
(Oct 24) against the Waterloo Warriors.
The Lancerette teams look tough this year ac.;
well.
The Frosh were well orientated thanks to
Dr. Niewitecka Ph.D (Academic Advisory
Centre) rnd other staff and students who
helped in August
I am proud of my school and my student
government. As long as there are some who
care and work in my best interests as a
student, I will not let bad news or "dirty
laundry" ruin the whole picture.
In this by-election, please look for and
support a candidate who is appreciative and
concerned about YOU. Do not let the parties
or suitcoats fool you. Pick a candidate who
really knows SAC's potential Most of all,
pick a candidate who is not a wheeler-anddealer. No more games, no more ego boosting--let's get some work done. Do not let the
goo::idie, keep the spirit alive. rm voting for
Ken Alexander, I think he cares more about
you and me and less about his own ego. Time
to take a stand people. We need someone
new-yet experienced enough.

Kevin Williams, ART Ill

Definitely better to keep the spotlight
focused on South Africa.
In the end Brian the Mediator got an
agreement they all could sign. The agreement
confirmed that they all agreed that everyone
except Britain agreed to sanctions and such.
Britain, whose companies have a big stake in
South Africa, will keep right on trading with
South Africa; whose sales of gold and coal
profit greatly in the face of reduced competition
from South African mines. And, all the little
states that have nothing t.o lose will continue
to supPort sanctions: the leaders of the frontline states, who have no choice but to trade
with South Africa. can at least go home and
feel good about the fine speeches they delivered
calling for sanctions as they unwind with a
cold can of South African brewed beer. D

helTJful
Dear Editor:
On behalf of S.W.S.A and Insight we
would likf>to take this opportunity to thank
those campus-oriented groups that worked
along with us to make Opportunities '87' a
SUCC"'SS.

Primarily we would like to extend our
thanks to the Criminology Club who not only
assisted in funding, but also enthusiastically
promoted the Volunteer Fair. The Students
Administrative Cowicil as well as the Social
Scier,ce Society were very supportive in
supplying financial and promotional materials.
We also wish to thank CUPE 1001 for their
cooperation. Mary Loue Thibert the manager
of the University Centre and Todd Davis
were mosc helpful as well.
The involvemeut of the ·lforementioned
parties contributed greatly t<, the success of
the Volunteer Fair. Thank-}OU.

Linda Moore
S. W.S.A. Educational Coordinator
Caroline Camerte
Insight, President

Lettersto the Editorshould be limited
to 500 words or fewer: they may be·
submitted to the Lance office on the
second floor, UniversityCentre, at the
Lance mailbox in the SAC office, or in
the Lance mailbox at the Centre desk.
All letters must be typed, doublespoced, signed, and should include
the authol's telephone number.
The Lance reS8fV8sthe right to edit
all lettersfor space and libel. TheLance
also reservesthe right to refuseto publlsh
material of a sexist, racist, or homoph?bic nature.
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October 22. 1987. OOQe6.

Correction.

CitizenstaKea walk for Las Vueltas
by Sungee John

Nominations for Criminology Club B'fElection
were closed Oct. 9/87
rather than Nov. 9/87.

Travel Field Opportunity.

Gain valuable market·
1ng skills while earning
money Campus repre sentatives needed immediately for spring break
trips to Florida. Call Cam ·
pus Marketing at 1-800-

423·5264

SUNsati11al
ladilS'

Swi•r,ar

Sometimes your walking can be
good for other people's health.
Braving a miserable rainy day,
a group of over 80 individuals brought together through their commitment to a better life for the
people of El Salvador - gathered
for the first Windsor twin-city walkathon on Saturday Oct 17. The
effort was in aid of Windsor's sister
city, the village of Las Vueltas.
The walk, spoosoredby SalvAide,
commenced from Lanspeary Park
a l Okm route winding westward to
• Campbell Avenue and back to Lanspeary. It raised over $5,000 for
Las Vueltas.
"A good exercise for a good
cause," said Gladstone Wilson, a
graduate student in communication
studies. He called the walka "symbolic gesture for the people of El
Salvador from the people of Windsor
that shows the concern for humanity."
humanity."
"The least we can do to support
the people of El Salvador who have
been suppressed through no fault of
their own and who are landless and

striving only for basic humanrights"
is this walkatoon, said communication
studies prof Marlene Cuthbert
The organization of the walkathon
was coordinated by members from
SalvAide's head office in Toronto,
with most responsibilities falling
on Rosa Noyola For Noyola, the
walkathon was just the beginning of
a yearly event
"What we are hoping to do in
Windsor next is to get across the
concept of twinning. The concept
has not been well publicized. Twinning is not just the ability of City
Council, but the ability of the people
in Windsor to help to build. We
hope to set up many educational
programmes in secondary and postsecondary institutions and in community groups to explain the situation
in Las Vueltas," Noyola said.
The walkathon's success also
depended upon the people from the
city's small Salvadorean community
working before and on the day of
the walkathon, said Noyola.
"As a member of the Salvadorean
community," said Jose Orantes, ·•I
feel very happy to see the support
the people of Windsor gave to their

twin city, Las Vueltas.
The national coordinator of Salv Aide, Rhena Hymovitch, said a
second delegation from Windsor is
set to visit Las Vueltas towards the
end of December. The delegation
will be comprised of people from
churches, high schools and university , she said.
There is also a commitment
from a Member of Parliament to be
a participant of this delegation,
Hymovitch said.
At the end of the walk the
participants gathered at the Glen-

garry Community Centre to be entertained by speeches, food, and
music.
"Groupo Tall er," a five member
Latin American band came down
from Toronto "to show solidarity
with Salv Aide," said one of the
musicians, Claudio Saldivia.
Salv Aide plans the second annual walkathon to be held next
October, but by 1989 the walkathon
will be held in May, when the rest
of the country hold their walkathon. O

Lakota Indian victim of FBI-st_vle
.iustice
and he is a Lakota Indian serving
SASKATOON (CUP)-Amnesty
International considers him a political two consecutive life sentences in
prisoner. The FBI says he is a
Leavenworth Federal Penitentiary
in Kansas.
threat to national security.
Sixty Members of Parliament,
Peltier, a leading member of the
55 United States Congressmen,
American Indian Movement, was
fourNobel PrizeWmners, Archbisoop convicted in 1977 for the murder of
Desmond Tutu, the Archbischop
two FBI agents during a gunfight at
of Canterbury and nearly 20 million Pine Ridge Indian Reservation two
others have asked that he get a new years earlier.
trial.
The US administration has since
His name is Leonard Peltier
admitted that evidence in his trial

Party

had been falsified, but Peltier has
not been granted a retrial and no
serious inquiry into FBI wrongdoing has been taken. Significantly,
some of this false evidence was also
used to secure Peltier' s extradition
from Canada, where he fled after
the Pine Ridge incident
Peltier's plight has not gone
unnoticed In December last year,
he was awarded the International
Human Rights Prize by the Human

Saturday,
October31

Prize
Specials

For

Rights Commission of Spain. In
April, Jim Fulton (MP Skeena)
tabled a private member's bill to
revoke the extradition and bring
Peltier back to Canada. It has yet to
come to a vote.
In an effort to support the bill,
the International Indigenous Peoples'
Solidarity Tour is crossing Canada,
speaking on the situation of South
African and Native American political prisoners. D
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to private foreign investment or be services, he said
denied U.S. assistance," said Lent
Lent said even the trend toward
"Even though U.S. cultural pro- · local ownership does not allow for
The Caribbean countries and ducts are pirated regularly in the much complacencybecauseit usually
Canada have something in coounoo: Caribbean, Washington has not let has meant converting media into
the problem of protecting their cul- out a howl," he said Entrepreneurs
armsgovernments orpoliticalparties.
turalsovereigntyfrom their American often tape shows from satellite for In the Commonwealth Caribbean,
neighbour.
rental to the public or for later play bothgovernments and politicalparties
"The dependency of Caribbean
en cableandeven over-th>-air
statiom.I are active media operators, he said
mass media upon outside forces is
nie establishment of the CaribHe also said ownersof Caribbean
deplorably and dangerous ly out of bean News Agency ( CARA) in
broadcasting stations have much to
control," said John Lent in a speech 1976 was an improvement in news
gain in dependency relationships
to the Canadian Association of flow, Lent said. However, the tiny
because foreign programs are less
Latin American and Caribbean Stu- newspapers of "mini-states" have
expensive.
dies ( CALACSY Conference, held not benefitted and the media of the
"They ( Canbbean governments)
Oct 9 at St Clair College (moved non-English
speakingCaribbean
have expectthenew technologiesto mainfrom the University due to the senerallynotbeenincluded
in CANA
tain social order for them," with the

by Arthur Gosselin

foreign produced media "acting as
pacifiers of the downtrodden,often
angry masses," he said
Lent said the 1985 seminar on
communications and development
in St wcia suggested a few ways to
change the situation: licence reqUU&ments stipulating significant and
increasing percentages oflocal programming; limiting ofthe percentages
of imports from any one country;
government facilitation of local programming, and regional cooperation
in producing Caribbean shows.
But Lent said these resolutions
are small accomplishmentsand "C*Y
solutions are not on the horizon. "O

ltlff IOOICI Oii llONIY lo be 19funded
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W1NN11tof the Phi Sigma Sigma 50/50
Raffle Is Mortin Gutscl. Congratulations!
lhonl<sto all who participated .

LUC191IIAIIDOIN ICHOOL 18QUll85a
responsible adult to tutor a grade 2 glr1In
Flench. Hours negotiable. Phone 2548268 after6:00 pm and asi<for Rosemary.

support staff strike).
Lent represented Third World
Media Associates of Drexel Hi ll,
Permsylvaniaat the conferencewhich
included presentations from No rth
and SouthAmerica,Central America,
and the Caribbean.
"Most Canbbeanoountries,without much thought about the debilitating effects upon their econom ies,
or the dependency relationships
that are nurtured, have blindly forged
ahead, with very modem andexpensive information technologies," said
Lent He said equipment supp ly
lines follow old colonial links, with
for example, British firms predominatingintheCanrtD1WC8ltlt
Carti)eml.
Lent said telecommunications
in the Canbbeanhave become almost
totally dependent upon North American and European governments and
transnational companies such as
Western Union Telegraph, LT.T.
c.ommunicatiom, andNor1hem
Telecom.
He said the U.S. governmentsponsored Caribbean Basin Initiative
stresses infrastructure development.
and discourages local planning.
"·tQf.&t'Fveromentswent along
with Reagan because some
his beliefs ( anti-communism), but
also becausethey faced the blackmail
of the Caribbean Basin Initiative,
which
encouraged them to open up
I____________________________________________

Apartheidfocusof con
V ANCOUVER(CUP) - Tougher
economic sanctions against South
Africawas the demand by representatives of the ParakkekCommonwealth Conference held last week
in Vancouver.
A cormnuniquedrafted last week
called on commonwealth delegates
to impose"a comprehensive
sanctions
programme."
John Graham, a conference organizer and OXF AM representative,
said the Canadian government must
be pressed to encourage other commonwealthcountriesto impose heavy
sanctions.
"We'll press the Canadian government to move ahead. There is a
50/50 chance they will go ahead
with more sanctions."
Graham said the federal government responded positively to the
communique but discourages discussion of the clause calling for the
~ of constitution negotiations
with Ciliada's aboriginalpeoples.
..AJtboogh(the p-emmertt) didn't
elaborate," said Graham, "the aboriginal clause was deemed utterly
inappropriate."

mired

GOTIA
GETIA
GUND

FINALWEEK

TO SAVE
20°/o on ALL
STUFFED
ANIMALS

Midterms are
Approaching

GUND
PLUSH
MAKE

GREAT

STUDY
BUDDIES
Sale Ends
October 31/87
Clark e's Stati onary
2155 Wyandotte St.W.
252-8818

ITUDINTwmt 1IIUCIC'WIIIm()l.'8( almost)

GOTIA
GETIA
GUND
Mon.-Fri. 9am-9pm .
Saturday 9am-6pm

anything. onywhele.

onyttme. call Kai or

KA:Mnat 977-5735

CANADA WOII.D YOUIM (CWV) ls
launching
its 1987-88 recruitment
campaign with the news that 800 young
people wlll be partlcipatlng in next yeots
youth exchange programs.
CANADA WOII.D YOUIM Ontario RegiOnal Office. 386 BloorSt.W..Toronto. ON
MiS 1X4 Call (416) 9'22-0776
llOOMI POii 18ff-Kltchen facilities
Close to downtown area. call 258-<>965.
UICI TO IMAllo
2 bedroom apartment
at3529 l<ing-Pl'B*:Jrfemala.
bS200/month.
Call 258-6037.

1H1 FULL
C11CL1THIATIIIis extending
Its registratiOn dotes. They are adding a
late registration on Saturday. October 24
at 10:00 amforages8·11, at 1HX) am for
12-17. and 2:00 pm for 4-7 Adults may
register Monday. October 26 at 7·00 pm
For info call 254-6547

)

1-.1,..,.y
The Parallel Conference commu-

Namibia."
nique also asks for a stronger CanaThe Parallel Conference also
dian role in Namibia and Angola.
called for increased material aid to
Although Canada has been involved
the African National Congress and
in a five-nation contact group, work- South Western African Peoples'
ing with the United Nations, Graham
Organization (SW APO) and recogsaid the group has been "totally
nition of the governments in exile in
stilted"in dealingwithSouthAfrican South Africa and Namibia.
aggression.
Balancing the demands of the
.. (The contactgroup)has become differentrepresentativeshas been a
a block to putting other pressure on
challenge, said Graham. "It has
been a crash course in international
SouthAfii':a,"sax!Graham. "Canada
diplomacy." D
has used that as an excuse to
abstain from a number of votes on

FULL CIICU
ANHOUNCU
the
oppo4ntment of Kim Amout as the company's first MIStic Director

•POIIJlDl•aa

'1HEFUU.cac&111M11E
"The Dining Room" to o loter dote. For
info coll Kim Arnout ot 254-6527

GIVI A IUIMH TO CJAII PIil

','OU1'

campus community radio station. Radio
that's aciMI Phone 252-2741 between
October 22 and No>.lember 4th With a
donatiOn of S35 'IOOget a special CJAM
, t FM T-Shirt.

You are
required
to
attend
a m· e e t i n g W e d nesday,
Oc t ober
28 at
1 :00 pm. in the S.A. C. office . At this
time
Freshman Committee
Executive
pos i t i ons will
be filled.
For further
informat i on con t act
Chris
Mc Intyre,
V.P . Communications
in the S.A.C.
office
floor
of
on the second
i ty Centre.
the Univers
Stude nts'
Adm inistrat ive
Co uncil
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Tonight
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KICK OFF HOMECOMING
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9 : 00pm
10 OOpm
9:15pm
10 15pm
9 . 30pm10
: 30pm
9 40om
10:40om
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11:00pm
11:15pm
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8pm
WEEKEND
BASH

featuring
Rock
and
Roll
with
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Pigs
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Famous
Local
Band
Classic
Album
Thursday
Continues
Which
Album
would
you
like
to win
Submit
requests
to D J.'s
Live

Catch

the Maiden
902 California

Flight

To FACES

D.J. Leibowitz, a really famous, I mean really famous musician,
sincerely, is coming to Windsor to play for the Lance.
I know what you're saying: "Like, how can I get in on this totally
funke deal, man?"
Stop your bouncing around and I'll tell ya. You can just zip on by
Whispers, 65 5 University West on Thursday October 29 and check
it out
It gonna be fun, you bet.
Tickets are merely $3.00, which is seriously dirt cheap for this
type of cultural extra foganza (whatever foganza is, everybody
seems to be wanting more of it all the time).
Proceeds from the door will help you personal student newspaper
(or, if you prefer, campus/community printed medium) in its future
special projects, like for example, celebrating the 50th anniversary
of the Canadian University Press, or turning out a boffo April
Fool's Edition, or even erecting our cartoonists' monument to JOn
Carlos Tsilfidis.
The Lance: don't you bark at me.

ON COLLEGE
256-5001

AUTO SALES LTD.

WINDSOR SYMPHONY

•
•
•
•
•

Reliable used cars.
Complete auto service
Most units priced below $5,000.
Lots to choose from.
Student financing available at competetive rates.
• Licensed mechanics on duty.

SPECIAL EVENTS
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
SPECIAL PRICES
B & C SECTIONS ONLY
The Nut Cracker-$12, $10
Music by Peter llich Tchaikovsky
Friday December 4. 7.30 p m and
Saturday December 5. 2 00 D m and 7 30 p m
Dwight Bennett-Conductor

LA BOHEME s12.oo SI0.00
Music by Giacomo Puccini
Saturday January 30 1988. 8 00 pm
Dwight Bennett- Conductor

MESSIAH II0.2S-S6.75
BYGeorge Frederic Hondel
Oecember13.1987 . 800 pm
Valerie l(lnslow- Soprano
Alan Fast-Counter Tenor
Glyn Evans-Tenor
Thomas Goen- Baritone

CINDERELLA S 12.00 SI 0.00
Music by Serge Prokofiev
Tuesday may 3 1988 8 00 pm
Dwight Bennett-Conductor

Friday. October

3
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3799 Tecumseh Rd. E.
( 1 block east of
Central Ave.)
974-6917

FAMILYSERVICE .
WINDSOR
(serving EssexCounty)
Separated? Divorced? A Parent?
• Ale your children more difficult? Having trouble wilti school?
quieter? moody?
• Children change os they try to deal with the painful and
difficult experience of parents seporalton
Children In Motion

WHAT?• A

programme to help children adjust to the separalton
divorce of ltietr parents
WHO? • Siz sessions of activiltes to learn new coping skills
Children ages 8-11 years old whose parents have separated
within the last 3 yeors and each of their parents
IEGINS Soturday morning. Oct 31. 1987. 10-11.30am-ch1ldren
Mon or Tues. Nov. 2. 3. 1987. 7 30·9 30pm-parent
A/range tor an assessment appointment now
Coll 256·1831
450 Victoria Ave
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CLUB

S.O.D.A.
presents

Devil's
Friday,

Healthteamanswers
quffitions
on fatigue"sex
by Dr. W. Wren. M.D.
and Marg. Aubry, R.N.

We welcome your questions
and concerns. The green "HEALTH
WANTED" boxes are located in
the University Centre, all the residences and the Student Health Services.
Q. Since coming to the University,
I seem to feel so tired. Any advice
to help me feel more energetic?
A You could be feeling a little
"emotional fatigue" with adjusting
to new friends and a new environment. Perhaps, too, your meals are
not as regular as they once were, or
your "night life" may have become
extended! If this is the case try
eating more regular meals and include
a snack of fruit or low-fat cheese
and crackers around 4 p.m. Drink
water instead of coffee ( which prer
vides only a short-lived high). Find
time to exercise
even if it is just a
walk around the block. Get enough
sleep ( all nighters can really waste
you away). Learn to cope with
stress and use time management
skills. And, of couse, if it continues ,
consult a physician to rule out
mono, or anemia etc. Good luck!
Q. I had a cold and a really sore
throat two weeks ago. The glands
on the side of my neck still seem
swollen. Is thi s serious ?
A Probably not The glands, lymph
nodes, are part of the body's defense

r

rw,02concerning the relationship
between warts ( condylomata) aod
changes in the cervical cells in
females. They should not be dismissed '
lightly.
Q. If a baby can have a total blood
replacement because of an RH.
factor, why can they not replace the
blood of a "person with Aids"? or a
person with a pos. test?
A Herpes transmission is almost A If a mother is infected, the Aids
always by intimate person-to-person
virus crosses the placental barrier
contact. However, we learn never
early, and may do its damage to say "never". If you have a case,
early. The Aids antibody does no
for sure, stay out of hot tubs and damage, of course, but may be
saunas. Shower rather than take a present if the mother was also
bath.
antibody positive. When an Rh
Q. My boyfriend takes Vitamin E
baby receives a complete blood
tablets to make our sex life better.
exchange, we are dealing with a
Is this true?
fixed antibody from the mother.
A Since sexuality is both a physical The Aids virus, however is always
and a "feeling" state, if he feels
duplicating itself. To replace the
Vitamin E helps, it will help.
blood in either a baby or an adult
Q. Do we have anyone with AIDS
with Aids would be virtually imposon this campus?
sible as you could never replace all
A. Not to our knowledge.
the old blood ( containing the virus)
Q. How long after exposure to the with n:!w, fresh blood. All the blood
Aids virus would your blood show is not circulating at one time, and
there would be a certain amount of
a positive test?
A The latest reports indicate a blood in the body's organs. Even a
positive test may be reported in 2 to bone marrow transplant, which has
6 weeks. If the test remain s negative been unsuccessfully attempted, would
it should be repeated every month not replace all the B Cells which are
affected by the Aids virus, according
for 6 months.
Q. Are genital warts contagious? to Nick Paul, Director of the Public
Health Lab. The concept is good
Are they serious?
A. Yes. There is more being written and we all wish it was possible.

system against infection.Sometimes
although a cold or infection clears
up quickly, the lymph nodes will
take longer to return to normal. If
they remain swollen for the next
few weeks, you should see a doctor.
Q. Can you get Herpes from swimming pools, hot tubs or even the
bath tub?

YOU CAN WIN A TRIP TO JAMAICA WITH

Night
October
at

Bash
30th/87

• D. J.
• Comedy
Provided
by
"Corky
& the Juicepigs"
(of Yuk-Yuk's
fame)
• Also live band:
"Cereal
Killers"
• Prizes
for
best,
weirdest,
costumes
Tickets
Available
At The Door
G e n e r .a I A d m i s s i o n : $ 3 . 0 0

s
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Special
University
Offer!!

With Specific Stylist
PLUS 20% off all other hair
services
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.

0
n:,10

NOW OPEN SUNDAY 12-5
Bring Your Coupon
551 Pelissier St
973-4977

ATIENTION
STUDENTSREGISTEREDIN
SOCIAL SCIENCE PROGRAMS
Political Science. Anthropology,
Economics, Home Economics
Criminology, Communication
Studies, history, Canadian
Studies, Geography, Psychology
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IT'S TWO MONTHS
UNTIL CHRISTMAS
AND MUFFY STILL
CAN'T DECIDE
WHAT TO BUY FOR
HER BOYFRIEND
BIFF...

Native studentsunitinj!

WELL, WE'VE GOT THE
CURE FOR THOSE PRE-
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TORONTO (CUP) - A national
organization of native university
students may be the next step in
fighting the recent withdrawal of
federal funding for Indian education.
Gerry Trudeau, the national
commissioner of indigenous affairs
for the Canadian Federation of
Students, said native students need
to organize on a large scale to have
more clout
"We can speak as a whole, not
just as one personfrom one univeraity,"
said Trudeau.
Trudeau said so far in Ontario,
only Lakehead, Laurentianand Carleton universities and Algoma College
haveestablished
campusnativegroups.
He said at most universities there
are not enough native students to
establish ongoing support groups
so the national organization will
take a while to fonn.
"It's going to take a couple of
years. It's not something you can
do in a month or so," he said.
Trudeau conducted a :;eminar

Windsor, Ontario
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' on problems unique to native university students at the Northern Ontario
Students Conference held in Thunder
Bay October 10-12 .
He said that when native Indians
and Inuit travel to a distant university
to attend school, "they are not
familiar with non-native ways and
have just come from a reserve-type
setting. There's no native association
or people that they can talk to.
They 're just like foreign students."
Trudeau said of the estimated
12,000 native students enrolled in
the federal government's post-secondary education assistanceprogramme,
many will drop out because they
are too isolated from their native
communities.
Meanwhile the federal departent of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development has for the first time
put an unexpected limit on funds
for native education assistance, leaving native students across the country
enrolled in courses they are unable
to afford.O
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Save Time and ImproveYour Grades!
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by John Mymryk
On October 16, 1987, top executives from south-western Ontario
gathered at the Cleary Auditorium
in W indsor.
The topic of interest was trading
abroad, and this third annual Export
Opportunities Conference layed out
how it was done. The conference
began at 8:30 am and lasted until
2:00 pm.
The morning activities consisted
of2 seminars which outlaid financing
and actual trade itself. The Export
Opportun ities Conference also included a lunch with guest speaker
Bill Wrye, Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations.
Peter Byrne, a MBA student at
the University of Windsor, was
very interested in the entrepreneurial
aspects of exporting.
"The potential markets of China
and India, that Bill Wrye spoke
about in his speech, are very huge"
he said. ''Bill Wrye would like to
increase Ontario's share of these
two markets making trade easier
with them."
"These two markets are where
future billions will be made when
they open up to Ontario" he said.
On the two given seminars, Peter
Byrne found the one on the topic of
financing very stimulating.
"The financing seminar. which
also dealt with trading houses. was
of great interest to me" he said. " I
also found the speech given by
Stephan Lukas really gave people a
good account of what exporting is
all about"
Stephen Lukas. Vice-President
of the Windsor based Capsule Technology. spoke on how to go about
trading abroad based· on his experi~

ences with such countries as China,
Venezuela, and Germany.
"Stephan Lukas stated it best
when he said that the key was that
an exporter cannot make it just in
his country. but he must go into that
country he or she is exporting to.
You cannot make it on a phone
call.·· Byrne said.
Carolan McLarrey, a second
year MBA student attended this
the Hong Kong Trade Competition,
sponsored by External Affairs and
the Comm1ss1on of Canada.
In this competition, students

student, came to this conference
seeking advice on the type of product
he should enter into the Hong Kong
Trade Competition.
"At this conference I intend on
meeting with a trade special ist from
Hong Kong so that I can find out
which product would be best for
that market" he said.
There was one further aspect of
the Export Opportunities Conference
that McLarrey and Wilson shared
"This conference is a great experience for business students. Th e
student contingent consisted of only
three MBA students, and one Entrepreneurs' Club member" they said.
"It was their (the other student's)
loss, and our gain. but it would have
been better if more universitystudents
showed."
Dr. Megeed Ragab, a professor
at the University of Windsor's Business Faculty was also disappointed
with the poor studenftumout, but
was pleased that at least some
student interest was apparent.
"I think this conference was an
excellent opportunity for students
to meet with and socialize with the
top echelon executives of Windsor '
said Dr. Ragab. Dr. Ragab has

must market a product overseas
,been very ·instrumental in stud.ent
and try to succeed in this very mvo1vemem ac m1scomt:a:rna:: i111u
difficult task. Carolan already has
many other key business conferences
her product picked and is prepared
throughout Canada.
to market it abroad. She is working
Dr. Ragab is also the Faculty
with Heinz who is supplying her advisor for the Entrepreneurs' Club,
with a producl
and he also runs the Business Re"The Export Opportunities Con- source Center at the University's
ference is very helpful in informing Business Faculty.
people about the financial arrangeThe University members there
ents and the publications available'' at the conference rated it as a great
she said. "I came here to get help success. With this being the third
on my project and to meet people in annual Export Opportunities Conferthe business community ...
ence, the fourth converence will be
Fraser Wilson. also a MBA just as big a success. O

11322IOahoAve 1206·SN LosAngeles. CA90025
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BY·ELECTION

Arts
Business Administration
Education
Engineering
Human Kinetics
Law
Science / Math
Social Science

Leddy Library
Business Building
Education Building
Essex Hall
St. Denis (H/ K)
Law Building
Erie Hall
University Centre

w ill vote at
will vot e at
w ill vo te at
will vote at
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* Students

free
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POLLING STATION
LOCATIONS
OCT. 28/87
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\1cd1cal · Re rural,
Commun1r< Referrals AccLmm:->da11ons and
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will be eligible to vote
ONLY at their designated polling
station; according to their Faculty
(see above list).
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT
Geoff Bastow( Chief Electoral Officer)
at SAC on the 2nd floor University
Centre.
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Bab_y
Booma traditionalyetcorporatecomedy
Baby Boom
directed by Charles Shyer
I knew I was in for a "fun" time
when a bunch of loud and obnoxious
16-year-olds (about a dozen of
them) sat down in the first two
rows, Uust my luck. ..I was sitting in
the third row). I had to laugh when
two of them got up to get pop,
saying, "Save our seats." As if
anyone would want to steal them!
Anyway, Baby Boom eventually
began (late) and unfortunately there
were no previews. The film made
up for this small disappointment,
however.
Baby Boom is all about the fastmoving, high-pressured world of
Management Consulting in the competitive New York market Diane
Keaton plays J.C. Wyatt, alias the
Tiger Lady, a result of her ruthless
business tactics. I presum~. Unfortunately, Keaton is unconvincing in
the role of a high-powered business
executive - she's nervous, flighty
and smiles too much. In fact, she
reminds me a lot of Marlo Thomas
in That Girl. no Tiger Lady by a
long shot But she is funny and
that's mostly what matters in a
comedy.
Wyatt, who works 70-80 hours
a week and plans to become a
partner in Food Chain, has a monkeywrench thrown into the works
when her English cousin and his
wife die in an automobile accident,
leaving her their baby, Elizabeth.

for adoption, but understandably,
she cannot do so because Elizabeth
is so endearing. As a result of the
baby's demands, Wyatt's live-in
boyfriend leaves her, she does not
become a partner in the firm, she is
given less and less responsibility in
her job until finally she quits. Wyatt
realizes she can't have it all and
decides to buy an estate in Vermont
where she and the baby can live the
clicheed wholesome country-life.
But motherhood isn't all it's
cracked up to be and during the
long Vermont winter Wyatt goes
stir crazy. To keep her mind off the
loneliness, she keeps very busy,
mostly by canning thousands of
jars of baby food.
Having made too much. she
sells it to the local store, begins
marketing it on a larger scale, hires
employees, boosts the local fruit
harvest, eventually makes the cover
of Entrepreneur magazine and becomes wildly successful, yet again.
But this time she is also able to be
with her baby and the man she
loves. a veterinarian played by Sam
Shephard. Wyatt discovers that she
can have it all; at least, as much ofit
as she wants. When Food Chain
offers to buy her out, her refusal
and reply that "I just think the rat
race is going to have to survive with
one less rat," satisfies our sense of
justice. It also brings about the
realization that Wyatt, in being
satisfied with a smaller scale operati~
become a better~erson

of an inheritance that she signs for it
before she realizes what she's getting.
As you might expect, the baby
changes her life dramatically. Wyatt has the option of giving her up
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ol1terbl6y.

At this point the movie becomes
a little too sweet and almost points
to a moral, something I like in a
fable, not a film. This objection
aside, Baby Boom is an enjoyable

Diane Keaton turns around, and BOOM, she bas a baby.

experience and very hwnourous at
liqles, .etrb.i~ a li,We sls}w, but
worth seemg nonetheless.
This was not the opinion of the
goons in front of me, whose annoyingly loud laughter during mildly
comical scenes• and calls of "I
thought this was supposed to be a

comedy" only highlighted thechange
of me~
Uµs WQ[dh~ un~r&one
in modem times. I suppose that
nowadays comedy is synonymous
with slapstick and Eddie Murphy.

Baby Boom is definitely not in this
category and those wishing to see

of hysterical laughter are in for a
disap~intment
Rather, the traditional meaning of comedy applies:
a drama which ends happily and
strives to provoke smiles and laughter. Baby Boom does just ~s.
-Laura Gould

something that'll send them into fits

Pachelbelsansmts.iustnot thesame,dam it
Pachelbers Canon, etc.

The Toronto Symphony Orchestra, Andrew

That's fine, too. Then what's the problem?
Davis, conductor
It is too clean, too clear, too precise.
CBS Records
I remember the first time I heard the
"Passion without precision is chaos. "
Canon.
It was so lovingly performed, so
Darryl Van Home (Witches of Eastwick) 1gently presented, it moved me to tears. And
"I don't play accuratel~anyone can that was on an old cassette I found in the
play accurately-but I play with wonderful bargainbin at Music World.
expression. "
AlgemonMoncrief(ThelmporfanceofBeing
Earnest)
:Ine above quotes are important for an
understanding of my initial impressions upon
hearing a new production of Pachelbel's
Canon (on "The Pachelbel Cano·n and
Other Digital Delights"). From the title, one
correctly assumes that it is a compact disk
release, and admittedly, the quality of the
recording is simply unparalleled.
However.
Andrew Davis conducts the Toronto
Symphony Orchestra through Pachelbel's
masterpiece, Handel's Arrfral of the Queen
of Sheba and The Harmonious Blacksmith,
Bach's Prelude and Fugue in D Major and
theever-popular Air on a CrString, in addition
to some other minor sensations (Clarke's
Trumpet Voluntary; Albinoni's Adagio for
Strings and Organ). However, for reasons of
space, I will only attempt to discuss the
Canon and Air on a CrString.
There is no doubt that Davis is a competent
conductor. Nor is there any doubt that he can
play the organ and harpsichord
The problems Jay in the arrangement and
performance of the actual piece. •
The arrangement is clean, precise, and in
many instances simply brilliant
That's fine. The performance is crisp,
clear, and well studied.
·

hearing just another Barocque work.
I hated that feeling because I love the

The reverse is true of the Bach piece. It's
hard to figure, but everything that was wrong
Canon.
with the Canon was right on the Air on a GMaybe,just maybe, I'm being picky.
String. This is one of Bach's most popular
Maybe I'm not being fair.
works, (certainly as P<>eWaras the Canon)
No, damn it, I'm not being unfair, because
and the performance is flawless. The melody,
when I heard that piece the first time it did quite possibly one of the most beautiful in all
of Music is delivered gently and reverently,
developing the feeling of serenity which
accompanies this piece. Unlike Bach's Fugue
in G Minor, (which I think is the best
example of the fugue style) this piece is an
uncomplicated emotional release. I wonder
what lyrics wouldgo aloog with
wonderful
expression of beauty. Davis' conducting is
once again on-target; indeed, be seems to be
able to bring out the best in his _performers.
•They breathed life into this piece; therewas
I figured; a CD version would blow !'le something to me.
passion and precision; accuracy and feeling.
away.
It changed me.
That is what is so bard to understand.
Well, it didn't
How can the same group of performers play
A friend of mine lent me a computer
The precision is there, but the passion is program once that converted my trusty little two of the biggest Barocque pieces so differlacking. The accuracy is abundant, but it is C-64 into a music machine. There was a ently? Obviously, they are different pieces,
devoid of expression. It seems that the sample program,andsureenough.the Canon but to play one as though it were second
_performers were so concerned with their was part of the repertoire.
nature and the other as though they were
perfbrmances that they read only the notes,
I listened to it and thought, yeah that's sight-reading is puzzling. Maybe they didn't •
not the music.
clever, but it's a computer arrangement The like the Canon, or the arranger didn't like it
The Canon, when I first beard it, was a notes are there but the guts aren't
or maybe Mars aligned with Jupiter that day.
slow, gentlecaress.It wasso sweetlymournful
This version made me think the same Whateverthe cause, The Toronto Symphony
it frankly confused me. I had heard it played thing. The guts are missing. This was so Orchestra just did not give Pachelbel the
at a wedding and a funeral. I heard it at sterile it made me angry.
respectthey gave Bach, and that's a shame.
Christmas, and I beard it at a summer
I guess all that's left is to shake my bead
The rest of the works on this disk are well
concert. But this version didn't hold me.
in sadness at the passing of another giant done for the moat part. Clarke's Trumpet
It didn't make me feel as though I were chunk of my protective bubble.
Voluntary in particular stands out (it's 90
hearing anything special. It lost me.
The Canon was something I could rely clever). But because of what theydid to the
It was only little things: it was slightly up on. It got me out of more emotional jams than Canon I can't give it the recommendation
it
tempo, the violins were too stringendo and I care to remember.
would otherwise deserve. Too bad, too.
the ending was inexplicably slowed down.
I don't think it can do that for me now.
My final word: B.
But the overall effect was that I was
That hurts.
-BdaMcX•de

The Canonwassomet~ I couldrelvon.
It got me out of moreemotional.iamsthan
I care to remember.
I don't think it can do that for me now.
That hurts.
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•IONA COiiege. 208 Sunset Ave . 9731
i'039 A space for meeling and~ng.
studying. quiet S8ClfCh
i ng and relaxing 1
\Nitti f11ends.Open 9:00 am - 5:00pm and
by arrongement. Or use IONAfacilities to
plan 8'1181'1ts
that are important to all A
hom&-cooked dinner wervTI-iursdoyat
5:30 pm S2.50 Come and help celeblate
by being yourself

AIIUMPnON UNnlllllm' CHAPIL-9 73-

I

7034 Located be~n
UniversityCentre
and Huron Church Road Masses- Surr
day-10:30 am and 4 30 pm. Monday to
Fnday . 11:50 am. Sacrament of Reconciliation on request All ore welcome We
ha.eabayandcdeb',OS~
SUPPERAT 10NA.TI-iursdoy. October '29.

5:30pm S2.50. .Japanesedinnerprepored
by Dr. and Mrs Alan Gold who spent t'M:>
years in .Japan. A presentation with slides
1sto follow dinner

NUDSOMETHINGFORYOURIMY?We
hove various baby accessories for sale.
strollers. playpens. etc Please coll 256-:

8960
HBP WANTID-DelM3rV/Stoc1<
l)8ISOn for
a West Windsor phormacy Some weekendsond Saturdays. Must be 18 years old
v.lith 2 years driving experience Contact
CHuck Tolmie at 256-8247.

IVYLEA""EIPORTSWIARCO. presents...
University of Windsor Melton and Leather
" Letter-Men Joci<ets'' Sweotweor. etc
Coll Chip for fittings at 254-5588.

HI LEIEl PEOPLE!Pouland Lee
CAR FOR SAU 1977 Dodge Monaco 2door . super 6 cylinder. low mileage, in
good running conditm new tires rodioto.-.
battery, asking $650.00 Coll 254-9492.
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Scott'sdirectionsavesf)redictable
thriller
Someone To Watch Over Me
directed by Ridley Scott
The film Someone to Watch
Over Me (currently playing at the
Odeon) is like a serving of Kraft
Dinner on Waterford china-all
style, no substance . In fact, the
mental images you get from seeing
the aavertisements will probably
come close to summarizing the
entire plot of this movie. The strength
ofthis movie is not in the script but
in the delivery: it is a physically
stunning film to watch.
The director, Ridley Scott, is
orobablv better known for his films
Alien and Blade Runner, which
blended exceptional scripts with
stunning movie-making. But lately
Scott has run into a creative drought
because of the lack of quality scripts
being directed his way. His last
film, Legend, was cinematically
spellbinding, but the script was
surprisingly lame. Now with his
new film Someone To Watch Over
Me, it's obvious his troubles aren't
over.
You've probably seen this plot
before. Mimi Rogers plays an elegant
Manhattan socialite who witnesses
the brutal murder of her friend by a

notorious mob ster. Th e police offer
her twenty-four hour protecti on if
she testifies, but she must remain a
prisoner in her own million-dollar
penthouse. Eventually she falls in

within the first five minute s with
surprising accuracy. There are absolutely no plot twists, and for a
thriller there are very few suspenseful
scenes. Yet the director takes what

Ultimatelv.the storv is remarkablvsimpleand
auite franklv fa& aoart under anv intellectual
o~ure
love with the night detective (played
by Tom Berenger) assigned to protect her. He is the down to earth,
working-classdetective from Queens,
she is the wealthy, sophisticated
witness from Manhattan. It is an
attraction of opposites against all
social odds.

little he has and manages to salvage
the film on the basis of pure moviemaking. His direction adds a fresh
and stylish atmosphere, due in part
to the extensive use oflong. imposing
shadows, flashing lights, shot of
Porsches cruising slick wet streets
at night, smoke and steam, and of
course the alluring Manhattan pentAs their relationship extends house. The movie somehow captures
beyond the professional capacity, a definite 40 's feel in the manner of
Berenger begins feeling total respon- dress and the elegant art deco of the
sibility for the protection of his penthouse that lends an entrancingly
lover and takes it upon himself to romantic atmosphere to the film.
ensure her safety against the mob.
Contrast between the two social
Meanwhile, tension at home ,;tarts classes is extremely important in
mounting as his feisty, less-than- setting this mood. She is tired of the
elegant wife begins to suspect the phony, money-orientedbusinessmen,
worst
and he is captivated by her grace
There is nothing in the film that and beauty. Tom Berenger's fiesty,
is even faintly original. You can wunannered wife represents his pracguess at the entire plot of the movie tical, daytime side that cannot corn-
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Buy One, Get the Second One at Half Price!
COUPON VALID UNTILOCTOBER 31, 1987
NOT TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH OTHERDISCOUNT OFFERS
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The Detroit Symphony Orchestra
STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION
SP ECIAL O FFER
ONLY

HOT CARAMEL PRALINE
SUNDAES

pete with the romanti c allure of his
nightime life. Th is is why almost all
the scenes in Queens occur during
the day. whereas the scenes in
Manhattan are almost exclusively
shot at night
Scott also accentuates the differences betweenQueensaoo
Manhattan
with music. Vivaldi's ''Four Seasons"
is contrasted almost immediately
with Steve Winwood's "Freedom
Overspill," which sets the tone for
the rest of the picture: pop rock for
Queens, Classical and Jazz for
Manhattan.
Taken in this context, the vast
differences between the characters
played by Tom Berenger and Mimi
Rogers becomes exceedingly apparant This difference in background
makes their attraction to one another
even more mysterious and romantic
and somehow justifies redoing this
tired old premise.
Ultimately,the story is remarkably
simple and quite frankly falls apart
under any intellectual pressure; yet,
like the sensual seductiveness of
Manhattan, Someone To Watch
Over Me draws you into its world
through style and beauty though
you've seen it all before.
- Robert Ferranti
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4 CHAMBER CONCERTS
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Bor,us: Subscribe now and rec8rvO discounts on records.
CD 's and tapes at Sam's Jam's!
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and
Courtesy Bicycles
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All items in the store
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the end of this month.
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Allenet al -- ~rted stuffandnonsense
:11.•1;1~.l'Q

watched Woody Allen's Bananas
last Friday, and, to my delightedsuprise,
I had forgotten all the jokes but one:
Allen's character, Friedman Mellisch,
visits the dictator of the banana-republic on a dinner invitation. and
bringsthe general a cake. After Mellisch
leaves, one of the dictator's thugs, hate
thick in his voice, says: "The guy! I
could kill him now! He brings cake for
a group of people, he doesn't even
bring an assortment!" I saw a horror
movie too-Oliver Stone's The Hand,
starring Michael Caine.

.-.11-~

It seems that some people are afraid, in a tongue-incheeky sort of way, that now I'm Arts Editor, this section will
be devoted entirely to reviews of horror movies. Well I
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I review horror pictures ( quod erat demonstrandum). Some
people ljke the macabre, some do not. Of the latter type, a few
review things for the Lance. Of the former type, only one
currently reviews stuff for this paper, ( myselO. Just as soon as
I have enough horror-related print to fill my section, I will
mimic Mellisch and commit the faux pas of serving up the
cake without the assortment. I have a dream ...
Bananas is one of Woody Allen's early pictures. In these
early features. Allen repeatedly makes use of Buster Keatontype silent movie devices - lively ragtime music played over

dialogue-free sequences rich in sight gags and so on. He also
starsinmostofthem, whichimprovestheirqualityimmeasurably.
These old comedies are free, mercifully I thinlc, of the
•annoying autobiographical digressions' ( as Stephen King
calls them) and 'serious relationship explorations' that
characterize his more recent ventures (Purple Rose of
Cairo, Hannah and her Sisters, Radio Days). The latter
trend started with Annie Hall, I guess.
Bananas should be lumped together with Take the
Money and Run, and Sleeper most assuredly. Heck
Sleeper is just Bananas set in the future- the rebels in both
pictures even have the same anthem ( Allen must have been
pretty darned impressed with it): "Rebels are we/ Bornto be
free/Just like the fish in the sea." (End each line on the same
note.)
In Bananas, Allen plays corporate products tester rne<lman
Mellisch, who falls in love with a pseudointellectual civil
rights activist, gets dumped , and goes off to the banana
nipubiic of Sm ManiJs to ftiid btiiiiilf. The dictator invites~
him for dinner and then sets him up in a plot to frame the
democratic resistance for his murder; the dictator's men,
dressedintheuniformoftheresistance,trytokillhimoneday
when he takes a ride in the country. But Mellisch falls into the
hands of the real republicans. They take him in, he helps them
overthrow the General, and eventually he becomes dictator
himself. That, though, is just the plot
Bananas begins with the assasination of the republican
president of San Marcos. as televised live for ABC's Wide,
Wide World of Sports and covered by Howard Cosell

himself. The focus shifts to Mellisch, a man who tests
products like the 'Execucisor,' a hazardous hybrid of gym
and office that includes, among other things, among other
and office that includes, among other things, a filing cabinet
that doubles as a basketball cannon. He falls for a civil rights
activist who doesn't know what 'pithy' means, but pretends
to, remarking that someone had 'great pith.' Later in the
movie, after dinner at the palace, Mellisch, the General and
the General's sycophants quibble over the bill. The plot to
frame the rebel guerillas is nearly foiled by the incompetence
of the new government tailor, and whent the resistance affects
their coup d'etat, the rebel leader rapidly corrupts from the
power. he winds up making the decree that "Anyone under
sixteen years of age ... is now sixteen!" The movie ends with
MeUisch marrying the dumbo activist, and their honeymoon
being televised, again, for ABC, Howard Cosen announcing.
This sort of imPossible, silly, irreverent slapstick superimposedontopofa'seriousplot,'ispreciselywhatmakesthe
work of Allen and his ilk (Monty Python and the Marx
so transcendently brilliant These guys would slap
a picture of the Graf Zeppelin. together with a stately
architectural woodcut and animate the blimp dropping a bomb
(Python's Terry Gilliam did it), and that is the essence of
their appeal. It is the appeal of making a montageof the
precise, imposing and staid work of G. B. Piranesi and a
photograph of a flimsy, accentric, bat-winged ultralight as if
the two were meant for each other.
And in a way, a way that the likes of Lewis Carrol and
Edward Lear appreciated, they are - they really and truly
are. O
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Friday, October 30
Rocky Horror Picture Show 1'-'
Midnight
(AH Seats $4.00) .
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October 22-24
Down 1y Law
~u~~"!'!'·~ 7:00pm
My Beautlful Laundrette , ..... : .:. 9:30pm
October 24
Heavy Metal

lt,(1 / •• 1

October 25-27
84 Charring Cross Road

..,..

Waiting for the Moon

~;JI~"!!'·~
October 28
Kangaroo
i~m'o.!!!.•!!'•~7:00pm
Harder They Come
I 9:30pm

I•··:....

Admission Prices:

Adults (11 • over)

$4.00

Youths(13 to 17)

$3.50

Children (12 • under) $2.50
GoldenAge(65 6 over) $1.00
Windsor's Alternative Cinema
804 Erie St E

Windsor. Ontario
(519) 253-0051
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(The following review is ttprinted from the University of
Toronto student newspaper, the
Varsity. Comments in bold are
those of Lance arts staff' Laura
Gould, Kevin Johnson, and Larry
Deck.)

beauty oftlie original was its plea
for humanity to overcome its baser
instincts. Star Trek was a product
of the 60s in its expression of just
that hope, and a sincere belief
that it was going to happeo-KJ)

It is reassuring, though, to see
that the power of the original characters has not been taken lightly.
Kirk's presence in this show is
noted in the both Picard and Commander Reicher, the tokenadventurer
who bears a physical resemblance
D.C. Footana, the original series' to the young Shatner.
scriptwriter (who, incidentally, wrote
by Ray Deonandan
Spock's presence (ifhe can have
all the bad episodes) is back as an equal!) is noted in Data, an
It's back! The much-discussed
well. Her style is evident in the emotionless android (I like him
inrnrum111V1<: ....,.,,A,.. __,_.;ooalscenes
and overrated 60s revival has finally
--"O"-:--~uvu
better than Spock-LG) and in
swung about 360 degrees! (That's 2
sliiped in here and there in this first Counsellor, a resident psychic. (The
pi radians for those of you so
q,isode.
fucldn' empath has got to goinclined.)GeneRodenbetry's
class&c
(No•, come on, Ray. Pseude>- LD) Each of these characters inStar Trek has returned to television.
emotional? This show isn't simply dividually is too weak to do the job
In Star TrelctheNext Generation, a shoot 'em up game of laser tag. as satisfactorily as Nimoy's pointyaspankingnewEnterprise,heralded
lt.s supposed to involve some eared officer. (Except... like, as If.
b}' Alexander Courage's familiar
characterization, which means the Where'd they get these names?
fanfare, rockets across the T.V.
exhibition of the occasionalemoCounsellor, Data. .. from the cast
screen into adventures within and
tion- LG)
list of Everyman? Or from the
beyond the final frontier.
But things have changed, and it Guinness Book of Obvious SymOn pa"""r, this unde.;;.
..1r;.... was
is evident that this is. in fact, an80s
bolism, mayhaps?-KJ)
,......
·~
show.WomenaJXlminorities-J
...a
an astoundingly brilliant idea. The
~
Data so resembles Spock, in
time was ripe for some reaping of
thecasttoanoticeabledegree-not
fact, that Admiral McCoy (special
the carefully sown Star Trek crop.
just the token Lieutenant Uhura of
guest star DeForest Kelley) likens
This was mostly due to the success
the original series.
him to oneof those" damnedannoying
of the motion picture Star Trek IV:
(I don•t know, I thoupt there
Vulcans." (Just in case you missed
the VoyageHome.(Nottomeotion
were plenty of otlaer tokens, Uke it, I 1uess- KJ)
the previous thne-KJ)
There
Sulu and ChekhOY,butJt'snlceto
But with such a finebackground,
was also a new generation of videosee that ln the future, society
the show may go the way of Dr.
philes eager to taste the rare artistic
won't discard the physically disWho, whicli is now such a disapmajesty prevalent in the Trek conabled, the Levar Bartoqebaracter
pointment if the Doctor fails to save
cept. And besides, further Star
iatendedto demomtratethe pojn*':- the universe twice each weekend.
Trek movies (the ftx we addicts
KJ)
Will the show last? Of course
have been subsistingon for so long)
The new Ente,pnse is big and
not; it's too intelligent to pass as a
will be slow in coming due to the
shiny, but Roddenberry must realize
space opera and too stupid to be an
geriatric state of the original cast
that our love for the original vessel
intellectual's romp. (Not if the
In the new series, Roddenberry
was not due to her shape or the size
intellectual in question has any
adheres to the Trek concept of
of her engines, but to the actual
sort of sense of humour-~
Starfleet officers as mightydefenders
character she projected-the anachWhat it is, though, is probably the
of humanity's moral precepts.
ronistic ship with Shatner as the
best pulp science fiction television
(Somebody's got to do itchief sailor.
series since the original Enterprise
LG)
I do, however,like Patrick Stewart
· came home that fateful day in 1969.
The prerniere episode , in fact, ' as the new Captain. While not as
(The fuckin' empath bas got
incorporates this very principle as
endearing as Kirk (a sort of JFK
to
go-LD)
its central theme, and once again! 1 archetype-Kl),
Capta!n Picard
(I don't hate her-LG)
the crew of the Enterprise must
does add an unexpected btt of male(I don't know--the idea has its
prove to some almighty alien ~t
volence to the scenario. This is
parallels in pulp science fiction,
we human beings aren't really quife
weat-as long as the producers
so I guess it's within the realm of
as bad as we may at first seem~
don't let him degenerate into a soap
allowability-KJ)
(Now come on here. The whole
opera character.
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S.A.C. FIRSTANNUAL
ROAD RALLY
CAI.\JJ'.'\(;
Sponsored By.

"BACK IN THE HIGHLIFE AGAIN ...
HOMECOMING '87"
October 22, 23, 24, 1987
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Thursday, Oct. 22

S A.C. Road
Rally
sponsored
by
Carling
O'Keete
/ Miller
Rood
Rally
Bash
SAC Subway
Pub

Friday, Oct. 23

SAC Homecoming
Challange
Cup
sponsored
by Carling
O'Keefe
Mi 11er.
12pm-2pm
Parade
2pm-5pm
Football
Game
8pm-1
pm S. A.C .
Homecoming
'87 Bosh
Old St. Denis
Hall
Sponsored
by Labatt's

PRIZES!PRIZES!PRIZES!
Thursday October 23. 1987.
4pm-7pm Rally
7pm-1 am Road Rally-Subway
10pm-Awards Ceremony
For Further
Information
Contact
Aurelio
Roncone
253-6423
or
Greg
Thoman
V.P. External
253-4232
Ext. 3905,
3906

Saturday, Oct. 24

/

"EXPERIENCETHE HIGHLIFE"
Contact Greg Thoman V.P. External Affairs regarding
ALL Information on Homecoming '87.

Students' Administrative Council 2nd floor University Centre.

Soccerteam fights to keep second
by Robert Warren
The Lancer soccer team solidified their
second place position in the OU AA standings
with a 5-1 victory over Ryerson on Saturday ,
and a 0-0 stalemate Sunday with McMaster.
Highlighting Saturday's win was a brilliant
three-goal performance by Peter Pomponio.
Lancer coach Pat McNelis was quite
pleased with Pomponio 's hat trick. since he
had missed a penalty kick earlier in the game.
Ryerson took the early lead, 1-0, on a
goal by Matt Rustico, before Tony Omar tied
the game for the Lancers.
Minutes later. Marcello Pizzuti scored
the go ahead goal, and from then on the game
was controlled by the Lancers. playing confidently on their home turf.
"It was good to see the team fight back
after Ryerson scored the early goal," McNelis
said.
McNelis also felt the Lancers could have
let themselves get down, but they kept plugging
away until they got things under control,
something which also pleased him.
Sunday's game , against the McMaster
Marauders, wasn't quite as easy for the
Lancers, as the result shows.
"On paper, we should have had an easy
time ofit, but this team(McMaster) has more
experience now, and it showed in the way
they played," McNelis said
The ~ defini1elyeqjoyedthe territorial
advantage, but were often caught off-side by

Soccer ball attracts a crowd.

the McMaster defence.
"Their off-side trap frustrated us quite a
bit," McNelis said about the tactic that
helped them contain the Lancers' aggressive
attack.
McMaster needed all of the defensive

c;trength they could muster, after one of their
players was sent off in the second half
McMaster, who have won only one game
this season, rose to the occasion, and stopped
several late scoring threats by the surging
Lancers.

"With ten men, they put up a great
performance," McNelis said
The result was a wildly exciting finish.
"It was as good a game of soccer as fve
seen all year," McNelis added.
Peter Pomponio, ~ ho dominatedSaturday's
game, had one of the better Lancer scoring
chances in the game's dying minutes.
"If I'd only been a step quicker, the goal
would have been there," Pomponio said
about the play.
While he felt Windsor didn't play to their
potential, he is looking forward to the playoffs
in two weeks.
"We've got to keep the consistency going,
and we should do well,· • he said.
The only down side for the Lancers in the
weekend games was the loss of one point
after the tie.
"The point we lost today could be crucial
in the fight for first place." McNelis said.
Since McNelis feels it's not likely that
first place Laurier can go undefeated the rest
of the seasou in the suddenly very competitive
OU AA. McNelis feels that point could make
a huge difference.
The Lancers. now have the unenviable
task of playing three road games in the four
days during the next week.
Afterfacq Westernin l...cnbloo Wecblsday,
they must play in Waterloo against the
Warriors on Saturday, and then leave immediately after the game for St Catherines to
face the Brock Badgerson Sunday.

-

Laurier offensepassesbv strul!l!linl!
Lancers
,._'>,.._cN"by

Lance Sports Staff

It was a big game for Lancer football. A
win would have assured the Lancers of a
home playoff game , but as are the best laid
plans of mice and men, it wasn 't to be.
Wilfrid Laurier pushed the Lancers down
to third place in the OUAA with a38-15 win.
Unlike last week's good start against
Western. Thursday's game saw the Lancers
come out a little sluggish.
However. the fact that the Lancers only
had three days to prepare for the game could
have had a large effect, according to head
coach John Musselman .
"The option Laurier runs is a specialty
offense," he said, "one that takes some time
for the defense to get used to.''
Mussleman felt that Laurier is the worst
team to have only three days to prepare for.
However, the Lancers were not ready to
make alibis.
'They played on Thursday also, and had
as much time as we had," said Lancers'
offensive tackle Mike Fox. "We can't look at
that as an excuse."
The Lancers, scored first on a single from
placekicker Graeme Flett after a missed field
goal.
However, it was the only time Windsor
would lead in the game.
Laurier, displaying a determined running
attack, took the following kickotf and marched
down the field The drive ended on a two yard
run by Hawk rookie running back Andy
Cecchini.
On their second possession. Laurier went
to the air, and the result was the same.
Rod Philp beat the Lancer defense for a
49-yard touchdown pass to a sure handed
Joe Nastasiuk. The extra point was converted
by Steve Rainy to make the score 14-1.
"We did not play up to par defensively, as
we did in the past," said Lancer rookie
outside linebacker Craig Davies, starting his
first game of the season.
Coach Musselman felt the same way.
"We were caught a little unaware, but once
we settled down, it was pretty even."
In the second quarter, the Lancers did
play much better, dominating the play.
Unfortunately, though. they failed to turn

good field position into points , something
that concerned coach Musselman.
"We can't get inside a team's 30-yard
line and come out empty-handed," he said
The most damaging case of this was a
very costly turnover.
Windsor marched down to the Hawks 3yard line, only to have Geoff Belanger interoept
quarterback Mark McOugan's pass, and
then return it 32 yards.
"Things like that are a letdown for your
team, and a big boost for the other one,"
Musselman said
The lone scoring in the quarter came after
a lengthy drive, which was finally concluded
by Andrew Ross as he plugged in from the
two yard line.
Flett kicked the convert, making the score
15-8, Laurier. The convert marked Flett's
200th career point for the Lancers.
After the promising second quarter, the
Lancers seemed to have momentum on their
side. But the Hawks came out soaring in the
second half.
Two quick field goals and a single by
Laurier's Steve Rainy made the score 22-8.
The Lancers were then forced to go to the
air, and things did not work out, as the
lanCf''" ~ere unable to move the ball.
• After the Western game, we lost an
edge," McOugan said. "Everyone was just
sitting around, waiting for someone to do
something."
With 41 seconds left in the third quarter,
Laurier's Andy Cecchini took the ball in
fromthe seven yard line to extend the Laurier
lead to 28-8.
At this point, Musselman decided it was
time to switch to quarterback Joe Capriotti.
"We couldn't move the ball, and he has
been throwing so well in practice, so he
deserved an opportunity," Musselman said
Like a breath of fresh air, Capriotti
seemed to bring some life into the Lancers'
offensive attack.
Capriottiorohestrated a drive whichresulted
in a 27-yard touchdown pass to wingback
Steve Collins.
At this point, it looked like the Lancers
could get back in the game, but those were the
last points they would score.
Laurier added
a field goal, and-late in the

game , Philp once again found N astasiuk for a
~----~~ Musselman is treating the Waterloo game '
13-yard touchdown, making the rmaJ score very carefully.
38-15.
''We don't know what to expect," he said.
Offensively for the Lancers, McGugan
"They could be in a complete state of
was8 for 21 with 174 yards and2 interceptions, disarray, or all pumped up. This type of game
and Capriotti was 4 for 7 for 72 yards . Rob makes me nervous."
Cecile was the leading receiver with 89 yards
After this game, the playotTs begin, with
on four catches. Chuck Robson was a two Windsor likely to face the Laurier Golden
way threat, rushing nine times for 58 yards
Hawks at Laurier.
and catching three passes for 89 yards.
Looking down the road is something that
Andrew Ross also added 63 yards on his 12 Musselman does not really like to do. but he
rushes.
feels his team can beat either Laurier or front
Laurier·soffensecamemainlyfromquarterrunning Western if they see them in the
back Philp. who went 19 for 26 for 266 yards, playoffs.
and rusher Andy Cecchini, who rushed for
"Laurier and Western are good teams.
161 yards.
but they can be beaten.'' Musselman said.
Windsor, who was fighting for second "We can't give them anything, and we must
place in the OUAA., now falls to third and take advantage of our opportunities."
will finally come home to face the hapless
Some of the other Lancers are eager to
Waterloo Warriors in their homecoming
face the challenge, especially defensive back
~-game at 2:00 Saturday afternoon.
Rick Dugal.
Windsor Cable TV ( Channel 11) has
"We know how to deal with their offense.
announced that it will carry the game live.
and can't wait to meet them again."

Alumni sports hall of fame
adds four more inductees
by Brian LeClair
Hall of Fame inductions tend to be
dramatic, emotional affairs. The University
of Windsor is holding one this week that
should be no exception to the rule.
The University of Windsor is inducting
four more distinguished contributors to the
annals of the University into the Alumni
Sports Hall of Fame this Sunday afternoon
at 2:00.
•
This ceremony, to be held in the Multipurpose Room of the St. Denis Athletic and
Community Centre, is just part of the host of
activities to take place during Homecoming
weekend here at the University. The inductees
were chosen this year after a detailed and
involved process.
Two years ago, sixty selected alumni,
representing all decades and all sports, drew
up a list of worthy candidates for induction
from all those people who have made the

University what it is today. Every year,
people may be added to the list, which at this
point totals about forty.
Once this list is updated, the nominees
vote on those three candidates deemed most
fitting to be inducted into the Hall.
This year, the nominees were hard pressed
to limit their selections to three, as there was
a tie.
As a result, this year four deserving
nominees will receive this tremendoushonour.
One of these people is Father Charles
( Sparky) Annstroog. He coached both basketball and football for Assumption University,
and also served as athletic director. He is
credited for introducing the "T'formation
into Canadian football in the 1940's. He is
already a member of the Windsor/Essex
County Hall of Fame.
Anothernewinductee is Rev.Jolm"Joc:ko"
Hussey. He was associated with Assumption
condnued on pa1e 23.
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Volleyball

See Lance
adon page18

The Lancerette volleyball team
split a pair of exhibition matches
this weekend, as they prepare for
another tough OUAA season.
Last Wednesday, they hosted
To ledo, and Windso r prevailed, in
five tough games.
Tracey McCall had 29 kills for
the Lancerettes, and Chris Brecka
and Antonella Siggia had 15 each.
Friday, Windsor travelled to
Eastern Michigan University, and
lost in three games.
However, this match featured
the type of competition that the
team will see in the OUAA's top
teams, such as York and Toronto,
so the match could prove to be a
valuable learning experience.

For students who foresee a career in research, the Summer Research Scholarships
willprovide research experience with leading Canadian scientific investigators in one
of the fields listed below.
VALUE: $1,200 (minimum)/month. Travel allow-

PARTICIPATINGDEPARTMENTS

ance
DURATION: 3-4 months (May-August)1988. Rea-

sonable on-campus accommodation.
REQUIREMENTS: Canadian or permanent resi-

dent. Permanent address outside of immediate
Ottawa/Hullarea (Ottawa/Hullresidents should apply for a summer award, such as NSERC, which is
tenable at the University of Ottawa). Full-time undergraduate students with excellent standing; priority given to 3rd year students (2nd year in the
Province of Quebec)

Anatomy
Biochemistry
Biology
Cnemistry
Computer Science
ENGINEERING
Chemical
Civil
Electrical
Mechanical

Geography (physical)
Geology

Kinanthropology
Mathematics
Microbiology
Physics
Physiology
Psychology (experimental
Systems Science
Siamese twins at the neL

Forward the required information together with your most recent and complete university
transcript before November 13, 1987 to the address below. Also request a reference from
one professor be sent to the same address by November 13, 1987.

This weekend, the Lance rettes
plan to learn more, as they go to
McMaster for the McMaster Invitational. They will meet face to face
with York, and if they can get
through their pool, they could meet
Toronto.

1988 Summer Research Scholarships, School of Graduate Studies and Research
University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Ont. K1N 6N5 Tel. (613) 564-6547

............. .......................................

.......... .....................

APPLICATIONPROCEDURE:

Name--- ------------MailingAddress -------------crty

provmce

postal code

Tel. (Area)

Permanent Address
city

province

postal code

The Windsor men's and women's
track teams travelled to McMaster
r University last weekend for the
ol Ontario outdoor championships, and
came away with several medals,
including three golds.
Brian Forsey-,n-th"'400-hurdles
in 56.7 seconds, and added a third
place finish in the 200 metres.
Victory also went to Carl Jac k in
the I 00 in 11.1 seconds and to
Doug T ilson in the 800 with a
1:53.13 time.

Tel. (Area)

Currently enrolled in
department

Research field of interest ----------(Attach a brief description)

__________

C_E_L_E_B_RA
_ T_E-/,~ffis\.-------------.,,.,,., THE
-':>ff~- -----SAVINGS
--

-----------=-=--=-=...::.::.:.-=--?\

- -----
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University of Windsor
rugby style jerse,5 !
NOW ONLY

Silvermedalswerewooby Maxine
Walkes in the women's 400, M.J.
McKeever in the women's 400
hurdles, and Terry James in the
3000 steeplechase,whileHolly Rivard
took the bronze in the women's
200. W indsor's depth was indicated
by the three second place relay
finishes. The women's 4 x 100 and
both 4 x 400 teams all earned silver
medals.
The men's and women's cross
country teams travel to Waterloo
this weekend for the Wilfred Laurier
Invitational.

Soccer
The Lancerette soccer team suffered through another frustrating
outing Saturday, as they dropped a
tough 3-1 decision at home against
McMaster.
The women played well in the
first half, aided by the wind at their
backs, but their inability to cas h in
on nume rous opportunities in the
half ultimately cost them the game.
The Lancerettes were able to
score once in the half, on a goal by
Mary Szaucselc, to take a 1-0 lead
at the half.
Strong defense held McMaster
at bay throughout much of the
second half, but some crucial defensive lapses and breaks in concentration led to good opportuni ties by

McMaster.
They were ab le to capitalize on
them to score three goals and walk
away with the victory.
The defeat leaves the team with
a 2-5 record, and with a road game
against league leading Western Wednesday, they have their work cut
out for them.
To make the playoffs, they will
have to win all four of their remaining
games after the Western game.
However, the games are all against
teams close to W indsor in the stand-c

ings, and the toughest two games.
Guelph and Laurier, are at home.
The Lancerettes continue their
road to the playoffs with road games
against W aterloo and Brock this
weekend.

MEET YOUR
FAVE LANCER
SPORTS
LEGENDS.

$39.98
These supertough 100%cotton rugby jerseys are
custom made exclusively for JOhnson
Sports,by
BarbarianSportswear. They feature a double
loop taped placket anchored at the base. heavy
cotton drill collar anc rubber buttons. These
longweanng Canadian-made classics. featuring
the University's offioal colours and emblem . are
regularly priced at $49.98. But now. for
Christmas. Johnsons is featuring them at only
$39.98 . Don't miss this chance to show your
school spirit at a good sav,ngs Only at Johnsons.

VISIT OUR COMPLETE CAMPUS
DEPARTMENT,

featuring: Sweats, Tee Shirts,
Shorts & Knapsacks
5909Wyandotte E. (2 blocks from Jeffersoni 945·3434
Mon·Thurs 9·6 Fri 9·9 Sat 9·5. Visa, Mastercard & American Express.

Join the Lance
sports team.
Contact Brian
LeClair, captain.
If you'vegot an itch to be a
jock, remember:those who
can't, chronicle.
And those who can't
chronicle,writefortheLance.
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fiancer hockeyteam manhandlesMcMaster
by Scott A. Pattison
Toe Universityof Windsor Lancers'oockey
squad opened their OUAA regular season
last weekend with a bang.
The McMaster Marauders rolled in for
two games with the Lancers down at Adie
Knox Arena, and left town Sunday night with
nothing more than bus lag.
The Lancers started their season Saturday
night with a convincing 8-0 slamming of the
Hamilton team.
The thrashingcontinuedSunday afternoon,
as Windsor pounded in six first period goals,
and added three more in the second, to
complete the first weekendof OUAA action
witha 9-1 hwnblingof the bewilderedMarauder
squad
"This is an excellent way to start the
season," said Windsor coach Rick Cranker.
"We beat a team in our own division two
nightsstraight, while adding four points in the

win column."
shot past the Marauder goaltender.
Saturday night saw the Lancers, behind
The period ended with shades of Saturday
the fine goaltending of Richard Paliani, shut evening, and a 6-0 score.
out McMaster on just 15 shots. In Sunday's
The attack continued in the second period,
contest, starting netminder Kerry Kerch, withLancer goalsgoingto Paprotka, Gardiner,
from Ypsilanti, kicked out 14 of 15 shots in and Minello with his fourth.
posting his first victory as a Lancer.
Kerch lost his bid for a shutout at 16:50 of
"Our defence held the opposition to a the middle period, on a goal from Marauder
total of 30 shots over the weekend,which is centre Mark Chinchilla.
not too shabby," said Cranker.
"We held them to a goal this weekend,"
The Lancers were led offensivelySatun:lay said team captainKen Minello. "We know
night by ex-Spitfire Dan Mahon scoring two that we are by far the better team, but to limit
goals,and with Ken Minello, Scott Gardiner, them to one score, means that the defence did
Terry Turner, John Hoy, Dan Noade, and a goodjob also."
Jim Lepine all adding singles.
These two victories are even doubly
In Sunday's game, the Lancers just kept it impxtaut with the OUAA divmm ~
coming. Minello scored four times, three of adopted for this season.
which came in the opening period
Therearethreedivisionsin OU AA hockey
Gardiner, a fonner BellevilleBull standout, this year. The Lancers are in the Western
scored a pretty goal at5:22 of the first period. division, along with the Marauders, Brock,
He took a pass from Dean Paprotkaatcenter Ryerson, and Laurentian.
ice, and wheeledaroondtheMcMasterdefenoc>.
The Central division is comprised of
man on the left side. He then fired a high wrist Western, York, Toronto, Laurier, Waterloo,

Queen's, Royal Military College, Ottawa,
McGill, Concordia, and the University of
Quebec at Trois Rivieres.
Windsor will face off four times with each
of its divisional opponents, play each of the
central division teams once, andf!ICCfour of
the six eastern teams.
The top four teams in each divi_siooID OD
to declare a champion. The:three champions
are joined by the team with the best record in
a single knockout toumamenl
This weekend, the Lancers continue their
season at home against last year's C.lAU.
nauooalchampiom.Tn:iisRivieres,andapinlt
Ottawa on Sunday.This lineup J!ves coach
Cranker a chance to really see w,hatkind of
team he has this year.
"Our kids are a good group. who are
eagerto learn, andworkforsuccess.,.
Cranker
said.
"Next weekendwill be a true test of our
abilities."

CAMPUS REC
Women's Volleyball Toumament

Although the fmal score was 2-0 for the Law team,
Co-ed Lobball
Vigour Wong was a standout in the C.S.A net
The game left the Law team with a record of four wins and
After three weeks of play, competition remains fierce.
no losses. C.S.A has two wins and one loss.
Sunday Oct 25 marks the end of regular season play, so make
In thesecondgame,GradEngineeringmet theIntematiooals. your games count
This was another tough match as the two teams again played
On Sunday, Oct. 25 games will begin at 2:30, 3:30 and
a scorelessfirst half. Finally, in the second half, Internationals' 4:30 p.m. MBA II have been dropped from the league.
Jim Thomson scored a header into the top comer just inside
If you have any concerns regarding lobball, call Kathryn
the box. That was followed by Angelo Sottana and Rob
at 253-4232 ext 2456, or 254-4759.
Wilkinson, and the final score was 3-0 for the Internationals.
Strike Over
, Grad Engineeringhas a chance to redeem itself as it faces
the Boys on Friday, Oct 23.
Early bird swimmers and aquafit fanatics, put OD your
.C.R.P.O.T.W.
swim trunks and return to poolside!
To those fitness participants who attended clus during
Congratulations to Kathryn Salidas, a fourth year Human
the
strike, "Thank-you". We apologue for any incomemences
Kinetics student for winning our C.RP.O.T.W. award for
and
hope that classes will be filled again.
Oct 5-11.
If you have any concerns with our fitness programplease
We chose Kathryn because of her overwhelming partic~
pation with Campus Recreation. She is not only a sport use our suggestion box, outside the Campus Ree. office.
You will be evaluating our fitness instructors in the near
manager for co-ed lobball but she plays on her own team.
future.
We hope you will honestly express your feelings to let
We also appreciated her assistance in running Turkey
us make Campus Ree. just right for you.
Shoot 1987.

Girls, Girls, Girls!
Celebrate the end of your mid-terms! Our women's
volleyball tournament will be held Nov. 4 in the H.K.
fieldhouse.
Form a team or join up as an individual no later than Oct
30 in the Campus Ree. office. There is no charge to field a
team.
Recuperate - Campus Recreate!
Men's Soccer

Another exciting week of soccer got underwayThursday
October 15th at4:30 p.m. as the Law team took on C.S.A. A
great game was expected and fans were not disappointed.
No one was able to score until early in.the second half, as
the Law teams' s Hugh Marshall headedin a rebound on the
goal line.
C.S.A valiantly tried to tie it up, but they were thwarted
when the Law team's Rahul Shastri scored an insurance goal
on a header from a long cross by Frank Racioppo.

YOUR TOTAL ENTERTAINMENT
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meet)
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I think I liked baseball better when it
made more sense. Back in the 60's, when
pitchers had to be able to throw a fastball to
stay in the major leagues. In the 70's, when
people loved to say that pitching and defence
was 90 percent of winning baseball. And,
most especially, back just a few years ago,
when the best team on the field usually won.
This sorry situation probably began back
in 1969 , when the" Amazing Mets" charged
from last place to take the National League
flag, and then stunned the obviously comatose
Baltimore Orioles to capture the World
Series. The Mets, with the aggravating Tug
McGraw and his "Ya gotta believe" pumping
New York fans into a rabid frenzy, managed
to tum this trick again in 1973.
However, this story of hopeless underdog
turning into huge star virtually overnight is
getting a little hard to stomach, as it occurs
year after year after year.
In the last few years, some pretty pathetic
teams representing the best that major league
baseball has to offer, have turned up in postseason play, to the snoozing pleasure of us
all.
Since 1984, at least one of the two teams
in the "Fall Classic" has had no business
being there.
Let's look at 1984 for a minute. The
Tigers are able to go 35-5 in their first forty
games and walk to the pennant, using such
baseball legends as Rusty Kuntz, Johnny
Grubb ( what a name), and other role players
playing half-time as platoons.
And what of their competition? The San
Diego Padres? Now there's a frightening
team nickname. I'm just trembling in fear
over a team that calls themselves "friends".
Well, the Tigers had nothing to fear,
either, as they trampled over the Padres in
five short, boring games. The only inherent
excitement in them was that my favourite
team emerged the victors.
Next year saw another match of the
titans, with the St Louis Cardinals facing the
mighty Kansas City Royals. The Royals
took full advantage of the major leagues
lengthening the league championship to a
best of seven series by overcoming a 3-1
!,kfic.U,and shocking the Toronto Blue Jays .
( See, no one mention of the word •choke'oops, sorry).
Then, just to spite us al~ the Royals did it
again against the Cards, finally winning the
thing in a 11-0 yawner. The only interesting
thing was watching pitcher Joaquin Anduljar

lose his mind on national television. Thus,
the Royals earn the dubious distinction of
being possibly the worst world champion
since the ''Hitless Wonders" of 1906, the
Chicago White Sox.
1986 saw more of the same. The Boston
Red Sox, like many teams in the last few
years, came from nowhere to capture the
American League East, and got by the
California Angels in what was admittedly a

pretty exciting series.
They then went on to face those blasted
New York Mets, picked by everyone in
spring training to win eve rything, who practically had their division wrapped up by the
all-star break. The Mets were also pressed
fairly hard by the Astros, but managed to get
through.
·
Then came the World Series, which
wasn't hap, but seemed an anti-climax to the
playoffs, because everybody just knew the
Mets were going to win, regardless of how
hard Boston tried.
Then, finally, the last straw. 1987 reared
its ugly head
This season was quite interesting, as
every division was still in some doubt as
September rolled around The most exciting
competition was clearly in the American
LeagueEast, where the Tigers and Blue Jays
( another intimidating name) fought each other
until the last day of the season.
So, as the playoffs approached, we had
the Tigers, Giants, Cardinals, and Twins left
to do battle.
The American League series had itself a
clear favourite, and a decided underdog. The
Tigers came into the series with the best
record in baseball, the best startingrotation
in baseball, and loads of confidence and
playoff experience._The Twins, conversely,
owneda recordjust a rew
gamesabove.500,
had a pitching staff of two, and were riding on
a five-game losing streak.
So, what happens? The Twins crush the
Tigers in five easy games.
For an avid Tiger fan like myself, this

series was excrutiatingly painful to watch.
The starting pitchers failed, the hitters failed
to produce, and the Tigers were virtually
helpless in that hellhole they call the Hubert
R Humphrey Metrodome.
The Twins somehow were able to get by
with only two good starters, and got every bit
of production out of their lesser players.
Every time the Tigers would look like they
were rolling, a guy like Tim Laudner would
bring his feeble .191 batting average to the
plate, and promptly crack a three-run homer.
And Juan Berenguer? The guy couldn't
hit the strike zone if you gave him a road map
when he was with the Tigers, and there he is,
in all his fatness , in command over the
hapless Tiger swingers.
And now on to the National League. The
San Francisco Giants had a fantastic season,
winning their division by the largest margin
of the four. Their competition was the St
Louis Cardinals, a team working on miracles
all year, and now further decimated due to an
injury to their power source, Jack Clark.
Of course, the Cardinals won in seven,
after a complete Giant hitting slump and yet
another boring deciding game.
So, this year's World Series will be won
by either the Minnesota Twins or the St

Louis Cardinals, unless they can · findsome
way to tie. At this rate, anything is possible.
I can still hardly believe what has happened
so far, nor can I explain it Somewhere in the
back of my mind I feel a greater force is at
work.
At the time of writing, the Twins had gone
up two games to none, due mainly to the
Cardinals' inability to get anybody out in the
fourth inning. The fact that both of these
games were in the "Homerdome" leads me
to think even more strongly about such a
cos'llic influence.
But then again, maybe the Twins are
unknowingly playing right into the wily Cardinals' bands. By throwing the first t""2games,
the Twins are now the odds-on favourites,
whether they are playing on the road or not
And we all know what has been happening to
favourites lately.
Personally, I don't care who wins. I just
bet money on the Twins so that I would have
a reason to root for somebody.
I'm just praying that somebody good can
back into the World Series next year, or else
I'll have to find another sport that doesn't
honour mediocrity, like professional hockey.
Then again, on second thought, maybe I'll try
pro wrestling. D

Hall of fame inductees
continued from page 19.
baseball, and he was faculty moderator of
Athletics.
I
He was a strong force in bringing physical
and health education to Windsor, as well as
intramural and intercollegiate sports.
In fact, he was a founding member of the
C.lAU.
in the 1950s and fought to get
Assumption into the Ontario'Quebec Athletic
Association.
The thiid inducteeis Stanley(Red) Nantais.
Nantais played basketball for Assumption,
and was a member of the 1933-1934 team
which made it to the championship finals.
He also represented Canada in the 1936
Olympics in Berlin, and served as coach of
the Assumption basketball team for thirteen
seasons, bringing home three championships.
Perhaps the biggest applause this year,
however, will go to Prof. Gino Fracas, the
fourth inductee. Fracas is very well known
for his recent contributions as the first Lancer

GOOD

As Lancercoach be wontwo champioosbips.
However, Fracas also served as undergraduate co-ordinator in the Facuity of Human
Kinetics, and was the wrestling coach at one
time.
He played for the Edmonton Eskimos
from 1955-1962, coached the University of
Alberta team from 1963-1966. He was also
a drawmaster at the 1976 Olympic Games in
Mootrealandthe1978 c.amoonweaith
Games.
These four worthy inductees join the five
who were honoured at last year's inaugural
ceremony. The original members are Freddie
Thomas and Bill Rogin of basketball, Hank
Biasetti, who played baseball and coached
basketball for Assumption, Ian Allison, who
shone in the 1936 Olympics in Berlin, and
Dick Moriarty, who was a longtime athletic
director here at the University of Windsor.
This year's inductees will receive their
honours Sunday. A plaque and photograph
of each will hang in the permanent display at
St. Denis Centre. D

EATS

Presenting the
Biggest and Best Halloween
Bash In Windsor on
Friday, October 30th & Saturday, October 31 st.
Open till 4:00 am on both nights .,--:,.._
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Enjoy our
spook-tacular drink

spec:lats and dance to
the beat of the mustc.
(
lest costume contfft-PrlzH
1

SCREAMERS

•

SPOOKS

$4.95

Award

on Saturday Night

MIDNIGHT
$100 for best costume
$50 for Nnner up
$50 for best couple
~

Speclal Visitors Tool

DON'T MISS OUT ON THE FUN!
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ITlarkiWork
Wearhou1fZ

More than just great workwear.

Working hard doesn't mean giving up comfort and style. For
the quality and fit you want, there's only one choice: Levi's Red
Tabs.501's for men, 531'sfor women. And they last as long as
memories. Mark'sWork Wearhousecarries Levi's RedTabsin
a full range of styles and sizes. And this semester,at any Mark's
WorkWearhouse store, your student card lets you enter to win
one of 20 $1,000 scholarships* from Levi's and Mark's.
Levi's 501's for men. $44.95
Levi's 531's for women. $42.95
* No purchase necessary. See your local Mark's Work
Wearhouse for details.
$1,000 SCHOLARSHIP DRAW ENTRY FORM
Toenter,drop this form off at any Mark'sWorkWearhouse store
prior to November 15,1987.
Name----------------~---Address --------------Telephone _______
Student 1.0. _______
.

Unlversltv1 College or
Technlcarlnstltufe
_______________

_

Draw will be made December 15. 1987 Winners must correctly answer a tune,hm,ted skill testing question
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by slimmargin

by Robert Croley

I

fter operating near!} three
months without a president,
1
Students'
Administrative
Council ( SAC) finally has a
_
man for the job.
Ken Alexander, who was the only repeat
candidate from last February's election.
grabbed nearly 44 per cent of the 1259
ballots cast in Wednesday's presidential byelectJon, outdistancing his neare:,t rival. Doug
Steele by just 112 votes.
A two-way race developed early on in the
contest, with Alexander leading most of the
way. and was onl} decided after the final
polls were counted. Rounding out the final
tally were candidates Steve Farrell and Da\id
Little, garnering 122 and 119 vote~ respecth ely.
"One of my goals is to restore credibility
to student gO\ernment at this universtt},"
said an elated Alexander after the final tully
came in shortly after midnight Wednesda}.
''The low \Oler turnout 1llu:.trates the fact
that a lot of people were disenchanted." he
said in reference to the bonus ~candal which
rocked SAC and untimalcl) fon.:ed the b)
elec IOlL
A disappointed Doug Steele said he
believed Alexander will make an effective
president
"I want to set a precedent. I'm behind
him ( Alexander) all the \\ ay." he said.
Steele also credited Chief Electoral
Officer (CEO) Jeff Bastow with running a
fair electoral process.
•·1 think the election was run very professionally. The mud-slinging \\as kept to a
minimum,·· Steel said. He said he had thought
his chances of winning were very good, "but

J

Ken won fair and square ...
such as voting h> faculty and the addition of
Third phice finisher Steve ~arrell also
sequential ballots-helped
',the election
said the clc1:uo11 1a11without major incident
.-irtuall:i, run ttself." Ballots ,,ere numered
'J trunkJeff Ba~t w did an exccll~ut JOb for sequence:-makmg election improprietie..,
makmg sure there \\ere no problem hkc last
v1rtuall) 1mposs1ble.
vear ... he said.
.. The people running the polls were exFarrell said he thinks the expenence will cellent.·· he added.
help him become more imolved \\ 1th SAC m
President-elect Alexander. \\hile admitting
the future.
much of SAC's operations for the year are
"I expected I'd finish either third or
al read} set, said he felt there\\ as .. still much
fourth. I wanted to send my name out to the
w be accomplished ..
students so I can get invohed and serve
"One of my major goals is a complete
students come the next time (for an elccuon).''
re\ iew of the by-laws. I would hke to diminish
Fourth place finisher. David Little. could
the inconsistencies ( in the b)-laws) which led
not be reached for comment.
to SAC's downfall last time."
C.F.O. Bastow said new electoral rules Only a few minor incidents of bending
fu

President

SAC seats
fdledin landslides
by Arthur Gosselin

votes in the race for senator, and 19 for social
science representative.
It was no contest for the winners of
Brisebois said the two main issues he
Wednesday·s by·elections for SACs stu- will raise as a student senator are earl:>
dent senator and social science represenregistration and student evaluations of protatives.
1ressers. Although early registration had
Paul Brisebois, a fourth year social problems last year. Brisebois thought it was a
good idea. He said if a compromise cannot
science student, is the new student representative on the University Senate, defeating
be reached in the Senate on student evaluasecond year economics student Aurelio
tions of professors, then he would pursue
Roncone by a two to one margin, 807 to 393, SAC's idea of a student run evaluation.
Daignault also considers stu dent evaluaand winning every poll.
In the race for the social science seat on tions a key issue.
While stressins gender was not an imporCouncil, Lisette Daignault, a second year
political science student, like her op- tant issue in the campaign, she thought it was
ponent, routed Saverpierre Maggio 407 good for social science students to have a
woman representauve. u
votes to 102. Voided votes accounted for64

electoral rules were reported in an otherwise
very credible election. Both Steele and
Alexander said the} wanted to a'io1d the kind
of Rersonahty problemc; plaguing SAC in
recent months.
••1 stated at the start of the campaign that
I \\IIS not going to go out and try to discredit
people.·· Steele said Alexander, for his part.
said "myself and Doug talked about where
we stood and that we didn't\\ ant a candidate
disqualified over something petty.'·
Both were the ob;ect of criticism for
bending el~toral rules-Alexander for flying
balloons outside the University Centre and
Steele for alleged!} misleading students as to
his education qualifications.O
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Thelancers:we'reready,~ger, lx>und,screaming,enthIBiast:ic,
victorious
by Michaela Edwards and Brian LeClair

The Lancer attack got off to a slow start in the first
quarter,as conditions were gettingthe best of bothoffensive

Thestage was set for a perfect homecoming. The Lancers
were ready to close off their best regular season in years, and
were eager to roll into the playoffs on a positive note. There
were bound to be many screaming fans, ready to watch the
team after a four week road trip.
The Lancers even had the Waterloo Warriors, winless
through six games this season, all ready to be the sacrificial
lambs. Yes, everytrimg was ·Just right
And then the rain came.
But not even torrential downpours could stop the Lancers,
as they posted a satisfying 24-7 victory before a small. but
enthusiastic homecoming turnout

units.
·• In this climate, you can't execute very well, .. said head
coach John Musselman. ''We did the best we could"
Fortunately for the Lancers, the Waterloo offense was
having even more troubles with the horrendous conditions.
Windsor was able to turn decent field position into six points,
thanks to the dependable foot of placelticker Graeme Flett.
who booted two field goals. The defense had a fairly easy time
stifiling the Warrior attack.
..Thedefensewasjustsuperb,"
Musselman said "That's
th kind of conditions ( weather) that our defense has to win
f; us...

However,as the Lancerstrottedoff thefieldat intermission.
they led only 6-0 andonly one big playby the Warriorscould
have takenover the lead.
But the big play of the game was turned in by the Lancers,
and again it was by the defense.
Lancer safety Jim Aspropotimitis picked off a Warrior

pass, anc:troared past the stunned W atertooofffnse for a JSyard touchdown.
Flett added the convert. and suddenly, the Lancer lead
was a much more comfortable 13-0.
The lancer coaching staff spotted a wrinltle in the
Waterl~
~~ssing strategy, the out~ide flanke_r, and
Aspropotimatis took advantage of the advice for the bag play.
"I was at the right place at the right time," Aspropotimitis
said "A pass to the tlatsis a defensive back's dream."
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Saturday, October 31

Nowmber3,

- Detroit Rim Theatre presents the restored version of
"Curse of the Demon." Dana Andr0V,1Sis a psychologist
\I/ho Isplunged Into chaos \I/hen he comes into possession
of some ancient runes Rims at 7 pm and 9:30 pm at 5200
Woodward Ave .. Detroit. Call 832-2730 for info.

-Iona Lecture 1987 - Jack McClelland. former owner of
McClelland and Stewart. major publishing company in
Canada will address "Canadian Authors: Our Most lmp()ftant Citizens." 8:00 pm in Moot Court. Faculty of Law.
..Admittance $5.00, $2.00 for Students.
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SOCIALS

1917
Friday, October 30

- "Tomorrow the little children will be happy because
tonight...the schoolteacher will be dead." You are invited
to solve a murder mystery at Heritage VIiiage ( on the Arner
Townllne. 5 mi. south of Essex-County Rd 23). Clues begin
at 6 pm and end at 10 pm. Tickets: ,Adults $2.00. Under 16
$1.00. Registe r your answer and be eligible for the mystery
prize. Plus: Hove your creepers jeepered on our Haunted
Hayride.

Nowmber 5
- Mclte presents the Guest Lecturer Robert Bowers of
Toronto. Call 977-6564 for info.

Satwday, October 31

MUSIC

- Fun Magazine presents a Halloween Masquerade Ball at
the Vanity Ballroom. 14201 E.Jefferson AVe at 8 pm. $500
for first place costume plus more: free valet parking, a
Haunted House. a floating spring loaded dance floor
.Advance tickets available at all Ticketwortd outlets.

1hursday, October 29
November 4 to November 29
- Mcite presents the photography of Bix Burkhart and
Mark Florian of Calgary Each deal with the properties of
light from al"\ individual aesthetic standpoint. Call 9776564 for more Info.

Saturday, October 31

- The Windsor Symphone present the beginning of the
"Hi ram Walker Proms Series" tonight at 8 pm at the
Clociaro Club, featuring Norbert Kraft on fuitar playing
"Rhythms of France & Spain." Call 973-1238.

,$~ • -,

- Iona and YMCA present Mr. Paul Stewart. Chairman Of
the YMCA International Committee. who has recently
visited Peru and will be talking about the country at 7:30 at
208 Sunset.

Call

Satwday, October 31

C

•

Monday, NOvember 2

October 23-November 14

- The Windsor Community Band performs at the Cleary
Auditorium at 8 pm. nckets are $5 and $3 for seniors and
students availabe at the Windsor Star, the Windsor Board of
Education and the Cleary Box Office

~

- History Club & Dept . present Dr. Michael Bliss(U. ofT.) a
distinguished professor of Canadian History and "Northern
Enterprise." He will give a talk and slide show on "A Historyof
Canadian Business." Co-sponsored by Social Science
Society. SAC.and Canadian Studies Society. The presentation is in the Blue Room. Univ. Centre. at 7:30.

-Original Prints by Sue Ellen Gerritsen at 55 Peterboro
Gallery, Detroit. Gall81YHours are Fri..Sat.. Sun 1-5 pm. There
will be a reception. October 3 at 8 pm. For more info call
313-831-1428.

Friday. October 30
Tuesday, November 3
- Detroit Rim Theatre presents "20th International Toumee
- The English Department J:)1'8sents
writer Kristjana Gunnars
cl Animation" a broad sampling of recent animated 'w'Orks
In the Rose Room at 3:15 pm.
at7 pm& 9:30 pmat5200Woodv.KlrdAve. Detroit. Mlch. For
tickets & Info call 832-2730

- The Fisher Theatre presents "M an of LaMancha."
(313)874-SING for info.

•

Thursday, October 29

ARTS

Friday, October 16 · November 15

11Mnday. October 29
-The return of Boris Kar1off-Clossic horror films will bE
shown at 2:00 pm at the Seminole Branch Public Library.

'

- The Windsor Urban Alliance on Race REiations is holding
a workshop on "Effective Ustening and Problem Solving/
Decision Making Skillsfor Visible Minority Women. held at
the Holiday Inn from 10 am to 2 pm. The $10 registration fee
Includes lunch and an information package. Formore Info
call Evelyn Myrie.at977-1827 or254-4140.

Until November 6
- The Deportment of Vlsuol Ms presents Brock University's
"Perspect ives'' at the Lebel Gallery (comer of Huron Church
and College).

Saturday, October 31
- The musicians of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra present
"Bewitched Classics: A Musical Masquerade " at 9:00 pm
Ochestra Hall. Wear your best Hallowe 'en Costume Call
(313) 833-3700 or(313) 559-1987 for Info.

lwlday, November 1
- Nair Leather welcomes "The Circle Jerks" with "The
Neons" at St. ANdrews Holl. 431 E.Congress. Detroit. An all
ages show.

Sunday, November 1
POLITICS

- Rose City Ford in conjunction with the Canadian Mental
Health Associatiorv'Windsor Essex County Branch are
- The National Association of Women and the Law J:)1'8S8nts pleased to present a Fun Run. The 8 km. run will start at 11
Kathleen P. Lahey speaking on "Feminist Struggles in Law
am at Rkose City Ford.6333 Tecumse Rd. E.and finish there.
Schoor· with guest speakers Mary Jone Mossman and
Engtry fee $10, $12 after October 30 Includes free T-shirt.
Sheila McIntyre at 7 pm in Moot Court Room. Everyone
race costs. awards and a post run party. For info: 948-7800
......alcome - childcare provided.
or 255-7440.

1hursday, October 29

FUTURE COMPUTER
personal & business systems
Comput~rs

~ttentionAll Universitv
Students
''HaveWe GotA /Je[[/For You!''
MODEL:
PC/AT
IBM PC / AT COMPATIBLE

MODEL: PC/XT TURBO
IBM PC/ XT COMPATIBLE

-16

bit

80287

, 6

8

10 MHz

-8U:C86 Moth coprorpssor optional
-onP -i 2 mb Flooov or vr>
- c;olor arooh1c nr monort1rorn<'!
cnrf'!
-Flooov
Hore disk controll<>r
-AT k~vhoard
-8 expansion sl< 1
-200W oowc r Slipply
-1024K RAM on booro
-A I multi I O corn

-16 bit 8088 4 77 8 MHz
-8087 Math<. erproc<>ssor op11ono1
-MOK Rom on bQaro
-8
xpons,on slots
- col6r or monochromr> cora
- multi I O core
- OnP floppy disk onvP
-150 165W PowN supplv
- or stvlo kr>vbooro
All FOR JUST $749

ALL FOR JUST $1749

,rem ·:..
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PLUSTHESEACCESSORIES

-~

$145

• Amber Monitor
e30m hard disk/ with controller
• Printers (star NX10& Epson LX 800)

$499

$299

We Also Carry Software For
IBM Commodore Computers-Call Us For Details

$50.00 OFF FOR A COMPLETESYSTEM
(with proof of Ad and Student Card)
Main Office
181 Tecumseh Rd. W.

256-6886

Branch Office
1715 Wyandotte W.

252-0097
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StudentCentref~ to reincreased
andlobbyrenovatoo
by Terry Moore
,,_ __________
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n an attempt to eliminate a
recurring deficit in operations
the University Centre Advisory Board (UCAB) and the
University's board of directors raised student's university centre fees up
to $15.00 a semester from $8.75.
Year-end figures from 1986 and 1987
show deficits close to $300,000.
" These figures are always subsidized
with academic funds," said Student Services
director David McMurray. "The centre fee
itself has never been increased."
This year's figures project a deficit of
only $108,750, and with the fee increase
UCAB expects the centre will break even in
the 1988-89 school year.
Other main concerns of UCAB were an
evident space problem as well as a lack of
needed services and facilities.
University manager Mary Lou Thibert
said there is congestion in the two pathways
of the centre lobby because students have
nowhere else to go.
"It ( the building) was designed for a
student population of 3000," said Thibert.
"We did a study last February that showed
that o~er 6500 people entered the building on
any given day to use one of the facilities."
To alleviate the problem with traffic
congestion on the first floor UCAB and the
University's Board of Governors approved
major renovations for the lobby area Renovations will include removal of the present

replacement provisions, will be taken care of
in three years.
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'renovations, which will come out of a
$50,000-plus line in the budget allocated to
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information desk and the walls behind it
Offices will be built to accomodate the
university centre administrative staff, and the
Graduate Student Society will move into
Thibert's office.
The G. S.S. requested office space in the
university centre because they felt they
didn't have a presence at all in the centre and
because the Grad House is more of a social
than administrative setting, said McMurray.
The Organization of Part-time Students
will stay in the office it has now.
McMurray said he hopes the cost of these

After the renovations are paid for the
replacement provisions money will fund the
upkeep of the centre.
Thibert said the renovations would make
it much easier to run the centre operations
citing that her staff are required to conduct all
business "out m the middle of everything"
with the present structure. After renovations
this staff will have its own offices.
McMurray said the present structure will
be demolished over the Christmas break and
curtained off until its completion so!l'e time
around the winter break.
UCAB has also been looking into adding
a third and fourth floor to the centre in
conjunction with the moving of the faculty of
education into the present business building
and the erecting of the new business building
between Sunset and California streets.
The man in charge of fundraising for this
venture, Dr. Paul Cassano, said the university
centre was originally constructed with the
intention of later additions.
"The president and the Board of Governors
have decided that in order to enhance the
quality of student life those original plans
should be followed up on," said Cassano.
McMurray said he hoped construction
will begin in about three years but that
everything depends on the success of the
fundraisin~ campaign.

"The first priority is repatriating the
faculty of education and the building of the
new business building." He said the centre
addition will only receive the amounts raised
that exceed the cost of these projects.
Thibert and Students' Administrative
Council vice-president Peter Ostojic believe
students will not be asked to fund theaddition.
but Cassano said, "We're hoping there will
be some student support."
He said the first question he is asked
when soliciting donations from industry in
the area is "what are we doing for ouselves,
meaning the faculty, students and adminis tration. " He said it is very difficult to get
contributions off-campus unless there is support for the project here.
Both Cassano and McMurray suggested
a student support program similar to that
used to support the building of the St Denis
Centre where students would have the option
of not paying, as a way of attaining campus
support.
The plans are still m their early stages and
no exact costs or layouts are available, but
UCAB has compiled a list of needed and
wanted facilities an addition could offer. The
report was based on two surveys of University
of Windsor students as well as a study of
university centres on other campuses, and
what they offer their students.
Included in the study were the addition of
a full-service restaurant, student pub washrooms, an automatic teller, and large meeting
rooms.O

Sudancommunitysurvivesthanksto Canadians
by Margaret Slavik
The communit y of El Fula,
located in poverty-n dden and wartorn Sudan, will be able to provide
its inhabitants with the basic necessities of human life as a result of the
efforts of the Canadian Save the
Children Fund
A representative of this organization, Don Snyder, spoke to a full
house at Iona College October 26
about bis three-day trip to the Sudan
as part of a delegation sent by the
charity group.
"I wanted to let the people in
the Sudan know that there were
people in Canada who cared a great
deal," he said. "I wanted to have
firsthand information about what
was going on."
Snyder described his three day
experience as comparable to a three
week trip anywhere else. He said
when the delegation landed in Sudan
it was obvious it was a country at
war.
"There was a riot the day before,
the streets were littered with debris,"
he said "Every house was a compound they were guarded with six
foot walls topped with barbed wire."
Even more overwhelming was
the devastation created as a result
of drought The effects remain embedded not only on the people but
also on the economy.
"The economy has not recovered .. markets which were lost have
not returned," he said. To compound the problem, prices were
artificially set during colonial times
and have not dropped to the point
where the people can afford to buy
goods and give a much-needed boost
to the economy.
Sudan is also years behind in
techoology.Snyder citoothe existence
of pipelines to deliver water, but no
pressure to pump it out as an
example ofthis chronic problem. It
is this situation the CanadianSave

the ChildrenFundis trying to reverse,
he said.
Originally an organization based
on a one-to-one sponsorship, the
Fund introduced a Community
Sponsorship Program in 1983.
"Now we can aid an entire
community and make an impact on
the lives of all members of a community, not just one child," he said
"We are not there to give relief, we
are thereto aid in canmunity development"
Despite the condition of the
country, inhabitants are enjoying a
new sense of nationalism following
the election of Dr. Gizuli Dasallah.
"The people have now a strong

sense of pride ind would settle for a
lower standard ofliving to get this,"
Snyder said.
This lower standard of living
was quite evident to the delegation
which stayed in a government guest
house with one outhouse which was
nothing more than a hole in the
ground.
The community lacks resources
for modem sanitation and as a
result diseases such as dysentry are
widespread, Snyder said. "There is
one local nurse but nobody would
hire her."
In El Fula, the organization is
helping to renovate a school to
accomodate the more than four

hundred children in the area
"The town is bounded by a
migration trail for nomads,however,
their children are staying in schools
in El Fula," he said.
The school itself consists of one
blackboard, four toilet pits and pieces
of wood nailed together for benches.
Since the organization does not
directly hand out money, the delegation suggested constructing a carpentry shop here because it would
already have a market in the school.
Snyder said that although such
projects are expensive to operate,
"it is necessary to deal with the
poorest of the poor, and in the long

run 1t is worth it " The group
founded the first aid organization
allowed into Duvalier's Haiti.
The Fund's objective of promoting Third World development is
made a little easier because it is a
Canadian-founded organization.
"Canada's position on the world
stage is very much of a leader,"
Snyder said. The ultimate goal of
Canada is to dedicate seven percent
of its Gross National .Product to
relief by 1990.
Anyone wanting more information regarding the Save the Children
Fund, please contact the Windsor
branchat948-2895 or256-0670.0
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Something different happened last night
As many of you might well know, SAC held a byelection yesterday ti fill the vacant president' post
and two other seats on council, for social science
and the senate.
And while not every candidate could win , there
seemed to be some kind of unity etween all SACtypes present, as if they were all interested in student
union or something.
The kind of political infighting and backstabbing
witnessed in the first few months this semester was
disgusting. But "winrers" and "losers" alike Wednesday were still talking about serving students and
repairing the damage done to the credibility of their
student government.

A new president was elected, yet two other unsuccessful candidates said they still looked forward
to serving SAC in the future. Very little in the way of
sour grapes was evident in the hearts of either.
Even the measly 16 per cent turnout for the
election can be accounted for. After all, many students
are still somewhat skeptical about the legitimacy of
student government on this campus as a result of the

bahaviour of some executives in the recent past. And
since mid-terms are in full swing, many students
have other things in mind.
One thing is certain though. There can be no
mistaking the imortance for a renewed interest in
student government on this campus.
Students must be prepared to assume the responsibilities and commitments that come with being
part-owners of a mid-sized corporation. That's right.
corporation. SAC 1smillion dollar operation nowadays,
handling student fees in the hundreds of thousands
of dollars and managing a corporation (Student
Media) which is on the verge of going "big-time" with
a power increase to its radio station and desk-top
publishing capability for its newspaper and graphics
departments, the potential of which is enormous.
Now you can't have just anybody run an institution
this large unless you're sure they have the ability to
do so. If they don't someone else will do it for them,
and chances are they would not have the exact same
interests at heart. The purpose of student government is to protect and serve those interests.
It's time to carry on.D

THE BLOODBOIL

KEVIN JOHNSON

Seguiii tuo corso,e lasciadio legenti
...

I just ~ad DorothyVapid's boot.Campus Op~• '88: Wlaatdie
Upper Eaeloa Pat 0. aad Doa. This invaluableguide is an
absolute mustfor thoseof us who aim to dress for success, and get
ahead in today'scompeutivejob marqu~.
Not afraidto call herselfan"aspiringyuppie,"Vapidrealistically
cuu throughthe crap to give us therealstuff.the informationthatwill
help eachandevery one of us lookourbest in order to makeourbest
impraaioo and ensure ounelvu the edge when we to bead-~bead
apinst the competition.
Naturally, bein& a womanbenelf, Vapid is at her best when abe
di1CU1ees
fanale fubioo. She hu made an effort to keep the nales
simple 90 they're euily undentood by even the IIIOlt iponmt
dreaer.
First. she makes clear her own distinction between what is
appn,priaie for scbool and what is appropriate elsewhere. For
example, she amusingly relates the amusing tale of the time she had
to flOltraiahtfrom clus to won,then to a date. Imagine a big night
out on the town without the opportunity to change from her school
clotbea ! She hu sworn never to let this happen to her again. ·fll let
you read the comequencea of what happenedto her for yourself. (It

was funny, let me tell you.)
Anyway, back to her hints for success.
One important ruJefor women to remember is that femininity is
in. Vapid knows women have learned one lesson-they can't succeed
by being men. T)ley have to make it on their own.
With this in mind, it is best you consider which feminine
appearancebest suits your circumstances.
For example, let's say you'~ at school. Too many ruffles can be
inconvenient, especially in thosemessy labs ( what are girls doing in
science courses, anyway?). Full-length dresses are out of the
question, and short skirts can be a tad nippy walking between

buildinp.
Vapid recommendsanything pink. According to her, few profs

will o:k up a fuss against pink labcoats, so you're in safe fashion and
academic territory in the laboratory. (I wish I could claim credit for
this rhyme-it's Vapid.) Another alway&-trusty article of clothing is
the pink ski jacket. Wann, practical. but pink. A peifect winter
compromise
betweencovering up and still appearing alluring. Vapid
sayaIIIOlt women aren't at university just to catch a man, but that

----------------------

doesn't mean they have to score them off: does it? The answer, of
course, is no.
No matter what you decide to wear pink. try to combine it with
aci~washed denim. This is peifectly acceptable at school and in
some professions-receptionina, for example. Vapid quotes fashion
expert Cindy Banal as stating aci~washed jeans are here to stay.
That's good enoughfor me!
A few quick tips on what else is hot this seasonon the campus
beat. Sweaters should be 1e>lidcoJoun and tiaht. Sweatshirts sbouJd
have bi& cartoons on them, and be loose. They are also acceptable
only for morning; by 1:OOp.m.they should be discardedin favour of a
blouse, preferably pink (yellow, if desperate).
Vapid saya there is no excuse for a womannot to wear high heels.
as they lend a certain professiooal and ~ air to anyone. She
urgesevery woman seriousabout her career to invest in several pairs--one for each colour of her wardrobe, black in patent leather and in
suedeas well as plain leather. One should also have at least one pair
of pink Reeboks to kick aroundin to match the sweatshirts-again,
not to be worn past lunch.
Lastly, Vapid devotes Chapters Six through Ten on the evils of
wearingtoo much black. The greatest danger, she warns, is that one
could be mistaken for an arts student. This is a grave error for anyone
who wants to get ahead in life. Especially to be avoided are those long
black coats. One might as well wear leather (oh, god, don't wear
leather! Out, out, out as can be!)
As for those students of the male persuasion, Vapid can not only
tell us what's what, but what will be.
For example, she offers the astute prediction that the next "power
tie" colour will be light blue silk. Red will soon gothewayofyeUow,
she forecasts, leaving light blue the king until this time next year.
Believe it. She says anyone with this in mind before Christmas will be
on the cutting edge, since most new ties won't be worn until after the
holidays.
A surprisingly hot trend is wearingpants that are too big with a
belt that gathers all the extra material in attractive bunches all around
one's waist. This, Vapid prognosticates, is going to be very big as the
bottom drops out of the suspenders market because men have to buy
two in each colour-button and cliJH>n.
Another fashion move that 1s sweeping the country is wearing
white socks with dark pants and shoes. Until now, this has been

considered something of a gaffe, but fashion moguls are seeing it in a
new light the 'Tm a man who isn't afraid to make a few mistakes in
the pursuitof masculinity" approach is going to catch on in a major
way.- Look for this to become the norm among men who aim high,
says Vapid.
White socks will be common by American Thanksgiving and
near-universal before Christmas, ao the truly status-conscious foot is
going to have to step lively to keep ahead. Vapid recommends men
compoundtheir outrageousness by going with white shoes,loafers
preferably. When paired with black support socks and thoseneverout-of-style bright Bermudashorts.Vapid claims they will make a bi&
splash. Look for leaders ( eg. student politicos) to stake out an early
lead here.
Makin&
a strons m:overy from what appearedto be a drop in
popularity with the onset of autumn, jazzcaps will remain on beads
above the crowd the rest of the fiscal year. The bright vivacious
colours are just the thing to chase those winter blues away, according
to Vapid, and their impracticality as headgear adds greatly to their
value as the perfect insoucient topper. Watch for them to be
combined with dark blue suits at top-level meetinp.
Because of its comfort and warmth, corduroy will stay on fashion
hitlists for the cold weather. Leather will be big, as in long light brown
leather coats for men. Fur hats and gloves are also anticipated to be
popular with power-seekers. Aci~washed jeans are out for males;
anything that isn't cotton should be wool.
None of these rules are what you could call "bard and fast." Still,
given Vapid's expertise in the field, I dare say we ignore her advice at
our own peril. I'm not exaggerating. Peril is the word, alright. How
can we possibly hope to survive in the dog-eat-<iog killer rat-race
world of reality without using every conceivable advantage to make
the most of our opportunities to get ahead, earn the big bucks,
prestige and position we crave?
I didn't get where I am today by not following Dorothy Vapid's
Qdvice on good fashion sense for the power-mad. Her book is
available at bookstores across the city for just $89.95, a small price
to pay .
Think ofit as an investrnenL After all, ifwe hope to truly succeed
and be our own people, we can count on spending ten times that a
week Just to keep abreast of the pack in the style competition. At
least, that's what J figure. D
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The following opinion piece is reprinted
from the Animal Defence League of Canada
ovemments and the fur indus-

try refularly raise the issue of
native involvement in trapping
as a justification for supporting
L _
~ and, indeed, expanding the
killing of wild animals for fur. They claim
that thosewho oppose trapping are responsible
for the deplorable economic and social state
ofso much of the native community. Expansion of the fur trade, they seem to argue,
would put an end to the alienation, the
poverty and the dislocation that is the lot of
too many native Canadians. They imply that
suppressing trapping, as advocated by the
protest movement, is akinto cultural genocide.
These allegations need careful consideration
by all who care about the rights and welfare
of all loving things. To this end. the Animal
Defence League of Canada (ADLC) has
prepared this position statement
In its statement the League:
I . Takes the position that it is ethically wrong
to cause living creatures to suffer or to treat
their lives as expendable;
2. Maintains, on this basis, its opposition to
the killing of wild animals for fur by all peole,
the killing of wild animals for fur by all
people, including the native people of Canada:
3. Recognizes as inevitable the hunting and
trapping of wild animals by those native
people who depend on them to survive at a
subsistence level;
4. Points out that the real beneficiaries of the
fur trade are the retailers, processors and
exporters of fur: most native people derive
little economic benefit from hunting and
trapping;
5. Concludes that supponing the fur indu:stry
no ',
lfrlst the current of" world public
opinion, will only perpetuate the economic
hardship suffered by native communities to
the extent that they continue to depend for
cash on the fashion market
Tbe ethical position of the AnimalDefence
League of Canada as that animals have
rights, in that they are conscious beings that
experience pain and pleasure. It further
recognizes that they are harmed not only by
the infliction of pain but also by being
deprived of their freedom and their natural
way oflife. This position rejects the view that
animals exist as resources to be exploited for
human benefit, and that as such their mistreatment does not matter. It affirms that
animals have the right, equal to that of

humans, not to be treated in ways that cause
them pain, deprivation or death. Non-human
animals fall within the sphere of moral
concern of human beings. The position of the
AD LC on the fur trade is consistent with this
philosophy.
Killing animals is morally wrong. and
killing animals for fur is particularly abhorrent for two reasons:
I. Fur is purely a luxury product for all but a
few remote native communities which continue to survive off the land at a subsistence
level. Killing either trapped or farmed fur.
bearing animals for commercial purposes is
not necessary.
2. The suffering experiences by a consistently
high percentage of trapped animals. both
target and non-target species. i~ known to be
extreme. Despite extensive research devoted
to the development of a trapping technology
that would consistently kill without inflicting
suffering. no such trap has yet been invented
The Federal-Provincial
Committee for
Humane Trapping (FPCHT) spent from
197 4 to 1981 studying the issue at a cost of
$1.3 million. They examined 348 ideas for
new trap designs. and mechanically tested
l 04 of them. Although they made tentative
recommendations about trap use, they in fact
failed to find designs that were dependably
humane. Given this experience, and given
the necessarily non-specific nature of traps
and trapping. the ADLC believes that no
dependably humane trap will ever be developed

Non-commercial subsistence-level hunting and trapping involves the killing of wild
animals to provide food. clothing, fuel, and
other products which are esential for personal
survival in remote areas where- alternatives
are few or non-existent The ADLC does not
oppose these subsistence activities when
they are undertaken by native people who
have no choice. Subsistence-level killing of
this kind is practiced by an unknown number
of aboriginal peoples, but that number is
believed to be very small. The AD LC opposes
killing by all people, including native people,
when alternatives arc available to them. As
such alternatives develop, the killing of
animals can no longer be condoned. Also.
where killing is undertaken not dimply to
provide the basic necessities for survival, but
to improve the stnadard of Jiving and to
bring about an easier life for the hunter or
trapper, that killing has ceased to be a
subsistence activity. The ADLC takes the
position that advancing beyond a suhsistcnce
way of living can be accomplished by other
means. Some previously fur-dependent
communities have already developed alternatives, such as guiding tourists, handicraft
enterprises, lumbering, and similar activities.
Defenders of the fur trade argue that its
demise would destroy the economy of native
communities. According to Statistics Canada
publications, in 1983-84 a total of2.9 million
wild animals were killed for their fur to be
sold. The value of the pelts was reported to be

The percentage of this sum going to
native people is not known. The Fur Institute
of Canada has estimated that roughly 50,000,
or half, of Canadian trappers are native
people which suggests that a total of $21
million may go into the native economy from
trapping each year. This is not a large sum,
but the total may be considerably less than
this for two reasons: l) Available statistics
suggest that far fewer than the official figure
of 50,000 native people may actually be
commercial trappers. The Association for
the Protection of Fur- Bearing Animals
(APFA) used information provided by provincial governments to detenning that native
people represent only 10% to 15% of Canadian trappers. Furthermore, a recent poll of
native people found participation rates of
15% in the 20 to 30 year age group. 2) The
data suggests that native trappers sell considerably fewer skins than non-ntives, on
average. Most native trappers are believed to
live in the Yukon and Northwest Territories,
where environmental conditions determine
that relatively few animals live. Most trapping
is done in the milder southern environment
In 1983-84, only 250,000 of 2.9 million
animals lcilled for fur were trapped in the
north. Supporting this view, a recent research
paper from the government of the Northwest
Territories found that trapping is not a major
source of income in the north, and that most
trappers there are part-time trappers, whose
income from trapping generally does not
even cover their equipment and operating
costs. This suggests that northern native
trappers kill fewer animals and hence receive
less income from trapping per capita than
southern trappers.
Evolution and chnnge in native culture
began long before' anu -fur activists became
effective. Exposure to non--native culture
through radio and television has certainly
had an enormous impact on native culture, as
has the introduction of Christian religion and
modem mediacl technology. The impact of
government intervention has also been considerable. Major resource exploration and
development has permanently and fundamentally altered the economy and way oflife
of many communities. In this context, the
charge that animals rights activists, who
oppose native hunting and trapping activities,
are guilty of cultural genocide is patently
absurd.
For further information, please contact
Esther Klein, 233-6117. _0
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bad rap
Dear Editor,
Help!
In the past the music industry has survived
such terrorist intrusions as disco, acid rock,
country, and breakdancing. But now the
music world is facing its greatest horror yet
That is, of course, the invasion of rap music.
But how can this even be called music at
all? All rap really consists of is grown men
shouting at the top of their lungs and ending
their sentences in rhyme. What has this
world come to?
Last week I went to a bar that has a dance
floor. I felt like dancing so I waited for a real
song to come on. To my surprise, the D.J.
continually played some form of noise and
people around me actually seemed like they
were enjoying it!
Am I getting old? Funny, I don't feel any
older. But this is exactly what my parents
have been saying about music for years.
Wasn't it just a couple of years ago that
Madonna, Cyndi Lauper, and Lionel Ritchie
lit up the radio stations? Hell, bring back
Michael Jackson, rm desperate.
I am not a self-righteous person by any
means. I admit I do like the ''bopper" music
of Madonna and other recent top 40 hits. I

Now I see the Beach Boys, legends in my
mind, team up with the Fat Boys to record
Wipe Out Wasn't David ue Roth bad
enough guys?
What next? A Beatles reunion with the
Beastie Boys? How can we stop this madness?
Give some suggestions now before it is too
late.
Michael J. Dominguez

gooddeal

Thankfully,
Brian Mulroney
Ottawa. Ontario

-ed. note: Brian Mulroney probably didn't
write this Jetter.

Dear Editor,
In the course of the recent strike by
university support staff, the school remained
open. At no time did the workers try to
Dear Editor,
ilisrupt teaching. Instead they attempted to
Some say that running this country as win support by encouraging the continuation
though it were my own is a very dangerous
of classes.
thing to do politically. Others say that not
WHat was their reward?
forcing the Americans to do anything about
The Students' Administrative Council
Acid Rain is a sign of weakness:Some say held a wo .....er-bashing session in the UniverAm .
...
that my Free Trade deal with th e
encans
sity Centre and hired scabs to clean its
will cost thousands of Canadian jobs while offices.
· · th e Am encans
·
1 · And
givmg
many benefits
The Faculty Association didn't even get
still others say that my sole ambition in office quorum for a meeting where some members
· tom ake c ana d a an ex tension
·
fthe Uru"ted planned to call for more support for the
1s
States.
striking workers.
Politics are a tricky business, which
require tricky people, and, since I am Prime
The university administration was able to
Minister, I have to be trickiest of all. So,
crow that the campus was so clean, this strike
though I may have developed some unpopular
could drag on as long as Westem's, or longer.
stands, and though I seem to be selling
As a result, the union was split and
Canada cheap, I would like to thank the
approved a new contract over significant
Lance for having never pointed this out
dissent, expecially from the janitors.

°

proach, we can look forward to an ugly and
bitter confrontation between staff and
management when this contract expires. The
workers have learned their lesson: students
and faculty cannot be counted on for solidarity, even when treated with consideration.
Likewise the administration has no doubt
learned its lesson: they can count on replacement workers and volunteers to help
them if they want to make the union sweatit
out.
I won't be here by the time the next strike
rolls around. but when this university is·
closed up tight, I hope the students and
faculty realize why their pleas not to be
"caught in the middle" fall on deaf ears.
Nicholas Fafnlr

[ette,stotheEdltorshouldbellmlted

'

to 5CX) words or fewer; they may be
submitted to the Lance office on the
second floor. UniveBlty Centre. at the
Lance mallbox In the SAC office. or In
the Lance mailbox at the Centre desk.
All letters must be typed. doubl&spaced. signed and should lncfude
the author's telephone numbef.
The Lance reseN'8S the right to
all letters for spcx:e and llbel. The
olsoreser,,,esthertghttorefuseto

:at<C~-

material of a sadat. racist, a rnmo .. ,

am also a big fan of music in the 5~0~s~an~d~6~0~s~.
-~p:u:b:::li:cl::Y.:..·
_:Y_:o::u_:are:.:..:tru-=.e
_:C:..::o:.:::n:..se~rv_a:.:ti:..·v...:e_s!
_____
G_iv_e_n_th_e_:...fail_·_u_re_of_th_e_'_'m_·
c_e-_gu::....:.y'_'_IJ>-...::__}:;:;:::;:::;;;;:;:~:::::::::::·
::::::;;:..:==·==::;;;:::::::=irJ
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To all of you who participated in Homecoming '87 congratulations and special
thanks are in order. The work and dedication of volunteers and participants resulted in
an overwhelmingly successful weekend. Homecoming '87 has definitely brought
Windsor "Back in the Highlife ..."
Thanks to;

Float Judges
Ted Holder
carollne carnerle
Steve Daigle
George McMahon
Sue Lesa

Parade Participants
Computer Science Society
Social Science Society
CARISA
Delta Chi
Residences

Committee
Greg Thoman
GaryJasey
Aurelio Roncone
Brendan Thomson
Noreen McChessney
Jennifer Monforton
Sam McClamon
Chip DeRosa

Extrathanks to carllng O'Keefe for the Road Rally, Labatt's for the Old St.Denis Bash,
Rob Allchln, Mary Lou Thibert, Chuck Blewitt and the Pub Staff, Steve DeMarco,
carollne carnerle and the Lancer Football Team; Good Luck at Laurier!
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MID-TERM SPECIAL
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until November 15/87
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SACauqit finallyfinished
by Terry Moore and Scott Ingram cedures and job descriptions in
• trustees should not be allowed to
sign for expenditures that relate to
order to provide greater assurance
regarding the stability of accounting
themselves
he annual Student's functions
• pay advances should be regulated
Administrative Coun- • all receipts should be deposited
and policies formulated on their
cil ( SAC) audit which daily
distribution D
revealed $40,000 in
unaccounted for exIll otherSAC businesst.bisweek support.
penditures on the part oflast year's
Steele's
campaign
mptwidtfurther
one of thecandidatesforpresident
executive, including executive and in theOct28. electioncame under difficulty whenat theOct.27 SAC
staffbonuses amounting to $17,500, fire.
meetingSocial Sciencepresident
is finally complete at a final cost of
l..8.1t
yws vicetxesidem-finance, StanLevesqueinformedSAC Steele
over $5000 more that last year's
Cromwell
Wopiff.n.adviaed
council wasin arrearsto the corporation for
audit
~ believed
the electionposters of an amount of $2506.88.
SAC accepted the $12,950 audit ~ Steele were misleading
Council passed a motion at a
and
report on its 1986-87 operations at CODte8ted
previous meeting sta1ing that anySteele'scandidacy.
a meeting October 22.
Wagbirensaid Steele misrep- onein arrearsto SAC could not run
in this by-election.
The large increase in the cost of JllllDted himself on his posters
Council was told that Steele
~ state he is a ..fifth year
the Touche Ross audit, which usually
receiveda pay advance
cma contract
a,:adalte
business
student."
when
in
runs about $7,500, was attributed
to paint someof the SAC otricea.
a
,.
lae
is
enrolled
in
the
special
to financing a major investigation
job
be
had
not
yet
completed.
d conunereeprogram.
into the financial activities of last
..It would be servicesowed not
~
to mprimandSteele
year's executive.
payment,"saidV.P.lnlimalBnmdlll
ICtiom,
lllkingtbatbeputup
Most <:ithe moneywas acoounted
~ aml/or
declaringSAC Thompson.
for by the time of SAC's marathon
At this meeting Council alro
of Steele'seducationll
meeting of Aug. 8. Council did not
contest staff bonuses, but the ex-up chi isR10·~
ecutive were asked to pay back
their self-approved bonuses which
totalled $7,400.
Two of the executive, VicePresident
Finance,
Cromwell
Rumfeldtsaid previously charges
by Ardlar Gosselin
Woghiren and V.P. Administration
were filed with the Dean's Office,
Kevin Williams have since paid
The Dean of Student Affairs
which it investigated and prosecuted.
back their bonuses of $2,400 and
will no Ionaer
have to betheenforcer.
"The Office of Student Affairs
$1,000, but then SAC president
LastThursday the University's
should not be a place to be avoided
Jon Carlos Tsiltidis is currently
like a police station" because "you
Senate passed changes to bylaw 31
facing the possibility of being the
changing the Dean's role to one of a don't want to have to ask for help
defendant in a civil court case.
from the same people who may
mediator. The position previously
Tsilfidis refuses to pay back the
prosecute you," he said Runfeldt
also required he be chief prosecutor
overS9,000 council is seekingfonn
for disciplining students in cases of said the Office should be a first
him, saying it was a pay increase
academic misconduct, such as haven for students when things go
and not a bonus.
wrong, with the Dean acting in an
cheating or plagiarism.
Further investigations by SAC
ombudsman type role.
The Senate also discussed
~ lbJgPldips reYealed
William
The newDean of StudentAffairs,
changes to bylaw 51 dealing with
approvedadvances totalling $3,700
evaluationand reporting of students' John Hoffman. said the previous
fmmhis presidential salary when grades dwing the term, and ap- bylaw31 undercut bis role ofhe~
he w~ stiff v'.i.Administration.
provedthedeletionor renumbering ing students' welfare.
Williams, who was elected to
"He (the Dean) shouldn't beof 60 courses from the course calenthe position in February of this
come the judge after being the
dar.
year, resigned bis presidential post
The principle point of the revimediator," he said.
in the midst of the summer audit
The proposed changes to bylaw
sions to bylaw 31 are to change the
investigations. He has said he is
role of Dean of Student Affairs in
51 were sent back to the bylaw
now unable to pay for the advances
matters of academic discipline from review committee after much disand will seek alternative retribution
a "prosecutor" in an adversarial
cussion by the Senate.
such as labour.
"How do you appeal a grade
setting to that of a "mediator," said
The auditors also made several
chemistry professor Robert Rum- when there is no written record
suggestions to SAC on how to
except the final letter grade" is the
feldt, who presented the changes to
improve their procedures so the
the Senate in place of the ill ass<r
problem. said Rumfeldt
"sloppy" accounting practices of
"The examination mark is the
ciate Dean of Law, Brian Mazer.
last year did not reoccur.
Toe Dean would no longer have a only thing that could be appealed in
the past" and other marks had no
schizophrenic role, he said. The
· The following are an example
Dean of the affected faculty would written record, he said
of these·
do the investigating and prosesuting Continued on page 9.
• formalization of policies, pr<r
instead.
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•sweaters
eMas~s
eFolk Art
eJewellery

IN THE SKY
10% off with Student

• Sweaters
eTapestries
•clothing
eJewellery
255 Ouellette·
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Tuesdu
No,.
3
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Court,
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ofWindsor
Jack Mc Clelland
former
Canadian publisher
"Canadian Authors
Are Our Most
Important Citizens"

Ticket
Prices:
ss.oo
Students
U.00

IonaCtleat, Unhlrllt,., Wlnuor

20I S-Ullllf
... 973.7039

Portion of proceeds to
Literacy Association of Windsor

An address By:
Mr. Ole lngstrup
Chairman, National
Parole Board of Canada.
Wednesday, November 4th,
1987, 11:30am.-1:00pm.
Ambassador Auditorium,
2nd Floor, University Centre.
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• Folk Art
• African Carvings
ePlants
eWhips

HANO CIUIFTEO IMPORTS FIIOM ~NO

The Criminology Club Presents!

I

I. D.

··FROM THE ORIGINAL TO THE EXOTIC"
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ePonchos
eTapestries
eMayan Pieces
•clothing

Sponsored by: Criminology Club

Saturday, October 31, 1987

Dept. of Sociology/ Anthropology
John Howard Society
of Windsor-Essex County

Cash Prizes for Best Costun,e.s!
Dance and Enjoy tile Music of
OUR D.J.GREG
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OTT AW A ( CUP)-Over
17,OOO
post-secondary students had debt
loads ofover $10,000 in 1985-86,
a recently released government analysis of student debt load has
revealed.
The study, which also shows
that 1,830 students have debt loads
of over $15,000, was based on
Canada Student Loans data for
those full-time students who negotiated a student loan during the
1985-86 loan year. Provincial stu
dent loan information was also supplied by B.C., Alberta, and Ontario.
Critics say the government is
trying to understate the problem of
high student debt load in Canada.
A government press release on
the study said "over 80 per cent of
the post-secondary students with
student loans graduated with total
student loan debts of less than
$10,000."
"The figures don't concur with
the ones I had which were that most
students had debts of $12,000 to
$20,000 coming out of bachelor
programmes," said Bill Rompkey,
Liberal secretary of state critic.
"But even if they are right, a$10,000
debt load is nothing to gloat about
"The attitude underlying this is
that students are privileged," said
Rompkey, "and the government is
saying to students: 'you are lucky to
be where you are and here's your
degree and your $10 ,OOOdebt load,
so good luck to you."
Mary Meloshe, Director of the
Student Assistance Directorate for
the federal government said the
researchers themselves were surprised at the results of the :;tudy.
"Col'lsjdcring the article in the
media in the past year concerning
students struggling with very high
debt loads, we were surprised to
find that the majority of students
have debts of less than $10,000,"
she said.
"This does not mean that there's
not a problem with debt load. Debt
at any level can be a problem
depending on one's resources," said
Meloshe.
The study found that loans are
distnbuted relatively evenly between
men and women, that half of the
negotiators are 21 years or younger,
and that Arts and Sciences students
are the most common debtors ( 40
per cent). It also noted that the

average accumulated debt load was
$4,796.
Of the students who owed more
than $15,000, most were male (61
percent) and older than 25 yean
and 20 per cent were studying
medicine.
'
Meloshe emphasized that the
study was "very limited" in scope.
"We didn't have any good sources
to go through," she said, "We had
to rely on the administrative data
from the federal and provincial aid
programmes. But it does give us it
handle on the kind of debt loads
students are carrying."
Meloshe said that while the
maJority of final year students had
debt loads at the "low end of the
indebtedness scale'' some had debts
in excess of$20,000.
"Sure, there are some students
out there with high debt loads, but
the question is, is that a problem? If
a med student comes out of his final
year of internship with a high debt
load, is that necessarily a problem?"
she asked
Secretary of State David Crom- '
bie also announced the fromation
·of a new Advisory Group to undertake a "comprehensive" review of
federal student aid. The group will
be made up of various interested
groups including the Canadian Federation of Students, the Canadian
Organization of Part-Time Uni\ ersity Students, and the National
Educational Association of Disabled
Students.
Provincial ministers of education
have also agreed to establish an
intergovernmental consultative committee on fmancial aid to coordinate
federal and provincial assistance
pi ugrammes.
Meloshe said Crombie plans to
review the Canada Student Loans
Act and to introduce improvements
by August of 1988.
But Rompkey said more than a
review is needed.
"We don't need to strike another
committee to massage the system we
already have. We have got to change
the whole philosophy toward student
aidin Canada to a system of bursaries,
so that anybody with the brains to
do it can get where they want to go.
"Our society has got to face up
to our responsibility. We can't afford not to invest in education.
There's a saying: if you think educationis expensve, try igoorance.''O
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• Full Colour Reproductions while you wait!!
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• Digital sizing from 50-150%.
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A discussionof CaribDean
socialchange
by Gladstone Wilson, Jamaica,
COST, and June Degia, Jamaica,
COST

queathed by the association with among other things, social legisWestern Europe. But the Caribbean
lation.
state also inherited the social strucThere is a school of thought,
ture from the colonial era. There is proffered by Grand and staunchly
Issues of social change and ecoalso a view that the state is not advocated by Caribbean economist,
nomic development in Latin America
necessarily under any dominant
C. Y. Thomas, which subscribes to
and the Caribbean dominated a
class but autonomous. This is cer- the view of an expansionist system
spring seminar held at York Univertainly in keeping with Hamza Alavi' s turning into personal rule and authsity, Toronto, March20-21, 1987.
view that the state dispenses with oritarianism. For the Anglophone
Organized by the Ontario Co- its traditional role of mediation
Caribbean, only Guyana is cited as
operative Program in Latin American because the state if' over-developed'
exlubitingfeatures of authroitarianism.
and Caribbean Studies (OCPLACS)
and cannot be controlled or manipinlubitingthe state's ability to promote
and hostedby the Centre for Research
ulated by any class. If Alavi's view encourage and achieve growth.
on LatinAmericanand the Caribbean of the autonomous state is to be
Thomas summarises element&
(CERLAC), the seminar heard
taken to its logical conclusion, it typical of the authoritarian state in
several presentations dealing with
means that the state (bureaucratic
Guyana as follows:
the work on non-governmental agor military) has no class self interest
• unique combination of underricultural projects in politically volor is above the struggle for class
developed productive forces
atile countries of Central America
dominance. The nature, structure
• inherited economic system inserted
and how these project assist, if
and operation of the post-colonial
into the world capitalist economy.
any. the long-term development of
state suggests otherwise.
• the leading role of the petty
rural sectors.
The expanded role of the state
bourgeoisie in the exercise of state
Under the broad headings of
in the Caribbean which Grant links power
Labour and Social Change and
to the establishment of the inter• the rapid growth of state property
TheExperiencesoffraosformation, state system - The Caribbean
which is not dependent on ideological
much of the discussion was country
EconcmicCommunity(CARICOM)
posturings
specific whether the focus was the
- has engineered tremendous social
• the development of state property
labour movement in Nicaragua;
expands potential coercive ability
benefits in education, health and
peasant organizations
in Chile;
of the state (Thomas, 1986)
agriculture. This encouraged the
dependency in Jamaica; employment
The manifestations of authorprovision of increased resources to
projects for refugees in Costa Rica
itarianism, according to Thomas,
manage the state's administrative
or agricultural development
in
rejects political democracy and relies
capability to deliver services on
Grenada.
large scales.
on open terroristic forms of rule.
However, Professor R Grant's
Professor Carl Stone of the
In an authoritarian setting, most
reappraisal of the role of the State
University of the West Indies, Mona,
policies become subordinated to
in Caribbean development provided
explains the early expanded role of institutional acts designed to 'resome very interesting insights into
the Caribbean state as a relatively
construct' civil society. These acts
the most dominant sector of Caribpainless process because it took
tend to legitimize a process which
bean life. This is so, since the state
place against the background of a overlook certain constitutional
plays a major role in organising and
significant growth in the productive
guarantees, and the capacity to
generating investmen~ is the largest
and economic base of the economy
institutionalize these acts are backed
employer of manual and technical
(Stone, 1986). Social stability was up by the state's monopoly of the
skill; deals with politicalmanagement; seen as a direct result of increased
means of coercion. The style of
formulates foreign and domestic
decision-making. therefore, becomes
economic activity and the state
policy as well as controls the legistook and active part in reducing
inflexible, deterministic and monolative mechanism through which
socio-economic inequalities, through, lithic.
society is governed . Jn a sense then,
Continued from page 7.
If you have a smart class, that's
the 5*ate pervades Caribbean ex"(Professors) shouid be able to cause for celebration, not for cutistence.
tell a student exactly how he/she is ting back the class average," he
Grant dealt mostly with the
doing," and "if you can't do it, you said, calling the Bell Curve marking
historic evolution of the Caribbean
shouldn't be teaching. That's what method "totally non-scientific."
state apparatus and how the postwe're paid for," said Rumfeldt
He said marking has to be done
colonial state has taken on several
Rumfeldt said he does not believe on an objective standard according
different characteristics since indein averaging grades using a Bell to the bylaws.
pendence at the beginning of the
"Ifit's not in writing(the grade),
Curve in response to some professors'
1960's.
then
it could come down to the
complaints
of
needing
until
the
end
Independence saw an expanding
of the term to use the marking student's word against the instrucrole of the state. The practical task
tor's word," added Hoffman. He
method to determine their students'
of governing and generating ecothought it could cause problems if
grades.
nomic activity was one legacy be-
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As a direct result of authoritarian
or personal rule, the state forces the
society to retreat, demobilize and
unable to muster its productive
capacity.
Grant, however, seems to dis-

18.278 to choose from
subjects
SaveTime and ImproveYour Grades!
Order Catalc),JTodaywith Visa/MC Of COD

'. 213-477-822&~·

agreewithThomas'reasoning mainly
because the experiences of Guyana
is not conclusive proof of a regional
trend. In addition, there are several
constraints which hinder the Caribbean state to assume an authoritarian character. Grant points to
four areas.
l. The existence of the West
Minster/Whitehall model of constitutional government which carries
with it accountability for political
,tewardship as well as the possibility
of change withing the constitutional
five-year period.
2. The existence of a powerful
trade union movement whose activities are primarily responsible for
the achievement of in~ependence
and the evolution of the nearly
nodem Canbbean state. Trade unio~
are also closely linked to political
parties capable of winning state
power.
3. The class structure dominating
Caribbean state systems are also
mediated by race, sex and education.
It is not possible therefore for continued personal rule by a single
economic class.
3. The inter-state system of Canbbean provides a powerful if not
persuasive force against authoritarianism.
The seminar provided a useful
forum for the examination of these
issues. In the future, the role of the

NICE 2 IEDIOOM Al'T. 1 Floor. Nice
bodcyafd gaden. Parl<lng.(333 lv'oc:fl,,on)
Call 252-4897
GAMERSCWI MEfflNG-Nov 7th. 710ish.c.onfeience Room Recon Fttonoio
or Palladium dependency

SHAREA IPECtALFRIENDIHIP- Extendo-Fomily \'118lcomesyou to volunteer a
tnendshlp to a special child. Forinfo. call
969-3010 or 1-600-26&-7309 .

IIIANEZ
ROADS1'ER
B.ECTRICGUITARwtth
whammy bar and hard shell case. Pro
guitar for beginner's prk:e. $350. Call 252-

7803
HOHNER6 STRINGIANJO with case.
$150 Call 252-7803.
CAR FOR SAU - 1984 Toyota Supra GTS
Immaculate. fully loaded wtth power
run.roof 1,-,w miles. 5 speed sofetled. Call

252-7803.
114E WNG ASSOCIATIONis seeking
volunt881S for "The Challenge." lhis program is designed for fundralsing and to
p,omote lung health awareness. The
challenge Is Novembef 16-20 There will
be a meeting held at 10:30 for all those
'INho would like to volunteer for the Lung
~ Challenge. More than 20 people
are needed. Call 256-3433 fOf Info.

Canobeanstate deservesaxxe detailed
attention by those interested in the
ebb and flow of Caribbean life. D

on numbefs.

consensus. New membefs welcome.

lDIT LADIESGOU) .,Ko WATCH on
October 15th. be1ween the UnlllefSltyand
' Donelly St. Great sentimental 110lue.Coll

256-7162 or 256-0072 for Melissa.

such a case is appealed.
In explaining why 60 courses
were deleted or renumbered, Registrar Frank Smith said if a course
does not get a specific enrolment,
or is not offered fer a !ong period of
time, then it is deleted from the
course listings in accordance with
bylaw 52. He said a number of
classics and history courses fell
under the area. Those deleted were
not required courses. D
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expeclally when wom together. It you
-...ont to join my club. contact me at the
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DEARQUILLKNIGHT- More characters
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-Busy Bee

IF YOUNEEDA PROfESSIONAL
PHOTO,
GRAPHERwho does excellent v.ofic call
253-4060 or977-1788 and ask torlhomas
Pidgeon.
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CAMPUSTRAVH.representative needed
to promote Spring Bl'eak trip to Rortda.
Eom money. free trips. and outstanding
marketing experience. Coll Inter-Campus
Programs at 1-aoo-433-7707.
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lDIT 80 Slides in a carousel slide tray
~ng
cities of Europe.etc. These were
left in Room G133. Windsa Hall North. on
the night of Wedrtesday, October 14.
Ander wtll b':I rewarded! Contact Dr I.
Stebelsl<y.Geography, ext. 2171.
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GNI A PUDOI TOCJAM FMyourcampuscommunl1yradlo station. Phone252, 2741 between Oct. 22 and NoY.4. 'Mth a
I donation
of $35.00, ~ get a special
CJAM FM T-shirt.
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WA11111Dfasale Comple19
'With bool<shelf headboard.caps. liner.
mattress. and heotef. 2 yrs. old. Good
condition $200 or best offer. Call 2563621.

WANTED:
FRANCOPttONI(Ffeoch Canadian) Tuta needed Immediately for
help with pronunciation. Needed 2 hou'S
per week at ten dollars per hour. CaH2525113 after 10 pm or973-7003 and leaYea
message fa Buzz.

CAMPUS A&COMOIICIANONn10U1
meeting Tuesdays at 12:30 pm to 2:00
pm. held in the Ontario Room.Vanier
Hall.
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Studentsmay boycott evaluations
Continued from page 7.
professor evaluations.
I to take a course or not on some
Computer Science representa- flowery explanation."
tive Dave Mayo said council should
Deneau said student input was
take a hard line with the University too ·1mportant t o d ec1s1ons
· ·
ma d e on
on the issue of professor evaluations.
fi
· b rfi
,, th
pro essor JO pe ormance 1or e
"The only way of doinganything administration to ignore a boycott
is to boycott these ( evaluations
adrninisted in class)," he said.
Some council members thought a
Social Science representative boycott would be too harsh because
Steve Deneau said the publication of evaluations influenceddecisionsmade
professor course evaluations is the by the administration on careers of
most important issue before council professors and a committee was
now that the audit is complete.
struck to investigate possible actions
"I think the boycott is necessary," and their effects with regard to the
he said "You can't decide on whether evaluations.

OPENHOUSE
•

Some council members thought a
boycott would be too harsh because
evaluations influenced decisions .
made by the administration on '
careers of professors and a committee
was struck to investigate possible
actions and their effects with regard
to the evaluations.
Attempts to pass the 1978-88
SAC and Student Media Corporation budgets were thwarted by a
loss of quorum, but a finance committee was struck to formulate policy
on pay advances taken by SAC
executives. D

Nov.16 · Nov.20

Monday
to friday
9am· 9pm
We will be happy to acco11m10dale
individualsor groups.
Pleasecontact Randy at
253·2441 lo a, range for group times.
(for Adults I 7 ;ears old and ore,)

Lakeheadcouncilcensorspaper
THUNDER BAY (CUP)-Stuhave if I were to condemn an
dents at Lakehead University in individual for being ill?" wrote Jones
Thunder Bay opened the September
24 issue of their student newspaper in her letter.
The second story that was pulled
to find the top half of the second
reported that members of the Lakepage competely blank .
Their student council decided head student union hired three of
that two stories were potentially their friends for summer job positions.
Caddo said that the person hired
libellous .
to research Argus autonomy was a
"Our lawyer advised us that the friend of Lundquist who worked
stories should be pulled, " said Shel- for three months to produce a threeley Lundquist, a vice-president of page report "that should be entitled:
Lakehead's student council.
' Why the Argus Should Be Closed
One of the stories pulled by the Down,by Shelley Lundquist'."
student council was about LundThe stories were pulled after
quist's participation in a spring
Argus
typesetter Roman Romaniuk
conference of the Ontario Federation
of Students. The Argus said that brought them to the attention of
some conference delegates had com- Charlotte Caron, vice-president(inplained about Lundquist's conduct temal affairs) of the student council.
Caron said once she read the
at the conference.
story, she called the student union
Kathy Jones, a student council lawyer who advised her to pull
vice-president who was cited as a them because of potentially libelsource for the story by Argus Editor lous content
Terry Caddo, said she had never
criticized Lundquist's behaviour.
Because The Argus is not sepIn a letter written to Caddo arately incorporated, the student
after the stories had been pulled, union would have to pay the costs
Jones explained that Lundquist had of any successful legal action taken
missed some of the conference be- against The Argus.
cause she was ill and was awarded
Student council president, John
a joke award, (" The Ph an tom Del King. who was out of town the day
egate Award ").
"What kind of ethi cs would I the stories were pulled , said he

supported the decision to stop publication of the stories .
" The newspaper is to tell students what 's going on at the univer sity,.. said King. ''It 's not to defame
a person or carry out a personal
grudge against somebod y."
King said the student council
executives do not plan to read the
paper each week before it goes to
print, but Caddo thinks that they
already are.
He said that although the staff
drops the paper off at the same time
as last year, the paper takes 12
hours longer to print
"I really think the printer calls
the student union and once they
look it over, then it gets printed,"
said Caddo.
The Argus is still working on its
plans to become autonomous from
the student council, which would
mean the paper's editors would be
legally responsible for the content
of the paper . The two parties have
agreed to set up a joint publishing
board as an interim step.
King; a former editor of the
paper, said he thinks it might be a
couple of years before the paper
actually becomes incorporated
"We feel that The Argus should
go autonomous but ifs going to
take a while." said King. D
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by Connie Nakonechny
reprinted from the Sheaf
Canadian University Press
John R. Stockwell is a man who cared deeply
for the United States, deeply enough to fight for
his country and then to fight against its crimes.
"The CIA poses the ultimate theat to democracy
and is a major cause of the world's move toward
nuclear extinction," charges Stockwell.
Stockwell's experience brings considerable
credibility to his bold assertions. He joined the
Central Intelligence

Agency in 1964, serving as a

case officer in Vietnam, the Chief of Station in
Africal and at the top-secret National Security
Council.
In 1977, Stockwell quit, angered and disillusioned by the Agency's growing list of "dirty tricks".
He took to the lecture circuit and now he speaks at
about 100 engagements a year. He has appeared
on CBS's 60 Minutes, N BC's Magazine and in

several documentary films. He has also published
articles in the New York Times.
The CIA has sued Stockwell and impounded
the profits from his bestselling book, In Search of
Enemies, which details the CIA's covert operations
in Angola. So Stockwell urges people to read his
book, but he cautions, "Don't buy it The CIA gets
65 cents for each copy. Get it from the library. They
(the CIA) have enough money."
Stockwell says the situation in Nicaragua today
is virtually the same story that he recounts about
Angola in his book, only the names are changed.
He went to Nicaragua recently to conduct research
and he has been trying to alert the world about
what he calls the country's "crisis".
Stockwell does not expect his audience to
blindly believe him. Instead he asks, "Listen to
what I hae to say, get you hands working and then

do something about it."
Stoc
Throughout his lectures, Stockwell character121
ha
the CIA as "looking for ways to attack and destab Yo,
third world countries, rather than tryi,:-igto undtryc
stand them and trying to fit our(American) poli~hi
to theirs."
ass
Stockwell defines destabilization as "npp1'fly)
1
apart of a country's social and economic fabrclo~
and cites examples of such CIA actions in I$
Third World countries - one-third of the worlffito,
150 least developed and most vu Inerable natior ar
In his '"Secret Wars" lecture, Stockwett pres oc
destabilization as it relates to the specific case If ~
Nicaragua and to nuclear and conventionalw;ani;
North Americans are familiar with the contra forCoJo
and the economic attack on the Sandinista goVEat
nmentwhich Stockwell calls"the lastdestabilizaoosu
in 10-40 years that you can see for yourself." ~aw
Stockwell asserts that from the beginning Stoc
the CIA's Nicaraguan war in 1981, it was ackno,
ledged that neither the CIA nor the United St
could win political power in that country. But
says the objective of the war is to push
Sandinistas into a radical, desparate post1
from which they could be easily attacked. A
destabilization took its toll, the CIA would be
to "prop up its own government."
While Stockwell can't speculate on what Nicar.
would be like now if destabilization had ne
occurred, he notes the extensive reforms that
Nicaraguan Sandinista government implemen
be for 1981 . Among these were the abolition of
death penalty, the release of 8000
Natio
Guardsmen of former dictator Anastasio Sam
the establishment of 2500 medical clinics and
beginning e,; a literacy campaign. Stockwell a
that Nicaragua has instituted Latin Ameri
most ambitious land reform program. As
Nicaragua boasted a mixed economy with
region's highest growth rate for three consecut
years.
Stockwell admits hs entire CIA career was n
planned; he just went to college on a ROTV01
scholarship and then into the Marines.
a~a
"I read what they told me to read, I wrote whz:1
they told me to write. I never thought. I neve:.t
questioned. I was a little slow," he jokes.
Ar
The Marines taught him he was part of an el ng
group and to be prepared to die at any time. BL<e
t
his ideals were shattered in Vietnam, where tl(ier,
was the officer in charge of Tay Ninh Province•ug
"I went to Angola (promoted to Chief of Statio:e r
crushed, bitter and hostile. I took notes; But I snetv
1 ~
hoped to find the grey beards of the Nation2
Security Council wise. If I could do that, my wor~~S
would still be intact."
... 'v\
sa
Stockwell didn't find it and he left his career, h\;5 1
world, behind. But with his defection, he says. bi;
found thousands of people who think as he n<Jl,ts
does.

Stockwell wonders, like many others, why the
cteia has not tried to silence his allegations.
stabilt,You
mean why am I still alive' I think about it
un~ day, usuallv at four in the morning."
)OlictJhileStockwell claims many activists like him
. . assasinated, he says "if the CIA knocks off (too
nppllfly)people off, they could start a backlash and
fabr~losed down."
1

ini·

worl tockwell urges people to end what he calls
iat' ankind's inevitable self-destruction through
re~P.q~spec1fi~
through nuclea~ warfare.

casefuyou can write, write. If you can organize,
1alW\anize.
If you can lie down in front of a truck full
l. for~mbs, then do it Do whatever you can do, do
1~OVlatever
you can Iive with."
1hzati.t3ut
do it today. You can't wait until tomorrow
e!f."Rausethere may not be-a world left tomorrow."
n,ngStockwellcontrasts what he calls the American
ckn0&
St
Bu
sh
)Stl

from Oliver North's operations to the funding of an
American-biased press in Nicaragua. He adds
that this press is breaking Congress' laws that
make sensational predictions - such as those
regarding economic disaster - illegal in the U.S.
While the CIA seeks to discredit Nicaragua's
last election, Stockwell says parties sent by the
U.S. to administer the elections called them "the
fairest in Central America in many years." He adds
that unlike the U.S. where the strength of political
parties depends upon their ability to solicit donations,
every Nicaraguan political party is given equal
campaign fundinq.
The U.S. government has suggested that the
Sandinistas are financing their resistance through
drug-running.Stockwellpointsoutthatthe Nicaraguan
army has neither the planes nor the other resources
required for drug operations. He is quick to add
that six contra leaders have been caught transporting
drugs into the United States. Stockwell says many
American pilots in Vietnam also smuggled heroin
for personal profit and that the CIA simply chose
"not to look into their suitcases."
The American government condemns the
Sandinisas for the misery they are inflicting on the
Nicaraguan people. Stockwell invites his North
American audiences to visit Nicaragua and see
the misery for themselves.

j,

,as
ROWof "godless Communists" with his view of
a~aguawhich exemplifies an "alliance between
e wha'Xlsm,
Socialism and the Catholic Church".
neve,tockwellrefutes the allegations included in
''American propaganda campaign", begun
rn ell ng the Carter administration and designed to
,e. Bt,<e
the Sandinistas appear "evil".
ere IJ'ferejectsclaims that arms are being transported
rince.tUgh
Nicaragua to El Salvador. Stockwell says
:tatiofl'ehas been no evidence since 1982 and if
Jt I s'!f3were, the U.S. government would do more
:i.tioni'talk about it Neither do the Sandinistas have
, worV!'sivearms with which to fight the contras said
..kwell. He says allegations of Sandinista air
•er h\ are untrue and impossible.
~ t.the
hurls accusations of censorship
ie n~t iases in the Nicaraguan press, Stockwell
s to the Congress' diversion of $400,000

;y;,

u..s.

............__

child has graduated from high school, he or she
has spent more time watching violence on T.V.
than has been spent in the classroom."
He lists the menu of filmed violence: "Rambo,
The A·Team, the Rocky series, Red Dawn,
Platoon... even Scooby Doo... all pitting us
against the same bad guys.
Stockwell uses the" Be all you can be" American
military recruitment ads to demonstrate the power
of television.
"You see tanks.Jumping across ditches and
helicopters doing 200 miles an hour, and you
think, 'WoW. Even me, if I were thirty years younger,
and my hands didn't shake so much, I'd want to
get on one of those tanks that jump ditches."
"But those commercials don't show the young
men with their legs blown off and they don't show
young men with their entrails wrapped around
their necks," Stockwell says.
He claims that the U.S. is on the "greatest
military spending binge ever'' and conservative
politics encourage such spending and the fearful
sentiment that fuels it.
"This spending is happenig at a time when
social services are being cut back. A government
could not do it in a peaceful world, so the response
is to traumatize people, to threaten them with a
we/they mentality," says Stockwell.
He considers President Regan one of the
people who feels most threatenea.
"This cowboy in offis has revolutionary plans ...
he set out 20 years ago to affect a revolution and
has come very close to changing the way our
society thinks and operates," says Stockwell.
Stockwell notes that while Regan uses rhetoric
about rights and freedoms of speech, press and
assembly to motivate Americans top fight, he has
passed laws that cutails these same rights and
freedoms "in the interest of national security''.

In a battle that is supposed to be economic,
there have been 41,000 casualties, including
15,000 deaths, Stockwell savs.
Stockwell charges that the contras avoid conflict
with the Sandinistas. Instead, their "destabilization techniques" include the torture, rape and
slaying of civilians, including women and children.
He says people are often forced to watch these
atrocities being committed upon members of
their families.
Stockwell concludes his discussion of propaganda wars by returningto his thesis: CIA operations
Stockwell says that ironically, the arms race is
ae designed to push the Nicaraguan people to a bankrupting the U.S. because weapons do not
radical position.
generate economic growth. He says the arms race
is perpetrated by the powerful few who control the
"And they have been pushed to desperation.
multi-national
corporations and he paints them as
They are dealing with such radical countries as
frighteningly
powerful.
the Netherlands, Switzerland, Canada and yes,
Russia," says Stockwell.
"If (the system) didn't work toward their compStockwell calls the American prophecy qt Russian osite good, they would shut it down ..."
intervention "self fulfilling" because the U.S. is
In 1977, Stockwell was called to testify about
forcing Nicaragua to take all the help it'can get
CIA covert operations in Angola. He refused to.
Stockwell relates his example of CIA involvement plead the Fifth Amendment and told the "full truth"
in Nicaragua to conventional and nuclear war.He even if it was a risk for him. He calls on Liet,Jtenant
believes that Americans, a supposedly peaceColonel Oliver North to "stop hiding."
loving people, can be moved to violent actions
While North's "questionable activities were
only through a process of learned agression and
conducted in civilian clothes, he chose to testify
in full uniform, with medals. his pleading the Fifth
rationalization that begins early in life.
"From two years of age, we are stuck in front of
Amendment and transparent appeals for sympathy
the one-eyed babysitterthat teaches hate,agr~ion,
were insults to that uniform and his rank." savs
fear and paranoia," says Stockwell." By the time a , Stockwell .
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Stratfordendsseasonwith a winner
The Cherry Orchard by Anton Checkhov
Directed by John Wood
The first thing I should say is that this is a
first rate production of Chekhov's play. Toe
second thing I should say is that it is not
exactly what Chekhov wrote, seeing as it is
an adaptation of the play based on a tranlation.
None of that matters, however. This was
an enjoyable, easily understood production
which boasted some _goodactors in the cast
For those of you unfamiliar with the play, it is
set in tum-of-the-century Russia at the estate
of a once-wealthy woman. Seems she has
been living in Paris for the past five years
and, when the play opens, she is just returning
for the first time to her home. Bad news! The
bank intends to forclose! What to do?
The matron, acted very well by Pat
Galloway, has a neighbour played by James
Blendick who suggests a way out of the mess
she is in; raze the Cherry Orchard of the title,
which justs happens to be the finest in all of
Russia He would like to see her put in
summer cottages and rent them out, thus
making a gazillion rubies a year. However
she stubbornly refuses such a measure and the
land is auctioned off by the bank to( surprise)
her neighbour, who is all too ready to begin
cutting down the trees.
Yeah, yeah, fine. But so what, you ask?
This play is a wonderful commentary on the
impending collapse of the old Tsarist Regime.
Chekhov was sharp enough to see that the
new Marxist party formed in 1898, would
spell the end of the old order. In fact, one of
his main characters is a yound socialist
student named Peter, played very well by
Joseph Ziegler (the same guy who ruined
Otilello by playing the title role). The
Cherry Orchard represents Tsarist Russia It
is the past for the rapidly aging Madame and
her brother, who grew up there. It represents
their youth and their memories, which is all
they have left in their lives. A big theme in the
play is nothingness, and when one examines
the characters' lives, one sees more and more
that there is nothin in their lives. After five

years away, the madame talks for five minutes
with her old friends, then there is nothing le.ft
to say. Pischkin, one of her old friends is
always hitting her for a loan because he has

nothing. She cannot give him a loan because
she too has nothing. At the end of the play the
Cherry Orchard is cut down, leaving nothing
of the old lives of the characters.

Another big theme in the play is the
obvious theme of age vs. youth. Yasha
( a servant), is contrasted with his grandfather,
Firs, who is also a servant Firs is old,
decrepit and deaf (like the Russian Empire?
Hmmmm). Yasha is young, vibrant, looking
to do something new all the time (Revolutionary?). At any rate the aged Empire is slowly
grinding to a halt, and Yasha realizes it, so he
wants to get out of town on the next train for
Paris. He seems to me to be the one most
closely associated with Chekhov himself.
There are those who would argue Peter' s
case but he is a typical Revolutionary, he
talks, and he talks, and he condemns this and
denounces that, but never gets off his ass and
does anything. He can't even finish his
Undergraduate degree.
Stagnation, age, decrepitude: all these
are symptoms of the society. Yasha makes a
comment that nothing ever happens here
when he tells his girlfriend that he is leaving
for Paris. The feeling of utter stagnation is
reinforced by Firs, the old servant, when at
the end, he sits in a chair (bolt upright with his
eyes open), and dies. The Cherry Orchard is
bein cut down in the background, and soon
nothing will remain. I suppose that this is a
positive ending in the comedic sense of the
word (this is after all, a comedy). Even
though the Orchard is cut down, and even
though everyone is distressed that their past
is being washed away by progress, the ending
leave~ the spectator with the feeling at the
end is that something will happen eventually.
In retrospect we know that the something was
the Revolutions of 1917-1919.
Director John Wood managed to evoke
thethemesquite well by dressing thecharacters
in typical Russian peasant dress and by
placing a lit candle in a religious icon at the
back of the set. By the end, the candle has
been extinguished, once again expressing
that the old order is done for.
It closes October 31. This is the end of the
Stratford season, so unless you get there next
weekend, forget il
I give it an 'A'.O

- Brian McKenzie

Dik Van Dykes steal theshowat .CJAMbenejit
Alright, here· s an exercise in
extrapolation. Buses, usually, aren't
on time, and subways. qua transportation, are related to buses. 1berefore, by logical progression. subways may not be on time, all the
time. This proves that our pub, the
Subway, was named with malicious
forethought, since all bands will be
starting late there. just to give the
added atmosphere ofa real subway.
The event in question is the
CJAM Pledge Drive Benefit Concerton Saturday night.,with Rhythm
Mission from Vancouver. the Dik
Van Dykes from Hamilton, and
Windsor's hown Stick.men. Originally, Og Records recording stars
Deja Voodoo were also scheduled,
but in keeping with the image of a
real subway, didn't come at all.
Actually, they're coming for another
CJAM benefit on Wednesday, the
28th.
So, after the ritual lateness ,of
the bands, the Stickmengotstarted
at around 9:30, played a nice jazzinfluenced rendition of" Red House•·
by Jimi Hendrix and promptly left
the stage. This was the first chapter
of the equipment trouWes which
plagued the concert. They returned
a half-hour later and got underway.
Most of the covers I recognized,
such as "Crosstown Traffic" and
'' Fire" were by Jimi Hendrix. They

did a few more rock staples, and
also an extended instrumental jam,
with the word" Stickmen" screamed
in at appropriate internals. On the
"Stickmen" jam, the drummer Tim
Lane excelled, pounding on the
drums with lightning quiclCand accurate beats.
After the Stickmen vacated the
stage, the crowd increased significantly possibly folks from the Hom«>coming bash in the gym, attracted
by the music. Another interminable
wait ( of about a half-hour) in which
the bar must have made a monster
profit on all the drinks sold to
alleviate the boredom. an finally
the Dik Van Dykes appeared with
their backup singers. the Poptarts.
Their fashion elan was terrific: the
lead singer had an orange tuxedo
with sneakers, and the Poptarts
were attired like Day-Glo Supremes.
They brought an added attraction - three bagsof marshmallows
- which they proceeded to joyfully
fling into the crowd. This marshmallow war continued throughout
their set (54-40 wasn't like this!),
and even into the next
Their music is hard to describe:
Their music is hard to describe;
the closest I can come to approximating this is 0.0.A meet the B52 •s. The lead singer started off the
set with the touching refrain of

"We're the Dile Van Dykes; we
drink," after grabbing a bottle of
Export from an amp. Some of the
highlights of their too-short set were:
a customized song for Bob Probert
and the Red Wings, a short and
modified version of "Lola," and
the bassist's baseball game with a
marshmallow and the end of his

regret is that the guy who hit the
lead vocalist in the face with a
marshmallow didn't come up and
sing "Copa Cabana" as challenged.
The Dik Van Dykes have a
tape out already, and they're supposedly releasing someplastic called

Nobody Likes the Dik Van Dvkes.
That's one

rn be

looking for=ward

Lance photo by Tom~

guitar. A birthday song was played
(for 110 apparent reason) with the
festive lyrics ·•... so it's your birthday- bigfuckin' deal!""lt'sAJways
Fun Until Sorfleone Loses an Eye"
and the John Cougar "Melonhead''
tribute had the crowd screaming in
laughter. They closed with "Monster Mash" They only thing I

to. They left the stage amid a
myriad of entreaties to return andl
hope they do, if not to the Subway,
but rather a progressive bar like
Whispers or Bottoms Up.
Much more disappointing was
the advent of the Rhythm Mission
set Now, I must admit, I missed
the first half hour as I was working

the door for CJAM, but what I
heard and later saw was somewhat
drab. They played basic rock a la
The Fall or Velvet Underaround,
or any guitar band, for that matter.
The band was composed of three
guitarists ( one of whom played the
alto saxophone and sang) and a
I
•
drummer. After the first while, die
crowd thinned, few marshmallows
were tossed and people were coming
to the door asking if the Olk Van
Dykes were still on. They did competent versions of their songs" Lay
It On Too Thick", "Life's Level"
and ''Dinosaur Rock" and a good
sax jam by Dennis Miller (from
Saturday Night Live?) on their song
"Donkey Beret". They're promoting
their album Wild Mood Swings,
and judging by their perfonnance,
I figure that they must have been in
the depressive phase of the wild
mood swing. To make mattersworse,
the mixer wasn't working, and the
woman working it came strolling
across the stage every five minutes.
Overall, the concert was a good
time for a while, then spiralled into
mediocrity at the end; it can be
corn~
with most television series.
•
And as Paul Weller of The JUI
and Style CoancDonce said, ''That's
EntertainmenL '' D

-Paul Kowalatl
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&/lads of kingsand Castros
Poems in 1986, Purdy's work bas
garnered considerable recognition.
Not bad for someone who did not
have much education and was a
menial labourer for much of his
early working life. Now he is one of
the most celebrated of all Canadian
poets (the thought of which gives
any would-be poet out there some
hope!).

by David Cozac

Mature responsible adult male
to be adult resident in a transition
to independence home for two
teenage boys. Free room and
board plus weekly income.
Contact-Paul Daignault
or Marcel Trepanier 256-4521.

Oct. 29-31
7:00pm.,. __
1
Kangaroo
l(t)m.~~!.•J'!1
9:30pm
Harder They Come
J..•

j

C•··
.. 1

Oct. 31
Uffle Shop of Horrors.....,....
__

Midnight

_

[g)ll~.~!.".!'!11~
Nov.1&3

The Story of Adele H.

Malcolm

g,:m.!~!.•J'!
j 7:00pm
11

i(t)U~M-..'!!!llj

9:30pm

Nov. 2

7:00pm
9:30pm

Maecolm
The Story of Adelle K.

Nov.4
My Uf•

as a Dog
AutumnSonata
Admission

m.:m,
~ GUIOA•Ct
.....

.J

7:00pm

9:30pm
,..,,.accoa,••••11,

tP.\,AOUlf

Prices

$4.00
Youths (13 to 17)
$3.50
Chlldren (12 • under) $2.50
Golden Age(65 • over) $1.00
Adults ( 11 • over)

Windsor's Alternative Cinema
804 Erie St E
Windsor. Ontario
(519) 253-0051

The Fifth Annual Borderlines
Festival of American and Canadian
Writing completed its program last
Saturday in the Art Gallery of
Windsor auditorium. A capacity
crowd was on hand to listen to
poetry readings by Al Purdy and
Diane W akoski
Purdy, a natural fre~spirit, gave
Wakoski, Writer in Residence
an animated reading. He had an
at Michigan State University for
informal, laid-back aura about him,
the past twelve years, opened the
illustrated by a recent poem (not
evening's program.
yet published) about one of his conSomehow, her appearance was
temporaries, Margaret Atwood. The
not what I expected. The combination
biting sarcasm which he used in
of her small stature and Janis Joplirr
lampooning her status as a great
style hair gave her the look of a
writer was definitely Purdy at his
former flower child suited to l'\llliling
best One wonders, however, if this
a health food store somewhere in
poem was just some playful teasing
the countryside of Vermont As it
, between a couple of prominent poets
is, W akoski is a poet - and a very
(which appears to be the case) or if
good one at that - and she read a
Purdy really hates Atwood's guts.
vanety of poems from her rich and
(Just a thought!)
entertaining collection of works.
Wild speculation aside, Purdy
One of the highlight~of W akoski's
was
effectivein interchanginghumour
reading was her n:1,;italof a poem
with serious commentary in his
about fellow writer Joyce Carol (
poems." Fidel Castro in RevolutionOates. She described her respect
ary Square" dealt with the hysteria
for Oates' great success and the
during the Cuban Revolution and
friendship that they enjoy. Yet,
the rather misguided support for
there lurked in the poem a feeling
Fidel Castro. Another one, "The
that Wakoski was evokingherown
Dead Poet", Purdy used as an
desire for more fame - that she is
elegy for his dead brother, someone
even somewhat envious of Oates'
he saw as having a great influence
popularity, and that not everything
on his life.
Wakoski says is in admiration of
Purdy talked of how his travels
Oates. In this respect, the poem
around
the world, including trips to
could have been perceived as being
Alfonso XII of Spain (1875-85).
such places as the Soviet Union
a subtle jab at Oates' personality.
Embodiment of desire.
and the Galapagos Islands, have
She concluded her reading with
influenced his poetry writing. From
a short work called "Delay." The
character in many of her poems:
these travels, his poetry has always
central theme of"Delay'' involves that imaginary person she sees as
reflected a peculiar and entertaining
the unrestrained
love of the characters.
fulfilling all her needs - sexual or
look at life. Such is the case with
This theme of love is featured pro- otherwise.
one of the poems he read. "When I
minently in much of Wakoski's
In contrast to the down-to-earth
Sat Down To Play The Piano."
poetry. Indeed. as she stated in her
speaking manner of Wakoski was
Besides being a peculiar look at life
reading, W akoski has an ongoing the reading of the unpredictable Al
in the Arctic, where else, except in
interest in the strong sexual and Purdy, probably the most eagerly
Purdy's oevre, can a poem have as
romantic desires that relate to the awaited speaker at this year's festival.
its central topic human excrementOedipus complex, which is-reflected
Since receiving the Governorand still be entertaining? D
most notably in the' King of Spain'
General's Award for his Collected

- - - - - -- --------
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Halloween, Saturday Oct 31, 9:00pm
Everybody's Dressing Up As A Vampire
And We' re Giving $150 Cash
For the Best Costume
•specials

e 1 st. 2 nd,

3 rd prizes

Cadillac Jacks/Cadillac Jocks
Chatham & Pellisier
253-3511
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/- I say my nameis Legion
Pshaw. I submit that the day the conventional horror
movie viewer has the cerebral wherewithal to understand the
r:;;;:;.;;;;;;;;;.;::;;;;;;;;;.;~n1
ditor's Note: when he isn't worrying
scams and chimeras of modem particle physics is the day he
about the 'International Zoroastrian
Zoroastrians lower the prime interest rates. Besides that the
Banking Conspiracy, ' 'tainted wine
physics they discussed was a typical Hollywood-Markabian
coolers' and the 'suppression of Deandistortion of the dastardly claims actually being made in
drive anti-gravity motors'-when he
modem quantum mechanics.
isn't plotting the Rhino-anarchist overIn the movie, mention is made of the way "'common sense
throw of the 'Markabian World Goverbreaks down at the sub-atomic level," and sure, the physicists
nment in New York'-). Solomon
would have to agree. The fact that photons and so on have a
Post likes to write stuff and leai·e it on
dual nature - they can be considered as waves or as particles
/r:!D~'f...llJ~I my desk.
- lends credence to the claim. But what the hell is common
He sometimes writes in crayon,
sense but a supressive dream-dogma anyway. It's 'common
•=~ ..-.-...sometimes in invisible ink (Don't tell sensical
• to deny that the Finns are controlling the weather.
me your mail isn't closely watched,"
but that hardly makes it illogical or unrealistic now that the
he says), and rarely writes anything
,.....-3
_---i_ .. with a 'student angle.' I seldom hnthPr evidence is in.

diary tel11,of Saint Godard"s, a Romanesque style church
built with Spanish money in the 15th century (it's all set m
California). In the basement of the church is the transparent
cylinder that houses the son of Satan. Near the cylinder is a
palimpsest-document that explains everything like a good
little deus ex machina.
What the team of chemists. physicists, biologists and an
ancient language specialist assembled by the priest discover
from the palimpsest is startling. Satan was a wicked extraterrestrial. see, and he was driven from Earth to the ·other
side,· but not before burying the quantum form of his son in
the Middle East- in a cylinder that can only be opened from
the inside. Jesus was an extraterrestrial too. and he came to
warn us. He told us whatever was not over our heads in terms
of quantum physics. and then he took off.
The document is also ripe with quantwn equations and
other fun stuff.
Anyway. as the group meddles. the Son of Sam starts to
reconstitute itself. commanding lower life forms and schizophrenics, making zomoies out of the research team and soon,
all for the sake of bringing Dad back from the Outside.

Yeah, and what's more, there is serious talk about
to read his stuff Th;s-weelt I did, and
'tachrons' between the phsicists in the moi·ie. 'Tachyons'
after discussing it with him, we decided
(the ;vord is Greek for 'swift one') are hypothetical particles
to do an article together-sort of, like, "Scatalogicat that travel at a velocityfaster than the speed of light- Warp
Schemas"-as a forum for his unique angle on arts and
Factor Two, maybe. To some observers ( and only to Some
student affairs.
Obsen•ers,as they fail to acknowledge in the.film), tachyons
Yeah, and Carpenter could have done something with
Scatalogical reasoning is the only kind of reasoning would appear to move backwards in time. In the movie, the
the
themes
and ideas he stolefrom H.P. Lovec raft( criner the
Post ever does, and this only once in a blue moon ("The
characters have dreams that are actually tachyon transmis- 'silver key' is a virtual plagiarism), but he doesn't After the
moon is, of course, blue, you fool," he raves). 'Schema' is a
sions from thefuture warning them of the dire consequences garbage about tachyons, the.flick becomes another Dawn of
word adopted by Douglas Hofstadter (see his book Metashould they fail to deal with a certain sinister canister... the Dead in no time flat
magical Themas) to describe a group of related 'memes' or
It's all bunk. No reputable physicist considers tachyons
Carpenter is obviously a Marlcabian pawn. The pounding,
'self-replicating ideas.' Post's recent obsession with the 'Cult
a going concern. Simply put, they are and will remain suppressive synthesizer score he helped compose stood out
of Memetics' is the reason l focus on it.
·
hypothetical for the obvious reason that you can't measure like a bloody Eckhoff Telepathizer.
I'm helping him out this week. My comments are in
things that move Jaster than light in any way we know.
It's pretentious, boring and derivative; my thumb is
italics. (Larry Deck, Ed.)
That's a part of the thematic background .. now consider down.

When will it ever end? I thought, for sure, that the 'Satan'
quasigenre of Horror had finally been laid to rest, but no.
John Carpenter, famed for the production of Halloween, has
come up with a preposterous new way to look at the Lord of
the Flies: that is, in terms of quantum mechanics.

the plot.
It's a thinly disguised ad for Ciba Gigey; my thumb is also
A priest, played by Halloween veteran Donald Pleasance, down.
stumbles on the secret of an ancient Catholic monastic order,
So muc h for Prince of Darkness. Now it's time for
"The Brotherhood of the Sleeper," after its last cenobite dies another Clive Barke r movie. 0
clutching a silver bQx with a silver key and a diary in it The

PREGNANT
AND NEEDHELP?

Open 7 Days A Week
Mon- Thurs.9am,6pm

FrL 9am,9pm

Call ...

EVERYDAY,
EVERYYIEEK Sat. 9am-6pm
WAREHOUSE
PRICES
Sun. 10anMpm

irtfJriitbt
at 252-3322

PEPSICOLA
Reg. or Diet
OR VISIT
OUR OFFICE

MAPLELODGE
CHICKEN WIENERS

$ .79

450g

MEADOWGOLD
ICE CREAM

$1.79

TOLL FREE
1-800-LOVE

2l ctn.

SWANSON
MEATPIES
$

.79

227g.

$5.M
case of
24-10oz tins

PEPSICOLA
Reg. or Diet

IANANAS
FROM THETROPICS

$ .39

lb.

IAMBI
WHmlREAD

$ .59 750ml btt.
(plus deposit)

$ •.79 450g loaf
(save $1.15)

PRIMA PASTA

REDOR GREEN
GRAPES

$ .M9oog
Assorted Varieties

$·"lb.

.........
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Kevin thinks it overand over
AUTO SALES LTD.

•
•
•
•
•

Reliable used cars.
Complete auto service
Most units priced below $5,000.
Lots to choose from.
Student financing available at competetive rates.
• Licensed mechanics on duty.
3799 Tecumseh Rd. E.
( 1 block east of
Central AveJ
974-6917

NORCO
and
Courtesy Bicycles
Presents
Our Fall stock
Reduction Sale
All items in the store

will be on sale 'till
the end of this month.
upon presentation of lD.

kiltlOdl only

DON'T MISS OUT

COURTESY ~r,
BICYCLES ~·

3154 SandwichW.·252-0080.

Kevin Atkinson, having recently
resigned his position at the Lance, '
had wanted to write an article
about the project of criticism as
had been practised, well or poorly,
for good orfor in in the Arts pages
of the Lance since he was hired in
May 1986. The article is still
forthcoming, but the following
pastiche of false starts. ranging in
style from bland expository prose
to a woozy poetical delirium says
much itself. He begins. He is determined to avoid verbal theatrics
and to adhere unswervingly to the
tenets of simplicity, lucidity,
euphony.
Filling the arts section, or any
other section, of this paper is a big
job. I can testify to this as a former
arts editor, one who has often been
caught in the old white-space-orshit bind. And this article, in which
I will try to give some account of
what reviews are for, was written
partly because I regard the subject
animportant one, but mostly because
the present Arts Editor needs the
copy.
So there, I have already anticipated one of the less laudable aspects of most reviews written for
this paper-they are often produced
according to demands of space
rather than reportorial urgency. But
big deal, even Balzac was paid by
the page, as his extravagant digressions into the history of French art
windily testify.
My testimony, however, may
hold little legitimacy with many.
Here he breaks off, vexed, reflecting on his reputation for verbosity.
And while all the foregoing makes
sense, he falters in the fear that he
is being too litera! too pedestrian,
too obvious. He heats up the diction,
enriches the metaphors. and goes
for an ardent, vivid impressionism.
The cessation of a long, sloven
season. Thatis my note on concluding. Criticism is the ceaseless
enterprise of turning impressions

,.,
Ex-editor Atkinson in a pensive mood.
into rhetorical histrionics,-fine
gems traded for crude worldly currency. Impressions, hazy, harmless,.
true, conscripted for the stalwart,
headlong, military march of sentences, pronouncements, pontifications, persuations, like naive rustics
recruited for some distant war, enlisted as soldiers in some ideological
battle, waged on marginal territories
with esoteric weaponry.
He loses himself in a maze,
haze of metaphor, in a dreamy but
ill-defined landscape where it
doesn't seem to matter if he gets it
right anyway. He would like to
linger with those metaphorical
rustics who, although invoked for
purely figurative purposes, have
solidified into an antonomous
image. He wants to go fishing with
them. Musing, he wanders from

his original subject, wonders what
the difference between cement and
concrete is, wonders who would
win if you put a really good judo
guy in the ring with a really good
boxer, but eventually returns to the
topic. But now he thinks, maybe
the issue is not criticism as practiced in the Lance, but conversely,
the effect of the Lance environment
on the critical sensibility. He attempts to define this milieu called
Lance. His feelings are strong, and
his tone is rhapsodic, verging on
parody.
0 Lance, I end a sloven season
in your time-warp walls, and this
conclusion like a last crucial ingredient alchemically transmutes
loathing. frustration into...nostalgia.

WINDSOR SYMPHONY
SPECIAL EVENTS
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
SPECIAL PRICES
B & C SECTIONS ONLY
LABOHEME Sll.00 - SJ0.00

The Nut Cracker-$12, $10
Music by Peter llich Tchaikovsky
Friday December 4, 7 30 p m and
Saturday December 5. 2 00 pm and 7 30 p m
Dwight Bennett- Conductor

MESSIAH"0.25-S6.

Music by Giacomo Puccini
Saturday Jonuorv 30 1988. 8 00 pm
Dwight Bennett- Conductor

CINDERELLA Sl2.00 - SIO.OO
Music by Serge Prokofiev
Tuesday may 3 1988 8 00 pm
Dwight Bennett-Conductor

75

BY George Frederic Hondel
December 13. 1987. 8 00 pm
Vale,le l<lnslow-Soprono
Alan Fast-Counter Tenor
Gfyn Evans-Tenor
Thomas Goen-Baritone

DWIGHTBENNETT

-"""""·~,-

TICKETSAVAILABLEAT THE CLEARYBOX OFFICE OR CALL
FOR INFO - (519)973-1238. VISA OR MASTERCARDACCEPTED.
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Lancers dump Waterloo, head to playoffs
Continued from page 1.

As has often been the case this year, Aspropotimitis was
happier for his defensive unit rather than for himself.
"I'm happy for the defense, because we deserved a
touchdown," he said "It was long overdue."
Waterloo finally got on the scoreboard early in the fourth
quarter, on a short run by Dave Ropret
The Lancers, though, weren't quite finished. The offense
had suprisingly few problems passing through the raindrops,
and finally quarterback McGugan cashed in on a chace.
He found Rob Cecile open in the Warrior secondary, and
he hooked up with him for a 76-yard touchdown play.
Flett then added the convert, and scored a single on the
ensuing ltickoff. He also added another field goal to account
for the final score.
Although the Lancers seemed to have things their way,
outgaining the Warriors 276 to 144, many team members
were not completely satisfied with the effort
"It wasn't pretty, but we got it done," Musselman said
Leading the way for the Lancers offensively was Rob
Cecile with 76 yards on just two catches. Jim Reddon and
Brian Pugh each caught one pass, for 25 and 22 yards
respectively.
Quarterback McGugan, obviously looking for big yardage
throughout the day, went only 6 for 18, but racked up an
impressive 165 passing yards.
On the ground, Andrew Ross led the team with 57 yards
on 13 carries, and Devon Small added 36 more on five
carries.
The defensive corps for the Lancers was again effective,
bothering the hapless Waterloo quarterback all day, with•

sacks going to Uoyd Dean and Benson Yip.
Other than the big interception play by Aspropotimitis,
Richard Holland flagged down his sixth opposition pass of
the season.
The victory puts a cap on a very successful regular season
for the Lancer squad, and they will now head to the playoffs
for the first time in eleven years.
"I am extremely pleased with what we've done," coach
Musselman said "Our goal was to get better every week.
We've done that"
Musselman sees no need to stop now, however.
"We have a long way to go before we're near as good as
we can be," he said
The Lancers have a chance to go that extra mile this
Saturday, when they face the Laurier Golden Hawks at
Laurier at 1:00.
The Hawks handed Windsor a disappointing 38-15 loss
last week, but the Lancers are confident that they can tum it
around in the rematch.
"I didn't expect us to do as well as we did in the beginnig,"
said Dan Mooney, Lancer defensive captain.
The chance for post season play is very exciting to
Mooney, and the rest of the squad.
"I haven't been to one (playoff game) in four years."
"It will be a test ofour character," said defensive captain
Uoyd Dean. "We will have to be mentally ready."
·•1 know we can beat them, we just have to stop the big
play."
Coach Musselman agrees.
"We have to play as well as we can," he said. "Ifwe do
that, then we'll have a chance to win." O

Rob Cecile skies ror bi& pme.

Lance photo by Rob WGffn.

Soccer team's triple killing sets up showdown
by Brian LeClair

The Lancer soccer team tore out of their
mini-slump last week as they sprinted past
three OU AA opponents. and put themselves
back"l!f di hunt for first place.
The first game of the week was last
Thursday afternoon against the Ryerson

Rams in Toronto.
The Lancers had more trouble with the
torrential downpours throughout the game
than they did with the Rams, as they coasted
to a 7-0 shutout
Peter Pomponio led the way for the
visitors, with his second straight three goal
performance. All of the goals came in the

Hockey team splits
""'"~""l!!l"l'!~

lancer sharpshooter beads for net.

by Scott A. Pattison

The University of Windsor Lancer hockey
squad came away from last weekend's competition with a large boost in confidence,
after a split with two very tough Eastern
Division teams.
Friday night, Windsor took on the defending champion Trois Rivieres, and came out
on the short end of a 5-2 count
Saturday evening, the Ottawa Gee Gees
strolled into town, looking for an easy victory
at the Lancers' expense. It did not exactly go
by plan for the Ottawa team, though, as the
home team clobbered the high flying Gee
Gees, 6-1.
In Friday's Trois Rivieres game, the
visitors put the game out of reach with three
second period tallies.
Scoring singles for the Lancers were
Steve Hrynewich, and Jean Landry.
Saturday night, the Lancers turned the
tables on the Gee Gees, getting much of their
otfense in the game's second period.
Windsor opened the scoring Saturday
night at the 4:30 mark of the opening frame,

on a goal by Jean Landry.
Former Windsor Spitfire Dan Mahon put
one away at 10:36 of the opening period, to
give the Lancers a 2-1 lead which they would
never relinquish.
Landry added another goal in the second
period, on a nice pass from John Hoy. Also
padding the Lancer lead was Ken Minello,
and Hoy, to give the Lancers a 5-1 cushion
after two periods.
Windsor put the icing on the cake in the
third, with a goal by Roy Russell, to account
for the final score.
Windsor goaltender Kerry Kerch kicked
out 31 shots for the victory.
This was the first meeting for both Ottawa
and Trois Rivieres with the Lancers, since
the new divisions have been set up.
The split leaves the Lancers with a 2-1
record, good for top spot in the West.em
division.
The Lancers now take a break from
OUAA action for the next couple weeks.
However, they will travel to Notre Dame to
take on the Fighting Irish in a pair of
exhibition games this weekend D

second half.
Scoring in the first half for the Lancers
were midfielder Dave Pellarin, and Marcello
Pizutti. Other second half goals were scored
by Maurizio Fratarcangeli and Izidor Lulic.
Dan Polidori earned the shutout
On Saturday afternoon. the Lancers went
on to Waterloo to face the Warriors, where·
again. they were faced with miserable weather
conditions.
However, again they were able to handle
the elements, and came through with a tough
3-1 victory.
Lancer head coach Pat McNelis was
quick to admit that there were numerous
mistakes as a result of the weather, but that
the Lancers were able to deal with it better
than the Warriors.
"We have players who can handle the
ball," McNelis said "We are able to cope
with these conditions better."
Coping particularly well in the mud and
slime were Maurizio Fratarcangeli, who scored
two goals, and Marcello Pizutti, who added a
single.
It was Fratarcangeli who opened the
scoring in the game's fortieth minute, to give
the Lancers a 1-0 lead Two minutes later,
Waterloo came back on a goal by Paul
Knasle.
Pizutti put the Lancers ahead to stay
early in the second half, but the game was still
up for grabs until Fratarcangeli scored the
clincher with a minute left in the game.
McNelis admitted that the game was "a
little tense'\ but he was also impressed with
the Lancers' ability to win the one goal
games, which he considers to be the mark of a
truly successful team.
The return of Fratarcangeli and Pizzuto
to early season form was also very encouraging
to McNelis. especially at the critical closing
stages of the season.
"They're getting their one goal a game
again," he said "That's all we can ask of
them."
On Sunday, the Lancers took on the
Brock Badgers in St Catherines, and were
finally treated to good weather. They also
treated fans to some excellent soccer. as they
knocked off the Badgers, 2-1.
''The team finally played the way they
have threatened to play all year," said an
obviously impressed McNelis. "They were
great to watch."

Tony Omar got the Lancers started Sunday
with a fine goal, and Jerry Moretuzzoquickly
replied for the Badgers.
But then. Fratarcangeli once againprovided
the offense the team needed, as b~ scored
what proved to be the winner just before the
end of the second half.
This weekend the Lancers gof goals
from some of their midfield and defensive
players, something that has not often been
the case this year. McNelis hopes this trend
can continue throughout the rest of the
season.
"If the opposition stops those two ( Fratarcangeli and Pizzuto), unless the midfield and
defenders come through, we can't score."
For this reason, McNelis was rather
pleased with the goals scored by Pellarin,
Omar and Pomponio.
The Lancers did have a little bit of bad
news on the weekend, though, with the injury
to starting left fullback Pat Fiorino after
some rough play in the Waterloo game
Saturday.
"It was a cheap foul in the last minute,"
McNelis said "He was playing real well."
Fiorino suffered a small ligament tear in
his knee, and the team is not yet sure when he
will be able to return to action.
Overall, McNelis has plenty of nice
things to say about the weekend.
"It was a good road trip,'' he said "We
came through it very well."
All that remains now for the Lancers are
two home games this weekend, but they will
be crucial, as they jockey for position for the
playoffs.
Guelph comes in to face the Lancers on
Saturday afternoon at 1:00, and then the
Lancers have a showdown with first place
Laurier Sunday, at the same time. Two wins
could put the Lancers in first place, and
would surely earn them a home playoff game.
"Ifs still there," said McNelis, referring
to first place possibilities.
McNelis believes all four top teams,
Western, Guelph, Laurier, and the Lancers
are all very close, and does not really have a
preference for who the team plays.
"It will probably be either Guelpb or
Western," he said. "Guelph will probably
play wide open. It would be more exciting."
It is certain the Lancers will be readyfor
whoever lies ahead. D

......
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Women's soccer team slides
by Brian LeClair

Ille women's soccer team contined to suffer a nightmarish season
this past week, as they lost three
games to fall out of the playoff
' picture.
Last Wednesday,the Lancerettes
faced first place West.em, and played
' quite well, only to lose in heartbreaking fa~hion, 1-0.
On the weekend, the team travelled to Waterloo to play the Athenas.
They were confident that they could
come up with a much needed win
against one of the teams they needed
to beat out for the final playoff spot.
Instead, they fell far short, losing
4-1 in a game played throughout a
steady downpour.
Head coach Caldwell made no
excuses.
"The weathe r was abysmal, but
both teams were playing it. We just
played badly," Caldwe ll said.
The team started off poorly, as
Waterloo pounced on crucial defensive mistakes_ by the Lancerettes

and had a two goal lead within ten was the same, as they dropped a
minutes.
tough 2-1 decision.
"The first two goals were defenFive minutes into the game, the
sive mistakes," said head coach
Lancerettes' Danielle Renaud put
Gord Caldwell."The firstone scored
the team ahead, only to have Brock's
due to sheer carelessness."
Meredith Scott tie it up 35 minu~s
The second goal came off a
later.
clearing attempt by the Lancerettes
With two minutes left, fate once
that bounced off a Waterloo player,
more turned against the Windsor
and right back into the net.
squad. After Mary Szaucsek drilled
"The ball could have went anya shot off the crossbar in the Brock
where, but it had to go there."
end, the Brock women came back
Caldwell said sadly. "That was a
and scored the winning goal.
real downer for the team."
Windso r still fought hard the
The loss drops the team's record
rest of the game and played the
to a disappointing 2-8.
Athenas evenly. Joanne Trikoulis
Although the Lancerettes' record
scored a Lancerette goal about 25
leaves
them on the outside looking
minutes into the game, but the team
·in, they are still looking forward to
could not get any closer in the
this weekend against Guelph and
incredibly poor conditions.
Laurier to finish their inaugural
"One end of the field was one or
season positively.
two inches under water by the end
of the game," said Caldwell.
"We're looking for the best
result," Caldwell said "We're going
Sunday afternoon,the team went
on to face Brock in St. Catherines. · to try and act as a spoiler. We're
Under beautiful conditions, the team not going to do them ( Gue lph and
Laurier) any favours." D
played well this time, but the result

LANCER SPORTS ROUNDUP

Ralph Lauren
Choose from Windso r's La rgest
Selection of Polo by Ralph Lauren
All clothing 10°/ooff with
Student Card
--al(acla S' lOJ<je£>t
kfetel((ftlft/f1?,lf
S' s'li71'C--

F.R EEDS
SHOP MON., TUES., WED. & SAT. 9-6; THURS. & FRI. 9-9
Ottawa at Gladstone• Phone 258-6532

There is a new varsity sport in
the Lancer lineup. The men's volleyball
team,
after
playing two years as a club team, is
ready to take on the best that the
OUAA has to offer.
The team is coached by Gary
Semeniuk, President of the Windsor
Adult Mixed Volleyball League,
one of the largest in Ontario. Semeniuk is very ably aided by Riverside
High School coach Elliott Dunlop,
and Lynda Rock.
The team saw action last weekend
in an exlubition match against Toledo.
After spotting Toledo the first two
games. the team came back and
swept three 12: take the
atch.
Dave Garvelle led the squad with 7
aces and 7 kills, while Ed Johnson
had 12 kills for the Lancer cause.
The Lancers open up their first
ever OUAA season Friday night
with a home date against Laurier.

Game time is at 8:00.

•

*

*

The women's basketball team is
preparing itself for another OUAA
season.
They travel to compete in the
University of Regina Tourney, on
October 31 and November l.
They then host the University of
Manitoba for an exlubition game on
Wednesday, November 4 at 8:00.
The Bisonshave been very strong
in recent years, and should be
ranked in the top three this year.
The game should provide the
Lancerettes with more than enough
competition to wann up for the
season.
Tickets are $2 for adults, and
$1 for youths, but all university
students get in free with a student
card.
As for the men. they face off
against the York Yeomen at home

Saturday night at 8:00. They then
begin a series of games against
American competition, with the
next home game being against Grand
Valley State on Wednesday, November 11, at 8:00.

*

*

*

TilCwomen's tennis team went to
Waterloo and finished third in their
last meet of the year.
However, Windsor's Sue Gillespie continued her fine season by
posting one of Windsor's two wins.
Gillespie finished 9-1 on the
year.
The other Lancerette winner was
in doubles, where LifNl€hen--and
Mary McMillan fought past Rose
DeAJwis and Ann Zavoris of Waterloo in three long sets.
Over the long season, Windsor
placed sixth amongst the ten schools
playing tennis this year. D

'BYBLOS
DONAIR
RE
STAURANT

2180 WYANDOTTE ST. WEST, WINDSOR, TEL. 252,"0CMC)

SPECIALFOR
HALLOWE'EN

DONAIR PLAnER
or SHAWRAMAPLAnER
or FALAFELPLAnER

Also on special:
PITA SUB
or KAFTA SUB
$2.00

"ONE BITEAND YOU'LL BE

BACK FOR MORE."
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CAMPUS REC

,:

Campus Ree Person of the Week

looked very sharp in their new uniforms, designed exclusively
by their third year veteran Bob (Pitbull) Pizzey.

This week, Campus Ree has spotlighted Brenda Young's
12:15 p.m. to 1:00 p.rn. beginner's fitness class because of
their high enthusiasm.
Campus Ree Special Events

Co-Ed Lobball

"Swim Challenge" on November 1.
"Bowling Tournament'' on November 11.
"Mini Olympics" on November 13.
For further information please call 253-4232, ext2456.

Intramural Hockey (IMH~
Last Monday's game between the Royals and the Charleatown Chiefs was a hard fought match, with the Chiefs
shedding last year's image andcoming out victorious.
Thursday's game between Suicidal Tendencies and c.ody
"B" ended in a 4-1 decision for the Tendencies. The c.ody
fans did not leave disappointed, thanksto a perfect swan dive
by one of the c.odyplayers into his own goalie, resulting in
fifteen stitches in his face which is, now perfect for the
Hallowe' en season.
Monday's game between the Pitbulls and Law pfovided
plenty of excitement and entertainment for fans and players
alike. The non-stop thriller ended in a 4-4 tie.
The Pitbulls, one of MacDonald Hall's two A-teams,

Eight teams will be advancing to the playoffs, to be held
on Sunday, November 1st, beginning at 12 noon.
In Division I, Tecumseh's Tower of Power, The Electooos,
The Booze Hounds, andViolent Friends all placed in the top
four. In Division II. Huron Hall, The H.K. Selects, Cartier
Hall Convicts, and A Bit of Everything came out on top.
Games will run from noon until 4 p.m. Be prepared to
play, rain or shine, and please be on time.
If there are any questions regarding standings, call
Kathryn at 254-4759.

lntramaral Soccer
The men's soccer action picked up right where it left off in
the battle for playoff' berths, as the Boys played the Grad
Engineering team on Friday.
The Boys took advantage of the Engineers' manpower
disadvantage and Doug Hardinge scored an early goal. Tbe
Engineers struck back fast, on goals by Mark James, and two
goals by Hans Kogel
Then the Boys rallied to tie the game, on goals by Todd
White, and another by Hardinge.
·
In the second half, John Brooks gave the Grads a 4-3 lead
on a penalty kick. A late goal by Keith Bird made the final

score 5-3 for Grad Engineering.
On Monday, the battle for second place continued, with
the Internationals meeting the CSA Joel Walton was the
star, as he scored two goals, and the defense held for a 2-0
final.
The second game Monday had the Engineering Rock
Stars taking on the Grad Engineering team. The game was
hard fought, but eventually the Grad team pulled away,_
winning 5-1. Goal scorers for the Engineering team wereClaudio Greco, Mosen Sapasi, Hans Kogel, Steve Broob.
and John Brooks.
The regular seuon came to anendooThursday. witha 10 forfeit to the CSA over the Rock Stars, and a fiercely
contested game between the Law team aad The Boys.
Under terrible weather conditions, the game progreaed
and finally Steve Doyle scored for the Lawteam,well into the
second half.
Frank Raeioppo addedanother goal for the Law team,
and they were to bold on for a 2-0 victory.
The semifinals will now commence, with the CSA
meeting the Internationals, and the Law team squaring off
against the Grad Engineering team. The Law team is looking
to pay the Grad team back for an overtime loss in last year's
final.
Congratulations
also go out to the Boys and the
Engineering Rock Stars for fine seasons. We all hope they
back and play next year. U

Volleyball team tunes up at McMaster
by Brian LeClair
The women's volleyball team got ready
for
another
tough
OUAA · season
last weekend, as they had a very busy but
successfuloutingat the McMaster Invitational.
The team travelled to Hamilton for the
eight team tournament, and finished fourth,
learning much about themselves as well as
their competition this year in the OUAA
The first draw in the tournament for the
Lancerettes was defending champion York,
who returns six of their players. The Lancers
went down quickly in a very fast-paced
match.
"It seemed like the players were a little
~soodced," said~coadlJan
~
"It was good to get it over with first"
The Lancerettes seemed to get their act
togetner against I.ethf>ridge
In their second
draw, taking the best of three match fairly
easily, 15-11, 15-1.
"We had a talk with them after the York
match," Caverzan said "It took the first
game against Lethbridge to get them going
again."

•

Next up were the Waterloo Athenas, who match," said assistant coach Caverzan.
went down in straight.games of 15-7, 15-7.
The Blues managed to prevail, 16-14,
Playing particularly well against Waterloo ''and then went on to finally eliminate the
was Chris Brecka, who was attacking the net stubborn Lancerettes, 6-15, 2-15.
The somewhat disappointing finish did
with 89% efficiency, and showing great
not put a damper on what was an extremely
leadership.
Throughout the tournament, she served positive and beneficial learning experience.
"We got stronger as the tournament went
14 aces, and earned theUniversityof Wioosor's
along." said Caverzan. "We were very disAthJete of the Week for her efforts.
ciplined, and were able to do some of the
The victory over Waterloo sent Windsor
into the championship round on Sunday, and strategies we worked on in practice very
well."
still more volleyball.
Possibly the most valuable benefit the
They faced McMaster next, now in best
team got from the weekend was a first hand
of three matches, the host squad dumped
look at the prime competition the Lancerettes
Windsor in straight games, 11-15, 12-15,
will have in their way as they head towards
and 6-15.
improving on last year's impressive campaign.
The defeat put Wind"()r into the bronze
"The only way to get better is to play
medal game against Toronto, and the difficulty
better teams," Caverzan said.
of playing three fast matches in two days
The event was also the team's first overbegan to take its toll.
night trip of the season, something that
The Lancerettes were able to take the
Caverzan feels will "help to bring us fo8etber."
first game, 15-12, but then got involved in a
"We're very pleased with the weekend,"
marathon game that seemed to tum the tide.
she said
"On the bench, you could tell that whoever
The Lancerettes wiJJtravel to Schoolcraft
would win the game was going to win the this week for one more tune up before

opening up their OUAA regularseason at
home against the Laurier Golden Hawks
Saturday at 4:00.
The team can hardly wait for the season
to begin.
"We're looking to have a very successful
season this year," Caverzan said.O
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Presenting the
Biggest and Belt Halloween
lash In Windsor on
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the beat of the music.
a.st costume contest-Prizes
\
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Match the numbered pictures above with the ones that sound the same below. Ex: 1-D

It may have rained on our
parade, but we still had a great time
at Homecoming '87.
Yes, this year, Mother Nature
was not kind to Lancer fans, as she
threw everything she had at the
dedicated onlookers at South Campus Field.
The wind may have been blowing at gale force, and the rain nay
have been coming down in buckets,
but for me, it was perfect weather
for a football game.
John Madden, famous football
announcer and media star would
have loved it He once said that
''footbal l just isn't football unless
the players have a piece of turf
hanging off their facemask."
Personally, I thinkfootball players look great rolling in the mud,
like sows in their pen.
But students at the game did
what students do best-making do
with what they have and trying to
survive. Believe me, it was difficult
trying to keep the rain from watering
down my beer, as I tried to swill it
from the can.
The biggest problem of all, as
far as I was concerned, was finding
the" John ", as in bathroom. Thank
God for the portable ones I found
under the stands.
Besides the weather, it was still
a homecoming to be remembered,
fortoosewoo
couldstand the elements.
Many of the floats were unused, as
people stayed away, but the floats
that made it were very fine indeed
The spirit of these courageous men
and women remind me of the courage
the Waterloo football team must
have had to even show up for the
game.
Yes, our Lancers did not fail us,
as they rolled up a 24-7 victory to
end a two game losing streak. This
gave our boys a much needed boost
going into the playoffs, for the first

time in years.

I must take the time to thank all
While the weather kept peopl;
those who were involved. Their
away from the game, the turnout at ,sacrifices did not go for naught,
Old St Denis for the bash was even though the miserable weather
great
tried to dampen their spirits. The
In fact, I ran into quite a few Homecoming Committee worked
alumni such as Bob Baker. Bob was their pants off and it showed, in
SAC vice-president a short two •how well the evening went at St
years ago. He may be married now
Denis.
but he still had a great time.
'
Hopefully next year the rain
In fact, most of the alumni were will stay in the London area, where
ecstatic about the football team's it belongs.
great showing, which just goes to
It was a great time for all who
show all those wimps who didn't
attended. It is sad that the weather
want a full time coach. The money had to keep so many people away.
paid off this time.
So for all of you who hate the
Old St Denis was the perfect rain, see you next year, when the
spot for homecoming festivities. party will be even bigger. And good
The barn brings back that spirit luck to the Lancers as they take on
from years ago, when the Lancer
Laurier in the playoffs this weekend
basketball team would beat up on I think everyone can thank you for
every other team in Canada Perhaps instilling spirit at a time when people
this year's squad can use that little like Linda Frum are kicking us
extra help.
aroundD

Most sports fans can be counted
n to root for the team based closest
to their houses, but players have no
such luxuries. They have to go
herever they're called and leave
their hometown loyalties behind
Sometimes it can be hard going
home, to play in front of what may
be a hostile <:rowd
· This week's stumper is to match
these NHL goaltenders with their

birthplaces, all of which host pro
hockey franchises.
Tom Barrasso
Kelly Hrudey
Bob Janecyk
Greg Millen
Roberto Romano
Patrick Roy
John Vanbiesbrouck
Mike Vernon

Boston
Calgary
Chicago
Detroit
Edmonton
Montreal
Quebec
Toronto
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859 Moy Avenue
Windsor, Ontario

253-4535

BLOOD DRIVE

Tuesday, November 3
10 am· 4 pm
Ambassador
Auditorium
Sponsoredby
canadian ReelCrossSociety
and
the University of Windsor
Nursing Society
The Canadian Red Cross Society+
1226 Ouellette Ave
Windsor Ontario NBX 1J5
Telephone (519) 254·9274
Windsor Branch

Donna M. Lori
Manager
Blocx:1Doner Recruitment

FREErefreshments available

Working harddoesn't mean giving up comfort and style. For
the quality and fit you want, there'sonly one choice: Levi'sRed
Tabs.501'sfor men, 531'sfor women.And they last as long as
memories. Mark'sWorkWearhousecarries Levi'sRedTabsin
a full range of styles and sizes. And this semester,at any Mark's
WorkWearhousestore,your student card lets you enter to win
one of 20 $1,000 scholarships* from Levi's and Mark's.
Levi's 501's for men. $44.95
Levi's 531's for women. $42.95
* No purchase necessary. See your local Mark's Work
Wearhouse for details.

$1,000 SCHOLARSHIP DRAW ENTRY FORM
Toenter,drop this form off at any Mark'sWorkWearhousestore
prior to November 15,1987.
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More than Just great wortcwr.

Name __________________

~

Address_________________

_

Telephone______

Student 1.0._____

UnlversltvlCollege or
Technlcaf•nstltufe______________
Draw will be made December 15, 1987. Winners must correctly answ..-

_
_

a time-limited ll<illlHtlng
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They'vegotyournmnref.Nowwhat?
'y
by Arthur Gosselin

- --

l

our personal records at the
University of Windsor may
not be as confidential a:, you
think.

Legitimately recognized
student academic groups on campus are
allowed access to phone numbers and/or
addresses of students for academically related
activities, said Registrar Frank Smith. Smith
said he does not think the university bylaw on
confidentiality, part of bylaw 31, covers
clubs on campus. He said non-academic
clubs such as the Chess Club do not receive

infonnation.
However, when asked to give his interprelation in writing of bow the bylaw works.
Smith said he was reluctant to give one
because each case of releasing. infonnation is
different.
His "role is to help, not hinder campus
clubs,'' Smith said. "It would defeat the
purpose of student government" to not allow
them access to their constituents, he said.
Smith says he gives out listings to clubs
requesting them with the assumption "this
information won't be left lying around" The
way to safeguard the information from being
nusused by a club would be by disciplining it

through the club's governing society, he said,
agreeing the Social Science Society for social
science clubs is an example.
At least one student disagreed with Smith's
interpretation.
"I don't see how he(Smith) could possibly
interpret the bylaw in that way," said Grant
Kruhly, a first year Human Kinetics student,
when shown the bylaw.
"Where did he (Smith) learn the english
language? It (the bylaw) says 'without prior
consent of the student concerned'. That
seems very clear," said Kruhly.
"If I don't give my consent, he can't give
it (information) out People's privacy has to
be respected," he said

Patti McColl, a first year psychology·
student, said it would not bother her personally but if her phone number was unlisted,
it should not be given out
Brendan Thomson, Students' Administrative Council (SAC) VP University Affairs,
also disagress with Smith's interpretation of
the confidentiality bylaw.
·'Iftbe registrar interprets that bylaw that
way then it should be changed," said "Thomson.
"That's wrong. I don't read it the way he
does. I read it to mean there should be written
consent" of the student for the release of
information to anyone , he ~aid.

-

University of Windsor pres ident Dr. Ron Ianni received the Order of Canada from Governor
General Jeanne Sauve October 28. Ianni refused to take all the credit for the award, which is given to
those judged to have contributed to the betterment of their community and Canada.
"The Unive rsity of Win dsor bas a long traditi9n of worki ng with community gro ups. One should
be modest abo ut it. after all, I did n't earn the Orde r of Canada alone," be said.

...

He said club sign-up days are how clubs
get names, numbers and addresses in response
to Smith 's explanations of club need.
Thomson wondered what diciplinary action
could be taken against a club violating Smith's
interpretation of the bylaw.
"Probably zero," he said.
Smith's interpretation is also in conflict

with the bylaw itself.
The by law in question states "Except
with the prior consent of the student concerned,
or as stated below, no information in any
student file may be released to any individual
or organization.''
No provision is made to dinstinguish
between campus student clubs and other
organizations in the bylaw. Faculty of enrollment, degrees awarded, honours, and field
~ajor are the ~nly infoi:ma!i~mo~n to the
public, with all additional information released
only-on presentati~n of a court order.
SAC lawyer Doug Phillips said, although
he cannot give an official judgement on the
bylaw until he sees the definitions of meaning
for the byfaw, "but if the plain meaning of the
.eylaw is accurate, then the registrar is wrong."
"Anything beyond where the bylaw is
silent, then you proceed at your own risk,"
said chemistry professor Robert Rurnfeldt
Rumfeldt worked on recent amendments to
bylaw 31 which expressly forbid release of
informationto SAC and other likeorganizations
for use in a student directory without prior
student authorization.
"Any form of solicitation is abuse" of the
privilege of using the registrar's listing said
Rumfeldt in respect to Club AIESt.L (french
1
acronym for International Association for
Students of Economics and Commerce) being
given residence students' home address to
solicit funds to give fruit baskets to the
residents last spring. He said although it was
done for a good cause, AIESEC should be
advised it was a .vrong use of privilege.
Christine Ozimek, president of the local
AIESEC chapter, said she was not involved
in last year's fundraising drive, but the fruit

&it stageright-CFSdroJB
p~
OTTA WA (CUP) -- The most
controversialpoliciesof the Canadian
Federation of StudentsPolicy Manual
will iikely fall off the books in
November, says CFS Chair Tony
Macercilo.
Policies advocating Canada's
withdrawal from NATO and NORAD, opposing cruise missile testing,
supporting the efforts of Chilean
and El Salvadorean students, the
Canadian Labour Congress, and
gays and lesbians on campus and
others were adopted in 1982 and
must be re-introduced and passed
by a twerthirds majority at the
upcoming general meeting if they
are to remain as official CFS policy.
"I don't think ifs even going to
be a debate," said Macerollo. "In
order to debate these issues members
would have had to serve due notice
of policy motions and the deadline
was last Friday. Even if there were
a debate, I think it (the vote to
reinstate the policies) would be
close ... real close."
Macerollo sees no reason for
the national executive of CFS to
generate support for the outgoing
policies.
"The organization mirrors its
members,'' he said. "ls there any

Conti nu ed on page 9
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reason for us to alter the image if its involved with the organization in
members don't change? I'm not 1984 when he was vice-president
sure it should," he said.
( education) on the student counci l
1"
He said members were informed of Ottawa's Carleton Unive rsity.
of the five-year sunset clause on the
'82 policies at the Spring meeting,
but no one has served notice of
policy motions.
Macerollo said the policies have ~:::::~:~:~e~::ti~:::::
•
been a factor in the failure of CFS about NATO and NORAD, El
to attract some of the larger schools
such as U of T, Western, and
ThoughMacerollosayshewas
Queens.
"There are ( objections tojoining) ''very skeptical" at that time, he
~/ ~ ·~
that recur. the issue of weighted didn't start a campaign to pull •
~
voting (whether larger schools should Carletonoutoftheorganization. "I
~
have more votes), the expense of felt Carleton had invested time and
Macerollodivideshis time between College, Douglas College, and Malajoining, non-educational issues (in money in the organization and it
meeting with federal government spina College. The University of
the CFS policy) and the feeling that was not up to me to say it had been
representatives and drumming up Ottawa served notice last week that
a waste of money."
support for the Federation on cam- it will hold a pull-out referendum in
educatioois a i:rovincialre5iX)n.511:iility."
Though Macerollo doesn't think
puses across ,the country. In Sept- February.
embef and October he has visited
The Federation has a budget of
Though those are the stated the current membership will reclose to 20 campuses in B.C., Ontario $600 ,OOOwhich covers the cost of
rationales, Macerollo thinks there adoptthe1982 policiesat theNove~
and Newfoundland
maintaining a national office in
are more fundamental reasons for ber meeting, he also doesn't think
Currently CFS lias 57 member Ottawa, two general meetings each
some student councils' lack of interest there will be as much objection to
associations. Student unions can year, campaign materials (pamphlets,
in a national student lobby organi- discussing those issues.
''In '84. people said 'we shouldn't join or drop out of CFS only by posters) and stafftravel CFS employs
zation.
holding campus-wide referenda to nine full-time staff members: an
"There is a real inability to discuss 'non-educational issues' ~ecide whether students will pay elected chair, an executive officer,
understand just how involved the they used that phrase. Now they
$4 each to belong to the organization. a researcher, an information officer,
federal government really is in edu- realize that we can't have a constitutional provision that limits the kind
Referenda are upcoming at six a financial coordinator, and f~ur
cation," said Macerollo.
campuses next month: Guelph, Wil- fieldworkers. Seven of the staff
This is Macerollo ·s second year of things you can represent your
frid Laurier, Water loo, Capilano members are unionized. o
as chair of CFS. He first became students on.·~
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ARIS
lhursday , November 5 - 8
-African M at the Leamington Regional M Gallery , 11
Q.ieens Ave .• Leamington.
Monday, November 9
-Professor Tetsumaro Hayashi from Ball state University,
Muncie. Indiana. will be speaking in the Rose Room at 3
p.m. The Professo(sprimary fteld is Shakespeare studies. his
interest in Stienbeck led him to found the stienbeck
Quarterly 20 years ago .
lhursday, November 12
-Mcite features Rene Blouin from Montreal . This"Visitor in
the Ms" Guest Lecturer is at 7:00 p.m. Call 977-6564 for
more info.
UnHI November 15
-"The Red and Black" is the title of a new art exhibition in
mix media byi artist Glyde Stewart at Common Ground.
1233 University Ave. W. The opening reception is at 8 p.m ..
Nov.6.
POUTICS
Monday, November 9
-"Screen out/Sc ream out" - dramatization of the impact of
proposed changes in refugee policy. Sponsored by Law
classes and the Third World Resource Cent re in Moot Court
at 7:30. A panel discussion will follow.

-Mr. Jess Augustin. Director of the Third World Resource
Centre and a native of the Phillipines will be speaking
about his country at 7:30 at 208 Sunset. Presented by Iona
and the YMCA

THEATRE
AND CINEMA
lhursday , November 5 - 29
-"Dea rLJa(a comic dame ooaptedfrom the correspondence
of George Bernard Shaw, at rv1eadow' BrookTheatre. Cx:lkland
Univ.. Rochester. For more info call (313) 377-3300.

November 6, 7, 8
Tuesday, November 10 - 1•
-Actors Alliance. a Detroit based Company presents "Ain't -Gladys Knight and the Pips at the Premier Centre, sterling
Misbehavln' "at Detroifs Music Hall. 350 Madicon Ave . For Heights. Forinfo call 978-8700.
info call (313) 963-7622.
Monday, November 9
Friday, November 6 and Saturday , November 7
-The Oslo Philharmonic performs at Orchestra Hall. 3711
-The Talking Heads' "Stop Making Sense" at midnight at Woodward. Detroitat8 p.m. Call(313)833-3700 for tickets .
the Furl<Theatre. AA (Forfurther listingssee ad on Jostp:ige.)
Wednesday, November 11
-The Largely Canadian Series of the Windsor Symphony
Orchestra features "Meet the Composer I" with Harry
MUSIC
Friedman at Mackenzie Holl. 3277 Sandwich. For info call
973-1238.
Friday, November 6
-Detroit Chamber Winds presents "The Elegant Octef' at 8
SOCIALS
p.m.. Christ Church Cranbrook. Call 851-8DCW for info.

-Alexander Zonjic performs at 8 p.m. at Assumption Church Sunday, November 8
in a classical and jazz concert to benefit U of W school of -Gay Coffee Social between 2 - 5 p.m . Please call 973-4951
Music.Ticketsfrom $10 - $100. Forinfo call 253-4232.ext. 2780. for details.

lhursday, November 5 - Dec . 27
-"Glengarry Glen Ross" - the Pulitzer Prize play bi David
IVk:lmetat Detroit RepertoryTheatre. Forinfoca11(313)868-1347, Saturday, November 7
-Philip Gloss and Co. perform a music and movie extra9-5 weekdays.
\Qg()nza at the Michigan Theatre. Ann Albor.7:30peitorrnance
Thursday, November 5 - 8, 12 - 15
sold out a 10:00 p.m . show hos been added. Tickets
-The University Players presents "My Sister in This House". a
available at Ticketmoster outlets. and charge by phone
story of two sisters'lives in 1930 Paris.Showsat8 p.m.. tickets
(313) 668-8397.
S6 and $7.
Sunday, November 8
Saturday, November 7 - 8, 13 - 15, 20 - 21
-The Nylons perform at the M ichi gan Theatre. Ann Arbor.
-The Windsor Light Opera presents "A Christmas Carol" at 8
Tickets available at Ticketmaster outlets and Michigan
p.m. at the Cleary. Tickets S12. for info call 974-6593.
Theatre box office.

oun

Mlscellaneous
Thursdays from Nov. 5 to Dec. 3
- Five lectures on the Old Testament will be held at Iona
College, 208 Sunset Avenue from 7 - 9 p .m.
Thursdays November 5 - 8
-The Windsor Star Food Fair is held

at the Cleary Auditorium.

Saturday, November 9 . 15
-Walt Disney's Magic Kingdom on Ice at the Joe Louis
Aena in Detroit. Tickets available at the Joe Louis Box
Office & Ticketmaster outlets.

ANNOUNCES

New Direct Service from the University of
Windsor Campus to London, Hamilton and
Toronto
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Bus Departs City Transit Shelter
University Avenue at Patricia
LVE:
ARR:
ARR :
ARR:

FRIDAY
University of Windsor 12:30pm
London
3:10pm
Hamilton
5 :15pm
Toronto
6:15pm

LVE:
LVE :
LVE:
ARR:

SUNDAY
Toronto Bus Terminal
Hamilton
London
University of Windsor

6:30pm
6 :30pm
9:05pm
1 :1 Spm

• Special Student Fairs To London-Hamilton-Toronto
(with validated Ontario Post Secondary I. D. Cards)
• Absolutely No Restrictions Apply!

Fo r fur th e r info rmat ion o n se rvic e o n ho lid ays an d sc hool brea ks c ont act The Bus Te rmi nal (5 19)
(5 19) 25 4 -7575

YMCA ~ international

Canadiandevelopmentaid ''peruving"
effective
have at least one cup a day. In addition to
this, the YMCA trains "health promoters" in
the community to administer basic health care.
"The health conditions in Peru are very,
very discouraging. There is one doctor to
every 28,900 people and those doctors certainly
aren't in the Young Towns," Stewart said.
" The human and animal feces are like land
mines everywhere."
To combat this problem the committee
created a medical caravan to ensure medical
care would be available once every fifteen
days.

by Margaret Slavik

hen people think of the
YMCA, they thinkof health,
fitness and camp. Few are
aware of the extensive community involvement the
YMCA is committed to throughout the Third
World.
Chairman of the YMCA International
Committee Paul Stewart addressed a full
house at Iona College Nov. 2 on his twoweek trip to Peru as a part of the developmental
organization.

capital of Peru.
"In the middle and upper class areas the
homes are guarded and surrounded by walls
with broken glass or barbed wire cemented
ori top," and on the other hand, "the Indians
are migrating from the poverty-ridden rural
areas and invading land by squatting and
building huts," he said.
Peruvian society is also plagued with a
wave of terrorism stemming from the leftist
guerrilla group, the Shining Path.
"Anyone with any power prefers to remain

underground and unknown," Stewart said.
"There are so many military groups you
can't distinguish between them."
Sometimes the problems these people
face are so overwhelming Stewart compared
their efforts to lighting a match in the dark.
Despite these conditions, he described the
people as "ingenious and industrious." He
said, "they were always happy and friendly,"
adding the YMCA "should be commended
for what they have accomplished. It is very
encouraging," he said D

Because malnutrition is widespread in
the shanty towns, the committee attempted
to create a "family kitchen" in which all
members of the community would share in
the cost of one nutritious meal a day. Stewart
said although the Peruvian government wants
to improve conditions in the rural areas, the
inhabitants cannot affordto pay for the services.

Peru, with a population of 17 .9 million, is
currently experiencing a 60 percent rate of
unemployment with approximately five million
people living in areas referred to as 'Young
Towns', slum areas which lack sewage systems,
water, electricity and health care.
"The objective of our visit was to promote
social development," Stewart said "By creating
leaders in the community we can institute
self-perpetuated development"

"The municipal government provided two
fridges but the people couldn't afford to pay
the electricity bills," he said. "No grocery
store would advance them credit to put food
in the fridge."
Through a Revolving Loan.program the
YMCA International hopes to generate the
necessary capital to aid in the economic
development of these economies.

The YMCA has initiated several programs
designed to help reverse the steadily increasing
rate of crime, disease, anq infant mortality,
as well as the decreasing percentage of
literacy and employment Most of these
problems have taken their greatest toll on the
adolescent population.
"Nine out of every 10 youths steal for a
living. Our Youth Group program is an
attempt to keep them occupied and busy," he
said of the young Peruvians.
The YMCA International has also created
a Mothers' Club. This group gathers once a
day to distribute milk to the children so they

"We hope to promote business and independence. You must be very qualified to
present a detailed description of the business
you wish ~ start," Stewart said. He cited
several instances where the program has
been a great success, especially in the clothing

industry.
•
Stewart also emphasized the division
between the rich and poor in Lima. the

The need to bfeed suddenly struck hundreds of Windsor students who donated to Tuesday's Red
Cross clinic held in Ambassador Auditorium and co-spoasored by the Nursing Society.

Actually,likingsushicouldn'texactlyhurt, either
are chosen to spend the year at ICU, while on what degree one is working toward.
two ICU students come to U. of W.
Besides studying, another important part
of life at ICU is meeting new people.
The private and non-denominational uniBlondeau became active in clubs, which
versity is located in the greater Tokyo are~
and although Japanese is the native tongue, he said helped with one's social identity.
students shouldn't hesitate to apply because Contrary to popular belief, he said, the

by Jordy Garvin

•
ou don't have to speak Japanese
- or even like Sushi - to be an
exchange student in the land of
the rising sun.
The University of Windsor
will be selecting candidates to participate in
an exchange program with the International

Y

there is ample opportunity to be taught in Japanese are not into studying as much as
English.
they are perceived to be.
Fourth-year student Michel Blondeau
"Once they get a job after attending
did not speak Japanese before embarking on university, they enter into their stric't culture
the exchange program in September 1986, again," Blondeau said in reference to their
but while in Japan he took two and a half fairly "bohemian .. university years.
hours of Japanese per day. He said it was
"Obviously one would be attracted to
difficult because one must have a photographic other foreign students. but once you make a
memory to keep up with the written part of Japanese friend that friendship lasts for a
long time," he said. He still keeps irt contact
the language.
·•If you want to get close to the Japanese
you have to learn the language and I was
fairly adept at learning it," he said.
Fourth-year International Relations student
John Hoffman had already taken Japanese
by Lance news staff
for a year at U of W as a part of an Asian
Studfes degree before being selected to start
j his year at ICU in September 1985.
"If you have some Japanese background,
ore than 20 local groups
it's a plus. however, when I got there I was
will perform at the Second
almost completely illiterate," he said
Annual Toy Telethon, SatThose selected will pay tuition directly to
urday, November 7 from
the University of Windsor and register for · 9:30 a.m. to9:30 p.m. This
classes at ICU on a tuition-waved basis.
Telethon serves as the kick-off for the annual
Students are responsible for their own airfare,
Help Santa Help the Kids campaign and will
room, board, books, and spending money,
be telecast live from Devonshire Mall by
and since the cost of living in Japan is very
Windsor's Community Channel 11.
high, Blondeau and Hoffman both opted to
• The local associations that share the
work while there. Their student visas allowed
benefits from this campaign are the Downtown
them to work up to 20 hours a week. A
Community Citizens' O,ganization, the
popular job is teaching English.
Salvation Army and the two Children's Aid
In deciding to apply for the program,
Societies.
Experiencing Japanese culture is just part of
students should approach their academic
Some of Windsor's best-known radio and
exchange program.
department to see how many of their ICU
TV personalities will be donating their time
Christian University (ICU) in Japan very credits can be transferred to their U of W
to host the show including Rick Hamilton,
soon. Every year two students from Windsor degree. Blondeau said the number will depend
Cam Gardiner, Costa Maragos, Bill Baker,

with many of the friends he made and one of
them. Miyako Nanba. is one ofICU's exchange
students to U of W t.6isyear.
For those wondering if they have a chance
of being selected, Hoffman, who sat on the
selection committee last year, said the ICU
exchange committee interviews applicants
on a variety of factors. He said grades aren't
considered as important as whether the student
is well-rounded. confident. strong-willed, accepting of a different society and has the
resources needed to finance the trip.
An information meeting will be held on
Nov. 13 at4 p.m. in room 2193 of Windsor
Hall North. Application forms and letters of
reference are due by Dec. 1. D

Toy.telethonfor tt:7indsor
tots I

,M l

I

.;

Susan Little, Don Daly, Karen Hawryluk.
Ken Venus and Bob Monks. Panels of volunteers to take telephone pledges include city
councillors and both provincial and federal
politicians. representatives from labour unions,
service clubs, sports celebrities and local
business people.
New. unwrapped non-violent toys are
reqaested and, while babies and toddlers are
in the majority, teenage gifts, books, games,
would be appropriate as well.
Donations from organizations, manufacturers, retailers, service clubs or anyone
else wishing to participate, can be made onair during the Telethon with appropriate
credit given to the donors. Those planning
such a donation are requested to call Wmdsor's
Community Channel 11 at 258-3003 during
office hours.
For further infonnation contact Barbara
Madren or Peter Freele at 258-3003.0
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We at the Lance have never seen it this bad. Not in
recent years has student apathy been as rampant across
campus as it seems to be in 1987.
International issues in particular have received scant
discussion in an age where the world is rapidly growing
smaller for human beings and when many exciting
developments are taking place.
The university environment is, in theory anyway, thought
to be conducive to the discussion of new and old political
and social issues. It is supposed to be where the future is
today, and student and faculty alike would provide an
atmosphere where the discussion of ideas fosters a
greater understanding for all participants.
Regardless of ideological persuasion, one can dedi·
cate some of his/her time to local groups working for the
betterment of living conditions for persons elsewhere in
the world, particularly in Central America. Many are
simply humanitarian groups without the governmental
strings often attached to them.
Some, such as the Windsor Central American Support
Group's(W.C.AS.G.) "Tools for Peace" campaign, do not
send money but rather equipment and su·pplies to ensure
that aid is allocated to the proper areas and not misused
by governments.
In Windsor there are several groups-both ideological
and humanitarian-which
provide interesting insight into
the world around us. There is SalvAide, Amnesty International, the Central America Committee, the W.C.A.S.G.,
the Third World Resource Centre, and partisan political
groups, each with different ideals and objectives.
Another important reason to become active in extracurricular groups-particularly for social science studentsis to test some of the mass of theory we are spoon-fed
each semester and see if it holds up to real-world
examination.

Dear readers:It's natural in times of crisis for people to
seek out those they most trust and respect. Thus I was not
surprised when I found myself inundated with mail in the
aftermathof the recent stock marketreadjustment.or as l
prefer to call it. the crash.
I hope by answering some of these letters, I can address
the concerns confronting all ofus in these uncertain times.
Dear Mr. Johnson,
I am a 34-year-old financial analyst who has done pretty
well for myself.
My annual income is in the low six figures. and I have
attained the standard of living my clients and colleagues
expect-renovated downtown condo, imported auto, state of
the art home entertainment system, etc.. The problem is
paying for it all.
I earned a couple grand a day in overtime alone the last
few weeks, selling everything my clients had at a loss. telling
them not to sell, but it doesn't come close to matching my
personal losses in the market
Worse, my supervisor has hinted I might have to start
tbinlcin.R
of another line of work. I can't imagine anything else
I can do where I'd get paid so much for accomplishing so
little.
I'm not selfish. I know from the media that most people
my age are in the same predicament, and that our consumer
spending is what keeps the economy afloat What can I do to
save myself. and this great country of ours?
Sincerely.
A Tad Perturbed
Montreal, P.Q

Dear Pert,
I Just about threw up with glee when I read your letter
Theoaly tlalngthat could make It perfectwould be for you
to write back when you're bankrupt.c:oldand hungryand
uk for (pt this) sympathy.

world examination.
Most faculty will tell you there is much more to be
learned outside the lecture hall than can be gleaned in
the limited format of the classroom.
This, of course , entails plenty of self-assigned reading
of good materials, but equally important is the experience
to be had discussing today's social, economic and political events and trends with your peers and professors.
And, of course, this activity is not monopolized by
social science majors-there are also groups active in
the promotion of scientific research toward peaceful
applications for the betterment of humanity and the
environment. Your discipline at school need not preclude
you from being active.
The trend in today's aid is toward an emphasis on "selfhelp" rather than simply throwing money at a problem. It
is hoped that permanent or long-term benefits will provide
rel~f for generations and reduce dependence on deverdped countries(which only serves further a paternalistic relationship between the developing and developed
countries). This tends to facilitate development on ''first
world" models which often have a destructive

impact on

indigenous societies.
We see the sad trend of university experiences as that
Qf a career factory, where students are processed and
turned out onto the job market like assembly-line products.
Not only does this lessen the level of education students
receive but it has a marked effect on society as a whole.
We are not speaking of 60's style protest marches and
rallies but something from which more tangible results
can be reaped-a true rise in the standard of living for
those less fortunate than ourselves.
The W.C.A.S.G. kicked off its annual Tools for Peace
drive just last week whtle others work at ongoing projects.
Come out and help-and learn.

Dear sir,
I would like to clarify my position on the stock market
failure, that is, "Make myself perfectly clear."
First, "We have nothing to fear but fear itself."
Secondly, "Into each life a little rain must fall."
Third, "All good things must come to an end."
Fourthly, ''We've had some bad times, been through
some sad times, but this time. the hurting won't heal."
Fifth, let me remind people that "Money can't buy me
love:•
And finally, "You took the part that once was my heart.
why not take all of me?"
Thank you for this opportunity to let people know where I
stand Please don't put my name on this, as I am going to run
for higher office next semester.
Anonymous
University of Windsor

Dear (insert journalist's name here),
d like to assure Canadians that responsible businessmen
aren't going to pack it in over a minor market fluctuation. Any
losses you may have heard about are all on paper. anyway,
unless somebody got chicken and sold cheap, in which case
they deserved to lose their money.
For example, I myself lost ( on paper) millions of dollars
on Monday, made back half of that by Wednesday, lost
millions more on Thursday and Friday, made some of that
back again. then lost it, doubled my money, then lost it again.
Am I afraid? No, because I have confidence in the
capitalist system and know if worse ever came to worst, I
could count on our fine Conservative government to support
Canadian business.
Ask not how I lost millions of dollars; ask instead how I
can get it back.
Conrad Blackman
No fixed address

Dear Annie,
Good luck. I think your ability to take a stand and
firmly defend it. whatever cost to you penonally, will
place you In the mainstream of student politics.

Dear ConMan,
Okay lfl ask how you got that much money In the first
place? In the meantime, maybe the following letter will be
of interest to you.

Dear Bloodboil columnist.
I am a worker in an auto-related industry who takes an
interest in the big picture.
rve been following the economists and market analysts
saying we have nothing to fear from the downturn since the
economy is basically sound, but my boss has warned us there
will be layoffs because we are losing business due to the
crash. Can you explain what's going on?
Curious
Oshawa.. Ont

Dear George,
n1, next letter oupt to be of interest. Read on.

r

Dear Kev,
In the crises of the world market. the contradictions and
antagonisms ofbourgeois production are strikingly revealed.
Instead of investigating the nature of the conflicting elements
which erupt in the catastrophe. the apologists content
themselves with denying the catastrophe itself and insisting.
in the face of their regular and periodic reoccurrence, that if
production were carried on according to the textbooks, crises
would never occur.

Karl Marx
London, England

Dear Karl.
I couldn't have said it better myself.D

l.evtXJL]e
leftmarkonour~·r
lives,
OOlill1Iy
~

by Paul Balley

Canada, and the world, has lost a great
man. Rene Levesque, the nationalist in the
rumpled suit, clied of a heart attack Sunday
night He was 65.
Although he rose to become Canada's
most famous chain-smoking politician, he
started out as a journalist After serving as a
war correspondent for the American armed
forces during World War IL he returned to
Quebec. By the late 50's he had become well
known as a TV commentator.
This recogmtion helped him to be elected
to the Quebec legislature in 1960. Levesque
served as a minister in Jean Lesage' s government for some seven years. He quit the
Liberal party in 1967 to found what eventually
became the Parti Quebecois, which he led to

victory in November 1976.
The main goal of the PQ was Quebec
independence and on May 20, 1980, a
referendum on sovereignty-association, the
first step toward independence, was held
Levesque's call for sovereignty-association
was rejected by a 3 to 2 margin. The
campaign had been passionate and hardfought A lesser man might have refused to
accept the result, but Rene Levesque believed
as much in democracyashe did in independence.
He accepted the decision of the people of
Quebec and persuaded the more radical of
his colleagues m the PQ to do the same.
Rene Levesque left an impressive legacy.
He strengthened democracy in Quebec by
abolishing secret electoral fuooing.1ne language
and culture of Quebec were strengthened by
measures such as the controversial Bill IOI
and the exodus of English-speaking Quebeckers
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it helped to trigger.
Oddly enough, the election of the PQ and
the refendum served to purge, at least for a
time, the passion for politics which had come
to dominate Quebec life. All this has left a
more self-assured Quebec free to concentrate
on more mundane yet vital areas like business.
One need look no further than the confidence
with which Quebec has welcomed the free

MAIL

fruition

proposal was of greater meriL In an effort to
take a conciliatory approach the G S.S.
agreed to take the former OP . U.S. office
(currently the University Centre Manager's
office), even though it was, by far. inadequate
for our needs. This was supposed to take
place by September but even this meagre
request was changed to 1988
Dave McMurray, Director of Student
Services, originally informed me in August
that the University wanted to increase the
University Centre fee to the provincial average.
I requested that he send me his proposal in
advance so that the G.S.S. would have time
to discuss the merits of the proposal with its
constituents. Biowever, this did not occur and
members of the University Centre Advisory
Board (UCAB) were given the proposal at

tradeagreementwithAmencatoseeevidence
of this.
Quite Wlintentiooally Levesque contributed
to Canadian nationalism. He forced the
people of Quebec to choose and they chose
Canada At the sametime,he forced CanactillJlS

votes. Though the voter turnout was lower
than in pre\.ioUSyears-mainly due to the lack
of polls in the residences- it was fair . And
incomparable to last year's system.
An even more difficult position the CEO
finds himself in is that he must remain
completely objective and impartial during
the entire campaign. This is something which
would seem, to most.. virtually impossible;
especially in view of all the mud-slinging and
petty accusations that occurred throughout
the by-election. It's admtrable that someone
is able to not only maintain his sanity, but to
remain unbiased toward any one candidate
as well. (Maybe the Lance should hire Geoff
as editor during the next election.)
Congratulations, Geoff, on handling the
election with the maturity and fairnes s that 's
gotten SAC back on the nght foot in reboosting their image.

Canada without Quebec. Most of us found
the idea not very appealing, if not altogether
incomprehensible.
Political leaders throughout the world
can learn much from the man. He fought
passionately and tirelessly for what he believed
in. When the people of his native land
reJectedhis dream, he magnanimously accepted
their decision and set about working for their
good in other ways. Rene Levesque set an
example of which all Canadians, whether in
Quebec or Ontario, the West or the Atlantic
provinces, should be proud. O

congrats

Dear Editor,
Whether you realize it ornot.. the education
system
is not simply attencling classes and
I would like to take this opportunity, on
doing homework. The entire process involves,
behalf of the Entrepreneurs' Club, to thank
not only school work, but social interactions.
you for letting us set up their newsletter on
Admittedly, the purpose of university is to
your premises. We, (the club) have always
elevate
our cognitive skill in our area of
had a good relationship with you and we wish
interest, but I hope you are getting much
to continue this into future ventures. A
more than that out of the university and
special thanks is extended to Rob Croley and
campus. The whole idea of obtaining a
Laura Gould for their support, and Thomas
degree
can be much more rewarding if you
Pidgeon who provided technical guidance
have a number of, what are called extra(thanks for filling up the headliner).
cumcular activites, but I like to think of them
As you well know, we also put out a
as social learning activities . A degree is a
ne~aper called FAST TRACK . Last year
vel) honourable achievement but we must
wfien we: printed up our first issue, the
the meeting where the increase was to l:ie
not forger our fellow hurnun being. For the
LANCE was very instrumental in getting this
voted upon. Instead of the average, which
attainment of a degree, without the necessary
newborn paper off the ground To the thenwould have meant $11.00 per semester,
social
skills to use it, is useless.
eclitor, Kevin Johnson who supported it to its
Sincerely,
Dave McMurray decided that $15.00 per
The students of the university have been
fruition, we would like to thank you again.
Beth Daly
semester would serve the University's interests
disturbed by the past ongoings of the Students'
Lookingforward now, we are stepping up better. Members of UCAB were presented
Administrative Council. Unfortuna1ely, that's
our publications, and hope to do business
with unsubstantiated figures depicting the
all
the} have been, disturbed. While it is easy
with you in the future.
cost of running the University Centre and the
to criticize the work of others it "seems"
Reading and watching,
strange thing about it was that at $15.00 per
harder to do anything about it yourself. The
Sincerely,
semester, the operational costs of the Centre
Dear Editor.
key word here is "seems". The true reason. I
were no longer in a deficit ff $15 was
John Mymryk
S.A.C. needs an INDEPENDENT OFfeel, is you are not interested or just too lazy.
V.P. Publications
necessary, which isn't at all clear, why were
FICIAL who can receive complaints, suggesWell students, it's time to wake up and get off
The Entrepreneurs' Club
UCAB members treated to the rhetoric of
tions. etc. regarding S.A.C.
your gludious maximus. The truth is, the
provincial averages when a figure was already
This person can issue reports and recompeople on S.A.C .• executive members and
in mind?
mendations to S.A. C. and would report
council members alike, are the only ones
As the article pointed out, the University
directly to S. A. C (or the Prez.). They would
doing anything and are the only ones who
plans on demolishing the houses on the east
be able to publicize the cases for student
seem to care. The apathy on this campus bas
side
of
Sunset
Avenue
in
order
to
build
a
new
review. Therefore, if S.A.C. refuses to make
Dear Editor,
reached an all-time high. When J was in
admirustration
builcling.
This
in
effect
would
the right decisions, threat of public embarI am writing in regard to the recent Lance
second year the Homecoming was a truly
rassment would cause them to make right
article entitled Student Centre Fees to be mean the destruction of the Grad House, the
rewarding
experience. I likedit so much I felt
decisions.
increased. Despite the fact that the article bar currently operated as a service by the
I should somehow contribute to this event I
G.
S.S.
for
the
university
community
and
the
Many students wonder where to go with
deals, in part, directly with the Graduate
have, along with the help of a few declicated
small amount of office space we do have. In
their request for a S.AC. Service - they do
Student Society we were not asked to comment
students. And we have won the Best Float
short, the future of the Society itself is at
not know who to talk to and still feel that the
on the story. I always thought that good
contest
two years in a row. Unfortunately I
stake. Moreover, since the University owns
S. A. C. Office is unapproachable.
journalism meant more than obtaining one
think I was the only one on campus who liked
the house occupied by G.S.S. and holds the
ConOlct resolvement An organization
side only-especially when its the administra·
Homecoming. The measly number of floats
liquor license, they can eliminate the G.S.S.
(S.A.C.) should not be the one making
tion's side.
entered
last year and this year only proves it
for virtually any reason they choose, including
decisions regarding complaints. ("No one
The Graduate Student Society (G.S.S.)
No
wonder
we won! I do congratulate those
should be a Judge in his own case".) There is
has been requesting office space in the Urnver- our refusal to agree to their request for more
other groups who have contributed and barely
money from the student body.
a definite, perceived need. by the student
sity Centre for some time and probably couJd
kept the process going. Students, there is
The purpose of this letter is to provide our
body, for independent review.
have finally attained this goal were it not for
nothing wrong with your student government,
side of the story and I would hope that, in the
While the S.A.C. Executive are able to
the tactics employed by the University to try
it is YOU. We have just had our by-elections,
future, the G.S. S. is asked for its comments
solve conflict fran the inside-out, ( example:
and dupe the student body. The reason for
with the position of president vacant, and the
on news stories concerning it
Bylaw Review and Restructuring), they have
our request was that graduate students have
total voter tum out was less than sixteen
neither the legitima cy nor the time to solve
been paying the University Centre fee for
Sincerely,
percent I've been fighting hard for you on
problems from outside-{"studentside")in.
years but only a small minority actually
Alan Jones
student council along with the other council
This position, in order to give it legitimacy
make use of the builcling and we thought we
President
members but it's time we received a little
and authority, would have to be run by
could justify to graduate students, some
Graduate Student Society
support from our constituents. We work hard
someone by is (a) well-known to the student
reason for paying the fee. However, we were
on S. A C. and very few of us get payed for it
body, (b) someone who can talk with and be
not informed that our desire for office space
I will continue my politics but only for the
heard by the people in S.A.C. (c) not involved
wascontingent upon an unquestionable acce~
people who truly want a change. The voices
with S.AC. clirectJy (i.e. no one holding a
tance of the University's desire to milk
of student council have been listening but
Dear Editor,
S.A.C po6itioowouldbeallowedas SIUDENI
graduate and undergraduate students further
have not heard anything (but bitching and
OMBUDSMAN.
Now that SAC's by-election is finally
by increasing the fee by 71 %, effective
complaining).
So the next time you feel like
Steve Farrell
September 1988. Having been informed tht over, I would like to commend Geoff Bastow
complaining
about
something, why don't you
2nd yeAr Public Administration
this is indeed the case, the G.S.S. has given on his outstanding performance as this year's
think what you can do to help solve the
?:'?,';,
..
??
?
(?
up its request for office space in the building Chief Electoral Officer. After last year's
problem, and not criticize others who are
and is recommending that all graduate students elections left so many people questioning the
trying. STUDENTS GET OFF YOUR
of
the
voting
procedure,
withhold this fee from the University, We validity
141!* LAZY ASS.
*
1
this year's CEO was left with the task of
had originally requested one of the conference
Sincerely Youn.
~0/7/C.
rooms in the Centre, however we were denied implementing a system that would not allow
David Mayo
ma:~~~~~~
this because Mr. McMurray decided SAC's for any discrepencies in the tabulation of the
~'cco~
cecococx::oociJJ President, Computu Science Society
Dear Editor:

organization
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Typist-who lives near the
University ($1.25/pg) 2533922 after 5:30 pm.

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for
LSATDec. 12
GMAT Jan. 23
1-800-387-5519
('16) 923-PREP(7737)
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THE PRESIDENT'SCHAIR (shown above)
was stolen October27 from the sanctuary
of Assumption University,2ndftoorchapel.
This choir is o priceless. hond-caNed
antique ond wos donated by Bishop
Nelligan. If you hove ony infoonotion
regarding its whereabouts. contact Fr.
David Heath ot 973-7033. No questions
will be asked.

LOST80 Slides In a carousel slide troy
showing cities of Europe, etc. These\Nere
left in Room .G133,Windsor Holl North. on
the night of Wednesday. October 14.
Ander will be reworded! contact Dr. I.
Stebelsky. Geog raphy. ext. 2171.
I HATEACtDWASHEDAN>PIN<a.oTttNG.

'I,

I BANEZROADSfERELECTRIC
GU IT.AR
with
whommy bor ond hard shell case. Pro
gui ta r for beginne(s pr1ce:S350.Coll 252·
7803.
LOST LADIES GO LD SEIKO WATCH on
October 15th. bet\Neenthe Universityond
Donelly St.Great sentimental value. Coll
256-7162 or 256-0)72 for Melissa.
CAMPUSTRAVELrepresentotivan~ed
to promote Spring Break trip to Aorldo.
Earn money. free trips. and outstanding
marketing experience. Coll Inter-Campus
Programs at 1-800-433-7707.
IF YOU NEEDA PROFESSIONALPHOTC>
GRAPHERwho does excellent work coll
253--4060or977-1788 and ask for Thomas
Pidgeon.
C.ARFOR SALE- 1984 Toyota Supra GTS
Immaculate. fully loaded with power
sunroof. low miles. 5 speed, sofetied . Coll
252-7803.
HOHNER 6 STRING BANJO with case.
$150. Coll 252-7803.
GIVE A PLEDGETO CJAM FM.your cornpus community radio station . Phone 2522741 betweenOct .22ondNov.4 Witha
donation of $35.00. you get a special
CJAM FM T-shirt.
NICE 2 BEDROOM APT. 1 Floor. Nice
backyard garden. Parking.(333 McE\N'On)
Coll 252-4897.
GAMERS ClUB MEETING-Nov 7th. 710ish conference Room. Recon.Poronolo
or Palladium dependency on numbers.
consensus. New members welcome.
IMAGES88 - TheGauntlet will be giving
awards to the top photo essay (min . 3
photosond200-400 word) oressay(10001500 word) detailing the significance of
thereloyprecedingtheXVWinterOlympic
Gomes held in Calgary In February 1988.
SHAREA SPECIALFRIENDSHIP-Extendo-Fomily welcomes you to volunteer o
friendship lo a special child. Forinfo. coll
969-3010 or 1-800-265-7309.
AA - Isanyth ing worth just another lir,e
on your resume? I wonder Missyou.
THE 1988 COMPETITION for Northern
Study Group Grants ,s open to Grands
ond Undergrads (3rd & 4th yr) . .Applicotions must be returned no later than
November 20. ava ilable from Dr. Paul
Herbert (Deportment of Biology). Dr Mox
Hedley(Deportment of Anthropology). or
Dr. John Jacobs (Deportment of Geography) .
WANTED commodore 64, cheap. 256-

8054
STUFF4SALESmall old fridge SSS.a lot of
shelving & supports $30. Heavy-duty
automoticwosherS70. b/wNS35. small
coffee table SS.Coll 256-8054.
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AmnestyInternationalWeek

Al lookingoutfor abuses
by Robin Swalnson

In July 1979 Tsehai Tolessa
and her husband, the Reverand
Gudina Tumsa, were abducted in
Addis Abada, the capital of Ethiopia,
by unidentified armed men. She
was set freewithin hours; her husband
'disappeared' and has not been
seen since.
Seven months later Tolessa was
arrested again, and today is still
imprisoned in the Central Prison in
Addis Abada. She has neither been
charged with a criminal offence nor
brought to trial. According to Amnesty International, the worldwide
human rights group, Tolessa is a
Prisoner of Conscience.
Her's was just one of many
cases highlighted during •Amnesty
International Week',which ran from
October 18 to October 24. Taking
as its theme 'long-term political
imprisonment' the group asked for
public support for the release of
prisoners in China, the Soviet Union,
Somalia,Guatemala.
ubya, Paraguay
and Syria.
The week of action, observed
worldwide, was marked in Windsor
on October 22 with a public meeting
downtown, and an information desk
in the University Centre.
A steady stream of visitors to
the informationdesk signedhundreds
of letters addressed to various heads
of state. The letters called for the
unconditional release of men and
women detained solely for their
political beliefs. Some had been
imprisoned without trial for decades,
some had been tortured, some had
'disappeared'.
According to Irv Barat, chairperson of the Windsor chapter of Amnesty late~
daeuseods of
these letters were sent by members
and supporters of the organization
in over 150 countries.
"When someone has beem imprisoned for years, it's very difficult
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to sustain public interest in the
case," Barat said. "It's essential to
keep reminding the authorities that
theseprisonershaven't been forgotten"
On the night of October 22
Howard Mc Curdy (N OP-Windsor
W alkerville) addressed a meeting
of Amnesty supporters held at the
Windsor Public Library. As human
rights critic for his party, Mc Curdy
has a special interest in Amnesty
.Jntemational's work. Describi.Dg
human rights as a " noirpartisan
issue" he called for more effective
international pressure on those couir
tries which violate human rights.
McCwdy told the small audience

that strong sanctions against South
Africa are particularly important
given the brutal and widespread
abuse of human rights in that country.
Amnesty International Weekis
an annual event designed to focus
the efforts of the organization's half
million members. In previous years
the organization has taken as its
theme 'Women Silenced', 'Youth
under Attae}c.',and 'The Forgotten
PsiSOIMtl'a
'.
Further informationon the Wmdsor chapter of the independent human
rights group can be obtained at the
Th ird World Resource Centre
(252- 15 17).0
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• Hand Lettered Composites

859 Moy Avenue
Windsor, On tario

253-4535
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The Detroit Symphony Orchestra
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CHAMBER CONCERTS
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PLUS All THE BENEFITS OFFEREDTO REGULAR SUBSCRIBERS
Bonus: Subscribe now andreceivediscou nts on records ,
CD's and tapes at Sam'• Jam's !
Ttdte ts wi l be sold on a first oorM , first served basis
For fvr1h« information call : 567- 1.00
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405 Pelissier. w1nc:1sor
254-6865
• Open 7 days

• s weaters
•M asks
e Folk Art
eJ ewe llery

eP onchos
eT apest ries
• Maya n Pieces
• c lothing

IN THE SKY
10 % off with Student
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" FROM THE ORIGINAL TO THE EXOTIC "

• Sweaters
• Tapestri es
• Clothing
eJewell ery
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• Folk Art
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Cops keepingtabs on studentmovement
OJinJ.sor
& GfreaJCLqfzllo_glfe
14th Anniversary Dinner
Friday, November 13th, 1987
Guest Speaker: Mrs. Gladys Charbonneau
(Managing Director of Kent Right to Life)
TOPIC: TEENAID (Caring about Teens & their Future)
Riverside K of C Hall, 1286 Lauzon Rd., Windsor

TICK ET $9.50

c;nouirie!::,

969-7555

University of Windsor
MBA Program
Featuring the Co-operative
(work-study) Option
Information Sess ion
Date:Tu esday, Nove mbe r 10t h
Date : Tuesday, November 10th
Time & Place: 11 :30am, 1122 BUSAD
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2:3gpm, 1121 BUSAD
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to find out what her rights were
MONTREAL ( CUP) - The disbefore being interviewed by the
covery of a hidden microphone in
RCMP.
the offices of the student councii
"He said 'Ohl You don't want
has raised fears of illegal police
to cooperate with me ... this is nonsurveillanceat Concordia University.
cooperation and it's going in your
The microphone - a small metal
file. I said 'OK, if you want to play
receiver - had already been disthis game, why don't you call me
connected when it was found in the
back later then'. He said' f m coming
ceiling of a student executive office.
to pick you up right now'.
An electronics expert on the university faculty con.firmedthat the object
"lleft inunediately.I wasterrified,"
was an illegal listening device.
1he said.
The discovery came less than
The student asked not to be
six weeks after two Concordia stunamed
until an investigation is comdents were questioned by agents
pleted
into
the identityof the questioner.
claiming they were from the RCMP.
The students were asked about She has enlisted the help of a
their political activities with different Concordialegaladviserwho isattempting to set up a meeting with RCMP
campus groups.
One of the students said an officials.
According to a Montreal civil
aggressive man, claiming he worked
for the RCMP, called her at work rights lawyer, student associations
one week after she attended a peace are often watched because they are
likely to be in the middle of campus
march.
political activities.
"I don't think these people in
"This fellow said 'Hello, this is
the
-secret police understand what
Corporal Duchesne from the RCMP.
We're doing an investigation and legitimate political dissent is or
r d Iike to meet you'," she said. what democratic values are," said
She said he knew internal details Steward Istvanffy, an attorney for
of a Concordia group she was working the league of Rights and Liberties.
In 1983, a Carleton University
with and proceeded to mention
facts that only had been exchanged student named Andy Moxley adby word of mouth within the group. mitted he had been paid by the
She told the caller she wanted RCMP to spy on campus peace

groups.Despite denials by the agency,
Solicitor General Robert Kap lan, a
weeklater,toldtheHouseofCommoos
that Moxley had been a paid informant
Since the creation of the Canadian
Security and Intelligence Service
(CSIS) in 1984, domestic spying
was taken out of the RCMP' s jurisdiction and transferred to the new
agency.
Gerry Cummings, a CSIS spokesperson, refused to comment on individual surveillance operations but
said there is a possibility some
campus groups are beinginvestigated.
"Nobody in this country is exempt
from investigation if they're involved
in certain acts, whether they be in
labour, university, or whatever,"
he said. "There is an understanding
however that the free flow of ideas
on campus is not to be infringed
upon."
Earlier last week, the Concordia
student council began a search of
its offices to locate other listening
devices. So far, none have been
found.
"It's pretty scary to know that
anything we say or do might end up
in some file in Ottawa," said council
co-president Robert Douglas. "It
shows that somebody thinks students
are a threat" D
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Reliable used cars.
Complete auto service
Most units priced below $5,000.
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VISION CARE CENTRE
20°/o Discount on Eyewear
AO FamilyVisioncare Program

Special
University
Offerl!

With Specific Stylist
PLUS 20% off all other hair
services
Sun, Mon ., Tues., Wed.

0

NOW OPEN SUNDAY 12-5
Bring Your Coupon

0110

551 Pelissier St
97S4977

ATIENTIONSTUDENTS!
Bring in your AO Family Vision Care Prog ram I.D.
Cards (whic h you wi ll re c eive throug h SAC) and save
20% on eyewear . ·
te/E
~
For more Information contact: ~.flll
~
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VI S ION C ARE C ENTRE

· Discount p rices do not apply to
sale price~
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Gus gives his opinion on the uses and abuses of student evaluations policy
some new student-runswvey beoome available THOSE OF DIFFERENT INSTRUCTORS
to SAC and are, as has been suggested, TEACHING THE SAME COURSE IN
published or summarized in the Lance. THE SAME TIME SLOT IN THE SAME
What will happen?
CLASSROOM AND WITH A CLASS
Virtually all first-year students - and OF SIMILAR SIZE, AND EVEN THESE
indeed, a healthy majority of fourth-year SCORES MAy BE DISTORTED BY
students-haveabsolutelynoconceptofthe
OTHER FACTORS WHICH HAVE
numbers off actors that can affect the validity NOT BEEN TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT."
of a survey such as the one used in instructor There are not very many courses in which
evaluations. Some of the most obvious of that situation occurs. At the third-year level
these are course content, class size, the and higher, there are virtually none.
length of the class sessions, the time, day,
I have no problem with the publication of
and season in which the class is conducted. instructor evaluation surveys, as long as both
the characteristics of the classroom, and the the surveyors and the audience understand
events of the class session immediately prior the very strict limits to which they can be
to the one in which the evaluation is conducted. trusted, especiallywith a one-semestersample.
Even if you are cognizant of the existence of My suspicion, however, is that such underthese factors, there is no way of knowing standing is unlikely to occur. I believe that
what effect - if any - each of them has on the administration shares my suspicion and
instructor evaluations. It would require the thatthisistheprimaryreasonwhyithasbeen
analysis of years' worth of data just to get a so adamant in holding back the results of its
vague idea. And analyzing years' worth of evaluations.
data adds new confounding factors, such as __:_:__:_
_______________

by August Horvath

or a long time, individuals running for student office have
been mouthingplatitudes about
securing for students the results
of professorevaluations- those
forms we fill out every semester to rate the,
performanceof our instructors.Now, it appears,
those individuals who have attained studentJ
office are preparing to do something about it 1
One course of action presently under
discussionis a boycott of this tenn's evaluations
in order to send a messageto the administration
to the effect that we're serious about the
issue. The message that would actually be
sent, of course is: "If we can't have the results
of instructor evaluations, then you can't
either." If this sounds to you like an extremely
immature and catty message, well, it sounds
like one to me as well. But it shows thel
lengths to which some members of SAC are
prepared to go.
If the administration were to thumb its
collective nose at the boycott, there is talk of
constructing, distributing and compiling a
separate set of instructor evaluations without'
any assistance from the administration. Indeed.
fm told that preliminary survey forms have
already been made up.
Let's assume, for the moment, that the
people who are campaigning for student
access to professor evaluations get what they
want Let's assume ,that the raw results of
either the administration questionnaire or

Continued from page 1

the tendency of course content and instructor
styles to change from year to year.
baskets were delivered to the students from
One semester's worth of data would the1r
· parents as a service
· and 1s
· a fund raismg
· ·
provide little useful information about comp- idea used annually by AIESEC chapters
arative instructor performance. What it would across North America.
provide in abundance is misinformation that
She said this year, because of complaints
could be incorrectly interpreted by students last year from some people, AIESEC sugas being meaningful. The results of such a gested to the Registrar's office three choices
survey, if they are published, should be run of how to proceed without violating the
with a prominent disclaimer that says some- confidentiality bylaw.
thing like, "NO TE: THE ONLY SCORES
Toe registrar could give address labels to
ON THIS SURVEY THAT ARE LIKELY AIESEC and let the club handle the mailing,
TOHAVECOMPARATIVEVALUEARE.__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

This is not to say that the administration
necessarily makes competent use of professor
evaluations. There certainly are professors
on campus who possess the expertise~
sary to avoid over-extrapolating from instructor evaluations. Whether these professors'
insights are employed in the hiring and tenure
process is another matter. But that's another
problem. Our problem is what to do about
instructor evaluations.
When we complete instructor evaluations
each semester, we are exercising our option
to do the administration a favour by supplying
information for it to use in its personal
decisions. It is up to each of us to decide
whether we want to do that favour for the
administration or to demand something in
return for the favour. We should also give
some thought to the question of whether what
we are demanding is something worth
having.O

co_m_e-:in--WI-:.-::th-p_r_e-_s_tufli-:::-ed-:--en_v_e-:l-ope_s_an_
1
the labels at the office, or AIESEC could
give the pre-stuffed envelopes to the Registrar
•"
...,be addressed by the office staff.
This year university president Ron Ianni
gave written endorsement and authorization
to the release of information to AIESEC.
Ianni has denied that he gave such an
authorization to last year's release to
AIESEC.
"If there is a feeling that there is a
problem, people can bring a complaint"
forth, said Ianni. D

RfSIARCH
PAPIRS
SMALLHOUSEfor sole on California Ave ..
lot size 40' by 108'. Coll 252-5826. after 6
pm.
BARPERSONNEEDED
. experience prefer•
red. for Ffi., and Sot nights. and the
occasional Sunday. Apply to977-5678
PARTYREPTILES
- If you ever wont to see
your social life again. be at Faces on
College on Sal . Nov . 7th Bring a demented attitude . o fully functiona l liver.
and YoUr support for the Low School
Hockey Team's effort to wtn the Canada
Law Gomes.
QUEENSIZEWATERBED
for sole Includes
semi-motionless mattress. only S175.
Phone 945-2318 after 3 pm
DON'T MISS "The Scientific /J(Je" episode
of"Howthenshouldwelive"filmseries.by
Dr Francis Shaffer. Place: In the Nlounge
behind the University Centre Desk. Wed ..
Nov 11 ot9 pm. Hosted bylhe Navigators .

THE WNG ASSOCIATION Is seeking
volunteers for "the Challenge" This program Is designed for fundraising and to
promote lung health awareness The
challenge is Nov. 16-20. There will be a
meeting for all those who 'M:>Uldlike to
volunteer for the Lung Power Challenge.
More than 20 people are needed. For
more info. call 256-3433.

16,278 to choose from -all subjects
Save Time and ImproveYour Gradeal

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD
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· 213-477-8226~; ·

Or, rush $2.00 to· Research Aulatance
11322IdahoAve 1206SN. LosAnoe4es.
CA90025
Customresearchalsoavailable-alllevels

Travel Field Opportunity.

Gain valuable market ing skills while earning
money Campus representatives needed immediately for spring break
tnps to Florida Coll Campus Marketing at 1-800423-5264

BETTER
GRADES

NOW

Straight 'A' student, Niki Rebm,
and her father Communications
Professor & International Speaker,
Norm Rebin, offer you:

• Over 50 tips for better grades
• Quick-paced

Easy Listening

• Life-long Habits for Easier
Leaming
CAMPUS ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
meeting Tuesdoysot12:30-2:00 pm. held
In the Ontario Room of Vanier Hall.
!ONA COUIGl 208 Sunset Avenue 9737039.A spaee for meeting and dlscus.5ing.
studying. quiet searching and relaxing
with friends. Open 9 am to 5 pm and by
arrangement. Or use Iona focilitles to
pion events that ore Important to all. A
home cooked dinner evel'{ Thursday at
5:30 pm. S2.50.Come and help celebrate
by being yourself.

ASSUMPTIONUNIVERSl1YCHAPIL 973-7034.Located between the Unillersity
Centre and Huron Church Road . MassesE
Centre and Huron Church Road. "1asses:
Sunday 10:30 am and 4:30 pm. Monday
to Friday. 11:50 am. EvelyTuesdaythere Is
also "1ass and supper at 5:00 pm ($2.50).
Sacramentof Reconcillatlon on request
AJIare welcome. We have o librol'{ with
study space and a cote for your COl')venlence.

Get this Two Casette Audio
Programme for just $19 .95
...And receive a FREEAdd • n •
Stac Unit for storage .
Send cheque, money order or
charge card no. -----
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corner of College & California
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WANTTOSTUDYIN JUAH? It Interested
there will be o meeting Friday. November
13 at4 pm. room2139WindsorHallNorth.
Deadline for applications is December 1
FormorelnfocontactRoom2191
WHNor
253-4232. ext. 2396.

HELP WANTID - Coll Helen's Helping
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eldel1ywith Odd jobs. You conwOli<oround
your schedule or another ,ob. Coll 9746511.

UNIQUE
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by Johnny Black
he Penguin Cafe Orchestra is a group of
diverse musicians who play contemporary
instrumental music composed by their
leader Simon Jeffes.
Penguin Cate music is composed and
put onto tape at Simon's studio in Holland
Park, where I gleaned the following facts
on a cold day in the Spring of 1987.

should be studY.ing classical guitar.
I went to music college in Chiswickand studied
music theory, did my grade examinations, but it
was all rather joyless until 1met a.bunch of people
who were forming an avant-garde group of ten
guitarists and percussionists.
The Omega Players? That's right. I got very
involved in avant-garde music, and musique concrete, went to all 1he concerts, listened to Boulez ,
Stockhausen, Xenakis. This was also when I started
composing.
Avant-garde pieces? Yes, but I found it too
cerebral. Too much effort for such a small endresult I can still appreciate it intellectually, but I
don't listen to it now. It was important though ,
because it helped break down pre-conceptions,
breaking down old ways of doing things.
How did your involvement with Pop come about?
That was through meeting Rupert Hine, who was
doing his first two slbums. I helped him write and
arrange, which led me into the commercial music
world which seemed freer, less complicated. A
better place for me to be.

Where were you born? I was born in Crawley old
town , Sussex, in 1949, which makes me pretty old.
Was you familymusicar? My maternal grandmother
was very musical. ran choirs in Yorkshire. My
mother was in the family string quartet as a child.
My lather still sings in amateur choirs, and he was
atways a keen pianist, organist and harpsichordist:
very interested in Bach and Mozart He always
wanted us to have a recorder group, but my
brothers. my sister and ! rebelled against that.
So did you have a formal musical education? I
had trumpet and clarinet lessons when I was
about nine, but I didn't go for it. t didn't really
I've since worked with the Sex Pistols, Adam &
develop anY interest in music until second year a1
boarding school. a rather unpleasant establish- The Anis, Sid Vicious. David Sylvian, Ryuichi
Sakamoto . Cara-.tan, Yvonne Elli man, Rod Argent,
ment in Devon.
One of the new boys bought a Spanish guitar Weekend ...! learned a lot doing string arrangements, and a bit of producing which I hated. If
you're a musician it's horrible to have to sit and
listen to other people playing. Very frustrating.
What was your involvement with the members of
Japan? About the time of our second album, our
pianist, Steve Nye told me he was to produce a
group called Japan. This intrigued me because
the original idea for Penguin Cafe came from a
dream I had while suffering from food poisoning
in Japan. Then we heard that someone had actually
started up a real Penguin Cale in the October
Gallery 1nHolborn . JI turned out to be run by Mick
Karn, the bass player of Japan, who had heard our
first album and decided to open a real Penguin
Cale. In the end, we played one of ourfirst !ivegigs
there. It all seemed very serendipitous at the time.
Somewhere along the line you ran into Sid Vicious. I
was living in West London and happened to know
Boogie, the Sex Pistols' roadie. When they decided
to put sttings on Sid's version of "My Way," Boog
just came 'round and asked me it I'd do it, which
and when 1saw it it seemed lo glow. Lookin~ back allm.'-kd me to meet ~alcom McLaren.
now, it's almost enough to make me believe in
What sort of relationship did you have wfth McLaren?
reincarnation. Something in me seemed pre-proA cautious one. Malcom's a bit of an anarchist, but
grammed to respond to that guitar and when I
I understood that so l always made sure I was
picked it up, my hands seemed to move to the
paid for one job before I did the next.
right places. II came quite easily. From then on,
After the Pistols broke up, and that was a very
me and the guitar were inseparable.
dark, nasty sort of business, Malcom went to Paris
Were you playing classical guitar? No, the boy for a while. When he came back he asked me to
was playing Shadows tunes: "Apache." And later become musical advisor to Adam & The Ants,
that term, I first heard the Beatles' "Love Me Do" which eventually evolved into Bow Wow Wow
on the radio, and that's what took my interest. I
Was the Burundi drum rhythm on "Kings of the
played rhythm guitar for the school R & B group,
Wild
Frontier" your idea? Not rea!ly. People keep
The Electrons, at school dances, which was a
saying
that M31colm stole a Jot of my ideas, but
mistake because you couldn't get to dance with
actually
we were both interested in the same kinds
the girls! We played "Walking The Dog," "Hi
of
music.
He-knew about Burundi drumming and
Heeled Sneakers," things we'd learned off Rolling
so
did
I,
and
we both used to play things to each
Stones records, like "Little Red. Rooster" or "I
other
and
bounce
ideas·back and forth.
Wanna Be Your Man." I was generally cibnoxious
in school music lessons; spent rny time throwing
He played an album of Burundi drumming a1
rubbers around in the back row.
45RPM so it sounded frantic, then got his boys to
It seems a long way from penguin cafe music. copy it which they didn't do terribly well, but it
Well, yes. But when I left school. I sat around for a worked out all right
The good thing about Malcolm was that he
while with my "A" level, didn't go to university.
Then it dawned on me that with my interests I stirred up a lot of energy, even though there was a
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darlt side to it I tended to stay away from the dark
side, all though I'm becoming a bit more interested
in it now. I think our new album "Signs of Life" is a
bit darker in places, a bit nearer the edge. You
have to let some darkness in because it's a part of
life.
The track that most intrigues me is Southern
Jukebox Music. Well, that came about in a strange
way. I wrote it ages ago. I've always loved the
music of Floyd Cramer, especially''Last Date" and
when I visited Louisianna some years ago, I went
to a bar in t~e swamplands which had "Last Date"
on the jukebox.
It was a curious place. I was staying with a
friend in a house on stilts, and the only way to get
to the bar was by boat. We almost ran out of fuel, so
the bar felt like a safe haven, overgrown with it might one day find its way onto that jukebox in
Spanish Moss and with strange birds calling the Louisianna swamps.
·
outside in the humid night I remember eating
'gator fritters-just
like Kentucky Fried chicken,
Do you think people have trouble understanding
instrumental
music? Well, people have become
but made out of alligators. There was also a lot of
conditioned
to expect certain things from music
cajun music on the jukebrn<, which I love.
and
lyrics
is
one.
My music has a serious side to it.
So when I finished this piece of music, which I
It's
real
music
and
fulfil ls a serious need for me.
hope has some of that feeling to it, I had a wish that
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What else are you working on at the moment?
There's the possibility of an orchestrarsuite, based
What would you classify as "serious" music? on sonie earlier Penguin pieces, to be played by
Music for grown-ups. Floyd Cramer can be serious us along with a full symphony orchestra. Also, I'm
music if you take it alongside Beethoven, Stravinsky, keen to do a live-in-the-studio recording of some
Van Dyke Parks, Ry Cooder, Venezuelan dance of ou old things, but done the way we play them
bands, Irish folk tunes ...it's all serious because it now, because there's so much more energy now
that we've got used to them periorming live.
derives from real life.

That's where ! find the things that satisfy me.
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success
Chartered accounting is synonymous with
success - success in public practice, business,
industry, government and education.
CA's are in demand, whether it's to lend credibility to financial statements or as independent business advisers, computer specialists and corporate
leaders. That spells success in any language.
Just ask one of Ontario's 719 successful young
men and women who qualified to become CA's in
1986. Or ask one of the many CA's who have
qualified since 1982, representing an 85 percent
success rate.
Then ask yourself. Do you want a financially
rewarding career as a chartered accountant? If the
answer is yes, call information services at the
Institute (toll-free from outside Toronto) for details
about entering the program.
Whether you are in arts, science, engineering,
law or commerce, the CA profession has a place for
you.

The Institute of Chartered Accountants
of Ontario

Information Session
Date:Tuesday,

November 10th

Date: Tuesday, November 10th
Time & Place: 11 :30am, 1122 BUSAD
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Won'chare,won'charemy
Trying to offer people "something light
for a change", the Windsor Feminist Theatre
presents the comedy Aid Thy Neighbour
later this month.
Producer Pat Noonan is a founding member
of the cooperative drama troupe. She said the
play centres around the themes of motherhood
and the nuclear family, but also discusses
alternative lifestyles.
The play's author, Micheline Wandor, is
not well-known in this country. The work
was discovered for the local group when
member Eleanor Paine came across it in a
London, England bookstore. She's directing
this production, and is enthusiastic about the
script.
"It addresses so many issues that are of
concern to women, and it does it with
humour," she said. She noted comedy can be
difficult, but praised the cast, three of whom
are newcomers to the company. "All the
actors have come up with it beautifully," she
said.
This is Paine's first effort as a director.
The change in perspective has been a real
eye-opener.
"You have to pay attention to the entire
script, and to everyone's character development, not just your own," Paine said. "There
is a huge amount of work that people put in
besides those on the stage."
The script is excellent, if weakened by a
kind of sappy ending. I had an opportunity
this week to watch the creative process at
work, as the cast ran through a rehearsal in a
warehouse space.
It may be early to judge, but I think the
production is great The play's light-hearted
treatment of sensitive issues is really enjoyable,
and the cast handles the humour well. Their
grasp of the ironies of societal judgement of
individual morality aids in their interpretation,
and they have an infectious appreciation of
the show's situations.
Get it? What I'm on about here is that the
cast are having a good time with the thing,
and this is vitally important to a comedy.
Some" commentary" plays have been ruined
because the actors didn't fully understand the
different levels on which they were operating.

OOur?

W.F.T. troupe members Laurie Baldwin. Mark Buckner. and Sioban Barker come early in the phone book and share a light moment

The company has been active for seven
years now, since a 1980 International Women's
Day event According to Noonan, the group
is committed to dramatic presentations concerning women's issues. It was formed in
recognition that theatrical roles for women
tend to be based on stereotypes that no longer
reflect the diversity of roles they play in the

....

~

Noonan acknowledges the group's audience
is fairly limited, and attributes that at least
partly to a fear in the general public of the
term "feminist". She said once people do
attend a piece, they do return. Many are
surprised that the company is not" a bunch of
man-haters",.she said with a smile.
At the same time. she recognizes that
many people don't attend simply because

they are intimidated by the idea of going to a
play.
As a community-based theatre company,
W.F. T. has tried to change that by taking
their message to the audiences, including
playing such venues as union halls, and in
this instance, a dance studio, the Gina Lori
Riley space at 388 Pitt Street East

p,·
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its education work against the disease.
The Feminist Theatre is an important
element adding to the diversity of the city's
drama scene. It is worth supporting for this
reason alone. Ifs nice that they are also
turning out performances and productions
good on their own merits.
I heartily recommend this play to all.
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wel~ andthis show includes the most elaborate find a party; circle it on your c e ar now.
set and props ever employed by the company.
- Kevin Johnson
Over 20 people are involved in staging this
production.
Aid Thy Neighbour. Windsor Feminist
The group is paying back some of that Theatre.
community support by making one of its
November 13-15, 19-22
performances a benefit for the AIDS Committee
Gina Lori Riley Dance Studio.
of Windsor. Thursday. November 19, the 388 Pitt Street East .
.
door receipts will go to fund the committee in For information and tickets, cirll 256-1497

tellsuswhat,as
Mr. Mulroney is doing a two-step dance to Canadian
oblivion, said Canadian publishing magnate Jack McClelland
after a lecture he gave on "Why Canadian Authors are our
Most bnportant Citizens."
McClelland spoke to a large audience in the Moot Court
of the Law Building on Nov 3 as the guest speaker for Iona
College's I 987 Lecture. He spoke out against free trade and
the Meech Lake Accord. the two major initiatives of the
Conservative government
McClelland said he did not think Mulroney was given a
mandate to institute free trade when he was elected Prime
Ministher.
"I hate the idea of free trade and rm not sure what free
trade means," he said "We don't know what we're dealing
with."
He said free trade wak effectively making us American
:itizens.
"You know, in Windsor, the easiest thing if you want to
become an American... is to cross the border," he said. In
instituting free tradeMcClelland said we don't know what
we'll be letting into Canada. He cited the new personal gun
law in Florida which allows open possession of a personal
hand gun. The ethical history of the United States is one of a
belief in thefreedomof the individual as opposed to a belief in
promoting the gOQdof all, he said.
McClelland also spoke against the Meech Lake Accord
He said Mulroney's excuse for this was that all of the
provincial leaders were in favour ofit, but "1 would agree to it
too if I were Jiven more power," he said of the transfer of
power from the federal to provincial governments brought out
by the Accord the Accord brings to an end a history of
centralgovenuient in Canada.
"I thinkweiJ endup with an election," McClelland said
"I have not ~lo
one Canadianauthor9.'hois in favourof
free trade."
Unlike bis des<:riptionof the efforts of the current

government he said Canadian authors help to create a
McClelland said the only book he ever regretted publishing
separate identity for our country.
was one called The Day I Invented Sex. a book he
"It is the author in any country who tells the people of that commissioned from a man who hosted a daily radio call-in
country who they are and where they are going." he said. We show. He said the book sold about 25 copies.
country who they are and where they are going." he said.
When asked whether Canadian authors created a specific
"We are fortunate to have in Canada a very gifted group of identity for Canadians, separate from the Americans, he said
people."
there is too much regionalism in Canadian fiction to create
McClelland has been very instrumental in advancing the one specific Canadian identity.
careers of many famous Canadian authors. After studying
"Writers are most successful at writing about what they
religion at Trinity College in Toronto he joined his father's
know," he said "Canadian writers are a perfect example of
publishing firm, McClelland and Stewart.
thi s. "
A Windsor book-store owner, Sheila Wisdom, said there
He said. "I really think this Canadian identity thing is
were "slim pickings" in Canadian writing before McClelland
important. It's very important to me and to my writers."
decided to concentrate on Canadian talent. "Canadian
He cited many Canadian authors who are adept at
publishing firms were essentially warehouses for British and characterizing specific regions of Canada. Ernest Buckler,
American books," she said "As a Canadian citizen I can he said is great when be writes about Maritime culture;
thank bin) for what he's contributed to Canadian culture."
Margaret Lawrence gives her insight of the West; and
Since his retirement McClelland has set up a "Writer's
Stephen Leacock painted for us a picture of'middle Canada'.
Development Trust", which allows the private sector to put
McClelland spent most of the lecture providing character
money into the writing profession, Wisdom said
sketches of, and anecdotes about, famous and~and-coming
McCielland and Stewart became "theCanadianJJUblisliers"
Canadian authors he has published. Many, including Sheila
in the early sixties, giving up most of their interests outside of Burford, Gabrielle Roy, Frederick Phillip Grove, Farley
the country. They have maintained this position to the Mowat, M.garet Lawrence, Patricia Blondell, and Pierre
present day.
Burton, fall into most of the catqories be said be used to
McClelland said that since he became Editor-in-Chief of ~serious
Canadianauthors- orso it seems to him.
the company in 1948 he has developed a formula for
McClelland hadpromisingwords of praise for University
identifying a serious Canadian author in half an hour.
of Windsor English profossor and writer, Alistair McLeod.
He said serious Canadian authors tend to fall into most or ~neis the most iiftedshort story writer in C&Qa4atoday,
all of the following categories: they drink too much, smoke even tbol!gb be is not yet rec:ogQindby the eritics." be said.
too much, are oversexed, well-read. shy, experl8 Oiljwatabout
McClelland.... bis lecture by sayingbow tbantful be
everything, and they tend to have bad a slightly handicapped
is that in his years of book'publisbiDJ
be bu b,io.~
childhood.
eooqb'to w.itdeesthe·~
of' er-eat
mum,Jtof lifted
To parents who want their children to become writers, he Canadia\1
~,._ D
jokjngly advises: "If you really want to help your cllild you
want them to have a slight handicap. Make sure' they reada
lot, andbreaktheir kneecaps."
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INTRODUCING J&M'S

All \\e're offe~
is theffllrld.
You're about to receive your degree - you're probably
feeling proud of yourself. We're proud of you, too. But when you
come back to earth consider this.
Touche Ross has been around the world. Worked around the
world. Gained respect around the world. And established offices
around the world.
In fact, Touche Ross Canada, as a founding member of
Touche Ross International, has provided the opportunity for international experience and travel to most partners and staff. Many have
taken advantage of these opportunities and all we get for updates are
postcards and pictures.
If you're looking for a place in the sun, contact the Touche
Ross office of your choice.

HAIRWORKS
~
UNISEX HAIRSTYLISTS

~

2274 Wyandotte St. W .
Windsor, Ontario N9B 1 K3
We
Would Like To
Invite ALL
University of
Windsor
Students to
Come and Visit
The ir New Friendly
Shop
.
Hours 9:00am-5:30pm

WE SPECIALIZEIN
EASY-TO-CARE-FORCUTS
Students Hairstyle
(Wash, Cut, Blowdry)
Perms

$ 7.00
$30.00

CHARGF.X

NO APPOIN r MENT NECESSARY

OToucheRoss
Chanered Accountants/ Management Consultant~
40 Office\ Throughout Canada
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enWormCollide

Foreword
"There is something," my brother began, "with you that I
must pick."
I stood and stared out the window - at the yellow 'n'
brown leaves soaking and degenerating my lawn - at the
black squirrels fatting themselves on the chestnuts they
buried earlier in the year.
J. Solomon Post, who sat opposite my brother under a
nicotine cloud, sneered and took his pipe out of his mouth.
"Oh, indeed," he said, the sneer in his voice, too.
"Look," my brother cut in, "these personal pronouns and
so on - there's no room for them in a respectable
publication."
Post laughed.
"Whatever," Isaid, pledging then to cease and desist with
the word "I," and to write more conventional-type, expository
stuff...

load of records came in this week from
A&M. They want someone to review
them, but one is hesistant; one gets the
idea that not all this stuff is any good,
despite the laudatory letters that accompany each record
One selects the debut album from
Sweden's Lolita Pop, more because
of Ol.enam~ thaa one reall~cts
the album, which features the'song
"Bang Your Head", will be any good
whatsoever. (The two guitarists' names
are Benkt Svenson and Sten Booberg.)
If one listens to them, one "starts to
shake, he starts to cough. Just like the

old man in that famous book by Nabakov" (Sting, "Don 't 'n' roll. They should be set out to sea in a garbage barge
Stand So Close To Me" - the bad version). This band sucks somewhere thousands of kilometers from dry land This stuff
in a big way.
is only too cool, this archetypal rock, this anachronistic
Then there's Maria Vidal, femme fatale. She looks hard, brilliance. Every song on the album ( almost) can be directly
tougli... and }'.et.. vulnerable... tender. She sings: "Do me connected with a sixties tune-like, the riffs all seem to have
right/I got a lot to learn about love tonight." She sings: "I am been 'cribbed'. In most cases, the exact cognate is hard to
a girl in Spain." She's just another one of these beautiful girls place, but on the track called "Drink 'Til Dawn," The
with terrific vocal ranges and nothing to sing worth listening Mysterians' "96 Tears" shines through like a K.lieg light
to. The words and music to all the songs on her self-titled All the tunes are danceable. You just might as well buy it, if
debut album are equally putrid So it goes.
you can find it
There's a distinction between singing and saying someAwkword
thing that these 'artists' have got to come to terms with. The
It's just awkward writing a review without refering to
songs are supposedly heart-felt bailads and so on, but really myself at some point There's only so much detached
they're nothing more than modulated white noise with words commentary to write. I really like The Sapphires, I really
for the shallow to groove to. Pretentious, that's what they are. hate the rest of the stuff they ( A&M) sent to me.
The horror tie-in for this week is: The Sapphires do a song
called "Dead Man's Grave".
Backword
Post made as choking noise and shouted: "You're not
going to listen to him?"
I shrugged. Post hurrumphed and sat back in his chair.
"Pawn," he quipped sullenly before putting the pipe back
:A.-"O
in his mouth.
~,..,1
~
"And another thing," my brother adds, "this stuff is too
.l.JC(1l.l l V.k11.l
, Vi verbose! Omit needless words!"
"Censor! Suppressive!" Post rose from his chair.
The rest of this lot included the new Sting album, the new
"There's a difference between syntax and semantics!"
brother was raving.
Sap albUIJl. the .new Supertramp itl.buJP,and wi>er dro..ss,
There would have been despair and gnashing of teeth this
"You had better go," I told my brother, stepping between
week if not for a Chicago-based independent label called the two.
Swingin' Door. They sent the first LP ever recorded by a
"Clean up that page!" His parting words: "This is
group called The Sapphires. Ironic indeed, for they are a rare something up with which I will not put!!!"
gem.
To be continued ...
Some folks don't like garage-band, 'Nuggets'-style rock

The horrortie-infor this
weekis:TheSawhires
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SPECIAL EVENTS
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
SPECIAL PRICES
B & C SECTIONS ONLY
The Nut Cracker-$12,
$10
Music by Peter llich Tchaikovsky
Friday December 4. 7·30 p.m and
Saturday December 5. 2:00 pm and 7.30 p.m
Dwight Bennett- Conductor

lA BOHEME S 12.00- S I 0.00
Music by Giacomo Puccini
Saturday January 30. 1988. 8 00 pm
Dwight Bennett -Conductor

MESSIAH II0 .2S- S6.7S
BY George Frederic Handel
December 13. 1987. 8:00 p.m
Valer ie k lnslow -Soprono
Alan Fast-Counter Tenor
Glyn Evan s-Tenor
Thoma s G oe rz- Baritone

CINDERELlA S12.00- S I 0.00
Music by Serge Prokofiev
Tuesday may 3. 1988. 8 00 pm
Dwight Bennett -Conductor

l

\
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'

DWIGHT BENNETT
MIJUt' 011f'(fo, aPM(lpal

(Ottductot

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE CLEARY BOX OFFICE OR CALL
FOR INFO - (519) 973-1238. VISA OR MASTERCARD ACCEPTED.
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YOUR TOTAL ENTERTAINMENT
SPOT
•
Open
7pm-1pm
Mon-Sat
(519)254-1234

(Where Good Friends Meet)
•
~~I

No Cover With
Student I.D.
Must be 19 or older to enter
Shooters?-More than 30 flavours!
Watch-NBA-NHL
on BIG Screen

••

•••
•

Fantasticseasoricut shortby Laurier
by Brian LeCiair and
Michaela Edwards

It has often been said that good things
must come to an end Unfortunately for the
Lancers, this cliche rang true last weekend in
their quarterfmal playoff game at Laurier
against the Golden Hawks.
The Hawks withstood an aggressive Lancer
defence, and a strong passing attack, to hand
the Lancers a 32-13 defeat. eliminating them
from the Vanier Cup hunt
Under beautiful game day conditions but on a tom up Seagram Stadium field - the
Lancers were eager to avenge their defeat to
Laurier two weeks ago.

Eventually, though, the size, strength,
and experience of the home team proved to
be too much.
"Laurier is huge, very strong. and they
have seniors at all the key positions," said
Lancer head coach John Musselman. "We
need these three things in order to challenge
for an OUAA championship."
In the opening quarter, it looked like
sheer desire would be enough for the Lancers,
as they were able to hold the Hawks to just a
single.
However, a few dropped passes, and a
general inability to cash in on decent field
position cost them dearly.
After a botched referee's call (blowing a
live play dead) and a foolish Laurier penalty,

Lance photo by Matt Tales.

Follow the bouncing ball •

Soccersagaendssadly
by Brian LeClair
The successful season of the 1987 Lancer
soccer team came to an abrupt end Tuesday
with a bitterly disappointing playoff loss to
the Western Mustangs.
Last weekend, the Lancers closed the
regular season with a pair of home games,
hoping to capture first place in the tough
O.U.AA West division.
Saturday, they faced the Guelph Gryphons, and quickly sprinted out to a 1-0 lead
on a goal by Maurizio Fratarcangeli.
Then, strangely, the Lancers went away
from their game plan, according to head
coach Pat McNelis, and began kicking long
shots into the air. The taller Guelph team
took advantage.
"They jumped us all over the field,"
McNelis said.
Guelph tied the game with fifteen minutes
left, and from that point the Lancers began to
play their way. But the damage had been
done, and the Gryphons escaped with a 1-1
tie.
The tie left the Lancers unable to improve
on their second-place standing against the
front-running Laurier Golden Hawks on
Sunday. Instead of a showdown, the Lancers
were hosting a virtually meaningless game.
The game featured some good soccer, but
Windsor made three costly mistakes to allow
three Laurier goals.
Particularly aggravating to McNelis was
that Laurier scored the goals while being
short a man. A Laurier player was ejected
from the contest after being handed a red
card.
"After they were down to ten men, we
didn't attack as usual," McNelis said
The Lancersgot pls fran Larry Quarshie
and Peter Pomponio in the final ten minutes, but
Windsor lost the game, 3-2.
The Lancers then prepared for Western, as
McNelis tried to repair a team that was
beginning to be decimated by injuries.
"The defense has collapsed around us,"
McNelis said after the Laurier game. "Nobody
will
be
playing
their
regular
position (against Western)."
The Western game was to be the first
game of the year in which the Lancers faced a
must-win situation.

"We

haven't

proven anything yet,"

MeNeiissaid. •1 w~cl&ii•t
wii'lfto-ena-Wn
a
losing note."
Tuesday afternoon, under glorious conditions, the Lancers took their home field
against the Mustangs.
The two teams went through ninety tough
minutes of scoreless regulation time. Windsor
was carrying the play, but couldn't find a way
to get the ball past the Western netminder.
"We created chances, but couldn't ftnish
them," McNelis said.
Western, meanwhile. was content to keep
clearing the ball out of their zone, patiently
waiting for their opportunity.
The one big chance for the Mustangs
came when a penalty kick was awarded to
Western, but Lancer goaltender Ron Polidori
was equal to the task.
The game then went on to overtime, and
Windsor kept pressing for the winning goal.
In the first five minutes alone, they had three
comer kicks, and hit the crossbar and goal
posts once each.
"We just had no luck around the net,"
McNelis said.
After the overtime, the teams were forced
to go to penalty kicks, which McNelis feels is
a terrible way to decide a soccer game.
"You might as well flip a coin," he said
"Sometimes the best team doesn't win. This
seems to have happened here."
Windsor could only make good on one of
for shots, while W estem managed three, to
take the victory from the home squad.
" It's hard to accept losing this way,"
McNelis said.
The loss puts a damper on what has been
a very exciting and rewarding season for the
lancers, but McNelis said that under a
playoff system, this can't be helped
"Unless you win it all (a championship).
you fmish on a down-note," he said
However, McNelis bas not forgotten that
the Lancers have much to be proud of this
season, and with only three players leaving
the squad, he believes the teapt 'Yill have
another chance at it next year.
"It was a very good season," he said
"We have something to work with. We have
to check around the province to see what we
can get"O

due to the hacked up field and lopsided score,
but McGugan scrambled for 35 yards, and
Chuck Robson added 25 more for the Lancer
cause.
Placekicker Flett accounted for 7 points,
on two field goals, and a convert
Making the loss hurt even more was the
tremendous upset pulled off by the Guelph
Gryphons, as they knocked out No. 1 ranked
Western Mustangs. A Windsor win would
have earned them the right to host the
OUAA final.
However, Musselman shrugged it off.
"To some extent that magnified our disappointment." he said. "It was just a great day for
Guelph."
The season-ending defeat puts a cap on
what has been a fantastic season for the
Lancer football team. Coach Musselman
credits the team's success this year to a few
basic elements.
" Before the season, I was concerned
about the lines (offensive and defensive) due
to their lack of size and depth," he said
''They did the job all year long. It was
superhuman for them to have played so well
against teams so much bigger."
Musselman also gives much credit to
running back Andrew Ross, for performing
so well while being ''thrown in the hopper at
the middle of the season", when Chris Porter
went down to a leg injury.
However, the biggest reason for the Lancer
success, according to Musselman, was the
team's "attitude and constant effort".
The end of the season, however, does not
mean a winter of rest and relaxation for the
Lancer team. They will begin a weight
training program until January and attend

the Hawks had to settle for a field goal three
minutes into the second quarter. 1be lead
was still only 4--0.
Laurier's powerful offensive machine then
began to roll. OUAA All-Star quarterback
Rod Philp found receiver Joe Nastasiuk
inside the Lancer secondary, and Nastasiuk
took it past them for a 25-yd touchdown pass.
The convert by Steve Rainey made it 11-0

Laurier.
On a very important possession, Windsor
brought the ball back, but had to settle for a
25 -yard field goal by Graeme Flett. The kick
narrowed the deficit to 11-3.
Then, just before halftime, Philp found
Nastasiuk sprinting toward the end zone, and
hit him with a 30-yard pass. After the
convert. the score was 18-3, with Rainey
adding a single on the ensuing kickoffto give
the Hawks a 19-3 halftime cushion.
The Lancers refused to give up, though,
and struck back with their first major score of
the game. Quarterback Mark McGugan,
playing perhaps his finest game as a Lancer,
found Steve Collins for a 15-yard touchdown
play. The Flett convert got the Lancers back
in the game, 19-10.
But Laurier showed their experience, by
taking the ball right back and scoring a
touchdown on a lengthy drive, converting on
a few crucial plays to keep the drive alive.
Musselman points to this series as one of the
few that made the biggest difference in the
game.
Three minutes later, Flett added a 43yard field goal to cut the lead to 26-13, and
the Lancers thought they still had a shot at
pulling out the victory.
But. once again, the Hawks rose to the
task. After intercepting a Lancer pass and
returningit to Windso?s tfve-yardline, diey
took the ball in for their fmal score to secure
the victory with a few minutes left.
"By then, we knew the mountain was too
big. and the rope was too short.'' said coach
Musselman.
Nearly lost in the defeat was an excellent
performance by quarterback McGugan, who
chalked up 250 of the team's 310 total yards,
as he went 16 for 37, mostly in situations
where Laurier knew the Lancers had to pass.
McGugan's favourite receivers were Steve
Collins, who caught 5 passes for 105 yards
and was a threat throughout. and Rob Cecile,
who took in six passes for 93 yards.
The running game was nearly eliminated

aerobics classes, all in hopes of developing

that size and strength necessary to compete
with the top teams in the OUAA, and
beyond
"It's a year round thing." he said
The Lancers will lose a few of their
players for next year, most notably offensive
captain Dan Mooney, interception leader
Richard Holland, defensive standout Mike
MacAulay, and placekicker Graeme Flett.
but Musselman feels that the youth in his key
positions, such as quarterback. will help the
Lancers move to greater things next year,
and fulfillment of his 'four year plan'.
"We accomplished much this year," he
said. "We can only hope to improve. Things
bode well for next year." D

SevenLancerfootballstars
earn covetedOUAAhonours
by Lance Sports Staff
When a team such as the Lancer football
team has a successful season, it can be
expected that many awards and honours will
be handed out
This year was no exception, as Lancer
head coach John Musselman was named
OUAA Coach of the Year, and three players
have been named to both the first and second
OUAA All-Star teams.
Mussehnan
was rather pleased and ooooured
to receive the award, but also feels that it is a
tribute more to the achievement of his team.
"This is as big a team award as a coach
can get," he said, "since it is on bis team's
perfonnance."
Mussebnanfeelsthisyear~bec:n'rewarding',
and he has "enjoyed this season more than
any other fve coached", which undoubtedly
makes the award that much sweeter.
The three Lancers given spots on the first
team are defensiveback Nick Lavalle, linebacker
Mike O'Neill, and defensive back and interception specialist Richard Holland
Lavalle was a solid force on the defense
all year, causing quarterbacks trouble and
picking up five sacks, by far th~ team leader.
Holland was also strong with 62 tackles,
and be led the team with an amazing six

interceptions.
Mike O'Neil was a busy defender all
year, as he racked up 99 tackles, either solo,
or assisted.
On the second team offense this year are
big play receiver Rob Cecile,offensive lineman
Dan Mooney, and placekicker Graeme Flett.
Cecile was the Lancers' leading receiver,
earning502 yards on only 19 receptions, for
an impressive 26.4 yards per catch. He also
scored four touchdowns on the year.
Mooney had a 92% execution rate in
successful blocking and. as offensive captain,
was a settling influence on the club.
Flett led the team in scoring with 54
points. He was 11 for 16 on field goal
attempts, and perfect in 16 convert attempts.
He also added 1593 yards in kickoffs, and
1815 in punting.
Musselman is extremely proud of these
players, as he feels they have all had excellent
seasons, but is quick to point out that their
success is due in part to the team as well.
I He is a little disappointed that defensive
captain Lloyd Dean was excluded from the
list of all-stars.
..He badscmeoppor1Unities
fiJrinterceptiom,
but he di~'t get them." Mus~lman add~
that stats like these are very unportant m
determining the all--star squads. D
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LanceretteswhipLaurier
by Kevin Johnson
The volleyball Lancerettes celebrated a
handy victory in their season opener against
Laurier Saturday afternoon.
Winning lopsided decisions in three out
of four games was a "nice way to start" said
assistant coach Jan Caverzan. However, the
15-6, 15-4, 11-15, and 15-5 scores didn't
satisfy head coach Marge Holman.
"We have a team that has a lot of depth,
but we did not use our depth well, resulting in
us losing a game," she said Both coaches
think Windsor could have won more easily.
"We still have to work toward greater intensity
so we can control the match," Holman said.
Caverzan echoed those sentiments, saying
the team can't afford to play up to the
competition, but must learn to play to their
potential every game. "There's no way we
should have lost a game/' she said She
blamed the team's failure to "go all out" for
the loss.
Unlike last week's McMaster tournament,

this match did not feature any stand-out
players in the Lancerette effort
Still, the team's depth showed itself in
contributions from the old and the new.
Veteran spiker Tracey McCall notched 17
kills, and made four ace serves, while Nancy
Otto, a newcomer to the court, had a 67 per
cent attack average. Caverzan praised the
rookie's passing skills as well.
She hopes the team will add speed as an
element in its offense, and noted improvement
in the Lancerettes' defense.
Caverzan rated fan support for their first
match as ''fair", but hopes it will pick up as
the season progresses. Their next match will
be a doubleheader with the men's volleyballers
at the St Denis complex this Friday at6:00.
They'll betaking on the Waterloo Athenas,
whom they beat 15-5, 15-1 in their last ,
matcbup, in the McMaster tourney.
Still, as Caverzan said, it's an up-down
sport, and you never know how it's going to
go.O

Volleyballhistorymade
by Brian LeClair

A little bit of history took place last
Friday evening on the St Denis Centre
courts, as the men's volleyball team played
their first ever OUAA contest against the
Laurier Golden Hawks.
However, the Lancers fell a little short,
Josing in four games_to the visiting Hawk
team, 15-0, 15-12, 8-15, and 15-9, to suffer
their first loss after a few exhibition victories.
The first game white-washing occurred
more due to opening game jitters rather than
poor play. The Lancers were seeing their
home court for the first time, since a previous
exhibition game fell through, and this anxiety
showed.
"It was a case of total nerves," said head
coach Gary Semeniuk. "It was their first
game ever on centre court They got real tight
and they couldn't move."
After the first game, though, the Lancers
settled down, and gave the Hawks a good
run.
"There was a good crowd," Semeniuk

said. "They got very energetic once we won
the third game. We almost won the fourth
game, but we ran out of gas."
Semeniuk was particularly impressed with
the strong hitting of Andy Johnston, and the
steady play of Dave Gravelle and Ted
Novak.
"They are our three big players," he said.
Semeniuk has noticed already through a
few exhibition matches that his team is slow
starting.
The team is also fairly young, with very
little senior men's experience, with some of
them coming directly from high school to the
varsity roster.
"They're getting their experience right
now," Semeniuk said.
Semeniuk feels the team may have some
tough games in the weeks ahead "The first
time around, I think it will be difficult," he
said. " That's to be expected. "
The Lancers host Waterloo, a "very
tough team", according to Semeniuk, on
Friday night, as the nightcap of a doubleheader
with the women's squad Game time for the
men's match is 8:00. D

LANCER SPORTS ROUNDUP
The women's soccer team closed out
their first ever OWIAA season this weekend
with a Joss and a tie, in games that went
pretty much how the entire campaign has
gone for the Lancerettes.
Saturday, the team took on the squad
at home without one of their scoring leaders,
Joanne Trikoulis, and were shut out, J-0.
As has been the case throughout most
of the season, the Lancerettes had their
share of chances in the evenly played
game, but failed to capitalize. The Guelph
goal came about fifteen minutes into the
contest
On Sunday, the Lancerettes hosted
Laurier, and came out very strongly, taking
a 2-0 lead on goals by Diane DeMarchi
and Susan Pouget
However, it should have been worse.
"It quite easily could have been 6-0
before they scored at all," said head coach
Gord Caldwell. "We had plenty of direct
shots at the goalie, and some that went just
by the net"
Laurier then struck back for two second
half goals to tie the game, and the game
ended with a 2-2 draw.
Despite the disappointing 2-9- J record,
Caldwell sees much hope for the future,
since nearly every game was decided by a
goal or two, and the team was usually in
every game until the end.
"We're definitely competitive at this
lever• Caldwell said. "We're not far away."

*

*

*

The women's basketball team went out
west to compete in the University of Regina
tournament
Windsor was the only Ontario representative in the four team tournament, which
featured some very good teams from Saskatchewan, Simon Fraser, and the host Regina
team.
lo the first game of the tournament and
of the season, the team played poorly,
dropping a 76-43 decision to Simon Fraser
University.
"We really played like the young, insecure
team that we are at this point," said head
coach Joanne McLean.
Leading scorers for the Lancers were
Colleen Hogan with 13 points, and Allison
Duke with 11.
The Lancerettes improved their play in
the second game, against Regina. but a
second half collapse to a much bigger team

resulted in a 87-47 loss.
McLean was quick to point out that
Fraser and Regina are expected to be
ranked very highly this season.
"They're the class of Canada." she
said. "They pressured us right out of the
gym."
Tracy Rose led the Lancerettes this
time with 13 points, while Hogan added 8,
and Duke added 7.
lo the third game, the women fought
the University of Saskatchewan throughout
the game, only to fall short, 62-56.
"We're better than they are," McLean
said. "I played all twelve of my players,
while they only played seven."
The Lancers were not quite as interested
in winning the games as they were with
developing, both physically and mentally.
McLean said the trip achieved that goal.
"We developed some team cohesiveness,"
she said.
McLean was also happy with the way
the Lancerettes handled themselves against
much bigger competition. She said all
three teams have players over six feet tall,
while the Lancerettes' tallest is only 5' I 0".
"We rebounded with them, and blocked
out well against big teams," she said.
She was also pleased with ·the play of
Duke, who was the fifth top scorer of the
tournament, 'and was able to avoid a
common problem of getting into foul trouble.
The team will face off at home this week
against the very tough Manitoba Bisons,
and then travel to Detroit's Wayne State
University Saturday.

I

*

*

*

The men's basketball team got their
season off to an impressive start with an
easy victory over arch rival York Yeomen,
in an exhibition game here last weekend.
The Lancers, playing very strong offensively, led the Yeomen 65-46 at the halt:
They were able to continue to score enough
to hold the Yeomen at bay for the victory.
Leading the balanced attack for the
Lancers was Matt St Louis with 21 points.
Also providing offense was Carlo Boniferro
with 17 points, Ken Schweitzer with 14,
Henry Valentini with 12 points, and Scott
Thomas contributing 11 more.
The Lancers will now begin their trip
around the Midwest, as they first tangle
with Siena Heights on Saturday. The next
home game is against Grand Valley this
Wednesday at8:00 atthe StDenis Centre.

Rock, Reggae, Dmce,
Punk, Sound tracks,
Heavy Metal

New- Used-Southern
Ontario's largest selection
of imported records, ·tapes
and compact discs.
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Lancerhockeyteam splitspair with venerableNotre Dame
by Mike Chisholm
The third period proved to be the pivotal
one in both of the Lancer exhibition hockey
games against legendary Notre Dame at
South Bend, Indiana on the weekend.
The Lancers lost Friday night 5-4, in an
exciting overtime contest, and came back
with a 9--6 victory on Saturday night
On Friday, Roy Russell, Ken Minello,

and Jean Landry each scored and the Lancers
led 3-1 at the beginning of the third period.
They then relaxed defensively. and the
Fighting Irish fought back with three goals of
their own.
" We folded in the third," said Lancer
head coach Rick Cranker.
The Lancers pulled their goalie, and
Minello scored with thirty-two seconds left in
regulation time to send the game into overtime.

Notre Dame scored late in the overtime
period to defeat the Lancers and win their
home opener.
The Lancers launched into a 4-1 first
period lead in Saturday's game, after getting
goals from Russell , Landry, Minello, and Ed
Smith.
This time, though. the third period proved
to be more productive for the Lancers, as
Minello and Rick Pickersgill each scored two

goals, and Kenny Gagnier put the puck in the
empty net to defeat the Irish 9--6.
Minello's five goal weekend performance.
combined with his 19 shots on net, made him
a constant threat throughout both games.
''Minello has a knack for getting shots on
net," Cranker said.
The Lancers travel to Montreal to play
McGill on Saturday night, and then head to
Concordia for a Sunday afternoon game. D

CAMPUS REC
Co- Ed Lobball
There was a lot of excitement over at the St. Denis baseball
diamonds on Sunday , November 1st, as the final games were played
to determine the Co-Ed LobbalJ champs.
In quarterfinal action. the Cartier Hall and H.K. Selects automa tically advanced, due to no shows by Huron Hall and A Bit of
Everything. Tecumseh's Tower of Power edged out the Booze
Hounds, while The Electoons squeezed past the Violent Friends.
The semis turned out to be just as exciting, as the Selects beat
Cartier Hall by one run to advance, and the Electoons did the same to
Tecumseh.
In the championship game, the Selects were pitted against the
Electoons. Competition was fierce, with a few wipe outs due to the
muddy conditions adding spice to the game.
In the end, it was the HK Selects over the Electoons, 12-11, and
the Selects' third championship in as many years.
Thanks to Lance photographer Richard Boile for taking pictures
and to Brian for the Gatorade. See you next year.

Co-Ed Volleyball
The Coed Volleyball league will continue to run as originally
scheduled but on Thursdays, only! Please contact the Campus
Recreation office if you cannot get your team together. Contact Mark
Nichols if you have any questions.

Family Fun Da y
The Campus Recreation Program is planning to offer a
program that we feel will be of interest to faculty, staff and
their families. A Campus Recreation Family Fun Day has
been scheduled to take place on Saturday, November 21/87
from 1:00-3:00 p.m. in the St Denis Centre.
Events will include beachball volleyball, a parent vs.
child basketball game, as well as some aquatic games. The
event is open to all University faculty, staff and their families,
and we hope that a good number will partic ipate. There is no
charge to participate in the program; however you must
register by November 13/87 if you are interested.
We hope that you will come out for this event and
guarantee a great time for everyone! If you have any
questions feel free to contact the Coordinator of Campus
Recreation, Prof. Jim Wee se, at Ext 2460.
C.lt.P .O.T.W.
Congratulations, Kilby Murdoch! Murdoch, a University
of Windsor alumni is our "person-of-the-week" for October
19-25. He won the award for his outstanding performance in
intramural basketball.
This could be you. ... get involved!

Campus Recreation Bowling Tournament
Well, it's that time of year again, when Campus Ree
sponsors the event you have been waiting for. Yes, you
guessed it, the annual bowling tournament is approaching.
Due to the popularity of this event, we ask that all
interested bowlers to register in advance at the Campus
Recreation office (in the H.K. Building) before Tuesday,
November 10, at 8:30 p.m.
The Ten Pin Tourney will talce place on Wednesday,
November 11 between 4 - 6 p.m. at Rose Bowl Lanes (2482
Dougall). Cost will be $1.25 per game, for three games, for a
grand total of $3.75. Shoe rental will be free.
Awards will be handed out for high score, hlgh triple, and
low score. There will also be a bonus prize given out to the
person who can most closely guess their own score.
So, even if you have little experience in this sport, you can
win! This is also a great way to meet new people. Come out
and join the fun, you'll have a ball!

Early Bird Swimmers
The Campus Recreation Early Bird Swim is back on!
Everyone who is registered for our early morning Jane swim is
urged to come out. Swim times are on Mon/Wed/Fri from
7:00 am - 9:00 am.
Swim Challenge
Are you a regular swimmer at the university pool?
Campus Recreation is holding their Windsor-Tilbury-ChathamLondon Swim Challenge from November 9th to December
9th. You have the whole time to accumulate lengths to reach
London and the winners will receive prizes. For more details,
look for the length chart on the pool bulletin board after
November 8th, or call the Campus Recreation office.
Intramural Men's Soccer
Playoff action began on Monday, October 26 as the Grad
Engineering took on the undefeated Law team. The Grads
were barely able to get enough players but they played well.
In a tight first half, neither team was able to score.
Then, in the second half, the scoreless tie was finally
broken when Steve Doyle kicked in a rebound past the Grad
goalkeeper. That turned out to be the only goal as the Law
team advanced to the final with a 1-0 triumph.
On Thursday, October 29, the second semifinal game
was played between the C.S.A and the Internationals. This

game was even closer than the other one, as the two teams
played defensively in the first half and not many good
chances were had.
The second half was a little more open but no one scored
and overtime was looming when, with only a few minutes left,
Joel Walton crossed the ball, Jim Thomson headed it toward
the net and Angelo Sottana flicked it over the goalkeeper to
give the Internationals a 1--0win. Good luck to the winners
and we hope to see the Grads and C.S.A back next year.
Specia l Events Program
Everyone! Come out and be a Campus Ree. participant!
Our program is open to all full-time or part-time students,
faculty members, staff and alumni. If you would like any
additional information please drop-in to the Campus Ree.
Office in St Denis Hall or give us a call at 253-4232
EXT.2456.
Me n's Intramun l Hockey
After six weeks of play, the men's intramural program is
slowly nearing its end With only three weeks to play, it looks
liJcesecond and third places will be the only two playoff spots
availab le, as there are two teams that seem to have a Jock on
first
In the East Division, the H.K. Selects boast a perfect 6-0
record. Trailing in a second place tie are the Nine Neat Guys
and Amicarelli's Angry Men and third, one game behind
them, are the Cody Celtics.
In the West Division, the Social Misfits are on top with a
6-1 record.
Immediately behind them are three teams that will battle
for second and third place.
Carisa Jam has a narrow one game lead over The Irish
and The Bridge Tavern.
Games scheduled for Wednesday November 11th have
been cancelled. Also, any team that has not paid their default
bond must do so immediately.
UPCOMING EVENTS IN NOVEMBER & DECEMBER
Bowling Tourney ............................... Wed.,Nov.11
(4:00p.m. Rosebowl)
Mini-Olympics .................................... Fri.,Nov.13
(l:OOp.m. Field House)
Squash Toumey ................................... Sat,Nov.21
(10:00am. Windsor Racquets & Fitness Centre)
Curling Bonspiel... ................................... Sat, Dec.5

@•nnJWdf..-1
429 Ouellette

THE NEW STUDENT GATHERING

PLACE

Wor ld's Grea tes t Texas Styl e Bur ger
(1/2 lb of beef)
3.95 w ith fri es a nd co nd ime nts
O n ly $2.9 5 with Stu de nt I. D.

.DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY
7 NIGHTS A WEEK

TOP40

& MORE

Our res tau ran t and dance fl oo r are ope n
't il 4 am o n Fridays and Satu rdays
Mon-Thurs 9pm to 1 am ( No cover , no m i nimum)
Fri-Sat 9pm-1 am $3 .00 cover ($2 with I. D. card)
1 am-4am $5 cover ($3 with I. D. card)
Get your G. W . I. D. card for special V. I. P. treatment!

\
I&~~--~·~- "New York Style Hot Dog & Mug Spe c ial $2 .50
ALL DAY Wednesday , November 11 , 11 :OOa m-12:30 pm

'T

TRIVIA:Who first invented and marketed wh1teouf?
Special Prize To Ftrst Person Who Gives The Correct Answer Al G W,11,kers
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102mlna . (1985 Sweden) Swedish w/Engllah
subtitles. Directo r. L.8He Hallstrom. Thla 11a
movie for everyone who ever thought their
childhood was confusing. See feature elsewhere on this page.

(at Marentette)

9:30 Autum n Son ata

Windsor, Ontario
Detroit · Toll Free (567·8061)

"AA"
122 mint. (1987) Engllah. Director: Franco
Zefflretll. With: Richard Burton, Eltzebeth Taylor.
Burton and Taylor atar In thla lusty colourful
ver11lon ol ShakHpeare'~ battle o• the sexes.

9 :30-Taxi

7 :00 - The Tamin g of t he Sh rew

7 :00 - Taxl Driv er " R"

" AA"
9:3 0- The Tam ing of th e Shrew
9:30 - Taxi Driver " R"

" AA"

Driver " R"

Wlth:

Anthony

Hopkin•.

cessful marketing e•ecutlve furtou, with the
world and everyone In It. Including hil itx•w1fe
1
and child.
•
·

Good Father " AA"

9:30-Swlmmlngto

Csmbod ia "R''

Name

a

7:00-Rebec
7:00 - Caravaggl o " AA"

7: 00 - Sh lp Of Fool s " AA"

(1986 Great Britain) English. Director: Derek
Jerman. An unconvenllonal
film portrait of
the last, and moat conirove;1ia1. painter of the

9 :30 - Ship Of F~ots " AA"

149 mlns. (1965 USA) Engllal). Director: Stanley
Kramer . With: VMen Leigh, George 5-gal.
Gr11ndHotel at the
In
days.

pre•WW2

7 :00 - EI Norte "AA "
139 mini. (1984 USA} English& Span iahw/eng.
su btitles. Director. Gregory Nava. Fleeing the
terror of theor homeland a brother and alster
e mbark on• pe rolou1 joumeyto The Promleed
Land; The North . i .
! ·~··

9:30-Cousln

/ Cousln e " AA"

9:30-Co usin / Cou sin e " AA"

95 mlna. (1976 France) French ,w/!tngllah
subtitles . Director: Jean·Charln
Tacchella
Distant cousins who ·meet at • round of famlly
parti es, funeral• and weddings fall in love
with eac h other, but tii.or relatlon1hlp aoon
becomes m ore t ha n !'latonlc.

Why pay fuN price for odmluk>n when
$10 ($5 for ful time students) entttlel you to
the mem.,_,., rate ot admission, $2.50. The
prtce of membership lncludea your own
copy of our p,ograrnme mailed to your
home, DIICOUNTS to ~lal
membef's only
tc....nfngs and much more. Memberships
are good tor one Y9GI'from date of purchase
and may be pwchaMs at the box office.

9: 30 - Breaking Away " PG"

9:30- Th e Last Pict ure Show " R"

V!~I\

Ttit!T~t

123 mlns. (1981 Great Britain} English'. Director.
Hugh Hudson . With : Ben CroH , Ian Charleston.
John Glelgud. Motivation and the WIii
lo win
are polgnantly and dramatically port,aye,S'ln
this story of two Brltlah track athletes atrlvlnv
to win m ajoreventsatthe19:l4
PllrtaOlymplce.
Best Picture 1981 .
·

7:00Menage " A"
7: 00 - Stand By Me " AA"

84 mln a. (1986 France} Franch w/ Engllsh
s ubtltle .s Directo r Bertrand

9 :30- 0liver "PG"

9:30-

~

by o ~,son

18 veo,s Of

ow,

Nol suMoble tor

N(---)

lln<esl11ctedodmll'40t\Por..,..0teodv1Md

lhol sublBCI matt., may be mature
f (fomlty) un,e1tneled odm•$$ian Sublect

matt"' II sUilOble lo, 011

.....-a-e-

AlthOugnwe <.toou, belt to ens.u(e l't\ot Nm, or• ahownoa scr.edukt<l
ffom time to hrne c1tcums.10nee, beyOnd our con fl'ot con ome
Therefore we must res.et"Vethe right to olfet the PfOQfoM wllthout
notice Phona 25•.0051 kif dOII'( p,ogrom tnl0<moNon.

7:00-

Bread and Chocola te" AA"

Letter to Brezlinev "AA "

7:00TH EAT RE CLOSED TO PUBLI C
FOR A PRIVATE RENTAi..

A Boy And His Dog "AA"

90 mlns . (1978 USA} English . Director: LO
Jones. With : Don Johnson, Jason Robart ,.
This is a mo•le adaptation
~rlan Elll8on'1
novella about a m11ogynisu~ · eoclaty In the
post World War IV cMllntlon
ol 2024 .

of

9:30-Bread

and Chocolate ~· AA"

110 mlns. (1978 Italy) ltallan w/Engll ahiiut>tltlea . Director. Franco Bruaati . An optomi sllc
lower-class worker treks to Switzerland to
mke his fortuneyat rema lnaU>e eterna l oUlakler.

if*~A
•,,.,.,.
l.JOG

SKD~

o ,,,r\ll"J'.l,A)

MIDNIGHT SHOWS
The ParK Theatre prpsen1s m,nnighl snows
<>veryFrielay <1nd Salu1!1ay Tne besl 1ncult
ann •ock l!lrros are presPntr>d weekly lor
en,oyr-,enl Please Cdll 253-005 t lor 1111e~
,rm dc,1a,1sc-rprck up ~ourm1dn.qn• ~chedule
at r~e rhealrE

PI(.

.

'-BI'. ...

lngemar lu 12·yHr-old llvlngwlth

hit homa to live wMh his uneie Gunn.,
In a small country village. Hit new
home ls, If anything, even mor e co n·
luting : Arvid1on , old and confined
to b..:I, wanta lngemar to read from
eata109uea of women'•

ch11d,en

Letter To Brez hnev " AA"

95 mlna (1985 Great Britain) El'lgilah. Oirector:
Chris Bernard . A witty li ttle far~ ebout love ,
Beatles music and in1ernatlonal diplomacy.

Sweden In the lata 11150'•· When hi •
MOVIE ClMllflCATIOtl

7:00-

BUer. A tart black

comedy of se•uallty ·l n wh ich am'ong other
things, Blier energetically tu rni ' tt,e Franch
star system on 1ts head : );
• I ,°

hla mother and brother In auburban

• ( rwMct..0 Admillonce reslrlcted lo !hose 18 veo,1 ond over
M(Adull-1,padm•oO
unoccQmPOnledod<TWIIOnC•r•1ltiCl&d
lo lhOle 14 ye<>ISond ""8f CMdr9" under 14 ye<>ISmay b8 od""l1ed

of Fire "P'

of Fire "F''

9:30-Charlots

ca " PG"

I

d occomQon1ed

cil
;-J

My Lif e As A Dog "PG"

7:00-Charlots

mother O.Come , Ill , lngemar leav es

MlMIIRSHIPS

9:30-

119 mlns. (1971 USA) Engli sh. Director: Pater
Bogdanovich . With : Timothy Bottom a, Jett
Bridges. Brllllant st udy of Ille In• small Tex- •
town during the 195-0's.

7:00 - EI Norte " AA"

7: 00 - Cousi n/ Cou sine " AA"

i

7:00- T he Last Picture Show "R"

a

und "PG"

j

7: 00- Aut umn So nata " AA"

7 :00- The Name of the Rose " R"

Eniillsh :· Olractor: Rob
·1o1mabout four bo!IS'
body which It m()(a a
·

111 mlns. (1945 USA) EngWsh. Dtrectot: Altred
Hitchcock. With ln goiil Bergrru1n,Gregory Peck.
Hitchcock'• abso rbing paychOloglcal mystery
of psychiatrist Berg.man trying to solve the
emot ional proble ms of a patient accused of
mur~er.
~

'i

,,.
...

~

~

By Me "AA"

115 mlns. (1941 USA) English. Director: Alfred
Hitchcock. Best picture of 1940. Hitchcock'•
adapt Ion of the Daphne du Maurier story about
a woman who !Ivel In · the shadow ol her
husband's first wi fe,•,

9:30-Spellbo

J

9:3 0- Ship of Fools "AA"

a.a

Life As A Dog "PG "

Life As A Dog " PG"

'iPG"

93 m lna. (1986 USA)
Reiner . A wond erful
ady ssey In sear ch of
di scovery abou t se lf

84 mlna. (1987 USA) Engllah. Director: Jim
Jarmusch . A chair : a desk. glasa of water,
a movle. "Amazing ."•.two enthualaat°lcttiumbs
up ." Slskel & Ebert At The Movles.

.

7:00-My

of th e Rose " R"

117 mln s. (1988 Great Britain) English . Director.
Carol Reed. With: Ron Mood~. Oliver Reed.
The movle adapt ati on ofthe stage lnuslcal by
Lionel Bart. baaed on t,he Dickens atory , Ol\ver
Twist .
,
L

9:30-Stand

9:30-Sw immi ng to Csmbodia ."R"

Italian Ren a ias.an_c~

g Away "PG"

100mins. (1979 USA) Engll1h. Director: Peter
Yates. With : Denni s Christopher, DannlaOueld.
A comedy about a high schools gr11duata'a
addiction to bi cycl e racing whose dreams are
tested ag ainst the realitlea of a crucial race.

7:00-0liver
7 :00-The

7:00- Swimmin g t o Csmbodia " R"

A euc

7 :00-C aravag g io " AA"

9:30-My

Sonata " AA"

129 mlns. (1988 USA) l! ngllsh. Director:-Jean·
Jacques Annaud . With: Seen Conne,y, F. Murray
Abraham. The Death of a monkundermystarlous
circumatances In a snowbound 8anedlctine
Abbey on 1327 Italy ia the basis for thll most
Intriguing detecll ve_jtory . .

he Good Father " AA"

90 mlns. (1988 Great Britain) English. Director:
M ike Newell.

7:00-Breakin

9:30-The

(1978 USA) Engllah. Director: Martin Scocere.
With: Robert OeNlro, Cybll Shepher d, Peter
Boyle. Jodie Foster . A psychotic ~New / York
City cab driver goes on a violent ramp19e In
an effort to rid the city ol un«lealrabl ... ·

7:00-T

7: 00-Autumn

92min s. (1978 Sweden) Sw~lsh w/8ngllsh
subtitles. Director. lgmar llef9man. Wrth: Ingrid
Bergman , Wv Ulman. Ingrid Befgman portray•
a famous concert pianist who 1eturn1 after
sev en years for a r.-unlon with h•" '1•uahter.

253-0051
7:00- T he Taming of the Shre w

"A.A
"

••11••••••

if

7:00_.;.My tlfe "·A s A Dog " PG"

804 Erie St. E.
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underwe ar.

Thebeautiful Berttwam, him to chap-

~GD
'JVIJIDillJEJIDB
eron her model Ing aaslgnmentaw lth
• local aculpture. Hl1 uncle wantl

hll help In bulldln1, 11ummer houae

,-•, c-.ualty constructing on someone
else's land. And Saga, the beat athlete
andtoughfft boy In the village want •
lngemar to keep the secret that he ' •

actually a boy. November 4 7

THEATRE

RENTALS

lne Park Thealre 1sava11.io1elor rentals
dunno our oil hours We nave lac,1o11eslt>r
meP11nn presen1.,1oons and pro1ect1on ol
hott- 35mm <1nd 16mm him For speClal
p•esen1a11on we can .:>b1a1nspecial 1,1m
titles 10, churches schools clubs e1c For
more 1nlorma1,on Ull Jf'II K" · ·· a1 253

94'4

ADMISSIONS
REGULAR- $4.00
MEMBER-$2.50
YOUTH(13-17)-$3.50
CHILD (12 & under) $2.50
SENIOR(65 & ove r)-$1.00
Each film is a separate admission

~

"Got a dollar, sir. jest a dol lat1 'Sal 11need,
jest a dollar."
"What do you dislike most
about Spain?" She had asked him
that once, years ago, upon his
return to Canada.
And he had replied: "The way
the wealthy people quicken their
pace when they pass the beggars

in the streets."
" ...'Sall I need, jest a dollar."
The rain fell like stones, pelting down on
his shoulders . He lowered his hat over his eyes
and flipped up the collar of his coat.
" ...jest a dollar ..."
Walking on faster through the rain, he
glanced quickly at his watch. " That meeting ..."
-Jennifer Lunden

Photos by
Thomas Pidgeon
Drawing by
Irene Car
There Was A Time
I think back to those summer nights we spent
In the back seat of your old man's Ford.
Discussing Life and Love.
To the sounds of the stereo playing low.
But it just doesn't matter anymore.

There was a time in my life
When I thought I could do it all.
Headstrong and young,
We had it all.
The sound of your sax
On a forgotten tape
Makes me realize how fragile
Our lives turned out to be.
There's a cold wind blowing
It's the same cold wind we shared,
Not so long ago.

I remember those nights,
Holding you close.
Fearing the dawn would come too soon,
And never wanting it to end.
On a cold, lonely winter's night,
With the wind whistling outside my door ,
The candle I hold warms my hand,
But not my heart.

Part of me died with you that night,
But I just can't let go.
Life seems so empty
With no one to share.
The pain I feel,
Like a knife in the heart,
I know I'll never overcome.
But it just doesn't matter anymore.
-Marc Bernard

Grey
Twist and turn
To see the change
From black to white.
YesterdayAn innocent child,

Ioda)t
An adult
Confronted with the emptiness,
The black;
The realitvSearching for the white;
Searching for the white;
Trying to escape the darkness;
Struggling for the innocence;
We twist and turn,
Black into white
And we settle for
Grey.
Audrey Elaine Cahill

UNSETTLED ROOTS
Carried away with a cyclone
That blows over immense seaways
With it goes human spirit
Torn apart by endless miles

It's funny how things turn out,
How people lie
How fellings get hurt

Uncertain, fearful, overwhelmed
t:eftiMltltnd ...-memet'fee

It's always great in the beginning
No one wanting to1dfp up.

Embedded in the crust of their homeland
These thoughts
That can't be replaced
By novelty or sense of adventure
Remain only in their hearts

then once some time has past
true colours begin to show.
Lateness, conflicting stories, lies,
distrust and tears.

To the land of opportunity and plenty
Taken in by those who know not
Of the cruel reality.awaiting ...
Walking into obscurity
And nothing to return to
All that is left is a dream
A chance to improve themselves
To reach a better existence
Than that left behind
But no-one warned them of the hardship
Of the constant longing
The agony of each passing day
To return homeNow only a figment of their minds.
by: Josie Castagna

To feel like this
Can only be once
A moment in time
Untouched
by thought
When butterflies dance
And the mind
sees no tight
What the next sun brings
Will never compare
To this moment in time
I've shared with you.
Always,
a speck in a field
of tall grass.

-Erica Ounsworth

What is this thing that draws
two people so close
only to push them further apart?
How can one protect one's self·
from the pain
At what point does one take a stance
against romantic sentiment and all
of the trivial, impractical
thoughts that go with it
without becoming insensitive, skeptical
and callous.

by: Tawny Huff

Resurrection
I fall from my sleep into the remembrance
Of fragmented dreams.
Crystal spikes of fantasy stab into me
And instantly spill out onto the floor,
Leaving nothing but a vague and throbbing
Dullness in my mind.
I had too much to drink last night..
"You told me that you loved me."
And I shouldn't have had that sandwich.
"What happened to your promise?"
Shit! My parents will be here at one!
"Your hate for me has changed you."
...six loads of laundry to be done.
"I wait for your love."
Not enough time! Not enough time! No time!
"I love you."
I love you, too.
W.J. Burnie

The Scarf
by Jennifer Lunden

An accordion scarf, a gift from my favourite
grandmother, tied in the silky long hair of Evelyn
Hill, my best friend.
"Are you sure you don't mind?" Her eyes are
bright and wide. "Are you sure?"

I nod my head. "You might as well take it," I say. "I
can't use it."
"Thanks." she says. "Thanks ." ~
We are in the girfs washroom at school, where
girls swish around us in poodle skirts and bobby
socks . taking turns at the mirror to apply crimson
lipstick , thick and bright, and use mascara to dot
one cheek with an artificial beauty mark. It is Fifties
Day at school.
There is a contest for the senior students, judged
by the grades seven and eight tP.achers , and the
best-dressed boy and girl are to go as a couole to
+he dance this evening. a sock-hop. Girls are d1scuss11g possible candidates, matchmaking. They are
, nimated and giggly, each one wearing her hair up
in a high ponytail with a silk scarf tied there , its ends
fl )Wing lightly when she turns her head quickly . A
room whirring with flags of colour, banners of female
flamboyance and pageantry.
Evelyn leaves me now, and I am not with the other
girls. I stand alone , at a distance . I have no scarf tied
in my hair . My hair is short. I have wetted It back and
attempted a ducktail. I am wearing jeans, rolled up
at the bottom. with white socks and sneakers . The Tshirt I am wearing is my father's. and it is too big for
me.
I leave the washroom and meet Evelyn outside
where students are gathering for the contest. Evelyn
is one of the five girls nominated to represent our
class.
"Thanks for the scarf. It really finishes the outfit
off nicely."
I shuffle my feel ''It looks really nice in your hair."
Evelyn reaches up and touches it again "Thanks,"
she says. and smiles.

Mr Wilson blows a whistle ; it is sharp and loud .
Students look up abruptly. "Will all the girls in the
contest please gather here," he says, waving his
right.
There is a disorganized shuffle as students find
their designated spots, and then a quiet lull of
hushed whispers. Evelyn squeezes my hand and
smites, eyes glittering, and I step back Into the
crowd of onlookers.
David Ramsay is one of the contestants . Smooth
and slick, he stands there in a white T-shirt like mine,
a box ot candy cigarettes rolled up in his sleeve. (I
hadn't thought of wearing cigarettes in my sleeve .)
One of those cigarettes dangles from his lips . He
leans against the wall of the school , looking over his
dark sunglasses at the group of female contestants
clustered near him. If 1t had truly been the fifties .
Dav id Ramsay would have been the leader of the
coolest boys in ~chool , I could tell that.
A voice comes from behind me. " Isn't he gorgeous!"
I stand Quietly and watch him, watch dazzling
David Ramsay, smooth and handsome , delight of all
who look upon him .
•
"We'll start with the boys, " booms Mr. Wilson .
"Please line up in a row, boys, so we can see you."
David Ramsay pushes himself off the wall and a
place opens for him in line . His face and the others
follow the procession of teachers as they pass,
inspecting silently and scratching on their wooden
clipboards.
" Okay , you may stand at ease," says Mr. Wilson .
"Now the g irls line up here please ."
Evelyn finds her spot, then looks over at me, and
takes a deep breath. She crosses her fingers, and I
cross mine. Then she turns her attention back to the
judges, who have begun to pass down the line.
Mr. Wilson waves his arm with a flourish. "The
judging is now completed. We'll have the scores
tabulated in just a few minutes."
The students burst into jumbled chatter. Evelyn
returns, taking hold of my hand. "Boy, I really do

wish I could win! "
·•Don't worry . You'll do well. You always do ," I say ,
smiling.
"Thanks," she says , "I hope you ' re right."
We stand there. the two of us-I in my jeans and
T-shirt , hair slicked back; she In a poodle sk irt and
silky, flowing scarf-observing
the knots of students
that surround us.
"David Ramsay sure looks good . I bet he'll win .
For the boys , I mean ."
"Yeah," I say.
Mr. Wilson steps away from the astemblage ot
teachers . He blows the whistle decisively .
"The Judging has now been completed and the
winners chosen, " he says, beaming broadly . " For third
place, Ronnie Sheldon . Girls, Maxine Parker ." There
is a brief flurry of applause . Honn1e and Maxine take
their ribbons . bow, and return to their laughing
friends.
"For second place . boys , we have Paul Markham ,
and girls , Sherri Smith." Students clap and whistle
as Paul and Sherri lake their ribbons .
"And finally , first place . It was a tough decision
with so many good costumes , but we finally decided
on our winners. For the boys, first place goes out
to ..." (and here he hesitates briefly for dramatic
effect)" .. David Ramsay, and ..." Wild applause, shrieks,
hollers, and piercing whistles explode from the crowd.
Mr. Wilson pauses. clears his throat. "And first place
goes out to Evelyn Hill.''
Evelyn turns and hugs me .
"I knew you could do it,'' I say.
"As you know, the winners preside together at
the sock-hop tonight at eight. David and Evelyn, will
you please step forward to accept your ribbons."
David and Evelyn display their blue ribbons for
Mrs. Jerginsas she leans forward to take a photograph
for the school newspaper . She waves at them,
urging them to hold hands.
They say "Cheese" and Mrs. Jergins snaps the
picture.
I didn't o to the dance.

'fire keeps

Matt believes somebody started the fire
by igniting some toilet paper in one of the
stalls. He said the fire was confined to the
washroom, but there was some minor smoke
damage to the floor.
The fire is being investigated by ,the
Ontario Fire Marshall. Matt said.
Four firetrucks responded to the alarm
within minutes, but a student population used
to false alarms largely ignored the bells .
.. The trouhle is there are so many false

by Arthur Gosselin
fire in the third floor men's
washroom in the LeddyI.Jbrary
forced students to play a
waiting game last Thursday
and Friday.
The fire started at approximately 5:20
Thursday afternoon. forcing the evacuation
of the library until the fire was extinguished.
Students were escorted in groups by Campus
Police to retrieve their books before the
building was closed for the night Although
the library reopened Friday, the third floor
remained closed until Saturday.
There were no injuries and the cause of
the fire is still under investigation. said
Campus Police director Jim Foreman.
Many of the evacuated students waited in
the library lobby for over an hour to get the
books they left behind.
·•we thought it was just a false alarm:·
said second year business student Chris
Ross. about leaving his books upstairs. "We
thought we'd be back in five minutes. It's the
last time I leave without my books." Ross
said he h3d been studyir,g for a mid-term exam.
The closing blocked access to most periodicals needed for research by arts and social
science students.
Fire department inspector Chuck Matt
said the fire was ''just a prank,,. but he was
glad it did not rum into som~thing worse.

1Bwaiting

• alarms, people seem unconcerned" and do
not take the alarm seriously, said one housekeeping supervisor as he waited to see how
much damage was done. "If a fire gets started
in here (Leddy), it's dangerous because it's
so dry."
Sam Braithwaite, a masters student, was
one of the first people to find the fire.
"I saw thick black smoke coming through
the door," he said. He watched a man in front
of him open the washroom door to check
what was happening.
William Morgan, assistant ~sident
of operations said the physical damage was
minimal, as was the smoke damage. Between
$5-10,000 should cover the damage, however
the final price of the fire is unknown because
cleanup costs are yet to bedetermined, he said
Morgan said 15 people had the mess
cleaned up by Friday evening, using a defogger
Lance photo by Thomas Pidgeon. to get rid of the smoke odor. D
The fire is believed to have begun when toilet paper was ignited in this wasbroom stall.

Graduate
studentswgedto
withholdstudentcentre
fees
by Kevin Johnson
he Graduate Student Society
is advising its members to
withhold University Centre
fees in the wake of a dispute
over officespace in the building.
The society's council also passed a motion
calling upon the University Centre Advisory
Board (UCAB) to eliminate its grad student
representation.
The current representative, G. S.S. president
Alan Jones, said his concerns were sparked
by UCAB's decision to increase full-time
student fees from $8.75 to $15 without
significant benefit for grad students or a
referendum on the question.
In December 1985, SAC voters narrowly
defeated a proposed fee hike to fund expansion
of the building and pay off the SAC pub debt.
This fall. the UCAB approved a number
of changes in the centre, including the allotment of space for a G. S.S. office. The society
presently operates out of its pub at 552
Sunset Avenue. That building could be demolished as early as the summer to make
room for the university's expansion, according·
to SAC vice-president Peter Ostojic, a U CAB

ITJ

member.

Lance photo by 1'homCIIPldgeOII.
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Even University administrators lent a hand at this yearly "Poor Boy's
Luncheon" held to allow students to give their share in an-annual U ofW
pledge to the United Way. Shown here is University vice-president
finance. Terrance Parkinson.

.L

However, Jones said the space offered by
the centre was not enough to meet the needs
of the G.S.S.
"Weaskedfor a conferenceroomupstairs,"
he said, but it is already occupied by SAC's
Peer Counselling Centre. Jones said the
board gives priority to SAC demands. SAC
holds five positions on the board, while the
part-time and gr~te
student organizations

hold one each. The board also iacludes
representation from the university administration, faculty, alumni, and international
students.
Jones said Student Services Director
David McMurray µresented his documentation
supporting the fee increase just before the
issue was discussed.
"It didn't seemto be worthwhile participating
in something where your interests wouldn't
be Listened to," he said.
Ostojic objected to Jones' division of
student interests. He said he believes the
students on the board should cooperate for
the good of all.
Ostojic also discounted any iluggestions
that things are "rammed through" the board.
McMurray consulted the student representatives, including Jones, at each stage of plan
development, he said.
"I question ( Jones') methods, and frankly,
I question his motives," Ostojic said "Why
didn't he raise these concerns at the meeting?"
According to Ostojic, Jones voted in
favour of the proposal
Jones maintained he abstained on the
question of the fee hike, but the meeting
minutes record unanimous approval
SAC vi<»-president
Coomnmicatioos
Chris
McIntyre also serves on the UCAB. He
opposed the 1985 referendum to raise fees,
but voted for the new increase.
"The annual deficit of $100,000 was
being paid out of academic funds. Now that
money will go to education,where it beloop,"
he said "None ofthis money is going to bail
out the Subway ." D

'fflursday, November 12-15
-The University Players present "My Sister 1nThisHouse". a
story of two sisters'livesin 1930 Paris.Sho'NSat 8 p.m ..ticKets
$6 and $7.
Saturday, November 13-15, 20-21
-The Windsor Light Opera presents "A Christmas Carol" at 8
p.m at The Cleary Tickets $12, for info. call 974-6593.
November 10-15
-Actors Alliance. a Detroit based Company, presents ..Ain't
Misbehavin." at Detroifs Music Hall, 350 Madison Ave For
info call (313)963-7622.
Friday, November 13
-Detroit Alm Theatre presents"My life Asa Dog" about a girt
growing up in the '50's who shares the name of Sweden's
national hero of the day. Filmsstart at 7 and 9:30 p.m. at
5200 Woodvvard. For tickets and info. call (313)832-2730
Friday, November 13-15: 20-22
-The Windsor Feminists present "Aid Thy Neighbour" an
English comedy at the Gina Lori Riley Studio. 388 Pitt St E
TicketsS6 and $4 for students and seniors.Call256-1497 for
info

MUSIC
Thursday, November 12 lr Friday, November 13
-Anita Baker performs at the Masonic Temple. 500 Temple.
between Cass and Temple at 8 p.m. Tickets available at
TicketMaster Outlets.

saturday, November 14
-Detroit Aim Theatre presents "Woman in the Dunes"
questioning exactly what separates imprisonment from
freedom Film at 9:30 p.m. at 5200 Woodward. For tickets
and info. call (313)832-2730

Friday, November 13
-The Detroit Symphony Orchestra Musicians present a
"Symphonic Showcase" with Harry Begian as Conductor
at Orchestra Hall at 8 p.m. Call (313)833-3700 or559-1987
for info.

Sunday, November 15
-"Before Hollywood 2: Pleasures and Pitfalls" combining
turn of the century with staged action features. based on
the murder of Stanford White, Film at 7 p.m. at 5200
Woodward. For tickets and info. call (313)832-2730.

Saturday, November 14
-EartKlugh and George Bensenperform at Detroifs Masonic
Theatre at 8 p.m. l1ckets S20 USat the Masonic Box Office
and Ticketmaster.

Wednesday, November 18
-Department of Sociology and Anthropology presents the
film "Poletown Lives!"about land claimed by GM in Detroit.
George Corsetti will discussthe making of his film and give
a follow up documentary . Held at 8 p m in the Oak Room
of Vanier Hall.

-

POLITICS

Monday, November 16
-Iona and YMCA presents Derek De Bono speaking on El
Salvador HP.Id at 208 Sunset at 7·30 p.m

Wednesday, November 18
-Ladysmith Black Mambazo at Hill Auditorium. Ann Arbor.
at 8 p.m. Tickets available at Ticketmaster or charge by
phone (313)763-TKTS
or 423 6666.
Thursday, November 19
-The Canadian Opera Company isat the Cleary Auditorium
preSAnling "Tales of Hoffman" at 8 p.m. Tickets are $9.50 $15 at the Cleary Box Office or charge by phone at 2526579
Thursdays, November 12, 19, 26
-Bottoms Up presents Trevor Malcolm trom 8 - 12 p.m.

ARTS
Until November 15

-"The Red and the Black" isthe title of a new art exhibition
in mix media by artist Glyde Stewart at Common Ground.
1233 University Ave. W.
Thursday, November 12
-Artcite features Rene Bouin of Montreal. This"Visitor in the
Arts" Guest Lecturer is at 7 p.m. Call 977-6564 tor into.

Friday November 13 to December 4
-Anachronisms - printing on paper by Wayne Staples
Opening Reception isNovember23. 7-9 p.m Lebel Gallery.
School of Visual Arts. U of W.
Monday, November 16
-Common Ground features the work of Betty Klassenand
Mario Casaola at 1233 University Ave. W. from 1-7 p.m
Opening reception Nov 20 Coll 977-6564 for into
Miscellaneous
Friday, November 13
-Astronomy author Terence Dickinsen will be giving a
presentation entitled "Tour of the Universe". at 7 p.m. Erie
Hall. Room 1120 The presentation s tree aod--0pemo
everyone

FUTURE COMPUTER
personal & business systems
Comput~rs

~ttentionAll University
Students
''HaveWe GotA DealFor You!''
l

MODEL: PC/XT TURBO
IBM PC/ XT COMPATIBLE

..

-16 bit 80236. 6 8 10 MHz
-80287 Moth coprocessor optional

-16 b1' 8088 4 77 8 MHz
-808 7 Moth l o procr>ssor opllonat
-640K Ram on booro
-8 expansion slots
-color or monochrome cora
- multi I O cord
-Onr> floppy disk ar1ve
-150 165W Powr>r supply
- at style kevboaro
AU FOR JUST $ 729

MODEL : PC /A T
IBM PC / AT COMPATIBLE

--·.

-ono 1 2 mb Floppy drive
-color qroph,c or mpnochrome
cora
- Floppy Hard disk controller
-AT keyboard
-8 expons1on slol
-200W oower supply
-1024K RAM on boora
-AT multi I O cord
-30m Hord Drive'49
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All FOR JUST $1999
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PLUSTHESEACCESSORIES
• Amber Monitor
e30m hard disk/ with controller
• Printers (star NX10 & Epson LX 800)

$129
$469
$289

We Also Carry Software For
IBM Commodore Computers-Call Us For Details

Main Office
161 Tecumseh Rd. W.

..

256-6886

Branch Office
1715 Wyandotte W.

252-0097
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by John Stout
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Students' Administrative Council
is boning up its finance department
This year's budget is to mark the
beginningof more efficientoperations.
SAC vice-president finance Rob
Allchin has drawn up a budget with
a projected$33,000 surplus, including
a$25,000 increase in pub sales and
a $10,000 increase in gross profit
Allchin credits this increase to the
more professional approach to
management being taken in SAC
and the Subway.
"We have to have a way of
dealing with financing before the
fact," said All chin.
He said the increase in enrollment didn't have a great impact on
this year's budget of aproximately
$1.4 million.
It has been getting more difficult
for SAC to account for its finances
as it adds new services, but Allchin
thinks he may have solved the
problem.
"We arecanputerizingthefinance
department so that we can control
the $1. 4 million, and in doing so we

will be able to receive up-to-date
analysis and reports on our financial
standing,'' Allchin said.

Analysis
The estimated cost of computerization is $7-10,000, money made
available in the budget
This year's big expense is the
Student Media Corporation. Centre
Graphics lost$ l 8,000 last summer
contributing to a projected$36,000
deficit Allchin said he is seeking a
new way to turn this problem around:
the computerization of that department and the Lance.
"The best thing about this plan
is it won't cost students much more
than they are already paying," for
these services, Allchin said
Allchin said if SAC doesn't
show professional management it
won't be able to" get a dime'' out of
the administration for the students.
Special events funding ( including
homecoming and winterfest) was
cut in this year's budgetby$l9,000.
Funding of clubs and societies

was also trimmed to $63,000, a
decrease of $10,000. Allchin attributed this to a "trimming of the
fat for efficiency" throughout the
budget
Pa.rtof Allchin's plan for increased
efficiency includes the set up of a
system of checks and balances within
the SAC financial structure.
He has set up a finance committee
to oversee how SAC administers
its funds and to recommend improvements. Allchin hopes this group
will be able to counter the power of
the executive and give better advice
to council
"The membership of this committee will be made up of Council
members, alumni, the V.P. finance
(who will not have a vote), and
students at large appointed by the
above members," said Allchin.
"The make-up of this committee
would be to facilitate a consistency .
to budgetary planning from year to
year."
Allchin would like to see the
chair ofthis committee sit for more
than a year to contribute to this
consistency. D

Bad adviceto coststudentcouncil
WATERLOO ( CUP) - A Wilfrid
Laurier student wants her student
council to pay her legal bills. She
was sued by her landlady after
acting on advice from the studentrun legal aid clinic.
On February 5, fourth year
music student Sarah Coles said she
visited the Legal Services Centre to
see whether her lease was binding.
"The woman in the office read
over the lease and told me I could
break the lease at any time with 60
days written notice. She said to
return to Legal Services if there
was any problem and they would
help me,., said Coles.
Coles said she followed the
advice and was subsequently sued
by her landlady in August The
court ruled that Coles' lease was
binding whether or not she gave 60
days notice before she left and
ordered her to pay for the cost of the

remainingroon1hscfherlease-$446. 75
Coles said that once she was
faced with legal action from her
landlady she "returned to Legal
Services and discovered that the
'employee' I had talked to had not
followed proper procedure, was not
authorized to give legal advice and
had made no record of my visit"

The only counsellor that fit Coles·
description, Sheila Wasylyshyn, said
she had not given any legal advice
to Coles because she did not feel
she was competent to give an opinion
on the matter.
In early September, Coles submitted a letter to Wilfrid Laurier's
student council asking them to pay
the cost of the suit which she said
was incurred at the error of the
Centre.
But Coles said the students' council
hasn't been very sympathetic to her
request

After discussing the case with
members of the centre and the dean
of students, student council president
Dave Bussiere took the case to the
university's operations management
board. The board voted not to
compensate Coles.
"The students' council lost the
record of my return visit to Legal
Services, they lost all Brian Thompson's notes on my case and my
lease and they failed to get in touch
with me at any point to let me know
if a decision had yet been made as
to whether they were responsible,"
said Coles.
Coles said she would advise
students who use the campus legal
aid services to "be sure to take a
witness so that you can prove that
you were there and that they did
give you advice that you chose to
act upon. Never take the Centre's
advice without first seeking a second
opinion." D

Strengthin numrers
by Arthur Gosselin and CUP
he University of
Windsor_may_en~er
a new uruvers1ty lllsurance cooperative
which will save
Canadian universities millions of
dollars in insurance costs.
The university will make its
decision on joining the cooperative
at a meeting of the Board of Governors November 24, said Charles
James, university president Ron
Ianni' s executive assistant All the
universities have been asked to
make a decision by November 20,
but James thought the deadline was
not inflexible.
Director of Finance, Joseph
Schiller, who handles all the insurance needs of the university, said
the cooperative plan is now in the
hands of the consultant to the Board
On January I, universities representing 90 percent of Canada's
university students will unite to
form the Canadian Universities
Reciprocal Insurance Exchange
(CURIE).
A reciprocal insurance exchange
is an unincorporated group of organizations that sign a contract
with each other to share risks and
k sses. If one member of the group
su1fers a loss, other members help
pay for it, based on a pre-arranged
formula.
The Canadian Association of
University Business Officers looked
into alternative financing techniques
because universities were unhappy
with the commercial insurancesector.
Schiller said the university was
part of an exhaustive two year
study done by Wyatt Corporation
on the cooperative plan.
The plan's purpose is to meet
the needs of universities at an affor-

dable price. Universities give a five
year commitment to CURIE, which
provides equal coverage to all its
members.
''We'd come out pretty good on
this plan.'' said Schiller.
Schiller said the added coverage
under the plan is important because
the university's present insurance
is limited. citing health services,
athletics, and the Dean of Legal
Aid as examplesof Cartl?JSin.5titutions
without full insurance coverage.
"It's no reflection on our brokers
but the industry just quit selling
insurance like that," he said, referring
to the removal of spillage insurance
coverage after a toxic spill on a
roadway near Thunder Bay a few
years ago.
·• I think what brought it ( the selfinsurance plan) on was our liability
insurance went up over 1OOO
percent
per million dollars of coverage,"
said Schiller.
He said the university's insurance
claims have been very low over the
years, so he expects it will get the
maximum discount from the new
plan-a savings of25 percent with
better coverage as well. Currently
the university is covered for the
first $1,000,000 in property loss
and is reinsured up to $7,000,000
said Schiller.
Of the 55 Canadian universities
eligible to participate in CURIE,
45 favour the plan. The plan will
need provincial approval.
Community colleges are not currently eligible to join CURIE, but
some have expressed an interest in
a similar enterprise.
The self.insurance plan. although
new to universities, is already being
used in other fields. The province's
public school boards, hospitals, and
113 utilities across Ontario all have
similar plans. D
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Shiningpath
We at the Lance can't hide our feelings of frustration
and disappointment over Windsor's failure to secure the
Canadian bid for the 1994 Commonwealth Games.
Don't get us wrong. We don't believe Windsor deserved
the bid out-of-hand, we just think the selection committee
could have made a better choice than it did with Victoria B.C.
Though Victoria's bid organizers ought to be congratulated for a job well done, the selection committee deserves
a loud "boo" for its choice.
Victoria won out with a glitzy presentation costing over
$300,000 - more than double Windsor's outlay - and
featuring a $100,000 slide/video spectacular. Windsor's
bid team was given the impression that a need for new
athletic facilities was a most important criteria, not an
expensive hard-sell presentation.
Another reason for dismay is the fact that Western
Canada seems to have been the recipient of a disproportionate windfall of big-time exhibitions. In 1978, Edmonton
hosted the Commonwealth Games. In 1986, Vancouver
presented to the world Expo '86. The 1988 Winter
Olympics are slated for Calgary and now the '94 Games
might be headedforVictoria, pending further competition
with Cardiff, Wales.
Perhaps the best choice for the Games might have
been Halifax, Nova Scotia. The Maritimes could certainly
have used the shot-in-the-arm the world class event
could provide for the economy of a "have-not" province.

Closer to home, the University of Windsor would have
been an integral part of Windsor's Games. New athletic
facilities would have been a boon for the U. of W., a havenot university in its own right.
The winning bid is expected to receive $50 million
dollars from the federal government, in addition to hefty
provincial aid. The Ontario government was expected to
put up as much as an additional $50 million.
The real disappointment sinks in when one wonders
when another opportunity such as this will come. A
Windsor-hosted Commonwealth Games would have put
Windsor in the big league of Canadian cities, making a
Canadian Football League franchise much more attainable.
More importantly, it would have given Windsorites a
greater sense of belonging as Canadians. It would have
also helped eradicate an image problem Windsor has
been trying to shake for years, that of a dirty, lunchbucket
town with little to offer in terms of culture.
Aside from the obvious commercial value a games
host enioys, of what additional value does a Victoria
Games have? Victoria doesn't have an image problem or
lack Canadian identity. No, it doesn't need the games as
badly as Windsor or Halifax does.
We would like to thank those in Windsor who did their
best in trying to attract the Games to Windsor at a
reasonable cost to taxpayers. We're sure the kind of
event Windsor would have presented- without the glitterwould have made this city proud. D

THE BLOODBOIL
It's that time of year again.
Wise Christmas shoppers are taking advantage of the preseason prices to buy ahead Naturally, a lot of people out
there are aksing themselves "What can I get Kevin for
Christmas? He's such a tough guy to buy for, because while
he appreciates any gift, I want to be sure to get him something
he'll really use and love. After all, he's sure brought me a lot
of joy over the years."
Well, wonder no more.
As a public service, I'm providing readers with a
comprehensive guide of what to avoid when you're shopping
for me. in plenty of time for the big day.
Let me state unequivocally, don't get me a Coleco Couch
Potato. I fear the little plush spuds are going to be all the rage,
and someone is bound to think it's a cute gift idea. Gift ideas
that are cute don't tend to go over too big with me. Leave this
one on the shelf where it belongs-beside the Pound Puppies.
Another thing not to get me is the traditional side of beef
from the Frozen Meat Discount Warehouse or whatever.
Since I'm a vegetarian, this present is. the one you buy for
your brother, even though you know he will hate it, because
you want it for yourself. I'm serving notice that if anyone buys
me a side of beef, I'll carve a canoe out of it sooner than let
you eat iL
A Bible. Don't get me one. I have a marked proclivity to
reading them out loud backwards, and I already have one.
anyway, complete with raised spine, gilded edges and
beautiful endpapers. 1 use it to store photographs.
Don't buy me a beard care lciL I shaved.

KEVIN JOHNSON
As for skis, I'll say this just once. The smart-aleck who

buys skis for me will be the first person in world history to
have ski poles surgically removed from his/her ears. Actually,
upon further reflection, that is a pretty damn harsh thing to
say. I take it back. Just be sure not to get me skis, okay? Then
you won't have to worry about violence.
Don't botherwith any Masters of the Universeparaphernalia.
Frankly, I think I can do without it, but I wouldn't have the
heart to throw it in the garbage, so it'd go on, making my life a
living bell. Ditto stocks and bonds.
Last but not least, if you were thinking along the Jines of
maybe a nice gift pack of condoms, forget iL Not that I have
something against safe sex, heaven forbid, it's just that,
well ... I have not use for them at the present time or for the
foreseeable future. Sad but true.
One experience that is pretty much universal, I think, is
having one present give away the surprise of the next. I recall
one time, gettinga package of blank cassettes, then, shockingly.
receiving a tape player in the very next box. So, here's a few
helpful hints for orderly gift-giving.
Don't give me any any computer disks or software, unless
you've bought me a computer. Then I shall receive them with
glee. Remember. computer first, then software.
As my sound system has taken a complete and total fit,
don't invest in any records or 8-track tapes until after you
replace the stereo. I already have the speakers. I need a
tumtable, 8-track player, and receiver. (The 8-track isn't
absolutely vital.)
Don't buy me auto insurance or gas gift certificates unless

you're planning on buying me a car. Again, I'd like to
emphasize that timing is very important in this instance. I'll
find it hard to look surprised when I get the car if I get the
insurance first I'm looking at Chrysler minivans as the most
sensible local product on the market
A lawnmower is going to be kind of redundant if you're
not going to get me my own house. Be a wise shopper.
With the amount of time I spend outside in the dead of
winter, please don't waste your money on suntan lotion
unless you're secretly planning to send me someplace warm.
like Aruba or Tahiti or something. I probably wouldn't get
much use out of sunscreen in Windsor, but an all-expense
paid trip to tropical climes is always in good taste.
Speaking of good taste, if you know something I don't
know. maybe condoms aren't such a bad idea after all. If you
don't have insider infonnation, though. don't get my hopes
up.
What can I really use? Well, I'll tell you. That list is
mercifully short and easy.
First, money. Cash, I'm talking here. Just give me money.
I need some change in my pocket, next semester's tuition, a
little spending loot. Okay, got that? Just give me money. and
lots of it, and I'll be satisfied
Second, the commodity I'm finding myself running short
oflately. time. I need more time. There aren't enough hours in
the day. A columnist's work is never done. Or. a clone of
myself to do half my stuff. Let me remind you about money.
But what I really want for Christmas is a Clapper so I can
tum off the lights when I'm still in bed. Now. that's a
presenLD

Lancercheerleaders
drumupsupport
by Peter Ostojic and John Stout
Linda Frum said in her Guide Book to
Canadian Universities that the University of
Windsor was last chance university (LCU).
She even went so far as to imply that women
who attend our fine institution were only
looking for a spouse.
Well that tarnished image is being buffed
up thisyear.The Lancerfootball
team hasgivenus

all a reason to have spirit and deny our so called
last chance image. Their success this year
came to us as a surprise. In a year of
transition Coach Musselman has done a
tremendous job in taking a club ranked 22 out
of 23 teams to our present number 10
position. His dedication to building a competitive team is admirable.
The administration is to be commended
on their choice of Musselman as coach. It is
easy to see that the money they spent in
acquiring Musselman's services was well
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Dear Editor:
I noted in your October 29 issue in the
CLASSIFIEDS the following request:
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ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS
Meeting. Where are you? - a concerned and
lonely Adult Child.
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A notice has been in the Classifieds
several times re CAMPUS ADULT CHil.r
DREN OF ALCOHOLICS meeting every
Wednesday at 7 :00 - 8 :00 p. m. Held at Iona
College, 208 Sunset Ave. Phone Ruth at
973-7039 for further information. We have
also posted many flyers, an ad in the Lance
and on the TV monitor. Just goes to show you
how often a good program is missed even
with good media coverage. So to those
students on campus. please spread the word
that a meeting for Adult Children of Alcoholics
has been going on at Iona since last March.
I hope the lonely Adult Child joins us and
begins his/her process of recovery from the
effects of having grown up in a family where
drinking/drugging was present It is a group
where we discover how the effect of growing
up in an alcoholic family persists throughout
adulthood; learn to identify our survival role
in this family disease; learn to develop
communication patterns that promote positive
results in personal relationships and let go of
self-defeating behaviour patterns.
Trusting the person who put the request
in the Classifieds will see this letter and join
us Wednesdays.

Ruth Ryan,
Kay Smalley.

meritorius
Dear Editor:

In today's world we hear so much about
the unfavourable actions of our young people,
fve often wondered if we are sometimes to
quick to judge them. Recently I had an
opportunity to see firsthand a far different
view of our young people and I must say a
very fine and enlightening view at that While
I was walking the picket line during our
recent strike of Local 1001 at the University
of Windsor, I had a chance to talk to many of
the students as they passed to and from class.
Their warm and friendly concern, common
sense, respectful approach and caring human
feelings were something to hear and see.
Their wisdom and eagerness to help, and get
to know our feelings and ask about our
proposals and objectives are something I will
always remember. Their futures look bright

spent They should also be commended for
giving Coach Musselman the freedom he
needs to do such an outstanding job.
The players on the Lancer squad had to
put up with a losing record for many years, as
many at Windsor were not committed to a
full time coach. Their courage and drive to
excel never diminished and they should be
thanked Players such as Rob Cecile, Mark
Ditmars, Rich Holland and Chris Porter gave
exceptional performances this year. Chris
was on his way to a record breaking year
when his season was cut short in Toronto.
Next year should prove to be even more
successful for Chris.
The Lancers came within one game of
hosting this year's OUAA football final.
Though football may not seem important to
some students, it is a great sport for drumming
up enthusiasm. The alumni Jove to come
home and see a winning football team at
homecoming. Universities such as Western

indeed. I know I speak for many of my coworkers and the executive when l say a
heartful thank you. You showed us your
respect and you earned ours. Your tremendous
spirit and sense of priority will carry you a
long way. Good luck!

Patrick J. Hunt
Department of Housekeeping
University of Windsor

misquoted
Dear Editor,

This letter is being written by veteran
members of the University of Windsor Lancer
footballteam. Many of us have been bombarded
with questions from reporters of the Windsor
Star and other communities regarding the
differences between present coach, John
Musselman, and former head coach Gino
Fracas. We are upset with many of the
articles written by the reporters, especially
those written by the local media Two Windsor
Star reporters have continually ignored most
of the answers to their questions, taken them
out of context, and printed those which have
suggested that John Musselman was a Godsend
and we were glad to see Gino Fracas step
down. We would like to set the record
straight We want the citizens of this community to know how we really feel.
First, the Windsor Star reporters have
repeatedly reported that the Lancers were 2 5 last year. In fact we were 3 - 4 and would
have made the playoffs had we not blown a
thirteen point lead in the last three minutes of
the game against the University of Toronto.
The players of a year ago knew that we would
have a quality team this year and would have
been disappointed if we had not gained a
playoff berth.
Secondly, John Musselman is an excellent
coach but he does not deserve all the credit
for the Lancers' success this year. Credit
should also go to Gino Fracas; many of the
players on this year's squad played for or
were recruited by Gino Fracas. These players
and the team started to gel under Coach
Fracas last year. Without a doubt, this team
would have continued to improve under Gino
Fracas.
Finally, it is true that John Musselman
and Gino Fracas have different styles. We
are not here to dispute who is the better
coach.lbey arebothexcellentfootballcoaches.
Gino Fracas loves the game of football.and
more significantly he loved and genuinely
cared for those who played for him. He did
not want to step down! His players did not
want him to step down! H(lwas forced to. He
loved his players and those close to the
program so much he made a stand for them.
He wanted them to have a top level football
program, one we all could be proud of.

have bad an exceptional football team for
years and they take pride in that fact
Well now it is our tum to be proud of not

Members of the press and the community
should not blame Gino Fracas for the many
years of frustration, but should blame the
University's administrators. They were the
ones who would not make a committment!
Gino Fracas forced them to make the committment and that is, when you really think about
it. why we were 5 - 2. In the next two or three
years you will not only see a reflection of
John Musselman ·s coaching but you will see
a combination of Gino Fracas· and John
Musselrnan's coaching abilities. The veterans
and the rest of the Lancer team thank you,
Gino Fracas. Perhaps others will someday
realize what you have done and thank you also.
Gino Fracas continues to help, in his
unique way. to improve the Lancer football
program. He continues to speak to players,
encouraging them and offering advice. We
were fortunate to have been coached by him,
and perhaps at the end of his reign John
Musselman will be fortunate to have the
players he coached reiterate those same
feelings towards him.

Sincerely,
Lancer Veterans
Lloyd Dean
Dave Hawkins
Mark Ditmars
Richard Holland
Dan Mooney

miracle
Dear Editor,
With all of the inefficiencies of past SAC
election procedures congratulations are in
order for CEO Geoff Bastow, the Electoral
Monitoring Committee, and all of the participating candidates for a job well done in the
October 28 by-election! The extremely smooth
running of the election helped to demonstrate
that a well thought out, coherent election
procedure can produce a very credible and
well accepted outcome.
In order to begin bringing back the students'
confidence in SAC' s ability to do the job that
it is elected/hired to do, the relatively "hitch
free" by-election was as good a starting point
as any. The minor squabbling that took place
prior to the election was disappointing but
luckily did not carry over into the postelection period, as bas often happened in the
past It was good to see some of the defeated
candidates actually putting aside post-election
differences and offering their support to the
newly elected president, senator, and social
science rep.
Obviously there is a lot of shit that has
been going with SAC over the last 6 months
and a return to total credibility won't be an
overnight process. But it bas begun.
A visit to the SAC office on the second

only our football team but our fine University.
We have some of the finest people in Canada
on our faculty, and a football team that we
don't have to be ashamed of anymore. This
year we have seen how once you get the ball
rolling, people love to help it gather speed.
Hopefully next year will be even better.
We should not to~get the other athletics
on campus now that football season is over.
We have many other teams that need the
students' support; from Lancer and Lancerette volleyball and soccer, a fine synchronized
swimming team, a fencing squad, and a
hockey team. This is only the beginning.
There are still even more teams out there
looking for your support. Their dedication
and performance must not go unnoticed.
Hopefully the success of the football team
will encourage students to show their support
for these fine young athletes. To all our
athletic teams good luck and keep the ball
rolling.O

j

floor of the student centre already brings an
atmosphere very different from the one present
before the election. A lot has been accomplished
up to this point There is a lot more that has
yet to be done. Let's get on with it!

Steve Deneau
3rd Year International Relations Student
SAC Social Science Rep.

moveover
Dear Editor.

In your article on student centre fees in
the last issue of the Lance, there appears a
laconic and inadequate explanation of why
the G.S.S. "feels" that it deserves office
space in the University Centre (UC). In
reality, a number of reasons suggest that the
G.S.S. is entitled to this space.
Consider the total fees from graduate
students to the UC; they amount to roughly
1/8 of the contribution from undergraduates.
We should thus be granted 1/8 of the space
that SAC receives. In view of the crucial role
we play in research and teaching at the
University, one could justifiably argue that
we should receive an even greater proportion.
The G.S.S. has always been aware that
graduate students do not make extensive use
of the UC. Many of them have expressed
discontent over having to pay for it Motivated
by a desire to work constructively with the
University Centre Advisory Board(UCAB).
(perhaps foolishly, in retrospect), the G.S.S.
did not accede to pressure from students to
protest the UC fee. Indeed. we made a
modest request for office space.
What were the results of our efforts? Our
simple proposal has been treated with contempt
by UCAB. We were told that we would
receive space; subsequently, we were informed
that wewould oot This indecisiveness caninued
for some time. Apparently, the position of
UCAB is contingent upon SAC's position on
this issue. There is no reason why tile
interests of SAC should take precedence
over those of the G. S.S. The G. S.S. has been
an extremely active political organization in
recent years, in addition to managing a bar
that is open to the entire university community
(the Grad House, 552 Sunset Ave.).
It is legitimate to question why the G. S.S.
regards this issue with a sense of urgeacy.
The answer is quite simple: the University's
laudable project, commonly referred te as
"repatriating the F acuity of Education" (sic),
shall result in the demolition of the Grad
House, and leave us with neither an office nor
a bar!
Yours Sincerely,
Parda S. Ponnapalli
Past President G. S.S.
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THE WOMEN'S CENTRE
ANTHOLOGY

getmasters
program

Submit poetry , short stories or essays!
To be published in the Winter Semester
Submit to
Wo men's Co mmissione r S.AC.

by Alex Mangio la
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GATHERING

PLACE

Wo rld 's Gr ea te st Texas St y le Bu rge r
( 1/2 lb of bee f)
3.95 wi th f rie s a nd co ndim e nts
O nly $2.95 w it h Stud e nt 1.0.

DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY
7 NIGHTS A WEEK

TOP40

& MORE

Our resta ura nt a nd dance fl oor are open
'til 4am on Fridays and Sat ur days
Mo n-Thur s 9pm to 1 am (No c over , no min i mum)
Fri· S at 9pm·1 am $ 3 .00 cover ($ 2 with I. D. c ard)
1 a m-4am $5 cover ($3 w it h I. 0 . c a rd )
Get you r G. W. I. D. card fo r sp ecia l V . 1.P. tre at m e nt!

and cooperation with other departments makes everyone enthusiastic.
"Some departments, which are
The time has come for computer already doing research in computer
sciencestudents to meet their masters. scie nce, are anxious to cooperate
The School of Computer Science with the Schoo l. rm very optimisti c
presented a proposal for a new that once the program gets off the
Master'sprogramin oomputer science grou nd it will gene rate nothing but
to the Univers ity Senate at a meeting support," she said.
Oct 22. The program is to be put
Th e proposal states members
into operation next September.
from the facu lties of Engineering
The program, which will accomo- and Bus iness Adm inistration, and
date ten stude nts in its first year, the departme nts of mathemat ics,
offers three fields of specialization:
psychology, and physics will be
know ledge base systems and com- part of the faculty complement for
putatio nal linguistics, advanced com- the program.
puter architecture, and applied comThe proposal also states the
puting.
schoo l recently underwe nt a major
Director of the school Richard revision ofits undergraduate program
Frost said the proposal will be in anticipatio n of presenting the
going to the Ontario Ministry of new program. Some courses were
Education in oneweek. The Ministry dropped from the curriculum and
will decide to accept or reject it.
replacedby others.whiletwo additional
"The responses we have been faculty posit ions have been filled.
receiving from various compan ies.
This. together with a levelling
stressing the rising demand for higher off of undergraduate enro llment,
level graduates, along with the aca- will enable the school to accomodate
demic responses right here on campus, the first Master's students with
are positive enough to make us feel relatively little additional fu-.,ding.
optimistic about the Ministry's reac- The operating budget has been estition." said Frost.
mated at approximately $64,000
He said the program will be for the first year, $26,000 for the
attractive to prospective applicants
second, and $29.000 for the third
because the first category of speciali- year.
zation. knowledge base systems
"These figuresareonly a pitjectioo
and computational linguistics, will of what one may expect under ideal
be the only one of its nature available circumstances," Smedick said The
in Canada. Also the combination of school plans to double the student
theory and practise. along with the enrollment in the program by 1994.
application of new software. are so
Most undergraduate students are
innovative they will invite explora- not familiar with the proposed program
tion. said Frost
yet However. Frost addedan infonnal
Another plus for the university questionnairewill be circulatedaround
community as a whole is the wide computer science classes to receive
range of possibilities the program some feedback as to what type of
will otT,!r to other faculties.
support can be expected from the
Lois Smedick, Dean of Graduate students.D
Studie~, said the cross-fertilization
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Marcosgone,Ch:angesare slow
by Margaret Slavik
And they say you can't go home.
Jess Agustin fled his native
Philippines in 1980 and returned
this summer after the popular uprising
which saw the end of Ferdinand
Marcos' 20 year dictatorship and
the election of president Corazon
Aquino.
Agustin shared a slide show
and lecture on his trip as part of the
"Window on the World'' speaker
series sponsored by the YMCA
Monday night at Iona College.
·'When I left, the country was in
serious trouble. Two of my close
friends were killed by the Marcos
military," he said. Agustin now
resides in Windsor, and is director
of the Third World Resource Centre.
He began his lecture with the
country's brutal history as a colony
under the Spanish and later as a
protectorate of the United States.
"For 350 years we were told by
the Spaniards we were uncivilized
and subservient We are only now
recovering our true history," he
said.
After Spain sold the country to
the U.S. for$20 million, the people
became the object of American
interest, undergoing what Agustin
refers to as mind subjugation.
"They taught us that · A is for
apple,' even though there are no
apples in the Philippines,·· he said.
"It has been so hard to undo American
influence in our consciousness. Filipinos are highly Americanized."
In addition, U.S. pineapple
companies threaten to destroy large
tracts of soil and experts predict a
famine in the Philippines within the
next twenty years which may reach
the proportions as those in the
Sudan and Ethiopia.

The United States imposed a
dictator on the Philippines because
of the economic and strategic importance of the islands, Agustin
said.
He called the Harvard-educated
Marcos" the Kennedy of the Philippines." Several of his slides depicted
the enormous wealth accumulated
by Marcos while in power.
"He stole 20 billion dollars

"During Marcos' time it was a
time of resurrection,the government
used the names of the deceased as
valid votes," he said
Agustin acknowledged the immense popularity of Aquino, describingher rallies as" prayer rallies."
'' The thing that struck me most,
however, was that most of those
present on the platform collaborated
with Marcos," Agustin said.
The new governmenthas sparked
a flowering of ideas, Agustin said.
"It is the young people who are
really very much involved."
His presentationincludeddiscussion of a growth in popularity of
literature, music, and drama
Despite the positive effects of
Aquino's presidency, Agustin noted
70 percent of the peasants are still
suffering from 350 years of feudal
rule.
"What the country needs is
land reform, but during one of the
rallies to support this the government shot 12 peasants." he said. D

Fine Quality and Design

At An Affordable Price
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of Windsor

campus
Adu,t Children of
Alcoholics
Wednesdays
7:00pm-8:00pm
at
Iona College
208 Sunset Ave.

• Learn to identify their survival
role in this family disease .
• Develop
communication
patterns that promote postttve
results in personal relationships.
• Let go of self defeating
havlor patterns.
For more Information calt
Ruth at Iona 973 ·7039
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from our country, 20 percent of the
external debt," Agustin said
He mentioned the presence of
oxygentanksin the Marcos'bedroom
and repeated a Philippine saying,
"oxygen is needed when Marcos
needs Imelda."
Agustin described his feelings
upon returning as "a combination
of fear and disbelief that Marcos
was gone."
·'Toe people love Cory," he said.
"I was really very touched about
how seriously the people protect
what little democracy they have,"
noting the 90 percent voter turnout
for the last election.
Agustin contrasted between the
elections under Aquino and those
held under Marcos.
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AUTO SALES LTD.
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Reliable used cars.
Complete auto service
Most units priced below $5,000.
Lots to choose from.
Student financing ava Hab le at competetive rates.
• Licensed mechanic s on d uty.
3799 Tecumseh Rd. E.
( 1 block east of
Central Ave.)
974-6917

by Don Byng
e hear a lot about the covert activities
of the CIA effecting the lives of so
many people. Many of us sigh with
relief because we think that no such
agency exists in Canada. We shouldn't
be lulled into thinking this, though.
The Canadian Security Intelligence Service was
formed in June, 1984 following the recommendations
of the McDonald Commission into RCMPwrongdoings.
The McDonald Commission found that up to and
including the seventies, "the RCMP Security Service
was responsible for such illegal acts as: character
assassinations; taxation fraud; issuing of terrorist
communiques; arson; kidnapping; opening mail;
and break and entering."
The CSIS Act was, according to its' architects,
supposed to better protect the rights of those in
Qanada. Regrettably however, the Act serves instead
to legalize and legitimize many of the otherwise
illegal acts which were being committed by the
Security Service.
During the drafting of the legislation, numerous
groups and organizations consisting of hundreds.of
thousands of Canadian residents expressed their
concerns. A number of sections in the legislation

w

National Congress and its bid to smash racism and
fascism in South Africa; or the FMLN in its attempts
to lead its people out of U.S. domination; or the
Palestine Liberation Organization 'in its attempts to
quel I Zionist aggression; or other national liberation
organizations which are active in 'friendly' states,
then that person could be considered a threat to
Canada's national security.
The support that one would have to provide is not
defined within the Act. It could be as slight as a
public declaration that the person supports the
struggles of those peoples. If the CSIS to begin
invading that person's privacy.
Within the interpretation section of the Act, there
is a distinction made between activities of lawful
advocacy, protest and dissent and those which are
a threat to Canada's security. Robert Kaplan tried to
allay the public's fears of "819 Brother" surveillance
when he stated that "Anyone in this country who
wants to engage in dissent will not for that reason
become a target of the security service."
Reading between the lines. Kaplan said that
people wi II be spied upon for other reasons. Namely, I
would speculate, for mere suspicion of constituting
a threat to Canada's national secur;ty. Remember,

alarmed this broad spectrum of protesters. All the
To emphasize this point, Kaplan was quoted at
whlle however, legislators continued to assert that another time as stating "Members of the peace
this Act would better protect Canadian civil rights. movement could be investigated by agents of the
"Those concerned asked such questions as, federal governmenrs new civilian security agency..."
What constitutes a threat to the security of Canada?".
Additionaly, in relation to even peaceful demon·
The Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act, strations, Kaplan declared that "Democracy is vulner·
states that a "threat to the security of Canada", able to non-violent subversion. The security service
includes a whole range of undefined actions along ought to be allowed to engage in surveillance of that
with the actions defined under sedition in the form of activity." Kaplan also stated that "this bill
Criminal Code. The Interpretation for example states (CSIS Act) improves protection tor civil liberties."
that if an individual expresses support of the user of
violence to achieve a political objective in a foreign "Legislation setting up the CSIS do not always
state, that is a threat to the national security of understand the meaning of free discussion and
Canada The Public liaison Officer of the CSIS in academic debate in the university context and have
Ottawa states that nations which are'friendly' to the been inclined to perceive threats to national security
present government of Canada are those which are when liberal or radical political and social views are
being referred to within the context of the Act. expressed in debate." The Chairman of the Security
These friendly states happen to be the same as
intelligence Review Committee (SIRC) Mr. Atkey,
those that the U.S. considers friendly.
came to similar conclusions. Atkey states in the
Thus, if someone supports the violent destruction 1986-87 Annual Report that
of the government of the Soviet Union, then that "The Committee(SIRC) is particularlyconcerned with
would not constitute a threat to the security of the effortsof the CanadianSecurityIntelligenceService
Canada Conversely, if someone supports; the African to penetrate and curtail activities of student groups,

politicalfringegroups,environmentalcoalitionsand socalled peace movementsthat the CSIS believesrepresents a threat to national security."
In order to understand the implications of the
CSIS Act we must determine what powers are given
to the CSIS. These powers are given, it must be
emphasized, upon presentation to a federal judge
of suspicions of a target's 'guilt'. Upon applying to a
federal judge, the CSIS can target individuals or
entire groups of people and their friends. The
warrant enable agents of the CSIS or its' collaborators
"to enter any place or open or obtain access to
anything; to search for, remove or return, or examine,
take extracts from or make copies of or record in any
other manner the information, record, document or
thing; or to install, maintain or remove anything''.
In English this means that. with mere suspicion,
an individual's civil liberties are suspended and
complete invasion of privacy may take place. That
1s,the CSIS or its' supporters can snoop through a
target's medical records, educational records, tax
records, house or any place he/she may frequent.
The target's phone may be tapped and his/her mail
may be opened. Additionally, the person may be

followed around.
To understand the extent of the loss of civil
liberties in Canada, it should be mentioned that the
RCMP claims to have 600,00 different people in
Canada on file. At least another30,00 are considered
to be "subversive elements".
The CSIS may, in addition to spying on Canadians,
spy on any person in Canada at the request of the
spy/state terrorist organizations of 'friendly' governments. Thus, those who are not Canadian citizens
may be spied upon if the Canadian government is
informed by others they are 'threats to the security
of Canada'.
!should say that this report barely scratches the
surface as to the implications of the CSIS Act. It
merely begins the inquiry into the motivations of the
Canadian government.
This Act states that it does in fact allow for
'legitimate' dissent. Included is 'lawful advocacy'
and 'public protest' These 'acceptable' state-sanctioned and controlled froms of 'dissent' have often
proven to be inadequate or ineffective. The government still, for example, participates in preparing for
world war even when so many people oppose this
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A.uothe CSIS, these are a few of the
groups.operating in Canada and the
'Sireeworld.
R)oHumansfor Toulouse"-aself styled
teganization accomplished in vicious
5t4tactics.
~·The lnflatables"-a vicious oxygen
B'lUp.

Mt.£C.T.-(society of Evil Clowns and
7.ts)self explanatory.
&,haps the most ferocious group is
...,eir Friends"-an anti anti subversive
lefanizationdedicated to the overthrow.

JOiie
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Mthe government still does not guarantee
Jas needs such as housing, education or
~mpit would be naive to suggest that any
~ttee,Bns
to large scale change would be
,an&'the government.
'The,e
for legitimatedissentin the CSIS Act is
1 wagovernment to maintain the illusion of
ferTK~at the same time define and control
1enumt.
n 01.Js,we may 'dissent' so long as it does
101~nything.
11P1ment
goes to great lengths to distiniuist&.n.
the activities of the spy agencies in
heslti1beraldemocracies', such as the CIA
such as the KGB in 'totalitarian'
1ndtl8ndthose
egi,totuality, both are instruments for the
;up~~tthe people and their struggles for
he~a,c;POiiticai and social riahts.
~IS injustice and exploitation

exist,

'rt-'
thoseWho will be in opposition.

: is those people that the CSIS Act was
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Assumption Universitv's
CHRISTIAN CULTURESERIES
presents
DR. SIDNEY CALLAHAN, Pb. D.
Author, Psychologist

Speaking on
"Conscience Reconsidered''
DATE: Sunday, November 22nd
TIME: 8:00pm
PLACE:Assumption University
400 Huron Church Rd.
Windsor, Ontario

Adults: $5.00
Students: $2.00
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YOUR TOTAL ENTERTAINMENT
•
SPOT
Open
3pm-1am
Mon-Sat
(519)254-1234

(Where Good Friends Meet)

No Cover With
Student I.D.
Must be 19 or older to enter
Shooters?-More
than 30 flavours!
Watch-NBA-NHL
on BIG Screen
655 University Ave. W.

•
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A seCOnd
hit for UniversityPlayers
My Sister in This House
University Players
directed by William Pinnell
November 12-IS
I started to worry when the ticket seller urged me to
review the acting, not the script That can be code for "the
play's a dog, but we're doing our best".
She needn't have bothered The play's treatment of its
disquieting themes was well-served by strong performances
from the entire cast
This work. by Wendy Kesselman, is supposed to be based
on a real incident in 1930s France. Whether it is or not, I
found it engrossing; I don't know how the guy in front of me
slept through it
The story concerns two sisters, Christine (Tracey Hway)
and Lea (Karen Halmos) happy to be working together as
servants in the home of Madame Danzard (Bridget McFarthing)
and her daughter Isabelle (Stephanie DeBono).
The younger Lea is distressed by her relative ineptitude,
while Christine is content to meet the high standards of the
exacting Danzard When Lea complains, her sister reminds
her that some people are simply better, and that all must
accept their lot
Unfortunately, the lot of these characters includes precious
little love, and their situation leads to a violent climax.
Despite the fact that she praises them in their absence,
Danzard never has a kind word for her maids; in fact, months
can pass before she speaks to them at all.
The sisters stop seeing their mother, whom they had been
supporting; the only human contact they enjoy is with each
other.
Isabelle attempts to establish contact with Lea. but the
barriers raised by her mother prohibit any prolonged meeting.
As the relationship between the sisters deepens. Isabelle
grows jealous and eventually assumes more of her mother· s
characteristics.
This is sad, since she doesn't even like Danzard She has
no sympathy for her mother's social aspirations. Instead,
De Bono chafes at the restrictions placed on her by a mother
for whom she has no affection.
Danzard is bound by strictures largely of her own making.

Her concern for status and position means she is dependent
on the opinions of others. The one time she allows herself the
decadence of dancing around the house, she gets caught by
Isabelle, and never repeats her"indiscretion". Her only other
vice is an affection for chocolates, and she is too meanspirited to share them with anyone.
As the mother and daughter, McFarthing and DeBono
turn in good performances. Although neither character is
what you could call likeable, we can understand the cage
social convention has placed around them. Isabelle' s doomed
attraction to Lea is particularly poignant, but the material
wealth of the Danzards leaves no doubt in my mind as to who
the protagonists are.
The problem is the sordidness with which Kesselman
treats their relationship.
I mean, Hell's bells, these two are alone. They never see
outsiders, never speak to their mistresses. No wonder they
are driven together.
But when the nature of their relationship is finally made
explicit, it has been rendered distasteful more by the previous
insinuations than societal taboos.
Another weakness is their descent into slovenliness. It
comes as a direct result of their behaviour on their own time.
They don't get more careless in their housework because
they resent their situation or because they dream of escape,
but because they are fatigued. Now, come on. How much of
the responsibility must lie with these poor girls, I ask you?
If you want a healthier treatment of lesbianism (that is,
one that isn't tinged with incest and sadism), go see the
Windsor Feminist Theatre's Aid They Neighbour. Of course,
that's a comedy. not a drama. I'm not trying to talk you out of
seeing this production, but it'd be awful for anyone to think
this situation is typical--it isn't.
As Lea, Halmos plays a young girl who by the end of the
play, has lost hope and innocence and lives for nothing but
her time alone with her sister. The one time she interacts with
a man, her shy pleasure is almost painful to watch. The scene
is especially touching because he remains unseen, a disembodied voice.
Halmos' character is really the only sympathetic one, her
fate is totally out of her hands. I think her portrayal of Lea's

disillusionment was a fine job.
Hway's Christin«: is a little harder to figure.
Early on, she is established as one with the capacity for
cruelty, and she dominates Lea throughout Her violent
tendencies are pretty suppressed, manifesting themselves
only in some pounding about in the kitchen in the middle of
the play. Later on, her threats become more overt
Although she continues to deny her sister any other
attachments, her love is clearly sincere. As she loses her
subservient veneer, Hway turns more and more menacing,
and is convincing despite her slight figure. Her threatening
presence is due more to Hway's powerful perl'ormance than
her physical stature.
I cannot overlook the role played by director William
Pinnell in the success ofthis show. The pacing was excellent,
although made difficult by extended passages with few or no
speeches followed by overlapping dialogue, but not a line was
lost
Pinnell was also key by virtue of designing his own set
Although limited by the Essex stage, the set conveyed the
roominess of the Danzard household and the confined
quarters of their servants at the same time. It was great, and
was well-served by the lighting.
At times, the complex lighting was almost another
character, so important was its invocation of mood. One
especially nice touch involved the backlighting of a window
which projected the set right onto the house ceiling, drawing
the audience through the proscenium.
I'd like to mention the Essex sound system, since I've had
my criticisms in the past
This time it was more than up to the job of providing
music, and the comic voiceovers between some scenes. It
really sounded okay for the most part, although occasionally
hollow. Still, its use during the climax gave me serious
gooseflesh.
It's a lot harder to pour praise on a play than to tum in an
adverse critique. I can't help it The University Players
earned their kudos on this one. Two good shows in a row. I
hope they can maintain this level all season. U

-Kevin Johnson

Stingloveshimselffor fifty-threeminutes,you pay
On first picking up Sting's second solo
alburn...Nothing Like The Sun I was pleasantly
surprised to see Andy Summers' name on the
record jacket Having been a big fan of The
Police, I hoped that maybe their sound might
be recaptured on the two tracks on which he
plays guitar: ''The Lazarus Heart" and "Be
Still My Beating Heart", both on side one.
Unfortunately, there's so much going on musically, what with Sting's vocals, background
vocals, sax, piano, bass, etc., that you rarely
bear him. The pause-filled music of The Police
was much more conducive to his playing.
Certainly Summers' talent is wasted on these
two songs and one might legitimately wonder
why Sting went to the trouble to get him to play
at all. A studio musician (which is what
Summers used to be) would have sufficed The
results seem to indicate it was little more than a
token gesture on Sting's part Maybe Summers
was short of money.
The third cut on side one, '' Englishman in
New York", is a mediocre musical experience
and contains an annoying rap-music-type drum
intenuption. Its' refrain, "Be yourself no matter
what they say", is amusing in light of the fake
Caribbean accent Sting employs on skie two in
"History Will Teach Us Nothing".
Musically, sidetwo can best be characteriz.ed
by the word "nice". Nothing interesting here.
Side two is also the "social awareness" side of
this double album. In "History Will Teach Us
Nothing", Sting discourses on the atrocities
of human history. As in "Walking In Your
Footsteps" from Synchronicity, he voices
his belief that we're headed the way of the
dinosaur.

could have cut out the songs of lesser quality much too wordy andis not particularly musically
and had a stronger single album. After all, eight interesting. Sting creates here a variation on the
out of twelve pieces are variations on love story of Noah's Ark. yet his reason for doing so
song$,and let's face)t, Sting's real and imaginary remains unclear. Is it to suggest that his
love lives are not interesting enough for us to girlfriend can't stand boatrides with animals?
want to hear this much about them.
Or is he saying he feels that he is chosen by
Side three is better than side two. It God? Whatever his purpose, it doesn't seem to
includes the current hit single "We'll Be work.
Together" and two other songs: "Straight To
Aside from the guitar solo by Hiram
The characteristic quality of the album as a My Heart" and "Rock Steady". In "We'll Be Bullock on "little Wing," a remake of the .funi
Hendrix classic, side four should have been
eliminated from the album altogether.
"Sister Moon" is a lot like "Moon Over
Bourbon Street" from Dream of the Blue
.Turtles,only not as good As for "The Secret
Marriage", it's just plain boring. Mediocre
lyrics and that breathy singing again are
accompanied by a spare piano line. The latter,
however, does serve to show that Sting, although
good enough when he surrounds himself with
great musicians ( something for which he seems
to have a talent) is not so hot when left solely to
himself as in "The Secret Marriage" and
"Fragile". Unlike his early work with The
Police, he's taking himself very seriously these
days, perhaps more seriously than his talent
warrants. The result is a kind of pretentiousness
and self-importance, evident in both Sling's
character and his music, that is tolerable in
geniuses but often annoying in those of lesser
talents.
One final note: since Branford Marsalis'
Sting and bis evil twin scratch their respective beads.

pathetic attempt to sing in French on" Hungry
For You" from Ghost In The Machine.
However, this spoken interlude doesn't add
anything to the song as it is merelya translatioo
of the chorus. We can be sure it was no
conscious attempt at humour, but, unfortunately, it comes out sounding like an
imitation of a Spanish lounge singer.

--------------------------------

whole, Sting's breathy voice, is most obvious in
the last song on side two: "Fragile." He seems
not to be wanting to strainhis vocal chords and
In "They Dance Alone", the subject is a the energetic and raspy singing we've heard in
the past, most notably on Outlaru:wsd'Amour
Chilean dance called Gueca Solo" ... a dance
and in songs such as "O My God" is simply
perfonned by the wives, daughters andmcthers
never demonstratedFour sides of moootonoUS,
of the 'disappeared'." (like Andy Summers,
uninteresting singing is too much. Which brings
Eric Oapton's and Mark Knopfler' s talents are
me to another point Why did Sting put out a
wasted on this song.) It was ~ relief 1o hear the
double album anyway? There are only twelve
Spanish part spoken by someone who could
cuts on it, foratotalof53 minu~sofmusic. He
actually speak the language, unlike Sting's ,

hz

saxophone work is now so fundamental a part
of Sting's solo sound, he should be given a
Together'' Sting continues his long-standing greater part of the credit for the resultthathe is at
habit of musically quoting himself, this time present Conversely, great guitarists like Eric
recalling "Set Them Free" from Dream of Clapton, Andy Summers and Mark Knopfler
the Blue Turtles.Although not extraordinary in should be given more to do than mere routine
any way, it's a danceable enough song, and is accompaniment Otherwise it looks as if Sting
followed by a much better effort in "Straight To put their names on his album only to sell more
my Heart''. This should have been the first copies of it
single released from the album; perhaps it'll be
There, Beth, no swearing. Now what are
the second Strange that the three best songs you gonna complain about?D
have the word "heart'' in their titles ...
- Laura Gould
"Rock Steady'' is an odd exercise. It's
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Special
University
Offer!!

With Specific Stylist
PLUS 20% off all other hair
services
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Sun., ~on ., Tues., Wed.

NOW OPEN SUNDAY 12-5
Bring Your Coupon

n510

551 Pelissier St
973-4977

NOTICE: Books & Cosh from the September Book Sale will not

be disbursed after Thursday, November 19, 1987 at 4:30 pm.
Any Books or cheques outstanding will remain the property
of S.A.C. If they remain In our storage after November 19,
1987 at 4:30 pm.

ice cream stores
HOT FUDGE TURTLE
SUNDAE
BUY 1, GET THE SECOND FOR HALF PRICE

Expiry Date November 30, 1987

·----------------------------------------~

87 /88 Scholarships
Scholarships of $500 will be awarded to two fulltime undergraduate Social Science Studentsregistered
in second year and above.
Scholarships are awarded on the basis of academic
standing, campus/ community involvement and financial need.
Application forms are available in G130, Windsor
Hall North. Tuesday, November 24, is the deadline for
application.
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Somemorerecordreviews...
After listening to the first two or
three cuts on the latest Pink Floyd
(David Gilmour, Nick Mason and
Richard Wright without Roger
Waters) endeavour, entitled A
Momentary Lapse of Reason, one
might be lead to the understandable
conclusion that this is not a consistent theme-album, like the later
Roger W aters-centered efforts
such as Animals, Wish You Were
Here, The Wa/J, or The Final Cut
It appears as though particular
themes are dealt with individually.
"Leaming to Fly" represents
the desire for an achievable spiritual
release, while remaining in the
transient state of human existence.
"The Dogs of Warfare" effectively
illustrates the absurdities of corporate sponsored methodological
warfare, and the ever-present potential for planetary destruction.
"One Slip" deals with the habitual
nature of love, or rather, a poor
substitute for it
" W as it love, or the idea of being in
love?
Or was it the hand of fate that
seemed to fit just like a glove?
The moment slipped by and soon
the seeds were sown
The year grew late and neither one
wanted to remain alone."
"On the Turning Away" is an
address to the indifferent side of our
thinking that often allows us to tum
our backs on those who are suffering:
"No more turning away
From the weak and the weary
No more turning away from the
coldness inside
Just a world that we all must share
Ifs not enough just to stand and
stare
ls it only a dream that there'll be
No more turning away?''
Though these themes all appear

to be very dissimilar, they are neatly
tied together on the second side of
the album, in that they provide
contrast "Yet Another Movie"
shows how the love gone sour in
"One Slip'', combined with a lack
of the desire for spiritual fulfillment
in "Leaming to Fly" leads to a
meaningless existence.
"A New Machine (Parts 1 and
2)" expresses the eternally cyclical
nature of this meaninglessexistence.
"Sorrow", a tune that perfectly
displays David Gilmour's guitar

virtuosity at its best, illustrates the
regret that one feels when this
existence reaches an end:
"And he talks to the river of Jost
love and dedication
And silent replies that swirl invitation
F low dark and troubled to an oily
sea
A grim intimation of what is to be."
Overall, the production of this
album is excellent; the compact
disc is probably the best purchase,
seeing as it is a digital recording
(the drums and bass were recorded
with analogue equipment). Guest
appearances by Tony Levin(who's
played with Peter Gabriel, etc.),
Phil Manzanera (Roxy Music, etc.)
and Carmine Appice ( everybody
and his uncle, etc.) are a fine bonus.
The only question that one might

ask himself is, due to the fact that
the song-writing responsibilities
were left solely to Gilmour, what is
there to differentiate A Momentary
Lapse of Reason from a David
Gilmour solo LP?

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

It was Victorian art critic John
Ruskin who once remarked, "the
art is greatest which conveys to the
mind of the spectator, by any means
whatsoever, the greatest number of
the greatest ideas; and I call an idea
great in proportion as it is received

by a higher faculty of the mind, and
as it more fully occupies, and in
occupying, exercises and exalts,
the faculty by which it is received."
If this is a valid and accurate
method of assessing art ( and I
believe that it is), then the latest
effort by The Alarm simply does
not qualify.
The Eye of the Hurricane, the
third major LP by this Welsh quartet, reflects lyricist Mike Peters'
struggle with understanding love,
but in this sense, the record is
limited thematically, because that
is all that it deals with. The main
tenet of the album is that the pure
essence of love has the sublime
capacity to make individuals overcome the most insurmountable of
obstacles. This is truly a great and
noble ideal, but you become easily
bored with it after hearing about it
for ten tracks.

Don't get me wrong though:
there are some very spiritually uir
lifting numbers on this record The
album sets out with "Rain in the
Summertime'', a song that exalts
the ability of love to prevail and to
sustain us. "One Step Closer to
Home" exalts the ability of love to
prevail and to sustain us. "Permanence in Change" exalts the ability
of love to prevail and to sustain us.
"Only Love Can Set Me Free"
also exalts the ability of love to
prevail and to sustain us. Getting
the picture yet?
The -album is also scattered
with some vague biblical imagery,
such as in "Newtown Jericho", and
particularly in ''Shelter'', in which
the lyricist identifies and equates
himself with a persecuted Christ
figure. The title track attempts to
consolidate this imagery with the
sublime love theme; but unfortunately turns out to be a dreary
disappointl'Jlent
Their last record, called Strength,
was a movement away from their
first and undoubtedly best effort,
Declaration, but The Eye of the
Hurricane is an even further digression. Even the production of
this record is of a lesser quality.
John Porter, the new man on the
job, has failed to capture the real
essence of this band, in the way that
Alan Shacklock was able to on
Declaration. The lyrics are often
drowned out and indecipherable.
The real shame is that I really
wanted to like this record. Though
there are several completely enjoyable songs on it ("Rain in the
Summertime", "One Step Closer
to Home", and "Only Love Can
Set Me Free''), the record as a
unified work does not exercise or
exalt any higher faculty of the
mind. The only reaction that it
leaves one with is a rather weary
yawn.D
-Ste phen Fields
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NEEDED:MALE,GYMNASTS,MUSICIANS
for Blue and Gold Co-Ed Pep Squad
Bonet Call Dani 737-6430orStu766-1116 .

WANTTOSTUDYIN JAPAN?There will be
on information meeting Ff'iday.November
13, 1987. 4:00 p.m .. rm2193 Windsor Holl
North Deadline toroppliootions isTuesday.
December1.1987. Formoreinfo.contoct
the Asian Studies Program Secretary. room
2192 WHN or phone 253-4232. ext. 2396.
THE WNG POWER CHAWNGE will take
place November 16th-20th at the University
Centre. .Join the team of your choice.
Donations ore $2.00 per entry. Your score
istallied with your teams and the winning
one gets the plack.

JACQUES- I'm coming soon to save you
from the evil racoon tail!
FOR SALE:mattress. desks. chairs. doors.
awnings. dresserwith mirror. closet. paintings. Coll Diane at 254-8993 anydoy after
3:30 p.m.

CAMPUSADULTCtllDIIINOF
AI.COHOUCS
Meeting every Wed. 7-8 p.m. at Iona
College, 208 Sunset Ave. Phone Ruth
Ryan 973-7039 or Koy 736-6000 if more
information is needed.
THE1988 COMPETITION for the Northern
Study Group Grants is open to Grad sand
Undergrods(3rd and 4th yr.).Applications
must be returned no later than Nov. 20.
available from Dr. Paul Herbert (Dept. of
Bio.).Dr. Max Hedley (Dept. of Anthro.) or
Dr.John Jacobs (Dept. of Geography).

REDCROSSINFORMATION:
anyonewho
has borrowed equipment from the SICKROOM EQUIPMENT
LOAN SERVICEisasked
to return It as soon as they are finished. It is
greatly needed Do you know where
these people are: DORA'MNNIITTEDBOYD
(b.1923 08 15 in Colford. London) or
, Kenneth Boyd, her son? Please coll Mary
Koy Croft at 254-7587 All Information
kept confidential
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BYBLOS
DONAIR'S
RESTAURANT

2180 WYANDOTTE ST. WEST, WINDSOR, TEL. 252·0040

Great Food
at
Great Prices

STUDENTS!
Get a pop, coffee or tea FREE
Donair and French Fries
or Shawram and French Fries
$3.50

Something New at Byblos

Also on Special
Try our rice dish

With Donair-meat
or Shawrama-meat
with 2 pita breads

$4 .49

"ONE BITEAND YOU'LLBE
BACK FOR MORE."

Wanted: Individuals
to earn
a free trip. Promotethe
numberone spring break
trip. CallJanetor Peggyat
1-800-267-0362.

CROWYOUROWN1 IIOOORS
'.

Hassle - free high-tech
World's finest halides
Free catalo~ue

growing systems
and hydroponics

or send $2 for

info

package

BRITE LITE
221S-U Walkley
Hontrea I Quebec
H4B 2J9
( Sl4) 489-3803

Typist- who lives t1ea r the
U niver sity ($1. 25/pg) 25 33922 afte r 5:30 pm.

Naffonal
Trad ing

251
Ouellette Ave.
( Upp er)

977.0444

Travel Field Opportunity .

Goin valuable marketing skills while earning
money Campus representatives needed immediately for spring break
trips to Florido. Coll Campus Marketing at 1-800423-5264

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Cour ses for
LSATDec. 12
GMAT Jan. 23
1-800-387-5519
(416)923-PREP (7737)

Volleyballersdump Athenas,now 2-0
f by Kevin Johnson

good match last time out, she assisted
seven blocks, and Caverzan credited

The Lancerette volleyball team
her with well-rounded play and
won their second match of the
solid passing skills.
Cheryl Smith, one of the tallest
season this weekend, downing the
Lancerettes, led the team with 14
Waterloo Athenas 15-11, 15-7,
kills. Fellow place hitters Chris
11-15 and 15-13.
Unbeaten in regular play, the
Brecka and Tracey McCaH each
squad repeated its pattern, set last
notched 12 kills.
week, of dropping the third game
After Wednesday's exhibition
before going on to clinch the match
against Michigan- Dearborn, the
in the fourth.
volleyballers hit the road for weekend
Assistantooach Jan Caverzan attri- matchups with McMaster aroGuelph.
buted the stumble to a loss of Windsor has not met the Gryphons
momentum. When you have momen- this season
tum, you play above your abilities,
But Caverzan is anticipating a
she said, but once you've lost it, it's
good battle with McMaster, who
hard to regain.
beat the Windsor squad in three
"I was pleased to see they had
straight pre-season contests. She
the heart to come back," Caverzan
said those losses were "not
said of her players.
indicative of how we play," and
The team turnedin strongperfonnthat she expects Windsor and Mcances in the first two games, and Master to be the top teams in the
fought back all the way to take the Western division throughout the
lead in the fourth. Caverzan was
1987-88 campaign.
especially pleased with the play of
The team is looking forward to
the squad's rookies.
playing the Marauders, and Caverzan
"They're coming through for is confident the Lancerettes will be
us," she said.
victorious when McMaster comes
One first-year player making a here later in the season. For now,
substantial contribution was middle however, "It'd be nice to take the
Lance photo by Matt Tales. back Nancy Otto. Coming off a
game away in their gym," she said D

Lancerette spiker beats up on poor volleyball.

Hockey teamtakes three offou rpoints in Quebec
by Scott A. Pattison

Concordia to a 2-2 deadlock on

Sunday afternoon.
The University of Windsor hockey
squad hit the road last weekend,
travelling up to Quebec to face
McGill and Concordia, in their
first extended road trip of the young
OUAA season.

Windsor. who at one time in
past years would have been very
happy with the three points on the
road, has a much more demanding
attitude these days.
"We should have beat Concordia
on Sunday," said general manager
Mike Sadler.

The long ten-hour bus ride home
was a happy one for the Lancers, as
they took three out of a possible
four points from the two Quebec
squads.

"If our forwards would have
pushed just a little bit harder, we
would have had a sweep this weekend," he said.

Saturday evening, the Lancers
defeated McGill 4-3, and then fought

Windsor's coaching staff of Rick
Cranker and Sadler have been accept-

ing nothing but the best since taking
over the reins of the team three
years ago. The character of these
two is beginning to show dividends
in the total character of the team.
Not only do the Lancers go out
trying to win every game, but now
they expect to. The change has
come about with a mixture of good
recruiting, good fundamental teaching of the game, and a sound prer
fessional work ethic, which can
only add up to success.
The Lancers' hard work proved
dec isive in Saturday night's game
against the Redmen, as they raced

to an early three goal lead. Dan
Mahon sco red two goals for the
Lancers, with Scott Gardiner and
J. D. Urbanic adding singles. Mahon
also had two assists, and Rick
Pickersgill had three.
The Lancer lead was 4-1 until
the final few minutes, until McGill
scored two quick goals to make the
score closer.
In Sunday's contest, Windsor's
latest scoring hero, Dan Mahon
continued his fine play. After a goal
by Jean Landry, Mahon tied the
game at two at the 15:26 mark of
the third period.
Lancer goa l tenders Rob Paliani

and Kerry Kerch stood tall this
weekend, as the Lancers were outshot 31-26 on Saturday, and 31-23
on Sunday.
The Lancers now sit in second
place in the Western division, with
a record of 4-1-1. good for nine
points. Laurentian holds down first
spot at the moment, with a total of
10 points.
Windsor again travels south
this weekend, as they play a two
game serieswith Alabama-Huntsville
on Friday and Saturday evening.
Nexthoote gameis Friday, November
20 against the York Yeomen at
7:30.0

Women's cagersplaywellagainstcountry'sbest
by Dan Zagordo

The Windsor women's basketball team showed their home fans
last Wednesday they can be competitive against the best the country
has to offer.
The Windsor !quad fell to the
University of Manitoba Bisons 7848, a final score that was not indicative of the closeness of the
play.
The Bisons came into St Denis
Centre ranked third in the country,
and they showed why they deserve
such a high ranking.
They started out running against
the Lancerettes, scoring 14 of their
first 22 points on the fastbreak.
Manitoba's tremendous height advantage also caused many problems
for the young Windsor team.
"They're a strong, big team
who plays well inside," said Windsor
guard Colleen Hogan, "but we're a
young team with six rookies, and all
we can do is get better."
The firsthalf eooed with Manitoba
leading, but only by ten points, 39-

29.
The third quarter saw the scrappy Windsor bunch put out a surprising effort, cons
ideringthe team's

lack of !xperience.
Led by the sharp shooting of
veteran guard Hogan,Windsorclimbed back into the game, cutting the
Bison lead to four.
"To play with them (Manitoba)
for thirty minutes was excellent,"
said head coach Joanne McLean.
The only setback in the quarter
was a sprained ankle suffered by
Windsor's T racey Rose.
However, in the fourth quarter,
the Lancerettes could not stop the
powerful Bisons, and they gradually
began to pull away.
"They seemed to really pour it
on in the fourth quarter," McLean
said.
Leading scorer for the Lancerettes
was Allison J. Duke, who played
well and scored 11 points. Hogan
added lO more important points.
Manitoba was led by All-Canadian
Kirn Bertholet, who was very effective in scoring 26 points.
Desp ite the loss, coach McLean
was quite impressed with the team's
progress so far this year.
"We executed very well today,
and we're going to surprise some
people in this league."
The busy Lancerettes continued
their exhibition schedule with a
road game against Wayne State.

The team dropped their second
game of the week, 60-49.
W indsor had to play without
the services of Hogan, who was
nursing a leg injury, which put them
at a disadvantage from the start
Wayne State, like Manitoba,
was much larger than the Lancerettes,
and they used their size to score
often from ins ide.
Th is year, it seems that playing
against bigger opponents is something the team must get used to, so
these two games could prove very
helpful over the long OWIAA season.

l

Windsor trailed at the half, 2517.
Allison Duke played her second
strong game of the week, pacing the
women with 16 points and adding
I 2 rebounds.
McLean didn't seem to be concerned about the team after the two
losses.
"All we need to do is to get rid
of a few little errors, and we'll be
fine."
The team will try to improve on
their play this weekend, as they
once again head out on the open
road. This time, the team travels
out east, to compete in the Dalhous ie
Tournament in Halifax. D

Guard Colleen Hogan lets one Oy.

Lance photo by Thomas Pidgeon.
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Basketballteam struggles
againstAmericancompetition
by Brian LeClair
Toe Lancer basketball team was
clearly on a high after dominating
the York Yeomen at home last
week.
However, the team suffered a
slight dose of humility this week, as
they dropped a pair of games to
Siena Heights and Wayne State.
Saturday night, the Lancers took
the court at Siena Heights, and
wound up on the short end of a 9069 score.
Toe Lancers didn't play as aggressively as they did on their home
court Saturday, and the home team
took advantage, as they sprinted
out to a 46-35 halftime lead, and
coasted to the victory.
Playing strong games for the
Lancer cause were Scott Thomas,
who scored 18 points, Andre Morasutti with 16, Carlo Boniferro with

12, and Matt St Louis with 11.
Monday night, the Lancers went
to Wayne State University to play
the Tartars. Although the Lancers
held the Tartars closer, the wound
up losing again, 87-72.
The contest was decided underneath the basket, as the Tartars
outrebounded the Lancers by a 4831 margin.
The Lancers also started out
slowly in the first half, making good
on only 12 of 29 shots from the
floor, and only 4 of 8 on free
throws.
There were only a few offensive
threats for Windsor in the first half,
as only four Lancers had more than
two points at halftime. Guards St
Louis and Thomas provided much
of the points, with 10 points each.
The opportunistic Tartars also
had seven steals in the half to help
their cause, as they had a 44-31

advantage at the break.
To their credit, the Lancers played
better in the second half, getting
more of their players involved in
the offense, and getting more shots
than the Tartars.
However, the Tartars kept their
otfense humming, and the Lancers
could not get much closer.
Leading the Lancer cause was
St.Louis with 22 points, including
an impressive 4 of 6 on three-point
shots. Scott Thomas scored 15
Lancerpoints.Guard Carlo Boniferro
and centre Andre Morasutti became
more effective in the second half,
and wound up with 11 points apiece.
Morasutti also Jed the squad with 9
rebounds.
This week, the Lancers will
entertain Grand Valley State, and
then travel to Wayne State to play
another game against the Tartars. D

Lancermen S volleyballsquad
finding OUAA verydifficult
byMikeChisholmand BrianLeClair
The Lancer men· s volleyball team
is learning the hard way how tough it
is to win in the OUAA
Friday night at home. the team.
in their first ever OUAA season.
went down to the more experienced
Waterloo Warriors in a quick three
game match.
The Warriors, with an average
height of 6'7 ", swept the Lancers by
scores of 15-1, 15-2. and 15-8.
Team manager Dwayne Strebel
said that the Lancers seemed to lose
their confidence against the Warriors.
and attributed this to the pressures
the team faces as they play their first
year in the OUAA
"Tuey are still nervous about
being in the league, and getting balls
hit in their faces." Strebel said.
The Lancers compounded the
problemby failingto attack aggressively,
and the Warriors were almost able to
attack at will.
"We need to start hitting the ball,
rather than giving them the ball and
having them hit it back at us,"

The All Natural Cotton

FUTON

Futon: Japanese Contemporary Mattress
• No Springs to
Sag
• Recommended
by chiropractors

** Low Price**

~he futon shoe)

Single $129
Double $149
Queen $159
Couch/Bed
UnderS300

"Natural Sleep Centre"
· 441 Pelissier St., across from Parking Garage
liiiii!!ii1
9 7 3-8 33 8
~ Daily till 9, Sat. till 6, Sun. 12-4

Nov 12
The Name Of The Rose
ii I ifiiil
Breaking Away
GUIDANCI
...... :_
J
Nov 13
7:00pm
The Last Picture Show
(•~
9:30pm
Chariots of Fire
..,..
Nov 14
Chariots of Fire
•p•
7:00pm
The Last Picture Show
j 9:30pm
Nov 13 & 14
Special Midnight Shows
,~•••"
Rocky Horror Picture Show 1\li.l•cco••u 1
ALL SEATS $4.00
Nov 15 & 17
.-=----,,..--~
The Good Father
~:fi~i;.•••,.u,
7:00pm
Swimming To Cambodia
~ 9:30pm
Nov 16
7:00pm
Swimming To Cambodia
(1 · ·
The Good Father
9:30pm
Nov HI
Oliver
7:00pm
stand By Me
9:30pm
Adm1ss1on F, '""~
Adults ( 18 a.over)
$4.00
Youths (13 to 17)
$3.50
Children (12
under) $2.50
Golden Age (65 • over) $1.00

[!!

~r,•
.....
-.---

•'"1

.• I

··I

~l~~:;ff'

~:ml.,..,•..,
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Strebel said
Strebel points to the last game as
an indication of how effective the
Lancers can be when they start to
challenge a team offensively.
"When we were hitting, they
couldn't return," he said
In that final game, the Lancers
were tied with the Warriors 8-8 until
the Warriors began to press toward
the victory.
The Lancers received solid play
from two of their powerhitters, Ed
Johnston and Greg Konrad, and like

the first contest. the team got good
fan support
However. this weekend. the Lancers head out to foreign territory, as
they must travel to McMaster and
Guelph.
Windsor has not seen either the
Marauders or the Gryphons play,
and likewise Guelph and McMaster
othing about the Lancer squad
However, Strebel is not expecting
easy matches on the weekend.
"Everybody is toughin this league,"
he said.0

Windsor"s Alternative c,nemo
804 Erie St E
Windsor Ontario

(51.9) 253-0051

-------------------- -·-

PREGNANT
AND NEEDHELP?
405 Pelissier. Windsor
254-6865
• Open 7 days

Call. ..

irtlJrigfJt
at 252-3322

•sweaters
eMasks
eFolk Art
eJewellery

•Ponchos
• Tapestries
• Mayan Pieces
ectothing

•
OR VISIT
OUR OFFICE

INTHE SKY
10% off with Student

I. D.

"FROM THE ORIGINAL TO THE EXOTIC"
( o mmun ,1' Rdc · ra ~
\ "~ r" ...... -..~a
~

,,cr,s
·\Oq,

anJ

I

q:a

e

TOLL FREE
1-800-LOVE

• Sweaters
eTapestries
ectothing
eJewellery

• Folk Art
• African Carvings

ePlants
eWhips

HANO CRAFTED 1MPOIITS FROM #,ROUND THE WORLD

300 Ouellett .. Upper (Palace Complex)
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CAMPUS REC
Registration Approaches

Be prepared for Friday January 22,
1988. That's right! Our entry deadline

By A Master Portraitist

for another semester of fun-filled intramural sports will be here before you
know it! We'll have:
Men's Volleyball
Men's Basketball
Men's Ball Hockey
Women's Ice Hockey
Women's Basketball
Co-ed Innertube Waterpolo
Co-ed Volleyball
Co-ed Badminton
Don't miss this chance to get in
shape, make friends, and have a good
time!

Family Fun Day

859 Moy Avenue
Windsor, Ontario

253-4535

Partisan fans were lined up as the
kicks began. The Law team shot first
and hit the post, giving the Internationals
a golden opportunity. The next four
shots for each team scored, but the
Internationals' last shot missed high.
The Law team was still alive, as sudden
death shots began.
Each team missed the first shot, and
then the Law team missed again. Rob
Wilkinson then stepped up to the ball
for the Internationals, and drilled it past
the goalkeeper, to give the Internationals
the championship. Their fans poured
onto the field, and the jubilation began.
Law was gracious in defeat, and
they deserve sincere thanks from all
soccer fans for a great season. Congratulations to the victorious Internationals
on a fine season!

Men's Intramural
The Campus Recreation Program is
planning to offer a program that we feel
will be of interest to faculty, staff, and
their families. A Campus Recreation
Family Fun Day has been scheduled to
take place on Saturday. November 21 /87
from 1:00 - 3:00 p.m. in the St Denis
Centre.
Events will include beachball, oUeyball
a parent vs. child basketball game, as
well as some aquatic games. The event
is open to all University faculty. staff.
and their families, and we hope that a
good number will participate. There is
no charge to participate in the program:
however, you must register by November
13/87 if you are interested.
We hope that you will come out for
this event and guarantee a great time for
everyone! If you have any questions feel
free to contact the Campus Recreation
Hotline at Ext. 2456, or contact the
Coordinator of Campus Recreation. Prof.
Jim Weese, at Ext. 2460.

Men's Intramural Soccer

•

The

•

~T'! c"'
-;tl

Peer Counselling Centre

AS A STUDENTYOU ALREADY
HAVE A BIG LOAD TO CARRY!

We are now entering the fifth week
of play, and the playoff contenders are
showing up in the standings.
In the A division, the Geography
team has a perfect 3-0 record. with the
Pitbulls in second with a 2-1 record.
after their first defeat at the hands of the
Ukramans.
In the BI division. there 1s a four
way tie for first. between Suicidal Tendencies, Donlon Hall, Cartier Hall and
the Cody A team, all with two wins. But
not to be forgotten is the Cody B team.
whose record is a poor reflection of their,
ability.
In the final division, B2, there is also
a tie for fin.t between the Geology team.
Social Science Blues, and the Chiefs.
all with two wins.
With three weeks to play until the
Christmas Break. there will be lots of
action. as teams battle for thoseimportant
playoff spots. So if you want to see
hockey at its best come out and watch
the teams of the IMHL in action. D

With coed lobball all finished up.
congratulations are in order for the
H K Select~ Sped al fhanks lo Kathryn
Salidas for going beyond the call of dut}
and for a job well done. Thanks again
Kathryn!

Coed Volleyball

It's play as usual for all Coed Volleyball
participants. Games will be played on
Thursdays only. as per the original
schedule, so make sure you check your
game time.

The University of Windsor Campus
Recreation program offers a variety of
fitness classes. Three levels of fitness
Th e teams played two tense twenty
minutehalves.buttheywerestilldeadlocked. classes - beginners, intermediate, and
advanced - are offered daily.
The game was now forced into penalty
In addition to these classes, lowlocks.

Inquiries Welcome

Conference room "B"
University Centre or
Coll 256-0775.

Volleyball Tournament

Register now for Campus Ree. 's
Triples Volleyball Tournament. on Tue~.
Nov. 17, in the H.K. Building. from
6:30 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.
What is it? Only three people play
on each squad. We only have a men's
and women's league. Not only will it be
a challenge. but 1t will be easier to find
players.
Hurry! Form a team today! Get out
and prove to yourself that you're not
really a ··couch Potato··.

Special Events Program

Everyone! Come out and bea Campus
Ree. participant! Our program 1s open
to all full-time or part-time students,
faculty members. staff and alumm. If
you would like any additional information.
please drop in to the Campus Ree.
Office in St Denis Hall, or give us a call
at 253-4232 Ext. 2456.

Upcoming
December

Events in November &

Mini-Olympics ........
Fri., No\.. 13
(1:00 p.m .. Field House)

• Full Colour Reproductions while you wait!!
• Your choice of paper or transparency for
overhead projection, displays, overlays ,
• Digital sizing from 50-150%.
• We can meet most any Photographic need.

TOGETHERWE CAN MAKE A
DIFFERENCE

For the week of Oct 26 - Nov. I,
Jackie Finn, the competent men's lobball
referee and the qualified co-ed lobball
player,sucoessfully
gainedthe CRP.O.T.W
award
Thi s is obviously for her devout
participation with the Campus Ree
program.
In the co-ed lobball final~ Finn, of
the H.K. Selects, not only beat out an
infield single to tie the game, but she
scored the game winning run in the
bottom of the ninth.
Congratulations Jackie!

Fitness Classes

UNBELIEVABLE
TECHNOLOGY!

DON'T CARRYAROUND
YOUR PROBLEMSAS WELU

C.R.P.O. T.W.

Ice Hockey

Coed Lobball
The climax to the 1987 Intramural
Soccer League took place on Friday.
October 30. with the two top teams
slugging 1t out once more. Following a
3-2 Jossto the Law team.the Internationals
were looking to tum the score around
this time.
The game didn't start very well for
the Internationals. as the Law team
scored midway through the first half on
Hugh Campbell's goal in the comer of
the net. That goal was the lone one until
midway into the second half, when Ron
Wamer broke down the left side of the
field and crossed the ball. As the ball
headed towards the net. it floated over
the goaltender·s head and curved into
the net
With the score now tied 1- 1. the two
teams pushed for the winner, but it
didn't come. and the first overtime game
of the year began .

impact classes are also offered to fitness
enthusiasts. The differences between
the three levels are: the total length of
classtime, the length of time devoted to
each component within a class (warmup, stretching and flexibility, aerobics,
muscular strength and endurance, and
relaxation), and the intensity of each
component
A low-impact class is conducted in
the same manner as other classes, with
the stipulation that participants never
have both feet off the floor at the same
time. The "bounce" is removed. Instead
of having the momentum to help lift
your arms and legs, participants have to
do all the work. Perhaps a better muscular
workout is experienced as a tradeolT for
a reduced cardiovascular workout

BELIEVEIT!

Squash Tourney .......

Sat, Nov. 21

( 10:00am. Windsor Racquets & Fitness
Centre)
Curling Bonspiel. .......

Sat. Dec. 5

'
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RISIARCH
PAPIRI
18,278to choose from-all subjects
Save Time and ImproveYour Grades!
Order CatalogTodaywith Visa/MC 0< COO

213-477-8226~ 1

ltJ:• ........
Or. rush $2 .00 to: Reaearch Aul1tanc•

11322IdahoAve l206 ·SN LosAngeles, CA9002S

Customresearchalsoavailable-allJevels

BETTER
GRADES NOW
Straight 'A' student, Niki Rebm,
and her father Communications
Professor & International Speaker,
Norm Rebm, offer you:
• Over 50 tips /or better grades

• Quick-paced Easy Listening
• Life-long Habits for Easier
Leaming
Get this Two Casette Audio
Programme for just $19. 95

Portraiture , Wedding . Publicity
Commercial, Industrial, Product
Modelling, Composites/ Portfolios
Custom Darkroom Services
Graphic Design
252 Petisser Street
Windsor, Ontario N9A 41<2

(519)256-6166

.. .And receive a FREE Add• n •
Stac Unit for storage .
Send cheque. money order or
charge card no. ------

1
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.Earth may be on lastlegs,saysSuzuki
by Terry Moore

or the first time in recent history
we cannot expect our children
will live in a world better than
ours.
A constantdemandfor growth
and consumption in western society is causing
the destruction of the planet and we should be
malong every effort to preserve what we have
now for future generations instead of hoarding
everthin!?- for ourselves.
··You don't inherit the planet from your
fathers. you borrow it from your children."
This was the warning delivered by Dr.
David Suzuki during a lecture at McKenzie
Hall in Windsor last Thursday night to an
audience of about 150.
Suzuki, Canadian scientist made famous
by the CBC series The Nature of Thinf?S,
said the consumption patterns of the west are
incredibly wasteful and we should come to
grips with the garbage we produce.
"The world is falling at a rate of the last
e xtinction period - the dinosaurs." he said.
As evidence to thi s statement Suzuki
cited many things the planet is going to lose in
the near future as a res ult of wayward living:
- Soon there will be no more California

1

David ~u111ki

condors, wild cheetahs, rhinoceroses, or
wild Siberian tigers.
- In 30 years there will be no wilderness
left on the entire planet except litth ..
'"islands'" of wilderness left in parks.
• In 200 years 80 percent of living things
wi II be ex ti net.
- Fre s h fruits and vegetables have a higher
percenta ge of PCB s tha n the allow abl e
daily dosage.
- 80 to 90 percent of all cancer is caused
by things in the environment.

"We are the generation that can make
choices about wilderness," said Suzuki. ·• If
we can grow children who know their place in
nature. then and only then will we achieve
some kind of balance.··

Suzuki s aid that children of today raised
pred ominan t ly in citie s are taught natu re is
dirt y and di sgu stin g and dan gerous. He sa id
this development runs cou nter to human
nature.
"We are animals who depend for our

very existence on plant s and animal s. We
ha ve to reall y ask ourselves 'Do we love our
children? "'
Suz uki was a stonished by the policies of
the "jerks" who have been elected into
Canadian government, saying it is no longer
enough to g, out and vote Tory, I.Jberal, or NDP.
"It 's outrageous today that we get people
elected to office who know nothing about the
environment ," said Suzuki. He expressed
opposition to the proposed freetrade agreement
with the United States because he said it just
mean s more exploitation when we should be
conserving our resources.
"What is contemptable about the profree -traders is they are plugging our energy
resources into the insatiable U.S. appetite,"
he said. "Americans want our resources. and
our space. They want to dump their waste
here."
Suzukisaid we shoulddemandour politicians
take a stronger stance on the issue and not let
freetrade be "forced upon lL~ in an unparliamentary fash ion."
Suzuki alsosaid the government's treannent
of the nati ve people of Canada is criminal.
"T o a native person the land and the
plan ts and the animal s are the ir lives, " he
sajd. "Th ey ar e talking about a fitting in with
nature that we have lost"
cont inu ed o n page 3.

Driftnetf,shinga seriousthreatto flUlrine
ecology
VANCOUVER (CUP)-Green
peace members pr otes ted the use of
deep see driftnets by unfurling a
huge banner outside the Hotel
Vancouver during a November 3
international fisherie s meeting.
'"We wanted to get across the
message that we want driftnet fishing to be stopped.·· said Greenpeace
ocean ecology coordinator. Mike
Earl. Earl said the message wa s
equally directed at the public , the
fisheries. and the International North
Pacific
Fisheries
Commission
( I NPFCJ.
According to Greenpeace,driftnets

are indisc riminate in what they
catch. killing tens of thousands of
porpoises and dolphins. and hundreds
of thousands of sea birds each year .
Many of these driftnets are also
lost or abandoned and continue to
catch sea creatures. By the year
2000. Greenpeace says there will
be enough lost driftnets to stretch
one third of the way around the
world.
High seas· driftnets are large
panel s of monofilament plastic
webbing that are stretched open by
floats attached to the top of the
panel and weights on the bottom.

fhe driftnets stretch across the
ocean. sometimes as far as 30
kilometres.
The INPFC concerns the fishcries of the North Pacific and the
Bering Sea. and includes Canada.
Japan and the United States.
Greenpeace says IN PFC policy
is threatening marine ecology .
"The present INPFC is cornpletely ineffective as a management
tool because it doesn't limit the use
of driftnets:· said Greenpeace ocean
ecology coordinator Alan Reichman.
"It should phase out Japan's salmon
driftnet fishing ... and must act fast

to protect the marine ecology.· ·
The same da} as the protest,
federal minister of Fisherie s and
Oceans Tom Siddon. announced a
moratorium on Canada's experi mental driftnet fishery. Siddon said
he made the decision because of
high incidental catches of non-tar getted species observed during a
two year experiment.
·· An average incidental catch of
one marine mammal per day of
fishing per vessel in the Canadian
offshore fishery is unacceptable,"
Siddon said. '"Given our experience.
I believe uncontrolled __;:.._
high seas

_ ________________

driftnet fishing may impos e an
una cc eptable toll on our ocean
resource s."
Greenpeace is aJso involved in
legal action against the J apanese
rnothership salmon fishery. which
poses environmental hazards. according to an environmental impact
statement and a seven-day administrative hearing held last December .
Earl said Greenpeace would
continue to oppose driftnet fishing.
and the protests so far are ..just one
small part of a long process". D
,

_________________

Dial A Courseby 1990
by Sean Reddick

rrJ

he headache of registration
may become a thing of the
past
H ead of the registrar's
office, Frank Sm ith. and his
collegues are working on the development of
a telep hone registration system. which, if
everything ru ns smooth ly. whould be in
operation for the fall of 1990 .
The phone-in system will be a voice response set-up with a touch -to ne telephone.
The phone itself will act as a kind of keyboard
and a computer-recorded voice activated by
the touch of certain numbers on the telephone
will instruct the student on how to proceed
with the registration process.
At the same time the registar·s office is
developing what will be called a degree audit.
Instead of receiving just a summary of the
courses you have taken. the aud it will tell you
what courses you sti ll requ ire for your degree.
This information is presently only available

or a university councellor. Anyone still
requ iring personal counselling will still be
able to get it after the telephone system has
been put into operation.
The new system will be very convenient
for stude n ts who live out of town saving them
the hassle of coming back to school a week
ea rly to register. About fifty unive rsities in
the United States as we ll as the University of
Alberta already have the telep hone system.
York and Carleton are in the process of
develo p ing the system.
Bids for the contract to develop this
system at the University of Windsor have
already been taken from other universities
and software development companies. The
fina l cost is not yet available as only estimated
prices were given.
Registration this winter, however, is still
going to be time consumi ng. Pre - Christmas
registration will not take place this year
because of complaints about interrupt ion of
classes and other problems caused by the
experiment last year . So. be prepa red for all
the fun of registration. but also look forward
to a new and bette r system on the way . D

Lance phOto by Ptlll lngenlcamp

Trucks. cross ing the bridge from the U nited States to Canada, were held up for two houn
Wednesday morning by customs officia ls displeased with working conditlonL The teamsten
honked their ho rns in unison to protest the wait. see story pg. 8.

..

Thursday, Novembe r 19
- lhe Canadian Opera Company presents"Tolesof Hoffman"
at the Cleary Auditorium at 8 pm. Tickets ore $9.50 to S15.
and ovoiloble at the Box Office or by phone . 252-6579 .
Friday, Novembe r 20 • 21
- The Windsor Light Opera presents" A Christmas Carol" al
8 pm at the Cleary . Tickets are $12. for info. coll 974-6593 .

Friday, November 20 - 22
- The Detroit Rim Theatre 1spresenting : 1he Funeral. lvitelloni.
and Before Holly\',IOO(l3: Amenco in Transition.each showing
one of the three nights at 7 and 9 pm at 5200 Woodward
Ave. Detroit . Coll (313)832-2730 for more info.
- The Windsor Feminists presents "Aid Thy Neighbo( ' on
English comedy at Gino Lori Studio. 388 Pitt St. E.Tickets ore
S6 - S4 senior/students. For info. coll 256-1497 .

Lance photo t>v Phil lngenkomp

- "Malice Aforethought. The Sweet Trials" is playing at the
Theatre Company. 4001 W McNichols Rd. Detroit. Coll
(313)927-1130 for info

Unttl December 19
-"Whiste(s Play" by Howard Burman is at the Hillbery
Theatre at Coss and Hancock (Wayne State U) in Detroit .
Call (313)577-2972

Unttl November 21
- "Guilty Conscience" by Christopher Lee. at the Detroit
Center for the Performing Arts. 8041 Harper Ave. Detroit . For
info: (313)925-7138

Until December 20
-Neil Simon's "Biloxi Blues" at the Birmingham Theatre. 211
S. Woodward. Birmingham For tickets coll (313)644-3533.

SUnday, November 22
- Dept . of Porks and Recreation 1shosting Join Hands
Puppeteers of Old Sandwich performing "Woodgoblins
Giff' and "The Fox Went Out on a Chilly Nighf' at 2 pm at
Mackenzie Hall For info coll 255-7600

Tuesday, November 24
- Peter Pon visits the Cleary for 2 days Shows at 10:30 am
and 1:30 pm Tickets ore $3 at the Cleary Box Office
Until November 27
- "Tom Jones" adapted for the stage by John Mornson. at
the Attic Theatre. West Grand Blvd. & Third For info. call
(313)875-8284 .
Until November 29
-"Dear Lia(' a comic-drama adapted from the corresponden:::ed Geore ElemardShc:MtandMs. Patnci<Corrpbellat
Meadowbrook Theatre. Ookland Univ.. Rochester Fortickets
and info. call 377-3300

Unttl December 27
- "Glengarry Glen Ross" the pulitzer Prize play by David
Mamet at Detroit Repertory Theatre. For info. call868-1347.
9-5 weekdays
SOCIALS

First Sunday, Every Month
- Foends of the C.ourtpresents Sunday Matinees 1nMackenzie
Hairs Court Auditorium. Entertainment for All! For info call
252-6855 o; 972-1160

ARTS

Unttl December 4
-Anachronisms - printings on paper by Wayne Staples . At
Lebel Gallery. School of Visual Arts. U. of W.
Thursday, November 19
-Artcite features lain Baxter from Vancouver ThisVisitor in
the Arts Guests Lecturer is at 7 pm at the U of W Coll 9776564 for more info.

Unttl November 29
- Artcite features the photography of Bix Burkhart and
Marl< Florian of Calgary Each deal with the properties of
light from an individual aesthetic standpoint Call 9776564 for more info.
MISCELLANEOUS

Friday, November 20
-Iona College presents "Aging ...lt's Everyone's Future"
between 9:30 am and 4 pm.
Thursdays Until December 3
- Iona College presents a course 1n the Old Testament
from 7-9 pm at 208 Sunset.
Until December 9
- Dr Francis Schaffe(s film series "How Should We Then
Live·· will be shown every Wed at 9 pm 1n the N Lounge
behind the Urnv Centre Desk.
Tuesdays
- Campus Alcoholics meets from 12:30
Ontario Room of Vanier Hall

2 pm 1n the

Thursdays
- Fall Sessions 1n Spintuality - 7:30 pm at Assumption Univ
"Women 1nTransition - a Womens Bible Study r-ac1htators
ore Leanne Kloppenborg and Sam Lucier Call973 -7034 for
info.

YOUR TOTAL ENTERTAINMENT
•
SPOT
•

Open
7pm-1pm
Mon-Sat
(519)254-1234

No Cover With
Student I.D.
Must be 19 or older to enter
Shooters?-More than 30 flavours!
Watch-NBA-NHL on BIG Screen

'

Book Your New Year's Eve Party Now!
Call for more information.

•

• ••
•

•

Salvador's
problemshavenorthernconnection

Assignmentopenedhis eyes,saysfotOg
by Margaret Slavik
"Birth and death aren't important.
it is the time you spend in between " .
Thi s is a common saying of the
Salvadoran people who have endured
a century of political violence and
economic tunnoiJ at the hands of a
corrupt oligarchi c government and
foreign economic domination.
Windsor Star photographer,
Derek DeBono presented a slide
show describing his recent trip to El
Salvador as a free-lance photographer
for Newsweek and the NewYork

Times
.. .

" 1 first became familiar with the
situation in El Salvador when 1wa s
assigned to cover a Salvadoran
refugee hunger strike in Toronto.
The strike was meant to bring atten tion to their plight "
DeBono said the ass ignment
sparked interest in a port of the
world he admitted he was ignorant
of.

"1 had no idea where El Salvador
was, I thought it was an island" he
said.
DeBono said the situation in El
Salvador must be viewed from a
historical point of view.
"If you ask American politician s
when problems started. they would
say in 1979. when they entered the
country (on a large scale). If you
ask a Salvadoran when the problems
started, he will say in J 932. when
American-backed president Maritnez
killed 30,000 Salvadorans," he said
The "Matanza" as the Salvadorans call the massacre, sparked a
civil war in which U.S. President
Hoover ordered Martinez to "crush
any guerilla resistance against the
government.''
·
Among those crushed was the
resistance leader, Farabunoo Marti.
Marti's legacy remains an integral
part of the resistance movement
today. The FMLN (Farabundo
Marti National Liberation Army)
· fighting a guerilla war to end
decades of political rule dominated
y the economic and military elite.

"Whenever anyone of importance
is killed, the death squads take
credit for it, they are not shy" he
said .
''He claimed he left politics
when he was defeated in the election
but don't believe it" he said.
De Bono described the elections
as "very organized'' as the result of
government -issued "sedulas." Sedulas are identification cards which
allow an individual to vote. However
if you do not vote your card is not
stamped you could be arrested as a
subversive.
"The guerillas burned their sedulas because they give the government legitimacy" he said.
De Bono travelled with both the
military as well as the FMLN while
in El Salvador.
"When you reach the age of 18
you have three choices, either you
join the army. the guerillas, or
become a refugee " he said. "If you
don 't inake that choice, it is made
for you."
··When kids join the military
they receive respect and attention.
They love killing Communists" he
said.
DeBono described situation s in
the rural area s where the military
would occup y the village~ durin g
the day. and the guerillas would
come in at night when the military
left
"The guerillas brought a T.V.
and V. C.R and used these to educate
the villagers about their cause and
thus win support" he said.
Although the Salvadoran government receives$426 million annually
from the U.S. government, the military has yet to even put a dent in the
insurgence forces.
"I can't tell you how exhausting
it is for the army, they just can't
keep up with the guerillas" he said.
In addition to money, the U.S.
is also providing the Salvadoran
government with military advisors.
"The U.S. military doesn't like
to be seen by the media, especially

photographers. It is very hard to
gain access to American military
personnel. When I went into the
barracks they would scatter" he
said.
' 'The guerillas have a lot of
support, but there is no way for the
people to demonstrate it" he said.
DeBono showed slides of the
1984 Salvadoran election in which
Jose Napolian Duarte was elected
president Although Duarte is viewed
as a moderate by conservatives and
"has a very good image abroad" his
political opponents regard him as

too soft on the insurgents.
Duarte's Christian Democratic
Party's strongest critic is Roberto
D' Aubisson who leads the rightwing party supported by the economic
elite. Sometimes described as a
fanatic fascist, D' Aubisson organized
paramilitary units called "death
squads" who.5eaim DeBono described
as " carrying out assassinations on
whoever they feel is not I 00 per
cent behind the military or oligarchy...
The government is attempting
to "repopulate" the deserted villages
and is receiving support from the

,1, indor S1ar ph otograph e r Derck D eBono explained hi s experiences
group at Jona College.

peasants. DeBono, however pointed
out that land reform is what is really
necessary.
"The oligarchs see the whole
issue ofland reform as Communism''
he said.
In addition, the military objects
to repopulation because they see it
as providing the guerillas with resources they can draw from and
build their forces. "There are two
ways to fight a guerilla war - creating
refugeecam~ and d."Stroying
villages"
he said. O

in El Salvador to a

&1/vadorian
universityseekshelp
EDMONTON (CUP)- The University of El Salvador is seeking "sisterly
support" from North American
institutions to rebuild its campus.
Professors Luis Roberto Reyes
and Elena Maribel Rosales of the
University of El Salvador met with
students and university officials at
the University of Alberta recently
to discuss the plight of the San
Salvadorean institution.
In 1980, military forces stormed
the university during the military
coup, looting buildings, burning
books and destroying university
property. The institution was closed

European governments at the time.
which went toward building chemistry and physics laboratories.
In 1986, disaster struck the
university again when an earthquake
shook the campus and damages
levelling 70 per cent of the buildings.
and many faculty members fled the
country.
When military occupation of
the university ended in 1984,
administrators and faculty returned
to deal with the estimated $15
million dollars in damages.
Reyes said the university received
$5 million in assistance from

.. After the earthquake,·· said
Reyes, "we called it the university
that wouldn't die."
Reyes said the El Salvadorean
government is neither willing nor
able to provide the funds required
to rebuild the school.
"We are in a situation where we
are forced to seek outside funding,··
he 5aid.
··The University of Alberta has
not committed itself to any longterm or large-scale funding projects, ..
said Fred Judson. an assistant professor of Political Science at the
University of Alberta. D

Rainforestsneedpreservation

'

The corner of Sunset and Rlvenide is looking a little bare lately . Wake Hou se and Laud
House, Canterbury College residences housing students since 1967 and l 975 respectively, were
(eveled last week. The college plans to replace the houses with a new building.

continued from page J.
saving. a percentage of their natural areas.
There are three things Suzuki suggested British Columbia saves only five percent he
we do to get back on the track to a better said.
The final step is realizing who the
environment.
First, we have to decide that large regions preditors are on the planet and
pressure for a change in policy. The
of wilderness are worth saving.
··we have a brain," Suzuki said and are "thebig20th century (resource) ,.,,...,,......,....,
"Japan is raping the planet,"
because of this "we invented a thing caJled
the future. Because we have a future we "1t·s a country out of synch with nature ...
Suzuki said his theorieson the Pn•Llin"ll\n"IPnl
choose what kind of future we will have."
The second step is setting up a re-foresta- are not accepted on a wide scale by some
tion policy. Thousands and thousands of his peers.
"What I've told you is so far out in
acres of Canadian forest are cut down and
not replanted. Worse than this is the destruc- field I am crazy, I am a loony-tune," he said .
Suzuki has just written a bookon his
.tion of the world's rainforests, a major supplier
experiences called Metamorphosis, and
of oxygen on the planet.
"It takes55 square feet of1ropical rainforest plugged it for the first half of the lecture.
The book "gave me the opportunity
to make one ham!Surger patty'' for Harvey's
or McDonald's, Suzuki said. Fast food restaur- describe through my life some of the things
ants are finding they can produce cheaper found important" He does this through
beef in underdeveloped countries. causing chronology of life experiences ranging
his three years of childhood spent in
the destruction of large portions of rainforest
We have to buy back and preserve at least Canadian concentration camp during
: 10 percent of the rainforest throughout the seoond world war ( a discussion
world Suzuki said. Acres of forest are just to his years as host of The Nature
$25 each. and environmental groups are (a lesson in humility).
Suzuki ended his day signing thebooks
getting together to try to buy back this
the extra-long line of people on whom
important resource, he said
t9,
$ODlC impact D
He said many countries have a policy of mana~
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Natureof Thangs
This is serious. Over the course of the last week a
series of (seemingly) unrelated events transpired
that have to do with nothing less than the end of the
world.
Through abuse of our environment, as was soundly
brought home to us through visiting lecturer David
Suzuki last week, we are destroying our lake systems,
wreaking irreversible havoc with wildlife, and rapidly
depleting our limited natural resources- including
our oil fields, mines, and most importantly, as intoned
by Suzuki, our forests. Last week also saw the
demolition of two of our former campus houses, the
Laud, and the Wake, in order to pave way for the
construction of yet another building.
And perhaps even closer to home. the fire that
cost us a burned-out stall and porcelain inhabitation,
was strangely enough, ruled to be simply a prank.
Suzuki was quiet on both the house and toilet
issues, and we assume that he probably would have
remained so, although he declined an interview
with the Lance and a chance for further pontification
on our dire ecological crisis. What he did do was
plug his new book, which might leave one to question
the motives of his speaking tour. It is to educate and
inform the unaware to the dangers our environment
is in? Is it, indeed, to reach the greatest number of
people in order to focus a larger scale attention to
environmental woes? Would it not seem then that
an interview or story in such a widely circulated
forum such as the Lance, read largely by and educated
audience, be an ideal way to spread this important
issue to an even greater number that those who
attended his lecture?
The answer must indeed be money , as it usually
is. and Mr. Suzuki must be more interested in this
than he is in spreading information. And the key to
the money is his book. The more he sells, obviously,
the more he makes. The higher the book climbs on

the all-important best seller's list, the more people
are attracted to it, the more it is purchased. Ad
infinitum.
And of course if the book becomes as massive as
Mr. Suzuki hopes, it can be re-printed. The ultimate
irony here of course is that for every new edition of
Suzuki's book published, anotherforest goes down.
Now, Suzuki must be aware of this, as he is of our
dwindling foliage. So planning for the future forests
to be specifically available for the umpteen reprints
of the runaway best seller Suzuki sensation must
be in order. And here's where the seemingly unrelated
incidents meld into a diabolically clever scheme of
environmental welfare and upkeep.
A well-grown forest demands tender care and a
constant supply of water, sunlight and fertilizer. And
as every farmer knows, human manure is the most
rich in vital plant nutrients and vitamins - he also
knows the rarity of such manure. And it is rare.
So how does one obtain enough human manure
to sustain a forest? The elimination of other distribution centres. Most feces is delivered straight into
the lakes of this country, there to disappear without
realizing its full potential. It makes perfect sense to
eliminate the lowly toilet in order to build up a huge
supply of this marvelous manure - due to ber
buried - and the toilet elimination has begun.
Last week - case in point. Two houses chock
full of the things. ground up and cemented over.
One torched, perhaps symbolically. as a message
of the onslaught to come. If he plays his cards
correctly, Mr. Suzuki will be starting a massive
"back-t<rthe-woods" ecolog1calization program. the
clean-up of our major water systems. and the refoliat,on of vast ares of over-exploited wasteland.
and still have enough copies of his book to supply
everyone's needs.
Serious, indeed. Thank you, Mr. Suzuki.

THE BLOODBOIL

KEVIN JOHNSON

Johnsonposits thematicnarcissism,onlookersin disbelief
As I sat down to write this week's space-filler. I considered ranting
about hov. cruel we are to the animal world, how thoughtless we are in
our v.holesale destruction. pennissable only because so few actually
witness the torture and slaughter.
Nah.
I caught a glimpse of a crucifix, and almost wrote a column on the
way religion pell)etuates a basic immaturity in society, but reminded
myself it's been done.
·
How about a column on hockey'! On autumn? On my Marxism
class? All these suggested themselves, but none inspired me to take
pen in hand and have at it
How about that rhyming column I started a couple weeks ago?
There was a reason I never finished it
Maybe one on poker? On cooking? On David Suzuki? Or perhaps
Canadian political content-Meech Lake or something?
This might be the time for the one that's been there all the tim-the
denunciation of the cult of moderation. Again, no.
The plight of the homeless, the food crisis caused by over-supply
in a starving world, a critique of waste as a primary product of
consumerist capitalism-all led down that slippery slope to the neverpopular Marvist tirade.
Ally short story I might compose in this frame of mind would need
be of the horror genre, in which instance it'd be better submitted to
Sanplnaria.
Good god, not another one on SAC. I'd rather leave the space
blank than display such an absolute lack of imagination. Good god
I dare say last week's piece was a bit self-indulgent Still, some
folks allowed as how it was amusing; really, I can't ask for much more.
It sure as anything was better than this week's. This bit about what I
shan't write is one of the oldest cop-outs in the world.
Of course, I can always justify it as an effort to let the plebes get an
idea of the creative processes at work. Not that fm a genius or
anything. I've always considered myself something of a hack. "As
long as it gets me where I want to go," that's my credo.
But oflast week's bit, the feedback I got most often referred to my

current celibacy I wonder ... did I make my point at all! I may have
assumed too much im my Judgement of the readership of the Lance.
Maybe my oh-so-subtle condemnation of commercialism and consumerism went over their heads.
Oil. right As if you're so superior.
On the other hand, I shouldn't take any chances. Remember
people criticizing the fashion column as a waste of space? It seems a
lot of folks just don't get it This space is purely for my own pleasure. If
by accident. I should make someone else smile, or even think. that's
bonus.
Am I wrong? Should I be using this opportunity for proselytizing?
Even my serious stuff has been just me spouting off, without much
effort to convert others. Let's give it a go, shall we? Let's shall.
What's the topic, then·! The nature of freedom? The liberal lie?
The spectre haunting the West? Whatever shall I use for my first
attempt to win people over to the revolution?
Let's see ... United States imperialism? This really is a gem, since
we all experience it every day, and Canadians just love to be selfrighteous about it But. heck. everything I write Uust about) and
pretty near everything I say is a condemnation of U.S. imperialism. I
was hoping for something fresh.
Wait a second, am I on that what-fm-not-gonna-wri~about-kick
again? Because if I am, I won't stand for it
Now you' re done it, Johnson. Yeah. you let them have a look at the
creative process. By now. they think they're looking at a complete
loon. How are they supposed to take·you seriously when you act like
su eh a schmuck from Planet Bizarro, in print yet?
The Ant and the Grasshopper
(Note: the ant is a member of the oppressed class, the
g,rassbopper is a member of the oppressor class. For land and
pJants, substitute the means of production. Then you will undel$land
whereof I speak.)
All summer long. the responsible little ant worked her butt off,
gathering food for the long winter that lay ahead. Meanwhile, the lazy
old grasshopper just danced and played and generally had a good time.

(Substitute: sat around and took trips to the French Riviera and
played polo.)
At last winter came. and the ant retired with her family to the
warmth of their nest One day, the grasshopper hopped up to their
door.
"Give me food right now." said the grasshopper.
"Why should I'?" replied the ant "You danced and played all
summer while I worked, so I guess it's your tough luck."
''Yeah, right. as if," laughed the grasshopper. "I own the land and
the plants. so cough up what may he 1.irmed the surplus value of vour
labour power." (If you get my drift.)
·
The ant grew angry. "I worked the land, grew the plants. and
harvested the food. I don't see how you deserve one bit of it"
"Well," said the grasshopper. "Possession is nine-tenths of the
law, and I won the land, so you have to support me. That's what made
this country great"
"Great for you. maybe," the ant said "I possess the food now, so
we'll see who the law favours."
The grasshopper fetched his friend, the beadle ( not a misspelling,
a pun.)Together they made sure the law was fairly applied, and the
beadle took what was owed to the grasshopper and turned it over to
him.
But as they started to leave, the ant called the grasshopper back.
"If I don't work next summer, you'll go hungry," she said.
"There are plenty of other ants," the grasshopper said.
"What if none ofus work? What ifwe all refuse to grow food for
you?" (Note: the ant is discussing a general strike.)
The grasshopper turned a little green. Then he spat a stream of
tobacco juice onto the ground. "Why should they all agree?" he asked.
"Because we know we are strong only if we work as one," said the
ant ( Sound like union talk, don't it?)
"Sounds like union talk.'' the grasshopper sneered. "Good luck.
Red ants, black ants, tailors and carpenters and anny, all in one
group? You'll never do it·· Then he left. his friend beadle in tow.
"We have more in common with each other than we have with
you." said the ant. and she worked all winter long. .. D

Racismdefinedby dominantculture'sstandards
speaking Indian band or group of bands, were
living in Nova Scotia when Europeans first
began to settle there"; and "When white
explorers first came to the Nova Scotia
region in the early 1500's, they found Micmac
Indians living there. These Indians were the
earliest known settlers in Nova Scotia. They
fished along the coast in the summer, and
hunted moose and caribou in the forests in
winter."
Now let's see. John Cabot claimed Nova
Scotia for England. He was probably under
the assumption that these Micmacs did not
own or possess the territory under some
system of ownership. He probably thought
that they didn't speak his language and would
therefore not appreciate property ownership.

by Wilson Plain
The Donald Marshall Inquiry is now
focusing on the question whether racism
exists in Nova Scotia and more particularly
around the Cape Breton Island district of
Sydney and North Sydney.
In a recent Globe and Mail article of
November 2 titled, "Racism Alive, AJl Two
Well, N.S. Indians Say" the writer described
"a culture of poverty" not unlike social
scientist Oscar Lewis.
The MicmocJndian.5
liviog on the Membertou
Reserve share the only thing common in their
community - coping with racism they say
causes many undesirable social situations
and conditions.
Under the general conditions of poverty
they cite high unemployment, dependence on
social assistance and a perceived lack of
acceptance by non-Indians in the adjacent
town. As evidence of the lack of acceptance
the Micmacs relate how only a handful of
their members work in town. ·
Being a student with considerable curiosity
I asked myself why racism may exist.
My best clues come from the reference
section of the Leddy Library. Why did I look
there? I wanted to find out more about the
Micmacs who lived on Cape Breton Island
before any Europeans.

In particular I wanted to find out if there is
some historical basis of bad feelings between
the two cultures. What did the Micmacs do to
become isolated. I don't know.
However, I'll share with you what I found
in three encyclopaedias: Britannica, Vol.8,
Micropedia at p.808; ~ollier's , Vol.17 at
p.692; and The World Book. Vol.14 at
p.440t.
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Respectively these state "Originally settled
by the Micmac Indians...( it, Nova Scotia)...was

sighted in 1497 by John Cabot who claimed
it for England": "The Micmac, an Algonkian-
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Dear Editor:
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Secondly it is admitted that the Micmacs
were living in the area when Europeans
began to settle there. What does this statement
say? It says that "living " was the same as
existing (like animals) but that Europeans
.. settled". This of course means that Europeans
were organized or civilized. Therefore they
'\took' ' land which was not '·settled".
Thirdly, the "Indians were the earliest
known settlers". By settle, the writer explains
that they fished along the coast and hunted
moose and caribou. Of course this type of
settlement was not the same as European
settlement It was inferior.
Now I understand. Racism's expressions
can be implicit as well as explicit.
There is a basis for the common feeling of
the Membertou Reserve. The source of racism
comes from one of the dominant society's
greatest tools - the encyclopaedias.
It seems to me that as long as the picture
painted by the encyclopaedias is painted in a
certain way racism will continue to exist.

-
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&i's depictionof the environmental
apocalypse

It is not my custom to respond to articles
that are incorrect in the Lance, however,
since there are many errors/omissions and
inaccuracies in the letter to the editor written
by Alan Jones, President of the Graduate
Student Society (November 5 issue) I feel
compelled to set the record straight.
At the August 26/87 meeting of the
University Centre Advisory Board ( UCAB)
( the Graduate Society President is a member
and was present at this meeting), there was a
very long discussion regarding the University
Centre fee and office space for 0.P. U.S. and
G.S.S. After many opinions. suggestions and
inquiries, a motion was passed UNANJMOUSLY"Whereas due to the continuing financial
deficit of the University Centre, the full-time
student University fee should be increased
appropriately at the recommendation of the
U.C.A.B. "...
"The fuH-time student University Centre
semester fee be increased effective Sept '88
to $15.00, that any surplus funds be returned
for use by the Unive~ity Centre in or for
renovations, expansions and/ or programming
as outlined in the Finance Management
and Operations Committees' reports of
August 1987."

and also
"The G.S.S. establish a business office
location in office 102."
How Alan Jones came to the conclusion
he did - ·'Dave McMurray decided that
$15 .00 per semesterwouldservethe University's
interests better" · is beyond comprehension;
did he not remember being at the U. C. A.B.
meeting of August 26th and casting his vote in
support of the motion with the rest of the
members? Did he forget the way the committee tried to accommodate the G. S.S. with
regard to office space in the Centre? Has he
also forgotten that he himself at this same
meeting proposed the following"that the office allocated to the G.S.S. in
Item 4 of the motion be given over to CJAM
radio in light of their space needs and since
G.S.S. did already have a University house.
albeit away from the centre of the campus"?
Ifhe has forgottenthese issues and propooals,
I believe the Graduate Student Society should
question Mr. Jonesrehis"convenientmemory",
and send a new representative to the next
U.C.A.B. meeting(November24/87) to find
out the truth of this matter.
Truthfully yours,
Shirley Chapman
Secrets · U.C.A.B.

'CroleysaysSuzuki a goodguy; environmentgoingto hell
I
1

David Suzuki is a swell guy. I hope this
lweek's editorial does not give the impression
'the Lance is not concerned about environmental issues or dislikes David Suzuki's or his
approach to them, it is not meant to. In fact,
several of us trotted over to McKenzie Hall
to bear him speak last Thursday evening.
After plugging his autobiographical book,
Metamorphosis, Suzuki brought his audience
to a standing ovation after addressing a range
of environmental issues.
I would bet that most people would agree
th(lt we have pushed our planet to the brink of
a serious en vironrnental crisis. Some other
close observers, on the other hand, would say
we've already passed the point of no return.
But as Suzuki pointed out, if we do not act
1
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now our children and grandchildren might be
witnesses to the death of a once-thriving
planet. He quoted an old North American
Indian saying which demonstrates their reverence they had for the Earth's land and
waters: We do not inherit the earth from our
ancestors - we borrow it from our children.
If this sounds cheesy consider the carnage
the planet has endured over the last couple of
hundred years.
The Industrial Revolution accelerated
human economic activity to the feverish pace
of resource exploitation we now demand
( and was the root cause of many a military
conflict in the process), separating human
activity from the well-being Earth itself in a
universe for the most void of life.

The result are the "wealthiest" societies
in history, which is all good and well if you
happen to livein the First World Unfor1llnately,
the vast majority of the world live on a far
lower standard than do we. Man y, including
millions in our own hemisphere, rely on a few
crops or commodities, many of which are
controlled by northern multi-national corporations.
Suzuki pointed to impoverished fanners
in Latin America who raise cattle on land
cleared by multinationals, pushing tropical
rainforest the way of the dinosaurs.
Witness the carnage the Earth has endured:
widespread emissions of chemical carnage
through the air, in the water, over the land,
and we now hear the Pentagon's enthusiasm

over extending the arms race to outer space.
We demand staggering withdrawal of natural
resources to fuel our insatiable consumptionmad economies. Emissions from smokestacks
cause death to forests and lakes in Europe
and North America in the form of acid rain.
We are running out of landfills for our
poisonous waste, which is produced faster
than we can bury or burn it The cumulative
effect of burning fossil fuels and whole forests
for quick-fix "progress" is raising the Earth's
temperature through the "Greenhouse effect'',
while also seriously effecting the production
capacity of oxygen on this planet.
politicians to act today. No more lip service
or "stu dies" to push these issues to the
background. It's time to pay.
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Introducing
BRIAN Mc~ \!\1 \R \

Vitamins,wrinklesand
Montezuma'sRevenge
by Or. W. Wren, M.O.
and Marg Aubry. R.N.

I

THIS IS ADDICTION A WARENESS WEEK. TRY HUGS. NOT
DRUGS

. _-,/ ,

Q.lam planning a trip to Mexico

859 Moy Avenue
Windsor, Ontario

253-4535

at Christmas. What foods should l
avoid'? I do NOT want to get Montezuma ·s Revenge.
A. Water is usually the culprit
and if it has not been adequately
treated. can cause diarrhea. We
would suggest using bottled water.
with the seal not broken. both to
drink and clean your teeth as well as
avoiding drinks diluted with water
or ice cubes. Peel all raw fruits and
vegetables.If acute diarrhea continues
for more than 48 hours. consult a
physician. BON VOYAGE.
Q.1 heard that a girl could
become pregnant if she had unprotected sex on the last day of her
period. l don't believe it.
A. Believe it. it is true. Sperm
are known to live up to one week. If
the last day of the period is day 6-7
of the cycle. this brings us to day 13
or 14 and - BINGO.
Q. Will large doses of Vitamin
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Q. We know smoking cause s
cancer. but a cosmetic saleslady
told us that it is worse than the su,,

1

j....:,..J.....1~--Liil.... • .. •
C cure Aids'!
A. Vitamin C does many things
but curing Aids 1snot one of them. It
has been said that people who take
large doses of Vitamin C have the
"most expensive urine in the world...
It is a water soluble vitamin and any
excess is passed in the urine.

an adverse effect on the skin. We're
glad you know that smoking increases
your risk of getting cancer of the
lungs. mouth. tongue and throat. If
you are considering QUITIING.
there are group sessions available
through Health Services.
Q. My periods are very irregular
( usually every three months). When
my period does come I have severe
headaches and cramping. Is there
any medication that will help or will
I have to see a doctor 1
A. Man) women experience irregular periods. Some women have
periods every three weeks whereas
for others. a nonnal cycle could be
every six weeks or perhaps even 1
every two or three months. We r,
would suggest that you see youri
doctor to rule out any abnormalitv 1
and he would probably prescribe ~
medication for vour cramps.

"HAVE A NICE DAY".

1

Ru ggers* Sweats* Shorts
Knapsacks*Softbreifcases
All With Official University of Windsor
15°/o Student Discounts

.,;~~~~~~Ji.
o,,n,.sony?:£st
SQ.Dr,s• ~
Wepli!y alongwith you.

Insignia

5909 Wyandotte E. (2 blocks from Jeffersoni 945-3434
Mon-Thurs 9-6 Fri 9-9 Sat 9-5. Visa, Mastercard & American Express.
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SAC NEWS
by Scott Ingram
The following is a summary of
proceedingsfrom SAC's WednesdaJ;
Noi•ember 1 I meeting:
• A legal report was made to c.ouncil
in an 'in camera' session of the
meeting detailing progress on court
action against former SAC presidents
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis and Kevin Williams. Council asked for a direct
report from SAC lawyer Doug Phillips and he will be present at the
next meeting.
• Campus police representatives
asked SAC council to support them
in this year's Goodfellow Drive.
• Attempts to change SAC bylaws
to allow the chairperson of the
newly founded freshman committee
to become a voting member of
councilfailed Councildecided against
"democratization beyond our control."
Only 50 out of 2000 freshmen this
year are taking part in the c.ommittee
and council member Jim Silvestra
said other special interest groups
will want a vote on council if this
small group was given one. Council
did vote to allow the chair of the
freshman committee to become an
ex-officio. non-voting representative
of the organization on council.
• By-laws dealing with SAC members' contractual d~
were strengthened to avoid c.onflict of interest
within the c.orporation. SAC executive and cabinet are now forbidden
to enter employment with any affiliate of the organization.
• A call for an affirmative action
~peakers list ( alternating between
r'nale and female speakers no matter
o/hat the order of acknowledgement
by the speaker) failed
, 'The forecast budget of SAC and
the Student Media Corporation for
the 1987-88 school year was accepted without debate.
International Students' Commisf•oner Shairoz Ramji asked SAC to
support a report asking the University
restart their program of providing

r.

~--

free shuttle service from the airport
and the train station. Ramji's report
to council also included a request
for hospital insurance for foreign
students . These students have to
pay between $15 and $75 for one
visit to the doctor. She said the
University of Halifax forbids enrolment without a hospital insurance
plan. SAC adopted her report.
• Peer Counselling Centre co-ordinator Sheila Bordman-Lee said the
centre is losing space because of
the recent renovations. She said the
centre has 13 counsellors and 15
occasional voh;nteers and the Bacchus alcohol program. Bordman Lee said over 150 students have
made use of the service this year
and those who come in the future

~
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may be compromised because the
newly installed 'sound proof walls
are easy to hear through creating
loss of c.onfidentiality. SAC adopted
a plan to meet Bordman-Lee's specifications.

YOUNEED
ftiORETHANAN
APPLETO PLEASE

• Ahnost$44,<XX>
has been requested
by clubs for special events funding,
but there is only $6,500 budgeted
for this area of operations. A funding
formula which allocates fundsaccording to club membership was adopted
by council as a compromise to the
situation. Vice-president communications Chris McIntyre said this
funding is not restricted to SACratified clubs. "If Mr. Gorbachev
asked for money for the communist
party he could get it," he said. D

THE TE."ACJ\ER..

OFS lobbiesgovernment
TORONTO ( CUP) - The annual
Queen's Park student lobby session
run by the Ontario Federation of
Students has received mixed reviews
from its participants.
The lobby session. which took
place October 22 to 25 brought
delegates from universities across
Ontario to the provincial legislature
to lobby politicians on student issues
st•ch as affordable housing, student
assistanceand accessto po.st-secondaiy
institutions.
Dave Filion, president of Laurentian University student council said
the OFS provided delegates with
lobby kits that encouraged them to
outline the problems but not solutions.
'"You can tell (the MPPs) all
the problems in the world but if you
can't offer them solutions, they're
just not going to know," complained
Filion.
Ted Carlton, president of the
University of Waterloo's student
council, agreed that for delegates
unfamiliar with the issues, the session
had its problems.
"There is a temptation to start
,;peaking on all of them at once and

I agreethat canbe counter-productive.·•
he said." It does make it very tough
when an MPP turns around and
says "what would you do'?" and
they may not have any answers
themselves ...
Sheena Weir. chair of the OFS,
admitted there could have been
more suggestions of solutions in the
package but also said the federation
did not expect so many first-time
delegates.
"We might need more prep
time for new people next year,"
agreed Weir, adding that despite
the inexperience of some delegates
the lobby session "went reasonably
well."
Weir said dele2ates were supposed
to present MPPs with only some of
the issues suggested by the OFS.
"The concept we were trying to
put across is that you· re not supposed
to be flying stats at politicians.
you're supposed to draw on your
local experience to c.omplement
what we do on an ongoing basis."
Filion said he and anot her member of his student council concentrated
on informingMPPsabout the problems
students face in residence and the
co ntinued on page 9.

All ypur typing needs!
Agreements. announcements, bulletins,
catalogues. d1ssertions, essays, flyers,
labels, letters and memos. mail merges,
manuscripts, menus, resumes, small business bookkeeping, theses, transcription.
We offer-disc storage capability, efficient service (fast turnaround time). highest
quality laser printing at affordable prices,
p ic k up a nd de livery serv ice. free consultations. student and faculty rates.

734-1400 ( Maria)
736- 7669 (Sherry)

~s tudents'
Adm inistrative
Council

Word Creations.

MEET
THE S.A.C.

A S.A.C. information forum will
, be held on Monday, November
'23 at one ·o'clock in the Blue
Room (2nd floor University Centre
next to Ambassador Auditorium).
All students are encourage to
attend. Meet your S.A.C. rep.
TWO
MEDIUM
PIZZAS and ask questions.
For further information contac t
BUY ONE PIZZA . . .
I
12!:Tal
GET ONE FREE!
I
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Special

by David Cozac

University
Offer!!

he wonders of the
universe were presented to a sizable
crowd at Erie Hall
Friday, Nov. 13,
by noted author on the subject of
astronomy, Terence Dickinson. He
gave an insightful presentation on
everything from the Earth to faraway worlds located at the very
edges of our universe.

With Specific Stylist
PLUS 20% off all other hair
services

Dickinson began with the planet
nearest to the Earth, Venus. Although
it is comparable in size, Venus
contrasts sharply other characteristics of our planet Venus· atmosphere has gone through the so-

Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.

0

NOW OPEN SUNDAY 12-5
Bring Your Coupon

n110

ever lasted more than one hour.
Mars'surface contains two polar
caps and many huge craters and
channels. Some of these channels,
Dickinson said, were "almost certainly caused by flowing waters,·
leaving the door open for further
exploration of the planet.
He said by 1990 the Soviet
Union will have an unmanned vehicle

551 Pelissier St
973-4977

called ·Greenhouse Effect', where
the burning of fossil fuels emit
carbon dioxide, making for vastlj
increased heat on the planet This
is something of present concern for
us on Earth. Dickinson said Venus
was a planet no person would want
to even visit as one would be" simultaneously broiled. asphyxiated. and
pressure-cooked." As a result of
the extreme heat no exploration
vehicle that ever went to Venue has
on one of Mars' moons. Phobos. to
examine the surface. The Soviet
Union and United States have no
plans for exploration to Mars itself.
Dickinson said. They have "the
technological feasibility to do it
now ... he said, "but the political
will isn't there." Dickinson said
landings will eventually happen because it is human nature to continually want to explore new worlds.

405 Pellss,er. winasor
254-6865
• Open 7 days

ePoncho s
eTap estries
• Mayan Pieces
e Clothing

• sweaters
eMa sks
eF olk Art
•J ewellery

IN THE SKY
10% off with Student
"FRO M THE ORIGINAL

• Sweaters
eTapestries
•clothing
eJewellery
HANO CRM'TEO

I. D.

TO THE EXOTIC"

• Folk Art
• African Carv ing s
ePtants
eWhip s

Aplacewherethepossibilityof
life once existed is Jupiter's moon,
Europa Dickinson said with its icy
sul>-surface in certain areas Europa
might have had oceans with a small
warm region and therefore some
organic life contained within them.
It is an interesting concept and one
Dickinson said will cause much
further analysis.
The Milky Way galaxy alone
takes well over one hundred thousand
light years to travel across, and the
likelihood of other world having life
forms is an enticing proposition to
many astronomers. Because of this
vastexpanseofourwtiverse,Dickinson
said people will continue to ask,
"who's out there?"
Dickinson ended his presentation
with a discussion on how the universe
might have been created. There

wasthewi~ely-regarded'Big~ang'
theory, which purported the universe
grew out of an atomic reaction and
continued to become larger. According to this theory the "universe
was once the size of a baseball," he
said. "We (the Earth) were in
there," probably the size of an
atomic nucleus. He also spoke of
the Inflationary Universe Theory,
the central idea being the creation
of our universe could only be explained if billions of others were
created at the same time. The question
of how 'it all began' may never be
answered, but, Dickinson said ijy
having these challenges researc'ltd
and contemplated, the field of
omy will always be "a subject of
endless fascination'' to him, and to
many others. D
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Keepon honkin'
by Lance News Staff
Canada customs staff say they
need better facilities to do their
jobs-and students are losing sleep
over the issue.
But it's not because students in
Windsor residences have been
keeping all-night vigils in support of
the workers· demands. it's the truck
drivers· team marathon horn-blowing
tactics that keep them from dreamland.
Drivers are facing up to two
hours delay on the Canadian side of
the bridge, which is why they've
decided to let their air lioms do
their talking for them. Customs
workers are protesting the need for
better booths and examinations area
by slowing down traffic entering
Canada.
About 40 tractor trailors were
backed up on the bridge early
Wednesday morning. creating a
trucker's symphony that could be
heard loudly throughout the campus
and environs.

The drivers kept up the blow ng
for nearly two hours; from aiut
midnight until 2:00 am.
All of which has left m ny
resident students at th.e Unive+cy
across the street a little upset.
"There were twelve people (in
Cartier Hall) who just gave up on
sleeping," said Cartier resident
Cassanora Webber, a first year
Social Science student. "We can't
study and we can't sleep."
Dee Baptiste. also a Cartier
Hall resident, said drivers are quiet
during the day but erupted at night.
"'They stop during the day. I'm
finding it extremely difficultto stud):·
said Baptiste. a Social Science mtior.
Windsor Police Const. Bill Glenn.
in charge of city bylaw violatitns.
said three official complaints Have
been lodged against truckers for
breaking city noise cooes.
"'Persons needlessly honking
their horns can be given ticketslby
Windsor police) under the Highl,ay
Traffic Act," Glenn said. D
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Peer Counselling Centre

LIBRARY SERVICE

S.A.C. TRANSIT PROGRAMME
January 2nd-8th
Feel Like Reading?
Something Besides a
Textbook?

Students travelling to Windsor for the start of the
second semester should take advantage of free transportation to the University or your Windsor home.
Take a Brandi's taxi from your arrival point in Windsor.
Make sure you get a signed receipt from the driver with
your student number on it.
Bring the receipt to the S.A.C. office and you will be
reimbursed to a maximum of $12.00.
If you need more information contact Shairoz Ranji
International Students Commissioner at 253-4232.
ext. 3905

Our Library has over 100 titles:
Relationships, Stress. Self help,
drugs and alcohol.
Overcoming Procrastination and
More!

Don't think it over!
Come on Up!

S.A.C.-Working

for You!

University Centre, Conference Room B
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Not enoughMPPsat OFS lobbysession
continued from page 7.

(1

expected I O - 25 per cent increase
in applicationsto Ontario universities
next year when students graduating
from both grade 12 and I 3 will be
applying for acceptance.
He said. besides the session
being too problem-oriented, there
were not enough MPPs to lobby.
He said he sought out several MPPs
on his own because the OFS had
not arranged for him to meet with
enough.
Monica Kirchmayr, a vice-president of Carleton University'sstudents'
councii said she was alsodisappointed

that only 45 MPPs were scheduled
to be lobbied. Kirchmayr said of
Carleton's five delegates - three
attended scheduled meetings with
MPPs and two went off on their
own to lobby eastern Ontario MPPs
who weren't involved in the session.

expected because the house was in
such a mess," said Weir, adding
that since the lobby session. 35
additional MPPs have requested a
meeting with OFS to discuss postsecondary issues.
Weir said the three-day lobby
session was designed to give the
"It was successful
forus definitely," federation's members a chance to
said Kirchmayr, "but successful practise their lobbying skills and
for the OFS as a whole -- I'm not introduce the OFS position to all
sure."
members of the new government
But Weir said the turnout was
She added the OFS also hoped
good considering many new MPPs to receive some sort of comrnittment
had yet to settle into their offices. from all MPPs on several issues of
"It was actually better than I

Weir objected to Filion'scriticism
that the OFS concentrates on "dartboard-ish" or short-tenn issues.
"I would have to disagree. We're
definitely caught up sometimes in
reaction because you have to react
when something 1sdone," said Weir.
"But I thinkthough when you consider
some of our policies on OSAP,
tuition fees, capital funding, on
accessibility, we do have long-term
visions in mind.
"We definitely do have a plan.
The problem is that the government
doesn't have a plan and until they
do it's very difficult" D

CLASSIFIED
The Biology Club presents CloSS1cRock
Portyon FriNov20. ~.Audlforll.f'T'I
ot8 .00 pm .

SUPPORTGROUP FORMEDFORTHOSE
WITHHIVVIRUS.Thegroupwosfounded
by the AIDS CO MM ITTEEO F WINDSOR
Com e o ut for support or to Just Shore yaur
experiences Co ll Beth Lyster or Karuno
Kistler at 969-0053 for 1ntormotion

NEEDED:ROOMATES to sha re house 5
m1n wolk to Univ S185/ma. plus util
Kitchen facilities and own room Coll 973 7561 onyt1me .
NEEDED 2·3 BEDROOM DUPUX for rent
beginning Dec. 1 or sooner Must be
....,thin walking d1stonce ta Untv Coll 2559473
APPLY EARL
Y to Student Painters Coll
Chris at (519)736-4096

ASSUMPTION
IN'wERSl
lt CHAPB. - 973The stranger in the suit was buying rounds for
everyone at the table. Since it was a quiet night at the
"Peg and Anchor", the fourteen souls at the big table
were enjoying their good fortune without too much
concern for the motives of their benefactor. Let this be
a lesson to you: Mix booze and curiosity and you
hear some whoppers. I will leave each of you to judge
the tale he told:
'' I sell mutual funds," he replied to my question as
to the reason for his celebratory mood ... I found this
rather curious given the state of the markets in the last
two weeks. The broker, however. looked for all the
world like business was booming. "You look like a fat
cat who has just polished off a canary souffie ... " I
ventured. "You must have been in the bond marketright '!"
The Broker turned to me and replied: "Actually.
all my funds are in the stock market. yet I've done so
well in the last two weeks that I can afford to take a
little vacation ... I detect that you appear to be a bit
puzzled by this. so I'll fill you in: First. realise that the
stock markets run on greed and fear ... he continued.
"The markets have long since forgotten their role as a
capital market for busmess and now function in a
manner which combines the worst attributes of a Flea
Market and a Casino. The markets have been falling

for the last two weeks because the world has finally
realised that, short of armaments and TV game shows,
the U.S. economy doesn't really produce anything
that anyone really wants! Waiter, hey! Bring four more
pitchers!"
The Broker now had everyone's attention. He
looked around the table and smiled a wide smile, with
the look of someone who was about to explain a truly
nastyjoke...
"Anyone here have any money invested in mutual
funds? How 'bout your kin, parents, friends? Good! I
picked this bar hoping to find such a crowd. None of
my funds have anything to do with company pension
plans either. so none of you are affected. My funds
were aimed at greedy foolish yuppies ... That there are
so many of them out there has made me my fortune."
"What I did was really quite simple. For the last
few years there have been a few so-called 'ethical'
investment funds on the market; funds that invest only
in companies that stay out of South Africa, don't
p0llute. have non-sexist. racist whatever hiring policies
so on ... I sensed that there would also be a market for
UN ethical mutual funds: My funds specialized in
arms manufacturers. polluters, makers and sellers of
surveillance and torture tools. companies that sold
cigarenes and baby formula powder m the third world.
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tear gas generators and the like. A real corporate
rogues gallery!"
''My marketing strategy was simple and very low
key: I sent out prospecti to a list of property-owning
middle-age, two-income professional couples; classic
yuppies- detailing the advantages of such mvestments
in times of recession. My sales pitch pointed out that
when the economy went sour, civil unrest went up,
pollution regulations were scrapped to save jobs,
crime increased. etc. I was selling death, torture,
repression and pollution, all in a nice package! Frankly, I
didn't even consider that the fund would succeed and
was ready with letters of apology to irate church
groups, do-gooders and so on ... Then the stock market
crashed and the orders flowed in like a great shit-tide!"
.. All those good. clean, fat, self-righteous. 'westopped-the - Vietnam-War'
granola-power-lunching
bastards were grabbing whatever they could salvage
from their battered portfolios and rushing to invest
with their friendly neighbourhood death merchant
Fear and Greed! Threaten their precious lifestyle.
their BMW's and the private school for junior and
these paragons of pubhc morals would sell their
grannies for cattle feed! The fund has been subscribed
to a total of over 200 million .. In management fees
alone. I am a rich man." ~
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by Mike Gordon
Reprinted from the McGill Daily
Canadian University Press
Mutated, radioactive sea-life, incurable disease , global
poverty , and land rendered uninhabitable for the next 500,000
years - if death is the ultimate security, the arms race is
providing humanity with guaranteed protection.
Nuclear Addiction: Dr. Rosalie Bertel! Speaks on the
Cosl of Deterrence is director Terri Nash 's newest release,
following her Acadeny Award-winning, controversial film, If
You Love This Planet Nash's film is part of the National Film
Board's Studio D (women's section) series, Speaking our
Peace.
Nuclear Addiction profiles Dr. Rosalie Bertel!- epidemic-

ago, over 1,200 nuclear bombs have been detonated on the
planet, begins Bertel!. " How far does the radiation go when they
set off a bomb," she asks.
At first, Bertell says she was told that radiation from a
nuclear blast travels half-way around the earth. " Then I found
out it goes two and half times around the planet.
" We 've already polluted our own earth to a serious degree,"
she warns her audience.
Between 600 and 800 underground/water tests have been
conducted by France and the U.S. , in French Polynesia, the
Marshall ~d Bikini Islands , and Nevada And, Bertell says,
although solid radioactive particles are trapped by underground
testing, most of the radioactive gases are released into the
air.
Bertell says the damage done by below-surface bomb

From Foreign Affairs, Winter 1983-84. The chart below accompanied Carl Sagan', article
"N11clear \Xlcirand Climatic CC1tasrrophe,"and was prepared hy Mark Harwell and the author.
The effects it summarizes 11nderliethe hypothesis, recently advanced by Sagan and others, that even
a moderate exchange of warheads by the superpowers would lead to a "nuclear winter" and the
possible extinction of che human species.
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Schematicsummary of the biologicaleffects of a 5, OOO-megaton
nuclearwat [expendingone third of the
superpowers'arsenals).A schematicrepresentationof the time scalefor many of the effectsis presented;the
effects are most severe when the thickness of the horizontal bar is greatest. "Synergisms" is a potentially
sigruficantcaregoryin which the wwl remit is g,-eaterthan the sum of the componenteffects. Most synergisms
are entirely unknown. At right is an indication of the risks to the American and Soviet populations, to
Narthern Hemispherepopulations, to Southern Hemispherepopulations,and to the entire human commu~
nity. H, M, and L standfor high,medium, and low, respectively.ln the lastcolumn, L representszero too
million Jeaths, M a million to a few hundredmilliondeaths,and H more than a few hundredmillion deaths.
logist, Roman Catholic nun, peace activist, internationally
reknowned environmentaVhealth expert, and recent winner of
the "Alternative Nobel Prize" - in much the same way Dr.
Helen Caldicott was featured in If You Love This Planet
With a format almost identical to her earl .ier film, Nash
juxtaposes Bertell's calm, yet disturbing address to an audience
at Mount St Vincent University in Halifax, with frightening
newsreel footage of everything from Hiroshima and Nagasaki
victims to the manufacturing of plutonium warheads.
Since the fateful discovery of atomic energy over 40 years

tests is just beginning to become apparent In under-water tests,
the explosions blast apart coral reefs. Dynoflagellate organisms,
which grow only on broken coral, are bombarded with radioactivity. As most species of fish rely on these organisms as a
food source, radioactivity eventually enters the entire food
chain.
"This is only the secondary effect," she says.
Nuclear blasts conducted in the ocean, says Bertell, raise the
water temperature to 50,000 degrees celsius. As the boiling
water circulates through ocean currents, climate changes ranging

from flood to drought occur in So@lin:A:..meriea"tind!Southeast
Asia.
·'This is not to mention damagt:rdono ,10 oraniohl-OJiners,"
says Bertell. In the U.S., over 1,l001"ldrkeJ111haAr
tfl0.ied from
radiation-caused lung cancer, with U'lOnsirrfilat Victims in
Canada.
As well, Bertell points out that thn 1aro cromi1li:ffll
itonnes of
nuclear waste in Colorado, and close 11ik"r>ne:<million
at Elliot
Lake, Ontario.
" What is the cost of deterrenca ,':?.i:he 'ldk.s;·.link:ingthe
information she presents into con«ab 0frthc'llinl61 Ila:ee.
"Only counting cancers, diseases ?,rlrtittttinhs ?~O ngenital
deformities and spontaneous abortioni,:dlomlilllllaibefflll 6 to 17
million deaths since 1946, " she says.
.?'{1
''These are the first casualities lGlfiM\fmiltM\lar
;,J. v says ·
Bertell in her book, No lmmediak)lpn.Jen~naglaosis
for a
Radioactive Earth.
"This is the pre-war period. Tmr,;o!qreitplfpt!Opla..you don't
hear about These are the women ,wltdmbld.JlipdJh.bies·with no
arms, legs, or faces, unh/de them froffi,theinfatlretsj\\ 1she says.
Bertel! says the world nuclear arsenal.bat !increased from
around I 00 weapons in 1950, td '.!6ciuti40:JDJfl-in.1~Q83.

"I would propose that we are a S1akgmiaratiitog Jlniaddicted
generation." says Be1tell. She' draWJl{a~,s
Y6f1brilliant
analogy between addictibn and nuclear age . .~8B 1.E::tb·
If the breadwinner in a family is acktigtellho&Jgitdnalcohol,
she says, (s)he will go to any lengthii:EW.µpdrti:bqrjdnis:babit.As
a result the needs of the rest of the )fum.iiJfaccrmbii.nn:edby the
addict's increasingly desperate need ~ koop~rthqi, f:irio~pwticular
supply. The children in the family go:M{i:th911t
,phjpeop:lothing,
food and medical attention, as the onerw~epend
on for
the necessities of life squanders awa'T)aHrth.crtntiReyswB d
Placing the analogy in the globaL.ieontext;,!'R!O:icontinue
to
suffer from our own insatiable ad~i.n.,tltfmuti,ni~.
''We
are so uptight about our security thati.wie.-\\011
destr-0:;rour very
life-support system to protect it.·· says Bertdfr. i8 1·1G,
We are unable to kick this 'nuclea,JtabifbeahU61t..ishe says
remorsefully, '·We never said we were sofry/~ n~ f:f1'
''We never said we were sorry foP'Hirasbima-andNagasaki,
we never said we were sorry for the Bik:ini,~tb llS)JmldWe never
said we were sorry for Vietnam. We rtetor baok.echtown and I
think it has to begin there,·• she stressed.
0~,
·'The military aren't going to do it OOt:a.use
they are being
paid to protect us with these horrible weapons.The researchers
aren't either because they are paid to produce the most
destructive weapons possible. And the U.N. thinks it has to be
tough ... she added.
The only way we can aven ourselves from ,our present
destructive course. says Bertel!. is if we accept the idea that
··we do not solve things by war:·
During the film. she appeals to the need fut international coopera tion and negotiation. including respecdorthe International
Court of Law, treaties, and the autonomous rights of native
people (uranium mining and nuclear testing is often done on
native people's land throughout the world).
·'We have to stop operating out off ear, and activate the best
part of our humanness- the peace, strength, beauty which is at
the centre of our hearts and our souls.'' she corleludes.
The film is compelling and informati.\!e: BerteU tells us more
about the dangers of the arms race in 26 rninute&.th.anmost films
can convey in. 90.
Although Nash used the same techn.iq.uenndstruoture as If
You Love This Planet in Nuclear Addidien,ilshE says she
didn't plan similarities between the ty..,p films~fnteos. different
because I didn't start out to make it.·that,wsy~' 'J,shel.taid.
Nash says Nuclear Addiction, a·ndithteemhlttaf.fher new
films, were constructed out of footage! oof used.in the Speaking
Our Peace series. "l wanted to bring out theuniqui:'ness of each
of the women involv;d" she said.
As a result, Nash has produced s:h~ -rev.ea.lingrpmfiles on
three other Canadian women: writer MargareJ:ILaurerori
former
Ottawa mayor Marion Dewar, and -ttlni.Mersit,,lcif hToronto
meteorologist and peace activist Ursula Et.ailkl.in. .tlhJ,
She contrasts Bert.ell's image w:iihutlwrdJnHiniSJD of Dr.
Helen Cald1cott. "She (Bertell) Cloesn':thaYe-tbe
same'ernotional
punch as Helen. But then, Rosalie's approach t(f(her-work is
much different
"Rosalie is very shy. She has no vasted iateresti.nithis world,
no glory, no fame- it almost goes against her nature,'~ she said
Nash said Berte II started out researchmglegk:emia. and the

•
effects of radioactivity on the aging. It was from there that she
began her present work as an activist. She is also "very
dedicated" to her work with Nicronesians exposed to radiation
from nuclear testing, said Nash.
Though If You Love This Planet received an Academy
Award. it was released with a disclaimer from the U.S.
Department of Justice as being "foreign propaganda." Asked if
a similar situation could arise with Nuclear Addiction, Nash
responded, "I don't know."
She said the case with her other film is presently "under
litigation". "At first," she said, "a California court ovenuled
the decision, but the Justice Department appealed it, on his last
day in the Washington Court of Appeals, before being appointed
by Reagan to the Supreme Court, (Judge) Scalia upheld the
appeal.
"And now it is going to be heard in 1987 in the Supreme
Court, where Scalia now sits," she said. "It doesn't leave me

with much confidence because the Supreme Court is becoming
increasingly conservative with all the new Reagan appointees."
The director thinks the judicial system is becoming far too cosy
with actively promoting the development of nuclear technology
- governments and corporations.
Nash says she's worried Nuclear Addiction may be
stamped with the same "foreign propaganda" label as JfYo u
Love This PlaneL "If the appeal is upheld, then I think we're in
trouble.'.
The attack on films that challenge the nuclear weapons
buildup "is justified by appealing to arguments of national
security,'' Nash says.'' But it's not the real issue- the real issue
is corporate interests and the judicial protection of those
interests - it's terrifying."
Facing a planet poisoned by the lethal material needed for the
'nuclear fix,' and the corporate, judicial and military interests
threatened by its wjthdrawal, Nuclear Addiction may bring us
one step closer to redefining 'national security'.D
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NuclearWinterchart
by BarbaraMartin
Reprintedfrom
Harper'sMagazine,
Vol. 268,
No. 1606
March 1981'
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Somekudosforthe'newPinkFloyd'
by Stephen Field s

[SJ

kepti ca l thou ghts were the
first that came to mind up.on
hearing that PinkFloyd would
be performing at the Pontiac
Silverdome sans co-founder
and former primary lyrici st, Roger Waters.
These thoughts quickly vanished when
the remaining three members , Richard Wright
on keyboards , Nick Mason on drums, guitarist
David Gilmore and a host of other session
musrcians took the stage and opened with a
hauntin g renditi o n o f' ' Shine on You Crazy
Diamond. " The fact of the matter 1s that
Water 's absenc e went virtuall y unnoticed
once the show was off and running.

.(
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After a brief intermission. the band returned
to the stage with "One of These Days" from
Meddle. This was followed by an absolutely
hypnotic version of"Tune ," highlighted mainly
by the employment of quadrophonic sound.
Richard Wright was effective in taking on the
responsibility of singing the chorus.
Then the .band tried to tum fantasy into
reality by playing pre -recorded instrumental
segments from Dark Side Of The Moon,
using the giant video screen to show a patient
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F o llowin g the traditional format of an y
live Pink Fl o yd show, th ey then proceeded to
play all of the material from their late st
record A Momentary Lapse of Reason but
not in the same order as they appear on the
viny l.
.. Leamin g to Fly: · a song dealin g with
spiritual liberation . wa s a definite crowd
plea ser and most probabl y induced seve ral
out of body experiences for some o f the acidhead s that were sitting in close proximit y to
me. The band then mo ved on to the hair rai sing choral experience called "A New
Machine." followed by "Sokron," undoubtedly
the highlight of the first half of the show as far
as displaying Gilmore·s guitar talents . "The
Boys of War." accentuated by some outstanding percus sion effects by Nick Ma son and th e
visual effect of German shepherds with glowing
Satanic eyes. was then followed by "On the
Turning Away, " marking the conclu sio n of
the first half of the show.
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The 'Floyd in happier days. Sid and Roger included.

in a hospital bed. who by some unknown,
invisible force is wheeled out of his room.
onto an airline runway and up into the sky.
The actual bed then descended from the back
ceiling of the Silverdome and crashed into the
left side of the stage. This was one disappoint ment in the show: it came off as anti-climatic
overkill.
The band then drew from Wish You
Were Here, playing a stirring version of the
title track with Gilmore on twelve-string
guitar. followed by"Welcome to the Machine".

( Incidentally. the visual effects used during
this number were the same as those used bv
Waters in his "Pros and Cons·· Tour in '85.')
Then going further back into their lengthy
repertoire. they perfonned two songs from
The Dark Side of the Moon. "Us and Them"
and "Money" , followed by part two of
.. Another Brick in the Wall.''
The ultimate highlight of the entire performance came next. when the band launched into
"Comfortabl y Numb" with a solo from Gilmore
that would have put any guitar afficianado

into a state of sustained euphoria.
For encores they went back toA lvfomemarv
Lapse of Reason and played "One Slip:··
then "Run Like Hell" from The Wall
This show typified the performances for
which Pink Floyd has become notorious.
accentuated by plenty of vis ual effects such
as film. laser s and lights. From six rows out
the sound was superb. but it was probably not
quite as good for those sitting at the back or
periphery of the cavemous Silverdome. U

Mellencampkicksout somegoodolddown-homejams
by Aust in Barber

In the wake of the artistic and commercial
success of his latest album. The Lonesome
Jubilee. Indiana rocker John Cougar Mellencamp is enjoying the greatest popularity of
his career. A week ago Saturday, his current
tour hit Detroit's Joe Louis Arena before a
packed house of 19,OOO.
The eager fans were
treated to a two hour-plus dose of umquely
American rock and roll from a performer at
the peak of his craft.
Many rock concerts start off modestly.
building momentum from there as the evening
progresses. Not so on this night. Mellencamp
and his band simply erupted from the opening
bell with a rousing .. Paper in Fire". followed
immediately by .. Jack and Diane'', the biggest
hit of his career. From then on the crowd was
his. and an energy level was established
which would not dissipate until the house
lights went up. Mellencamp was superbly
backed by his eight-piece band,which tastefully
mixed rock and roll grit with melodic flourishes.
The undisputed catalyst for the band was
drummer Kenny Aronoff whose powerful,
snapping drum sound gave the son~ tremendous
kick. Also notable were fiddler Lisa Germano
and accordianist John Cascella. who together
brought the Cajun sound of Mellencamp's
latest album to many of the evening's songs.
Mellencamp himself was loose and energetic

on stage, moving freely to sing to all areas of
the arena. He and the band exuded fun,
clearly enjoying their music and the audience's
reaction. The crowd's response throughout
the night was, in fact. nothing less than
fervent. A couple of wild ovations lasted for
minutes. During them. Mellencamp himself
seemed taken aback_ clearly appreciative
and yet almost not kno"'ing how to react
The show was divided into two sets with
a brief intermission. The first half featured

~veral songs from The Lonesome Jubilee
which were well rec-.ognized and appreciated
by the crowd. Closing this segment was an
acoustic version of"Hand to Hold On To'',
which flowed into Sam Cooke's ''Chain
Gang", with the audience providing enthusiastic vocal support
It was in the second set that Mellencamp
and band really hit their stride. opening wi\Jl
"Small Town". Thereafter, they unleashed a
non-stop barrage of rock and roll energy

which whipped the crowd into a frenzy .
"Crumblin'
Down··, "Hurts So Good" .
.. Authority Song"'. "Play Guitar". which
featured a raucous segment of the 60's
classic "Gloria", and "RO.C.K.
in the
U.S. A." were delivered with power and
abandon. The evening's greatest highlight.
however. came with the set's final song.
"Pink Houses". The band extended the
song's instrumental bridge, brought it down
to a soft soulful stretch. and then erupted
again as Mellencamp was joined by 19.000
roaring voices for the final verse and chorus.
It was an cxhilerating performance of one of
Mellencamp's very best songs.
For the encore. Mellencamp opted out of
the rave -up oldies medley which ended the
shows of his Ja~t tour. Instead. after spending
a couple of minutes berating the use of old
classics in TV commercials, he did Bob
Dylan's "Like a Rolling Stone". While the
performance was most credibel, the song
failed to really connect with the audience,
and seemed like a bit of a letdown after the
fever pitch which the show had previously
reached. The concert closed with a spirited
rendition of"Cherry Bomb", Mellencamp's
current single.
In all, it was a genuinely exciting and
dynamic show from one of America's premier
rock artists. 0

&hwanenjilm
a nmningdog
The Running Man. currently
playing at the new Palace Theatre,
can be conveniently summed up as
another Arnold Schwarzenegger film.
Muscles bµlging beyond belief, incredible feats of strength, the colourfuI supervillian, comic throwaway
lines during the heat of mortal
battle, ingenious methods of killing,
innumerable puns, and of course
the compulsory Arnold line 'TU be
back!'', comprises the bulk of this,
and almost all of his movies.
In recent Arnold Schwarzenegger
films.the sole purpose of plot development has been to place the character
into a situation where he must kill a
1
lot of people for a seemingly good
reason. This time around. Arnold is
pitted against a corrupt totalitarian
government that forces him to participate in a sadistic game show
called "The Running Man" hosted
by none other than Richard Dawson.
The players are hurled into a desolate
war zone and hunted down by
ruthless killers who each brandish
their own unique costumes and
weapons: the wrestlers of the future.
Would I really be ruining the
film for anyone if I said that Arnold
doesn't die at the end? Would Arnold
say. ''I'll be back!" and not mean
it? The question here, as with other
Schwarzenegger films. isn't whether
or not he will survive, but what new
ways he comes up with to kill the
opponents. As long as Arnold continues making films that depict him
as the bulging, unstoppable killing
machine that takes oo all the odds,
people will come out in droves to
see him.
Yet, this film has a Wliquepsychological quality that seemingly mimics
the very audience to which it is
catering. For a major portion of the
film the setting is the sound stage of
the gameshow "The Running Man."
The director Paul Michael Glaser
( of Starsky and Hutch fame), depicts
the live studio audience as a heartless bloodthirsty mob of cut-throats,

•

who are openly delighted and enter- of an average movie audience, then
tainedby live executioru;.The camera this is one of the most clever movies
of the year. and the first film I have
purposely lingers on the audience
as they cheer their favorite execu- ever watched that incorporates crowd
tioners on their way into battle. On reaction as a thematic device for
one level the director is trying to the observant viewer. The effect is
show the general disentegration of sometimes interesting and at other
morality in the future and draw times intensely frightening.
Aside fromthisunexpected
psychosympathy for the main characters.
but in a more subtle way he is logical observation, The Running
drawing parallels betweenthe fictional Man delivers the necessary punch
audience and the average Arnold and fast-paced action that has become
an Arnold Schwarzenegger trade Schwarzenegger audience.
mark. Fans will probably eat this
movie up. but if you' re not particularly
fond of action movies. you will find
his act is becoming a little too
redundant and predictable this time
around.
A brief word should be said
about the newly opened Palace
Theatres. After you have endured
the endless hype about "real butter
on popcorn" and "luxurious plush
seating throughout" ( not to mention
the almost nonexistant legroom).
Arnold duss not vear rubber vatches.
the cinemas are no more than tiny
The film shifts from scenes of miniatures of real movie theatres.
Comparison to the Old Palace
the crowd cheering the executioners
theatre
is inevitable. If you can
to scenes of Arnold creatively slayremember when it was a Famous
ing his opponents. Other audience
members practically stood up and Player theatre, then you have memcheered everytime someone died at ories of a truly ·'elegant" (as the
the hands of Arnold Schwarzenegger. new ones are called) movie house.
At some moments it seemed as if Was the public really well-served
by tearing down the best theatre in
they were on the verge of a standing
ovation, with a group of guys in the Windsor's history to accomodate
another multiscreen money-making
front row actually chanting "Arnold"
and jumping jubilantly in the air as machine? Of course not But then
he ripped a man in two with a again, they never had the public
chainsaw. Their behavior began interest in mind. D
loosening up the rest of the crowd
and the chant of" Arnold" rippled
through the audience everytimesomeone was killed This type ofbehavior
goes beyond good-natured fun and
borders on the perverse.
The movie managedto elicit the
same response from the theatre
audience that it condemns in the
gameshow audience. If the filmaker's
intentionally constructed these ironic
paralJels, anticipating the reaction

-Robert

Ferranti

Another Opinion
I imagine that people who are
Schwarzenegger fans will he disap-

p6inted by The Running Mritl.
People who aren't Schwarzenegger
fans won't even go to see it

-Aug ust Horvath
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Writing
some
major
wrongs
the ugly, sordidbirth,deathand rebirthof Chuckthe Duck
doubt if I'll ever forget the first time I
saw Chuck the Duck in concert. It was
at the old Clutch Car~o·s - that hoary
old ballroom in the middle of a really
shittv Detroit neighbourhood. Larissa
living I if alive) somewhere upstairs.
skateboard punks doing amasing tncks
hefore the show and all that. I loved the
place.
Anvway. the houselights went
down and all was dark. The crowd
jostled restlessh. the photographers
scurried up to near the speaker stacks
where thev·d izodeaf tor a !!OOd<;hotof
Chuck and all that. It was reallv dark.
The izuy next to me stank pretty .had.
lh.~nO.\\~-~P(ltijght defined. a smokey .vello.wcone on the
blackness of the stage. Chuck stood with his back to the
audience. Slowly he turned. There were izobs and gobs of
runny mascara on his face and he looked hideous.
"Rabbit season! .. he screamed. and immediately the
izuitarist made a feedback-distortion-flanger noise that I still
hear in nightmares. T he rest is history.

I thought he was dead, to tell the truth. The writing was on
the wall. wasn't it! He was always terribly overweight- - more
like bloated -- and he drank like a fish. (He smoked too:
Camels. I think. And I remember someone asking him why he
didn't smoke cigars. ··That's Howard 's schtick." he replied.
his trademark expression of infinite contempt and utter
disgust melting the interrogator into a silent lump.)
He's alive though, and he's released a kick-ass album to
prove it. Titled Heads Will Roll .... this raunchy. manic.
confusing opus is sure to take what's left of the Hardcore
world by storm.
It's somewhat of a theme album. a medley even. since
every song deals with Chuck ' s crusade to 'right some
wrongs·. and since its nigh on impossible to tell where one
song ends and the next begins, or. for that matter, whether all
49 minutes of this cacophony are not just one song. Honestly.
that might be the case. and the 38 'titles· listed on the disc...
might just be ·parts". In a recent Spin magazine interview.
Chuck declined to comment on this plausihle contingency.
.. Askiniz me shit like that is just an attempt to cloud the issue.
Why don't you listen to the goddamn words and then maybe
ask me some good questions for a fuckin' change." he said ..
I've listened to the album mavbe twenty times since I got

it in the mail last week. and I'll be damned if I can make out a
single word with the exception of the frequent expletives . And
I only pick those out because Chuck tends either to bellow
them like a truck driver or to shriek them like a stepped -on
cat. in both cases raising the volume of his voice into the· 11 ·
range of conventional amplifiers.
·•I don·1 pussy-foot around man. .. he told the man from Spin.
I guess maybe the 'message' he alludes to in every
interview and on every album jacket is best summed up in the
titles of some of his 'songs' from Heads Will Roll: "You've
Crossed the Line" (maybe a cover of "I Walk the Line".
can't tell really), "One More Word Out of You ... "Don't
Give Me (Attitude)" ... Last Straw" "Make My Day",
"There's a Limit" and") Dare You (I Fuckin' Dare You)".
.. I Dare You" is one of the songs I can definitely identify - it's .
on side one. near the end-- since the chorus ( same as the title)
is repeated t_Cmethinglike forty times. Another one 1 can find
is the title track-the end of side two. It sounds like The
MacDonald's classic .. Miniature G olf' played at 78 rpm.
Good goin' Chuck! Lookin' forward to more jams in the
future. This one gets a three-and-a-half star rating from yours
truly.

Rock , R~ae , Dmce ,
Punk , Sound tracks ,
Heavy Metal

New- Used-Southern
Ontario's largest selection
of imported records, tapes
and co~pact discs.

We Do Special
Orders!
Dr. Disc
256-7400
659 Ouellette Ave.
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Travel Field Opportunity.

November 20

21
22

FRI
SAT

THE ST/CKMEN

SUN

ACCOUSTICGUITARTRIO· John, Jot,A.ldo

Fine Quality and Design
At An Affordable Price

Gain valuable marketing skills while earning
money Campus representatives needed immediately for spring break
trips to Florida Call Campus Marketing at 1-800423-5264

THESTICKMEN

Ea:ten\•v,Sfl!lec11onof Futons& fvion SofoBe-d,
,n Moplt , Ool, e,,ch, P,t'le& Melom,ne

2SI Ouelletle (upper!977-0444
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Canadian history in the making. Match each picture with its name.
One proud Canadian . Stationary mash machine . Belt-driven keg scrubber . Sturdy oak keg. Horseless beer wagon .
Frozen stiff and loving it. Stairway to Heaven . Magic beer tap . Copper brew kettle . Monument to good taste .
"I
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Worrenvolle

shnnpin weekend
split

by Brian LeC lai r

The women's volleyball team
learned the hard way this past
weekend how intensity is needed to
win in the tough OWIAA league.
The team split a pair of road
matches this week, losing to the
highly touted McMaster Marauders
in four games, and needing five
games to dispose of the weaker
Guelph Gryphons.
Friday night in Hamilton, the
team took the court against the
Marauders. who are expected to
challenge Windsor for the title this
year. The Lancerettes were eager
to steal a victory on the McMaster
home court. Instead. they lost in
four tough games. I 1-15. I0-15.
18-16. and 6-15.
··we were never out ofit, .. said
assistant coach Jan Caverzan.
However. the sudden defeat in
the last game of a very emotional
match concerns the coaching staff.
"We were shocked by the 6-15
score:· Caverzan said.
After the match. head coach
M arge Holman told her team that
.. as individuals. we have a better
makeup. but as a team. they are
better right now.··

i

The one bright spot for the
women's squad against McMaster
was the continued fine play of the
rookies. most notab ly Nancy Otto.
Ottowas clearly the most effective
of the team's power-hitters. making
good on 71 % of her attempts. She
also served her first ace. one of the
most exciting points of the match
for the Lancerettes.
just went crazy there."
said Caverzan.
On Saturday afternoon. the Lan-

··we

cerettes went through a long match
with Guelph, finally outlasting the
Gryphons. 15-10. 7-15. 15-9. 1416, and 15-5.
··lt was a team effort in mediocrity,"
said Caverzan. " lt should have
been over m three."
Fortunately for the Lancerettes.
Guelph was not up to par either.
and Windsor was able to escape
with a victory.
Unlike the McMaster match.
Caverzan was pleased with the way

efficiency.
Caverzan was most impressed
with the return ofLancerette veteran
Cheryl Smith to fine form. Smith
led the team with IO kills, but the
most important part was her improved
passing.
"She (Smith) used to be a target
for teams to hit at," said Caverzan,
"but if she continues to pass like
that, she won't be a target anymore:·
In both matches. Caverzan noted
that the team seems to lack the fire
to play their best at all times.
"Their technique is there when
they want it,'' she said.
She feels that ifs the "inner
drive between shots" that must be
present for the team to reach their
Lance pho!o bv Matt Tales.
full potential.
"We should be going right through
the team closed out the match.
these teams." she said. referring to
.. They came out for the fifth the games lost to Guelph. Laurier.
game stronger than they did in the and Waterloo in previous outings.
others,·· she said. "That proves our
" W e shouldn't be satisfied with
conditioning is there."
winning in five games."
T here were a few more bright
T he team hopes to get fired up
spots for Windsor in this match
for weaker competition this week.
also. L isa Eastham showed "superb
as they travel to Western to face the
passing" throughout the match . ac- Mustangs. and have a home match up
cording to Caverzan. Otto continued Friday with the Broc k Badgers.
to serve we ll. notch mg three aces in Game time for the Brock match is
a row. and another first year player. 6:00.U
Antonella Siggia. had a 42'}ohitting

GoaliessaveInternational
Cupfor Lancericemen
He opened the scoring for the
Lancers . and then add ed two more
before the period was over. Landry
The Lancer hoc key team returned
also scored to make the score 6-4
home from south of the border
after two periods.
victorious. after downing Hunts\illeGardiner and Landry each scored
Alabama 8-4 rr iday night, and 7-6
in overtime on Saturday. in non- to contribute to the Lancers· comeback. and the game went into overtime
conference hockey action on the
ued at 6.
wee kend.
Pic kersgi ll's last goal. the game
T he doub le bill was also the
winner
and his fourth tally of the
second armual " International Cup".
night.
came
in the first minu te of the
a two-game. total-goals series between
H untswi lle and a team from outs ide overti me period. The goa l came off
his ba ckhand . afte r putting a nice
their d ivision.
move o n the Al ab am a- H untsville
Despite outscoring the American
goalte
ndcr. to win the In ternational
squad ass istant coach Yem Stenlund
said th at the Lan ce rs reall y did not Cu p.
As part of the Int e rn ationa l
play we ll en ough to win, and wo uld
C
up
ce remonies, Kerch, Pickersgill.
not have won without the outstanding
Mahon,
and defenceman Paul Fixter
play of their netminder s.
were
select
ed to an all- s ta r team.
" If Hunt sv ille had our go alies .
Th
ey
were
each awarded plaque s
the y would ha ve won. " Stenlund
for their out standin g effort s in the
said.
The Lancer s came out flat in series.
Stenlund made it clear that he
the first period of both contest s. and
was plea sed with the victorie s. mo st
as a result, goaltenders Kerry Kerch
especially the come from behind
and Richard Paliani were kept busy .
effort on Saturday.
Kerch faced 30 shots in Friday 's
But, Stenlund feels that the
contest, and Paliani had to handle
team has a problem maintaining a
50 Huntsville chances.
constant level of intensity.
On Friday night, the Lancers
"These guys don 't realize yet
only trailed 2-1 , despite having how good they can be." he said. " If
given up 17 first period shots.
they can put out on a consistent
Windsor decided to tum things basis , they wiJI be trouble ."
on in the second J.D. Urbanic,
Stenlund feels the lack of inten Dan Mahon, Rick Pickersgill , Scott sity results because the players are
Gardiner, and Steve Hrynewich
not mentally prepared to play when
contributed single goals to make the game starts.
the score 5-3 heading into the third
"We (the coaches) can only do
period.
so much to get the team going,"he
In the third, Terry Turner and said. "The rest is up to the guys."
Hrynewich rounded out the Lancer
Stenlund expects the -players to
scoring, and the Lancers took the be mentally prepared for every game,
first game of the series 8-4.
especially at the University level,
Again on Saturday night.Windsor since the season is short and most
came out flat, and left Paliani on his of the games are scheduled for the
own to stop 23 first period shots ~ weekend
"There are no excuses," Stenlund
This time. the deficit was 5-0
until the seven minute mark of the said. "The bottom line is that you
second period when Rick Pickersgill have all week to prepare for the
weekend games. "
began lo catch tire .

by Mike Chi sholm

T he La nce rs co mmence regu la r
OU AA actio n this F riday against
unbeaten York at Adie Knox Herman
Areana at 7:30.
The game is important to the

playe rs. since it will be their la st
home game unti l J anu ar y 16. and
they are eager to imprme on their
4-1- 1 record in the OUAA.
··orall the games played so far.

the y sho uld be ready for this game
o n Fri d ay,·· Stenlund said. " T he
team knows how impo rt ant the
game is. a nd we want to bea t
York."U

Women'sbasketballsquad
finishesfourthin Halifaxevent
by Brian LeClair
Th e wome n's bas ketba ll team
trave lled far e as t t his pa st week end.
and ca me hom e with a clear indicatio n of w hat the y ca n acco mpli sh
this seaso n.
Windsor partic ipated in the Dalho usie Tournamen t at Dalhou s ie
U niversi ty in Hal ifax , and finished
a str ong fourth in th e eight tea m
field.
·Tm reall y plea sed with th e
weekend. " said head co a ch Joanne
McLean. " We held our own against
three very good te ams ."
McLean wa s also pleased with
the team 's execution despite being
pressured by fine clubs. The team
seemed unable to react well to
pressure in the Regina tournament
last month.
We played to our game plan all
weekend," she said. "We were a lot
more consistent than in Regina. "
As has been the case all year ,
the team was matched up against
teams with much more height This
forced the team to usetheir quickness
to best advantage.
We have to play heads--up defensively, and then take off and try to
run," McLean said.
This strategy worked very well
in the squad's opening game Friday
night against the host Dalhousie
team . The Lancerettes were able to
hold themfairly well in check through-

out the tight contest but eventually
W indsor lost. 62-59.
"W e containedthemwell"McLean
said.
Le ading the Lancer cause against
D al hou sie. wh o eve ntuall y won the
tournament. was forw ar d Alliso n
Duke with 15 points and 11 rebounds.
The lossdropped the Lancerette s
into the consolation bra cket o f the
tournament. and they pla yed Acadi a
Univer sity on Saturda y in their
second game .
The game wa s to ugh all the
way , but the Lan cerette s were able
to come out on top in a 69-64
overtjme thriller .
Duke was outstanding in this
game , scoring an impressive 30
points, and hauling down 9 rebounds
also.
McLean has been extremely
pleased with the play ofDuJce so far
in the season.
"She has always been capable
ofbeing a daninantplayerin Canada,"
McLean said "She's improving
with every game."

ing)y while recovering from an injury.
Included in Hogan ·s total were
three three-point field goals.
Also contributing strongly was
Duke, who capped a fine tourname nt
with 13 poi nts. She was name d th e
Uni ver sity 's A thl ete of th e Week
for her effort s.
McLean was also quite impressed
with the so lid pla y of po int gu ard
Mi ssy Balo.
" Sh e co ntr olled the game ve ry
well," she said
M cLean wa s impr ess ed with all
of the players ' control through out
the weekend 's games , especially
since all of the games the team
played were very "up-tempo ' ' and
quite close .
McLean feels the team has learned
plenty in the last few weeks. This
experience should serve them well
as they conclude their exhibition
slate this Friday against Toledo,

The victory moved Windsor
into the consolation final against
Ottawa Sunday . In yet another
close game, the Lancerettesfelljust
short, dropping a 62-59 decision,
and settling for fourth place in the
tournament
Leading the way for the Lancerettes was veteran guard Colleen
Hogan with 15 points , playing spar -

"We ' re making the most of our
talent," she said, "and we 're surprising some teams. The team's
progress in the last year has been
phenomenal. "
She sees nothing but good things
for the rest of the OWIAA season.
"We're going to beat a lot of
teams this year .' ' D

and then begin their regular season
next Wednesday at Western, and
at theirhomeopenerthenextSaturday
against McMaster at 3:00.
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AUTO SALES LTD.
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Reliable used cars.
Complete auto service
Most units priced below $5,000.
Lots to choose from.
Student financing avaHable at corn- ·
petetive rates.
• Licensed mechanics on duty.
3799 Tecumseh Rd. E.
( 1 block east of
Central Ave.)
974-6917

-·· -----·-------·-·---·-·-------- -----········
Nov 19
Stand By M e
Oliver

7:00pm
9:30pm

Nov <'0
M enage

f'P\&0•u:-:-:-::--=J
~&ec_o..!~
' 'j
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Letter to Bre •z ="'
h•ne,.v-"Eraserhead
~l•;.,1111
......

Nov 21
Letter to Brezhnev
M enage

.{!):tt .~_!'
,~·,· ··'

(t) ::~i.!
·~· .-;;,

7:00pm
9:30pm

7:00pm
9:30pm

Rocky Horror Picture Show !P\ •••u
- ,
Alt Seats S4.00
~ ·••.'!!'
~~-"'!" ~ M1dn19ht

Nov 2 2 & 24
Caravagg,o

7:00pm

S hip of Fools

9:30pm

Nov 23
Shtp of Fools
Carav ag910

7:00pm
9:30pm

Nov 25
Rebecca

,~~~:
:;:l

70 0pm

o:t~:
:;:i

Sp ell b ound

Admission

9:30pm

P11ces

Adults (18 & over)
$4 .00
Youths (13 to 17)
$3 .50
Ch ildren (12 & under) $2 .50
GoldenAge(65& OVM) $1 ,00
Windsor s Alternohve
C inemo
804 Erte SI E
Windsor

Onto110

(5 19) 253 ·0051

---------------·

Road-wearyLancercagers
fallto GrandValley,103-65
by Dan Zagordo

The Lancers are findingcanpetion
stiff as they continue their hectic
exhibition season against American
college teams.
Last Wednesday night at the
SL Denis Fieldhouse, Windsor fans
saw a battle-worn Windsor squad
lose to Michigan's Grand Valley
State, 103-65.
" W e played three games in five
days, and we seemed a little tired,"
said Dr. Paul Thomas, Lancers·
head coach. "It's disappointing after
we·vejust played an excellent game
against Wayne State Monday night"
The Lancer. ,tarted very slowly
and Grand Valley took advantage.
by running right at the Lancers.
They jumped out to a quick 10-2
lead. Windsor was able to settle
down somewhat and fought back.
due mainly to the determined inside
play of Windsor's Henry Valentini.
However. the Lancers\\ere unable
to match the explosive ofTensi~e
attack of Grand Valley. and they
trailed at intermission. 40-29.

1

~sped for111hne
.

Dash
'llBueh
Coat

uneventful second half.
The Lancers' Henry Valentini
led the team with 16 points and 12
rebounds, with Matt St Louis adding
13. Carlo Boniferro had a fine
second half, to finish with 11 points
and five rebounds. Scott Thomas
also added nine points, and Ken
Schweitzer acCOlllltedfor eight Lancer
points.
More disappointing than the
score for coach Thomas was the
poor fan support for the game.
especially since the Lancers were
playing prime American competition.
··wewere ranked fourth in the
nation at one point last season last
year:· Thomas said . "I can hard!)'
wait for the season to start Maybe
we·ll get a better turnout then"
The Lancersconunue their grueling exhibition seas on with a very
busy week. On Thursday night.
thcv travel to play Xavier. and on
Saturday night play the Titans at
the Universit} of Detroit The)
then finish up with a game ag1anst
Southwest Missouri on Monday '
n~h: ,[J

Lancervolleyballwoescontinue
with roadlossesto Mac and Guelph
by Brian LeC lair
The Lancer volleyball team went
out on the road last weekend in
search of their first win ever a,; a
varsity team.
But. although they improved
their play dramahcally m the two
road matches. they were unable to
take a game against McMaster
and Guelph.
McMaster swept the young Lancer
team 15-9, 15-10, and 15-12. while
Gue lph turned back W indsor by
scores of 15-10, 15- 11, and 15-9.
Despite the two defeat<;.though,
head coach Gary Semeniuk was
quite pleased with the team's effort.
"This was the best volleyball
they've played all year," he said.
" Mac is a very tough team. and
we went head-to-head with them."
Semen iuk added. "It's nice to see
them get close.··
There were very few signs of the
nerves that plagued the team in
their first two matches, and the
team began to show some intensity

c:1.1:11:t:1:1
-Pmequlsite
: A flairfw intrigue
..t

Unfortunately,Windsorthencame
out in the second half still cold, as
they went on to shoot a poor 37%
from the field.
"We live and die by the jump
shot, and tonight we were just off,"
srud Windsor's standout guard. Matt
St. Louis.
Meanwhile, Grand Valley shot
a sizzl ing 65% from the field. and
were able to pull away from the
Lancers. de:-.pitebeingoutrebounded
by a 38-34 margin.
Grand Valley also made 25 of
their 36 foul shots, as the Lancers
could only manage I O of their 23
from the charity stripe.
The Lancers were also hrunpered
by the loss of big inside threat
Andre Morasutti after a sprained
ankle.
By the 10:l l mark of the second
halt: Grand Valley State had sprinted
out to a comfortable 74-44 lead.
Grand Valley's Mike Davies,
who led all scorers with 19 points,
excited the partisan crowd with a
sensational slam dunk. It was one
of the only highlights in an othern ise

out on the court . Thi s obvious!)
plea sed coach Semeniuk .
' 'They didn·t show their nerves
it all.·· Semeniuk \Hid. "Their intensity \\as nice to see. They're just
making those inexperienced mistakes
that will be eliminated in time .··
The l::ancers did particularly
well against Guelph. and were lead ·
ing in the second game. when the)
lost one of their better powerhitters.
Ed Johnston, to an injury .
"That took a little steam out of
us," said Semeniuk. " It's tough to
take. since we have so little depth."
Semeniuk is not sure how long
it will be before Johnston can return
to the lineup. but he knows the
squad will miss him.
" W e're a different team without
him." he said.
Johnston's injury comes at a
time when the Lancer team is already
without two of its players, Pau l
Frayne and Tom Dryer, due to
various injuries. T his only serves to
make the team's adjustment to the
OUA A even more difficu lt.

With this Ad. You Will lteceive S 1.00 OFF A Piture or Beer on
l='rida~·. Saturday & Sunday.
Canadian Mone, Al Par "Sunda} Onlf'

NIKl'S In GREEKTOWN
/\'OW H AS

DANCINGJ tJt
fr,d

"There ·s nothing harder than to
get I first year program started.· ·
Semeniuk said. ··Toe guys still have
to find themselves. They don' t even
know each other. ··
Semeniuk feels this makes it
harder for n team to pla} as a umL
There were a number of Lancen!
who played well on the weekend.
Greg Konrad·s "superb blocking"
impressed coach Semeniuk. as did
the steady play of Dave Gravelle
and the powerhittingofTed No, ak.
These three will have to continue
their fine play in order for the
Lancers to improve.
Semeniuk feels the team is working hard, and has a good attitude.
and he is expecting much better
fortunes for the squad as the season
progresses.
The Lancers host Brock Friday
at 7:30 in their next game. as they
look for that elusive first victory.
Semeniuk may be more concerned
with fielding a full team.
" I hope we're healthy enough Lo
play them," he said. D

•3ll$1iii#4•1
HEY YOU: See yo over there hlitl?

AfflNTION: Studer>! Sona!or.i W1 hove
onolflcehours"'1onday10-11 am. TuescJoV
9 10 o m and Wednesday 10.11 om. tor
the rema nder of fne semester Come n
and see us 1n room 2103 at the Leddy
L1brorv in thO south-west corner of ttio
second tloof

I

,y. Saturday & S<Jndays

featurinq tfie /3estIn TOP40
MDTDWN& DL0/£5
with DJ CAlVIN

(NO COVER CHA RGE)

GREAT VIEW & GREAT FOOD
Above Nikl's in Greeklown

' ION.A COWG;E, 208 Sunset Ave 973
. :. ,poc ) for meohng and dlSCUSSITTQ
studying. QUIOI search ng ond reloXlng
with friends Open 9-5 and by arrange
ments. Or use Iona facll t1osto pion events
that ore 1mPortont too I A home-cooked
d,r,nor every Thursday ot 5:30 pm $2 50
Comoondhelpcelebratebybo1ngyour
self

I

ROOMIN LaurierHalL to share with roomate ova !able 1mmed10tely Please co I
A.SAP Lea 256-9410
ROOM FOR RINT, fum1Shed 1n private
home . 5 blocl<sfrom the U Kltehen and
laundry prM edges. must like p0ts Phono
otternoons 917 1512

Lounge, Dining & Dancing

~r,11.d.

cl"'~

,tylt c,r,,l<ltnylonlre,ich

COOileolllfU lull

._ pleattd baa ~ t00oM"~ brta"td dt!q' and
bt11 Abo, Thln•11l111,
• t1,erma1.,.ulo1,onfor...,, ..__,.,hand
1.-ta!habi ,, Chorcool
cob: ln-.,clrrod
for"'" 36 " Tht Oalh
1,endlcoo1- 0nly '175
N LeH

I O'II, atudent and fa cu lty cll aco u nt. "

U,.MS CHOPS • FRESH SEAFOOD
GREEK SQUARE PIZZA • SPINACH PIE
SHISH-KA-808
• GREEK SAU,.DS
SEER • WINE • COCKTAILS
HOURS l,l()N SUH II AM 'H2AM

FA! g5AT I AMI

735 BEAUBIEN al LAFA YETTE • 961-2500

c R cfJKTow

... • onAolT

B:\~Ql 'ET FACILITIF.SAVAIL\hLI: FU!t 20-200
CALL fOlt DETAILS-9fi~ 0333

~ADlA.TatlDl8tOfAI.COHOtJCS
meeting every Wed at 7-8 pm of Iona
College. 208 Sunset Phone Ru1h 973
7039 orKoy7~
If moreinto needed

CAMIIJSAIOHOUCSANNONYMOUS
ME£T
From 12 • 1 30 - note t me change- 1nthe
Ontario Room ot Voniel Ho I
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Campus Recreation Person of the Week

Sheryll Westcarr. a third year business student. received the
Campus Ree. Person of the Week award for her participation in her
tennis classes.
She showed tremendous amounts ot enthusiasm for tennis. and
attended her classes rain or shine!
Congratulations Sheryll. on being our Gatorade C R.P.O. T. W.!
Men's Intramural Sports

The halfway point of the Men's Intramural program has been
reached. So tar. the competition ha~ been exciting. While some
leagues arc still going. others have been completed . The following is a
summary of events so far.
The first event to get going in September was soccer. This year
the soccer league was comprised of six teams playing live games
each. Competition within the league was very close, shown in the
final game. where the Internationals won 2-1 after a double-overtime
and fourteen penalty kicks.
The success of the league was greatly due to the effort put into the
operation by the Sport Manager Darren Stewart.
Next out of the blocks was the nag football league. The eight
teams in the league were under the supervision of Steve Bowman.
Under adverse conditions Steve ran a very professional league.
The playoff champion was the Hammerheads from Tecumseh
Hall. Captained by Ray Fabbro. the Hammerheads swept the best of
three final two games straight
Another league beginning in September was the popular Men's
Basketball League. Fourteen teams registered to play, which were
divided into two divisions. east and west. While play is still
continuing, many heated matches are taking place. Each team is
striving for a berth in the final on November 30. There is every
indication that the finals will be a super matchup. Jeff Samula k. the
convenor. is doing much work to ensure this outcome.
The final sport of the first half of the program is men's ice hockey.
The league is divided into two divisions. A and B. T here are ten
teams in the A League. The B League is further divided into two
divisions of ten teams each. With thirty teams in the leaj!ue. it makes
for a great dea l of work for the Sport Manager Ron Henderson. To
date Ron is doing a first-rate Job handling the largest men's league.
Teams. however. are reminded that if the violent action continues.
the penalty will be increased up to a season suspension for the first
' fij!ht. T eams are also reminded that it is a non-contact league.
A special thank-you should l!Oout to Ron Wagler. Supervisor of
Ollicia ls. for doing an excellent job with his referees . His work is
irreatly appreciated.
Upcommg e,ents for men's intramurals in January include
BALL HOCK!:.Y. BASKETBALL. and VOLU:.YBALL
SPORT
Vollevhall
Hasketball
Ball Hockev

CAPTAIN'S
Jan. 25
Jan. 26
Jan. 27

MF t::TING
4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
4·30 p.m.

UAGUI:.

STARTS

f-eh. 2
!-'eh. I
1-eb 2

This is your last chance to get involved in the Campus Recreation
Fun Day. scheduled tor Saturday November21/87 from I:00- 3:00 p.m
in the St. Denis Centre.
events will include beachball volleyball. a parent vs. child
basketball game. as well as some aquatic games. The event is open to
all University faculty. staff. and their families. and we hope that a
good number will participate. There is no charge to participate in the
program: however. please contact the Campus Ree. Office to register.
We hope that you will come out for this event and guarantee a
great time for everyone! If you have any questions feel free to contact
the Campus Recreation Hotline at Ext. 2456. or contact the
Coordinator of Campus Recreation. Prof. Jim Weese. at l:.xt. 2460 .

·-

Men 's Intramur al Hockey

The Geo!tfaphy team continues to top the A division with Law
being 1n a close second and only 3 points separating the third and
tenth placed teams.
BI division is lead by Cartier Hall with Donlon Hall. Tendencies,
and Cody A all tied for second.
The Chiefs. MacDonald Hall's only B entry. is leading the
division with Social Science Blues. Geology team. and Commerce 2
all ued for second.
It was another great week in the IMHL With all the upsets and
crush mg defeats. it"s still the best hockey around.

High School All-Nighter

Campus Ree. needs volunteers for this year's 8th Annual High
School All-Nighter We need people to help or)!ani1e the evenL
supernse different games. and tabulate scores. The AJI-Nighter will
be held on November 28. 1987 and will run from 8:00 p.m. Friday
night to 8:00 a.m. Saturday morning.
Throu)!hout the evening there will be )!ames. a movie. pop, pizza.
donuts. and other .. goodies.. So. all you first vear students who did
participate m last year's AII-Nighter. come out and help make this
vear's even better. And to those who never participated in the High
School AII-Nighter. come on out and see how much fun you missed .
To volunteer please contact Julie at the Campus Ree. office at
25 3-4232. ext. 2456.
...Squash-Tourne_v---------------

Spon Managers are still needed for some sports along with
referees. Interested parties ma\ apph at the Campus Recreallon Office.
Campus Recreation 1sfun for everyone. When \OU arc im·olvcd
1nl ampus Recreation it is a TIMF OUT ... FOR A GOOD TIMI::

trom your mind
This tournament should prove to be a very successful event. if
everyone signs up early in the Campus Recreation office.
T he tournament is scheduled for SATURDAY, NOVEMBER
21, 1987. from I 0:00 a. m. - 3:00 p.m. It also includes a minimal cost
of only $2.50 per student
So. folks, don't miss it. Sign up quick in the Campus Recreation
office. The deadline to sign up is no later than Wednesday,
November 18. 1987.

Famil y Fun Day

- ~~

U. of W. Taekwondo Club

The club 1s proud to announce the 1987 I st Open Martial Arts
Championships. presented by Baik's Taekwondo Institute.
The event will be held in the Kennedy Secondary School
gymnasium. on Tecumseh Road. on Saturday. November21. 1987.
Registration will be held from I 0:00- I t:30 a.m .. and the elimination
rounds begin at noon. Excellent fighters from all over North Amenca
will be squarin)! off
Don't miss this unique opportunit) to see this most exc11ing
event. as it is the first open martial arts tournament in Windsor.
Tickets will be sold at the door. The cost is S8 for adults and S5 for
children.
For more information. ple.:se call 254-0390 or 254-0666

-

Well, here we are. tolks. Once again Campus Recreation
presents 11sAnnual Squash Tourney. I know what you'resa~ing. that
ii' s prohahlv 1ust another lame spons function held by some stupid
!OCk.ri,eht' We ll. m) friends. please toss that ill-conceived thought

t.urek

CAMERA SHOP

337

Ouellette

(519)253-1125
420 Oue let11:.,

THE NEW STUDENT

GATHERING

PLACE

World's Greatest Texas Style Burger
( 1/21 b of beef)
3.95 with fries and condiments
Only $2.95 with Student I. D.

DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY
7 NIGHTS

A WEEK

TOP40

Our res t aurant and dance floor are open
'tll 4am on Fridays and Saturdays

Fuji Camera Value

Mon-Thurs 9pm to 1 am (No cover. no minimum)
Fri-Sat 9pm-1 am $3.00 cover ($2 with I. D. card)
1 am-4am $5 cover ($3 with I. D. card)
Get your G. W. I. D. card for special V. I. P. treatment!

DL-7 Kit
Great pictures- Unbellevable
price.

low

A breakthrough m technology in a low cost
35mm compact camera Kil includes · Camera.
Fu11colorSuper HR 100 Film. Batteries and more
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RISIARCH
PAPIRS
16,278to choose from -all subfects
Save Time and lmprovs Your Grades!

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

Biil>213-4 77-8226

~~t.

Or, rush $2.00 to · ReHarch A.. 1,tance
11322ldahOA~ 1206·SN LosAngeles.CA90025

Customresearchalsoavailable-alllevels

Typist-who lives near the
University (Sl.25/pg) 2533922 after 5:30 pm.
c~o.. )
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n smith
Natlon al
Trading

25 1
Ou ellette Ave.
(Upper)

977 -0444

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for
lSAT Dec . 12
GMAT Jan. 23
l-800-387-SS19
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

BETTER
GRADES NOW
Straight 'A' student. Niki Rebm.
and her father Communications
Professor & ln•ernabonaJ Speaker.
Norm Rebm, offer you

• Ouer 50 r,ps for better grades

• Quick- pace d Easy Liste ning
• Life -long Habits for Easier
Learning
Get this Two Casette Aud,o
Programme for Just $19 .95
And receive a FREE Add • n •
Stac Unit for storage.
Send cheque. money order or
charge card no . _ ~-~-xp,ry date

l

Pine hurst Institute
PO Bo• 1240

-

Almonte. Ontario _:__
KOA 1AO
.__._

(613 ) 256 -108 0 ..

PREGNANT
AND NEEDHELP?

Call ...
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t lawmayrestrictlyenforced
by Ro bert Cro ley

mendments to Canadian copyright law could mean big headaches for university students and
professors.
Bill C-60, presently before
Parliament for final reading, is designed to
strengthen rights of copyright holders - but
provides no exemption for student or academic
use. all of which has made some students and
professors at the University of Windsor more
than a little anxious.
Students and faculty here fear amendments
to Canada's Copyright Act will restrict the
use of photocopied reproductions of journal
articles. and other copyrighted source materials. More like!} it will make the cost of
using such materials more expensive.
It is believed additional royalties to copyright holders will be derived either from
requiring licences for institution's photer
copiers or raising the cost of photocopies
with additional revenues distributed to copy right holders.
"I don't want it to go up to ten cent s and it
makes it impossible to research," said first
year public administration student Janice
O'Gorman. ·Tm a poor student"
O'Gorman said she doesn't believe the
proposed amendments will be passed as they
now stand.
"l cant't see how they are going to
Students aren·t the only group on campus
(recover royalties) by raising prices."
worried about strict enforcement of copy right law:;.
Fourth year business student Mitch Palmer
said the proposed changes would make resear"To a large degree it would not allow me
ching papers much more difficult and the bill
to use the materials that I would like to use m
would be tough to enforce.
the classroom ... said ,ociology professor Dr.
"If you can't photocopy, it would take
Seymour Faber. He said given the size of the
much longer to do papers," he said . ··There
Canadian market for textbooks, additional
wou ld be copyright enfringement every day
royalties derived would amount to·· cigar and
in the library.··
cigarette money : · for authors.

Biology department head D,. Hugh
Fackrell said if they prohibited the photocopying of class materials "we would be
forced to use nothing but textbooks".
"It would put a real cramp on what we do
in science. We copy articles and materials as
we need them.··
He said he hopes the final law contains a
"fair dealing" clause which would allow for
the student to make a single copy .. for the
purposes of study."
"That's just a fact of what's needed in
science.

one€' r>t'loto bv Phll lngenkomp

Seymour,who has co-authored a published
work. said in the case of textbooks, motive
for publication is not profit.
" I can't imagine teaching fourth or fifth
year courses without assigning journal articles...
he said. "You're not out to make a million.
you're out to teach and contribute to the body
of knowledge.··
··5000 copies ofa textbook is considered
a best-seller:· he said.

Donald Tupling. a librarian at Leddy.
said copyright "ha\e a two-edged sword.··
He said he believes strong copyright laws
are in order when protecting authors· rights,
but a law enforced to include photocopying
hy students doing undergraduate research
"would be a serious offence to liberty as a
whole and for scholarship in general.··
Tupling said copyright laws should be
similar to patents. which protect new products
for I 7 years.
He would like to see a law protectin g an
auth or s o r1ginal works for 25 year s. ·· As it
stand s now," he s aid. " they' re protected for
the lifetime of the author plus 50 years.
·· Wh) should a copyright be in effect for so
much longer!"
R C.M.P. spokesman Corp. Don Miller
said he believes the new amendme nts will not
be enforced to 'include univers ity students
photocopying needs.
··1 don't think it's going to be as widesweeping as that" he said. He did say.
however. that RC.MP. have "received several
complaints of computer software copyright
infringement at the University of Windsor."
He said the RC.M.P. has not been on
campus concerning photocopying infringements. LJ

Goodbyeenrolment
cap?
hy A rthur Gossel in

Lonce photo bv Cathy O'Neil

This is the United Nations' Year of the Homele ss and the University of Windsor's Peer Coun selling Centre is
trying to do Its part in alleviating problems in this community . The Centre's external co mmittee, Outreach will be
co llecting money for the homeless in the U niversity Centre until Nov. 27.

proix.;>salto remm c
the cap on enrolment
an uni\ ersity courses
is underconsideration
_ • by a committee of
deans and tne registrar.
Described as a ..dean· s initiative..
b) Universit)
V.P .- Academic.
Gordon Wood. the proposal would
entail no set limits on enro lment in
a course. the size of enrolment
instead limited by classroom size.
Wood said professors would be
asked to give academic reasons to
justify limiting class size.
At a meeting between Wood
and the deans last Monday it was
decided to send a memo to all
departments and facu lties asking
them to review their caps on enrolment. and provide justificat ion for
them. But the Law and Educatio n
facu lties would rece ive the memo
for information purposes. as they
are not affected Wood said.
C ailing it a fresh start. clea ring
away all the old practices, Wood
said the move wou ld help qualified
students unable to get into co urses
they want because of an enrolment

cap . Wood wants to keep that
problem to a minimum.
··We've had in the past a problem
of o, ·er-sectioning. ·· he said
Wood said the problem came to
a head this fall when 500 more new
students than expected enrolled at
the uni\·ersity . He wants to have
the policy in place for the next
calendar year which starts in May.
When asked KumarChatterjee
said he was unaware of the proposal.
As president of the Facu lty Association. Chatterjee said the proposal
should come before the Senate to
be discussed.
While indicating it is too early
to discuss the proposal in de tail
because the committee just began
discussi ng cap removal . dean of
Arts. Joseph Cull iton ( a membe r of
the committee) said he expects the
commi ttee to make a dec ision by
Christmas or early J anuary on pushing a proposal of removing the
enro lment cap or retai ning it
.Another member of the committee, registrar F rank Smith. said
peop le have unti l mid Decembe r to
make subm issions in respo nse to
the committee·s memo.U
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Until Nove m be r 29
-Artcite features the photography of Bix Burkhart and Mork
Florian of Calgary. Each deal with the properties of light
from an individual aesthetic standpoint. Call 977-6564 for
info.
Until Dec emb er 4
-"Malice Aforethought. The Sweet Trials" 1splaying at the
Theatre Company, 4001 McNichols Rd. Detroit Call (313)
927-1130 for info.
Until Dec ember 4
-Anachronisms-printings on paper by Wayne Staples. At
Lebel Gallery. School Visual Arts. U of W.

,

THEATREAND CI NEMA
Friday, November 27-29
-"Malice Aforethought: The Sweet Trials" is playing at The
Theatre Company. 4001 McNichols Rd. Detroit Call (313)
9271130 for into.
Friday , Novemb er 2 7-Dece mber 1
-The Pork Theatre will be showing "A Boy and His Dog".
• Bread and Chocolate", "El Norte" . and "Cousin/ Cousine" .
Coll 253-0051 for dates and times
Until Novemb er 29
-"Dear Lia( a comic-drama adapted from the corresponoence of George Bernard Shaw and Mrs Patrick Cambell at
Meadow Brook Theatre. Ookland Un1v.. Rochester For
tickets and info call 377-3300
Until December 27
-"Glengary Glen Ross" the Pulitzer Pnze play by David
Mamet at Detroit Repertory Theatre. Forinfo call 868-134-7.
9-5 weekdays.

...

MUSIC
Saturday, November 28 and Sunday, Nov. 29
-The Windsor Symphony presents Jon Kimura Parker on
piano playing Chatmon. Beethoven and Brahms.Concerts
at 8 pm on Sat. and 3 pm on Sun. at the Cleary. For tickets
call 973-1238.
SUnday, November 29
-The Letterman are featured at 6:30 and 9:30 pm at the
Premier Centre. Sterling Heights. Mi.. tickets are $12 U.S.
SOCIALS
first Sunday, Every Month
-The Friends of the Court present Sunday Matinees in
Mackenzie Hall's Court Auditorium . Entertainment for alll
Call 252-6855 or 972-1160 for more info and tickets ($4
Adults. S2 Senior/Student)
Saturday , Novembe r 28
-Most Rev Rem1De Roo will be the Guest Speaker at the
Third World Resource Cent re's 10th Anniversary Dinner.
Tickets are $20 (S15 Student) ore available at the Centre or
phone 252-1517

GOOD FRIENDS
1VIEETAT,
I o

CJ
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L
I once photo b v Thomas Pidgeon .

MISCELLANEOUS
Tuesdays
-Campus Alcoholics Anonymous meets at 12-1:30 in the
Ontario Room of Vanier Hall.
Thursdays Until December 3
-Iona College presents a course in the Old Testament from
7-9 at 208 Sunset.
Thursday, November 26
-The HistoryClub isgiving a lecture/film evening with guest
speaker Dr Pemberton on the American Civil War. with
films: "The Road to Gettysburg" and "Grant UsLee'· Held in
Assumption Lounge at 7:30. Coffee and donuts p rovided.
Everyone Welcome!

Friday, November 27
-Come out and support the Hiram Walker HistoncalMuseum.
through their Christmas Party and Silent Auction . The
auction will involve original. Windsor-artist donated crofts.
Times are 7:30-10 pm and admission is S1. Call 253-1812.

Monday , November 30
-Windsor Downtown Lions Second Annual Chnstrnas Magic
Show is at the Cleary Auditorium. Shows at 1:30. 5.30 and
8:30 pm. Call 973-8217 for ticket info.

YOUR 1.,0 rf AL
ENTERrf AINl\!.111
:Nl ., SPOl.,
Book Your
Ne w Year's E ve
Party Now!
Call for more
Information
(519)254 -1234
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GSSholding
referenda
to increruEdrugplan
and~tal fees
by Kevin Johnson

The Graduate Students' Society is hoping
its members will say yes to drugs.
The G. S.S. is running referenda December
2 to bring in a $5.00 fee to cover drug plan
costs. and an additional $5 .00 increase in the
basic societal fee.
If both were approved, they would raise
the current fee of $20.00 per semester for
full-time grad students 50 percent. Parttimers pay $5 .00 per semester.
At present. the society itself absorbs the
cost of the drug plan. but due to the high level
of use. the council expects premiums to go up
substantially.
According to political science department
representative Robert Burge. who proposed
the referenda. the council can't afford any
increase in premiums. In fact. he said if the
referendum isn·t appro,·ed. the drug plan
might expire as early as January.
Burge believes the new rate of funding
would allow G.S.S. to seek a superior plan.
Under the present system. students must pay
for their drugs and submit receipts to receive
80 percent of their expenditure. By contrast.
the SAC drug plan operates with a credit
card. and no cash outlay is necessary. In
addition. there is no deductible. and members
see I 00 percent of the bill paid for.
The G. S.S.council has not specified any

uses for the general fee increase, but president
Alan Jones has a few ideas.
He would like to see the executive receive
payment. Unlike the SAC exec!;)tive and
staff, the grad positions are voluntary.
He gave ballpark figures of less than
$1 OOOfor each position, and added there
may be a need to hire some staff. given the
executive are currently responsible for all
office and paperwork in addition to other
duties.
Burge agreed. Because, on a,erage, grad
~tudents have less time to complete their
degrees. energy expended on extracurncular
activity is proportionate!) greater than that
ol undergrads, he said.
--why should these people who don't get
paid care·!" he said.
Due to university expansion. the society
will lose its Sunset Street pub. the Grad
House. probably within two years. Jones
acknowledged the building has provided much
of the societ)."s identity and pro'ile.
He thinks the society should establish a
capital pool to rebuild the organization after
it loses the house. ln the short term. he
supports improving the decor of the pub. with
such items as new tables and air purifiers
high on his shopping list.
This plan has received flak from at least
one grad councillor. who requested anonymity.
The member criticized the idea of'"pouring
money into a facility that's going to be tom
down in a couple years, anywa)."

Any spending would have to be approved
by the entire council, and Burge is confident
the money will be well-spent
"Give us the money and let us work with
it. Ifs not that much:' he said.

Jones hopes for better than the traditionally
abysmal turnout for G.S.S. votes. All 840odd grad students. full• and part-time. are
eligible to vote at the sole ballot box in the
Grad House, 552 SunseLO

The few SAC members who showed up for their much publicized information session were stood
up on Monday Afternoon as no students could find the time to attend. Brendan Thompson. V. P.
University Affairs wondered if people are "too much into school to care about where their
money goes." SAC reps hope planned forums in the residences will be more successful

Provincereduces
funds~rcentagefor university
o~ratinggrants
TORONTO (CUP)- The provincial
government has announced a 6.7
per cent inc,ease in operating grants
to Ontario universities, a drop from
7.3 pu cent last year.
Minister of Colleges and
Universities Lyn McLeod said that
of the total $1.5 billion increase,
only $63.9 million will go towards
base operating grants. an increase
of 4.5 per cent from last year.
NOP leader Bob Rae said this
;mall increase means universities
willhave to struggle to even maintain
~xisting services let alone provide
new ones.

"What the government has to
recognize is the increase in the
basic level of funding has got to be
higher than the level of inflation,"
said Rae.
"Unless we do that. then the
problems of overcrowded classrooms
and inadequate equipment won't go
away and won't be dealt with."
While McLeod acknowledged
that the 4.5 per cent increase will
only keep up with rising costs. she
said the $63.9 million in base funding will add to a base already
enriched by various special prer
jects over the last two years.
Included in the total grant was a

$3.9 million increase in funding for
the faculty renewal program. which
McLeod said will bring the total
number of new faculty positions
created in Ontario universities to
368 in 1989.
McLeod also announced that
$2. 7 million will go to the ministry's
french-language and bilingual prer
grammes at universities, bringing
the total for these programmes to
$20.3 million in 1988-89.
Another $27 million will be
available for universities where enrolment increases to accommodate
the surge of grade 12 and I 3 students
who will be applying for university

next year, as the grade thirteen
requirement is phased out in Ontario.
While government figures are
based on an expected enrollment
increase of only five per cent, student
leaders and university advisors hav~
estimated that the number of applications to post-secondary institutions
could increase between I O and 25
per cent
"Clearly there will be a number
who apply and won't be admitted."
said McLeod. saying she can't tell
universities what their entrance requirements should be.
Richard Johnston. NOP postsecondary education cnt1c, said the

6. 7 per cent increase in total operating
grants-used
to fund everything
universities do, except capital prer
jects-is not satisfactory.
·• Anything under eight per cent
I think would disappoint most
people." Johnston said.
William Sayers, Director of
Communications for the Council of
Ontario Universities. said that over
the last 15 years university funding
has not kept up with inflation and
post-secondary education appears
to have dropped as a government
priority. D

Equalityrights protectionbetterunderCharterthan Bill,but Meech may initml
by Terry Moore

After over forty years of slow progress
equality has finally arrived and reached full
maturity in the l 980's. The distance we have
come in the fight for equality is commendable.
but according to the Chair of the Ontario
Labour Relations Board. Judge Rosalie Silberman Abella. in this decade we must ensure
the progress made to date is not turned
around.
Abella was at the University of Windsor
as guest speaker for the I 7 th annual Duck
Lecture hosted by the faculty of law.
Equality. something Abella sees as the
protection of differences and the elimination
or arbitrary negative impact of those differences,
has had a long hard ride to maturation. with
the pre-occupation of war in the 1940s and
the satisfaction with the status quo in the
"50s. McCarthyism clidn't do much for minority
rights either, she said.
She said real change started in the '60s.
"In this decade we set a motion a re\'ised
timetable and agenda and confused ourselves
utterly ... Abella said.
.. But out of the turbulence and confusion
came human rights commissions. a Civil
Rights Act. affirmative action. and an awakened consciousness. It was not an easy
time. but it was a necessary catharsis.''

Judge Abella.

The '60s also saw Canadians elect Pierre
Trudeau to the Prime Minister·s office.Trudeau
would go on to patriate the Constitution in
l 982 and entrench a Charter of Rights and
Freedoms into it.
The Charter of Rights was entrenched
after politicians reali1.ed they hadn't provided
adequate protection of minorities in Diefenbaker's Bill of Rights. The Bill of Rights did

not work because it was a political document
and politicians only provide for the will of the
majority. Abella said.
Politicians --can only legislatively
acknowledge minority opinions if their
acknowledgement does not threaten the welfare of the majority as it is then ~rceived. ..
she said ... There must be a role for a body
which does not fear public or political censure
for making judgments which may not find
favour with the majority.··
This forum is the courts. Abella said.
stressing that the question to ask now is not
whether the justice system will be involved in
the process of ensuring equality for all Canadians. but to what extent the courts will
intervene and what impact this will have on
··social realities.''
"The legislature. in enacting the Charter,
provided the bricks of the foundations: the
courts. in interpreting it, provide the mortar.
she said. ·· tn essence. the cburts have become
a kind of legislature for equalit) rights.·•
Abella said justice is equality and the role
alloted to the courts is a very important one.
especially in this decade.
"Whether we like it or not. this is the
decade which requires our greatest vigilance
and concentration. and we cannot permit
ourselves to be distracted from the urgency of
the confrontation," between equality and
fundamentalism, she said referring to the

Rambo mentality.
--unless we water the roots equality has
grown. the tree ma) decay from neglect.''
Abella said the major players on the stage
of equality this decade are the businesses on
one side and the unions on the other with the
indi\'idual in between.
To the business community --equality
measures are hinderances for a group seeking
the right to maximize its economic objectives...
According to Abella no employer has
ever been asked to hire an unqualified
employee. but she said, .. What equality
demands. however. is that the candidate pool
be expanded to include those indh iduals
whose group affiliation has resulted in their
arbitrary exclusion from fair competition:·
The labour movement has been fighting
for these individual rights, Abella said m
praise of the successes of the Canadian
unions ... The labour movement's increasing
strength made it a singular voice on a range of
social issues that transcended the workplace
but not the needs of the workers."
As for the Meech Lake Accord, Abella
isn't sure what kind of impact it is going to
have on existing policy.
··1 would be very surprised if the courts
don't see the Charter as oveniding the Accord.•·
she said.0

+

f course. 1he bowlers in the junior
program are the major reason
behind a successful program.
lhe EC.ITEY\
has plenty of talented.
enthus iastic bowlers to keep the
program strong for years.
Heolhet McCamon. 21. has
been bowling with the Hiram
Walker Youth Club a1 Rose Bowl
ta sixteen ',-l30rs. and 1he Tl"CJ'vl3ilir,g
Classic league for live. currently
carrying on average of 176. She
sums upt the junior program in
one word - "fun" ,
"It's a great idea.· she says."You can't hove Juniors competing
wi1h adults."
She finds occasional unspartsmanlike behaviour the only
problem wi1h the program, and says 1he program "introduced
me to a lot of great people"
11hos also increased her love for the game. She is planning on
coaching next year. She also plans to be bowling in some league
"'right until I die" .
, ·
Lou Colombo. 20. is on 183 oveorage l:x:Jwlerfrom Crescent
Lanes who is also in love with the program, otter only six years of
OOwling.
"11hos made me mature foster. disciplined. and taught me
how to relate to people," he says.

"Bowling is America's n1ostpopular
participant sport with manlj millions of people enjoying its f~n and
sociability and skill With the things
you'll be lean·ning here you'll be
one of them. It's one of the few
sports that just about anyone can
play ...regardless of your size or
strength or age...and its a game
that will pay big dividends in
health and recreation all the rest of
your life!

Dropping Ball

Compensation

Figure 21-Common Faults
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oiling o piece of rubber through
a lliongulor arrangement ofw::xx}
en blocks may not seem as important as finng a touchdown pass
or stopping o slapshot But for
some voung people. ii 1s the
ideal way to get through a long
EssexCounty winter

"I'm o doer . and I do these things because I'm a part ot bating
and o part of my community . The kids need guidor:ice. end they
hove to have on organized spar! ."
She 1snot interested in being President tor herselt ''If someone
wants to do 11.1na capable manner. I would step.down." she says
"I wish that there would be. because I'm nto o limelight seeker.
and I don't wont others to think that. It's all for the kids."
She feels strongly lho1 the most imporlont thinp is to keep up
enthusiasm She would like to get more media exposure for Junioi
l:x:Jwlers.and not necessarily just those who happen to l:x:Jwl101
Crescent
"Why not give kids recognition: it's good for them and tor the
community." she says.

not her of the originators of junior
l:x:Jwling. and one likelv to be a
Holl of Fame inductee. 1sJeon
and take part in one of Windso(s most popular sports.
D3sllppe. Deslippe.57 , has b::Mlled
For the post twenty.one vears. jun ior ten-pin bowling has
s...,,,i.,.d ....
tor 35 years. and hos been the
i:esulled in brisk business tor all eleven area houses on weekends
Recording Secretarvolthe ECJ1BA
No one has had a brgger hand in the rise of junior bowling in
/\
since 1965. i1ssecond vear.
Windso, than Evelyn Sloboskv
"When mydough1erstar1ed, I
Slobosky. who emigrated from Yugoslavia in 1930. hos been
got involved on the coaches
the proprietor ot Crescent Lones since 1944. She is currently the
level. she recalled. ··1tilled in as
president of the EssexCounty Junior Ten-Pin fuwling Association
..,, _._.
Recording Secretorv in february
(ECJTBA).
of 1968. and hove done! it ever
SloboskVs.involvement all come by accident Her late husband.
Since·
Horry. was always involved in sports promotion 1n his hotel
business He saw bowling as an up and coming spart. and since
She is also the head coach of the Crescent Junior Program. o
Windsor hod no new ten-pin lanes. he bullt an establishment
pasition that calls tor 10 hours at the l:x:Jwling alley on Saturdays.
In 1964, the Amencan fuwling Congress was interested in She spends port of her Sundavs as one of the two coochesot the
setting up regional organizations. They encouraged all Qt the
Travelling Classics League
OOWlinghouse prop~etoo to form a group Horrv was not interested
She has no ospirot1ons to doonv more. "This is it." she says "1he
at all. and he sent his wife to the meeting
Recording Secre1orv hos more work than any other position. and
"ihe ECJTBP-,had to hove some names on the charter.
often I feel like I need more free time. But lht~ kids are so nice, I
Slobasky said. "They so1d I would be 2nd Vice President 1n name
couldn'l quit· •
only I was green enough not to know the difference"
She sees the junior program as being verv beneficial to young
After a few months. Slobasky was put 1na delicate situation
adults. "Hopefully they will become good sparts I also hope that
The president andvice-president_bothquit.
Being next in line. she they will learn something tram !heir coach.·· she says with a smile
had to decide whether to "take over or fold _iiup'·
"No1 necessarily bowling skills.but attitudes. and through th,sthev
""The format was already set up. " Slobosky noted ··1 would
can become better people ·
'"The formal was already set up.'" Slobosl<y noted ··11would
She always encourages mature bowlers to fight off lhe
hove been on my head tho1 I was o quitter You can't be o
t~mptotion
to earn money by joining adult leagues. since
quitter. " She hos been elected President every year since then
playing tor money is illegal in junior bowling
Once thrown into the role. she went forward 1nher attempt to
"Thev will be adults for the rest of their lives." she points out
make the new program worl<.Tournaments were set at the erid of
"Junior bowling Is a lot of fun. and far less expensive. Once you
the year. according to the format used by her woman's leagues.
turn twentv-one. you have no choice,.
In 1975 Slobosky came up with the idea of giving on award to
Bob Oliver 1sanother dedicated individual who has put many
the bowler with the highest average. called the "Bowler of the
years into the program. Oliver. 51. began bowling-25 years ago
Yeo(' trophy. She even offered lo buy the first trophy herself. since
because "he wonted something to do'· He enjoys ii still because
she hod not lime to consult other board members.
it "is an individual spart. and you con be as good as you want
The Junior Travelling Classic League was developed around
through practice"
this time. and this was a huge step for the Association. II is o
In 1972, his children began bowling at Rose Bowli.ones. and.
like Deslippe, he began as o head coach. Eleven years ago. he
took over as head coach for "something to do on Saturdays in the
Winter." He also become o member of the ECJTBA
All of his children hove dropped out of the sport. but Oliver
remains. "Ifs hard to say when I will quit.'' he says. ··11willbeo few
years ye1."
II is quite likely he will be around fora while. because oowos
Just elected 4th Vrce President of the association.
He feels the junior program is important to develop compeli11on. spartsmonship, and friendship. These benefits are even
more noticeable In Moy. when the OOWlersgo as a team to the
provincial tournament. held at various locations across Ontario.
league where the best junior OOWlers in the city compete al
He wants to eventually teach other coaches ta coach. bu1 if
different places each week against teams represen1ing all alleys
he could. he would "make ii easier for kids to get a crest for high
across the city. Taking place on Sundays. it is on excellen1
scores",
op~rtunity
tor high-calibre bowlers to compete. and associate
Crests are given to bowlers achieving scores. according to
With eocholhet. Each year since 1981, on AIIStorTeom has been
age, but Oliver thinks there oren'1 enough opportunities.
chosen. mode up of the five mole and female boWlers With the
"Some stages are too high for kids to reach." he says. "I think
highest averages in the county They are almost always bowlers
that is a majOr problem in the program."
from the Classic League.
Mike Snow is one who has done 11all. Snow. 26, is a recent
Slobosl(y has recieved much recognition for her efforts. Lost graduate of the junior bowling program. He is now lhe2nd Vice
October. she was the first inducteee into the newly formed Essex President of the ECJTBA.and shares coaching duties of both tre
Classic League and the Crescen1 junior program with Deslippe.
County Women's Holl of Fame. Qt least partly for her efforts in junkir
boWling
"I admired the work the board did."" Snow says. "1 wanted to
She tends to avoid taking credi1 for anything. though.
put as much fun and enthusiasm into the program as I got out of
Every September. ot:out 2700 young men and 1NOmen between
the ages of 5 and 21 check into their fovouJite t::iow,ing establishment

..............
--- _..

Snowwos introduced to bowling bv his family He quickly fell in
love with the unpredictability of the game . '"You can never throw
the some boll twice. or leave the same pins twice." he says. "There
ore too many variables and it's too hard to be perfect"
He feels that bowling hos done much for him. He will always
remember the 278 game and 678 series (perfect ts 900 in 3
games) he l:x:Jwled in his Junior days of Crescent. and the
provincial championship his team won in 1982, again at Crescent
"lanes 23 and 24." he recalls fondly
Bowling has also had its practical benefits . Snowteels bowling
"helped me to relax" and Improved his communication skillsand
social development
He misses the carefree days of 1unior bowling as compared to
the competitive nature ot adult leagues. "It was enjoyable and
relaxing. · he savs. "lhere is too much emphasis on (earning)
money .. He 1s porticulorlv aggravated with the better junior
bowlers constantly worrying about future tournaments and not
giving 100% at all times·· or ·sandbagging·
in bowling lingo
"tvervone 1stor too 1ndiv1dual. he savs
He sees himselt working in the Association "'foreve(' He
wouldn't be afraid to be President 'if no one else was copable·11he was in charge. though. he would trv to promote the
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He considers the Classic league to be "light years" ahead of
his Crescent house league. "The better competition makes me
strive to be the best." Columbo says.
He knows he will be bowling all his life. and he hopes that his
v,,orl<in the junior leagues Will move him closer to his dream of
turning pro .
Randy Morentette. 19. hos been bowling "as long as I con
remembe('. The 180-overage bowler joined the Club 240 Rose
Elowl League lost year. and makes o long trip from Belle River
each week just to bowl in the more competitive Classic League
He 1squite satisfied with the junior program. "It hos taught me
sell-discipline on the lanes," he savs
According to Marentet1e, the only things tha1 bother him ore
"bod at1itudes and solid 10-pins. · referring to a hard-luck day on
the lanes
He is somewho! reluctant to soy that he may not continue in
junio r bowlinq much longer '"11is costing me o lot to bowl in
Windsor. and I only hove trophies to show for it." he explains.
He wants ··to become one of the top contenders in Essex
County"', and to bowl o 300 game. ··1 know I can do it:· he says.
Tim Bass,22, isalso from Rose Bowl Cjub 240. He recently had to
quit the Juniors beco1:1sehe was too old. otter bowling there for
sixteen years. and with Closs,c League for four He hod a 190
overage lost veor
· He was more or less torced rnto bowling. "'Mv famrly didn·t
want to leave meoloneon Soturdovotternoons:· he saySJOkinqly
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And you'llhal'e fun bowling! It's a
perfect 1uay to 1neet people... a
W()nderful date. It's a grand way of
rel(lxing with the fa111ily.S0111eof
the folk who enjoy their work ,nost
are those who p/(ly on the co1npany
howluzg tea1n For housewiFes. little
folks. senior citizens. even ,nany
handicapped people.. for you ..for
me.. for el'eryone. bowling is fun!
game. rather than awards and rules. "They just get in the way," he

says
Snow dreams of being on the pro 1our. but won't get carried
away "It's an outside dream." he says. '"Too much money and
v..ork is involved."
He olsowill always worl< towards shooting a perfec1300 game.
"I just want one." he says with a smile.
Wayne Mepsled is another person whose love of the game
seems to grow constantly. He is the coach in 1he Rose Bowl
league. in charge of the senior division. He also got involved when
his son took up the game.
··1 got storied In coaching the year otter my son storied."
Mepsted said
He has no intention at stopping soon. "I loveworl<ing with these
young people."
He sees the program as running perfec11y the way it is. "1he
only thing I would suggest is allowing more teams in the Classic
League," he says. "'Ifs o great opportunity to boWi in a better
quality league."

Once dragged !here. though. he found that it reully appealed to
him.
He love bowling because '"ii is a spart you can enjoy. Win or
lose·· It's helped me to be a more well-rounded person."
He was sod to conclude his junior career. expeciolly since he
was unable to cap his career with a "Bowler of the Yeo(' honour.
He misses the "relaxed attitude" of the junior program
"Once you join the adults. it's more serious:· he says. "I wish
Junior bowlers would stay longer, most aren't ready for adult."
Bass will always have fond memories of the ECJTBA.He calls it
"'one of the best organizo1ions for kids' sparts in the city, maybe in
the country"'
This may hove some truth to it. ECITBAbowlers bring home
many awards In provincial sp::irts and In the Michigan Stole
tournament and the competition within the county Isalso quite
fierce. It hos been called one of the strongest areas in the
province by some. Ifs too bod that Junior boWiing Is seen in
V\Jindsor as just a way to kill some time waiting for summer to
return. Too·tuckinq bod.
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Copywrong
Currently before Parliament are proposed amendments to Canada 's Copyright Act. The ramifications
of Bill C-60 for the student , researcher, and educator
could be far-reaching, though much depends upon
how strictly the letter of this law is enforced.
At stake tor students and academics is access to
information crucial to the quality of work they produce
- and the amount of time and effort consumed in
the process.
At stake for authors and publishers as copyright
holders is fair return for what they produce. Wholesale copyright violations cost them plenty each
year. But while most would agree authors and
artists should receive their due, this bill as it stands
could be open to abuses of its own.
And while more strignent copyright laws are now
being enforced in the U.S. these days, that country's
legislators had the foresight and common sense to
provide at least limited exemptions for educational
purposes. But folks in Ottawa are giving third reading
to Bill C-60- which contains no real exemptions for
educators or university researchers.
Some say strict laws can be enforced selectively
with effectiveness, leaving students still able to
reproduce works for academic purposes. Another

result c ould be increased pri ces for photocopies.
An add itional nickel per copy would be earmarked
as royalties to copyright holders, the only problem
being the massive red-tape created, and the dif·
ficulties in ensuring authors would indeed receive
those royalties . But raising the cost per copy would
only hurt the poorest students, another way access
to higher education is prohibited to those least able
to pay.
Librarians are also concerned about the effects
of the proposed amendments. They say it could
lead (with restricted access or more expensive
photocopying) to an increase in stolen materials,
including the tearing out of pages in journal articles.
The biggest problems with Bill C-60 is the horrific
effects it could have on atudent's research efforts.
To outlaw photocopying of copyrighted materials
altogether would be a despicable measure, making
a difficult task nearly impossible.
What is the answe(? It may be a law providing a
strong deterrence to copyright abuse, while still
allowing relatively free use in education, providing
reproduction is not undertaken for profit or widespread distribution.
There is middle ground to be had here: stiff
penalties for bonafide abuse, not academic use.

THE BLOODBOIL

KEVIN JOHNSON

FMLN notto reconfused
withthe;ehard-lirie
centrisffi
the two-year insurrection, has renewed the purpose of the
. fragile grouping. In what the Cannabian press has labelled
The National Unity government of this small. lesser- .. Day O' Death", the FLNM attacked churches, mosques.
developed country has imposed martial law in the face of stock exchanges, business offices, union halls -and com munity centres across the country, killing 484 and wounding
what it bas termed "a state of emergency".
thousands of others.
The Coalition of Fundamentalist
Christians and
According to one junta member, the killing has meant the
Moslems, Fascists. Anarchiats and the Red Revolutionary
People's Guard Party is quaking in its jackboots, hoping to government must set aside its internal differences and
confront the rebels with a solid front
quell a rising storm of violence launched by anorpruzed
"They threaten to end the polarization which has been
group of hardline moderates.
taken for granted." he said. "We have to act now to preserve
The Front of theliquidation of Non-Moderates ( FLNM),
the divisions and rifts which have made our country what it is
led by a shadowy figure known only as El Centro, has stepped
today."
upt its campaign apinst extremists of all stripes.
To this end, the government has implemented a serie s of
In the Midda..of.the-Road Manifesto, the FLNM
measures.
pledges to " Take arms to crush those who would force upon
The Ministry of National Defence has instituted a 7:00
the Cannabiao people too much freedom. to little freedom.
too much equality, or too much inequality . We fight to pm curfew . outlawed the possession or sale of any weapons,
and begun a policy of shooting "weird people " on sight.
establish a balance of justice and injustice.
At the same time , the Ministry for Dome stic Security ha s
"We shall not surrender until we reach the complete
{pllowed a policy of "arming the People" , throwing the
victory of negotiated compromise."
The FLNM is made of the following organizations : nation's arsenals open. It has also prepared a propaganda
blitz to "re-educate " the masses.
Regular Guys of Cannabia, the Centrist League , the Apathy
Meanwhile, the Justice Ministryis calling on people to
Association, and a registered political wing, the Slow Change
Party. The group is allied withthe Progressive Conservatives, "pray for salvation" , prepare for holy martyrdom, and report
the Dead Centrists, the Constitutional Fair Play People, and any lewd behaviour or heresy to the police .
the Charlie Brownists;
·
The demands of the FLNM call for gradual progression
The Cannabian rullingjunta. which includesmembersof and eventual evolution into what the Manifesto calls "the
good society" . According to adherents , it would feature a
allthe~
parties, is bitterlydividiedover how to govern
the country. Each party's platform is diametrically opposed
system of checks and balances to give the peoplesome power.
to that <:Iits partners, and several times in the last weeks, the but not too much.
El Centro was quoted as saying " We don't have any
National Unity government bas threatened JO crumble.
However, Monday's outbreak of violence , the worst of idealist dreamsof the future. We just want to. you know,kind
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of muddle through. That seems to work the best," in an
interview with the New YorkTimes.
However. not everyone shares his benign interpretation
of the rebels .
One wlio doesn't is Maria, a peasant woman who
witnessed a hostage-taking by moderate forces in October.
''It was awful,"' she said "They sat them "ail down and
made them listen to moderate propaganda ·•
Among the works cited, she listed the later Peanuts
strips, and Annie's songs from the musical Annie. " They left
out the orphans· numbers because they were too bitter,"
Maria sobbed .
They cautioned villagers not to associate with anyone
advocating rapid or far-reaching change . or no change at all.
The terrori sts proceeded to remove vocal non-smokers' and
smokers ' rights act ivists, atheists and evangelists, teetotallers
and drunks . Later . Cannabian secuirty forces found them.
bound together and mumbling such phrase s as " I can see your
point" and "I respect your opinion ."
All-in-all, the moderate rebel s don 't have much support
among the population at large . Instead, they coerce and
terrorize the innocent bystanders into providing them with
food and cover .
It seem s likely the Cannabianpeople will come together
to strengthen the government It is to be hoped the superior
fire-power of the two extreme s will overcome the relatively
weak rebels. The sooner this can be done , to minimize
bloodshed. the better.
Unfortunately, it's always the little guys who get caught,
not in the middle , but on the sides. D

Leddyrethatever-lovin'
~ place
by Paul Bailey
You may ha,c heard a rumour going
around campw;, one which vour humhle
correspondent ha s been unahl; to ha, e confirmed or denied as yet. to the effect that the
management at the Leddy Library as soon to
take o,er operations at the Subway and the
Grand Marketplace . The general consensus
seems to be that Leddy is the premier place to
party and. although the fourth quarter slats
aren·t in ),CL circumstantial evidence Y.Ould
seem to indicate that roughly 2.4798 times as
much food passes through Leddy as the
, Grand Marketplace Admittedly. cons1dernhlv
less than that amount is actually consumed.

,-

place to expand your knowledge: a place to
test your theones in an atmosphere of intellectual give and take with )OUr fellow scholars.
Once again this bnngs us back to Ledd)' Just
today I witnessed. or rather heard as I "as
much too far away to see, a learned debate on
the relauvc ments of Labatt's GA TT-buster
nnd Molson's Nationali5l And later 1 over
heard a heated exchange on a ome,, hat
more academic matter: the pros and cons of
prates ors awarding bonu marks for tid),'
notebooks. I found both topics much more
mterc ung tha11the cconomctnc 1 \\ as strugghng to concentrate on.
1 he Flamin2 1 oilet Episode
Ledd~ even proHdt:s fire"orks
or at
least lire A lesser library may ha,c ~hown
prudish concern at the thought of thou,;ands
of , aluablc , olumes being turned to ash.
They might ha,e endea,ourcd to apprehend
the perpetrator in order to have him (in true
Sherlockian fashion we ,, 111 assume the
amateur arsonist was male since the conflagration took place in the men ·s washroom)
expelled from the unherslly. They might
ha, e called in Windsor's finest regarding an
apparent attempt at arson. Instead the Leddy
leadership wisely did nothing. reali,ing that
the poor. "prankish" lad had alread} suffered
enough cmbarassment from his display of
monumental stupid1t}. He has undoubtedly
realized that he lacks the intellectual whcre,, ithal to measure up to e,en Windsor's
modest standards. packed his bags and sulked
back to whence he came.

If this rumoured merger should fail to
take place. I think" e should !>CCif Lcdd) Inc .
couldn·t take o,er the La"' Libra!). l',e been
there and the place is dead You can't find
enough food to keep a cockroach ali,c.
people only speak in hushed tone~ as if they
arc in church or something. and thcy',e got a
bunch of part-time fascists they call food
patrol keeping the place di) er than a Men
nonite colony during prohibition. There 1s
nothing to do there but read and study!
Belie\e me. that is no way lo run II library.
Take the food police for instance. When
you're trying to create an actual scale model
of Mount Fuji using sunflo\\er seed husks.
the worst thing that can happen is to ha,·e a
food cop break your concentration. Leddy
provides an em 1rnnmcnt condush e to such
I
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creall\ ity. ( The Mount Fuji
display at the main building.
carrel number 4 along the cast
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I request all the student.~ and the pmli; to
come lo!'\\ ard and discuss the problem "'1th
the authorit) instead or !ighuni.; their O\\ n
Y.ar.
On hdialf of international students. I
thank Dr Ianni for assunng that \\e are as
much a part ol the uni,erSI!) as an} other
student and our problems will be treated as
serious!) as the s1tuat1on demand:~
· Thank )OU.

Letters to the Editor should be limited
to 500 words or fewer. They may be
submitted to the Lance office o n the second
floor of the University Centre. at the Lance
mailbox in the SAC office. or in the Lance
mailbox at the U niversity Ce ntre desk.

disturbed
Dea r Edito r.
I appreciate ) our cooperation in the past
for allowing me to reach the students on
campus through ),Our column HoY.c,·er. I
am disturbed by the fact that I S.S. c\ ents arc
not ghen adequate CO\crage in The Lance. I
look up to The Lance as the barometer of
campus acth ity. Last week. four e, ents
inrnlving !.S.S. and ISS- affiliate clubs \\Crc
arranged. Due to the low budget of the
function. it is not feasible to run an ad in The
Lance. I often \\Onder about the criteria of
The Lance for determining the nC\,sY.orthincss
of an event.
I would like to take this opportunity to
inlorm your readers about the President's
dinner with international students held on
Nov. 17, 1987. That evening. I discussed
how the hfe of a graduate student is totally
dependent on the wh.ims of the professors in
his/her department. Their situation can hest
be described:
" T HERE JS NO T TO R EASON WH Y
THEkE IS NO l'TO MAKE REPLY
T H ERE IS BUT T O PLF.ASE O R
D IE"
I )r. lanni's response was verv encou raging.
The same e\ enmg. he decided that he will set
up an open forum for the students to come
and discuss their problems. Tolerating injustice
is as much serious crime as perpetrating one.

Sincerely.
R.K. Bnrn"al
President.
International Students Society

dismayed
Dear Editor.
It has come to my attention ( as the manager
of the Subway) that scant attention has been
paid in these hallowed pages to the entertainment that has been offered at the Subwa) this
term. What entertainment. you Sa)?
A brief list ,,ould include Blue Rodeo
(toured with KD Laing):Jeff Healey (Arista
recording artist while. blind. 22. he takes the
gunar beyond Hendrix): ·1he Layabouts (2
years in a row "Best Rock Band in DetroitMetro times awards): lots of local groups
such as. Lost Patrol. Do or Diatribe. the 45 s,
the Boperators. 8 Gu)s Named Moe (an 8pice rhythm 'n blues band): The Crystal
Corned) best of the Quest show: and more ...
None of these C\ cnts was covered by the
Lance Arts and Entertainment staff. One
review appeared. CJ A Ms night in the pub got
a weak rcv1c,,. even though it was only 2/3 of
a show ( DeJa VooDoo cancelled at the last
minute). faen more initating. I have personal!)
ghen the editor all of our scheduled events.
The W indsor library listings are printe I, but
not those of the Subwa}!! No rev1e, s. no
listings, nothing! Ar c we a students p Jb? l s
the Lance a student newspaper? ls It b cause
we wo n't ad, ertise ( after the treaunent our
ads got last year, we don't fee l like they want
our ads)?
Is it because, the events aren't worth) of
their space?
CBC T elevision covered the appearance
of the Windsor Dukes, T uesday November
I 0th. bu t the f ,unce didn't feel that 1t was

is likely to run until ~ome time in the new
~ear.)
Now stop for a moment 10 ask yourself
Y.hat a unhcr-,ity 1, all about. Why. ifs a
.

•
,

•

newsworth) ' 200 people are turning out on
Tue5da} nights to lic;ten to the best Blues in
the orea~ whooping It up wildly, :inci the
I an(·e isn't there to cmer it) What is wrong
Y.ith student Journlism'
To make a long letter somewhat shorter,
1f}ou \\ant to knoY. what as happening \\llh
II\ e entertainment in the Sub\\ ay, pick up a
copy of 11w Rag. published b, the Subwa,,
)Ou'II find the information there at least
Thanks for the space.
Chuck Blewett Subway mgr.

Dear Editor.
We arc w nting to correct the misleading
impression left by the Canadian Uni\ers11y
Press stol) ... Bad ad\lce to cost student
council" (the L,mce. N1)\embcr 12. 1987).
The article referred to allegations b) a Wilfred
Launer Um,ers1ty student that incompetent
ad, ace from a so-called "student-run legal
aid clinic" had exposed her to a lawsuit b}
her forrner landlady.
According to the Ontario Legal Aid Act.
the only legitimate "student-run legal aid
clinics·· arc those in operation in the pro,ince's
six law schools: Toronto. Osgoode. Western.
Queen's. Ottawa and. of course. Windsor.
Any·· tegal" sen ices"' hich may be available
on other campuses are unofficial. informal.
al)d do not operate with the sanction of funds
of the Ontano Legal Aid Plan.
We would also note that no negligence
claim or s1m1Iar complaint has been filed in
recent memory against Commuruty Legal
Aid (the scn ice here at Windsor) or against
an} of the other fhe student legal aid clinics.
Perhaps this is because we strictly forbid our
,o!unteer caseworkers (nil of whom must be
registered as law students) to gi,c any advice
or information to a client unu I thc ad, 1cc has
been verified by our Re, iew Counscl,il full)qualified lawyer.
No doubt unintentionall}. the an1cle left
the impression that one could not expect to
receive professional advice from a student
run clinic. This is most certain I} not the case.
Yours truly.
Dan Abraham s
External Director.
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sanctioned
Dear l:.ditor:
Recentlv in a Students· Admrmstrntive
( ounc1l ( SAC) Meeting. a mouon ,, s pac; eel
asking that students .. bo~cott" the Facult)
l, aluauons in
strong re ponse to the
Universit) ·~ un\\tlhngness to publish part or
all ofth1.:Facultv b aluauons It has come to
m} attention that many of th<.:students in the
School of Music oppose the idea of a ooycott
or e, en the publicauon of the e, aluat1ons

In the past vear. I ha,·e ~at on a committee
,, h1ch ,, as responsible for the hmnj! of parttime teacher" for the I 9871988 year These
teachers' contracLc; are one ;>ear contracts
\\ hich are rene\\ ed on the recommendation
of this committee One of the pos1uons that
wa~ considered by the committee was of a
parttimc teacher who Y.as \\ell hked b:>some
of hb students. These students \\C quite
dismayed to find out that this teacher was not
rehired. In the committee n was explained
that only three (3) e,·aluations out of a
possible 31 "cc filled out due to a mix up in
scheduling of evaluations. It ,,as the feeling
of the committee that these three evaluations
would have no real bearing on whether the
teacher \\ould be rehired. J am sure that if
more cvuluatmns had been lilied out. there
\\Ould ha,e been less of a quesuo:, regnrdmg
the rehiring of that teacher.
There are I 8 part time teachers m the
School of Music. With the students boycotting
the evaluauons. there ,,ould be a large ,mce
of the <;tudents taken away on the types of
education pro, 1ded for the students.

It 1s my feeling and the feeling of the
Music Society Execuu, e that students should
NOT boycott evaluations m general. Why
should students take away from themselves
what they have been gh en thus far. Instead,
we should build upon "hat we a lread) ha\.e
and not destroy.
Yours truly,
Music Society Executive
Charles Laforct.
Michell e Carlini
Sheri McHard y
Claudia Picc olo

Weplayalongwith you.
CANADIAN MADE CHAMPION BRAND
SWEATS IN 88% COTTON BLEND
-All Crested With The Official U of W
Ensignia-

Basketball Tank Top Grey Only
Multi Purpose Short No Pockets
Multi Purpose Short With Pockets
Football Shirt
Sweat Pants
Crew Neck Sweat Top
6 .99
Hooded Sweat Top
99

WE DO GREAT FLOOR SHIRTS AND
JACKETS!!!
Penmans Sweat Shirts, many colours
to choose from, with your floor design
on the front in one colour silk screening
and personalized with each person's
name or nickname on the back only
$15.00 each! Based on a minimum
order of 36 shirts. 2 week delivery'!
Many satisfied floors now on campus.

BROOKS 100% COTTON RUGG ER SHIRTS
-1 O exciting colours, stitched U of W
ensignia Exclusively at JOHNSON SPORTS

for Canada.
BARBARIAN "THE ORIGINAL U of WRUGGER"
if it's not Bararian, it's second best...

-100% Scrum Tuff Heavy Weight Cotton.
Taped Neck, Rubber Buttons, Re-inforced
pits, Knit Cuffs and Oversized. Official U
of W Colours Royal and Gold With Gold
Embroidered Ensignia.
Ou t nd
a
at
9.98

ALSO IN STOCK. ..
Fabulous custom made soft briefcases
with handles and shoulder straps for
easy carrying.
Knapsacks and Organizers.
Lycra Running and Workout Tights .
...ALL WITH THE U of W ENSIGN/A
IMPRINTED.
STEVEN NICOLAS FASHION FLEECE WITH
UOFW ENSIGN/A. Unisex in Size, Several

Colours
Short Sleeve POLO Shirts in Adult Sizes
S-XL White With Royal Blue U of W
y 22 9
Also in stock with "Faculty of Human
Kinetics" designation.
International Design Team "Made To Fade"
100% Pique Knit POLO Shirts with Long
Sleeves in Solid Gold and Royal Blue
With Contrasting U of W Ensignia. Very
Oversized (If Big is Best, Then Huge is
Better.)
y ....,,.
(They Won't Last Long)

U of W Discount
Just show your valid student card and
receive a 15% discount off of any of the
prices in our store. We have Windsor's
most complete selection of fashion sportswear, footwear and sports equipment.
Cr.eck out our racquet sports department,
hockey department, bicycle department
just to mention a few ...

5909 Wyandotte E. (2 blocks from Jeffers~n) 945-3434
Mon-Thurs 9-6 Fri 9-9 Sat 9-5. Visa, Mastercard & American Express.
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S~er saysoonriencean activity
~

is neededin any system to avoidronuption
darity based on confonning can be
corrupti ng. You must be your own
self but look to God for truth, she
said.
People's own beliefs of conscience
tha t cause conflict with those of the
Church can be a good thing, Callahan
said. She believes those may be the
Holy Spirit showing the Church's.

by Sean Reddick

1

The Catholic Church can be a
forum for alteringChristian conscienreness. said Dr. Sidney Callahan.
guest speaker last Sunday as part of
Assumption University's Christian
Culture Series.
Callahan began by outlining conflicts of conscience presently taking
place in the American Catholic
Church. Much moral reconsideration
has taken place over the last fifty
years with changes in the Church
coming from the bottom up.
"To talk about conscience you
have to know what it is. how it
operates and how to understand
it.·· she said.·· Using one· s conscience
takes an effort. It is the activity of
an aware self conscience person
acting and deciding on acts that a
person has judged personally moral."
She stresses conscience is an
acril'ir.1•,not a thing. The doctor
believes only a mentall) active
person can have a conscience so
that a dog. an infant. a slcepin!! or
drugged or mentally impaired person
cannot. A conscience allows people
to C\ aluatc their choices in the light
of good and evil. It is possible fo
ignore one's con<;cienceand in doing
so 10 do C\ ii, she -.aid.
L 'allahan said from t>irthinfants
arc horn trv ing to learn and understand and arc read, to he moral. It
1s huma" na1urc 10 he moral. hu•
111oral1t)can he d1sturl'>cdby lack ol
~ell knowledge or a taulty description
,11truth. Som making truthful deci
sion s man has ah\ a)\ turned to
others for ad\ 1cc. lo the old or the
\\ISC

Dr. Ca llahan
tor>ee photo by Tho m a s Pidq eon
The Church is the source of the
Christian conscience even if we
may not agree with the Church.
This gives rise to conflict and what
to do with conflict.
We cannot blindly conform to
anything. Callahan said. You cannot
make yourself believe something if
you do not believe it. Assuming the
Church is right and truthful does
not solve conflict. We have to
accept the responsibility of being
an adult and being able to make our
own decisions of conscience. Soli-

GRAD
PORTRAITS
By A Master Portraitist

future conscience. Dissent is needed
in any system to avoid corruption,
she said. The Church can be hypocritical in its stance in some issues.
Through dissent the wrongness
of such things as slavery, the Spanish
Inquisition. the divine right of kings
and denying the findings ofGalelio
were found. she said.
She thinks the Church does not
have to be too strict in dealing with
dissent.
"A~ was said you do not have to
lynch them all to cause fear in the
rest," she said. "It is ours and the
Church's challenge to grow together.
to work to a greater understanding
of the Holy Spirit."
The next speaker in the Christian
Culture Series is Archbishop J ames
Haves.D.D.. D.C.L.on Januar) 17.:J

859 Moy Avenue
Windsor, Ontario

253-4535

405 Pelissie r. Wtnelsor
254·6865
• Open 7 days

•sw eat ers
eM asks
e Fo lk Art
eJ ewellery

CoW1Cil
banspresident
WINNIPEG (CUP)--The student
council h,,; h.inncd its llwn president
lrnm !ltte1,din,2.cuuncil sponsored
e\ cnt~ for tlie ; est ,1f the year after ·
he punc·hcd a patron at a Hallo\\cen
part~
·We tm,ted him just like an y
other :.tudent. " said Dan Guetre.
, 1LCpre:,1dcnt 111charge of student
scn ices :ind spoke:.pcrson for the
counc.11's Social
Management
( omnuttcc. vhid• maue the decision.

<.'hn~uans behc\ em an uni,ersal
conscience: that this conscience 1s
God, or •s a rcllcct1on of God
Guetre defended the dcc1s1on
\\llhin us that make~ our 111,agcof on the basis of problems at other
God S,1 \\e turn to the Church for campuses conccrnin!!, alcohol and
help m makrne. m,1ral dcc1s1ons. ,·iolcnce at social e,·cnts .

Council staff who witnessed the
incident. said the patron was criticizme.Lee Hollcron in his performance
as· president and that Hollcrson
struck the man in the face. drawmg.
blood .
"I can live with the decision ".
said Holleron
.. He (the patron) cmphasi1cd
that I wa-, an asshole ... and he slapped rnc on the back J' \Ci ne, c~ see n
the guv before in my life. I didn't
e\·en kncrn 1f he "as a student."
said Hollcron
Holleron has since been in contact with the patron and has made a
rci.:onciliation.

ePon chos
eT apestries
• Ma yan Pieces
e Clothing

IN THE SKY
1 0 % off with
" FROM THE ORIGINAL

• sweaters
e 1 a pcstrie s
• c lothin g
e.i ewcllery
HANO C.RAflfO

Student

I. D.

TO THE EXOTIC '

e Folk Art
e African Carvin gs
• Pl ant s
eWhip ~

,MPORTS FROM loROUNO THE WORLD

300 Ouell•tt•Upper

(Palace Complex)

MEETING
There will be a full
Student Council meeting
on Wednesday, December
2, at 16:30 hrs. in the
Board of Govenors Room
in Windsor Hall Tower.
Everyone is welcome!
For further information
contact Chris McIntyre V. P.
Communications at 2536423.

;

CATCH THE FACESHUTTLE
Back in Action after mission control was forced to abort last 3 flights.
If you live in any residence the Bus will be by once every hour from 811 and will make two return trips . So SAVE those legs for dancing.

GREY CUP PARTY
Sunday , November 29th
(FACES is Open Every Sunday)
Featuring some type of great dinner special
From RANELLO ' S KITCHEN

Every Wednesday , 12-2pm & 4-9pm
Spaghetti $3.95
FACES ON COLLEGE

IT'S ALL YOU
CAN EAT!
corner of College & California
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SHAREYOUR CREATIVITY
Works Wanted for

THE WOMEN'S CENTRE
ANTHOLOGY

Submit poetry, short stories or essays!
To be published in the Winter Semester
Submit to
Women's Commissioner

S.A.C.

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for
I.SATDec. 12
GMAT Jan. 23
1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

~ CLASSIFIED
111SIARCH
PAPIRS
16,278 to choose from-all subjects
Save Time and ImproveYour Grades!

Order Catatog Today with Visa/MC or COD

mii)213-4 77-8226

~~t.
Or. rusl\ $2.00 to· Research Anta tance
11322IdahoAv, 1206-SN los Angeles.CA90025

Customresearchalsoavailable-all levels

Typist-who lives near the
U niversity ($1.25/pg) 2533922 after 5:30 pm.

f

NOONEWANTS onyth1ng hosnolh1ngto
soy. attends meetings. reads literature.
wants to be o success. or ever thinks of
anything truly w,tty to say. Except you
perhaps

NOTICE TO All CAMPUS NEWSPAPERS
that use lance facilities. The lost issue of
the Lance th1ssemesterwill be published
1Jecember3rd Merth1st1metherewtllbe
no access to our offices until January 11.
1987 So keep out This means you1
STOPmSTOPWEARING that ocid-woshed
and pink clothing December 1 hos been
officially declared Anh-Acld-Wo~AndPlnkDay Sotry to obse!Vea little decorum
okay?
COPYRIGHT LAWS ARE a form of tnteJ..
lectuol th1evervfrom the common human
heritage Feel tree to reproduce this message'
IONA COWGE, 208 Sunset Ave. 9737039 A space tormeeting and d1scuSStng.
studying. quiet searching and relaxing
wtth friends. Open 9-5 and by orronq&ments Or use Iona facilities to pion events
that ore important to on. Ahom&-cooked
dinner every Thursday at 5:30 pm S250
Come and help celebrate by being yourself.

n smith

AfflNTION: Student Senators w,11have
officehoursMondoy10-11 am luesdav
9-10 am and Wedne5doy 10-11 am for
the remainder of the semester Come 1n
and see us 1n room 2103 a1 the teddy
Ubrory. 1n the south-west corner of the
second floor
APPLY EARLY to Student Painters Coll
Chns at (519)736-4096
LOST LADIES gold Seiko watch 1n1t1als
RJBon back Sentimental value. reword
Call extension 2346
WANTED: Used early model C-64 computer. will pay S50. call 256-8054
FOR SALEOld WOn<ingfridge $50; washing
machine $75; Chest of Drawers S15 and
S25; Whole lot of shelves and supports
S30; B/W N S35; Heavey used combat
boots s,zes 7-10. S5/pr, min. 2 per order
Coll 256 805-4

Fumilhed Rooms tor rent Kt!chen focd1hes.

<..oil258-0965 or 977-8978. ( Downtown)
1914 Toyota Supra GTS, mint cond1t10n.
fully loaded wtth power sunroot. low miles.
completely w,ntenzed. snow hres1ncluded.
satt1ed for more details call Al ot 2527803
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY CHAPEL 9737034-locoted 1n Assumption Un1vers11V
Mosses-Sundov 10·30a.m.ond430p.m.
also Mon-~n 0111 50 o m luesdoy moss
ona supper 1sat 5-00 pm ($2 50) l1brorv
and studv space ovo1loble during ott,ce
hours
ROOM AVAILABLE IN CODY HALL fOI
second semester Mole student only Coll
AS/'<P
256-8177 Leave name and number
IONA COLLEGE 208 Sunset Avenue 9 737039 Open 9·00 a m - o·OOp m HomeCOOl<ed dinner every Thursday at o30
pm forS250
TRAVELINGTO LONDON: each weekend
Leave on ~nday return Sunday L001<1ng
for riders to shore expenses Broct2528680
ANDY HYMAS: more mail
p1ckup CH

Coll me IOI

1986CandondateST500
1ikenew S1200
hrm For into coll 258-0891
WANTED A TUTOR FOR ORGANIC CHEMISTRY:
can't pay on arm and a leg Call
256-3861 or leave name and number 1n
Art's box- LANCE.

Ahh, the spQptaneitYof Y.Outh.Tutravelin whichever
directionthe wind blows. Noplans.
.. ,
..
No reservations.
··
CanadianAirlinesInt.ernational
welcomesaboard the footloose
travellerwith this special offer:
those under age 22 travelling
economyclass on a stand-bybasis
can save up to 50% on the regular
airfare for any flightwithinCanada.
That gives you a lot of waysto
save. Because we fly to more
towns and cities in Canadathan
any other airlineon this continent.

Lookingfor waysto escape? Head out with a friend.
CanadianAirlinesInternational.
The spirittakeswing.

PHISIGMA SIGMAAN NOUNCES Joanna
Piazza won 50/50 Drow and David Sl.
Amand won the S250 account at the
bookstore
dear G.O.A. T.-Anytime'

Canadi~n
Canadian Airlines Internati onal

STUDY BUSINESS IN JAPAN: for more
Info coll (L06) 6235.539.a 'M'lte lntemoliOnol
tnternsh1pPrograms. 406 Colman Buildings.
811 1st Ave. Sealle. Washington 98104
You must register by December 4th.
BUSINESS STUDENT WRITING AWAIH>~
Prizes valued from S500-S1500. Contact
the Canadian Treasury Management R&view. Royal Bank Plaza. loronto. OntorlO
M5J 2J5 (416) 974-2274
CAMPUSALCOHOLICSANNONYMOUS:
meeting ore Tuesdays between 12-1·30
1n the Ontario Room. Vanier Hall.

.

Unes
Matt Tales, top
Tom Pidgeon, bottom left and right
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COME SICI WITH US
~ AT FABULOUS ~~

MontSte,-JAnne
Jan. 3- 8
Your Adanac
•

The Lance: Therei5not two ~ why.

Holiday Includes:

Five n1gn1Saccommodation
Re1urn wasnroom equipped charter ous to Quebec City
Four <lays unlim,tea skiing (lncluaino Gondola)
al Mont Sle. Anne••
Oa1Jy shuttle servu:e lo and trom lhe slopes
cost
Assistance of Adanae Tour representative
per
Adanac SkJ 8u1ton.

person

QUA D fR PL D OL

$289 $305 $339

NOT INCLUl>EO:
~I

"•Tax,

~

S~tv.a.ce Charqe

AUTO SALES LTD.

•
•
•
•
•

Reliable used cars.
Complete auto service
Most units priced below $5,000.
Lots to choose from.
Student financing available at competetive rates.
• Licensed mechanics on duty.

SPACEIS LIMITED!

3799 Tecumseh Rd. E.
( 1 block east of
Central Ave.)
974-6917

$40 ·,\

OPrlONAL:

4 Day sl<i(osso11s•S60
4 Day ski re11lal·s<IS
l11suronce • from S12
Holiday lnsuro11cc • S15
Cornprchensivc
Insurance •fron1 s25
1h. ~i&c.n::ulllc,nl

FULLPAYMElff
DUEIMMEDIATELYConcollolion
PRE-REGISTRATION

AVAILABLE! I I

ll\8W'anCla -r

only t-.o 1"-'Clwo.Md•t

u.

ot drpc.1t

The All Natural Cotton

Loew, Lt Concorde
Lu•uuous sl.1-boocshaped hlChrlst located across ft0m

FUTON

1he Plains of Ab,ah•m Le Concorde ,s con,..en,ently
locau~dIOOld Ouet>ecJN:f cross-counvy s1i:11ne
f',acrl11,cs

lndudc sauna rtst.Jurants colfet -,hop piano bJt .loci
one oJ1heJines1discos 1nalf Quebec All ,ooms aca,u,e

cok>urTV AM/FM r..,,hoce1cph0ncand ,e1,,ct1ato,

Futon: Japanese Contemporary

Mattress

Pare Mont Ste·Anne

luM n m IC'Slrom che <tnuc- ol hJs1oucOutbe< C,r,

MomSr:c An~otli:1Hur>t:1b<.L1 ~ W,th '" hlls 1ncJW,rc
1,heonly Condo!.) 1n !Js1cm (-,n.i<lJ .>nd 2 lJt.lt'IJ l•t'W
Q~
.:hJ11h11s11'1tl'TIC)UntJ1nl~s :t Ml Up.)(ll'(Oi
I\ bSV
sk•t1s(X'rhou1on,1.S lS ,1lc,t1t" l!J IS (H,Y,s-(ounV't Si tl1

For more informati on
please co n tact:

__
,-,

f·.

SJC_OfTlO:
Dou9 Steel•

.

or

~:. 1;>
et:?-

Arai•

-;::--:-. /(

•t-

lJfC-.IU':s i,JnSP()r!a ..on ~llvc:'4:n c,oss covn1rv ..in-.J

pll'lt(CIIUC'i.ll

.Jon

• No Spri ngs to
Sag
• Recommended
by chiropractors

1
!~~'~:~:,~~!.~
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1
110e'J0,1(h.JI~(
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"* Low Price **

Ada11acTours
L....-----..

......--------'

(ihefuton shoe)
NATIONAL WEEK OF
ACTION
January 18th-22nd,

1988

The future of your Post-Secondary
Education is at Stake!
Get lnvol\'ed! ! !
for more information contact
Greg Thoman
V. P. External Affairs, S.A.C.

Single $129
Double $1 49
Queen $159
Couch/ Bed
Und er $300

" Natural Sleep Centre "
44 1 Pel issier St., acros s from Parki ng Garage
~
9 73 -8338
.
~ Daily ti ll 9, Sat. till 6, Su n. 12-4
With this Ad. You Will lteceive st.OOOt='FA Piture of Beer on
f:'ridav.Saturday & Sunday.
·
Canadian Money At Par '"SundayOnly"

NIKl'S In GREEKTOWN
.

t1ti}

N OW HAS

DANCINGi iii
F11dsy.Saturday & Sundays

featurinq tfle /JestIn TOP40
MDTDWN& OLD/£5
with ~J CAlVIN

(NO COVER CHARGE)

GREAT VIEW & GREAT FOOD
Above Niki's in Greektown

Loun ge, Din ing & Danci ng
LAMB CHOPS • FRESH SEAFOOD
GREEK SQUARE PIZZA • SPINACH PIE
SHISH-KA·BOB • GREEK SALADS
BEER • WINE • COCKTAILS
HOUl>S l.'ON SUN II AM 112A'A

1FRI & SAT 4 AM)

735 BEAUBIEN at LAFAYETIE • 961·2500

c"£EKTowN

•

acTAo>T

BANQUETFACILltlESAVAILAbU: Ftilt 20-200
CALt f(jt{: DETAILS-964-0H3

•.

by Rob in Watts

actually is. Not only an artist, he is an
entertainer too.
Baxter's credits include starting out painting insects. winning a watercolour contest,
being accepted to do his Master of Fine Arts
without first having his BF A. teaching classes
that he himself had not taken, and finally
starting his own company (the N.E. Thing
Corporat ion). This company unified his
many bizarre and original works of Art. For

Jain Baxter, a Vancouver conceptual
artist. entertained a full house at the Lebel
Building last Friday. November 19th. Of
course artists aren't typically adept at public
speaking, so I prepared myself for a long and
tedious lecture. To my surprise, I found
myself laughing at subtle and not-so-subtle
jokes. amazed at how unusual this man

instance. the very portable sealed plastic
cloud sculptures. These could be deflated,
folded into your suitcase and later hung on
your hotel wall!
Baxter is also the first artist I have known
to be hired by a large corporation for the sole
purpose of· enhancing creativity' within the
company ... Business associates tend to get
too secure in their working environment and
are afraid to take risks ... said one Labatfs
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In Contemporary Canadian Art. David
Burnett wrote:

\1~

,.,r.;.

""~
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Some of the most prodigious and im·entfre
of all Idea or Conceptual art done in
Canada has stemmedfrom Jain Baxter and
the N.E. Thing Company that he founded
with Ingrid Baxter in 1967. His work has
been extensil'ely concerned wah the means
and meanings of communications with the
interchangeof data, and with the relationship
between the personal generation of ideas
and their objective transmission.
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There were members of the lecture audience
who said they thought Bacter· s work was
"cute'". I won't acknowledge this as ifit were
solid criticism. So what if Baxter's stuff is
cute'?
One exhibition, call Food for Thought,
was an odd display ( and rather nsky) because
Baxter could not predict it's outcome. He
created art with perishable food. He relied
mostly on prepartatory sketches and developed
the whole exhibion within three days of the
opening. Human hands reaching out ofcotlins
filled with salt and sugar. sculptures made
frompork fat and houses built fromWonderbread
with burnt slices shaped into human corpses
were just a few of the pieces. All of the works
lead to the idea that preservatives will kill.
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associate, and that's where lain's creative
experience came in. The Labatt's president
said that Baxter was a'a valued investment'
He worked there for three years.

lain Baxter was the third in the series of
ten 'Visitors in the Arts' lecturers. The series
is being presented as a cooperative project of
the Art Gallery of Windsor. the University of
Windsor Department of Visual Arts, and the
Artcite Inc. Admission to all the lectures if
free. They take place on Thursday s at 7:00
pm; locatio ns vary. For more informatjon ,
contact Artcite 977-656 4. 0

}lN another
fme exampleof gracious
voluntary}
( coverage
of Subwayeventsby the lance arts staff..

Chalk Circle
Frida y. N ov. 20th
The Sub way

Chalk Circle came. sa\\ and
kicked hutt at the Subwa) Friday
ni!!ht!
The, opened the shm\ with an
energetic number from their latest
alhum and then proceeded to go
straight for the throat by perfonning
·· April f-ool's Day". The crowd
knew the, were in for a good shm\
when lead sin!l,erChris Taiy started
lo kick out his Bono-St) le rhythms.
ln all honesty. it mu<;t be said
that while Cha lk Circle came up a
solid "t humbs up". most of the
attenti on was paid to Tait , who
see med to be the only one making
eye contact with the audience. the
only one enjoying himself.. They
ended the hour-and -a· half long set
with their latest single --2oth Century
Boy". The audience responded with
a loud cheer while the opening
melodies spilled over to them .
Chalk Circle hails ( originally)
from Toronto and has been together
for about four years . They started
out in high school, playing wherever
they could. As Tait explains: "this
was the best experience we could
possibly get It didn't matter if the
crowd loved or rejected us. we just
played because we loved it and it
was helping us a lot more than it
was helping them (the audience).
We improved musically during this
period and got tight on stage. It also
thickened our skins."

Lance pnoto by Tom Pidgeon.

Demon Dave Parker takes a break from wailing on the sax and eats his mike. It all happened Saturday al the Subway.

This is not to say that Chalk
Circle was a bad band early on,
they just weren't getting noticed by
the right people (which Tait says is
"everything'" in this industry). The
band finally tired of waiting for that
elusive record contract to come
along and produced their own independent EP in late 1985/early
86. Shortly before release. they
were picked up by Duke Street
Records, an indpendent arm ofEMI
Records Canada. The single from

that EP. "April Fool's Day", sold
130,000 copies in Canada and charted number five on the Canadian
Pop Charts. For their efforts in
1986, they received the 1986 Casbie
award for Best New Recording
Artists.
Since that landmark single, they
have produced their second album
and are riding on the crest of their
biggest selling single to date(' ' 20th
Century Boy"). The Subway ai>pearance was the third last appear-

ance for the band in 1987. They
will be going back to the studio in
early '88 to produce their third
album in as many years.
If you get the chance to see
Chalk Circle before they really
make it big. I urge you by all means
go! They're simply that good.
-Steve LaFlamme
Another Opinion
Chalk circle is the paradigm
case of the Canadian band that

tak.es itself too seriously. I sent a
member of the trusty Lance photographic staff to cover the concert,
but the band's manager refused him
the right to photograph the band ....
Their attitude may be typical of
groups in the twilightzone between
bars and major recording contracts,
but heck, if acting like an asshole
were the key to success , these goofs
would be double-platinum by now.
-Larry
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We Still Have
-/
Some Dates Available
For Your Christmas
Party!
Book Now Cal/Catherine or Terry 256-5001
For More Information
FACES ON COLLEGE
902 College

s
a

Special
University
Offer!!

With Specific Stylist
PLUS 20% off all other hair
services
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.

0
U =tlO

NOW OPEN SUNDAY 12-5
Bring Your Coupon
551 Pelissier St
973-4977

SlmgsandHor&
I'm going to try a new method of
album reviewing. Usually, the music
critic just tells you about the songs,
but in my new method, you can
actually hear the music! Here are
instructions for approximating the
sound ofTorontonian A Neon Rome's
albumNewHeroin. Whatyoudois
find a syringe, and fill the needle
with some Led Zeppelin on acid.
throw in some "Electric" Cult, add
a bit of late "American Poet" Jim
Morrison & the Doors, then a
pinch of Violent Femmes and top it
off with some Lysol and maybe a
defoliant. Then you take the needle
and jam it into the input jack on
your dad's $2,000 stero and inject.
The resulting sound is akin to what
you'll find on New Heroin. The
Lance on the leading edge of technological journalism.
A Neon Rome's Right Side
Records presskit states that singer
Neal Arbis "titillates the audience
with drug tinged madness" and
maybe that's a bit of record-promo
hype, but I do have a sinking feeling
that one has to drop large quantities
of LSD to fully understand and
appreciate this stuff. So. too bad for
A Neon Rome, I'll "just say no!"
AJl of the songs feature cymbalic
percussion and floating. flanged
guitar, with wavering, high-pitched
vocals. but some songs break through
this "wall oftrippiness·· and actually
rock on! The songs I noted for this
latter are: "Windowsill", "Societv
Rag" and "the Prayer" which.
amusingly enough. are not the ones
which. a la presskit "showcase the
band·s talents··. The ones which
are mentioned- .. You Should Fear
Us" and"Cums a Wolf' are boring
strolls in the park.
In an attempt to emulate the
.. eloquent" critics of such big music
papers as NME and Melody Maker,
I'll say that New Heroin can be
compared to an electric guitar. on
full flange and distortion, being

hocKeyg·pool
Win a chance at Red Wings Home Game
tickets with every purchase of $50. or more.
(Buy $50.-$100., get one chance, each additional $50. get another chance)
Mendals & The Red Wings ...
high fashion & high excitement.
Don ·, l' or~t"I our
I 0",, His( (HIil!
I or
Sllul<'nls and l·,l( ull\
Op('fl E vcn- ~i~lll I ill X:Oc°)pfll
until C'hri,1mas
Bq!innin~
~toncla~. U<·c. 7 rh

flung through a plate glass window
and hitting a dumpster full of dead
cats. Seriously, thereisonesongon
this album-"lslam" which fits that
scenario. It's a pointless exercise in
screaming and off-beat drums which
leaves a listemer wondering why
he's listening to it. Luckily, this
mistake is compensated by the hard_
searing "Windowsill" on which
vocalist Arbic does a good imitation
of Vince Gano of the Violent
Femmes. And in "Society Rag",
arguably the best tune on the album.
Arbic's vocals seem to be at once
harsh, anthemic but melodious too,
and come to a clear compromise.
New Heroin was originally
released in France last March on
New Rose Records (which clearly
exemplifies the lack of independentoriented Canadian labels) and garnered rave reviews from the music
press in Europe and in Canacfa.
When at last the Canadian label
Right Side Records pitked it up in
July, the Canadian music press
went wild for this Toronto quintet,
and to a lesser extent. the public
did. too. It's not number one on
Billboard but in the National College
Charts in November's Nerve
magazine, it was placed at number
21. and it was number one for three
weeks in April at Rverson radio
CK LN -FM. Now I i;tended, after
first listening of this album. to (pun
intended) bum A Neon Rome, but
it sort of insinuated itself into my
good graces. A Neon Rome is
currently recording a new album
All the Children Are In and rm
curious as to which side of their
nature will dominate - the rambling.
acid-head facet or the classic Rock
Image side. This record would make
a great Christmas gift for any neopsychedelics out there. or for
Canadian independent collectors .
even. Either wav. Rome has alreadv
hurned.
·
·
- Paul Kowalski
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SHOP

(519) 253-1125

Ouellette

DL-30 Kit
Make the moment more than a
memory with the DL -30 Kit
:cc\.,;s.ec ;:e::ec:1·,
exposea p1c:~:cosevery :.me .....i·!': a Fun DL-JO
Us eas;· 10 tcKe sr.c:pty

one rcc~·, -:::r.a&tort cc;;:u::::~
memcr:es
Drop 1n_vc:::.:.q S\·s1em
Auto FoCl.l:,~q Au10 Ex;::osure
Au10 ox r~::n Speed £e~urtg

Gttl

·,rcur

Bu1ll 1n F:~~:-. ~ Lens sh1e1d
Kit 1r.c: c:...-!GC.::::1era. Fu:~c:,ror Su~er
film B.;ll!enes .;:,o more

lppd
Value

$129

!-m100

95

DL-150 Kit
Presenunq :~.ec:::eiree ....L·: 4=0cc:r,coct JSmm
camera :: s :-;o~.:-:1pte10 ccerc:e cut ·;.e resuJ:s
ore 1an~:::::.:~c- ..:~er ::ac:l.res ::-::::-:.a s~per
comer~-:ha~ ~ ·....-r.01
you !I <;e1 ·.-11thrt.e Full DL ,SL,

Kit ir.cl Carner::: Fuuc<'ior Super H!? ! vO F":lmana
Batteries

WIN A
CHANCE
AT RED
WING
HOCKEY
TICKETS.

$179

95

DL .tJO Kit
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Fu11color 3 Pacl< Super
HRIOOThe Ulhmate
S!ockmg Stutter tor Tho5e
Christmas Memories

$ JJ29
PARK AT PELISSIER
PARKING GARGAGE UPSTAIRS
MON-SAT 9:30,S:30,FRI TILL 8,
SUN 12-4, VISA & MASTERCARO
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Two maste rpieces

by the baroque
genius
Caravaggio

St. John the Baptist
(160 5) (L)
and
Amor Vincit Omnia
(1602) (R)

rother Clement smarted under a heavy
burden of guilt in those days. The
fifteen hundreds were drawing to a
close and there was he, not a penny
richer. The sin of avarice was like unto
a great load. as I've said. and rested on
Clement, who. being a monk ( and
lowly and poor and all). felt pretty
darned bad about it.
Clement was the sort of man (you've
known a few) who lives by trite and
proverbs. In particular. the phrase
'rich beyond avarice· buzzed loudly in
his bonnet. Clement realized that as
soon as he was the richest man within.
say. a week"s walking distance. he would be rich beyond
avarice and then he'd be able to settle down and live a sinless
life for a change.
One day. while ringing the great bells in the abbey. it
struck Clement that these same resonant artifices were made.
primarily. oflead. Ifl had the philosophers stone. he thought.
I could tum one or more of them into gold and thus become
the richest in the land.
But where to find the stone of stones'? He asked around.
The \icar said there was no such thing. the rector said it was
in the holy land. None of the honest folk thought it was

V""'---~

anywhere within a week's walking distance. But he realized
that the only man who would have any real idea was a man of
avarice like himself - so he asked the donkey seller. a
scoundrel by all accounts.
The donkey man told him the stone was in an ancient
cairn on the moors. about two day's ride on the right donkey.
He sold Clement the donkey. a puppy tent. a map, a pencil.
and a lot of instant coffee. With these ( and precious little
else). Clement rode off in search of salvation.
·
He became hopelessly lost and began to free-base the
coffee. On the third day. on the back of the worthless map. he
wrote:

The twentieth cenwry was drawing to a close, and
Brother Lawrence went to review a quasi-biographical,
parametafictional film about M. da Carai•aggio (157316/0), one of the last of the great Renaissance painters. one
of the creators of the Italian baroque style. But the film
includes certain twentieth century props (a motorcycle, a
pocket calculator etc.). and is a tad too self-consciously
sexual for Lawrence's tastes.
The mo1>iepaints. Cara1•n[!ginas a rnrt nf F.pirurean
liberrine (humor me), who. thoul(h he relishes the jleshfr
delights q( both genders, rreasures a plain dagger engrm•ed
with the de1•ice:"No Hope. No Fear".
It's beaurifully photographed. though, and Lawrence
wonders hoh' much of it. beneath all the superfluous

•

metaflotsanz and parajetsam, might not be JegitimatelJ
biovaphical. Lawrence is left wondering.
Ah bur Brother Lawrence is a simple fellow, fit only to
write the biographies of monks who make it big turning
baser metals to gold. ..
The movie? Jn all, it's as worth seeing as this is worth
reading. Take that as you will. Jr's al/just a pun in the end.
Well. Brother Clement read his document over, and
( convinced that it was the bastard of demonic possession and
too much coffee) was prepared to rip it into shreds when he
spotted the cairn.
He ran full tilt over hill and through dale till at last he
crawled through the wee ingress and beheld the philosopher's
stone (which, it being a trade secret, I'll not describe). He
plucked it from the silken cushion on which it sal and brought
it forth into the light of day.
The donkey was gone.
They found Brother Clement in an advanced stage of
decomposition. with a rather peaceful expression on what
remained of his face. See. even though he was lost on the
moors and more than a week's walking dista nce from
ha bitation. he had found his ataraxy- his soul' s quiet repose.
The stone was nowhere to be found ( the peasants murmured
about 'little people'). but in one hand was the map/manuscript.
and in the other was an hexagonal shaft of wood whose core
was a sharpened cylinder of finest gold. U

Students'
Administrative
- ~Council

S.A.C. TRANSIT PROGRAMME
January 2nd-8th
Students travelling to Windsor for the start of the
second semester should take advantage of free transportation to the ·university or your Windsor horne.
Take a Brand i's taxi from your arrival point in Windsor.
Make sure you get a signed receipt from the driver with
your student number on it.
Bring the receipt to the S.A.C. office and you will be
reimbursed to a maximum of $12.00 .
I
If you need more information contact Shairoz Ran/i

International Students Commissioner at 253·4232 .
ext. 3905
Chocolate Mug Shot

CoffeeMug Shot

/lot chocolate
Shot of SouthernComfort
Topwith m/ni•marshmallows

Hot black coffee
Shot of SouthernComfort
Teaspoonof sugar
Topwith whipped cream

S.A.C.-Working

for You!
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SOUTM Sl10Ut BOOKS
presents:

Edward Greenspan
He will be speaking at the

Moot Court-Faculty of Law
Monday, November 30/87
TIME: 7:30pm
Admission is FREE
Mr. Greenspan will be signing copies of his new
book "The Case For The Defense".
If you can't be there, phone 253-9102 to reserve
your copy.

University
of Windsor

Join Us
Thurs. Dec. 3, 5:30pm
Christmas Turkey
Dinner
Donation $3.00
at
Iona College
Thurs. Dec. 10. 5:30
Turkey Left
Overs
and luscious desert!
donation $2.50
Campus Group of
Adult Children
of Alcoholics
Meet Every
Wednesday
7:00pm-8:30pm
at Iona
208 Sunset Ave.
Phone 973-7039
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BUY 1, GET THE SECOND EOR HALF PRICE

December 31, 1987
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Going Home For
Christmas?
Do What ·Santa Does ...
Give Your Doe a Break.
'
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258-A VIS (284 7)
for our Holiday Specials

features G.M. Cars
Honour Among Thieves' please
contact

Lawrence Deck, the

editor of this supplement, at the

Ask About Our $aving$ Club

Lance (leave me a message with
your phone number If rm out).

Wishing Everyone a Safe &
Happy Holiday

Spikers
notchwincf historic
proportions
by Brian LeClair
The Lancer volleyballteam played
two matches this past week, but the
only one the team really cares
about 1s the second one.
After a loss at Western. the
Lancers returned home Friday night
to claim their lirst ever victol") in
the OUAA with a straight set win
over Brock.
Tuesday night against Western,
the Lancers never folt comfonable.
as they fell quickly to an overpowering Mustang squad.
··we had a rou!!,h time getting
read) 10 pla) them... said head
coach Gary Scmcniuk. ··They had
us in11midatedright from the moment
we stancd ...
Scmcniuk feels the team ' s lack
of experience was too much to
o\ ·ercome against the \ Cl) tough
Mustangs and of the whole league.
"Some teams in the Western
division have guys with more experience than our entire team combined"
Semeniuk said .
"Western is such a knowlcdgable
\Ollcyhall area, even the fans there
could ha-.:e given us a battle ."
Despite the loss. Semeniuk was
most impressed with the play of

I

A1111ressi~eLancer spiker earns one for hi< team.

Greg Konrad and Ted Novak. Semeniuk feels they have been the
l1l06tconsistent andaggressiveplayers
thus far.
Friday night, against Brock. the
historic moment arrived. before a
very vocal and excited home crowd
Despite blowing leads of9 · l, 70. and 7- 1. the young Lancer team
fought back to win by scores of I513, 15- 13. and 15-9.
"It's nice to get a win,"
Semeniuk said . "Ifs also nice to
koowwe're irt in la.5tplaceanyrmre.
~
"We didn't C\en play as good
as we are capable of:" said Scmcniuk.
"but that asmainlydue to expencnce.··
The Lancers ,,ere also playing
without one of their strongest players,
Ed Johnston. due to a ligament
tear , but Lancer Ste, e Kielt came
off the bench in each game 10 give
the team that much needed lift.
"He sparked the team defcnsi,eh.
and picked up the team with some
expert digs," Semcniuk said.
Another thing that impressed
Semcniuk about the Friday match
was the strong crowd support.
"[\;c always thought that once
Windsor got a men's team, volleyball
will really catch on here." he said.
.. I think II has begun al read) ...

The split gives the Lancers a 1-

5 record. and while the record may
not be too impressive , there is
much to be proud of.
"Many fir:;t-year teams have
gone years without a win," Scmeniuk
said. "It's a real tough di\ision
we're in."
The victof) has also given the
Lancers a new attitude as they
prepare for the rest of the season.
Unfortunately, they must now wait
until after Christmas to play their
next match .
"We need game play tode\elop
that toughness.·· Semeniuk said .
"The big thing. though , is to get our
program off the ground ."
However, the long layo!T may
be a blessing in disguise for the
team . It gives injured Johnston a
month to heal his injury. and gi\cs
the Lancers time to rencct on what
has happened so far this season.
Semeniuk can·t 1Aa1t for the
second half of the campaign to
stan .
"It ' s a good time for
he
said. "We',e seen e\eryone else."
"We ha\e the capability to get a
couple more "ins." he continued.
"Hopefull} the) 'II come out with
the desire to do so." D

us:·

Hockeyteamfallsto York,crushe;RyeIIDn

I by Mike

Cibisholm

The Lancer hockey team was
cager to prove to their home fans
that thev• can be tough competition
I
against the number one team in the
1 OUAA. Unfonunately. the proof

!

was unl) thcreintheopcning.pcriod.

The York Yeomen extended
their perfect record 10 9-0 at the
Lancers expense. after defeating
Windsor 5-1 Friday night in OUAA
hockey action at Adie Knox Arena.
The Lancers responded to their
coaches' claims that they come up

flat for games Fnday night, WmdS(lr
took 11to the Yeomen earlv.
"It was one of our better first
period,; in a \\ h1le." said Lancer
forward Roy Russell.
In the first period. the Lancer
lorn ards were churning up the ice
"ith their fast skating, and laying

Ontario
universitycmcheshonol8
four Wmdsor
nrer stondouts
withrovetedaD
-star
spots
by Brian LeClair
Although the men's and women\,
teams had vef) different
seasons, both teams are proud to
feature two Ontano All-Stars w1thm
their rnnks.
The two Lancers named tn the
OUAA All-Star team \\ere LaTT)
Qunrsh1e and Lary Johnson, \\ h1le
the Umccrcttes named to theOWlAA
team arc W cndy Snglev and Joanne
Trikouhs.
Larl") Quarsh,c. a transfer from
Waterloo. was an important part of
head coach Pat McNclis' squad
thb year. He became a member of
the team as a wnlkon, a<:he hterally
walked up LoMcNclis and asked if
he could Join the squad.
"He" as a bonus," said McNelts.
"We had a problem in the middle
defensc before the start of the season.
and LalT) soh ed iL He solidified
the defence."
Quarshie was also nominated
to be on the National All-Star
team. but ,\as Wl,5UCCeSSful
McNelis
feels this 1s because he has not
played for a national team, and he
is not well known enough.

I soccer

Ho\\e~er,

he sull has a fe\\

vcars of eligibility left, and McNehs
feels he ma) ha, c n chance next
,car.
Lary Johnson, a LcaminJ?ton
nat1,e, was a member ot the midfield
corps.
··He was probabl) one of the
most expencnced of the team,
McNelis said.
Unfortunate!}',tlus was John'>On·s
last )Car of Lancer roccer. and the
team will hnve to lind ~omcone to
fill his shoes next ) ear.
McNehs sees man, s1m1larit1es
in the two players.
"The) both ha\\!\ cry gOl.)dhall
!:ktlls, and they both ha\e that
ability to take people on and beat
them," he said.
On the women's side. head coach
Gord Caldwell is ,·e11 proud of his
t,\ o all,stars.
Wendy Srigle) b n fourth year
Human Kinetics student from Ridgotown. She "as one of the team's cocaptains. and ~he scored threegoals
on the year to be one of the Lancerettes' major offenshe threats.
''In my mind. Wendy was the
outstanding midfield player m the
league," said Caldwell
"She definitely stood out There
was no question she'd be on the

team.·
Snglc 1 was also nominated for
the National All Star team. but fell
Just shon. C'ald\\ell ts hoping she
\\ill return for one more year to II)'
and make the national squad.
Joanne l nkoulis. a Windsor
nat,,e. in Only her first ,car at the
Uni\ersity. was the team's leading
scorer w1th fi,e goals and \\OS n
constant threat on the o!Tcnsc.
"She was the most dangerous
forward in the league." Caldwell
said.
"One doesn't CXPfCta lirst year
player to make the all-stnr team,
but J can't think of any forward J'd
rather ha,e."
Being honoured m soccer is
nothing new to Trikoulis. She is
continuing a streak startedat Herman
Secondary School. \\ hen she won
All-City honours fhe times.
Caldwell is glad to ha\e Trikoulis
on his team for the next few years
The all-stars from Windsor this
year all are fairly young, and have a
few years of eligibility left.
Combined with the promising
young players that the two teams
already have, Windsor soccer should
only get stronger m the next few
years.

their bodies intn their opponents
with !!ood body checks.
This created ten good scoring
chances. the best one coming on a
dri, e b) Lancer Dan Mahon. which
beat Ycomen goaltender Scott Mosey,
but rang otT the go:i post
Windsor kept Mosey busy between the pipes. who did all he
could do to keep the Ycomen in the
game
At the other end of the rink.

Lancers, and York·s Greg Rolston.
The Lancers left the 1cc with good
momentum to stan the next period.
"It should be an exciting second
period," said a York fan as he
passed by on his way to the canteen.
However, something happened
to the Lancers' level of intensity
while the Zamboni was cleaning
the ice. preparing the surface for
action.
For the next foun) minutes. the

.once photo by M ike Chisho lm

A Yeoman ~and"ich behind tht nel

.Lancer goaltender Richard Poliani
played solidly. turning away several
good Yeomen scoring opportunities.
The Lancer dcfen~ive unit abo
put on a strong perfonnance, moving
the puck with conviction out of
their own end. and hitting their
forwards with crisp, accurate passes.
When the first twenty minutes
were over, the score was tied at
one, on goals by Ed Smith of the

Lancers' performance wns dismal,
compared to their e!Tons in the
past.
"We ha\e to come up stronger
and pla> sixty minutei; against this
team,•· said Paliani.
"York beat us in their transition
from defence tootfence," said Russell
"We had our chances early but
did not put the puck in." said
continued on page 18.
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Womenvolleyoollers
splitµrir
by Kevin Johnson
The volleyballLancerettes dropped
their second match of the season
last week, but it didn't go down as
easy as their first They rebounded
to crush the Brock Badgers this
weekend.
Their first loss. to still-unbeaten
McMaster. was a hard-fought affair.
This time out., they fell to the
Western squad. otherwise winless
thus far.
In addition. despite a strong
start, the Lancerettes came apart
late in the match. At one point. they
gave up 15 unanswered points to
Western.

(jrand Opening

After being defeated 15-1 7 the
first game. the Lancerettes came
back for back-to-back wins of 1510 and 15-12. Up 7-6 in the fourth.
the Windsor women failed to score
again that game. and allowed six
straight points to Western to open
the decider. which finished a I 0-15
decision for the Mustangs.
Caverzan praised the Western
defence. She called them "super'".
saying balls hit to them "couldn't
hit the floor.·· The London team is

MEKONG
RESTAURANT
CANADIAN,
CHINESE
Ai~D
VIETNAMESE
FOOD

for Student
and Staff
Dine in only

ln!ercontinental
diningat its
best!Specializing
in Canadian,
Chineseand for the !ifst timem
Windsor
...Vietnarnese
food.
Comein andenJoythe
overseasatmosphereandthe
extensivemenu.

FREE
SPRING ROLL

Nov. 26-Jan. 1/88.

AND SOUP!
FREE
SPRING
ROLLANOSOUP
with everydinner
OfderservedIn lhe
diningroom

OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK
11 A.M. - 1 A.M.

256"7711

\VYA.NnJWEST. w.

The Badgers came to Windsor
looking for their first victory, and
went away unsatisfied.
Despite key player Nancy Otto
being limited by ligament trouble.
the Windsor squad put in a "team
effort" against Brock. and came out
turning their earlier defeat into
·'something positive." according to
Caverzan.
The ofTense came to the fore
without Otto's defensive skills. and
Monica Godin notched a50 percent
attack success rate to fill in admirably.
However. at4-2 midway through
the campaign. assistant coach Jan
Caverian has "high hopes" for the
team· s chances.

Their 4-2 ranking leaves the
Lancerettes second in the division
behind the McMaster Marauders,
and the team is virtually assured
one of the four playofT spots up for
grabs. Caverzan thinks it will be
tough to overcome the Marauders
for first place when the season
resumes January 13, but they are
still going to take it one game at a
time and hope for the best.
Here are some indicators of the
team ·s performance over the first
half of the campaign:
Cheryl Smith leads the squad
with a 37 percent attack efficiency,
followed by the 32 percent logged
by Antonella Siggia;the team averages
21 percent.
Kathy Adkin has aced 16 serves
so far. and the Lancerettes are
making 91 percent of their saves.
Nancy Otto·s four blocks per
game means she accounts for over
half the team total: she joins Chris
Brecka and Lisa Eastham as the
best passers in Caverzan 's estimation.
On January 12. the team begins
their second half with a 1:00 home
match against Guelph. and tlien
play Laurier on the I 4th. 0

HockeyteamJails
to York,5-1
continued from page 17 . .
Lancer head coach R.tck Cranker.
Whatever the reason for the
drop in play. the facts were painfully
clear.
Their passing was sloppy.
They stopped skating.
York started scoring.
The fans started leaving.
The Lancers were unable to
score again against the Yeomen,
and the rest of the game belonged to
York.

MEKONG RESTAURANT

stronger than their record would
indicate, and they've taken to concentrating on the fundamentals.
"We have a tendency to not
start playing until it's too late,"
Caverzan exlained. She felt they
may have been a little over-confident
No such problems faced the
Lancerettes when they mauled the
Brock Badgers 15-2. 15-9 and 15-4
Friday night in the St Denis gym.
"We were able to do pretty well
as we pleased,·· said Caverzan.

The only goal in the second
period came on a York powerplay.
when Rolston scored his second of
the night at the 15:50 mark.
With three minutes into the

third period, York's Mick Kiriakou
scored on Paliani's low stick side.
Six minutes later. York scored
again when Rolston sent Brian
McDonald on a breakaway right
from the face-off in Yeomen territory.
He made no mistake. and made the
York lead 4-1.
Neven Kardum snuck the puck
through Paliani's legs on a soft
back-hand in front of the net with
l :39 left to wrap up the scoring. and
defeat the Lancers in their only
home game this month.
Though Cranker was distressed
with the play of the team over the
last two periods, he did not want to
make much of the loss.
"'We have to forget this one,

November27

28
29

FRI

SAT
SUN

and go get Ryerson on Sunday, · he
said.
The Lancers certainly left all
painful memories of the loss behind,
as they took out revenge on the
lowly Rams in a 12-5 laugher.
Ken Minello led the Lancer
onslaught with four goals while
R.tck Pickersgill and Dan Mahon
had two each. Adding singles were
Ed Smith. J. D. Urbanic. John Hoy.
and Dean Paprotka.
The weekend split leaves the
Lancers with a 5-2-1 record. good
for eleven points. Their next action
will be a pair of weekend road
matches. with Brock on Friday
night. and Guelph on Saturday
night. LJ

THE 45's "ClassicRock"
THE 45's "Clalsic Rock"
BOB DYLAN NIGHT

UNBELIEVABLE
TECHNOLOGY!
• Full Colour Reproductions while you wait!!
• Your choice of paper or transparency for
overhead projection , displays, overlays,
• Digital sizing from 50-150%.
• We can meet most any Photographic need.

Inquiries Welcome

BELIEVEIT!
Portraiture . Wedding
Publtc1tv
Commercial.
Industrial.
Produ ct
Modelling , Composites/
Porttoltos
Custom Darkroom Services
Graphic Des1qn
252 Peltsser Street
Windsor . Ontario N9A 41<2

(519)2!'>6-6166
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Basketball
teamtakesit on thechindown80uth
They were able to outshoot the
Titans 50% to 45%, and stayed
only two points behind over the
The UniversityofWuxlsor umcers second half. However, they were
continue to have trouble with
unable to make much headway into
American competition, as they went
their deficit
zero for three against three tough
Windsor was again led by guard
St. Louis, who had 22 points, and
American rivals last week.
also was strong on the boards, with
Thursday night, the Lancers
six rebounds. Thomas returned to
absorbed a 122-62 mugging at the
the lineup, and scored 10 points, as
hands of Xavier University.
Xavier University is ranked I 8th
did Boniferro and second-year centre
Ken Schweitzer. Schweitzer also
among American Division I universities, and they had no trouble in
the easy victory.
by Dan Zagordo

The Lancers were also severely
undermanned, due to the illness of
guard and offensive leader Scott
Thomas, and an ankle injury suffered
by big centre Andre Morasutti last
week.
Matt St. Louis was a shining
star in the Lancer lineup, as he
scored a season high 29 points.
Guard Carlo Bvniferro was next
for the Lancers with 13.
Saturday night. the team went
on to face the University of Detroit
Titans. The team suffered through
a terrible first half. and dropped a
91 -65 decision.
The Lancers started out slowly.
shooting an embarrassing 25% from
the field in the first half Detroit
countered with 58%.
The aggressive Titans also enjoyed a tremendous rebounding advantage. 52-30. and as a result.
were able to take ten shots
than the Lancers.
The Titans also were more effective passing.. as they racked up 27
assists. as oppo~ed to the Lancers·
12. They were also able to pick up
five blocked shots. while the Lancers
had none.
After the first half. the Lancers
trailed by a 49-25 count.
It would have been easy for the
Lancers to fold up and quit. but
they stepped up their play very
well. and they kept even with the
Detroit squad.

had five rebounds.
Archie Tullos was high man for
the Titans with 20 points.
On Monday night, the Lancers
continued even farther south, visiting
Southwest Missouri to tangle with
the Bears.
The Bears had an easy time
with the Lancers, as they made
their way to a 107-48 triumph.
Once again, Windsor started
slowly. but this time Southwest
Missouri scored the first 18 points

of the match before the Lancers
cou ld get on track.
Windsor trailed at the break,
62- 18.
Completing a fine week for the
Lancers was St. Louis with 18
points , with Thomas adding 11,
and Boniferro again helping out
with 10.
Despite the three lopsideddefeats,
the Lancers should not be too disappointed. Against Xavier, the
Lancers were facing the likes of

Bryon Larlcjn, who is being touted
as a pre-season All-American. All
of the three teams are very talented,
and have provided the Lancers a
high level of competition.
This can only make the Lancers
a stronger squad once their conference play begins.
This week, the Lancers take a
break from their steady diet of
American teams, and head to
Kingston for the Frank Tindall
ToumamentO

WomenScagers
have toughtimein Toledo

by Brian LeClair

The women's basketball team
hoped to conclude their tune-ups
for another tough OWIAA season
on a positive note against the
University of Toledo.
Instead. the team started poorly,
and dropped a 80-39 decision.
.. They (Toledo) came out flying,
and we were as flat as can be." head
coach Joanne McLean said.
.. We were behind 20 -2 before
we even turned around." she said.
The Lancerettes were also playing without the services of starters
Colleen Hogan and Elaine Janisse,
who are sidelined with a host of
injuries.
McLean said both could have
played. but felt it was better to let
them rest their injuries for the regular
season.
To ledo was able to take advan tage of the early lapse ofLancerette
intensity. and were shooting very
well. according to coach McLean.
"They outsized us." she said.
"They have big guards and good
outside shooting."
The Lancerettes also had to
deal with American rules. the most
important being the smaller bait
which is a full size smaller and
lighter McLean says it takes a little

Lancerettes bring the ba ll up court

adjusting to get used to the ball.
The game also came at the end
of a very busy stretch for the team.
.. We've played a lot of basket ball lately." she said. "It may not
have been the best time to play
them."
The Lancerettes stumbled to a
J 6% shooting average. while the
Toledo club was shooting at 32%.
Windsor was faced with a 3718 deficit after the first half.
Windsor picked up their game
slightly. but Toledo also improved
their shooting accuracy. to further

needed, according to McLean.
They now head full steam into
this year's regular season. eager to
improve on last year's showing.
"This team is more ready to go
than any team I've coached," said
McLean.
The regular season started
Wednesday with a road trip to
Western. and it continues with a
home date at 3:00 Saturday afternoon against McMaster.
Though the teams have not faced
either of this week's rivals. they
have seen tapes, and they have a
• full understanding of what they
have to do to be successful.
'' We're going to have to take
advantage
ofour strengths," McLean
Ji!
Lance oho 1o bv Thomas Pidgeon
said. "We must run the ball, play
aggressive defence, and get teams
off their game."
increase the lead.
McLean is confident the team
Susan McCormick was the pacecan handle these tasks.
setter for the Lancerettes, with 10
"I think we've jelled as a team."
points. Other scorers in the balanced
The pair of games are the last
attack were Allison Duke with 8,
the team will play before they break
and four others, Tracey James.
for the Christmas holidays, and
Margaret Piggott. Pam McCartney,
McLean is hoping for a good perand Cathy Hoffman. with four points
formance at this early point of the
each.
season.
Duke was the leading rebounder
··We should beat Western," she
with 9 boards. and Melissa Balo
said. "but McMaster will be tough."
added 7.
"Before Christmas we hope to
go 1-1," she said. "If we can go2--0,
The Lancerettes had last weekthat's a bonus."O
end off. something they desperately

GOOD EATS
429 Ouellette

THE NEW STUDENT GATHERING

PLACE

World 's Greatest Texas Style Burger
(1 / 21b of beef)
3.95 with fries and condiments
Only $2.95 with Student I. D.

DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY
7 NIGHTS A WEEK

TOP40 & MORE
Our restaurant and dance floor are open
'til 4am on Fridays and Saturdays

TWO
MEDIUM
PIZZAS
10

. w it h Everyt hi ng -

BUY ONE PIZZA ...
GET ONE FREEi
Buy any 1izt Oricin 1I Round piua a t .
rccular prkt', cct ldcntka1 piua free.I

toppings

12!!r..

Now with 40 % Mo re Chee 11
e
TtlPPf"t.•
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\.et'M. ,,_..,
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Dec. 7 /87

@ Little Caesars·
• 1")1Jnlil'~'11t~hC.

Mon-Thurs 9pm to 1 am (No cover, no minimum)
Fri·Sat 9pm-1 am $3.00 cover ($2 with I. D. card)
1 am-4am $5 cover ($3 with I. D. card)
Get your G. W. I. D. card for special V. I. P. treatment!
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CAMPUS REC

Co-ed Volleyball-The Sequel
That's right! Co-ed Volleyball has
returned, and it's even bigger and better.
Some fine-tuning has been done in
hopes that we can serve you, our participants, even better.
Sign up in the Campus Ree. office as

fast as possible because spaces are
limited. We don't want you to miss out
on this chance of a lifetime.
Two separate leagues have been
formed. A Tuesday night league and a
Thursday night league.
Play will begin on February 2 and 4
and playoffs will beon March& and 10.
There's a limit of 10 people per

league on a first-come, first-serve basis.
Entries will be accepted in the Campus
Ree. office no later than January 22.
Be sure to mark January 26 on your
calendar. as this will be the day of the
captain's meeting.
Go ahead! Make a New Year's
resolution - Participate - and get a team
together!

Announcing Our
New Format

Registration Approaches

See First Run Films
ALL SEATS $2.00
ALL THE TIME

Be prepared for Friday January 22.

1988. That's right! Our entry deadline
for another semester of fun-filled intramural sports will be here before you
know it! We'll have:
Men's Volleyball
Men's Basketball
Men's Ball Hockey
Women's Ice Hockey
Women's Basketball
Co-ed Innertube Waterpolo
Co-ed Volleyball
Cercd Badminton
Don't miss this chance to get in
sha:>e. make friends. and have a good
time!

Nov. 27-Dec.2
The Princess Bride " PG"
-A new film by Rob Reiner
Show Times
5:20pm
7 : 10pm
9:20pm
11 :30pm Friday & Saturday ONLY

Special Events Program

"Windsor's Discount Cinema"
804 Erie St. E.
(519) 253-0051

Everyone! Come out and t,e a Campus
Ree. participant' Our proj!ram is open
to all full-time or part·tlme students.
faculty members. staff and alumni. II
you would like any additional information.
please drop in to the Campus Ree.
Off:ce in St. Denis Hall. or j!i\e us a call
at 2534232 1--.xt.2456 .
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Toslnbaintroduces
theportable
laptopcomputer
students
willgraduate
to,
It's calledthe ToshibaTlOOO.And when you consider
hO\vmuch personal computer it is, and how little
money it is, you don't have to be an'/\ student to know
how valuableit can be
A mere 6.4 powtds,the powerful TlOOOis the
smallest.lightestcomputerToshiba has ever made. It's
less than a foot square and a fractionover 2 inches
high,so it fitscomfortab~·anywhere.Especiallyon your
lap. And its high performancelevel combined with
its low price make it perfect for students working at
home, in the library,or an)'\vhereel<;e.
The only big things about the TIOOOare its

featuresand benefits.There is, as always,full MS-DOS"
operating system compatibilityand it's built right into
the TlOOO'sROM.There's a brilliantlydear Supertwist
LCD 80 column by 25 line screen and when it performs,
it does so for up to fwe hours on internal rechargeable
batteries, or plugged into the conunuous power of a
standard AC adaptor
With the newTlOOOlaptop, the best portable
computers have not only become better,they've also
become even smaller and less ex-pensive.
Call Toshibadirectatl-800~ 387-5645 and
we'll tell you where you can pick one up ... easily.

·\()\ ICC

TOLL FREE
1-800-LOVE

TDS
WE MEAN BUSINESS
r-.E
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anadians from all walks of life are settling in for
what promises to be one of the fiercest national
debates in our country's 120 year history.

able to compete in some of the service areas.
As far as resources go, water is a renewable
resource. Our coal reserves should last a few
centuries. Our oil and natural gas stores
could be used up earlier (under free trade).
Natural gas is cheap to produce. Lumber will
have to be protected better.
"In the (European) Common Market the
members are much more equally matched.
We might be a little overwhelmed politically.
If we are not careful, we could experience a
genuine loss of sovereignty. On the other
hand, what else can we do?"

The tenative free trade deal worked out
between Ottawa and Washington - yet to be
ratified on either side of the border - has
evoked an emotionally-charged response from
many nationalists north of the 49th parallel.
Other Canadians. like business giant Conrad
Black. have provided virtually unqualified
support for the pact
Thoughh much of the "fine print" is yet to
Though much of the "fine print'' is yet k>
be worked out, some highlights of the deal, to
be phased in over the next 10 years, would
include:
• reducing Canada· s power to review
direct takeovers of Canadian companies to those worth over $150
million (from today's ceiling of$5
million).
• creating a trade dispute panel ( consisting of five members) to ensure
compliance with the pact and with
the international General Agree·
ment ofTarrifs and Trade ( GA TT)
• raising the ceiling on U.S. ownership of
Canadian financial institutions and
lifting restrictions on U S. banks'
Canadian operations.
• reducing restrictions on U.S. access to
Canadian energy supplies such as
oil, natural gas and hydroelectricity.
The free trade deal is considered by many
to be the final hope for Brian Mulroney's
federal Progressive Conservatives to salvage
an otherwise embarrassing term of office remember the great Tory-blue machine of
1984?
Much heated debate on the issue wil I take
place over the next several months in both
Washington and Ottawa (the senate in both
countries are controlled by the opposition.)
Vested interests on both sides are gearing
up to plug or pull the tenative deal and their
arguments should be the focus of much media
attention over the next several months.
Accordingly, the Lance conducted an
informal survey of several faculty members
on the potential effects the deal could have on
Canada's future.
Dr. Megeed Ragab( BusinessAdministration)
'Tm for free trade. It can help balance
our portfolio in exploitinginternational markets.

Dr. Terence Keenleyside (Polit.tealScience)

'Tm a little anxious about it, though rm
not entirely opposed. It's the sort of thing we
can't really measure until 20 or 25 years
down the road. It does seem cultural industries are a problem. It may become more
difficult to make an energy policy. I think it is
a very sensitive issue when trying to satisfy
all of (Canada's) regional cleavages. I do
think it's a good idea of Canada to become
more interested in international banking.
There will be trade-offs."

Dr. James Winter (CommunicationStudies)
''I'm opposed to free trade. The film
industry will continue to be sold out to
American distributors. Culture is tied very
closely to economics. You're going to
continue to have this American takeover of
Canadian culture. Economically, no one has
presented a concise argument for the benefits
of free trade. Americans will close branch
plants here and put up warehouses. There's
plenty of cheap labour in the southern U.S.
The more we share an economy with the
U.S .• the more we will regard the U.S. as
benevolent. We might come to share their
ideology and belief system."

The U.S. is the biggest market in the world.
Initially there will be some adjustments,
some companies may be too weak and will be
wiped out, such as the Ontario wine industry,
but we should be able to do a lot of manufacturing. I think our societies are too different to
change our cultural identity."
Dr. J. Bart ( Business Administration)
"I think it's a good idea in light of the
common market phenomena It will be good
for the consumer. Producers will have to

become more efficient though there will be
disruptions in some markets. Opening the
U. S. market to the free flow of Canadian
goods will give Canadians the opportunity to
get economies of scale."
Dr. Reuben Green ( Economics)
"I want to see the fine print. I think we
can compete in some areas like chemicals,
steel and automobiles. Some sectors in agriculture will do alright, others may not do so
well, like poultry and eggs. We should be

Dr. Joseph Culliton (Dean of Arts)
"The Canadian film and other industries
are just coming into their own, free trade
could be exceedingly injurious to them. Opera
ballet and music theatre may also be affected, they are really only now becoming
firmly established. The entertainment market
could very well become flooded."
Professor Ronald Hoskins (History)
"We really don't know what's in the deal
yet I think it might go the way of the others
(and end in failure, e.g. the Reciprocity
Treaty of the 1850's and 1911.)"0

lmJX)rtant
que5tions
in tradedelxJte
notbeingasked
by Kevin Johnson
he most important
questions in the free
trade debate are those
that are not being
asked.
The material benefitsorcosts in
forming a common North American
market are minor issues compared
to how it will affect Canadian democracy, national values. economic
development, and the nature of
human work. said Roman Catholic
Bishop Remi DeRoo.
De Roo, bishop of Victoria,

iTJ

B.C., made his remarks Saturday
at a dinner celebrating the 10th
anniversaryof Windsor's ThirdWorld
Resource Centre.
A prominent activist for social
justice, De Roocriticized the quality
of discussion about free trade, and
had harsh words for capitalism itself.
"I don't think we're going to
build a strong country if we pursue
survival of the fittest," he said. The
market system tends to marginalize
the weak. the poor, the young and
elderly, he continued.
Instead, he said, our concept of

development should include the development of individuals. Society
should stop treating labour as a
commodity, but as an activity integral to being human.
Work should allow for creativity
rather than being "that which we do
under prrxest because we are in debt"
He denounced the domination
of labour by technology as "morally
unacceptable," echoing the words
of Pope John Paul II.
De Rooexpanded on his religious
theme. ''Loving one's neighbour
means getting involved in making

the world a better place to live in." group is composed of representaHe discussed Canada's global tives from labour, women, church,
reputation as a generous country and academic movements, and will
without imperialist ambitions. He soon publish a working paper entitled
fears that will be lost after free .. A Time to Stand Together."
trade.
In closing, he praised the Third
.. If we tie ourselves in with the World Resource Centre and other
United States. we will become part local organizations.
of Fortress America, defending our
"Nowhere in Canada have I
riches against the world."
found the inspiration I have found
right here in Windsor," he said.
De Roo called for a new interThe bishop received a plaque
national economic order based on
from the Canadian Auto Workers
justice and announced the formation
in appreciation of his efforts on
of a Canadian justice organization,
behalf of labour in this country. D
the Social Solidarity Project The

The
I
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ARTS

December 4 • January 10
- The M Gallery of Windsor will be exhibiting recent
acquisitions of contemporary prt acquired by the gallery
o.ter the past fifteen months. other exhibits Include 'Bob
fv1onksEditorial Cartoons from the Windsor Star.' as well as
'Contemporary Windsor. Recent works by Thirteen Windsor
Mists.'
Dece mber&
- The Windsor Archaeological Society .......elcomes
ElsiePeck
from the DIA She will be speaking about Syrian Archaeology at 7:30 pm at the Main Library.850 Ouellette. Freeto
the public
-Mhur Miller. the century's most celebrated playwright.
will make an exclusive appearance at Massey Hall.Toronto
on Tuesday December 8. at 8:00 pm. Miller will read from his
newly published autobiography, Tlmebends. call (416)
593-4828.

December9
-Join us for "Final Choices" the final episode in the film
series."How Should We Then Live?" It will be held in the TV.
lounge behind the University Centre Desk at 9 pm.

Lance photo by Matt Tales

MUSIC

SOCtALS

December13
- Lesbian and Goy Coffee Social 1-5 pm. Video on being
gay (1-2 pm). Goy Info Line 973-4951.

December6
-Alvins presents Confidential Bluesand A5Gcan VANGogh
at 7:30. 5 756 Ceiss. Detroit (Near WSU).Donations of S5 for
Detroit/Windsor Refugee Coalition.

POUTICS
December 7
-Central American Support Group meeting. 7:00 pm at
the Third World Resource Centre.
December 9-12
- Third World Resource Centre presents International Gift
Festival. Oafts from around the world will be on sale Call
252-1517.

-The Friendsof the Court. of Mackenzie Hall are pleased to
announce that the first Sunday in December will feature
the faculty and students of Academia Ste.Cecile School of
Music. It will take place at MacKenzie Hall at 2 pm.
Refreshments available.

December 8.
- The second concert of three, ',Mostly Mozart Series,"will
be held at the Windsor M Gallery at 8 pm. Fortickets call:
The Windsor Symphony at 973-1238

December17
- Meeting tor Amnesty lnternatiional will be held at the
Third World Resource Centre at 7:30 pm.
December27
-Christmas Candleligh t Vigil to launch the Annual Boycott
of Violent Toys, 7:00 pm in front of the Central United
Church.

THEATRE

December 9-13
- "Miracle on 34th Street," at the Actors Alliance Theater
Company. 350 Madison Avenue. call (313) 642-1326.
December 11-31
- The Attic Theatre presents "Holiday Cabaref' and closes
with a New Year's Eve Party. Reserve tickets at the theatre
box office. 875-8284 (7339 Third Avenue at West Grand
Boulevard.)
December 13
- The Windsor Symphony is featuring the Magnificent
Messiah by George Frederic Handel at 8 pm at the Cleary
Auditorium. For ticket info. call 973-1238.
- "The Cats Getting Ready for Christmas" is presented by
the Children's Hour Productions of Toronto. An original
Christmas tale based on the Juno nominated album of the
same name. The show will be held at MacKenzie Hall. Call
255-7600.

Decembers
- The Windsor Symphony presents "The Nutcracke(' with
the Indianapolis Ballet Theatre performing at 7:30 pm.
Music by Peter llich Tchaikovsky. conducted by D.Night
Bennett. Forticket info. call 973-1238.

oun

December19
- TheWindsor Symphony presents Michigan Opera Theatre
and "Hansel and Gretel" by Engelbert Humperdink at 10
am and 2 pm. For tickets call 973-1238

ANNOUNCES

New Direct Service from the University of
Windsor Campus to London, ·Hamilton and
Toronto

Go Greyhound®
and leave the driving to us.

Bus Departs City Transit Shelter
University Avenue at Patricia
LVE:
ARR:
ARR:
ARR:

FRIDAY
University of Windsor 12:30pm
London
3:10pm
Hamilton
5:15pm
Toronto
6:15pm

LVE:
LVE:
LVE:
ARR:

SUNDAY
Toronto Bus Terminal
Hamilton
London
University of Windsor

• Special Student Fares To London-Hamilton-Toronto
(with validated Ontario Post Secondary I. D. Cards)
• Absolutely No Restrictions Apply!

For further information on service on holidays and school breaks contact The Bus Terminal
(519) 254-7575

6:30pm
6:30pm
9:05pm
1:15am

Tsilfidis

Roundl:J~
by Kevin Johnson

tudents' Administrative C.ouncil has won a preliminary
decision in its case against
former president Jon Carlos
Tsilfidis.
Council is seekingpaymentofover$9.000 it
claims Tsilfidis owes the organization for
unauthorized use of council funds.
This summer, SAC decided to pursue the
matter, which included $4.000 it ruled was
an unlawful pay bonus approved only by the
executive of Tsilfidis, then-vice president
Kevin Williamsandthen-v.p. financeCromwell
Woghiren. Other disputed funds were travel
and meal expenses that could not be verified
by an auditor's report
Nov. 19. district court judge Carl ZaJev
ruled in favour of SAC's Statement of Claim
for the monies.
The action was uncontested, but Tsilfidis
said it is only the beginning of the court
process.
"No one notified my lawyers," he said.
"We apparently didn't respond. I say
apparently because there's been a lot of
confusion," but Tsilfidis plans to appeal the
order .
Tsilfidis said it was natural for Zalev to
rule against him when he was not represented,
but he did not deliberately avoid the process .
"My lawyer will get the ball rolling," he
said. "Obviously we want to respond."
SAC vice-president finance Rob Allchin
said T silfidis did know of the claim and
indicated he would reply. but failed to do so.
Informing the defendant in a case like this
is the first step, Allchin said. "The fact that
he didn't challenge this shows really poorly
in his favour" and hurt Tsilfidis' chances of a
successful appeal.
While Allchin acknowledged it is likely
Tsilfidis will launch further litigation, he
regarded this initial victory as justification of
council's position.
"It's not considered legal to go out and

[SJ

G&5referenda~'
by Kevin Johnson

Despite a dismaJ 5 per cent turnout at the
polls. the Graduate Student Society is celebrating its victory in Wednesday's fee increase referenda.
Begmning in September. the society will
collect an additional $5.00 on general fees.
and a new $5.00 drug plan fee.
Only 40 of an eligible 841 voters bothered
to cast ballots in the referenda, which passed
22-18 and 28-12 respectively, according to
G.S.S. president Alan Jones. The numbers
are even more bleak considering there are 28
seats on the society's council.
Jones was disappointed with the tumou 4
but took some solace that it was better than
that in the last referendum the society held.
He offered several explanations for the

low turnout
poor response.
'"I think part of the problem was it could
have been better advertised," he said. and
added some members expect their elected
representatives to handle society business.
and others may have been too busy. The only
publicity produced by the society was a few
flyers photocopied by Jones and distributed
across the main campus.
He said the lack of promotion is the fault
of those who fail to get involved. ·• I don·t
consider that my job," he said.
Jones was pleased with the success of the
referenda. During his term. the council has
seen much of its budget tied up paying off old
debts, he said.
'Tm glad it passed because this ought to
lift us out of our financial rut." D

SAC disc~

lawsuitsinprivacy

by Scott Ingra m

Students' Administrative Council can't
wait to get behind closed doors lately.
During its last two meetings. all nonmembers were removed while council held
"in camera" sessions on legal matters, including
civil court action against former president
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis.
Current president Ken Alexander justified
the closed meetings as necessary to protect
SAC's tactical position.

New SAC committeeto dealwith accessibilityfor disabled
by John Stout

For the disabled, just getting
around can be a major undertaking.
Concerned members of the university community are trying to
make it a little easier.
The Committee on Special Needs
and Accessibility was ratified as a
committee of Students· Administrative
Council at its monthly meeting
Wednesday.
At present there are 36 U. of
W. students :Vith special needs.
Greg Thoman. SAC V.P. ExtemaJ
Affairs, thinks many of them don't
want to be recognized as such, and
that this new venture will raise
awareness of their presence among
students and the university administration.
Steve Gill. assistant to the Dean
of Student Affairs. willjoin Thoman
on the committee. He hopes it will
give the disabled a chance to partici-

pate in student government.
One of the first goals of the
group is to produce a video with the
help of the communications department of campus facilities. The committee will use the video in a presentation to the Ontario Federation of
Students in January.
The committee also plans to
hold a special needs awareness day
during the CFS national week of
action. Jan. 18-22. The day will
feature film showings and a chance
to experience negotiating campus
in a wheelchair.
The committee will work with
Carleton University's National Education Association for Disabled
Students and other organizations, ·
including the Canadian Hearing
Society and the Canadian National
Institute for the Blind.
The group is attempting to recruit
members. Anyone interested can
contact Thoman in the SAC office
or Gill at Student Affairs. D

give yourself a bonus, and he (Tsilfidis)
knows he can't justify it." he said.
Privately. however, some councillors admit
there are holes in their case.
"Carlos could probably beat some of
this," said one. "It's pretty hard to make him
pay back expense account money. How are
you going to prove misuse there?"
Tsilfidis plans to follow up as soon as
possible.
"I want to get this over with," he said.
Last year's executive were all hit with
claims for repayment but only Woghiren has
apparently settled the matter.
According to Allchin, Woghiren-who
received a $2,400 'bonus'-agreed
to a
schedule for repayment, but has yet to forward
any money. However, Allchin does not
anticipate default.
Williams has already paid back his $ I .OOO
pay bonus, but disputes other charges council
is making. At its Aug. 8 meeting, he resigned
his position of president over the auditor's
report and issues arising.
"I don't know what SAC is trying todo,"
he said in an interview Tuesday . ··One day
it's one thing.. the next day it's something
else ."
Allchin maintains Williams owes about
$4,000 in salary advances he received before
he resigned. According to Allchin, Williams
refused to sign a repayment agreement drafted
on the basis of discussions between the two.
Williams disouted that version of events.
He said his talks with Allchin were informal,
and the draft did not accurately reflect them.
.. What bugs me the most is that Pete
(vice-president Ostojic) and Rob (Allchin)
authorized the pay advances," Williams
said. "The agreement makes it look as if it's
all my fault"
The debt to council is the issue, not who
authorized the payments, said Allchin.
··1 never got any breaks like that when I
was growing up," he said. "Why should
he'?"[l

"If something were printed that showed
SAC's hand to the defendants it could hurt
our case.·· he said.
Council also discussed the corporation's
three-year old Vorschukcase. Mike Vorschuk.
a former assistant pub manager. is suing
SAC for wrongful dismissal. Although he is
seeking $18,000 in damages, sources say
council will offer him a lower settlement
soon.
Council cancelled its boycott of student
evaluations of instructors. Vice president
communications Chris McIntyre said he was
satisfied the administration shared council's
belief the survey results should be made
public. The faculty's collective agreement
continues to block publication. and Brendan
Thomson. v.p. internal affairs. doesn·t have
much hope that will change soon.
"They (the faculty association) think
we're assholes." he said.
The reversal of the boycott miffed computer science rep George Hammerschmidt
He said students in that faculty had already
refused to fill out the forms. and to change
that stance would make council look "stupid".
A motion to restrict the purchase of
alcohol with SAC fundswas narrowly defeated.
Thomson and McIntyre proposed such
expenditures be limited to events where
councillors and students at large are welcome.
The two explained they don't think other
uses are appropriate. According to McIntyre,
each of the six vice presidents has $200
budgeted for entertainment. which includes
buying drinks for business meetings , but he
thinks actual spending is higher.
However. most of council agreed with
arts rep Beth D aly's interpretation.
.. It would look cheap." she said. D
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Xmaslists
Christmas. The word evokes feelings of revulsion in the
minds of some, anxiety in most. and for a lucky handful,
happiness.
To a select few adults, 1tmeans "goodwill toward men"
(what about women?)
Many genuinely feel It is a time for friends and family to
gather, exchange gifts. gorge themselves with extravagence,
cut down a tree, stick it 1nthe living room and hang lots of
coloured stuff on it; walk door-to-door and sing traditional
carols (often for money), roast chestnuts on an open fire,
take lots of prctures of people in pyjamas who've just
awoken. and generally 1ust make a big mess.
These people are dangerous. Where is CSIS (secretly
means something) when you really need them? How are
normal people supposed to celebrate the birth of the Son
. of Man, Winter Solstice. Yuletide. Mid-Winter Feast or
Hannukah with all this going down? The latter half of
December is chock-full of important spiritual happeningsand
these
folks
just
want to act goofy
Can't they see what's going on around them: war.
hunger. mental illness. disease. mass alcohol and drug
abuse. exploitation, torture. boredom. extreme poverty,
polrtical and economic repression. greed. lust. environ-

THE BLOODBOIL

mental destruction, hatred. child abuse, and alienationeach perpetuating and reinforcing the others so as to
create what we like to call humanity.
Wait a minute, you say? This is notrea//ywhat mankind
is all about! If this is your response then perhaps you've
been watching too many old Coca-Cola I'd Like to Teach
the World to Sing reruns lately.
The truth is we would only like to believe Christmas is a
time of JOYand peace and stuff It eases the conscience to
create an ideal through which we can act out thrs orgy of
monumental proportion. We spend hundreds of millions
of dollars, mouth a few platitudes related to the holiday
season, and be done with it. We feel good about ourselves,
after all. we did give so-and-so a nice present.
·
Unfortunately, there 1sprobably more suffering throughout the world on December 25 than any other day of the
year. TH1sis because the hungry, the homeless. the lonely
and the lost do not get to participate in this wintry
wonderland of lies. They are on the outside looking in most
days, but this day especially they are truly the outsiders ..
They are the children. elderly, sickly , the street personthe 1mpovenshed throughout the world. If you happen to
be Christian, these people are Christmas. They are the
stranger. the whore-the least of your brothers.

KEVIN JOHNSON

WesternJournalistsdon't get to the top by simply being nice guyslgals
This past Saturday our daily monopoly, the Windsor Star,
offered up a number of articles in every section dealing with" Life in
the U.S.S.R''.
They were pretty amusing, once you know the secret The secret
was they were fiction trying to pass as news. The Star pulled an early
April Fool's prank. but most folks missed the joke.
Now, I hate to admit it but rm no fan of the Soviet system. I join
most socialists around the world in condemning their use of
ideological propaganda to clothe what is, unmistakably, a state
capitalist situation.

At the same time, I can't be snookered by the message of our
media and governments that the Soviets are ogres, or better still, are
innocents led by monsters. I honestly try to compare what goes on
there to what goes on here.
I've never been to the Soviet Union, so what I know is filtered
through the biases of people who have. Bias can be a funny thing.
Therein lies the humour of the Star's Saturday edition.
Now. it's natural for Western journalists to relate what happens
in the U.S.S.R to their audience. Every time the Soviet government
malces a move that could be considered meritorious, we· re reminded
it hopes to impress the West. When they do the opposite, they are
said to be ignoring world opinion.
For example, Bill Keller pfthe New York Times writes that the
Communist party is allowing political dissent because it might
appease people into supporting domestic change. He quotes one guy
as saying they are "presenting a favourable face to the West"
Now, come on? Where did Keller find this guy?
If these debating clubs seriously threaten their current system, do
you think the Soviets would tolerate them to malce themselves look
good?
For example, Bill Keller of the New York Times writes that the
saying. "Way to go, big guy?" Even if you can, can you imagine
Gorbachev being flattered?
Put the shoe on the other foot
The Canadian Security and Intelligence Service is planning to
bug the offices and phones of the alternative This Magazine.

Somehow, I doubt they sat around asking themselves "Yeah, but do can afford them. But he does it in the context that this policy is crazy,
you think the Soviets will approve?" Maybe I'm naive. I just don't because they don't reflect market costs.
think it happens.
Seems to me that letting everybody eat malces some sense. No
But every time you open a newspaper, some anxious, nameless wonder there aren't many restaurants, when it's so much cheaper to
Soviet official is telling a Westerner that their government is making cook at home. But heaven forbid that should be mentioned in the first
this concession or that to" Western pressure". What a load of hooey! piece.
What are the Russians saying about free trade? Or the Meech Lake
Again, I read that the Soviets can scarce build housing fast
accord? I don't know, but you can rest easy that Brian and the boys enough to suit city dwellers.
won't talce it into consideration. (Actually. they don't seem to take
You have to read another article, complaining about price
anything into consideration. but that's another Bloodboil.)
discrimation against Westerners, to find out that locals pay the
l know comparisons seem unfair, but that's because we aren't equivalent of$24 a month for a one-bedroom flat That's right, $24 a
used to them.
month. No wonder construction can't keep pace with demand.
One of my favourite old saws runs this way: "Gorbachev (or · Now, all this might seem pretty trivial were it not for the way it
Kruschev, or Andropov) may seem to be a nice enough fellow. but colours our world view. U.S. Americans. and by extension. Canadians.
remember, you don't get to the top in the Soviet system by being a are encouraged in thinking we are somehow superior to those lousy
nice fellow.''
Soviets. We tend to elect leaders with the same delusions. and when
Aaahhh, I see. And one does get to the top in the United States by they go head-to-head with the Soviets, it is little wonder the fur starts
being nice.
a-flying.
Wouldn't you be angry if you were told by some interfering
As a superpower, the United States.has to deal with the U.S.S.R
Russkie that Canada and the United States are run by elites? How Politically and economically, neither can afford the massive anns
many Prime Ministers or presidents this century have not been competition they've imposed on each other. So they come to the table
millionaires? Or university educated? Get my point?
to discuss limits, but the U.S. team always brings a lot of extra
The Scrirs>s Howard service tells me that the Soviets are proud of baggage.
Mikhail because he's their first party leader since Lenin to have a
What if the Soviets acted the same way'! It would be insane.
university education. Does this mean all those in between have been
Reagan would say:" Look, Mikhail. we've got an acceptable deal
ordinary Joes? And that's something they're ashamed of7
on submarine-based missiles, but we can't sign until you let out this
Even when reporters have something good to say about the way list of Jewish emigrants."
Soviets live domestically, it is explained as a move closer to the
And Gorbachev would say: "Sure thing, Ron. Pass the Equal
Western system. If they can swing it, they split contradictions into Rights Amendment"
two sections so that they can be criticized separately.
Reagan: "Soviets out of Afghanistan." Gorbachev: "U.S. out of
Nicaragua."
Let me offer this as an illustration.
Reagan: "Legalize Solidarity."
Soviet restaurants are few, low-quality, and crowded, says one
Gorbachev: "Rehire the air traffic controllers."
whacky vacatiooing scribe. That's no good. (No mention that eating
out is in fact a luxury.)
And so it would go, hour after hour. And when they finally
In another article, the same writer notes that bread. milk, and reached a conclusion, the world would be perfect And the Windsor
other foodstuffs are subsidized so that prices are low, and everyone Star would complain about a slow news day. D
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Gussays'Welcome
to theMachine'
by August Horvath
it being December, there are already
reports in the media of concerned parents
and children staging protest marches in front
of toy factories. Those who scan the bulletin
boards around this university in search of
good deals on cars or apartments will soon
start to notice posters advocating your abstinence from the purchase of one of society's
great evils: war toys.
War toys aren't as much the rage as they
were a year or two ago. The United States
has edged away from the Rambo/Top Gun
mentality that has characterized it through
the middle years of the 1980' s. The current
fad in toys is the cassette-p laying, talking
doll/teddy bear with animated facial features,
but even if war toys aren't at the absolute
pinnac le of juvenile fashion, they are sure to
sell by the million. The Hasbro company has
come out with a new "G. l. Joe Command
Center", a big brown thing with caterpillar
treads and rockets pointing out of it at all
angles for about fifty bucks, and a new
"Cobra Mamba" helicopter with rockets
pointing out ofit at all angles for about twenty
bucks, plus the usual assortment of smaller
things with rockets pointing out of them at all
angles for five to fifteen dollars. Not to be
outdone, the companies that make" StarCom,"
"Bravestarr," "Sky Commanders," "MASK,"
and the ever popular "Transformers" have
fielded new lines of hunks of plastic with
rockets pointing out of them at all angles.
Sometimes I wonder how all the kids are
supposed to keep track of which rockets
belong with which toy.
The anti-war toy activists tell us that all

Dear Editor,
An open letter to all undergrads:
First of all, let me just wish you a Happy
Holiday and success in the upcomingNew Year.
As one can well imagine, the first three
weeks as President were quite hectic. Getting
acquainted with the multitude of boards and
commissions was a task of monumental
proportion.
Many of the students have given me time
to adjust A question then arises - what are
you doing for me? Well, one would hope that
the answer is not nearly as selfish as the
question, and that the actions of the SAC
executives benefit all students, not just a
select few.
Some of the major topics and issues we
are working on include a complete revamping
of the By-Laws. The By-Laws have not been
touched upon for ten years and are desperately
in need of review.
Another major undertaking is the acquisition
of a desk-top publishing system. The purpose
of this system would be to replace the
antiquated typesetters used by Centre Graphics
and the Lance. This system would also be
helpful in generating revenue, thereby expanding SAC's financial base.
While we are on the topic offinances, let
me just take a second to reassure students
that their money is being handled wisely.
New financial controls are in place to ensure
that the abuses of the past do not reoccur.
Some other initiatives being undertaken
include the reorganization of the Student
Media Corporation as well as attempts to
foster better communication between student
groups. examples being graduate students
and part-time students.
In order to do this we are going to form a
Tri Council, composed of representatives
from each student group: SAC. OPUS, and
GSS. With all students pulling together,

these war toys are making children more
violent I don't know if that's true ornot, and,
in truth, neither do the anti-war toy activists.
The idea seems credible. It also leads to the
question: What makes these violent toys
attractive to kids?
The anti -toy activists, like activists generally, are more interested in symptoms than
in causes, and the only explanation they offer
is that evil toy companies saturate the minds
of children with pr<rviolence advertising and
programming in order to tum them into
zombie-like servants of the military-industrial
complex. Thls is plausibly part of the answer,
but it seems too simplistic and maybe just a
trifle too paranoid to explain the whole war
toy phenomenon. I have a little theory that
might contribute to an understanding, not
only of the popularity of war toys, but ofa few
other things as well.
To begin with a truism, we live in a
society which is dominated by machines.
Machines control and mediate most of our
lives; they determine what we are free to do
and how we are free to do it by their
availability and limitations. We all know that
some machines are better than others. Without fully realizing it, we are all experts in
what makes a good machine. We are, as a
society, in love with good machinery.
Any machine involves basic compromises
in its design. A high-fidelity sound system
must trade off sound quality against the
allowable size of the system and the number
of settings and controls that the user may be
expected to set. A dishwasher has to clean
dishes well, but not with an unacceptable
increase in the amount of noise that it makes
or the amount of electricity that it uses. All

machines must trade off desirable performance characteristics against the universal
variable: the cost of the machine. Money sets
a limit on how well a device can perform.
There are exceptions to this rule. cases in
which money is a secondary or even irrelevant
consideration. When there is no price ceiling
on a machine, its design can incorporate
whatever systems are necessary to fulfill its
function as well as its designers know how.
The principal situation in which this occurs is
in the armed forces. Governme nts which are
buying tanks and jet fighters and aircraft
carriers pay whatever it takes to build the
best tank or jet fighter or aircraft carrier.
They may complain about cost overruns, but
in the end they will pay. The result is that the
best, highest-performancemachines any society
produces are its weapons. This has been true
ever since there have been societies and
governments and weapons and wars.
This is not lost on the machinery-loving
citizens of the Western democracies. SNAP
QUIZ: What is the favourite spectator activity
of North Americans in terms of the number
of people who attend each event? You wee
right if you said "air shows." Air displays,
which frequently attract more than 100,000
people and sometimes draw more than 200,0C/J,

almost invariably feature, as their most popular
attraction, the modem military airplane as
typified by the jet fighter plane . Who among
us isn't awed by these l 5-ton mechanical
monsters which are so powerful that they can
fly at 2500 km/h or accelerate while pointing
straight up into the air? The fact that their
purposes are essentially destructive doesn't
detract from the beauty of first-class machinery.
And if you think "beauty" is the wrong word,
consider that jet fighters are at least beautiful
enough to be Hollywood movie stars, the
Grumman F-14 having been cast in the
leading role in Top Gun and the General
Dynamics F-16 having led the cast of Iron
Eagle. Poster and Model sales of modem
combat aircraft are brisk, as well. Is it any
wonder that kids enjoy incorporating into
their fantasies these machines-on
which
most war toys are closely modelled-that are
so enthralling to their elders?
Another example of the same phenomenon
is provided by North America's second
highest-attended class of spectator eventauto racing. Here again we have machines
which have virtually no cost ceiling and are
therefore about as good, within arbitrary
safety and racing class limits, as cars can get
Highperformance automobiles, including the
more exotic street-legal sports cars as well as
competition machines, attract a vast following
and have created a huge and lucrative market
in posters, magazines, models, road-race
sets, T-shirts, bumper stickers reading "fD
RATHER BE DRIVING A PORSHE,"
cologne decanters, and-of cours&-children's
toys. Even young girls, traditionally shielded
from technophilia by societal patriarchism,
continued on page 6.

The Malaysian, Indian. Arab and PakisI wanted to make amends to our student
government by staying in W indsor and working tani student organizations must be commended
with SAC. Seeing that l have no job ( citizen- for their colJective food and culture evening.
ship hassles). my tuition is $487 .00 per November 21. at Ambassador Auditorium.
course and living expenses - I have no Such a medley of ethnic cuisine and samplings
of national dress, music and song made for an
money to pay back the advances authorized
by the present V.P. Administration and V.P. unforgetable extravaganza
I personally thank the International StuFinance. I can only offer my experience,
dents· Society for having my son and myself
sincerity and sweat
attend their trek to the Henry Ford Museum
l find it odd that the present executive
verbally agreed (to my face) that no further and Greenfield Village last Saturday. It was
repercussions would come my way ifl resign. a day marked by insight into the North
Students, a scam was played on me. Jon American culture, its roots in technological
and
Cromwell both told me they would take innovations and the effect on what Visa
Ke n Alexander
full
responsibility for the bonus from last students must perceive when they look at
President,Students
Adminmative
Council
year. Jon and Cromwell never came forward Canada today. ( And it was a heck of a lot of
fun, too!)
with that information. The present executive
Now. for a number of events for your
made me feel guilty and forced my resignation,
calendar.
Visa students often have some time
now they want to screw me for all they can
get I wish the students ( on or off SAC) who on their hands at Christmas break, which
know what's going on would come forth and could be turned to an opportunity to enjoy the
speak,
because a scam is being played on the season.The Inter-Varsity Christian FelJowship
Dea r Editor:
students too. The gutless members are hiding sponsors an International Camp every year
up north. Last year about 20 Windsor Visa
Since the time of my resignation, a few their mistakes.
students took advantage of the camp. and I
Hey
SAC,
you've
got
the
wrong
guy.
I
am
things have occurred to me.
know that I. V.C.F. can accommodate more.
presently
involved
in
helping
with
many
l) Why am I the only focus of attention
activities on this campus and you still refuse There should be an article somewhere in this
in relation to my Presidential salary
to acknowledge my sincerity. In the end you week's Lance giving further information, and
advances. My advances were authorwill pay. Go for it SAC - make me look as of course. you can come by my office and I
iLed by the present V. P . Finance and
can tell you more.
V.P. Administration. Just I was ""im- bad as possible. I'm not afraid anymore.
There are also individuals in the community
plicated" in signing bonus cheques
who
would be delighted to meet you over
Kevin
Williams,
Arts
lll
in the preceeding year, why are these
dinner
at their home, have you stay a night or
gentlemen not "implicated"?
just have you by for Christmas carols and a
2) What Jon Carlos was accused of is
mug of punch. Drop by my office and I'll fill
quite similar to the activities of the
you in on the details.
present SAC during the summer.
Fo r those of you who intend to gravitate
Advances, expenditures for travel.
towards
warmer climates at Xmas, I urge
De ar Editor,
etc., were allocated without proper
you
to
apply
for your U.S. Visitors Visas no
approval. yet these people conducted
later
than
the
start of next week. through
This
letter
serves
to
review
a
few
of
the
investigation as judge and jury events sponsored by the International Students myself, at the International Students' Centre,
while committingsimilar discrepencies.
as well as allowing to give some specific Cody Hall. Also a bulletin from Immigration
I hope people realize that not only was
dates for upcoming events of importance for Canada: Officers will be at the International
SAC wrong in its conduct this summer, but
Students' Centre January S, 6, and 7 for the
the beginning of the new year.
not much has been done for the ·students this
purpose
of renewingyour student authorizations.
Dr.
Ianni's
dinner
with
the
International
year. After firing an entertainment coordinator,
And lastly, on behalf of the University
students who have contributed to student life
they hired two guys who have done - what?
and my office, good luck with your exams.
was quite a success. One of the dinner's
No classroom visits were done (as planned).
and please, have a warm and Happy Holidays!
resolutions.
as
proposed
by
the
President,
is
The residences are yet to see SAC's commita
roundtable
discussion
of
Visa
students'
ments. And there is no real reason for cutting
Richard Lanspeary
concerns, to be held at McPherson Lounge,
so much on Special Events Funding. (JUST
International Students' Advisor
TO MENTION A FEW).
January 26. 4:00.

and rewarding.
In order to do this we need your help!
Come out to SAC activities - you·n meet
new friends. Take time to familiarize yourself
with issues that face stuci'!r,ls. By all means,
come up to the SAC office and give us your
input We are here for you!
The Holiday season is one of caring.
Let's try to carry this through the rest of the
year. If we all do this. the University of
Windsor will become a better place in which
to learn and live.

intermtional

,
,
I

I

Cit!S
cnntinues
'it's
all!Dmekindofstrange
cnincidence
theorum
'
continued from page five.
can now obtain Corvettes and Ferraris for
their Barbie do lls.
Other machines which exhibit this characteristic of cost-nerobject performance and which
are consequently mahifested in children's
toys include, as suggested above, virtual ly all
military equipment ranging from warships to
tanks to plain old guns, and civilian machines
like " Bigfoot" -style modified 4-wheel driv<:
vehicles, fire engines ( yes, you can still get

toy fire engines) and, to some extent, construction equipment such as bull dozers.
Th is isn't all just a manifestation of the
twisted, violent Reagan era, either; it has
been going on for a long time. Returning to
the fighter plan example, the seco nd most
popular attraction at today's air shows-the
combat aircraft of W orld W ar Two-were,
you can be sure, as effective crowd-pleasers
in their day as are the jets of the present Just
a few weeks after the end of the war in 1945,

in Denmark, an air desplay organized by the
Royal Air Force attracted a quarter of "
million spectators. It's actually ironic that
most of the World War Two combat aircraft
still flying today serve as the aerial hot rods of
American millionaires-the weapons ofyesterday have become, in effect, the war toys of
today.
My little technophilia theory, of course.
doesn't fully account for the whole war toy
craze. Maybe, in combination with the corn-

A PACK OF LIES
" ...In a capitalist political economy. all consuutional

and
common law rights are subsumed to the protection of one paramount.
yet unstated right; the right to reap a profit from the misery and folly
of one·s neighbours!!! ..
The guy at the bar who had been arguing in favour of free trade for
the last ten minutes, becau)e .. them amurricans know how to kick
ass" was in for a nasty surprise. I had a profoundly painful
experience in store for him: a new idea. Slowly he turned around to
face me..
·•... Nowhere m the Canadian or U.S. constitution 1s there any
explicit constitutional right to profit: yet all stated rights: privacy , due
process. free speech. are subsumed to the end of protecting profite, en when the protitcauses a mess that the people, as taxpayers have
to clean up. Look at toxic waste' Look at pornography!"
"F - ing COM MI E!" grumbled my hirsute neanderthaloid
victim. I now had his complete attention. so I proceeded to warp his
mind.
"Take pornography - have you noticed how all slon mags look
the same after a while'? Why it"s getting so that you have to read the
damn thmgs! The porn busmcss uses government regulation in
Canada and the U.S. to protect their market share and kill off the
small fry competition Artis~ get arrested while Bob Gucionne
passes off Japanese bondage and snuff pictures as art. Then
government reacts with tighter controls controls that only the big
skin mags can afford to fight In Canada. the feels are debating a law
that would make it illegal for libranes to loan out sex education

D. DEXTER FINISTERIS
books .... Your free market only gets you a monopoly of smutt!! I say:
.. NO RESTRICTIONS AT ALL ON SMUTI'!! FREE SPEEC H
FOR RAUNCH!!"
Now I had him completely confused ... Goon, what does this have
to do with .....
.... . Simple: the fundamentalists and even the feminists have fallen
into a capitalist trap. They confuse 'filthee pictures' and free speech
with exploitation and profit. Today's porn is big business. and has
very little to do with the small percentage of arty stuff on one end of
the spectrum and the real sick stuff on the other. The crazy artists are
going to keep on making nude ballet videos and the hardcore sadists.
pedophilcs and whatever are going to get all the stuff they want too:
even 1fthey have to make it and trade it around: Ifs like prohibitionit can 't work. .. "
.. So .."!''
"So we might all have a constitutional
right to make and enjoy our particular flavour of porn. as long as we
don't injure anyone doing it. BUT NOWHERE DOES IT SAY
THAT ANYONE HAS A RIGHT TO GET RICH PUSHING
THE STUFF!! ..
''You want to tax it like booze and tabacco eh?.. interjected the
mesomorph , " .. You'll just get those big pornographers working with
the government Soon the government will be depending on smutt 10
pay the nation·s tax bills ... stoopid f- king idea .. : ·
I was an1azed, it could think! I would give it something else to
think about:
•· I share your distrust of the government. but there are alternatives:
But itself. smutl is fairly innocuous: a bunch of bodies doing what

comes naturally-or perhaps trying to dream up something new. The
problem starts: and I think even the most radical feminists would
agree with me, when these bodies become so much raw meat to be
bought by the rich and sold to the poor. Prostitution is legal in
Canada-pimping
and slavery are not The real obscenity in
pornography lies in the marketing, the economic exploitation. not
the sex! The solution now becomes clear: a 120% tax on pornography
sold by anyone who did not produce it themselves ... "
"Very funny, that's the same as prohibiting it..."
.. Say: you some kind oflaw student'!" OK; try this on for size: A
100% tax on all profit over a 3% rate of return. and tight auditing
controls over costs. Consider the advantages; a free market in
small - press smutt Penthouse, Screw &c . will move into investment
banking or fast foods. Only the small producer. the dedicated
affictionado will continue to produce the stuff. But think of the
variety! Artists are always claiming to be so damn creative: This trick
would tum them loose while reducing the mass-market exploitative
nature of the porn industry One side effect would be hotter, wetter
smutt, as it would be produced by smutt-fans rather than management
consultants. Another advantage would be in the ease of enforcement
No more police raid and three year free speech trial charade:
Enforcement would be handled by tax officials. and they seldom
loose ... "
.. You mean .....
"Yeh. just like Al Capone: get'em for tax evasion ... ··

1his little piggy

said

"Merry
Christnaas"

mercial-brainwashing theory of the anti-war
toy activists and with the cynical observation
that humans seem to be in love with violence
and destructio n of any kind, it puts a slightly
more realistic social perspective on the issue
than is usual ly perceived. O ne principle
ought to be realized: violent societies create
violent children's toys, rather than the reverse.
Crusading against war toys is like taking
aspirin for cancer; it might ease some of the
pain, but it isn't going to cure the disease. D
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Our first offering is our finest
This superb dramatic monologue represents modern hor·
ror at it's best.
I doubt this is the last we'll
·hear of Michele Gardner- I
hope it isn't. Read this one at
night, this tale of a rejected
lover and a Theseus of a dif·
ferent stripe ...

by Michele Gardner
've been waiting here forever, it seems, waiting,
waiting, waiting ... ever since he seduced me. I
want him to come back so badly, but my
wanting doesn't do any good. I need him. I'm
weak, getting weaker, too much to go out and
get my own food. He has seduced me and left me. Why
would he do that? Why leave me here to starve? He could
have just killed me.
It is cold in this basement, but I don't feel it like I used
to. I am cold too, but it doesn't bother me. StiU, I wish
there were furniture. I sit on the hard cement floor, in the
corner of the cement block walls, and wait, alone. There is
a cat who sometimes peeks in between the slats nailed
over the window, and I want it, but I do not have the
strength to get up and go out after it He drained all the
strength from me, and every day he doesn't come back to
me I grow weaker. When he comes I will be nothing but a
skeleton with a sunken face, rattling in dry skin, and he will
not want me then. He will see me and turn and leave in
disgust before I can crawl across the room to him. My hair
will be dry as straw and colourless. my nails yellowed and
cracked, my teeth wiJI rattle in their sockets and my eyes
will be dulled with cataracts.

I

He seduced me with his mystery, and his otherworldly
love, and now I am his ano mere 's no escaping. 1t ne

abandons me there's nothing I can do. I cannot belong to
anyone else, not even to myself now. The world has
disowned me, or I have disowned it. He kissed my neck
three times and I am his. At any rate, I must wait in this
underground darkness all night and sleeR all day out of the
reach of the sun' s rays.
I think perhaps he is dead and I giggle at my own joke. l
am rrally getting sad. Of course he is dead. But where is
he?
There is a spider in the far corner, a crunchy, juicy
spider. Must I scrabble along the dirty floor for bugs? Will
they keep me alive? In a novel I read they kept a man alive.
Not a man. Someone like me, someone seduced and
discarded. I do not think he is coming back. I must eat the
bugs, to have the strength to kill the cat. and drink its
blood. Then perhaps I will have the strength to kill for
myself, and drink, sweet warm, human blood. But if he
comes back, he wiJl bring me something, surely, a child or
a rabbit, or something pumping warm blood.
Maybe he will come back, I do not think I could eat the
spider.D
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TreWreOne
Confused flesh
and mucous intimacy
this is how I was "loved".
Everything is an object
of desire:
an hourglass, a sewing machine,
women, (who are really manholes) ...
I have made love to flies,
been porn-again.

by

Barbara
ClaireDiab

This poem was not submitted
to Sanguinaria; the poet turned
it in to the main desk, and it
was deferred to me. I hope
she (the poet) will not take
offense with me for including
it here -- see, I like it a lot. The
vanguard of modern horrorwriting displays a similar contempt
for 'restraint' ...

He cannot look at my face,
but instead at my breasts.
and I wish they'd dry up
-just to annoy him
He knows how I'm made.
He knows my mouth - cold.
no surer road to wretchedness
than this.
At night,
the sway of a human pendulum
is transformed into
a visceral, dismembered mass.
It was then
that I
killed him.

Sanaguinaria photo by Tom Pidgeon

Lance production manager
Laura Gould offers this little
ditty. She doesn't like horror.
so she did this instead. It's not
very scary. At all.

There was a dumb vampire from Prague,
Who one day bit into a frog.
Though its blood wasn't red,
He sucked it 'til dead.
''Yechh! Next time I bite into dog!''

'll))DIS'lC)~ll~
'll))I
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A Tribute lo Oive Barker by Go,d Mattheus
The Devil walked beside me on my way back from
hell. He told me stories that I could not fathom; ston·es of
happiness that made me cry and stories that made me laugh
I was in awe, but I told him these stories were like my
dreams; he must have something superior to these.
"Why certainly I do, but they are not fer the weak of
heart, " he replied
He proceeded to tell me of horrors that turned my
bowels to water- tales of such horrific brutali(v that my
mind left any mooring of sanity. Faces that explode bya
wink of his e-vileye; engorged phalluses exploding their
heads into unsuspecting first-time lovers. Catch words
that caused pestilence worse than AIDS.
The Devil told me of his most heinous creation, a
thing so horrible that even he could not control it. He told
me the story of Tombstone Tom
"Years ago when my powers were just beginning to
fail, I felt the insurgence of a new cult Among a small
group of students there was a man who had the audacity to
call himself the anti-Christ. The man's name was Vince,
devilish enough name it was. but he had no extraordinary
powers. At one point I wondered if the mantle was even
thrust upon him. Vince had one unmistakeable quality,
though. He could rally people around him. The cry was
small but nevertheless I was the one and only anti-Christ
and I had heard of no second coming.
"At once I set about creating a creature that was
indestructible. A being whose ferocity for blood was so
singleminded that I would be the only one to control it. I
created Tombstone Tom.
''Tombstone was a vile creature. He stood a dozen feet
tall and was as wide as a hundred-year-old redwood. What
made Tombstone so magnificent was that he was made
out of stone. He could change his shape to best suit the
task at hand, which was the annihilation of Vince and his
followers. And should any harm come to Tombstone he
was able to regenerate using the elements of the earth.
"Tombstone's arrival in Larva was uneventful. He
travelled by night, feeding off the blood of stray livestock.
Once at his destination he could set about the duty I
commanded of him. Now there was no need for my great
beast to stalk; he could just frontally begin his reign of
unholy terror on the unsuspecting creatures.
"Tombstone found the evil Vince and some of his
followers working at a press, churning out propaganda
against me. Tombstone grabbed the first person to walk
out the door and crushed his skull between the thumb and
forefinger of his hand. The man didn't have a CHANCE
TO SCREAM BEFORE HIS BRAIN PERCOLATED

UP THROUGH HIS HAIR Tombstone opened his
wide fissure of a mouth and with it crushed the upper torso
of the man, draining him of all bodily fluids. Tombstone
was entranced. Cows were good but humans were beyond
compare. In his elation he crashed the door. Unfortunately
those who weren't frozen with terror escaped, Vince being
among them. The rest were tasty morsels for Tombstone's
growing appetite.
"Vince wasn't hard to find, though, thanks to my evil
powers. He and his remaining followers were hiding in a
cave on the Larva city limits. He and Deth Baly were
cowering in a comer, clinging to each other's fearsweating bodies. Tombstone's massive body could barely
fit through the opening but he was able to pervert his body
to a smaller size. Deth, in a fit of panic, threw her barrelshaped body at Tombstone, who caught her in his arms.
Her massive girth was hard to hold but he was able to form
his hands into massive plier-like appendages crushing her
legs and chest Tombstone pulled and pulled hard, separating
her spine from her pelvis. Her skin pulled tight and tore,
shooting entrails and blood everywhere. Her blood and
feces stained the ground. Tombstone tried to stuff her head
into her pelvis to make a tiny little treat. Tombstone
opened his maw and tossed in the bloody blob of fat and
bone, slurping down the juices. Poor Deth Baly, no more
except for indigestion in Tombstone's belly.
Vince's poor heart gave out in the horror. leaving
Tombstone mildly disappointed. The best he could do
with Vince was to crush the vermin under his massive feet,
absorbing the congealing blood up through his legs. I was
also upset Revenge is something that should be savoured
and Vince's weak heart spoiled it. I brought Vince's
broken crushed form back to life. He looked like a ripped
and stained sheet, left to haunt the town of Larva for
eternity."
All this for his evil pleasure, or so I thought
He confessed to me that his abilities were a scourge.
He was sympathetic to his victims but his thoughts were
ca"ied out as if by decree. In blind fits of jealousy he
could carry out any deed
Unfortunately, I, in my harried state, hearing such a
gruesome story, found his predicament amusing. Even
hilarious. I laughed with such jocularity that my head
began to pound I looked through tea,ful eyes at the Devil
and he was frowning. He attempted an apology. But I
soon realized his grief was over me and not his own
situation. In my.fit, the Devil set my brain aflame. These
are the last words I can record before my brain oozes out
of my nose and ears like molten lava.

My friend Gord Matthews
is a horror-maven with a unique
talent for similitude. Those fortunate enough to have a familiarity with Clive Barker's Books
of Blood may well mark the
similarity of this story to those.
It's my suspicion that Matthews
calls 'Tombstone Tom' a tribute
to Barker in part to avoid prosecution ..
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Like Tombstone Tom, this
is and example of black humour,
a study in human nature. Ifs
the kind of story you can't
read - you do, and you find
yourself identifying with the
characters. Think about it. Why
do we laugh at this stuff?

ou're up, Dennis."
He dried his hands over the air blower. He always
worried people would think him pretentious, but his
hands were sweaty. He picked up the ball, and again,
was surprised at how heavy it was. He really hadn't
been doing too well, so he decided to try a three-step approach.
Naturally, it threw his rhythm and he watched in disgust as his ball
faded into the gutter. He turned to face a certain chorus of hoots.
"Hey, Den, show me how to improve my game!"
"Make this spare and we'll give you a strike!'' That from a guy who
had yet to mark.
"Da tird star, la troisieme etoile. Denny Martin!''
Dennis gave a wan smile. He knew this bunch too well to take their
kidding seriously, but he was gonna love it if he picked up this spare.
Lynn decided to give him a little encouragement "C'mon, Den,
spare it up. Ten up, ten down."
"Yeah, right:· was the best reply Dennis could muster. He didn't
even want to be here in the first place. Never one for physical activity.
he'd only come because everyone else wanted to. Now his fingers felt
like they were going to fall off. Well, maybe not fall off, but..
Pete interrupted him in mid-sulk.
"Hit the reset button. Hit the reset."
Sure enough, Dennis' ball hadn't returned. Peering down the lane,
he could just see it stuck behind the pins. He hit the reset button.
Vic chuckled with faintly malicious glee. •·wasn't enough on it. Not
that it wasn't ajine gutterball, but you didn't give it enough ...oomph."
Dennis wheeled ·on him in mock anger.
"Oomph? I don't play with enough oomph? fll give you oomph
right in the kisser. Why, I oughtta. ... Where's my dang ball?" He looked
anxiously into the ball return unit
"Hit it again," Pete suggested.
Thanks, Mr. Helpful, Dennis thought. but he did try the reset
button again.
The carriage lowered and dropped ten new pins, but his ball did not
re-appear.
"Look. let's just go tell the guy."
"Yeah, okay Vic, go on." Lynn was glad someone besides him
finally offered. As stimulating as bowling was. it was Lynn's considered
opinion that it was not meant to be played at 2:00 a.m.
Wh; bother walking when the good Lord gave me lunf{s?thought
Vic. "Hey, yo, ball return. Lane 6!" he bellowed Then. more quietly,
"I bet they re thrilled to be waiting on us now."
Pete looked around. It was true. The four of them were the last
customers in the place. "They shouldn't advertise all-night bowling if
they don't want our business," he said.
Mike was annoyed with himself He should have known this bunch
was going to stay late. He wouldn't have put them on Lane 6. It had
been giving him nothing but trouble all friggingweek. He hated to bother
his maintenance guy when he was trying to clean up, but there was no
way around it
"Hey, Brian, can you get Lane 6, please?"
"No problem. Mike:· Brian put down his broom. 'TII just zip right
over there."
He stepped in to the gutters and hurried up the lane. With these late
night bowlers, you never know when one's going to decide to act like a
jerk. One like them thought it might be funny to watch him dodge a
gutterball. The broken ankle Brian suffered ended his pro career before
it even started.
He opened the front panel and disappeared into the bowels of
Mike's Bowlerama.
The four bowlers sat looking at the score screen.
"Wonder of modern technology, boys," Vic offered. "More ways
to screw up."
"That's for sure," Lynn agreed.
They looked at the screen a little while more.
Again, Vic broke the silence.
"You know, I still kinda prefer marking the scores yourself This
computer stuff takes all the fun out of it."
"You mean you can't cheat" Dennis laughed at his own joke.
"Not as easy, anyway," Vic shot back. Then a pause. "Geez, this
thing has been screwing up all night.•·
Pete nodded. "If it wasn't for the fact that I'm going to whip your
butt. I'd be pretty much ready to pack it in.··
"Yeah, well, I-" a particularly loud clang from the end of the lane
shut him up. The group's attention shifted from the screen to the source
of the noise.
A couple seconds of quiet relaxed them all.
"It's taking long enough," Dennis complained. "I'm ready to
bowl."
Almost as if he had heard, Mike's voice came over the intercom.
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by Kevin Johnson
"You just about got it in there, Brian?" he asked.
No answer.
Vic nudged Lynn. "Maybe he fell asleep."
"Why the hell not? It's late enough."
Dennis rose and took a ball from the rack. ·'This oughtta wake
him,'' he said with a smile. Then he put it back.
Lynn got up and stretched. "Let's just go, you guys. I gotta work
tomorrow."
"Wait a second." Vic wasn't ready to give up yet. He shouted to the
man behind the counter. "Come on!"
Mike turned the lane back on and left the control board.
"Yeah, I guess I better see what's up," he said to the four as he
passed by.
He flipped down the panel and climbed in. "Where are you, Bri?"
the boys heard. A few metallic bangs later, Mike called out to them.
"Look, press the reset and you should be all set, but don't bowl until
I'm out of here." Dennis pushed the button. Again the lane was cleared
and refilled. Dennis rubbed his hands together over the air blower.
"Here comes your ball," Lynn said. but he was wrong. Very wrong.
Terribly wrong. So wrong you're not going to believe it
For instead of a bowling ball, what appeared out of the ball return
unit was-a human head!
Dennis sat down. They stared for a few minutes. Nobody spoke.
Then Pete giggled a bit He couldn't help it.
"Geez," said Lynn. "It's Mike."
Even though Mike's thick purple tongue portruded from his mouth,
they could see Lynn was right this time. Yery right so they sat a little
while longer.
Pete got himself under control. He felt really guilty, and almost
started to cry.
"I'm sorry guys, it just seemed funny.'' He paused. "I guess the
machine killed him.''
Dennis jumped up. "I shouldn't have pressed the re~t button! But
he said to." He was growing angry. Nobody's gonna pin this on me. he
thought. "How was I supposed to know?"
Vic stood up, too. "We have to call the police, and-'"
•·And an ambulance!" shouted Pete. They looked at him. '' For all
we know, that other guy is still alive!"
A sudden clatter nearby made them jump. but it was just Dennjs'
ball.
"That's it I'm calling the cops." But before Vic took a step, he was
frozen by the sight of Mike's mutilated body flying down Lane 6
towards the group.
It landed about midway, but the gore splattered much further. Some
stained Lynn's jeans. Oh, man, he thought That'll never come out.
"The other guy is still alright!"
Brian climbed down from the pinworks onto the surface of the lane.
now slippery with blood. He reached up into the automatic pinsetter
and pulled out a long, jagged piece of metal.
As he limped towards them, the boys could hear him muttering, "I
could've been a contender, instead of a bum, which is what I am."
Dennis piped up. "What happened to Mike?"
"I killed him, that's what!" Brian was now one-quarter of the way
down Lane 6.
"What for?" Den was pretty indigrtant
''Because I'm crazy, that's why!"
None of them chose to argue with that. Instead, they bolted for the
door.
Pete was there first "Locked."
"And you'll need a key to open.it," Brian shouted after them. He
stepped over the corpse of his former employer.
Vic ran to the phone. picked up the receiver, put it down. "Dead."
"Let's barricade ourselves in the bathroom!" Dennis led the way.
Brian stationed himself outside the door. "I can outlast you,'' he
said. "We're closed tomorrow."
"Yeah, but we're in a strategic location." Vic shouldn't have gloated.
".What are you going to do, piss your pants?"
"Not a bad idea,'' Brian said ...
"So where are we gonna go at this time of night?" Phil asked
Bob had a suggestion. "How about Chuck's Bowl-a/1-th~time?"
"Is that near here?"
"No, way out. "
Wait a second," Phil said. "This place looks open. You ever been
to Brian's Bowlerama before?"
"Let's give it a go. Park over there."
They went in, rented shoes, took a lane. Lane 6.
"There's something you don't see too often."
What's that, Phil?
"A bowling pin shaped like-a human leg!"
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formadonof watc~

MONTREAL(CUP) Recent abuses
by the Canadian Security and IntelligenceService( CSIS) have prompted
the creation of a nation-widenetwork
that will monitor the agency's activities.
The network proposes to hold
public hearings in 1989 when CSIS
will come under parliamentaryreview
-as required by Bill C-9, the original
legislation that created the civilian
security agency.
"With all the activities which
have been exposed in the last yearspies in the labour movement, monitoring peace activists, falsifying affidavits-it's our view that this is
simply the tip of the iceberg," said
network member Don Stewart.
"There is a need to organise
local groups that will document
incidents in their areas and exchange
information across the country,"
he said.
Last Septe mber. C SI S director
T. D' Arey Finn resigned after a
federal court revealed his agency
had filed a mislead ing affidavit to
obtainwiretap authorizationsin 1985.
CS IS is also being investigated
by the agency's review committee
followingdiscoverythat Marc Boivin,
an employee of the Confederation
of National Trade Unions ( CNTU),
was a CSIS informer. Boivin pleaded
guilty this Fall to charges that he
conspired to bomb non-unionised
hotels in Quebec.
According to reports by the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation,
the agency has also infiltrated the
Canadian Union of Public Employees
(CUPE), the Canadian AutoWorkers
(CAW), the British Columbia Feder ation of Labou r and the Centrale
del'enseignenmentduQuebec(CEQ).

"If we can document enough
abuses by the CSIS of the rights of
activists - and if we can get trade
unions and community groups to
put pressure on the government,"
said Stewart, "we'll hopefully have
cross-country hearings in 1989."
An independent Vancouver researcher, Stewart was in Montreal
to meet civil rights lawyers, trade
union officials and peace activists.
CNTU vice-president Monique
Simard confirmed that her union
had been in contact with Stewart
but declined to comment further.
Two weeks ago, Nick Ternette,
a University of Winnipeg lecturer
became one of the first Canadian
citizens to obtain a copy of his
RCMP file. The documents showed
the RCMP had been monitoring
Ternette's involvementwith the NDP
and various peace groups for at
least 14 years.
In a similar incident two months
ago, two Concordia students were
stopped by agents claiming to be
from the RCM P and questioned
about their involvement with a
Mont real peace group.
According to Stewart, more than
80 per cent of the CS IS staff is
made up of former RCMP agents.
Before the creation of the CS IS in
1984, domestic surveillance duties
came under thedomainof theRCMP.
In September, ND P MP Svend
Robinsontold the Houseof Commons
that CSIS documents showed at
least four agents had been recruited
to infiltrate Canadian peace groups.
" T hey are continuing the same
Cold War mentality oftheir( RCMP )
predicessors," Stewart said. " The
CSIS is simply interferri ng with
legitimate dissent in Can ada.' ·o
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Pre Exam
Diversion
Thursday , December 10 , 8pm
Specials All Night

GRAD
PORTRAITS

• Hand Lettered Composites

859 Moy Avenue
Windsor, Ontario

253-4535

To Help You Ace ALL Your Exams
We Bring You 2 Weeks of

BRA~N FOOD
SUNDAY

MONDAY

6

7

SUNDAY
is
UPGRAD I NG
DAY
Get a Large
piz za for the
price of a
med ium

13
Get a med i u m
pizza for the
pr ice o r a small
24Wing s fo r th e
Price of 18
18 f or 12

TUESDAY

8

WEDNESDAY

9

MAURICE
SALAD
$3 .95

BABY
PIZZA
6 Slic e
$ 3. 9 5

SPAGHETII
SALAD & ROLL
$2. 9 5

14

15

16

THURSDAY

10

FRIDAY

11

SATURDAY

12

SOUP&
FISH& C HIPS
PENNE
SANDWICH
Clam Ch owder SALAD & ROLL
DAYS
1 p c. Haddock &
$2 .95
3 kinds of me at
FrifS
to c hoose .
$ 3. 95
$ 2. 95

Shipping by alr

17

andsea

Cheeseburger
$2 .9 5 1/ 31b.

" WE WILL NOT SKIMP ON THESE MEALS ". OUR GOAL IS TO HELP YOU
THROUGH EXAMS AND SAVE YOU ENOUGH MONEY TO CELEBRATE WITH
AFTER THEY ARE FINISHED.

1-800-263-677
4
ATW

FACES 902 California
•
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OVERSEAS
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MOVING
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Greensinn
givescrueforlawyers
by Arthur Gosselin
d Greenspan doesn't
like lawyers treating
the law as their own
private club.
Greenspan, the
prominent lawyer who led the movement against the reintroduction of
capital punishment spoke in front
of a full house of law students
Monday evening in the Moot Court.
Greenspan was also promoting his
new book "The Case of the Defense"
during the lecture, which was cosponsored by South Shore Books
and the Essex County Law Association.
He said the law is the peoples'
system and the 'law for lawyers'
sake' view has prevailed for to long.
Greenspan found a great deal of
frustration among people, but it
was not based on an understanding
of the legal system. he said people
have a very emotional view of
criminal law.
There is a need to change the
current legal system, he said. Police
nonnally file the charges under the
current system. Greenspan said the
police make mistakes, and they do
not always understand the law.
He cited as an example the case
of a woman who was mistakenly
charged with murder after dropping
her baby over niagara falls. The
police officer involved had tried a
test to see if the baby had been
dropped accidentally, and found it
had to be deliberate. That test was
his murder evidence. But the police
officer didn't know where the woman was standing when she dropped
the baby, which made his test useless.
Greenspansaid thecrown attorney
will not withdraw charges in high

profile cases.
"Have you ever heard of a
government admitting error," he
asked. Greenspan said in a trial,
police and the crown don't press for
a presumption of innocence.
"The lawyer's (defense attorney)

Edward Greenspan.

job is to remind society of the
presumption of innocence" for the
accused, he said.
For lawyers, guilt is a legal
term, not a moral one. A lawyer is
an advocate for his client, Greenspan
said.
"A defense council's job is not
to make moral judgements,'' he
said. The Charter of Rights says
every accused has a right to council.
It would be an empty shell if a
lawyerrefusedto representan accused,
said Greenspan.
"You're not defending a client's
crime, you are defending_the client,"
he said.
"When you make common cause
with a client, you become open to
being judged on that cause," he
said
For that reason Greenspan was

,_anct>onoto bv Phil lngenkamp

critical of Doug Christie, defense
attorney during Ernst Zundel's trial
for publishing outright lies about
theholocaust ChristiebackedZWl<lel's
views of disbelieving the holocaust
ever took place, during an interview
on CBC's The Journal.
Greenspan also discussed limits
in defending someone who admits
guilt to him. He said you cannot
accuse someone else and you cannot
put your client on the stand to deny
committing the crime, because you ,
have to defend them within legal
bounds.
To his knowledge, Greenspan
said be has never had a case where
his client lied to him about the
commission of a crime and then
later admitted it to him, as in the
movie "And Justice For All".
'Td probably walk in a case
like that," he said. 0
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Special
University
Offerl!

With Spe cific Stylist
PLUS 20% off all other hair
services
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.

0
n:,10

NOW OPEN SUNDAY 12-5
Bring Your Coupon

551 Pelissier St
973-49 77

Five of the cakhiest lfltorcls
in the English language
l

\
'~

Now they're everywhere.
Not just the words. The
diseasestoo.
But there are three things
you can do about these five
words.
Firstly,youcan abstainfrom
sexual activityaltogether.
However,if youare sexually
active, you shouldknowabout
the secondthing; condoms.
Condomsare the contraceptive that medicalauthorities
recognizeas the most effective
wayto reducethe risk ofsexually
transmitteddiseases.
Wemake condoms.
In fact, we've helped to
make their manufacturethe high
technologybusiness it is today.
Becausewe believethat sexually
active peopleneed protection
they can trust. Now they need
it more than ever.
The third thing lou can do
is to educate yoursel . Talk to
your doctor.Ask at your local
clinic.Orgo right to the top.

Contactthe CanadianPublic
Health Associationat 1335,
CarlingAvenue,Suite 210,
Ottawa, Ontario KlZ 8B8.
They'll tell you that about
one millioncases of sexually
transmitted diseases are diag·
nosed every year. And they'll
give you the best available
adviceon howto avoidbecoming
a statistic.
It comesdown to three
simple things.
Abstinence. The condom.
Education.

Nothingelse makes sense.

The
Common ......
Concloms

Publishedin your interest by Canada'sleadingcondommanufacturer,
Julius Schmidof CanadaLtd.,
makersof Ramsesand Sheik, the commonsensecondoms-

ffl

Ju-..s Schmd of CanadaLid

~ Scarborough

Ontano MIR 2T8

1

i

l
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NAllONALRJTONS

LSAT
GMAT

FineQualily and Design

.A.tAn AffordablePrrce

Prep Courses for

Typist-who lives near the
University ($ 1.25/ pg) 2533922 after 5:30 pm.

RISIARCH
PAPIRS

LSATDec. 12
GMAT Jan. 23
1

16,278to choose from -all subjects
Save Time and Improve Your Grades!

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

1-800-387-5519

19213-477-8226~~1.

(416)923-PREP (7737)

Or, rush $2.00 to· Research Aulatanc•
11322IdahoAve 1206SN. LosAngeles. CA90025

Customresearchalsoavailable-alllev··

*

* .·

COME SICIWITH US
AT FABULOUS ~•

Mont
Ste.-Anne
Jan. 3-8
Your Adanac
·

Hollday

In cludes:

Five nlgnis accommodation
Aelurn wasnroom equipped charier Dus lo OueDec Clly
Four days unlimoled skiing (Including Gondola)
at Mont Sle. Anne:•
cost
Dally shuttle serv,ce lo and llom lhe slopes
Ass,$lance
Adanac Tour represenlallve
per
Adanac Ski 8ullon.
person

o,
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&xia1Credit
andliberte?
VANCOUVER(CUP) The Social
Credit Party is helping to finance
the "independent" right-wingstudent
paper at Simon Fraser University,
and a former party executive says
Liberte may be only the beginning.
During last month's Socred
convention, the party's Women's
Auxiliary helped Liberte raise nearly
$600 in donations and subscriptions,
$250 of which came from a special
raffie they held on October 22.
"We wanted to contribute in
some way and this seemed the
best," said Eva Matheson, president of theSocred
Wanen'sAuxiliary.
Fonner vice-president Shirley
Muir said, "I can no longer speak
for the Women's Auxiliary, but
certainly helping Liberti! was our
big project for this year.
"This is just a beginning. We
Socreds want to get an alternative
newspaper at every B. C. university
campus, at every college. We want
to get a balance. AJI we want is
parity," said Muir.
"Ifs up to the right-wingstudents
at each school to put an alternative
newspaper together and now that
Liberte has started, other students
can look to them for guidance and
assistance."
Matheson said she could not
confirm or deny Muir's statement
without first consultingthe auxiliary's
membership.
Provincial NOP leader Mike
Harcourt, hearing the news for the
first time, said, ''Libe rte can't even
do this on their own. Great free
enterprisers, eh?"
Harcourt said, "the Socreds must
have warped priorities when (their
government) can't find the funds
for 8000 students to go to school
but they can for a student propaganda
sheet for Social Credit.''
"Why don't they come right out
and call it The Young Socred Newspaper? If they are going to do this,
they should at least be proud of it. I
think the Socreds should leave the
SFU students and faculty alone
and not support a propaganda rag.
Things like that mitigate against
freedom of expresson," said the
NOP leader.
Harcourt said he was familiar
with Liberte, having been chased to
his car by "two of their more virulent
hawks" when he last spoke at SFU.
"They 're a pretty rabid small coterie
that are running that rag," Harcourt
said.
Liberte editor, Gord Denusik,
said he set no policy about accepting
donations from any groups or individuals. "If the Canadian Communist

•
QUAD TRPL DBL

$289 $305 $339

_..,,N_,,,O:.!.T_,INC~D:
• ·- TAX ,

S~l vice

Charqe

SPACEIS LIMITED!
$40 •,,

OPTIONAL:

4 Ooy sl<i lesso11s•S60
4 Day ski renlol•$45
FULLPAYMENT
DUEIMMEDIATELYConcollolion lnsuronco• fromS,2
Holiday lnsuru11ce • $15
Comprehensive
Insurance •from $25
PRE-REGISTRATION AVAILABLE!ll
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~
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Lof:'\llf1 Le Concorde
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GREAT PLACE TO BE
ANY NIGHT OF THE
WEEK

Party would give us money, we'd
take it. As long as people aren't
forcedto contribute,I seenoproblem"
"It does look a little shady,"
said Liberti! stafTer, Dave Mutki
"but the Women's Auxiliary traditionally does what it wants and the
party can't stop them."
But both Matheson and Muir
said the Women's Auxiliary must
answer to the party executive. "We
work for the party and with the
party," said Matheson.
Like the Young Socreds, said
Muir, "everything we do has to
generally be approved by the party
executive. The party executive heard
our idea (to fund Liberti!), really
liked it and approved it."
Mutka said that Liberti! staffers
were invited to the convention as
youngjoumalists, not Young Socreds.
"We're a fully independent commercially run newspaper," he said,
adding that if the paper is successful,
Li be rte will support other sprouting
right-wing papers.
SFU's official student paper,
The Peak, isunphased aboutLiberte's
Socred backing. "If Liberte can
raise money auctioning shovels and
the Simon Fraser Student Society
says it's okay, more power to them,"
said news coordinator. Jeff Buttle.
"Liberte has been really sneaky
about all this," said Simon Fraser
Student Society ( SFSS) representative Rhonda Spence. "First they
just appear on campus. with no
apparent backing. It' s never been
identified as a branch of the Young
Socreds, but they are taking their
time forming their own club."
Founded last February without
legal status, the paper distributed
its second issue under the auspices
of the SFU Ayn Rand Club. getting
the latter group's fundingtemporarily
frozen after budgeting its cost at
only $4 per issue.
To be entirely legitimate, she
said, Liberte would have to declare
themselves as either a Young Socred
paper, or a branch of the Young
~ocred club.
SFSS executive,Carol Hartmann.
said Liberte staff told her most of
their money was from advertising,
and that they hadn't received a
cheque from the Women's Auxiliary.
"As they aren't asking for money.
all we can do is insist that they are
financially accountable."
According to Spence, if ties
between the SFU Young Socreds
and Li berte are too close, the Socreds
may have to pull one of the groups
from campus. D

GOOD FOOD& GREATTIMES
Mondays &
Tuesday's
2 for1
Chicken vVings
Thursday's
New Music
NIGHT

Wednesday's
Key Tours Florida
Party Nights
Saturday's
.. OM-FM
Party Nights

!Polo!
by /par

Ralph Lauren

20°/o OFF
3217 Sandwich St. (at Mill)
255-1833

(Reserve NOW For New Year's Eve)

--

To ALL Facult~
and Students

532 Pelissier
256-5244
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~tosnuff
by Lance news stafl
The University of Windsor's
senate sent a signal to smokers
Tuesday when it unanimously approved a proposal prohibiting smoking
in a majority ofbuildin~ on campus.
The motion, put forward by two
f~culty members, calls for the University to "create limited smoking
areas and that a no-smoking rule in
hallways as well as classrooms and
otherpublicmeetingplaces be enacted."
The motion also asked to reserve
a portion of the food services area
for smokers, keeping in mind a
majority of students do not smoke.
A law professor questioned the
senate had the power to put limits
on what is done in the buildings on
campus. Another said he thought it
does since the senate deals with
academic concerns and "smoking
does not help the academic environment"

professors who use "non-traditional
methods" of evaluating their students'
performances. Those who allot a
high percentage of the course mark
to class participation or attendance
will be governed by this new bylaw
starting in January.
The bylaw states professors must
inform their students of how the
course will be evaluated, and approximate dates for tests by the end
of the second week of classes. Instructors will no longer be able to
alter the date of the final exam as
set by the registrar's office.
Students have reported to John
Hoffman, Den of Student Affairs,
that they have felt pressure from
University of Windsor president their classmates to change the date
Ron Ianni will take the proposal to of an exam. Mazer said in most
the Board of Governors for approval cases only a majority vote changes
the date of an exam and this inconat its next meeting.
In other business, the Associate veniences the students who have
Dean of Law, Brian Mazer, suggested planned their schedules around the
a new foonat of control for those date in the exam schedule. D

by A rthur Gosselin

the Ambassador's office, usually a
10-12 hour per day job.
ife in the Canadian
"A large part of my job is
foreign service isn't
information exchange," he said.
all glamour and meetHe writes and sends telexes, as well
ings the world's big- as screen ing incoming ones. He
shots, but it's not all also sets up the ambassador's phonecalls, appointme nts and ensu res he
that bad either.
Speaking November 26 to mem- receives speeches and briefing notes
bers of the International Relations needed for his daily schedule of
Society ( IR S), a campus club inter- events.
ested in international politics, Chris
Sa pardanis said there is "not
Sapardanis said his posting as execu- much glamour involved." He attends
tive assistant to Can ada's ambassador the larger recep tions where he takes
to the United Sta tes is rare, it's not care of details like moving people
an ave rage assignment for a junior to other rooms.
officer in Canada's External Affairs
He said the Washington embassy
Department
employs over 300 Canadians making
Sa pardanis, 26, graduated from it the largest Canadian post abroad.
"We're there to advanceCanada's
the U niversity of W indsor's International.Relations program in 1984, intere sts in the Uni ted State s," said
joining External Affairs in September Sapar dan is.
" You are very well served by
of I 986, and is a past president of
the IRS. He has worked in the · your man in Washington," he said
in describing Canada's Ambassador
Washington embassy since July.
Sapardanis said his job is to run to the U.S .. Allen Gottlieb. He said

~

LI VE l\IUSIC

Gottlieb covers the many diverse
areas in U.S. - Canada relations
well.
Sapardanis' job does allow him
to view a little history. He was there
during the big weekend when the
Canada - U.S. free trade negotiations came down to the wire, seeing
to the needs of the Ambassador and
the Canadian ministers.
He desc ribed the negotiation
process as a "star chamb er" which
contained the political people from
both countries, with each of 16
sectorial groups bringing in their
proposals one at a time. The star
chamber group would identify areas
of movement and send the groups
back to refine their proposals accordingly.
Sapardanis emphasi zed getting
a well-rounded education if intending
to ent er the foreign service.
"If you're good, you'll get recognized. and get in eventually," he
said.D
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(jrancfOpening
MEKONG
RESTAURANT
CANADIAN,
CHINESE
AND
VIETNAMESE
FOOD

18
for Student
and Staff
Dine in only
Nov. 26-Jan .

OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK
11 A.M. - 1 A M.

FREE
SPRING R01L

1/88
.1

~

z

Intercontinental
diningat its
best!Specializing
in Canadian,
Chineseandforthefirsttimein
Wtndsor.
..Vietnamese
Iood.
Comein andenjoythe
overseasatmosphere
andthe
extensivemenu.

AND SOUP !
FREE
SPRING
ROLLANOSOUP
with everydinner
order servedIn the

diningroom

MEKONG RESTAURANT
256-7711

WYAND
riWE ST. w.

FOR MAL
Decembe r 31, 1 9 87
PLACE: Cleary Auditorium
Skyline Room

• Hot Fusion

TIME: Doors Open 6:00pm
Cocktails 6:30pm
(cash bar)
Dinner 7:00pm
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Commerce Society Presents

for
DECEJ\IBER
Dec~mber4
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CLOSED far Clmstmas

SuN
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NEIVYE:tR'SEVEP.lRTY

Music:

- O,nnu&Dana

Tunes D.J. Services

(Advanct TicketS)
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COST: $25.00 Commerce Society ~
$30.00 Other

For Tickets: c ontact Commerce Society Office 256-1974
or V. P. Finance
Cathy Fera
256·2591

or V. P. Social
Karen Husch,tt
7 34 ·6641

or President
Chns Clarke
969-5972

CLASSIFIED
IONA COWGE, 208 Sunset Ave. 9737039 A space f<Xmeeting Ond dlSCUSSlng.
studying, quiet searching and relaxing
with fnends.
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY CHAPEL 973
7034 Located between the UniverSity
Centre and Huron Church Rood. Masses
on Sunday. 10:30 and 430 Monday to
Fnday. 1150 am. Every Tuesday there is
also mass and supper ot 5 pm ($2.50)
Sacrament of Reconciliation on request
Alt are welcome We have a library with
study space and a cote for your convenience

0

There ar Only 22 Days Till Christmas
~ For All Your Christmas Needs
~ Check Out All Our Selection

0

~
~

0

BOXED
CARDS

GIFT
WRAPPINGS

PARTY
WARE

GIFT
IDEAS

40ft. of Christmas Counter Card to Choose From

CLARKE'S STATIONARY
2155 Wyandotte St. W. Mon.-Fri. 9:00am-9 :00pm Sat. 9 :00am-6:00pm .

~

CAMPUS ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
meetings ore Tuesdays between 12 and
1:30 pm 1n the Ontario Room of Vanier
Hall

¥

0

FURNISHED ROOMS for rent Kitchen
facilities Call 977-8978 (Downtown.)
ARTCITE PRESENTSthe6thannual "Do1n·
the Louvre" art exhibit and Christmas
sole. from December 5 to 20 Tues. Wed.
& Sat 10-5 & Thurs. Fn- 10-8 & Sun. 1-5
Call 977-6564

CO-EDCHEERLEADERS
Looking fof athletic
mates and females. no cheertood1ng
experience necessary. but dedication is
o must If interested.call 737-5430 or any
of the present cheerleaders
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT to rent for .Jo..
nuory 1st Short walk to the UniVers1ty
Phone 256-2542
ROOM TO SHARE IN HOUSE with two
other mates Mature student only
S300/month. urn ,net Phone 256-2542
WANTED: RESPONSIBLEPERSONto dnve
car south ,n ~ember
Please phone:
948-4006
ROOM S AVAILABLE:for two females to
share. starting 1n January $777 50 each
f<Xthe semester Call Cantert:>uryCollege
256-6442
FOR SALE:Old w:>r1<1ng
fridge S50.wasti1ng
machine S75. 2 chests ot drawers S15
and S25. Octogonot endlable S6. wood
sheMng and supports( enough tor a whole
wall) S25. Grungy used combo! boots.
sizes 7-10. m1n 2 po,r per order. canister
vacuum $10 huge old stereo console
S10 Help me clean out my basemen t
Catt 256-8054 today'
ACCOUNTING STUDENTREQUIRESTUTOR
IM MEDIATELY:f<x 152-Flnonc,at Account
1ng Phone Ke,th 25er7162 wm,ng 10 pav
TOP DOLlAR
SHAREDROOM AVAILABLEFOR MATURE
STUDENT IN ELECT.AHAU: beginning
lanuarv 1st COIi 256-2902 tor deto,ts
PROBLEMSWITH YOUR WRITING SKIUS?
11 you are currently registered ,n any
faculty ot Arts course. help is ova1tobte
through theWnt1ng Development Centre
Contact your professortoro referral or call
ext 2288 1nthe Department ot English for
further 1ntormat,on.
A TERMINALLYILL BOY wishes to set the
wor ld record in rece1v1ngpostca rds trorn
all over the IM'.)(ld The address ,s
Little Buddy
P.O. Box 76
Po1styRentrewhire
Scotland. U.K

PREGNANT
AND NEEDHELP?

Call. ..
)

irtfJrigfJ
t
OR VISIT
OUR OFFICE
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You'canhelpsavean un
Sacred Ground
The Common Groundis a large rectangular
space. The art lined up on the walls ther('
right now consists of vertical rectangles.
This phalanx of art work on paper reveals
a premeditated system of images of a closed
world. Both this imagery and its presentation
are conventional norms in contemporary art
The rectangular shape of the pages ( all about
the same size) confines the lines and directions
of the artist's marks and collaged elements.
The installation in rows emphasizes this
regularity.
The objectified x-rays and medical illustrations - mostly of torsos (ribs), spines and
skulls are repeated in a 12-part.series called
Aluminum Anniversary ( title track). These
macabre images are used with day-glo colours.
The depth of the conilice is constantly reiterated
in an interesting combination of dark. ghostlike x-raysjuxtapoesed with bright slashes of
colour. The point remains lost however,
since, even though a lot of movement was
used as an integrating factor. the colours are
not used with the x-rays. The pain, the
activity: it happens around them.
This objectifying stance serves to protect
Soave·s personal system of imagery from an
interpretation which can explain the mysteries
present in the exhibition.
The artist has served us up a platter of
ideas without indicating whether it's time to
eat. As the art remains fixed to the wall. so do
the ideas. They don't project from the page;
they only leave you asking question. What
happened in October'?
An Aluminum Anniversary certainly
sounds like it might be a sort of party. eh?

Hallowed Ground
Help save the Common Ground!
The Common Ground is Windsor's only
free-for-all space for exhibition. Anybody
can show there - uninjured, hands-off, no
bullshit. This Gallery gives a chance for
unexposed Artist, freaks and creative people
a unique chance to display their wares.
The existence of this space for all is in
serious jeopardy. The money tree has finally
stopped bearing fruit As of January l, 1988,
the funding from the Art Gallery of Windsor
( fully renovated and reopening December 6)
will run out
All those who have shown there or had a
great time viewing a show at an opening
party should show support. Otherwise the
place wilf be no more. The Ground needs
Committed Volunteers. These people could
fully realize the potential of the place as a
visual and performing arts forum, and they
could preserve its important place in the arts
community. They need creative ideas for
fund-raising. They need people who care.
They need you.
Come to the MEETING, December6 at
8:00 p.m. at The Common Ground. 1233
University West
Clara Deck and Renee Johnston
A Statementfrom Merry-EllenScully Mosna
Acting Coordinator:
In 23 months, at least 50 exhibitions,
receptions, several perfonnances presentations.
The performance aspect as dropped off of
late; there was more diverse collaboration in
the earlier stages. With a no-frills budget.
even down-to-earth art biz is expensive.

HEAVEN

.once photo by Ca1hy O'Neil

There are cheaper alternatives to the present
house that would effect less time and money
which should definitely be examined. It
would take about 20 people willing to commit
varying degrees of time to such important
priorities as fundraising (not too much) but
concentrated toward raising that minimum

Artist Mark Stewart
Maffia)
Album: Mark Stewart
Label: Mute Records
Date: 1987
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aked came I out of
my mother's womb
and naked shall I
return thither," says
Job in his beautiful
but confusing way. Taken literally,
what Job foresees is either Oedipal
or impossible. It has been surmised.
though. that ··mother" here is metaphorical for "earth" and that
"thither" or"there .. is euphemistic
for hell - the world of death.
Just as we are apt. in our worst
moments. to say things like "He's
gone to a better place" or "He's
gone to the other place". so the
ancients. especially the Greeks and
the Egyptians, referred to Hades as
.. there". to the dead as "those who
arc there.··
Even today, when science has
proven that heaven and hell do not
physically exist. when what religion
remains stresses that the soul after
death exists in a state of eternity.
where worldly concepts of time are
obsolete, we humans. bound by our
four-dimensional minds. insist on
thinking of the afterlife as a span of
time spent in a place.
For the ancients, the land of the
dead was a place on or in the earth
which living humans could visit, if
they so desired. Thus Orpheus descended to Hades to rescue Eurydice,
and Odysseus (Ulysses) sailed to
hell in search ofTiresias, who there
foretold his future. Before he could
speak with the seer, he had to beat

amount of rent ( utilites) and insurance. You
people who know you can get behind this
valuable premise have short time left in
which to decide to do so. Put your thinking
caps on, it's an open ballbame. Come to the
meeting.

frns of ronreption
andheavenandhell
wanting to drink of the voice-giving
blood of his sacrafice.
When they finally got a chance
to speak,these shades showed themselves typically human-consumed
by boredom. fear and uncertainty.
In those days, there were more
people dead than alive. This ratio
was reversed a few years ago, but
one must realize that there are
currently upwards of four billion
dead humans. The question is:
where are they?
Aside from Mr. Typesetter THEY'RE ALL DEAD!
You see, in the thirties of this era.
the corporation of the city of God
relaxed its immigration laws and
invited humanity to claim citizenship
in a place called Heaven. It is
unclear how many have taken this
offer up. Some humans ( living ones,
that is) hold that the heavenly government imposed a rigid ceiling of
144,000. Even those who dispute
this would agree that a majority of
humans have chosen the other place.
And this despite the fact that
conditions there have worsened
considerably. In · addition to the
overpopulation. it appears that hell's
inhabitants now suffer endless
physical punishment. According to
one report by a distinguished human
rights organization, the entire poJr
ulation swims and burns in a lake of
fire.
Others claim that the torment
is more psychological, caused by
separation from God and absence
from Heaven. Still others believe
that the very hottest spots of the
lake are reserved for those who
hold these progressive views.
( If you think these speculations

abstruse, dear readers, you are
invited to ask these same questions
about some earthy place, say the
Soviet Union. What's the worst
thing about living in Russia? The
censorship, the breadlines, or the
constant fear of being sent to Siberia?
Or rather the lack of McDonalds
and the exorbitant price of acidwashed jeans?)
J.P. Sartre has reported that
hell is a locked hotel room which
one shares with people one cannot
bear. ''Hell is other people." Likewise,hell was dramatically re-enacted
on Night Gallery as a room in
which eternal hipster John Astin
was subjected to an endless slide
show by a typical suburbanite couple.
C.S. Lewis. who though more
about such matters than either Sartre
or Rod Sterling reported that hell is
an immense city full of houses
which, though apparently solid and
sturdily-built. offer no shelter from
the endless rain. The city is however
sparsely populated. This is because
it is infinite. Most of the phantom
buildingsare deserted.their occupants
having deserted them in order to get
away from their neighbours.
It is perhaps such a hell which
Mark Stewart has visited, for he
claims that "Hell is Empty''. He
speaks of "stagnant streets and
sterile cities" and begs:
Don't drag me back
Don't drag me back
Please don't drag me back to
nothing.
On the other hand, Mark may
be referring here to his mother's
womb.

continued on next page.
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NOW
has a

So if you' re thinking of checking
out Death Wish IV at the so-called
Palace this weekend, don't. Wait a
couple months and see it at the

Newly Arrived

Park.

J!air 'Design

~~~suNBED
To Add to Their
Complete Circle
of Beauty!
131PARKST.W. 2ndFloor

9n-1saa

In heaven, eve7thing is.fine.
So sings the Radiator Lady, gracefully dodging and gingerly squishing
the baby snakes as they fall from
wherever.
A scene from Eraserhead, a
movie which was once shown at the
Park Theatre on Erie Street. It was
re-scheduled as a special midnigl)t
show a couple of weeks ago, but it
didn't play.

STUDENT

50%

OFF

The Detroit Symphony Orchestra
STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION
SPECIAL OFFER
ONLY

•
•
•
•

'10
'27
'28
•35

=
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PLUS ALLTHE BENEFITSOFFEREDTO REGULARSUBSCRIBERS
Bonus: Subscribe now and receivediscounts on records,
CD's and tapes at Sam'sJam's!
Tdets wm
be soldon a firstcome,first served basis
For furtherinformationcall:567-1400
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SiYMPHONY

-

r--------------------------------

FOR 4 CHAMBER CONCERTS
FOR 6 CLASSICAL CONCERTS
...
FOR 5 ·suNDAY SAMPLER· CONCERTS ••
FOR 8 CLASSICAL CONCERTS
W

DETROIT

No~ - it never will play again,
since the Park Theatre changed its
format last week from repertory to
second-run.
The Park will henceforth be
showing movies which have recently
completed their runs at the major
chains. They will be charging two
dollars a ticket, and hoping that
people will wait ''a few weeks" to
"save a lot of money".

Whatever you do, don't wait a
couple more months for it to appear
on cable or at the video rental
shops. For if you are so immoderately
patient as to do so, the Park's
management 's noble gesture will go
to waste.
Another movie which won't play
the Park Theatre again is Stop
Making Sense, the phenomenal
Talking Heads concert movie. It
was shown at the Park at the end
of October. If we had known what
was soon to befall us, Windsor 's
rep enthusiasts could have sung
along as David Byrne crooned the
beautiful ditty "Heaven", whose
lyrics apply more and more to
Windsor with each passing 'day:
"Heaven .... heaven is a place .... a
place where nothing. ... nothing ever
happens ... ". D

~~

\/

Martin D eck
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ice cream stores

HOT FUDGE NUT
SUNDAE
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BUY 1, GET THE SECOND FOR HALF PRICE

December 31, 1987

----------------------------------------~

PLEASECOMPLETE
THE FOLLOW
ING
NAME~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ADDRESS·~--------~~--~~~-~
FACULTY~-----~~---------~
MAJO,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

YEAR..___

Can't make It Back to Windsor For
Registration?

STUDENTNUMBE-----------------•
DESIREDCOURSES
(COMPLETE
NUMBERIE: 02 45 256 01)

If not and you live beyond Metropolitan Toronto S.A.C. will register for
you. Visit the S.A.C. office and pick up
a Proxy Registration Form. Stretch
your holiday and save some money.
S.A.C. will also co-ordinate car pools
out of the S.A C. office for those students
who do not qualify for Proxy Registration.
Visit the S.A.C. office and find a ride.

PLEASENOTEYOUAREREQUIRED
TO PICKUPYOURREGISTRATION
FORM
FROMTHESACOFFICEWHENYOURETURN
FORREGULAR
CLASSESIN
JANUARY.
PROXY
REGISTRATION
MATERIALSMUSTBE SUBMITTED
TOSACNOLATER
THANDECEMBER
18, 1987 AT 16:30.
IF YOUNEEDFURTHER
INFORMATION
CONTACTCHRISMCINTYRE
V.P.
COMMUNICATIONS
ORBRENDAN
THOMSON
V.P. UNIVERSITY
AFFAIRSIN THE
SACOFFICEORCALL253 6423.

S.A.C. Working For You!

The~-
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W.SQ eludesthemuse
by Kevin Atkinson

A world premiere. That is what
the Windsor Symphony opened their
concert with last Saturday, Nov.
28. The piece was by Minnesotabom, Wisconsin -raised. Michigan educatedcomposerStephen Chatman.
and was commissionedby the W.S.O.
The distinctiveness of"Mirage",
as it was titled, arises out of a
couple of qualities: It is written
entirely in diatonic scales, and it
has the musicians play rhythimically
very different figures simultaneously
It ultimately sounds, surprisingly,
like Debussy, particuJarly"'La Mer".
And so, I theorize, the score is
something between creative construct
and algorithm; its essential elements
are not formalist but gene rative
( elaboration on this point must regrettably be curtailed). Its sound is
diffuse, emergent rather than declamatory, a fulsome hedonism to
modem music's lean, severe athleticisms. Bravos, excuse me, bravi to
composer and performers.
From a piece that synthesizes
disparate streams in modernism to
one that straddles the aesthetic
cusp of two centuries - Beethoven 's
Piano Concerto No. 4 in G major.
What small gift for epithet I have
deserts me when confronting a giant
like Beethoven. So ...
As for Jon Kumura Parker, he
was good. very good. A community
of unanimous excellence, these concert pianists, strange race. Generic
artistry. Their job is to spew grace.
or gently, rubatically tug the classics
out of shape: purveyors of tempi,
callibrators ritardi and crescendi.
detenninors of everything. that is.
and exactly everything, that cannot
be notateu. Priests of a sacred
scripture, performing animals, whaC
Experts in the unutterable. what
stymies the pen is their specialty.
Pamassu s has no apex. but as 1t
were a blunt plateau. no hierarchy
of artistic greatness. but a milling

...

-

~"--•
Jon Kimura Parker, pianist extraordinaire.

and bobbing multitude congesting
And this review, which so emthe rarefied air, the foggy heights. phatically follows its own line of
Speaking vulgarly, in Brahms' association, feeds on its own preciooceanic Symphony No. 2 in D sity, (uncertain when blunt, pontifiMajor, there is not a drop to drink. cal when florid). is a stab at reinThis, at least. was the sentiment of stating to this account the experience
my companion. who said she missed in all its pregnant vacuity, the full
Jon Kimura Parker .
complement of chaos. But it is only
The floridity of this review should intellectual flaccidity, this holism
be appreciated as inversely propor- that is not alert to the distinctions it
tional to my excitement with its usurps, that regards itself as anything
object. Wh o could do this for a other than the antithetical precursor
living? The ideal temperament of to more subtle and complex paradigms.
the critic. that of a placid rumninant. Yuck. Every utterance pro, isional,
whose only pronouncements are indelible. Nothing duller than the
gentle lowings And another thing. indignance. the solemnity. the wit,
Always the fiction that the encounter the mdulgent grimness the fatuous
of paper and pen is not bound up in cunning of the undergraduate newsa sticky web of circumstance. And I paper writer. Shui up. Venus de
will never be able to render in Mito·s decorously mislaid arms,
words that presiding emptiness, that the terrifying negative affixed to the
monotone continuous. that existen- 1mputee·s shortcoming ...
tial hum ...

·--=--------------------

HARVEY' so FFE RS ~
''FUEL'' FOR THOUGHT

~
HARVEY'S

tARVEYj

,------------------,
BUY ONE HARVEY'S
CHAR-BROILED
HAMBURGER AT
REGULAR PRICE AND
RECEIVE A SECOND
HAMBURGER FOR

r---------~-------BUY ONE HARVEY'S
CHAR-BROILED
HAMBURGER AT
REGULAR PRICE AND
RECEIVE A SECOND
HAMBURGER FOR
1v

( value $ 1 15)

.99C
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<;1 !!:)}

.99C
----- --~
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l
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Please Present Coupon
"BEFORE"
Ordering
Good only at 2380 Wyandotte

------------------~
Chocolate Mug Shot
ffot chocolate
Shot of Southern Comfort
Topwith mlni-marshmattows

Coffee Mug Shot
ffot black coffee
Shot of SouthernComfort
Teaspoonof sugar
Topwith whipped cream

------------------

HARVEY'$ MAKES YOUR
\
HAMBURGER A BEAUTIFUL THING

HARVEY'S

\..

Please Present Coupon
"BEFORE"
Ordering
Good only at 2380 Wyandotte

• I

HARVEY"S

}
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Art Gallery of Wmdsor
Celebrating the completion of
fifteen months of renovations
Grand Reopening: December 4, 5, and 6.
Join the AGW now at the special , Student Membership
rate of $20.00 and you will be our guest for a

}s

Membgrs' Gala Preview: Friday, December 4, 7:30 pm.
Admission to an evening of great entertainm€nt, plus
a full year of AGW Membership Benefits including:
-Price Reductions for Gallery Gift Shop Purchases;
special performance events; lectures; and art classes
-AGWs

Newsletter/Calendar mailed directly to you

-unlimited
admission to our new Members' Lounge
with one of the best river views around
-Voting Rights allowing you to particpate directly
in the affairs on one of this area ' s vital cultural
institutions
Call the AGW now for other Membership Benefit information and
details of our Members' Gala Preview . Or, come to the Gallery
December 4, 7:30 pm. Memberships will be availale at the door.
AGW Public Grand Reopening: Sunday , December 6, 1:30 pm.

The Art Gallery of Windsor
l-+- ----

---

----

-

---------

---

~

445 Riverside Dr. W. Windsor (519) 258·7111
-

-~-----<
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"O QEOAMYT GOT IANZ AIY UTPOAAOAP QI GXXDTBOGQTYEGQ XGRNIR
EGWJIAT CID QET WBOTABTIC
ELHGA UTEGROILD"
(A. UTQELAT)

"HZ HOAJ JITW AIQ DLA OA QET
NOATWIC YGD; HZ HOAJ DLAW
DGQETD GNIAP QET NOATWIC
XTGBT."
(HGBMTAVOTMOAP)

"YT EGJ G ELNNGUGNII OA QET EILWT
ZTWQTDJGZ... WXDOAPOW IA QET YGZ
GAJ QEOW XLQW HT OA RTDZPIIJ
wxoooow:·
(FIEA JOTCTAUGMTD)

~
....
~

"QETZ EGRTWXOTWGAJ
QEOTRTWGAJ HTA IC
TWXOIAGPTYEI YILNJ
XOBM ZILD NIBM GAJ
WQTGNZILD AIOTUIIM."
(FIEA G. HGBJIAGNJ)

,·

''HZ TGDNOTWQZTGDWYTDE WBTAOTJ
YOOEQET WYTIQ XTDCLHT IC, CID
HZ UTNIRTJCGOETDXTDHOOOTJAl
IATQI WXTGMTRON OA HZ
XDTWTABT:'
(NILOWDOTN)

"O EGRTAl WZHXGQEZCID QET HGJ,
AIOWZ, JLNN¥00QTJ GAJ WEIDOWOPEQTJQEDIAPYEI BNGHILD CID
YGD."
(YONCDOJNGLDOTD)

The mostfamousCanadian lets its tastedo the talking.
Solvecryptogramsby letter substitution(eg. G is really A).

>
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• An opporlullltJ to apeclallze

• Funding avallable through tNchlng
ualstant8hlpe and acholarahlpe
• Sultably .,,....
atudent8 fronl

• A strong beginningto your tUbn In llanegement
• If you .,. • flrat-clen &.Comm graduell this
~ program may be for youlll
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·PROGRAM

with this ad

Offer Valid
Jan. 4- Feb. I st.

131PARKSTW.
2ndFloor

gn.1533

BRING TI/IS AD FOR +JO SAVING"S

With this Ad. You Will h.eceive st.OOOl=F A Piture of Beer on
Fridav. Saturday & Sunday.
·
Canadian Money At Par "Sunday Only"

NIKl'S In GREEKTOWN
NOW HAS

}1}i}

DANCING1}/
: Fnday. Saturday & Sundays

featurinq tfie /3estIn TOP40

1\\'

Helpshorethe Ouistmasspirit
by
supfX)rting
theGax/f ello'WS.TheCampus
EblicewillbesellingJXJIX?fS
onIk. 10,11
and 12.Al/fundswillbedonatedto the
Gax/f ellov..;s
wlv provide
food andshoes
for theneedy.
Forfurtherinformation
inquireat
theCampusPoliceofficein thelxi:ement
of Wuulsor
HallNorth.

MDTDWN& DLD/£5
with DJ CALVIN

(No covER CHARGE)

Lounge, Dining & Dancing
LAMB CHOPS • FRESH SEAFOOD
GREEK SOUARE PIZZA • SPINACH PIE
SHISH°KA-BOB • GREEK SALADS
BEER • WINE• COCKTAILS

I
735 BEAUBIEN at LAFAYETIE • 961-2500

HOURS t.<ON•SUN 11 AIA 1 Ii A IA IFRt 3 SAT 4 AM

cRttr><TowN

•

o«RotT

BANQUET FACILlTIESAVAltAbttE s;-tH!
20-200
CAtt Fdlt :DETAILS 964-0JH

NO MORE TESTS
During the weeks of December 7 through
11. Absolutely NO testing procedures should
be ~dministered in any classes.
Please note this does not apply to routine
lab or field work evaluations.
It you need further

information contact
Brendon Thompson V.P. University Affairs in
the S.AC. office on the 2nd floor of the University
Centre or call 253-6423.
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and spices, organizing who gets to use what
element on the stove and more. Needless to say
we almost had some fights and I could probably
get a job with the United nations if they looked at
some of the experiences I have under my belt.
There were about 30-40 people in the kitchen at
one time (the overtlow was in the dining hall). I
just about went crazy because I couldn't turn
around without walking into someone from Hong
Kong carrying the vegetable fried rice, or the
curried chicken from Ghana or back in to the
fellow from Jordan making 'Homous'. After a

round the world, Christmas is
one of the most meaningful
holidays of the year. In Canada,

families draw together to celebrate by decorating the Christmas tree, singing carols, exchanging gifts and eating a
Christmas dinner. Although
these traditions are enjoyed
and widely practised, Christ·
mas began as the celebration
of the birth of Christ. It is
because of his birth, that love,
joy and peace take on special
meaining at this time of year.
At Christmas time, when we are home with our
families, do you ever wonder what international

'' International,
Christmas
provides
afamily atmosphere
for thosefrom
othercowztrieswho
wouldbe aloneand
awayfrom their
familiesat thisvery
specialtime
of year.''

students

do? International

students

while I just stayed out of the way and it all turned
out great with everything ready to eat on time.
You know what they say about too many cooks?
Well they're wrong. We all sat down to a great
feast.

do not have

International Christmas was all about showing
internatioal students how Canadians celebrateChristmas and what Christmas is all about. So, or
Christmas Eve we had the telling of the Christmas
Story. We asked for volunteers to act out the
Christmas Story. We had a full cast of characters

their families close by. The University shuts down
and the cafeteria (though some would jump for
joy) closes down also, for about three of four
weeks. These students are more or less left to
tend for themselves at Christmas. Lonely and far
from home at a family time of the year.
I know what it is like, not to be home for
Christmas. Last year, though I was only a three
hour drive away from home, I chose to spend it
with some international students. I had one of the
most memorable and exciting Christmas' I had
ever had. It was all planned. There were sixty of
us(about tiften Canadians and forty-five international students). It was called International Christmas,
held at Camp Shalom, near Cambridge, Ontario.
The International Christmas Camp was held from
December 22 until December 26.
When I heard the word 'camp', I was a little
worried. I pictured tents with snow all around, so,
I checked it out and thank goodness the camp
had winterized buildings. What a relief!

by Betty Klassen

Since I am Canadian, I was asked to help the
camp run smoothly. All the Canadians took on
responsibility to give International students more
time to experience alt the things available at
International Christmas. I had cooked and baked
a few things before, so, I was put in charge of the
kitchen and I was to make sure that sixty people
got enough to eat. I had always cooked or baked
in portions of seven for my own family, so I had a
bit of adjusting to do, to feen my extended-familyfor-a-week. In keeping with the family atmosphere
of International Christmas, the international students were asked to help out in the kitchen to
prepare food and also help do dishes afterward.
Just like home. I got the privilege ot meeting
everyone in the camp personally, as they came
through the kitchen in shifts to help me. I became
a little scared cooking the seven turkeys, because
I had never even cooked one of those big birds
before. (No one complained and everything was
eaten so, I guess it was alright.) Let's get out of
the kitchen and go outside.
Most of the international students were not to
thrilled with the cold and the snow that comes
with our wonderful Canadian winters. Some of

out the small gifts that each person brought
along for another person. We relaxed most of the
day to save ourselves for the big turkey dinner
with all the trimmings. Just like home. Only one
thing was missing. The centerpiece for the table.
Mom always has a Christmas center piece that I
she digs out of some box in the basement. This
camp didn't have a basement with table centerpieces, so, we had to make our own centerpieces.
Everyone was divided up for kitchen duty anyway
so, using those groups we arranged a centerpiece
competition-the
best table won a prize (I didn't
know we could use real snow, if I known we could
have used real snow, my group would have won.)
The best centerpiece was a real miniture snowman
all decked out and sitting in one of the large
kitchen pans (just in case of a thaw).
It was wondertul to extend my family to sixty people for Christmas. Last year I went along with
fifteen students from the University of Windsor.
International Christmas has been going on for
five or six years now, and this Christmas is no
different. Information is in the International Student
Lounge.

6lii·····~

these students had never played in the cold
snow and ice before, so we got them into a pair of
skates and put them out on the lake. In almost no
time and with the help of a hockey stick, they
:ould stand up and skate around, some even
tried to play hockey their first time out on the ice.
Broomball was a favourite because you didn't
need skates to play. Some very shy students
soon lost all inhibitions and were hitting others
with their brooms trying to get the ball away to the
other side of the ice.
One student (going for his Doctorate in Chemistry) wanted to know how to toboggan. My friend
Wendy, and expert tobogganer, took over the
instruction of tobogganing.
"How do you toboggan?" he asked.
"You find a nice hill and put the toboggan right
at the edge", she said, moving the toboggan into
position.
"Yes but what do you do?" he asked.
"You get on", she instructed.
"Yes but how do you do this tobogganing?" he
asked, getting on.
"You'll find out," laughed Wendy as she gave
him a big push. He screamed all the way down the
hill. When he got back to the top he asked, "Can I
do that again?"
Such a good time was had by all, that it was
difficult to bring them all in for supper.
During the week, everyone was encouraged
to make decorations for the Christmas tree. There
was popcorn stringing and paper chains, all knids
of trimmings for the tree.

Workshops were held for indoor activities if
anyone was interested. Workshops included talks
and discussions on friendships and relationships,
culture shock and how to deal with it, misconceptions of North American and other cultures:
how to make Christmas tree decorations and
how to make apple pies.
For entertainment in the evenings we had a
cultural night. All the international students were
encouraged to wear their native costumes. It was
very colourful and many groups got together to
practise songs or skits or almost anything that
would tell the rest of us a little bit about their
culture. Last year a student from Ghana studying
here at the University of Windsor, taught a number
of other students a song from Africa. Chinese,
Canadians, Jordanians and more formed his African
choir!
A group of girls from Hong Kong sang Christmas
carols in Cantonese and then did a skit on fast
food restaurants in Hong Kong. One student from
Mainland China, again from the University of
Windsor, showed us his Kung Fu of the nose trick.
This was too strange and funny to discribe, but he
had people baffled ffor the entire week.
I think best of all was the International dinner
that we had. Students were asked to send in their
recipes for their favourite national dishes. The
food and spices were aquired and then for one
afternoon at camp the kitchen was full of people
preparing their dishes. Since I was in charge of
the kitchen, I had the duty of handing out the food

in no time. We acted it all out just like the little kids
do on Christmas Eve in a lot of Christian Churches.
Afterwards, we all received candles and darkened
the room. Slowly the candles were lit by passing
the light from one person to the next. It was the
most beautiful thing to see, people from every
culture and belief singing Christmas carols in the
candel light. We sang until the early morning
hours and many of the students were reluctant to
blow their candels out and go to sleep.
Christmas day Santa Claus came and handed

The program is sponsored by Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship-all
cultures, all beliefs, all
people are welcome to celebrate Christmas in
this way. i wish all the International Students ;:ind
Canadians a Happy Christmas. If you go to the
International Christmas, I'll see you there this
year again, I'll be in the kitchen.
(Ed.'s note-International
Christmas Camp will be offered
again this year. Contact the Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
for further informat.ion)
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Women'sBbailsquadroorsoff.to 2-0start
by Robert Warren
The Lancerette basketball team
is well on their way to their goal of
making the playoffs, after winning
their first two games in the current
OWIAA season.
The Lancerettes soundly defeated
the Western Mustangs in London,
60-53, to start the season.
Windsor controlled the game
from the opening jump, building
large leads several times during the
game.
"It was a good game for us. We
never trailed during the game,"
saidumcerette
coachJoanneMaclean
··western always plays strong
at home, but we had a great effort
from everyone,., she said.
The effort resulted in a six point
lead at the half. with a score of 32 26 for Windsor.
The second half saw the Mustangs
rally to tie the score late, 51 -51, but
after Colleen Hogan's three-pointer,
with about five minutes left, the
Lancerettes never looked back.
One of the many highlights in
the game was Windsor's free-throw
shooting, with the Lancerettes going
22-27 from the line.
The Lancerettes also had a wellbalanced scoring attack, with several
players hitting double figures.
Colleen Hogan led the team
with 18 points. Alison Duke had 15
and Elaine 'lanisse finished with
1 I.
The second game, against rival
McMaster. was a little more difficult
for the Lancerettes but far more

satisfying. after they posted a 5554 double overtime victory before a
home crowd of about 200 people.
Last year the Lancerettes were
0- 7 in games decided by under five
points.
This year, though, the team has
veteran players and the experience
gained last year helped.
"We were a young team and we
held our own, but we just couldn't
finish the other teams off," said
Colleen Hogan.
"Now we know we can win the
close games," she said.
This game was close from start
to finish, with neither team having
more than a five point lead.
Part of the problem for the
Lancerettes was sloppy ball handling
and poor shot selection.
"1 really feel we should have
beat them by 15 to 20 points:'
MacLean said.
.. We didn't play well and we
still won." she said.
Hogan agreed ... The first half
was very sloppy. The key was
calming down and runningour offence
in the second half." she said.
The poor play by both teams
only heightened the excitement at
the finish.
Down 45-43 with less than a
minute to play. Windsor quickly
brought the ball up the court into
McMaster ·s end . but the y had
tr o ut,,Je gettin e a clear shot at the

basket.
With only 10 seconds on the
clock Elaine Janisse drove to the
basket and sprinting out of control.

lance photo by Rob Warren.
Rookie forward Sonia Vorkapich goes strong 10 lhe hoop.

hockeyteam00
by MikeChisholm & Brian LeClair
The Lancer hockey team once
again missed an opportunity to move
into first place in the OUAA West
Division, as they split a pair of
weekend road contests.
Last Friday night, the Lancers
headed to Brock, eager to race past
the slumping Badgers and into first
place.
But the Lancers were unable to
find the effort against the home
team.and they dropped a 6-4 decision.
"We knew Ryerson had swept
them ( Brock) the week before,"
said assistant coach Vem Stenlund
·· and we took them too lightly.··
This does not mean that the
Lancers were badly outplayed in
the contest, though.
.. We had a lot of good opportunities to put the puck in the net,"
Stenlund said. He said the failure to
capitalize on good chances "seems
to be a trend lately."
Stenlundnoticed that the team
has been dependingmuch on their
goaltending to keep them in the
games. Though the pair of Kerry

Kerch and Richard Paliani have
playedwell, this trend is something
that concerns the assistant coach.
"We can't keep ridingon their
backs," he said
Aftera toughfirstperiod, which
ended 1- 1. Brock began to take
charge,and led by two, early in the
period.

Withthe score 5-3, Ken Minello
~cored to get the Lancers within

striking distance, but an empty net
Badger tally sealed the victory.
Jim Lepine, Jamie Baker, and
Steve Hrynewich had the other
Lancer goals.
Stenlund, likemany of the Lancers,
was very disappointed with the
defeat.
"To lose to Brock is like a kick
in the teeth." he said.
The Lancers bounced back the
next evening in· Guelph, as they
outlasted the last-place Gryphons,
4-2.
Windsor started out very strong

in this one, as they led 3-1 after the
first period, on goals by Scott
Gardiner. Terry Turner. and J.D.
Urbanic.
The team peppered the Guelph
goalie with 40 shots. but the Gryphon
netminder was able to keep the
Lancers at bay.
Steve Hrynewich put the lid on
the victory with a late third period
goal.
'"They did what they had to do
to win,·· Stenlund said. "The boys
put out a effort"
Still, Stenlund would like to see

laid the ball up towards the rim.
As if to add to the drama, the
ball bounced around the rim a
couple of times, before dropping
through the hoop with seven seconds
left
McMaster had one last shot at
the basket, but it fell short. leading
to the first overtime period
Overtime was like a mini-version
of regulation play.
Both teams had chances to put
the game away, but errant passes
and poor shooting kept the game
close.
With the score 48-47 in favour
of McMaster and only 44 seconds
left on the clock, Hogan called for
the ball at the top of the three point
circle. She sank the long shot to
give Windsor a 50-48 lead.
Again, with time running out,
McMaster needed a quick basket to
lie the score .
Janisse , the hero of regulation
time. hoped to ice the game for
Windsor when she stole the ball.
McMaster then quickly fouled
and Windsor. by now in a bonus
situation, chose to inbound the ball
rather than risk missing a free throw.
After several fouls, McMaster's
pressure defence forced a turnover
with seven seconds left
Only one second remained on
the clock when Janey Tomasevic
shot the ball from just inside the
free-throw line to tie the score at
504 fon;W3 a i.econd o~ertime.
The second overtime was more
of the same.
The score was tied 52-52. when
continued on page 29 ...

withspit
this intensity in every game the
Lancers play.
··we seem to be riding on automatic pilot." he said "We're not
dominating like we should."
Kerch got the call in net for the
Lancers against Guelph, as it was
his tum in head coach Rick Cranker·s
new rotating system. Cranker feels
that a goalie is less likely to get
'"stale" this way.
It seems to be working, as the
Lancers' goals-against average of
2.00 was ranked the best in the
country by the Hockey News.

The split leaves the Lancers'
record at 6-3-1. just behind Brock,
leading at 7-3-1.
The team has a busy month
ahead of them. as they play a pair of
road matches against Laurentian,
and then participate in the Ryerson
Invitational. and the University of
Calgary Invitational over the Christmas break.
Next league action will be in the
new year. as they square off against
Brock and McMaster on the road
_on January 8th and 9th.D

Excellent
basketball
on tap in Can-Amtourney
by Brian LeClair
For those who have a craving
for some good university hoops, the
Lancer and Lancerette basketball
teams have a special holiday treat
in store.
On January 2nd and 3rd, at the
St. Denis Centre, both the men's
and women's basketball teams will
be hosting their first annual CanAm tournament, featunng some of
the best teams from aro und the
country.
According to women's coach
Joanne Mac Lean, there is a lack of
good Christmas tournaments available for teams to enter in order to
keep their level of play up for the
rest of the regular season. She feels
this tournament should help fill the

void.
.. Ifs a nice idea to have a joint
men's and women's tournament,"
she said "There will be some quality
teams here."
Along with the Lancerettes, the
tourney will feature Laval University,
ranked in the top ten of Canada
right now, the University of Brandon.
a very tough team, and Concordia
College from Michigan.
MacLean is particularly happy
with the draw, since the teams will
provide tough competitio n, but not
so formidable that the home team
will be dominated
"We didn't want to pick teams
we could thrash, or teams that
could thrash us," she said.
MacLean feels the opportunity
to play the top teams in Canada is a

benefit, and will preparethem well

for the regular season.
She was also careful not to pick
teams that the Lancers will see in
the regular season.
"We don't want them to see
what we' re doing." she says.
On the men· s side, the Lancers
are joined by a men's team from
Concordia, and teams from Queen's
and the University of Chicago.
The games will be held in a
staggered
format The women'smatch
between Concordia and Laval at
1:00 on January 2nd will open up
the tourname nt, followed by the
men's contest between Queen's and
the University of Chicago at 3:00.
The Windsor teams will then
play a doubleheader, with the women
facing Brandon at 7:00, and the
men playing Concordia at 9:00.
The two losers on the men's

draw will face off in the consolation
round on the 3rd at I :00. and for the
women, at 3:00 .
The two winners will face off
afterwards, with the women's championshipat 7:00,and the men'sat9:00.
MacLean feels her team has a
good chance to perform well, and
feels her team should beat Brandon.
But, she is not overly concerned
with winning the tournament
"We would always like to win
our own tournament, butcompetition
is the goal," she said
"We're looking to host a tournament offering good hospitality to
the media,the~
and the citizens
of the city," she said
There will probab ly be some
pretty good basketball, too. D
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SHAREYOUR CREATIVITY

Notional
Trading

Works Wanted for

THE WOMEN'S CENTRE
ANTHOLOGY

25 1
OuellelteAv ..
(Upper)

977.0444

Submi t poetry, short st ories or ess ays!
To be publ ished in th e Winter Semest er.
Submit to

Women's Com missioner S.A.C.

VISION

CARE CENTRE

20°/o Discount on Eyewear
AO FamilyVISionCare Program

Athlete's Alley marks its return
with a vengeance. Our quiz isn't
especially tough, but it's bigger
than ever.
This week it offers a veritable
potpourriof topics, from the individual
efforts of bowling and golf, to the
consummate team sports of hockey
and football.
Those of you who have been
missing the old trivia game the last
few issues should know we simply
haven't had the room to run it We
hope it never happens again. Things
might get ugly.
If anyone out there is interested
we welcome suggested questions or
even entire quizzes for publication.
Now on to our Dave Hodgepodge
of questions. queries and quizzes ...
I. Bob Froese scored a goal this
weekend, only the second time in
N.H.L history a goaltender has
done so. Which hockey team was
involved on both occasions?
2. What remarkable feat was accomplished by PBA Hall-of-Farner
Glenn Allison at La Habra Bowl in
California in 1983?

3. Who won golfs Skins game this
weekend?
4. W hat Windsorite won the Grey
Cup for the Edmonton Eskimos?
5. Which Canadian university
football team won the national
championship, the coveted Vanier
Cup?
6. Who is the newest memberofthe
Detroit P istons?
7. W hen will the Olympic torch
reach Windsor on its cross-continenta l journey to Calgary?
8. Defence great Paul Coffey is
back on the ice, after a trade that
sent him from the Edmonton Oilers
to the Pittsburgh Penguins. How
many points did he garner his first
game with his new team?
9. The NFL's New Orleans Saints
did something this weekend they've
never done before. What was it?
10. Which four Lancer and Lancerette soccer players made the ·
provincial all-star teams?
11. Who won this year's major
league baseball MVP honours?
12. To which bowl game are the
Michigan State Spartans headed?

A nswers:
31.fl U3llj~µq

ll!M 3Wl!LJ 34,l

'l

'}(33M 1se1 zZt?f
'OIMoS.~ 31.flU! p.rept.relS U3,l
i!8 31.flrn3q ll!Msueµedg
34.l 'l J lfl?lO 34l WOJj Wl!3l 3lJl ..<q

ATIENTIONSTUDENTS!
Bring in yo ur AO Family Vision Care Program I.D.
Cards (which you will receive through SAC) and save
20% o n eye wear .•
~IE AR$
~
For more Information contact: \i;)g,M
~
V ISION CARE

CENTRE

p.i1,nbo& Sl!M SU!)(Ml!Q [A.Ul!Q

·1 I·8v

3~1030
34l
pue
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$14 0 each

AND ONE FOR THE GIVER ...
because it is a gift you would like to receive as
well as give, you can buy two for only

$250

From now till Christmas - while quantities last
2 Other Styles Available From $125 each.

Christmas hours
Mon 1-n 9.30am-8:00pm
Sat \l::lOam 5·30pm
Sun. 12.00pmA:OOpm

Do n't Fo rget
10% Student &
Faculty Di sco unt

From now tHI Chnstma~ - whtlt quant1t1e:. last
her Styles Available From SI 2S each

PARK AT PELISSIER
PARKING GAF<GAGE UPS".'AJRS
MON -SAT 9 30-S JO, FR! TILL 8,
SUN 12,4, VISA & MASTERCARO
977-1188
~
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WINDSOR'S MOST SOUGHT AFTER SWEATSHIRT
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in black, white, yellow, red, navy & purple
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Dave Bowman, a first year social science student. has been
picked as our participant for the week of Nov. 22 - 28 for his
outstanding participation.
Bowman was a volunteer for the United Way Mini-Olympics and
plays for the men's intramural hockey team, the Skipper's Wolverines.
Congratulations Dave · Hope you like the Gatorade T-shirt!
S ports Club Council Meeting

The University of Windsor Sports Club Council held its second
meeting on November24th. 1987. There was one new club added to
the council, the U of W Scuba Club. Welcome.
The clubs are growing as people are continuing to join. The Scuba
Club is looking for members so contact Campus Recreation if you are
interested. This holds for any of the clubs in our program.
The U of W Karate Club and the U of W Aikido Club reported
that a few of their members have graduated to higher levels in their
programs. Two members of the Karate Club received their black belt
levels while three members of the Aikido Club passed the instructors
testing.
Something to keep in mind is the coming tournament at the
University of Windsor in February hosted by the Karate Club. and a
sports club booklet.
If any clubs are interested in joining the Sports Club Council.
please contact Jim Weese at the Faculty of Human Kinetics or Suk
Ping Cho at the Campus Recreation office.
The Sequel

That's right. everyone - it's co-ed volleyball, Part II, and it's
bigger and better! Some fine tuning has been done in hopes that we
can serve you - our participants - even better. Sign up in the Campus
Recreation office as fast as possible, because spaces are limited. and
we don't want you to miss out on this chance of a lifetime.
Two separate leagues will be offered. Tuesday night or Thursday
night. but one team is not eligible to play in both leagues. League play
will begin on February 2nd and 4th and playoffs will be held on
March 8th and I0th. There is a limit of I Oteams per league on a firstcome. first-serve basis.
Entries will be accepted in the Campus Recreation office no later

B-lxlll
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than January 22nd
Be sure to mark January 26th on your calendar. as this is the day
of the captain· s meeting.
Make a New Year's Resolution - participate - and get a team
together for co-ed volleyball.

-

I
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Barbarians and Marketing Association tied for second.
As the first halfofthe season draws to a close, it is safe to say that
the battles for the top will continue, but remember fighting is not
allowed in this league and players ejected for fighting will be
suspended for a game and/or removed from the league.
Intramural League Standings

Squash Tournament

Standings -- Division A

On November 21. at 10:00 a.m .. a small but skilled turnout
gathered for the annual squash tournament held at the Windsor
Racquet and Fitness Centre.
Participants of this event included Greg Sloane-Seale, Gordon
Akom. Scott Logan, Brent Webb, Syce Strom. Punect Singh Lamba
and James Gatley.
Our championship winner was Gatley. who swept 3 out of 5
games in the final match, against his skillful opponent Strom.
The final scores in this match were 9-5, 5·9. 9-8 and 9-6.
All in all. everyone enjoyed themselves and found it to be a very
good experience.
I must commend the staff of Windsor Racquet and Fitness for
being very receptive and co-operative dunng the tournament.

I

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Team Name

w

L

T

PTS.

Geography
GEOGRAPHY
BUNGY HUNTERS
GOLDEN GOPHERS
UKRANIANS
LAW
PIT BULLS
COMMERCE I
ENGINEERJNG A
CHIEFS
H.K . HACKS
Team Name·- Division 81

5
5
3
2
2
2

0
0
2
2
2
2
3
2
3
2
3
L

0
0
0
0
0
0

10
10

I
0
I
2
I
2
2
3
4
2
L

0

w

I
I
0

T

6
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
PTS.

Curling 8onspiel

Come on out and have a great time at Campus Rec.'s curling
BonspieL There is no experience necessary to participate, and a cash
bar and free snacks will be provided.
The fun commences on Saturday. December S. at Roseland Golf
and Curling Club. The first game will be held from 11 a. m. to I p.m.,
and the second game will be held from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. The only
equipment needed is warm clothing and running shoes.
To sign up. call Campus Ree. at 253-4232 (ext. 2456).

I.
2
3
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

CODY A
SUICIDAL TENDENCIES
SKIPPER'S WOLVERINES
CARTIER HALL
DONLON HA.LL
MBA
GATOR'S CREW
PI LAMBA PHI
CODY B
EDUCATION
Team Name -- Division 82

w

CH IEFS
S.S. BLUES
BARBARIANS
MARKETING ASSOCIATION
GEOLOGY
WINGS
COMMERCE II
FLAMES
ROYALS
ENGINEr..RS B

4
4
3
3
2
2
I
I
2
0

4
3
3
3
2
I
I
0
0
0

I
0
I
0
0
0
0
0
T

8
7
7
6
5
2
2
0
0
0
PTS.

Men's Intramural Hockey

With only one week remaining until the Christmas break. the
playoff races continue. In the A division, the Geography team is on
top. with the Bungy Hunters second and Golden Gophers. Ukranians
and Law all tied for third.
In the BI division the race is between Cody A who are in first.
Suicidal Tendencies. Skipper's Wolverines and Cartier Hall all
fighting to get to the top.
The Social Science Blues and the Chiefs are on top with the

continued from page 27.
McMaster had a chance to take the
lead after a Windsor foul.
After missing the first shot,
McMaster was called for a lane
violation on the second, which was
good. It was the turning point of the
game.
Alison Duke put tlie Ui.ncerettes
m the lead for good after rebounding
a missed Windsor free-throw and
laying the ball in off the backboard.
Later she hit a free-throw of her
own to stretch the lead to three

I.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.
9.
IO.

points, but missed the second due and Colleen Hogan with 16.
Windsor is hoping their success
to a sore elbow which had been
will continue when the season reinjured on the play.
McMaster had three chances to sumes after the Christmas break.
To help get back in shape, they
tie the score before Windsor finally
will be co-hosting a tournament
ran out the clock.
While not pleased with her with the men's basketball team
team's play, MacLean was happy January 2-3, 1988.
The women's bracket will feature
with the result.
·~we were up by me wfth two ---four teams- including the -eighth
minutes left to play. We really ranked women's team from Laval
shouldn't have gone to overtime ... University. Brandon University
and Concordia University from
she said.
Leading scorers for Windsor Michigan.
MacLean sees the tournament
were Alison Duke with 19 points.

I
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2
I
2
3
2
3
I
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8
8
6
6
4
4

2
2
4
0

as a good way to prepare for the rest
of the season. but that doesn't mean
she doesn't expect the team to do
well.
··weface Brandon in the opening
game and we should be able to take
them." she said.
It will be tough. she said. but
she hopes a good performance
againsti:avalwill bring some attention to the team.
Windsor's next league action
will be on Saturday, January 9, at
3:00 pm. when they host the Waterloo Athenas. D

"Th e Sound Alt erna tive "
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Dual 503 Turntable

NAD 7029e RECEIVER
This conservitably rated high current receiver has
all the poser and the quality sound need for an
audiofile 's system .

MORDAUNT SHORT MS10 11
a well established budget price British speaker
from a whole family of well reviewed speakers.
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The Legend Grows

by Brian LeClair
The Lancer basketball team found
Canadian competition much more
to their liking last week, as they
improved their play notably in the
Frank Tindall T oumament at Queen·s
University in Kingston.
However. they were not as fortunate on the scoreboard, as they ran
up a 1-2 record on the weekend.
The first game, the Lancers
faced the Concordia Stingers. and
wound up on the shon end of a 9183 count
Both teams started out slowly in
the contest, as the first half ended.
tied at 38.
In the second half. the two
teams picked up the offense. but the
Lancers were unable to hold back
the Stingers, who eventually pulled
away for the victory.
The statistics for the contest
wererelatively even, with the Stingers
enjoying a slight rebounding edge,
31 to 26.
Leading the Lancers in the defeat
was guard Scott Thomas. who had
a brilliant second half to finish with
27 points. Andre Morasutti returned
to the Lancer lineup and played
very strongly. scoring 11 points.
and pullingdownnine tough rebounds.
Ken Schweitzer and Theo Tsaprailis
also added ten points each.
The Lancers' second game was
against the Mount Allison MoWlties,
and the Lancers dumped the New
Brunswick squad, 93-81.
The Lancers virtually owned
the boards. picking up 38 rebounds,
compared to the Mounties' 25. As
a result, they were able to get 72
shots at the net. as oppoc;ed to 47
ror the "Moumtes:The Lancers. who roared to a
43-35 halftime lead, shot 45% for
the game.
Schweit1er led the Lancers to

team.
Other high scorers for the Lancers
wereSchweiuer, who also concluded a
fi e weekend with 16 points, Henl)
Valentini. who had 15. and Tsaprailis
The Lancers got into an offensive with 13.
shootout against St Muy's of Orchard
The high offensive productior.
Lake. Michigan Windsor's bii;tguns from the Lancers this weekend was
couldn't quite match up against the
a \'Cry positive sign for the team
Americans' firepower,andthe Lancers They were without one of their
fell. 123-102.
offensive leaders Carlo Boniferro.
Once again, the winning team
who did not dress in any of the
had a huge rebounding advantage.
weekend's games. The tough exhlbiThis time, St Mary's had 49, where tion season may be beginning to
the Lancers could only manage 35.
pay off.
Despite playing a more error-free
The Lancers have three home
game, with less tum>vers.the Lancers exhibition games set up for Decemwere unable to get as many shots at ber. as the regular season opener
the net
draws closer.
St Mary's led at intermission,
T hey face Siena Heights in a
63-54.
return engagement on Friday. [)ec..
Matt St Louis had the hot hand
ember 4th at 8:00. and a rematch
for the Lancers m this one, scoring
against St Mary's on Tuesday,
27 points, including four threeDecember 8th at 8:00. Lakehead
point shots in the second half when
Lniversity visits Windsor on Decthe Lancers were mou lltmg a comeember 30 at 2:15.
back. Thomas capped an excellent
After that. the Lancers host
tournament with 19 points. and
their own CanAm tourname nt. a
nine more assists. to earn himself a
four-team tourney running on Januspot on the tournament's all star
ary 2nd and 3rd. 0
the victory, scoring 26 points, and
added 11 rebounds in a fine outing.
Thomas wa~ next with 19. and he
also led the team with six assists.
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Announcing OUR Special
Pre-Christmas Sale.
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HALF
PRICE ON

Sale

$1.90
$3.75
$7.50
$9.95
$10.95

Enlargements from
Negatives Only
Expires Dec . 15th

429 Ouellette

THE NEW STUDENT

GATHERING

PLACE

World 's Greatest Te xas Style Burger
(1/ 21b of beef)
3 .95 with fries and condiments
Only $2.95 with Student I. D.
7 NIGHTS A WEEK

Enlargements
5X7
8 X 10
11 X 14
16 X 20
20 X24

EATS

DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY

Following

Reg.
$3.80
$7.45
$14.95
$19.95
$21.95

GOOD

TOP40

& MORE

Our restaurant and dance floor are open
'til 4am on Fridays and Saturdays
Mon-Thurs 9pm to 1 am (No cover , no minimum)
Fri·Sat 9pm·1 am $3.00 cover ($2 with I. D. card)
1 am ·4am $5 cover ($3 with I. D. card)
Get your G.W . I.D . card for special V.I.P. treatment!
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9:20 pm
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12:00 midnight
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Detroit Metropolitan Police riot squad meet Windsor protestors at the U.S. border on the Ambassador Bridge.

by Kevin Johnson

Hodgkins said the situation held
potential for violence. and police
ne participant called made no arrests.
"There were too many for us to
it·• a wonderful way
to ring in the new handle," Hodgkins said.
year."
Parent pointed out parade marAbout 1500 pro- shalls tried to keep the crowd moving
testors braved the cold Saturday to down Patricia Avenue past the
march against the freetrade agreement bridge.
.. As far as we· re concerned. we
signed by Prime Minister Brian
Mulroney and United States President complied with the injunction." he
Ronald Reagan .
said.
The action was organized by
George I{jng. solicitor for the
the Windsor and District Labour
bridge company. said management
Council and an umbrella group
has yet to decide whether to lay
calJed the Windsor Coalition Against charges.
At the mid-point of the bridge,
Free Trade. who want a federal
the marchers were met by Detroit
election on the issue.
Hundred; of demonstrators.
breach- police who had been alerted by the
ing a court order, occupied the
Windsor force.
Patrol Supervisor Sgt Richard
Ambassador Bridge while the main
Harris said the protestors were
body of the protest marched past
the entrance.
peaceful and co-operative. as they
wished the Detroit officers Happy
Labour Council president Gary
Parent had threatened the occupation New Year and sang O Canada
at a December media conference
before leaving.
The demonstration included local
publicizing the event He and other
organizers changed their plans when politicians. workers, professionals,
the bridge company obtained a university students, and children.
legal injunction denying them access. some travellingfrom as far as London
Windsor police deployed a line
and Samia.
"This protest is one of the first
of officershopingto blockthe marchers
ways we've had to show our dislike"
from bridge property. However, as
the tenns of the injunction were of free trade, said Western political
science student Miriam Lapp. She
read over a cruiser's public address
system, the crowd passed the police
professedlittleconcern with breaching
the court order as she passed through
on either side.
Windsor police inspector Orval
the toll booths.

"'Sometimesit's necessary.'' Lapp
said. "You have to show what you
think.''
Not all the protestors were Canadian. U. of W. student Tony Wong
is a Chinese citizen here on a
student visa. but he came out to

....

show his concern that "maybe it
(the agreement) is not fair for Cana dians."
Essex-Windsor MP Steven Langdon (NDP) was almost late for his
scheduled address at the rally because
he had joined the protestors on the

bridge.The crowd gave an enthusiastic
response to his special message for
the prime minister.
.. Happy New Year, Brian. Enjoy
your last months in power, because
the people of Canada are on the
move." Langdon said. LJ

•
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C.A. W. member Marcel LeFebvre leads rally in a chorus of"Solidarity

Forever".

January 7 - February 21

TheArt Gallery of Windsor showcases recent acquisitions
of contemporary art. Works obtained in the past 15
months are featured including pieces by Andy Warhol,
Joe Fafard and Cynthia Short.
Until January 15
Great Whffe North. an exhibition of recent Canadian art.

School of Visual Arts, University of Windsor.
Until January 21

Erte,the Master of Art Deco, on exhibit celebrating the
artisf s 95th birthday. 29469 Northwestern Hwy.,Southfield.
January&· 31
Time As A Minute is an Artcite exhibition featuring

painting, photography, drawing , film and sculpture by
the students and faculty of the visual arts school at the
University of Windsor. Hours 10 am - 5 pm Tuesday through
Saturday and Sunday 1-5 pm at Mackenzie Hall, 3277
Sandwich St.
Ja nua ry 9 - Febru ary 1O
Michael Hall: Mind to Matter, The Waltz Sculptures

opens at the Art Gallery. Michael Hall is a U.S.artist and
head of sculpture at the Cranbrook Academy of Art.
Hall wlll give a free lecture on his works Jan. 8 at 7:30
pm at the gallery.
January 16 • February 21
Opening today is Reconnaissance,an exhibition featuring

photographs at the Art Gallery of Windsor. Also opening
at the gallery today isa photo exhibit by Ottawa photographer
Lynne Cohen.
THEATRE/
CINEMA
January 1 • March 5

"Tartuffe" by Moliere. At the Hilberry Theatre. Wayne
State University, (313) 577-2972.
Jan uary

a

"A Couple White Chicks Sitting Around Talking" at 7:30
pm, Golden lion Dinner Theatre. Call (313) 886-2420.
Until January 24

The Meadow Brook Theatre presents "Educating Rita",
6:30 pm Call (313) 377-3300 tor ticket information.
Ja nuary 7, 8, 9 & January 22 & 30
"Mame" continues in repertory at the Hllberry Theatre
(Cass and Hancock), at 8 pm. For ticket info. call (313)
577-2072.
Janua ry 12 • Fe brua ry 2

The Neil Simon/Burt Bacharach/Hal David musical "Pre>
mises. Promises" based on the 1960 movie The Apartment,
continues wilt'l showsTuesdayttlrough Sunday at Birmingham

Theatre, 211 S. Woodward, Birmingham, Mlch. Tickets
$15.50 - $21 U.S. at the box office (313) 6443533 or
Ticketmaster outlets including Windsor Arena.
Ja nuary 14

"The Colored Museum" a comic historical montage, at
the Detroit Repertory Theatre, 13103 Woodrow Wilson.
Performances Thursday through Sundays. For ticket into
call (313)868-1347
January 20 - February 14

"Tamer of Horses" opens at the Attic Theatre with shows
Thursdaysthrough Sundays. Theplay is the work of William
Mastrosimone, author of" Extremities". Ifs the story of the
relationships between a married couple and their foster
teenager. The Attic Isat West Grand and Third Tickets$~ t9
$14 U.S.For into call (313) 875-8285.
January 26 - 31

"Cloud 9", the bizarre dramatic comedy by Caryl
Churchill, produced by the Actors Alliance at the Detroit
Music Hall, 350 Madison, through January 31. For info and
tickets call (313) 642-1326.
Janua ry 29 · Fe bruary 14

"Cradle Song" by Gregorio Martinez Sierra is a story
about a group of nuns raising a baby. It is at The Theatre
sponsored by the University of Detroit and Morygrove
College. Shows Friday through Sunday at E.D.A Smith
Building, University of Detroit, Livernois at McNichols. For
ticket info call (313) 927-1130.
January 30

The Windsor Symphony presents "lo Boheme" with
Michigan Opera Theatre performing, at 8 pm at the
Cleary. Music by Giacomo Puccini, David Bennett
conducting. For tickets and info call 973-1238.

Ja nuary

a& 9

MUSIC

The Windsor Symphony pop series presents Howard
Cable: The Swing Years at 8 pm at Cleary Auditorium. For
Information call 973-1238.
January 16
Orchestra Hall presents Kodo Demon Drummers, 8 pm.
Call (313) 833-3700 for ticket information.
January 16 & 17
The Windsor Symphony presents Raymond Spasofsky
on piano playing Smetana.Chopin, and Bruckner.Concerts at
8 pm on Saturday and 3 pm on Sunday at Cleary
Auditorium For Tickets and Info call 973-1238.
January22
A guitar recital by William Beauvis and Stephen Wingfield
at 8 pm at the University of Windsor School of Music. The
program includes works by Joplin, Scarlatti and Turlna. It Is
part of the artists' series. Tickets $7 adults and $4 for
seniors and students. For info call 253-4232, ext. 2799.

Lance photo by Tom Pidg eon.

January23

January30

Jazz great Lionel Hampton performs at 8 pm at Detroifs
Orchestra Hall, 3711 Woodward. Tickets $8, $10, $15, $20
and $25 U.S.at the box office.

The 11th annual Ann Arbor Folk Festival,6 pm at the Hill
Auditorium Musicians include Tom Paxton,David Bromberg
and Holly Near. Tickets $16 U.S.Call (313) 763-TKTSfor
tickets.
SOCIALS

03January 24

International Youth Symphony, 2:30 pm at Cleary
Audito rium featuring soloist Cindy Engler in Haydn's oboe
concerto in C Tickets $4 general admission and $3 for
seniors and students. Tickets available at Cleary box
office.
January 29
Echo & the Bunnymen perform at the Hill Auditorium.

Ann Arbor. Coll (313) 423-6666 for info.

January

a

Join Hands hosts a "Twelfth Night Party" and Coffee
House at Mackenzie Hal~3277 Sondwich,8:30pm Everyone
welcome.
January24

Goy coffee social, 1 - 5 pm Videos: "Sex, Drugs and
AIDS"and "The Immune System" will be shown between 12 pm and open social follo wing. Call 973-4951 for further
info. All gay and lesbian students welcome.
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Fora lookat Canadian
nukes,S<£ [Xlge7

Toocla;eforoomfort

originally projected cost of $229
million , the plant has been plagued
by numerous safety violations and
a cost projection as of December
Recently there have been a number
31, 1987 of $4.35 billion, this
of alanning disclosures and accidents
while Fermi II has not produced
in the world·s commercial nuclear
any commercially used power.
power industry which have led to
Between May 20, 1986 and
questionin g of its safety. This is
May 15, 1987, Detroit Edison was
important to Windsor area residents
fined $526,000 by the NRC for
because they live just 30 km from
safety violations. Fermi II is also
Detroit Edison Power Company's
listed among l O problem sites in
Fermi II nuclear plant in Monroe,
the United States by the NRC.
Michigan.
Adding to this, Fermi II's preHere is a list of the malfunctions
decessor Fermi I had the first partial
and accidents of the past I I/2 years :
meltdown of a commercial reactor
• April 26. 1986 - The Chernoin 1966. This occurred long before
byl nuclear disaster in the
1950s
the Three Mile Island (TMI) accident
Soviet Union kills 31 people.
• December. I 987 - A scandal
in 1979 in Pennsylvania (the worst
in West Germany discloses
injures many more, and releases
nuclear accident until Chernobyl).
large amounts of radiation
bribery of border officials to
Currently. Fermi 11is shut down
into the atmosphere
allow the illegal transport of
for
maintenance making ready to
• June 17. 1987 - a report by
nuclear waste materials into
restart after testing the reactor for
General Electnc design engiBelgium
two months up to 75% of energy
neers is made public saying
The Fermi II nuclear plant.
Lance photo by Tom Pidgeon.
the design of the Perry Nuclear however, is a saga all in itself. Since
output.
Work crews renovate University Centre after asbestos removal Centre
Cindy Naegeli, supervisor of
manager Mary Lou Thibert plans major changes to the layout of the lobby and
Station on the American side being built 17 years ago at an
information for Detroit Edison, said .___om_,_c_e_sp'--a_c
_e_s _o_n _th_e_ m_a_in_ no_o_r_. --------------·
NRC inspectors were present during
.. The Fermi plant is going to be place in 1985 for southwestern
the tests to check on and review the
operated as safely as our other Essex County residents but has
plants," she said
never been tested.
results.
Dr. Morris Rosen, director of
She said the corporation has
An annual testing of emergency
nuclear safety for the International
requested NRC approval of tests
communications drill is scheduled
above the 75% level and expects a
for May and the plant itself conducts Atomic Energy Agency said an
decision by the end of this week.
drills on a quarterly basis.said Naegli accident every 2 l /2 years at one of
Fermi II has had no problems for
A video produced for the Windsor the world's 400 reactors is likely
accordingto his calculations.Speaking
its I 000 operating hours since its
Occupational Safety and Health
to the Canadian Nuclear Association
restart in October, she said, adding
(WOSH) office cited an NRCstudy
thi&is better than the industry average. of a worse case scenario for a this past summer in New Brunswick,
he said another accident is almost
She expects Fermi II to be in meltdown at Fermi II. It predicted
inevitable.
commercial operation by next month.
the following damage within a radius
This has provided impetus to
of 113 km:
• up to 8100 deaths within a the many citizens' groups on both
they
sides of the border fighting to shut
year
down Fermi II permanently.
• 13.000 total cancer deaths
you
Essex County Citizens Against
• 349,000 radiation injuries
Fermi II. led by Paul Hertel and
• $136 billion in damages
Lynwood Martin, want the Canadian
The video also cited a study by
the Physicians For Social Respon - government to pressure the U.S.
government to close the plant The
Naegeli said improvement pro- sibility conducted after the Chernobyl
group recently had a resolution
grams are in place and NRC-compiled disaster which found area doctors
passed at Essex County Council
industry averages show the plant are not prepared for radiation victims
calling for a full-scale test of evacuasafety
is
improving
and
is
"not
that
in
the
case
of
an
accident.
Distribution of fallout from Chernoby l soon after the disaster.
tion plans to be paid for by Detroit
far out of line" with other plants.
An evacuation plan was put in
Edison. Hertel said he hopes the
resolution will also be passed by
Windsor City Council and be pushed
by local federal and provincial poH"ilio,otive
Gosselin
th e sprea d'mg ,.
,
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1al1out to test an totheearthssw1aceandtransported
signature .can
us to e rmme
While Naegeli of Detroit Edison
Reprinted from Canadian Science
atmospheric transport model that by the wind in the lower and middle
snow accumulation rates and date
says she feels the plant is well
News
he had previously developed to atmosphere.
ice core samples in the future.
designed others disagree. The Union
A scientist with Environment
determine the Jong-range transport
The accident provided a tremenThe Chernobyl disaster caused
of Concerned Scientists (UCS) reCanada's Atmospheric Environment
of atmospheric pollutants.
dous amount of information about untold amoW1tsof damage throughout
cently named Fermi II and four
Service has developed an atmosDr. Pudykiewicz tested his transatmospheric motion and the spread
Europe and Asia because the effects
other American plants as most likely
pheric model that can predict where
port model against measurements
of radioactivity through the tropo- of the radiation are gradual if not
to have an accident UCS. a nonradioactive fallout will land on the
of radioactive cesium and iodine
shere the layer of the atmosphere
given in iml)lediately lethal doses.
profit
group of scientists and other
Earth after an event like the Chernobyl fallout at Stockholm. Halifax. Van- closest to the earth's surface. Scien - The results will be felt over the next
professionals, condemns the Mark
nuclear power plant accident on couver. and Resolute in the Canadian
tists are stiUreceiving and processing 30 years.
1reactor ( the model used at Fermi
April 26, 1986.
arctic. The model predicted fairly
data. Many countries are evaluating
However, somethings are already
II). calling it "the dinosaur of the
Such a model is a big help to accurately how much radioactive
their atmospheric models on the clear. The area around Chernobyl
nuclear industry." They say it is the
emergency planners who would have material would be transported to
basis of this information.
for 25 km square will remain uninmost dangerous reactor in the industry
to implement evaculation plans and these four sites. and how Jong it
Dr. Pudykieqicz's new model habited for at least a generation
because the containment building
other emergency measures should
would take to arrive. Dr. Pudykiewicz will be useful to evaluate the spread because of radiation contamination.
is so small.
further similar disasters occur.
is now refining that model, based on
of chemicals, gases. pollutants, or At least 31 citizens of the Soviet
Mike Keegan of the Michigan
Dr. Janusz Pudykiewicz, an
what he learned from the Chernobyl
particles of any sort being released
Union are dead due to radiation
Safe Energy Coalition said the Mark
atmospheric scientist with Environincident.
into the atmosphere. For example,
poisoning and many more have
J reactor at Fermi II is the largest
ment Canada in Dorval. Quebec.
"The model is an ideal emergency it could have been used to determine radiation sickness and may die. At
ever built.
developed the model, a system of
response tool," says Dr. Pudykiewicz. where ash from the Mount St
least 24,000 people received a ser"The utility is not going to
mathematical equations involving
"With it we can predict a few days
Helen's eruption would be deposited
ious dosage of radiation. The amount
inform you" about problems, "it
wind speed and direction, concentraahead which regions will be affected
The model can be used either to of cancer deaths from the area of
would create a tremendous (public
tion of airbourne particles, and many
by radioactive material, and how observe the current progress of par- the Ukraine in which Chernobyl is
relations) crisis. As long as they
other variables. The model is connect- much they will be affected."
ticles in the atmosphere or to predict located will probably rise greatly
can
keep the lid on it, you're not
ed with the weather prediction system
In the event of a serious nuclear
what will happen, given the weather due to the effects of the massive
going to hear about it," said Keegan.
used dai ly at the Canadian Meteoraccident, the model would indicate
forecast for the nest few days.
release of radiation.
He gives the example of an
logical Centre in Dorval.
areas from which people shoud be
Dr. Pudykiewicz's atmospheric
Traces of radiation were found
eme
rgency at the plant in August.
As radioactive materials spread
evacuated, or areas where the water
model is one of the most comprehen- as far west as Canada and east to
1986.
A fire occu rred at the plant of
around the northern hemisphere
will become unsafe to drink because
sive now extant Previous models Japan. Milk and other perish.able
which the utility said it informed
after Chernobyl, they provided a offallout It wouJdgive the authorities covered a range ofonly about 40,000 foods were found to contain elements
MonroeCounty immediately. Keegan
tracing of atmospheric motion, and a few days to react, and could help
square kilometres, while his covers of radiation and h.ad to be destroyed
said records show there was a 42
gave scientists around the world an save many lives.
the whole northern hemisphere.
throughout Europe and the Soviet
minute lag however, and to his
opportunity to test the accuracy of
The Chernobyl accident was
The Chernobyl accident also Union.
knowledge the Canadiangovernment
their atmospheric mode ls.
unique in that it was the first time
deposited a distinctive layer of radioNo nuclear power accident has
was never informed. D
During the first few days after that a very large amount of radio
active cesiwn in Arctic and Antaretic ever been as destructive. D
by Arthur Gosse lin

of Lake Erie 30 km south of
Port Stanley, Ontario. should
not continue to be built because
of safety concerns . The report
made in 1975 was kept secret
by General Electric and the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for 12 years.
It is the same design used at
Fermi 11
• December, 1987"-documents
released under Britain 's 30
year national secrecy law reveal the British government
covered up an accident m its
nuclear industry during the
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We're mad and we 're not going to take it anymore.
This is howonelanceeditonal
board member summed
up as the only way to scuttle the free trade agreement
recently signed by Bnan Mulroney and Ronald Reagan .
We must show our displeasure openly , as did about 1500
demonstrators in Windsor last Saturday .
Many of the demonstrators disobeyed a court 1n1unction
instructing them not to carry their protest on to the
private ly-owned Ambassador Bridge . attracting nationa l
media attention in both Canada and the United States 1n
the process . Without discussing the legal or moral arguments
for breaking laws to make known your views. we hold two
things to be true.
One is that the Mulroney government did not provide
adequate public debate . a main reason for the tenacity of
many of the demonstrators. who want a federa l election to
be held on the free trade issue. Though we may be used to
having our prime ministers make major policy decisions
without much public d1scuss1on (take bliingual1sm for
example). we cannot stress enough the possible tragic
results that may be in store for Canada.
Second. democratic process aside. we generally feel
that free trade with our giant neighbour will cost Canadians
1nways that cannot be measured on a balance sheet. (We
do not pretend to be able to determine whether Canadians
will generally be richer or poorer as a result of freer trade, in
part because Mulroney's cabinet 1swithholding a report
which claims. to reveal in depth the economic ramifications
of the deal.)
Thus. aside from the fact that many of us at the Lance
believe the deal will be trouble for Canada's branch plant
economy (and force us to rely on the selling of primary
goods such as lumber). we think it 1s the extinction of

Canadian culture and identity that is equally at stake.
A very small minonl'{ of Canadians would ever want to
see Canada's lifestyle tied to the sinking ship that is
Reaganom,cs. America 1s experiencing a widening gap
between rich and poor and at the same time building a
federal deficit of huge proportions . And. let's face it. we
augh sadly when we see our neighbours gobble up their
base mass culture with glee (pardon the generalization).
We fear (perhaps loathe 1s a better term) the kind of
society Amenca·s laissez faire mentality has helped to
create. Crime. poverty. and the couch potato phenornena
are some of the products of modern Americana. We
believe an Americanization of Canadian culture stems
inevitably from a very closely-tied economic system. And
we m Windsor can perhaps speak best for Canadians
when we say. " WE DON 'T WANT IT!"
Some would say it is naive or paranoid to believe
Canada's identity wou d be swallowed whole under the
terms of the free trade agreement. After all. hasn't Flora
Macdonald assured us that cultural industries will be
adequately protected? The Tories have never lied to us
before. have they?
Also. arguments supporting the benefits of free trade
do not spell out which Canadians will benefit most from
freer trade: the Big Guy who is best equipped to exploit
U.S. markets. Those who would label the cautious as
paranoid say freer trade 1s no big deal since 11merely
reduces the small tariffs already in place. We say that 1sa
good enough reason to want to scrap the deal before it's
too late. Kudos to those who will shout loud enough to
make Lyin' Brian (apologies to Gord Henderson) think
twice before 1mplement1ng the deal.

THE BLOODBOIL

KEVIN JOHNSON

Cynicalpseuao-intellectual
atheistsget lastlaugh;don'tmakemeatpies
Well, it's Christmas, 1998, the 10th anniversary of the
death of our Lord
It's funny how people stopped talking about it, because at
the time it seemed like a pretty big deal. Now !Christmas is
the only time it comes up, usually when we're sitting around
and someone asks "What were you doing when it happened?"
I never have any trouble remembering. I was sitting on a
bus on my way home when it struck me. A cold shiver, a
profound sense of loss. and I knew. I just knew. It was funny,
in a way, because I had been an avowed atheist for years, but
I could feel God saying goodbye.
I looked around the bus to see the reactions of the other
passengers. More than a few eyes were misted, naturally. The
lady across the aisle was swallowing an awful lot
So it wasn't just me.
Then someone started to sing Silent Night and it didn't
seem too corny. The whole bus joined in. real low.
Looking back, it seems strange. How did we all know like
that?
Well, I guess it isn't that unusual. I mean, if an
omnipotent deity were about to kick off, it would be natural
for It to let everybody know, just so as we could pay our
respects and maybe feel just a little bit guilty for not visiting
more often.
But you know bow when someone dies when you're out of
town. you can't really accept it until you see them lying there
dead? I had the same feeling with God, but I'd never see It
I think it was easier for all of us when the television people

started talking about it. For a couple of days, they ignored it,
like maybe they were trying to deny what they knew inside
them was true. Of course, newspeople are trained to have
proof of anything before it's a legitimate story, and they
couldn't very well prove God just died, could they?
They story angle was how people would cope now that
God was gone. That they could cover. They interviewed
priests of all sorts, rabbis, nuns, and the man-on-the-street
They interviewed humanists and agnostics and atheists and
the like who said God's death wouldn't make any difference
to them.
Some atheists said they felt a lot closer to God now It was
dead, because they'd never had any religious experience until
the act of bidding farewell made them realize they did owe
something to a Creator.
I remember one excellent debate in which clerics argued
whether or not there was still life after death without a God to
be glorified and run it some said no, without God that was it
and it was just a matter of time before the universe burned
itself out The others said surely God wouldn't die without
taking care of us in Its will, as it were. I don"t think they
settled the issue.
For me, it was a lot easier. Okay, so I'd been wrong and
there was a God Past tense. There had been a god. Now my
system of ethics and beliefs was tons more consistent than the
theists' .My friends who were believers finally stopped trying
to convert me. Quel relief, as they say in French.
And eventually, as time wore on and we were still here,

things got back to normal. The Pope didn't hang himself, but
emphasized the growing importance of the disciples of Jesus
in the spreading of the good news.
The televangelists just stopped talking about God and
shifted their emphasis to Salvation itself. This was okay,
because it gave them more time to talk about how bad sinners
are and how good they are, not to mention how good we could
all be for the small sum of$1500.
You know how in times of crisis, people tend to seek
religion?
Well, this trend materialized and dissipated as it always
does, leaving behind a few more faithful. It was kjnd of ironic
to us heathen to see our neighbours flocking off to Sunday
services because they missed God when they knew It was
dead I was relieved when the ranks of the church regulars
thinnned to levels I was accustomed to; the crowds left me
feeling uncomfortable, I sensed the same sort of selfflagellation or hypocrisy present at will readings oflong-lost
relatives.
Considering the importance of God in so much of our
hstory-heck, we wouldn't have existed without It-it was
almost a shame to see the short shrift given to Its death. It just
didn't seem to make anyone change their lives.
As the poets say, this too has passed.
I knew for sure things had returned to the status quo ante
mort ( as we cynical pseudo-intellectuals call it) when I saw a
sign outside Central United on Ouellette that said "God is
dead; long live the Church."0

Last word (wepromise)on SACscam
by Peter B. Ostojic

In the last issue of the Lance, Kevin
Williams wrote a letter criticizing the
Students' Administrative Council and making
accusations against myself.
I don't regularly respond to accusations
in a public forum but I felt I had no choice but
to set the record straight
I find it hard to see how Kevin could
criticize an organization he worked so hard to
build for so many years.
Kevin accused me of authorizing his pay
advances in the summer. Well let' s first
understand who has the final authority in the
office. This authority lies with the President
As Harry Truman said, "The buck stops
here." He meant the president's desk. Kevin
seems to forget that he asked for the advances.
The next point concerns my so called
authorization. I invite anyone, including the
Lance to examine these checks. My signature

does not appear on any of these advances.
Nor did I authorize any advances while
Kevin was vice-president As external affairs
commissioner, I had no authority or signing
priviledges. The events of this past summer
have upset everyone, including myself; and
now it is up to council to resolve any
problems that have arisen. I can understand
Kevin's frustration but I cannot understand
why he would so falsely accuse me.
The new entertainment co-ordinators have
been accused of doing a bad job. Well lets
look at the facts. This year we have seen such
acts as Chalk Circle and Messanjah to name
a few. These acts were well received on
campus. Thirty students went on the trip to
New York, last year the co-ordinator had
only three students for this trip. The trip to
Mount Ste. Anne was sold out. forty students
enjoyed skiing in Quebec. Last year only five
students went on the ski trip. To me this can
only mean one thing, and that is that more

students are getting involved. It was thought
at the time we hired the two new co-ordinators
that two part-time students would understand
the wants of students better than a full-time
employee. I believe that this assumption was
correct More over last year the entertainment
co-ordinator could never be found. In fact the
cost of two part-time students is less than the
one employee who was replaced. To me this
is something positive, first we are employing
students and second we are saving the students
money.
I could write a book about how much
work the executive has done this year. They
have formed a committee for special needs
students, student cards were mailed out to
students at no additional cost. and finally
something is being done about student evaluations. Our finance department is being
computerized and the Student Media
Corporation is moving towards major changes.
The first change will be new equipment and

computers to help it run more efficiently.
Kevin can take pride in taking part in the
selection of such dedicated workers and what
they accomplished
Perhaps the best job of all has been
performed by Steve Demarco in the Central
AdveltisingBureau.He has soldover$ I00,000.00
in advertising so far this year. Last year a
total of $54,000.00 was sold by the person
who held the job. This is just the beginning,
there is still more to be done.
I would be foolish to say that SAC is
perfect. No person let alone organization is
perfect We always welcomehelp from anyone,
especially students. Martin Luther King Jr.
once said, "build baby build" I would like to
build a better organization as does everyone
in SAC. Everyone including Kevin is welcome in the office, your input is needed. No
we are not perfect. but together we can make
SAC better.0
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altered
Dear Editor,

It has come to my attention that President
Ianni's roundtable discussion, outlined in the
Lance letters section Dec. 3, has met with a
scheduling conflict.
The discussion, which will deal with the
concerns of Visa students at the University of
Windsor, will now be held January 28, at
8:00 in the MacPherson Hall.
Sincerely,
Richard Lanspeary
International Students ' Advisor

applause
Dear Editor.

The office of Campus Police wishes to
extend sincere thanks to the Student Patrol
Services for selling Goodfellow papers just
before Christmas.
A total of $771.02 was sent to the
Goodfellows.
Also, we wish to thank the residents of
Cartier Hall, who sent one hundred dollars to
the Goodfellows.
Sincerely,
Reinhardt Lutz
Nick Slmiuk

• •

asinine
Dear Editor,

To the few who were involved over the

f

the examwasrescheduledforthe wintersemester.
I really appreciatehaving this on my mind over
the holiday, ASSHOLE!!!
My utmost disrespect,
Derek John

address
Dear Editor,

We would like to take this opportunity to
welcome back all returning students to this
fineUniversity.Hopefully,the Winter Semester
will prove to be rewarding for everyone.
Most importantly we wish to thank the
UniversityC-entreManager,Mary Lou Thibert.
and her staff for the wonderful job they did
during the exam period. For a brief time the
University Centre served as a mecca for
overworked, distraught. confused students.
Thank you for making an unbearable time
somewhat pleasurable.
Additional1y,Frank Smith, Head Registrar,
was immensely helpful to the Students'
Administrative Council when we developed
the Proxy Registration Process. Not only did
Mr. Smith encourage this service but he also
providedsome invaluableadvicewhich ensured
the success of the Proxy Registration Process.
Last but not least, John Renaud of the
Finance Department was also very cooperative
and helpful. He guided SAC through some
potentially difficult situations and offered
much encouragementfor theProxy Registration
Process and he deserves our thanks.
If any students are concerned about any
issue relating to their stay at the University of
Windsor please grab a member of the Student
Council and tell us your concerns. Good luck
to everyone and remember SAC is located
on the second floor of the University Centre
and we'd love to see you at some point during
the semester.

past three years withthe false alarms perpetrated
during exams, fd like to give my thanks to you

Chris McIntyre
V.P. Communications

l&holes for disrupting the schedules of both
students and professorsalike.

Such pranks are not only incxmiderate to
many, but also dangerous.Ever heard of the boy
who criedwolf?For every one of the three years
fve been here there was at least one such act
affectingstudents.This infantilebehaviourwx:lermines the integrity of our fine institution I
certainlyhave respect for thisschoolandilsfuture
~ one of the finer Ontario universities.In future
associationswith alumni from other schools rd
rather be proud than be ridiculed for being a
graduateof "bomb-threatU".

Brendan Thomson
V.P. University Affairs

abusive
Dear Editor,

This letter is to advisestudentsof a disturbing
incident which took place at the Subway on
Thursday, November 26, 1987.
As I am sureyou can appreciate, the Subway
was extremely crowded. I. aloog with soother
woman,was waitingat the bar to be served I bad
The prank on Dec. 14/87 at the U.C midway waited for almost 10 minutes. During that time I
thru the final for several coorses was aboolutely observedthebarteooersserve severalpeoplewho
asinine. Because of this, the final which I was bad just walked up while we were repeatedly
writingwas cancelled;other exams in the building ignored Fmally I said "Hey" to ooe of the
werealbYedt:>aniIJJe.Thankst:>)W (pranksta') barteooersto get his attention.He looked at me

and took my order. After several minutesof not
beingserved,I asked him what was goingon. His

responsewas absolutelyappalling. He stated "I
oon't have to takethat abusefromyou;you can go
fuckyourse!J;I can have you thrown out of here."
This incidenttook place arouoo
12:30 am I
had just arrived after studying for most of the
night. I will concedethefact that it was extremely
busy and that the bartendershave a difficulttime
keepingevery customerhappy and serving them
prcrnptl:y.
However,by oostretchofthe imagin.alioo
does that justify a totally unprovoked tirade of
inme, dremve ~ Fuitlenne.,tlreak!uig
t>
havea stooent
forcefullyreiroved &an University
premises without justificationis not within his
authority,not to mention the legal implications.
The Subway is a studentpub. Itisthereforthe
enjoymentand use ofthe students. 'Thisbehaviour
is totally inappropriate.We are not there at the
pleasureof the staff.They are there to oo a job.
The fact that the Subway is a student-runpub is
no reason why the staffshouldbe able to operate
at a less than professional standard. I can
appreciate that this individualmay have been
havi..'lg
a bad night.but that is no reasonforhim to
takeit out on the customers.If a bartendercannot
stand up to stressesandpressureof the job, then
~ they SOCAJld
firo ~ stres.5ful
employment
Finally.the fact that a man wouldmake those
conunents to a woman whom he has never met
before goes more to indicatingthe nature of his
characterthan the workingconditionsat the pub.
If I can provide any further information
regardingthis matter, please oo not hesitate to

oontactme.
Yours Truly,
Susan Howard
Vice President, UWPCCA

LAW Ill

angry
Dear Editor,

We have received angry complaints about
the graphic anti-abortion material which is
being handed out on campus by unidentified
persons (whose literature is produced in the
United States and obviously supplied by
Windsor and Area Right to Life). Pictures of
supposed abortions accompanied by claims
about a fertilized ovum being the same thing
as a baby are deliberately hidden inside a
blue pamphlet resembling legitimate birth
contro l information. As one woman who
wrote to us said, the distributors realized that
people would not accept this offensivematerial
unless it was somehow disguised
The distributors of this literature are not
only oppooedto abortionunder allcircumstances,
they also oppose all contraception except
"natural family planning" (sanctioned by the
Catholic Church) because, according to their
beliefs, sex should only be for the purposes of
reproduction. That is why they hand out
misleading and frightening literature not only

about abortion,but about contraceptivemethods
such as the pill and the IUD.
I hope that the students at this university
are smart enough to see what is behind this
literature, and will seek accurate information
from the ,miversity health services or the
public health unit
Yours sincerely,
Norma Scarborough
President
Canadian Abortion Rights
Action League (CARAL)

attention

,..

Dear Editor,

It was almost25 yearsago that the highschool
withthe muralfirstopenedits ooorsto studentsin
the Pelham, Wainfleetand surrounding area In
preparation for its upcomingsilver anniversary,
E.L CrossleySecoooary
Schoolis hard at work
planningfor Rewuon '88.
Past and presentstudents and staffmembers,
whereverthey may be, are invitedto participate in
thethree-dayevent that will be held May 20-22.
1988. An open tx:iu.5e
is scheduled for both the
Friday and SatwdayoftheReunion °88weekend
with a wine and cheese party, barbecue, dance
and a hostof variousother activitiesalsoplanned
It isverysimplefor Crossleypeopleto register
for the event and enjoy a chance to relive fond
memorieswhile creatingnew ones. Simply call
the school at (416) 892-2635, or write to the
school and we will mail you a registrationform
and accompanying information.The address is :
350 Highway No. 20, Fonthill, Ontario U)S

IEO.
See you at the reunion.
RichardRoik
AdvertisingChairman
Crowey Reunion Committee

action
Dear Editor:

On bebaJfof the Children's Aid Society
of the County of Essex, I want to thank the
Social Science Clubfortheirreceotgenerosity.
These students raised money on behalf of
the Club and bought gifts for 14 needy
children on our caseloads. It was really
heartwarming for myself and my staff to see
the effort that was put in to getting just the
right Christmas gift for these children.
I would like all your readers to be aware
of this act of kindness.
Sincerely,
Miss Gisele Seguin, B.S. W.,
Coordinator of Volunteer Services
and Public RelationL
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Graduatestudentsto re-examine
memret'Ship
in C·F·S·?
OITA WA( CUP) Frustratedgraduate
students
may
abandon
the Canadian FederationofStudents
(C.F.S.), says National Graduates
Council (N.G.C.) chair Jonathan
Bremer.

"We don't want to fragment the
student voice," said Bremer after
the recent C. F. S. general meeting
in Ottawa. "but we are going to
have to reassess our membership in
this organization."
Bremer is also vice president of
the University of Toronto grad council which decided on November 17
to hold a withdrawal referendum.
The N. G. C. came to the meeting
looking for a stronger commitment
to graduate stu dent issues. They
succee ded in getting a voting represe ntative on the C. F. S. nationa l
executive but did not get what they
considered a more fundamental commitment a guaranteed portion of
the C. F. S. budget devoted to grad
projects.
C.F.S. is a national student
lobby organization which repre-

sents over400,000 students, including
between 30,000 and 50,000 graduates who participate through the
graduate wing (N.G.C.).
C.F.S. chair Tony Macerollo
expec ted a warmer reception to
grad proposals at the meeting.
"Some of the grad concerns are
legitimate and there have been problems in terms of representation of
grad issues in this organization,''
Macerollo said at the meeting. "But
I think that by the end of this
meeting they will find their concerns
will be fully addressed."
But the major concern for the
grad students, the lack of money for
N. G. C. projects, was not addressed,
said Louise Quinn, president of the
Memorial Univers ity graduate students association and vice chair of
the N.G.C.
Q uinn said the N.G.C. cannot
afford to undertake projects such as
a stu dy on why women in graduate
work get a lower percentage of
teaching assistantjobs than men or
a cross-Canada survey of graduate

/M~.~"
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students ' living standards with the
current $9000 budget allotted in
the C. F. S. budget
While most undergrad issues
are under provincial jurisdiction,
grad student issues can only be
addessed through lobbying on a
national level. Most financial grants
for graduate research come from
federal granting councils, and financial assistance programmes do not
vary from province to province, as
they do for undergraduates.
This is why grad students need
a national voice, said G. S.U. chair
Bremer. But he adds that problems
for graduates and undergraduates
are often linked

"If you look at problems with
research funding, it looks like a
grad issue only," said Bremer. "But
when the government reduces researc h funding, it means professors
can't buy new equipment for their
research. And on a lot of campuses
the research equipment is used for
teaching undergraduates as well."
The power relationship between

-

professors and their research assis tants and vague federal copyright
Jaws cause more problems for graduate students. said Bremer.
He outlined three cases currently
under investigation by graduate student associations at Canadian universities.
In one case, a professor had a
grad student do research for his
own consulting company on the
side. Another professor regularly
asks his research assistants to do
housework for him A third published
a grad student's thesis without giving
the student credit
Since research grants are given
to professors who then hire graduate
students as assistants, some professors contend that the rights to
published works lie with the employer.
Such a case arose at the University
of Windsor when two professors
presented a paper primarily the
work of sociology student Carl Bertoia
as their own. The two were reprimanded by university president Ron
Ianni.

Bremer said few grads wish to
press charges of copyright infringement while still being evaluated by
the professor. Copyright law says
charges must be filed within three
years of publication , and in many
cases graduate students work with
the same professor for four years or
more.
The federal government's current
policy of matching grants from corporations to fund laboratory research
raises more problems for grads.
"In bio-technology for instance
a company who funds research
may not wish to have the results
published in scientific journals because it doesn't want a competing
company to learn about a new
discovery," exp lained Quinn. "A
grad student has to publish in order
to get a job."
"Unlike the undergrads, we are
not focusing on regional concerns.
These are problems which affect all
grad students in Canada," said
Quinn. "And undergraduates don't
realize the overspill into their
concerns." D

GRAD
PORTRAITS
By A Master Portrai tist
859 Moy Avenue
Windsor, Ontario

253-453 5
Lance Circulation Manager Nick Cacc iato (pictured below)
will soo n be going to Italy. Though it will be difficult to do, we
have to replace him.

LET'S FORM A CLUB
Got a bunch of friends with similar interests ,
hobbies or tastes? Why don't you form a club
and gain valuable administrative skills while
having a hell of a good time. Anyone interested
in forming a club should contact Chris McIntyre
V. P. Communications
,n the SAC office for
tu rt her information.
Note : Clubs which received SAC ratification in
the fall semester need not reapply.
S.A.C. 2nd floor of the University Centre .
25 3-6423

ANyone interested in applying for Circulation Manager should leave a
resume and letter of application with Rob Croley, Editor or Laura Gould,
Production Manager, in the Lance Office, 2nd floor, University Centre.
Applicants must have use of a car on Thursdays and Fridays. Deadline for
applications: Tuesday. January 12, J 98 7.
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Canadiannukeindustrywell-protected
by Feds
by D avid Poc h
Repn"nted with pennissionfrom Harrowsmith
The Canadian nuclear establishment is
fond of claiming that our homegrown Candu
reactor is the safest in the world, but it does
not seem willing to bet on it Nuclear multinationals like Westinghouse and General
Electric, which manufacture parts for Candu
reactors, have obtained special legal protection
against the claims of victims should accidents
like those at Three Mile Island(TMI) and
Chernobyl happen in Canada. And plant
operators themselves have been granted a
limit of only $75 million in liability in the
event of a major catastrophe.
The law that gives them this protection is
called the Nuclear Liability Act Passed by
the House of Commons in 1970, it took six
years to put the Act in force because an
international group of 67 insurance companies
refused to provide coverage for even the
limited liablity of$75 million. It was not until
the federal government agreed to cover some
of the risk that the insurance companies
relented and the Act came into effect.
But $75 million is a ludicrously paltry
amount. In the United States, the Price
Anderson Act limits operator liablity to the
equivalent of$800 million. and even that has
been called too low by critics. A recent study
commissioned by the U.S. government and
conducted by Sandia National Laboratories
estimates the possible damage from a nuclear
accident in a densely populated area-where
most Canadian reactors are locatedat$420 billion.
The Canadian nuclear industry disputes
the U.S. estimates and argues that the unique
Candu design makes the possibility of an
accident slight Critics respond by posing the
obvious question-if the industry believes its
own claim, why isn't it willing to shoulder the
financial responsibility? If it were on the
hook. it would either have to be very confident
about its own product or convince the risk
experts in the insurance business to offer
coverage at affordab le prices. But insurance
companies-like the nuclear industry itselfare not prepare'd to take on the risk. In fact,
insurance underwriters still protect themselves
in every homeowner policy issued in Canada

Three Mile Island Nuclear Power Plant Pennsylvania.

by excluding coverage for damage caused by
nuclear accidents. lfTMI happened here. the
nuclear industry's limited liability would
not even cover the lawyers' bills of unprotected
homeowners.
When Ian Wilson. vice president of the
Canadian Nuclear Association, is asked to
justify the special treatment his industry
enJoys, he argues that the Canadian public is
well protected by the federal regulating body,
the Atomic Energy Control Board( Al::.CB).
But the AEC B's approach to safety regulation
raises a number of disturbing questions.
For example. the AECB has not even
investigated the risk of a majcr accident.
Instead. it simply insists that reactor designs

}'

provide protection in the event of two simultaneous system failures and assumes that no
more than two things can go wrong at one
time. despite the fact that at both TMI and
Chernobyl, concurrent multiple failures of
equipment and operator judgrnent led to the
accidents.
The AECB's unusual approach to safety
regulation is reflected in its interesting attitude
to safety standards. Twenty miles east of
Toronto sits Ontano Hydro 's eight-reactor
Pickering nuclear generating station . The
first four reactors built at the site have only
one emergency fast-shutdown system and
would not be licensed if they had to meet
today's standards. It would be an expensive

.
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S.A.C. 2nd floor of the
University Centre 25 3-6423
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If you encounter any problems with
your studies please contact Brendon
Thompson V.P. University Affairs or
Chris McIntyre V.P . Communications.

" The Sou nd Alternat i ve "
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Recht Right; justice ; equity; the whole

You as a student have many academic
rights and responsibilities be sure that
teaching instructors and university administrators fulfill their obligations!

proposition to rebuild the reactors to bring
them up to current standards. and the AECB
has not required Ontario Hydro to do so.
Critics ha\'e long complained about the
AECB's close ties to the nuclear industry .
A manifestation of the distrus t that the
AECB has earned is the mounting pressure
on the government of Ontario-home of all
but two of Canada's commercial reactorsto obtain an independent safety analysis of
the Candu design.
In December. Ontario Energy Minister
Vince Kerrrio finally responded by asking
the University of Toronto's Dr. Ken neth
Hare to conduct a safety inquiry and report
his results by the end of 1987. [.J
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Dual 503 Turntable

NAD 7020e RECEIVER
This con se rvita bly rat ed high current recei ver has
all the power and th e q uality sound need fo r an
audiofile 's system .

MORDAUNT SHORT MS10 II
a well establishe d budge t p rice Britis h spea ker
from a w hole family of well reviewe d speakers.
10°o Discount Upon Presentatio n of Student I. D.

Refusing to volunteer for the Lance
has not been proven to cause
cancer.

But why take chances
with your health?
The Lance: Surgeon General approved

PARTY ... PARTY ... PARTY ... PARTY ...
WELCOME

BACK STUDENTS

TO...

Disabled
mobilizing
by Scott Ingram

Entering the University Centre
became a difficultprospect for disabled
students this past week.
The main doors of the University
Centre were sealed duringrenovations,
the only entrance equipped with a
ramp for handicapped students.
One suchstudent.Duncan Graham.
had to wait outside until campus
police were able to open the doors
for him. He considered it only a
"minor inconvenience" and these
kind of things don't bother him.
Duncan is the new chair of the
Committee on Special Needs and

It'sa date
Ifs time for the clutter and
clamour of the Students' Administrative Council general elections.
Nominationsopen Friday, January
15 and will close 4:30 Thursday,
Jan. 28. Prospective candidates
can obtain nomination forms from
the SAC office, second floor. University Centre during this period.
The campaign. featuring the traditional poster brigade. will begin
at 5:00 p.m. W ednesday, Feb. 3
and end Tuesd ay, February 23, the
day before act ual balloting takes
place. Positionsopen and poll locations
will be advertised by SAC in the
weeks to come.
For further information, contact
ChiefElectoralOfficerGeotfBastow.LJ

Accessibility, and hopes to take
care of the problems that do bother
him : people parking in front of the
Vanier Hall ramp, for example.
The committee's long range goals
are "to raise awareness and to do
what needs to be done to get the
campus physically accessible," Graham said.
The committee was set up last
December by the Students' Administrative Council ( SAC).
The committee is cwrently writing
and producing a seven to ten minute
video on accessibility which should
be finished in less than two weeks.
An informationday has been planned
for January 18, during the C.F.S.
national week of action.
·•It will be something like the
Career Day or the Health Fair and
we'll have representatives from the
various groups around town." said
vice president of external affairs
and secretary of the committee.
Greg Thoman.
They also hope to send a representative to the Ontario Federation
of Students ( 0. F. S.) general meeting
at the end of January to show their
video and to inform other student
councils about organizingcommittees
similar to their own. "We're pretty
ambitious," said Graham.
The group has gained three new
members since their last meeting
but are still recruiting. Anyone interested can contact V.P. Thoman
in the SAC office or Steve Gill, the
committee's liaison to the administration, at Student Affairs. LJ
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LET'S FORM A CLUB
Got a bunch of friends with similar interests ,
hobbies or tastes? Why don't you form a club
and gain valuable administrative skills while
having a hell of a good time. Anyone interested
in forming a club should contact Chris McIntyre
V. P. Communications in the SAC office for
further information.
Note: Clubs which received SAC ratification in
the fall semester need not reapply.
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S.A.C. 2nd floor of the University Centre .
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CUP 50:Standing'Your Principles
Ed. note: Three Lance staffers spent part of our Christmas holiday
at the 50th anniversary conference of the Canadian University Press
in Winnipeg ( or Winterpeg as our Atlantic region colleagues aptly
renamed it). Among the many concerns addressed by the 48-member
organization was debate on the validity of CUP's Statement of
Principles, the cornerstone of the co-operative's constitution. A
feature on just what the organization is all about is expected in next
week's Lanc e.
The Statement of Principles to which we adhere, reads as follows:

We, the members of Canadian University Pres s, affirm that we hold the
following principles in common :
That the major role of the student press is to act as an agent of social
change, assisting students in understanding and acting against oppression
and injustice, and emphasizing the rights and responsibilities of the
student; That the student press, to fulfil! this role, perform both an
educative and active function, and critically support the aims of groups
serving as agents of social change;
That the student press must use its influence as an agent of social
change responsibly, as outlined in the Canadian University Press Code of
Ethics, presenting campus, local, national, and international news fairly
and accurately and interpreting ideas and events to the best of its ability;
That the student press must as its main priority assist students in acting
against any system where it is found to be preserving a hierarchy based on
power and privilege, or to be oppressive to women, lesbians and gay men,
disabled persons, indigenous people or ethnic, religious or other minorities;
That the student press must use its relative freedom from commercial and
other controls to ensure that it acts in accordance with its major role, and to
examine the issues that other media avoid
We affmn the following rights and responsibilities are necessary for
the achievement of the above principles :
That Canadian University Press members have the right to determine
and uphold their editorial policy, including advertising policy, regardless
of pressure from student governments, administrations, or any others;
That members have the right to be free from implicit editorial control
resulting from financial control of the newspaper by student governments,
administrations, or any others;
That, to the fullest possible extent. members should be financially
autonomous from any group other than the students who fund them;
That members have the right to receive in full and without delay
student levies collected by administrations or budgets approved by student
governments;
That membefsshouklhavea writtencomtitutionincludingthe following:
That the staff democratically determines the newspaper's editorial
policy and internal structure;
The newspaper guarantees regular, publicized staff meetings with
democratic procedure s;

My rightjab
isone of the mast
fearedpunches
in all of ooxing.

----

That the staff has the right to elect. impeach or censure its editors, coordinators, or other staff positions;
That the newspaper defines qualifications for voting staff members;
That the staff alone has a right to establish due process to evaluate
charges that any of its members have acted irresponsibly;
That the newspaper must be open to, but not limited to, all students;
That the newspaper must provide a forum for the free exchange of
ideas and opinions among, but not limited to, students;
That the newspaper has the right to prohibit publication of material
that it deems to be sexist or homophobic, or that contravenes
Canadian laws on libel or hate literature;
That members have the responsibility to participate in Canadian
University Press, as outlined in its constitutional by-laws;
That members have the responsibility to provide a forum for and
respect the free exchange within Canadian University Press.
We affirm that these principles define us as a co-operative, and that
collectively we have the right to set membership criteria and to evaluate,
with full consideration for due process, members' adherence to these
principles, and that only continual criticism, refinement and re-evaluation
can ensure that this remains a living document

Sorry,Charlie.
The Lancedrem't want
irople with gcxxirights.

The Lancewantsirople whowrite gcxxl.

Rooms f« rent with kitchen facilities
in the downtown area. Call 977-8978
WANTID IASYSITTER:tour days 0
week for two boys aged 5 and 1 1/ 2
years. Non-smoker and reliable pe!SON
only . West side Coll 977-8562.
IONA COWGf, 208 Sunset Ave ,
973-7039 A space tor meeting and
d iscussing. studying. quiet searching
and relaxing with fllends. Open 9-5
and by arrangements. Or use Iona
tacllllles to pion eventsthat ore lr'nportalt
to all A home cooked dinner every
ThursdoyotS :30. $2.50. Come and help
celebrate by being yourself.
STUDENTSUPPERSat Iona College .
208 Sunset Ave.973-7039.Home cooked
dinner every Thursday at 5:30 tor $2.50.
Watch for lnternotionol theme every
other week.
campus alcoholics onnonymous
Closed discussion meeltngs ore Tuesdays
between 12-1:30 In the Ontario Room
oonler Hal l If you think you hove o
problem with drinking and wont to
stop come and meet us
CAMPUS ADULT CHILDREN OF
AI.COHOUCS.meeteveryWednesday
flom 7 OQ.830 pm at IOna College . 208
Sunset Ave. 973-7039
UFEGUARDMEmNG tor the tocultyof
Human Kinetics Pool Thursday, January
21 at 6:30 pm In Room 201 ot the
Human Kinetics building . New guards
ore welcome, bring your swimming
quolitlcations.
WANTEO:MALESAND FEMALESfor
Slueand Gold cheerteoding pep squad
Also needed musicians for 8boll pep
bond Call Danielle at 737-6430.
PREGNANT? A LOVING COUPLE Is
eager to adopt and provide o home
for your unborn child . Working with
government licensed agency
Coll
collect 416-925-8225
ROOM FOR RENTIn lorghe house·
shore occomodations
with 2 moles.
Call 256-2542.
RENNA- get well soon. Hallelujah.
APT FOR RENT · female nonsmoker wonted One bedroom CMJiloble
1n2 bedroom basement opt Rent $260
(your shore) . Available Immediately.
two blocks from the Univ.. Call Zorico
253-7732.
FOR RENT:responsible and quiet
undergrad couple hove fully furnished
2 bedroom duplex to shorewtthstudiOus
female . Available Jan. 9. May 9, 1988
Closetocompus; rent· $268/ mo Including util . use of laundry, coble TY.freezer .
and other tocllltles Call 256-1762

Typist-who lives near the
University ($1.25/ pg) 2533922 after 5:30 pm.

RIBIARCH
PAPIRB
16,278 to choose from-all

subjects

Save Time and Improve Your Grades!
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

mmii)213-4 77-8226 ~i
Or. rush S2 00 to Research Aulstanc•

I

11321 ld•no AYf! 1206 SN Los Ang.ies CA90025

CustomresearchalsoavailaO
le- all levels

Iona College strives 10 be a place
where what you taarn as a student
c an be integrated with what you
are I hnks with self help groups in
Windsor . so c ial agencies and net ·
works which can help you make
connections between c ampus and
commun11v to proht best from your
education . tn add1t1on 11 sponsors
informal adult education for the
community.
SOME 1988 EVENTS
• Betty Fnedan. fem1n1stand aulhor
March 23. Cleary Auditorium
• International Campus v1s1tors
• Poetry readings
• Add1ct1on 1Prevention Education
• Aging ,n Canada . . Its Everyones ·
Future. Jan 23 The Care Giver &
Receiver Feb 25 Ag1ng & The
Community Information Fair
• The Impact ot'A.1.0.S .
• Community Making .. the creative
experoence of commun1tv and
wholeness. A workshop In March
& April
Groups at Iona
• Campus Adult Children of Alcoholics
• Returning Adult Students
• Students Against Apartheid

If you can write,or wantto learnhow,
we can useyou.Comeon up to the Lanceoffice,

secondfloor,UniversityCentreand volunteer.
Staffmeeting5
Thurdaysat 5:30.Everyonewelcome

The Lance: Boxing gloves provided

• Suppers: Home cooked meat every
Thursday at 5:30 p.m . International
Cusine every other Thursday .
Hosted by students .
For further lnfromation drop into
the College or phone 973·7039.
Everyone welcome .
Iona College.
208 Sunset Avenue
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YOUR BESTDEALTO DAYTONA
''DONT BE FOOLEDBY CHEAPIMII'AT/ONS"
YOU DRIVE(TO THEPARTY)

$

INCLUDES:
• Round trip motor coach transportation to beautiful
Doytono Beach (WE DRIVE Packages Only) . We use
nothing but modern highway coaches

139 CDN (or lesi)

• Eight Florido days/seven endless nights of one of our
exciting oceonfront hotels. located right on the Doytono
Beach strip Your hotel hos o beautiful pool. sun deck . air
conditioned rooms . color N. and o nice long stretch of
beach .

WE DRIVE(THEPARTYSTARTSHERE)

$

• A full schedule of FREEpool deck parties every day .
• A full list of pre-arranged discounts to save you money in
Doytono Beach .

255 CDN

• Travel representatives to insure o smooth trip and o
good time .

(or lesi)

• Optional side excursions to Disney World. Epcot. deep
sea fishing. party cruises. etc .
• All taxes and tips.

SPEND A WEEK -

NOT A FORTUNE
~-

FOR FURTHERINFORMATION
AND SIGN UP

--. ----.itJ<--.:eF'

Sponsored by Campus Marketing

CHAMB[R
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SAC's Used Book Sale
TURN YOUR USED BOOKS INTO
CASH
UNIVERSITY CENTRE, ASSUMPTION LOUNGE
Used Book Sale Schedule

of Hours for January & February
-

MON.
4

9-8

TUES.

*

*

THURS.

FRI.

SAT.

7
9-4

8
9-4

9

Book Drop Off

Book Drop Ott

14
9-4

15
9-4

Book Drop Off

Book Drop Off

Book Drop Off

11
9-8

12
9-8

13
9-8

10 - 2 *
Book Drop Off

16

Book Sale &
Book Drop Off

Book Sale &
Book Drop Off

Book Sale &
Book Drop Ott

Book Sale &
Book Drop Off

Book Sale &
Book Drop Ott

10 - 2 *
Book Sale &
Book Drop Off

18
9-4

19
9-4

20
9-4

21
9-4

22
9-4

23

Book Sale

Book Sale

Book Sale

Book Sale

Book Sale

Closed

25
9-4

26
9-4

27
9-4

28
9-4

Book Sale

Book Sale

Book Sale

Book Sale

1
Feb.
11 - 8 *

2
11 - 8 *

3
11 - 8

4

5

9-4

9-4

Book&
Money Returns

Book&
Money Returns

Book&
Money Returns

Book &
Money Returns

*

Book&
Money Returns
-

5
9-8

WED.
6
9-8
*

*

*

*

29

30

Closed

For Further Information Cal 253-6423 or ext 3905.

.

6

10 - 2 *
Book Return &
Money Returns
-

---
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frunag?d FlectricalGenerators
and CuteBabies

TomPidgenn- Top

Matt Tales- Bottom

compete in a global e)(port economy that is more and more
being technologically led. Utah, Arizona and Nebraska are in
the United States already-but
they will not turn irito New
York or Silicon Valley in the near future. They remain primarily
agricultural and resource-based economies. The only hightech enterprises in their midst are most probably retated to
the American military. Our lazy corporations will get fatter as
long as resource prices remain high, then will be swallowed up
at bargain prices when their products are available for less
elsewhere.
supportofthe
large segment of the Canadian corporate
structure and its political mouthpiece the Conservative Party
for a free trade deal is understandable ii one considers two
dear facts:
1) the long history of Canadian corporate involvement in
the sale of unfinished goods and raw materials and;
2) the economic ties of the corporate E!lite to the American
economy. Let us e)(amlne the second condition first
Involvement in the continental economy is natural for
Canadian business due to the size and economic might of the
American economy. Researchers have long pointed out the
degree to which Americart-owned subsidiaries have co-operated
in the Canadian market !raving only a largely sluggish and
timid range of" protected" Canadian business sectors to cooµerdte in the sell-out
Canadian banks give preferences to the ~apital needs of
American controlled branch plants. Canadian raw material
producers eschew adding value to their products in favour of a
quick buck approach that sells raw lumber, oil, gas, potash.
and fish e!c. to American markets. Resource industries require
less capital ilnd a less-trained workforce as well as less
commitment 10 design. marketing, and research costs. A final
concern paradoKically illustrates the surface appeal of free
trade: Valu!:'-added products made in Canada are susceptible
to American tariff and duty barriers which can spring up at the
whim of a well-greased Washington lobbying effort
While a free trade agreement like the one recently signed
offers some relief to this last concern, its price is too hi~h when
examined from two perspectives.
First ot illl . such an arrangement ensures that we ;hall
coritinue to be ' hewer~of wood and drawers of wate(, that is.
link£>d to a resource-based economy. A deal which makPs it
pasier to chop more wood for easy money will do nothing to
p1omote thf' kind ol savage, single-minded dedication to
manufacturing. design, research and planning required to

Sweden exports its lumber as !KEA furniture in little
e)(pensive bo)(eS. We will continue to e)(port ours as green
2)(4S by subsidized railcar until there are no more trees left
Our corporate/political
concerns don't even have the sense to
adequately replant what they cut These are the bright
children that will lead us to prosperity in the new" continental
economy"?I They have all the business sense and morals of
17 th century slave traders. They are in every sense of the word
what Wallace Clement described as the "Comprador Elite".
To understand "comprado('
picture an African chief who
would sell his own people to slavers for whiskey and rifles. ..
Now consider that our current prime ministe(s last job was as
president of an American branch plant mining operation.
Lest we get too partisan, consider also the degree to which
the unionized support base of the N.D.P. depends on the
Amcricat"l'owned
automobile industry. And while we are
slinging mud, let's kick our media and cultural industries for
their eliance on cheap American left-overs: even the C.B.C.
runs endless Hawaii 5-0 reruns in Windsor to save money for
new buildings in Toronto.
Why fight it then? lfwe have been sold so far down already.
why not paddle with the currentH Sorry friends. this time they
are selling the boat out from under us. Having lived in the U.S.
for a few years, I can say that I still prefer to live in Canada
despite the superflcal American attractions of cheaper booze,
cigarettes, and stereos.

to the cocaine/amphetamine driven weirdness that goes on in
the Big Money Zoo south of us.
Don't get me wrong: ifs a fun place to visit I just wouldn't
want to live there .... When you get 80 miles away from the U.S.
border, your perspective changes. ... The cultural rules that
operate in the "far boonif's'' are uniquely suited to the
demands of life in a vast. unforgiving e)(panse of land. A land
that demands respect and co-operation from its inhabitants.
To a large degree, these conditions shaped the founding
dialogue of our nation. These conditions and the firm belief
that the Yanks down there didn't quite have all the answers ....
I strongly admire a country and a culture that can constitir
tionally guarantee equal rights to all and outlaw the abuse of
free speech that comes when racism and bigotry discover the

having to go to Detroit We don't need free trade for this to
happen - just a half-awake Canadian government that won't
be blackmailed by an obsolete and lazy te)(tile industry which
threatens to close plants in Quebec every time such a move is
proposed ..
Why not some serious aid to Canadian companies that
want to break into the export market-we might even consider
trade and diplomatic missions manned by foreign service
personnel who know the language of the country they are
posted in! The level of the half-assed, inferiority-comple)(derived oser mentality that continues to frustrate Canadian
emergence into world markets also leads us to run blindly into
the arms of an American continental economy. Free trade
proponents scoff that those of us who speak against the deal
manifest a cowardice that belies a fear that we cannot play on

system that eKists in Canada and makes it almost impossible
for a Canadian movie to be shown. Why does Canada back
away from similar controls whenever the head of the Motion
Picture Association of America (a good friend of Reagan)
growls? Are we so afraid of missing Jaws Part XVIII that we
won't even take measures to "level out the playing field''?
Who are the cowards now Mr. Mulrone~ Mr. Bourassa? Mr.
Crispo?
My greatest fear about the entire free trade debate lies in
the lack of discussion given to the conditions which led us to
consider such an option and the alternatives to it Trudeau
made tentative steps in the right direction in the mid 70s with
his quickly-forgotten third option
A!as, any federal government can be led to hasty, reactive
solutions to legitimate policy questions, if the lure of short-

contingent
All these worthies can do is bleat specious
nonsense about patriotism being the las1 refuge of the
scoundrel. Poor Canada, even a little nationalism for you is too
much. ..
I do not deny the importance of securing access to the
American market with its 260 million hungry, cash-stuffed
consumers. They are certainly better able to pay for our goods
than debt-wracked third world countries. However, I question
the wisdom of throwing a fire sale. Japanese and E.C.M.
products are snapped up by the American consumers because
they are smart. high quality products well worth the e)(tra cost
of blitzkrieg duties imposed by the nasty Yankee gumment
The Japanese View these duties as a sign of success-they
prove the Yanks can't compete and admit it Yet Japanese
products still outsell even cheaper American competitors.

-- ..
-~.:

Ever stand in line every week for your unemployment
cheque? Want to see what it's like to get sick and not be able
to afford any medical care?/ How about a race riot or some
handgu11s??You think our politicians are lazy, corrupt a11d
incompetentn Want 24 hours a day of hype. lies. marketting
and bullshit in everything you see, hear, taste and readforeverm? Sometimes it seems to me that our dull Canadian
lifestyle, with its half·assed political and mass culture is a relief

power ot mass media I strongly distrust a country that while
making a fetish out of democracy can not. for all its power and
principles, do the same.
Instead, it elects an aging Nero to preside over the last days
of its imperial ambitions; stockpiling nukes while an increasing
number of its citizens run hungry and homeless (though wellarmed) in its streets. One commentator described America as
a state of mind. I describe it as a schizoid dream: part fantasy,
part nightmare, all illusion One thing is certain, though. The
crazier things get south of the border, the more flashy their
television becomes. These line folks have made the electronic
age equivalent of a child pissing on the rug at its parents' party
into a world-class industry ...
What Canada needs instead of"free trade" is the kind of
industrial strategy that pulls nations up out of a resource
economy into the 21 st century marketplace. While we cannot
do this overnight we could at least be encouraging the
process with coricrete changes in our laws and practices:
favourable tax treatment to Canadian firms that add value
process and finish export market goods and putative treatmen;
to those industries that ship our birthright overseas for
pennies. ... Why not. for example, remove that tariffs on natural
fibres so that our te)(tile industries could go after the European
market (where polyester is for refugees)? I could then buy a
reasonably priced good quality cotton shirt or sheet without

equal terms with the "big boys", yet these taunting buffoons
are the same bunch who have traditionally made their fortunes
selling off Canada bit by bit They have the moral integrity and
courage of pimps, and share with pimps a similar business
ethic.
Canadian businesses can beat the Americans at their own
game, but only if they have a home stadium to play in. Our
medical researchers do wonders with meagre supportsurely they could be encourag.?d in ways more effective than
the fiasco that was the scientific ta)( credit scheme and that
stops short of selling the lab to the Yanks, as the pending drug
patent legislation threatens to do... Our engineers and
Industrial designers as well as our commercial designers are
some of the best in the world-yet
the concentration of
moribund comprador corporations well-hidden behind 40year-old tariff walls. continue to profit by making and selling
third-rate crap that no one but Canadians and poor Americans
will buy. Surely we can change this without selling our country
to the Yanks. Our arts and culture flourish despite the
ossification imposed by the Canada Council, the C. B.C. and a
wholly.owned American film distribution systern
Smely we can do better than we do now, even to the eKtent
of Imposing American style anti--trust control on the film
distribution Industry ....
American !aw would nOI tolerate the type of film distribution

term political gain wins over a long-term approach of wellconsidered multi-level action. The Quick fiK give) u~ fiascos
like the Scientific Ta)( Credit and the Free Trade lnitia1ive.
Liberals and Conservatives both stand guilty ( the MacDonald
Commission Report which originally brought forwa1d the free
trade concept was a liberal step-child). The N.D.P. meanwhile
offers no alternatives but bombast and opportunism. The
better their perceived i:hances at election. the re they approach
the Canadian norm of hack politics. We shall end up with an
N. D. P. where White leads over laxer and another dream will
die.
None of our established political parties seems willing to
address the issue except at a level of carnival huxters trying to
coa)( a quarter from a five-year-old child To trust such
leaders is IO get e)(actly what you vote for; to have policies
suited only to such a simple, ignoble task.
One small glimmer of hope remains: for all the talk of
cultural inferiority, Canadians have always been a sensible,
intelligent and rather pragmatic folk. While the politicians are
paralysed in Ottawa, concerned individuals under such organizations as H unig s Council of Canadians carry the issue to
the public. Guess what? The public is beggining to think there
might be something wrong with the idea of free trade despite
the flak from the pimps and trained seals in the free trade

This approach, of course, is too hard for Canada ... Our only
hope lie~ in l>ending over, 5taying foolish, hungry, and incom,
petent Soon we will only be able to e)(port to theAmericanswho else would wear so much polyester! The only trouble is
that by then. the Japanese will control sil!,nificant portions of
the U.S. economy and they will have absolutely no sympathy
for this kind of foo1ishnf'sS in the high church of commf'rce!
And well they shouldn't they don't have our natural
resources, land area and relative geO'political safety. They
have to hustle to survive ... actually, so do we, unless we want
to become a protectorate of the United States. No, they won't
take us over-after they stripped us down to our undershorts
we'd cost too much to feed. Maybe if we begged they might
give us a deal like Puerto Rico's. ..
No! The only way we can ever hope to, secure access to the
American market is to make our goods and services so good
that the American consumer will crucify any politician tha!
tries to stop them from getting theirs. Hell, we don't even have
to export'em: this longest undefended border bullshit should
be good for something else than luring drunk Yankee males
over here to look at Canuck beaverl!!
Here's your choice Canada: you can either be the Japan or
the Philippines of the North. .. please wake up long enough to
consider your choice wisely.
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WEDNESDAY
13th

MONDAY
11 th

"Sports Night"
- Come watch the games * Free Popcorn *
* 50c Hotdogs *
* Pitchers*

"Movie Night"
in Subway
* Free Popcorn *
* 50c Hotdogs *
"try our new satellite system!"

~

~----+---,
0

FRIDAY
15th

THURSDAY
14th

"Pajama Party''
in the Subway
- Draw tor a Free Waterbed ·
to those in their favourite
P.J.'s
• Social Science Band ·

"Party''
In the Subway

*
0

Blizzc ~

0

~"h~,,,

For more information contact Jon Arms or Doug Steele
at SAC Office -- 253-6423.

Assumption University's
CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES \-~
presents
· ARCHBISHOP JAMES HAYES, D.D.
Archdiocese of Halifax
Pres. Canadian Conference of
Catholic Bishops

Speaking on
"Synod On the LaityHopes and Expections"
Sunday, January 17, 1988
DATE:
8:00 pm
TIME:
PLACE: Assumption University
400Huron Church Rd.
Windsor, Ontario

Adults: . $5.00
Students: $2.00

Halfa movienotwortha wholereview
A bunch o' Lance Arts staffers
went to see Broadcast New~ but
none of them thought enough ofit
to write afull review. Whatfollows
is written by Margaret Slavik,
Kevin Johnson, Laura Gould,
Martin Deck. J. Solomon Post
and Mai Venison, though not in
that order nor any I know.
I liked it It was funny.
James L. Brooks, the director,

managed to make a humorous and
interestingmovie out of an otherwise
boring topic-television, specifically,
network news.
Although Kevin and Laura (my
companions) chose to view it from
a mere five feet from the screen.
and I had to sit for two hours with
my eyes rolled back in my head, I
still enjoyed it The characters were
all well-developed and so was the
plot, but I can't tell you anything

Brooks,as himself,insteadofWilliam getting up, running down the aisle
about it because I can't remember
to the bathroom and dying there.
Hurt, starring as Daryl Hannah.
any of the characters' names. One
Besides this, the movie was But I didn't know where the baththing I can tell you is that I was
supposed to blow the cover off rooms were in the new Palace
very disappointed that the girl didn't
network television journalism with theatre. So I stayed in my seat
marry the guy she should have
because she wanted to have sex such astounding revelations as Tears were streaming down my
with another guy who was really 'many anchorpersons don't report face. This happened during a mildly
very sleazy and brainless, and the their own stories, or even under- sad part of the movie so I felt kind
of stupid because people probably
worst was she didn't even end up stand them'. This is shocking?
thought I was being overly-sentiI
think
the
public
is
smart
enough
having sex with him. To top it off,
mental. But, no, I was dying. Finally,
the guy she should have set her to know that reporters don't get paid
I got a grip, calmed myself down
a million dollars a year, actors do.
sights on ended up having a really
cute kid while she was stuck with The filmmakers take this state of and breathed again. Those of you
who are thinking that this isn't
some guy who could offer her nothing affairs as a gjven evil, but I'mnotso
sure. Do camera persons have to funny at all are right I'm not
more than water-skiing lessons.
In addition to the love plot, the know what they're filming?Reading making this up for laughs, you
know. I really thought I was going
movie also included suspense, drama on camera is just another technical
to die. I'm never going to the Palace
skill.
and humour-surprising, eh? It really
again. Besides, 1 saw too many
The manipulation of the
was when you consider the situations
information we get is more shocking people from highschool there that I
they managed to squeeze such
hate.
entertainment out of, such as a than the stupidity of newshosts
Broadcast News is half a movie.
with
little
control
over
content
near-miss deadline, the first-time
appearanceof an aspiringanchorman. Feeding us only the tip of the Half of it is great I laughed, I
iceberg. Broadcast News is part of feared, I trembled. Half of it is
and mass firings at a television
garbage. I literally crouched down
the problem.
station.
on the floor. hiding from the screen.
Broadcast
News
was
great
1
Broadcast News, eh? My
laughed, I cried, I almost asphyxiated so embarrassed was I by the goings
response is: What 's the big deal? It
on up there. Albert Brooks plays
myself. My throat closed in the
is basically a good movie, except
himself ( as usual) and does so very
middle of the movie. I couldn't
, that Holly Hunter, who plays Debra
well. William Hurt, who's made
breathe.
I
had
visions
of
myself
Winger, should end up with Albert
himself famous playing intelligent,
sensitive types, plays a dizzy blonde
and sometimes pulls it off. Jack
Nicholson has a walk-on scene and
walks off with the whole movie. I
was moved to tears and nausea

•1

William Hurt as Daryl Hannah as William HurL What an actor.

Academicgroupstudies
theFonz

. )*,,

While other lance staffers spent the
Christmas break in Winnipeg at the Canadian
University Press annual meeting. I was there
with a differentpurpose. I attended a conference
of Dre ns Reliving American Graffiti ---~-- ..,·~
(DRAG), a group of academics devoted to
the study of the historical, social. and cultural
implications of the television series Happy
Days.
LikeTrekkies gone erudite, the DRAGgers
(as they refer to each other) spent a week
discussing the finer points of Happy Days
trivia and assessing the show·s impact on
how we live.
Geoff Brownstone. an English professor
at the University of Seattle, explained the
organization's name to me.
"In episode 53, Joannie falls in love with
Potsy. and convinced he isn't a nerd. calls
him· Oren', which of course is 'nerd' spelled
backwards. Incidentally... he said with a
smile, "it ended the controversy of how to
spell ·nerd·."
The rest of the name is much more
serious.
"We decided to confront head-on the
charge that our field of study is inferior to
American Gra./]iti. but still acknowledge
what H. D. owed to that movie." Brownstone
said ... God inspired the Bible. but people still
read it, don't they:··
The academic rivalry between the two
areas is intense. and DRAGgers dismiss
The New Happy Days currently vying for syndication time with The New Monkees has been called an afront to decent people e\lerywhere. Most
members of the Society of American Graffiti agree it's one hell of a non-starter.
Lovers as "AGLOphiles".
Sticks as proof the program was consistently members as Pierre Trudeau. David Steele
The paper topics ranged from simple "The Cunningham Time forgot ..
anti-racist Critics assailed his selective re- and Pia Zadora, DRAG continues to have
"It may have been Chuck disgraced
character analysis to debates over the complex
search. which ignored the caricatured Oriental trouble establishing itself as a legitimate
imagery and symbolism employed by the himself so badly. Howard simply disowned
restauranteur Arnold, and the time the boys scholarly organization.
him."
Neue
postulated.
··He
may
have
been
show·s stable of writers.
President Ulf Gerhansen told the closing
posed
as Moroccan camel jockeys.
revealed
as
a
criminal.
a
Communist,
or
even
The breadth of the discussion meant
plenary
this discrimination is practised by
While
discussions
of
the
Happy
Days
there was something to meet everyone's a homosexual. any of which would have
people
who
look down on mass culture.
spin-offs
are
usually
left
to
other
groups,
one
meant black sheep status.
taste.
"Like it or not. mass culture is the culture
professor
from
the
University
of
Red
Deer
"Perhaps
he
died
a
death
so
bloody,
the
If "Ralph Malph: from Cool to Fool"
University presented her belief that Joannie of the masses," he said. "Ifs high time these
didn't fascinate others as it did me. perhaps whole family blotted out all memory of him.
Lo1Y!s
Chachishouldneverhavebeen developed. close-minded academics in their ivory towers
they found solace in heavier lectures. like Or maybe they were all struck with amnesia.
..
Why.
after all these years of him chasing wake up and look around them at four gray
Pierre Trudeau's "The Malachi Brothers as It happens, you know... she added. However,
her, is it called Joannie Lo1·es Chachi?'' walls which surround them.··
Neue
said
the
most
likely
explanation
is
that
Evil Incarnate."
At the time, in the heady atmosphere of
asked Dr. Joan Cunningham (no relation).
Nor were the aesthetic qualities ignored. the first season, in which he repeatedly
teaming,
he seemed right But when I look at
"Why
don't
they
call
it
Chachi
Lo1·es
I particularly enjoyed the thesis of an arts appeared, was a dream.
this
article.
it all does seem rather trite.
Joannie?"
Oxford philosophy don Sir Standford
student from Chicago's Centre College that
Luckily. we'll get another chance to judge
In her opinion, the natural character to
Hilliard
used
the
occasion
to
launch
his
latest
maintained Fonzie shed his light blue jacket
when the DRAGgers come to Windsor for
get his own show was Potsy.
in favour of black leather in order to match tome, a 972-page effort asking the question
the
meeting of the Learned Society.CJ
"Potsy
is
the
Everyman
of
modem
times.
Sit On What? Sales were brisk.
Pinkie Tuscadero better.
Think
of
all
the
plots
you
could
build
around
Not all the participants were as successMarie-Louise Neue, an expert in modem
- Kevin Johnson
him. He's like Charlie Brown. He certainly is
fiction, teaches at the Sorbonne. and suggested ful. A certain sociology prof from U. of T.
not
a
nerd,"
she
concluded.
several explanations for the disappearance of was savaged in a debate in which he offered
Despite the efforts of such distinguished
Richie's older brother Chuck in her paper the episode featuring the black drummer
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FOR

THE
NATIONAL
THEATRE
SCHOOL
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Acting
Design
Technical Production
Playwriting
Directing
1988-89 School Year
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION

FEBRUARY1st, 1988
If you are interested1nfinding out more about the
School, please write or telephone:

by Martin Deck
1988
There was a young lady named
Bright
Whose speed was far faster
than light
She set out one day
In a relative way
And returned home the previous
night
Arthur Buller

Do you remember the first time
you found out about the International
Date Line? (no, it's not a number
you can call, you polymorphous
perverse toad!) Do you remember
looking at the time map and thinking:
"So ...if I crossed the line going east
to west, I could get to yesterday,
and if I went the other way I could
get to the day after tomorrow!"
(???)
Do you remember waking up
one morning, suddenly older and
wiser(possibly hung over), realizing
that you were never going to live
yesterday again, and that you'd
have to wait until tomorrow became
today before you could do the
things you had planned for that
momentous occasion?
I do. So what?
I can also remember, as a boy,
being involved in discussions where
the truth of the Christian religion
was called into doubt because it
didn't seem fair that animals couldn't
go to heaven. Little did I realize
then that animals already are in
heaven because, unlike ourselves,
they never have to worry about
their pasts, full of transgressions

petty and gross, or about their
futures , full of nothing.
Man has been called all sorts of
nasty names by the great thinkers
ofold - "social animal", "political
animal ' ', etc. But try this one on:
Stupid animal. Man is, or so it
seems, the only animal who refuses
to accept the obvious fact that she
lives only in the present He haslived
in the past He may or may not live
in the future. But only in the present
does she live. See if you can get that
through your oversized skulls.
Assuming that you're still with
me, it's safe to say that all present
have survived that gigantic orgy
devoted to the celebration of the
passage of time commonly called
New Year's Eve. I hope you enjoyed
yourself. I sure did.
Now loolcit Many centuries ago,
when humans knew far less about
things than we now do, some selfappointed council of wealthy and
powerful patriarchs got together
somewhere or other and invented a
thing called a calendar. What they
came up with was a travesty of a
sham.
To be fair, their decisions were
not completely arbitrary. They were,
after all, scientists. They knew that
the sun, if properly appeased,
revolved around the earth. Each
successful revolution was deemed
to be a day. They also knew that the
sun moved around in the sky,
wandering northward in the summertime , southward in the winter.
They had observed that these wanderings were, given adequate sacrifice, relatively regular, and that the
sun moved in a cycle of, say, 360
days.

(They were fond of round numbers back then, and the number six
appealed to them in all its sundry
forms. No one knows why. They
found it..sexy.)
They called this 360-day cycle
a year and hoped it would be a good
one.
The god Janus appeared to them
a guy with a grotesque congenital
defect two faces on either side of
his" head". They liked this god and
offered him a month, and decided
to place that month in the very dead
of winter. They thought he symbolized something: man, the stupid
animal, looking backward and forward, never quite sure where he is
at any given time or what the hell he
is doing. A cosmic kind of guy.
Because of all this, human beings,
even in this glorious age of science,
continue to congregate on the last
night of the ',year" and to act as if
the movement of the second hand
of the clock really matters. At this
happy time, they look back on the
"years" gone by, on the friends
they have lost due to intolerance,
spite, and blind ambition, and sing
"Auld Lang Syne". They think
about the money they hope to make
and the fun they think they'll have
in the next 365 days and wish total
strangers a "Happy New Year."
They drink themselves silly and
"regret" it the next day, when they
inaugurate their" resolutions," pretending that the day before, the
week before, the month before,was
in fact "last year", a long time ago,
another person ago.
Welcome to 1988. Have a good
one.O

The National Theatre School of Canada
5030 St. Denis Street
Montreal, Quebec
H2J 2L8
Tel.: (514 842-7954

Appointment
Bookings
Centre Desk
Main Floor

Portraits Taken
S.A.C. Second Floor

February 1-5
5 Days ONLY
Photographer: Erica Lazl
Master Photographer of
Beta Photos Co. Ltd.

519 RICHMOND STREET
LONDON , ONTARIO, CANADA
N6A 3E8
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Weaveworld
by Clive Barker
Collins Publishers
S22.00 ( or thereabouts)

Weaveworld
eaven is an orchard, Cal thought as ..,..,..,..,._A
,....
he walked; and God is plenty."
A sentence from 'The Orchard of • ..,,...,,.,_,..,
Lemuel Lo'. chapter 5 of Weaveworld,
the latest novel from the pen of Clive W\6!1!W:!•":'~-i
•
Barker, the best book I have ever read.
This is an ebullient review, it serves
i.;::;
= =====-i one purpose: To sing the praises of the
greatest living author. Those of you who prefer the staid,
regulated, but ultimately vapid reviews the likes of which
have appeared in Time, Maclean's et al. read no further. I
have no one to answer to for my raptures, no one to cow
under, no one to please.
Heaven is a bookstore, I think as I write; and God?
God is Clive Barker.
Borges has 'passed', Calvino fats the worms; the great
who remain-Howard Waldrope, William Gibson and so
on-pale pitifully by comparison to Barker. A geniue with his
characters. his images, his plots. Barker rules.
Weaveworld is about a race of magical beings, the
Seer kind (I'm not sure whether to pronounce it with a hard or
soft· i'. but I prefer the latter). To protect their homeland, The
Fugue. from the ravages of the Scourge. a super-being with
genocidal potency and intent the Seerkind weave it into an
incredible carpet, the center of which is the very loom on
which warp was laid to weft-the Gyre- -stylized on the
carpet as
a huge medallion, its colours as various as a summer
garden, into which a hundred subtle geometries had been
cunningly woven, so that the eye could read each pattern as
flower or theorem, order or turmoi~ and find each choice
echoed somewhere in the grand design.
It's the story of a poet's grandson named Calhoun
Mooney and an artist called Suzanna Parrish, both on the
side of the Seerkind, and the diabolical eternal virgin
Immacolata, who killed her two twin sisters in the womb then
brought them back to serve her.. .It is the story of the corrupt
salesman Shadwell, and the insane special forces commander
Hobart. It is the story too of a man called Virgil Gluck, who is
a hybrid of Charles Fort (whose singular books are in the
Leddy Library for all to feast) and Barker himself.
It is a story of Genesis, Exodus and Revelations, of
transsubstanti'lltioo and otlter magicks. ofoppre sion. triump
and the tyranny of hope. ltis mind in ink and paper-thetlesh
made word. Like I said before, the best book I've ever read.
Now what will I do?

Power corrupts.
Rock, R~ae , lltnce ,
Punk, Sound tracks,
Heavy Metal

New- Used-Southern
Ontario's largest selection
of imported records, tapes
and compact discs.

We Do Special
Orders!

Get corrupted,
join the Lanre Arts staff

Dr. Disc
256-7400
659 Ouellette Ave.
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Saturday, January 16, 1988

TICKETSA\/ AILABLEAT
THE SACOFFICE

8:00pm
Canada's No. 1 Reggae Group.

Doors Open-8 p.m., Showtime-10 p.m.·12 Midnight
Cover·· $8.00 Student, $10.00 Public
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-for you!
Sorry for the inamvenience.

by Brian LeClair
The Lancer men's basketball team went
into their own tournament this past weekend
hoping to do well before their home fans and
make final preparations for another tough
OUAA regular season.
Instead, they showed just how dominant
they can be, as they rolled over two impressive
opponents
on
their
way
to
the
championship of the first annual Can-Am
Basketball Classic last weekend.
The men's draw for the tournament consisted of Concordia University in Michigan,
Queen's and the University of Chicago.
In the Lancers' first game of the four team
tournament, they faced the Concordia
Cardinals from Michigan.
"They were a good enough team that if
we didn't play well, we would get beat," said
Lancer head coach Paul Thomas. "Ifwe did
play well, though, we would have no problem."
The Lancers were ready to play this one,

though, and they gradually pulled away from
their American competition and finished
with a 105-76 victory.
However, Thomas felt the play was not
indicative of the lopsided final score.
"They were mfasing a couple of players,"
he said, '·but we had our problems." He
pointed to the Lancers' shooting accuracy,
making good on 41 of 69 shots (59%) as a
key factor in the game.
Another thing that the Lancers were able
to do which proved effective was to get many
players involved in the scoring. Five Lancers
scored in double figures in the rout
Making his debut in a Lancer uniform
was former Windsor high school star Jeff
Nekkers, who sat out a year after transferring
from Simon Fraser University.
Nekkers played xery well in limited action against the Cardinals, and Thomas is
looking for good things from him.
Thomas is easing him into the lineup until
he is completely comfortable with the Lancer
system, but he is sure Nekkers will soon be

playing on "a regular basis".
"He will be a tremendous addition to us,''
Thomas said.
Leading the Lancer cause against Concordia was Matt St Louis with 21 points, and
Carlo Boniferro with 20. Nekkers was next
with 13 points in just under a half of play.
Centres Brian Makaric and Ken Schweitzer
scored 12 and 11 points respectively.
In the championship final, the Lancers
faced the Queen's Golden Gaels, a team that
many, including Thomas, figure to challenge
for the OUAA East crown.
Windsor overwhelmed their visitors on
this evening, as they led from start to finish to
take the championship by a 93-7 4 count
Again, Thomas felt the game was not
easy.
"They have a good defensive team, even
though we scored close to I00 points," he
said. "They are much better than we made
them look.''
The Lancers certainly were not intimidated by the somewhat larger Golden
Gael squad, as they raced out to an early 6-0
lead.
The speedy Lancers found it quite easy to
push the ball down the court against the
bigger, but slower Golden Gaels. They were
then able to capitalize on the resulting threeon-one breaks to score easy lay-ups or open
jump shots. making good on 32 of 61 at-

WomenS teamplays tough

againstformidablefoes
by Brian LeClair
The Lancerette basketball squad looked
to the Can-Am basketball tournament as a
good outlet to stay fresh for the resumption of
the OUAA season.
They did more than that, as they finished
second in the four team tournament. which
featured teams from Laval. Brandon. and
Concordia of Michigan.
The first game for the Lancerettes was
against the Brandon team, and the Lancers
walked away with a 63-4 7 victory.
The Bobcats came to town with a team
much like the Windsor squad, so they matched
up quite well. However, they were a much
younger team, and although head coach
Joanne MacLean thought Brandon fielded
quite a solid team, the Windsor team took
advantage of their inexperience.
The Lancerettes got out to a very quick
start against the Bobcats, opening up a 13-0
lead
"We just coasted from there," MacLean
said.
The big lead allowed MacLean to experiment with her lineup, and give everyone
some valued playing time.
"We could have run up the score," she
said. "I had combinations out on the floor I
never dared to try before."
The most encouraging thing was that
everyone on the team got on the scoreboard.
"We saw good things from everybody,"
MacLean added.
Leading scorers for the Lancerettes were
Alison Duke with 15 points, as well as 7
rebounds. Elaine Janisse contributed 13 points
and 4 rebounds to the balanced effort.
It was a much different story in the final
game against Laval. They have previously
been ranked in the top ten in Canada, and
came off of an impressive 96-25 blowout of
Concordia in the semi-final match.
The Rouge et Or squad impressed MacLean
as being very physical, and although they
were not much bigger than the Windsor team,
they were exceptional athletes.
"The kids were scared to death early,"
MacLean said "Before we knew it, we were

down ten points," she said.
The Quebec team pressured Windsor
relentlessly, and they enjoyed a comfortable
34-20 lead at halftime.
The Lancerettes bounced back in the
second half to give Laval a much stiffer fight
They were only three points behind the
winners for the second half. as they wound up
on the short end of a 59-42 count.
"One of our goals was to hold them to
under 60 points," MacLean admitted. "We
were able to do that ..
Despite the disappointing ending. Mac Lean
was very pleased with the tournament, and
her team's play.
"Brandon and Laval were the two teams
we wanted to play," MacLean said. "We
really wanted to play Canadian teams."
MacLean found the Laval game extremely
valuable as a learning experience.
..We have to be used to pressure from
that kind of team,'' she said. ··wedidn't
handle it well. and we need to experience
more of that"
"I would like to play them (Laval) again.
I think we could beat them ...
MacLean and her team will have to wait
for that, though, as the OWIAA season
begins again in earnest Saturday against the
Waterloo Athenas at home at 6:00.
The Windsor women's record stands at
2-0, and they would like nothing better to
improve this mark at Waterloo's expense.
MacLean has only seen the Athenas
once, but she has noticed something very
familiar.
"They look a lot like we did last year,"
she said "When they're on their game they
can play great, but they can also play very
badly."
MacLeao feels the Athenas' best skill is
their one-on-one play, but that they can be
beaten.
"We'll hope to pressure them, and continue our great defense to keep them off
balance."
MacLean feels playing in the Can-Am
tournament has kept them sharp for the rest o
the OWIAA ca.-npaign.
·'We'll be ready for Waterloo." she saidO

tempts.
"We try for the fast breaks first,"
Thomas said. He feels that when the Lancers
execute these right after an opposing team's
basket, this is very disheartening for the
opposition.
"I call them demoralizing baskets.
They're worth more than the two points."
The strategy worked well for the Lancers
in the first half, as they built a 47-38
advantage at intermission.
After the break, Queen's changed their
defensive pattern, but the Lancers found an
opening inside, underneath the hoop. and
continued to feed the ball to centres Henry
Valentini and Ken Schweitzer for easy
points.
As a result, the Lancer lead continued to
grow until the final buzzer, even when
Thomas began inserting his second stringers
to get them some valuable playing time.
Sharing top honours for the Lancers in
the final were guards St Louis and Thomas,
who scored 17 points each. They were both
named to the tournament's all-star team for
their efforts. Tournament MVP Carlo
Boniferro was next with 13 points. Newcomer
Nekkers again played a strong game, with 12
points, and Valentini chipped in with 11
inside points.
Coach Thomas obviously was pleased with
Cor.tinued on page 20.
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Lance photo by Rob Warren.

Sharingthe Olympicflame
Windsor played an important role in the

1988 Olympic saga on New Year's Eve, as
an extremely frostbitten but enthusiastic
crowd greeted the Olympic flame, and its
patriotic spirit to the City of Roses. The
evening was packed with emotion, as the
city showed its national pride at hosting the
1988 Olympics in Calgary, starting on
February 13, 1988.
An interesting sidelight to the ceremony
was the presentation of the Challenge '88
medals for meritorious service.
Being honoured was the University's
own Marge Holman, for her efforts in

developing women· s volleyball in the Windsor area Another award went to Lance
staffer Margaret Slavik's pa, Jerry Slavik,
forhis attemptsto get the 1994 Coounonwealth
Games for Windsor.
Other recipients included Bernie Soulliere,
for his work with the World Junior Baseball
Championship, Donna Lori, for her athletic
skill in the triathlon, and Club 240, for its
sponsorship of amateur sports.
As the flame travels to Calgary, we
know it takes with it the unique Windsor
spiritO
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Men's cagersdominateat home
THE SOCIAL SCIENCE
SOCIETY IS ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR THE POSITION
OF C.E.O.
Please Submit Resumes
to Stan Levesque at G-

130 WUN.

Designer Clothes
50 to SQO/o OFF
STOREWIDE SALE
532 Pelissier St.
256 -5244

®
Ontario

Lyn McLeod. Minist er

ed with the less than impressive
attendance for the event
"I hope they come out when the
conference season starts," he said.
The seasonstartsthis Wednesday,
as the Lancerstravel to St Catherines
to face the Brock Badgers. The
Brock gym has not been kind to the
Lancers in recent years, but Thomas
feels this year's exhibition schedule
has prepared them very well for this
OUAA season.
"We played more Division II
teams this year," he said. Thomas
felt the games were much more even

this year than in the past He felt the
defeats came more from depleted
rosters than from lack of talent
"We haven't lost with all our
people in the lineup," he said Thomas
points out that, combined with a big
exhibition victory over the Lakehead
Norwesters from Thunder Bay, the
Lancers are on a three-game wiruring
streak.
They hope they can ride their
streak into their home opener against
the tough Western Mustangs on
Wednesday, January 13. Tipoffis

8:00.0

Native peopleboo Olympics
MONTREAL ( CUP) - Native

N ote:Applicantsmust be registered
in the facultyof Social Science

Mtnistryof
Colleges and
Unrvers1ttes

Continued from page 19.
the perfonnance of his team, particularly since the Lancers were playing
two tough squads.
"We were hoping to play these
two," Thomas said, refening to
Concordia and Queen's. Thomas
was also interested to see how the
University of Chicago would play
against Queen's, due to the preseason hype they received in Sports
Illustrated.
"Queen's turned out to be the
better team," he said
However,~ was &appoint-

and university groups in Montreal
have joined a call by the Lubicon
Cree of Alberta to boycott the
1988 Calgary Olympics.
The Mohawk nation of Kahnawake,south ofMootreal, demoostrate.d
against the passage of the Olympic
torchthrooghtheirreserve
in December.
The Mohawk Band's decision
came as the anthropology department
of McGill University voted to support
the boycott of the Olympics called
for by the Lubicon Lake band.
As well, an ad hoe student
group has been formed at McGill to
condemn the decision of the university's McCord Museum to participate
in the Spirit Sings native art exhibit
at the Calgary Glenbow Museum.
The exhibit is part of the Winter
Olympics celebrations and is sponsored by Shell Canada, a company
which operates oil drilling on Lubicon land
The Lubicon Cree hope the
boycott of Olympic events will draw
attention to the federal and Alberta
governments' unwillingness to neg<r
tiate land claims with the band.
Without land claims, the Lubicon
have been forced to let oil companies
exploit their territory since the 1950s,
destroying the vegetation and chasing

Cree.
"We feel support for this kind
of boycott is politically consequential
or else we wouldn't do it," said
anthropology professor Colin Scott
"The government of Alberta and
Canada are embarassed when the
international spotlight is put on the
circumstances of oppressed native
people."
Scott added that Canada should
not "use someone else's tradition
to celebrate its own national identity
while blatantly ignoring the rights
and welfare of Indian people whose
past they' re busy glorifying."
The decision by the department
animals away. As a result the band
to join the boycott came after anthrosuffers from chronic malnutrition
and an epidemic of tuberculosis has pologyprofesoorBruceTrif,gerresigned
from his post as honorary curator
broken out
"We've got multinationals taking of the Mc Cord Museum because of
all out resources - these are the the museum's collaboration with
same people organizing the Calgary the Calgary exhibit
The McCord Museum and the
games," said Lubicon chief Bernard
Ominayak during a recent visit to Olympics have also been critic ized
Kahnawake. "That's why we went by student groups at McGill.
"We hope to organize a demonahead with the boycott."
Despite arguments by McCord stration near (the university) when
Museum directOf Marcel Caya that the Olympic torch comes through
" there is nothing to gain by involving Montreal, " said McGill student
political issues in cultural events " , Killian Holland. "We're making a
the McGill anthropology department concertedeffortto support the Lubicon
decided unanimously in November people in their boycott of the Spirit
to support the cause of the Lubicon Sings exhibit. " O

NOTICE OF MEETING

Ontario Student
Assistance
Program
1987-88

THERE WILL BE A MEETING
OF THE

Apply now/

The deadline fo r submitti ng
your 1987-88 OSAP app licatio n fo rm is 90 days befor e
the end of your schoo l year.*
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One OSAP applicat ion form
lets you apply for:
• Ontar io Study Grant
• Canada Studen t Loan
• Onta rio Student Loan
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that must be filed in order to
continue your interest-free
status.

Students' AdministrativeCouncil
Universityof Windsor

..

If yo u have already applied
to OSAP and wish to appeal
for additiona l funds , yo u
should conta ct your Financial
Aid Administrator immed iately.
Fo r further information and
dead line dates for an appeal,
co ntact yo ur financial aid
office .
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TUESDAY,JANUARY12,1988
3:30 P.M.
BOARD OF GOVERNORS
WINDSOR HALL TOWER

All Studentsare Welcome and
Encouragedto Attend

While most of my sporting colleagues were recovering
from New Year's Eve celebrations of one sort or another, I
sat in the early morning cold watching the U.S. college bowl
game with the dubious distinction of the earliest starting time.
The Cereal Bowl, hosted by Battle Creek, Michigan since
1967, has traditionally posted a kick-off at 6: 15 in the
morning. While it meant I didn't have to miss any of the
biggies, it also meant the playing field of natural turf was like
concrete in the sub-Arctic temperatures.
It also meant I missed most of the parade, since it ended
well before sunrise. I was really disappointed since the
celebrations were especially gala, marking the bowl's 20th
anniversary. (They forgot to celebrate it when it actually
occurred)
The Cereal Bowl is played by the champion of the Upper
East Mid-Western American Conference and the varsity
team from a city college in a major grain-producing state with
the best win-loss record. This year matched up the Upper
Peninsula University Ice Gladiators and the Kansas City
College Chaff, in one of the most exciting games in recent
memory.
The 0-0 final score doesn't give a sense of the drama in a
game which included 54 turnovers, 6 missed field goal
attempts, and a total of 33 penalties for 450 yards.
U.P.U. coach Johns Hopkins was philosophical about.managingjust a tie, with his heavily-favoured Ice Gladiators ·
squad coming off its most successful season ever.
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Thisis week's
this
obviously
burning
Below
a list ofalley
sometests
of the
more
prominent
of thequestion.
football

"They
got lucky,
I guess,
huh?"
Hopkins
said.
The surprising
skill
of K.C.C.
coach
Mel Globe's
team
helped put fourteen U.P. U. starters in the hospital in the first
quarter, and Globe admits these injuries influenced the rest of
the game.
"Sure, we came out swinging," he said. "But my guys
knew they were outclassed. The y were fighting for their
honour on that field today, and I think we put in a pretty
classy showing."
Still, the violence of the game has sparked some heavy
soul-searching among its sponsors, Kellogg's Corporation
and Quaker Oats Inc.
"Geez, when you think about it, that game is just to make
us some money and give us some good publicity," said
Kellogg's public relations director Keith Kline. "Maybe it
isn't worth risking the lives of all those fine young men. On the
other hand what else would they do?"
Rev. Jerry Holloway is president of Quaker Oats, and
also expressed misgivings about the Cereal Bowl.
"If it even meant something, some kind of victory or
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~
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fests.
You
even have
thecan
teams.
To solve
stumper,
simply
pick the
winner.
If you
get more
thanthe
twelve
of' em,
you ·
must have been locked in your basement for the last few
weeks.

If you have spent the Christmas holidays crying out for
your regular dose of sports puzzlement, agonize no more.
Once again, our weekly brain twister returns to befuddle and
confuse.
This past weekend mercifully brought to an end the orgy
of American college football bowl egos that invariably keeps
the gridiron groupie glued to his television set The network
fall all over themselves with excitement and pre-game hype.
But does anyone really truly give a damn who wins these
games, unless they directly decide a mythical national
championship?

A) Bluebonnet
Pittsburgh or Texas
B) Sugar
Auburn or Syracuse
C) Hall of Fame
Alabama or Michigan
D) Rose
Michigan State or Southern Cal
E) Orange (championship)
Miami or Oklahoma
F) Sunkist Fiesta
Florida St or Nebraska
G) Gator
LSU or South Carolina
H) Peach
Indiana or Tennessee
l) California
Eastern Michigan or San Jose St
J) Sun
Oklahoma State or West Virginia
K) Holiday
Iowa or Wyoming
L) Cotton
Notre Dame or Texas A&M
M) Liberty
Arkansas or Georgia
N) Citrus
Clemson or Penn State
0) Aloha
Florida or UCLA

glory, I could see it being worthwhile," he said." But let's face
·91-oz 'v'1:::rn (O
ANSWERS
it it's between two nothing teams that no one cares one whit
·01-S£ •uoswat:) (N
. LZ-0£ 'OW3 (I
about"
. L 1-oz "11\~JOa!) (W
·zz-LZ ·aassauua.1 (H
Battle Creek mayor Tommy Shanks disagrees.
____......_.
.........
~.........
~---=---,......_,_' ·n-0£ ·ns'l <o -----.----....~-------------,..._--=--~ ·01-~£ ·w~v S1?xa1.n
.. This game is for the little guys. The Rose ..BmYJ.
the r,....,,..,.......
·6r-oz, "'orfx - ,-~~~·sz-r£ ·.nwnsVf>!JOH(!I
Orange Bowl. only big schools can play in those. Don't you
"££-~£ ·nso <r
·v1-oz '!we!w (3
think that these little collegesdeserve somesort of recognition?"
"L 1-0Z '3l'11lS ueli!lf:>!W (O
Yes, Mr. Shanks, I do. Ifs time for those whining liberals
·vz-sz'trnii\q:>!W t::> If anyone has any ideas for future quizzes. we'd love to
who all went to Ivy League colleges with big budgets for
·91
l'l1
pa\l
wnqnv
~ asn:,eJAS (8 hear them. Send them up to The Lance. and leave them with
academics to back off our college football system. The Cereal
LZ-Z£ •sexa.1 (V Brian LeClair. Sports Editor.
Bowl is a great American tradition. Don't let it die. D
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Dance
to the Music

Argent

MyGuy

Brenda Lee

Sweet Noth ins

Sly & The
Family Stone

Hard Days Night

Drifter s
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Dancin ' in
the Streets

Mary Well s

Midnight
Rambler

Spencer Davis
Group

Thi s Magi c
Moment

Arthur Conley

Shotgun

Martha Reeves &
The Vandellas

Sweet
Soul Music

The Beatles

GimmeSome
Lovin'

Frankie Ford
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Doo what?See if you can matchthe tuneswith their performers!
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Lancerhockeyteam plays
wellin Calgaryand Toronto
by Scott A. Pattison
While the majority of our student
body took it easy over the holidays,
the Lancer hockey team played
in two holiday tournaments.
The Lancers travelled to Calgary,
Alberta to compete in the Dinosaur
Classic, which involvedvariousteams
from both Ontario and Alberta.
Windsor was unable to get by the
host University of Calgary squad,
dropping a 5-4 decision, but fared
well againstO.U.AA West powerhouse, York Yeomen. The Lancers
beat the Yeomen by a score of 7-2.
Last weekend the Lancers were
involved in the Ryerson Invitational
Hockey Tournament up in Toronto,
and wound up in the finals against
Ryerson Rams on Monday night.
Saturday's contest, against the
l..aurentian Voyageurs,was a fiercely
contested game, which Windsor
won 3-2 on a third period goal by
newcomer Pat Mowat. Strong goal-

tending by Kerry Kerch, and a
couple of goals by team captain
Ken Minello, were just enough to
hold off the offensive minded Voyageurs, who outshot Windsor by a
total of 37-23.

GRE . GMAT . LSAT
Classes
Diagnostic and Practice Tests

game against the Rams.
With their contest tied at two.
Ryerson's Mike Mirti scored at the
1:16 mark of overtime to lift the
host Rams to a victory over Windsor,
as well as a tournament title.
Hoy and Mowat accounted for
Windsor's scoring.
There were four Lancers named
to the AU-Starteam forthe tournament
Ken Minello earned a spot due to
his four goal performance,and Mahon
and Pickersgill for their strong offensive play. Defenseman Roy Russell
was the last Lancer chosen.
The Lancers return to OUAA
action with a pair of road games
this weekend at McMaster and
Brock.They will be hopingto improve
on their 8-3-1 record and first
place standing in the OUAA West
Next home action will be Saturday, January 16 vs. Toronto, and a
3:30 matinee the next day against
Laurier.lJ

The Lancers took on Kent State,
and promptly blew the American
team out of the arena by a final of 9-

3.
The first period saw Windsor
jump out to a 5-2 lead on a pair of
goals by Ken Minello, with Dan
Mahon, Rick Pickersgill, and John
Hoy adding singles.
The second period was quiet for
the Kent State goalie, but the Lancer
attack returned to cause him trouble
in the third period.
Jim Lepine notched a pair of
goals in the period. Mowat and
Terry Turner also scored for the
Lancers.
Unfortunately for Windsor, their
luck ran out in the championship

NOW in WINDSOR

Available

P.O. Box 5012
Windsor, Ontario
N9J 2L3
Ph.: 97 8-0220

The
SAC

Feer Counselling Centre

STAYS
WEST
Windsor
Brock
Ryerson
Laurentian
McMaster

OUAA Hockey (West Division)
W
L
T
F

GP

12
13
13
14
16

8
7
6
5
l

3
4
7
9
14

OUAA VOLLEYBALL - WEST DIVISION
TEAM
MP
MW
ML
TP
Waterloo
6
6
O
12
Western
6
5
1
10
Guelph
6
3
3
6
Lauri er
6
3
3
6
McMaster
6
3
3
6
Windsor
6
1
5
2
Brock
6
0
6
0
Team
Windsor
Brock
Waterloo

GP
2

w
2

l

1
2
0
0
1

72
72
61
72
31

0

2

94
54
42
53

99
55
48
60

Welcomes Everyone BncJ.,
We will he here to serve you,
be_qinning Jan un ry 7 7, 7988.
The Peer Counselling Centre is located
on the 2 nd floor. University Centre.
!lope everybodg had rrhnppzJ holida~lJ!

2
0
0
0

@trtj 1j ;ffi f..1
429 Ouellette

THE NEW STUDENT GATHERING

PLACE

World's Greatest Texas Style Burger
(1 /2 lb of beef)
3.95 with fries and condiments
Only $2.95 with Student I.D.

DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY
7 NIGHTS A WEEK

UNIVERSITY
OF WINDSOR

LANCE

17
16
12
10
3

I
0
0
0

Withalance
~card,
you'vegot
a ticketto ride.
r

TP

OWIAA VOLLEYBALL - WEST DIVISION
WEST
MP
MW
ML
TP
McMaster
6
6
0
12
Waterloo
6
4
2
8
Windsor
6
4
2
8
Guelph
6
3
3
6
Lauri er
6
2
4
4
Western
6
2
4
4
B.tock...
u.
0
6
0

OWIAA WEST BASKETBALL
2
Guelph
TP
A
F
McMaster
115 107 4
Laurier
55 44 2
Western
92 92 2

L
0

A

41
64
89
81
114

TOP40
_.&.-.

Y~u~ t~A~E I
-
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& MORE

Our restaurant and dance floor are open
'til 4am on Fridays and Saturdays

..

Name

Mon-Thurs 9pm to 1 am (No cover, no minimum)
Fri-Sat 9pm-1 am $3.00 cover ($2 with I. D. card)
1 am-4am $5 cover ($3 with I. D. card)

I

Get your G. W. I. 0. card for special

V. I. P. treatment!

I ~~~~.Ar.~~~~~~ij.

i

Here's your ticket to front row seats for Lancer and
Lancerette sports action year-round.
If you're interested in joining our crack sports team,
contact this man, Brian LeClair, at the Lance Office, 2nd
floor University Centre. Then you can get one of these nifty
cards that guarantee you access to anything. It's better than a
Mastercard Gold Card. Really.

"PS

~

MIDNIGHT MUNCHIES
SERVED NIGHTLY

Ia,~.r~~~t~
1:00om-3:30om
Homburgers-$1.39

NACHOS- _99 ~
FRIDAY& SATURDAYONLY
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FOR THE CONVENIENCEOF WINDSOR
MOVIEGOERSWE HAVE TAKENOUT
TI-ITSAD TO SHOWYOU THE
COMPEITIORSPRICELIST:
ADULT

$5.50
$5.00
$3.50
$3.50

YOUTH

CHILD
SENIOR

AND OUR PRICE UST

$2.00 .
ALL SEATS ALL OF THE TIME

-~-

SHOW r IMES

7:00pm & 9:00pm
Midnight Shows

FRIDAY, January8 and SA TURDAY, Janua,y9

Tlit!T~t
WhereEverydayisDinlunt frzy
804ERIE ST·E·

253-0051
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Iannihasbigplansfor·smalluniversity
by Robert Croley

UJ

t

Lance photo by Tom Pidgeon .

Pr eside nt Ro n Ia nn i in his sparta n co rn er office.

niv~r~ityofWindsorpreside~t Roniannihas
a v1s1onfor the future of this campus-and
he's thinking small.
Ianni believes bigger is not necessarily
better for the quality of education, and given
the funding crunch in Ontario, this university should concentrate on developing on its present scale.
"You have to be building on a solid base," said Ianni, in
his fifth year as president "It's a balance between a good
range of programs and being so large so as to be impersonal
and intimidating."
Ianni will be presiding over Windsor's 25 th anniversary
capital funding drive beginning February 16 with a gala kickoff at Cleary Auditorium.
A goal of $16 million has been set-with about 60 per
cent already having been committed.
The Ontario government will be coming across with $5 .5
million. the biggest chunk announced thus far. The City of
Windsor has earmarked $3 million. while Chrysler Corporation
has promised a surprise gift to the U. ofW. to be announced
at the Cleary kick-off.
··1 want to give (Chrysler) the opportunity to announce
it:· said Ianni in declining to divulge the dollar amount of the
eift.
The funding will achieve some long-tem1 goals: the
relocating of the Faculty of Education in the Sunset Street
building which currently houses the Faculty of Business ( the
school is presently located near the E. C. Row expressway on
Windsor's southwest side). and the erecting of a new. larger
business building near its present location.
Dependent upon the success of the drive are other
projects. including the construction of two additional floors
atop the University Centre and the building of a parking
structure to alleviatethechronic lack of space currentlv available.
And while Ianni is quick to note improvement in the
Ontario government's commitment to post-secondary education.
he said .. it doesn"t address the basic problem of core

funding ...
"They have to take a much closer look at the whole
question of accessibility and underfunding. One should
always ask the question 'couldn't more have been done?'"
Looking to the future, Ianni said he believes the student
voice should always have a high profile at the U. of W.
·· I don ·t think anyone who is anxious or ab le to contribute
to this institution cannot do so. If the organizations are
accessible. there is a marvelous opportunity to do a lot more
· to make student views known."
He said students are often the source of blue-ribbon
solutions to the many problems facing universities today.
"When their ideas pan out, they tum out to be the most
innovative.
·· 1 can't contemplate students not having a strong voice in
decision-making at this university."
He encouraged students to become involved in the ir
student union. the Students· Administrative Council ( SAC).
.. I hope they will take an increasingly strong role in their
future. I hope many students take a keen and active interest in
SAC."
Ianni' s vision for the future of the university has also
gained broad support among many SAC executives. They
respect his ideas-not necessarily only on faith.
Peter Ostojic, SAC vice president ( administration) said
projects to upgrade current facilities are ·· a major stepping
stone to the future.··
"(The administration)

is adressing many of the problems

that exist at the University of Windsor. The parking problem
has been around forever. and classroom space is always a
problem .
.. I think Dr. Ianni and the administration are doing.a very
good job ...
Ianni said students will have an opportunity to voice their
opinions at a public meeting to be held Feb. 11. A location
has yet to be decided though '"it will be a large hall, probably
Ambassador Auditorium.··
On hand will be representatives from campus planners,
DuToit. Alsop. and Hillier. to address concerns students
have with future development of the campus. LJ

Unfortunately
...

Underfundingremains"tJ:~r<ilJ
1emf~ JJ,igh
ereducation
he fact that virtually..allacademic~ents
at the University .of Windsor are seriousl:y;:unaerfunded is part of an ongoing, provincewide phenomenon. And, there seems to be a
strong consensus as to where the burden of
bould fall: Queen Park.
-.
A surveyof ~elll8-here
revealed no real surprises.
contacfedim<fthey believe our university's admirustf&..
uoa b1domg its ~ to support ~ics-blltJliere
willbe
no relief until the Ontario government makes a stronger
commitment to pQSt-seconda,ry education.
Typical bf de~ents
operati~ underCOllditiQDB
of

"1 ~r had a problem obtaining grants myself, out since
becoming dean I have seen how difficult it can be. With U.S.
universities generally funded more thoroughly than they are

I in Canada. we may lose a lot of talented people."
Contacted in Toronto, Bob Kanduth, communications
for the Ontario Confederation of Faculty Associations ( OCUF A). said the problem of underfunding is universal in Ontario.
"(Faculty at the University of Windsor) are quite right to
believeit is not a case of administrations withholding funds
from their departments. The lack of base funding for
universities is breeding a very serious problem.

L

' director

~ssors-faced
with the prospect of / ''One of the biggestconcems we have is abo ut the amount
becoming hard-pressed to provide !Ofdollars that are currently going into targeted funding." he
a challenging course.
explained. "Butcore funding was a serious pwoblembefore
~g
increas ingly difficult for professors to the Liberals came to powerandwill continue to be until the
1'18 a reae&rch paper or more than one test during a given government puts serious emphasis on universities and colterm, he said "Classes are expanding beyond the optimum ·1eges."
level for quality education. If we could only find money for
.. So far we haven'tseen any sip they'regoing to tackle
additiOQ.D~g
assistants."
the problem in a me~
J way."O
dllliRi...,"811!v

____
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DIVERSIONS

.
LSund ay, Janua ry 24
1 -Gay coffee social. 1-5 pm. Videos: "Sex. Drugs and AIDS"
\ and ''The Immune System" will be shown between 1-2 pm
j and open social following. Coll 973-4951 for further info.

ARTS
UNTIL February 21
- The Art Gallery of Windsor showcases recent acquisitions
of contemporary art. Works obtained in the past 15 months
are featured including pieces by Andy Warhol, Joe Fafard
and Cynthia Short.
UNTI L Ja nuary 31
- Time as a Minute is an Artcite exhibition featuring
painting. photography, drawing, film and sculpture by the
students ond faculty of the visuol arts school at the
University of Windsor. Hours 10 am-5 pm Tuesday through
Saturday and Sunday 1-5 at MacKenzie Hall,3277 Sandwich
street.
UNTIL Februa ry 10
- Michael Hall: Mind To Matter, The Waltz Sculptures
opens at the Art Gallery. Michael Hall is a U.S.artist and 1
head sculptor at the Cranbrook Academy of Art. Hall will
give a free lecture on his works at 7:30 pm on January 8th at ·
the gallery,
January 16-Fe bruary 21
-Opening
today is RECONNAISSANCE. an exhibition t
featuring photographs at the Art Gallery of Windsor. Also
opening at the gallery today is a photo exhibit by Ottawa
,photographer Lynne Cohen.
NOW Through January 21
- ERTE,The Master of Art Deco, an exhibit celebrating the
artisrs95th birthday. 29469 Northwestern Hwy.. Southfield.
UNTIL J anua ry 15
- GREATWHITENORTH.an exhibltion of recent Canadian
art. School of Visual Arts, University of Windsor.

MISCELLANEOUS
Every Tuesdoy
-Artcite presents "Industrial Impact: Varrous Points of
View' from 7:30 - 9:30 pm. Various members of the public
and private sector will be discussing the impact of industry
on society and the environment.
I Thursday, January 28
- Iona Co llege presents"Themes in Theology'' for 5 consecutive weeks starting Jan. 28. from 7-9 pm. The presentations are
to be g iven by the Reverend Ted Blackondthefeewill beS25.
Call lonaCollegeat 973-7039.

l

THEATRE AND CINEMA
January 1 · March 5
- "Tartuffe" by Moliere. At the Hilberry Theater. Wayne State
University. (313)577-2972.
January 22 & 30
- "Mame" continues in repertory at the Hilberry Theater
(Cass and Hancock) at 8 pm. For ticket info. cal l 577-2072.
UNTIL Febr uary 2
-The Neil Simon/Burt Bacharach/Hal David musical
"Promises, Promises" based on the 1960 movie The Apartment continues Tuesdaythrough Sunday at the Birmingham
Theater. 211 S. Woodward. Birmingham. Mich. Tickets are
$15.50 - $21 U.S. at the box office (313) 644-3533 or
Ticketmaster outlets including the Windsor area.
January 26-31
- "CLOUD 9," the bizarre dramatic comedy by Caryl
Churchill, produced by the Actors Alliance at the Detroit
Music Hall, 350 Madison. through Jan. 31. For info. and
tickets call (313) 642-1326.

MUSIC
January 16
-Orchestra Hall presents Kodo Demon Drummers. at 8
pm. Call (313) 833-3700 for ticket information.
January 16 & January 11
- The Windsor Symphony presents Raymond Spasofsky on
Piano. Playing Smetana. Chopin, and Bruckner. Concerts
at 8 pm Sat. and 3pm Sun. at the Cleary Auditorium. For
· tickets and info call 973-1238.
January 22
Lance photo by Phil lngenkamp .
-A guitar recital by William Beauvisand Stephen Wingfield
January30
at 8 pm at the University of Windsor School of Music. This
- The Windsor Symphony presents "La Boheme" with the
program, part of a series.includes works by Joplin, Scarlatti.
Michigan Opera Theatre performing at 8 pm at the Cleary.
and Turina. Tickets are $7 adult and S4 seniors and
Music by Giacomo Puccini, David Bennett conducting. For students. For info coll 253-4232 ext. 2799.
tickets and information call 973-1238.
Saturday, January 23
Until January 24
-Jazz great Lionel Hampton performs at 8 pm at Detroirs
- The Meadow Brook Theatre presents "Educating Rita."
Orchestra
Hall. 3711 Woodward.Tickets $8. $10. $15. $20. and
6:30 pm. Ca I (313) 377-3300 for ticket information.
$25 USat the box office
SOCIALS
SUnday, January 24
- International Youth Symphony.2:30 pm at Cleaiy .AJ.Jditoriurn
featuring soloist Cindy Engler in Haydn's oboe concerts in C.
. First Sunday, Every Month
- Friends of the Court present Sunday Matinees in TicketsS4 general admission and S3 tor seniorsand students.
Mackenzie Hall's Court Auditorium - Entertainment for all. Tickets available at Cleaiy box office.
S4 adult. S2 seniors and students. For more info coll 252- Friday, January 29
- Echo and the Bunnymen perform at the HillAuditorium. Ann
6855 or 972-1160.
Arbor. Call (313) 423-6666 for info.
Saturday , January 16

- "Make on Impact' fundraiser for Artcite from 9-1 pm. $25

tor general admission. includes buffet. beverages. and
music by the Boperotors. Call 977-6564 or the Art Gallery of
Windsor at 258-7111 for info.

Saturday, January 30
- The 11th annual Ann Arbor Folk Festival 6 pm at Hill
Auditorium. Musicians include Tom Paxton. David Bromberg
and Holly Near Tickets S16 US Call (313) 763-TKTS
for tickets.

are worth it!
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Programgoeson offenseagainsthar~ment
by Renna Bruce and Cathy O'Neil
Have you ever been sexually
haras sed? Do you know of someone
who has been? Now, help is available.
Marge Holman, the first sexual
harassment advisor at the Univer sity of Windsor unveiled the Policy
and Procedures for sexual harassment at a presentation Tuesday .
January 12.
The university has implemented
a proposal Holman made last year
on the basis of a year and a half of
work. The policy is designed to
protect the victims of harassment
and offer confidential advice.
The major focus of her program
is to educate the university about
what constitutes or is perceived to
be sexual harassment This kind of
information can lead to increased
sensitivity of previous offenders to
ribald jokes, sexist comments or
offensive materials.
According to the university,
sexual harassment is:
I )any unwanted sexual attention
made by a person who knows that
such attention is unwanted; or
2)any implied or expressed
promise of reward for complying
with a sexually oriented request: or

3)any implied or expressed
threat of reprisal, in the form either
of actual reprisal or the denial of
opportunity, for refusal to comply
with a sexually oriented request; or
4 )any verbal or physical conduct that emphasizes sexuality in
what reasonably may be perceived
as a hostile, intimidating or offensive
manner.
Holman described the act of
sexual harassment as offensive,
inappropriate and unacceptable. It
can interfere with schoolwork, and
cause stress and anxiety. "It may
sound comical but it has become a
reality," Holman said.
The policy recognizes there is a
need to talk to someone without
losing the confidentiality necessary
for academic survival. It also
recognizes the need to eliminate
fears, anxiety and threats that often
hurt the victim.
However, the most important
thing to the victim is the need for
such behaviour to stop. Holman ·
offers a confidential discussion of
your problem and possible recourses: an intervention at your
request only for an informal complaint and committee hearing. If
this step is unsuccessful, a formal
complaint can be made and a corn-

mittee hearing take place; again at
your request and authorization
only.
Complaints must be made to
the sexual harassment advisor
within four months of the alleged
harassment except in the event of•
exceptional circumstances,
for
example, grade endangerment
Holman stressed the person who
lodges a complaint for sexual
harassment should be certain. as
this matter is very serious and can
have repercussions on a person's
career.
If you are being sexually
harassed there are several steps
you can take.
Try to keep concise records of
offenses, perhaps bring a friend or a
pocket tape recorder to confrontations with the harasser. Talk to
other people and find out if the
same person is known for such
behaviour; people that sexually
harass are repeat offenders, you
may not be alone.
Approach the offender and tell
the individual that sort of behaviour
is not appreciated and request that
it cease. A letter to the person can
be effective, if a direct confrontation
is too difficult. Finally. seek advice
from the sexual harassment advisor.

The Policy and Procedures
document is now available and is
designed for the whole university
campus. Sexual harassment is iilegal and Vyou feel you are a victim
of such harassment-report
it
For more information, contact

MargeHolman.the sexual harassmentadvisor,at(519)973-7057 in
the West library.
Whatever you do, don't look
the other way ... you do have a
choice.0
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Studentfightsfor Jrivolous'fees
Lance photo by Phll lngenkamp.

by Scott Ingram

Students'
Administrative
Council does not come with a
money-back guarantee.
At its Tuesday meeting, council
defeated a motion by vice-presidents Brendan Thomson and Chris
Mcintyre to refund $62. 70 of his
SAC fees to first year student Al J.
Teshuba.
Teshuba complained that he
didn't use most SAC services, and
that many of those, such as the
Subway pub and C entre G rap hics
should run at a pro fitan d t hus can , t
·
really be consi der ed services.
The main problem, in Teshub{l's
estimation. is that students are not
.------------------------------------------,

properly informed of SAC operations and thus cannot make use of
them.
He told council his point was
one of principle, and if succes~ful in
his appt;al, he would contribute the
money back to SAC coffers.
.. At least this way, it's my own
free will," he said.
President Ken Alexander said
failure to use services was not
grounds to request a refund. He
compared the fees to income taxes,
which go to provide many government Servl·ces that meet the needs
of a mi·non·ty of Canadi"ans.
Computer
Sci·ence Society
president Dave Mayo agreed
··Whether you li"ke 1"t or not.

you're part of this university," he
told Teshuba.
However, Thomson defended
Teshuba. at several points coaching
him in his remarks.
"Maybe there is a lot of frivolous money that isn't being spent
wisely," Thomson said
After several councillors criticized Teshuba for his "arrogant
manner," he offered an apology.
"Next time I'll be more serious,
but I think I got my point across,"
Teshubasaid. Afterthemeeting. he
said he would be running for a
council position in the upcoming
general election.
"I think the whole SAC process
could tum into profit... he said.

A worker dons a respirator to protect him from asbestos as he tean
down the drop ceiling in the University Centre. Renovations to expand
the Centre's office and desk space continue, with some inconvenience
to student traffic. but Centre manager MaryLou Thibert assures us
we'll all be glad for the changes when they're completed.
.. Give me one year with it in a
position where I can make a difference."
In other council business.
Alexander presented a draft proposal for SAC restructuring which
would modify the executive positions and selection procedure.
Under his recommendations,
vice-presidential and commissioner
titles will not be automatically
carried over from year to year.
Instead a maximum number of
positions will. be established and
each council will have the authority
to create job descriptions.
According to Alexander, the
process will reduce the authority of
the executive.
.. In effect what it is doing is
putting more power in the hands of
council." he said.
However. not all the concillors
wanted the power .
Law representative Jay Swanborough said the vice-presidents
should be elected by the students at
large . "I just don 't like the appoint ment concepL" he said.
A non-binding straw vote
showed the majority of council
favoured Alexander's proposals .

•••

Chief Electoral Officer Geoff
Bastow has made a couple changes
to election procedures.
New council positions were
added for the faculties of social
science and business administration, bringing their totals to three
and two representatives respectively.
For a full list of open spots, see
SAC ad page 21.
He also got council approval to
count election ballots Thursday,
February 25. the day after the
voting, rather than immediately following the close of polls.
The change will mean a more
acurate count the first time around,
since scrutineers and returning officers won't be tired said Bastow.
Council decided the benefits overrode the concerns of Lance reporter
Kevin Johnson . who pointed out
the r,ampus newspaper ' s production
schedule. coupled with study week
followi'lg the election. will mean
the paper won't publish results until
two weeks after the election.

•••

Council also ratified a new
international students commissioner, Gangarem Singh, to replace
Shairoz Ramji, who vacated the
post last semester. D

OPUSto host do
Lance photo by 111111
11...

*-iip.

Native peoples' lawyer Paul Williams discusses legal strategy with a aroup attending the Aboriginal
Peoples' Race Relations Conference. His address on land claims was one of several workshops conducted
Dec. 10-12.

The Organization of Part- J ime
Students will sponsor a wine and
cheese reception and study skills
workshop Sunday, January 31.
All ~time undergraduates
and
their families are invited to the
event in the Blue Room of the
University Centre from 12-6 p.m..
Free child care will be provided.

The reception will run 2-6 p.m.
The study skills workshop, 122 p.m., includes time management,
improving text reading skills, and
improving no~taking and listening
stills. Pre-registrationforthe workshop is required with a $3.00 fee.
For moreinformation call Sharron Mailloux at 25~87. D
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FermezFermi
The nuclear power industry's motto should be'1gnorance
1s bliss'.
As long as people are ignorant of the dangers of
nuclear power. Detroit Edison (who owns Ferm, 11)and the
industry in general will not mind endangering m1ll1onsof
lives near their nuclear plants to generate power and
money. To quote one U.S. American env1ronmental1st."As
long as they can keep the lld on ,t.you're not going to hear
about 11."
Even our own nuclear regulatory bodies (who are
supposed to protect us) act in collusion with the industrv
In Canada. the Atomic Energy Control Board gives d1spensat1on to Ontario Hydro at the Pickering nuclear
generating station. 32 km east of Toronto. to continue
operating while half the eight reactors at Pickering could
not be licensed under today·s safety regulations.
In the United States 1he Nuclear Regulatory Commission ( N RC) along with General Electric kept secret for 12
years a report by G.E.'s own design engineers stating the
Mark I reactor type(Ferm1 II has the largest Mark I reactor
ever built) is unsafe.
According to a N RC worst-case scenario a melt-down
at Ferm, II. 1ust 30 km southwest of Windsor as the wind
blows. would result 1n8.100 deaths.13.000 cancer deaths.
349.000 rad,ation 1n1uries(loss of ha,r. sktn falling off. etc.).
and $136 billion tn damages in one year within a radius of
113 km around the planet. Neat eh?
Equally despamng 1sthe satety record of a $4.35 b1ll1on
nuclear plant (ong,nally supposed lo cost $229 m1ll1on)

THE BLOODBOIL

which caused Detroit Edison to be fined over $500.000 in
1986 alone for safety v1olat1on One group of sc1ent1sts
aptly refers to Ferm, 11as the "dinosaur of the nuclear
industry.''
Neither 1sDetroit Edison a stranger to meltdown. Ferm,
I was the first commercial power plant to have a partial
meltdown tn 1966. giving birth to the book We AlmostLost
Detroit.
The Lance thinks generating nuclear power for commercial use ,s too dangerous to be left to a free enterprise
svstem or even governments. as the Chernobvl disaster tn
the Soviet Union demonstrated They cut too many safety
corners.
It's nice to hear we are trying to get away from destroying
our planet's surface ,n search of fossil fuels. but nuclear
f1ss1on,s not the answer to our energy needs . Thev could
be better met by investing all that wasted monev tn sate
energy forms such as solar or wind power. not to mention
some good old-fashioned energy conservation. Reduce
nuclear power to small research reactors only.
Locally. the Lance supports the Essex County C1t1zens
Against Ferm, 11and other area groups 1n their as vet
unsuccessful attempts to shut down Fermi 11permanently
It's frightening to think Detroit Edison cannot qet rid of
F-erm, 11for the love of money.
We urge our readers to inform their local pol1t1c1ansof
the1r_v1ewsand go lo the ECCAF's public meeting in the
Moot Court at the Faculty of Law on Feb. 10 at 7 30 to learn
what you can do lo stop F-erm, 11
.

KEVIN JOHNSON

The incredible ''draftJohnson" chorusfalls on deaf ears
Let's squelch those wild rumours right now. I'm not running for
SAC president Hell's bells. last time I checked. I wasn't even a
registered student
So why bother you with the disclaimers?
Because every year about this time. people around here start
asking me.
For those of you too new to the scene to remember, J, Kevin
Johnson, ran for thepost in 1985, and I've been trying to live it down
ever since. Mea culpa. mea culpa, mea culpa.
In those days, I was more involvedin student politics than student
journalism. I even held a cabinet post during the second term of
David Laird ( I even got a Christmas card from the guy last week).
Other cabinet luminaries included campus fixture Gerard O'Neill
and Jon Carlos Tsilfidis.
Over the course of that year, I realized I had a deep-seated
philosophical difference with Tsilfidis. When he looked to walk to an
easy victory in his bid for the top spot that 8Prini, I tbrew my hat in
the ring and got badly thraabed. I didn't even come in second.
Luckily, I liked die Lance people better anyway, so ...~.:..1g
O\let
here wasn't unpleasant in the least. With my obvioustalents ( that's
supposed to be a joke), I gained rapid piomodon to uaociate news
editor under John Slama( anybody will teUyau be shouldhave been
editor-in chief that year). By aecond semester. I was news editor,
serring with the libs of Desmood McGrath and SusanMcllveen
(whom anybody will teO you should have been editor-in-chief the
next year).
Being editor meant power beyond my wildest dre111111
and the
beady payofS42 a week.or11bout~ an hour.Tboee were tbedays.
I wasgenetally pretty ethical as newsguy,so it came as a surprise
when I had folb coming up and asking if I was really ,oing to
challen,e Tst1fidis'shot at a second term. See, whenf d bad a joyous
eemeater of sbooCingSAC fish in a barrel.
it mayhavebeentiDd of
slimyto takethemon. Plus.I just plain didn't want to. I wantedto
stay whereI was appn,c:iated.
Wei, I wasappreciated,
andwhileTsilfidiswent on to nmSAC

tor another year. 1 took over the Lance. Naturally, our editorials effort to it (Witness Tsilfidis' creation of a new full-time vice
sometimes included criticism of the direction he took with student president for communications.)
council, because 1hemedia always take on an adversarial tone when
I disagree. Unlike some cynics, I also believe that students can
there is no effective opposition. The problems set in when SAC let run their own affairs, but I think we are qualitatively different rrom
that interfere with our working relationship as members of the the administration.
Student Media Corporation.
As anyone who has tried to change a bureaucracy can assert, its
I remember a classic meeting at which Carlos finalJy laid his most powerful weapon is inertia. In the university setting.-add time,
cards on the table.
because students will eventually move on, but the administration has
''Look, Johnson. are you running for president or not?"
an institutional memory as old as the hills.
Well, I had to laugh. Literally. Thethoughthadnevercrossedmy
The prime weapon in the arsenal ol a student movement is
mind A Lance editor running for a SAC position would be lynched students. Energy, imagination and numbers are what we have that
by his own staff, SAC, andthestudent body at large acting in unison. they don't Unfortunately. centralization and professionalizationare
At least s/he would deserve to be, anyway.
the perfect strategies to lose the ability to mobilize student support
So we broke out a fewof my old campaign posters and stuck them for SAC initiatives.
up around the office here just for kind of a joke., see?
Rather than fosteringthe fuhrer principle, SAC should encow-age
Then. this year, just last weekas a matter of fact, I happened to leadership at many levels, and allow as much of the day-to-day
weara suit. and hadthreedifferent peopleaskmeif this meant I was operationsas possible to lie with students interested and involved in
considering enteringthis yeais contest.Geez! I mean,it was funny Jr&*Srootll
worlt.This leads to more, not less, accountability.
the rustcouple ol years. but now...!
The bigest complaint swdent politicians of all stripes hold
The suit thin&is indicathieof the real problem with Students' .,.tnst their comtitilenta ~ thatclasic bane of all existence, apathy.
Administrative Councilto my way of tbinkm&
thus this extended
Well.aeriously now, pys, how can peoplt ,et excited about
prologue to a few oblervatioaa to guide you in the dispating
things overwbicb they have noc:catrol?That includes.SAC as well as
campaianto come.
die ldmin.
See, suits.
To mate people inteitsted, you have to offerthem real power.
To me, that pretty much swns up the whole endwada of Power to change as well as fill traditional roles. In tkne, SAC can
wrongitude in student politicianland.
build a base of mass support that wlD give them uue legitimacy
Tsilfidisat leut wu forthript about ll He held strong belief in among the student populace.
the ability of students to run theirown affairs.
and tboupt that meant
Student attikes are a traditional tool in preagmepolitics. They
the centralizationof powerand conuol in thebandsof a professional aen't that uncommaa.Imagine if SAC calJedone for say, February
SAC corpe whichcouldrival theranb oftheuniversityadministration 4th. They'd be lucky if half the executive went aloag with it That's
and governmentbureaucracies.
the legacy of an orpnization in which decisioas are made by a few.
The theo!y ia that If you free students from school workandlive
We're wastingthe talents of thousands of brightindividuals. If we
than full-time positions, they'll be better able to cope with other ever see a SAC presidential candidate able to tap that potential, we
people holding full-time positions. It'll even be more democratic could realfy rock. fm 81ill not aonna
run.D
because they'll be ableto inform students better by devoting a lot of

Changesinconvenient
forstudents
----=

:---.

by Kevin Johnson

l

What gives with SAC elections? Can
those guys never get anything right? I ask
you.
This year's Chief Electoral Officer, Geoff
Bastow, is a conscientious fellow. He has
finally devised a system of balloting that
makes it very difficult for candidates and
their flunkies to cheat.
He has rationalized voting by faculty and
instituted a host of other sensible. longoverdue reforms. I'm looking to this year's
general elections to be run more smoothly
than any since the practically-flawless 1985
contest
But a couple of changes are unnecessary
and in my opinion. will mean hassles for
average students. One of these is the elimination
of general advance polls.
Neither law nor education students will
be on campus for the February 24 election.
Bastow made provision for them to vote
earlier.
What about the rest of us?
Traditionally, SAC has run a poll the day
before the general election to accommodate
those whose academic schedules fall in the
cracks.
This year. the election is on a Wednesday.
and there will be no advance polls for
students who are unable to get to school that
day.
Let's say you have no classes on Wednesdays. Let's say you have to work. Or you
have to go to your mother's house for her
birthday. or whatever. What solace can SAC
offer you?
Tough. You just don't get to vote. If you
can't get to a ballot box on Wednesday. Feb.
24, it must be assumed you don't care about
the future of student government.

I've had semesters when J've had no
classes on Wednesdays. and as a consequence.
didn't come in to the university, especially
right before study week. If this system had
been in place. I would have had to walk one
hour in wintry weather to exercise my demer
cratic option. This is fair? This is accessible?
Rather than leave that rhetorical question
hanging, let me answer it. I don't thjnk that
this restriction on access is reasonable.
Said one SAC-type: "Yeah. but the lists
are split now and it would be reallv. really
bothersome to deal with advance polls."
Tough. Why can't the CEO just keep the
one masterforthe Tuesday poll and then split
it up for Wednesday if they're afraid of
repeat voting ( ie., cheating)?
On a tack closer to home for me, how

about Bastow·s move to do the ballot-counting
on Thursday morning instead of immediately
after close of polls Wednesday? He intends
it to end the painful. tired procedure and
replace it with bright. sunny counting. Sounds
great so far. I bet.
The problem is no one can find out what
the results are because the Lance, font of all
campus knowledge. cannot possibly print
them. We have to go to press Thursdays no
matter what late-breaking stories are coming
in; that's just when our printers can fit us into
their tight schedule.
And since the election is right before
slack week, we won·t publish the winners and
losers of the SAC election until two weeks
later. Holy mackerel! Forget it being front
page news by then.

The candidates and the general SAC
cronies and hangers-on. including the Lance
staff. will know the results, but ordinary
students won'L The real shits of the situation
is that SAC council appears blind to the fact
that there might be a problem here. After all,
they'll know plenty soon enough. Don't they
care about regular folks who may be interested
but can't be bothered to make the trek to the
SAC office?
I even raised this point at Tuesday's SAC
meeting. but they shrugged it off. Discussion
did not ensue. After I pointed out that
students would wait two weeks for election
results. the subject changed.
Maybe they're right. If their main priority
is going to be expediating their work. why
should students-at-large care?LJ

Whocaresaboutadministration
apathy?
by Trish Ronan and Mary E. Donohue

In a recent article in the Lance the apathy
of the students of this university was commented on. The apathy of the students is
evident but are the students the cause of it?
We as students in our fourth year at the
university tend to feel that some of the blame
of the students' attitude must be placed on the
administration. Case in point: the Faculty of
Education.
The F acuJtyof Education does not recognize
one of its own degree programs, drama in
education. Although drama in education is
part of the School of Dramatic Arts it is not
part of the performing arts.
These students are not seen in the plays
put on by the University Players, although
they do play a part behind the scenes which
adds to the creative process. Creativity is the
key word in the School of Dramatic Arts
building. Drama in education majors learn to
use these creative forces as a, tool to communicate. Students learn how to use sensory
awareness and drama to stimulate creative
potential in others enabling them to learn the
basics of education in a more positive way.
The primary objectives of the drama in
education program is to teach future educators
to use developmental drama and correlated
arts to teach skills, concepts and to encourage
creativity and development in children and
adults.
This skeleton definition of drama in ed.
does not cover the djversity nor the potential
that this program is capable of producing;
rather it is to clarify the misconception of the
students and the administration that we are
trained to be nothing but mothers and glorified
babysitters. It is not a chip on our shoulders
that causes us to bring this to your attention
but rather a need for clarification about our

program and its goals.
In November oflast year. Dean Innerd of
the F acuity of Education was a guest lecturer
attending Dr. Orr's class. the Psychology of
Early Childhood Education. Many students
in our program attended this cl ass to hear the
policies of their own Faculty of Education.
Unfortunately we were appalled by the attitude
of the dean toward our program and its goals.
One student announced herselfas a student
of drama in education: Dean lnnerd's reaction
appeared to be negative. Trus negative attitude ·
continued throughout the question and answer
period stating that play and education consist
of more than .. cut and paste". Thjs patronizing 1
attitude continued. When asked about the
Faculty of Education's entrance policy in
relation to the experience in the field of
education he stated. "'Experience rr.eans
nothing, everyone has been a babysitter."
To compare the academic placements of
the drama in ed. students, which include
organized lesson plans. to babysitting is
unfounded. Perhaps Dean lnnerd is unaware
of the reputation that these students maintain
in the educational system in Windsor. A
prominent teacher in the public school system
stated that the third year drama in ed.
students placed in her class were more
prepared than the students from the faculty of
education.
Dean Innerd stated that the only determining factor in being accepted to the faculty
was the applicant's academic standing. His
reasoning for this was due to legalities, hence
experience obtained in the communityentrance policies. In comparison with three
whether it be in drama in ed. or any other
highly-rated faculties of education Windsor
program-was
acknowlegdged but legally
seems to be falling behind the times. Queen's
could not not considered as substantial, as a
relayed to us that their decision is not based
qualifying factor for acceptance.
solely on academic standing. Applicants
After considerable research we found
must fill out a profile documenting their
some interesting discrepancies with Windsor's
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experience in the field of education. This
documentation offield work is given a 50 per
cent weight in conjunction with the applicants'
grade point average. Similar to this, Brock
University considers experience a 40 per
cent determining factor when they end out
their acceptances. Finally, Western has developed a unique system of its own. This
system enables them to take advantage and
obtain students who have compiled a considerable experience profile.
In the areas of primary and elementary
15 applicants only are excepted on the basis
of the average mark of 60 per cent and an
outstanding experience profile. While researching these statistics an interesting point
was brought to our attention bv the above
stated institutions; they give p~eference to
their own alumni. Windsor's Faculty of
Education does not feel it is necessary to give
special attention to its graduates. henceforth.
apathy?
We feel it is time that the university and
its administrators start to invest in the students.
We find it hard to conceptualize that with an
honours degree in drama in education, earned
at this university, we are not given special
preference by our own faculty. We are only
asking for respect for our degree by the
university that granted us this degree.
We realize the enormity of the task of
choosing successful candidates for the Faculty
of Education. Yet we feel that radical changes
must made to our faculty's acceptance policy.
Perhaps these changes could start with realizing a a1_;greein drama in education is not
just a teachable subject but a way of teaching.
The University of Windsor is something to
be proud of, so is drama in education.
It is time the two connected. Perhaps the
first step in connecting the two is dissolving
apathy and~
thelinesof cooummication.D
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• Hand Lettered Composites
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859 Moy Avenue
Windsor, Ontario

253-4535

MONfREAL(CUP) Criminal~
have been laid this month against
Montreal gallery owner Ebie Weizfeld for displaying an allegedly
indecent photograph.
The photo, taken by Montreal
artist Martin Lebowitz, showed a
woman's hand holding an erect
penis. It was impounded by Montreal
police July 22.
Copies of the September2 issue
of the McGill Daily which reprinted
the picture were removed from the
standsby the universityadministration.

BYBLOS
DONAIR'S

When U.S. folksinger Charlie
King penned those words, he hadn't

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS
Byblos Announces
Our Winter Specials
When you order ourDonair Platter
Shawramma Platter
or Byblos Plate
You will receive your choice of desert
(Baklava, Lemon Cake, or Almond
Cookie) or Coffee for FREE.
Vegetable

seen the Student Placement and
Career Counselling Centre's list of
prospective employers.
The centre is bringing a number
of companies on-campus for hiring
interviews in January and February.

Company
Martin. Tilley & Company
Accounting Assistant
All State
Various
SHL-Systemhouse
RC.M.P.
make appointment at Placement Office
Electronic Data Systems
Systems Engineering Dei•elopment Program Candidate
Canada Packers
B.A. Commerce/Chemistry
Metropolitan Life
Sales representative
Inco Limited
Geological En!!ineer Mines Exploration
C. I. L. Incorporated
• Beaver Lumber Company Ltd.
Manaf!ement Trainee Program
Sun Life
Computer Science
A.C. Nielsen
Computer Science
Summer Employment
Bell Northern
Engineerinf!, Math. Computer Science
Ontario Hydro
Ministry of Tourism
Histoncal lmerpreter
Ontario/Quebec Student Exchange

RESTAURANT
Great Food
at
Great Prices

Weizfeld case was October 29.
The summons was received November 9.
The confiscation of the student
paper containing the photograph is
closely related to the case, said
Lebowitz.
"Because it was printed in a
university paper the reaction was
more authoritarian but the same
questions are being addressed." he
said "Aro th:lsequestionsarefreedom
of expression and infringement of
artistic rights." D

Companiesto conductinterviews
Our life is more than our work,
and our work is more than ourjob.

2180 WYANDOTTE ST. WEST, WINDSOR, TEL. 252·0040

Weizfeld is being charged with
exposing indecent material in a
public location. If convicted, he
faces up to six months in jail or a
$1,000 fine. According to Stuart
. Russell. Weizfeld' s lawyer, his client
will enter a plea of not guilty.
In addition, W eizfeld is entering
a separate motion that the charges
be dismissed because- according to
Quebec law - they were issued
more than three months after the
complaint had been received. The
deadline to press charge in the

They offer full-time and summer
positions.
Further details are available
through the centre, Room163 Dillon
Hall. They advise students to note
application deadlines.

Application Deadline
Jan. 28

Interview Date
T.B.A.
Jan. 22

Jan. 25

T.8.A.

Jan. 20
Jan. 28

Jan. 19 & 20
Feb. 3
Feb. 9

Feb. 5

Feb. 10

Jan. 13

T.8.A.

Jan. 15

Fe.9&10

Feb. 19
approx.
Feb. 4

Feb. 29
approx.
T.8.A.

Jan. 14
Jan. 20

T.B.A.
Feb. 3. 4. 5

Jan. 20

T.B.A.

Jan. 22

Feb. 22

Soup-95<t
Dine-In ONLY

"ONE BITEAND YOU'LL BE
BACK FOR MORE."

foryou.

booklets
business cards
enve!opes
flyers
invitations
labels

letterhead
newletters
reports
resumes
stationary
tickets

The real printers.
We're fast. We're good. We're ready.
4800 Tecumseh Rd. E.
1 block east of Pillette
Windsor, ON N8T 188

(519) 974-6776

Maximize your options for tomorrowtoday.
Chartered accountancyoffers graduates
of all disciplines the satisfactionsand
rewards of a wide range of professional
career opportunities.
Give yourself flexibility by choosingthe
right course options.
For information about becoming a CA,
call (toll-freefrom outside Toronto)
or.write Career Informationat the
Institute.
THE INSTITUTE OF
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF ONTARIO
69 Bloor Street East, Toronto M4W 183
(416) 962-1841 (Toronto area)
1-800-387-0735 (outside Toronto)
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Rwh to Zimbabwe

'Any pretentions... aboutbeinga crusadingreformerquicklydisappeared'
by Alan Rush
The spectre of South Africa is
haunting the southern African nation of Zimbabwe.
Lying on the southern frontier of
the troubled country, South Africa
poses a constant security problem.
The military receives about 15 per
cent of the Zimbabwean gross
national product (G.N.P.), which
is a terrible drain on its precious
resources.
In neighbouring Mozambique,
the government is battling the
Mozambique National Resistance,
which is supported by South Africa
in its bid for power there. Zimbabwe
is involved on the government side,
with a large part of the national
armed forces operating in Mozambique. A land-locked country,
Zimbabwe must maintain the railway and pipeline links that run
through Mozambique to the sea
This was really my largest impression of the country during my
stay. One gets the impression of a
nation working toward a cause.
Citizens have the goals ofuniversal
education and health care which
they have been striving for since
independence in 1980.
However, these goals are constrained
by the scarce resources of a developing nation.
There certainly are day-terday frustrations, and by no means are there
the conveniences and comforts of
the West.
Of course, three months spent
in one small part of the country is
far too short a time to be able to
make claims of understanding the
working of Zimbabwean politics
and foreign relations.

My placement by Canadian
Crossroads International in Zimbabwe lasted close to four months,
from mid-May to the end of August
last year. During most of that time I
was teaching two classes of English
at a secondary school in the town of
Hwange in the northwest of the
country.
C.C.I. is a pri.vate, non-profit
organization that sends Canadians
to developing nations for four to six
months to experience differences in
culture and to see first-hand some
of the problems and challenges
which a nation may face. The prer
gram also operates in the reverse,
by bringing volunteers from the
developing world to Canada for the
same period of time.
Before I left for Zimbabwe, I
had been told that I was going to be
teaching in an urban placement.
Even knowing this and having the
sessions of orientation under my
belt, was not enough to be fully
prepared for the placement
Hwange is just about l 00 km
from the Zambian border. Most of
Zimbabwe is on a plateau which
runs from the northeast to the
southwest, but Hwange lies in the
lowveld ( lowland) of the northwest
so it's warmer and drier than most
of the country. During my entire
stay there I did not see rain once,
since it was winter and the dry
season.
The town ofHwange is the only
productive coal reserve in Zimbabwe, and the sole reason for the
town's existence. The total population is about 30,000 but you would
not know to look at it. There are
four villages separated from each
other by about I Okm depending on

the operations of the mine.
has been managed by the Angler
The mine is the controlling controlling share of the mine and a
influence in Hwange. Its full name new general-manager was appointed
is the W ankie Colliery Co. Ud. while I was there.
I taught at Hwange Secondary
(Wankie being the place-name of
School, which is in the village 10
Hwange before independence).
The colliery built all the housing km away from where we were living.
f m in no position to make general,
for its employees and allocated it
according to their position in the authoritative statements about Zimcompany. As a result, management babwe' s educational system just
and skilled workers such as engineers because I taught there for three
receive the best housing as a perk to . short months.
But Hwange
attract their skills to that isolated Secondary School definitely has its
part of the country.
problems.
Supplies are scarce and textOn the low end of the scale, the
common workers live in crowded books are shared among three or
villages in houses of only two rooms. more students. The school was
Since the average family size in built in 1964 for about 200 students.
Hwange is seven children, one can Now, the same building has over
imagine the living conditions. This 700 students and about40 teachers
system was established well before on staff. Overcrowding is a prer
independence in 1980, under the blem and the students come in
shifts in the morning and afternoon,
Rhodesian regime.
since the school simply could not
The Wankie Colliery Co. Ud

hold everybody at once.
It took a while to adjust to this
environment. The coal dust is everpresent and even though English is
the official language, our different
accents presented a temporary
problem.
In the balance, I think back on
the whole trip as a very positive
experience. I realize that I did not
do a thing to change the course of
Zimbabwe's history. Any pretensions I might have had about being
a crusading reformer quickly disappeared.
I made friends and passed on a
bit to the people in my classes, but I
cannot help but feel that I gained far
more from the experience than I
was capable of passing on.
There is something about the
people and the land that grows on
you. Given the chance, I would
certainly return. D

Womenusuallynot scientists,and viceversa
HALIFAX ( CUP) - Women still
are not considering the option of a
career in science, according to a
researcher at Dalhousie University.
"There are no barriers to a
female student going for a Ph.D. there will be ajob offer. The students
are simply not choosing to," said
Chemist Dr. Katherine Darvesh.
Darvesh is concerned that women
need more role models in order to
become involved in chemistry, physics and biology. She said the biggest
problem is attitudes.
Forty per cent of those studying
undergraduate chemistry in Canada
are women. But the number drops
to 25 per cent at the Ph.D. level,
according to Anne Alper, the execu-

tive director of the Chemical Institute
of Canada
Out of Dalhousie' s 26 chemistry
professors, one is female, reports
the university's faculty association.
Yet there are more female instructors
than male - a position which does
not impose research mandates. Instructors tend to run labs and help
students.
Dalhousie's Darvesh says the
scientific community is trying to
determine the reasons behind the
few women in graduate studies.
Some factors may be a lack of day
care, time constraints on women.
and society'sattitudestowardsworking
women, the researcher says.
The chemist says women walk

into their science classes andwonder
why they have no female professors.
It's difficult to see science as a
possible career without role models,
Darvesh said.
Darvesh says many women don't
consider themselvesintelligentenough
to do research.
"This is going from the frying
pan into the fire. It's a woman's
own self-imposed barriers. The two
careers are equally difficult."
But she says that placing women
in positions of authority and advertising the role women play in the
scientific community are the keys
to getting more women involved.

with Campus Marketing
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Doytono Beach (WE DRIVE Packages Only) We use
nothing but modern highway coaches
• Eight Florido days/seven endless n,ghts at one of our
exc1t1ngoceonfront hotels. located right on the Doytono
Beach str,p Your hotel hos a beautiful pool ,un deck. air
conditioned rooms. color TV.and a nice long stretch of
beach
• A full schedule of FREEpool deck parties every day
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good time.
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Smokersto butt out
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Watch out for an unusually
high number of nicotine fits next
week.
Thursday marks the beginning
of National Non-smoking Week,
traditionally an opportunity for tobacco users to break the habit. This
year's theme. Women and Smoking.
will be the subject of a media blitz
by the Canadian Council on Smoking
and Health until Weedless W ednesday. Jan. 20.
The council hopes its statistics
pointing out the dangers of smoking
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Your climb to the top begins
with a professiona Ily
prepared resume.
Student Media Services
can help ,you
get there.

-

will convince Canadians to quit
Pamphlets distributed by the
group centre on a number of issues
of particular concern to women,
including studies indicating smokers
run higher risk of infertility and
miscarriage. According to the council, about 25 per cent of pregnant
women continue smoking throughout
term. exposing their fetuses to carcinogens and other harmfulsubstances.
After birth, babies and children
may be subjected to chemicals from
tobacco through breast milk and
second-hand smoke.
For those using contraceptives.
there are other consequences. Smokers on "'the pill"' are 39 times more
likely to suffer from heart disease
or stroke than non-smokers or nonpill users.
However. the council notes there
is reason for optimism. If children
can be alerted to social pressures to
smoke. their incidence of taking up
the habit between 12-14 years can
be reduced 50 per cent.
Called ·social inoculation', the
approach reaches the average age
group for new smokers .
John Garcia of the Ontario Interagency Council on Smoking and
Health compared the technique to
"inoculating a child with a needle
to prevent a biological infection."
If young people aren't smokers
by age 20. chances are they never
will be, he said. [J

The universitv·s health community is preparing. its own activities
for National Non-Smoking Week.
Volunteers will hand out buttons
and leaflets all week in the Universit,
Centre. and yet another speaker
will disturb the peace of happy
lunching smokers in the Grand
Marketplace.
Dr. Debra Hellyer. a local respirolog.isL will discuss the links
between smoking and lung disease
md other medical problems. Owen
Kline. chair of applied arts at St.
Clair College. was involved in the
formulation of that institution·s strict
smoking policv. He will open tor
Hellyer.
The festivities get under way at
12:00 noon. Wednesday. Jan. 20. 1

FOR11!E CDNVENI.ENCE
OF WINUSOR
MOVlEGOERSWE I (AVETAKENour
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January 15-21

Empire of the Sun

Your choice of:
8 type styles
11 paper samples
Price includes typesetting. layout
& printing
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Show Times
7:20pm
9:40pm

Midnight

·-·

CUIOUU

Shows

Fri. Jan. 15 & Sat. Jan. 16
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...=..-.

See your on-campus resume service
2nd floor, University Centre
or call 253-2288

I

/contains

brutal violence & n11d1ty/

Admission for midnight
shows $4.00
($2.50 with membership
card).
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STDis not just shortfor stud
Dr. W. Wren. M.D.
Marg Aubr_\. RN.
WELCOME BACK! We hope
you had a great holidav-we did!
The Ne" Year brings a few
happy changes to Health Services.
Renovations are complete. and vou
\\ill find a bright new waiting r~m
I watch for the new entrance). and a
sound-proof receptionist area where
you can be !!tlaranteed confidentiality
as you call or come in: and a
modem. ve~ functional nursing
station. dispensa~· and laboratory.
We are ve~· proud of these facilities
and welcome your inspection. We
are grateful to the Administration
of this Uni\'ersity for responding to
our concerns. and acting quickly
and generously to make Student
Health Ser;ices on this campus
one of the most attractive in this
province.
You will become aware of new
programmes geared to serve vou
better. Our Health Education prer
gramme continues and our first
endeavour for the New Year will be
an AIDS workshop sponsored by
the School of Nursing and Health
Services. This workshop will deal
with professional and social implications of AIDS. the effects on
Health Care Workers and School
Policies. It will be held in Ambassador Auditorium on February 10,
1988 frorn 7 pm to 8 pm.
We welcome the questions you
submit in our green·• Health Wanted
Boxes" located in each residence,
Student Health Services and the
Student Centre.

.

STDs affect the sexually active:
young and old alike.
YOUR CONCERNS
ARE
OUR CONCERNS!
Q. What is Gardnerella?
A Gardnerella is a vaginal infection.
characterized by a creamy, odorous
discharge. It may cause painful
intercourse or irritation. As with
most vaginal infections. women
should avoid tight jeans, nylon
underwear. bubble bath, perfumed
soaps and even coloured toilet paper.
Sometimes gardnerella is not treated

if it is found incidentally and there
are no symptoms. It is not usually
transmitted sexually. If symptomatic
or severe, the infection is usually
treated with a I0-14 daycourse of
Flagyl. Alcohol must be avoided
with this drug.

A. For those of you who are not
"familiar" with S.T.D.'s (hopefully)
it means "Sexually Transmitted
Diseases". I think we would have
to say Chlamydia is most common.
The problem with Chlamydia is
that people can pass the disease to
their partners without showing any
symptoms. Chlamydia can be passed
through oral, anal and vaginal sex.
When symptoms are present they
resemble symptoms of gonorrhea;
vaginal or penile discharge, usually
not profuse, burning or pain during
urination and even some itchiness.
Chlamydia requires a special culture
medium for diagnosis and not all
doctors ~o this test. Treatment is
Te~acyclme or one ofits derivatives.
It 1s usually promptly effective.
Neglect can cause inflammation of
the prostate, testicles, and tubes
and is probably the most common
cause of sterility.
Q. I have been told that I have low
blood pressure. Is this dangerous?
A. Count your blessings. In young
people. in the absence of shock or
other pathology, this is a definite
advantage. You'll live longer!
Do you want more information
about Birth Control?
Do you really want to stop
smoking?
ls P.M.S. a problem?
Do you want to lose those extra
Christmas pounds?
Call Marg Aubry RN. at Student Health Services, 253-4232,
ext 3260.0

RHARVEY'S
OFFERso
''FUEL'' FOR THOUGHT
,------------------,
BUY ONE HARVEY'S
CHAR-BROILED
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I would like to take advantage of this
special student offer at 50% OFF

Please deliver The Globe and Mail to the address
below. Enclosed is my cheque or money order or
charge card authorization for O 13 weeks - $25.03
D 26 weeks- $50.05
Name _________________
_
University _______

Campus _____

_

Residence
Street

Room # -----City ______

_

Province

Postal Code ____
Student 1.0. # ___
This address is O On campus O Off campus
D Cheque or Money Order Enclosed O Visa
D MasterCard O American Express
Charge Card Expiry Date----------

I Telephone#
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I
I
1

1
I
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_
_

I

Charge Card#------------(required to validate offer)

Note: Offer valid only where home delivery is available
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.. If you wereto join the Lanre,.staj
f .youcould do
all kindsof reall
y amazingthings,see. For one you
coulddrawsociallyrelevantcartoons(left);or write
news,sports,arts - even do layout!!
continuedon page 20.
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Special
University
Offerl!

With Specific Stylist
PLUS 20% off all other hair
services
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Woody Allen Movies

Sun ., Mon., Tues ., Wed.

NOW OPEN SUNDAY 12-5
Bring Your Coupon

n:»10

551 Pelissier St
973-4977

405 Pelissier . weno sor
254 -6865
• Open 7 days

• Sweaters
eMask s
• Folk Art
eJewellery

• Ponchos
eTapestrie s
• Mayan Pieces
ectothing

INTHE SKY
10 % off with Student
·· FROM THE ORIGINAL

• Sweate rs
eT apestri es
e c tothing
eJ ewell ery
HANO CRAn"EO

I. D.

TO THE EXOTI C"

• Fo lk A rt
eAfric an C arvin gs
e Plan ts
eWhip s

IM PORTS FROM #,ROUND THE WORLD

sponsored by
Students
Admini strat ive
Council

2 POSITIONS OPEN
Appointment
Bookings
Centre Desk
Main Floor

Portraits Taken
S.A.C. Second Floor

February 1-5
5 Days ONLY
Photographer: Erica Lazi
Master Photographer of
Beta Photos Co. Ltd.

519 RICHMOND STREET
LONDON. ONTARIO, CANADA
N6A 3E8

Applications are now
being accepted for students for the Electoral
Monitoring Committee.
Contact
Geoff
Bastow, Chief Electorial
Officer at S.A.C. on the
Second Floor University
Centre 253-6423.

PHOTOSBYMATTHEWTALES

Canadian law forbids the export of military g~
continue currently waging wars. But the Ca~
government does not recognize the 200,000 dea1
Timorese as victims of Indonesian aggression. Ina
dated July 30. 1985, AG. Vincent. director d
Southeast Asia Relations Division of External p.
wrote that "we do not considerthat the situation ir
Timorwarrants a suspension of arms sales to Inda~
Regehr says sales to countries like lndoneSlo
wrong in principle. "They bolster the overall ea~
unjust regimes to maintain themselves in power
Lamb adds that purchases of military gOOdst
Third World countries in a number of other ways
purchases, he says, soak up resources that cout
used for social and economic development. Af1d
often increase the power of the military, thereby stur
political and democratic development. fostering
ruption and encouraging despotism.
Thomson compares arms exports to the drug tr
"They debase the supplier and bankrupt the rece,
he says.
oreover, says R
exports of Can
arms to countries
poor human r
records
und9!!) ...
Canadian
crea11..,
at international °'f"
tiations aimed atq
trolling the arm~
of the major
Without
negot1
internatlonal
~
ments. saysRegeh
ments. says Regerv
world arms trade!
remain "essentio 1
of control."
Regehr saysthe
ent uncontrolled ~·
sent uncontrolled
~
trade in arms hasrr
possible more them
wars with more the'
million combat de!.
since World War II
When Archie Co
bell takes me on o
through the inter~
booths in the ma~Q~
of the conferen~.,
Genevieve des Riv,
Canada's trade~
missionerfrom Santq
Chile, deep indi~
with an industry ret
~~:..a.-.-:_,
sentative.
1

t

rn!"---~

By Alex Norris
Reprinted from the Charlatan
canadlan University Press

t tend clock on a cloudy
March morning, Archie
Campbell. head of the
Overseas Division of External Affairs' Defence
Programmes Bureau,
welcomes me to the
second floor of the Ottawa Congress Centre.
Three hundred and
eighty of Canada's top
"high-technology and
defence manufacturers"
have gathered here at
government expense to
meet with Canadian
trade commissioners
from around the world.
Thetrade commissioners
are acMsingfile busiresspeople on how to trrcrease their sales overseas.
The conference is
not open to the public
or the press. Peace
activists protesting the
participation of trade
attaches from countries
known for their systematic human rights violations
have
made
organizers especially
wary of outsiders.
But someone has decided that a Quebec business
reporter and I should be given a quick tour of "Hi-TEC
'86". Apparently we are the only two members of the
press to have expressed an interest in seeing the
conference this year And Campbell has been assigned
the job of giving us the tour.
Campbell is a pleasant, soft-spoken man, balding,
bespectacled. BeforeshoNing usthrough the conference,
he s~tsus down in the reception area to give us a
briefing, and I ask him if I might obtain a copy of the list
of firms participating in the conference.
"Oh no," he says apologetically. "You see, we've
had a problem In the past with the protesters. We don't
wantthemtogeta
hold of the list so we're not giving it
out to anyone outside of the conference.
"If the protestors were to get that information,"
Campbell explains, "they'd just misinterpret it."
But when the business reporter asks to see the list,
Campbell pauses for a moment and then decides her
request is reasonable. He scurries off to a computer
terminal on the other side of the reception area.
With Campbell gone, the business reporter turns to

me. She appears over-worked and anxious to file a
quick story. "Not very dynamic, is he?" she complains.
There's a pause, and then she asks if I am with "the
protestors." "l understand their point" she explains, "but
we 're in difficult economic times right now. These days
you have to think about jobs."
Campbell returns with a long computer print-out
listing the firms represented at the conference. Some of
Canada's most prolific arms exporters are on the listcompanies like Litton Industries, Garret Manufacturing
Ltd., Bristol Aerospace and Canadian Marconi. At the
conference. they'll get the chance to meet with trade
representatives from South Korea. Indonesia, Pakistan,
Turkey,and Chile-countries named by Amnesty International for extensive human rights abuses, such as
torture, political killings and the imprisonment of dissidents.
Canada is expected to sell about $2 billion in
military goods this year. Eighty per cent of that. according to Murray Thomson, co-founder of Project Ploughshares, an independent peace research organization.
will go to the United States. with the remainder spl!t
evenly between other NATO countries and the Third
World.
Thosefigures may seem impressive, but they pale in
comparison with those of the world's largest arms
merchants-the
U.S.. the U.S.S.R.,
France, Britain, West
Germany, Italy and Israel-which account for more
than 70 per cent of global military exports.
Still, Canada is a significant arms exporter. Ernie
Regehr. Project Ploughshares research director, says
Canada belongs to a second tier of arms exporters
which inc:udes countries like Czechoslovakia, Belgium
and Sweden. While not among the biggest exporters,
those countries still do a brisk business in arms sales.
Canada has had one of the world's more restrictive
policies governing arms exports. but John Lamb, executive director of the Canadian Institute for Arms
Control and Disarmament saysthat policy "has begun
to drift."
··ir s become gradually more elastic and lessrestrictive over the last seven or eight years," he says. Even
before then, according to the review of World Military
and Social Expenditures, published yearly by a
Washington-based research group, Canadian arms
were ending up in the hands of repressive regimes.
A 1980 study conducted by the review showed that
$100 million worth of Canadian arms had gone to Third
Wand governments with "the poorest human rights
records" in the five preceding years.
More recently, Canadian arms sales to Indonesia
have come under fire by Project Ploughshares.Indonesia
has recently bought military vehicles from Levy Auto
Parts Company of Toronto and ammunitions from
Val~artler Industries of Montreal, according to the
organization. Meanwhile, Indonesia has been embroiled
in a bloody war in the former Portugese colony of East
Timor. Amnesty International says that since the
Indonesian invasion of East Timor in 1975, about onethird of the territory's population has been killed.

I ask Campbell if I might have a word with her.
he says apologetically, that Ms. des Rivieres ~
booked up for the morning. So are Donald Camel
Canadian trade commissioner in Indonesia, and .il
Cheh, his counterpart in South Korea.
However. I am permitted a few minutes with woi
Maybee, Condo's trade representative in Cairo
While Egypt is by no means the worst human rt
violator at the conference. ifs clear that Camp~
going to continue steering me away from trod~
taches brought in from the more "controversiar cour1
Does Mr. Maybee, I ask have any ethical qud
about promoting arms sales to Egypt? After all
country is located at one of the world's most voi<i
flashpoints, and it has been cited by Amnesty I
national for a good number of human rights violaW
Moybee's smile weakens and Campbell
uncomfortable, clearing his throat repeatedly
glancing at his watch. He tells me ifs time·to get g"I
Federal government assistance to arms ~
facturers exporting to the Third World is increos
according to Lamb. Forinstance, since 1979, Co~
embassy defence attaches have been told to 1
opportunities for military sales to each country wrl
they are statione~, he says. As well, the onus of pro
whether or not a military export is harmful has shi'
• from the exporters to the government regulofl
Moreover, both Liberal and Conservative politic J
and upper-level bureaucrats, he says, are waverir'C' d
their commlttment to regulation of Canadian o1 />
exports.
sc
Lamb attributes this" drift" to lack of public pressi ..
"During the Vietnam War, the publlc was particur c
sensitive about the military, and the climate was
difficult for those promoting arms exports to the,
World," he says.
n
"As that perception has changed. its b~
H
easier for those wanting to export (arms) to do so v
In March of last ysar, the governmenrs e~ 0
regulations were amended. resulting in the dele~ti<t.e
a phrase prohibiting Canadian arms exports
"regimes considered to be wholly repugnant to
e
dian values, especially where such arms could be h•
against civilians."
sc
When NDP MP Nelson Riis raised the issue In c
House of Commons in Novernber, ExternalAffairs Mi u1

I

J

and leftist guerrillas and. saysAmnesty International. is
violating human rights on a regular basis.
Perhaps Segal's best example of how Canadian
military goods can end up in the wrong hands is found
in Canadair's export of T-33 jets to Bolivia, a country
noted not only for its frequent human rights violations.
but also for its extreme political instability. According to
Segal. Conadair has sold at least 14 T-33jets to Bolivia
since 1974. And on November 5. 1979, these jets were
used by the Bolivian airforce "to fire machine gun and
rocket salvoes in strafing runs over a crowd of civilians"
in the capital city of La Paz. he says.
fter leading me out of
the conference hall,
.AJchieCompbell agrees
to answer a few questions about "H~TEC'86".
We're in a more crowded part of the reception
area now Businesspeople and civil servants are leaning back

Joe Clark assured him that the provision had not been
eril't deleted in order to facilitate arms sales to Chile. Dave
in
Adam, chief of the departmenfs ExportControls DMsion.
said the phrase had been deleted because it created
;~~~ "confusion" for Conadian exporters and government
officials.

°,

,as,
,e l

But External Affairs spokesperson Denis Comeau
now attributes the deletion to" an administrative error."
He saysa provision dealing with human rights violators
Willbe put back Into the restrictions after department
officials complete their internal review of Canadian
export policy.
Regardless, it should still be possible for Conadian
exporters to pursue arms sales in countries with poor
human rights records If new provisions restricting such
sales are interpreted by the External Affairs Export
Controls Division as liberally as the previous regulation.
under which arms sales to Indonesia and Pakistan were

allowed.
And, in any case. Canadian manufacturers can
circumvent federal restrictions by selling military hardware to go-betweens in places like the United States.
Israel and Brazil. who in turn export arms to human
rights violators. For instance. Ottawa Ploughshares
member Jon Segal says helicopter engines manufactured by Pratt & Whitney Conada of Montreal have
been sold to Guatemala. The engines are sold to the
United States for use in the Bell412 helicopter. which in
tum is sold to the Guatemalan government. Amnesty
International says that the Guatemalan government
regularly practices torture and extrajudicial killings ("a
pseudonym for murdering citizens who get In the wdy,"
says Segal).
A similar arrangement according to Segal. allows
Bristol Aerospace Limited of Winnipeg to supply
helicopter engines to ElSalvador. whose government ls
presently embroiled in a bloodl/ cMI war with nationalist

The accompanying video display shows tanks and
armoured personnel carriers rumbling through the
jungle on a wal~sized screen.
Throughout our chat Compbell stresses"the growing
importance of the civilian secto( at the high-tech
conference. It doesn't seem to bother him that 10 of the
countries represented by Canadian trade representatives
at Hi-TEC'86 have been cited by the review of World
Military and Social Expenditures for their "frequent
official violence against citizens." or that every major
Canadian arms manufacturer has been invited to the
conference.
He says"ifs not necessarily the case at all" that arms
"intended for the defence of a country against outside
regimes" will be used against civilians.
Asked if there isn't a greater possibility of this
occuring in countries like Indonesia or Chile. Compbell
saysthat "if the equipment has a significant chance of
being used against civilians they (Canadian manufacturers) would not get an export permit."
And when confronted with the fact that export
permits have been issued for arms sales to Indonesia.
Campbell says he's "not aware" of such permits being
issued
That evening, federal International Trade Minister
James Kelleher. Conservative MP for Sault Ste. Marie,
gives a speech to participants in the conference.
The Hi-TECconference. he says, is only one of many
ways the federal government assists"high-tech and
defence" exporters Kelleher explains how other federal
programmes, such as the Defence Industry Productivity
Programme and the Programme for Export Market
Development assist Canadian arms dealers.
After boosting that Conadian military exports to the
U.S."reached a level of 1.6 billion in 1985.on increase of
20 per cent" Kelleher tells his audience about his
governmenrs other "priority countries for defence and
high-tech product exports." He proudly announced
that he's met with ministersin eight Pacific rim countries.
including Indonesia and South Korea, to promote the
sale of Canadian "defence and high-tech products."
"We will continue our efforts:· Kelleher tells the
businesspeople and civil servants."to increase market
access. improve trade competitiveness and help you
do more effective international marketing. But It is really
up to you and your companies to develop your own
export priorities and initiatives."
In doing so, the minister tells the assembled arms
dealers. "you are acting on behalf of all Canadians,
including your shareholders."
Jon Segal, who quit his job at on Ottawa high-tech
firm because it was moving into military production,
doesn't agree. Because Canada generally makes
components rather than complete weapons systems.
Segal says. doesn't "absolve us of responsibility in any
way .
•
"You're involved in the final weapon," says Segal.
"and 1think you have to take responsibility for what that
weapon is going to be used for.
"Anything else is sort of a psychological evasion."
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_,.,,,,talling
Intentionality
By Larry Deck
When you get right down to it, there's not
a hell of a lot of difference between a
dumpster and a reliquary. As the American
philosopher C.$. Peirce would have it, "all
things swim in continua", and dumpsters and
reliquaries are no exception. There is a
continuum between the sacred and the profane
- the reliquary and the dumpster - just as
there is a continuum between red and orange
in the visible spectrum. but where red becomes
orange is a question for scientists. and where
a dumpster becomes a reliquary is a question
to ask the theologians.Both questions, however.
might be asked of one man who is neither
scientist nor theologianbut sculptor - Michael
Hall ( 1941- ) - and the answer might be
startlingly satisfactory.
Selections from Hall's 'Waltz Series" are
now on display at the Art Gallery of Windsor.
and they arc a sight to sec, believe you me.
For me. they were something of a 'sight for
sore eyes·. After a long time of going to shows
where the meaning of any given piece was
either non-existent or written in English on
the art itself ( God. what a repulsive trend),
the waltz sculptures are as Heaven-sent
The unifying theme of the series is twofold. First. all the pieces follow a rigid
'mathematical' formula, which is this: Three
metal plates make a four-sided figure (whence
3/4 which is waltz time, see?). Second. all the

Lance photo by Tom Pidg eon

Scu lptor Mic hael Hall insta lls Kra katoa/Waltz Crater.

pieces conform to what Hall calls a "midwestem form paradigm"-all of them look
like dumpsters. silos, kilns. blast furnaces,

and so on. ( Hall calls these examples of
·vernacular architecture'.)
Why? Well, if you asked most 'artists'

Meanwhile,at Artcite...

Lance photo by Cathy O'Neil

that, an answer would not be forthcoming.
Hall's answer is plain as day - one need but
look at the work. The three to four ratio
dictates a specific form; one of the plates
must somehow be folded in half; the other
two are cut and folded in identical pattern.
The inside is one colour, the outside another.
Furthermore. nothing is wasted, nothing is
cut off. What would jut out is folded back on
itself. What results when the two identical
plates are bolted to the one folded in half is a
singularly pleasing symmetry and a fascinating
architecture.
Waltz for Whistler ( 1984) is one of the
small early waltzes. Hall made it from what
used to be target plates at a shooting gallery.
Still visible in the oven-shaped sculpture are
the galaxies of pellet-scrapes that surround
what once were bull's-eyes . That every piece
should have a 'history ' is important to Hall.
Dumpsters have histories ( in the form of
scratches. dents and grease-stains) that reflect
the communitythat made use of them. Similarly
Waltz for Whistler and it's sister-sculpture
Waltz for Charles Sheeler ( 1985). both
made from shooting-gallery plates. reflect a
history of receiving a kind of cathartic violence.
The three later. larger works in the front
gallery really deserve to be seen. The newest,
Waltz Stele, completed two weeks ago, is an
enormous trapezohedron reaching to the
second floor of the gallery. The top is several
inches out of plumb with the bottom and the
result is an ominous leaning effect. little
assuaged by the fact that two tabs of metal,
painted red in contrast to the overall white,
are folded ai;ound back as ifto hold the whole
thing up. Picture a giant falling forward. and
pressing his hands to his chest to stop the fall.
No one ever said giants were smart. but it just
don't work. This piece is so cool. I watched it
for a good long time, and you should too.
The other two huge waltzes are sistersculptures. The one. an open-topped black
pyramid calledKrakatoa/Waltz Crater( 1985),
is painted orange inside, and frankly looks at
first glance like it might explode. The other.
Waltz/Wide Recefrer(it'd take a big crane),
they would form an hourglass, an object Hall
finds fascinating since it "both gives and
receives simultaneously".
Hall has taught at the Cranbrook Academy
of Art in Bloomfield Hills for • 7 years. and
has had an international reputation as an
important modem sculptor since the 60's.
Anyone with an interest in good, intentionally
philosophical art. should see the show at the
AGW while it lasts.
And don't forget to look at all of them
from the second floor.
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Blitzing the Dewusstseinilberhaupt
by Lorenzo Buj

"I study myself more than any other subject That is my
metaphysics, that is my physics" says Montaigne, the 16th
century French essayist, in "On Experience."
Now if I was tired. as I tend to be this long January, and
therefore indulged an irritating reaching for stereotypical
certainties, I would explicate this simple statement in this
manner:
Self-consciousness and subjectivity are first given full
ontological integrity with Descartes, godfather of the enlightenment project Following the Cartesian revolution, the discovery
of self as a humanistic gesture merges with the progress of the
new sciences of nature, and self-examination and the quest
for certitude and self-presence becomes a way of encountering
the holy voice of Nature within.
This last observation is throughly conventional and
thoroughly Derridean, alerting us to the enlightenment and
Renaissance need to naturalize theology, move it from the
church to the fields and streams. and ultimate ly to harmonize
the rationalism of the inner man with the vast exterior
machinery of physical laws.
Nature is seen as a holy book in which the attentive eye
will recognize divine inscriptions and prescriptions. which
are nothing but the edicts in the observer's soul writ large.
Thus. one must encounter oneself as the holy book and as
within it, 'entering into a dialogue with its signs, speaking and
responding to oneself in its pages' ( 18: Grammatology).
But this sort of glamorous and intellectually distended
version of post-structuralist jargon-mongering. is best supplemented. if not wholly surpassed. by a far less rhetorical. and
far more acute form of attention, itself perhaps no less
skeptical. I'm thinking of Wallace Steven's "The Poems of
Our Climate," which voices. in Stevens's own measured.
minimalist mode of romantic complaint, an indictment of the
domesticative 'husbanding' evident everywhere in Montaigne's
stay-at-home philosophy. Stevens says:
Say ei•en that this complete simplicity
Stnpped one of all one's torments, concealed
The evilly compounded, vital I
And made it fresh in a world of white,
A world of clear water, bn'lliant-edged,
Still one would want more, one would need more...
There would still remain the never-resting mind,
So that one would want to escape, come back
To what had been so long composed.

Writing does not cause misery,
- Montok;;;ne
The imperfect is our paradise.
Note that, in this bitterness, delight,
Since the imperfect is so hot in us,
Lies in flawed words and stubborn sounds.
Though we cannot read this last stanza without seeing
Montaigne subtly masquerading as Stevens. the "never resting mind" belongs more to the visionary ·weltanschauung'
of Shelley and the roving vitalism of Whitman, than it ever
could to the essay "On Experience," where a line of such
high romantic caliber as this.A spirited mind never stops within itself it is always aspiring
and going beyond its strength; it has impulses beyond its
power of achievement... Its pursuits are boundless and
withoutform; itsfood is wonder. the chase, ambiguity .... It is
an irregular, perpetual motion, without model and without
aim.is offset by the more conservative, and insular underpinnings
of Montaigne's thought, linkinghim, by sobriety of temperament,
to Stevens the insurance lawyer:
To composeourcharacter is our duty, not to compose books,
and to win, not battles and provinces, but order and

ranquility in our conducl Ourgreat and glorious masterpiece
is to live appropriately .... There is nothing so beautiful and
legitimate as to play the man well and properly, no
knowledge so hard to acquire as the knowledge of how to lfre
this life well and na1Urallv;and the most barbarous of our
maladies is to despise our beinK.
Yet it is in the very restlessness and broadness of his
thought, in the willingness to divest himelf and candidly
address his reader with this-" Hand I been placed among
those nations which are said to live in the sweet freedom of
nature's first laws, I assure you I should very gladly portrayed
myself here entire and wholly naked"-that Montaigne may
become as much a model for us as Socrates was for him.
Still, Montaigne writes. and is far too prolix, indocile and
even inconsistent, to deceive us into even mild idolatry. A
close but relaxed reading (as he would approve) reveals the
powere of the voice in the intersection of free-playing
ruminative moods and common-sense convictions-places
where, moments when, the prose essays a visionary gleam
triumphantly asserted in the midst of its discursive enta nglements with issues of worldly skepticism.

To ALL students who have
purchased tickets for the Leafs/
Red Wings game sponsored
by the Social Science Society.
You can pick up your tickets
for this game at the GRAD
HOUSE,
551 Sunset Ave.
Between the hours of 4:30 Qm6:30 pm on January 18 , 1988.
Note: The bus leaves at 6:30pm
sharp from the GRAD HOUSE
you must be on the bus to
attend the game.
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Before

L 0 V E- ( wi.±h _ all

I was cleaning up my desk when
J. Solomon Post sauntered in. a big
grin on his face. a lanky, curlyhairecl. bespectacled individual at
his heels.
" Ever read Kafka?" he askedme.
I ignored him. but he went on :
"This is Van Bilwick. I met him in
'Nam - look at this."
He threw something on my desk.
I muttered thanks. he said something
about the Grad House, Bass beer ...
He and the ever-silent Van Bilwick
left
Suffice to say that. unlike everything else on my desk, Van Bilwick's
thing did not wind up in the trash.

"Before L o ir E stands a YOUNGWOMAN
on guard. To this
o M· A N there comes a man from the country wbo begs
for admittance to L o v E . But the w o M A N says that SHE
cannot admit the man at the moment. The man, on reflection, asks if he will be allowed, then, to enter later. 'It is
possible,' answers the w o M A N , 'but not at this moment.'
Since the door leading into L o v E stands open as usual
and the w o M A N steps to one side, the man bends down
to peer through the entrance. When the w o M A N sees that
SHE laughs and says: 'If you are so strongly tempted, try t~
get in without my permission. BUT NOTETHAT I CAN BE A BI1'CH.
And I am oriJy the lowest w o M A N . From ball to ball
W O M E N stand at every door, one more
BITCHY than the
other. Even the third of these bas an ANGERthat even · I
cannot bear to look at. ' These are difficulties which the man
from the country has not expected to meet; L o v E , he
thinks, should be accessible to every man and at all times, but
. when he looks more closely at the w o M A N in HERfurred
robe, with HER huge pointedBREAS1'Sand long, thin,
E G s, he decides that he had better wait until he gets per mission to enter. Toe w o. M A N gives him a stool and lets
him sit down at the side of the door. There he sits waiting
for days and years. He makes many attempts to be allowed
in and wearies the w o M A N with his importunity.
Toe
w o M A N often engages him in brief conversation,
asking him about his home and about other matters, but the
questions are put quite impersonally, AS TRUE SEXIsrs oFrEN
PUTquestioo.s, and always conclude with the statement that the
man cannot be allowed to enter yet. Toe man, who bas
equipped himself wi~ many things for his journey, parts
with all he has, however valuable, in the hope of bribing
the W o M A N . Toe 'II o M A N accepts it all, saying, how W

IVYSecretarial
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• reports/ resum es
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e typi ng

• phone-in dictation
e sho rthand
• book keepi ng

•di cta -typ ing

Fo r In form ation
Ca ll 73 4-6 125

due respect

Pick -up &
De livery Avail abl e

Your Favourite
DESIGNER CLOTHING

50 to 80°/o OFF
STOREWIDE SALE
532 Pelissier St.
256-5244
We accept Visa and Master Card

to Franz

Kafka)

ever, as SHE takes each gift: 'I take this only to keep you
from feeling that you have left something undone.' During
all these long years the man watches the w o M A N almost
incessantly. He forgets about the other w o M E N , and this
one seems to him the only barrier between himself and
LOVE. In the first years be curses his evil fate aloud; later, as
be grows old, he only mutters to himself. He grows childish,
and since in his prolonged watch be bas learned to know
even the fleas in the w o M A N's fur collar, be begs the
very fleas to help him and to persuade the w o M A N to
change HERmind. Finally bis eyes grow dim and he do~
not k.now whether the world is really darkening around him
or whether his eyes are only deceiving him. But in the darkness he can now perceive a radiance that streams immortally from the door of L o v E. Now his life is drawing
to a close. Before he dies, all that be bas experienced during
the whole time of bis sojourn condenses in his mind into
one question, which he has never yet put to the w o M A N •
He beckons the w o M A. N, since be can no longer r:iise his
stiffening body. The w o M A N bas to bend far down to
hear him, for the difference in size between them has increased very much to the man's disadvantage. 'What do you
want to know now?' asks the w o M A N , 'you are insatiable.' 'Everyone strives to attain L o V E,' answers the man,
'how does it come about, then, that in all these years no one
has come seeking admittance but me?' The w o M A N• perceives tbal the man is at the end of his strength and that his
bearing is failing, so SHEbellows in his car: 'No one but you
could gain admittance through this door, since this door was
intended only for you. l am now going to shut it.' "
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IONA COil.EGE, 208 Sunset Ave. 973·
7039 Aspaceformeetlngond discussing.
studying. quiet searching and relaxing
with friends. Open 9-5 and by arrangement. Or use Iona facilities to pion events
that ore important to all. A home cooked
dinner6V8fYlhursdoyot 5:30.$2.50.Come
and help celebrate by being yourself.
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Closed discussion meetings are Tuesdays
between 12-1:30 in the Ontario Room
VaniElf Hall. If you have a problem with
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Once upon a time there was a
magazine called Generation.
Generation was a magazine about
the size and shape of a farmer's
almanac but was filled with the
creative effortsof universitystudents.
This magazine was so wonderful
that it was distributed to institutions
all over the world and was the
highly respected flagship of the
university·s creative writingprogram.
Then. last year as it happened.
Generation didn't come out. This
unfortunate circumstance is refered
to as the Generation Gap.

Yet. rising phoenix-like from
the ashes oflast year's ignominious
happenings. comes Generation '88.
shining as fiery bright as the prizewinning literature sandwiched between its covers.
Too bad there isn't any. Literature that is. or covers even. As a
matter of fact Generation hasn't
had a single submission yet. Which
is too bad. because this year's all
new Generation staff is eager to get
to work. Especially the editor. firstyear English major Jeff Sloan.
The Generation '88 staff is ready
and eager to print your stuff. Deliver
your type-written, double-spaced
copy to 210 I Windsor Hall North.
The deadline is coming up soon. so
hurry!

statics share on their debut album,
Greatest Hits. The difference
being-and this is what makes this
band special-that The Rheostatics draw on a completely different
by Peter Burton
set of experiences than the Replacements by being unabashedly ( and
The Rheostatics are a really dare I say enthusiastically?) Cananeat band from Etobicoke. I can't dian. They spare us any dull talk on
help comparing them to the the isms of nation, region and
Replacements, a band that used to federation by delving straight into
fill their songs with yearning for the reality of claustrophobic suburbs
truth in life and love ( and who now, and the always awesome size and
unfortunately, yearn only to fill strength of Canadian winters and
their bank accounts). As they put distances which can both intimidate
their songs out. however. the and inspire. Like the Replacements
Replacements made no bones about too. they have a fine sense of
the fact that they were normal humour which shows up in their
American kids who had grown up live shows and the occasional gem
in Minneapolis while listening to such as "The Ballad of Wendel
'70's dinosaurs. This lent them a Clark, Parts One and Two."
common touch which The Rheo-
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Lancerette
-cagersridethewaveof success
by Brian LeClair
Last season. the best that
women's basketball coach Joanne
MacLean could hope for was to
sneak into a playoff spot, after
getting off to a 0-6 start.
This year, though, the team is
talking about first place, as they

dropped the Waterloo Athenas 625 5. to post their third win in three
games of the young campaign.
The Lancerettes were hardly
pressed in this one, as they were up
by fifteen points as early as the first
few minutes of the second half.
"We sort of coast.Ed,"said Maclean.
The Lancerettes had the game
so well in hand that MacLean was

able to give some of her reserves a
little extra playing time, something
she feels can be very important
later in the season.
As a result, the Athenas were
able to get back in the game slightly,
and a lack of concentration late in
the game made M acLean nervous.
"We lost some intens ity in six
of the last eight minutes of the

game," she said. ".There was a
major momentum switch with eight
minutes to go."
However, despite the tense moments at the end of the game, it was
the outstanding play of the home
team in the first half that decided
the game.
The first half was played at a
frantic pace, which playe d right
into the Lancerettes' hands.
"We did what we had to do,"
MacLean explained "We score a
lot of points of the fast-break and
transition game."
It was the ability to set the
tempo of the contest that enabled
the l..ancerettes to build an impressive
37-24 lead at halftime over the
talented but very inexperienced Athenas.
"We played to our game plan,''
Macl..ean said. "We ran and pressed
them well.''
As has been the case in the
other two Windsor victories, the
Lancerettes also played very well
defensively. However. Macl..ean
was most impressed with the solid
play of forward Carol Gordon.
"She played a phenomenal game,"
MacLean said of her third-year
forward. "That was the best game
I've seen her play since she's been
here."
MacLean commended Gordon's
strong defence, holding Waterloo's
top offensive threat to just a few
points. She also shot 4 for 4 from
the field. as well as contributing 8
rebounds and 2 assists to the team's
cause .
.. She was a big part ofour win,"
she said.
She also credited second-year
guard Pam McCartney as having

"an excelle nt game". McCartney
scored 11 po ints, and was 4 for 8
from the field ..
M acLean was also quite happy
with the team's shooting, as it made
good on exactly ha lf of its atte mp ts.
Leading the Lancer scoring was
Elaine Janisse, who scored 15 points.
Alison Duke scored 12 points while
playing with a badly bruised hand.
McCartney was next with her 11
points, and Colleen Hogan added
10.
Throughout the wifujng streak,
MacLean has been pleased with
her team's ability to block out and
come up with rebounds, although
they are a fairly short team. They
outrebounded the Athenas by a
wide 34-22 margin.
"That is simply amazing,"shesaid
The Lancerettes hope to continue
their fine season this week with a
home game against the Western
Mustangs. Windsor has already
beaten the Mustangs on their home
court, 63-55, but feels must be
ready for the rematch if they expect
to win.
.. We must still play intense
defence," she said, ·• and block out
well. and run and press. We've got
to run them."
The match could be crucial in
the outcome of the season for the
Lancerettes.
.. Ifs a pivotal game." she said.
••1f s the difference between being
4-0 and having control over our
own destiny, or being 3-1 and right
back in the hunt.··
After the Mustang contest. the
team has the weekend off. before
travelling the next weekend for a
Friday game at Waterloo and a
Saturday matchup at Laurier. LJ

Icemensweeppair,
divisionleadwidens
the Brock netminder, but were unable
to stop Brock from doing the same,
as the first period ended in a 3-3
Our university of Windsor hockey
te:im ha~ quietly been on the move
deadlock.
In the second period, the lancers
late!~. and as of last weekend, is
shut down the Badgers, and also
secure!, in sole possession of first
struck for two of their own. to enter
place in the OUAA Western divithe third period leading by a score
sion.
of 5-3.
Last weekend. Windsor hit the
They were able to increase their
, road to take on McMaster on Friday
bulge to 7-3 early in the third, and
rnghL posting a 4-2 victory, and
then were hard pressed to survive a
then defeated Brock in St Catherines,
furious comeback by the Badgers,
7 -6 on Saturday night
who got three goals with two Lancers
The Lancers had little trouble
in the penalty box to narrow the
defeating the worst team in the
league. McMaster entered the contest lead.
But Windsor held on. and gladly
with an awful 1-14-1 record over
took
the weekend sweep.
the season.
Leading the Lancer cause was
The Lancers never trailed in the
Dan Mahon, who scored a pair of
contest, staking a 2-0 first period
goals. Adding singles were Paul
lead. Scoring goals for the Lancers
were John Hoy, Ken Minello, Ed Fixter, J.D. Urbanic, Rick Pickersgill. Ken MineUo and JohnWheeler.
Smith. and Dan Mahon.
The successful weekend keeps
The Lancers then travelled to
the Lancers on top the OUAA
St Catherines for a showdown with
standings, with 21 points, and a I0the second place Brock Badgers.
3-1 record, three points up on the
The importance of the match
Brock Badgers, who have 18 points.
clearly showed up in the intensity
lbe Lancers now have the luxury
of the game, in which there were 60
of
playing
its next seven games
minutes of penalties assesssed, with
within
the
halls
of Adie Knox Arena
34 of those against Windsor.
Their next game is against Central
When the teams got around to
playing oockey, the fans weretreated divisioorival Taonto BluesSaturday
night at8:00,against Laurier Sunday
to much excitement The Lancers
at 3:00.0
were able to put three goals past
h~ Scott A. Pattison

Lance photo by Tom Pidgeon.

Aliso n Du ke watches as her teammate lights for a rebound.

Russiansto invadeSt.Denis?
by Lance Sports Staff

Olympic preview. since the Soviets
are ranked second in the world.
Right off the heels of the sucThe game, which is set for7:30,
cessful Can-Am tournament the
also has a very interesting local
University of Windsor athletic deangle, since Windsor native Misty
partment has another treat in store.
Thomas is a integral member of the
This Monday night at St Denis
Canadian squad.
Centre, the Soviet women's national
Monday's game is the first stop
basketball team will face off against
on a four game provincial swing
the Canadian women's basketball
which also takes the two teams to
team.
Toronto, Peterborough. and Sudbury
The Canadianteam, which finished later this month. This is the first
third at the Pan American Garnes
time that the Soviet national team
has played in Canada since the
last August. and won the gold medal
in the Czechoslovakian tournament
1976 Olympic Garnes in Montreal.
in June,, are ranked third in the
Initially, there were no plans to
world. This means the match with · have the two teams visit Windsor.
the Soviets could very well be a
but a local petition delivered to

Basketball Canada convinced the
national body that the city was
indeed interested.
Whatever the reason. women's
head coach Joanne MacLean is
extremely pleased to see the two
titans tip otf here.
"It will be a heck of a game."
she said. "We should be able to
pack the place."
Ticket prices for the match are
$6 for adults. and $4 for children.
and will be available at the fieldhouse,
and at the door.
This may be the easiest way to
catch a little bit of the Olympic
spirit first hand. Come on out and
see some first rate basketball.

I
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Continuedfrom JXlge10.
You couldtake photos,proofread,learn
graphicartfrom MartinStevens,or even
teachArt Gosselinto swim!
The Lanre, !R:Dnd
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Although 1987 is rapidly becoming a distant memory, many media
presentations will not let us forget
all of the wonderful things that have
transpired in the last twelve months.
' Not one to miss out on a good
trend, Athlete's Alley offers its
' . own version of 1987: The Year
That Was.
Take just one more trip down
memory lane, and see if you can
come up with the answer s to these
questions.
!)Which team (or individual)
won the following championships?
a)World Series
b)Stanley Cup
c)Super Bowl
d)NBA Championship
e)NCAA Basketball Championship
t)Men's Wimbledon
g)Women's French Open
h)The Masters
i)Indianapolis 500
j)PBA Tournament of Champions
(bowling)
k)Vanier Cup

ANSWERS
m1wp.l1f: JJ!DOW (:l!
J.lq.l M. .ll.ld (f
'JS J.)SUO IV (!
.lZ!JAi hl.llr] (q

Thursday, January 14
Don't Miss Another
Historic
FACES BASH
It's Our Kinky Pinky
Back to School Bash
TONIGHT
"No Cover"
"Prizes"
Every Thursday is 15t WING NIGHT
Football Conference Championships on
the Big Screen T.V.

Sundays are Upgrading Days at FACES
-Buy a Medium Pizza for the Price of a Small or a Large for the
Price of a Medium
-24 Wings for the Price of 18
Your choice of 4 great sauces.
FACES 902 California at College 256-500 I
We Deliver 258-5731

Don't Miss Our Super Bowl Bash!

Jl?JD YJ.llS
qSt!:) lt!d
SJ.l!SOOH t!Ut!!PUJ
SJ.l){lr'] S:lJ.l8uy SO']
SlUt!!D ){JO.X ,MN
SJ.l(!Q UQlUOwp3

2) What did Detroit boxer Thomas
Hearns do in 1987 that no other
boxer has ever done?
3) What famous women's tennis
player got married this year?
4) Who is the reigning world
men's figure skating champion?
5) What U.S. city has the unique
distinction of placing a team from
its city in the final four of three of
the four major professional sports
(NBA, NHL,NF°4
.MLB), and which
team stopped it from becoming a
clean sweep?
6) What professional bowler
made the most money in 1987?
7) One lucky professional bowler
earned $100,000 by bowlinga perfect
300 game on national television.
Who was he? HINT:The tournament
if being bowled this weekend.
8) What sports figure made the
most money hawking other products
this year, and how much did he/she
rake in?

'UO!ll!W 9$
{OOO'8 .lWOq ){OOl.lH 'fPU.)"J Ut!AJ (8
O!PJO:)OW .ll.ld (L
'J.lq.l It\ .ll.ld ( 9
'SUO!"J 8U!S0J

(j

.lql '.lSJnoo JO pUt! 'SUOlS!d 'S8 U!M.
p.l1f: 'SJ.l8!.L .lql Ql!A\ 1!0Jl.lQ ( ~
'J.lSJQ U'8!J8 UA\O S,O!J'BlUQ (p

(,)
(p
(o
(q

.ll.ld OJd S!UU.ll Ql!A'\ lOID{ ;)ql P:l!l
'UaSSt!g 8U!J.lt!:) ~unmP s ,t!pt!Ut!:) ( £
'SSt!JO lQ8!.lM lU.ll.llJ!P tp.JnOJ
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Campus Recreation Intramurals
It's 1988 already, and Campus Recreation Intramurals
are ready to go. Take a look at the following list, and come
over to the Recreation office and sign up as an individual or
get a team together.
All entries must be made no later than noon on Friday,
January 22, 1988. Captain's meetings will follow.
Men's Leagues
Basketball: Monday , Wednesday, Friday - 8:00-11:00
Ball Hockey: Tuesday, Thursday - 7:00-11:00
Women's Leagues
Ice Hockey: T.B.A
Basketball: Tuesday - 8:00-11 :00
Co-Ed Leagues
Jnnertube Waterpolo: Sunday - 7:00-9:00
Volleyball I & II: Tuesday or Thursday - 7:00-9:00
Badminton: Wednesday- 4:00-8:00
Make your New Year's resolution a reality and take a
break and recreate. Campus Recreation has something for
everyone.
Instructional Programs
Welcome back! Happy New Year! Campus Ree is
offering you instructional programs this summer. You can
choose from kayaking, indoor tennis, social dance, women's
weight lifting, and first-aid training.
Kayaking
The kayaking course is to start on Sunday, January 24th
for 8 weeks. It will take place at the HK pool from 11 :30-1 :00
pm. on Sundays. Enrollment is limited, so sign up early. Cost
is from $40 to $50.
Social Dance Class
A social dance class is available on Thursday evenings
from 7:30-9:00 pm. It will begin on Thursday, January 28,
and will take place in the Multi-Purpose Room. Come on out
and brush up on those dance steps and trot through this
semester. Cost for the class is from $20-$30.
Indoor Tennis
Indoor tennis is available on Saturdays from 9am-l lam,
starting on January 30, 1988. The program will last four
weeks. Cost is $25-30.
Women's Weight Training
Women's weight training is a 10-week program beginning
on Tuesday. January 26, 1988. It will take place Tuesday
and Thursday evenings from 7-8 pm in the varsity weight
room at the Human Kinetics building. Cost is $20-30.
First Aid Training
Increase your rescue skills this semester with First Aid or
CPR It will be held at the Human Kinetics building on
January 30 and 31. 1988. Cost for the program is $35.
Registration for all these programs is on January 19 and
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20 ;- 198S between 10am and 3pm in the Ambassador
Auditorium above the University Centre. Get involved this
semester, by increasing your knowledge and skill.
Campus Recreation Aquatics!
Our aquatic program offerings for this semester include
Adult Learn-to-Swim sessions and Adult Strke Improvement
sessions on Saturday mornings, and an Early Bird Swim
offered Mon/Wed/Fri from 7am to 9am.
Registration for these programs will be held on Tues.,
Jan. 19 and Wed., Jan. 20 in the University Centre,
Ambassador Auditorium between 10am and 3pm oron Sat,
Jan. 23 between 11 am and 2 pm in the Campus Recreation
Office, Human Kinetics Building.
I hope to see you there!
Attention Fitness Fanatics!
It's 1988 and it's time to get in shape! Fitness Registration
for all aerobic and aquafit classes will be held at the
Ambassador Auditorium on January 19th and 20th between
10:00 am and 3:00 pm. Campus Recreation offers beginner,
intermediate and advanced classes. Fitness is an excellent
way to shape up and increase your energy level! Come on out
and participate!
SPECIAL EVENTS
Welcome back to a new semester of exciting new special
events. It all begins this month with Casino Night on
Thursday January 21 st, 1988 at 7 :00 pm in the multipurpose room in HK. Come try your luck at games such as
blackjack, over/under, crown and anchor and many more.
Following Casino Night are two ski trips. The first ski trip
is a one day event taking place on Friday January29th, 1988.

Our ski weekend follows this trip running from.February Uth
to February 14th. Look for more details on both trips coming
soon.
Five tournaments follow the ski trips. A Racquetball
tournament at Windsor Racquets on Friday, February 19th
from 7-lOpm and Saturday February 20th from 10-3pm.
Four days later, on Wednesday February 24th at the
University Centre games room will be our Snooker to1unament
Then March approaches and the ever popular Triples
Volleyball tournament returns on the 6th from 12:00-6:00pm
in the fi'eldhouse at HK. Also in the fieldhouse is the
Badminton tournament on March 15th, 16th and 17th from
7-1 lpm. Our final tournament is the Over '30' Hockey
Tournament on March 22, 23, and 24 from 8-11 pmn at Adie
Knox Arena. Our final event in March is the Female Fitness
and Racquetball Night, which takes place on the 24 th from 811pm at Windsor Raquets.
We wrap up this semester with the Campus Recreation
Annual banquet and dance on Thursday April 7 from 6-1 am.
More details for every event will come later. Hope to see
all of you out.
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR SPORTS CLUBS
Come one come all, and join that club you've always
wanted to join. There are nine clubs to choose from including
our newest club, the U of W Scuba club. Also in our program
are the Aikido, Ju-jutsu, Taekwon Do, Women's SelfDefence, Judo, Isshinryu Karate, Cardiac, and Dance Clubs.
Call the Campus Recreation office for more information,
253-4232 at ext. 2456.

STAYS

Western
Waterloo
Hrock
Laurier
Wind~or
McMaster
(,uelph

Basketball
OUAA LEAGUE
West
w L F
A
2
0 198 153
2
0 134 113
I
191 193
I
102 98
0
89
98
I
40
48
0
2 122 170
0

OWIAA West Basketball
TEAM
Windsor
Brock
Laurier
Western
Waterloo
Guelph
McMaster

p
4
4
2
2
0
0
0

w

GP
3
2

2
3
3
3
2

I

p
6
4
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

L
0
0

3
2
1
1

1
1

0

OUAA Hockey (West Division)

Saturday Results
Northwood Mich. 106 Windsor 89 (nonconference)
Western 104 Brock 93
Waterloo 76 Guelph 59
Laurier 48 McMaster 40

Windsor
Brock
Rverson
Laurentian
l\1cMaster

G
14
15
14
16
16

w
10
8
6
6

L
3
5
8
10
15

T
I

2
0
0

f
A
83 59
83 75
64 95
80 84
34 117

p
21
18
12
12
3

GENERALELECTION
for the

Students' Administrative Council

February 14, 1988
Nominations Will Open Friday, January 15, 1988 at 8:30 am
Nominations Will Close Thursday, January 28, 1988, at 4:30 pm

Executive
PRESIDENT
VICE-PRESIDENT
Council Representatives
Arts
Business Administration
Computer Science
Dramatic Arts
Engineering
Human Kinetics
Law
Nursing
Science and Math
Social Science
Social Work
Visual Arts

1 position
2 position
1 position
1 position
1 'position
1 position
I position
1 position
1 position
3 positions
1 position "'
1 position

ADMINISTRATION
Campus Positions
Senate
Student Affairs Committee

3 positions
6 positions

Nomination Forms are available in
the SAC Office-2nd Floor U.C.
Any Questions, Contact
Geoff Bastow-Chief Electoral Officer
253-6423 or Ext. 3905. 3906.
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LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for

GMAT Jan. 23
l.SAT Feb. 20

126 Ouellette Ave. (519) 977-1522

January 15 FRI BLUES CRUISERS
16 SAT BLUES CRUISERS

1-800-387-5519
(416)923-PREP (7737)

~
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Opportunitiesfor GraduateStudies
in Biochemistry
University of Alberta
The Department of Biochemistry of the University of Alberta (20
academic staff members) is recruiting candidates for admission to
graduate studies. Areas of investigation include the following:
structure and function of enzymes and other proteins , including the
application of x-ray crystallography and high field nuclear magnetic resonance ; molecular biology; membrane biology; cell surface receptor function, molecular virology; DNA structure,
replication and interaction with proteins; biochemistry and molecular genetics of immune responses; metabolic control mechanisms;
lipid and lipoprotein metabolism; molecular biology of bacterial
surface structures. Stipends for graduate students are available
through granting agencies, including the Alberta Heritage Foundation for Medical Research ($12,825 + $2,500 research allowance
per annum). Interested applicants should contact:

Dr. William A. Bridger, Chairman
Department of Biochemistry
University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2H7

CLUB Funding
All club executives please note that new
Special Event Funding Guidelines have been
implemented for the Winter Semester. Please
pick up a copy of the new guidelines in the
SAC office on the 2 nd floor of the University
Centre. Special Event Funding Requests which
do not conform with the new guidelines will
not be accepted!
If you need further information or assistance
please contact Chris Mel ntyre V. P. Communications at 253-6423.

s.A.c.Working

for You!
PERSONNE.L

PERSONNE.L

Interested In Photography?
The Students' Administrative
Council is
investigating
the possibility
of starting an
undergraduate
Yearbook for the 1988/89
ye a r. If you a re interested i n pa rt ic i pat in g i n
the development
of the Yearbook please
contact Chris McIntyre V.P. Communications
in the S.A.C. office which is located on the
2nd floor of the University Centre.

LATc.'R...
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Laneerbasketballteamstu1nblesin opener

, CAMPUS ADULT CHI LDRENOf ALCO. HOUCS,meet every WednesdO'y1rom
7:00-8:30 p.m. at Iona College, 208 Sunset
·Ave. 973-7039.

by Brian LeClair
In recent years, St Catherines
has been a very tough place to win
for the Lancer men's basketball
team, so they looked to their OU AA
season opener on the road against
the Brock Badgers as a challenge.
Unfortunately, the Lancer woes
at Brockcontinued, as a tired Windsor
squad dropped a 98-89 decision to
the Badgers.
"Maybe the long bus ride has
something to do with it," said head
coach Paul Thomas, "but we were
a step slow out there."
Windsor was pitted against a
strong Brock team, with players that
Thomas credits as being "very big
and wide".
Brock was able to pull down more
rebounds than the Lancers ( 41 to
32). and effectively cut off the fast
break around which they centre
their offense.
This forced the Lancers to adopt
a three-guard offensive strategy,
which counts much on the talented
shooting of Carlo Boniferro. Scott
Thomas, and Matt St Louis.
However, they weren't as accurate with their long shots as they
would like, and the Lancer offence
suffered as a result.
"We didn't shoot particularly
well... coach Thomas said.
Brock was also able to neutralize
the Lancer inside men. which e-

liminatedanotheroption for Windsor's
offence.
"Our big guys let it (Brock's
size) bother them." Thomas said.
Despite the Lancer problems,
Windsor still led at intermission,
48-42.
"Even though we seemed to be
under control, we weren't playing
well at all," Thomas said
As the second half began, though,
the Lancer miscues began to take
their toll.
Windsor turned the ball over
often against the Badgers in the
second half, and the Brock team
used its size to good advantage in
the offensive zone.
They were able to feed the ball
inside to their big men for very easy
points, and they gradually pulled
away to their winning margin.
"They got too much inside the
paint." Thomas said.
However, Thomas also felt the
Lancers' apparent lack of intensity
on the court was a major problem.
"Aggressiveness seems to pay
off with the referees," he said. "We
weren't as aggres-sive as we should
have been."
Leading scorer for the Lancers
was St Louis, who overcame a
poor first half to light up the scoreboard for 27 points. Boniferro got
many of his 22 points in the first
half. T homas was next with 16.
On an encouraging note, the

ROOMS FOR RENTwith kitchen facilities
in downtown area. Coll 977-8978 .
WANTED:IAIYSITTER four days o week
for two boys aged 5 and 11 /2 years. Nonsmoker and reliable persons only . West
side. Coll 977-&62.
PREGNANT?A loving couple is eager to
adopt and provide o home tor your
unborn child. Working with government
licensed agency . Coll collect (416) 925~225.
LIFEGUARDMEETING for the faculty of
Human Kinetics Pool on Thursday, Jon. 21
ot 6:30 pm in Room 201 of the Human
Kinetics building. New guard~ ore welcome - bring your qualifications.
AIDS COMMITTEE OF WINDSOR HASA
NEW PHONE NUMBER:973-0222.
THREEROOM APARTMENT
, ptus basement. 1 1/2 BATHS.
S600/month. Available
immediately Coll 253-0991, 252-9288.
FURNISHEDROOM FOR STUDENTovolloble Immediately One block from Human
Kinetics Building. Share kitchen and both .
Clean and freshly pointed. Coll 258-0971
ofter4 :30

Lance photo by Tom Pidgeon.

Brian Makaric dishes one up.
Lancers were 5 for 5 on three
pointers in the game.
The Lancers followed up the
loss with an exhibition game against
Northwood Institute, in Michigan.
The Lancers were severely undermanned due to illness and lost
106-89.
The Lancers featured a balanced

attack, with Boniferro leading the
way with 18 points. Jeff Nekkers
was next with 15, Andre Morasutti
with 14, Thomas with 13. and
Brian Makaric added 12 more.
After a mid-week home game
with Western, the Lancers play
Waterloo at home this Saturday
night. Tip-off is 8:00. U

I Will DO TYPING IN MY HOME. Coll 2564096. belween 6 and 8 pm.

ASSUMPTIONUNIVERSITYCHAPEL-9737034. Located between the University
Centre and Huron Line. Mosses Sunday
10:30and4:30 Mondoy-Ffiday.11:SOo.m.
Every Tuesday there is also Moss and
supper at 5 p.m. (S2.50) All are welcome.
Wehoveolibrorywithstuctyspoceondo
cofe for your convenience .

WindsorSCommonwealthloss VictoriaS gain
VICTO RIA(CUP) If the Commonwealth Games are ultimatelyawarded
to Victoria, the University of Victoria
will be the first to reap the benefits.
Victoria was chosen as Canada's
host city for the 1994 Commonwealth Games bid The World Games
committee will meet next September
to decide which country will host
the games.
Victoria is believed to be the
frontrunner in the games races as

GRE

the only other bid comes from 1958
host city, Cardiff, Wales.
If the games are held in Victoria.
U. Vic. will gain a large chunk of
the $50 million in federal funding,
along with millions promised by the
BC government.. to provide housing
and athletic facilities for the games.
The funding would mean the
university could get the much-needed
expansion of the on-campus residential block.

"The promised funding will flow
well in advance, in the next two or
three years ... That will be a huge
benefit as we have an extreme
housing problem with 800 people
on the waiting list.'' said U. Vic.
president Howard Petch.
T he award would also provide
funding for a new olympic -sized
pool and other sports facilities.
'The games will bring incredible
attentionto the university."said Petch

Increased exposure. however,
has not been a problem with U.
Vic's athletics· recent record. In
fact, the athletics programme's success may have been a factor in the
Commonwealthcommittee's decision
to make Victoria Canada's bid for
host city.
Petch says 26 out of300 athletes
on the Olympic team are from U.
Vic. "'That shows our commitment
to high performance sports."O

A MULTITUDEOF FURNITUREAVAILABLE
at reasonable pnces Coll 256-8054 onytime .
JOIN THE LANCESTAFF. We need YOU
We want you We love you
FOR SALE-19804 Door Plymouth Grand
f.urv A.1rConditiorv'Electric Locks/Reor
Cetogger 11.000 km. Accident-free Coll
e~ e ns,on 2288.

MARGARET
, you're beautiful

LSAT

GMAT

Classes
_Diagnostic and Practice Tests
GOOD EATS

Available

NOW

in WINDSOR
P.O. Box 5012
Windsor, Ontario

429 Ouel lette

THE NEW STUDENT GATHERING PLACE
World's Greatest Texas Style Burger
(1 /2 lb of beef)
3.95 with fries and condiments
Only $2.95 with Student I. D.

N9J 2L3
Ph .: 978-0220

DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY
7 NIGHTS A WEEK

TOP40 & MORE
Our restaurant and dance floor are open
' til 4am on Fridays and Saturdays
Mon-Thurs 9pm to 1 am (No cover, no minimum)
Fri-Sat 9pm-1 am $3.00 cover ($2 with I. D. card)
1 am-4am $5 cover ($3 with I. D. card)
Get your G. W. I. D. card for special V. I. P. treatment!

Shipping by alr

andsea

1-800-263-877
4
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LIMITED
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MIDNIGHT MUNCHIES
SERVED NIGHTLY
1:00am-3 :30am
NACHOS- .99 c

Hamburgers-$1 .39
with FRIESj1 .99

FRIDAY& SATURDAYONLY
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Patriotism can be a wonderful thing. Especially when it
happens to you.
Amidst the feasts, celebration, revelry, and sheer gluttony
of the holiday season , I developed a new appreciation for the
country I call home.
Of course, any such lesson I would learn would have to
come from some sort of sporting venue. My first enlightenment
about Canada came from an obvious source - the hockey
rink, the battleground that Canada can truly claim as her own.
Canada 's success on the hockey rink was one of the few
things a Canadian could look to with pride when all else
failed. After all, we developed the game, and our two
representatives, Toronto and Montreal , took home many of
the Stanley Cups in the glory days of the NHL
The same was true on the international scene. We
certainly were one of the teams that the other nations feared,
and for many years, only the powerhouses from the Soviet
Union could match up with us for any extended periods of
time.
But lately, our international hockey egos have been taking
a beating, and from very unlikely sources. Teams from
Czechoslovakia and Sweden have become major threats, and
squads from Finland and West Germany were no longer
pushovers. Hell, even the United States got into the ac 4 as
they somehow won the 1980 Olympics, in what will forever
be known as the ''Miracle on Ice".
Even when the Canadian hockey federation sent good
teams abroad, we would come home empty, as the donnybrook
in last year's World Junior Championships painfully showed
So perhaps that is why the overwhelming success of this
, car s hockey squads was so unexpected, and also exciting.
But by far the most spine-tingling was the gold medal
taken home by our national juniors, which essentially was
wrapped up with a razor-thin 4-3 victory over the USSR on
New Year's Day.
I will always remember this day, sitting around a small
colour TV on that cold morning, in various states of
han!!t" er. intoxication. and sheer fatigue, pulses racing with
every surge of our young Canucks, with hands clenched
tightly as the Soviets whirled and twirled towards our goal.
As the final whistle blared from the television, it was only
a matter of time before the Canadians would officially clinch
their championship, and we could beam in pride over our
young champions.
HuL as I thmk of this holiday season, that happy moment
far pales in <nnparisoo to the elation I feltjust a few hoursbefcre.
It was New Year's Eve, easily one of the biggest party
nights of the year. It was already 5:00, and one would expect
dozens of people sprinting across town preparing for an
evening of merriment
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However, there was a far different scenario downtown, as
there were hundreds of excited people huddled down at the
river, shivering due to the rapidly dropping temperature and
the biting cold wind flying in off of the Detroit River.
What were all these people doing here, when there would
seem to be much better things to do at this time of day? They
were happily waiting for a piece of Windsor history to
transpire, a moment they would likely never forget - the
arrival of the Olympic torch.
So the throng of people waited, and waited, and waited,
amidst the cruel winds of winter, for the spirit that would
warm our hearts and souls. Finally the canned music was
shut off, and the ceremony began, and we knew it would be a
matter of moments before the flame would be here.
The entertainers there, despite their talent and enthusiasm.
were definitely fighting a losing battle. No matter how good
they were, they couldn't compete with the torch.
The anticipation was much like a little child awaiting the
arrival of Santa Claus, and this feeling seemed, for just a
minute..to make me think back to younger, more carefree days.
The audience was attentive and cordial to the proceedings,
casting an eye in the distance down Riverside Drive, trying to
catch a glimpseof this wondrous spectacle they were here to see.
And then, suddenly, the speeches seemed to mean
nothing. for in the distance. we could see a caravan of people,
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and a bright orange light shining in the distance.
As the flame and its very excited little runner ran past me
a few yards in front, for the first time I had a feeling of how
proud these athletes must be to represent Canada in any
capacity at the Olympics. Much better, though, was that I felt
a part of it
The rest of the ceremonies, the speeches, the sharing of
the flame, even further made this point clear. Even the singing
of the national anthem had new meaning this time around. As
I left Dieppe Gardens, I was charged up with Olympic spirit,
and more than ready to begin an evening of celebration.
Looking back, I feel the risk of losing my feet to frostbite
was well worth it The excitement I felt will live in me as the
flame continues on its journey to Calgary, and I will watch
this year's Olympics with a much different eye, and with a
renewed love for my country.
It is amazing that a symbol as simple as a burning flame
has withstood thousands of years, and dozens of Olympiads,
and still maintains the overwhelming spirit that it has today.
We can only hope that this spirit will guide our Canadian
hockey team, other favourites such as figure skater Brian
Orser, and indeed the rest of our Canadian national team, as
they all strive for that magical moment when they can hear
their national anthem with a hard-fought gold medal draped
around their neck. D

Sealeycave dwellingmuck-suckersfrom the crab
nebula don't want writerswith good taste; they
want writers that taste good.

FACULTY AND STAFF

25th Anniversary
Celebration
Saturday, January 23, 1988
Vanier East Dining Room
Featuring the

lmprov Comedy Group

Illustrated

Men

Dance following
Cocktails 6 p.m.
Dinner 7 p.m.

$20 per person

Tickets available at University Centre Desk and
Conference Services. For further information call
253-4232, Ext. 3276.

But at the Lance we want your science-fiction
poems, short storiesand artwork for the
upcoming science-fictionliterary supplement.
Bring your typed double spaced submis.5ions
to
the Lance office,besidebeside the SAC officeon
the seoondfloor of the UniversityCentre. Please
includeyour name and phone number.
- Scott Ingram, Editor
I

Summerfreeze
OTTAWA(CUP)-Jean
Charest says
students can thank a lower unemployment
rate and a booming economy for the government's zero per cent increase in funding
to the summer job program, Challenge 88.
The federal minister of youth announced
January 12 that funding for the job creation
program will remain frozen at the summer
'86 and '87 levels of $180 million.
Charest also announced that $4 million
more of that money will go toward the high
school drop-out component of the program.
"Those who have benefited the most
from the program are college, CEGEP and
university students. so that's why we are
concerned about the secondary level students.,
expecially potential drop-outs,"
said
Charest. adding that college and university
graduates represent only six per cent of

total unemployed in Canada.
But student leaders are angry and disappointed with the announcement
"I can't for the life of me see why we
should be pleased. Funding for summer
employment has been decreasing since
1985 and this latest 'no increase' erodes
benefits students hoped to gain from a
lower unemployment rate," said Tony
Macerollo, chair of the Canadian Federation of Students (CFS).
Last summers jobless rate for returning
students of 12.5 per cent was the lowest
since 1981, down slightly from the summer
'86 rate of 13.3 per cent However. rates
were up substantially in Saskatchewan
(from 12.7 per cent in '86 to 15.6 in '87).
and in Quebec ( from 14.8 to 15.8).
continued on page 7.

Pressedto befree
by August Horvath

utwithstanding the uncomplimentary things that the Lance
has occasion to sa:,,about SAC
from time to time. our student
council is in one respect beyond
reproach - - it keeps its hands off the Lance .

boycotting ONO advertisements since 1986).
A cartoon was also run in which frontal
nudity was depicted . Each of these event s
sparked some controver sy within the student
population and, according to then-stalTer
member Cathryn Atkinson. also convinced
UMSU that the Atanitoban had become an
"unaccountable" publication staffed in part
by '"radicals'' and .. subversives."

Jn November, UMSU be~anto examinethe function of the
MOC and to considerradicallyrestructuringthe Manitoban in
such a way that the student council would have control
Many other Canadian student newspapers
are not so fortunate. It is not uncommon for a
university student council to attempt to utilize
its position of financial and editorial control
to influence the content that is published in
the student paper. When this occurs. it acts
against the interests of the entire student
body of a university. because student papers
are expected to serve as watchdogs of student
government just as the general commercial
press is supposed to keep tabs on community.
provincial. and federal governments. Direct
student council involvement in the affafrsof
student newspapers interferes with the ability
of the paper to p~~ormthis essential semce.
An unusually dramatic example of student
council interference in the Manitoban, the
student paper of the University .of Manitoba
in Winnipeg.
•
The mechanisms for trouble were already
in place. lnepublishingooardoftheManitoban
were the Manitoban Operating_Committee,
or MOC, whose membership included equal
representation of Manitoban staffers and of
members of the U. of M. Student Onion
( UM SU). The bylaws of \ms organization
had been altered in early 1987, and no one
was sure as to the extent of its powers over
the Manitoban. especially its powers to
influence editorial decisions at the newspaper.
During the fall of 1987, the Manitoban
began to publish cartoons which were ~tical
of established Christianity and to make occas-ional use of the word "fuck" in headlines and
photograph captions. In October, the staff
voted to boycott advertisements from the
Department of National Defense on the
grounds that Armed Forces advertising perpetuates the anns race (the Lance has been

In November. UMSU began to examine
the function of the MOC and to consider
radically restructuring the Manitoban in
such a way that the student council would
have complete control over the personnel
who run the newspaper. The Afanitoban
staff began moving files out of its office in
anticipation of such an event.
At an UMSU meeting at the end ot
November, the council decided to terminate
all Manitoban employees and to replace
them with student council appointees. The
staff was allowed to produce one final issue
and was then locked out of the Manitoba11
office.
The Maniroban is now considered by its
fonner staff members to be an organ of the
University of Manitoba student government.
Several ex-Manitoban staff persons have
agreed to begin publishing an underground
newspaper-to be called the Toban Gazetteon the University of Manitoba campus until
such time as they are reinstated as the staff of
the U. of M. 's official stuaent newspaper.
They are sup_1X>rted
by the UniLer.which is
the student newspa_Rerat the University of
Winnipeg on the other side of town.
The Toran Gazette staff also succeeded,
at the Canadian University Press national
conference held in Winnipeg during the
Christmas holidays, in garnering the unanimous support of CUP's member papers.
CUP, of which the Lance is a member,
recognized the Toban Gazette as the only
democratically run student paper on the
University of Manitoba campus and agreed
to provide financial support to the new paper.
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A homecoming(ofsorts)
by Brian LeClair

he scene at St. Denis was
set for a magical moment.
The Canadian and Soviet
national women ·s teams
were only halfway through
their wannups. and the stands were nearly
packed to the rafters. By the time the
game began. almost 1500 fans. the largest
crowd to see the Canadian national team
play since the last Olympics, were hoping
their hometown hero. Windsor's own
Misty Thomas. could spur the Canadians
on to victory.
But even 18 point from Thomas was
not enough, as the Soviets fought to a
convincing 83-67 win over the Canadian
squad.
"They exposed too may ofour flaws.··
Thomas said alter the game. "They got
too many open shots.··
.. I felt Canada was a little too tentative.··
offered Windsor women·s basketball head
coach Joanne MacLean. ·· I sort of expected
this. though. Canada is usually quite
tenuous playing against the Soviets the
first time in a year."
The first game of the four-game series
was held up by presentations. and a
thunderous round of applause for Misty
Thomas. who was playing her first game
in Windsor since her graduation from
high school, having played college ball for
the University of Nevada. Las Vegas.
"It was great.'· Thomas said of the
ovation. "but I wish we could have played
better."
··It's really gratifying to see the way
the people received her." said Dr. Paul
Plans have also been made to set up an
arbitration committee between the Toban
Gazette, the UMSU Manitoban, which did
not send delegates to the conference and
whose arguments therefore were not heard,
and the Canadian University Press.
The Toban Gazette has called a Special
General Meeting of University of Manitoba
students this week at which, if quorum is

Thomas. head coach of the Lancer basketball team. and Misty's father. "It's too
bad that she got injured so early."
Thomas ..landed funny" on an already
tender left knee. and had to leave the game
momentarily in the openin~ minutes.
However. that wasn't the only thing
that was going wrong for the Canadian
squad. The much bigger Soviet team.
playing very aggressively under the basket
were gettingnumerousshots. Only tenacious
rebounding and accurate shooting kept
the Canadian team e\'cn with the Soviets.
The Canadian team began to get a
little sloppy - and the Soviets were able
to tum the steals into easy points, building
a 28-20 advantage with seven minutes left
in the half.
·· We had a lot of problems on recovery
defence:· Canadian guard Thomas said.
Thomas was inserted back into the
game, and the Canadian team began to
make a run at the Soviets before the end of
the first ha)f.
The Canadians went into a press defence,
and a fastbreak by guard Lynn Polson
excifed the crowd in the dying seconds of
the half with a double-pump layup. Canada
trailed by only a 39-33 margin.
In the second half, however, hopes of
a Canadian comeback were squelched. as
the Soviets regained their sizzling shooting
with several successful three pdint shots.
"You could see each other deflate,"
Thomas said.
The Soviets continued to use their size
in a very physical second half. especially
on the offensive boards. They pushed
continued on page 17.
achieved, it will be possible to overturn the
student council decision and return the
Manitoban to its previous structure. In
support of thf' Toban Gazette and of this
meeting. the La nee and other member papers
of the Canadian University Press across the
country are publishing special FI" edom of
Speech Issues this week. For more on the
Toban cri~is, see page 3.0
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DIVERSIONS
Ja nuary 23
-Jazz great Lionel Hampton performs at 8 pm at Detroifs
Orchestra Hall, 3711 Woodward . Tickets S8. $10, $15, $20
and $25 U.S. at the box office .
January 24
- International Youth Symphony, 2:30 pm at Cleary
Auditorium featuring soloist Cindy Engler in Haydn's oboe
concerto in C. Tickets S4 general admission and S3 for
seniorsand students . Tickets available at Cleary box office .

•,l

January 29
- Echo & the Bunnymen perform at the Hill Auditorium.
Ann Arbor. Call (313)423-6666 tor into.
January 30
- The 11th annual Ann Arbor Folk Festival, 6 pm at Hill
Auditorium . Musicians include Tom Paxton, David Brorrr
berg and Holly Near. Tickets S16 U.S. Call (313)763-TKTStor
tickets.
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ARTS
January 8-31
- Time As A Minute is an Artcite exhibition featuring
painting. photography, drawing. film and sculpture by the
students and faculty of the visual arts school at the
Universityof Windsor. Hours 10 am -5 pm Tuesday through
Saturday. and Sunday 1-5 pm at Mackenzie Holl. 3277
Sandwich St.

January 22 & 30
- Mame continues in repertory at the Hilberry Theatre ( Cass
and Hancock), at 8 pm. Forticket info. call(313)577-2072.
Until January 24
- The Meadow BrookTheatre presents Educating Rita. 6:30
pm. Call (313)377-3300 tor ticket information.

SOCIALS

January 24
-Gay Coffee social. 1-5 pm . Videos: " Sex.Drugs and AIDS"
and "The Immune System" wilt be shown between 1-2 pm
and open social following . Call 973-4951 tor further info. All
gay and lesbian students welcome .

Until February 2
MISCELLANEOUS
- The Neil Simon/Burt Bochorach/Hal David musical
January 9·February 10
Promises, Promises based on the 1960 movie The Apart- Michael Hall: Mind to Matter, The Waltz Sculptures opens ment. continues with shows Tuesday through Sunday at January24
at the ArtGallery of Windsor. Michael Hall is a U.S.artist and Birmingham Theatre. 211 S.Woodward. Birmingham Mich. - 25th Anniversary Celebration of the Universityof Windsor.
head of scupture at the Cronbrook Academy of Art.
Tickets S15.50-S21U.S.at the box office (313)644-3533 or We will be holding an Interfaith Worship Service at 2 pm in
Assumption UniversityChapel ( on the 2nd floor of AssumpTicketMaster outlets including Windsor Arena.
January 16-February 21
tion University). Reception in the Conference Room follow- Reconnaissance. an exhibition featuring photographs January 26·31
ing the service. All are invited.
at the Art Gallery of Windsor
- Cloud 9. the bizarre dramatic comedy by Caryl Churchill.
produced by the Actors Alliance at the Detroit Music Hall, January 26
January 7-February 21
- The Department of Philosophy will hold its first Dry-Run tor
350 Madison. For into and tickets call (313)642-1326.
- The Art Gallery of Windsor showcases recent acquisitions
the Winter Semester at 7:30 pm at Canterbury College . Dr.
of contemporary art. Works obtained in the past 15 months
Harry A Nielsen will present a paper entitled, "Is Natural
ore featured including pieces by Andy Warhol. Joe Fafard
Science Sophistical?" Coffee and tea wilt be served.
MUSIC
and Cynthia Short.
Everyone is welcome .
January 22
THEATRE
-A guitar recital by William Beauvisand stephen Wingfield January 28
at 8 pm at the University of Windsor School of Music. The - Iona College presents "Themes in Theology", for five
Until March5
program includes works by Joplin, Scarlatti and Turina. It is Thursdays,starting January 28, from 7-9 pm. The presenta- Tartuffe by Moliere. At the Hilberry Theatre. Wayne State part of the artists' series.Tickets S7 adults and S4 for seniors tions are to beg iven by the Reverend Ted Black and the fee
University,(313).577-2972.
will be S25. Call Iona at 973-7039.
and students. For into call 253-5232. ext. 2799.

GENERALELECTION
for the

Students ' Administrative Co uncil

February24 , 1988
Nominations Will Open Friday, Janua ry 15, 1988 at 8:30 am
Nominations Will Close Thursday, January 28 , 1988, at 4:30 pm
...

Executive
PRESIDENT
VICE-PRESIDENT
Council Representatives
Arts
Business Administration
Computer Science
Dramatic Arts
Engineering
Human Kinetics
Law
Nursing
Science and Math
Social Science
Social Work
Visual Arts

1 position
2 position
1 position
1 position
1 position
1 position
l position
l position
l position
3 positions
1 position
1 position

ADMINISTRATION
Campus Position s
Senate
Student Affairs Committee

3 positions
6 positions

Nomina tion Forms are available in
the SAC Office-2nd Floo r U.C.
Any Quest ions, Contact
Geoff Bastow-Chief Electoral Officer
253-6423 or Ext. 3905 . 3906 .

Researcherssufferlackof funding
by Arthur Gosselin and CUP

llJ

ast summer Derek
Coronado did not get
a job with the Uniersity of Windsor's
Great Lakes Institute
(G.LI.). Normally the G.LI. employs
two or three students every summer
to help out on research projects
collecting data and performing clerical work.
"Unfortunately
the funding
didn't come through. so I didn't
bother to apply," said Coronado, a
third year International Relations
student
Coronado is just one example
of university students and profesors
with viable research projects which
lack adequate funding.
"At least a third of projects
turned down (by the University
Research Board) are not for lack of
a good design," saidWalter Soderlund,
a political science professor and
former head of the U. of W.'s
Research Board.
" The reason they didn't make it
is we simply didn't have enough
money," he said. Soderlund said
the board has three internal competitions per year for research money
allocated to the board from four
sources.
The board receives monies from
the U. of W. Board of Governors.
two federal research councils the Natural Sciences and Engin1:ering Re1>1:an;hCuw1cil (NSERC).
and Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council ( SSHRC). and
salary saved by faculty for research
purposes. Approximately 50 per
cent of grants go to student wages
and to train personnel.
Soderlund said the SSHRC has
now left projects costing below
$5,000 to be handled by the university, but without giving any more
funding. The SSHRC funded those
projects in the pasL He said research
in the social sciences is critically
underfunded.
In the Research Board's annual
report to the U. of W. Senate in

December, it was stated "requests
for research funds were up $37,354
from the previous year, as was the
number of applicants." But while
the number of grants awarded increased, "the total dollar amount of
the grants awarded was down by
$12,060." Aproximately two thirds
($130,731) of the board's 1986-87
buget of$206,928 came from faculty
members saving salary.
Gordon Wood. administration
vice-president academic, said the
Research Board funds represent
seed grants and extra funding from
the president's office, but is only a
small portion of the over$,5 million
given as grants or contracts to
university faculty last. He said this
year's amount is at almost$6 million
and in 3-5 years the amount of
research money should be about
$10 million.
''I don't know if we should be
trying to match the United States in
spending as a percentage of GNP

Gordon Maclachlan, President
of the Canadian Association of
University Research Administrators
said, "Government (federal) contracts to universities continue to
plummet, almost as if a policy
decision ( unannounced) has been
made."
··we need to become better
lobbyists'' for getting research money
and educating the public and poliGrad student doing research in Biology Dept Lance photo by Tom Pidgeon
ticians, said U. of W. dean of
graduate studies and research. Lois
(Gross National Product), but it's
Minister Brian Mulroney's "conSmedick.
clear to me that there isn't enough
version". Woodrefers to Mulroney's
David Cotter. director of the
money to go around,'' Wood said.
announcement January 14 of a
University's Office of Research
He said an increase of a few $1.3 billion boost over five years
Services. however is bullish on the
percentage points over inflation per
for university science and technology
university's capability of gaining
year in say. defense spending, would programs.
research funds, citing the increasing
be a way of increasing funding but
Science Council of Canada
overall amounts the university
he is cynical about government
Chair Geraldine Kenney Wallace
receives each year. 0
promises of funding after Prime
said $1.3 billion is a deceptively

Studentpoliticostakeoverpaper
arbitration ,'' said CUP's Lalonde.
they considered anti-Christian. The
''Both sides seem willing to go for
Manitoban staff apologized for one
arbitration so thaf s a great step."
of the headlines and decided to
Lalonde added that the deadline
approve cartoons by staff vote.
may be extended one week (to
The staff also voted to boycott
January 22) if the arbitration seems
advertising from the Department of
promising.
National Defence. which led to
CUP's arbitration commission
accusations that the paper was run
consists of a representative of the
by '"subversives".
former Manitoban staff.a representLalonde said the Manitoban
ative of the publisher(UMSU) and
was not very different from student
an arbitrator agreed upon by both
newspapers at other universities.
parties.
adding that no student council has
Ceilen said the Afanitoban staff
the right to interfere with the student
was fired because the paper "was
press.
not living up to expectations··.
"Student~ should get angry when
•· We were constantly being barthe council can fire students,·· she
raged with complaints ( about the
said. ''Councillors are not elected
.Uanitoban's content). If you don't by the students to be censors. They
try to alleviate student concerns.
ae elected to operate the student
you shouldn't be there," he said.
government not the student paper''.
Ceilen also said that the new
Toban Gazeue photo editor
Manitoban would work harder at Tim Krochak agreed. .. Why are
recruiting new student volunteers
they ( UMSU) concerned about us
and be open to more diverse student
instead of worrying about how many
opinion.
classes are being cut?''
But former Manitoban business
But new Manitoban editor
manager Cathryn Atkinson said Mignacca, who has never worked
UMSU executives did not tell the for the paper but edited a small U of
staff about what Ceilen called the M arts newspaper, said UMSU's
Manitoban's "restructuring" until decision was justified.
after the Council decided to take
"Something had to be done,"
over the paper. She also believes he said. "I as a student and other
the new structure will not solve people were very embarassed ( by
what UMSU perceives to be the the Manitoban). I believe a change
Manitoban·s problems.
was necessary."
I don't know that the council
He said he had not been involved
paper wiUrepresentwhatthestudents at the Manitoban because he was
want either,'' she said" It's a flimsy .. a little intimidated" by the "cliquish"
excuse. Most of the people who attitude at the paper.
have been decrying our beliefs are
Under the new structure the
upset because they have their own UMSU-appointed managing editor
ideas about how the world works. hires the other 14 paid Manitoban
Lance photo by Tom Pidgeon
Shesaid although
UMSU council staff. Mignacca said he had offered
CUP~ Local 1001 employee on the picket line during the October 1987 strike
membersand other students have positions to some of the fU'tldeditors,
accused the Manitoban of having but had been turned down .
Kokic said the union's lawyer
The October contract gives the
a "left-wingradicalbias,"the paper
"I got a call last night," former
will argue that the university broke
support staff'woocers
wage increasesd
does not stifle political debate.
Manitoban sports editor Brian
six labour relations laws. The three
four percent during each of the next
"When people come to work Hunter said "I told them right off
mainviolatioosarerefusingto neiµiate
two years. The pact also gives each
for the paper most of them don't the bat I would never backstab the
the pension. negotiating in bad faith,
worker a $150 bonus.
and circulating the administration
If the board decides in favour of come with a political agenda,"she staff.''
.. A lot of us could get jobs
said. "In the course of our learning
contract proposals to unversity emthe union. the university and the
elsewhere,"
he said, "but we're
about
our
jobs,
most
of
us
learn
ployees, he said.
unionwill have to ne!J)tiate a pension.
aboutthe way the worldworks and fighting for a principle."
Kokic said his members are
Kokic said they want improvements
CUP funding will allow the
eager to hear the decision beause the
in the pension and a say in how the make choices."
The Manitoban'stroubles this Toban Gazette to publish once a
contract negotiated in October is
money is invested.
not effective until the pension issue
'Tm glad it's coming to a conclu- yearstartedwhenthe paperrantwo week.for six weeks. After that the
is resolved
sion," he said. "It's going to be headlines with the word "fuck", paper will be dependent only on
and students complained to the advertising. D
He said members are waiting
resolved one way or another." D
council about a series of cartoons
for about$900 in pay andbonusa
WINNIPEG
(CUP)-The
University of Manitoba's student newspaper. the Manitoban. has gone
underground after the student
council fired its staff and installed a
new editor.
The underground paper. called
the Toban Gazette, recently got a
unanimous pledge of support and a
$5 .000loan fromCanadian University
Press last week. Its first issue was
published January 7.
CUP. a national cooperative of
50 student newspapers. has offered
to provide an independent mediator
between the Universitv of Manitoba
Students' Union and the former
Manitoban staff. who were fired
by UMSU Dec. 7.
"CUP's main interest in this is
to ensure there is a student-run.
open. free, democratic newspaper
at the University of Manitoba."
CUP National Bureau Chief

Michelle Lalonde said.
CUP members voted to expell
the Manitoban, now run by councilappointed Managing Editor Mark
Mignacca. from CUP unless a settlement is reached by January 15.
According to the motion passed at
the conference. the settlement must
include the reinstatement of the
former staff under a democratic
structure.
New Manitoban Publishing
Board Chair Bob Ceilen originally
turned down CUP's offer of mediation.
"The decisions are made.·· he
said January 4. "We can't see any
problem with the direction we're
going with."
But after one week of deliberation.
Ceilen has reconsidered.
"I talked to Bob Ceilen yesterday
( January 13) and he said they had
reconsidered and they'd like to try

Strikeleftoversstillon plate
by Sharon Hill
The University of Windsor and
its support staff hope a Feb. l prehearing with the Labour Relations
Board will be the firststep in resolving
the key issuse in last October's
strike.
The 167 members of Canadian
Union of PublicEmployees (CUPE)
and the University reached an agreement after a two-week strike in
October when CUPE Local JOOI
ratified a two year contract The
key issue-pensions-remained unresolved.
The Labour Relations Board
will hear arguments from both
sides at the Toronto meeting, and
make a decision or schedule more
hearings.
CUPE president Nick Kokic
said the union hopes to win the right
to negotiate a new pension.
The administration wants the
union to negotiate its pension with
a joint committee that represents
all five campusnon-academic unions,
but the union wishes to negotiate
independently. The average monthly
pension of 66 retirees is $187.
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This month Canadian University Press member papers
agreed to dedicate one issue to the theme "Freedom of
Expression." Accordingly, the Lance editorial board sat
down to decide how individuals and governments - for
good or for bad-have affected the way we are legally
and socially entitled to express ourselves.
We often take for granted that Canadians (and people
in the West generally) have had bestowed upon them the
freedom of speech, but a closer look reveals a less comp I·
imentary view of our society.
For example, Bill C·54 (now before Parliament) has
alarmed many Canadians, particularly in the arts, in its
attempts to crack down on pornography. The problem lies
in defining pornography - no easy task. Its present
wording has raised concerns that art depicting nudity will
in some cases be illegal, or be restricted access areas in
libraries or galleries. Such a law would be a blatant and
frightening restriction of our freedom of expression.
Also, at least two CUP papers have experienced
intervention into their workings, namely the McGill Daily
and the Manitoban (University of Manitoba), the latter
being a prime example of student government control of
a compus newspaper operation.
The Daily had published a photog!aph of a woman
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confiscated
the copies of the issue
distributed around the Montreal campus. Also, a Montreal
gallery owner has been charged criminally and faces up
to six months in prison or a $1 OOO fine for displaying the
art in question.
Even more outrageous are the actions of the University
of Manitoba Student Union ( U MSU). This student council
took over its student paper- in spite of the fact that over
1OOO students siqned a petition asking it to lay off (for
more on the Manitoban,see page 1). The Manitoban's
17 staff members now publish the Toban Gazette under·
ground, UMSU-appointing
its own staff- now produce
the students' paper for them. Government control, in this

case, UMSU, of a community newspaper limits the freedom
of speech contained in its pages - for obvious reasons.
Along the same lines, control of several mediums by a
single individual, corporation, or family in a single community or on a national level also limits freedom of
expression since purse strings are pulled by a common
source. Examples are many: Thompson (newspapers),
Southam (newspapers), the Blackburn family of London,
Ont. (radio, T.V., newspaper), the list goes on ... In Detroit,
current legal battles are ensuing over a joint operating
agreement between the News and Free Press. Will the
agreement lessen freedom through combined resources
and make editorial content more similar, or will it save the
Free Press from financial demise and in that w~y reduce
opposing editorial views?
At the University of Windsor, CJAM fm carries recorded
broadcasts from Radio Farabundo Marti of El Salvador as
part of its sister-station program. Kudos to CJAM for
presenting taped "live as it happens" news from the
government-controlled zones in El Salvador where human
rights and freedom of speech are virtually unknown
quantities. Radio Farabundo Martis operates under con·
ditions of extreme adversity, and helps spread non·
government, non-commercial news pieces from Sa/vadoreans.
In a similar vein, this week is the anniversary
of the
birth of Martin Luther King, who brought a legitimized
black American voice to an entire nation. His voice was
only legitimized through struggle and education - and
now the vast majority of the U.S. celebrates Martin Luther
King Day. Though much of his "dream" lay still to be
realized (we must only look at Detroit), King spoke outloud and clear - and paid for it with his life.
Complacency about the freedom we enjoy is dangerous.
Libel and hate literature laws are in place for good
reason-the
rights of others must be observed when we
exercise our own. We must, however, struggle against
the restriction of legitimate free expression whenever
and wherever we find it.O
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prov1s1on
Dear Editor:
Inconvenience for Students?
This Jetter is in response to an opinion
piece entitled, "Changes inconvenient for
students'' written by Kevin Johnson.
Mr. Johnson asks the questions, "What

0

consult either myself of the procedures I
outlined at the SAC meeting. If he had. he
would have realized that there is a provision
on page 8 of the Electoral Procedures and
Guidelines for an advance poll. All I can
assume is that either Mr. Johnson feels he
himself is the. "font of all campus knowledge"
or he is lacking in some aspects of journalistic
integrity.
Mr.Johnson was also concerned with my
decision to tabulate the returns on Thursday,
thus handcuffing the Lance from disclosing
the results until after slack week. He felt that
when he raised this point at the SAC meeting
that it was just shrugged off. I dealt with Mr.
Johnson's concerns in the same manner as I
dealt with all other concerns and with the
same commitment Had Mr. Johnson again
had the fortitude to approach me he would
have realized that the Lance was a major
concern of mine. However, there are underlying
circumstances which had to be dealt with;
circumstances which are not readily apparent
unless you have been working through the
system that has been implemented. If Mr.
Johnson feels the only reason for the change
was to, "end the painful, tired procedure and
replace it with bright sunny counting" he is
sadly mistaken. It would not be feasible to
discuss the circumstances which resulted in
the final decision at this point but I am always
willing to listen to any concerns any students
might have and I invite them up to the SAC

office to discuss them.
In the future when Mr. Johnson writes an
opinion piece he should take care and time to
discover all the relevant information. In this
situation. it can be summed up by the fact that
I will not sacrifice accuracy for expediency.

Geoff Bastow
Chief Electoral Officer
Students' Administrative Council

derision
Dear Editor,
This letter is in regards to one sent by
Susan Howard, LAW III UWPCCA, etc.
Susan there's a great future for you as a
creative writer. (P.S. See the Lance, they
could use your talents.)
First Jet me state, not that I really care but
I am not the one who swore at you. Secondly,
you failed to also include in your Jetter your
loud, obnoxiousand arrogantbehaviour brought
this about Surprise, surprise, there were
other bar staff listening to you, so the true fact
is, you are no Cinderella. If you had to wait
for almost 10 minutes, you were lucky,
because that's the average time for waiting on
a busy night
True, maybe the bartender's response
"You can go*%( § ! yourself was a bit harsh.
However, if you wish to be treated equally,
you came to the right place.
We are frequently subjected to the same
abusive· behaviour and cursing by the small
rude minority of patrons. How you treat the

--=------------''----------------------

student workers here is how you should
expect to be treated in return.
In regards to having you removed. yes we
can! With this new alcohol awareness program.
we have been placed under more pressure to
control the behaviour and consumption of
alcohol by the patrons. This includes all staff.
For the rest of the patrons. just a few
words on keeping the peace and the line
moving:
I. Don't crumble your money into a small
bundle: it is time-consuming for the bartenders
and if you shortchange us we have to pay.
2. Only order for yourself. If you order for
the people behind you then you will pay for
the whole order.
3. Finally. please remember. Thursdays are
the busiest nights and patience is a virtue for .
all.
Tony Stremos F.A.LF. W.
Pub bartender

• •

revision
Dear Editor,
It has come to my attention that President
Ianoi's roundtable discussion, outlined in the
Lance Jetter section Decenber 3, has met
with a scheduling conflict.
The discussion, which will deal with the
concerns of Visa students at the University of
Windsor, will now be held January 28, at
4:00 in the MacPherson Hall.
Sincerely,
Richard Lanspeary
International Students' Advisor

.,
I

I
I
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Interested In Photography?
The Students ' Administrative Council is
investigating the possibility of starting an
undergraduate Yearbook for the 1988/89
year. If you are interested in participating in
the development of the Yearbook please
contact Chris McIntyre V.P. Communications
in the S.A.C. office which is located on the
2 nQik>orof the Univer,s.i~Centre.

booklets
business cards
envelopes
flyers
invitations
labels

letterhead
newletters
reports
resumes
stationary
tickets

The real printers.
We're fast. We're geod. We're ready.

...,.

TecumsehRd. E.

f block east of Pillette

Windsor, ON N8T 188

(519) 974-6776
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Governmentschillout on summerjob funding
continued from page I. .
Charest said the Challenge program reflects regional disparities,
with more grants going to regions
where unemployment is highest.
But Macerollo said students do
not make enough money through
the Challenge programs to offset
education costs. The average gross
earnings for a student on a Challenge grant last summer was $2, 14l,
but education costs can run over
$6,000, said Macerollo.
At the University of Windsor,
Students' Administrative Council
(SAC) president Ken Alexander
said students should fight the trend
toward funding freezes for summer
job programs at the national and
provincial levels.
··we're going to have to try to
put more pressure on governments
to change their attitudes about sum-

mer job funding through C. F. S. and
O.F.S. (Ontario Federation of
Students)."
He also said government programs do not provide enough jobs
that pay more than minimum wage
which provides a "double barrel"
effect for students on O.S.A.P.

.. Some students are saying · I
can't afford to work for minimum
wage.' If you can't make enough
during the summer you're going to
have to borrow from your parents
or the government and -you accumulate more and more debt."
"Some (students) are better off

not working. O.S.A.P. expect you
to save 90 per cent of what you
make during the summer.''
Alexander also said that
government unemployment figures
do not take regional disparities
enough into account when they
calculate their student figures.
'·Windsor is usually higher than
the national average in terms of
unemployment. It is artificially
deflated by other regional centres."
But Charest says student
organizations like C.F.S. are asking
too much.
"I don't know where C.F.S.
ever got the idea this program was
supposed to give students all the
money they need to go to school
and we don't pretend that it does,"
said Charest "We are simply trying
to create jobs that otherwise
wouldn't exist"
C.F.S. also criticized the

government's emphasis on private
sector participation in the program.
Last summer, only 39.4 per
cent of private sector Challenge
jobs went to women, while women
were hired for 55.8 and 61.6 per
cent of the public and non-profit
sector jobs.
Men grossed on average $302
more than women in the private
sector Challenge jobs over the
summer even though average job
duration in the private sector was
longer for women.
He said the government is aware
of the problems women face in the
private sector.
"We are not satisfied with the
participation rate of women in this
sector and we will pay more attention to it," he said. "But it requires
a partnership; women must be
encouragedto go after non-traditional
jobs."D

JOB BOARD
Ed. Note: the Job Board is a new feature in the Lance designed to let
students know what's 2.0ingon in the .. real" world. If you like stuff
like this. write us a letter ( if you don't write us a couple).

The Student Placement and Career Counselling Centre is
pleased to announce a new service for our students here at the
University of Windsor.
Workshops have been developed to help our students
prepare their resumes. create techniques for their job search
and hone their skills for job interviews.
These workshops have been scheduled at different times
to try to accommodate students' timetables.
Registration is not required to attend the workshops.
Students can simply choose a time that fits their schedule,
then drop in. Should none of the workshops fit a student's
schedule, please see Laurie Monteith in the Student Placement and Career Counselling Centre to make alternate
arrangements.

The workshops have been scheduled as follows:
Effective Resume
Tues.
Feb. 2
10:30-11:30
Writing Workshops
Wed.
Feb. 3
5:30-6:30
2:30-3:30
Thurs. Feb. 4
Feb. 9
Tues.
9:30-10:30
Wed.
1:30-2:30
Feb. 10
Thurs. Feb. 11
5:30-6:30
Creative Job Search
Tues.
Techniques Workshops Wed
Thurs.
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

16
17
18
23
24
25

10:30-11:30
5:30-6:30
2:30-3:30
9:30-10:30
1:30-2:30
5:30-6:30

Job Interview
Skills Workshops

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

8
9
10
15
16
17

10:30-11:30
5:30-6:30
2:30-3:30
9:30-10:30
l:30-2:30
5:30-6:30

CHESS TOURNAMENT
511 Pelissier St., Windsor
Sunday, January 24

YMCA

Format: Three round swiss system (each player plays 3
games. Rounds are at 1:00, 3: 15 and 6:00 pm.

Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.

last a maximumof2 hours.
Entry fee: $10.00 .This tournament is rated by the Chess
FedqraJionof Canada,for all players. If yoooon'twantto join
the CFC, then you can still play, provided you pay a $5.00
'tournamentoption'.
Prizes: $50 first overall, other prizes will based
on total entries.
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Company
Deadline
Canada Trus1 (London)
January 27/88
- Programmer
-B. Comm. Computer Science
B. Math
Nabisco Brands Ltd (Leam,ngton) As Soon As Possible
-Accountin(!. Clerk
-B. Comm. Major Accouniing
Computer knowledge
Zittrer, Siblin. Stem, Levine
February 5/88
-Accouniing
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Time Control: Using a chess clock, each player must
make all his movesin 60 minutes. Therefore,eachgamewill

More info? John Coleman

All workshops will be held in the Office of Student Affairs
in the West Library.
Further workshops are being planned for the Fall to
prepare students for recruiters coming on campus in October,
November and December.
Students should feel free to drop into the Student
Placement and Career Counselling Centre (Room 163,
Dillon Hall) for counselling at any time.
Note: The following are additions to the "career opportunities" published in last week's Lance:
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Commercial press
sell assumptions
WINN IPEG (CU P) -- It's not
often the public gets a chance to
examine the valueswhich are reOected
in the commercial press every day.
A debate between Murray Birt,
managing editor of the Winnipeg
Free Press and Rick Salutin, playwright. author and an editor at This
Magazine shed light on some of the
assumptions that journalists make
when they ply their trade.
Salutin said there are five assumptions being sold to the public
every time someone picks up a paper.
"The press seems to be telling
us we live in a society where people
in positions of power are there
because of a merit. that we live in a
real democracy, that the economic
system is a natural force with the
implication that the market never
screws up, and the assumption that
there are no assumptions in the
papers," said Salutin.
"They also seem to assume that
the population of Canada is approximate ly 85 people," he added, commenting about who is interviewed
in the commercial press.
Salutin said the media reflects
the interests of big business, and
noted a recent increase in business
reporting.
"Are you aware that only one
paper in Canada is editorially opposed to free trade?," he said. ·' The
press has known about free trade

for two years now, and now they
are talking about how they are
being manipulated by the anti-free
trade groups."
The media doesn't reflect the
interests of the readers, said Salutin,
because it downplays the interests
of churches, women. labour unions,
farmers and other interest groups.
Birt said Salutin's analysisshowed
a lack of faith in the people in any
newsroom.
"Big business does not cast its
spell over our people," said Birt,
who had earlier said he felt the one
section the Winnipeg-Free Press
could improve on was business.
"We are ethically concerned
with editing so as to bring out
individual prejudices," said Birt.
"We think affiliation with religious,
political groups or unions is fine,
but those philosophies must not
stop a reporter from crossing a
picket line to cover the opposing
side of view."
During the question and answer
session Birt emphasized the Winnipeg Free Press' editorial autonomy
from its publisher, the Thompson
newspaper chain.
"Our editorial policy is produced
by a committee including the editors
and the board and the publisher, yet
the editorial writers consult the
publisher's opinion very rarely."
said Birt LJ
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social suffering, as when used by the military.
''We are covering over irrationally with rationality."
Todd Gitlin, a professor of sociology arid comm uni~
cations at the University of California, Berkeley, is
outspoken in his analysis of how the mainstream media
frames images to reinforce the systems of power and
privilege on which it is based.
ln Watching Television: A Pantheon Guide to
Popular Culture, a collection of essays he edited, Gitlin
supports the notion that cullural devices can be used to
mask corporate motives, and garner endorsement for
technocratic values.
For example, he explains how by creating a mythical,

America's top figurehead: "We all knowq that Reagan is
only 'acting', but he's so damn good that we can't quite be
sure."
In this sense, it becomes very easy for corporations
like Pep si, or politicians to co-opt popular or traditional
themes and figures (like black musicians) to sell their
image.
Pepsi's real operations behing Michael Jackson, their
public spokesperson for the" Pepesi Generation", reveals
a less innocuous picture.
Take, for instance, Pepsi president, Donald Kendall.
Kendall was instrumental in securi~g Richard Nixon's
first job on Wall Street With Pepsi's extensive bottling

deflecting any structural criticism agaisnt itself. Even the
most seemi nly credible sources, suc h as TV network new,
only give the viewers the impression that they've made
informed decisions on their own.
The same irony is employed from TV news to advertisements to preserve the status qua, says Mark Grispin
Miller in Watching Television.
"These corporations too pretend to take our side
( while ta.king sides against us), diffusing our rebelliousness
by seeming to mimic it"
''A T&T advises us, through the sofl-sJX)ken Cliff
Robertson, to reject its big, impersonal competitors, as if
AT&T were a plucky little morn-and-pop enterprise;

by parodying genres such as the Western or spy-thriller,
"yet preserving and intensifying the most hostile impulses
of that defunct heroism: xenophobia, misogyny, paranoid
anti-communism, each enacted graphically, and yet with a
wink that tells us not to take it too seriously, however we
might like it"
When Professor Lynn Hissey showed Robocop for a
mid-term exam in her Political Communications class at
Simon Fraser, she asked her students "Is Robocop a
movie of the Right or the Left?"
"Stu dents were split right down the middle," she says.
"Some thought it was satire-at least open to subersive
readings. Others thought it endorses the status quo, the
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by Mike Gordon

n the large auditorium seething with tradition.
a throng of bright. cheery, multi-racial faces,
clad in the uniform of individuality -brand
new Levi jeans and shiny new white sneakers
-anxiously await their leader.
In what could be described as a youth rally for the 1820 year old ad market. the hall echoes eerily as they clang
the trademark aluminum cans above their heads in unison,
chanting his name.
Finally, a single TV screen blips to life. The crowd

roars, as the blond, blue-eyed computer chiseled face
chirps on screen. They laugh, on cue, and follow his
command with utmost enthusiasm: drink Coke.
Nowhere is the myth oft.he benevolent corporate state,
using and producing technology for the public good, more
prevalent than in the media.
While Max Headroom's chipper delivery of 'Catch
the Wave' makes it seem hip to be part of the collective
"we", it does more than capture the tradition of drinking
Coke. He is the cartoon spirit of the computer age, a
popular and likeable character that puts a happy face on
one of the world's most criminal multinationals.
In promoting the idea that technology and progress are
inseparable, corporations become part of a twisted cultural
logic that paints them as progressive institutions.
That show, across the mass mecla landscape. The
computer age has spawned a legacy of 'techno-culture',
from the Bionic Man to Go-Bots, to Westworld and
Knightrider.
In fact, the legacy began as early as the late 1950s
when U.S. president Ronald Reagan starred in a movie

called Murder in the Air. He played a U.S. pilot sent to
destroy an enemy plane that was carrying a device which
could eliminate other aircraft with a JX)Werfulbeam of
energy-not
unlike the Strategic Defense Initiative or
'Star Wars '.
Technology is made seductive and despite its global
threats, it is readily accepted as a natural extension of
industrial, consumer capitalist countries. 'Business and
Usual' is the phrase applied to what former U.S. president
Eishenhower and Lewis Mumford termed the ''militaryindustrial complex", the interconnecting economy of
defense contractors and government agencies that give
society its corporate structure.
Both as consumers and citizens, the public is hooked
into that complex for a technological 'fix'. "Security", for
example, is a key word in many ad campaigns. On a
personal level, you might not make it through the day
without the right underarm deodorant. On a national level,
your country might be open to attack if you don't have the
latest in nuclear weapons.
JrunesMacintosh, a graduate student in communicationsat
Simon Fraser University in Burnaby, B.C., is researching
the concept of technology as a cultural 'fetish' for his
thesis.
Macintosh says technology has become a subject in
itself, usurping traditional fantasy and folklore, and limiting
·our cultural landscape. The result, he says, is a greater
popular acceptance of a 'technocratic' society, and the
notion of a corporate (vs. social) welfare state.
Technology evades being labelled a 'fetish', says
Macintosh. "Fetishism is usually seen as dark, primitive
and feminine, leaving the ·rational' as male figures in
authority, it also reinforces the importance of technology
in society.
In doing so, it also covers how technology causes
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suirreal landscape of appearances, a corporation can sell
anything from cars to law enforcement
"We build excitement" is not only Pontiac's newest
Commercial slogan for cars, says Gitlin, "But about the
current incarnations of America's perennial dreams:
freedom, power, technology."
Gitlin says this style is current through popular
television and film like Miami Vice. which rely more on
show than substance to create a false image of reality for
entertainment
From the simplistic legal battles of People's Court to
the comic book battle scenes of A· Team. in order to
succeed, TV must come as close to the line of simulation
as possible, without going over it, says Michael Sorking in
watching Television.
This. in tum, puts news in the contest of entertainment
By giving equal priority to images, writes Sorkin, "that
makes a can of PoP as consequential as a murder, that
allows the cut from commercial to carnage, from starving
babies in Ethiopia to Morris the finicky cat"
Not surprisingly then, he extends the analogy to

plant in Chile, he later chaired a council of 40 multinational
corporations that helped finance the CIA-backed 1973
coup that overthrew democratically-elected socialist president,
Salvador AUende and imposed the current fascist dictatorship
of Augusto Pinchet.
"They don't want you to know that when you're
drinking Pepsi. you're helping a corporation that has set
up a fascist regime," said long-time Canadjan peace
activist Ken Hancock.
Reagan was elected by selling his own patriotic vision
of America Using charm, rhetoric, and a nostalgic,
inaccurate recounting of history, he is able to maintain a
popular image despite policies that might otherwise be
seen as disasterous and inhumane.

I is this kind of "fantasy of innocent power", says
Gitlin, that led to the slaughter of three million Vietnamese
and 60,000 Americans in the Vietnam war.
This, however, is not a point the commercial media is
wont to stress, being owned and controlled by a few
conglomerates. As part of the corporate system. the
seeminit dissidence of mainstream news is only aimed at

Apple likens IBM to a totalitarian state as if Apple Inc.
were a cell of anarchists; GE depicts a world of regimented
silence, its citizens oppressed and robotized, until the
place is gloriously liberated by a hip quartet bearing
powerful GE tape players as if that corporation were a
hedonistic set and not a major manufacturer of microwave
ovens, refrigerators and-primarily-weapons
syst~ms."
The same c.omment applies to "satirical"films produced
by major corporations. After all, Columbia Pictures is
owned by Coke and Paramount by Gulf and Western
which, among other things, owns enormous wnounts of
land in Latin America and Western Africa

worst elements of technism and scientism in society.··
Hissey sees valid points in both interpretations. She
says the film does question the notion that technology and
progress are inseparable but also puts violence on a more
mundane level of entertainment, endorsing a world without
morals or values.
She believes there is room within the mainstream
industry forclearlyoppositional films like Terry Gilliam's
Brazil.
"It's a technowestem," says Macintosh. "It's entertainment first The violence business is an aesthetic thing. ..
That's the ideology of Hollywood."
Macintosh says despite satirical moments. the film
Robocop, now grossingmillionsacros.sNorth American
theatres, is being touted as satirical entertainment, poking reinforces the notion that technocratic goals override
at the military corporated state and the news media's role social ones.
"It's the technocrats that win in the end. 1be corporatioo
as a mere entertainer.
But Sorkin's earlier comment about Reagan also fits still has control of the military.•·
But in recognizing Cold War or technocratic ideolOgy
here: Robocop is just an act but it's so dam good that we
in
culture
also come a responsibility-to expose the roots
just can't be sure.
of
that
ideology
and refuse consent for the corporations
F~ repeat the same deceptive subversions as television,
and
governments
that threaten our very survival.
savs Miller. They debunk the macho heroism of the past
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·Teachingartto talklikeDexter
by D.D. Finisteris

I think we are in rat's a/le~·...
... where the dead men lost· their bones.
-T.S. Eliot

labour activists, an occupational health and
safety worker. and a robotics engineer gave
seminars on their works and outlooks. The
artists, for the most part focussed on the
nastier impacts of industry on the human
psyche and the landscape; though with great
insight and occasionally delightful result
The labour people stuck to work issues and
questioned the gulf between artists and
workers, although some examples of limited
co-operation were presented- mostly at the
level of agitprop.
Notable and courageous was the presence

There is a sense of urgency to life in these
times, that is shared by those affected with
what was once called a meliorist outlook.
That this urgency often manifests itself in
unease or despair must be explained in terms
of the sheer volume of problems that confront
our existance. The result is a confusion in the
ranks of the dreamers; a gulf between those
who would shout alarm, those who would
analyse and criticize, those who would propose
solutions and those who would "take arms
against a sea of troubles". Spotting and then
placing the artist in the mob is a tricky feat: Is
the artist a socio-emotional analog to a
canary in a coal mine, a therapist, a sin-eater,
an agent provocateur, a lonely defiant rebel,
Siegfried, Parcival or Onan???
Those assembled last weekend for the
symposisum on Industrial Impact and the
Arts ( co-sponsored by Windsor's artist run of the robotic engineer, who provided a solid
gallery, Artcite and the Art Gallery of Windsor) and necessary defence of his art and warned
may not have walked away with the holy of the challenge that lay ahead in reconcilling
grail, but did manage to give the issues a fine the effects of automation with current societal
shaking. One of Diego Rivera's industrial practices. In other words; while robot displace
frescoes proudly proclaims: "He who makes some workers, the old manufacturing processes
a machine augments the power of man". often cripple them. Ask a Chrysler worker
Can the task of creating a vision of the what the GA TE LINE at plant 2 was like. At
consequences of such an act be less of a least no one pulled a back-to-nature tirade
Promethean undertaking.? And what of the (in which the dilemma of killing off the 70 to
results ..... One may also venture that whom 90 per cent of the world's population that
gods destroy, they first make do art- If in could not be fed and supported under a
primitive agrarian economy is always ignored).
doubt, consult your nearest MFA candidate.
What did emerge from the symposium
17 contributers; artists, curators, critics,

was a fog of assumptions that remain a
illusive as the haze that wreaths our fair city
during summer air inversions:
First, it is easy to draw parallels between
the level of personal violence in a city and the
violence to workers, inhabitants and the
environment that is caused by slipshod and
greed-driven industrial ventures. Calling these
externalities, in the language of the economist
does not sanction or condone them-they are
costs that industry refuses to bear. Mark thi&
well, Oh MBA candidates: I.G. Farbin had
low labour costs too- Their managers paid

'Whateverfor?
you ask....

would entail. To leave off one's titular membership in the cogniscentii and to descend
into the trenches, risks a break with tradition
and patronage. It also risks exposure as
irrelevant-a reduction to government funded
puppet shows for disabled workers.
One unwitting artist best summed this
muteness up with a portrait of fellow artist
Alex Colvile titled WAR ARTIST: In the
portrait, the subject is missing his jaw, and
yet the work is one of lender understanding
and respect- not insult A different type of
artist, the writer Harlan Ellison, once said
the same thing with a piece titled; "I have no
mouth, but I must scream!", Contemporary
artists must still strive to choose the apocryphial thousand words that their pictures are
purportedly .worth.
Time will tell whether this symposium
will bear fruit or fall under the crushing
wheels of the TALK-ACTION= 0 equation.
For now, all this correspondent can report is
the happy absence of the dreaded bullshitword: PRAXIS. Once invoked, this beast
conjures naught but deep, deep sleep upon all
who hear it. Furthermore, it was gratifying to
• hear one of the contributors express their
admiration for Windsor as "a city on the
edge", to be likened to Berlin or Beirut. Ifwe
do indeed live in a postindustrial laboratory
( much as the film Eraserhead explored the
interaction between steam and people,) perhaps
someone down at city hall should look into
the tourism angle.
"Industrial Impact: Various points of
view,·· is currently being assembled as a
touring national exhibition. A companion
publication is also planned.LJ

TALK
ACTION

ZERO
later at Nurmberg.
How much later for today's abuses are
another question ... Even with Bhopal, Love
Canal, Johns-Manville and. close to homeBendix, the public almost appears not to
want to know... And artists flinch at telling
them. Artists who confront the industrial
question do so from a position that appears to
be stalled at an individualistically dislocated,
subjective, and almost idiosyncratically impressiopistic. Very few risk the compromise
in purity that an assault, or even a heralding
(for yet, there is to be found much strange and
wonderous beauty in the mills of industry)

Prolegomenato anyfuture intermuralChessClub
by Steve DeMarco

1tmay be hard to believe, but the University of Windsor. an institution of over eight
thousand students, does not and has not
supported a chess club for over eight years.
In fact one would be extremely hard-pressed
to find even a couple of people engaged in a
chess match anywhere on campus. It would
appear, however, that only the slightest
amount of organization or encouragement
would arouse enough interest in the students
of this university to play chess. if not
competitively, at least during breaks between
classes, or at lunch. There is only one
problem- no one is doing anything about it
Chess activity at the University of Windsor has always been rather limited. Even
during the early I 970's, when the game had
its ·biggest exposure in ~rth
America
because of the unprecendented success of
Bobby Fischer of the United States. things
here were quiet Chess, however, had a brief
Renaissance at the university in late 1978
and early 1979. In December of 1978,
Windsor entered a four-man team in the PanAmerican Intercollegiate Chess Championships in Chicago. Ranked 70th out of the 85
teams that entered, Windsor shocked a lot of
schools from the U.S. and Canada by finishing 37th overall. sharing the Division C title.
The success of that year stemmed from the
team's close association with a Windsor
chess master (ranked 9th in Canada at the
time), and the Students' Administrative
Council's donation of the expense money in
order for the players to make the trip. SAC
saw fit to make the contribution because
chess interest at the university had never
been more keen and they were more than
happy to encourage the efforts of such a
finely organized club. Then, for whatever
reason, the interest died, and the chess
movement quickly lost its momentum.
Despite a couple of meager attempts to start
a club on campus since, the game has never
caught on with students here.
Val en tine Hompoth, Windsor chess

>

"W here do you come from?" said the
Red Queen . "And wher e are you going?
Loo k up, speak nicely, and don't twiddle
your fingers all the time."5

enthusiast and head of the Riverside Library
Chess Club, was a member of the 1978
squad which went to Chicago. Hompoth says
that for any sort of club to succeed, and chess
clubs in particular, there has to be someone
willing to devote precious time. He further
notes that perhaps living. conditions in our
society just aren ·t conducive to playing chess.
Hompoth astutely notes that in comparison
with countries overseas. Western society is
much more sports-oriented. whereas in the
East. chess is a way of life-a part of the
heritage-even to the extent of being taught
in the school svstems.
Subway Pub manager Chuck Blewett has
a somewhat singular view of the situation.
While he was managing the Used Book Sale
in 1983-84. Blewett would have chess sets
available during any slow periods. so that the
bGok sale workers, of- anyone interested,
could pass the time by playing a game. This
proved to be a popular diversion: students
were always huddled over the sets. Blewetfs
opinion is: If there is a chess board around
people will play. He highly encouraged
boards being made available in the University
Centre. and he would be more than happy to
supply them in the pub for those interested in
playing at lunchtime, or over a couple drinks.
As for an actual club on campus, Blewett
agrees with Hompoth, in that if the right
person or people could devote the time to
organize it. the campus would definitely be
able to support such a club.
The time may have arisen for a rejuvenation
of chess activity at the University of Windsor.
Chris McIntyre. VP Communications with
SAC, is already looking into acquiring some
chess sets to be made available at the SAC
offices, located on the second floor of the
University Centre. This apears to be a most
worthwhile effort. not only in creating some
interest in a most leisurely game, but it also
encourages a different type of social activity
amongst the students while there are breaks
between classes. Eventually, it may even
lead to the reformation of a University Chess
Club.O
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Artciteexhibitionshowsstasisand flow
by Renee Johnston
The exhibition entitled Time As a Minute
( showing at Artcite until January 31 ) deals
with concepts of time such as "moment,
movement witness and measure.·· This show
is a project which involves students, faculty.
and an artist-in-residence of the School of
Visual Art. The multi-media project, involving
painting, photography, sculpture, installation,
video and performance, is the result of a
three-week course of independent study. A
recording of the work-in-progress is showing
at the exhibition. As a whole, the show offers
a varied pallette of ideas. with some recurring
themes such as circular form and movement
We are presented with various levels of
production in terms of technical execution of
ideas. Some works. however, offer a wellrounded and successful representation of the
theme that the project has presented.
Paul David's series of photographs of a
harness horse suggests the passage of time
through the change of light to dark exposure
in the series. The repeated image of red
circles in the series contrasts with this by
suggesting a fixed point in time. The same
artist's assemblage sculture of a wheel ( with
a winged seat) on a track suggests a frozen
point in time.
Sylvie Belanger's video/sculpture installation invites the viewer to create the passage
of time. A series of plaster casts of feet sit on
the lfoor of the gallery with a video camera
hidden at the bottom of a black tower which
sits in front of the feet At the top of the tower
is a television screen onto which this image is
translated. As the viewer walks up to the
piece, the movement of her/his feet are
shown on the televison screen. This movement
thus marks time as a witness to our movement
and we are made aware that we make time
pass.
Another piece in the exhibition notable
for its concept is Ron Quaggiotta's large
kinetic sculpture. This piece is a construction
involving wheels and steel rods. The shape of
the circles suggests continuous movement
The concept is enhanced as the wheels swing
on a pendulum. suggesting the movement of a
clock. Time in this piece is suggested through
movement and circular form.

Messenjahhangsloosein Windsor
by Phil lngenkamp

I was made to understand recently that a
competent reggae performance need not necessarily bring one consciously nearer to third
world causes. "What's important is that you
have fun!" Fun, by the Rastafarian standards,
was promised for all in the Subway last
Saturday night and Messenjah was there to
deliver. Even at$8 a ticket(more at the door)
the show sold out easily.
The all-Canadian, six-member team climbed
on stage just after ten and jammed through
the first of two 60 minute sets, rarely pausing
long enough to even sweat The second set
soared through a series of selections that
sounded even more upbeat, energetic and
familiar. Unlike their commercially paterurized
pop-reggae studio releases their stage performanceglowedwith ambitiousacoustic adventjah
performance glowed with ambitious acoustic
adventjah. Even those of us who had to be
there were captivated by what must be the
groups's most impressive talent, that is their
ability to be a fre&-wheeling, fun-loving and
nearly reckless on stage without sacraficing
the professional quality of their performance.
Messenjah fans were mostly enrapjahed
and I think this is why none of them were
dancing a whole lot The most fun was had
watching the performers do their reggae
thing, but this was only possible if you
huddled before the stage on the so-called
dance floor. Oh well, at least the sound

Circle and motion are also key elements
in Phil Caetano's installation. In his work,
suspended steel rods arranged in a circle
suggest timelessness (unending time). What
is interesting about this piece is his use of
colour on the rods and on the wall behind the
piece. The use of red paint on the steel rods at
various points creates a negative space as it
blends in with the red canvas behind the
piece. Is the artist suggesting the absence of
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time?
One of the few pieces that has a title is a
collective work by Robert Beaudoin,
Dannielle Cadieux and Chris Pajot. This
multi-media installation involving film, music,
photographs and performance. entitled
"Exposed Time" is described by the artists
as an .. Exploration into the production of a
disinterested state for the duration of sixty
seconds.'' This work is a barrage of image
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and sound describing past and present.
movement and non-movement. sounds and
silence all in one installation. The viewer
witnesses on film a marked passage of sixty
seconds on film of a performance by the
artists. The issue is directly assessed in a
humorous vein through its content
All in all. the show is a well-rounded and
insightful illustration of what can happen
when students and professionals cross media LJ
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not dressing in this summer's fashions. Perhaps
perspirationis an integral part of the Rastafarian
experience.
The Subway concert reassured Messenjah
skeptics that the reggae band dubbing itself
"Canada's best" is still in love with itself.
This group, however, also happens to be very
much in love with its audience and wasn't
afraid to show it Saturday night [J
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system delivered an effectively mixed product
that was well received in any comer of the
room.
As usual the Caribbean atmosphere was
capjahed in its fines aesthetic detail. I have
yet to attend an indoor Caribbean festival
where the room temperajah didn't stay in the
high 80's throughout the evening.
The aroma of freshly sparked ganjah
continually permeated a crowd that regretted
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orchestral accompaniment was graceful and unobtrusive. The
piece itself, of course, is magnificent.
The symphony was by the Swiss composer Anton
All things considered, the Windsor Symphony Orchestra Bruckner ( 1824-1896 ). Titled 'Romantic' ( Symphony No. 4
played deceptively well last Saturday. In the words of in £-flat Major), this work is certainly just that Influenced by
Symphony President Paul McIntyre, conductor Dwight Liszt and Wagner, Bruckner wrote the Fourth Symphony
Bennett and the musicians were performing "without the full between 1877 and 1881. making revisions to it after its initial
assurance of being payed''. It honestly didn't sound like it performances.
The first movement opens with a horn call reminiscent, in
though; they were quite impressive, if you ask me.
The customary applause for the maestro had scarcely an imperfect way, of Wagner's various horn motifs. !This
died before the orchestra launched into its first piece that theme is bandied about a little. concludes in a flourish, and is
evening. The Overture to "The Bartered Bride", is a replaced by another. To sum it up, this movement is 'bewegt,
wonderful, lively little number featuring a quick theme that is nicht zu schnell'. The second movement.slow, with themes
repeated throughout by different string sections; the theme for the various strings. provided the evening's nadir as the
starts off powerfully loud for a measure or two, but fast dies violas confidently played the second theme the wrong key.
The third movement is a hunting scene - horns in the
down to a barely audible murmur. Composed by Bedrich
Smetana ( 1824-1884 ), this fugue is so up-beat that Bennett distance approach. one hears horses etc. What's unfortunate is,
actually danced through a portion of it All told, it was the that by comparison with orchestrations of similar scenes
(Wagner's Ride of the Valkyries comes to mind), this one is
highlight of the concert.
The Smetana was followed by Frederic Chopin's Concerto much Jess evocative. As obvious as the horns are, the animals
No. 2 in F Major for Piano and Orchestra, Opus 21. The and their riders are not.
pianist, Macedonian-born Canadian Raymo~d Spasovski, is
So it goes.
We can't all be Richard Wagner,
a 23-year old vinuoso who has played to rave reviews all over
the world His performance of the Concerto was almost
I suppose.
As regards the finale. it was too long. Whether composed
glitchless. clear, well timed, and not without wit The

by Larry Deck

as a summary of the preceding movements. or as a provisional
thing to be corrected later, it drags. According to the program.
Bruckner" sketched out several different versions of some of
the movements". I don't doubt it; the last movement of
Symphony No. 4 sounds like several bad attempts to end a
symphony and one good one.
With the notable exception of Wagner. Romantic music
all sounds a tad lacking to me. I'm picky, but, hey. with
Siegfried's Funeral Music now on compact disc. who needs
Bruckner?
In this age of synth-pop and speed-metal. the prospects
for cl~ssical music as a privately supported art form seem
slim indeed. My guess is that the present financial difficulties
of the WSO have a lot to do with apathy and a Jot less to do
with Jack of government grants. The question of whether the
government should or should not pay to conserve an art form
that the majority of the taxpayers would not otherwise support
has not been approached. No one would whine if synth-pop
died out: the government does not, to my knowledge,
subsidize disco ... Patrons of the symphony who would be
horrified if the government failed to 'bail it out' should donate
first and bellyache later.
My congratulations and best wishes go out to the Windsor
Symphony Orchestra - I hope they survive. 0
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I sent Brian Mckenzie to review
two things in one day: a Funda mentalist revival and the video of
Stanley Kubrick's Dr. Strangelove.
He neglected to tell me that he was
under the influence of certain mindaltering substances ...

SUPER
WAR
TANK

by Brian McKenzie

The Gospel according to. Dr.
Kubrick:
In the beginning was the Spirit,
and the Spirit hovered o'1er the
Earth. And the Spirit's name was
War. And War created man in his
own image, making him aggressive
and violent. And War saw that it
was good. One day, on the Earth.
one of War's creations rebelled,
and said "I am not of War's tribe. I
belong to the god Pacifism". And
War was displeased. He demanded
sacrifice. For thous3c11dsof years
on the Earth. War was invoked by
man. Man followed War faithfully,
choosing him over the god Pacifism.
And since War's followers were so
many, and Pacifism's followers were
so few, War's followers prevailed
on Earth.
Now there has come a new era
on Earth, called the Nuclear Era.
And it is in this era that the god
Pacifism has gained new followers.
But War is still the supreme god,
and we build churches like the
Pentagon. which are dedicated to
him. We make a chapel inside these
churches where we can discuss him
strategically. This we call the War
Room. But only those priests, called
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who are
serious about War and have made
War their life·s devotion. can come

attempting to find ways to invoke
War against the enemy. The only
problem is that the enemy also
believes in War, and they too have
a War Room, and they too invoke
the same god against us. So how
can anybody win if War is on both
sides? There's the rub. War is a
powerful god; he grows stronger
every time someone uses him. He
teaches man how to use him more
effectively, and how to maximize
his potentia l for destruction. Then
he waits. But War is a mischievous
god. While he waits for men to
invoke him, he plays with them. He
sends his angels, called skirmishes.
down to earth. He use~ spells.
called racism. and elitism, to make
men think about him. He sends his
message in the voice of prophets.

int o thi s cha pel. Th e priests speak

like H itle r. But most important. he

in a strange tongue, using the sacred
words "plan of attack" and "hostilities" and "acceptable losses''.
The President. the head of the
church, presides over the War Room,
seeking advice from his priests.

is always ready to swoop down and
wreak his havoc on the Earth at a
moment's notice. That's what is so
comical about War; he doesn't care
who calls him. He makes everyone
thinkhe's the answerto theirproblems,

but he never takes sides. That's
why no one ever wins when they
call War. Only he wins, because he
stays alive in men's minds.
But War got careless. He didn't
realize the mistake he made when
he showedman the meansof achieving
ultimate destruction. Like his fellow
super-being Prometheus, he thought
he was doing us a favour by giving
us the ultimate fire. Now War
could really show his stuff. He
waits for the day when some head
priest pushes the button that rings
his doorbell. But. he didn't realize
something. Wargave manthe means
for his destruction. Once man calls
War, it will be the last time. There
will not be enough people left to
remember War. H is cult will die,
and without it. he will die.
But, like the Phoenix, he will be
re-born of his own ashes once man
comes back. Sooner or later. man
will regenerate. and, true to his
nature. he will think about War
again And it will start all over again CJ
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Super Specials ALL DAY!
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We Deliver 258-5731

Don't Miss Our Super Bowl Bash!

WomencagersdropWestern now4-0
'
by Tom Ferreira

Last Wednesday our women's basketball
team showed the home fans what they were
made of, as they continued their undefeated
season with a convincing win over Western.
Despite a sluggish first half performance, the
women came out in the second half with
a new confidence and coasted to a 63-52
victory.
As the game began, it was apparent that
the Windsor team was very tense, and seemed
to be pressing on offence.
"We were tentative," said head coach
Joanne MacLean. "We seemed to be worried
about winning four in a row."
The Mustangs, though, were full ofconfidence, and capitalized on Windsor's miscues,
jumping out to a quick 16-9 lead. Western
controlled the offensive boards early on, and
came out in a full court press, which gave
Windsor much trouble.
"We didn't block out well at all," MacLean said.
However, some aggressive play by Alison
Duke kept them within striking range. The
home squad also began to break the press
effectively, and scored several points on the
fast break to cut into the Western advantage.
Midway through the first half. tempers
began to flare on both sides, and heated
words were exchanged. This small incident
ignited the Windsor squad, and the tide of

play shifted in their favour.
Guard Colleen Hogan picked up the pace
of the Windsor offense, and they soon
tied the game at 18 with 5 :30 remaining in the
first half.
After a Western time out, Hogan hit a
three pointer that brought the crowd to life
and gave Windsor the lead. The Mustangs
came right back, though, and by halftime led
28-27.
When the second half began, Windsor
came out with a different attitude. At intermission, MacLean told the team to relax, and
to stop worrying about losing.
This seemed to work wonders for the
team, and they played with anew confidence.
As Windsor gained confidence, Western
seemed to fall apart. Western' s poor shooting
and passing spelled defeat for them, as the
Lancerettes were able to capitalize on those
mistakes with a good transition game and a
stifling man-to-man defence.
"We had to try something," MacLean
said. "We didn't like the way Western
played our zone when we played them in
Western."
By the time five minutes of the second
half had elapsed, Windsor was beginning to
take control. They led by three, 33-30.
As the scoring picked up near the midway
point of the second half, Windsor increased
its lead to seven, and the Mustangs were in
·
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h.
serious foul trouble. With 6:30 le,., ~ke it
abaskettoputWindsorahead53-41. Wmdsor

never looked back from that point. as they
coasted to the victory.
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The leading scorer for Windsor was
Duke, with 16 points and 9 rebounds. Hogan,
who did most of her scoring in the first twenty
minutes, chipped in with 10 points, three
assists, and eight rebounds. Another solid
performance was turned in by Carol Gordon,
whom MacLean called "the core of our last
two victories". She had 10 points and 3
rebounds in a very strong game.
However, MacLean felt that first year
guard Tracey James also played a strong role
in the win. James scored eight points, and
canned two Jong shots when Windsor was
clawing away at the Mustangs' lead in the
second half.
"She brokethe game open," Maclean said
The victory sets Windsor's record
at 4-0, which leaves them in first place,
Joolcing down at the rest of the league.
However, the way the schedule is set up
made this win very important to the team.
"Reality says we will lose."' she said. "I
don't know how the team w:11react when it
happens.''
Since the team does not play again until a
pair of road games this weekend at Waterloo
and Laurier. coach MacLean didn't want her
team to have too Jong to dwell on the defeat
.. We di·dn't want to Jose this one Now we
·
have good momentum for the road.'' u

UnbeatenWesternand Waterloo
fall to surginglilncers
by Brian LeClair
The Lancer men·s basketball team climbed
back into the hunt for the OUAA West
division crown this wee~ as they roared from
behind in two home games to beat previously
unbeaten Western Mustangs and Waterloo
Warriors in two very fiercelycontested games.
The Lancers needed overtime to dispose
of the Mustangs, 113-107. and Windsor
followed that up with an 85- 77 triumph over
the Warriors.
Things certainly did not look good for the
Lancers against the Mustangs. as Western
scored at will early, and built up a 22-6 lead
just five minutes into the contest
"We seem to come out stale either in the
first or secorxihalf."said guard Matt St Louis.
Providing much of the offense for Western
was forward John Stiefelmeyer, who had 30
points by halftime.
"'Twenty-two points in five minutes is
outstanding,'' said head coach Paul Thomas
of the Mustangs' offence.
The Lancers tried to get the ball inside,
but the Mustangs· tough defence wouldn't
allow the penetration. However, the Lancers
kept fighting.
"We were running our stuff, but the shots
didn't fall.'' said guard Scott Thomas. "We
didn't panic, though."
"There's forty minutes to every game,"
said St Louis. "We just had to relax."
The Lancers were slowly able to capitalize
on a shooting slump by the Mustangs, and
had carved into the deficit to trail by only four
at halftime, 51-4 7.
In the second half, Thomas inserted
Brian Makaric as a shadow for the high;
scoring Stiefelmeyer, and the aggressive Lancer held him in check.
The Lancers also tried to change the
tempo, and were successful as the offense
began to click.
Guard Thomas started to take charge of
the game, fmding the open man and, when
there was no viable shot. canning the long
three-pointers himself.
"That's basically my job," Thomas said
"We have to keep the game up tempo.
Having a guy like Matt (St Louis) makes it
easier.''
Finally. with about seven minutes remaining, the Lancers went ahead for the first time

a

Canadians
fall
to Soviet squad
continued from page I.

Jeff Nekken and ball.

in the game, 7 8-77.
It appeared that the Lancers had the
game well under control, with a 98-95 lead
and only fifteen seconds remaining after Jeff
Nekkers canned two clutch free throws.
But the determined Mustangs raced down
the court., and buried a three-pointer with just
three seconds left on the clock to knot the
score at 98.
A desperation shot at the buzzer by Carlo
Boniferro didn't wor~ and the Lancers were
forced into overtime.
Instead of fading, however, the Lancers
continued on. They scored the first nine
points of the overtime, and were able to coast
to the 117-107 victory.
"The overtime was probably a good
thing," said coach Thomas.
Leading the way for the Lancers was St
Louis, who lit up the scoreboard with 35
points, four three pointers, and eight overtime
points. Thomas was next with 27, including
four three-pointers. Jeff Nekkers added 17
for the Lancers.

reason this time.
"Waterloo did a whale of a job defensing
us." Thomas said.
The huge Warrior squad completely shut
down the Lancer big men, as Henry Valentini
led the Windsor centres with only two first
half points. An injury to Boniferro from the
Western game eliminated another option for
the Lancer attack.
"When you're missing a player like Carlo,
it's more than just one player," Thomas said.
The Lancers fought the tough Waterloo
defence with some stingy defence of their
own, and, as a result. baskets were hard to
come by.
Waterloo opened up a 37-28 margin, but
like the Western game, Windsor fought back
to keep it close.
With only a 42-38 halftimedeficit.Thomas
set up a zone defence and a half-court press
to confuse the Warriors.
The Lancers were now able to pull down
more rebounds. and a cold spell by the
Waterloo shooters only made it easier for the
Lancers to start out their fast break.
Windsor then took the court Saturday
At this point the Warriors made a crucial
night against the Warriors, who like Western mistake. They kept leaving St Louis open at
were undefeated, and ranked in the top ten in the baseline. St Louis began shooting threeCanada.
pointers almost at will. Then the Lancer big
Like the previous game, they found them- men were being left unguarded inside. The
selves down early. but there was :J £lear .cQntiued »o,:.pa1e ~o.

their advantage to 64-45 withjustoverten
minutes left.
The Canadians came back to narrow
the deficit. but the clock ran out on them.
Adding to Thomas· 18 points for the
Canadian cause were Andrea Blackwell
with 15 points. andJanetFowlerwith 10.
The Canadian team can take solace in
the fact that this was only an exhibition
game, in order to see how the team stacks
up against major competition.
The two Lancer coaches at the game
felt Canada has little to fear in the future.
"I think Misty tried too hard," said
women's coach MacLean. "She can play
much better than that."
"'I expect to see different scores in the
last two games of the series," she added
Coach Thomas was quite impressed
with the Soviets' defence. but he feels that
the Canadians can do better.
"'I'm interested to see how it goes."
For now, though. the team has the
luxury of a first-hand view of how things
might go at Seoul. South Korea at the
Olympics, and Canadian guard Thomas
is enjoying every minute of it
''To play for your country is the
greatest thing you can do," she said
However. she is always focused on the
task at hand.
''We're· worlcing soely for the gold
medal. Anything less and we're selling
ourselves shorl"
As for the University of Windsor, we
put on quite a show of our own.
"Basketball Ontario is used to much
smaller crowds," said Dennis Hastings,
manager of the St Denis Centre, and one
of the organizers of the event "They were
very impressed with the support of the
community of Windsor."
Both Hastings and MacLean said
there will be more events like this at St
Denis Hall.
"We can expect more visits by the
national team, .. Mac Lean said. 0 •
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Hockeyteam splits,but maintainsholdon top spot
by Scott A. Pattison

The Lancer hockey team solidified their
grip on first place in the OUAA Western
Division with a split of home games with the
Toronto Blues and Laurier Golden Hawks.
The Lancers dropped the Blues 6-3, but
fell the next afternoon to the Laurier Golden
Hawks by a 4-3 count
Saturday night. the Lancers faced off
against the Blues, representing the Central
Divi:.ion.
They got off to a quick start, peppering
the Blues· netminder Paul Hunter with 18
shots in the first period. They jumped out a 20 lead on goals by Jim Lepine and Steve
Hrynewich.
However, the Blues came stonning back
in the second. and they struck for throel!J)als
against Lancer goaltender Richard Paliani.
The Lancers could only manage a goal by
Dan Mahon. so the teams went into the third
period tied at 3.
It was in the third when the Lancers
excited the noisy crowd of over 800 by
exploding for three goals within two-and-a
half minutes to break the game open.
Windsor forward Ken Gagnier took a
pass from Jim Lepine. and drilled the puck
past the Blues' netminder to break the deadlock
at the 8:35 mark. Less than a minute later.
Luke Duchanne beat goaltender Hunter.
with team captain Ken Mincllo finishing ofT
the attack with a pow erplay goal.
Windsor's fortunes changed for the worst
Sunday afternoon. as the visiting Golden
Hawks checked out of Adie Knox Arena
with two point.'i.
The Hawks set the tempo from the opening
face-off. and two goals from long
range got the Hawks off to a Oying start.
Lancer head coach Rick Cranker felt he
had no choice hut to take starting goaltender
Kerry Kerch out in favour of Paliani.
" I felt the tenm needed a shake up." said
Cranker. .. I thought that the goal tending
change just might wake up the entire team ...
But general manager Mike Sadler refused
to put the blame on his gonltenders.
"Our eoaltcnders have carried us this far.
so )OU reallv can't complain about them too
much."
The Ha\\ ks managed another goal in the
first period. and the Lancers got that one
back on a tally by Ed Smith to trail only 3-1

after twenty minutes.
The teams traded goals in the second,
with Minello notching another powerplay
goal at 5: 11 of the period.
The Lancers got closer in the third on a
goal by Dan Mahon. and they pulled their
goalie in the final seconds to try and earn the
tie. But the Hawks stood finn. and the
Lancers had to settle for the weekend split.
"We got into a hole early, and we just
couldn't get out.·• Sadler said.

have to be prepared for a battle every night
we hit the ice."

Tl;ic split still leaves the Lancers in first
place with a 11 4 I record, and the ability to
control their own fate with two games against
Brock still on the slate.
But the new-found success of the Lancer
team presents an unique problem.
"A few years back. teams would come
into our building expecting to walk ofT with
the two points,'' said coach Cranker. ·
"But now the other teams realize we are a
force to be reckoned with. This is why we

"We want to wrap it up early, securing
home ice for the playoffs. as well as giving
injured players time to heal."
The Lancers continue their battle for the
West Division crown this weekend. With a
pair of home gamesagainst Laurentian Saturday
evening at 7:30, and then Sunday at 3:30.U

Volleyballwomenreturnto action
by Brian LeClair

The women's volleyball team returned to
regular season action after nearly a month off
with very little effect this week, as they split a
pair of games against Guelph and Laurier.
Last Wednesday, the women took the
St. Denis court against Guelph. and parlayed
a stifling defence into a convincing straight
set victory.
··we impressed the crowd immense!)
today." said assistant coach Jan Caverzan
after the 15-9. I 5-6, and 15-6 victories.
The team's stunning play earned them
many compliments from the crowd. manv of
whom were high school students sent tickets
by the coaching stall:
The coaching stall was especial!) impressed
with the passing and hitting orChris Brecka.
and the excellent passing ofTracv McCall.
Lisa Eastham, and Monica Godin.
Thi s past weekend in Lauricr. the team
was cursed by inconsistency. as the} dropped
a very hi,arre five game match to the Golden
Hawks.
"We're still trying to figure out what
happened," Caver,an said. ··Toe team was
just stunned ...
Lauricr. who 1slighting with Guelph for a
playofT spot. should have been an easv
opponent for the women. But the Golden
Hawks won the first two game\, 15-10, and
15-8. and were able to hold on for the fi, e
game , ictorv.
Meanwh1le the coaching staff of C averzan
and head coach Marg Holman were left
shaking their heads to explain the loss.
"Laurier had nothing to lose.·· Cavcnan
said. "We go in Oat, they pla) above their
le,el a little. and we·rc dead··

However, the team did show periods of
dominance during the match.
"Sometimes Laurier had no clue where
the ball was coming from," Caverzan said.
"They were falling all over themselves on the
floor trying to pick up the ball. It almost
looked like we were bowling out there."
"Unfortunately. our defence fell apart.··
These moments when the team looked
like they could blow Laurier out of their own
gym made the loss even harder to take.
However. Caverzan took it as a part of the
game she is growing to love.
"The more I learn. the more I like it." she
said. It' s a fascinating sport.'"
The team takes yet another extended
break from their schedule and 5-3 record, as
they travel to Regina to pla)-in the Saskatchewan
tournament

The tournament is Just another step in the
team's attempt to attract the area's top high
school volleyball talent to come to play for
Windsor.
··we arc becoming a high profile sport
now." Caverzan said. "The tournament may
help in recruiting ...
It will nlsoprovide exceptional competition
for the team.
"They will see some intensity." Caver1an
said. " Hopefully what they see will get them
to hold on to it so we can finish a match
better."
··we·re hoping we'll peak by the playoffs."
The Windsor women go to Ottawa the
next weekend. and then resume their regular
season February 5th at home against Western.
Game time is at 6:00. l.J
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CAMPUSREC
Instructional Programs
Welcome back! Happy New Year! Campus Ree is
offering you instructional programs this summer. You can
choose from kayaking, indoor tennis, social dance, women's
weight lifting, and first-aid training.
Kayaking
The kayaking course is to start on Sunday, January 24th
for 8 weeks. It will take place at the HK pool from 11:30-1 :00
pm. on Sundays. Enrollment is limited, so sign up early. Cost
is from $40 to $50.
Social Dance Class
A social dance class is available on Thursday evenings
from 7:30-9:00 pm. It will begin on Thursday, January 28,
and will take place in the Multi-Purpose Room. Come on out
and brush up on those dance steps and trot through this
semester. Cost for the class is from $20-$30.
Indoor Tennis
Indoor tennis is available on Saturdays from 9am-l lam,
starting on January 30. 1988. The program will last four
weeks. Cost is $25-30.
Women's Weight Training
Women's weight training is a 10-week program beginning
on Tuesday. January 26, 1988. It will take place Tuesda}
and Thursday evenings from 7-8 pm in the varsity weight
room at the. Human Kinetics building. Cost is $20-30.

Campus Recreation Aquatics!

Our aquatic program offerings for this semester include
Adult Learn-to-Swim sessions and Adult Strke Improvement
sessions on Saturday mornings, and an Early Bird Swim
offered Mon/Wed/Fri from 7 am to 9am.
Registration for these programs will be held on Sat.
Jan. 23 between 11am and 2 pm in the Campus Recreation
Office, Human Kinetics Building.
I hope to see you there!
First Aid Training
Increase your rescue skills this semester with First Aid or

CPR It will be held at the Human Kinetics building on
January 30 and 31. 1988. Cost for the program is $35.
Ski Trip
Once again Campus Recreation is offering a ski trip. It
will be on Friday, January 29th at Mt Holly in Michigan.
Departure is at 4:00 p.m. and return at 1:00 am. The cost is
$30 which includes lift tickets, a lesson, equipment rental and
transportation. If you do not need to rent skis, the cost is $20.
Sign up and register at the Campus Ree. office and please
bring your money. There is a first come first serve policy so
register early. See you on the slopes.
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Volleyballers
defencelessagainstGuelphandLJlurier
there, but I don't think it's from too many
more plays. "Guelph is an experienced team.·•
plays," he said. "Most teams have more
he said. "They could read our plays, and
plays than we do. We just have to work on
alter their defense to control us. We need
The University of Windsor Lancer men's our defense, that's all."
more plays to be a better offensive threat··
volleyball team opened the second half of
After quickly falling behind 5-1 in the
On Friday. the Lancers travelled to Laurier
their first season in desperate need of a first game of the Guelph match, coach Greg
to take on the second place Golden Hawks.
victory. With a record of 1-6. the Lancers Semeniuk inserted powerhitter Ed Johnston
They played perhaps their best game of the
were in a must-win situation if they had any into the lineup. He helped Windsor battle
season, beating Laurier 15- JO in the first
hope of making the playoffs.
backtotrailbyone. 7-6, butGuelphcontinued
game. However, Laurier rallied to win the
No such luck. The Lancers were only to take advantage of Windsor's shaky defence,
nextthree games,aoo
thematdl, 15-5.15-5. 15-8.
able to capture one game in two matches with reeling off 9 straight points to win the first
The losses leave the Lancers in sixth
the visiting Guelph Gryphons and the home- game, 15-7.
place with a 1-8 record, but powerhitter
town Laurier Golden Hawks.
In games two and three, the Lancers
Johnston insists the team is headed in the
From the opening serve against Guelph, played strongly, and in both games had
right direction.
the Lancers looked sluggish and confused. stretches of four or five points in a row.
·'The attitude of the team has really
Although there were flashes of brilliance by However,the powerfuland experiencedGuelph
picked up." he said. "Our passing is a lot
the offense, the defense was mediocre at best. otTenseproved to be too much for the Lancers,
better. and that helps our offense be more
and as a result the Gryphons swept Windsor and they lost the final two games. 15-8. 15-13.
effective. When the team starts playing well.
in three straight games.
In the final game. though, Windsor showed
the atmosphere is much better."
.. We just weren't ready," said Lancer that they can match up offensively against
Hek:okstowarclaooglttfuturewiththeuincers.
powerhitter Greg Konrad. who finished the anyone in the league. Johnston, who finished
"We've got the ability to be one of the
match with five kills and three blocks for with 11 kills and 13 points, agrees.
best teams in the OUAA. Give us some time.
eight points.
"Offensively, we can play head-to-head
we'll be there."
.. On offense we do okay. but we definitely against anybody. It's our defense that gets us
The Lancers' next action is Tuesday,
have to work on our defense. ··
into trouble. We've improved a lot since the
Poi nt!
Lance Dholo by Matt Tales
January 26, when they travel to Waterloo to
Konrad agrees that the team seems confused beginning of the season. but it (defense) still
with more work. ··we·ve only worked on take on the first place Warriors. On Friday,
when it switches from otTense to defense. costs us games...
defense once this year at practice."
the 29th. the Lancers play host to McMaster
._··_To_e_re_is_d_e_fi_n_it_eI_y_so_m_e_co_n_f_us_i_on_o_u_t
___ H_e_fe_els
the problem may be corrected ___ J_o_h_n_s_to_n_a_I_so_fe_e_ls_th_a_t
_th_e
__te_a_m_n_ee_d_s
__ a_t_S_t_D_e_n_is_.
_G_a_m_e_ti_m_e_i_s
_8_:00_._u
__ _
by Jonat han Arms

CAMPU S ALC OHOLI CS ANONYMOUS

Closedd1scuss1onrneet1ngsore Tuesdovs
belween 12 00· 1 30 ,n the Ontario Room.
Vanier Holl If you hove o problem w,th
drinking and wont to stop. come and
meet with us

•

CAM PUS ADULT CHILDREN O F ALCO.
HOLI CS, meet every Wednesday from 78 pm at Iona College. 208 Sunset Ave
973-7039
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY C HAPEL 973
7034 Located between the University

Centre and Huron line Mosses: Sunday
1030 & 4:30. Monday to Friday at 11 50
am Ever;Tuesaovthere1salsoMossond
supper ot 5 pm ($2.50) All ore welcome
Wehoveo hbroryw1thshJdyspoceondo
cote for Your conven,ence

OMPACT
DISC
RENTALS!
ON CAMPUS AT

re,t,1.,#ti ~1
429 Ouellette

THE NEW STUDENT GATHERING

World's Greatest Texas Style Burger
(1/2 lb of bee f)
3.95 w ith fr ies and c ondim e nt s
Onl y $2.9 5 with Stud e nt I. D.

MIN/MART
(Vanier Hall)

PUBLIC EDUCATION CO.ORDINATOR

requiredbytheAIDSCommitleeotlMndSOr
(ACW). Must be knowledgeable about
AIDSand the gay community and hove
excellent communicot10n skills Send
resume before January 30 to President.
AON. Box 7002. Windsor. Ont N9C 3Y6

DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY
7 NIGHTS

TOP40

ANYONE WHO FAILED ECONOMICS 41231 0<41-232 with WeissGoldman. please
ARE YOU PREGNANT? A loving couple is

COME OUT AND WRITE FOR THE LANCE!
MY DEAR AND DARLING BRIAN, you ore

too1<1ngexceptionally old and decrepit
lately.
FOR SALE:4 Uniroyal Rallye GT P'.255160
R15 3000 1cm S200 Phone 254-9677 or
254-6335.
CAPERS, THE CRIMINOLOGY

CLUB:

Resumes are row being accepted for
the position of Public Relations Officer
until Friday. Jonuory22nd. 1988. 12 noon.
in Room 153 SWH club mailbox
HAILRUTH,FULLOf GRACE the peppy
and light new comedy about o nun who
r\ins on escort service tor seminarians is
row playing in ~undo1 Ponies. ot o 401
S01V1cestation near you Tickets ore
ovoiloble from oil nice people and they
may even leave you money on your
doorstep. Thanks for on en)OYObletrip

1

$ 1.49 each
CIJMPACT DISC
SPECIALISTS

NOW YOU CAN
ORDER WEEKLY
FROM OVER

30000,scs!
e Over 500 Discs In Stock
• Rock. Jazz. Classical
• Hard to Find Imports ·

CD PLAYERS$4.99/day

A WEEK

& MORE

Fri.-Ladies Night
(Free Cover 1 O:OOpm-11 :OOpm)
Our restaurant and dance f loor are open
'til 4am on Fridays and Saturdays

appeal vour grade'
eoge< to adopt and provide o home tor
your unborn child Working with goverr.ment licensed agency Coll collect
(416)925-8225

PLACE

4

1

J

M on- T hu rs 9pm to 1 a m ( N o cove r. no m inimum )
Fri -Sat 9p m-1 a m $ 3. 0 0 cov er ($2 w ith 1.0 . c a rd)
1 a m·4 a m SS co ve r ($3 w ith I. D. ca rd)
Get yo u r G. W. I. D. car d fo r specia l V. I. P. t rt!a tm e nt !

. ,$~~'r~~"~1,..,
·~
.,.,..
,~ ~
.•
·

~ ,.

.

MIDNIGHT MUNCHIES
_SERVEDNIGHTLY

1.00am-3.30am
Ha~burgers-$1.39
with FRl~S-$1.99

NACHOS- 99 c
FRIDAY & SATURDAYONLY

-~~«ift-~~~.t.~

~~S'~
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Are you a technophobe?
Express your fears in the Lance's science fiction

New recordsset

'7''

Singularity.

the 4 x 800y. The team consisted of
Maxine Walkes, Jackie McVittic.
Unda De Luca and Annette Pelletier.
Please submit your work in double-spaced, typed form_~
Dunng the past weekend the This time also gave the Indies a
Deadline for submissions is Feb. 12.
Windsor men's and women's teams berth in the CJAU's.
officially put their season into full
T\\o other school records also
- Editor Scott Ingram.
swing, with the men travelling to fell in the relays . The first was in
'4.
Eastern Michigan University and the sprint medley. The team consisted
the women to The University of ofM.J . Mc Keever, Joanne Van De
*Fiction only, no essays. diatribes or true life stories.
Michigan. Both teams met some Weilc, Jen Yee and Gisele St.
stiff competition from schools in Louis. The other relay to break yet
The Mid-American Conference and another school record was in the
I'he Big Ten Conference.
distance medley. This team saw a
Although the men didn't take fewfamiliar faces,Pelletier, McVittic,
home any medals. there were some and Dcl.uca with the addition of
fine performances turned in. Two Amanda James.
school records were broken and a
Another Windsor individual and
number of athletes qualified for the
relay team achieved their goal of
Canadianlnterscholastic A~iation
qualifying for the CIAU's. Making
Union meet in March.
the conversion from sprinting to
The first school record to fall
hurdles, Jen Yee saw no difficulty
was in the mile. Terry James found in the process due to her athletic
himself the proud ne\\ record holder
ability . She qualified in the 60m
in the mile with a personal best time hurdles with a bla,ing time of8.75
of 4: 19.35. The other school record over the distance . Jen's time was
to fall saw veteran runner Mike not only fast enough to cam her a
Murray return to the track after berth in the CIAU's, but also added
being plagued by injuries. and ran a school record to her credit.
an exceptional time of 9: 16.42 over
The second relay team to qualify
the two mile race. The only male
was in the 4 x 400m. This team
athlete to meet a CIAU standard
SWEATERS SWEATERS SPOIiSHIRIS
consisted of Mc Keever. St. Louis.
was talented Trevor Hall. in the
Katie Klein and one of the most
60m hurdles. Hall. who is also a
talented lady runners at this distance
starter on the Lancer football team.
in the country, Maxine Walkes.
ran a time of 8 09 seconds over the
Now that these meets are under
60m hurdles.
the
Lancers' belt. there arc optimistic
The women also had fine
R·R·R·A-ROTHER
feelings
heading into The Donperformances turned in. The ladies
1rs COLD OUTSIDE.
Wright Classic in London. The
managed
to
take
home
a
bron7c
BUNDLE UNDER OUR
medal. break four new school records team will part1c1patcin a quad meet
STOREWIOE 2 FOR 1
and qualified t\\O relay teams and \\lth LondonWestcn1, Central Michi-SWEATER & SPORTgan Uni,ersity and Syracuse. Best
SHIRT SALE ON
one indi, idual for the CIAU's.
RIGHT NOW, WHEN
The bronze medal was won in of luck to all athletes.
YOU COULD REALLY
USE TWO.

supplement

RUFFINI

llllTCHES

2 FOR

2 FOR

llllTCHES

by Lance Sport) Staff

RUFFINI
SPOIiSHIii

2 FOR

2 FOR
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Westernand Waterloofall

VISA, MAS~ACARD I
AMERICAN
EXPRESS.
CALL (519) en-1188

PARKAND PELISSIER,
(UNDERTHE PARKIHO
OARAOE).MON., TO
SAT., 9:30-5:30, (FRJ.
TILL 4) & SUN., 12-4

sponsored by
Students
Administrative
Council

continued from page 17
entire Waterloo team\\ as bcginnmg
to unravel.
.. Offensc and dcfense arc con
nccted, .. said Thomas . .. Jr you get
them thinking about one. the other
one suffers."
The Lancers completely erased
a ten point deficit to tie the game at
52 with 13 minutes left. Centres
Valentini, Ken Schweitzer. and
Andre Morasutti continued to
exploit the Waterloo defence.
.. We really pounded the boards
more in the second half." Morasutu
said.
.. We just took what they gave
us;· Valentini added.
The Lancers pushed their lead
up as the game progressed and
aggressive defence by resen c Kim
f.lliot kept the Warriors at bay, as

A

Windsor coasted to the 85 77 final
score
St. Louis again led the Lancers,
scoring 30 points in a magnificent
shooting effort. Nekkers added 13.
and Thomas chipped m with 11.
The two victories, against two
of the favourites for the OUAA
cro" n. puts the team in second
place, and the Lancers arc no\\ the
ninth-ranked team in Canada.
Thomas. however. isn't ready
to concede an) thing.
"This will still be a tough conf.
crencc," he said. "If any of the best
fall. the others aren't too far behind
to knock our heads off."
The Lancers must travel to
McMastcr this week to play the
Marauders. and then are off toJ
Kitchener to facethe Lauricr Golden
Hawks. I

-------

-

~ ~

U11ive1~ily
ufWi11usor

MBA
Appointment
Bookings
Centre Desk
Main Floor

Portraits Taken
S.A.C. Second Floor

February 1-5
5 Days ONLY
Photographer: Erica Lazl
Master Photographer of
Beta Photos Co. Ltd.

519 RICHMOND STREET
LONDON. ONTARIO. CANADA
N6A 3EB

PROGRAM
featuring tile Co-operative
(wo, !<·study) option

lnfonnulion Session l

IDate

//uu,da,. ;,,,,,,,,,. 2~
I .!..OOp111
4·00pm

Tim e : ,,,.,..,,,,,,,,.,,.
"" 12m

Place : Hl
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'Weekof Action'targetsunderfunding
qualify to bypass first-year physiology at a medical school as they
could when three hours each of lab
utdated equipment
and class time were offered. Virgo
occupies half of an
~ve
physiology said.
lab ( now a storage
Virgo has just submitted an
room) and students
$80.000 budget to his department
play damaged instruments in the
This is the amount of money he said
School of Music because there isn't
is needed to replace the present
enough core fundint coming from
equipment. bought in the late 1960s.
governments for ba~ic maintenance.
··we couldn't repair it ifwe wanted
Disabled students find it difficult to
to... he said.
gain access to some of the buildings
Participants in the tour heard a
on campus because there isn't enough
similar story at the School of Music.
monev earmarked for installation
according to music student Nick
or proper ramps and doors.
Tvmstra ··a11instrumentsarchurting.··
These were the highlights of a
·· Pianos are out of tune and the
'"Horror Tour"' conducted for the
keys stick.·· he said. '"There are one
media by the Students· Adminisor two pianos that arc decent in the
trative Council ( SAC) at the
whole building.··
Universit) of Windsor. Januar)
Duncan Graham. a disabled
21.
student. used Memorial Hall as an
The tour was only one or the
example.ofthe accessibilityproblems
events planned to coincide with the
he and other disabled students have
Canadian Federation of Students
on campus.
(CJ-S) National Week of Action
held this year to protest a lack of

The door is too narrow and the
ramp inside is too steep to negotiate
safely. he said. Also, the elevator is
too difficult to get on and off and
there are no accessible washrooms
in the building. Graham said.
Graham belongs to the SAC
committee on accessibilit) and
special needs formed last December
and he will be travelling with this
committee to an Ontario Federation
of Students conference J anuar) 28
to show a movie made here designed
to raise student awareness on the
problems of accessibiht, for disabled students.
In conjunction with the ·· Horror
Tour" SAC asked students to boycott classes from I2 pm to 2 pm and
to sign postcards detailing the fundin!!problem. The head of the faculty
association. Dr. P. Kumar Chatcrjee.
was not contacted in time to ask the
support of professors for the boycott.
but he said that had he been contacted
Conti nued on page 9.

arc being cheated... physiolog)profcssor Dr. Bruce Virgo said of
the lack oflab time for his students.
··The most important part of the
experience has been in the lab."
and every other campus that offers
the course has a lab. he said.
Although the number of students
taking the physiology course has
doubled to 60 since the lab closed
in 1984. the students no longer

b) Terry Moore

is:,ues."saidGSS president Alan Jones.

The Graduate Student Socict)
( GSS) executive feel their relations
with the University of Windsor ( U
of W) are deteriorating because or
what the), see as a lack of concern
for graduate student issues.
··we feel we are being shafted
or stonewalled on a lot of our

The GSS is coming out against
the administration because the Organi1ation for Part•time Students
(O PUS) has been offered a vote on
the Board of Governors while the
GSS seat remains without a vote
on the highest decision-making lxxly
on campus.
··wc·ve been lobbying for years
to get a vote on the Board of

by Terry Moore

[QJ

lance photo by Terry Moore .
Ph\Siolo~v professor Or. Bruce Virj!O sho"s olf outdate d equipment durin~ ·· Horror
lour·.

~::~~;,:,;:;;{;::
.::~:.~h~
Gradsseekfranchisefrom administration
Governors... said G SS v1ce--president ship on the Board of Governo rs 1s
finance Alex Houston.
the cause for the inability ofGSS tc
.. J have nothing against OPUS make headway on man) of their
getting a seat but we·re getting concerns.
stonewalled on a number of issues.··
"Graduate students are a low
Houston said. ·'Graduate students priority if they are any at all to the
bring in four times undergraduate administration ... Jones said.
funding at the masters level and six
Houston felt students· issues
times the undergrad funding at the arc not a big priority on the adminiPhD level."
stration's agenda. "Their priority 1s
Jones said lack of votingmember- Continu ed on page 9.

,

Community rallies to prevent chemicalbarge crossing
by Michael Cole

Taylor also reminded the committee of
the M.V. Montrose incident of Ju ly 3 1. 196 2
where the freighter collided with a similar
barge and sank in the river near the Amba ssador Bridge. Ta ylor said that ifthls incident
were repeat ed with a barge loaded with toxic
substances. the effects on the environment
would be ' ·devastating."
"If these kinds of goods are not allowed
(to cross at) the bridge or the tunnel for
insurance reason s." asked Paul Jarman, of
the Customs and Excise Worke rs Union
Local 18, "t hen why should a communi ty of
people be taking those kinds of risks?"

he bottom line is the people
~f Sandwich jus t don't want

lTJ
It.

This fact was ex pressed
loud and clear by the 200
peop le who met last Satu rday at Mac Kenzie
Hall for public hearings addressing the proposal to ship hazardous chemicals and
materials across the Detroit River on open
barges.
Wind sor-Essex M.P.P.Bill Wry e called
the proposal " the crazies t. stupidest propos al
I have heard in a very long time ...Not only is
it stupid, it is dangerous...
Barge Techon ologies Inc. of Detr oit proposes to ship the hazardou s materials in
tractor trailers on open barges between
Detroit and Windsor.
The proposed docking site for the barges
on the Canadian shore is at the foot of Russel I
and Chippewa Streets , .5 km from the University of Windsor. The site is in the middle
of a residential area, and less than 500 feet
from General Brock Public School .
A representative of Barge Technologies
Inc. was at the hearing, but did not speak, and
left before the hearings ended.
Trucks carrying hazardous chemical s or
materials are not allowed to cross the river on
the Ambassador Bridge, because its owner's
accident insurance will not cover a mishap
involving a hazardous chemicals or materials
carrier. At present, such trucks must cross at

lance photo by Matt Tales.
Hazardous chemicals which cannot cro ss the Ambassador Bridge (above-right) may enter Windsor by barge.

the government-owned Blue Water Bridge
between Samia and Port Huron, Michigan.
The hearings were held before the city's
hazardou s and toxic material s committee
which intends to report on these concerns to
federal minister of transport John Crosbie.
Many citizens present at the meeting claimed
that they had not been consulted about the
issue.
" If the people in Ottawa don't know

where Windsor is, they' re certainly going to
know after this," said Rick Coronado, chair
of the Windsor and District Clean Water
Alliance .
Gord Taylor , head of the Windsor and
District Labour Council environment committee , said the pollution levels in the Detroit
River are already " totally unacceptable "
without the extra risk of a barge carrying
toxic substances.

Gene Pavan, principal of Forster Secondary School, and Ron Kerr, principal of
General Brock Publi c School both appeared
to voice their concerns for the students of
both nearb y institution s, and said that in the
event of an accident, there would be no
feasible way to evacuate the students . Pavan
began his speech by calling for the federal
government to " kill the project completely,· •
for which he received a loud round of applause.
Sister Veronica. of the Sisters of the Holy
Name of Jesus and Mary, also pointed out
the problem of evacuating the three nursing
homes in the area of their elderly and ill
residents.
The hearing ended at noon with City
Councilor Ted Bounsall, the committee's
head instructing the local citizens to write to
transport minister Crosbie in Ottawa to voice
their concerns on the issue. D

i
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DIVERSIONS

-

ARTS
Until January 31

- Time as a Minute is an Artcite exhibition featuring
painting. photography, drawing. film and sculpture by the
students and faculty of the visual arts school at the
Universityof Windsor. Hours 10 am - 5 pm Tuesday through
Saturday and Sunday 1-5 pm at Mackenzie Hall. 3277
Sandwich St
Until February 10

- Michael Hall: Mind to Matter. The Waltz Sculptures opens
at the Art Gallery. Michael Holl is a U.S.artist and head of
sculpture at the Cranbrook Academy of Art.
Until February 21

- Reconnaissance. on exhibition featuring photographs.

at the Art Gallery of Windsor.
Until February 21

- The Art Gallery of Windsor showcases recent acquisition~
of contemporary art. Worksobtained in the post 15 months
are featured including pieces by Andy Warhol, Joe Fafard
and Cynthia Short
February4

-Silvia Zironek performs Mouth Ahoy ot the Art Gallery of
Windsor ChryslerAuditorium. 7:30pm. Admission:$5 General
Public. $3.50AGW Members. Zironek's performance pieces
and installations hove been presented internationally .
lance photo by Matt Tales.

THEATRE
January 28-February 21

- The Meadow Brook Theatre presents Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof. Call (313) 377-3300 for info
January 29-31

- Repentance ploys at the Detroit Film Theatre. DIA Coll
(313) 832-7676 for info.
January 29 • February 14

- Cradle Song by Gregorio Martinez Sierra is o story about
a group of nuns raising a baby. It is at The Theatre,
sponsored by the University of Detroit and Marygrove
College. Shows Friday through Sunday at EDA Smith
Building. University of Detroit. Livernois at McNichols. For
ticket info call (313) 927-1130.

Until February 2

-The Neil Simon/Burt Bachorach/Hol David musical
Promises, Promises based on the 1960 movie The Apartment. continues with shows Tuesday through Sunday at
Birmingham Theatre. 211 S.Woodward. Birmingham. Mich .
Tickets $15.50-$21 U.S.at the box office (313) 644-3533 or
TicketMaster outlets including Windsor Arena .

First Sunday, Every Month

- The Friends of the Court present Sunday Matinees in
Mackenzie Hall's Court Auditorium. Entertainment for all!
For more info call 252-6855 or 972-1160.
February 14

-GayCoffe Sociol.1 -5 pm. From 1-2 pma member of the
- TheGuthrie Theatre of Minneapolis presents Frankenstein. AIDS Committee of Windsor will speak . Call 973-4951 for
8 pm. at the Macomb Center for the Performing Arts.Call further information . All gay and lesbian students welcome .
(313) 286-2268 for info.
February 3

ETCETERA
February 4 - March 4

- The Dresser by Ronald Horwood. at the Hilberry Theatre. Every Tuesday
Wayne State University. Coll (313) 5 77-2972 for info
-Campus Alcoholics Anonymous meets from 12:30 pm to
2:00 pm in the Ontario Room. Vanier Hall.

January30

Until March 5

- Mame. at the HIIberry Theatre (Cass and Hancock). at 8
pm. For ticket info coll (313) 577-2072

- Tartuffe by Moliere At the HilberryTheotre. Wayne State January 28
University Call (313) 577-2972.
- Iona College presents Themes in Theology for five
Thursdays.starting January 28. from 7-9 pm. The presentaMUSIC
tions are to be given by the Reverend Ted Black and the fee
will be S25. Coll Iona a t 973-7039.

January30

- The Windsor Symphonv presents La Boheme w1th
the Michigan Opera Theatre. 8 pm at the Cleary. Music by
Giacomo Puccini. David Bennett conducting . For tickets
and info call 973-1238
Until January 31

- Cloud 9. a bizarre dramatic comedy by Caryl Churchill.
produced by the Actors Alliance at the Detroit Music Holl.
350 Madison. Forinfo and tickets coll (313) 642-1326

January 29
- Echo & the Bunnymen perform at the Hill Auditorium . Ann

- The Imp ortance of Being Earnest presented by
Vancouve(s Arts Club Theatre at the Cleary. 201 Riverside
Dr W Coll 252-6579 for info.

January 31

Arbor Call (313) 423-6666 for info.

- The Organization of Part Time Students ( OPUS)is holding
oStudySkillsWorkshopandWineondCheesereceptionfor
January 30
the price of S3.Workshop to begin at 12 pm and reception
-The 11thannual Ann Arbor Folk Festival. 6 pm at Hill to follow Call the office of Student Affairs at 253-4232. ext.
Auditorium Musicians include Tom Paxton. David Bromberg 3288 for info
and Holly Near Coll (313) 763-TKTS
for tickets .

February 2

"

SOCIALS

Now!
February 5

-B.BKingperformsatthePremierCenter.SterlingHeights.
Call (313) 978-8700 for info.

-Generation '87 is out! You con get a copy at the Enghsh
Department. the Bookstore. and South Shore Books. The
cost is $2.00

Libraryto filecardcataloguesystem
by Sharon Hill
Fourth-year biologystudent Cindy
Slavik say s the new computer cata logue system at the Leddy Library
isn't that useful - yet
Slavik said she tried to find

books using the computer without
success, but that will soon change
as more bibliographical records are
entered into the sophisticated com puter system.
Since March. a staff of 24 has
been working two shifts a day typing
information into the computer sys -

tern, a task librarian Nancy Brown
says is moving faster than expected .
The changeover to computer will
be completed after 1990.
After about SO.OOOfiles have
been typed intothe computers, workers
will add the listing of government
documents and the serial publications.

Brown says the cabinets of paper
file cards, already outdated, will
stay in the library only until the end
of this school year.
As many as 20 percent of new
books have been put directly into
the system. No paper records exist
for the more than 600 additions this
year at Leddy.
The five terminals on the first
floor of the library allow students
and staff to look for these new
books and become acquainted with
the new system.
Many students. like Christopher
Thompson, are sitting down at the
terminals to see what the new system
can do.
"Anyone \vith no computer experience could sit down and find
what they're looking for:· he said
as he searched for a history book .
Jeff Friedman said the instructions
on the screen and posted near the
computers are easy to understand
and helpful The fifth year business
student who was looking for an
economics book. found the system
easier to use than similar computer
systems at the public library .
But some students , like Dina
Butler. don't want to learn a new
system.
.. 1 knov. the old way and I stick
to it.·· she said as she flipped through
the file cards . Although she doesn't
like computers she plans to get
someone to help her when she has
to use the compu ter.
Brown says the library will offer

LoncP. photo t>v Cathy O'Neil

This volunteeris spinningthe wheel to raisemoney for United way
at SAC's Casino Night in the AmbassadorAuditoriumFriday
January 22
'

training sessions to acquaint students
with the system.
Maria Gualdieri also worries
about the inevitable end of the card
catalogues. She thinks the library
should keep the paper files and

have both systems for students to
use.
Other students can 't wait for
the old card catalogues to be removed
One first year business student thinks
the computer system will be a faster
way to find the books he needs.
"You can spend hours in those
card catalogues," he said.
Brown says the University of
Windsor is the first in Canada to
implement this sophisticated automated library system. The system
was developed by Northwestern
University in Evanstown, Illinois.
In the future, more terminals
will be installed throughout the
library. Also. University department<;
with terminals will have access to
the system through phone lines .
In a small ceremony Dec. 3,
University of Windsor President
Ron Ianni turned on the new system.
Paul Martin. former Liberal cabinet
minister and High Commissioner
in London. also attended .
Brown hopes- to have another
ceremony in the summer when the}
finish putting tne bar codes on the
books . Some books alread) have
the codes , which are read by the
computer. But most books \\ ill get
the codes m the summer when
fewer students are using the libral') .
.. It's a major system: it really
imprmes the le, cl of service\\ e can
offer." Bro,, n said.
Most students who have tried
the computer system seem to agree.
Slavik,

wh o could n 't fin rl h er

books ,n the new computer system.
didn't let that stop her from liking
the system.
"I like the computers a lot better.''
she said ... With the card catalogues.
you have to keep flipping.
and flipping.U

Islamicleadercallsfor revolutionthroughreading
by Ron Albrecht

sibility of Muslims to share their
knowledge of the Koran. the Muslim
he
controversial
holy book. and to educate people in
black leader. Minister the fight against oppressive governLouis Farrakhan,
ments, he said.
speaking in Winsor
Some countries use "dirty relilast Saturday. said gion" that leave adherents spiritually
the key to uplifting the oppressed empty and open to mass manipulation.
,nasses of the world is breaking the In countries where this is happening.
monopoly of the rulers on education. ··communism takes over because
Farrakhan spoke to a group of
about 300 at the Caboto Club on
January 23 - Farrakhan's first address in Canada - as a guest of the
International Arab Main Conference.
f arrakhan ·s political- religious
message centred on the role of
Islam in contemporary issues like
the rule of the masses. the uprising.
of the Palestinian people in the
occupied territories and the role of
women in society.
.. Speak against the wickedness
of the U.S. government" he said,
angered at the country's historical
manipulation of Muslims, beginning
with the enslavement of West
African Muslims and the outlawing
of their religion.
"The world is going to hell in a
basket" said F arrakhan of the state
of world politics and religioninseparable in Islam. Western
leaders prosper from the ignorance
of the people, he said. The key to
rule is knowledge, and "God is
knowledge."
Farrakhan said leaders take
advantage of people by keeping
them in ignorance so they can

religion does nothing," F arrakhan
said.
Farrakhan referred to Mao Tse
Tung and Fidel Castro as teachers
of the masses in a time when rule by
the masses is coming to socialist
countries due to the failures of
capitalism and religion.
The problem people are faced
with is the failure to practice a just

religion. Farrakhan said the Muslim
religion is a pure and unifying
religion, though most religions have
similar beliefs. He said any religion
can be called dirty if it is not
practised properly.
"It is not what we profess but
what we do, we should not talk
religion. we must live it." Farrakhan
said.

t·...
'·

Farrakhan has been accused of
anti-Semitism after a previous
statement referring to Judaism as a
.. gutter religion."
'Td hke to lay these Israeli lies
to rest Never once in my life did I
ever say that Judaism was a dirty or
gutter religion.'' Farrakhan said.
·· As a Muslim I could never
condemn (Judaism). I was referring
to the state of Israel. I did not say
this to upset the Jews ... he said.
In reference to Israel farrakhan
said he has only a .. desire to correct
that which needs to be corrected.''
referring to his belief that biblical
prophets did not teach anythmg
different from Mohammed-and
they ltave a common belief in one
God. the hereafter. prayer. fasting
and charity. He said there will be
no peace for Israel "that is structured
on injustice."
Farrakhan said because of
"bizarre .. fashion trends originating
,in the West, men view women as
cheap. objects of lust not love as
Allah ( God) intended.

L.···.

I,

He went on to say women must
be kept happy to nourish spirituality
in their children: for if the women
are mistreated. the·· women· s silent
rebellion" will produce future
rebellious children.

\'linistcr Louii Farrakhan espouses hlamic world vie...

Lance photo by Thomas Pidgeon.

Farrakhanappealed to the men
in the audience. "honour women.
don't pull them down.'' and to the
women he said," don't let men treat
you as a piece of meat."U
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SadSAC
Well. at least they trred. But try as they did. they 1us!
couldn't pull 11off .
Last week SAC. working in con 1unction with the
Canadian Federation of Students (C.F.S.) National Week
of Action. held a series of events on campus to protest and
bring attention to the chronic underfunding of post secondary education by the provincial and federal
governments .
Unfortunately, 1twas yet another case of good intentions
and bad execution.
Among the events planned were class boycotts. a
"Horror Show" media tour designed to graphically outline
areas of critical concern, and a postcard-signing campaign
directed at politicians. The last initiative is simple enough

SAC also did not notify the U. of W. faculty association so
professors could decide ii they would support the boycott
of classes. Word has 1t they would have. Such support
would have made the SAC effort much more successful.
Imagine the impact 1t would have had on students
show11g up for a class-and
the professor announces
there will be no class today in protest to government
underfunding. It would certainly have made the statement
much more newsworthy.
Also. very few classes are scheduled at noon and
shor_tlythereafter . How many classes were there to boycott
at all?
The media tour. conducted the same day. was also
poorly organized. Local newspaper. telev1s1on and radio

to

reporters

accomphst1.

but

\tie

utt1er:s re4u11e µlannmg

and

thoughtful organization to be successful.
But both the class boycott and media tour events met
with very lim1ted-1f any-success. Why? SAC executives
responsible for planning and running the events failed to
secure a few key endorsements and get the word out on
their activities-as a result holding second-rate events.
We at the Lance do not doubt the sincerity of the
individuals responsible for the boycott and med 1atour. but
both events left participants wondering if the events were
worth their while-and convinced others that certain SAC
vice-president posts are not worthwhile either.
The class "boycott'' was held last Thursday between
12:00 and 2:00 pm. with sparse part1c1pationfrom students.

THE BLOODBOIL
As I mentioned in a previous column, I'm no student anvmorc.. .for
right now, anyhow. As a consequence. rm sort of looking for work.
I've always flattered myself that I could make a living at writing;
I'm no artist. but a simple hack who could. you know. be making up
slogans and stuff for advertising.
So. I started checking things ouL I figured I could be one of those
guys who makes up the names for new products that serve no real
purpose and need a nifty ad campaign to trick people into buying
them.
Despite numerous inquiries with advertising agencies. not a one
even had such a position. They were all consulted only after some
company had the product named and ready to market.
I decided to apply some journalistic research skills, and that was
how I came across a startling face most of the names in the world are
made up by one multinational corporation: the International Naming
Company, Incorporated (INC. Inc.).
Pretty fascinating, eh~
A little digging turned up the reason for their predominance. It
seems the first Holy Roman Emperor granted a monopoly charter to
a group of court adivsors who stopped him from calling his domain
the .. Holy Roman thing." This charter, the Company ofN amers, has
survived to the present day, constantly adapting to historical
conditions, naming most things along the way.
So, if I wanted a job coming up with winners like Clorox, I would
have to go to them, which I promptly did.
I've always been one to go straight to the top when I'm looking for
answers, so I wentrightto Mr. Big. That's right, that's the guy's name
( at least it has been since he became president and CEO of INC,
Inc.).
His candor was a bit surprising for me. used to dealing as I am
with people on the defensive, like criminals and SAC. Big held
nothing back, and l"d like to share some of what be said to me in that
interview. The rest will have to remain off-the-record, as I have put in
my application and wouldn't like to jeopardize my chances of being
hired. Well anyway, here goes ...
Taking in billions of dollars annually is only one side of the ledger
for INC, Inc. Equally important to understanding the vast profits
made by the company is th~ fact that its debits are close to nil. The

showed

up Ol'.lly to find themselves

look1'lg for a

story instead of being led (as one expects on a tour,.They
were brought to underfunded departments without not1·
fy1ng the individuals in the departments-so
they could
prepare to identify and outline how the funding crunch is
affecting their operations. Surprise. surprise.
Both of these events could have been much more
successful had they been communicated properly-SAC
did not even run an ad in the Lance. though they did
advertise their Las Vegas night.party
We believe this week of inaction demonstrates the
futi111yand wastefulness of a couple of the newly-created
(under Jon Carlos Ts1lf1d1s)$12 OOOfull-time vice-president pos,tions some council members are now mobilizing
to el1minate.C

KEVIN JOHNSON

only expenses they have to meet are payrolls. and there are only
about 30 people on it world-wide.
That's right. 30 people.
.. That's all we need.·· Big said" All they have to do is sit around
all day, brainstorming and bouncing ideas off each other. Every once
in a while one wants to think quietly, so he'll go into the isolation
chamber.
"Oh yeah. and we have a secretary."
You can see why the job intrigues me.
The company's influence pervades our culture. Music, arts, the
mass media. sports. consumer goods, just about everything we see or
do has been touched by INC. Inc. Still, Big finds the greatest pleasure
when people don't even realize the company has shaped their way of
thinking.
"Kool-aid, Kleenex, Jell-0, those were all ours and people use
them without even thinking twice,·· Big chortled." Most people think
they're generic names. Maybe not university types. but most
people:·
Big and bis workers are purists of sorts. They can ·1 stand to see an
artist lose his/her shot at the big time because of poor understanding
of the name game.
• "Take, for example, The Spy Who Loved Me," Big said. "Major
motion picture, right? A book bet:ore that? Well. (author Ian)
Fleming wanted to call it The Guy Who Loved Me. We bad quite a
tussle over that one.
"Or how about Sidney Poitier starring in a film called Hey, You,
With Loi·e?"
A more modem case of dumb naming concerns music superstar
Madonna.
"Her handle r didn't come to us first, and they went through a hard
time coming up with a good moniker," Big laughed. "Yeah. we
thought of Madonna. but before that, they tried Mother O' God.
Angel-Cum-Slut, and Fatso."
But INC, Inc. was malcing up names long before movie pictures
and rock music came along. Big showed me to a huge room filled endto-end with fihng cabinets. ··our records," he said with a smile, and
invited me to browse at leisure.

I soon discovered that the company hadn"t always made good on
its monopoly charter. One famous example is that of William
Shakespeare. Seems the bard wasn't too thrilled with the strong-arm
tactics employed by representatives of the namers. nad resisted their
efforts to sell him play titles.
One passage from those files reads:
'"Sheakespeer continues to use nammes of his own invenntion.
such as the moste insippid Hamlett and McBerhe. We be all sorrly
aggreved. but he wouldst have nae other. Saneye a goode namme. his
werk will nere gain famy."
.
Since the dawn of the Industrial Revolution. the company's
failures have grown fewer and its successes larger. Still, mistakes are
made.
One of the most remarkable is the case ofa biography of late U.S.
president John F. Kennedy by an author named Marilyn Monroe ( no
relation). According to the records, the titles devised by then-lNC
employee Jim Morrison (no relation) were dismal.
The first. Dead. dead, dead, dead, dead, sold only six copies, all
to members of the writer's family. Morrison switched over to Deader
Than Dead, which failed to record any sales. His third attempt. He's
So Dead I Can Hardly Stand It. turned up six sales. Unfortunately.
they were all to the same people who bought the book under the
original title. The book finally went out of print when Morrison's last
shot at it, How Dead Can A Guy Get?, again sold a grand total of six,
this time all to members of Kennedy's family.
All in all, however, there is no ignoring the tremendous success of
INC.
One of the world's most influential businesses, it continues to
operate in near-obscurity, shunning the attention of the masses.
"As long as everybody knows us when they decide to name
something, we're happy," says Big, and be seems sincere enough.
So do the happy-go-lucky guys sitting around just thrashing
around ideas and suggestions, rolling words off their tongues, looking
for just the right sound to sell soap. cars, or a philosophy.
"We came up with Lux and Ivory, Zellers and K-mart. flower
power. Star Wars. yippies and yuppies," said one proud INC.
executive. ··we know no politics. It's all in a day's work.'.
As I said before. you can see why the job mtrigues me. 0

Ain't no techno-f
ascistramblin'
man
by August Horvath
In England last week, a man by the name on the machines which he had bought, began
of Sir Thomas Octave Murdoch Sopwith to build an aeroplane from his own designs.
celebrated his hundredth birthday. Living to At that time there were no aeroplane
the age of I 00 is a pretty impressive feat in draughtsmen, and he had to stand by and
itself, but .. Tommy" Sopwith, as he has instruct his mechanics point br: point He
always been known. has other claims to could not afford to rent a proper workshop~
fame. Sopwith is one of the very last survivors the machine was built in a roug}i: wooden
shed. unsupplied with water, and lighted after
of the first generation of airplane designers,
the men who gave humans the ability to fly dark by paraffin lafl'l.PS.Six men built the
during the first two decades t)f this century ,,,_ machine, and Mr. Sopwith flew it from the
As a well-to-do young Englispman with a 1,rroundon which the shed stood. Its performancewas better than baa
ever beenobtained
taste for exciting transportation, Tommy
Sopwith was the thirty-first person in England irom a machine ofequa! horse-oower .. :·
to obtain a pilot's license and, having become
The four horrible years of the First World
an accomplished aviator by the age of twentrWarsaw the airplane evolve from a dangerous
three. decided to have a go at designin~
plaything into a reliable, effective tool of
aeroplanes by himself. Sir Watte~ Raleig
tt~nsportation-and of death. Something like
later wrote that
twenty thousand Sopwith aircraft of more
·· It was in the latter part of l ~ 11 that Mr. than twenty different varieties were built
Sopwith. having flown with skill and distinction during the conflict. In 1915. there was the" I

MAIL

wonder

I feel also the new SAC Government also
learnt a lesson from the precedures shortcomings
and it is praiseworthy to become straight.
honest and fair.
Personally to me the change was exhilarating
with great admiration for students community
of this University who have great values than
any other Universities in this country. I am
proud to be involved in it's election activities
for five years now and I claim to be the oldest
student both among students and staff. On
coming First of July, Canada Day. I have my
75th birthday and it seems this day was
earmarked for me to enjoy in this campus in
my adopted great and wonderful country. Jn
fact University campus is my soul and life
and except pasing nights at home. this campus
is pleasant home in all seasons, although I
feel missing student crowd during summer
days. I have greatest respects and affection
for tnese students of this University that for
so many years with so close involvement in
their midst I have never experienced any
discrimination. or kidding of any kind, although
I wished they should indulge as they are in
that raw age, while I recollect my own days
not of so much elections as of non-violent
independence Movement in India in l 930's.
It appears relevant to speak a word about
the comments on election by Kevin Johnson
who is a distinguished columnest of the
.Lance and on any subject very academic and
spicy but I wonder how his pen became
unbridled to invite special attention of the

1

.
Chief Election Officer. I am glad. as al I of us .
that Geoff Bastow has clarified the position
so ably that there can be no compromise at
the cost of integrity and indeed this must be
our bottom line in life.
Sincerely,
G.S.Khan

Dear Editor.
I wonder if you can give space to express
y feelings about SAC Election annouced on
24th February. It is still sharp m my mind
that the Chief Election officer Geoff Bastow
who said ... My neck is on the line" to make
the election fair and honest I said somewhere
that this fella. really means business and he
plugged the loopholes of polling procedures
tough and tight and introduced the numberin g
of the ballots and pollmg bOOths facultyw1se
and on top of that outside poll workers to
arnid any ·creep· partisan. l along with
others with me on campus agreed that it was a
real performance of fair election and indeed
credit goes to the Chief Election officer and
he deserves our appreciation to reform the
election of future on sound lines of efficiency
and integrity. This is indeed the bottom line
of ..sound. fruitful democracy. We have to
inscribe this spirit not in Student Government
as tomorrows Government and specially in
coming 2 I st Century today's students will be
national leaders to build on these virtues we
will build our country ideal in peace and
prosperity.

but so agile that it could outperform airplanes
with thirty per cent more horsepower .
In 1919 and 1920, with military contracts
suddenly cut oil; the Sopwith Aviation Company
fell upon hard times and went out of business.
But Tommy Sopwith and his friends were not
to be stopped: they formed another company,
this time using the name of Harry G . Hawker.
Sopwith's test pilot since the prewar days.
Hawker Aircraft ( later called Hawker Siddeley
after some corporate mergers) began producmg
airplanes m 1924 and is still doing so to this
day. Tommy Sopwith himself is said to have
been active in the company into the I 960's,
but it is for his pioneering designs of aviation's
first fifteen years that he will be remembered.
Today: only a handful of those early
airJ,fanes still exist You can inspect Sopwiths,
or identical replicas of them. in a few museums.

frightening

Windsor. T would like to thank you for
·· Kudos" to CJAMfm in last week's editorial
regarding CJAMfm's twinning relationship
with Radio farabundo Mani.
HO\~ever. it is very important to draw
attention to an error in this editorial. "Kudos
to CJAM for presenting taped "li\'C as it
happens· · news from the government controlled 10nes in El Sal\ ador" should ha\'e
read" opposition -held mncs of control" in El
Salvador.

meal card cannot be used because it is not
offic1all) a proof orage and )OU could lie
ahout your age on the meal card .
Concerning the legalit) of the meal card
as an age proof: I have no problem with that
since it 1snot sanctioned by the government.
Howe\ er. despite this fact. the said meal
card, a few months ago , was accepted as an
age proof for the purchase of alcoholic
be,cra)!es at the Round Table . I would not
believe that the Round Table and the Subway
are two dillerent entiues since they both fall
under the Jurisdiction of the Uni\'ersit) of
Windsor .
Secondly. on the issue that students could
lie on their meal card-who would be stupid
enough to bu\ · an argument like lving on a

As one of those .. unidentified persons ..
who was passing out pro-hfe literature on

We at CJAMtin arc proud to be a sister
station with Radio Farabundo Marti. which
directh · connect<; us with the voice of people
of El Salvador. struggling against the repressive regime of President Duarte. While Radio
f arabundo Marti doe s not ori ginate from the

campus in D ecemher. I take strongexceptior:

.. government

co ntro lled 7.o ncs .. in El Sal -

piece of U niversity doc wn ent"' ls th e Uni vers ity

to the letter in the Januar.• 7. 1988 issue ol
the Lance by Norma Scarborough and her
Canadian Abortion Rights Action League.
Scarborough makes the unsubstantiated
claim that the literature distributed on campus
was both "misleading and frightening." but
fails to give even the smallest strand of
evidence to defend her accusations. Certainly.
one would think that if Scarborough's charge
is to be taken seriously. then she would be
able to provide at least some evidence as to
what was indeed "misleading .. about the
distributed material in question. But no. for
some unknown reason. Scarborough comes
up empty-handed!
Was the literature "frightening ...? Perhaps.
Indeed, it could be said that the truth of
abortion is sometimes found to be a frightening
truth to many. If it was the graphic pictures of
aborted babies killed by suction abortion and
by salt poisoning that Scarborough refers to
when she uses the term ''frightening.'· then
perhaps there is a certain truth to this claim.
Frightening. not only because such pictures
depicting the violent death of unborn babies
is not a very pleasant sight. but because the
whole truth surrounding the facts about
abortion and the killing of innocent lives is
frightening in itself. and has frightening
implications.
In closing, may I add that one does not do
much for the reputability of an organization.
nor does one come across as a reputable
spokesperson for any such organization, who
makes unsubstantiated
claims without
providing the necessary evidence to back
them up. May I suggest that Norma Scarborough and her Canadian Abortion Rights
Action League refrain from writing any more
lt:tters in the Lance until they resolve to do
otherwise.
For Life,
Mark Kahabka

vador, the service is heard m those area~ and
has mcreasingly provided encouragement
and inspiration to the struggle against oir
pression.
We would also like to take this opportunity to invite vou to CJAMfm's benefit for
our sister station on March 12. I 988 in the
Subway featuring the reunions of two local
bands-fireball
X-L -5 and The lokens.
This benefit is our second annual event
marking another year of commitment as
outlined in the twinning agreement which
was signed in August 1986: following the
tourofRoberto Gutierrez of Radio Farabundo
Marti across Canada. Reports from "Radio
Farabundo Marti" can be heard each week
on the Thursday edition of the evening
CJAMfm Times broadcast between 6:00
and 7:00 pm. As well, "Echoes of Central
America" every Thursday at 7:00 pm. a
community-access program .,.,ith the Oscar
Romero Solidarity group in Windsor. pro\'idcs in depth news analysis. and music from
Central America If anyone would like more
information about Radio Farabundo Marti
or anything else to do with CJ AMfm. please
feel free to contact us in the basement of the
University Centre, across from the pub, or
give us a call at ext. 3907.

ol Windsor :;uch an incapable hod) that It
could not verify the age of the student before
putting it on a piece of its document? I am
sure that the Reg1strar·s Office has the
correct age of all students.
What about an international student
whose onlv piece of official I. D. is his/her
passport'' Should he/she cary such an
important piece of document around with
him! Man) of these students do not know
ahout the oflicial I. D. I age ma.1ority).
Let 11 be further knO\\ n that the main
event that night in the Subwa:, was a "sports
night .. sponsored by SAC. Considering tha1
it is another ser\"ICe provided by SAC.
shouldn't they find a location where all
students. disregardin!! age. can benefit.'

Dear Editor:

correction
Dear Editor,
On behalf of CJAMfm, the campuscommunity radio station at the U~iversity of

Abbe Edelson
Station Manager
CJAMfm

complaint
Dear Editor,
On Wednesday. the 13th of Janua ry.
I 988, I was refused entry into the Subway
because of lack of a recognized age identifi. cation. This is fair play-no harm done.
However, this incident has forced the following
thoughts and drove me to the "thinking
chambers" to further evaluate the competence
of some officials of the University.
The only piece ofl.D. (with age) I had at
the moment was a meal card ISSUED BY
THE UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
I
was told by the employee at the door th~t the

Yours sincerely
Gangaram Singh

creation
Dear Editor.
On the overview page of the January 7

Lance is an unfortunate laspe of basic. near
universal knowledge.
The writer of The B/oodboil attributes to
the author of the universe our own human
fate ofan inevitable demise. He speaks of the
passing away of God.
God is a being existing by and under
one's own power. In humans essence and
existence are separate. In God, they are
inseparable. It is impossible for God to die or
cease to exist.
We. all of us, ( avowed atheists included)
would melt away into nothingness, were God
to remove his support.
The existence of life on earth and the
intellectual capabilities of man are in part a
verification of the existence and care of God.
Where you have a creation, you must have a
creator.
Things just don't happen without initial
substance, without a cause. and without a
strategy .

M. Berry

I
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CJAM has extendedfamily
by Robert Croley
Though at present you might
have a difficult time picking up
CJAM fm transmissions a few
kilometres off-campus, the U. of
W. ·s alternative radio station is
sending good vibrations all the way
to war-tom El Salvador
CJ AM is one of several campus
community radio stations in Canada
providing material support to rebel
radio broadcasters in El Salvador.

Jose Orantes, a recent emigrant
from El Salvador. is a catalyst for
the Windsor El Salvador Radio
Campaign to help keep Radio
Farabundo Marti' informing the
world about the repressive U.S.backed dictatorship of Napoleon
Duarte.
Orantes, who also hosts CJ AM' s
"Echoes of Central America .. news
and current affairs show. said equipment renewal for RF. M. is an
ongoing problem.

859 Moy Avenue
Windsor, Ontario

253-4535

s
a

Special
University

Offerl!

CJ AM has been a ..sister-station"
program with Radio Farabundo
Marti' (RF.M.), operated by the
Farabundo Marti National uberation
Front ( FMLN), since August of

With Specific Stylist

1986.

PLUS 20% off all other hair
services

0

Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
NOW OPEN SUNDAY 12-5
Bring Your Coupon

n510

551 Pelissier St
973-4977

Through the twinning.. CJAM
receives up-to-the-minute news
broadcasts from the rebel-controlled
zones in 1:.1Salvador. and in turn
provides moral and material support
for RF.M.
But CJAM station manager
Abbe Edelson is quick to point out
the relationship goes beyond news.
'"It s not just news coverage,"
Edelson said. '"there tends to be
support committed to the program
through the entire (Windsor) community."
One of the primary goals of the
sister-station prOf!ram is to help
keep Radio F arabundo Marti' on
the air.

·· Equipment needs to be renewed
because they operate under the
elements. they don't have a studio.
Dust breaks down the equipment. ..
He said volunteers for the El
Salvador Radio Campaign are trying to gain support "from all sectors
of the Windsor community," having
already enlisted the honourary
endorsement of Windsor-Riverside
M.P.P. (N.D.P.) Dave Cooke.
Last February, CJAM was able
to raise $1 OOOduring its first annual
benefit. which was used to buy a
tape recorder, microphones and
cassettes for R. F. M. This year. the
group hopes to raise as much as
$5000 over the next six months to
provide R.F.M. with portable processing and editing equipment.
Oran•es said one of RF.M."s
repeater stations is located on
Guazapa Hill in the governmentcontrolled zone. just 25 kilometres

IVY

The
SAC

I=
- =I
-

• reports/resumes
eword processing
et yping
edicta -typi ng

Peer Counselling Centre
FREE
STRESS MANAGEMENT
SEMINAR

from the Salvadorean capital of
San Salvador.
"Thev are a target of armed
forces attack from the (government's)
air force." Orantes said.
He said approximately one-third
of El Salvador is presently controlled
by the FMLN. comprising most of
rural northern El Salvador, the
government controlling regions
holding most of Salvador's big cities.
Meanwhile,
Salvadorean
campesinos (peasants) are trying to
carve out a life in a war-ravaged
land.
He said these civilians were
forced to leave their homes as civil
war raged through the small country.
"but now they are trying to go back
and rebuild their villages."
Edelson said though the R. F M.
is operated by political partisans. it
is a widely respected source for
news on the current struf!gle raging
in El Salvador. where the government has killed nearly 30.000 of its
own citizens over the past several
years.
News from R. F. M. is picked up
by the British Broadcasting Corporation, in the U.S. by National
Public Radio, and Radio CARI COL
of Columbia, among others, she
noted.
She said R.F.M.'s sister-station
agreement is a model on which
a!!feement is a model upon which
other Canadian stations built when
twinning with Salvadorean rebel
radio, CJAM being among the very
first in Canada to hook up on a
sister-station basis.
As part of its fundraising drive
which lasts until July. the El Salvador
Radio Campaign is hosting a benefit
March 12 in the Subway in which
two local bands will provide entertainment. There will also be workshops. lectures. fiestas and a concert bv touring musicians from El
Salvador . .....J

League
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• phone-in dictation
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• bookkeeping

For Information
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Wednesday, February 10, 1988
10:00 am to 2:20 pm
Creative Stress Management
--Relaxation
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Guest Speaker. Shelly Siskind. Director.
Creative Stress Management
London . Ontario
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For Registration call S. Boardman-Lee
Peer Counselling Centre. at 256-0775
sponsored by Social Sc1en:::e Society & S.A.C.
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to meet rising entrance requirements.
"I am very afraid of what's
going to happen with the whole
question of accessibility,'· says
Johnston.
Next year. a IO to 20 per cent
increase in university applications
is expected with both students
graduating from both grade 12 and
l 3 applying for admission.
'"Universities have all reported
to COU (Council of Ontario
Universities) that they do not wish
to increase enrollments of first year
at all and want a slight decline in
the number of students coming in."
says Johnston.
Lyn McLeod, Ontario's minister
of colleges and universities. says
however that the government is
committed to funding any university
that increases its enrollment by
more than three per cent McLeod
calls this an "unprecedented commitment" which will help universities
that can increase enrollment "deal
with some of the internal pressures
of managing to set up new programs
and depending on the faculty to do
that."

with even more debt in the form of
your loan repayments just to put a
roof over your head to attend college.
I think most critics of the OSAP
system could argue that we should
be trying to figure out ways to
reduce your debt burden and not
always look into solutions that would
increase it··
JackSon says both the NOP and
the Progressive Conservatives would
like to see the removal of the 8-term
limit and a review in the way in
which parental assets are calculated.
McLeod counters that the government has already increased OSAP's
budget by $25 million. mostly for
grants. and provided an additional
$5 million to assist 10.000 parttime students.
·· As the needs change we're constantly searching for ways to change
the system," says McLeod. "and
we're going to continue as we have
in the past few years to refine and
enhance the program to ensure that
finances are not a barrier to obtaining
a post-secondary education in Ontario."
McLeod says one of her goals

Universities will be tempted to
abandon their chosen routes to go
after money that the govenment
refuses to give them in the form of
basic operating grants. says Johnston,
who adds it is like dangling•· carrots
in the face of universities to enter
various kinds of programs that the
government has in mind."
In order to be relevant, Johnston
says universities must fight "the
trends toward alienationand isolation
in our society that are caught up in
this technocracy that we are so
much involved with.•·
The NOP critic says if the
government doesn ' t de1'ote more
money to base operating grants.
Ontario universities won't have
these barriers.
But even if the government is enough money to do even that
"The final judgement is easy."
successful, Johnston speculates that
the university system will no longer says Johnston ... You just have to
serve a useful need in society. if look at how much we're spending
per capita on post secondary educacurrent trends continue.
Johnston says universities are tion in this province compared to
slowly letting go of their autonomy other provinces and we still are not
each time they apply for specific where we should be which is. as the
programs that are initiatedand funded richest province. number one. LJ
by the government.

people are underrepresented. what
are the barriers to their obtaining a
post-secondary education and to
beginto addressthose,"says Mcleod
adding the government is prepared
to provide targettedfunding to remove

You'vecomea longway, baby
by Sean Reddick

tudents now have
another vote on the
University Board of
Governors.
the
highest governing
body of the University of Windsor.
The Board decided at a meeting
Tuesday. January 26, to give the
Organization of Part-time University Students ( OPUS) a vote on the
Board. Previously the President of
the Students' Administrative Council ( SAC) was the only student

[SJ

organization with a vote.
out of the Centre's profits.
The Board recognizes SAC.
• A public forum on postOPUS. and the Graduate Students
Society(GSS) as student organiza - secondary education is being
tions. The GSS and OPUS (for- planned this Fall by the Council of
merly) have only observer status on Ontario Universities to discuss such
issues as accessibility and research.
the Board.
The President of OP.US was Date and place are yet to be detergiven voting rights on the Board for mined and an official announcement
a three year period.
will be made in the next few weeks.
In other business, it announced:
• A new. first-come first-served
• The Board appropriated
$180,000 for the reconstruction of I 00 space parking lot is now open
the University Centre lobby to be at the comer of University and
paid back over a three year period Randolph streets. _J
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LSAT
GMAT

Islam not reason for

Prep Courses for

unrest, Abdullahsays

LSAT Feb. 20
GMAT Mar . 19

126 Ouellette Ave. (519) 977-1522

1-800-387-5519

January 29 FRI HOT CLUB
30 SAT HOT CLUB

(416 ) 923-PREP (7737)

Summer Position
Office of
Conference Services
TITLE:

Conference

Assistant.

DUTIES:

Responsible for meeting the needs
of the Conference delegates and
daily operations of the Conference
Desk.
Specific tasks include registration,
basic financial procedures, key
cor.trol and information/reception.

TERM:

May 5 to August 28, 1988.

REMUNERATION:

$5.00 per hour olus
on-campus accommodation.

Please send a resume with covering letter to:
Ann Devine
Conference Services
Room 19, Vanier Hall
University of Windsor

on or before February 11, 1988

Your climb to the top begins
with a prof essiona Ily
prepared resume.
Student Media Services
can help .you
get there.

by Arthur Gosselin

censors, even articles reprinted from
Israeli newspapers. Abdullah said.
uslimfurxlamentalism All 23 municipal councils in the
did not cause the territories have been dismissed.
UJri5ing
aPalestiniansmeaning not even local representation
in l~rae.l's occupi~d in government for Palestinians. He
tern tones
said said almost 2000 Palestinians have
Abdullah Abdullah. the Palestine been expelled from the territories
Liberation Organization's (PLO) over the past 20 years.
representative to Canada. Thursday,
In discussing a potential peace
January 21.
settlement Abdullah said mutual
Abdullah spoke to an audience acceptance and recognition would
of I 00 students in Electa Hall's occur when a successful agreement
MacPherson Lounge at an event is concluded. He said the PLO is
sponsored by the International calling for an international oonference
.Kelattons and Social Science under the auspices of the United
Societies.
Nations (U.N.) with the five per"What about the Christians manent members of the Security
detained'! Are they muslim funda- Council ( China. Britain. France,
mentalists?" asked Abdullah in the Soviet Union. and the United
dismissing the idea as a cause of the States) as guarantors of the resulting
uprising which began in the Gaza agreement The conference would
Strip and West Bank territories on be open to all concerned countries
December 9. 1987. Approximately as well as the PLO. All issues
30% of all Palestinians are Christian. would be open to discussion.
The territories have been under
Israel would have to stop building
Israel i military occupation since settlements in the territories, stop
being captured during the 196 7 Six summary trials and deportations,
Da y War.
and release all those arrested during
The protestors were showing the uprising as part of the PLO 's
their frustration with the occupation, acceptance of the conference,
said Abdullah. He said 75% of the Abdullah said.
Palestinian residents of Gaza are
The PLO is recognized as the
under the age of 25 years.
sole representative of the Palestinian
"They only know life under people by 120 countries. including
Israeli occupation."
many western European ones, by
"The Palestinians had no choice the U.N. and the Arab League. The
but to voice their objection to the PLO intends to create a state in the
occupation" and resist it, said occupied territories when the Israelis
Abdullah. He said the uprising move out.
showed Israelis the "status quo
"Each party to the conflict is
option" of waiting for the Palestinians affected by this cycle of violence
to accept the occupation cannot ( over the past 40 years)." but now
work.
is the time to break the cycle. said
So far at least 38 people have Abdullah.
died in the unrest hundreds have
"'It's up to the Israeli people to
been injured and arrested and nine decide whether it is worthwhile for
of the leaders have been deported. them to continue the occupation or
Abdullah said the Israelis are to withdraw." he said.
preventing food from entering the
Abdullah said he hopes the
Palestinian camps and are beating Canadian government will reconand torturing the protestors. He sider its current position of being a
said 3200 books and magazines are small countrv with no influence on
banned from Palestinian universities the area. and therefore not getting
by Israeli censors. even though involved. He said he would like
they are available in Israeli univer- Canada to become part of the peace
sities. All media must go through process.~
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Grad studentissuesnot on agenda,Jonessays
Continued from page I.
to keep the system in place, " he
said. "Most of the people on the
board have no idea what the university is about."
Rev. David Heath, Head of the
nominating committee, the body
that decided OPUS should be offered
a vote, said there is only one vacancy
on the board at a time and the
committee felt OPUS represented
a largernumberofstudents than the
GSS does. The number of voting
positions on the board is restricted
in its bylaws, he said.
Dr. Lois Smedick. Dean of Graduate Studies and Research, said
the lack of a grad vote on the board
could be an extention of the fact
that GSS isn't seen as the representative of graduate students to the
extent that SAC is the representative
for undergraduates and OPUS is
representative of part-time students.
"Theoretically they should be:·
the representatives of graduate students, but they have to gain the
strength of recognition the other
student bodies possess. she said.
This lack of recognition Smedick
refers to could be the cause of slow
progress on other issues GSS have
been working on for the past couple
of years.
The GSS executive have been
working on gaining a concrete authorship policv for graduate studenH
for the past three or four years and
they've also been trying to get the
administration to agree on a grad
assistant/teaching assistant policy
first introduced bv 1985-86 GSS
president Gerard O'Neil.
The GSS has drawn up a draft
authorship policy which essentially
asks for an entrenched appeal procedure for students who feel they
are being mistr eated by profe ssors
and advisors.
Houston said the policy, which
has been watered down to a great
degree, has been approved in principle
but not passed by the Graduate
Council.

Smedick said the council is "not
overwhelmingly in favour" of the
proposed policy because it requires
the involvement of an arbitrator ( or
neutral party) from outside of the
University of Windsor. This, she
said, raised legal questions on the
decision-making policies of the university.
Houston said the policy, which
has received the unanimous approval
of GSS. called for a blind referee or
appeal in disputes for the protection
of the student because the courts
have generally stayed out of academic
matters. He said the graduate student
is more directly controlled by the
professor than undergraduate students
and a clearly defined authorship
policy would inform the student
and professor about who is to receive
credit in the research setting.
"We feel we have no rights
now:· he said. "Someone could
work on a PhD for five years and
not get it in the end because of a
personality clash with a professor."
He said authorship and appeal
procedures are in place at every
other university.
Smedick said she would like to

see actual statistics on the number
of incidents where a student has not
received credit for his or her work
before she admits that there is a
widespread problem on this campus.
In another area of graduate student rights the GSS is trying to
implerrent a GAIT A policy to ensure
better working conditions for those
hired by the university to do research
or assist in the teaching of classes.
Houston calculated that GAs
and T As carry out one-third of the
teaching on campus, and yet, they

sities in Ontario.
Wood said that at some of the
universities that offer these benefits,
GAs and T As are represented by a
union which negotiates working conditions for their members, and others
have a policy statement.
He said whether they become a
union or not will "dictate the context
for dealing with matters."

"don ' t even have a stated policy let
alone a legal contract."
He said a "bare-bones proposal"
has been approved in principle by
the Graduate Faculty Council and

"What they call a contract is a
legal contract somewhat comparable
to buying a house,'' Wood said. "I
don't find what they want to be very
reasonable."
Houston said they do see themselves as union representatives for
the student body ~d want to protect
students against cutback1, like this

Dean Smedick, but he said university
vice-president Academics Gordon
Wood is the stop gap in their efforts
to fully implement the policy.
In their proposal GSS is asking
for things like paid sick leave, maternity leave with complete access to
campus facilities. structured job
descriptions. 0 HIP. and a grievance
procedt.1re. things they document
are provided at many other univer-

year's six per cent reduction in
GNT A positions.
"They(the administration) have
threatened to make similar cuts
next year." Houston said. "We
saw the Minister of Education.
Lvnn McLeod. and she is sympathetic to our situation." but says
universities are semi-autonomous
legal bodies that make their own
internal decisions.

Jones puts the minister's unwillin~
ness to do anything down to political
decision.
"Politicians will only tell the
universities to do something when
it is the right time politically,''he said
However. said Smedick, students
may be better off with the system
that is in place. She said the present
hourly rate of pay the student employees receive (PhD - $21.75,
MA - $19 .25, and undergraduate $6.50-$11) ;s a way of supporting
a broader spectrum of students.
"If this was to be a purely
employee/employersituationwe would
save money for scholarships,'' she
said. "It might be more suitable to
get another employee besides a
srudent''
Although Smedick agreed that
the university has to watch out for
abuses. she said legislatingeverything
would cramp the students and the
faculty.
"The administration wants to
make sure there are safeguards."
she said. but they want to work
them out carefully over a long term
period. U

Accountabiliypart qf fundingproblem?
Continued from page 1.
in time they (professors) would
have supported the boycott.
Despite the mix-up in commu nication between SAC and the
faculty. plenty of people were on
hand in the University Centre to
sign the postcards the CFS had
provided. These postcards will be
sent to the secretary of state, David
Crombie, and the federal and provincial finance mini ster s. Michael
Wilson and Robert Nixon to show
them the degree of concern about
the issue.
SAC Vice-president external
Greg Thoman rejected CFS suggestions that students protest by

wearing black armbands and dragging cotlins around campus.
Thoman denied students were
offered glasses of draft beer in the
pub in exchange for signing protest
cards. Free beer was distributed as
a part of CFS Week of Action
activities just as it was during
Winterfest. he said.
CFS chair Tony Macerollo said
part of the cause of the underfunding
problem is the provincial government is not matching federal funds
sent to them for pos t-seco ndary
education. Provinces have opted
instead to increase their health
budget at the expense of education.
The federal government shou lders
80 per cent of education costs. said

Macerollo.
It all comes down to a question
of priorities. "They are arguing
more classroom space or more beds
for the sick people,'' he said.
Macerollo said the federal and
:,rovincial governments must become
accountable to the public. and one
way he suggested they do this is
divide the health and education
monies given to the provinces by
the federal government into separate
payments. instead of one lump sum
as it is given now.
T he provi ncial government did
not send a representative to a public
forum held at the University of
Guelph January 19 to inform people
on how education funds are being

used. "(The government is) really
embarrassed about the whole thing...
Macerollo said.
Universitv of Windsor students
joined the CFS almost a year ago.
In that time Maccrollo said tlie
organization has met a number of
major goals.
CFS initiated a national forum
on post-secondary education. has
convi need the government to create
a national student advisory council.
attended a Da y of Consultation on
Interna tional Students with the
government (CFS is trying to
abolish differential fees). and the
Student Saver Program has been
introduced at the University of
Windsor. he said. U
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STUDENT REQUIRED to sit with O disabled

..

GOINGFORAN MBAYOUCAN BANKON? •
APPLY
FORA SCOTIABANK
SCHOLARSHIP.

lady. S2 25/hour. R.N.or Social Work student preferred. Coll 256-7489 and ask to
leave a message .
ROOM FOR RENT Near University-Only
S2f1J/month. Includes everything! Must
see. Coll 256-5748. ask for Arie .

CLIFF ERIKSON 1n Leamington January
27-30 at Centre Court in the FT. Sherk
Recreation Complex on Sherk Street For
info coll 1-322-2337

Even the most dedicated student
needs financial support. So last year.
Scotiabank began a unique scholarship
program for outstanding MBA students. It's
all part of our commitment to the education
and development of the young business
people who wtll shape our country's Future.
Scotiabank awards two scholarships
annually at both Dalhousie and McGill
Universities. Each Scotiabank Scholar will
receive Sl 2.500 per year and will also
be offered a position of employment with

Scotiabanl~ between academic years.
Applicants should be under 28 years
of age on September 1st. 1988. and must
be Canadian citizens. landed immigrants. or
citizens of Caribbean countries (Dalhou sie
only) or Asian countries (McGill only). The
deadline for applying is April 15. 1988.
Students must also complete an application
to the MBA program at either university by
this date.
For more information. write to your
preferred university today.

SHI PIGMA PIGMA proundly announces
the initiation of the following wondetful
new sisters Sue Davies. Debbie Gliboto.
Fiona Doyle. Bev Edmondson. Judie
Mulligan Rochel Olivero. Jill Porker. Beth
Richards. Tomosin Stull.Andrea Thiel<.Lisa
Tripp, and Lisa Vorkopich Love. Your
Sisters
LA PETITEECOLE DE LA CHAUMIERE Day
Core Centre would like to announce
their Grand Opening on Thursday.
January 28 at Lo Choum1ere Retirement
Residence in Puce. For infocoll 727-3711
DEAR ACTIVE& We love YOU 501Love. your

little neophytes
DEAR BRUISER: I love you Thanks. Bullet
ROOM FOR RENTcomplete use of house

B Scotiabank

DalhousieUniversity
Graduate Adm1ss1ons
Halilax. Nova Scoua
f\311 41-ib

McGill University
MBA Adm1ss1onsOffice
1001Shcrbrooks S1 W
/vlontreal. Quebt:r
H3AIG5

Non-smokers please S275/month
2
blocks from university on Rankin Coll
944-5592
GET THE FACTS 256-AIDS
NEW AIDS OFFICE NO. 973-0222
DEAR JACQUES, I can't WOii to go to fhe
zoo to see the rest ot the bears
STUDENT SUPPERSAT IONA College. 208

Sunset AVe 973-7039 Home-cOOkeo
dinner everv THursdoy at 5·30 for S2.50
Watch for intemot,onot theme everv other
week

Join Us &
PROTO TOURS

CAMPUS
ADULT
CHILDREN
OF
ALCOHOLICS . meet every Wednesday

Spring Break
in

from 7-8 pm ot tono College. 208 Sunset
Ave 973-7039
TYPING DONE IN MY HOME essays
resumes. letters. etc Please coll Sandi
oetween

o & 8 pm orwt,me

256-4096

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED for 1 bedroom apartment 5 minute walk from
universitv S2f1J/month 252-6370
MANICURES BY CINDY AT STUDENT
RATES Onlv S5.501 (.oil 258-8732

from

$459

AMERICAN OPTICAL SPENCERRESEARCH
QUALITY BINOCULARS MICROSCOPE

with tiqht condensing
stage. dual
direction slide stoqe. four lenses. and
tungstun light source. A,ppro1sedat $1500.
asking $1000 Coll Dennis. preferoblv
during the afternoon. at 253-9831

Cdn.

Package Includes :

Not Included :

• Round trip airfare to Jamaica
• Transfers between accommodation & ai1port
• Seven nights accommodation
as selected
• lnlligl1t services

• Air taxes & service cha, yes
payable to Proto Tours wilf1
final payment.

HEY BIG BRIAN nothing witty to sav this
week Let's oet toqether and do the
owp. reeb. and trof th1nq I'm catching
on qu,ck. oren·t t? II must be that !l10
tirother guiding force you hove provided
THE ENTREPRENEURSCLUB 1sholding a

lui1ionRoffie'Yes. thotsright-freetu,tion
( maximum value S838). Hckets ore ontv
$1 or4 forS3
FOR SALE: ONE WAY PLANE TICKET-

Sunflower

Toronto to Vancouver $100 Coll ton at
253-5972

Beach Resort

GOOD STUFF FOR SALE Vanous household furniture and appliances Coll 2568054

Villas
Runaway Bay, Jamaica, W.I.

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE HOUSE.

Reasonable rent Non-smokers only We
ore vegetarians. vou need not be COIi
25A-2132

Located in Runaway Bay, these luxury 3
bedroom, 3 bathroom vil las witl1 6 persons per unit
are located on the Beach. 45 minutes
from Montego Bay.

ADORABLE, WELL-BEHAVEDKlnENS tree

to a good home Small repertoire of cute
tricks Coll 254-2132
ROOMS FOR RENT: Kitchen facilities.
dow~town area Coll 977-8978.
HOLY FATHER: Let us take O quick
moment out of our busy .schedule to
analyse the scenario You've been up to
London FOURTIMES.There is no bocking
out now. vou bold B-NESS

-

Space is Limited
Deposit of $150.00 Due Now
Final Balance Due As Per Billed

Depirting February 25th, 1988
For More Information Contact: Doug Steels
or Jon Arms in the SAC Of fie e.

cm

I THINK YOU ARE CONFUSING my review
of the Sting album with the album itselfat least thors what I'm assuming-so.
yes. you're right. the album is shitty
Thanks for the pasitive feedback . I'm sure
ycu could do on infinitely better job.

-S~dents'

(FN,

stratNe
Councll

CAMPUS ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOUCS,meet every Wednesday from

7:00-8:30 p.m . at Iona College. 208 Sunset
~- 973-7039.
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by T u Thanh Ha
Quebec Bureau Chief
Canadian University Press
ouise was in a bad mood. Her doctor
wouldn't allow her to eat and she nearly
missed her flight when she arrived at the
airport, very early that morning in St.
John's Newfoundland.
On board, while the attendants served
breakfast, passengers started chit. -6"'!!, chatting, telling each other why they
,~. .
..
were going to Montreal. Everyone sitting
in her row said they were visiting relatives
so Louise decided to go along. She lied
'
and said whewas also visiting someone.
That afternoon, Louise arrived at the Morgentaler
Clinic in Montreal and walked into the waiting
room. Seven of the passengers on the plane were
already there. They'd also lied.
"We sort of glanced at each other with this
embarrassed look on our faces," Louise says,
"because we all pretended we weren't from the
same place."

"1 remember sitting there thinking, 'My god,
there's $7,000 that just flew out of Newfoundland'.
All in one morning."
It is a situation many in Newfoundland are
aware of but about which few will talk publicly: it is
nearly impossible to have access to safe abortions
in the province. As a result hundreds of women
every year seek an earfy end to their pregnancy in

Quebec and Ontario.
"It's absolutely horrendous,'' says Wendy Williams.
clinic coordinator for Planned Parenthood of Newfoundland and Labrador. "I've worked with people
for whom it was the first time they ever flew. People
who had never been in a city where they spoke
French before. And if they don't have the money to
go to Montreal or Toronto, they have the baby.
Straight and simple.
''Clinics don't keep records of how many women
from each province get abortions in Montreal but
Dr. Henry Morgentaler has said that he sees four
Newfoundland women at his Montreal clinic every
week," she adds. "It could easily be that there are
200 to30D women a year going out of the province.
I wouldn't doubt that at all."
The Canadian Criminal Code allows legal abortions to be performed in hospitals if the patient
has received an authorisation from a committee or
at teast three doctors.
\n Newfoundland however, applicants don't
meet with the actual committee. They are instead
screened by a psychiatrist, a social worker', and a
gynecologist who will send a recommendation to
the review committee. Furthermore, only one hospital in the province, the StJohn's Health Sciences
Centre, provides legal abortions. The review committee only meets there on Wednesdays.
The true purpose of the review board is to
screen out people who do not fit the guidelines of
the committee, says Williams.
"The whole· precedure is not designed for

counselling and support the way health care •.;yo.Ur loan gives you $1,500 to live off for four
should be given," she says. "This is an adversarial· .m0nths, you can't really blow it on a trip to Montreal.
filtering mechanism. You have to justify that there ,n tt cost about $300 for the abortion and $600 for
are no other possiblities- like marriage, or adoption; 1,ttle plane ticket Because of the stress and financial
single parenthood."
problems, women who come to Quebec will try to
Louise (not her real name) is a stud"Bn1 at .tind distant relatives or friends they have in common
Memorial University in St. John's who went to·the 1 t0 rely on for Support.
Morgentaler Clinic in Montreal. She says women
"1helped Newfoundland women on two occasions."
don't have legal abortions in Newfoundland unless says Jennifer Feinberg, a student at Concordia
they are making a political point because "it is University, in Montreal. "The second time around
such a hassle" to have to go throuqh.
was more delicate. I didn't know the person at all
"The actual interviewing process at the Health but she had been referred by a very good friend of
Sciences Centre takes an entire day," says Louise~ •mine. Leslie was still living with her parents and
"(Applicants) have to arrive on the only day oMhe ··they didn't know about it so she was really freaked
week the interview is held. They come into town at out.
nine o'clock in the morning, they're poked, and
prodded, and bombarded with questions. The')' • "She didn't have much money. It was all borrowed
have to spend the entire day going through this - all her friends got together and made a big
process then stay until they find out whether or not- collection of their savings to send her here. lt was
a joint effort by a lot of women and it was secret. So
they've been accepted.
I decided to get myself out of whatever work! was
"There are coaches who can help yol,J go doing that night and got her to stay at my home."
through this review board," she says. "They show
The following day, the two women went to the
you how to cry at the apporprlate moment It's
Morgentaler Clinic, an unassuming red-brick townludicrous. You have to prove your whole lit~ is
hquse in the east end of the city. As they arrived,
going to stop in order to get an abortion. It's-Feinberg and Leslie were confronted by antifundamentally saying that women don't have a choice protesters, two men and two women dressed
right to their own body.
in dark clothes and holding placards and photos
of fetuses in jars.
"So when 1decided to have an abortion, I went
"Here she was, facing this incredible difficult
to Montreal. The whole thing cost about $1 ,OOO.I
ordeal
already and there were these people saying
had about two days' noticeit's a big drawbac.k
she's
a
filthy baby-killer. So I hustled her in and I
for a lot of people if you don't have that amount of
yelled
at
them 'Fuck you, get your laws off our
money. Most of my friends are students and when

bodies ..."
The anti-choice people try to intimidate women
who go to the clinic. For that reason. Feinberg
says women usually go there in pairs so the
protesters don't know which one 1sgoing to have
the abortion.
Inside, the two women waited for about an hour
until Leslie was admitted in for preliminary tests.
"In the waiting room, there was a young mother
and a friend and another woman who was reading,"
says Feinberg. "Just being the nosy twit I was, I
was looking at their faces a,nd I could tell they
were nervous. agitated.
"There was tension and anxiety but the nurse
was being really cool. At ~ast threetimes I mentionedto
her how disgusting I thought the marchers were.
"-There was tension and anxiety but the nurse·
ing really cool. At least three times \ mentioned to her
how disgusting I though the marchers were. She
was used to them but for me it was a new sense of
revulsion. I just couldn't believe that they were
trying to make these women uncomfortable during
what was probably the most difficult time of their
life."
After the short medical procedure, Leslie was
led to a recovery room. It was quiet and cozy, with
curtains. On a coffee table beside the bed were
pamphlets and samples of different birth control
methods: diaphragms, condoms, spermicides, etc.
"One thing every woman I know who had an
abortion feels afterwards is relief," says Feinberg.
"You fee\ you're starting a new life because, from

the time you get a positive pregnancy result to the
time it's finished, it's hell. Just a disgusting mess.
"Newfoundland women I talked to describe it
as a really sick feeling because you're living a
double life. On the surface of things you have to
keep busy but inside, you're a nervous wreck. You
feel your head is going to explode because you
deal with people you see everyday but now there's
something different plaguing you that you can't
tell."
According to Louise, the issue of abortion in
Newfoundland is too shrouded with moral arguments
pregnant women unprepared for the practical
problems they have to face.
"When I found out I was pregnant. I was totally
numb," she says. "In my case, I had only two days
to sit down and decide to go to Montreal. You get
hit on the face with the practicalities of getting an
appointment at the clinic, and buying a p!ane
ticket, and finding some obscure brand of suppositories and so it's twelve o'clock and here I am
driving around trying to find a pharmacy. These
are things you really don't think of in advance.
"That's a bit emotional but still, when it comes
down to it, you're fundamentally alone because
you're the one who has to travel. you're the one
who has to come up with the money, you're the
one who has to go through the medical procedure,
you're the one who has to live with It afterwards."
"We're talking about a terible situation here
that's not getting better," says Williams." But it's
not a political issue because the government isn't
interested in dealing with i~ provincially or federally.
"And everyone pretends nothing is going on."
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"Loin of Beef"
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cut• Double Wrap• Fast Frozen no extra charge

WHOLE
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Scientifiction as it is
by Larry Deck

•

The call's gone out the Lance wants science-fiction.
What. then. does il want? What is science-fiction? I mean
to try to answer that. because, having edited a 'literary
supplement'. l know just what sort of trouble a fuzzy
definition of the desired genre can get one into.
In the ad for Sanguinaria. I said I would accept only
stories from the horror genre. and I made the mistake of
expanding my expectations to include black humour (not a
bad decision) and dark fantasy (a terrible mistake). See. I
assumed that anyone who felt inclined to write for me would
know what dark fantasy is. I was wrong. Dark fantasy is a
sub-genre of horror (itself a sub-genre of ·Romance'), that
bears this distinction: the horrible events ( the plot) take place
in a fantastic setting. It is a modem term, used by contemporary magazines to set themselves apart: Grue 1s a horror
magazine. so the stories in it. for the most part take place in
normal, modem settings: Canada's own Borderland. on the
other hand. is a dark fantasy publication in which. one
expects, most of the events take place in a world noticeably
different from ours.
A friend wrote a story he insisted was a dark fantasy. He
took the meaning of ·dark fantasy' to be just that a fantasy
story with a 'darkness·· to it-a ·mood' of darkness. or
malevolence. His story was not a dark fantasy. nor was it a
horror story or a piece of black humour. I rejected it. There
were arguments.
So anyway. the Lance wants science-fiction for the
upcoming Singularity. I'm going to tell you what 1think S-F
is, with the intent of provoking you to write for our
supplement I can't tell you what the editor. Scott Ingram.

will and won't accept. but judging from the reactions he's
made to the four stories we've received, Dr. Ingram is
something of a purist.
Critic Darko Suvin has called science-fiction the literature
of cognition and estrangement. I agree with him and l think
Dr. Ingram does. too. so I will make some attemptto·unpack'
these two key terms.
When I say that science-fiction is ·cognitive·. I mean that
the theme of a science-fiction story ( and theme is what
basically distinguishes a genre), somehow revolves around a
rational resolution to the central conflict of the story.
Sometimes this element is central and obvious {as in Larry
Niven's 'Neutron Star' or Hal Clement's Wission of Gravity)
and at others it is less important(like in HP Lovecraffs 'The
Color Out of Space'). Nevertheless. the cognitive element is
always there: the author of science-fiction comes up with a
situation {aliens land. someone invents a time machine.
whatever) and then asks: what then'? Every science-fiction
story is a 'what if?' story.
The 'estrangement' results from the author's attempts to
answer the unavoidable ·what if?'. What happens in the story
is not what is happening now. see·1 To take the time machine
motif as my example, no one. to my knowledge. has a working
time-travel device. In order to answer for myself the question
·what if someone did'. I have to estrange mvself from the
going state of affairs and consider just what that state of
affairs is. After rve done that I can write about the other
state-the one where I can, say. go and kill Hider when hews
twelve if I feel like it
Why's it called science-fiction'? Well. because science is
the same thing sans the fiction. Galileo says that he figured
out the regular motion of the pendulum by watcrung rocks of

different masses swinging on strings of different lengths. but
that the idea of testing pendulous motion that way came to
him when he watched a chandelier swinging in the cathedral.
He had to ask himself: '"Why does ii swing like that? .. as ifit
weren ·t exactly the normal state of affairs. The question. then
betravs estrangement the experimentation betrays cognition.
Science-fiction does not have to involve aliens. other
planets. faster-than•light drives. time travel. ray guns or a
future setting. It has to be scientific. that's all.
Send us a story. If Scott has a gripe. he'll call vou and
maybe vou'II iron it out: if he has no gripe. you'll Join the
ranks of Lovecraft and Galileo-the cognitive. estranged.
and somewhat strange. _J

''! write,you wrong, ''

Englishdudecomplains
major. His reaction'? "You don't
look like one!'" I apologized.
natural.I\·.
but for the rest of the night this
"Good luck with the article.··
Now what the hell does that incredulous dolt kept running up to
mean? Usually when I mention that whoever I was speaking with and
I am submitting something to the said "Can you believe it? He's an
Lance someone says that to me. English Major!" As a result. I was
Why'? Is it a wish that I do not fall suddenly the authonty on English
\'ictim to the dreaded writer's block? usage and spelling. People I didn't
Is it a hope that I can continue to know ( mostly Engineers. I was
amaze and astound my friends with later t0ld) kept pestering me for
my impressive use of the English definitions and proper spellings. I
language'? I don't know what it's mean. really. Are peole·s lives so
supposed to mean. and frankly. I uneventful that their sole source of
would be much happier if people amusement at social functions is
would once and for all stop saying testing other people's supposed comthat to me. It makes me trunk that I petence in their field of study'! I
need luck when I write. It makes me know I don't run up to Math majors
think that if I'm not careful I may and demand that they work out
abstract theorems for my enJoyment
slip in something stupid or ...
Dammit it just bugs me. I mean. Granted, English is an infinitely
you don't say to a race car driver more fascinating subject than Math..
.. Don· t smack up .. just before a big and frankly. l don't see \\hat the
race. do you? Writers are. by defini- attraction is. or what satisfaction is ,
tion. a sensitve lot We're witty. obtained from mathematics. But to
urbane. wii.h the words flowing each is own ...
Anyway. the point of all this is
from our brains to our fingertips
with the most effortless perfection. simple. I don't need luck when I
In crowds, we're glib and articulate. write: writing is not subject to the
always managing to come up with whims of Fortune. Writing is the
an amusing anecdote to liven the result of a carefully planned, and
party. In fact. we' re the ones people logically followed. thesis. designed
come to when they want to know to convince the reader that I . as a
how to phrase letters properly, or writer know exactly what fm talking.
what the right word to use on an about. fm supposed to make you
feel what I feel. see what I see. and
application is.
Yeah. right I don't know where hopefully. like what I like. I don't
this all started, but somewhere along sit at my keyboard and. unthinkingly
the line, someone started this popular whip off a couple of pages of highintellectual
misoonceptionand it has mushroomed brow, euphonious,
glossolalia.
I
have
to
think
about it
into a horrible preconceived notion
for
a
second
or
two.
about writers. or more properly.
·so get the hell off my back!U
people who write. I was introduced
to someone once as an English

by Brian McKenzie

,,
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Last Waltz?No, last show at CommooGround on University.

For more details,pleaseseepage l<C]
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~roundtownartaro
by Renee Johnston and

Clara Deck
Sandie Collins and Angie Foster, two
local artists, offer a lush array of Recent
Works at the Common Ground. This is a fine
gallery display with which to bid adieu to the
lovely hardwood floor of that University
Avenue space. (The Common Ground will
be groundless until summer or thereabouts.)
There is a veritable cornucopia of artwork
that represents the fruits of the artists· action.
Both artists have been developing an intuitive approach to colour, texture and form
which is easy to delight in. Foster offers
whimsical construction from found objects:
submerged in clay sculptures and papiermache installations both large and small.
The dreamscape imagery of Collins' work is
rendered with lono-block printmaking which
sometimes incorporates papier-mache sculptural elements.
.. Home for Fish" is Foster's coup de
grae-life is a goddamned fishbowl: home is
where the bleeding heart is. This is not
cynicism or social criticism, rather. it is
contentment and preciosity. She used to be
disgusted. now she is just amused. Two
pieces use Dippy-birds: a I 970's version in
·· Restncted Motion.. which is about .. drinking
today", and a vintage I 950's version in
.. Henry 's Perpetual Motion Machine". The
latter presents a rhythmic patterning. of the
picture plane with a bunch of these little guys
all drinking booze as fast as they can ( one cup
of coffee awaits them if they ever finish).
She makes frequent use of food as a
subject matter: fish soup. escargots and sardines. ·· Duck Soup and Quackers" is a
Marxist ( that is. Groucho Marxist) gallery
piece which adds a real touch of"home" to
the place-candle. wine and all.
'·Just Desserts" is an imposing installment that is sweet, and a little scary, too. The
cow has a disturbing likeness to some variety
of dog. It is Meat with Sugar on its back:

North America's eating habits.
Most of Foster's works are detailed
watercolours using familiar, domestic
images and bright colouration. There is an
element of simple accessibility to her"genre"
or "country" style paintings.
Collins' works are more introspective,
but the personal spaces she creates are also
accessible in that they are inviting the viewer
to explore them.
Her'' Looking Up" can be seen as a selfportrai!, The forms are biomorphic. suggesting a natural self. The subtle use of colour on
the papier-mache form is echoed in the
lyrical abstractions of Collins' lono-block
prints.
" The Flight of the Bar Vigol" is a print
that evokes 20th Century abstraction with a
bizarre 80's Flintstone/Jetson sense of
imagery. "Circle the Moment" is a combination print and sculpture. The print creates an
illusory space with Futuristic ( that is. ·mobile
cubist') idioms. It extends the form of two
legs into the gallery. The repeated use of
circular motifs in both parts of the piece is an
important symbol in the artist's work "The
Female Principle".
An award-winning print on exhibition
represents lx>thAngie and Sandy ( its author)
in a social setting (the New York City
subway) ... The Hole in the Apple" won first
prize in a printmaking exhibition held at the
Scarab Club in Detroit. Here we see the
artist's sense of humour in her personal
approach to the subject matter.
In that piece as well as on "Terminal
TV", the artist l!ses the two-dimensional
space to express or explore herself and to
move us through these personal environment<;.
Collins· work is introspective. using personalized motifs that are engrossinit and
timeless. They utilize abstracted images and
lurid colours which combine to create dreamscapes of the "self'. U
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Berol®FONTAINE™
DISPOSABLEFOUNTAINPENS

A WHOLENEWWRITINGEXPERIENCE

Long-writing Fontaine has all
the quality feel of a traditional
fountain pen. Yet it writes with
a crisp, clean, quick drying line
and is conveniently disposable.
So there is no messy filling up or
replacement of cartridges to
bother with!

You must pick up your books and/or money
by 2 pm. February 6. 1988 or they will be
given to charity on February 19. 1988 at 4:30
pm.
You may pick up books only until February
19.1988.
For further 1nformat1on contact Rob Allch1 n at
253-6423

SINGERS· DANCERS· INSTRUMENTALISTS
TECHNICIANS
· VARIETY
PERFORMERS
KingsProductions,the world's #1 producer of
live entertainment, is holding auditions for
the spectacular season at CANADA'S
WONDERLAND,
Toronto, Ontario.
Make your audition a show we can't do without!
for technician interviewlocations and additional
informationcoll the Canada's Wonderland
EntertainmentOffice at 416/832-8356.

Berol Fontaine. It looks, feels
and writes like a winner.

Now Only:

S.A.C. USED Book Sale Patrons

$2.99

A VAJLABLE A'r 'rJ-IL-:
UNJVEI~srrY I:3()()KS'f0f-~l~

MAPLE,
ONTARIO,Sunday, February 7, Canada's Wonderland,
Canterbury Theatre, Specialty Acts:10 AM-11AM; Singers:12 Noon2 PM; Dancers: 2-3 PM; Instrumentalists:2-3 PM
LONDON,ONTARIO,Thursday,February 11,Universityof Western
Ontario, AlumniHoll,Singers:10 AM-12Noon; Dancers: 12 Noon;
Instrumentalists:10 AM-12Noon
MAPLE,
ONTARIO,Saturday, February 13, Canada's Wonderland,
Canterbury Theatre, Specialty Acts:11AM-12Noon; Singers:1-3 PM;
Dancers: 3-4 PM; Instrumentalists:3-4 PM
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is simply a black and white photographic
presentation. The three sections of his exhibit
all contain photos he has collected from
various archives. Although each section deals
with different events, they all succeed in
questioning human values and morals. In
"Polis", for instance, the five photographs of
the construction of the new Vancouver City
Hall are each contrasted with shots of litter
and public vandalism on the city streets-all
the result of protests to the construction of the
new building. believed by some to be a gross
waste of money. These photos act in a
stultifying manner to question the use of
money for society's "benefit"
This theme also appears in another series
of photos entitled "Rupture." Here. Arden
has presented various pictures of a riot in
Vancouver in 1938 where many people
stormed the Art Gallery and vandalized it,
causing significant damage. They. too. questioned the use of public money; in this case
the funding of the gallery.
With his third series of photographs.
Arden deals with the internment of JapaneseCanadians during World War n. In the
appropriately titled ·· Abjection··. the shots
portray a bleak. futile existence for these
people. The photos focus on their world: a
world isolated from our society. The black
image above each picture represents the
enormity of this internment. It was-and
remains-a black spot on our social conscience.
Alexander's work does not contain the
socio-political moralizing of the other two
artists: in fact, her "Lake in the Woods"
exhibit seems to lack any significant meaning
at all. It is simply an enlarged photo-mural of
a lake in the woods, with mirrorized plexiglass
facing it By walking between the two and
gazing into the plexiglass, it is possible to get
the impression of nature being all-encompassing. Certainly, one gets the feeling of
being in some sort of woodland when looking
· into the plexiglass (the woman next to me
used it to fix up her hair). Art evokes different
reactions in different people.
Reconnaissanceruns until February 21sl
If you have an hour or two to spare one day, I
would recommend you drop by and see the
works of these contemporary artists. LJ

roundtownartaroundtownartar
by David Cozac

Dealing with social and political concerns
can sometimes result in some pretty imaginative creations. In light of this, the Art Gallery
of Windsor has, as part of a multi-media
exhibit entitled Reconnaissance, displayed
the works of contemporary artists Vikki
Alexander, Roy Arden, and Jamielie Hassan
which set out to attract public reaction and
also question certain values and morals in
society.
Hassan's exhibit. called "The Mukhabarat

State or Zenobia's Wall", is an impressive
mixed-media showcase featuringwatercolours,
photos and texts. Each piece contributes to
the theme which concerns the repressive
government of Syria; in particular, the
Mukhabarat, who are information-control
agents primarily involved in the mass arrests
of citizens and liquidation of opponents of the
Asad regime.
Specific piec·es in the display represent
the whole country falling apart. There are
fragments of pottery and buildings that symbolize the destruction in the towns and cities.

There is also a large centrespread in watercolour depicting the ancient ruins, signifying
that this type of collapse can easily occur
again. As a result, one gets the impression
that there has been miniscule progress in that
society-that there is little hope left for the
Syrian people. Indeed. the precariousness of
the situation is stated best in one of H assan's
texts, where she said that on a trip to
Damascus they had to take a taxi, because
"bombs on buses made public transportation
impossible .. ,
Conversely, the exhibit of Arden's work
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by Paul Kowalski
Windsor's been in sort of a selfimposed Reggae/Ska quarantine
for the last while. but luckily this
trend has been reversed by Messenjah's concert two weeks ago. and
BFA's Windsor return concert at
the Subway, last Friday. BFA. long
a staple at King Wah's Mod/Ska
bashes in I 983, have not played in
Windsor for quite a while. Judging
from the shirts the door-guards
were wearing, the night was the·· Pi
Lambda Phi Purple Party", with
large numbers of fratrnen and fratwomen reeling about and BFA
torqueing out exuberant ska all
night long.
Ska is a sort of anglicized reggae
with a social conscience, popular in
and emanating from Britain in the
early l 980's. Bands at the forefront
of this music scene were the Specials,
English Bear, Madness andSelecrer.
Ska has become almost extinct.
with all the aforementioned bands

reggae jam called "96 Degrees in
the Shade'' and followed with electrifying versions of their popular
tunes "Conquer Me" and "The
Harder They Fall". BFA meshed
really well at this concert. retaining
the raw edge prevalent at the King
Wah concerts, sans the instrumental
screw-ups. They did a number of
interesting covers. including one
from fellow Canaruan reggae artist
Yellowman called '·54-46". and a
number of Specials songs like" A
Message to You. Rudy" and "Ratrace.. and a melodic version of
"You Can't Always Get What You
Want".
Well. I can't always get what l
want which was for BFA to fulfill
their promise that they'd .. stay all
night and drink beer." This unfulfilled
promise was surprising. since BFA' s
motto is ( listen closely all impressionable teens) "You have to drink
to be cool!" One thing that wasn't
surprising was BFA's leaving the
stage at about 1:30. at the Subway's

"Sincethe band-membersare spreadfrom
U of T to Fanshaweand more, BFA concerts
are an uncommonevent."
breaking up and being sucked in the
ever-widening wormhole of pop success. The members of the big ska
groups are now in bands such as the
Fine Youn~ Cannibals and the
Colour Field. You probably have a
Specials tape in your collection
that you haven't listened to in about
three years. Enough ska synopsis.
Since the band-members are
spread from U of T to Fanshawe
and more. BFA concerts are an
uncommon event They have had
two number-one songs on the CJ AM
charts: "Conquer Me" and "Girnme
a Say". both on cassette.
The show started at around
10:30. and after being introduced
by CJAM Arts Director Cool
Ruddy Cool. BF A started a rocking

request. Near the end, the lead
singer instituted a new method of
picking songs-if you came to the
stage with a beer for him. he'd take
a request ( their case of beer allegedlv
got scammed). A good. slow song
called ··40 Days·· resulted from
this .
There was a big crowd there.
(larger than most Subway events,)
with the dedicated post-ska talks
skanking away at the front. Thin
ties and bowler hats were in evidence. Whenever BF A comes back
home, r d advise you to check it
out. They put on a great show, and
anyone who was or is into ska or
pseudo-reggae, see them! I swear. I
can't get enough ska. "I Just Can't
Stop It." LJ

Womencagerscontinueto dominate
by Brian LeClair

Lance photo by Thomas Pidgeon.

Pam Mc Ca rtn ey brin gs ball up co urt

Finishing with a playoff spot is not good
enough for the Lancer women's basketball
team. This year. they'd rather take the whole
league over.
The Windsor cagers dropped two more
OWIAA opponents this weekend. as they
improved their record to a perfect 6-0-and
have all but put a stranglehold on first place
in the OWIAA Western division.
The team dumped the Waterloo Athenas
58-4 7 on the road Friday night. and followed
that up\\ ith a tough 65-63 victory at Laurier
Saturday evening.
"We had a great \\Cekend." said head
coach Joanne Maclean ... rm rcallv pleased
with this team."
In Waterloo. the Athenas tried to take
advantage of their slight height advantage b:-,
plaving very physical basketball. However.
coach MacLean prepared her team for anything on the road. and they were eventually
able to handle the Athena attack.
"Waterloo tried to intimidate us:·
Maclean said. "But we took it. and stuck to
our game plan. W e knew we had to play
composed basketball on the road to win."
The game was close for the first ten
minutes. but then W indso r began to pull
awav. They drop ped into a very effective
zone . but pressed j ust enough to keep the
Athe nas off balance . cruising to a 3 I -24
halftime lead.

As has often been the case with this team.
there was not one shining star. but a host of
players playing very well in their respective
roles.
Maclean was able to point to a few that
stood out from the Windsor crowd.
"Margaret Piggott played a tremendous
game.'' Maclean said. "She is really starting
to come into her own ... The first-year player
had six steals. and played an important role
on ofTense.
Maclean also was pleased with the
defensive play of Missy Balo throughout the
weekend. and the leadership veteran guard
Colleen Hogan provided.
Leading scorer for the Windsor team
Fridav was Alison Duke \, ith 15 points.
Saturday night in Waterloo. Windsor had
to fight much harder for its victory a!!,ainstthe
Laurier Golden Hawh.
The Hawks are a much bigger team, and
they also came right at the Windsor team.
and had tremendous success early in the
game.
''We were confused in the first half,"
Macl.ean said "The defense lacked intensity.
and we did not respond to them. We Jet them
do what they wanted ...
The W indsor squad found itself looking
at a sixteen point deficit midway through the
first half. But instead of giving up and letti ng
the grind of two games in two nights get to
them. thev reac hed down for somet hing
extra.

Windsor cut into the lead. and were only
down 38-27 at the half. Once the second half
started, the women changed their defence.
and suddenly zones that were wide open to
the Golden Hawks weren't open anymore.
"We forced them into some things that
they were forcing us to do in the first half.·•
Macl..ean said.
A run with about ten minutes left in the
g.arnecut the laurier lead to five. Then, after
trading baskets with the Hawks. Windsor
tied the game with only five minutes left. Two
minutes later. Windsor was up b} five points.
"We sho\\ed tremendous character tonight." Maclean said.
One of those characters was guard Colleen
Hogan. Hogan scored a :.eason-hie.h 23
points. including a bnlltant five for five
performance from three-pomt range. also
adding five assists.
·· She was incredibletonight."said MacLean.
Alison Duke also contributed very
strongly to the comeback. with 22 points.
with a majoritv of those coming in the second
half. She also added nine rebounds.
Carol Gordon continued her fine play.
She was live for five from the floor. and
played a solid game.
" She is the co re of ou r defence and
press." said M ac le an. "She is doing the job
at both ends ...
The women's incredible 6-0 sta rt was
cert ainly not expected by MacLean .
Continued on page 21.

I.aurentian
falls victimto lilncerscoringexplosion
by Scott A. Pattison

1

Th e Lancer hoc key team co ntinu ed to
buzz through their 87/88 schedule last weekend
posting a pair of blowouts at home over the
visiting Lauren tian Voyageurs.
T he Lancers thr ashed the visitors. 12-1.
on Saturday night, and followed it up with a
I 1-4 crus hing on Sunda y aftern oon.
Th e Lancer coac hing staff wante d thi s
particular sweep very badly. since Laurentian
is curren tly in fourth place. and may very
likely be the first playoff opponent for the
La ncers.
" This is the team that we are most likely
to face in the ope ning round of the playoffs.
and our guys knew it" said genera l manager
Mike Sad ler. " That is why our guys did not
let up in the third period ofSunday·s game. It
is the last time that we see them until the
playotTs. so we wanted to give them something
to think about."
The Lancers made this point painfully
clear in the third period of Sunday's game. as
they popped in the next five goals to break
open a close 6-4 score. on their\\ av to the I 14 final.
·
Dan Mah on start ed the onslaught when
he too k a pass from defenceman Ed Smith
and rifled a shot by Voy ageur netminder Pete
Pancel at the I :04 mark to put Windsor up by
three. 7-4 . The attack continued as Jim
Lepine and Luke Ducharme added singles.
But the real story came from defenceman
Paul Fixter , who scored two goals in the third
to notch his first career hat trick as a Lancer .
''When I went to the bench in the second
period, assistant coach Vern Stenlund told
me that I wasn't getting my shots off quickly."
said Fixter. "Once I corrected that they just
seemed to find the net"
Fixter went on to say that the addition of
assistant coach Stenlund has had a positive
effect on this year's squad.
"The two coaches compliment each other
so well," he said.
Team captain Ken Minello had a five
point afternoon on Sunday, scoring twice and
adding four assists. Dan Mahon pitched in
with five points, on a goal and four assists.
Forward Steve Hrynewich added four points
on two goals and a pair of assists. J.D.
Urbanic addeda single.

Lance ohato bV Nick cacctato.

Lanc er skater pounds an oth er nail into laurenti an goalie's coffirL

Saturday night's contest against Laurentian
was totall y one-sided as the Lance rs too k
the body to the visiting club , and it paid off
with the 12-1 blasting of the team from
Sudbury .
"We took the body all night long," said
coach Cranker. "We also did a very good job
of keeping their big goal scorers in check. and
off the scoreboard "
Lancer fans donated a few hats to the
cause. as two Windsor players . John Hoy
and Pat Mowat. scored three goals apiece to
pace the home team's attack.
"It was jl!St one of those nights where
everything that I shot found the net," said
Mowat " We are playing strong hockey right
now, and we have to continue to gear up for
every game."
Windsor put the game away in the first
period, scoring six of their twelve goals.
John Wheeler opened the Lancer scoring
at the 3:09 mark of the first period, on a nice
pass from Dean Paprotka.Mowat followed

-~-

with the first of his three for W indsor.
Urbani c. John Hoy. Dan Noade . and Urbani c
again beat the Voy ageur netminder in the
first
The Lancers continued to cruise in the
second period, as the Laurentian defence
was nowhere to be found Mowat and Roy
Russell increased Wind sor's lead to 8-0 by
the end of the period.
Lancer coach Cranker pointed out that
"the Voyageurs did not have a full bench with
them ,·• in defence of the one-sided affair .
Windsor changed netminders in the third
period, sending in Kelly Kerch to protect
Richard Paliani's shutoul But it just wasn 't
in the cards, as Laurentian got a powerplay
goal at the 13:02 mark. Defenceman Marc
Bouffard one timed a shot in the slot, on a
beautiful pass from Brent Maki. Kerch had
no chance on the play.
Dan Mahon scored the other goal for the
Lancers, who outshot Laurentian 42 -24.
The sweep sits the Lancers on top of the
Western Division with a 13-4-1 record, and a

-~-------------

--------------

commanding seven point edge over second
place Brock.
However. the team still has to work hard
to finish first in the division and ensure home
ice advantage for the first round of the
playoffs.
"We must win all of these regular season
contests to ensure ourselves home-ice adv&Jr
tage," Cranker said.
The Lancers continue their run for the
playoffs with a home date against the rejuvenated Ryerson Rams this Friday night at 7:30
at Adie Knox Arena.
The Lancers will have revenge of their
minds, as Ryerson beat Windsor 3-2 in
overtime to win the Ryerson Invitational
Championship over the Christmas break.
"Not too many people aroundthe league
realize it, but Ryerson is going to be a team to
be reckonedwith come playoff time," said
team generalmanagerSadler.
"Consistency is a very important aspect
for this team, and we will have to play a full
60 minutes of hockey against them." D

------------

---
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Men'sbasketballteamsplitspairwith OUAA rivals
by Tom Ferreira

The Lancer basketball team conti nued their up and down season
this week, as they split road games
with the McMaster Marauders and
the Laurier Golden Hawks.
Last Wednesday the Lancers
suffered a heart breaking 82-80

loss on the road at the hands of the
McMaster Marauders. The Lancers
led by 12 at half. 44-32. but saw
their lead dwindle away and a
victory slip through their fingers in
the second half.
The big difference in the second
half was the Marauders· Craig Muir.
who scored 21 of his game-high 26

Lance photo by Michael Cohen.
Jeff Nekkers again\l the tilass.

points in the second half. Of his
baskets, live came from three point
range, including the game winner,
with just over a minute to go.
However the Lancers still had
time to tie or win the game.
"After Muir scored. we missed
an easy basket and on the game's
last play we threw the ball out of
bounds." said coach Paul Thomas.
In the second half. the Lancers
were outscored 12-0 from the free
throw line and 17-4 over all.
Windsor clearly suffered from the
frequent stoppages in play.
"With so many free throws we
lost our rhythm," Thomas said "It
made it hard for us to regroup. Ifs
hard to keep lhe tempo when you
have to keep throwing the ball in.··
The Lancers could never get
going in the second half. despite
taking many more shots at the hoop
than the home-town Marauders.
"We missed four or five easy
baskets in the second half," Thomas
said.
Even though Brian Makaric
had a good second halt: with I0
points.it wa~n't enough. and Windsor
fell 82-80.
The leading scorer tor the Lancers
was Matt St. Louis with 22 points.
Brian Makaric added 14 and Carlo
Boniferro had 11.
The Lancers then travelled to
Waterloo to play the Wilfred Laurier
Golden Hawks. Windsor won what
proved to be an exciting g.ame. 9285.
The ~ ictory was a great team
etfort as the team had to pick up the
slack because their leading scorer.
Matt St. Louis. scored onlv seven
points.
·· Andre Morassutti played his
best game of the year, .. said coach
Thomas ... Schwcit,er and Thomas
also had good games for us.··
Windsor led from start to finish.
but Laurier came close on a few
occasions in the second half. Both
ofLaurier's guards had good games.
but especially Tony Mtucotullio

~
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lonce ohoto by Matt Tales.
1 he shut is up and ...

who had a game-high 27 points.
outscored Laurier from the line 31"Their guards were taking and 13.
··we went to the basket a lot
making shots that vou normally
take late in the game... said Thoma~. and drew the fouls." said coach
The Lancers. however. used Thomas.
The split !eaves the Lancers'
some tactics to tl') and slow the hot
record at 3-2, good for a second
shooting Hawks down
"We used up the half court trap to place tie in the OUAA West:
The Lancers next see action at
slow the tempo of the guards. We
tried to change what thev were home this week against winless
Guelph. and Brock visits Sunda\
doing_;· Thomas explained·
The half court trap. even though afternoon at 2:00. Coach Thomas
it didn't produce many steals. slowed expects a good game against the
the pace of the game down and Gryphons.
denated the Laurier team.
"Guelph is 0-5 but the\ could
1-oul shooting also played an easily be 4-1 or 3-2. They've lost
important part in this game. Windsor two games by four points ... LJ
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Spikersstruggleto winin
in Saskatchewan
tourney
by Michael Cohen

9, J 5-4.

The women's volleyball team found out
where they stand in the Canadian volleyball
scene.
The team travelled to Saskatchewan to
participate in a six-team tournament this past
weeekend, and for the first time this season
met with three nationally-ranked teams.
These teams proved to be too much for
Windsor to handle, as the women were
victorious only once during the five-game set
with some of Canada's best
. The team flew to Regina on Thursday
with 12 players. which included four rookies.
Thursday evening, the team played Regina,
and they were defeated straight games, I 614, 15-9, 15-7.
'·They really played wel~ althoug.h they
were not in good enough condition to play at
that calibre," said assistant coach Jan Caverzan.
Friday, the team travelled to Saskatoon,
and it was against Saskatchewan that the
team posted their only victory. The scores
were 15-6. 15-13. 13-15, 16-14.
"The women played most of the games to
their potential," Caver1an said, "although
sometimes it seemed as if they were just
spectators."
Friday evening saw the team play against
third-ranked Manitoba and lose three in a
row, 15-4, 15-7, 15-6. During the second
game of this series Lisa Eastham, one of the
best middle blockers on the team. was lost for
the remainder of the games as a result of an
injury.
Saturday morning, the team met with
sixth-ranked York, and went down in three
games, 15-0, 15-10, 18-15.
Pat Pepper, a power hitter who is playing
her last year for Windsor, feels that the
reason the teams are better is that most of
them are ·•well-rounded teams, with a solid
defense and offence".
The competition is at a higher level as
most teams they met have provincial players.
while all but one of the players on the
Windsor team is from the surrounding area.
Saturday evening, the team played Regina
again. and went down in three games. 15-5. 15-

This week's quiz takes you on a trip down
memory lane. to Super Bowls past, in hopes
that it will charge you up for this week's
contest

I )Which team won last year's game?
2)Which powerhouse won the first two?
3)Which Super Bowl received the highest
TV rating?
4)Which one had the largest live audience?
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Heavy net action.

result. the matches went as long as two hours .
The coaching staff was very enthusiastic
about the performance of the rookies. Jill
Bahri, a rookie center blocker. said that they
were nervous at first, but it soon wore off, and
their confidence level remained high throughout
the tournament
.. It was a great learning experience," she
said.
The Windsor women are going to be
gaining more of that valuable experience this
weekend, as they leave for Ottawa to play in
a tournament The tourney features seven
out of the 10 top-ranked teams in Canada.
This should give the women a good tuneup, since playo_ffswill commence on February
21.
The next home game for the women will
take place against Western on F ebruary 5th
at 6:00 pm at St. Denis Centre.CJ

5)The 1971 game,SBV, was thedosestever.
Who won?
6)Which team won the Super Bowl by the
largest margin?
?)What team has the best record in Super
Bowls?
8)Which one has struggled with the worst?
9)Which conference has won more games,
the AFC or NFC?
lO)Three quarterbacks have won the Super
Bowl MVP twice. Who are they?
11) Which individuals own the one game
Super Bowl records in these categories?
a) Running yardage
b) Passing yardage
c) Receiving yardage
d) Most interceptions
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Womencagersdominate
Conti nued from page 19.
"They made believers out of the coaching
staff," she said. ..There is a tremendous
maturity factor in building a team."
MacLean feels the team's strength is
playing within themselves and taking advantage of each member's strengths.
Despite the start. the Windsor team is
nowhere to be found among Canada's top ten
women's basketball teams. MacLean,
however, doesn 't feel the women belong
there just yet.
•· All the teams in Ontario West went to
pre-season tournaments out West, and none
have fared well enough." she said.
"I don't think any Ontario We st team
belongs in the top ten.''

Maclean feels the only way for the team
to break the top ten is to upset a top ten team.
but being ranked isn't the team's first priority.
"What we have to do is finish first or
second in our division. so we can stay away
from Laurentian or Toronto (ranked teams)
until the second round" she said "If we can
knock one of them off then, we are in the
finals.··
The Windsor team continued its quest for
first place this week with a home game
against Guelph, and then a Sunday afternoon
road contest wfth McMaster.
MacLean feels confident that the team
can make it 7.0 against Guelph.
"They're very big," she said. "but ifwe
stay within the confines of our game plan, we
can win handily."0
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However, the Windsor team played their
opposition very tough. Despite the difference
in score, every point was a struggle, and as a

After sixteen weeks of foreplay, the magic
game has arrived. This week the Denver
Broncos and the Washington Redskins will
play in the Super Bowl, the one game every
professional football player dreams of from
birth.

Classes
Diagnostic and Practice Tests
Available

NOW

in

WINDSOR

P.O. Box 5012
Windsor, Ontario

N9J 2L3
Ph.: 97 8-0220

Every Thursday
is
*COMEDY NIGHT*
( a full two hour stage show)
Starring: Ruben Ruben
Tucsda,. Fchrnan 2

eThursdays - LADIES NIGHT
All Ladies Who Attend
Get a Chance to Spin "The Wheel of Gold"
2960 Huron Church Rd. and Grand Mans YM 3388

l
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Trackand fieldteam runs wildin Londonmeet
winner.
"I went out too slow:· Walkes
said. "If I would have went out
faster, I believe I would have won.
Next time I will!"
The men's side was led by the
return of Doug Tilson.
Tilson. after having been sidelined
for a month with achille tendonitis,
showed us all that he is back, and in
fine form.
" Th e race was a great confidence
booster for me," Tilson said. "I've
been down for a while not being
able to race. I'm really looking
forward to running some relays
now."
Tilson's time was 1:20.7. good
enough to earn him a spot in the
Canadian lnterscholastic Athletic
Union ( Cl AU) track championships
in M arch at W innipeg.

by Lance Spo rts Staff

The Lancer track and field team
packed up its gear this weekend and
headed to London, where they participated in a highly competitive
Don Wright Classic. The team,
plagued by injuries a~d the lack of
bodies. were still able to pull off
some fine performances.
" I was happy with some of the
performances, but the lack of depth
in the field events still hurts us in
team points ... said Dennis Fairall.
coach of the track team.
Th e women·steam scored twentynine on the trac k and just one in the
field. For the men it was much of
the same story. with just six in the
field and twenty-six on the track.
Such fine performa nces that
coach Fairall talked about came in
the men's and women's 600m.
where they won silver medals.
Maxine Walkes, a steady per
former of the track team. covered
the distance in a time of I :34.4.
finishing.just .4 seconds behind the

T wo other individuals to pick
up silver medals are both rookie
sensations. Jackie McVittie ran a
time of 3:03.1 in the 1000m and
Chris David in the 300m with a
time of 336.3.

"I was satisfied with my time,
but I got boxed in and it prevented
me from starting my kick earlier,"
McVittie said.
David,
a
St
Anne's
High product was just a shade off of
the time he needed to earn a berth in
the CIAUs.
The last silver medal went to
the women's 4x400 relay team.
This team saw veteran runners
Gisele St Louis and W alkes team
up with MJ . Mc Keever and Katie
Klein.
Four bronze medals were taken
home, both men and women· s4x200
teams, men's 4x400 team and Jen
Yee in the 60m hurdles.
For the females, familiar names
carried the baton around. They
were Joanne Van De Wei le. Yee,
St Louis and first-year runner Holly
Rivard. The team's time of I :46.5
qualified them for the C lAUs.
For the men. their 4x200 team
consisted ofTrevor Hall. Carl Jack.
Greg Nemcek and Brian Forsey.
The men's 4x400 team was led b~

in the 60m hurdles. This time also
gave Yee a spot in the CIAUs.
" I have a lot more energy now,
mainly because it (hurdling) is
something new for me. I owe a lot to
my coach for my success in hurdling,"
Yee said.
For Yee, her hope this year is to
place in the top six at OUAA, and
by the look of things, she's on the
right track.
Some honourable mentions from
the weekend go to Dave McEachrane
in triple jump with a leap of 13. 7 3 m
and a CIAU qualification. Andrew
McLean, with a jump of 1.90m in
high jump and Terry James in the
I OOOm,with a time of 2: 31.6 placed
fourth.

lance hie photo
P hoto fin ish.

their
captain.
Cliff Smellie,
and the other team members were
Forsey. Jack. and Darren Luck.
Jen Yee broke a second school
record in as many meets. with a
bronze medal time of9.49 seconds

Now that the Lancers have some
more experience. they are hoping
to utilize it next weekend as they
host the Can-Am Classic. In the
past the team has enjoyed great
success at this meet, and with some
key performances. there seem to be
no barriers for them to keep up the
tradition. U

Don't sell your body to the joyless stree ts.

Chess Club Meeting

Sell your mind to the feckless Lan ce.

Anyone Intere sted in forming a
Uni versity Che ss Club. plea se meet in
the CLUB OFFI CE. located on the
2nd floo r University Centre: Monday.
Februa ry 1~ 1988. at 7:00 pm. For
further information please contact Ty
Somer 252 2187 or Stephen DeMarco
253-2288.

@•f •j •J;f.:.if..j
429 Ouellette

THE NEW STUDENT GATHERING

PLACE

World 's Greatest Texas Style Burger
(1/ 21b of beef)
3 .95 with fries and condiments
Only $2 .95 with Student I.D.

DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY
7 NIGHTS

TOP40

A WEEK

& MORE

Our restaurant and dance floor are open
'til 4am on Fridays and Saturdays
Mon-Thurs 9pm to 1 am (No cover , no minimum)
Fri-Sat 9pm·1 am $3.00 cover ($2 with I. D. card)
1 am-4am $5 cover ($3 with I. D. card)
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Get your G. W. I. D. card for special

v:I. P. treatment!
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MARGARITA TUESDAYS
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When

;- ,

choice

From 4:00 pm till 10:00
you order

a Margarita

of Hamburger

pm

, you will

receive

your

J-

or Nachos, all for only $3.25 .
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LANCER SPORTS ROUNDUP

·

.

The men· s and women's swim teams travelled to different
meets in the last two weeks. and several swimmers came

home with medals.
The men went to Bowling Green to compete in a dual
meet, and met with very good results.
Highlighting the team was a first place finish by Bill
Bedford in the men's one metre diving, and a first place finish
in the men's 200m freestyle relay. The men turned in a time of
3:57.13.
Second place finishes were turned in by Windsor in the
men's 400m medley relay, with a time of 4:23.16, Chris
Durham with a time of2:21.40 in the 200m backstroke, and
Joe Parent finished third in the 200m breaststroke.
Other strong performances were turned in by John
Mymryk and Dave Brockenshire.
This past weekend, the women's team travelled to
Waterloo, and two women swimmers came home with
medals.
Mary Beth Jurocko won two golds, in the 1OOmbreaststroke,
and the 200m individual medley. Her time of 1: 10.6 in the
breaststroke qualifies her for the CIAUs in March.
Erin Searcy swam for gold in the 200m freestyle, and
earned silver medals in the 400m individual medley. and the
400m freestyle.
The team's next action is at a co-ed meet this weekend at
Queen's University.0

OIRA Co nfere nce

Sc uba Club

Me n's Intramural

Nine Campus Recreation supervisors attended the OIRA
( Ontario Intramural Recreation Association) Conference
held
at
Ryerson
Polytechnical
Institute
in Toronto on January 15 and 16.
At the conference, recreational representatives from
various universities and colleges across Ontario exchanged
information about how intramural programs are run.
Our supervisors have returned with bright new ideas
about programs. promotions. and much more.
Next year, the University of Windsor will be hosting the
19th Annual OIRA Conference in January.
Share the pride in '89 when students from across Ontario
will be visiting our campus!
Make school-life more exciting by joining Campus Ree. Be
a part of the action!

Since Jacques Cousteau introduced the aqualung,
SCUBA Diving has become an increasingly popular
recreational sport.
The University of Windsor now offers a course fnr !liver
certification which will be taught by Art Vennett. who owns
and operates the Dive Shop on Lakeview Ave. in Kingsville.
Art brings with him extensive experience in diving instruction
and prioritizes safety.
Participants in this program will not only learn how to
dive, but will also develop greater confidence and discover an
incredible new world.
For further informatton please contact Brad at 256-1116
or the recreation office.

After the first week back from the break, the action has
already begun. The first place A division Geography remains
undefeated Also in that same division the HK Hacks
suffered a devastating loss to the Bungy Hunters. The game
was close but the Hacks were not able to raJly to overcome
defeat.
Play also continued in the Bl division, with the Cody A
team shutting out the MBA team 15-0. Play was fierce in the
B2 division also.
A special reminder to all team captains, especiaJly those
who did not attend the second captains meeting:
From January 18. 1988, to the end of the season
including playoff. any player ejected for fighting
will be suspended for the remainder of the
season. playoffs included.

second. For Windsor's foil team, it was the first time they
placed higher in a competition than the Lancer sabre team.
The last ten years the sabre team has been extremely tough to
beat, as they recently held a streak of one hundred and ten
straight wins.
The fencers, now competing in preliminary meets, are
sharpening their skills hoping to peak for the OUAA
championships.
Although the team has consistently done well in the
OUAAs, Sukunda is a little worried due to the event's
format.
"Ifs (OUAA) a three week elimination tournament." he
said. "It's difficult to place well. as it's a series of meets, and
one bad meet (loss) and you're out."
This weekend, the fencers travel to McMaster for the
OUAA West Sectionals. The OUAA finals are set for
February 13 and 14 at Western. U

Fencers excel in Brock
by Mike Murphy

In past years, the men's fencing team has enjoyed great
success. In the last six years. they have won the Ontario
University Athletic Association (OUAA) championship
twice. and have been runners-up by a single touch in three of
the remaining four years.
This year. however, the team is in a rebuilding phase.
"We have a lot of first and second year fencers right now, but
in the future. with experience, these teams will be extremely
tough to beat," said Eli Sukunda, Lancer fencing coach.
On Saturday, Sukunda took the team to Brock
University, where they were to meet some of the toughest
competition of the season.

Swimmers win medals

However, the Lancer fencing team rose to the challenge.
having two individual champions and one runner-up. Greg
Rubish took the honors in epee. John Moceri in sabre, and
Matt Norvitsky was the runner-up in the foil competition.
In addition to the individual achievements, the foil team
won the team championship and the sabre team placed

CAMPUSREC

by La nce S_p orts Staff

·

Inc rease Your Resc ue Skill s

Ice Hockey

Campu s Ree. - Your Steppin gston e to Success

Cas ino Nig ht

Would you like to know what measures to take if someone
stopped breathing'?
Ifs not too late to sign up for CPR. It will take place on
March 12 and 13 in the Human Kinetics building. Call the
Campus Ree. office at 253-4232. ext. 2456 for more
information.

Campus Recreation held their Casino Night to quite an
enthusiastic group. They played blackjack. over/under, the
horse races. and crown and anchor. The big prize of the
evening was four tickets for a Detroit Red Wings hockey
game.
The auction was intense. with Ron Wagler outbidding all
others with the $330 worth of Campus Recreation money he
had accumulated during the evening. Other pri1es included tshirts. hats. mugs. and gift certificates.
Thanks to all those who made it work. See vou next year.

ln struction als

It is great to see so manv participants out for the
instructional courses this semester. We at Campus Ree. hope
\'OU have fun. and we hope you learn a lot. Li

Campus Recreation is a student-run organization providing intramural leagues for students. faculty. and alumni. We
also offer fitness. aquatics. and instructional programs to
members of the community and university.
Bemg a part of this active organization means: Gaining
leadership skills! Extra cash! Valuable experience! Join the
Campus Recreation team - you·11understand what exercise
and having fun are all about.
For more information about leadership and job opportunities at Campus Ree .. visit our office. We're located in St.
Denis Hall. Or call us at 253-4232. ext. 2456.

Healt h Check-Up
BA SK ETBALL
OWI AA LEAGUE
West
363
6
0
334
3
3
I
172
2
2
257
3
155
2
221
3
4
231

Wind sor
Laurier
Brock
Waterloo
McMaster
Western
Guelph

lntr amurals. lntr amurals. lntr amurals

Sat urday Res ult
Wind sor 65 La urier 63

Ifs that time of the year a!!,ain.and Intramurals are ready
to go in the week of February l st. so come to the Campus
Recreation Office to pick up your schedules.
Please contact the convenor of your event if you have any
concerns or Campus Recreation staff will be glad to help.
O ffice hours are I I :30 - l:00 and 4:30 - 8:30 Mon.Thurs. and 11:30 - l :00 on Fridays. A $30.00 default Bond
M US T be paid before leagues begin. Have fun. everybody.
and thank-you for your support.

Basketball
OU AA LEAGUE
w L F
1
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3
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2
3
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2
3
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3
3
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3
2
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5
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Sund ay Results
Wind so r I l Laurentian 4
Waterloo 7 Ryerson 3
Saturda y Results
Wind sor 12 Laurentian l
McGill 3 Brock 0
Ottawa 7 Guelph 5
Concordia 13 McMaster I

TEAM
W indsor
Brock
Ryerson
Laurenti an
McMaster
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ice cream stores

'
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$2500

2 1/2 Gallon tub ol Ice Cre.im
2 Loire of Chocolate Syrup
100 Oz. of Marshmallow
1 Litre Crushed Nuts
40 Sundae cups
40 Plastic Sp0ons

Dance to the 1ate~t ,n Carit>bean
and Amer,can Ahy1hm

cfOr>vrPS

p
8
6

•

HAVE A PEERLESS PARTY FOR 35 TO 40 PEOPLE
MAKE YOUR OWN SUNDAE PARTY

Ho1tdav '"n Winc1~or
480 A1vers,cie Or W

Door P,,zes.•

A
336
413
45 1
312
477
345
390

12
6
4
4
2
2
2

Sa turday Res ults
Windsor 92 La urier 85
Western 77 McMaster 57
Brock 76 Guelph 66

ffttf'~"'

A Valentine ' s Dance:

Hors

324
328
164
265
156
224
263

6 45
5 95
2 95
3 25

78
$44 38

TOTAL
Less 10%

TOTA L

I
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STATS
It's cold outside. and sure there's some snow. but don't
think it's time to hibernate. Join Campus Recreation!
If exercise to you means sitting around. watching TV. or
going to bars and restaurants or movies. then make a switch.
Exercise offers many benefits you can't tum down. With
exercise you will lose weight. and gain the following things.
including more energy. muscle strength and flexibility. high
self-esteem, and a strong heart and healthy mind.
Get involved in any Campus Recreation fitness program
today!

I

4 43

S39 95

GOOD AT AN Y PEERLESS ICE CREAM STORE:

I
-----------------------------

- ----------~

405 Pelissier, w1nosor
254·6865
• Open 7 days

•sweaters
eMasks
eFolk Art
eJewellery

•Ponchos
eTapestries
• Mayan Pieces
•clothing

IN THE SKY
1 0% off with
.. FROM THE ORIGINAL

•
e
•
e

sweate rs
Tapestr ies
clothing
Jewellery

I. D.

Student

TO THE EXOTIC"

eFolk Art
e African Carvings
e Ptants
e whips

I
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No doubt Campbell conference all-star coach Glen
Sather will get some razzing for his selection of Bob
Probert for his team.
No doubt he won't get as much as he deserves.
Windsor native and hometown fave Probert is
beginning to shine as right winger for Detroit's Red
Wings, but when Sather made him his fourth pick. he
had racked up a league-leading 251 penalty minutes.
His skills have startled many critics. but his rough
style of play still makes him the N.H.L 's prime goon.
No one comes close to Probert's rep or his penalties.
The man can play the game when he wanlS. His
points and +/- tallies are third on the Wings behind
linemates Steve Yzerman and Gerard Gallant. Probert
is no slouch in the scoring department, but he can't
match Yzerman. the other Detroit representative on
the all-stars.
Admittedly, both Probert and Gallant have to take
some licks trying to protect the relatively-diminutive
Yzerman. But Probert goes one better. Anyone who
has seen a game live knows the sort of stuff that goes on

.w~~·
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Some argue that Probert deserves a chance to play
with the all-stars, and maybe they're right. The
problem is that there are a lot of folks in line before him.
For example, where's Minnesota's leading scorer,
Dino Ciccarelli? Sather passed him over to give the
nod to Brian Bellows. another good scorer with the
added advantage of playing at both ends. I just thought
I'd mention Ciccarelli to show I don't hold Probert's
off-ice difficulties against him as a player. Of course,
Probert aims to take people's heads off with his fists.
not his stick, so I guess he's more deserving than
Ciccarelli, even if the latter has amassed 58 points to
Probert's 42.
Still. how about such noteworthies as Rick Vaive.
Mike Bullard or Joe Mullen? Apparently Lady Byng
winners like Mullen only have so many spots reserved.
After selecting a full complement of skilled scorers.
Sather plugged his gap at "goon" with Probert.
I would have chosen the Vancouver Canucks'
Tony Tanti. He leads his team in scoring, and in
plus'minus stats. In my humble opinion, he's the best right
winger available in the Campbell once you've acquired
Kurri, Anderson and Bellows.
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HANO CRM'TED IMPOATS FROM /IAOUNO THE WORLD

300 OUellett•Upper

(Poloce Comp ell)

Artist's conception of 1988 NHL All-Star Game.

booklets
business cards
envelopes
flyers
invitations
labels

Maybe Slats felt guillv at the short shrift he was
isn't pretty. Probert didn't pull down six minutes a
giving Norris Division teams, and felt it necessary to
game in penalties by playing footsie with opponents.
pick up more than one Red Wing. After all. they are the
He's got a reputation as a tough-guy. and he appears
dominant team in their division. and Sather chose five
only too eager to defend it against all comers.
Like many fans, I enjoy hockey when it's the fast- players each from Calgary and Edmonton.
If that was his motivation. he would have done
paced sport it can be. when less talented players and
better to look in goal. Both Glen Hanlon and Greg
teams don't revert to the clutching, hitting and other
Stefan have better averages than his second stringer.
slow-down tactics called .. a tight checking game ...
1ne Canada Cup. last yea,.-sQuebec City Rendezvous.. Mike Vernon of the Flames. Given that he picked three
of his defensemen from Calgary and none from
this is hockey at its finest. It was full of that European
Uetroit. he has left no reason to think that the Red
stuff, you know. passing and skating and scoring.
Wings goalies are made to look good because of
With the talent available in the N. H. L.. the all-star
game could be premium entertainment like that. Look superior men out in front.
I can see where you want to win all-star contest.
at the cast Sather has assembled - Gretzky, Savard.
and maybe a bruiser like Probert helps to that end. but I
Messier, Kurn. Hawerchuk, Iafrate and the rest. The
would prefer the game to be a show of talent.
most penalties by any other player is 91 minutes. given
As a fan. I don·t think that's too much to ask. but
Blues defenseman Rob Ramage.
Sather isn't giving it to us. U
With Probert. Sather is setting his squad a notch

letterhead
newletters
reports
resumes
stationary
tickets

The real printers.
We' re fa st. We' re good. We 're ready.
4800 Tecumseh Rd. E.
1 block east of Pillette
Windsor, ON N8T 188

• Word Processing
• Letter Quality
• Editing
l'J..,:::irUn,v,.·rs IV·'.:>1'>U

(519) 974-6 776

~ 6~'8t4hl~lm~~,l!~
SaveTlmeand lmprove YourGradesl
0rder Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COO
n,HJP

?~12·Y~4h

1&213-4
Or.

rush $2 00

77-8226

·~'1,ypist- who li ves n ear the
University ($ 1.25/ pg) 2533922 after 5:30 pm.
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to Research Au latanc•

11322IdahoAve 1206 SN los Angeles CA9002S

Customresearchalsoava1laOle
-all levels
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Here's what you get:

The PC1640 1s the computer with built-in
expansion boards! Superior monochrome,
CGA and EGA graphics included ... Just purchase the monitor to match your budget!

Included:

• MSDOS V3.2 • Digital Research, lnc.'s GEMdesktop and GEMpaint • Locomotive Basic •
Pop-up clock/calendar/alarm • Pop-up calculator• "Point and cli::k" software· Monochrome
(Hercules*) built in • CGA colo r graphics built
in• EGA graphics built in• High res (up to 640 x
350 lines)• 8086 processor (8 Mhz, 640K, 16 Bit)
• 2-button mouse• 3 expansion slots• Serial
and parallel ports • Loudspeaker with volume
control • Joystick port • Socket for 8087 math
co-processor • "XT''™ style keyboard • 360KB
double-side d floppy d rive• Optiona l second
floppy drive or 20M B hard drive • User manual
• Expandabl e to wor k in ne tw ork environment
for multi-t asking
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AND NEEDHELP?

Call ...
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e.
Call For Mo re In fo rm ati on
4691 Wyan d o tte St. E.
(co rn e r of Pill et te & Wya ndo tte)

·visit us today for the
total ~*package.
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Home economics
to be phasedout?
by Robert Croley

tXJ

he U. of W.'s social science
faculty executive will likely
phase out its department of
home economics beginning
this autumn and combine the
department with others in a new inter-disciplinary program, the faculty's deansaid Tuesday.
Pending an executive committee report
next month, social science dean Zbigruew
Fallenbuchl is forecasting the creation of a
new multi-discipline family studies program
will take its place.
Though the dean said he thinks the
program could be" among the best in Canada",
home economics department head Linda
McKay said she is concerned the heart of the
current program might get lost in the shuffle.
'' Our department has been undergoing an
erosion process for some time." McKay
said. She said home economics is not widely
perceived to be valuable to society because of
stereotypes. As a result, commitments to the
department have been dwindling.
"They see it as a mandate Lo close the
department, while we see it as a mandate to
improve the department," McKay said.
50 students are currently majoring in
home economics alone, while another 30 are
studying it as a joint major and hundreds take
courses in the department as options.
One of those majors says the proposed

family studies program seems to be a step in
the right direction.
"I think it's a good idea," said LuAnne
Beselaere, who will complete a degree in
home economics next year.
Beselaere said home economics students
will benefit more from broader curriculum,
but strides should be taken to preserve the
best of what home economics currently offers.
"When I tell people that I'm in home economics they think I'm taking basket weaving.
It's a social science. We don't learn how to
cook and clean and sew," she said.
She said the proposed curriculum would be
in line with the trend toward academic
specialization in home economics and family
studies programs in Canada
The impetus to the action arose at a
faculty executive meeting last Friday at
which Fallenbuchl presented three motions
regarding the future of the depatment
regardingthefutureofthedepartment
Combined, the three motions presented to
the executive would provide for the phasing
out of the current home economics department,
the introduction of an inter-disciplinary pro-
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Alison Duke heads for basket.
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by Brian LeClair

gramto be called familystudi•• the rntention11

of current staff and faculty, and provision for
the graduation of all current majors until the
program is removed over the next two years.
An ad hoe committee struck to review the
proposal is expected to report back to the
executive in early March.
Continued on page 8.
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uelph and McM"'" wanted

desperately to be the first_to
knock off the league leading
and unbeaten Windsor women's
basketball team.
But, eventually they became just two
more victims, as the Windsor squad proved
their tenacity by two hard-fought victories
over the visiting Gryphons and hometown
Marauders.
The Gryphons came into Windsor last
Wednesday with a 1-5 record, seeming to be
easy victims for the unbeaten women's squad.
But Guelph came in fired up, and the
I Windsor women were unprepared for such a
fight. The result was a tense, 48-45 victory.
"It seemed like we were playing not to
lose,•· said veteran guard Colleen Hogan.
"We just couldn't get it into gear."
Head coach Joanne Maclean credited
the Guelph squad with an outstanding game.

"They played their game plan to a tee,"
she said.
Windsor tried to get the ball inside in the
beginning, and though Alison Duke was
doing a good job getting the points, she was
having a hard time dealing with the double
team put on by the much larger Guelph
forwards.
Windsor seemed to look to Duke every
time the team came down the floor, which
Maclean felt was a very dangerous situation.
"We tended to stand around on offense,
looking for Duke," Maclean said. "When
you start doing that, you're in for trouble."
Fortunately for the Windsor women,
Guelph was falling victim to their press.
However, once the offense settled down, the
shooters kept missing the basket
"It wasn't one of our better games," said
Pam McCartney, second year forward.
The score stayed very close throughout
the first half, and a late Guelph surge set the
score at 27-24 at the half.
Continued on page 22.

Candidatesgearingup for SACgeneralelections
by Michael Cole

~

he starting gun has
been fired and the
competitors are off
and running.
The
official
campaigns
for
the
198889 Students' Administrative Council (SAC) general elections were
officiallylauched at 5pm Wednesday
Feb. 3, withcompetitionsforfiveof
the open positions.
SAC vice-president Pete Ostojic
will try to upset current president
Ken Alexander's campaign for reelection, while a three-way race is
developing for the position of vicepresident administration, with Steven
Deneau, Steven Farrell and Heidi
Vlahantones all throwing in their
hats.
Four candidates, Dan Boland,
Dominic Bragaglia,LisetteDagniault
and Gary O'Donnell are vying for
the three senate positions up for
grabs. A similar contest is shaping

up for the threesocialscienceposition.5, Faculty of Education on Feb. 10,

with Gordon Eansor. Craig Hilton,
Adam Hughes and LauraMoldovan
all in the runnning.
Three students, Scott Logan,
Ted Sturk, and Terry Whalen are
vying for the two positions open for
Business Representative.
Seven positions have been filled
by acclamation. Beth Daly will be
Arts Rep. again next year, and the
Law Representative's seat will be
filled by Scott Rogers. Nursing
students will have Jane Van Alphen
for their representative.,whileDominic
Bragaglia, Graham Johnston , John
Stout, and Stehpharue Haley will
make up the student affairscommittee.
Under the new election rules,
campaign posters and materials properly stamped by Chief Electoral
Officer Jeff Bastow may be posted
after 5pm on Feb. 3 and must be
taken down no later than 8:30pm
on Feb. 23.
Advance Polls are slated for the

the faculty of Law on Feb. 17 and a
general advance poll will be held in
the University Centre on Feb. 23.
The general election will be held

Feb. 24 from 8:30 am to 4:30 pm.
Tabulations of the returns will begin
at 11 :00 am the next day, and the
final results of the election will be
announced in the Subway Pub at

about 10pm on Feb. 25.
The election raceswill be analysed
in detail, with interviews of the
respective candidates in the Lance
issue following slack week. D

Quebecgroupvows to continuestruggle
for accessible
publicabortionclinics
MONTREAL ( CUP)-Calling the
Supreme Court ruling on abortion
laws a "quasi-victory", a coalition
of Quebec women says it will keep
lobbying for fully accessible public
abortion services.
The Supreme Court of Canada
ruled January 28 that the section of
the criminal code which forces
women seeking abortions to have
hospital authorization was unconstitutional.
Observers
predict
the decision will increase the number of free-standing abortion clinics
across the country.

Representatives of the "Coalition Quebecoise pour le Droit a
L' avortement Libre et Gratuit" say
however that governments should
also provide public abortion services to women who cannot afford
to visit private clirucs.
"Abortion services must not
become privatized but should be
covered by medicare and social
services instead," said coalition
member Carlene Gardner. "Otherwise accessibility will be limited to
those who can afford it"
Gardner said the coalition wants

to meet Quebec's Health and Social
Services Minister Therese LavoieRoux to present their demands.
In addition to medicare coverage
of abortion services, the coalition is
demanding that there be no legal
requirements restricting women who
want abortions, that community
clinics be directly subsidized by the
government, and that refugees be
eligible for abortion services.
"Just because abortion is legal
doesn't mean we (the coalition)
won't exist anymore or that the
fight is over," Gardner said. D

lbe Lance. F1:lbruoiy4, 1988. page 2.

DIVERSIONS
ARTS
Unttl February 10

- Michael Hall: Mind to Matter, The Waltz Sculptures opens
at the Art Gallery . Michael Hall is a U.S.artist and head of
sculpture at the Cranbrook Academy of Art .
Unttl February 21

- Reconnaissance, an exhibition featuring photographs.
at the Art Gallery of Windsor
Unttl February 21
- The Art Gallery of Windsor showcases recent acquisitions
of contemporary art . Works obtained in the post 15 months
are featured including pieces by Andy Warhol. Joe Fafard
and Cynthia Short.
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- Silvia Ziranek performs Mouth Ahoy at the Art Gallery of
Windsor Chrysler Auditorium. 7:30 pm. Admission: S5 general
public. S3.50 AGW Members. Ziranek's performance pieces
and installations hove been presented internationally .

February 5-28
-Artcite. 3277 Sandwich, features an exhibition by Deonna
Sperka called 4 Way Stop. Opening reception February 6.

February 12
- Gala at the Gallery, a fundraiser at the Art Gallery for the
International Freedom Festival and Gallery .Tickets S50with
partial tax receipt. Horsd oeuvres. champagne and entertainment at 7:30 pm and 11 pm by jazz vocalist Vale
Browne and Terry Belanger Bond. Tickets at Art Gallery and
Freedom Festival office, 174 Pitt St. W., Suite 301 .

THEATRE
Until February 14
- Cradle Song by Gregorio Martinez Sierra is a story about
a group of nuns raising a baby. It is at The Theatre.
sponsored by the University of Detroit and Morygrove
College. Shows Friday through Sunday at E.DA Smith
Building. University of Detroit. Livernois at McNichols. For
ticket info coll (313) 927-1130.
Until February 21
- The Meadow Brook Theatre presents Cat On a Hot Tin
Root. Call (313) 377-3300 .
Until March5
- Tartuffe by Mollere. At the HilberryTheatre. Wayne State
University. Call (313) 577-2972 for info.
FebNary 4-March 4
- The Dresser by Ronald Harwood, at the HiIberry Theatre.
Wayne State University Call (313) 577-2972 for info.

1

Lance photo by Matt Tales.

February 11·14 & 18-21

February 7

- The University of Windsor Players present Look Back in
Anger, John Osborne's production about an angry young
man fighting the establishment in '50s England. Ifs at Essex
Holl Theatre. 8 pm Feb. 11-13 and 7:30 pm Feb. 14.
continues Feb 18-21. Call 253-4565 for info.

- The Friends of the Court presentlhe Early Music Ensemble
with dancers from The Dance Studio at 2 pm at Mackenzie
Hall. 3277. Sandwich . For info call 255- 7600.

February 12&13
-Ha/fol Heaven will be showing at the Detroit Rim Theatre.

tickets coll (313) 423-6666.

DIA Coll 832-7676 for info.

February 12

February5
- B.B.King performs at the Premier Centre, Sterling Heights.
Call (313) 978-8700 .

February6
- The Windsor Symphony presents the second In the Hiram
Walker Prom Series featuring Brion Finley on piano with
Fables, Fantasies and Legends at 8 pm at the Ciocioro
Club. For tickets and info call 973-1238 .

SOCRATIC HOURS

February 10
- The Deportment of Philosophy announces a Socratic
Hour at 3:30 pm in the Philosophy Common Room, 2194
Windsor Hall North . Dr. Fantozzi will speak on "Erasmus: The
Praise of Folly'. Everyone is welcome.
SOCIALS

February 14
February 6
-GeneLovesJezebelotSt

Dr. W Coll 252-6579 for info.

Detroit.

Andrew'sHall.431 E.Congress.
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All of our best
lines including
Boss, Fil A Fil,
Ruffini, Traders,
Britches & Julian
are on sale. Get
here while selection lasts during our 50%,60%
& 75% off Sale.
Alterations are
extra, repeatable
items & spring
arrivals are
not included.

II

- The School of Music features Philip Adamson on piano at
8 pm at the Moot Court. University of Windsor . For info call
253-4232. ext . 2780.

MUSIC

February 10
-The Music Man at the Cleary Auditorium. 201 Riverside

PARKANOPEUS81ER,
(UNDERTHE PARKING

CAR.AGE).
MON., TO
SAT., 9:30.5:30, (FAJ.
TILLS) & SUN., 12-4

February 9-14
- H.M.S. Pinafore at the Music Hall Center. Tues.-Sun. For

VISA, MAST1:RCARO&
AMERICAN EXPRESS.

CALL (519) en-1184
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-Gay Coffee Social 1-5 pm. from 1-2 pm a member of the
AIDS Committee of Windsor will speak. Coll 973-4951 for
further information. All gay and lesbian students welcome.

Official Language
Monitor Program
September1988-April 1989
Perfect your second-language skills, travel (and earn
up to $3,200!) by helping other students learn French
or English.
As an official language monitor, you will be a full-time
postsecondary student (usually in another province)
and will work between six and eight hours per week
under the supervision of a second-language teacher.
For eight months' participation in the program, you
will receive up to $3,200 and one return trip between
your home and the host province.
This program is financed by the Secretary of State
and administered in Ontario by the Ministry of
Education, in cooperation with the Council of Ministers
of Education, Canada.
To receive a brochure and an application form, contact
your local student employment centre or your
provincial coordinator as soon as possible:
Roy E. Schatz
Education Liaison & Exchange Branch
Ministry of Education
14th floor, Mowat Block, Queen's Park
Toronto, Ontario M?A 1L2
(416) 965-5996
Requests for application forms will be accepted until
February 19, 1988. Complete application forms will be
accepted until February 29, 1988.
There is also a full-time monitor program. Contact the
provincial coordinator for details.
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ModelUnitedNationstacklesworld
by Robert Warren
ithout the limousines, bodyguards,
or blade-tiedinners,
all the name-calling,
aiguing and death
threatsstillled the participantsto believe
it cook!be the United Nations.
"It's a great way to develop your
speaking,debatingand mediating
skills,.,
Martina Stvan said of the thud annual
rocdelUnitedNllti::Jffi,
laiwt weekad
Spcnued by theJntematiooal
RelatDJS
Society(IRS), theeventwas designedto
give students an oppa1llnity to learn,
first-hand,
the operatiom of the United
Nations.
"We area very activesocietyand it's
very interestingto put into tyacticewhat
we learn in the classroom," said Stvan,
President of the l RS. and SecretaryGeneralof the rmdel U.N.
The 75 localhighsclDoland university stu:lents,representing50 countries,
guaranteed plenty of debate.
~wrth~ cnm11yhavinganqini:n,
I learnedwhy it issodifficultto get thing;
done," Mariella Greco, representing
Italy,said
The PersianGulf war, intemational
drug traffickingand the Afiicanfamine
were debatedby studentsrepresenting
various countries of the world Stvan
said organiz.erstried to choo;e topics
whichwerebothcrnrentand interesting.
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A tired participant after a long weekend in Moot Court.

so many cook! be involved in the

The objective of the weekend
session was to formulate and put
forward resolutions on three issues,
and after many angry confrontations.
concessions and alterations, three
resolutions passed, one for each
topic.
AlthoughStvan saidthe finaldrafts
were "'tame", she was quick to ood,
"they were also very realistic."

debates.

Krista Schepanovsky,the Bolivian
delegate, said she learnedthe agonyof
bureaucracy.·'Jt wasvery frustratingat
times because of the format of the
U.N.," she said "I realisedhow hard it
is and the eoonnoustask the U.N. has
(in acromplishingits wolk)."

"Everycne was lookingout for their
Both Greco and Schepanvskysaid
own interests,which woukl happen at they enjoyedparticipatingand wou1dbe
the ( real) United Nations,~she said
back next year.
Stvan saidshe was very imiressed ·'Playing different coontries gives
with the quality of the debate.
peoplea chance to experienceadifferent
world perspective from the western
''I have to applaud everyone who viewpcint."Greco differentworld percame out All of the delegates played spective from the western viewpoint.."
their roles well and were very well GrecosaidO
prepared,"'
she said

Provincialconferencefocuses on needsof disabled
by Ron Albrecht
The Ontario Federation of Students (OFS) wants to make going
to school a little easier for everyone.
Al their winter general meeting,
held at the University of Guelph
Jan . 27 to Feb. l, OFS looked al
special needs and accessibility issues
concerning students at Ontario universities. Duncan Graham, chair of
the Students' Adrnirustrative Council
special needs and accessibility committee, was a guest delegate at the
conference.
He presented a fiJm on the
needs of disabled students at the
University of Windsor to increase
awareness, change attitudes, and
educate all other Ontario universities.
"The movie was made more
specifically for Windsor, but should
be used as an example to other universities," be said.
The film was well received and
six copies of the film were requested
immediately after its showing, he
said.
Graham also said there is still a
!Ylajorlack of accessibility at Ontario
universities, and even with increased
awareness and funding in Windsor
only "minor improvements " have
been made so far in making buildings
more accessible to disabled students.
Students' Administrative Council (SAC) V.P. External Affairs
Greg Thoman. conference delegate,
said he encourages all schools to
set up their own committees on
accessibility.
.. The OFS has set aside the first
week of March as an awareness
week, where universities can sponsor
wheelchair basketball and Jet nondisabled students try out wheelchairs.
to basically raise the awareness of
the problem,'' he said.
'Tm happy that the problems of
the disabled students have come to
the forefront - they have historically
been the most under represented

form of students," he said
This year, other OFS campaign
targets are overcrowding. underfunding of research and development.
student housing and OSAP.
Strategies for awareness of university problems include a provincial
press conference, campus "horror
tours" and room stuffing contests
to represent overcrowding in classrooms, most of which are planned
for March, be said.
Tactics were needed "that could
work on all campuses," he said.
''We could never support wearing

black arm bands'' as a symbol of
students' annoyance at problems
stemming from university underfunding. sayingit would llR)e8.r '' fascist''.
SAC V.P. Finance, Rob Allchin,
worked on the conference's budget
committee. He said "typically, Canadian universities are oriented toward
research and development," and
underfunding of this area remains
an important issue to all students.
"Especially in the area of grads.
you have an influx of undergrads
challenging for that same money,"

he said adding that underfunding of
strong faculties results in leaving
other students without enough money.
Allchin used an example of the
engineering and biology departments
to make his point
"Engineering is quite a good
faculty to be in right now, whereas
biology is badly underfunded, they
are forced to use technology ten
years old that is almost useless.''
The conference also dealt with
the restructuring of the OFS vicechair position. The position has

been deleted in favor of a new
campaign coordinator office. This
will allow for a more mobile position
in which the coordinator can travel
to the member campuses instead of
having to call the representatives to
a single location.
Because of the importance of
OFS lobbying, efficient techniques
must be utilized in order to quickly
solve problems in universities.
Thoman said. "That's why we
need a coordinator on our campus
and other campuses."O

Plannersseekinput on campusdesign
•

by Arthur Gosselin
ni~ersity rep~esentatives are gomg to
be asking for a more
socially-oriented
campu s layout in
meetings with campus planners next
week.
Representatives from DuToit,
Alsop, and Hillier , the university's
choice for campus planners, will be ,
here Wednesday, Feb. 10 to Friday,
Feb. 12 to address the concerns of M.
students, community residents. and
various university faculties and administration. A public meeting is
scheduled for Feb. 11, from 2-4
p.m. in Ambassador Auditorium
on the University Centre's second
floor.
All three major student organizations. the Students' Administrative
Council, Organization of Part-time
University Students. and the Graduate Students' Society will present
their ideas for the campus at a
The Sunset/California corridor. Now you see it-soon you won't.
luncheon in Vanier Hall's Rose
the block, while OPUS has also yet
at the luncheon.
Room before the public meeting.
The G. S.S. will be looking for a
to decide on its presentation.
SAC set up a committee to
Lois Smedick. Dean of Graduate
replacement of its offices in the
meet with the planners at this week's
Studies, wants something better
SAC meeting. but has not yet decided Grad House, which is scheduled to
be demolished along with the rest of than the Grad House for graduate
on what concerns they will express
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students where they can get most of
what they need in one place. She
thinks the campus needs its own
style and pointed out there is no
Continued on page 8.
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To each herown
As most people know by now, last week our Supreme
Court ruled legislation governing abortion runs contrary
to Canada's Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
Now, finally, women have won the freedom to decide
for themselves whether abortion is an option upon learning
they are pregnant. Where they formerly faced a panel of
doctors (who decided the question for them), they can
now rely on their own discretion, their own conscience,
whether abortion is an alternative to nine months of
trauma and discomfort, followed by excruciatingly painful
labour and then years of rearing a child for which they
might lack the resources or desire to raise properly.
For most, the semantics clouding the abortion issue
are virtually impossible to decipher. Just what constitutes
a human life (from conception to fetus to embryo) is
difficult to arbitrate. Some say abortion at any stage is
morally reprehensible, while others say state control over
a women's reproductive life is repugnant at best. Semantics
aside (though some would argue that leaves the question
unanswered), most people can agree on a few basic
points.
One is that abortion used as the sole form of birth
control is a morally unacceptable and irresponsible
measure. Also, abortion should be limited to the early
stages of pregnancy, say the first three months-after
which the fetus has developed more human characteristics

I
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and at which time abortion becomes much more dangerous
for the woman. Also, unwanted pregnancies too often
produce unwanted babies; the results of which can be
tragic.
The Supreme Court should be lauded, for it has made
a decision to let women decide a matter which was
previously decided predominantly by men: in hospitals, in
court, and in Parliament. It has not decided whether
abortion is right or wrong, but merely to let individuals·
and not the state · decide what is right for their own life
situation.
And now, Canadian women will be able to exercise
their right to free choice in their own country, instead of
dashing across the border to the U.S., where abortion has
been legal for some time, but where debate over statefunded abortions still rages.
In Canada, O.H.I.P. has announced two Toronto clinics
will perform the operation under the health insurance
plan, thus assuring the right to abortion will not be
available only to those with the ability to pay.
It should be remembered that the Supreme Court has
only made a constitutional decision, a legal ruling, while
leaving moral questions to individuals. This is a trend we
hope will continue, for people are intelligent enough to be
able to make their own value judgements • especially
regarding their own bodies. D

THE BLOODBOIL

KEVIN JOHNSON

First. a quick I-told-you-so. Just a few weeks ago. l filled this
space with a brief autobiography concluding with my critique of
student government
In fact, I specifically cited the example of a student strike as
something our SAC leadership was incapable of pulling off. Then.as
ifto prove me wrong. the SAC executive proceeded to launch a class
boycott to protest government underfunding of higher education.

U.S., every dominating empire has believed not only in its power. but
in its own essential goodness. At least one rationale is quite simply
put "We are great because we are Good."
It's a joke here in Canada, but how many U.S. Americans truly
believe themselves possessors of nuclear weapons because God so
willed it? Before you answer, remember, they elected Ronald
Reagan.

Well, surprise. surprise, most students never heard about the
boycott at all. Those who were aware teamed of it through the local
media, and most of those paid it no nevennind. Maybe the action was
thrown together at short notice, but you'd think SAC would try to
give its constituents some advance warning. perhaps through the
student-run campus media. But no.
If it wasn't so sad. it would be funny.
Let's face it, when these guys can't organize their way out of a
paper bag. it retlects badly on all of us.

Maybe the best example of the denial of evil in our midst is the
attitude of the civilized world to the splitting of the atom earlier this
century. Science was pushing back the limits to human knowledge.
Humanity was looking at the very stuff of creation. A few held that
what we were looking at was the gaping maw of hell
But what power atomic fission unleashed, what inconceivable
powe~ Given a world at war, it was perhaps inevitable that it would
be applied to destruction. We can hold no individual accountable for
the crime against humanity that is the atomic bomb, that is
Hiroshima

Come to think of it, it is funny. but on to more serious topics.
Even though I wasn't paticularty proud of the final result, I have
gotten more response (negative and positive) to my column on the
death of God than any other to date. It's such a good topic, I can't let
go.
I know it's been said a million times before by minds more
profound than mine. but Jude1>-Christian philosophy fails when it
posits an omnipotent but wholly benevolent deity. In high school the
cynics first begin to refer to existence as a "cosmic joke'' played on
humanity. Others say God doesn't like evil, then go through mental
gymnastics worthy of Nadia Commaniche to explain why It lets evil
exist
See, it's a very human failing to believe that if something is that
powerful, it must be good.
We see it all around us everyday.
The president of the United States can't be a murderous
bloodthirsty terrorist; he't the president Similarly. Brian Mulroney
can't be a simpering self-aggrandizing liar and Prime Minister at the
same time.
From the Athenians, through the Romans, the Brits and now the

What was not inevitable, and posed a subtler threat, was the
unrelenting search for what was good in atomic fission. then nuclear
fission, than nuclear fusion.
The rationalization took place on a subconscious level, and may
be chalked up to human nature.
Anything that powerful must have good, useful applications for
human progress. If we could harness the energy of the atom, we could
provide the entire world with limitless power. It would be" too cheap
to meter", its proponents promised, and they set to work to make it a
reality.
Worse than the waste of material resources has been the waste of
human intelligence. Had those brilliant minds been turned to other
pusuits for the past 40-50 years, we might now be living in a solarpowered, energy-efficient Nirvana
That little logic bug in the back of my head is telling me I may
have jumped the gun; some readers may not follow me as I take for
granted that nuclear technology is a dead-end street for the planet

earth.
Far be it from me to assume the merits ofmy own argument and

leave questions begging.
Lefs leave aside the probability of maJor disasters taking place.
Although the chances of one occurring at a given plant at a given time
are astronomical. when you consider the growing number of plants in
operation over extended time periods, the probabilities become
more likely. This is especially frightening as we learn of the global
implications of an incident anywhere.
operation over extended time periods. the probabilities become
Lefs leave aside the dangers posed by mining. treating. transporting
and storing nuclear fuel. Let's ignore for the moment the problem of
disposing of nuclear waste. After all. as any insurance underwriter
will tell you, something's going to get you in the end. The more macho
backers of nuclear power urge us to stand tall and stare down a little ,
bit of radiation. Better to die a lion than live a dog. right?
I want to put aside the physical dangers of nuclear energy and ask
you to consider its political and social implicaitons. Do we really
want to deliberately nurse a technology that to date has always meant
centralization and concentration? For those contemptuous of others,
this may seem attractive. Maybe people do need what's good for
them shoved down their throats.
As for me, when it come to nukes, I just say no.
Sorry, I have one last point to make on the gneral theme of
assuming that good will triumph.
Because I believe in a human history which represents progress
and development, some may consider me to be the same sort of
utopian I criticize herein.
However, I think I differ from them in that I hope to see the world
get better and I want lo work towards that end, but I don't expect it
My philosophy has been influenced by the work of Marx, who
held not that the working class will inevitably transform society, but
that we stand at a crossroads.
We can continue the progress of human civilization or we can
descend into barbarism. The battlelines are drawn, but the outcome
remains to be seen.
I put it to you: what are the forces of the radical right, of
militarism, chauvinism, fundamentalism, and statism but the modem
equivalent of the Huns?O

ModernMarcoPolosdistortingworld
by Paul Bailey

Last week the Canadian Institute of
International Affairs held a meeting which
was doubly attractive to me. The speaker
was the Honourable Paul Martin, one of
Windsor's most illustrious residents, and hjs
topic, China, was one whlch I find most
interesting.
It was my first opportunjty to hear Paul
Martin speak and it was a delight A polished
public speaker, he spoke with authority and
passion on Chlna and Canada's roles in
world affairs from World War II to the
present He knew just when to interject an
amusing anecdote or some other touch of
humour.
After Mr. Martin's address there were a
number of questions and comments from the
audience. U of W president Ianni and former
president Leddy commented on their experiences
when they visited China in 1986 and 1974
respectively.
However, the evening left me with a
certain uneasiness. I came away feeling I had
witnessed a mass outbreak of that common
Western ailment known as Marco Polo
Syndrome. It seems to strike nearly every
Westerner who comes into contact with the
idea of China.
As with most truly large ideas - like the
size of the universe or the even larger size of
the U.S. national debt- mere mortal minds
struggle to comprehend the idea of China. It
boasts the world's oldest civilization; stretching
back beyond the birth of Mohammad, beyond
the birth of Christ, beyond the founding of
Rome to the time of the Pharaohs.
Nearly a quarter of the world's population
is Chinese. These one billion plus people are
fed by a country which has about the same
amount of arable farmland as Canada.
The country itself is nearly as big as
Canada; with the Himalayan MountlllnS in

the west, the Gobi Desert in the north and
pine forests, river deltas and tropical jungle
stretching in a great arc. from the northeast to
the southwesl
A visitor to Chlna is overwhelmed by the
immensity of it all. The streets are awash
with a sea of people and bicycles. Beijing is
everything an imperial capital should be. The
layout of the central city invites comparison
with Moscow and the Soviet capital comes
off with a distant second in the comparison.
Red Square is maybe half the size ofTiananmen Square, Mao's mausoleum two or three
times as big as Lenin's and the ancient
palaces facing the squares aren't even in the
same league. The Kremlin- which is Russian
for fortress - is little more than that, a large,
well-appointed fort Beijing's Forbidden City
is exactly that - a city within a city.
Northwest of the capital is the Summer
Palace, the Ming Tombs and finally the
Great Wall. The Summer Palace was built
by China's last Empress following the SinoJapanese War in 1895. In a vast outpouring
of patriotism the nation raised a vast sum of
money for the construction of a modern navy
to avenge the humiliating defeat China had
just suffered at the hands of Japan. The
Empress spent the funds on a lakeside palace
instead
The thirteen tombs of the Ming Emperors
are scattered about a beautiful valley a little
beyond the Summer Palace. Each tomb is a
fitting resting place for an Emperor of the
Middle Kingdom.
And finally, the Great Wall of China
Too much has been said of the Great Wall and too little. The few kilometres of the wall
that one can survey after an arduous climb
are breathtaking. "When one pauses to consider
that the wall stretches for some 2,000 miles
and was once manned for its entire distance,
one is again in the realm of the incomprehensible.
But if one is fortunate enough to escape

MAIL

tasteless
Dear Editor:
I must admit that rm less than pleased
with the position the Lance has taken with
regard to the sorry fiasco involving the
University of Manitoba Manitoban ("Pressed
to be free", Jan. 21). While I'm sympathetic
to the students of the University of Manitoba
who have been deprived of a freely-run
forum, I find it troubling that nowhere in the
editorial "Speak easy" does the Lance take
the position that the M anitoban' s journalistic
standards are inflammatory, tasteless, and
reprehensible.
I'm referring specifically to the Manitoban
staffers' decision to run headlines containing
the word "fuck", to run cartoons attacking
Christianity, and, in general, to operate their
paper in such a way to devoid themselves of
whatever confidence the student body might
have in them.
Don't get me wrond: I'm no prude. But I
think in matters of student journalism the
cavalier use of profanity can do little more
than to call into question the credibility of the
paper. Naturally I accept the position that it
is wrong to fetter someone else's freedom of
expression, but I think, arguably, that contextual
considerations are relevant here. A university
newspaper is a forum for balanced new
reporting, for reasoned editorial comments,
and for observations from the university
community-at-large; it is not a vehlcle for
assailing another person's faith nor is it a
playground for realizing sophomoric indulgences.
It is for these reasons, as well, that rm
perturbed by the headline "Fuck you. get
your laws off our babies ... " in the most recent
edition of the Lance, and Laura Gould's
earlier appraisal of Chris McIntyre's "Campus

Compass" as "fucked". If the word" fuck" is
the only one which a writer can concoct to
describe a situation then I must assume he or
she bas a fairly limited vocabulary.
Again, I don't think the question is one of
freedom of expression: the issue here is one
of tact, professional candor, and sensitivity.
It seems clear to me, at ieast, that the staff of
the Manitoban bas abdicated their responsibility. The Lance should take the position
that it does not condone the sort of antics
whlch led to the downfall of the Manitoban.
Sincerely,
John Liddle
Lance editor, 1982-83

Law ID

feckless
Dear Editor:
This is just a short note to congratulate
you on the recent issue of the Lance, dated
January 28th. I have been at the University
since 1974 involved in Campus Recreation
and Athletic programs, and I believe your
January 28th issue is the finest coverage for
Lancer sports that I have had a chance to
take a look at over this period of time.
Please convey to your writers and editorial
staff that we are certainly grateful for the
coverage. As you have probably noticed, all
of our teams are doing very well thls year,
and it is most important that the University
newspaper communicate thls to the students
on campus. We are very very grateful for
your coverage and hope it will continue for
the balance of the season.
Again, much thanks. Hope to see you at
future Lancer games.
Yours truly,
Dr. Bob ·Boucher, Head
Department of Athletics and
Recreational Services

the grasp of the Marco Polo Syndrome, the
realization sets in that nearly all of these
wonders and the callused hands and bended
backs that built them belong to the distant
past
Politically, China's "greatness" is as
much a function of its location as its strength.
China has been forced to admit that its army
was hopelessly overmanned and backward
when it tried to "teach Vietnam a lesson" in
1979 and was stopped dead in its effort to
free up resources to modernize its economy
and eventually its military.
To the north. China faces everyone's
biggest security problem - the Soviet Union.
Although Gorbachev has been much friendlier
to China than his predecessors, an invigorated
Russia turning to face the Pacific can only
make Beijing nervous. The Korean Peninsula
is where Chinese, Japanese, Soviet and
American interests all come together uncomfortably. This is made even more uncomfortable
by the animosity of the Koreans themselves.
China is fearful of a remilitarized Japan.
At the same time she is trying to get Japanese
help modernizing her economy while trying
to avoid being robbed blind by Japanese
businessmen at the same time.
She is trying to regain sovereignty over

Hong Kong without scaring all the capitalists,
and their capital, out of the British colony
first She doesn't seem to be too successful on
this count. Likewise China wants to return
Taiwan to the embrace of the motherland as
soon as possible. With the death of President
Chiang of the Republic of China on Taiwan
thls problem has gained more urgency.
These man-made problems, which grow
ever worse as the population nears 1.2
billion, are accompanied by a variety of
natural disasters. China is regularly struck by
earthquakes, forest fires, floods, droughts
and typhoons.
Next comes the thorn-in-China's-side
known as Vietnam. And finally the roofofthe
world where Tibet, India, Afghanistan, Russia
and China's ally, Pakistan, meet This is an
area of border wars, civil wars and nationalist
uprisings.
In short China is beset by problems.
China is a great nation, of great potential as
the Chinese mini-states of Hong Kong, Taiwan
and Singapore have shown. But it is a nation
of largely unfulfilled potential. So before we
grab our Berlitz language tapes and run off to
the Middle Kingdom to sell a billion pair of
Gucci loafers, I suggest we check for signs of
Marco Polo Syndrome. D

State-funded
abortions
lessthandemocratic
by Ed Konyba
To tell the truth, I was gravely disappointed
when I first discovered that the federal
abortion laws were deemed unconstitutional
by the Supreme Court Until then, I tended to
look at the issue of abortion from a strictly
moralistic point of view: from the point of
view of the Pro-Life movement After some
heavy soul-searching, however, another perspective dawned on me: the fact that we live
in a society where people are entitled to do
what they please, as long as nobody else's
rights are infringed upon by their actions.
That thought did not change my views on
abortion, but it did justify the legalities of the
issue for me - until another perspective came
to me, what about the civil rights of the
unborn child? Then I remembered that that is
pretty much a non-issue from The ProChoice point of view, because the fetus is
considered to be part of the woman's body.
I had pretty much come to a stalemate on
the issue, until I read that two of the Morgentaler clinics are to provide abortions that will
be covered by OHIP. Suddenly, I had thls
sudden urge to move back to the States (being
a landed-immigrant), become a registered
Republican, and vote for Pat Robertson as
my choice for President
I finally got a hold of myself, but the
whole situation is still pretty disillusioning
for me. In a free, and democratic nation like
ours, people should not be forced to do thlngs
against their will, right? For the Pro-Choice
people, that means women should not have to
obey man-made laws that tell them how to
treat their bodies.
For myself, and anyone else who is
opposed to abortion, it means that people
should not have to fund operations that they
are morally opposed to. This issue is neither
Pro-Life, nor Pro-Choice: it has to do with
civil liberties. We constantly hear our neighbours to the south ramble on about their
being the most democratic nation in the
world, without any mention of Canada, and
that makes many Canadians furious. Such
statements make me angry also, because
there are millions of Americans who are
opposed to the arms race, and yet their tax
dollars are funding a defense budget that

accounts for more than a third of that government's overall spending.
Clearly, no nation is above reproach in
the area of civil rights, but I live in Canada,
and I hope to continue to live in thls country
for some time, so my immediate concern is
not how the American feelsdo their business:
it's how the Canadian feds do theirs.
Right now, the federal government is
saying that the abortion issue is under Provincial jurisdiction (being a health-oriented issue),
since the federal legislation that banned
abortions was struck down by the Supreme
Coort.Yesterday,the HealthMinisterannounced
that OHIP will cover the cost of abortions in
two of the Morgentaler clinics. What thls
means is that practically overnight( since last
Thursday) abortions have gone from illegal
acts to state-funded operations. This is all
fine and dandy for those who aren't opposed
to abortions, but for those of us who are, it is
difficult to deal with the fact that our tax
dollars will support an act that we believe to
be immoral.
Furthermore, I think that the Ontario
Government should get its priorities straight.
In recent times, certain hospitals in the
province which specialize in care for new
babies in critical condition, have been suffering
due to lack of funds and staff. This situation
put the lives of several babies in peril, and
without correction soon, it could lead to the
needless death of babies born in critical
health conditions. It seems the province will
fund the operations that end in the death of a
child, but will not provide the funds that will
support the life of a child As a Canadian and
Ontario resident, and a resident of one of the
greatest democracies in the world, these
issues disturb me.
I was greatly disillusioned when I found
that as an American male of eighteen, the law
demanded that I register for the draft when
fm morally opposed to war. Again, rm
disillusioned, but with a government that
forces people to fund an act that they find to
be immoral. I still love the principles of
democracy, but I'm learning to live with
reality: there is no government that respects
the moral positions of its citizens. I think thls
is pretty ironic, considering the constitutions
of both the United States and Canada include
the word, "God" in their constitutions.O
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SAC NEWS

1

Proposals to revamp SAC's distribution of ballot boxes in Feb.
28's general election, and a proposal
to study the upgrading of student
publishing facilities dominated council' s Feb 2. meeting.
Much debate ensued over the
two motions, the first of which
called for the relocation of the
Faculty of Arts voting station, located last year at Leddy Library.
Arts rep Beth Daly proJX>sed
the faculty's poll be relocated, from
Leddy to the Dramatic Arts building
at the south end of campus, the
motion passing by a large margin.
Daly said the new station would
be more centrally located for all
arts students, whose buildings are
scattered on and off-campus.
Lively debate also ensued over
another proJX)sal, put forth by V.P.
finance Robert Allchin, to put a
$5000 down payment on a new
typesetting system for the Lance
and SAC's Centre Graphics department
Allchin said the deJX>sitcarries
a 90 day refund clause, freezing the
purchase price of the equipment at
current levels, while further market
research into the feasibility of the
venture can be undertaken.
He said great demand for ~e
typesetting machine is driving up

I

prices rapidly. and SAC can opt for
a full refund of the deJX>sitshould
they decide against the venture,
which cans for a $95,000 capital
investment to be introduced in two
phases.
Many councilmembers expressed
concern that SAC be very cautious
when committing itself to such an
ambitious venture, a few saying
that SAC should stay out of the
venture altoghether.
Dr. Walter Wren, M.D.
Law rep Jay Swanburough said
Marg. Aubry, R.N.
council should "let the faculty and
Am I in danger if my roomadministration take care of this
mate
has AIDS? Will anyone even
stuff," also questioning whether
Allchin's projection of revenue for tell me he has it?
a student nurse! What are
the machine were realistic.
my
chances
of getting AIDS from
Council's executive committee
working
with
a patient with that
is studying the feasibility of the
disease?
venture further and is to report back
I'm a teacher! Will a student
to council.
with AIDS be excluded from class?
Allchin, who projects revenues
Will I be told I have such a student
of ashigh as $125,000 in the first
year of operation, will begin seeking in my classroom?
I'm a social work student. What
commitments from faculties and
can I do to give support to a P.W.A
administrators.
In other business, council ap- (Person With AIDS). Ami I at risk
proved SAC sending a letter to the if I touch him or her?
I have a good friend with AIDS!
federal Minister of Transportation,
John Crosbie, to express disapproval
I want to be with him, even tf he is
very sick at the end. Am I risking
of Barge Technologies Inc. 's plan
to transport toxic waste across the infection?
The answers to these and any
Detroit River.
other questions will be discussed at
The town of Sandwich, located
a conference on the "The Social
just west of Windsor, requested
council's support in its proJX)sal, And Professional Implications of
which would see hazardous chemicals Aids", to be held Wednesday,
February 10, 1988, in Ambassador
carried on open barge from Detroit
Auditorium
in the Student Centre
to Windsor's far west side.O
from 7pm to8pm. Dean W. Innerd
(Faculty of Education), Dr. Phil
Fioret, (Medical Officerof Health),

Farum to discussimplications
rm

Home
econonncsPlanning
•

Continued from page 1.
The proposed program curriculum Continued from page 3.
lwould see some current home economic coursesretained, while adding
other disciplines like sociology and
psychology.
Political science masters student
Robert Burge sits on the committee.
He said he, along with three social
science faculty, will conduct a
"fact-finding" assessment of the
future of the department D

recognizable official entrance to
the campus.
The entrance at Wyandotte Street,
next to Dramatic Arts building is a
closed road with a cement 'bunker'
across it saying" University of Windsor" on it. she said
"This is what you see when you
come off the Ambassador Bridge,"
Smedick said.

Smedick said the campus needs
someone to rise above the campus
and look down to see where the
main congregation points are and
then set up something in those
areas.
Many of the other deans also
have ideas. For example, Dr. Zbigniew Fallenbuchl said he would
like one building clearly identified
as thatofhis faculty, social science.

Dr. B. Munt, M.D. and Dr. D. W.
Wren (Student Health Services)
will provide the answers to your
questions and will discuss other
relevant issues. The nice part there is no charge!!!!
Q. Is AIDS more contagious than
measles? Tuberculosis? How about
the common cold?
A. No to all.
Q. Is there any sure way of preventing
AIDS?

On the other hand, a linkage of
the off-campus with the main campus
is what Dr. Michael Salter, dean of
Human Kinetics, would like to see.
"We are seen as a satellite," he
said of the College Avenue facility.
Dr. John Hoffman, dean of Student Affairs, said he wants more
meeting space on campus, especia11y
in buildings where classes are taught.
The Dean of Business, Eric

Summer Position
Office of
Conference Services
TITLE:

Conference

DUTIES:

Responsible for meeting the needs
of the Conference delegates and
daily operations of the Conference
Desk.
Specific tasks include registration,
basic financial procedures, key
cor.trol and information/reception.
May 5 to August 28, 1988.

REMUNERATION:

$5.00 per hour olus
on-campus accommodation.

Please send a resume with covering letter to:
Ann Devine
Conference Services
Room 19, Vanier Hall
University of Windsor

on or before February 11, 1988

West however wants to discuss the
concrete issue of the location of the
prospective new business building.
The old one will turned over to the
Faculty of Education when that
faculty is moved to the main campus
from its present building on the
E.C. Row Expressway.
West said the obvious spot for
the new building is across from
Lambton Tower.O

LINGERIE & ACCESSORIES
Remember Your Valentine
Hours
10-6
Thurs & Fri
Til 8:00pm

February 14th
(519) 973-1922

737 Oue. Ave.
Home Parties
Available

Assistant.

TERM:

A. The only 100% method is abstinence and/or a completely monogamousrelationship between two partners.
Condoms (latex) will yield protection
if you do not meet the above criteriabut remember, it is only "safer" not
completely safe.
Q. Can you get AIDS through
giving blood?
A. Absolutely NOT!!
Q. Can you get AIDS from a tatoo
needle?
A. Sure can.
Q. If the AIDS virus gets into your
blood, how long does it take to
show up in a blood test?
A. Usually l to 3 months.
Q. Can you get AIDS from someone
who coughs and sneezes? What
about sharing soap, or handling
money? How about a swimming
pool?
A. No to all of the above.
Q. If I have a complete physical
with urine and blood tests and the
results are negative, would that
mean I do not have AIDS?
A. You could test positive for the
AIDS virus, and have normal urine
and blood tests.

REMEMBER

ALL

YOUR

..For
you!

VALENTINES!

Unique Personalities
Deserve Unique
Valentine
Cards
looking for something a
little untraditional
... a little
different? Look no further.
Shoebox Greetings will
make it a Valentine's Day
they won't forget. Shoebqx
Greetings . . . only at
Hallmark!

-~·
c:::,

!~
"..

<.>

1CLARKE'S Stationary
REMEMBER

ALL

YOUR

VALENTINES!
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ON ACCESSIBILITY
1

DUNCAN GRAHAM

Studentswork on nationaleducationcampaign .
Ed. note: The following is yet another newfeature to appear
regularly( every two or three weeks) in the Lance. The author
is a disabled student at this university, and is active in
promoting discussion of accessibility and other issues.
. ..
.
Access1bihty for ~sabled s~dents was at the top of the
agenda for ~e ~ntano Federation ~f Students meeting held
a~ the . Uruvers1ty of Guelph this past week. A lively
discussion followed pre_sentationsby Kathy McPherson from
P. U.S. H. (Persons Uruted for Self-Help), Frank Smith from
N.E.AD.S(TheNati~nalEducationAssociationofDisabled
students) and several disabled reps from campus organizations.
The purpose of this workshop was to from motions for the
next O.F.S. lobbying campaign set to begin in June. Among
the needs recognized by participants was funding for improvements such as ramps and washrooms for the mobility
imparied and special technological aids for the hearing and
vision imparied. A long range 5 yr. plan was seen as the
reasonable approach for the Ministry of Universities and
Colleges to ensure the rights of the disabled to a postsecondary education.

Madame minister McCleod of the same-said ministry
was on hand to field questions and showed more moves than
Gretzky in her agile responses.
From what this reporter was able to garner, there are no
plans for the necessary funding in this or any forseeable
budget Remo Mancini, minister without portfolio for the
disabled, was also on hand at supper and although sympathetic
he informed delegates that his $S million budget was not th;
answer and more grassroots political pressure was.
One liberal government plan for accessibility is that
accessible regional centres be established and the disabled
move to these centres. This is a fanciful and unacceptable
answer. The hardship of leaving established relationships
and support systems would not increase accessibility but
limit it for many for whom this is unreasonable. I would like to
be unable to continue my higher education without enormous
hardship were this my only alternative. Would the government ask me to leave my wife and children or relocate them
to satisfy their superficially expedient plan.
Another plan is to direct the disabled to the highly
accessible colleges. The education I want is not to be found

the~e: ~e morally correct and perhaps leg~y r~sponsible
posttio_n.1~
to develop the long ran~e ~l:ms with mput from
accessibility experts.to ~ake ce~
it IS done but once. If
only 0.2% of the Uruversity ofWmdsor's budget were spent
over the next five years, we would be well on the way to a safe,
practically accessible campus.
Not to sound too critical of our university, many in
Ontario are far less responsive to accessiblility needs. At
many, attendance in a wheelchair is an experiment in futility.
The answer lies in student awareness of the problems of
the physically challenged and a willingness to make accessibili_ty a political issue in ~tudent., Frovinc!al and fede~al
elect10~ .. Only when there 1s a pohtic_al pnce to pay will
access!bil1ty problems be ad<l:e~sed with moM than sympathetic and somewhat pa~~~mg l~guage. .
~n
the S.A ~·. acce~1bility commi~ ~~s its awareness
~ythisterm, part1c1p~temsomeoftheac~v1ties~dbecome
~formed Pe:haps th1~co~d be the s~g
pomt for y~ur
mvolvemen~ m the uruvers1ty comi_nurutyand ~e n~mb~g
apathy, which so often charactenzes the 80 s un1vers1ty
atmosphere, can be overcome. D

A PACK OF LIES

D. DEXTER FINISTERIS

There'sdamningstatisticsand then there'sfacts...
In light of the supreme court decision effectively legalizing
abortion in Canada, this space has been pre-empted by the
Grand Guignol of Flanders:
On your knees sinners! If your morality does not flow
from GOD and the church, but from puny notions of law,
rights and justice, you shall surely burn in HELL! Of course,
you will suffer a lot first; the awful fate of a lost sheep without
the IRON ROD of the church to guide you. If we get you we
will do even better - It's the stake for you ( over 5 million
saved), after we get that WITCH Atwood!
Woman's role is to be a receptacle for men's SPERM!
Bearing children is the highest spiritual plane that women can
aspire to, and as such is their divine duty. Men can only go
off and fight wars. Foetii have full rights to life, liberty and
security of person from the moment that a man and a woman
even THINK of sex! In fact if she doesn't get preggers each
time, she should seek the help of a competent advisor or
priest St Augustine proved that foetii enjoy even higher
rights than women. In descending order of importance the list
reads: GOD, angels, men, foetii, children, war horses, good
huntings dogs, women, other animals, plants, devils. After
all, the church and the state need new bodies. Don't laughit's worked for almost 2000 years!
Abortion is a crime against GOD, the church, the state
and man. Some pro-choice critics ( choice is evil - see how
they parade their satanic perversions!) have argued that if

pro-life groups were truly against abortion, they would
recognize a woman's right to choose and instead concentrate
on sex education, birth control research and education, prenatal care and counselling, post-matal support for mother and
child, nutrition programs, day care, child abuse legislation,
etc., as a means of offering support to pregnant women. In this
way, it is thought that many less women would seek
abortions ...
HERETICS!! BLASPHEMERS!! SODOMITES!! Don't
they realise that CONTROL and SUBMISSION are holy
sacraments ... God creates pain in life to test against sin. God
established the natural order of the family and of relation
between man and woman: Women must submit themselves
to their fathers and then their husbands. Those that transgress
against the morality of this natural order by thinking for
themselves and denying thier god-given femininity by having
SEX should be forced to carry their bastards in despair and
poverty as devine punishment for their SIN. While this is not
as merciful as repentance at the stake, it provides an object
lesson, as do the deprivations of their accursed offspring on
the permissive society that allowed them to grow up without
taking holy orders an entering the Inquisition. If you do not
believe this is right and proper then you are a godless marxist,
a sodomite and an anti-family agitator. You are doubleplusungood The pickets and pipe bombs are waiting ... REPENT!
The government should act immediately: rirst, pass new

legislation completely outlawing abortion and defming a
foetus as a life-form superior to women and second:
Establish a Royal Commission composed of exaulted
theologians, church officials, lay philosophers and conservative back-benchers to study the abortion issue and
PROVE that the vile practice of abortion leads to socialism,
the spread of pernicious feminist-individualist philosophy,
the brutalization of society by those who are not in the elite,
teen pregnancies, venerial disease, euthanasia of the aged
before they can will their estates to the church, the harvesting
of foetii and defective children for body parts, medical
experiments and lunch plates at feminist-satanist coven
brunches, death camps, the decline of the church and the free
enterprise system, bad breath and all the other manifest evils
brought on by secular humanism. In addition, it is destrutive
to the logical faculties and polite political discourse.
Only through GOD can we as Canadians expect to reach
any great flowering of culture and philosophy ... We are too
stupid to do it for ourselves as all the smart people moved to
the U.S. years ago. Down with abortion! Superior rights for
foetii! Poor women don't vote, don't write letters to the PM.
don't contribute $1,000 a year to political parties and can't
'express their views in syndicated national newspaper columns!
(Ha ha ha!!!!) Long live the Inquisition. D

REMEMBER, Friday, February 12th,
1988 is the last day to drop courses

without academic repercussions~

..·

NOTICE
This

1s

Your Campu~

We Want Your Issues and Concerns
About the Uni\Crsit)

Campus

The Uni,cr,m ,,fWand,or ha, r~1aancd du T ,11 .\lb .. pp. H1ll1cr,,ampu,
planner, of T;>ronin to prepare a 1,,n~ range planmn~ lramc,,..ork for lhe
campu~ The con,uhanl\ will ~ on campus ,,n fchruan 10. I I. 3nd 12 10
gather infonnauon and 10 l"1cn h• pcor,1,,·, 11.ka, and f>C"Cp11un,ahou1 the
future of lhc ,ampu,.

samband
LOP'1009

--

A Public Meeting ,.. 11he held
on Thur,da,. 1-ebruar, 11. I '188
from 200 p.m "' 4 .~Opm
in Amt>:-tssad1,rAud1tonum. lJmH'r ...11, t"i:ntrc

If you are 1n1crcstedin this subJect and panicularl} 1f,ou ha,e ideas about 1hr
future development of the um, ers1ty eampu,. plea,e come to 1he meeung
Your comments will be most "elcomc
du Toil. Allsopp. Hilher

Devonshire Mall
969-5551
Available At Any KINSIE WOOL Shop

P.S. Copies of issue shee1s arc a,ailablc trom
Mr CW. Morgan. 604 Windsor Hall lov.crte.i

2643).
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Group reachesout to help community
by Sheila Gervais
Food and clothing for the homeless of Windsor could become a
reality if the University of Windsor
group Outreach lra!l their way.
Outreach, a sub-committee of
the Peer Counselling Centre, was
formed in August 1986 when the
Centre decided to expand on their
counselling services.The idea behind
Outreach is to reach beyond the
community and help a needy group.
Randy Stofega, a social work
student who heads the committee,
is a leader quick to stress that all the
members work equally hard toward
their end.
The group's first fundraising
event was a bottle drive, with three

committee members spending a day
going door-to-door collecting bottles.
"The response was great, many
people who didn't have bottles gave
clothes or canned goods," Stofega
said of that initial drive which raised
$100 in cash, $25 in canned goods
and two boxes of clothing.
In early November, a table was
set up in the University Centre to
accept donations. Each person who
donated one dollar or more received
a book of coupons.
"The coupons were an important
incentive because students felt they
were getting something for their
money," Stofega said
The original goal for table donations was set at one dollar per
student and although the $900 raised
fell far short of that goal, Stofega

!Stolen recorderto cost OPUS
by Art hu r Gosseli n
The Media Centre is minus a
VCR after someone stole the one
being used by the Organization of
Part-time UniversityStudents(OPUS)
last Sunday evening.
The VCR ( estimated value
$550) was taken from Ambassador
Auditorium on the Student Centre's
second floor some time after 11
p. m. It had been borrowed from the
Media Centre for the weekend, to
be used by OPUS as part of their
day of workshops, Sunday. January

31.
•·It was obviously stolen. as the
bolts that held it on the stand were
aUmutilated,•· said Greg Boyle, an
employee of the centre who was on
duty at the time. He further stated
that the VCR was the third one
taken this year.

Eric Dobbs, OPUS President
andaUni~mcyoousekeepingforeman
said the VCR disappeared in "the
wee hours of the morning."
"I know it was locked in and the
lights were turned off" about 11
p.m., said Dobbs.
Campus Police Sgt. Michael
Wallace, who said the incident is
still under investigation, speculated
that it may have been moved into a
closet or returned to the Media
Centre without informing anyone.
.. It's happened before,'' Wallace
said
Tom Fu;rth, acting director of
the Media Centre said OPUS will
have to pay for the loss of the VCR
"We usually have to bite the
bullet on these things," but "when
clubs and groups borrow something
from here.the understanding is that
they are responsible," Fuerth said D

was pleased with the generosity of
the students. A bingo was also held
which raised an additional $600.
Committee members passed word
amongst friends and relatives and
asked them to go through their
cupboards and closets. Stofega said
the response was unbelievable," My
bedroom was filled halfway to the
ceiling, you couldn't see the floor. I
spent Christmas Eve sorting through
clothing."
Stofega approached the co-ordinator of the Downtown Mission to
find out how the money would be
allocated. He learned the money
would be used indirectly for the
homeless by offsetting expenses in
the Mission's budgel Since the
fundraising campaign led the community and students to believe the
money would directly benefit the
homeless, Stofega decided the committee would handle the money.
Armed with more than $1600,
Stofega purchased $300 in winter
clothing and $300 worth of tobacco,
with the remaining $1,000 used to
purchase gift certificates for groceries.
Stofega avoided buying food vouchers
so the peop le could get their food
"without the stigma attached to
being poor."
On Christmas Day, Stofega and
his brother Mark set up a table at
the Mission and gave each person
$10 in food certificates and two
packages of tobacco. The men,
women and children were invited to
look through the clothing and take
what they needed.
Most of the people at the mission
on Christmas were single but Stofega
said there is no stereotype.
"There were all kindsof people,"
Stofega said, "some were single,
some families, just people."

The success of the first Outreach
project is behind them but it is only
the base of what they hope to
accomplish.
This tenn they've chosen to do
some low-key volunteer work for
the Big Brothers. They also hope to
organize tours of Brentwood and
other organizations.
Their work with the homeless is
not finished, though, and Stofega
hopes grant money will fund two

students to research the need for a
permanent shelter for the homeless.
"A shelter is a long-tenn solution,"
Stofega said, "but it takes a lot of
money."
Windsor is one of the few cities
its size that does not have a shelter,
but Stofega hopes that through the
continuing efforts of Outreach and
the community, a shelter for the
homeless will be in place in the near
future.D

Cancelledmeeting
setbackfor issue
by Sharon Hill
he key issue in last
October's support
staff strike is no
close to being resolved this week,
as a meeting with the Labour Relations Board has been cancelled
until the end of this month.
The meeting, planned for Feb
1, will be held on Feb. 29 instead
At this time representatives from
the University of Windsor and the
Canadian Union of Public Employees
( CUPE) Local l 00 I will meet in
Toronto to discuss the unresolved
issue of pensions.
The 167 members of CUPE Local
1001 and the Universicy reached an
agreement after a two-week strike in
October when theunion ratified a twoyear contract The key issue of pensions
was not decided.
The Labour Relations Board will
hear arguments from both sides at the
Toronto meeting, and make a decision

or schedule further hearings.
CUPE Local 1001 president Nick
Kokic said he is not happy with the
delay.
"The University istrying to stall as
much as they can," he said
Kokic said the universicy may be
tring to stall the hearings until the
union's elections in April Kokic said
the union hopes to win the right to
negotiate a new pension independently
with the Univemty to increasepension
rates whichfor 66 people now averages
at $187.
The Universicy wants the union to
negotiate its pension with a joint committee that represents all five campus
noiracademic unions.
Ifthe board decides in favourof the
union, the universicyand the union will
have to negotiate a pension.
Members of the support staff union
are eager to hear the decision because
the contract negotiated in October is
not effective until the pension issue is
resolved.D

POLLING STATION
LOCATIONS
FOR

FEB. 24, 1988 Et.ECTION
Faculty
Fac ulty
Faculty
Fac ulty
Faculty
Fac ulty
Faculty
Faculty

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Art s
Business Adm inistration
Education
Engineering
Human Kinetics
Law
Science / Math
Social Science

Dramat ic Arts Building
Bus iness Building
Education Building
Essex Hall
St. Denis ( H/ K)
Law Building
Erie Hall
University Centre

will vote at
will vote at
will vote at

will vote at
will vote at
will vote at
will vote at
will vote at

ADVANCE POLLS
* EDUCATION

WED . FEB 10 , 1988

* LAW

W ED. FEB . 17, 1988

GENERAL

TU ES. FE B. 23, 1988

·Only That Faculty Can Vote On That Day

POLLING HOURS : 8:30am·

·~ Students will be eligible to vote ··
·· ONLY at their desig nated polling
· station ; according to their Fac ulty
( see above list).
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CO NTACT
Geoff Bastow( Chief Electoral Officer)
at SAC on the 2 nd floo r Univer sity
Centre .

4:30pm

GET OUT & VOTE

motion by: Matt Tales - top
Tom Pidgeon - Bottom

next week'sphoto page is to be dubbed
FIRE.
If you wish to submit pleasedrop off
negs and contactsheets to The Lance
office, 2ndfloor UniversityCentre
by mon.of next week.

1

•~
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Feb. 5 - 11
all Street
SHOW TIMES
7:00pm & 9:15 pm
"Windsor'sOnly Discount Movie Theatre"

ALLSEATS
ONLY

$2.00

FOR:~MEMBERS
SENIORS &
CHILDREN
(12 & under)

$3· - new regular ·
admissionprice
50

Tlit!T~t 804 Erie St E.

253-0051

J

by Lorenzo Buj

Helen Cixous, and Dennis Hopper. She's in .
movies entitled Fingered, and her themes
I lately chanced to pass a pleasant week echo the democracy of hatred in Sade, the
in Ann Arbor, alone yet in spirited pursuit of misanthropic hypocrisy attending on all
those waking traces that afflict the brain and mutual abrasions of the love organs.
roam through its many-chambered mansion
Her Eros-Eris scream-threnodies, deliin fulftllment of Freudian follies.
vered as monologues for art-holes from all
This self-centred serenity , however, had walks of life, resemble her buddy Nick
only been salvaged following a delicate Cave's dust-jacket lucubrations. She's at
tempest of nearly nuptial discords , erupting pains to mime the nihilist savagery of the age,
in the wake of confessed deceits and sins the impersonal or personal -all-too-personal
of omission on my part Suffering the abject sucking and fucking, and dicking and licking,
shame of a fallen, Luciferian brightness, I cycle of (im)morality plays, literal metaphors,
can hardly hope to maintain discursive etc., perpetuating the horrid piece of shit
decorum here, outlining the course of my known as New York and/or planet earth.
irregularity or trying to make amends for the
Recognizing this, I must confess a guarded
villainous curiosities of my innocence, for partiality to Ms Lunch, whose work is morally
which my mistress now holds me in ferocious advantageous to my own case. For what it's
contempt And all this on the heels of a worth, though, her onstage meanness of
promising Saturday night when Dean and I jollity is due to fate's phallic frustration of her
visited the Hilberry Theatre in Detroit and sex-an unfortunate mythology sanctioned
sampled a performance ofMoliere 's compact by Western metaphysics (or not-ed.) and
and contrapuntal Tartuffe (Kenneth Umland, Southern European parents; and, moreover,
a hoary hypocrite with an urchin's wicked a mythology whose unwilling adherents are
grin).
consigned to psycho-sexual aberrations and
Whatever convictions my natural piety a telos of suicide art Either that or sell crack
had sleazed with that night were severly or let them kiss your solar ass, as Ms Lunch
censured within twenty-four hours. Connubial cheekily invited one chap to do in response to
affections took a barren tum the following his accusation of boringness.
afternoon with Janie accompanying me to
But surely we are all otiose accordipg to
see Lydia Lunch at the DIA. Ms Lunch was the second law of thermodynamics. In which
insistently vile and, of course, incontravertibly case the artiste must minister unhappily , with
correct in her accusations-cum-observations.
a sort of pinched bitterness and infantile rage,
She berated the hundreds of truculently to the political marginality and nihilistic
dressed punk rockers in the audience who so vanity of her craft So why continue and for
anabolically overflowed the 3:00 show that what? if not for the recognition that there is
another 4:30 performance was quickly something slippery, vaginally incohesive, yet
improvised for the Monsieurs and Mademoi- miraculously resilient about writing; ifnot for
selles of the Noir Leather generation .
the detestably narcissistic ambition that draws
and from his hiding place his son reached one to the unreflecting opaqueness of the
with his left hand/ and seized him, and word After all, we all hold it self-evident that the commercial in stay-free maxi-pad land,
holding in his right the enormous sickle/ ''the copula of terms is no less irritating than she's the Bleeker street Shiva, she's the
with its long blade edged like teeth, he swung the copulation of bodies," as Bataille says.
Kathy Acker of the fat generation, she's your
it sharply,/ and lopped the members of his "And when I scream I AM THE SUN an girlfriend all over again (or so she says) ...
own father, and threw them behind him/ to integral erection results, because the verb to
Looked at one way, an assertion of this
fall where they would...
be is the vehicle of amorous frenzy."
sort amounts to a confession of non-being.
- Hesiod, Theogony
Ms Lunch has comprehensively packaged Success and miscarriage are synonymous
Ms Lunch marks a fallingofffrom Catullus, herself to the dicta of such an imbecilically sounds for Ms Lunch precisely because she
and treads the brackish backwash of ancient glorious vitalism. She's the nagging bitch- hasn't yet attained that level of frigid
shores long since visited by Beckett, Artaud, mother, she's Dora the commercial behind tranquility we accord our depressive geniuses.

Ms Lunch, you see, has obviously suffered
wanted and unwanted lubricities, and to her
credit, didn't recognize me for the selfostracized superstar I have become when I
asked her to enter a charcoal-chalk autograph
in Janie's mini drawing pad-upon which
discharge of favour she added with an
extenuating modicum of humane glibness:
"There. If my name on a blank piece of paper
makes you happy." D

Anguish:it'snotJustshit,it'smetashit
by Larry D eck

I know when to go out - know when to
stay in...
get things done ..
I catch the paper-boy, when things don't
really change,
-David Bowie
t's true, too. Things don't
change. There hasn't been a
good horror movie at the
theatre since last year's Angel
Heart (and Clive Barker's
notablt>-but-flawed Hellraiser), but I, I
caught the bloody paper-boy last Friday, and

rn

I regret it
Went to see Anguish at that monstrosity
they have the gall to call the Palace, and
brother, if you haven't seen it, don't
It's a no-name flick with tiny Zelda
Rubenstein (the psychic from Poltergeists I
and II ) starring as the star of a movie called
"The Mommy". "The Mommy" is a wacky
obsessive bitch who psychically/hypnotically
controls her big lummox son into acts of
murde r and oculectomy (he cuts people's
eyes out). The rest of the story is about the
people in the theatre audience watching
"The Mommy" and being variously affected
by her Svengali schtick.
Thi s movie is a piece of shit that imagines
itself to be oh-so-clever because of its meta-

levels of stupid, plotless action. Director
Bigas Luna, who, under a anagram of his
name that I forget is also the director of"The
Mommy" (according.to the posters), oughta
realize that there ain't no excuse for not
having a plot Wes Craven makes a similar
mistake every time he expectorates a new
Nightmare on Elm Street picture - like, if
the action takes place in a dream, who needs
a plot? Well, without a plot, a horror movie
falls flat on its carnage; no one needs this kind
of shit, but it has become the unfortunate
norm of the genre.
In Danse Macabre, his long essay about
mass-media horror, Stephen King made a
point of listing some perennial gross-outsamong them rotting flesh, zits, and the ever-

popular mutilation of eyes. He takes great
advantage of the latter taboo in his novel IT,
managing to pull it off in almost the exact
same way as Anguish does not Sure, its
gross to watch someone's eyes being cut out,
but if there is no REA SON (that is, plot)
behind it, it loses whatever impact it could
have had.
The thing is, horror, to these people, is
not a genre-an art form-it is the opposite: a
fast, easy buck.
I'll probably have a review of Craven's
Friday release for you next week...
sigh. ..
ou sont les neiges d'antan?
Ou sont les neiges d'antan. .. D
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Oscar- I can't hold itshe'sbreaking up!
She'sbreakingowl I couldn't believe it when
I looked in the T.V.Guide for
Friday night. The Return of
the Six Million Dollar Man
and The Bionic Woman was
on. They were my favourite
shows when I was a little kid
and didn't know any better.
So I watched it to see what
had happened to Steve and
Jaime and Oscar and Rudy
since the shows went off the
air about ten years ago. To
tell you the truth, not much did happen. Lee
Majors/Steve Austin is older and fatter, Lindsay
Wagner/ Jaime Sommersisolder and fatter(W'9Clring
loose fitting clothes to cover her enormous hips),
Richard Anderson/Oscar Goldman is older and
fatter ...
And, amusingly enough, none of them can
act yet. Don't get me wrong: I'm not writing this
expresslyto tear the show apart ( though that may
happen); I'm just stating the obvious. Lee Majors
cocked his left eye-brow a lot to emphasize that
his eye is bionic. There were also lots of close-up
shots of Lindsay Wagne(s right ear whenever
someone spoke from a distance. Maybe they
were playing it for laughs. but to me it seemed
campy. Anyway, the story concerned
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itself with a

group of terroristswho have re-formed after a ten
year hiatus (seems Steve put the ring-leader in
prison back in the original show). Now they want
to rid the United States of the "unpure elements"
in it. What exactly that meant was unclear to me
(poss,bly because I excused myself to go throw up
several times throughout the show; the acting
was that bad) . The leader was none other than
Martin Landau, considerably older and fatter- in
fact, so much so that he looked like a cross
between Bela Lugosi and Christopher Lee with
bad make-up. Hishair was ridiculously dyed, and
the make-up made his face look a sickly orange
colour, Well, they know Steve can put them away
again, so their plan isto kidnap him, and take him
apart because his bionics would be a great asset
to them.
Plot twist no. 1: Jaime Sommers suddenly
appears in town. She runsinto Steve in a restaurant
and inexplicably throws him through a window.
Steve, somewhat disconcerted, ends up in a fight
with his son, who just happens to be ...
Plot twist no. 2: Steve, in his randier days had
married impetuously, and produced a son named
Mike. Mike's in the AIRFORCE(ringany bells?)and
is on the eve of his graduation, at which time he
will perform his first SOLOFLIGHT
(hmmm). Thing is.
Mike doesn't like Steve because he hasn't been
around for the last twenty-three yearsor so( starting
to sound like Dynastyor something, isn't it?).Steve
sees Oscar, who tells him that Jaime threw him
through the window because of..
Plot twist no. 3: Remember back in the original
show, when Steve and Jaime were going to get
married? Then they went sky-diving, and Jaime
got bionic parts? Remember how she went crazy
then stopped remembering being in love with
Steve? Welt since that time, she fell in love with
another guy, went on a mission with him to
Bahrain, or Saudi Arabia or something, blew up a
factory, which killed her boyfriend, and knocked
her memory back into line. Now, ten years later,
she remembers being in love with Steve, and in
fact loves him again, which is great because he
still loves her, and now they can be together
again and have bionic babies ...
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SteveAustin,astronau( a man bareh
J/ive. We can rebuild him. We co(
-nakehim beffer that than he was.
But wait what about the movie? Thars what
was so bad about it. THESPYSTUFF
WAS SECONDARYTO THELOVE PLOT.Why? Who knows? That
would have been okay if the spy stuff was good,
but you know whar s going to happen all through
the movie. Steve's son cracks up on his solo flight,
(while Steve kind of stands there and winces). The
kid becomes, as a result...
Plot twist no. 4: There is a scene earty on when
Steve visits Rudy Wells, the scientist/ surgeon who
shows him the advances he has made in bionic
parts. The scene seems innocuous enough. but
you know it has some importance later. It does.
Steve makes a life-or-death decision to save Mike
by giving him bionic parts, (just like dad). Mike
gets two new legs. a new right arm, and a new
right eye. He doesn't like it and goes to Jaime for
physical and mental rehabilitation(she's become
a psychologist in the intervening years) and she
teaches him everything you ever wanted to know
about bionics but were afraid to ask.
Great scene: Mike's on the tread-mill running.
It measures miles per hour. He is serenely trotting
along, so Jaime boosts the speed up, and up, and
up, and up until it reads something like 250 mph .
Teehee.
So by the time all these ridiculous plot twists
have been sufficiently exposed, the movie only
has forty minutes to go. It started at eight o'clock,
so I thought, by quarter after nine when nothing

had happened yet, that it was on until eleven. Not
so: in the final forty minutes, Mike and Rudy get
kidnapped, Steve rounds up a bunch of his AirForce buddies, and half of the OSI to save them,
they invade the villain's h.q. (which is in an
abandoned glass factory- how they found that
out will take three pages to explain) blow up a
shed full of ammunition, have a great fist-fight
with Steve, Jaime, and Mike throwing people
around in slow-motion. (Oh, yeah, I almost forgot.
Mike also has the new-and-improved bionic eye
which has a tiny laser beam built in so he can
open locks, handcuffs, etc. with the bat of an
eye.) Anyway, everyone gets rescued, the bad
guys lose, Steve and Jaime hug, Steve and Mike
shake hands, Oscar pulls up just as all the action
ends(just like he used to, remembel'?) and everyone
smiles and the credits roll. Ho hum
I guess what got me the most about it was the
fact that, with the exception of Mike's crash, and
a neat barroom brawl (in which Steve throws
more people around in slow motion) nothing
happens for about the first hour. The writers spent
so much time on exposition and plot twists. that
the action didn't get to happen until twenty after
nine.
Anothergreatscene: whenever JaimeorSteve
run, they are shown in slow motion . When Mike,
with the new-and-improved parts runs,he isshown.
not only in slow motion, but blurred as well,

indicating that he has even greater speed than
the "older models". In one such scene, Steve turns
to Jaime and winces, saying "I can't do thaf'.
The sad thing about this movie was that it
couldn't make up its mind as to whom it wanted
to appeal to. If you didn't know the old show,
you'd be confused at some of the jargon and
names being thrown around. Yet all the people
who watched it then, myself included, are older,
and don't want to watch a t.v. movie which is
targeted at ten year olds who don't know the
characters. And thars exactly what happened.
Therewas scene after scene of stuff right out of the
old series. including a flash-back to the original
series which only served to emphasize just how
much older and fatter everyone has become. The
movie was filled with the same uni-dimensional
characters, the same cartoon violence (Steve
flips a caroverwith one hand. Jaime flings a guy a
hundred feet or so.Mike knocks a wall down). and
the same techno-speak psycho-babble designed
to impressa ten-year-old. But the original audience
Isn't ten years old anymore. and I suspect that
anyone familiar with the original show walked
away from it with the same feeling I did it was a
colossal waste of time, money, effort and film for
all Involved.
But hell, for sentimental reasons. I'll give it a
"C' .O
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Note:
Editor's Note:
In keeping with the Lance's newly estal>lished polireview policy, we present this
review of a show originally covered last
week
by
D.
Cozac.
Enjoy.
by Sarah Atkinson
Fewer and increasingly fewer things are
new under the sun. This is postmodemism's
license for execution, and photography is a
most appropriate executioner. Photography
is still one of the younger arts, and, though
still to gain in creditability, its ahistorical
nature gives it a sort of free agent status in the
world of artistic representation. Photography's
primary condition is its 'representationality';
its objects are necessarily borrowed from the
world of visual sense data. The postmodern

Seeoppositepage
for real headline
photographer embraces this condition with
vigour and aims for a successful exploitation
of that aesthetic imperative' s prospects while
remaining prudently within the wacky and
arrogant parameters of the postmodern statute.
Photography is well suited to the transmission of various levels of cognitive, associational, and implicative meaning. As an
artistic medium. it has proven its capability
for grand scale collective self-reflection. In
aiming a camera just about anywhere one
sticks one's hand into the hat of culturally
recognized associations and one is guaranteed
a\ least a handful.
A current exhibition at the Art Gallery of
Windsor involves the works of three artists,
two of whom work primarily in the photographic medium. Reconnaissance, as the

USMagazinegrievouslylacking,believeit or not
are reasonable enough. These comparisons at least connect in some
Far into the depths of human way.
Then the examples reach a point
degradation lurks US Magazine.
The February eighth edition of becoming absolutely ridiculous.
IN: Tom Cruise
US marked an all-time low in the
OUT:
Cruise Missiles
dregs of literary debris.
Picture in your mind, a table on Please tell me what these two have
the fiftyninth floor of a stately in common other than the word
office building on Madison A venue. "Cruise". I hope the writers at
Now picture, seated around this US had the intent of making
table, ten trendy simpletons, both their audience laugh because I cermale and female, soberly discussing tainly did. Here's another good
comparison:
their cover story of the week: "Who's
IN: Bubbles (Michael Jackson's
IN, Who's OUT' for 1988. Their
objective was to pair the soaring pet chimpanze)
OUT: Emmanuel Lewis
with the boring.
IN: George Harrison Here they compare two animals
that aren't even in the same genus
OUT: Paul McCartney
IN: Padded Bras and species.
IN: Patrick Swazye
OUT: Padded Shoulders
We're expanding in new directions
OUT: Mikhail Baryshnikov
this year, girls. Now these examples
I realize that Patrick Swazye

has had training as a dancer and
does have some talent, but how
could they even consider comparing
him with Baryshnikov, the consumate
art form incarnate? Forgive them
Mikhail, they know not what they

by Sara Hillis

do.

More pathetic than these trendy
simpletons may the readers who
take their word as gospel. How
could anyone with any respect for
talent believe that Woody Allen,
Meryl Streep and Vanna White
(recognizing her unequalled talent
as a letter turner) could be "OUT'?
What is the omnipotent force behind
this brand of journalism that allows
this to happen? What keeps this
multi million dollarsyndicate flourishing?

It's US.O
Fig.3:
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Art Galleryphotoexhibitbats.333
show is titled, includes photographic installations by Jamelie Hassan, Roy Arden, and
Vikky Alexander. The show's contents are
billed as "postmodern" considerations of
photography, involved as they are with critical
investigation and with the recontextualizing
of aspects such as history, politics and the
media
VildcyAlexander's Lake in the Woods is
made up of two pieces set up on opposite
walls about four feet from each other. One
wall shows a span of eye-level mirror over an
equal span of traditional rec room panelling
of .different decorator shades; the other wall
is an expansive photograph image of a large
blue lake in the wilderness, the same obje<:t
that decorates middle class suburban living
room walls. As the viewer approaches and
enters he becomes an ingredient in a giant
kitsch sandwich. As the viewer looks into the

mirror he sees the technicolor lake reflected
over the "nice" wooden panelling. The level
of domestic taste in North American culture
has been dictated by conservatism and
familiarity. Alexander's subtext is one of
nostalgia but also one of itchy bereavement
An object that has been embraced as a mass
cultural aesthetic can no longer exist free of
the association, at least not as an image
inside of a societal milieu. Lake in the
Woods is a depressing comment on the
association filter that we have developed and
how impossible it is to avoid. The piece
laments lost freedom; we're stuck in a rec
room with the brazen image of a naive image.
Roy Arden's pieces are three series of
half-a-dozen frames each, consisting of
blow-ups of photos from the Vancouver city
archives, each of which is coupled with a
darkened sheet of equal size which impends

like a heavy strife-filled cloud The photos
are of fights, riots and human anguish. The
effect is one of cyti.icism, skepticisrn, and
ambiguity. The value of Arden's work lies in
its first level meaninglessness and messagelessness; his work implies the overcluttering
of our collective psyche that occurs with the
senseless repetition of images, especially
violent ones.
The level of ambiguity may be a slight
overkill, so far removed from the work is from
any sense of feeling; paralysis, distraction,
and the inability to feel are fine subjects for
creative discourse, but when they seem to be
present mainl:yas by-products- the strength
of the artwork is questionable.
Jarnelie Hassan's The Mukhabarat State
or Zenobia's Wall is, in contrariety to
Arden's and Alexander's deliberate disinvolvement, a very personal expression.

The subject of the piece is Hassan's
personal records of three trips made to the
Middle East over a period of about twenty
years. The piece has the effect of an archeological presentation: it is made up of
snapshots, small sculptural and architechtural artifacts, and excerpts from a journal
surrounding a large watercolour of the famed
Zenobia's Wall. Read from left to right, the
piece sporadically tells of the artist's experiences in the strife-ridden Middle East Unlike
Arden's alienating series, Hassan's work
attracts by virtue of its conviction and integrity.
Of the three artists, only Hassan's offers
any positive charge, and even that is in the
fonn of implied hope. Of the several subtextual
dialogues going on within, there is little that
implies recovery.
The installation continues until February
21.0
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PREGNANT
AND NEEDHELP?
SINGERS· DANCERS· INSTRUMENTALISTS
TECHNICIANS
· VARIETY
PERFORMERS
KingsProductions,the world's #1 producer of
live entertoinment, is holding auditions for
the spedoculor season ot CANADA'S
WONDERLAND,
Toronto, Ontario.
Moke your audition o show we con'! do without!
For technician interview locations ond odditionol
informationcoll the Conodo's Wonderland
EntertainmentOffice at 416/832-8356 .

MAPLE,
ONTARIO,Sunday, Februory 7, Conodo's Wonderland,
Canterbury Theatre, Specialty Acts:10 AM-TIAM;Singers: 12 Noon2 PM; Doncers: 2-3 PM; Instrumentalists:2-3 PM
LONDON,ONTARIO,Thursday,February TI,Universityof Western
Ontorio, AlumniHoll,Singers:10 AM-12Noon; Dancers: 12 Noon;
lnstrumentolists:10 AM-12Noon
MAPLE,ONTARIO,Soturdoy, February 13, Conodo's Wonderland,
Conterbury Theotre, Specialty Acts:TIAM-12Noon; Singers:1-3 PM;
Doncers: 3-4 PM; Instrumentalists:3-4 PM
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Annual Can-Am Classic
Lancersearn truckload.. of medalson hometurf
by Mike Murphy
ome court advantage and local
support helped boost the University of Windsor Lancer
track and field team to their
finestperformanceofthe season
at the 7th annual Can-Am Classic.
The Lancer track and field team with the
men's and women's teams nationally ranked
fifth and seventh respectively, left Sl Denis
Hall Saturday night with eleven medals against some very stiff competition.
"The performances tonight were simply
awesome," said excited Lancer coach Dennis
Fairall. '' And with those awesome performances that we bad, I look for us to move up
even higher in next week's rankings."
Few had expected the Lancers to pick up
as many medals as they did when facing the
Big Ten, Mid-American Conference and
Ontario University Athletic Association
(OUAA) powerhouses such as Michigan.
Michigan State, Eastern Michigan, Kent
State and Western Ontario.
According to Lancer assistant coach,
Ron Becht. the team is right on schedule for
the OUAA and Canadian lnterscholastic
Athletic Union (CIAU) meet in March.
''I'm anticipating some really fine performances at OUAA and CIAU." Becht
said. "The team seems to be really coming
together and providing there are no injuries.
everything should fall into place."
For the Lancers, they continued to out-do
themselves again, especially in the relay. Six
of the eleven medals found themselves in
the bands or relay team members.
"You can really see the team concept
here," Carl Jack. the rookie out of Ajax, said
"The support by the team is incredible.
Everyone really gets up for the relays."

•

Afternoon stretch.

Heading for the tape.

Doug Tilson, a gold and bronze medalist
last year at the CIAU championships, used
his experience to the fullest on the weekend
by winning the men's 600m, in a time of
1:21.10, and anchoring the men's 4x400m
team to victory.
··1 was a little disappointed with my
time," Tilson said. "I was hoping to go just a
little faster."
However, his time was quick enough to
rank him as the number one runner in Canada
over the distance.
A surprise gold medal was proudly taken
home by the underdog 4x400m women's
team in a time of3:54.32. The team upset the
number-one seeded team - and NCAA
qualifiers in this event, Eastern Michigan
University. The women's team was composed

reeled in, both by members of the gold medal
winning 4x400m teams.
One of the silver medalists was Maxine
Walkes. who ran a CIAU qualifying time of
1:34.10.
"It was a seasonal best for me,'' Walkes
said. "I'm ahead of the game from last year,
so I'm looking for even better things to come,
hopefully in the CIA Us."
The other silver went to the fourth ranked
runner in the country at the 600m distance,
CHff Smellie. Smellie' s time for the race was
1:23.15.
"I'm going good now, and I hope things
will keep moving on so I can qualify for the
CIAUs,'' Smellie said.
The Lancers also claimed six bronze
medals, four of which were by relay teams,
with the best effort turned in by the women's
4x800m team. The team's time of 9:28:51
not only qualified them for the CIA Us, but
also earned them the number-one ranking in
the country.
lance photo by Rob Warren
The team consisted entirely of rookies
which shows great promise for the future.
of two rookies, M.J. McKeever and Katie
T earn members were Jackie Mc Vittie, Annette
Klien, paired up with veterans Gisele SL
Pelletier, Linda Deluca and the newest addition
Louis and Maxine Walkes.
to the Lancer team. Kathy Nevill a Tillsonburg
The gold medalists were not only blessed
producl
with the medals, but their times earned them
Right behind was the men's and women's
a qualifying berth in the CIAUs.
number-two ranked 4x200m relay teams.
In the 4x400m men's relay team, which
The women's team ran a CIAU qualifying
ran a time of 3:23.44, three rookies teamed
time of 1:44.41 and consisted of Lisa Nagy,
up with Doug Tilson in their gold medal
Joanne Van De Wiele, Maxine Walkes and
performance. The team beat last year's
Jen Yee. Yee also lowered her own school
champions, Cuyahoga Community College
record in the 60m hurdles to a time of9 .27 in
of Cleveland, which made the victory even
a sixth place finish.
sweeter. The members were led by lead leg
For the men. Jack, GregNemcek, Trevor
runner Carl Jack, Chris David, who also
Hall, and Joe Ross, who is on loan at the
turned in a fine performance in the 600m, and
Cliff Smellie, the runner-up to Tilson in the present moment from the Canadian Olympic
Bobsled team, hauled the baton around in a
600m.
CJAU qualifying time of 1:32.24.
Two silvers. both in the 600m, were also
Ross and Hall also placed fifth and sixtp.
respectively in the 60m hurdles.
The last relay team to snag a medal was
the men's 4x800m team. Team members
Mike Murphy, Mike Murray, Dave Walls
and Brian Forsey managed to run a fine time
of7:58.65. which presently ranks them third
in the country.
The last two bronze medals came in the
men's l OOOmand triple jump. Terry James,
perhaps the Lancers' most dominant distance
run·ner over the last three years, ran a
personal best of 2:31.12 in the I 000m.
"I was a little weary and sore from the
night before," said James.
James was one of the members of a silver
medal 4x400m team with Forsey, Ross and
David that competed in an invitation meet at
Toronto's Maple Leaf Gardens, where the
world's fastest human, Ben Johnson, broke
another world record, the night prior to the
Can-Am Classic.
A busy David McEachrane jumped his
way to a bronze medal with a leap of 13.56m
in the triple jump.
''It was a fair jump,'' said McEachraoe,
the number-two ranked jumper in the country,
"but I was rushing back and forth between
heats fo the 60m dash and jumps. And I
didn't feel as fresh as I could have been."
Fourth place finishers were McVittie
with a personal best of2:59.93 in the 1000m,
Deluca with a time of 4:47 .96 in the 1500m
and Mike Motruk with a bound of6.49m in
long jump.
With more fine-tuning completed at the
Can-Am Classic, the Lancers are optimistic.
"We're entering our tapering part of the
season," Fairall said, "and by looking at the
performances today I see bright thin~.''
Some of the Lancers will compete next
week in an invitational meet at Michigan
State University, while others will use the
time to rest in preparation of the Hardee's
Lance photo
by Rob Wann.
Classic in West Virginia the following
week.D
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Women'svolleyballteam
strugglesin nation'scapital
by Michael Cohen

The women's volleyball team
was ready to meet the challenge of
playing in the Ottawa tournament
this past weekend, only to be surprised
by what they saw.
During these past two weeks
the women's volleyball team has
experienced a level of play rarely
seen in their division.
This past weekend the team
travelled to Ottawa to play in an
eight team tournament against five
nationally ranked teams.
The team did not fare so well, as
they finished seventh, ahead of
Toronto. The team played against
Laval, York, McMaster, Toronto,
and Waterloo.
Their game against Laval, the
fourth ranked team in Canada, was
a complete wipeout
"The team was out of it from
the start," said assistant coach Ian
Caverzan. "The women have never
seen a team move so fast"
"The problem seems to be that
the team cannot maintain the same
intensity level throughout the entire
game," says Caverzan. "They were
ahead of McMaster at one time by
nine points, butsoon foundthemselves
behind 10-9."
Against Toronto, the team realized
they had to perfonn better, and
started to show they had the ability
to win.
Their only victory was against
Waterloo, 4-15, 15-10, 5-15, 1512, 15-12. The team started to get
down on themselves, but during the
second game of this series., one of
the stars of this past weekend,
Kathy Adkin, turnedthe team aroWKI.
"Enough was enough," she said.
"These past two weeks have
given the team a gauge as to what
they can expect to see if they make
the finals," said head coach Marg
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Tracy McCall gets down for ball

Holman, who has been with the
team since 1973.
"The only drawback with these
tournaments was that they were too
close together, as it did not give the
team enough time to practise."
The team arrived from Saskatoon
last Sunday evening, and had only
three days to practise before going
to Ottawa.
"We must get the players to
assimilate what they have seen
while playing these ranked teams,"
Holman said.
"We have to try and get them to
believe.Their innerdrivemust increase
to produce at a higher level."
For this reason, Holman believes
trips like these are well worth the
effort.
"These tournamentsare extremely
worthwhile experiences," she said.
"Despite having lost, they have
gained experience. Their next step
is to improve themselves physically,
to weight train during the off season."

lance photo by Rob Warren.

Kathy Adkin and Pat Pepper
assumed leadership roles and had
an excellent tournament Adkin,
the team's setter, felt the team
played better in Saskatoon two
weeks ago.
Lisa Eastham, who injured her
knee in the Saskatoon tournament,
will be out for the remainder of the
season, as she might require surgery.
Lisa has one year of eligibility left.
Lisa, who is nominated as a
league all-star by her coach, will be
missed by everyone.
"It really hurts to lose such a
leader and valuable player," Caverzan said

Therearefourmoreleaguematches
before the playoffs and it is up to
the women to work from this experience to become a more efficientteam.
The team returns to OUAA
play with a home game Feb. 6th
against Western at 6:00. Come out
and support your university team. D

THERE IS NO ESCAPE
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This current year has been a very good time to be Sports
Editor of the Lance. Nearly every team on campus is heading
toward a fabulous season, and it is getting hard to choose just
one team behind which to throw a majority of support.
However, the hottest team on campus right now just has
to be the women's basketball squad, who last Wednesday
sported a wonderful 6-0 record, as they faced the last place
Guelph Gryphons at friendly St Denis.
As I went to cover the contest, I was fully expecting a
packed house, full to the brim with frenzied, screaming fans.
What I got was a rudeawakeningand a disappoimngsurprise.
There couldn't have been more than 100 people in
attendance at tip-off time that evening.
Needless to say, this just didn't feel right
This lack of support is hard to explain, especially in a
basketball hungry town like Windsor, who just two weeks
prior, greeted our national women's basketball team with
their largest crowd since the Los Angeles Olympics.
There are those who might say that women's basketball
simply isn't as exciting as the men's variety, and that would
explain the disparity in the crowds.
However, there is an inherent excitement in each game
that the women's team plays as long as they keep their
undefeated record, and as the end of the season and playoff
games approach, that intensity is bound to grow.
And, as anyone there will tell you, there was plenty of
Lance file photo.
tension in the air at St. Denis last Wednesday night, Standing room everywhere.
especially in the last few minutes, when the game was still in
But a school can be a decidedly happier place to
doubt
Also, this theory would only have merit if the men be if the students at large can get behind their sports teams,
enjoyed a much larger degree of support from the student and even more so if they can spur their squads on to victory.
populace as a whole. The truth, though, is that many of the
It is also a common argument that fans will not come out
spectators in attendance at the men's games are part of the to games if the team is struggling, and certainly this excuse
large alumni contingent here at the university, or are has been applicable in the case of the women's basketball
interested high school athletes.
team in the past few years.
There are many other reasons some may point to in order
However, with this weekend'!' sweep, the women are now
to explain the poor attendance, including the early 6:00 8-0, and headed to their best season ever. Ho· · many wins
starting time of women's games, or the overall lack of time does the team need to deserve our support?
students invariably have. However, the lack of support seems
As the team moves on to the playoffs, and the winning
to indicate a lack of enthusiasm for all Lancer sports from the streak mounts, victories will likely be much harder to come
student body. This is indeed a sad thing, and I am not saying by. It is at this time, the stretch drive, that the women will
this as a biased sports editor looking for plaudits from the need fans in their comer.
Faculty of Human Kinetics.
The women's next home game is this Saturday night at
Whether you like it or not, the success ( or lack thereof) of 6:00, against the tough Laurier Golden Hawks. The next
a university's sports program is a reflection of the school week the team faces off against the Brock Badgers in their
itself, and may have a huge factor on a potential enrollee. A
final home game, February 13 at 6:00.
school can be deemed worthwhile if the athletic program is
Why not jump on the bandwagon and cheer the undefeatstrong. This was the basis for the university's newcomittment
ed women's team on to victory? Judging from what the team
to improve the football program by the recruitment of new has done so far, there should be plenty of excitement.
coach John Musselman.
Maybe even a victory or two.

Curlingteams
go oppositeways
in Toronto
by Michael Cohen
For some Windsor curlers last weekend, it was a time to
rejoice, for others, it was a time to think about next year.
This weekend the women's team ran their overall record
to 7-2 with a fine performance, while the men suffered
through a tough weekend to end their OUAA season.
The women's team, led by skip Paulinka Yee, came away
tied for first with Western, with a record of 7-2.
Two weeks ago, the team travelled to Kitchener to play in
a five team round-robin tournament Out of four games, they
walked out with a 3-1 record, tied for first with Western.
This past weekend the team travelled to Toronto. They
played five games and finished with a 4-1 record. The team
opened with a 10-6 victory over Queen's and then fell to
Brock, 8-4. They then beat Trent and Laurier 8-6, and
crushed Toronto, 11-2.
"I feel better this year,'' said Yee. ''I know we can win the
provincials.''
The provincials will be in Guelph in two weeks.
The outcome of the men's matches proved to be rather
disappointing, as their season ended with a sixth place finish
in Toronto this past weekend.
The men finished with an overall record of 5-5, not
enough to be one ·or the six teams advancing to the
provincials. There was a three way tie for sixth place and the
rules stipulate that if a team you are tied with has beaten you,
they advance. This left the Lancers on the outside looking in.
Despite the disappointingdefeat, head coach Rob Rurnfeldt
was pleased with the team's efforts in learning the finer points
of the sport
"Curling is very strategic, it is like playing chess on ice.
you are always thinking two shots ahead," Rurnfeldt said.
"We had high hopes going in," Rumfeldt said, "but if you
can't afford to accept losses, you should never step out on to
the ice."
Now that the men's intercollegiate season is over, they
will continue to play in the city league, hoping to improve for
next year.O

BLOOD DRIVE
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Taste & see how
delicious food can be!
Course includes recipes,
literature & taste tests.
-facilitdted by Registered Dietitian.
Call the Heart & Stroke office for
info.
25 4-4345

booklets
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envelopes
flyers
invitations
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letterhead
new letters
reports
resumes
stationary
tickets

The real printers.
We're fast. We're good. We're ready.

4800 Tec umseh Rd. E.

Once the second half got underway, Windsor began to take some
of the pressure away from Duke.
"We tried to move the ball
outside to spread out their zone,"
Duke said. "but we couldn't get
many good shots."
The Gue lph lead bulged out to
31-26, but finally, near the midway
point of the second half, the team
began to get things together.
"We tried to pick up the tempo,"
she saie. "Once we hit a couple, we
could drive in to the basket"
The score went back and forth
for a few minutes, with neither team
able to put a streak together. Then,
with a minute left, Windsor completelyshut down the Guelph offence,
and then took control of the game
until the final buzzer.
"We have been able to stop
teams at the end when we really
need to," MacLean said of her
team. "We showed a lot of courage
out there tonight"
Leading the Lancers was Duke
with 25 points, and Colleen Hogan
added 12.
Saturday afternoon, the team
travelled to McMaster to play the
Marauders, the defending OWIAA
champions.
In what MacLean felt was a
pivotal game for the Windsor squad.
the team swept the season series
with a tough 54-47 victory.
"This was a major win for us,"
she said. "I was worried about this
game. They're very good at home."
However, unlike the Guelph
match, the Windsorwomenexpected
a tough game, and showed none of
the tenativeness that was apparent
against the Gryphon s.
"We were ready for a close
game, and the pressure that went
with it," Mac Lean said. " We were
hoping we wouldn't be too far down.''
" Th e pressure was on them,"
she continued They're the defending
champions, while the rest of the
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Margaret Piggott.
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league is still trying to figure out
what the devil we're doing."
The game was very close throughout, with neither team opening up
much more than a two or three
point advantage. MacLean felt that
the key to this victory, like most of
the others this season, centred around
the Windsor defence.
"We gave them very few second
or third chances on offence,"
MacLean said "The defence won
it for us."
The Windsor strategy was also
to contain the Marauder's top gun,
Heather MacKay, and MacLean
credited Carol Gordon with holding
the ~ werful forward in check.
Windsor was also able to use
their fast break very effectively
against the fyfarauders' zone and
full court press.
Yet despite the strong play by
nearly every part of the team, they
still needed to shut downthe Marauder
offence, and can some very crucial

--

--------------------

foul shots in order to pull away with
the victory.
"We did what we needed to do,
and maintained our composure,"
Mac Lean said "We wanted to win
more than they did."
The Lancers, who led 26-24 at
the half, were Jed by Hogan, who
had an excellent game with 17
points and 4 rebounds. Dulce had
14 points and 5 rebounds and Gordon
added 12, on a 6 for 11 shooting
performance, with 7 rebounds.
The two close victories indicate
how far the team has come in just
one year. Last season. the team
would have lost those games.
"This year, we're getting the
baskets when we need them," Hogan
said. "It's a great improvement
from last year."
"Things are just going our way,"
said first year forward Margaret
Piggott
The sweep improvedthe Windsor
team's record to an impressive 8-0 .
The start occasionally makes it
harder for the team to execute
properly, as in the Guelph game.
"We sometimes have trouble
keeping the game in perspective,"
said MacLean. "We have to put
blinJers on. We did that against
McMaster."
The team's next challenge is a
home match against Laurier, this
Saturday eveningat6:00. The Hawks
are a very big team, but will be
coming off a game the night before
against McMaster. They will be as
tired as the Windsor women were
when they fell 15 points behind the
Hawks in Kitchener, and had to
scram ble to win.
"The tables are turned this time,
but I'm sure it will be a tough
pressure cooker," Mac Lean said.
However, the team is getting
used to this intensity, and MacLean
sees no reason to stop now.
'
"There's no reason why it can't
continue." D
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Lancerbasketballteam returnsto winningways
by Tom Ferreira

The men's basketball team showed some character this
week, using all their resources to sweep a pair of games and
keep them in the hunt for the OUAA West Division crown.
The Lancers first played Guelph at home and came away
with a 106-96 victory. They then followed up with a 99-84
home victory over Brock.
In the victory over Guelph the Lancers showed what they
were made of. as they overcame a sluggish start and key
injuries to eventually dominate the game.
The game began with Guelph setting a slow pace that
Windsor was lulled into. Guelph's substitution tactics of
bringing in one player at a time slowed up the game and
bothered Windsor.
"They were changing people to confuse us,'' coach Paul
Thomas said.
Halfway through the first half, Windsor led by five, 1712, with both teams suffering through cold shooting spells.
Then the Lancers picked up the pace and began to dictate
the tempo of the game. Windsor began scoring quick
transition baskets, and then also began to find Lancer forward
Jeff Nekkers open under the basket
Guelph continued to try and go inside, but the Lancers'
big men stopped them lime and time again.
With five minutes left in the half, Windsor was beginning
to run away with the game, leading 34-21.
Then with 2:43 left in the half, and Windsor leading
handily, 46-26, guard Scott Thomas was fouled hard and
went down. After a long, tense delay, Thomas was carried off
on a stretcher and did not return for the rest of the game.
It looked like the Lancers were going to be in trouble, as
Thomas is the one who brings the ball up on offense and
directs the Lancer attack. However, to Windsor's credit, they
remained calm and didn't panic.
"We try to play on an even keel," coach Thomas said. "If
we get emotional we do bad things."
Carlo Boni ferro now had the responsibility of bringing the
ball up the court, and handled it well. The Lancers continued
to play well, and by the half, led 53-32.
In the second half, Windsor continued their style of play
and dominated early. Nekkers continued to play well, and
was very aggressive on the offensive and defensive boards.
"Jeff took rebounds he had no business getting." said
Thomas.
Early in the second half, Boniferro re-injured his ankle
and Matt St Louis was forced to bring the ball up. St Louis

once pho1o ov Thomas Pidgeon

Lancer Andre Morassutti plays keep-away.

hadn't had this responsibility for four years, and then cramps
added to the problem.
With their three star guards hurt, Windsor again looked
like they might be in trouble. But they still didn't fold Guelph
.cut the lead to nine, but never got any closer, as the Lancers
shut the door on Guelph and held on for the 106-96 victory.
Coach Thomas was pleased with the performance.
"We had every reason to fall apart but didn't. Guelph
played their best game of the year. They had everything to
gain and nothing to lose," he said

Canada Law Games
.P,
Sympos1um
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8:30 - 9:55 Registration

9:00

Welcome and Opening Remarks

9:05

J. Anna Fraser, Goodman and Carr,
legal counsel to Justine Blainey

9:40

-:~-'ISITY OF ~
:.-ICutTY Of V°'

.University of.Windsor. Faculty of Law
Moot Court Room

As pan of its presentation of the Canada Law
Games, the University of Windsor law school will host
a symposium on Saturday, Februarv 6. 1988. The
symposium will address two issues. th~ nght of females
te parucipate with and against males in sport. as well as
the pros and cons of athletic scholarships.
The keynote speaker on the females· right to play
issue will be J. Anna Fraser. Ms. Fraser was legal
counsel to Justine Blainey, the Toronto girl who for
three years challengedthe Metropolitan Toronto Hockey
League's ban on female panicipants. Ms. Fraser's
address promises to be insightful and entenammg. The
address 1salso 11melyin that the Ontario Human Rights
Commission has recently handed down its decision in
the Blainey case.

After the presentations by the keynote speakers,
members of the audience will ha\e anopponunity to ask
questions. A furtheropportunity is provided for members
of the audience to engage in discussion with other
experts in the field when the audience is divided into
smaller discussion groups.
The Registration fee is $5.00 per person and this
includes a luncheon.

Dr. Bob Boucher,Directorof Athletics,
University of Windsor

10:15

8:30 a.m. - Noon

_it.,_

Agenda

High scorers for Windsor were Boniferro with 23,
Nekkers with 23, St Louis 16, Brian Makaric 11, and the
game MVP Ken Schweitzer with 11.
"Ken is more and more confident in the things he can do,
and is making more and more gambling plays," Thomas said
Theo Tsaprailis also impressed Thomas late in the game.
"That's the best he's done," Thomas said
Sunday, the Lancers avenged the season-opening loss to
Brock, defeating the Badgers 99-84. The Lancers again
worked hard to overcome injuries and a large deficit late in
the game for the win.
Thomas and Boniferro hadn't practised all week due to
their injuries, and Makaric was sick before the game. With
three of their starters hurt, it looked tough for the Lancers, but
they came through. Although Makaric was used sparingly,
Thomas and Boniferro both started and played fine games.
"Carlo sucked it up and had a good game. And Scott,
considering what he had gone through, had a great game,"
Thomas said.
The Lancers fell behind early, as they tried to go inside to
their big men.
"We had a Jot of missed opportunities under the basket,"
said Thomas.
But the shots then began to fall for the Lancers, and at
halftime they trailed by only three, 44-41.
In the second half, the Lancer guards took control, and the
half court press proved to be a large advantage by Windsor.
"We changed their game up," Thomas said.
The Lancers continued to chip away at Brock's lead. and
with two minutes to go finally took the lead, 85-82.
A couple of late baskets increased the lead and Windsor
won by fifteen, 99-84.
Scott Thomas led all scorers with 28. Ken Schweitzer
kicked in 16 and Matt St Louisadded 15. all in the second half.
The sweep improves the record to 5-2 and leaves them
tied for second spot with Westem The weekend's action
shows how tough the Lancers can be during the second half of
the season.
"It was a good team effort They found a way to win when
things didn't go well." commented Thomas.
The Lancers next see action with a second-place showdown
against Western, and a road game next Wednesday at
Waterloo.
These games could prove vital to the Lancer cause, as a
pair of wins would givethe Lancers sole possession of firstplace.
The Western game is televised on CHCH from London.
Game time is 2:00 p.m.O

Coffee Break

10:30

Break into Discussion Groups

11:45

Concluding Remarks

12:00 noon Luncheon

The keynote speaker on the scholarship issue wiUbe
Dr. Boh Boucher. Director of Athletics at the University
of Windsor. Dr. Boucher has represented the University
at Ontario University Athletic Association meeungs on
the scholarship issue and has lectured widely on the
issue. He is familiar with all aspects of the athletic
scholarship issue. In addition to being recruited. he has
recruited for a number of institutions. Dr. Boucher has a
unique perspecuve on the issue which should make for
an infonnative address.
The debate over scholarship was recently re-ignited
with the announcement by Fitness and Amateur Sports
Minister, Otto Jelinek. that an Olympic legacy fund is
to be developed to stop the "brain drain''. This issue
takes an added significancein Windsor given the recent
interest exhibited by several American universities in
local high school athletes.

u

For further information.

direct all inquiries to :

The Canada Law Games Symposium Comm11tee
401 Sunset Avenue
·
Windsor. Ontario
N98 3P4
or phone
(519) 256·561 l
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TheUniversityofWmdsorhockey
team fell asleep Sunday afternoon,
and missed sweeping Ryerson in a
two game home series.
Saturday night, the team faced
off against the Rams, who were
severely undermanned due to a
rash of suspensions handed out by
Ryerson coach Jim Cairns. The
result was a very easy 9-2 Lancer
triumph.
"The first game was an easy
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ice cream stores

HAVE A PEERLESS PARTY FOR 35 TO 40 PEOPLE
MAKE YOUR OWN SUNDAE PARTY
$2500

2 1/2 Gallon lub of Ice Cre.im
2 Litre of Chocolate Syrup
100 Oz of Marshmallow
1 Litre Crushed Nuts
40 Sundae cups
40 Plasttc Spoons
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5 95
2 95
3 25
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Taking part in the third period
Lancer onslaught was Steve Hryn&wich with two goals, Mowat, and
Rick Pickersgill.
Sunday afternoon was a much
d'fli
1 erent story, as th e Ra ms, at full
strength, bounced back to defeat
the Lancers, 5-3.
"The team took the second game
too lightly," said Cranker, "and it
showed in the result"
The only bright light on this
dark day was shining on Lancer
Dan Mahon, who notched the hat
trick for the Lancers to account for

TOTAL
Less 10%

$44.38
4 43

TOTAL

$39 95

I
I

GOOD AT ANY PEERLESS ICE CREAM STORE .
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Lancer marksman lets one fly.

giveaway," said Lancer head coach
Rick Cranker.
J.D. Urbanic got the Lancers
rolling early with a goal 2: 13 in the
game. Two minutes later, Pat Mowat
beat RyersonnetminderGerry Iuliano.
Ryerson stormed back to make
the score 2-1, but Urbanic struck
again to give the Lancers a 3-1 lead
by the end of the first period.
Cranker took the opportunity to
insert goaltender Kerry Kerch in
place of Richard Paliani. Kerch
needed the time to work in some
new pads, since his old ones had
been stolen.
Two quick goals by John Hoy
put the Lancers in firm command of
the game. 5-1.
But Ryerson struck back with a
buzzer beater to get closer at 5-2.
But that was as close as the Rams
could get in the third period. as the
Lancerswhizzedpast the tiredRyerson
defenders to score four goals and
break the game wide open.
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by Nick Cocc1ato.

the only scoring.
His first goal was at 14:57 of
the firstperiod. and he drilled another
past Rams goalie Iuliano at 17:4 7
in the first period. He completed
the hat trick in the dying seconds of
the second period.
However, the Rams tallied for
three goals in the first period, including one just 47 seconds into the
game, and added two more in the
third, to account for the final score.
The split leaves the Lancers
ahead of the pack, with a 14-5-1
record, and a five point lead over
second place Brock.
Their next action is against the
Central Division Waterloo Warriors
at home Friday at 7:30. They then
follow up with an early game at
Ryerson at 12:30 Sunday afternoon.
Cranker expects a good game
against the Warriors.
" Traditionallyit is a closegame,"
Cranker said. "We have to start
playing at our level of competition."

STUDENT SUPERVISOR
Required For the Subway Pub
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Applications Close February 15, 1988.
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CAMPUS REC
lntramurals

Men's Basketball

Campus Recreation is moving at full speed once again.
All leagues are beginning this week. Teams are reminded to
pick up their schedules for the sports at the Campus Ree.
office. If teams have any questions about playing times they

Swoosh! It's time to bounce into men's basketball this
semester, with an incredible 25 teams.
This compares favourably to the 14 teams last semester.
Great show!
We are also amused with team names like the Eskimo
Pie-head s, Jason's Adult Entertainment
Lounge to
K.U .T.A (not an acronym, but the originator's favourite
letters). What imaginations!
•
Games are scheduled for Mon., Wed., Thurs. from 7:30
p.m. to 11:30 p.m.

Spikers'troubledtimescontinue
by Jonathan Arms

Women's Intramural Hockey
Women 's Hockey is starting this Wednesday, February
3, 1988. The first exhibition game starts at 11:00 p.m.
starring Ronnie 's Rejects vs. the BasketbaUer s, with the
second game on Thursday, February 4 at midnight Thi s
game features the Leafs vs. the Bridgebreakers. They should
be exciting games folks, so come on out and support your
favourite team.
Attention to all team captains : The schedules are now
printed and you can pick up your copy in the Campus Ree
office. For more infonnation contact Julie Grona at 7767867 or Campus Ree at 253-4232 ext 2456.
CR.P.O.T.W.
Bill Durfy, a third year English major is our participant of
the weekfor Jan. 18 - 22.
After playing in our Casino Night on Jan. 21, Durfy won
a dinner for two at the Dominion House.
During the night he was down $150 but came back by
winning $80.
Games included hooks and anchors, over one-underseven,
horse races, and black-jack.
"February'' Students
Campus Ree. welcomes students enrolled in the
February-start program and invites them to register for
intramurals or instructional programs.
It is an excellent way to meet new friends and to stay
healthy.
For more infonnation visit the Campus Ree. office in St.
Denis Centre or call us at 253-4232 ext 2456.
Our office hours are 11: 30 a. m. - l :00 p. m. Mon. thru Fri.
and 4:30 - 8:30 p.m. Mon. thru Thurs.
Start university on the right foot Get into Campus Ree.!
Racquetball

Tournament

Want to let off some steam? Campus Recreation will be
holding their annual Racquetball Tournament at Windsor
Racquets on Friday February 19th and 20th. Prizes will be
given to the winners and there is no cost to the participant If
you are interested, grab a friend and sign up at the Campus
Ree. 'office.

The University of Windsor men's volleyball team took to
the court again this past week to try and improve on their 1-8
record.
On Tuesday, they travelled to Waterloo to take on the
first place Warriors, and returned home to host Mc Master on
Friday night
In both matches, they played better than their record
indicates, but still were unable to win a game against either
opponent, losing three straight in both matches.
It' s too bad. Their starting six, with a little experience,
could compete with any team in the league. Without
experience, however, the team is average, even outclassed at
times.
On Tuesday in Waterloo, the teams started out as if their
roles were reversed. Windsor played like a first place team,
catching the stunned Waterloo team flatfooted.
Windsor's defence, which had cost them in matches all
season, suddenly seemed to come together, and soon Windsor
was on the verge of winning game one. They were ahead 1514 and centre hitter Ted Novak was serving for game point.
Windsor lost the serve on a net call, and Waterloo reeled
off three straight points to steal the first game 17-15.
In games two and three, Windsor returned to average,
while Waterloo returned to awesome. Thirty-five minutes
later, the match was over.
Yet even though they lost three straight games, Windsor
could go home feeling somewhat satisfied They proved to
Waterloo, and to themse lves, that they could compete with
the league's best
"We came on really strong in that first game," said
Lancer centre hitter Ted Novak. "We were real ly pumped
up. F orus to come into Waterloo and beat the first place team
would have been great
"Our offense and defence both seemed to fall together,"
he continued. "fd have to say it's the best we've played all
year."
Powerhitter Ed Johnston agreed.
"We had an awesome tint game," he said: ••we had
them. Our defence shut them down.We were picking off balls
everywhere."
Johnston thinks a bad substitution may have cost them the
first game.
"We were down 16-15, and Gary (head coach Gary
Semeniuk) pulled Ted for someone fresh off the bench," he
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Post Superbowl/Pr&Olympics

Sale
February 4th-7th
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"A Valentine's Bash"
at Peppermints.

Cost: $4.00 (lncL bus ride, cover, door prizes, &
more)
DATE: Dunday,

Dr. Disc's
20°/o OFF
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said "Waterloo took advantage of it, and served right at
him."
Novak agreed with Johnston.
"I don't know why he (Semeniuk) put him in at that
moment, but Waterloo certainly took advantage of it But
Gary's the coach, and he made the decision."
Novak felt that Windsor played strongly in all three
games, but admitted Waterloo was just too strong.
"We were tired and drained," he said "Losing that first
game was tough to take. Waterloo's offense seemed to kick
in, and they started taking advantage of our mistakes.
"They have such a strong bench that they can continually
substitute for fresh players."
Johnston felt it was a lesson learned for both teams.
"We proved to Waterloo that we can compete with the
best."
On Friday night, the Lancers played host to McMaster,
and after the good showing in Waterloo, hopes were high that
they could pull off a victory for the hometown fans.
Again the Lancers started the match strongly. Their
passing and hitting kept them in the game, and a win appeared
within reach.
The McMaster brought the hammer down. Windsor's
defence again became victimized by inexperience, and
McMaster took game one, 15-10.
With Windsor down in game two, power hitter Johnson
was issued a yellow card from the referee, and shortly after,
coach Semeniuk sent him to the showers.
'Tm not sure why I got the yellow card," Johnson said
"But after the ref gave it to me, I was upset The coach must
have heard me, and that's why he sent me to the dressing
room."
Shortly after Johnston left, Semeniuk started pulling the
starting six off the floor. By the end of the game, Dave
Gravelle was the only starter still on the floor.
"We could have made a run at them, but it's tough without
guys like Eddie (Johnston) or Greg (powerhitter Greg
Konrad) on the floor," said Novak. "Coach Semeniuk was
obviously disappointed with the way we were playing."
·'He showedus that if we screw up, then we can be
replaced."
McMaster pounced on Windsor 's second string, and won
games two and three 15-7 , 15-8.
The Lancers' next action is Friday, February 5. when
they play host to Western. Game time is set for 8:00 p.rn. at
St. Denis.D
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are to see the respective sport managers for the league or
come into the Campus Ree. office. Teams are also urged to
come in and pay their default bonds before their first game. If
teams fail to pay the bond they may find their team not in a
league. Let's hope everyone has a fun semester by being
involved in the Campus Recreation Programs.

Thursday-Imports
Friday-New & Used Domestic L.P.'s
Saturday-New & Used Domestic Cassettes
Sunday-New & Used Compact Discs
Sale Not Valid with any other discounts ,
credit notes or trade ins.
This offer is Only valid when you bring in
this ad!

February 11

Tickets available at
CARTIER HALL front desk.

Buses leave at 8 pm behind
CARTIER HALL
DON'T MISS THE BIGGEST
U. OF W. PARTY EVER!!!

Dr. Disc
256-7400
659 Ouellette Ave.
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CLASSIFIED
ROOMS FOR RENT'Kitchen facilities.
downtown area. colt 977-8978.

Certified
General
Accountants

AfflNT10N AU YOU SKI BUMS AND
BUNNIES The R<ESHMENCOMMITTEE
presents "Ski Mt Hotly".. Feb 5th. Tickets

have
anatural
place
inthebusiness
world.
Atthetop.

available upstairs

ot the SAC office

OHGOLLY
CHEMIKII bought a milk and

made9SC. thistl\Jlyisodayforcelebroting
and rejoicing. Alleluia. Alleluia!

-

JtJl1£

SUBJECTSREQUIRED-age 19-29 for study
of heart disease risk factors. lime commitment is about 1-1 1/2 hours Contact
Lindo Stanczak ot 253-4232 ext. 2449.
(University of Windsor)

~l

•'ti,

As a ~- ,.,,~· ··~
CertifiedGeneral Accountant,
your career path could lead
right to the top.
CGAs have a thorough
grasp off1scalmanagement and
possess skills that are in high
demand. Computer technology
has put today's CGAs at the
forefront of their field and is
helping them provideprofessional servicesfaster and more

effectively than ever before.
Youcan study while holding an accounting job. And
relevant universityor college
courses earn you advanced
standing.
Session application
Discoverhow you can join
deadline:
February 19, 1988.
Canada's fastest growing body
,-----------of professionalaccountants.
Call today (416)593-1103(toll
!.
free l-800-268-8022).Or return I S.\\ll
the coupon.
I
I ADDRrss
UW-2-1
I Mai to: Certified General Accountants Association
of Ontario. 480 University Avenue, 4th Floor. Toronto,
I Ontario MSG 1\/2.
I
I
Ontario

.,.,

Join Us &
PROTO TOURS

JACQUES. Louro always makes me write
something too ea~y in the week. so just
hove o nice day.

ASSUMPTIONUNIVERSITY
CHAPEL9737034. Located bef'M:len the Unive<Sity
Centre and Huron Line. Mosses: Sunday
10:30 & 4:30. Monday to Friday 11:50 am.
Every Tuesday there is also Moss and
supper ot 5 pm ($2.50). All ore welcome
We hove o library with study space and o
cote for your convenience

IF YOU FAILED 26-247. with Atkinson
please appeal'
FOil INFORMATIONREGARDINGTHE
TUITION
INCllEASEf
or the 19~9 school
year. you con contact lim Stutt (OFS
Communications
3825

Director)

ot (416) 925-

WANTID:Ten dead cots. tour boxes of
LIME
Jello. and o wading pool - will buy, or
swopforgoodsofllkevolue.ContoctPud
Wocko. ot the Lance

TO WHOMMR
it was that mode the
bomb threat Sunday morning: You ore o
waste of sperm and your mother was very
friendly with her cousins.
-Pissed Off
AIRFAIRTICKETTorontotoCalgalyretl.m
forsole. Monday. Februory22toTuesdoy,
Morch 1- Catch the Olymp4CS!OnlyS260.
Coll 255-7715 and leave you r name and
phone number.

Spring Break
in

HELPWANTIDWoman needed tor porttime hours at Byblos Dono1rsRestaurant.
No experience necessary . .Apply at 2180
Wyondotte St w

DEARANN • KEUYI hove not finished
with you yet. my little playthings The
poperrnon.
FORSALECustom mode 12 speed bicycle.
mode witholl roclngcomponents.58
cm
fromeoll in very good condition. Coll258CJ2.79.
ask tor More.

from

$459

PI lAMBDA PHI FRATERNITYproudly
welcomes Its pledge cross ot 1988. Good
luck guys. you' II need ill

Cdn.

STUDENT
RKIUIREDt
o sit with o disabled

Not Included :

Package Includes:

• Air taxe s & service cha rges
payable to Proto Tours with
final payment.

• Roundtrip airfare to Jamaica
• Transfers between accommer
dation & airport
• Seven nights accommodation
as selected
• lnflight services

lady, $2.25/hour RNor Social Wolk student
preferred . Coll 256-7489 and osk to leave
message.

Uh,vers,1y of W,nd" ,,

Sunflower,

Community Building
"A 14 Hour Experiential Workshop"

Beach Resort

March 4-24
Fee-$50
Campus Group of

Villas
Runaway Bay, Jamaica. W.I.

Adult Children
Of Alcoholics

Located in Runaway Bay, these luxury 3
bedroom, 3 bathroom villas with 6 persons per unit
are located on the Beach. 45 minutes
from Mont ego Bay.

meet every
Wednesday

7:00-8:30pm
at Iona

Student Suppers
every Thursday

5:30pm
AGING & the Community
Information Fair
Thurs . Feb 25, I :30pm-8:00pm

Space is Limited
Deposit of $150.00 Due Now
Final Balance Due As Per Billed

hiiiiiiiii \

I

Deµ1ningFebruary25th, 1988
For More I nforrnation Contact : Doug Steel·~
or Jon Arms ·n the SAC Office.

~
1

.)

. :,1113Students'

c,

Administrative

,· --- -- oeouncll

Mainland China Cuisine
Feb. 11
Speaker: Chen GuoQing
6:15pm
Senior Citizens Centre
706 Goyeau St.

Iona College
Universit) of Windsor
208 Sunset Ave.

973-7039
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been an exciting showcase of players'
talent,and generally very high scoring.
But how much do you know about
the game? This week's quiz will tell
you. Go ahead, give it your best shot
l) In what year was the first all-star
game played?
by Brian LeClair
2) Who won last year's contest?
3) Who was the MVP for the game?
Basketball fans are certainly in 4) Which game had the highest
for a treat this weekend. The 37th
total score?
annual All-Star game is set for this 5) Which team has won more games,
Sunday afternoon in Chicago at
the East, or the West?
I :00. Unlike many of the other all- 6) Which team has scored the most
star games, this one has always
points in one half?
ANSWERS
""l96l ll1 L"l 'l!Uad qog (o

7) Which team has scored the most
in a quarter?
8) Who holds the record for the
most appearances?
9) Who has the record for total
points?
10) Who owns the following single
game records?
a) Points scored
b) Assists
c) Rebounds
11) Who are the five starters on the
West squad?
12) Who are the five starters for the
Eac:t?

STATS
HOCKEY

TEAM
Win~
Brock
Ryerson
Laurentian
McMaster

Team
W aterloo
Winds0r
We stern
Laurier
Brock
McMaster
Guel ph

G
20
21
20
22
22

West Division
T
L
I
14 5
2
11
8
1
10
8
1
15
6
1
2
19

w

A

F
127

111
85
104
51

BASKETBALL
OUAALEAGUE
West
w L F
553
1
6
2
668
5
595
2
5
449
4
3
4
556
3
4
400
2
475
0
7

Sunda y Result
Wind sor 99 Brock 84
OWIAA LEA GUE
w L F
Tea m
464
8
0
Windsor
285
4
I
Brock
387
4
3
Laurier
306
3
Waterloo
3
301
4
McMaster
2
365
Western
1
6
327
1
6
Guelph
Satu rday Res ult
Windso r 53 M cMaster 46

78
112
135
134
163

p
29
24
17
13

5

Team
Waterloo
Western
Laurier
Gue lph
McMaster
Windsor
Brock

p

A
485

Team
McMaster
Windsor
Guelph
Waterloo
Western
Laurier
Brock

12
10

631

lC

533
478
576
424
574

6
6
4
0
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\II Ladic, Who \tll'nd
Get a Chance to Spin'' lhc Wheel of Gold'"
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OUAALEAGUE
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(a full 1\.\-0 hour ,ta!!c ,him)
Starring: Lowell Sanders
Tuesday. February 9
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OUAA VOLLEYBALL
(as of Jan. 26)
MP
MW
ML
8
7
I
7
6
I
8
5
3

9

5

4

8

4

4

9

I

8

8

0

8

TP
14
12
10
10
8
2
0

OWIAA VOLLEY BALL
(as ofJ an. 26)
MW
ML
MP
7
0
7
3
s
8
4
4
8
4
4
8
4
7
3
3
5
8
7
8
1

TP
14
10

8
8
7
6
2
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CIA U Indoor Track Rank ings
Men
Women
1) W estern
1) York
2) M anitoba
2) Saskatchewan
3) Toronto
3) McMaster
4) Queen's
4) Toronto
5) York
5) Manitoba
6) B.C:
6) W estern
7) Windsor
7) Windsor
8) Saskatchewan
8) B.C.
9) Sherbrooke
9) McGill
10) McGill
10) Queen's
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FOR \(ORE /NFOR.\U T/OfJ PLEASE CO.'-iTACT

Alan 252-4572
Paul 977-8529
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-265-5797

LSAT
GMAT

l

Prep Co urses for

LSAT Feb. 20
G MAT Mar. 19

@•!•j •1#J f.1

1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

. tt·•.

429 Ouellette

..

THE NEW STUDENT GATHERING

•c.f.

~='I Ou,.:lh:ltl" 1upf11
..·r1 lJ17 ll~-U

s
a

World 's Gr ea test Te xas St y le Bur ge r
( 1/ 2 lb of beef)
3.9 5 with fries a nd co ndiment s
Only $ 2 .95 w ith Student I. D.

Special
University

DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY
7 NIGHTS A WEEK

Offer!!

TOP40

Sun , Mon ., Tues ., Wed.

NOW OPEN SUNDAY 12·5
Bring Your Coupon

0)10

Mon-Thu rs 9pm to 1 am (No cover, no minimum)
Fri-Sat 9pm -1 am $3 .00 cover ($2 with 1.0. card )
1 am-4am $5 cover ($3 with I. D. card)
Get your G. W . I. D. c ard f o r s pec ial V. I. P. tr e atmen t!

~~~~,~~*•1··
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~

551 Pelissier St
973-4977

& MORE

O ur res taur ant a nd dan ce floo r are o pen
' til 4am o n Frid ays and Saturda ys

With Specific Stylist
PLUS 20% off all other ha ir
services

0

PLACE

MARGARITA TUESDAYS
From 4:00 pm till 10:00

pm

When yo u order a Marg a rita . you will re c e ive your
.choice of Hamburger or Nacho s. a ll for only $3.25 .

IA~

B~~~~iat~~
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"Get Rid of the Campaign Blues"
and
"Get Away From It All"

------$
ocialScienceSociety

and

present

'' A Tribute to U2''
Friday, February 12th/1988
8:00pm-Subway Pub

Social Scienc Society members-$3.00
(Available Only at Gl30 WHN)
Other-$4.00

Moveit on over

MacDonald Hall students wait

Studentslosesleepover threats
by Sharon Hill

lUl

niversity of Windsor campus
police worry that students in
residence may not respond
as quickly lo the next fire
alarm after a rash of recent
bomb threats and evacuations.
Campus police are probing twelve bomb
threats called in this year, (including three
last weekend and another early Wednesday
morning) with the c.o-opcrationof Bell Canada
and the Windsor police and fire departments.
Jim Foreman, director of campus police
said after so many phoney threats. students
may be reluctant to evacuate.
"Someone could be left behind in a real
fire," he said. "Students are going to be
slower to respond because they've ( evacuated)
seven or eight times."
Chris-Riddell, the head resident at MacDonald Hall agrees.
·· Everyone knows it's a joke but we have
to go through the proceedure, '' he said.
Most of the evacuations have come in the
early mornings when students are sleeping.

Head resident at Cody Hall Kevin Parsons
feels sorry for the students he has to evacuate.
Students are now not reacting as quickly to
the alarms and evacuations, he said.
Foreman said although the evacuations
had gone well so far, he is afr~id someone will
get hurt.
"The students are co-operating but they're
becoming disgusted with the situation." he
said.
Riddel also worries about people slipping
on the stairs during evacuations at his residence.
At MacDonald Hall, clearing the building
means 345 students going down two stairwells,
he noted.
The recent bomb threats have left students
out in the cold.
Shauneen Ryan said being Forced outdoors at 4:00 am for an hour made her sick.
She said she was able to grab her coat when
her residence, Cartier Hall, was evacuated.
but standing outside made her cold grow
worse.
A third-year physics student says he is
getting used to the evacuations. He missed
the end of a movie he was watching when
Cody Hall was evacuated twice in one night
Continued on page 7.

TORONTO ( CUP)- Applications to Ontario
universities have increased by atleast 10 per
cent And it could be even higher once the
final figures are in, say university and student
groups.
The increase is expected to be well above
last year's record 6.4 per cent increase in
applications.
" We are extremely concerned,'' said
Sheena Weir , chair of the Ontario Federation
of Students. "At present, 80 per cent of
universities don't even have enough classroom
space for their students, none of them have
enough library space and admission standards
have gone through the roof.''
Duncan Ivison, OFS campaign researcher,
said preliminary figures were made public
because universities are already panicking
about the number of students who will be
knocking on their doors for admission next
fall.
However, the director of Ontario Universities Application Centre, Herb Pettipiere
said there is no way to reasonably predict the
actual increase before figures are released
February 15.

"We haven't run our first set of statistics
yet,'' said Pettipiere, though he said a 10 per
cent increase was a reasonable estimate.
lvison said the increase is due to the bulge
that occurred with both grade 12 and 13
students applying for university admission,
as well as the increased percentage of high
school students choosing to go to university.
Helena Moncrieff, press secretary for the
minister of colleges and universities, said the
government is committed to funding universities for any enrollment increase at both the
graduate and the undergraduate levels.
But rather than the grade 12 graduate
bulge, Moncrieff attributes the increase to
more applications from native, francophone
and diabled students who see that the government is providing special programs to attend
to their needs.
"More people are looking at university
and college as a logical step," she said.
Moncrieff said she expects that universities will be able to accommodate the additional
enrollment
"They responded well last time and we

Conlinued on pag, 7.
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court for refusi~g ~o reinst~te
former communications studies
professor Dr. Irv Goldman,
said a U. ofW. professor who asked not to be
identified.
The source, who wished to remain anonymous for professional reasons, and who has
closely followed the case, said the U. ofW.'s
administrationwas orderedto reinstate Goldman
seven weeks ago by a provincial arbitrator.
He called the delay "unconscionable".
"(The arbitrator's) decision was effective
immediately and is final and binding under
contract ( collective agreement).
But the administration's lawyer, Charles
James, who is also executive assistant to U.
of W. president Ron Ianni, disagrees.
"The arbitrator did not have the legal
power to make the decision she did," James
said in reference to arbitrator Pamela Pitcher's

ruling that Goldman be reinstated to his
former position as an assistant professor for a
two-year probationary period effective Dec.
20, 1987. He declined further comment
Goldman has thus far refused comment
while his case is pending.
According to a U. of W. Faculty Association newsletter, the University Committee
on Academic Promotion and Tenure(UCA.Pl)
denied Goldman tenure ( a permanent position)
on the basis of his teaching and research
performance over two years ago. A subsequent
appeal in July of 1986 was also rejected.
The newsletter also says Pitcher's ruling
calls for Goldman to be reinstated "with full
compensation for his losses," and "Professor
Goldman's proposed renewal for the 19901991 academic year ... be a renewal with
tenure."
Goldman, whose contract ran out in the
summer of 1987, was hired on a "limited
term appointment'' in 1981 and reappointed
on probation in 1982.
F acuity Association president Dr. Kumar
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Professororderedreinstated
by Terry Moore

/

...

Communications Studies Masters student Mark Fedak
was one of many who gave blood at the Red Cross'
blood drive clinic last Tuesday, Feb. 9 in Ambassador
Auditorium.

Chatterjee has also declined comment on the
case while it is still pending.
Pitcher said an alternative to her decision,
for those who found reinstating Goldman to
two years of probation inappropriate, would
be to grant him immediate tenure, the newsletter said.
It also stated Pitcher directed the University to reinstate Goldman in a probationary
position for two years to give him a chance to
publish research and prove himself worthy of
tenure.
Goldman was hired in 198 I without
having completed his dissertation, and having
completed it in 1984, he was only given a year

Lance photo by Thomas Pidgeon.

to pub!Jsh until his probation ended. said the
unidentified professor.
Pitcher argues the UniveISityadministration
was negligent on many coupts in their handling
of Goldman's case including the following
outlined in the faculty association newsletter.
• UCAPTs assessment that Goldman's
"teaching record since 1981 has been unsatisfactory'' was never brought to his attention
during his four years at the U. ofW., although
there are provisions made in the Senate
bylaws that such infonnation be made available.
• UCAPTs evaluation of Goldman's
teaching record since I 981 is a result of
misinterpretation of materials made available
Continued on page 7.
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ARTS
February 11·14
- Chaga/1: The Bible Exhibit at Park West Gallery, 29469
Northwestern. Southfield. Mich. Ca11(313)354-2343.Thurs.&
Fri.:10 am - 9 pm, Sat. & Sun.: 11 am - 6 pm.
February 12
- Gala at the Gallery, a fundralser at the Alt Gallery for the
International Freedom Festivaland Gallery. TicketsS50with
partial tax receipt. Hors d'oeuvres, champagne & entertainment at 7:30 pm and 11 pm by jazz vocalist Vale
Browne and Terry Belanger Band. Tickets at Art Gallery &
Freedom Festival office. 174 Pitt st. W.. Suite 301.
F1tbruary 17
- The Alt Ga llery of Windsoropens an international sculpture
exhibition. All That Matte rs. Opening reception February 16
at 7 pm. Participating artists will hold public lectures at 7
pm. For info call 258-7111.

.

1nn<'P

UnHI Febnlary 21
- Reconna issance . an exhibition featuring photographs.
at the Art Gallery of Windsor.

"'

MUSIC
UnHI Febnlary 21
- The Alt Gall ery of Windsor showcases recent acquisitions
of contempo rary art. Worksobtained in the past 15 mon t hs
are featured includ ing pieces by Andy Warhol. Joe Fafard
and Cynthia Short.

UnHI February 14
-H.M.S . Pinafo re at t he Music Hall Cente r. Tues.-Sun.For
tickets call (313) 963-7622.
February 12
- The School of Music fea t ures Philip Adamson on piano at
8 pm at the Moot Court, University of Windsor. For info call
253-4232. ext. 2780.

Until February 28
- Mci te. 3277 Sandwich. features an exhibition by Deanna
Sperka called 4 Way Stop. Opening reception February 6.

February 13 & 14
- The Windso r Symphony presents Dan iel Domb on cello
playing Haydn. Tchaikovsky and Beethoven. Concerts at 8
pm on Saturday and Sunday at 3 pm at the Cleary. For
tickets and info. call 973-1238.

THEATRE

February 11-14 & 18-21
- The University of Windsor Players present Look Back in
Ange r, John Osborne's production about an angry young
man fighting the establishment in '50s England. If sat Essex February 19
Hall Theatre. 8 pm Feb. 11-13 and 7:30 pm Feb. 14. -George Thorogood at the Hill Auditorium, Ann Arbor. Call
Continues Feb 18-21. Call 253-4565 for info.
(313) 423-6666.
February 12&13
- Half of Heaven will be playing at the Detroit Rim Theatre,
DIA Call (313) 832-7676.
Until February 14
- Cradle Song. by Gregorio Martinez Sierra. isa story about
a grou p of nuns raising a baby. It is at The Theat re.
sponsored by the University of Detroit and Moryg rovA
College. Shows Friday through Sunday at E.D.A Smith
Building. University of Detroit. Livernois at McNichols.
Untll February 21
- The Meadow Brook Theatre presents Cat On a Hot Tin
Root. Call (313) 377-3300 for info.
Until March 4
- The Dresser by Ronald Harwood. at the Hilberrylheatre.
Wayne state University. call (313) 577-2972 for info.
Until March 5
- Tartuffe by Moliere. At the Hilberry Theatre, Wayne State
University (313) 577-2972.

r------

February 19
-Dead Milkmen at St. Andrews Hall. Call (313) 287-8090.
February 19 & 20
-Sting performs at the Masonic Temple. Call (31·3) 8322232 for info. However. we still say his last album was
shitty.

SOCIALS
February 12
-Hello all you bobby-soxers! Come bop 'til you drop! Take
a trip down memory lane with a '50s & '60s Valentine· s Day
Dance at the Fireside Inn. 9085 Tecumseh Road East.
Friday. Feb.12. Doors open at7 pm. S7.50/person Prizesfor
best era-evoking dress. Twistcontest. Hoolo-hoop contest
For tickets call 254-3021
February 13
- Valentine Dance at the Holiday Inn. Windsor.480 Riverside
Drive W. D.J. is Steady Eddie featuring Caribbean Music.
Cash bar, prizes. Student admission S5. 9 pm - 1:30 am.

Thomas Pidgeon

February 14
-Gay Coffee Social, 1-5 pm. From 1-2 a member of the
AIDS committee of Windsor will speak. Call 973-4951 for
further information. All gay and lesbian students welcome.

February 14
- Mr. Ps Valentin e Revue with impersonations of Neil
Diamond. Diana Ross& Kenny Rogers at C leary Auditorium.
Includes cocktails at 5 pm dinner at 6 pm and show at 8
pm. Tickets $40, sponsored by Ch ronic Care bu ilding fund.
For tickets call 253-4261. ext. 2006.

ETCETERA
February 13
-Canterbury College will celebrate Its t hirtieth anniversary
at a Founders· Day Dinner to be held in Ambassador
Aud itor ium in the University Centre. For tickets call 256-

6442.

February 14
- Mardi Gras Celebration-beginning
with mass at 4:30
pm. pot luck following and then a talent show. 'Place:
Assumpt ion University. Ca ll 973-7034 fo r more info. (Note:
no mass at 10:30 this Sunday.)
February 14
- Extend-a-family of Windsor/Essex County will celebrate
seven years of friendship at their annual Valentine Birthday
Party from 2:00 'til 6:00 pm. For more info call 969-301Oor 1800-265-7309.
February 18
- The Faculty of Business Administration invites you to
attend the 1988 Distinguished Speakers series. Mr. Giles
Miekale. Chairman& CEO of Deboiott. Haskins& Sells.will
be on campus to discussfree trade and tax form issues.Call
BusinessBldg. for further information.
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2 1/2 Gallon tub of Jee Cre.im

6
5
2
3
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GOOD AT ANY PEERLESS ICE CREA M STORE
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95
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25
.78

TOTAL
Less 10%

$44.38
4.43
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SHOP

(519) 253-1125

l\1USIC

IVY Secretarial
League
Services

I

S25 00

2 Litre of Chocolale Syrup
100 Oz. of Marshmallow
1 litre Crushed Nuls
40 Sundae cups
40 Plaslic Spoons

I
I
I

ii

LIVE

I
I

HAVE A PEER LESS PARTY FOR 35 TO 40 PEOPLE
MAKE YOUR OWN SUNDAE PARTY

I

I
I
I
I
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• report s/ resum es
eword pro cess ing

ephon e-in dictation
e shorthand
• bookkeeping

et y ping
edicta- typing

Pick -up &
Delivery Available

For Information
Call 734-6125

Fuji Camera Value

N8::ir

DL-7 Kit
Great pictures- Unbelievable
price.

low

A breakthrough in technology in a low-cosl
35mm compact camera KIi includes· Camera
Fujicolor Super HR I 00 Film. Batteries and more

• Wo rd Processi ng
• Le t ter Qualit y
• Editin g
Un1v1-,rs,tv·!:>1 ~u, PH<J8
2b:?·424h
,

Typist - who lives near the
Unive rsity ($1.25 / pg) 253 3922 after 5:30 pm.
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RISIARCH
PAPIRS
$5995

16,278 to choose from -all subjects
Save Time and Improve Your Grades !

Order Cat alog Today with Visa/MC or COD

~213-477-8226

~~

Or. rush S2 00 to· Resear ch Au lata nca
11322IdahoAv,, 1206 SN LosAngeles CA9002S

Customresearchalsoavailable-alllevels

Studentsnot consultedon program'sclosing
by Robert Croley

•

Faculty Association president, '

Dr. Kumar Chatterjee, and home
ome economics students say they've
been left in the dark
about the future of
their irogram, which
will likely be phased out beginning
this September.
''I'd like to know what's going
on," said Shelley Brown, a depart mental representative for home economics students.
''There should be an informational meeting for home economics
students to let them know what the
facts are about our future," she
said.
1,ast week, social science dean
Zb1~niew Fallenbuchl said a committee is studying three proposalswhich if passed would result in the
elimination of the current home
economic~ program.
A new inter-disciplinary program,
which under the current proposals
would be called family studies and
combine home economics with
courses such as psychology and
sociology, would take its place,
Fallenbuchl said
But Brown said students currently majoring in the program should
have been consulted or at least
informed of developments in the
streamlining process.
"The first time I really heard
anything about it was in the (Lance)
article,'· last week, she said. "It's
been so hush- hush."
Bro\, 1 said she wonders if the
new rrorram will accommodate
the plans of many students.
"They took away our home
economics education program," she
said.
"A lot of students wanted to be
teachers-are
they going to make
sure they reinstitute those courses?"
Students, however, are not the
only group concerned about their
future.

econ omic s department head, Prof.
Linda McKay , are worried over the
provi sions in the proposal for faculty.
The department carries six professors, all of whom are female.
Chatterjee said the faculty association will be watching developments closely to be sure faculty are
properly cared for.
"Certainly we will see that our
home economies members are wellprotected for their jobs," Chatterjee said "It is our job to see that
proper procedures are taken," he
said.
"We will be watching very carefully."
Department head McKay said
she has many concerns which have
yet to be addressed She said she is
especially anxious about where current faculty will end up under the
new program.
"Contrary to (dean Fallenbuchl's)
optimism, I don't know that faculty
have been taken care of," she said.
"There's been a real lack of communication on this-it's not really
clear what is going on."
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What is going to happen to the Home Economics Dept and Its
unsure of the ramifications of changes in the department

McKay said three of the department's professors don't yet know
which department they will be teaching courses in next semester. Only
two of the department's professors
have been told of their transfer, she
said.
She said faculty members in

home economics "want to teach
this discipline or else they wouldn't
have gotten into it in the first place."
"But it's not like we can't do
something else," McKay said, pointing out most faculty in home economics specialized in other social
science disciplines.

She also said the current program is valuable, but that it is not
respected academically by males.
"To abolish it would show a
lack of appreciation for a body of
knowledge that has been used primarily by women, but which is not
respected fully by men." D

Educationkey to preventingpregnancies
"I would like to believe this is a he said. "If then. with full knowdirect result of education about ledge of the options, they choose
he director of student avoiding unwanted pregnancies in abortion, a letter is written on their
health services at the the first place," Wren said, adding behalf and a gynecologist is conUniversity of Windsor on avera ge only about a dozen tacted ."
Wren also said reports in the
says reh:)pesCanala's students at Windsor seek abortions
media that stated women seeking
new leigislation reg- each year.
"It's really suprising," he said. abortionwere forced to attendmeetulating abortions will not result in
an increase in the number of students Since I began in 1970 it was a ings in front of abortion committee
major problem, but it's been declining were inaccurate. "The committee
seeking abortions here.
never sees the people - that would
Dr. Walter Wren, who formerly ever since."
He said his role is to provide as be an unfair proceeding," Wren
sat on one of Windsor's two abortion
review committees, said the number much information as possible to a said.
''Nothing has really changed
of students seeking abortions in student considering an abortion.
with
this ruling," he said in regard
''When
a
student
comes
to
us
Windsor has been steadily declining
since the early 1970' s, a trend he with an unwanted pregnancy we to the committees,whichwere charged
hopes will continue.
discuss all the options available," with ensuring regulations governing

by Robert Croley

rtJ

legalabortiom were followed."Now,
instead of a committee overseeing
the process, it will just be a patient,
a doctor and a gynecologisl"
Wren said he is happy to be
reueved
ofhiacbiedm fhe.-et••+iaee
"(The committee) didn't like
being put in the position of having
to decidetheissuefortheindividuals,"
he said.
"If the individual chose abortion,
who were we to say different?."
Wren stressed student health
services are designed to prevent
unwanted pregnancies. "That is
what we stress in our program," he
said.D
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Parkingdeal 'unworkable'
by Arthur Gosselin

$60 and the system would be en-

forced by the police department
tudents will have to
However, at least one student,
wait until next week along with two members of the city
to see if Windsor's
council. think the system is unworkcity council picks able.
the area around the
"How are they going to keep
university as a guinea pig for their students out of those spots," asked
proposed parking permit system.
Judy Delco!, a second year general
At Monday night's meeting, part-time student at the university.
Windsor City Council will choose "I think it's unworkable," she said
from among four problem parking
"Parking around the university
areas in the city for the site of a pilot is just impossible during the day."
project testing a resident parking
Delcol said, agreeing there is a
exemption permit system. The four
problem in the area.
areas are: the area surrounding the
Speaking at the city council's
University of Windsor, areas north
weekly meeting Monday, February
and south ofTecwnseh Road near
8, ward two councilor John Milson
the Chrysler van plant, and the area
said the proposal had problems,
surrounding the Ford auto plant on
suggesting the system could be open
Drouillard Road.
to abuse. People could sell the
The pilot project would entail
pennits to others for example, be
establishing a boundary in an area
said
in which the system would be
"The system creates more
enforced, said the City's director of
traffic engioeering,John Tofflemire. problems than it solves," said Ward
three councillor Tom Porter,pointing
The area would have a maximum
tw<>-hour parking limit, but with to the difficulty of enforcing such a
system on a city-wide basis.
area residents being sold exemption
It is for that reason that David
pennits. People without permits
parking longer than two hours would Cassivi, councillor for Ward four,
proposed the pilot project to test the
be ticketed, Tofflemire said
He said the cost of the annual pennit system in one area over a
O'Neil
permit fee to the residents would be six-month period. D

t

Parking around the unlvenity at peak houn is a headache Corbotb students
and area residents.
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Roachhotel
Resident students at the University of ~j§..Qr are
being manipulated and held hostage by a sf~mind.
No, the C.I.A. has not infiltrated MacDonijld Hall. Nor
is C.S.I.S. recruiting first-year stude
aT CartiyHall
using sensory deprivation technique .
No, the culprit in this conspiracy ~SJainstcifil liberties
is a not-so- _my~t.eriousimmature !ndivfdual (or n19Lelikely,
a group of 1nd1v1duals)
who, for s1mpft reasons, 1s_)}etting
cheap thrills by phoning in bogus bomb tnreats,(see..story
page

10.

/

Tne incidents have been occurring
Uh/frightening
regularity, alarming some who rig tly b ·eve this moon·
light wolf-crying is dangerous. Resident a"¥istants have
said since students are becorr(ng sick ~ tired of this
interruption into their sleep, t~Y .1re rninq_ slowly to
the evacuation calls, which typi~orrt,,t>
1 anC,
4 a. m. If a real emergency eruc.ted'-lif
f~ .~
to
sweep through Laurier Hall-m~
stud~s..WOtrlcHIJnk
it likely just another petty bomb thr~at and ~ordirigly.
Perhaps the most angering tesl(lt of ~6m~
scjres
are the frustration it causes
$tJdents wfro;:t end
universi!>' to stt:ldY and learn lhose whoe'e .a'ca
schedu)es conf~t with the fur'.1bf those 'l'"espon ·
g t
burnedforsleepwhentheymig
tavaa,,~~
-esa e
morning the ~omrtireats
are cane~ . tl t i~e
durfn e mJ~. bomb t reaiS-m.:~dSome s
en t
have to r,w
heir test
Janu~.,.a}ld la
We at:
Lance re lize pul:5lfclfy..f
beha~~
often only encourages its perpet
case, ho ever, th~s~ respo~~
ha~e appa. ntly air aiJy
found som~ s~~1®1g motfVe for this abus1 e treat')'le
o! fell?w.studen~t
is with this in ~ind t~ft...~ _
ifd to
pinpointiustwhat kindo ~1cks~uchmf.aot1~ti~m
give someone.
/.
Some believe the incidents are the res t
some
demented inter-residence rivalry in which ind'tvi{iuals at
one residence call in a bomb scare at another. Sounds
like a riot, eh? If this is the case, this sophomoric toddler-

I'm writing this well in advance of the Iowa caucuses that
will decide the next president of the United States. I really
hope it isn't made obsolete by the results of that vote, but J
have near-completeconfidence in my progoositicative abilities.
So, let me call' em as I be a-seein' •em, and let the political
fallout fall out where it may.
Ueorge Bush will see the boost he got from his scuffle with
C. B.S. newsanchor Dan Rather dissipate very quickly. By
Iowa, people will definitely have stopped talking about it
However, it will pay political benefits down the road, because
Republicans will simply stop calling him a wimp. They won't
remember why, but I guarantee they'll stop.
People won't be able to pin him down on the Contra
scandal either. America is ready to move on, voters will say,
and eventually the media will catch up with them. A
continuing spate of new revelations just won't matter. Trust
me.
With his experience and profile, he will handily win the
Republican nomination.
As for the Democrats, it won't be so clear-cut Count
Gore out before Super Tuesday, which he is hoping will be
his biggest triumph. Babbitt is barely in it now. The only
candidates worth looking at are Dukakis, because he'll do
well in the New Hampshire primary, and Hart, Jackson, and
Simon. just because they're fun.
Hart will be badly mauled in Iowa, but probably will have
a strong finish in New Hampshire. Democrats won't care.
They want the White House. and they know Hart can't
deliver it
Ditto Jackson. Obviously. I like him the best ofthi: bunch,
bu.t, like, forget it
One thing Jackson's candidacy will accomplish isconvince
Democrats that their party does have a message distinct from
the GOP. The move .to Reaganism that has characterized
many of their Congressional candidates will finally be laid to
rest, and they'll see their way clear to electing a man with a
liberal vision to lead them into the national campaign.

ff~

t~r

terfori,Sm can ot be excused merely as a college prank.
he ,n · auals I~s.ible
are forcing residents from
thc!,lrwarm.pedlSThtE>~
of winter- evacuations last •
over an houf before it can be adequately determined '
whether the t/-tfeat Ts jttst.-fother false alarm.
We a~the Ufnce have decided to provide some kind of
humorous ape'cdote to this sorry situation - not to make
light of s~ch pehaviour bul to help victims in residence
coAe with the notion that the perpetrators of the bomb
t.cares ha'(e 1?eenace_eptedat an accredited Canadian
1 university .
Let's pr_il'end .to.at it- really is ~t ..students who are
~ting ir this foolish manner-but insteed, cockroaches at
MacDonahf H'all.You see, maybe the toaches are part of
i~pirafy
which benefits themsellks and- get ready
~ )f')EiAn)erican freedom of choice dctivists at 7·11.
The COCki;oochesare part of an intejnational conspiracy,
see. Th~y want to force the evac.liation of university
residen~s tor a few choice reaso115.
First, s~nce roaches don't like ibright light, the wee
hours of tJ,e morning are an ideal ti,he to have a residence
all to thernselves. They can drinlfbeer and munch down
o
d stores- purchases mostlf at the nearby Wyandotte
7-i
thus increasing 7·11 sales.
' econd, wher-e ~an studen\t go at 3 am. when rudely
agged out of therr watm be~s? It's either the University
C ntre twhere atU}fit _uflgqdly hour the only munchies
c
e ffom venrintr~s)
or - 7·11 where one can
pi k .up one of those "bur~rs-like-you· like-' em." Get the
pi ture7 .
>
fhus this mutua~li1eneficial conspiracy against res·
·~ce._gl!.d~s11S"6eing
perpetrated by cockroaches~~e~om
are required to depress the telephone
digits and shout loud enough to be audible. And given the
copy-cat nature of crime, students have taken to making
the threats themselves. This has obviously delighted the
roaches, who went so far as to change thier acronym to
SCUM (Smart Cockroaches for University Morons).

That man won't be Teddy Kennedy or Mario Cuomo. it'll
be Paul Simon. Cuomo will only step in if guaranted the
candidacy on the proverbial silver platter, but he won't get the
call. The Democrats will find they kind of like Simon.
Simon's hokey bow ties and owlish appearance will wear
them soon enough. once the novelty wears off. As the media
pay more attention to him in his face-off with Bush, he'll be
seen more and more as the canny politician he is. Bush is a
bumbling fool by comparison.
The beauty of it is, Simon can exploit his image as a
downhome omery guy, while Bush will be stuck with his
yuppie Ivy League label; Americans lap up populism like
other babies lap up Similac.
Still, the monied interests will obviously favour the Bush
campaign, and they've never been particularly reluctant to
throw good U.S. greenbacks at an election until it goes their
way.
So, call it near-even. I would give the edge to Bush, but it's
hard to say he has it, you know, like wrapped up or anything.
Now comes the kicker. An important deciding factor in
this campaign will be the vice-presidential candidates.
If any Democrat besides Simon were given the nod, he· d
have a lot of pressure to select Jackson. But Simon, you see,
can argue "Hey, I had to pick someone more centrist to
balance the ticket It'd be political suicide to put forward two
liberals, etc., etc., and blah, blah, blah. . .''
So he'll probably go for Gore to try to win back the South
for the Democratic Party. Besides, Gore is relatively rightwing. The Democrats don't have to worry about looking like
the kook gang that's always caving in to "special interests" by
picking V.P. candidates who represent minorities(ie, women
and/or blacks).
Simon and Gore. Substance and style. Left and right,
north and south. Even great puns, like Simon and Gorefunkel. Get it?
1
But it just won't do, if George is smart enough. Get ready
for the political bombshell of the half-century. The following

c:;$9./
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piece of advice is savvy extraordinaire.
Are you ready yet?
Okay. consider the tasks of a vice-president He has to be
pretty low-key and stable. He has to welcome foreign
dignitam<l
worthy<:1presidetltialattenticnHe 1w; to openma11s
make speeches for members of his party at small functions all
over the place.
Just as important formy expository purposes is consideration of what he doesn't have 1o do. The vice--president
doesn't have to form policy. He doesn't have to take action or
be seen as a good leader. He doesn't have to stay awake at
meetings or even get up jn the morning.
There is one U.S. American public figure who will fill this
position perfectly. The guy I have in mind has the additional
attraction of virtually guaranteeing election to the man who
chooses him as running mate.
l'm speaking, of course, of Ronald Reagan.
Wait a second before you say "ha". Let's face it,
Americans like him and he is physically capable of being
vice-president, if not his current spot
It would also solve the problem of what to do with a
president once he's out of office. In all probability, Reagan
would die before his term as v.p. ran out, leaving Bush free to
select who he really wants in the job.
Plus, while Reagan is constitutionally barred from seeking
a third term in the Oval office, there's nothing legally stopping
him from replacing Bush. Naturally, were Bush to precede
Reagan to the great hereafter, they'd have to pass over him to
go to ... who? the speaker of the house?
I don't want to dwell on the scenario, I just want to point
out that it is a sure election strategy in a campaign with few
guarantees. Look for Bush to seek every possible edge he can
in his own drive for power, and Reagan does owe him one for
loyalty, if nothing else.
The Reagan~
crud will be a temptingooe to Jiay whenthe
going gets a 11tuerougher and Simonmania starts to sweep the
States.
Remember, you read it here first. D
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Electionmaterialsetbackfor posterart?
by Lance Arts Staff

Editor's Note: There is a lot of art going up
spontaneously around the U these days,·
some good, some bad, Like art in general
We thought it might be neat. surve.v-wise,to
see if anyone is taking any notice of iL
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Hint no. I: The ART is a bunch of campaign
posters.
1) The current president of S.AC. is (Hint
no. 2: it says 'RE-elect' on his poster):
a) Jon Carlos Tsilfidis
b) Dick Nixon
c) George Bush
c) George Bush
d) Brian Mulroney
e) Zaphod Beeblebrox

2) Correct pronunciation of Vice-Presidential
candidate Heidi 'Shoulders' Vlahantones' last
name is:
a) vla-haff-tone
b) to'-nee
c) ho
d) flesh'-tone
3) Drawing on presidential candidate Ken
Alexander's poster, which of the following
sentenceshas the cxxnmain the correct position?
a) One, good term deserves another.
b) One good, term deserves another.
c) One good term deserves, another.
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Answers elsewhere on page.

Score

45-50
30-44
20-39
18-19
12-17
10-11
5-9
04

You Should
Join Mensa
Join BFA program P (9
Write for the Lance
Not write for Lance
Consult psychiatrist
Get a clue
Design campaign posters
Run for pres.

d) all of the above
e) a & c only
4) The prize for worst poster goes to:
a) Business Representative candidate Ted
Sturk
b) Teddy Sturk
c) Theodore Q. Sturk
d)Business Representative candidate
'Teddy Baby' Sturk
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5) The solution to boml>-threats during exams
is:
a) disconnect phones
b) close 7-11 for duration of examination
c) bomb Libya and invade Grenada
d) torture suspects
e) elect Student Senator candidate Gary
O'Donnell

6) Of the following cartoon characters, V.P.
administration candidate Steve Farrell most
resembles:
a) Droopy
b) Belvedere
c) Rosebud the Basselope
d) The Iruedible Hulk

7) Prize for best mug-shot photograph goes to:
Vice-Presidential candidate Steve Deneau
a) Vice-Presidentialcandidate Steve Deneau
b) Stephen Deneau

c) Steve Deno
d) Steve 'Make It Count' Deneau

e) Ted Sturk
8) Nicest French name:
a) Student Senator candidate
D' Aigneault
b) Steve 'The Count' Deneau
c) Pierre Ostojique
d) Heidi Vlahanteaunes
e) Ted Sturlc

Lisette

9) The 'Et tu Brute' award goes to:
a) Presidential candidate Pete Ostojic
10) The ·Toanx For Not Running For Pres.'
award goes to:
a) Brendan Thompson
b) Chris MacIntyre
c) Kevin Johnson
d) Beth Daly
e) Ted Sturlc

MAIL

regards
Dear Editor:
We are writing in regard to the January 28
Lance article "Grads seek franchise from
administration," in order to respond to some
of the points raised in the article.
In regard to student representation in the
University of Windsor ( U ofW) it is not up to
members of the administration to determine
whether any student organization is truly
representative of the student body or a
segment thereof. Rather, it is up to the
students themselves to determine this.
In the case of graduate students the
Graduate Student Society ( GSS) is the
official representative of graduate students at
this university and is recognized as such in
senate bylaw 31, which states; "The University recognizes the Students' Administrative
Council as the official representative of the
undergraduate student body and the Organization of Part-Time University Students as
the official representative of the part-time
student body".
Moreover, the GSS is one of the most
democratic student organizations on this
campus. The Society consists of a council
and executive and each graduate department
is entitled to have one representative on the
council and that rep is decided upon by the
students in that given department. A11GSS
Executive members are elected by the graduate
student body as a whole. The President and
executive are accountable to the council and
are constitutionally obligated to follow the
directives of council on any of the positions
the GSS takes with regard to the various
issues affecting graduate students. How much
more democratic and representative can one
become?
The reason for the lack of progress on
GSS issues does not have anything to do with
the representative capacity of the GSS.
Rather, it points to the parental attitude
toward students and the fact that students are
low on their list of priorities.
We would also like to point out that, in
contrast to the statement made in the article,
authorship policies are in place at some other
Ontario universities, although not all and
vary from one to the next. The GSS would

like to see an established authorship policy
instituted at the U of W so that there are at
least minimal guidelines in place.
Secondly, the external appeal procedure
proposed for the.sis and dissertations is not
the same as an authorship policy. Rather, it
would be an appeal to a source external to the
university for any graduate student who felt
that their thesis, dissertation or degree had
been denied them for reasons other than
purely academic.
In the case that occurred at the U of W
the student will, in all liklihood, never be
granted his degree and the truth will remain
unknown. The need for such an appeal
procedure should not be contingent upon
wide spread abuse before it is instituted.
Alan Jones
President, GSS
Alex Houston
Vice President, GSS

lessons
Dear Editor,
Canada has added an important day to its
annals of history. On January 2 of this
year, the leaders of the greatest trading
nations of the world signed the Canada- U.S.
Free Trade Agreement. This was the culmination of years of tediou~ and painstaking
negotiations by both countries. Many know
of its perceived ramifications for themselves
or those around them but what is the true
answer?
The left-leaning press in Ontario has
painted a picture daunted with half truths,
exaggerations and strong misconceptions. A
few lessons fromthe EEC (European Economic
Community) and their track-record of over
27 years of economic integration may calm
many concerns. Output per person in the
larger EEC countries increased by twice the
amount than that of Canada and US during
the sixties. The EEC weeded out inefficient
industries and strengthened competition to
eliminate wasteful practices while still enabling the EEC countries to retain their political
and cultural sovereignty.
Other examples of free trade areas display
the same benefits. Australia and New Zealand
signed a pact in 1982 that is much like our
own. Their situation mirrors ours in that

thoughts

After reading last week's issue of the Lance I feel
compelled to write down a few ~ which
come to my mind These thoughts arise out of my
experience working with pregnant women and
out ot my friendshipwith a womanwho chose to
have an abortion.
First of all I would hope that with the recent
decision to have abortions funded by O.HlP.
and supported by the federal government. the
education and counselling of women considering
abortion or who have had an abortion will not be
placed on the backbumer. My feelingis that after
an abortion, the woman is no more knowledgeable about her body than before, and often
experience physical and emotional difficulties.
fm surprised at the number of women who know
very little about their own reproductive cycle.
Furthennore, there is the question:What are
the reasons a woman might have for seekingan
abortion?The women fve spoken with feel they
have no choice, that their parents or boyfriends
will "kill" them if they even find out about the
pregnancy.They are afraidthat the pregnancy
will upset or ruin their livessocially,emotionally,
and economically. They have fears about
qalienation and respon.sibility.They are fri..
ghtened aboutthe changesin their own body.
1bese fears are real in a society which on ooe
hand funds abortiom, while on the other hand
makes it difficultfor a single mother to live on
anythingmore than a very meagreincome. How
could they not be afraidin a society where groups
march against aba1ioo while <kn at the same
time ignore the factorswhichlead a womanto
seek what she feels is the only alternative. Of
coorsethe woman's afraid in a society where
many men prefer to ignore their own responsibility.
I hope that ~le
will not sit back and
say,"Well, woman, now yoor problemsare
over."
I hope that coocemed womenand menwill
coofroot the problems in our oo.mtry which
sometimes force a woman(or a couple) to have
an abortion.Canada needs better accessto child
care, (in the work place and in educational
institutions,) more support groups for single
p uents, adequate housing for pregnant
women. .. the list seems to be endless. Let's
get to work!
Si.nccrely,
Margiuet Romain

Dear Editor,
Here is yet another Jetter about abatioo.

For more provocative letters and tips on
how you too can let your news be known
through the Lance, see page 6.

Australia's economy is 7 times larger than
New Zealand's. New Zealand exports to
Australia grew by 31 % since inception of the
agreement while Australia's exports grew b}
16% over the same period. These countries
have enjoyed such substantial gains that it is
going to be extended into other areas. These
examples should outline the benefits that can
come from free trade without the loss of
cultural identity by the trading countries.
Why sign the agreement? The answer
becomes clear once people are informed of
the different and endangering forces at work.
Canada is already the United States's largest
trading partner but the walls are starting to
rise. The American Congress currently has a
strong protectionist sentiment and many
senators are alarmed over their decreasing
position as an exporter of goods and being the
world's largest debtor nation. These attitudes
erect walls around the US in the form of
tariffs and quotas. The same tariffs that
caused the softwood lumber dispute and the
war over potash exports to emerge as the
worst battle between these allies in years.
Congress is currently tabling the omnibus
protectionist bill that will form tariffs in any
sector that the US is running a trade deficit in.
This means tariffs on automobiles, primary
raw materials, softwood lumber and any
other sector that the Americans feel they
have a disadvantage in. The outcome of this
for Canada would mean the loss of thousands
of jobs and a lower standard of living (ie: a
crippled Canadian economy).
Suddenly the fog clears. Once people
overlook the unsubstantiated rhetoric of our
left-leaningfriendsthe truth emerges. Canadians
will enjoy an extra $450 of income per year, a
higher standard of living, and secure access
to larger markets which will aid job security.
The EEC has shown that whole sectors do
not disappear due to free trade but that
specialized niches within these sectors emerge,
conflicting the pessimistic views of others.
Michael Robinet
Director - U of W PC Club
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MORE MAIL

expletives

Al letters mustbe typed double

D ear Editor,
I would like to commend Laura Gould's
assessment of the Campus Compass as
"fucked". The idea of an introductory campus
magazine was, in effect, raped by being
exploited for its advertising revenue at the
expense of the editor's integrity. Unlike
Mister Liddle, sometimes'! prefer an honest
expletive to a presumptious diatribe.
Jeff Martin
Heretic V

- baby is approximately the length of your
thumb
- baby will grasp an object and make a fist
- baby responds to painful stimuli

facts

By 11-12 weeks:

By 10 weeks:
- nervous system is complete
- hands and feet are perfectly formed
- fingerprints and footprints already engraved
on skin

- baby inhales and exhales amniotic fluid
- baby is extremely sensitive to touch, heat,
sound, discomfort and pain

Dear Editor:

spaced
All letters must be signed .

The Lance reserves. the right
to refuse to publish mater ial of a
sexist,racist.
or homophobic naue.
The Lance also reserves the right
to edit all letters for space and
llbel

I don't usually write letters to the editor,
but after reading Norma Scarborough (President Canadian Abortion Rights) and "F you
Get Your Laws off Our Bodies" bv Tu
Thanh Ha, I felt compelled to write. WE
NEED TO PROTECT THE UNBORN.
First of all get the facts.
At 6-7 weeks:
- all vital organs are present
- baby is perfectly developed, with fingers,

---

by it
-baby's outer layer of skin is burned
off
-it takes the baby over an hour to
die, slowly

feet and toes
- sex can be determined
- brain waves can be recorded

By 8 weeks:

Letters to the Editor shou ld be
llmlted to 500 words or fewer,
they may be submitted to the
Lance office on the second floo r
of the Unlverlsty Centre, at the
Lance mailbox In the SAC off ice ,
or In the Lance mailbo x at the
Unlvenlty Centre desk.

-

There are 3 main methods of abortion.
Suction, Saline, and Hysterotomy.
Suction-A power suction tube is inserted in
the womb - this tears the child
apart limb by limb, sucking the
parts into a container
Saline---A needle is insertedinto the Mother's
abdomen and a solution of concentrated salt is injected into the womb
-baby breathes the salt and is poisened

JOB BOARD

Hysterotomy-exactlylike a Caesarean Section,
the baby is too developed for
other methods
-after baby is delivered and
umbilical cord cut, the child is
left to die
-the baby moves, and breathes,
and some will even cry
ABORTION IS THE ULTIMATE .
CHILD ABUSE!
Every abortion is the killing of a human
being. They are innocent, and helpless. If you
don't want the baby, give the baby up for
adoption. There are millions of childless
couples who would love to have your baby.
Eight months ago, I had a beautiful baby
girl. Ask any mother how she feels when she
holds her newborn baby in her arms for the
first time. It's incredible!
The UNBORN have rights too. LET
THEM LIVE!
Sue Janisse
Psyche Major
Former Graduate of
St Clair College
Early Childhood Education

·

TIPS ON JOB HUNTING
OBTAIN lists of suitable prospective employers from such
sources as the Student Placement Centre, yellow pages of
telephone directories, Chamber of Commerce listings, directories from professionalassociations,and such library references
as Scott's Directory, the various Moody Manuals, and Dun
and Bradstreet's directories.
TALK to friends, faculty, associates, family, or any personal
contact who may know of available openings, or about
prospective employers.
READ newspapers (includingthe want ads), trade publications,
business weeklies, journals, and books on the subject
PREPARE by learning all you can about any employer in
whom you have a strong interest Be able to describe clearly
what you would like to do for that organization. Contact the
person most likely to be in a position to hire you. If you have

selected a city of general locale and will be looking for a job
there, subscribe in advance to the local newspapers, and
obtain lists of prospective employers in the area before you
relocate. (See above).
SEND your resume with a cover letter to any potential
employers, state that you will be contacting them regarding
an interview upon your arrival. Exercise care in organizing
and constructing your resume; it is one of the most important
documents you will ever write. For help, see your career
planning and placement office and/or attend a Resume
Workshop offered free on campus by the Student Placement
Centre. Dillion Hall, Room 163.
SUBMIT your resume to the Job Bank of Employment
Canada at the following address for consideration of Federal
Government positions:

Federal Public Service Commission
180 Du ndas Street West
Suite 1100

Toronto, Ontario
M5G 2A8
Resumes of university graduates are kept on file for three
months only, so it is necessary to resubmit your application
quarterly. Each Employment Canada office has a listing of
all the Federal Government positions currently available.
PURS UE all possible avanues, and don't become discouraged
by a number of rejections. Follow up all leads in a businesslike
manner. Don't press the panic button. The job you're seeking
may tum up when you least expect it But you can't wait for it
to come to you. You must be aggressive and go after it

POLLING STATION
LOCATIONS
FOR

FEB. 24, 1988 ELECTION
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Arts
Business Administration
Education
Engineering
Human Kinetics
Law
Science/Math
Social Science

ADVANCE POLLS
*EDUCATION

WED. FEB 10, 1988

*LAW

WED. FEB . 17, 1988

GENERAL

TUES. FEB. 23, 1988

•Only That Faculty Can Vote On That Day

Dramatic Arts Building
Business Building
Education Building
Essex Hall
St. Denis (H/ K)
Law Building
Erie Hall
University Centre

wil l vote a t
will vo te a t
w ill vot e at
w il l vo te a t
w ill vote at
w ill vot e a t
w ill vo te at

Students will be eligible to vote
ONLY at their designated polling
station; according to their Faculty
( see above list).
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT
Geoff Bastow( Chief Electoral Officer)
at SAC on the 2 nd floor University
Centre .

POLLING HOURS : 8:30am- 4:30pm

GET OUT & VOTE
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Filipino'revolution'betrayedby new and old elites
by Arthur Gosselin
The 1985 "revolution" which
toppled the Marcos regime in the
Philippines has become a "restoration" to power of the institutions
and the social/ economic elite of the
1960's, leading to the downgrading
of the revolution· s promise of social
reform, said Dr. David Wurfel.
The U. of W. political science
professor presented research to a
small group of professors and students last Wednesday in Vanier
lounge. Entitled "Revolution or Restoration in the Philippines: Prospects
for Stability", the paper was the
research board's first colloquia presentation of the winter term.
• "Democracy has been recaptured
by the social elite," said Wurfel.
"Those reform-minded businessmen
have been squelched," he said of
the businessmen who entered the
government as part of the revolution
which swept President Cory Aquino
to power. Aquino's husband was
assassinated when he stepped off a
plane at Manila airport upon returning
to the Philippines in 1985.
Wurfel, who intends to write a
bookon his researchof the Philippines
by this summer, said the new government began with the intention of
restarting a constitutionalgovernment,
calling for land reform and a more
pluralistic political process. The
Constitutional Commission, set up
by Aquino, drafted a document
which restored the premartial law
presidential system with a bicameral
legislature.The Philippines had been
under martial law since it was
instituted by former President Ferdinand Marcos in 1972.
"The new charter also restored
a strong bill of rights and introduced
a new-article-declaring
thePhilippines
a' nuclear weapons free zone', which
greatly upset the Americans," said
Wurfel.
However, if the Congress fails
to enact the legislation the article
would be dead, Wurfel pointed out

Also,thelast two Fili?OOelections
( one for Congress last May and one
lastroonthforkx:alofficials)"coofinned
the ~mergence of Filipino elections
as primarily exercises in patronage
politics," Wurfel said.
He said politically dominant
familiesin theregionswere frequently
returned to power. The bureaucracy
was never cleansed of Marcos corruption and was bloated with more
political appointments after the Congress took office.
The downfall of Marcos and the
return to constitutional government
in the Philippines weakened the

support for the communist New
People's Army, so visible in the
later Marcos years. The elite, seeing
the communist threat receding, felt
the need to reform social policy in
response to the threat had also
receded, said Wurfel.
Another reason for the Aquino
government's move away from constructive social reform has been
pressure from the milirary. Much
of Aquino's time has been spent
dealing with military upsets such as
the almost successful military coup
attempt last August, he said.

'' Every concession to the military
has led to an increase in their influence and further downgraded social
reform," Wurfel said.
"The military is still as corrupt
and brutal as ever," he said
"The military were a large part
of the problem in the beginning, and
they still are now."
Wurfel said Aquino, therefore,
has less capability to act than did
Marcos in the early 1970's. He said
the Philippines is "tailor-made .. for
a politicized military. predicting a
successful coup in three years.

"What is happening is the bi
Salvadoreanization" of the country's
political climate, said Wurfel.
Wurfel referred to it as "El
Salvadoreanization" because he said
the U.S. Central IntelligenceAgency
( CIA) is supporting vigilante groups
in the Philippines-similar to tactics
used in El Salvador and Vietnam to
fight communist movements.
He said the U.S. government
considers this a long-term conflict
which it is trying to protract at a low
intensity preventing communist success without the commitment of
American military personnel. D

Underfundingof womenS sports'inexcusable'
GUELPH ( CUP) - The underfunding of women·s sports is inexcusable
now that there are more women
undergraduate students at Ontario
universities than men, say two University of Windsor professors.
According to a study by Pat
Galasso and Marge Holman, the
average university budget for men· s

Threats

sports is five times that allocated
for women's. And the discrepancy
widens in Ontario's 22 colleges.
The two-year study shows that
the average budget of a male university sports administrator is $555.282.,
while a female counterpart would
only manage an averageof$ I02,955.
The average male administrator at
arrest, the caller could be charged
with public mischief. he said.
Bomb threats are all the more
common during exam time, he said
Buildings were evacuated about
three times during last December's
exams.O

Continued from page 1.
"You come to expect it," he
said.
Katie Smith said she went to
the University Centre to keep warm
when her residence, Laurier Hall,
was evacuated, and although she
does not like having to get out of
bed in the middle of the night, she Continued from page 1.
to it, as well as a failure to apply
thinks someone finds this funny.
But Foreman said the evacuations senate procedures outlined under
are serious and campus police are bylaw 23.
e UCAPTs finding that Goldnot taking the threats lightly.
"It's not a joke and we're not man's research was insufficient is
due to a lack of understanding of
treating it as a joke, " he said
Foreman says anyone could be the stage of his dissertation when
calling in the threats. Although he he was hired or of how quickly he
said the investigation is going well, was expected to finish it
he could not give any more details
• Goldman was not made aware
of the standard of research the
until the investigation is completed.
If the investigation leads to an UCAPT or BAU Promotion and

Professor

a community college might control
a budget of$157, 857 compared to
$10,666 for a woman.
According to Galasso these amounts translate roughly into the
amounts spent on men's and women·s
varsity sports.
"There's no excuse to have that
much money spent on men's sports
Tenure Committee would expect of
him.
• UCAPT failed to assess the
quality of Goldman's research.D

Increase
Continued from page l.
have seen indications that they will
respond this time," she said.
However, William Sayers, communications director for the Council
of Ontario Universities, said though
the government spent about $27
million to finance enrollment increases last year, he's not sure
where the money came from.
Montcrieffsaidshedoesn't know
if the Liberalgovernment's promise
of5 ,OOOnew residence beds will be
realized by the fall.
. "It's still a commitment I'm
not sure where it is specifically." D

as opposedto women's,'' saidGalasso.

·•If we believe this kind of activity is
helpful and fun then it's the responsibility of those who are running the
program to encourage women to try
out"
Galasso said that the average
number of men participating in
university sports is 313 compared
to 157 women and universities have
an average of seven women's varsity
teams compared to nine men's.
"In virtuallyall of the comparisons
in this study there is virtually no
single factor where the male is
disadvantaged on average in salary.
administration position, participation
opportunitiesor resource allocation."
the study concluded
Olympic rower, Angela Sneider,
said underfunding of both men's
and women's sports is a problem.
At the Ontario Federation of
Students· annual general meeting,
Sneider spoke of early morning
rowing practices when women and
lightweight men would baWOfor
the same equipment
But even in rowing, what Sneider
calls "the last bastion of male conservative reserve," women can be
and are as competitive as men. D

________________
......
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Valentine's Dinner
For Two

•'' Saturday

•

February 13 , 1988 •
'\A FREE ROSE FOR THE LADY"I
,

Two New York Steaks
,
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because it would prohibit sociology
departments from studying child
~Bah SavageandAUCCs
Boucher said their organizations
have applied to appear before a
Parliamentary committee studying
the bill.
The press secretary for the justice
minister, Ray Hnatyshyn, said n<>one but the minister could speak on
his behalfuntil Bill C-54 was examined
more closely.

OTTAWA ( CUP) ·· Educators

'

wit h potatoes, veggies,
so up, rolls, coffee &
dessert

fear a proposed federal bill to control
pornography will harm post-secondary educationby makingeducational
material and literature which include
nudity illegal.
The Association of Universities and CollegesofCanada(AUCC)
says the vague wording ofBill C-54
means some material in libraries
and on university reading lists will
be deemed pornographic.

Only $18.95

Librarians, the people who fill
"We are concerned that certain
the shelves with booksthat could be
parts of Bill C-54 will have a
deemed pornographic, fear the bill
definite negative impact on scholarputs them in a precarious position.
258
J
ship and education, and this may
\.
1311 J
"We hope the bill will be withnot have been intended by the
22 7 0 Wyandotte St. W.
drawn,"
said Jane Cooney, the
'
J
framers
(
of
the
bill),"
said
AUCC
·-b-ar_e-_bo_tto_m-ed-c-=hil=-dr-en_co_u_ld_n_o_.t
.......................................................
.J .......
r- .............................................
~
executive director of the Canadian
official Pierre-Yves Boucher ( asS<r
be shown in classrooms, Boucher
Library Association.
ciate executive director/legal coun- said.
Cooney is afraid librarians will
sel).
An official from the professors'
have to decide which books are
Representatives of Canadian Ii- lobby group, the Canadian Associaillegal and which ones will go on the
brarians fear the bill may put them tion of University Teachers, said
shelf.
in a precarious position of guessing the government has made changes
If they make the wrong decisions,
which of the booksin their collection to Bill C-54 to provide a "defence"
Fri., Feb. 12-Thurs., Feb. 18
Cooney said, "libraries could not
could land them in court
for educational material.
affadto beinvdvedin legalproceedings."
Playing For Keeps ~!.um,
Conservative MPs introduced
But CAUT executive director
"I think the government's intenthe proposed amendment to the Donald Savage said the proposed
tions are good," Cooney said, "but
SHOWTIMES
Criminal Code, Bill C-54, for first amendment to the Criminal Code
because the way the bill is written,
7:00pm & 9:15 pm
reading in parliament on May fourth, of Canada would require educators
libraries are facing (the possibility
1987.
to prove in court that their material
of)
a substantial amount of charges."
Midnight
Boucher said the bill, which was not pornographic under the
''Who is to say a certain book
Fri., Feb. 12 & Sat., Feb. 13
should soon be in its second reading, bill's definition.
arouses
you orrd?" the executiveasked
prohibits
the
display
of"any
picture
"We(CAUI)
deplore
the
governMonty Python's
Cooney said the bill could mean
or design of genital or sexual parts"
ment's legislationin terms of sweeping
The Life of Brian
public libraries will have to restrucof children age 18 or younger that
definitions," Savage said. "With
lb€··
...JJj
are used "for a sexual purpose."
the wide definitions, almost anything ture their buildings to create a
*Tonight ls The Last Showing For
He said his organization has a lot of can be called pornographic and we separate children and adult section,
since the bill prohibits children
sympathyforthegovemment'sattempt
could end up in court all the time,
Wall Street
under age 18 from viewing or being
to eliminate ·'kiddy porn".
and-that would be dumb."
shown in material depicting "sexual
ALLSEATSONLY
But Bouchersaid the bill'swording
Savage said his main concern is
acts". Such renovations would be
could mean that educational material the potentially enormous costs for
too costly, she said.
featuring undressed children will be
universities to keep literature and
FOR· MEMBERS
The library association is also
banned and this could interfere
artwork deemed pornographic.
SENIORS &.CHILOREI\
112
50
worried
that parents who don't want
with
the
learning
process
in
some
"All
kinds
of
people
could
end
$ J • new regular .1cunder!
their children readin g pornogr aphic
cases.
up in court.." he said " Neither
admissionprice
bookswill demand the literature be
Medical texts on pediatric anauniversities nor professors nor sturemoved from the shelves, and "partomy, literary works involving childents have the money for legal
ents who challenge materials will
dren in a "state of undress or even
expenses."
have the full force of the law behind
acts of love among adults," and
The anti-pornography bill could
them,"
Cooney saidO
even
Norman
Rockwell
portraits
of
have
an
ironic
twist,
Savage
said,
"Windsor's Only Discount MovieTheatre"
804 Ene St E.

Reservations
Suggested

$2.00
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253·0051
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b1
429 Ouellette

THE NEW STUDENT GATHERING

PLACE

World 's Greatest Texas Style Burger
(1 / 2 lb of beef)
3.95 with fries and condiments
Only $2.95 with Student I. D.

DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY
7 NIGHTS A WEEK

TOP40

& MORE

Our restaurant and dance floor are open
'til 4am on Fridays and Saturdays
booklets
business cards
envelopes
flyers
invitations
labels

letterh ead
newletters
reports
resumes
station ary
tickets

The real printers.
We're fast. We're good. We're ready.
4800 Tecumseh Rd. E.
1 block east of Pillette
Windsor, ON N8T 1 B8

(519) 974-6776

Mon-Thurs 9pm to 1 am (No cover , no minimum)
Fri-Sat 9pm-1 am $3.00 cover ($2 with 1.0. card)
1 am-4am $5 cover ($3 with I. D. card)
Get your G. W. I. D. card for special

V. I. P. treatment!

~~,~~"~
MARGARITA TUESDAYS

SAC NEWS
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Students ' Administration Council has ruled that students
living in residence should not have any special voting
privileges over off-campus students in the upcoming SAC
elections.
At a meeting held February 9, SAC decided against
setting up an extra ballot box at Vanier Hall for students
living in residence during the February 25 elections.
Representative Jim Silvestro and Tecumseh-Huron representative Jeoffrey Guy presented members with a petition of
715 student names requesting the extra ballot box.
Council voted against the proposal under the premise that
it was too late to change election guidelines because a
preliminary poll started the following day, February 10.
After the meeting SAC VP-administration Peter Ostojic
, said council might have made a mistake.

With the progression through Parliament toward final
reading of the Tories' revised anti-pornography legislation,
Bill C-54, we can all at last sleep easier; confident in the
knowledge that no scum-of-the-earth pornographers will be
able to corrupt the public morals, unless; a) they can afford
enough high-priced legal talent to tie their case up in the
courts for five years ...b) afford expert testimony to convince
the bureaucrats/customs officials and/or judges that the
materials have "artistic merit" ... c) have good connections
with a local MP who happens to sit on Cabinet If, however,
you happen to be a public library, art gallery, book store,
alternative cinema, writer, publisher or anyone else who
creates for the public and dares to verge into the fuzzy reaches
of human experience that involve naughty bits in any way,
AND ...do not have the resources of a multi-megabuck
conglomerate behind you, well...YOU ARE SCREWED!
(Sorry, I couldn't resist, seeing as this kind of statement might
soon be, at least technically, illegal...)
Laws which presume guilt until innocence is proved are a
dangerous weapon to hand to any state. They are far more
troubling given the history of the Canadian approach to
enforcement of anti-pornography laws. This record suggests a
pattern of going for the easy shot, against the marginal
elements of the artistic community, radicals, gays, people
foolish enough to try to screen The Tim Drum at their holein-the-wall cinema .. Meanwhile, truly vile, exploitative, airbrushed, polite and mainstream crud thrives in the artificially
restricted market In true Canadian tradition, the regulators
and the regulated in bed ...
Now, a restrictive regime of morality legislation has its
uses, but these are primarily economic and worthy of note,
givei:ithe fact that we have just signed away most of our rigl:lts
to implementing protective tariffs. This then is one further
failing that can be laid at the feet of the government
Considered in the context of the inability of the government to
pass any effective measures to secure part of the Canadian
motion picture market for Canadian films, the failure to
'--------utilise morality legislation
- - --as -a covert protectionist measure

-

-

"I am not upset at council's vote on he motion, but at the
lost opportunity for council to speak on the issue," he said.
"I didn't like what council did to the petition, it seemed
they just threw 715 voices out the window," said Ostojic of
what said was council's total disregard for the petition.
The motion was first defeated in council by a technical
fault in its presentation. "I can't believe the motion was
thrown out on a simple technicality," said Silvestro. "Council
is voting against the residents who want this."
Past elections have been plagued with low voter turnout
and a general feeling of apathy by students toward elections.
The SAC by-elections, held in October oflast year, saw only
15.2% tum out to vote.
"There is a proven higher turnout if ballots are more
accessible to residents," Silvestro said.

is inexcusable.
Consider the Indian film market, that for years has been
protected from foreign ( American) domination by the simple
device of ludicrously stringent morality codes. Even a kiss is
taboo. The result is that India produces well over 3.000
movies a year for local consumption, and does not have to
fight to get them shown at theatres that have exclusive
contracts with major American studios. At a time when Flora
McDonald's modest measures to address this problem in
Canada have been blocked by fear of the powerful American
film lobby. can we throw away this golden opportunity to get
some good use out of truly asinine "morality" legislation?

~-

lb•~
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"It's a good idea to help get more people to vote-that
way candidates win more legitimately."
"Although residents are represented in counci~ they are
not given the attention they deserve," Silvestro said. "SAC
doesn't discuss residents' concerns, and perhaps pressure
must be put on SAC to do something about this and in tum put
pressure on Residence Services," he said.
"At the next by-election I will make sure it's represented,
even ifit has to go to a referendum," he said "There appears
to be an anti-residence feeling on council."
In other business, council passed recommendation on
requests for special events funding. Extra funds requested for
the Cartier Yearbook and African Students Association,
have been denied. The Entrepreneurs Club received only
limited approval on its request for funding. D

Pulling a high-handed stunt like this would put us in the big
leagues; up there with France and Japan-the acknowledged
pompous non-tariff protectionist measures.
Taking this idea one step further, why not ban filmed
depictions of gratuitous violence and overt stupidity ? Rambo
and Three's Company would have to be cut to make the
former less bloody and the latter less pea-brained ... It's the
Canadian version-that's why Christy is making the joke
about Joyce's Ulysses ... " Meanwhile. thousands of unemployed Canadian English majors could look forward to a
bright future as scriptwriters for The Beachcombers ... Maitres
chez nous. eh? Write your MP. today ... O

________________________________________________
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CAMPUS ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
C losed di scussion meet ings ore Tuesdays
between 12-1:30 In the On tar io Room
Vanier Holl. If you hove o prob lem with
drink ing and wont to stop. come and
meet with us.

GIVE THEM A
LASTING
VALENTINE

CAMPUS ADULT CHllDREN OF ALCO.
HOUCS.meet ev01YWednesdoy from 78 pm ot Iona College. 208 Sunset Ave .
973-7039 .
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITYCHAPEL9737034 Located between the University
centre and Huron Line. Mosses:Sunday
10:30 & 4:30. Monday to Ffidoy 11:50 om .
Every Tuesday there Is also Moss and
supper ot 5 pm ($2.50) . All ore welcome.
We hove o library with study space and o
cote for your convenience .

ltfflRNAnotW.ltfflRNSHIP PROGRAMS

GIVE THEM
A
GUND
2155 Wyandotte St. W.
252-8818

opportunity to study in Tokyo. Japan .
Study not only business but areas such os
culture and society . For information, write
to the following address . Note. hoWeVer,
that students ore encouraged to apply
by Morch 1st. llP.406 Colman Building. 1st
Avenue, Seattle, Washington. 98104 . Or
coll (206) 623-5539 .

Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-9:00
Saturday 9:00 a.m.-6:30

p.m.
p.m.

CLARKE'SStationery

IONA COLLEGE.208 Sunset Ave. 9737039. A space for meeting and discussing, studying,quletseorchlngordreloxing
with friends. Open 9-5 ord byorrongement.
Or use Iona facilities to pion events that
ore Important to all. A home-cooked
dinner ev01Y Thursday ot 5:30 for S2.50.
Come and help celebrate by being
yourself.

TO YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE: Am
interested . Are yoifl
WELCOME DAVE AND LINDA from New
Eden Hair Designs moved to Roberrs
Coiffures. 1830 Wyandotte W. 256-0424 .
RUGBY-WINDSOR R.F.C. Interested
players phone Jamie Wheeler 969-2006
or Jerry Fmin 966-1891.
FEB. 8·FEB. 14 BIG SISTERSWEEKCBC
personality Barbaro Peacock will be this
yeo(s honorary 8ig Sister. The focus for
1988 is on voluntary recruitment for the
77-girl waiting list. For Info. contact Vicky
Anne Johnston at 254-3231
PHI SIGMA SIGMA congratulates Its New
Rushes.Get ready for on exciting pledge
period .

TOMR. PAltfflR, Hoveo HoppyVolentine's
Day . Don't ever forget that I love youl
Love, Mario XOXOXO.

TO MR. SO AND SO, Hove a lousy Valentine's Day Don't ever forget that I can't
stand the sight of you! Leave me alone .
MEET YOUR MATCH at the Phi Sigma
Sigma Nuts & Dolts Party in the Subway
on February 20. Tickets S2 in advance .

AIRFARE
TICKET
Toronto toColgory return
for sole. Monday. February 22 to Tuesday.
Morch 1-Cotch
the Olympics! Only
S260. Coll 255-7715 and leoveyOUr name
and phone number.

ROOM AVAILABLE with kitchen

and
bathroom facilities. close to bus route.
Coll 253-4369 .

PRINTING PRESSFOR SALETobie Top
Press and Plate Maker like brand new.
$1500 or best offer . Coll 252-5820 .
Coming soon on campus THE MOCK.
Watch foritl

TO THEGRAD STUDENTIN THEFACULTY
OF EDUCATION:Yourletterwos Interesting
but unusable since itwos not signed and
contained allegations which were unsubstantiated. If y0u ore interested In taking
the matter further please coll or drop by
the Lance.
JACQUES... Hoppy Valentine's Day.

Ahh, the.spontaneityof Y.OUth.
To travelin whicliever
Lookingfor ways to escape? Head out with a friend.
directionthe wind.bloWs.No plans. rm=::;;:;:;.;;;;.::;;;:;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;==r.===.iiiiiiiiiiii..=.tCanadianAirlinesInternational.
No reservations.
The spirittakeswing.
CanadianAirlinesInternational
welcomesaboard the footloose
traveller with this special offer:
those under age 22 travelling
economyclass on a stand-by basis
can save up to 50% on the regular
airfare for any flightwithinCanada.
That gives you a lot of waysto
save. Because we fly to more
towns and cities in Canada than
Canadian Airlines International
any other airline on this continent.

Canadi~n

FOR SALE:b/w lVs $25 & $30, fridges $50,
$60 & $75. dishwasher $45, washing
machine SZ5, opt. sized S110. hotrock
$15, great 581A1ingmachine and stand
$175. Please coll 256-8054 .
To Tony, AS IR
NO MOTORCYCUS FORSAi.i THISWEEK.
Maybe later.

BEEFY
REDHEAD
TO RUDY'SMODEi.: Nice od. Get

O

lid

come lack to the Euchre Table, Margaret Slavlk, Margaret Slavik.
To LAK-IT- Maybe you should pump
your ohms up and srow yourself Into ze
GAl+blJ.
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Fire by
Tom Pidgeon- top
John Gaudette - rightand bottom
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Can you decide which pictures have been printed backward?
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RainbowOrchestrano philharmonic
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by August Horvath

You will find Music from "The Empire

Strikes Back" and Other Space Movie Music
Let's face it Much of the best instrumental
music written during the latter half of this
century has been written for mass-audience
motion pictures, and some of the best music
of past centuries has been appropriated for
use by the movies. Hollywood movies have
huge budgets, so the great up-and-coming
composers of today know that movie soundtracks are about the only way they're going to
get rich. And science-fiction movies have the
biggest budgets of all, plus a go-for-broke
mentality regarding sound effects. It isn't
surprising that they often produce memorable
scores.

(Impact Music Promotions, 1982) in the
bargain tape bin at Woolco. The list of tracks
is enticing: main themes from Star Wars, The

Empire Strikes Back, Superman, 2001: A
Space Odyssey, Close Encounters of the
ThirdKind, and Star Trek. plus miscellaneous
other pieces from those movies. What, then,
is this tape doing in the bargain bin at
Woolco? If you have ever bought a tape from
the bargain bin at Woolco before, you know
enough to be suspicious.
The first clue that your suspicions are
justified comes when you see that the performer
listed on the spine of the tape box is ''The

BS-N

Rainbow Orchestra". You also notice that
the characters illustrated on the tape cover
are so badly drawn-Captain Kirk looks like
Lee Majors and Mr. Spock resembles Bruce
Lee-that their inaccuracy cannot be accidental and must be an attempt to avoid
copyright infringement Ooooohhh, you say,
and if you are smart you drop the tape back
into the bargain bin. But if you are overpowered
by curiosity you buy the thing and take it
home. Perhaps they have at least stuck close
to the original arrangements, you think.
The first track makes your heart leap, for
it is the stirring main theme from The Empire
Strikes Back played very close to the original
film score . :rhe track starts to wander into

some strange tangents after a minute or two,
but the tone of the of the original is maintained
ind the rendition is fairly satisfying. Things
deteriorate quickly from there. The theme
from Superman sounds like it was re-arranged
by the Bee Gees, with excessive use of
percussion and pointless little phrases inserted
at every pause in the music as though the
composer couldn't bear to allow even a splitsecond to be wasted on silence.
The Star Trek theme (the one from the
film, by the way, and also that used for the
new TV series) is infinitely worse, sounding
as if someone left all the syntho-matic keys
depressed on his electronic organ. But by far
the most hideous abortion on the cassette is
the 2001 theme, a twisted disfigurement of
Strauss' Thus Spake Zarathustra punctuated
by simulated cat mews and other unidentifiable
sound effects which contribute to a mutilation
of such proportions that the track must be
recognized as a work of genius in its own
right On the heels of this comes the Rainbow
Orchestra's perversion of the Star Wars
theme, which also must be heard to be
appreciated but which at least makes a
creditable stab at the bar music from the
memorable Star Wars tavern scene.
The "Imperial March" on side 2 is the
single bright spot on the cassette, being a
faithful rendition of the excellent theme
heard whenever Vader was present in the
Star Wars films. The remainder of the tape
reverts back to nauseating, over-percussioned
disco-oid versions of selected science-fiction
film pieces that were never very good in the
first place. D

Eciibe morses and
met its reedeemer-that n•Jtmegand cmnamon
are the sins of custard because they make it
look awful. Thus did Ziranek succeed in
Silvia Ziranek is an artist whose work plugging her book, which is available by
revolves around the untouched waters of art
order only, before moving onto her latest
She gives her audience fresh insight into creation, "Mouth Ahoy."
banal topics such as food and words. She
She stood before the audience and read
makes you think, which is something a lot of her Jines as they appeared on the paper
people like to avoid Last Thursday at the before her ..."Could we ever be alone with the
AG. W., Ziranek performed her latest work alphabet? Though an ech0 is not quite an
"Mouth Ahoy'', as well as readings from her audience ... " This part of her performance
book Very Food.
was based on the usage of words and how
__ s_h_e_a~pp..:_ro_a_c_h_ed_he_r_a_u_di_·e_n_ce_fro_m_be_hin_d
__ so_u_n_d_c3:1
give a word substance ... " excuse
by Sara Hillis

'~n attempt to understandthe bordersof
reality,where perceivedrealitymergesinto the
non-materialworld"

A new word is like a freshseed
sewn on the ground of discussion.
-Ludwig Wittgenstein
flippantly reciting lines from Very Food. She
weaved her way in and out of the audience
holding a recipe box and salad tongs. As she
recited, she handed out playing cards to the
audience that she had picked from the recipe
box with the salad tongs. Her British accent
enhanced the words that flowed from her
mouth.
She seized the opportunity to discuss her
book by reading several small passages from it
She claimed that they are somewhat autobiographical. She gave new meaning to the word
'glossary' by describing it as" edible morsels".
She mentibned that her book is bound in a
waxy cover. This enables the reader to read
and cook at the same time, and if you
happened to get flour or other ingredients on
it, it will wash off. Not too many authors have
this advantage in mind, if they choose the
cover of their books.
At one point she stated that custard has

me, may I try on your accent? ... "
After reading her words, she re-read
them, implementing sound wherever necesary.
" ... Appearance is a metaphor. How indiscreetly major does one have to be to be taken
seriously?"
Sound: Imitation of a fart
Silvia Ziranek is certainly a unique and
inventive artist Her perfonnance left me
with a revised perspective. Ziranek has performed and is known internationally. She
made Windsor one of the few stops on her
Canadian tour. Ziranek was well received by
her small, but appreciative audience at the
Art Gallery. She creates with "unspellable
imagination." She left her audience with this
thought and sound:
"Okay, so I am a mouthisl
What do you sound like?"

Sound:Windingan alarmclock.D

by Renee Johnston

the fence contain military images of the
Middle East This offers the viewpoint which
Deanna Sperka's installation at Artcite
suggests a border which inhibits movement
reveals the artist's understanding of borders.
through the opposition of forces. We are
both real and imagined. The artist herself
given a non-objective viewpoint of thesituation:
describes this as, "an attempt to understand
Words such as "cross", "yield" and "caution"
the borders of reality, where percieved reality
do not give a political insight, they only
merges into the non-material world and emrepresent the aesthetic of the installation as a
braces the world of mysticism.''
whole.
The installation itself consists of black
The title of the show, 4 Way Stop thus
and white photographs, a real wooden
suggests an all-encompassing restriction, both
boardwalk boardered by sand and stone, and planned and unplanned. We aregiven borders
an erected wooden fence, held together by which inhibit nature andborderswhich inhibit
bright blue photographic photo-transfers on man. This may be seen as a reflection of the
broad pieces of cloth. Sperka uses these human element in nature, both positive and
various elements of the installation to suggest negative. Man creates borders which hold
various levels of reality. This is done by out fellow man and the elements which
exibiting photographs ofbeaches,fences, and surround him. The artist feels that the ideas
man-made boundaries on the two walls of the offered in the installation
serveas, "metaphors
gallery, and erecting actual fences between to for the 'boundaries' of our reality, and more
directthe viewer botha boundaryandrestriction broadly, the confines that limit us." It is up to
of movement The photographs allude to the viewer to see these boundaries and to be
restrictions, while the installation inhibits sensitive to them; to decide whetherto hold
free movement in the gallery itself
them up or breakthem down.D
The photographic sculptures which create
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Record Sleeve,

with Brian and Steve
Okay. I'm supposed to review a movie,
right? I'm supposed to shell out twelve bucks
to see a movie I might not otherwise go see
because the Lance needs the copy. Fine,I'll
be a nice guy and go and see somethingjust to
write the review.
"Make sure you wear a warm coat; it's
very cold out there,'' my mother warns me.
''Nahhh. that's alright I'm just going to
see a movie. We won't be outside that
much ... I don't think I was ever more wrong
about anything in my life.
Before we ever got near the theatre I saw
that things weren't going to go well There
was a line-up. Not a line-up in the accepted
sense of ten or twenty people. I'm talking
about hundreds of people. I'm talking about
waiting to get a ticket, then waiting in another
line to get into the theatre. And Christ, was it
cold. The wind seemed to blow right through

mP..

I think we st~

there for a good fifteen

Echo and the Bunnymen
Echo and the Bunnymen
WEA
If a concept-album is a collection of songs
connected by a major, unifying theme, then
the latest effort from this English group fits
the description. If, however, that theme is
supposed to be comprehensible to the listener
then this album is in trouble. Whether it was
as a result of working with complex ideas
which are not in and of themselves apparent,
or simply bad song-writing, the eleven songs
that comprise this collection make a murky
attempt to reflect the internal quest for a
frame of reference in a love-relationship.
Forgiveness, solitude, passion; all are represented here. The problem is trying to find
them The very bizarre"~
and Ballyooo"
works the theme of forgiveness, but does its
utmost to conceal the fact from the listener:
Buffalo and bison
bison and buffalo
cannonball and rifle
rifle and cannonball
that's the way the thunder rumbles ...
... Down on your knees again
Saying please again yeah yeah yeah
Violently juxtaposing diaparate ideas
upon one another to create a poetic effect is
nothing new, and it's exciting and refreshing
when it works. But to do it, ya' gotta be
brilliant It just doesn't work here. It falls flat,
and frankly, sounds ridiculous.
Essentially, Ian McCullocb, lyricist and
lead vocalist, attempts to explore as many
similies and metaphors for love as he can
find In one song, love is a game. In another,
the two lovers are like satellites. And so on,
and so on. The chief effect he uses in most of
the songs is paradox. For instance, "The
Game" starts with the lyrics " .. an ugly
beauty/ Was my own invention", and later,
"Too many seekers/ Too few beacons/ But
through the fog/ We'll keep on beaming".
'This same sort of weak imagery runs through
all the songs, leaving the listener with a sense
of confusion. Where is the song heading? It's
never clear until the end of the song, when the
ideas are clumsily pulled together in a vain
attempt to make sense of what the writer has
been wrestling with throughout Usually, the
central theme of each song is placed in a
verse in the geographic centre of the song, to
give the impression of building, climax and
resolution, but in most cases, there is no
rising action, either lyrically or musically, so
the climax. when it comes, fizzles out

minutes before the line started to move. They
were very, very long minutes. Anyway,the
usher came out and announced that only
people with tickets for the movie that I was
seeing were being admitted. This elicited a
furious grumbling from the crowd, and I
looked around apprehensively, in fear of
being pummelled by a riotous,unruly mob of
disgruntled movie-goers. As nonchalantly as
I could, I raced for the safety of the theatre,
and for the refreshment counter, whereupon I
was greeted by an horrific sight the line here
was even longer than the one outside. I
reasoned it would be easier to grab a seat
before the rest of Windsor got in there, so we
made our way into the confines of the
breadbox-sized theatre and found a convenient seat only inches from the screen. What
a break!
Suddenly I was assaulted by a cacophonous
screeching. My eyes were blinded by glaring,
angry lights. A huge blue globe filled the

screen. Good God, I thought, it's footage of
the last Apollo Mission to the moon. What a
strange thing to show as a short feature. Then
I realized: it was the face of Kevin Bacon,
magnified by a factor of several hundred
because of our proximity to the screen. I
shouted over the roar of dialogue to my
companion to ask her whether she wanted
anything to eat Apparently she misunderstood me because she slapped my hand and
grinned slyly.
Oh, well. Go hungry.
I didn't really get to see the movie. No
sooner had the "Corning Soon" feature ended
than this giant blue thing sat in front of me. I
didn't even know what it was until I saw it
start to shovel vast amounts of candy into its
face and drink several quarts of tepid cola It
was as fat as the line outside was long.
Several times it complained that "they" do
not make the seats big enough, and it shifted
places, once again blotting out all light from

But who listensto son~ for lyrics?Musically,
the songs are well done. The core band oflan
McCulloch, Will Sergeant, Les Pattinson
and Pete De Freitas has been expanded with
many guest musicians, such as keyboard
player Ray Manzarek(from the Doors) who
help to extend the range of the music into a
more orchestral, unified sound than two
guitars, a bass and drums can provide. Nothing
on the album really stands out as brilliant,
though "Bombers Bay" is close. "Bedbugs
and Ballyhoo'', has an interesting, jazz-like,
syncopated back-beat which accentuates the
bizarre, albeit weak, lyrics, and" All in Your
Mind" has a deep, resonating bass line,
which drives the song like something by
ABC. It's an okay album, I guess, though the
band sounds a little tired on some of the cuts.
It's disappointing if you were expecting something remarkable from the group.
-Brian McKenzie

direct "Mediate/ Alleviate/ Try not to hate/
Love your mate/ Don 't suffocate on your
own hate/ Designate your love as fate".
"Calling All Nations", despite its obvious
political overtones, can also be interpreted
on a personal level, but for the most part is a
plea for universal love and brotherhood.
"Guns in the Sky" is a precise little summation
of Ronald Reagan's Strategic Defence Initiative:
"WELL I'M SICK OF IT/ ITS A LOAD
OF SHIT!"
Technically, KICK is a very slick record
Plenty of brass, a guitar assault provided by
brothers Tim and Andrew Farris and Kirk
Pengilly, combined with a very danceable
funk-rock beat make for a totally enjoyable
·•reel-good" record INXS plays Cobo Hall
on the sixteenth of March and, incidentally,
these guys put on a really hot live performance.
- Stephen Fields

What Steve said: Far more listenable
than the likes of Crocodiles, this is a richly
textured and thought provoking record ( despite
its often inaccessible lyrical content). There
are no quick, easy, black and white absolutes,
but if you're the reflective type, give it an
opportunity to grow on you; you'll be surprised
to find that it won't take that long.
(Sure Steve: you're just saying that 'cause
you payed for the thing. - Brian).

the screen. Every time I thought that I had
found a clear shot, it moved No picture.
We thought we would be able to withstand
it all until the Loud Family sat behind us.
Incredibly,their voices completely muffled
the sound-track of the movie.

So, Mount St Helen's is sitting in front of
me, eclipsing the screen. Ma and Pa Loud
and the twenty or so Loud children are sitting
behind me, deafening me. I was starting to get
a little irritated when a little man with thick
glasses attempted to sit in the seat next to me.
He missed. He fell on the floor. He dropped
his pop. In my lap.
In my lap.
On my way out, I heard someone exclaim
"He's leaving? This is a great movie. "
I went home and reviewed some albums
instead. Next time, I get paid to do this.
-Brian

McKenzie

two completely different moods and styles .
"The Things You Said" is a dark, brooding
piece about disillusionment and emotional
pain, which, like " Never Let Me Down ... "
has an hypnotic bass line which immediately
grabs and carries the listener while the vocals
and upper keyboards sort of drift in and out
The most intriguing song on the album is
·• Strangelove", which, despite the fact that it
sounds like every D. M. song ever recorded,
explores a very powerful sexual attraction
between two people, and what happens when
the emotional attraction beginsto fade. "Sacred"
is the most self-reflexive track, which has
some wonderful vocal effects and a number
of interesting keyboards. It's basically a love
song which reflects the intentions of a love
song, as exemplified by the Jines "fm one of
the devout/ Trying to sell the story/ Oflove's
glory". "Behind the Wheel", with its mixed
metaphors, is a strange number. It combines
What Brian said: Hutchence's voice, as the idea of being a passenger in a car, and
strong and clear as it is, annoys me. He being a puppet as analogies to being su~
sounds as though he's trying to appeal to the missive in love-making. There is a powerful
Madonna-clone, fifteen and under set, and sexual intensity underlying the lyrics, and an
their music, a combination of pseudo-socialurgency which tries to hurry the song along,
conscious,.we'~not-gorma-take-it-anymorehype but it resists, creating a nice tension.
and let's-go-to-bed '80's Discoscene mentality,
The most disappointing piece is "I Want
only works when the songs end. Don't do it
You Now", a gratuitously sexual song which
opens to the sound of heavy breathing (presumably that of a couple engaged in sexual
congress), with lyrics which try to convince a
young lady to "give in" amid reassurances
. ··~:!1£~C<.8i
~OD£
that the speaker is not "like one of the boys".
Aside from this one failure ( even Mozart had
bad days ... ) (not quite this bad-ed.) the
album is a step up from ordinary synth-pop
schlock which has been foisted on the public
over the last few years.
-Brian McKenzie
~,))

Depeche Mode
Music For the Masses
Sire

INXS
KICK
Atlantic
These wandering Australian minstrels
really are the 'erotic politicians' of the l980's.
Not only does Michael Hutchence bear a
striking resemblance to Jim Morrison but he
also possesses the same kind of charisma.
Fortunately for us though, physical appearances are not the most significant aspects of
the 80's rock and roll (ahem). But despite
their somewhat sickening appeal to prepubescent, bubble-gum chomping humans
(note the skateboard on the cover), INXS
has managed to maintain a certain amount of
musical integrity without sacrificing their
message of hope.
KICK, INXS' fifth studio effort, is a
more concise summation of this message and
is more effective than last year's Listen Like
Thieves. "Mediate", immediately following
"Need you tonight" and accompanied by a
video that pays homage to Bob Dylan's
"Subterranean Homesick Blues" is very

What Steve said: Even though I think
that Andrew Fletcher is an arrogant little
snot, I have to agree with Brian. This is a
well-structured album that nobly attempts to
comprehend the entire gamut of the human
condition. Too much emphasis on synthesizers
normally bores me, but here they are employed
in such a way that interest is captured and
maintained.
(See - we can agree on something - B.M.)

Whoever says that you can't teach an old
dog new tricks has yet to listen to this album.
Depeche Mode were a little stale on Some
Great Reward and Black Celebration, but :
seem to have pulled themselves together on
this one. The opening cut, "Never Let Me
Down Again", seems to be a sort of religious '
reaffirmation:
rm taking a ride
With my best friend
I hope he never lets me down again
He knows where he's taking me
Taking me where I want to be
I'm taking a ride
With my best friend
As usual, there's about six toos of electronic
instruments on this one, all neatly layered
and intertwinedto providean intricate.
hyprotic
base for Gore's clean vocals. Some critics
have said that the band has not been any good 5 4•40
since Vince Clarke left to form Yaz (then Show
Erasure), but fm prepared to argue that
point "Never Let Me Down Again" and
"The Things You Said", the first two tracks,
are the strongest ones on the album, providing

•.
,

Me
Warner
See next page.
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continued
If you are the sterotyped Arts major who:
a) refuses to go to singles bars for artistic
reasons, b) reads nothing simpler than T.S.
Eliot, or c) enjoys Salvador Dali paintings,
then don't buy this record. But if you're the
type of person who enjoys straightforward
rock 'n' roll, then by all means, pay the ten
bucks and play ~s one loud.
Though Neil Osborne (no relation to
Ozzy, thank God) writes lyrics that are
somewhat limited stylistically, he presents
himself in a very clear, concise manner.
Unless you are a borderline moron, you will
be completely aware of what he is saying. He
credits Neil Young as being a major influence
in his life, which should certainly count for
something. "Walk in Line" is a rock 'n' roll
testimonial that easily ranks with the likes of
"My My, Hey Hey (Into the Black)".
It's unfortunate that this record has its
low points characterized mainly by a bland
kind of simplicity, but it's understandable
coming from a comparatively young band
(this is only their second record). Provided
these guys are not the victims of any plane
crashes, drug overdoses, or major industrial
accidents, I see nothing but good things for
them in the future.
-Steph en F ields

Lance pholo by Cath y O'N el l

Robi n exam ined Sue E llen's piece, did you?
The student photo show at th e Lebe l Ga llery closes Th ursday, Feb ru ary 10.

What B rian sai d: I didn't like it much, so
I grabbed my book of T.S. Eliot's poetry,
and read it under my D ali painting.

His Majesty'sown navytakesDetroit
by A ndrew Waugh

HMS Pinafore sailed into the Music Hall Center on
Tuesday night and accepted the surrender of its audience.
Tired and exhausted city dwellers, fed up with bleak days and
cold nights placed themselves under the protection of Captain
Corcoran and his crew, and abated their suffering with some
light entertainment sanctioned by Sir Joseph Porter(K C.B.).
Though a good evening was had by all, the ship must depart
for other ports ofcall after the February 14 performance. So
anyone else that desires to enjoy a great night out must act
quickly to ensure themselves their own evening of light
entertainment
And very good light entertainment it was. Brian MacDonald's Pinafore is a wonderful rendition of this favourite
Gilbert and Sullivan comic opera written in 1878. The
performance captures the whimsical, tongue-in-cheek tone
that makes G&S so enjoyable to watch, and so accessible to
uninitiated audiences. As always with this particuJar company,
the delivery was energetic enough to make the social
commentary current, rather than dated and stuffy.
If you dislike opera (I can't imagine why) or are
intimidated by the idea of"Cultured" evenings out, have no
fear. You don't need an evening gown, nor black tie and tails
to attend this production. Though it is an ppera, Pinafore,
is nothing like any opera you may care to mention. There are
no fat sopranos screeching; all the words are in English,
nobody commits suicide over unrequited love; there are no

trips to hell for a conversation with Satan. Well, actually,
there was one 'plump and pleasing person' ,four sentences in
foreign tongues, one character who overcame unrequited
love, and it was all a 'devilishly' funny poke at class
distinctions, the Royal Navy, and the "lower middle class".
That, I suppose, is why they call it comic opera.
For the music lovers, Berthold Carriere's musical direction
attained the excitement and vivacity that Sullivan's music
sounds best with. There is a good chance that more than one
car drove through Detroit, with grown adults singing Gilbert's
"When I was a Lad, I served a turn... ", I know that one car
certamly drove through the tunnel in this manner. It is also
likely that I shall annoy my friends by whistling, humming,
drumming, and worst of all-singing-the
catchy tunes from
this or any other G&S work.
If you are a social science major there is, as always,
commentary on social caste systems. For the political
scientist, there is a response to the current American political
leaders. For the Canadian Nationalist, this production
represents an invasion of Vanna White land. by Canadian
artists, playing dippy English characters. (How's that for a
change?) For anybody with a sense of humour, there are
eccentricities, and ridicuJous scenes galore. If you are just
plain uninterested in anything, the show is still worth seeing if
only for th'e sake of the dancing, costumes, sets, and
flagwaving. (You'll have to see it to understand.)
Ron Moody was excellent as Sir Joseph Porter (K.C.B.),
Meg Bussert played an enchanting Josephine, Michael Brian

\

PREGNANT

was a truJy seagoing Ralph Rackstraw, David Dunbar was a
suitably stuffy Captain Corcoran, Arlene Meadows was
'ample' in the 'plump and pleasing' personage of Little
Buttercup, Ted Pearson was an offense to 'Delicate Natures'
as Dick Deadeye, though his name was 'aginhim. All of these
performers were complemented by a fantastic cast
So, if people walk past you as you trudge along to
class, and they are smiling, whistling, and stepping along
brightly, chances are that they have themselves been captured
by the Royal Navy. It will be your own fault entirely, if you
miss this opportunity to forget that midterms and papers are
pending, and fail to see HMS Pinafore before it moves off to
its next port of call. Though the price is a bit steep, this is a
show well worth seeing. I know I need not say this to G&S
fans. for they ought to be digging into their pockets and
consulting their weekly schedules already. Get there early
(the box office opens at 7:30) in case the show gets sold out If
it isn't you can have a drink and enjoy the remarkable decor
of the Music Hall Center. Better yet, phone ahead, RIGHT
NOW IF YOU PLEASE.
Particulars:
Dates: February 9-14
Cost $35-40 U.S.
Where: Music Hall Center, 350 Madison Ave., Detroit
(Through tunnel, Ron Lafayette, Lon Brush, 9 blocks N to
Madison)
Tickets: (313 )963- 7680.
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With afilm film here,
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SALE
8xl O Lustre-Colour
Only $10.95

859 Moy Avenue
Windsor, Ontario

253-4535

offer
expires
Feb. 27/88

It's
in your head -

It's
in your head -

It's
in your head Filler!
-Minor

Threat

by Larry Deck

Well, fm fair bubblin' over
with things to write about this week,
oh my brothers, and fair devoid of
the relevant facts and information.
Some of us haven't bought this
'Information Age' guff tho'; indeed,
as any good neo-Medievalist could
tell you, freedom and the facts
don't jive, try as you might to
introduce them to each other.
Onward then.
The topic today, oh my brothers,
is movies: here, in Detroit, and on
video; the gamut, if you like. We'll
start with the stuff in the domestic
theatres.
Promise you a review of The
Serpent and the Rainbow though I
did, I wound up at Good Morning
Vietnam instead It was a really,
really good movie and I'm glad I
went Robin Williams plays Air
Force radio personalityAdrian Chronauer, who opens his oh-six hundred
broadcasts by bellowing "Good
mornin' Vietnam!"in aJamesBrowny
sort of voice. Funnier than God,
Chronauer fast becomes popular
with the troops and is forced to
contend with the jealousy and basic
humourlessnessof his two immediate
C. 0. 's. He falls for a lovely Vietnamese girl, and tries to 'get to know'
her, and her people. The plot revolves
aroundhis relationswith three groups:
his friends at the station, his C. O.' s
and the Vietnamesepeople he teaches
English. The whole movie is set in
Saigon, save for intermittent shots

•
Robin Williams.

of the battle-grounds; the story gets
complicated by a V. C. spy; the
whole thing comes out somewhat
happily.
Like I said, it's good. There is
only one pontifical diatribe, and no
hackneyed 'What are we doing
here' ballads. Williams, aside from
being one of the funniest people
alive, manages to act dramatically
too. Chronauer is portrayed as a
man with believable ups and downs.

Torn between his dedication to the
troops out humping in the elephant
grass and his hatred of the army ,
censorship procedures, between his '
love for the Vietnamese girl and her
devotion to .her culture, between
the illusion and the truth about the
U.S. intervention, Chronauer grows
up fast. It's worth watching.
Over at the Detroit Institute of
Arts is a long, dragging Russian
1

Continued. ..

2180 WYANDOTTE ST. WEST, WINDSOR, TEL. 252·0040

Great Food
at
Great Prices

VALENTINE
WEEK
SPECIAL
Falafel Platter
Only $3.00
with this ad
Pita Sub Only $2.00
When you order ourDonair Platter
Shawramma Platter
or Byblos Plate

Wednesday, February 17, 7:30 p. m.
Cash Bar and Free Popcorn
Admtssion $1.00 tor students
$2.00 tor guests

You will receive your choice of desert
(Baklava, Lemon Cake, or Almond
Cookie) or Coffee for FREE.
Vegetable Soup-95(j:
Dine-In ONLY

J

and a film film there,

Angel Heart star Robert DeNiro appears as Opus in upcoming Bloom County
movie.

film called Repentance. A bizarre,
fuddled attempt to indict Stalinism
by allegory, this film had a lot of
potential and little actual, if you
follow me. It's about a cakemaker
in a small town (in the Ukraine?),
who vows to exhume the body of
the recently-deceased ex-mayor as
long as anyone tries to bury him.
She tells her story in court; it takes
up most of the movie. It seems she
was a child when Mayor Aravidze

came to power. The grotesquelooking.black-and-suspender garbed,
Hitler-mustachioed madman proceeded to clothe his police in chainand-plate armor and lead a reign of
terror. He exhiled first her father,
then her mother. Naturally, both
are presumed dead. It goes on and
on, Aravidze's grandson freaks out
when he realizes what the old man
did in his day ... the kid can't act too
well, his one expression is a kind of

angered-but-confusedpout He rebels
in a good and final way. Ho hum!
by this time, my head is pounding
from two and a half hours of slightly
off-focus subtitles, rm mad as hell
and can't take any more.
Odd little dream-interludes add
nothing to the film, but if anything
confuse the plot The Soviets are
working with the sort of filming
technology the British and Americans
gave up in the seventies, and even
with that these guys are not the
cinematographers they are cracked
up to be. Glasnost meets Elwy
Yost, Eisenstein is dead, the Russian
cinema is hurting, and the Cannes
Festival that gave this turkey an
award has some repentance to do.
On video: goodnews! my beloved
Angel Heart, a film by Birdy's
director Alan Parker, the best movie
of 1987. I reviewed it for this year's
first Lance (page 16), and I loved it
then too. It's a superb voodoohonor-mystery-filmnoir extravaganza
starring Mickey Rourke as a smalltime New York City gurnshoe hired
by Louis Cyphre (Robert DeNiro)
to track down a man who welched
out on an unspecified agreement
with the latter.
'Following' a trail of progressively
hideous murders to the voodoolands of Louisiana, the detective
nears the heinous truth ...
You can get it at Bandito Video
right now.
Coming later this month (the
twenty-fifty?), is Clive 'Brahman'
Barker's debut movie, Hellraiser.
The themesof this splatterjam masterpiece are 'the limits of desire: there
are none' and 'at some extreme
point, pleasure and pain are one'.
As one of the supernatural sadist
cenobites remarks: "We have such
sights to show you."
As another character growls,
seconds before the cenobites tear
him apart
• ·'Jesus wept"O
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Writefor the Lance.

is
*COMEDY NIGHT*
(a full two hour stage show)

Starring: Tony Hayes
Tuesday, February 18th
eThursdays-LADIES
NIGHT
All Ladies Who Attend
Get a Chance to Spin "The Wheel of Gold"
(from Michaers Jewellery and Gifts-Belle

River)

• Peachy Beach Party
Thursday, February 18th
2960 Huron Church Rd.and Grand Maris 966-3388

Students will live in college and
attend one of six accredited courses
selected from the areas of English
Literature, Drama, British History,
An History, Classical Literature, and
Political Science.
In addition to daily class-room study
students will participate on several
scheduled field trips as part of their
formal course work. A varied program
of extracurricular activities will further
enrich the experience and is included
in the total cost.
For a brochure and further Information
please call Susan Walker at:

Blyth~Company
68 Scollard Street, Toronto

:'.'I

Canada MSR 1G2
Tel. (416) 964-2569
(800) 387-5603Ontario
(800) 387-1387 Canada
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Feelin' grey?
Join the Lance.

Students'
stratrve

NOTICE

Council

S.A.C. USED Book Sale Patrons
You must pick up your books and/or money
by 2 pm. February 6, 1988 or they will be
given to charity on February 19. 1 988 at 4:30
pm.
You may pick up books only until February
19.1988.
For further 1nformat1on contact Rob Allchi n at
253-6423

AIKIDO

-

Demonstration
•

Wednesda)' February 17th/88
7:00 p.m.

St.Denis Centre
Multi-purpose Room
You'll learnto like grey...

Join Us &
PROTO TOURS
Spring Break
in

-

from

$459

cctn.
Not Included :

Package Includes :

. • Air tcixes & service cha1ges
payable to Proto 1 ouis with
final payment.

• Roundtrip airfare to Jamaica
• Transfers between accommer
dalion & airport
• Seven nights accommodation
as selected
• lnflight services

. Sunflower
Beach Resort

Villas

Runaway Bay, Jamaica, W.I.
Located in Runaway Bay, these luxury 3
bedroom, 3 bathroom villas with 6 persons per unit
are located on the Beach. 45 minutes
from Montego Bay.

Space is Limited
Deposit of $150.00 Due Now
Final Balance Due As Per Billed

Dei:xirtingFebruary25th, 1988
For More Information Contact: Doug Steel<:,
or Jon Arms in tile SAC Of fie e.
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LINGERIE & ACCESSORIES
Remember Your Valentine
Hours
I~
Thurs & Fri
Til 8:00pm

Febmary 14th
(519) 973- 1922
737 Oue. Ave .
Home Panics

..For
you!

Available

Open Mon.-Sat. 8 am - 6 pm
Closed Sunday

READE·S.

DEVELOPINli~

OLYMPIC
SPECIAL

~

A special tribute to those Canadian athletes who
have seen their dreams clearly develop into a quest
for the Olympic gold .

lia For It!
• 12price on colour reprints with negatives
• 12price on colour enlargements, 5x7 • 8x10, with

negatives 110 and larger .
Offer expires March 12, 1988

1 hour developing at:
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Lohree. Moh and Quendle'oop

Ifs not often that a publication attracts such
attention but the Lance'sscience-fiction 54)plement
Slngularlty.is attracting notice from the strangest
places. and the strangest folk. "Yeah. it's not often
we get into the bacl('MX)(js of the galaxy but
Singularity is special,'' said Quendl'oop, who
journeyed hundreds of light-years with his tv.o
brothers just for Slngulartty.
"Ifs worth the trip," said brother Lahree.
"Worth twice it's weight In Vislne" agreed his
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2133 Wyandotte St. W . 254-3734 :
300 Ouellette Ave . Palace Center -.

.-

_ ~

visiting the Batcave

other brother Moh.
The aliens plan to spend some of the Intervening
time talking to scientists and world looders.
"We'd like to straighten out some of those guys
on their nuclear arms hang-up." said Lahree.
"We'd also like to take care of ~d
hunger,"
said Moh.
"But mostly we ~nt to find some really hot
babes." said Quendle'oop.O

Submis.sions
are now beingacceptedfor Singularity,the Lance'ssciencefictionsupplement.
Bringyour typed double-spaced
fictionto the Lanceofficeon the secondfloorof the University
Centre. Deadlineis Feb. 12.
-SupplementEditor Scott Ingram

•
migres in Canada from east bloc
countries may have spurned life
under communism, buttheyhave
not embraced life in the West
either.

People tend to picture emigres
from the East as victims of
"oppressive communist regimes"

who have sought and found
"freedom"

in the ''capitalist

west". But students in Ottawa
who left the"communist world"
for the "free world" did not
simply exchange a dreary life
for a cheerful one.
Emigres must struggle to fully uproot their lives in one
country and completely adapt to their new lives in
Canada In Ottawa, students recently arrived from
Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union are living in a state
of limbo.
They are no longer East Elll'opean. They are not yet
Canadian. They are straddling two worlds.
Andrzej lifsches, a sociology doctoral student who
left Poland with his wife and children in 1981, says"all
immigrants live between the past and the present We
have to find some kind of compromise so that we don't
neglect our past Of course, this means not totally
accepting the society in which we live now."
The early 1980s saw the"third wave" of immigrants
from communist countries come to North America
The first and second waves came after the 1917
revolution in Russia, and after the Second World War.
The flow of Russians to Canada in recent years peaked
in 1980 when 2,079 claimed landed immigrant status.
In 1982, a record 8,278 Poles emigrated to Canada,
topping the number of Polish immigrants arriving here
over the past five years.
lgor Mravinsky, who left the USSR legally with an
exit visa in 1981, is now a student at Carleton. For
Mravinsky, the dreams and cultural traditions of Russia
carry on in Canada" I left the Soviet Union but I didn't
leave Ru~sia I still think in my language. I sometimes
feel misplaced. I'm not fully adapted to my new life
here."
With a different cultural background, a Russian or
East European can't automatically adapt to the Canadian
way of life.
Marek Godyn, a Soviet and Easter European (/SEES)
graduate student from Poland, says"the way I think is
different So is my language. You can't translate your
personality or your life from language to language. I can
speak English but I'm still an outsider."
Emigres criticize their motherland and their newly
adopted homeland. "You can't say that what you left
behind was not good and you've come to a new place
and only see good in it," says Sylwia Rogalska, a
Carleton history student who left Poland for Canada in
1981.
"There is no ideal place in the world," says Peter
Staniszkis, a Carleton graduate form Poland who has
lived in Canada for seven years.
Most students never expected to find a miraculous
new life in Canada They left because they were
skeptical oftheirhornelands and curious about Canada
Ryszard Cimek, an ISEESgraduate student had met
people from North America when he worked as a tour
guide in Poland. "Canadians and Americans brought
me books. t developed an appeal for North America
The official Polish media said North America was like
this. But North Americans would say' No, it's like that'."
The gap between what he read and what he heard
about North America inspired Cimek to obtain a travel
visa to leave Poland and settle in Canada in 1977.
Rogalska left Poland after her hopes for entering law
school were dashed. "I couldn't get a place in law at
university because lhere was too much competition,"
she says.
Rogalska says other things drove her to leave
Poland." I wanted to be independent of my parents. In
Poland, this is impossible even as an adult The
economic situation prevents it Moving out of my
parents' place was impossible."
Lifsches left Poland because his underground poli,.
tical work left him little choice. "I knew from the
beginning of Solidarity that the movement would be
crushed. When this happened I knew I would go to jail
or a detention camp. I didn't believe I had any future in
Poland."
As a researcher at various institutes in Poland, he
says his supervisors often pressured him to falsify his
data and provide' positive proof for the government
"Every time I would refuse, I had to leave the
institute," he says. "What was going on in Poland was
abnormal. I wanted to be able to do a job according to
some sort of ethical code."
A Carleton student from the Soviet Union who
wishes to remain anonymous, says that as a student in
the USSR he used to feel restricted. "In the Soviet
Union you have to study at least 50 political subjectsno matter what discipline you're in. It was prohibited to
mention certain themes."
When he lived in Hungary, Zoltan Barany, now a
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fourth year ISEESstudent rejected Hungary's communist ideals. He acted

more like an entrepreneur

than a

socialist-minded citizen.
"I lived on wheeling and dealing. I would sell
records and car parts on the black market" he says," I
was used to making my own money."
Although their expectations were largely met once

Emigres face more than a language barrier when
they talk to Canadians. Sarolta Gyoker met and mar:r:ie
Cimek in Hungary, then left with him for Canada in
March 1 985. This fall she studied oriental philosophy at
the University of Ottawa She says Canadians communicate in a more formal way than do Hungarians.
"Here you are meantto be very polite. I find it a little

Eastern Bloc emigres find
Canadian universities
a welcome change
by Julie Scott

t-

they settled here, inevitably these students have felt
shocks and pains in adjusting to Canada
Language is often an emigre's first and most hellish
struggle. Not knowing English made Monica ToryanGrossman, now an ISEESgraduate student feel ostracized
when she arrived in Canada and went to high school in
Toronto in 1972. "In my eyes Canadians were very
strange. I didn't understand them. This was amplified
by the fact that I spoke a different language. I was the
colour blue among white kids."
Rogalska recalls humiliating moments when she
was first learning English. "I would meet people who
didn't understand r couldn't speak and they would
make vicious jokes. It was fun for them but it makes you
feel like your efforts are for nothing."
After nine years in Canada, Cimek speaks English
with a slight Polish accent "Because I have a.n accent
there's a suspicion that maybe I don't understand
because I don't speak properly."

prudish. People tend to say'oh, come ave(, but when
you drop by they look surprised. People like to leave
you in privacy. In Hungary people are more intense."
An emigre's next basic struggle is to find a job. "I had
to use two hands and a head to find a job," says Cimek,
"I didn't know basic things which the local kid knows.
Things like resumes Canadians take for granted. This
frustrated me. People said you've come to a free
country and you should be happy. But I'd say, I'm
hungry."
Cimek, who had studied pedagogics of culture in
Poland, found himself overqualified when he looked
for jobs in Ottawa" People say you can get any job. But
Ottawa had 17 per cent youth unemployment I was
overeducated J knew a lot of things that were irrelevant
for jobs here."
Students in Hungary, unlike those in Canada, doo't
worry about unemployment Barany says many people

are reftJsed entrance into Hungarian universities but
those accepted are assured jobs. "In Canada the
uncertainty of the future bothers me. In Hungary you
might not like your job but you' re sure to get one. You at
least have security."
Another challenge in Canada is to adapt to a
different educational system. In Eastern Europe and
the Soviet Union students and professors behave
differently. Professors make up the 'intelligentsia',
entrusted with the noble mission of seeking truth and
meaning. they are rewarded with status and respect
"In Hungary professors are more prestigious. Their
achievements have greater value. But here you're a
greater person if you have a million dollars. If you're
unemployed with a PhD you' re worthless," says Barany.
Respect sets the tone of student- professor relations
in Eastern Europe. But Mravinsky says"professors here
don't pay attention to delivery. Sometimes when they
give a lecture it's as though they were reading a laundry
list If this happened in the Soviet Union, the professor
would be reprimanded."
Emigre students say they at least get the chance to
arg,ue with the professors." At university here, professors impose thPir way of thinking. but you can. challenge
them," says Rogalska
Gyoker enjoys class discussions at Ottawa U. "Students point to things they don't agree with the professor
on. It's very straightforward. Professors aren't on a
pedestal"
Between students, however, emigres are used to
more camraderie. "Friends are like a pressure valve to
offset the problems in society. Wilhout friends, you' re
desperate," says Mravinsky.
Canadian students work differently. First they want
to win, then they want to make friends. Friendships as a
result are less intense.
"Canadian students have to compete in order to
survive. When you have to compete there's not time for
sincere friendships. It's a question of priorities," says
Mravinsky.
When she went to school in Poland, Rogalska used
to exchange assignments with friends. "If I were
brilliant in maths I would help others. If someone else
were brilliant in languages, they would give me their
assignments. At Carleton I can't expect this. Here not
many students cooperate. They want to get good
marks. Competition is reinforced. People are left to
themselves."
Canadian universities also bewilder emigres with
individual decisions. In Eastern Europe courses vary
between programs, but are fixed within each program.
Staniszkis, who studies theology in Poland, at first

found it difficutt to choose courses, "because choice is
an unknown r..u1L1
..ept dl Pulbh universities."
The wide range of choice in all parts of Canadian life
puzzle and sometimes disgust these emigres. The
limitless selection of movies, art, and literature expose
them to the crudest along with the most refined types
of culture. The garish colours and the plastic messages
of some facets of Canadian culture annoy them.
North American mass culture shocked Godyn. Art
seemed inartistic because it was all the same." Movies
are also violent Ttiere is nothing deep in them. Most of
them don't make you think. I find North American TV,
with the exception of CBC or PBS, supremely stupid,"
said Barany. "You mostly see beautiful people doing
beautiful things which are far off from reality. The
psychological effects of this are really bad."
In Poland Rogalska used to watch TV." Everl if it was
propaganda, it was educational. I don't watch TV here.
A!I the commercials make me sick"
With all these challenges, some emigre students
have come to question the values underlying the
Canadian way of life. In Poland the state used to tell
people what to do, says Cimek. Here the same patnnalism exists but in a different form.
"Someone is always telling you to buy something.
This is paternalism to me. A salesman knows I have a
vacuum cleaner, but tells me to buy another. This is
dangerous. All of a sudden I'm full of material needs
and r realize there's never an end to it"
The individualistic outlook of Canadians also raises
doubts among some emigres. When they left a paternalistic communist state, some found they were cutting
the umbilical cord from their source of sustenance.
They had to test their individual ability to survive.
"This new environment is difficult to adapt to," says
Mravinsky. "Here if you're not relying on yourself
you're a loser. I know Russians who have problems
because the government no longer gives them a job, a
roof, a salary."
Despite the hardships of Canadian life, these
students have found what they were looking for. Along
with the competitive university atmosphere, they have
found access to information. Along with the limitations
of speaking a foreign language, they have found room
to express themselves. Along with the threat of unemployment they have found opportunities to earn a
living.
Through their struggles they have learned that the
gulf separating the "free world" and the Soviet Bloc is
surprisingly narrow. Mravinsky notes that Russians and
Canadians have more similarities than differences.
"We both live in a northern climate in a vast open
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country. These factors can be seen in people's characters."
The freedom on which North America prides itself,
some students have noted, is not alien to communist
countries. A person can find freedom in Poland.
"There is freedom of speech in conversation. You
just can't print your words," says Godyn, "that's why it's
important to have a close circle of friends where you
don't have to hide your feelings. Here you don't need
that because you can say and do anything."
Freedom is limited in Canada too, they point out" r
can go demonstrate at the Polish embassy, but I can't
break certain rules," says Staniszkis.
"Everything comes down to the same thing." says
Rogalska "Canadians talk about democracy and freedom, but there's a lot of decisions the government
makes which the people here don't know about"
Canada then is not necessarily the land of wealth
and freedom." I never had the illusion that prosperity
grows on trees here or that you can pick it like apples,"
says Cimek
In fact some emigres have found themselves fighting
for freedom in Canada Byoker is playing out a battle in
court over her landlord's attempt to evict her and
Cimek because their apartment needed' major renovations'.
"Close friends would say 'why not move?' Few
people said fight for your own rights. It's not right what
the landlord is doing." she explains, "If you want
freedom here you have to take a stand."
In the East and West alike, people must play the
same game of survival. "The only difference is that the
rules change. In Eastern Europe and here all people
have to fight," says Lifsches.
Although Canada is riddled with problems most
emigres are content to live here. Canada's multicultural
flavour gives them the chance to mix their past with
their present "ln the United States foreigners have to
assimilate and to a certain extent they lose their
identities," says Staniszkis.
In Canada emigres can choose whether or not to
hold onto their cultural heritage.
Toryan-Grossman has severed ties with her Hungarian
past "The first few years I wanted to hang onto the
Hungarian in me. I didn't belong here and wanted to go
home. Then something changed and now I refuse to be
Hungarian.
Many emigres are unwelcome in Eastern Europe.
They know they can't return. And some don't want to.
"If I went back I would lose everything I've achieved
here in the last four years. If I returned I could never
leave again," says Rogalska
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Laurierendsdreamsof perfectseason
by Brian LeClair

The U. of W. women's basketball team
found out they're not quite invincible Saturday
night at St Denis Hall.
The visiting Laurier Golden Hawks put
an abrupt end to the team's dreams of an
undefeated season, as they roared to a great
start, and then withstood a furious Windsor
rally to set back the home team, 57-50.
For the Windsor women, the loss was a
brutal lesson in what can happen to the team
if they do not run the ball on offense.
"If we don't run, we will lose," said
Windsor captain Colleen Hogan. "We just
stood there in the first half."
Windsor head coach Joanne Maclean
felt Laurier may have wanted this game more
than the Windsor women.
"We didn't come out with any intensity at
all," she said. "They (Laurier) needed to
beat us to keep their playoff chances alive."
Laurier came out in the firsthalf detennined
to slow down the Lancer attack and to
prevent any inside game. They were able to
do both in the first few minutes, and jumped
out to a quick 12-6 lead.
"Laurier disguised things very well,"
Maclean said. "They were able to slow us
down."
The Hawks were also able to use their
speed to stop the Windsor fast break.
"Laurier did a very good job getting back
on defence," Hogan noted.
It was the Laurier offense, however, that
really hurt the Lancers. The Windsor players
often appeared confused as to who they were
to guard, and then the Laurier cagers began
to put on an incredible shooting performance.

"Laurier shot very well," Maclean said.
·'Their big players took uncharacteristic shots
that fell anyway."
Meanwhile, the Lancers could find no
one with a hot hand OD their offensive end of
the court
"We just didn't run our stuff offensively,"
Maclean said.
The first half continued to drag on for the
Lancers, who were unable to mount much of
a response to the Laurier onslaught
Laurier pushed their lead to 36-21, before
Hogan hit a three-pointer to set the Lancer
deficit at 36-24, as the players left the court
in complete silence.
"The first half felt like slow motion,"
Hogan said.
It would have been easy for the team to
fold up and accept defeat, but Wmdsor had
faced a similar deficit against the Hawksin a
previous game, and were able to win. They
knew what they had to do.
Windsor began to force the tempo of the
game, trying to run the ball up and down the
court, and tried to get more active on the
defensive boards.
"Without a defensive rebound, we can't
start a fast break,'' Hogan said.
"We start running, we're a better team,"
said forward Elaine J anisse, who returned to
form with a strong twelve points.
The Lancers slowly cut into the deficit at
the beginning of the half, but it wasn't until
about halfway through when things started to
fall together.
Hogan started the Windsor rally with a
three-pointer, and suddenly they got much
more aggressive. A few more Lancer steals,
and successful jumpers by Janisse, cut the
lead to49-44, with over nine minutes remaining
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Alison Duke looks for an open teammate.

in the game.
The rally continued, until the Windsor
squad closed to 49-46 with seven minutes left
in the contest, and it looked like the home
squad was going to pull another one out
Then, the officials made two controversial
calls against the Lancers which resulted in
losses of possession. The rulings seemed to

take some of the steam out of the comeback.
"It broke our hearts," Hogan said. "We
could have tied the game."
But Hogan was not ready to lay blame on
the men in stripes.
··wedug ourselves a big hole," she said.
"We can't look for the refs to help us out"
Maclean agreed with Hogan.
''The calls hurt us more than it should
have," she said. ''We've got to refocus the
energy against the refs against the other
team."

From that point on. though, the Hawks
were able to regroup and provide enough
offense to keep the Windsor squad at bay
until the closing buzzer.
Despite the loss, Maclean was very
happy with the comeback.
"Defensively we worked harder in the
second half." she said. "We played with a lot
of guts."
MacLean feels that Laurier provides a
special problem for her team.
"We don't match up well with them," she
said. "Their forwards are bigger than ours,
and their guards are quicker. Fortunately we
don't have to play them anymore this season."
Leading the way in scoring for the Windsor
team was Hogan , who scored 19 points,
including three three-pointers.
A very positive part of the game was the
continued OD page 28.

Worldclassathletesat St. Denis
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Fighting for possession.
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Skatersstymiedby goalies
by Scott A. Pattison & Brian LeClair
--------------The Lancer hockey team had trouble
finishing off some fine offensive chances this
weekend, and as a result, were only able to
pick up one point in two games.
Friday night at Adie Knox, the Lancers
fell to the tough Waterloo Warriors 4-1.
Sunday afternoon, they travelled to Toronto
to face Ryerson, and were forced to settle for
a 4-4 tie against the Rams.
Friday night's game against the Warriors
was a treat for fans of wide-open hockey. The
first period saw the two teams racing up and
down the ice and delivering very good body
checks.
The Lancers got oul of the gates well.
firing 14 shots at Warrior goal tender Mike
Bishop.
But All-Canadian goalie Bishop was equal
to the task, making some big saves to keep the
Lancers off the scoreboard.
''Bishop made two or three big saves,"
said happy Waterloo coach Don McKee.
Lancer goaltender Richard Paliani was

equal to the task, though, and the game
remained scoreless until midway in the second,
when John Goodman notched a shorthanded
goal for the Warriors.
The Warriors added another goal on the
powerplay early in the third period to make
the score 2-0, but the Lancers still did not l
quit.
SteveHrynewichcuttheleadto2-I
with
a powerplay goal at6:l 7 of the third, and the
Lancers then pushed for the equalizer.
But the Warrior defense held firm, and
Waterloo then added two late goals against
Pal iani to seal the victory.
·'They are defensively very sound," Paliani
said about the W amors.
Waterloo coach McKee agreed. "We
moved the puck very well out of our own
end," he said. "We gained momentum as the
game went on.''
Despite the loss, Windsor head coach
Rick Cranker was quite pleased with the
Lancer effort
"We're trying to get ready for the playoffs,
and we are going about it the right way," he said
continued on page 26.
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Tunes.
Windsor was able to win the competition
for the prestigious meet over last year's host.

Don't be surprised if people at theFaculty
of Human Kinetics are a little pressed for
time in the next few weeks - the)'.'re just
preparing for the biggest media blitz to hit
this area in years.

Edmonton.
"Since our gym can
that of Edmonton,
pretty good," said

Next weekend,trackandfield stars from
all around the country will be converging on
Windsorin hopesoftuningupforthe
Olympics,
in the Canadian Track and Field Champ-

according to di81
at 10:00 a.m., 1:30 p.OJ:,

ionships.
Nearly all of Canada's best, including
world record sprinter Ben Johnson. Lynn
Williams, bronze medalist at Los Angeles in
the 1000m, and Milt Ottey, Commonwealth
Games record holder in thehigh jump, will~
at St Denis, priming for the 1988 Summer
Olympics in Seoul, South Korea.
With a world class field such as this, it is
almost certain that some world records will
be challenged. The track at SL Denis is one
of the prime venues in the country for such
feats.
"Our track has been known to be fast,"
said Dennis Fairall, track and field coach
here at Windsor, and meet director.
Fairall said last year when Johnsonwas
here he was a fraction of a second away from
a world record time.when he pulled up in the
last few metres. He is not likely to do that
again, as he is eager to set a world record
before the Olympics.

Tickets for

9-m. on

Saturday, and 10:00 ad 1:30 on Sunday.
lbere is also a free practice session open to
the public, on Friday from 6 to 8 p.m., but
Fairall is not sure which athletes will be
present for the wannup.
Surprisingly enough. there are a large
number of tickets available for every session
of the meet and at reasonable prices.
The cheapest seats are those in the
bleachers during the preliminary rounds,
which are priced at $3. For the finals.these
tickets rise to SS. The most expensive tickets
are $10, and these tickets will put the track
fan right alongside the footpaths.
These prices are far below w~t other
track fans have had to pay for similar meets.
In Vancouver, fans were paying up to $24 to
see their favourites.
.
There may even be an added bonus for
due allmq 1heSatmday~preJiminaries.
''Depending on the number of runners,"
Fairall said, "Ben Johnsonmay have to run

an extra heat in the morning. People may get
to see him run for only S3."
So don't forget to mark the date on your

Toe pceotiaJ for wood recorm
~ attracted calendars. It may be the only chance you
many journalists from around the world to might get to see such a display of track and
the event. including the Melbourne Herald

field excellence. 0
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Boniferro'sheroicsvault Lancersinto top ten
by Tom Ferreira

Last Saturday. the Lancer men's basketball team required some last second heroics
from Lancer guard Carlo Boniferro to snatch
a crucial 87-85 victory from the Western
Mustangs, and talcesole possession of second
place in OUAA West Division action.
The game got off to a quick start, with the
Lancers establishing their running game early
on. Windsor pushed the ball up court at every
opportunity. while Western took their time
bringing the ball up, trying to slow the pace
and take Windsor off their game.
The Lancers' other strategy was to get
their outside game going early to free their big
men inside for easy baskets.
Scott Thomas got this plan going in full
gear from the beginning, when he hit a threepointer on the Lancers' first possession.
After six minutes, the Lancers had built a
15- 12 lead.
The Lancer defense then came to life.
They began rebounding well, and making
some key steals, leading to easy hoops. After
an 8-2 Windsor run, Western was forced to
call time out, trailing 25-17.
Near the end of the first half, the Mustangs
caught fire. Their offense, which had been so
tentative early on, was now running at full
steam. Their defense was pickingup rebounds,
only allowing the Lancers one shot. Western
clearly could do nothing wrong.
What had been a twelve point Lancer
lead was cut to four at the half, 40-36.
The second half began almost as a mirror
image of the first. Windsor came out the
more confident of the two teams once again,
playing their run and gun offense to perfection.
On the other hand, Western failed to
carry over any momentum that they had
gained in the first half. The Mustangs were
overpassing, looking for the perfect shot, and
forcing the ball inside where they were met by
a stubborn Lancer defense.
Windsor's outside shooters continued
their sizzling hot shooting, and when Matt St.

Louis added a three-pointer, the Lancers
held a seven point lead, 51-44.
The Mustangs decided to change their
defense to talce away the Lancers' outsid e
shot. This worked to perfection, as Windsor
went on a five minute scoreless streak .
To add to their problems , the Lancers
were being outrebounded, and committed
numerous turnovers that the Mustangs were
quick to capitalize on.
During this slump, Western outscored
Windsor 16-0 to take a 60-51 lead.
With 12:36 left, and Windsor trailing by
nine, it looked like it was all over. However,
the Lancers didn' t fold
"We didn't panic," said head coach Paul
Thomas, "which is a mark of coming of age.
We bung in there, poised when there was
every reason not to be."
The Lancers went to a man-to-mandefense
in an attempt to get more steals and get back
in the game. They used a good balance of
outside jumpers and inside plays, slowly
chipping away at the lead.
Finally, with about four minutes left, the
Lancers tied the game at 76.
Western was losing momentum, and
Windsor was taking control of the game. To
the Mustangs' credit, though, they somehow
managed to stay close, and the score seesawed back and forth with neither team able
to build a large advantage.
With fifteen seconds left, Windsor held
an 85-83 lead, but Western hit two free
throws to re-tie it. The Lancers then brought
the ball up, and with nine seconds left, coach
Thomas called time out to set up a possible
game-winning shot.
A play was set up where St. Louis would
drive to the hoop for the last shot However,
he was partially blocked out, and the shot
missed the net completely.
Fortunately, the ball fell right into the
waiting hands ofBoniferro, who laid the ball
up and in for the winning basket with just two
precious ticks left on the clock.
John Steifelmeyer led all scorers with 32

La nce phot o by Thomas Pld9 eo n

Brian Makaric puts up a j umper.

points for the losing Mustangs.
St Louis did the bulk of the Lancer
scoring with 27. Brian Makaric had 15 in a
strong game. Scott Thomas had 13, and
Boniferro had 12 points, all in the second
half, and drew two offensive fouls which were
keys in the victory. Henry Valentini had a
good game with eight points, including two
important hoops late in the game.
The win gives the Lancers a four-game
winning streak, and leaves them alone in
second place with a 6-2 record. The Lancers
are now ranked tenth in Canada.
Windsor faces the first_:_place and fourth

ranked Waterloo Warriors in Waterloo this
week, and then plays a Saturday night home
game against McMaster.
A victory against Waterloo will give
them a sweep against the Warriors, and
move them closer to first place in the OUAA
West. Also, the Lancers would likely gain a
few more spots in the national rankings.
"Western was the biggest game of the
year until we beat them," said coach Thomas.
" Now Waterloo is the biggest."
Game time for the McMaster contest is
8:00.D

___________ _____________ ___

A ssumption
CHRISTIAN

__;;;;..._

____,

Uni ve rs ity's

CULTURE SERIES

presents

REV. DAVID T RACY, S. T. D.
Profesor of Theology
University o f Chicago

Speaking on

Christianity Among
the Religions
DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

Sunday, Feb ru a ry 21, 1988
8:00 pm
Assumption University
400Huron Church Rd.
Windsor. Ontario

Adults: $5.00
Students: $2.00
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Womenvolleyballers
returnto winningways
This happened in the thirdgame
of the series, which the Mustangs

by Michael Cohen

won 15-8. The game ended in only
twenty minutes, as the Mustangs
started off with a quick 3-0 lead,
and never looked back after that

The · University of Windsor
women's volleyball team returned
to OWIAA play this week, and
entered the game with one thought
only - to win, and win big.

Dina Powis had an outstanding
series for the Mustangs, leading
the team throughout the entire night,
and was especially strong here.

That is exactly what transpired
Friday evening, as second place
Windsor dumped the fourth place
University of Western Mustangs.

In the second game, Windsor
exploded to a 11-3 lead, but soon
again coach Holman had to regroup
the team when the Mustangs quickly

After experiencing two straight
weeks of tournament play against
nationally ranked teams, the team
returned to action with a wealth of
experience.
The experience paid off Friday
night, as the Mustangs were able to
take only one game ina 16-14, 159, 8-15 and 15-9 victory.
However, the Windsor win was
not that easy.
The Mustangs perfonned almost
flawlessly at the net as their blockers
seemed to have more jump. This
hurt Windsor, as they tried to gain
points by spiking the ball up the
middle.
Coach Marg Holman soonchanged
their game plan though, and the
team then went for points down the
sides, and at the corners.
Several times throughout the
series Holman had to call time out
to regroup the team. In the first
game, Windsor was leading 13-9,
but then started to slip, as the
Mustangs came back with fivestraight
points to take a 14-13 lead. The
coach then called a time out, and
Windsor went on to win the game
16-14.
Nancy Otto, a middle back, is
one of the four rookies who had an
impressive game. She has noficea a
particular problem that has plagued
the team of late.
"We let them get too many
points, and then we can't seem to
come back."

Jan Cavenan.
Chris Brecka, Tracey McCall
and Cheryl Smith were the overall
stars this weekend for the Windsor
team. Both were scrambling and
diving all over the court with full
force, engaging the spectators into
the frenzy. Smith earned this week's
Athlete of the Week for her efforts.

Another rookie, AntonellaSiggia,
had a stron1t game bloclong and
hitting, but needs some work whm it
comes to diving for the ball.

"There is a fear factor in the
minds of everyone that has to be
startedto moont a oomeback.Wmdoor
placed aside when you want to
hung on to win the game, 15-9.
perfect this technique," said Siggia
The fourth game also went to
The Windsor team, who is now
Windsor, 15-9 with both teams
5-3,
have a commanding lead in
having some incredible rallies.
second,
and will travel to Brock this
Mary Beth Graham, substituted
for a short while, and played very Friday.
Their next home game will take

well.

Chris Brecka saves point

·'Mary Beth knows what her place on Feb. 21 at 7:00 pm.
function on the team is, and performs against first place McMaster at St
with perfection," said Assistant
Coach Denis Hall. D

lonce photo by Thomas Pidgeon.

Undermanned
spikersfall hardto Mustangs
by Jonathan Arms
The nightmare continued Friday
as the University ofWindsormen's
volleyball team took to the court to
host the first place Western Mustangs.
Like most other matches, high
hopes were short-lived, as the devastating Mustangs quickly disposed
of the lacklustre Lancers in three
straight games.
In the first game, Western started
off with a bang, rolling off twelve
straight points before Windsor finally
got.on the board.
One point was all the Lancers
could muster in the first game,
falling 15-1.
Western was in complete control
of the game right from the start,
playing with the Lancers much like

a boxer would his sparring partner.
Windsor just didn't have it They
were lacking in every department
that Western excelled in.
"It's frustrating," said Lancer
centre hitter Dave Gravelle. "'When
we lose game-in and game-out it
really takes its toll. The guys are
really down."
The Lancers fell 15-3 in game
two, with a performance almost
identical to the first game.
Passing was off, bumping was
erratic, and it almost seemed that
the players had somewhere else
they wanted to be.

Confusion also seemed to be a
major obstacle, as on more than
one occasion the ball just dropped
to the floor, or was sent over the net
before the third hit.
A lack of continuity would cer-

tainly be understandable, as two of
the Lancer starters. Ed Johnston
and Graeme Tosh, were released
fioo1theteam by roach Gary Semeniuk
due to disciplinary reasons.
"We weren't concentrating
enough," said Gravelle. "'With two
of our six starters off the team, it
takes some time to adjust"
Gravelle admits that the loss of
Johnston and Tosh definitely affected
the outcome of the match.
"'Our team was lacking in depth
to begin with," he said. "To beat a
team like Western you have to go
with the best. We need talent on the
floor to win."
In game three, Windsor managed
to get some wind in thei'r sails.
Gravelle was one of the few Lancer
standouts, serving a streak of seven
straight points.

The streak ended abruptly.
Windsor once again became victims
of sloppy defense and Western
stormed back to take the game 158. and the match.
"'It's the same old story every
time," said Gravelle. "'Our defense
definitely costs us games.''
Although Gravelle was disappointed over another Joss, he thinks
the team can tum it around in time
for their upcoming road match with
Brock on February 19.
"'We beat Brock before, and it
would he great to finish off the
season with a win,'' he said.

"It may be a little tougher without Ed (powerhitter Johnston) and
Graeme (setter Tosh) but I'm sure
we can do it." D

Valentines
Bash
Sunday, February 14th
Live Music Featuring

The World Famous

''Blues Pigs Band''
Rock and Roll
''Specials''
Remember .D.J. Music Thursday, Friday and
Saturday.

Chocolate Mug Shot
/lot chocol.1/e
Shot of Southern Comfort

Topwith mini-marshmallows

Coffee Mug Shot
ffot bla<k coffee
Shot of .Southern Comfort

Teaspoonof 511gar
Top with whipped cream

Every Thursday-Chicken
Wings Beer Battered
with your choice of Sauces
-Only 15<t each.
Try our New Video Tennis Game
FACES 902 California 256-5001
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Lancer trackandfieldteam warmsup in East Lansing
by Mike Murphy
The Lancer track and field team continued
to set their sights high as they look for good
meets to tune up for the OUAA finals. This
week's travels led them to an extremely high
calibre meet at the home of the 1988 Rose
Bowl Champions, Michigan State University,
where the Lancers again distinguished themselves.
The meet ran under a different format
than usual. In previous years, teams were
allowed to enter three individuals per event,
which meant that there was a possibility of
including up to forty athletes per event
The new format allowed for onJy the top
twelve to sixteen seeded athletes to be accepted.
The change in format meant that just being
accepted into the race was a great honour.
The Lancers were still able to involve much
of their team.
"We got to run all our athletes today,"
said coach Dennis Fairall, "but we were
selective in the relays."
The team's performance was highlighted
by the women's two mile (4x880y) relay
team. The number one ranked team of Jackie
McVittie. Kathy Neville, Annette Pelletier
and Linda Deluca continued to chip away at
their already impressive time.
What makes this impressive is that McVittie, Pelletier, and Deluca are all returning
to the track scene after taking some time off.
"It was tough at first." admitted Pelletier, "but cross-country gave us a base."
In a sport that is predominately individually oriented, the ladies get fired up for the relay
to make their efforts really count
"1 Jove running relays,'' Deluca said.
"They're just more exciting. It's great to be
part of a team."
Being of equal talent. the ladies are all
hoping for similar goals.
"We're all hoping to go under 2:20,"
McVittie said.
The hope for the each of them to go under
2:20 is very realistic and well within their
grasp.
"We're hoping to hit 9:16 as a team,"

Neville said. She would also like her team to
qualify for the CIAU finals.
"I guess to make it there would be nice."
The ladies time of 9:20.1 padded their
number one ranking for the second week in a
row and also added a school record to their
credit
The second silver medal retrieved was in
the women's 400m run. Maxine Walkes
lowered the school record by a full two
seconds. For Walkes,her time of 56.87 lefl
her just .18 behind the winner, who ran in a
different heat
Teammate Gisele St Louis finished sixth
in the same race, with a time of 58.62.
The men's 800m race proved to be one of
the most thrilling races of the day. It saw
veteran runner Doug Tilson place fourth with
a time of l :54.16 in a extremely competitive
and exciting race. Amazingly, the first seven
places were all within .75 seconds of each
other.
Frequently this year, the school records

Up and over.

in the ladies' hurdles are falling. Jen Yee, the
converted hurdler, is the lady who owns these
honors, and this past weekend was no exception, as she lowered her own school
record in the 55m hurdles to 8.70.
For the Lancer track and field team.
things are moving along right as scheduled.
"Hopefully things will keep going along

Lance photo by Rob Warren.

so they will snowball into the OUAA,'' said
assistant coach Ron Becht
With the OUAA in the first weekend in
March, the Lancers still have a little journey
ahead of them. Next week their tune-up
lead them to West Virginia, where they will
compete in the Hardee's Classic. D

lancer skatersstymied by hot netminders
continued from page 23.
"We made some defensive mistakes that
cost us," he said. "You can't blame Richard
(goaltender Paliani) on any of the goals."
Windsor outshot Waterloo by a 32-27
margin.
The Lancer scoring troubles continued
against Ryerson on Sunday, as the team
outshot the Rams 40 -27, but had to fight back
for the 4-4 tie with a last minute goal.
Despite two goals from Hrynewich, and a
single by Ken Minella, currently 9th in the
OUAA in points, the team had to pull goalie
Kerry Kerch for an extra man to get the
equalizer.
Dan Mahon saved the point for the
Lancers by beating the Ryerson goalie with
under a minute left in the game.
"We were fortunate to get out with a tie,"
said Cranker, "but we really should have
won."

"We dominated play for most of the
game, but their goalie played well, and we
couldn't capitalize on our breaks."
Cranker felt the defense did a good job
against the Ram attack, but that a few "effort
mistakes" cost them dearly.
The fact that the Lancers played well is
somewhat comforting to the Windsor squad,
but that doesn't really lessen the disappointment and frustration.
"It's been our problem lately,'' Cranker
said. "But we can't be too critical. We have
to regroup and take advantage of the chances
we get"
The team has had trouble against the
Rams, who are twelve points behind Windsor
in the OUAA West standings, but have a
defensive strategy that is hard for the freewheeling Lancers to overcome.
"They like to sit back. and they· re big and
strong, and Iike to bump us off of thP-puck."
Cranker said.

Cranker feels the Lancers have to get
their offence started quickly, to take the
momentum away from the Rams.
The weekend's action keeps the Lancers
in first at 14-6-2, but the second place Brock
Badgers gained two more points on the
Lancers this weekend. and now the two
games remaining with the Badgers could
decide first place.
However, this weekend the Lancers have
a good opportunity to gain some ground on
Brock, as Windsor travels to McMaster
Saturday evening to face the cellar-dwelling
Marauders.
Cranker doesn't want his team to get
carried away, though.
"This is a good chance to get our offence
back on track," he said, "but we can't get
overconfident We have to overcome our
nagging injuries.··
"We hope the puck goes our way."0
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CAMPUSREC
Snooker/Pool Tournament
For all you snooker/pool fans out there, Campus Recreation
has got something for you. we will be holding a snooker/pool
tournament Wednesday February 24th, 1988 at the University
Centre Games Room at 7pm. You must register at the
Campus Recreation office before tournament day. Prizes will
be awarded to the winners, so grab a friend and join in on the
fun.
Co-Ed Innertube Waterpolo
Co-ed innertube waterpolo got under way this weekend.
There are eight teams in the league this year.
Business Bums beat Donlon Hall in the opening game 153. Thesubmarinesweredownedby'I057'
16-4. WeBelllin'
was in fine form once again. Kelly Pye and Terry Demarco
racked up 41 points over the H20's 3. The final game pitted
the two Cody teams. Cody Coyotes I beat II 2-0. Stay tuned
for next weeks results.
Women's Ice Hockey
Women's intramural ice hockey has started! The first two
games were played on wednesday and Thursday oflast week.
They were exciting games, with the Rejects winning against
the Basketballers in the last few minutes. In the second game,
the Leafs outscored the Breakers. But the scores don't matter
because they were only exhibition!
The real games start on Wednesday February 10 at 12
midnight with the Ballers vs. the Horrors. Come on out and
support these teams.
C.R.P.O.T.W.
Congratulations, to Janet Tadeo for being picked as our
enthusiastic fitness freak for Feb. 1-7.

Since the first Winter Olympics
in 1924 at Chamonix, there has
been a growing excitement that can
only be recaptured every four years.
This eager excitement can be felt
all around us.
There is a certain level of danger
inthewinterversionofthismomentoos
sportsspectaclethatcannotbefound

Le..-==------,,-----=--

Tadeo willingly gave up her 7 .30 time slot for 8:00 am 9:00 am, despite the inconvenience it caused her schedule.
Ski Trip
It was an eventful night on Jan. 29, when Campus Ree hit
the slopes of Mount Holly.
Skiing went from 6:30pm to 11:00pm followed with a
little apres ski. Well, maybe a lot!
After the slopes closed, the dancing began and the awards
started to be handed out
Dave Bowman received the famed "wipeout" award, but
recovered in time for the late evening fun.
Other award winners were Mitch Germain for being the
best dressed skier and Doug reed the most stylish skier who
wore shades at night!
Jim Weese, the Coordinator of Campus Ree, received the
pile driver award for his memorable crash-up with Mitch
Germain.
Phoebe Mok won the award for soaking up the most snow
and Annetee Charlebois won the Megaphone award. She
screamed" Hey Jack, nice yellow pants!" to only the Dean of
HK., Dr. Jack Leavitt
Mark Hawthorne had a tough time skiing, but managed to
win an award. He received the most "destructive" skier
award for skiing out of control, through a fence and getting his
lift ticket ripped up by a patrol.
In the lounge Rob Hebert won the "best dancing" award
probably because he got a lot of practice after falling on the
hill four times and then calling it a night
Although there were no Steve Podborski's on this trip
most of us skied to the best of our abilities with pleasant
weather on our side.

in the summertime variety. The
tluill of the gravity-defyingskijumper,
the insanity of the luge and bobsled
events, hurling down tunnels of ice
at speeds of up to 150 MPH, cannot
be found in any other sporting
venue.
Add to that the sheer will and
courage of our crazy Canucks as
they weave their way down the
slopes, or the poetic grace and
beauty of the figure skating events,
and fans are treated to a first class
show.
But how will our teams perform
at home this year? Hopefully they
canreachsomeofthefinestandards
setbyourcountrymeninprevious

Olympiads. This week's quiz is to
refresh your memory of some of
Canada's finest Olympic acheivements.
l )One year Canada was not able to
field a hockey team for the Olympics.
What year, and what was the problem?
2)WhowasthefirstCanadianathlete
to win three Olympic medals?
3)What event did Robert Paul and
Barbara Wagner win in 1960?
4)Who was the first Canadian giant
slalom winner, and in what year?
5)Barbara Ann Scott was the first
Canadian to win a gold medal for
figure skating. In what year did she
do this'?
6) Has Canada ever won a gold

------=--·
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Thanks to all who made this years ski trip successful!

Women's Intramural Basketball
Womens' Intramural basketball got under way Tuesday,
February 2nd. Judging from what was seen that rught, it looks
like the league will be close, with no one team dominating.
Standings as of February 3rd are as follows:
The Petunias
3
A Bit of Everything
2
Hot Shots
2
Ex-ettes
I
The Slammers
O
The Zoo Keepers
O
In order that the league run well, please try to avoid
defaults, and to be ready to play by game time. Thanks.
Instruction als
Campus Ree instructionals are all under way. Programs
this semester include kayaking (Sunday), social dance
(Thrus.),tennis (Sat), and women's weight-kuftubg,
Kayaking and tennis groups are both of a limited size,
which ensures the individual attention needed by a group with
different levels of knowledge and skill.
Women's weightlifting offers individual training programs
with an emphasis on the safety aspect
Social dance expects to have made Gingers and Rogers
out of all their trainees.
Meanwhile the First Aid Course took place last weekend.
C.P.R is to be held on Mar. 12 & 13/88.
There is still time to register for the course. Just visit the
Campus Ree. office between J 1:30-1:00pm Monday-Friday
or 4: 30-8: 30 Monday- Thursday to sign-up. Or call us at 25 34232 ext. 2456.

I

medal in the bobsled? If so, in what 8)In which year did Canada rack ·1
up its best medal performance?
year, and what event?
?)Have any athletes(except answer 2) 9)What Canadian city has also
won medals in consecutiveOlympics? hosted a Winter Olympics?
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Acarya Priyatosa Brc.
INTRODUCTION TOT ANTRA YOGA
SPONSORED BY
2 Sessions of 3 hours each
<D+ The Brahmacakra
or Tantric theory of the creation
+ The body: the external layer of the mind
- importance and role of the glandular system
- initiation to the yogic 'innercises', the asanas

@

Studenls'
Administrative
Council
CONSE1L ll0MINIS1n1111r ors

( IUOIMJIS

+ Yoga for a personal
+

development and the welfare of all
The Tantric conception of the society
and its applications today.
Introduction to meditation
- Benefits
- First steps
- Eventually, personal initiations

Madame Vanier Lounge
VANIER HALL
Monday, February 22 and Tuesday, February 23, 1988
•

6:30 - 9:30
•

..
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After four long years of waiting, it is finally on the
horizon. I can hardly wait
The Olympics for me are two weeks of heaven. The mere
thought of nearly two solid weeks of sports on television
almost makes my face paralyzed in contortions of glee.
However, there is a lot of crap mixed in with the good
stuff. I thought fd spend this week's column with you,
my hopefully faithful readers, to tell you what I think will be
the most worthy parts of this fortnight of sport
Consider yourselves lucky, at first, to be living here.
Whenever you get tired of the ABC announcers telling you
how great the Americans are, you can flip to Channel 9 and
they can tell you the same thing about our own athletes. Not
that it's any less grating, but at least it's about US.
Anyway, the whole shootin' match commences with the
opening ceremonies, set for Saturday afternoon. Here 's
where CBC is valuable. Ten minutes of ABC discussing the
miraculous tale of each U.S. athlete will force the finger down
on the old remote control. (Isn't it amazing that no U.S.
athlete makes it to the Olympics without overcoming a
personal tragedy? Makes you wonder, don't it?)
Day two gives us a veritable potpourri of events to
choose from, from luge to hockey. Who knows what our
broadcasting demons will show us?
However, it might be a good idea to check out the luge if
possible. I fail to see the skill involved in this event, or the
bobs led for that matter. It seems to me that the guy or gal with
the fastest, most aerodynamic sled or body is gonna win.
But, wouldn't it be interesting if one of those sleds happens to
come loose during the trip? That would be interesting, to say
the least
Also early in the competition is the downhill event This
one has always been a favourite of mine since Franz
Klammer made his quasi-suicidal gold medal run in
Innsbruck in 1976. But this year, it is a great chance for
Canada, namely Rob Boyd, to bring home gold Besides. there
aren't any good Americans in this event, so you won't have to
by Michael Cohen
listen to them. Check this one out, probably only on CBC.
The hockey tournament starts very early in the Olympiad,
The University of Windsor fencing team advanced to the
too, and its always a crap shoot which games the networks
OUAA
finals in good shape, as it competed in the OUAA
will show. They like to show many of them, since it is a good
regionals at McMaster this past weekend.
draw. The Canada-USSR match will likely be a great match,
Windsor competed against Brock. Western, and the host
since it has gold medal implications. Somebody has got to
McMaster squad this weekend in both team and individual
show that
events, and a good number of Lancer fencers emerged
I think that the Canadians will be hard pressed, but they
victorious.
will take home the gold in front of their screaming fans. If the
Both the sabre and foil teams advanced to this week's
United States can win with a bunch of nobodies in Lake
finals, which will be held in Western this weekend
Placid, Calgary can tum the tide for the Canucks.
Members of the sabre team were John Moceri. Rob
Skip many of the other events on T.V. the next few days.
Fallenbuchl, Andres Sautter. and Vinny Feore. Competing
Figure skating is still doing those boring compulsory events.
on the foil team were
au Novitsky , Ed Scott, Greg
Ski jumping is only interesting if someone falls or somethin8'
Rubidge.
and
Kevin
Haggith.
Don't ask me what the excitement is in watching skaters race
Last year's gold went to Windsor's sabre team. and they
in circles around a rink. as in speed skating. I'm clueless.
are expecting to take the prize again this year.
Hockey games pretty much dominate the fare for the next
few days, so the Olympic overview on late night television
will probably suffice. Save your tube time for later.
'
Saturday night will be one of the first interesting duels of
I I,'
J..)
I
the Olympics~ The men's figure skating competition enters
continued from page 23.
its very important free skate phase. The U.S.'s Brian Boitano
has had a four year war with our Brian Orser, and this
twelve points from Janisse, who has been concentrating on
competition is probably the climax.
defence this season. She could be a very important offensive
Look for Boitano to be ahead slightly, and the ABC
threat down the stretch, MacLean said
coverage to be gloating. But Orser will prove just how good he
Alison Duke, who was double-teamed most of the game,
is, by skating the performance of his life in front of a packed
added ten points.
Calgary ice rink.
The loss drops the women to 8-1, and although the defeat
There's a whole lot of cross-country skiing going on in the
was disappointing, the team feels it may do some good
next few days. lt'sgruelingand all, but real boring. Watch the
"Maybe it will bring us back to earth," Maclean said. "It
Pistons-Lakers game instead.
shows us we have some work to do."
The women's draw of the figure skating event should be a
"It will probably make us work harder," J anisse said. "It
memorable duel also, with crowd favourite Katarina Witt
certainly can·t hurt"

BRIAN LECLAIR

facing off against America's darling and Stanford student
Debi Thomas. It might be worth it to watch the short program
here, to get an idea of how the final will stack up.
The last weekend of the Olympics certainly shapes up to
be the best part of the whole two weeks.
The ice hockey tournament is working its way down to a
precious few teams, culminating Sunday night as the Canadian
team skates around with the gold medal swinging around their
necks.
But the highlight of the weekend, at least for me, will be
the finals of the women's figure skating event I've always
liked this sport anyway, but with the Witt-Thomas fight, this
one could be special.
First of all, they're using the same music - the overture
from the opera "Carmen". It will be interesting to see the
difference in interpretation between the two skaters, and the
marks they recieve. It probably will decide the gold.
I think Witt will win fairly easily, if she skates up to her
potential. Simply put, she looks far more elegant on the ice,
and plays up much better to the crowd It certainly doesn't
hurt that she skates better than Debi also.
Unfortunately, Canada's own Elizabeth Manley doesn't
stand much of a chance here. There's just too much talent in
this deep field
You probably should stick around for the closing
ceremonies later that evening. Although they may be hokey
and heavy handed, they give a good chance to reflect on the
games, and appreciate the efforts of the athletes, giving their
all for their respective countries.
It also gives one a chance to think ahead-of the next
sports extravaganza--Seoul, the Summer Olympics.
Cheers for now, and happy watching. 0

Lancerfencersqualifyfor finals
However, this year's foil team is hoping for the same.
"The foil team has a good chance of winning this year
also," said Rubidge.
Windsor's third team, the epee, will not advance this year.
''I had a bad day, it was a big disappointment." said
Rubidge, a bronze medal winner last year.
A total of five Lancer fencers advanced to play in the
individual round. From the sabre team Moceri, Sautter, and
Fallenbuchl will represent Windsor, and Nowitsky and
Haggith will represent the foil team.
Eli Sukunda, who has been with the team for nine years.
and who has been on the Olympic squad for ten, is hopeful
that the team will bring home many of the medals in both the
team and individual even .
It is certain though, that the Lancer fencers will give it
their best shot 0
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The loss keeps the women in first place, but cuts their lead
to only two games over the second place Brock Badgers, who
are 6-2 and have not faced the Windsor team this season.
This makes the women's next game, a home match-up
against the Badgers Saturday night at 6:00, a showdown for
first place.
''We only need to beat them once to clinch first place,"
MacLean said '·It's up to us."
From what Hogan said she has heard about the Badgers,
it should be an interesting game, since they are much the same
team Windsor is.
"They are a fast, small team, with good guards," she said
"Whoever causes more turnovers will win." 0
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Goldmanrehired;
U ofWstilldefiant
by Terry Moore

rv Goldman has
his job back.
In a surprise
move the University
of Windsor administration reinstated Dr. Goldman
as an assistant professor in the
communication studies department
Feb. 16 after ignoring for two
months an arbitration ruling to
rehire him.
The Administration came up
with a cheque for Goldman dating
back to February l. This still defies
arbitrator Pamela Pitcher's orders
to reinstate Goldman with backpay
to July I. 1987.
According to a U ofW Faculty
Association newsletter, the University Committee on Academic Promotion and Tenure (UCAP1) denied
Goldman tenure ( a permanent position) with the University on the
basis of his teaching and research
performance over two years ago.
An appeal in 1986 was also rejected
When the matter went to arbitration, an avenue made available

tIJ

through an al?feement between the
Faculty
Association
and the
administration., provincial arbitrator
Pitcher ordered the University to
rehire Goldman "with full compensation for his losses". The administration has chosen to disregard
this decision until now and it is still
unknown whether it will follow
through on plans to appeal the
decision-making power of Pitcher.
Administrators are arguing that
Pitcher does not have the authority
to make the decision she did.
Goldman supporters had planned
to hand out pamphlets listing the
facts of his case at the university's
25th anniversary celebration at
Cleary Auditorium on February
16. It is believed the University
administration heard of the planned
demonstration and acted quickly to
avoid an embarrassing situation at
the invitation-only Anniversary
Concert which doubled as the kickoff for the university's campaign to
raise $16 million for a new business
building and other additions to the
campus.O
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Chinese Students Association members nng m the Chinese New Year by performing the traditional "lion dance" for
good luck in the coming 3•ear.
I

Environmental
f!lUUPSteamup to tackleFermi's
follies
IA I
by Michael Cole

sylvania, and Mary Sinclair, of
Midland, Michigan. Johns- Rud assisted with the clean-up after the
n
international
op- 1979 Three-Mile Island nuclear
position
is building
a strong case for accident and Sinclair is credited
shutting down your with being highly instrumental in
••friendly" neigh- the closing of the Midland nuclear
bourhood nuclear plant
plant in 1984.
In her speech Sinclair indicated
Essex County Citizens Against
Fermi II and the Safe Energy Coal- since the accident at Chernobyl in
ition of Michigan ( SECOM) teamed 1986, regulatory boards of nuclear
up last Wednesday evening to provide power around the world have been
information to the public about the tightening up the standards, but the
Fermi II nuclear plant in Monroe, Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) in "the United States has
Michigan.
The joint meeting held in the not
Sinclair also called the Nuclear
Faculty of Law's Moot Court with
speakers including Steven Langdon, Regulatory board in the U.S. "corMP. for Windsor-Essex, Judith rupt'' and suggested that the NRC
Johns-Rud of State College, Penn- is operating in collusion with the

nuclear power industry.
She has examined NRC regulations and has found that a plant
with a safety problem can be licenced
if a solution is found, but the solution
need not be implemented in order
to obtain an operating licence. Other
contradictions and grey areas of
this nature in NRC regulations are
what Sinclair has labelled as" NRC' s
own form of Double Speak."
Sinclair concluded her speech
by saying that the public "has the
right to demand not to be made
guinea pigs."
Mike Keegan, the research director of SECOM cited in his speech a
local-level NRC report on Fermi II
from March of 1987 which states
that the plant does not meet six of

seven NRC safety requirements,
but ~e is unable to find out from the
NRC what these safety standards
are specifically.
Keegan explained the basic design flaw of the Mark I nuclear
reactor is that it incorporates a
2,000,000 gallon re-condenser pool
which condenses radio-active steam
in order to prevent excess pressure
from building up inside the reactor
core. This allows for a smaller and
less expensive containment unit
Keegan pointed out that the system
does not work as ·designed and is
not nearly as safe as it should be for
that reason alone.
He said if the plant is not closed
down, the next best course of action
is to implement independent public

Studentsfightin~
BURNABY(CUP) - The students'

Who said the Windsor Symphony Orchestra can't let their collective hair
down? For story on gala evening kick-off for the U of W's capital funding
drive, see page 3.

union at Simon Fraser University
will launch an elaborate campaign
this week to mobiliz.estudents against
impending fee increases.
Through the "freeze the fees"
campaign, SFU students' society
external relations officer, Paul
Mendes, hopes to convince the
university's board of governors to
vote down the package of fee increases scheduled for the board's
Feb.23 meeting.
"The administration seems to
think they can keep jacking up our
fees every year with impunity,"
said Mendes, "but with a little help
from the student body, we can show
them enough is enough."

Fees are rising across the province, keeping B.C.'s tuition at the
second highest in Canada, behind
the Atlantic provinces.
Tuiti.onatSFU and.theUniversity
ofBritish Columbia make up roughly
16 per cent of the universities'
operating budgets, causing the fees
to rise every time the budget changes.
SFU's campaign will take a
multi-pronged approach which will
include a "freeze the fees" information table staffed by Mendes
and 40 student volunteers and a
"100 meter-beer' - a massive,
scrolled, open letter to the board
protesting the fee hike.
The campaign will also feature

SeeFREEZE THEFEES page12.

monito1ing systems like those currently in use at a Mark I reactor in
Wisconsin ... You've got to hold the
trump card, you've got to bring
about independent monitoring,"
said Keegan.
Judith Johns-Rud speech related
Fermi II to the Three Mile Island
plant, another Mark I reactor. She
reported her findings from the Harrisburg, P. A area over the past nine
years after the accident
• 2500 radiation-related health
damage suits are still in the U.S.
courts.
• There have been up to 15
times the average number of cancer
and leukemia incidents in the area
• The Pennsylvania
Dutch
MelUlOnitesin the area, whoremained
unaware of the accident at Three
Mile Island for nearly two weeks
afterward, have had a sharp rise in
hypo-thyroid problems since then.
These problems are believed to be
caused by the release of iodine-131
into the atmosphere by the plant
John- Rud also indicated that
both the state and federal governments have been "reluctant" to
study the issue of illnesses potentially caused by Three Mile Island
"There is no maximum (radiation) dosage for the public before
they are evacuated," according to
NRC standards, her findings show.
John-Rud also indicates that although Detroit Edison, which owns
Fermi II, is willing to pay for and
distribute potassium iodine pills in
the area the issue of iodine:>-131is
only part of the problem. An acSee FERMI n page 3.

I
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DIVERSIONS
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ARIS

Untll Febluary 21
- Reconnaissance, an exhibition featuring photographs
at the Art Gallery of Windsor.
Untll Febluary 21
- TheArt Gallery of Windsor sho'w'Casesrecent acquisitions
of contemporary art. Worksobtained in the past 15 months
are featured including pieces by Andy Warhol, Joe Fafard
and Cynthia Short.
Untll Febluary 28
-Artclte, 3277 Sandwich, features an exhibition by Deanna
Sperka called 4 Way Stop.

THEATRE
February 11-21
- The University of Windsor Players present Look Back in
Anger, John Osborne's production about an angry young
man fighting the establlshment in '50s England, at Essex
Hall Theatre. Call 253-4565 for info.
Unttl February 21
- The Meadow Brook Theatre presents Cat On a Hot Tin
Roof. Call (313) 377-3300 for info.
Unttl March .t
- The Dresser by Ronald Harwood, at the Hilberry Theatre,
Wayne State Univ., call (313) 577-2972 for info.
Unttl March 5
- Tartuffe by Moliere. At the Hilberry Theatre, Wayne State
Univ., (313) 577-2972.

February 18-21, 26-28
-Full Circle Theatre presents Senior Square at the
faculty of education auditorium at 8 pm Feb. 18-20 & 2 pm
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February20
-Emmanuel Ax & Yo-Yo Ma, a piano and cello duo
perform at 8 pm at Orchestra Hall. 3711 Woodward. Call
(313) 833-3700.

Feb. 21. Call 254-6527 for info.

February21
- Montoya, the world renowned flamenco guitarist, 7 pm
at Macomb Community College. Call (313) 286-2222.

February 19&20
- Theme will be playing at the Detroit Film Theatre, DIA
Call 832-7676

February24
- The Modern Jazz Quartet performs at the Macomb
Centre. Call (313) 286-2222 for info.

February 19&20
- The Mighty Gents plays at the Music Hall Center in
Detroit. Call (313) 963-7622.

February24
-Windsor Symphony's Largely Canadian Chamber Music
series presents The French Connection at Mackenzie Hall,
3277 Sandwich. at 8 pm. For info call 973-1238.

FebNary26
- The Man from Nowhere will be playing at the Detroit Rim
Theatre, DIA Call (313) 832-7676.

MUSIC
February19
- George Thorogood at the Hill Auditorium. Ann Arbor. Call
(313) 423-6666.
February19
-Dead Milkmen at St.Andrew's Hall. Call (313) 287-8090.
February 19&20
- The fabulous Cleo Laine will dazzle Windsor in a program
with the Windsor symphony conducted by John DankvJorth
at 8 pm in the Cleary. Call 973-1238.

Fri., Feb. 19-Thurs., Feb. 25

Beverly Hills Cop Part II
7:00pm ro:m~.~"!!"~

Planes, Trains and Automobiles
9:00 pm @:m~.~"!!"1

MidniJ?ht
Fri., Feb. 19 & Sat Feb. 20

Monty Python's
The Life of Brian

RE~J

*Tonight Is The Last Showing For

Wall Street

ALLSEATS
ONLY

$2.00
FOR. MEMBERS

SENIORS &.Qill.DREN

$3.so- new regular
admissionprice

112
& under)

l),t\~f\Ttit!Tl2t
"Windsor'sOnlv Discount MovieTheatre"
804 Ene St E.

253-0051

February 24&25
•
-Windsor Community Band perf()(l'T)S
a Musical Celebration
Our Black Heritage. at8 pm at the Cleary. Ticketsavailable
at Cleary, the Windsor Star and the Board o'f Education.

FebNary20
- Censorship in Canada, a public forum sponsored by the
School of Visual Arts and Department of Anthro-Sociology,
at 8 pm. Featuring Max Allen, Producer, CBC Ideas.

February 22
-The Lung Association/Essex County will begin its next
'Countdown' Quit Smoking Clinic on the evening of February
22nd. Each clinic consistsof seven sessionsof an hour and a
half each. Advance registration is required by Friday Feb.
19th ...however, class size is limited so register early! The
clinic fee is $75 per person. Formore info contact the Lung
Association at 256-3433.

February 24
- The Antropology Club presentsa lecture by Joan Magee:
"From St Brendan to Tupilakas: Religion in Greenland
Through the Ages", at 4:30 pm Conference Room "A',
University Centre.

ETCETERA

February25
· - Iona College is presenting a free seminar on aging. The
February 18&19
seminar is to be held at the Senior Citizens centre, 706
-The Second City Touring Company(American) provides
Goyeau St. from 12:30 to 4:30 pm. Call Iona at 973-7039.
two nights of improv at the Attic Theatre. Call (313) 8758284.
February 27&28
vendredl, le 19 fevrler
-Auditions for the Full Circle Theatre's presentation of Neil
-Conference
16 heures La Maison Fran9aise,478 rue
Simon's Brighton Beach Memoirs will be held between 2
Sunset. Walter Skakoon, universite de Windsor. Sartre:
and 5 pm 152 Pitt St, reading from the script. Call Kim at
254-6527 for info.
biographe .

a

a

CONCORDIA
UNIVERSITY
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Centre for Continuing Education

Educational Travel
Study Abroad 1988
Credit courses offered in:
AREZZO, Italy-May 4 • June 15
Intermediate Italian
Italian Civilization
KASSEL, Germany-May 6 - June 17
Intermediate German
Advanced Composition and Stylistics
Culture and Civilization
SAN JOSE, Costa Rica-May 20 - June 24
Intermediate Spanish
Advanced Composition and Stylistics
JESI, Italy-July 29 - August 24
Drawing plus an initiation to Italian language and culture
BUDAPEST, Hungary-May 13 • 27
Political Science - Modern East Central
Europe: Politics, Society and Culture
BANFF, Alberta-May 15 - 29
Political Science. Politics of Western Canada
Further information and brochures:
1822 de Maisonneuve Blvd. W. Montreal, Que.
H3G 1M8 or Tel: (514) 848-3603

Uh1vers1tv of Windsor

Community Building
A I 4 Hour Experimental Workshop
Mar. 4-24
Fee $50
Campus Group of
Adult Children Of Alcoholics
meet every
Wednesday 7:00-8:30 p.m.
at Iona
Student Suppers
Every Thursday
5:30 p.m.
Feb. 25 Scandinavian Meatballs
Black Forest Torte
6:15 Jarle Tangen
Norwegian Film Maker
slide presentation
Aging And The
Community Information Fair
Thurs. Feb. 25
I: 30-8:00pm
Senior Citizens' Centre
706 Goyeau St.

Iona College University of Windsor
208 Sunset Ave. 973-7039

t'

CapitalfundingdrivegetslxxEtat bash
60~ centof goala1reodyraised
by Sheila Gervais

UJ

niversity ofWmdsor
president Ron Ianni
hopes the capital
campaign" Investing
in Leadership" will
give the uruversity a place among
the top research institutions of the
world
The campaign, officiallylaunched
in a gala event at the Cleary Auditorium attended by over 600, has
already raised 60 per cent of its
total goal of $16 million.
Ianni said he is confident the
campaign wilJ be a success ·because
of alumni loyalty and strong community and corporate support
At the event marking the University's 25th anniversary, i.Qvitation
holders were treated to concert
performances by the U of W School
of Music as well as the Windsor

Symphony Orchestra. At the top of
the program ianni announced Chrysler
Canada ltd.'s donation of$400,000,
and cited it as a "leadership gift that
will lead the way for other Canadian
corporations."
Chrysler has also promised to
implement a payroll deduction program for its employees that will
match all donations made by alumni
employees.
Vice-president of personnel at
Chrysler, Bill Fisher, said the corporation looks to the University of
Windsor for quality graduates.
·' Chrysler does extensive recruitment at the University of Windsor
and we encourage a strong institution
with capital investment, " he said.
Chrysler employs several hundred
graduates of the University in all
levels of the company, Fisher said

"Our gift is a leadership contribution
and hopefully others will follow
suit"
Ianni said he expects the remaining $8.5 million to come from
private • gifts donated by alumni,
corporations, and foundations.
The University expects to raise
$1 million from its 40,000 alumni
in the annual fundraising drive.
Students will also be asked to
give money to the capital campaign,
Ianni said He suggested raising
student incidental fees, but said
that would have to be approved by
a student vote.
Brendan Thomson, Students'
Administrative Council (SAC) vicepresident of university affairs, said
raising student fees is not necessary.
As an alternative Thomson said
students could contribute one quarter
of their $100 Student s' Adrninis-

trative Council fees toward the expansion fund.
The university expansion will
include:
A new building for the F acuity
of Business Administration; Relocation of the Great Lakes Institute
for Canadian-American Studies in
larger quarters in the new building;
construction of some sort of parking
structure of one or more floors to
help alleviate some of the parking
problem; relocation of the Faculty
of Education in the present Sunset
St Business Building and expansion
of the University Centre.
U. ofW . vice-president academic
Dr. Gordon Wood said although
the university does not foresee an
increase in undergraduate business
enrolment, plans to develop a co-op
program at the graduate level could
double the number of graduate stu-

dents. Also, Woodsaid, the building
was designed for 35 professors and
there is not enough office space to
accommodate the 45 staff presently
teaching in the faculty.
Other monies raised to date
include a $5.5 million grant from
the province of Ontario(on condition
that the remaining $13 million be
raised locally) a $3 million grant
over the next five years from the
city of windsor and $100,000 in
private gifts.
Ianni said campus planners have
been at the U. of W. all week
administrators hope to have a draft
location cite by late June or early
July. Once they have the draft.
Ianni said, they can begin taking
bids from architectural firms and
construction can be expected to
begin nine months to one year from
that date. D

getfeedbackonfuturelayoutof campus
by Arthur Gosselin

planners on Feb. 11.
"We don't wantto be looking at
Another area resident was cona whole bunch of bricks," the resident
cerned about whether the planners
said.
ew ideas for the would provide for enough green
Parking was also a major issue
future of the Uni- space around the new building.
said Allsopp.
ve~ityofWindsor's ,-- ----------------------mam campus were
flying sometimes
fast, sometimes furious, and sometimes ad infinitum last week.
Two representativesfrom DuToit
Allsopp and Hillier, the U. ofW. 's
choice for campus planners were
here Feb. 10-12 conducting private
and public meetings with students,
faculty, administration and area
residents to receive suggestions on
the future layout of the campus.
"Issues that people raised varied
widely,' ' said Robert Allsopp, one
of the campus planning specialists.
"Many people wanted astronger
image of the campus , a stronger
sense of identity," Allsopp said.
He said one suggestion he received
was for a recognized entrance to
the campus or centre which would
greet people as they entered the
university.
The major features of campus
development include a new business
building and the repatriation of the
Faculty of Education, which will
be housed in the present Sunset St
Essex-Windsor M.P. Steven Langdon shows his anger over the risky business
Business building.
Another ideas was to form a
stronger connection with the riverfront,
said Allsopp.
First speaker of the evening,
"It's an asset that is not being Conti nued from page 1.
Steven
Langdon,reported on his
exploited," he said
cident at Fermi II would also release
progress at the federal government
There is however some debate large quantities of highly poisonous
level. Langdon said he is pressing
on which direction the campus should cezium 138 into the atmosphere,
Joe Clark, Minister of External
expand in the future.
and the iodine pills do not have any
Affairs, to step in at the U.S.
Allsopp said that while most effect on it
government level and has prepared
people prefer spreading eastward
Johns-Rud made four recom-

"Just about everybody mentioned
parking," he said. Proposals ranged
from the Students' Administrative
Council's (SAC) idea of a parking
garage structure which could be
------------

going on at Fermi IL

built next to the business building
when it is built, to only a little more
parking space with a preference of
more green space.
See CAMPUS page 12.
------- ~
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Pennifre5 joinforce5
to ridregionofnuclearthreat

between University Avenue and
Wyandotte Street on Sunset and
California streets, some would like
to see the campus expand southward
and link up with the faculty of
human kinetics building on College
Avenue.
One local resident whose house

mendations to the public:
an l l-page appeal to the U.S.
• Read up on the facts on radi.
".Do
•
J
th
h
government voicing the concerns of
atton.
n t re Y on ose w o
· · ( o f nuclear
Canadians.
·
profit from the activity
.
adi
·
The
appeal
is based on inform)
power fior infiorma tion on r ation.
·
co t
mation provided by the NRC which
• Pure h ase a ge1ger
un er.
Sh e sat'd th a t a good one c an be tellsofaainghardwareand"prevent_.
able" human error at Detroit Edipure h ase d fior un der $500 U ·S.,
and is a "worthwhile investment"
son's nuclear power plant
was bought by the university last for those who are concerned about
semesterinpreparationforerecting
radiation.
"I read all of this as saying:
a ne b ·
b ildin
'd th
'Look, this plant is a mess,'", conw usmess u
g, sat
ey
eDevelopacitizenbasedinde·
· th
rty to
eluded Langdon.
were ignonng e open prope
pendent monitoring proiect for
,
During the question period Johnsthe South
.
Fermi 11
"fmbrokenheartedaboutlosing
8Write to MPs and MPPs
RudandSinclairjointlysaiddecommy home," she said, speaking at voicing your concerns.
missioning Fermi II involved many
the public meeting held by the· --- ---------------------------------------------___)

months of coo ling down to allow
decay heat to dissipate, and only
partially spent fuel can be removed.
They said the whole unit would be
entombed in concrete.
Sinclair said Detroit Edison
cannot hope to recover their losses
on Fermi II.
"The economics of an early
shut down are beginning to look
really good."
Detroit Edison has spent over
$4.35 billion on the construction
and maintenance of Fermi II. and
has only begun to produce power
commercially since January. The
company was forced to write off
$428 million in losses on Fermi II
during the last fiscal quarter, or
about $2.90 (U.S.) per individual
share.

Johns-Rud described a hYP<>thetical worst-case scenario where
a one-meter square break occurred
in the containment unit of Fermi
Il. In such a case an area within a
radius of 150 km around the plant
would have to be evacuated pennanently, resulting in property damages of$150 to.$280 billion (U.S.).
Neither the utility company nor
the builders of the reactor can be
held financially liable for these damages, under U.S. law.
Interested citizens can contact
the Essex County Citizens Against
Fermi II, Box 241 Amherstburg,
Ontario N9V 2Z4, or the Safe
Energy Coalition of Michigan. Box
331, Monroe, Michigan 48161.
Both groups are planning a joint
demonstrationinMayofthisyear.D
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it...
For a few years running now, the Lance has declined to
endorse candidates in the SAC general elections. This
year, however, our editorial board decided to take the
plunge into the murky waters that are SAC elections. We
feel this year there 1s more than rhetoric to choose from
between the candidates in the two executive races, for
president and vice-president (administration).
We found it much more difficult to come up with a
candidate to endorse in the vice-presidential race, but two
quality candidates seem to have emerged: Heidi Vlahantones
and Steve Deneau.
All things being equal (which they rarely are) we would
give the edge to Vlahantones, since a woman has not
occupied an executive spot for some time. Oeneau,
however, is a most capable candidate and is not to be
overlooked-he's
had enough SAC experience to enable
him to wade through the nonsense and get to the heart of
an issue. Vlahantones, though lacking significant
experience, is a new face to SAC elections but seems
aggressive and independent and should provide a fresh
perspective to some of SAC's old problems.
We thought since the third candidate for vice-president
Steve Farrell, is so interested in SAC's fiscal affairs, he
ought to apply for vice-president-finance when this portfolio
is up for grabs. Fiscal management is something all SAC
executives and council members should be concerned
about, but if finances are your biggest concern this is not
the job for you. SAC vice-president should primarily be a
people-person,
one who is readily accessible and
responsive to students' immediate needs.
We found the presidential race somewhat easier to
define. You have two long-time SAC-types, both of whom
have plenty of executive experience (which is likely the
reason no one else ran against them) and know what the
president's jc'"' is. At least they should, since both have

held the post over the past several months in the wake of
the bonus scandal that rocked SAC in September.
Ostojic held the president's post on an interim basis
until a by-election was held to replace Kevin Williams, who
resigned in the midst of the scandal. Alexander won that
by-election (Ostojic did not run) and has occupied the
president's desk since that time. and is thus running for reelection.
Who's the best man for the job? (There are, unfortunately,
no women running.) We give the nod to Alexander: he's the
clearcut winner in any real examination of the issues in this
election (though they don't seem to change from year to
year, see page 6 for what the candidates are saying).
Alexander seems to have done his homework, and comes
off as well-versed on the student issues of the day. This
alone, of course, is not reason enough to elect him.
But Alexander is also a moderator. He may not be flashy or
even a great leader-he's at his best when he gathers the most
valid points from the arguments of many and consolidates
these ideas into a fair solution. He thus represents the
views of the majority more often than not
Peter Ostojic, for his part, is a SAC die hard. But while he
enjoys his work at SAC he is not as open-minded and
flexible as Alexander. He has plenty of ideas-but where
they come from nobody knows. He is able at forging
positions at a moment's notice but is not as good at
holding them. His apparent inconsistency seems more an
attempt at politicking than representation.
We at the Lance believe there are choices to be made
here-and encourage all undergrads to take the time to
get out and vote. We believe there are qualified candidates
and the prospect of some fresh blood upstairs at SAC (in
the vice-presidential race) can only be beneficial to SAC
and students alike.O

THE BLOODBOIL

KEVIN JOHNSON

My writing horizons are being expanded
I learned a valuable lesson in the period since my previous
column. The secret to superior vocabulary is quite simple:
never use any expression numbering a quartet of letters.
Having accepted the above dictum as a given in my
writing, I realize the great vistas of knowledge and expression
I had closed by foolishly and unintellectually limiting myself.
Now I am forced to employ my imagination to a greater
extent I'm tapping reserves of eloquent phraseology which I
had no knowledge I possessed .

dO we not better tt further still by eschewing all double-two-

As a logicai extension, I strive insofar as possible to avoid
any expression whose conjugation or declension is derived11t
by way -of a quartet of letters.
I can picture my detractors uttering. "But Kev, are you
not becoming increasingly circumlocutary?"
Perhaps. However, I believe it right and proper to use
language effectively. I think my purpose is served by
avoidance of those nasty expressions who letters total threeadd-one.
It is incumbent on me to admit the notion belongs not to
me in conception. It was brought to my attention as a result of
continuing discussion of the issue of profanity and obscenity
in our little student newspaper.

I expect students, as the acknowledged educated elite, to
serve as guides. In university, we get experience in the art of
stretching out our thoughts to reach arbitrary minimum
length limits. O. the eloquent prose which is woven to cover a
paucity of originality!
A law forbidding expressions of three-add-one characters
wou ld allow us to identify genuine communicators, writers
and speakers. These masters of the mother tongue would
assume their rightful places as the shapers of culture.
As for those unableor unwilling to swmount the limitations
of speech patterns punctuated by the new taboo, there are
plenty of subservient positions available below.

People of no small intellect. people I respect. claimed our
language would be additionally sonorous and beautiful if we
ceased the utterance of curses.
Unable to depend on these as a crutch, it is argued, we
should improve our communication skills and learn to use our
brains in the construction of an increasingly complex and
hence intelligible and beautiful vernacular.
How simple; how sublime!
If we glorify the tongue by ridding it of swearing. I reckon,

lettered expressions?
I suggest we do; and further, point to the example of my
column. As I become accustomed to the practice, I aspire to
wasting fewer minutes in M.Roget's Neighbourhood
I propose my new language technique shall direct us to
scale the greatest heights ofliterature and oratory. I trust all
humanity to see the light and unite to stamp out the
unimaginative, uninspired and unsophisticated use of
quartet-charactered expressions.

My criterion is going to shape our future; let there be no
doubt. New standards are being set while I pen these
observances.
I can see a bright future, a future where no one swears,
where together our perspicacity expands to encompass
expressions of seven, eight, ten, eleven syllables, enriching
our existences and those of our progeny.
0 Glorious day, to realize the higher level of consciousness
which I can attain 1f I close my mind.
Mind, of course, is a four-letter word.

Pretending that swearing in the Lance or any other forum
is an issue real ly gets my goat
Does anyone really be lieve we enrichen the English
language by discarding certain words?
There are times when "Fuck" is exactly what a writer
means to say. We're fortunate at the Lance, because we can
assume a readership intelligent enough to appreciate that
fact
Language is not bred in a vacuum. Words come into use
because they fulfill a purpose in conversation, or some fonn
of communication. There is no need for gratuitous profanity
just as there is no need for gratuitous use of the word
"Perambulatory" or the phrase "Benign cyst".
Just to make sure. I opened up my treasured copy of the
Campus Compass. As luck would have it, i.t fell open at a
page on which the author estimated at1 out-of-town student's
annual ( not schoolyear) living expenses at $7 ,OOO.This from
a guy who is pulling in $12,500 of student money this year.
I can only agree with reviewer Lau ra Gould and supporter
Jsf Manini1 th:lira:nhm the caTp.JS ~ fi fidr.edNct)N
inaccurate, insulting. embarrassing or lousy, but fucked
I don't mean to imply there aren't a lot of worse things in
the world.
War is fucked, imperialism is fucked, poverty is fucked.
inequality and prejudice are fucked, and so is capitalism. The
Campus Compass has no monopoly on that particular
characteristfo.
In a perfect world, we'd have no need of expletives or
anger, or change Everything would be great. wonderful,
stupendous. In our present incarnation, however ( and perhaps
unfortunately), imprecation has its place.
To remove cursing from our language might make it more
refined, but it would certainly make it less human. D
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also never tire of" deploring Apartheid") the
Board of Governors goes on to oppo~e the
faculty decision in concrete terms.
. The faculty are prepared to make the
sacrifice and face the consequences, they
have voted on the matter. While our sacrifices are slight or even negligible, when
compared to the courage and determination
of the enslaved peoples of South Africa, the
sentiment. nonetheless, remains sincere.
It has been suggested that the racists and
bigots should be the ones to have to set up the
alternate fund! But this is not the issue. We
have voted to divest and that means total
divestment Any minority racist can take his
own savings and buy as many Krugerrands
as suits his fancy but in no way do we want
our collective pension funds put into supporting
the racist regime in Pretoria.
By allowing the individual faculty members
the ''right" to opt out, the Board of Governors'
proposal aims at absolving the university
administration of any more involvement in
this matter. However, their latest proposal
does nothing to eliminate the problem. The
issue is that TIME IS UP and the complete
divestment of our funds must be carried out

Respectfully,
D. H. Woodyard

Member,Pro-Divestment
Committee
University of Windsor

Dear Editor,

Open Letter to the President of the Faculty
Association :
Two long years have passed since the
Faculty Association deliberated and decided
by referendum to express its utter contempt
for and opposition to the racist South African
government and its hated system of Apartheid
in the concrete form of divesting its pension
funds from South African investments. Two
years was the "grace period" set to permit
the Board of Governors to sort out the
legalities and implement the majority decision.
It has been two frustrating years of buck
passing and stalling by the University Administration. Now, on the eve of being completely
exposed as having no intention of moving on
this question, a crude attempt to avoid divesting
has been proposed in the form of a "special"
new fund which individual faculty can opt for
which is not based on profiting from the
victims of Apartheid In practice this latest
proposal by the university administration
represents full obstruction of the faculty's
express majority wishes. After ''deploring
apartheid" ( of course, they are in good
company as Mr. Mulroney and Mrs. Thatcher

Dear Editor,

On the occasion of the Supreme Court's
ruling that Canada's abortion Jaw is unconstitutional, the jubilant Henry Morgentaler
insulted hisopponents(i.e. the anti-abortionists)
by calling them "uncomprehending, ignorant.
stupid people" and, as a justification of his
pro-abortion stance, he said, "Every child a
wanted child, every mother a willing mother."
("Morgentaler backers jubilant," Calgary
Herald, P. Al 2, January 29, 1988.) As an
anti-abortionist who does not appreciate
being callednames, and- more importantly- as
a Canadian citizen who does not like to see
his society duped by lies couched in sleazy
slogans, I would like to take this opportunity
to forward the following three points.
( l) In the current abortion debate the words
"every child a wanted child" conjure up in
the minds of most people an attitude of
compassion and caring. Mr. Morgentaler,
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however, uses these words to disguise the
simple truth that instead of enhancing the
wantedness of unwanted pre-natal children,
abortion kills them. Consequently. instead of
providing an environment of compassion and
caring ( things normally associated with the
words "every child a wanted child"), Morgentaler provides facilities for the deliberate
destruction of human beings.

(2)

Of course, every child should be a
wanted child However, aborting -killingthose children who are "unwanted" is a
terrible displacement of the responsibility for
their wantedness. The point ls this : The
responsibility for the wantedness of an innocent
child does not rest with the child, rather, the
responsibility of wanting an innocent child
rests the the adult (To better understand,
read the next sente::nce carefully.)
Because pre-natal children have no control
over their wantedness (this is self-evident);
because every child should be a wanted child
(this is even in accord witli Henry Morgentaler' s
own position); and because adults are the
ones who do the wanting (in the child-adult
relationship, wantedness is a relatiooalconcept,
and wantedness is the responsibility of the
party who is able to do the wanting): because
of the aforementioned, we can correctly conclude that adults {male and female) have the
responsibility to provide an environment of
compassion and caring for children and that
adults should not make efforts to kill children
for their (i.e. the adults') irresponsibility.
(3) Finally, in view of the fact that most
abortions do not arise out of the circumstance
of rape (according to the U.S. Surgeon
General, rape almost neverresults
in pregnancy),
and in view of the above discourse concerning
responsibility, Mr. Morgentaler'sslogan"every
mother a willing mother'' can only mean that
every woman should exercise her will (re:
motherhood) before she becomes pregnant
with child - not after.

In view of Mr.Morgentaler' s conunents,
then, I am inclined to think that Canada's
Supreme Court ruling on abortion marks not
only the occasion of a government sanctioned
abortion of the innocents, but also the occasion
of the corporate abortion of the Canadian
intellect Smarten up Canada, Morgentaler's
slogans apply just as well to the post-natal
abortion of all children ... After all, "every
child a wanted child, every mother a willing
mother."
Hank van der Breggen

chains
Dear Editor,
As a group of students, brought together
by our opposition to racism-specifically the
apartheid policy of the South African regime.
we feel it is important to bring to the students'
attention a matter of principle regarding the
University's action on disinvestment ( divestment) of faculty pension funds.
The Faculty Association voted in favour
of divestment in a referendum held on
February 1, 1986. (The Board of Governors
subsequently voted to divest on April 29,
1986.) The Faculty Association, aft.er the
results of the referendum, gave the Administration a time period of two years in which to
initiate divestment procedures. Well, the two
years are nearing their end And what was the
response from the Board of Governors'? They
have dragged their feet for two years and,
with a deadline coming up, have put together
a proposal which, in effect, reneges on the
promise made to divest
What the Administration has done is a far
cry from the expectations of the Faculty
Association. The Board, in its wisdom. has
put forth that a separate fund be created for
those individuals in faculty ( or any other staff
positions) who wish to remove their funds
from South African-linked corporations. Not
only must the onus be on the individual to
choose to divest but that alternative fund
must have member approval on or before
July I, 1988. In addition to other legal and
bureaucratic obstructions, the faculty members must also have raised "at least $5
million" on or before July 1, 1988.
If the Board thinks of this as a solution to
soothe those agitated faculty members who
fear a Joss of incrued interest due to the
transference of pension funds, they they are
deluding themselves. The Board cannot have
its cake and eat it too. It cannot claim to
express "its abhorrence of apartheid" and
not do something concrete about it
The issue still remains. It was resolved
when a majority (of faculty) voted to divest
But until the Board fulfiJls its promises and
accedes to the wishes of a conscientious
majority, they continue to be another link in
the chains oppressing the majority in South
Africa.
Sincerely,
Sungee John,
Students Against Apartheid
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Graduate Honours Degree Public Administration,
part-time student
SAC president 1987 ·88
Chair of Student Media Corporation
Member of U of W Board of Governors
University of Windsor Senator
President Social Science Society
Member Faculty Executive Social Science
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Graduate General Degree Political Science, part·
time student
SAC Vice-president Administration
SAC acting President
SAC External Affairs Commissioner
Member of President's Advisory Committee on
Student Life
SAC Board of Directors
Member of Student Media Corporation Board
SAC Bylaw Review Committee

It was a forum that was held in Saskatoon last
semester. It brought together people from all levels
of government, administrators, faculties and students
from all the universities in Canada and also some
major people in business. What they did was discuss
the general direction of post-secondary education.
They identified a lot of the problems that have been
plaguing the university system: underfunding, inter·
national students' differential fees, and I think they
really tried to define what post-secondary education
is supposed to do for people. It's not only supposed
to fill skilled areas of employment, but also prepare
men and women for leadership roles. The biggest
implication is we've started this discussion and we
have to pursue it. The government has created this
avenue through which we can voice our concerns
and we can't let that fall by the wayside.

I would have thought they'd discuss how they would
better the surroundings for students to go to school.
I know that they are going to let law students go part·
time. And there's always been the underfunding,
how departments are affected by the upgrading of
materials. There has to be three levels of a university;
the university, the community and the government,
and they can work together to get the things universities need.

I'd like to make some changes to the SAC executive.
I've put forward a draft resolution to council out·
lining some of the changes I would like to see made,
including a smaller number of executives, and a
completely revised way of selecting them. I would
like to combine two of the VP positions, eliminating
the research assistant, and use some of the left over
money to hire people to deal with specific issues.
Each person, administrative assistant and VPs made
over 12,000 dollars a year and this money could be
used to hire more students, to pay half of their
wages, so there won't be so many full-time people
kicking around.

No, I disagree with the total structure of SAC right
now and I would like to start with the commissioners.
I would eliminate the ISS commissioner and the
residence commissioner, because there's an overlap
there with the external affairs VP and the University
Affairs VP who oversee these areas. Residence was
given another vote on council. Now they have four
votes on council. The Women's Commissioner would
be called the women's co-ordinator and be fully
funded by SAC. She would be non-political. I want to
eliminate the administrative assistant completely
and I would decrease the salaries of the VPs and have
them work accordingly-maybe 6 or 8 months instead
of 12. It should save students about $30,000.

I think that it's probably because it's a part of the
broader issue of socialization. Women don't participate
to a large degree in any level of government. I would
encourage more participation from women. When I
was president of Social Science Society I had an
even half women, half men executive.

I don't think women stay away. That's been a hara
question to answer for a long time. I bet next year
you' II have three women running for the top positions
in SAC. There's been more and more women coming
up to SAC, it's incredible.

I put forward some proposals for change in the way
the SMC board operates. The way its set up right
now, the board is not very responsive. What I would
like to see is the board broken down into working
committees. One committee would be for the Lance
What do you see as. and one for CJAM. Since the Lance is a democratic
the future of the Stu· institution your committee would be the whole staff.
dent Media Corpora· The CJAM staff would determine who their committee
would be. This would give each of the media more
tion?
authority over their budgets. They would have more
autonomy and the only thing they would have to
come back to the board for is if they wanted a large
departure from what they have set up, for example,
In expenditures. Centre Graphics will stay under
SAC.

My proposal for the SMC would give the media a lot
more say on the SMC board. I would propose to
restructure the SMC board whereas I would have
maybe one SAC rep(VP finance), two members from
the Lance and two members from CJAM, and two
members at large from the media studies. It would
have funding through SAC. There would be an
elected chair. The board would only meet for broader
issues of the corporation. Other than that the Lance
and CJAM could have complete autonomy because
there are people who know more about how to run
these things than the president. I'm for the computerization of SMC and especially of the Lance-to
increase productivity.

I think you should have unity on a lot of the major
issues, tuition increases, funding problems, parking
and better food services. That's what we should be
presenting a strong united voice on, but on some of
the smaller issues I think some dissent is important.
It's probably not healthy to have a situation where
everyone's in agreement with everyone else-there'd
be a repetition of what's gone on in the past with just
one strong man. There does have to be mutual
respect in the executive, though.

Yes and no. 1feel that the executive-however they
decide to choose them, should have different, well·
qualified people. It's good that different people
have different ideas. ff you have one president
controlling the executive you only get one opinion.
on some issues we should be unified, and are. With
the six different people's input there usually is
unification.

What was the National
Forum of Post Secondary Education ?
More specifically, what
implications does it
hold for students?

Do you think the present structure of the
SAC executive is one
you would like to con·
tinue on with should
you be elected?

Why do you think women stay away from
student government?

SAC is a student u·
nion, doyouthinkSAC
executives should be
more unified in their
attempts to represent
students?

Whatisyourfavourite
song and whv?

American Pie by Don Maclean because its really Biko by Peter Gabriel because it deals with South
symbolic and also it's political. It reminds me of Africa and If eel there's a lot of changes needed in
1972 and the federal election.
SAC and with the right push things can be done. It
moved me. It made me think about what's going
on.

What is the job of tij
VP Admlnlstrallonr

What do you think'
the biggest issue
this campaign?

j
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What do you see
the role of womenl r,
student govemme T

What projects wou
you like to work o
considering the fa
that the 3 new
sitions have pretty
taken overyourtra
tional duties?
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What is your favou~
song and why?
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A PostphilosophicalAnecdote
~ • wasn't really that the genefa::::;t~.••ere
~·}
·~./~
~~

to blame. Hov.icouldanyoneeverbToma-e~
•
a sc1ent1st?Searching for knowledge
~f
was obviously good, so it wasn't their
TI . rl,lii·~fault. The philosophers were clearly at
fault A$ a group they were always
, _Mi-. ~·
contradicting each other. so they ought
to have been aware that nobody listened to themanymore.
Actually, some of them endorsed the research. so- clearly
the scientists did nothing 'M'Ong
In the aftermath we realized that it might have been
avoided if the Super Gross of the earty nineties hod been O
little less hardy, and a little slower at regenerating. But
when O scientist istold to engineer the best gross to golf on
that science can clone. he does his job and creates a
product. The marketing people were quite correct to blitz
the suburbia with it too. once the Aphid-o-clone was
perfected. The fwo products sold like hot cokes.
1he urban plannerswere correct to adopt the Suburboplon
Aphid Grass Mixture, too. After all. ifs a bit hard to take
when you dedicate your life to making subdivisions and
homeunits identical and your work is ruined by the fact
that the lawns come out different. It was truly the best of all
worlds. Nobody ever felt like they were anywhere but
home, since the whole panoramic landscape was cornpletely indistinguishable from their own street.
If.as mesult of some anomaly, or undesirable brainwave
people did get to feel uncomfortable. well the government
had foreseen this and installed the Sens-o-None boxes
Once the legislation hod been passed, and they -were
automatically installed in every cubicle of the homeunits,
things were great.
Okay, so the philosophers had o point Forthe first time
they did agree. and warned that consumption of leisure
quanta would decrease. But Science come to the rescue
from feelings again. The philosophers were a bit inhuperson

ii~

m

to insistthat feelinos were needed I mean, come on, we· re
so much misery by deadening the 1ritellect. If
the intellect were so great, and they (the phuosophers)
-were supposed to be the 1:>9stexamples of It, then why
wer~ som.e them comm1tt1ng su1c1de?And they kept
actingosifsu1c1dereallywasthelrownbus1ness. They never
did get into the swing of the g_ood lit~, always walking
around muttenng, never ever filling their leisure quanta.
. Well, anyway, they did tell us that we needed both
minds and brains to do anything purposefully. Fine. so
purpose i.sa nece~ryev1lforthesakeofscience
But they
~ver. said anything about the grass. Th~y Just let the
sc1ent1sts
go ahead and engineer the Cog1toc<:'mpound
Some of them.were pretty embarrassed when Clba-Ge1by
managed to isolate the thought molecule. Yeah. and if
the intellect 1sso good. then why does it get embarrassed
becousesciencetokesthreemonthstoisolotethismolecule
that they'd all been saying wasn't o molecule ,n the first
place?
Again the marketing people did wonders. The cornbi nation of the Sens-o-None. and Cog1tocompound were
a hit from the start 1nthe late nineties. Recognizing the
universal benefits to be derived from the pion, the government legislated it into the Compulsive Code, in the same
way that the urban planners hod seized on the
Suburboplon combo.
There was little complaining from the philosophers
then, oh no. Just "Thank you very much, we'll be happy if
you let us hove enough Cogitocompound to drink. and
allow us our non-quont1zoble picnics". They must have
planned it. Without a doubt they waited until no one was
around and then poured it on o patch of Suburboplan.
They probably even convinced the aphids and the grass to
co-operate.
Theywere the first to go; after all. any idiot con figure out
that if you give nonhuperson organisms the ability to act

ot

Inside the Pluckomatic
~

suppose this 'back to nature' trend hod
to reach o zenith somewhere; the
government mode its fiat after all. and
people sometimes go along with the
government just to see where it takes
them.
I guess I started to worry when the
government outlawed edible oil products- the inorganic
diet faddists v.tere not pleased, after all, and there were
tat
bombings ...Chicken got popular, remember? The govern~ " ment sanctioned chicken.
"
Then someone come up with the Pluckomotic.
It was a simple enough machine, constructed in the
M-Nouveou stilings that were all the rage. with o pot big
enough for o chicken on top of on arcane looking base.
The instructions were simple, too; put chicken in pot ( olive,
dead, whatever) and fill the base receptible with water.
Turn machine on, go drink coconut milk, come back in
twenty minutes, pull dead. plucked chicken out of pot.
drain worm. featheiy water out of base recepticie.
According to the assembly instructions. translated from
the Chinese by a Sear1e-80computer. it worked by 'low
pressure for to pluck the bird, thank you'.
Joe's Ptuckomotic broke down on November 30; he was
expecting o girl for dinner, wanted to impress her...
Of course, there was o sign on the back of every
P1uckomatic that read:
"WARNING:1he Plucl<omoticcontains no US8f-seiviceable
parts. Pleaseto refer problems to qualified repair personnel."
Joe didn't really care. He unscrewed the back plate,
and looked inside. The interior of the Ptuckomotic looked to
Joe like something's internal organs. There were wires.
tubes. glowing spheres.and several pulsating. belloW&-like
things.
Joe hadn't even turned it off.
One component( o glowing tube connected by twelve
pairs of wires. one red. one block in each pair. to the
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with a purpose they will eventually get fed up with not
being in control Servesthem right I say, the datagrophics
on the Sens-o-None showed them all being eaten by the
aphids. Well, 1twas their own fault for teaching the aphids
to cooperate with the grass instead of eating it. Science
hod intended for the aphids to eat the gross. and they
shOuldn'thoJegonearoundmessingwithsdence'sintentions.
Well, it was a dangerous time. Fortunately the scientists
realizedthotCogitocompoundondonythingorganicwas
unoptimol, and put some restrictions on modes of consumption. Too bad really. I think it would hove been great
with vogurt. The lab rots from all of the original testing were,
of course, rounded up and flt with Micro-Sens-o-Nones
Fortunately they were still In their separate little cages. and
didn't hove a chance to organize They'll never get any
farther than those philosophers they called solipsists.(Now
there was O bunch of really ontisoc1ol little Jerks.)
lost I heard. we were negotiating with the aphids for o
truce. We got no gripe with them. or the gross I mean who
wants to go outside anyway? Even if the bargaining foils
we're still okay We just stay inside, and wait for science to
come up with on onswer. Ifs better inside anyway now that
there ore no philosophers topping on the windows taunting
us to try real feelings . I gotta be ending now.myCogitolift is
on the way out. and I better not miss my leisureunit.

b y Martin Chuzzlewit

bellows-things) hod another warning on it
"WARNING: The Oscillating Wavolyzer contains no
qualified-personnel serviceable parts. Pleaserefer problems
to High Priests."
Therewas a tiny hatch near the base where the twentyfour wires connected. It seemed reasonable to expect that
if the warning hod been for any purpose other than to
discourage tinkerers, it would hove been difficult to open
the hatch. It was not
Two small screwscovered with green paint hod been all
that held the hatch down. Not having a sufficiently small
screwdriver, Joe hod pared the heads off of them with o
sharp knife.
Big deal, just as he had thought nothing A brown liquid
had leaked out onto the end of his finger and Into a cut
that he hod acquired when paring off the screw heads.
other than this his research showed nothing more than the
ends of the twenty four wires stripped clean and jutting Into
the chamber.
The cot come into the room and jumped up onto Joe's
lop,interestedtoknowwhenitsnextmealwasforthcoming.
Joe stroked the cot gently and pondered his next move.
Perhaps the wires hod some sort of special shape. He
inserted hisfinger into the opening. A slight tingling reminded
him that he hod neglected to tum off the power .
As he reached to turn off the power, the cot jumped off
of his lap and howled. Turning to remind it that preparing o
meal for his dote took precedence over feeding his cot,
Joe was surprised to find that his cot was entirely bald.
With o disconcerted look on his face, Joe resumed the
act of turning off the pov;er. The switch wouldn't budge.
Nor could Joe pull the plug from out of the wall. A sparking,
crackling noise started from inside the base of the unit. It
developed in Intensityuntil Joe screamed in pain. Porolyzed
with fear, and in agony, Joe felt the end of his finger being
drawn inexorably towards the base of the Pluckomotic.
The door slammed with o resounding clang, and Joe

realized that he was inside the machine. Thesparking hod
stopped, and the ends of the wires loomed above him
illuminated In a pale blue light. Hisrapid shallow breathing
echoed inside the chamber.
He hadn't noticed it when he'd been outside. but on
the interior wall, just beneath each wire where it entered
the chamber. there was o tiny oaken door . There were
twelve of them. of course, and next to each. o warning on o
tiny plate.
"WARNING: The Griffitkis Containment Portals contains
no High Priest seNiceoble parts. Please refer all questions
with transcendental reference to the GCPs to a qualified
Wizard."
Joe opened one of the doors. and o beam of glaring
white light burst forth and Illuminated the floor of the
chamber. There were dots and curlicues in the projection
on the floor. He opened one after another, and slowly but
surely, these words formed:
"WARNING: The Final Warning Holoprojector contains
no Wizard serviceable parts. Please refer all deep-seated
doubts to o qualified metollngulst."
Finally, Joe understood.
"What should I do?" he shouted to me, the author.
"First go answer the door. second, heed the warnings! I
put them there for you! The deeper you get Into the myth
and psycholevels of my story. the worse you hurtl"
Joe looked up. He was sitting at the table again, and
there was a knock at the door. He cleared the crop off the
table and answered the door.
"I think we better eat out," he told his dote.
"Sure, Joe."
"let me get my shoes on."
"Joe?"
"Yeah?"
"Why's the cot bald?"
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Shades

walk Out 1ntothe bright sunshine '..~n:;::
my new shades. Only the coolest kiddies ===
have shades. and I'm one of the coolest
~\ kiddies around.
f.~
lleavethecomplexandheadtoward
[r the Bop & Shop- my favourite hangout.
--::·.,, -· The next 52 hours are going to be put to
good use. Boozing, cruising and bruising! Thafs what I like
to say. This is a celebration of sorts for rne and my boys.
We've been waiting for this moment for years. Ever since
that fateful day when we all came together and realized
the singular vision we all shared. Though not formally, that
was the day our gang Vv'OSformed. That day we became
the STBDead Boys.
As I approach the Bob & Shop I sense something wrong
but don't give a shit Like I said before- this isa celebration. I
enter the Bop & Shop through the double, mirrored-glass
doors and see immediately that my fears(?) were correct.
None of my boys are here yet and seated at a table to my
right are four members of the Silicon Heads. The Heads are
the second-toughest gang in town (Ya get three guesses
at who are first). Second best isOK especially in a town like
this but everybody wants to be numero-uno.
Not missing a beat. I enter the place and go to my table
passing right by the group of Heads. Some would say that it
was one of the best acting jobs I ever pulled. Walking by
that table like I didn't have a care in the world. Truth was. I
felt no fear. My adrenaline had been flowing like a floodswelled river for the past week as I anticipated the event
that was to come approximately 51 hours from now. It was
all a part of the celebration. I'm not gonna lie and say that I
never felt fear before - just not now. After all. I'm an STB
Dead Boy. This is my time.
I found my usual table and was seated about twenty
seconds before one of the Heads approaches me.
"Hey, hey! Now if it isn't one of the dirty Dead Boys all by
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r'lirln'twp nlways tell YOlJ WAWerP. OOing to let
VoUlive up to your name someday'?", he says with a wide,
stupid grin on his face I sit calmly as he looks back to his
boys for approval.
I respond. "Well, you boys are suprislng me more and
more every day. I didn't know you could think without
computer assistance."
h !: l,:,noe'"'"'""'
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"Thafs brave talk from one lonely Dead Boy. Isn't it
guys?". he reaches out to grab hold of my lapel. I react
quickly and before his hand can touch me, it Is severed
and falling to the floor where it lies twitching in a pool of
blood. It takes the Silicon Head a moment to realize what I
hove done and he stares at the stump for several seconds
before collapsing to the ground beside the twitching
hand. Only then does the grin leave his face, as o small.
pathetic, wimpering groan escapes.
I stand facing the rest of the Heads and raise my
weapon. It is.of course, the latest technology-a switchwlre
knife. The handle is about four inches long and melded to
fit my hand perfectly. Depending on the number of times
you press the switch on the side, a small, silver ball extends
to one of three lengths: six. twelve or eighteen inches. Six
INOS enough to do the job in this case but I depress the
button twice more as I raise the knife . Between the silver
ball and the handle is an extremely thin. extremely sharp,
metal wire. I don't know what metal the wire is made of. I
just know it cuts real fine. kiddies
"Whds next?", I ask, 'Who's got a limb they have no
further use to(?" Before any of the Heads can react I'm
surrounded by the Shop's security boys. They don't mind us
coming in here to hang out. In fact they appreciate the
busines.5these days. Butthey sure don't appreciate VIOience-

especially of the blood-shedding variety , ~ll"llV
out not before getting In one lost comment 1~n·t
resist
"Will someone please give that poor boy~nd?
Really!" I tough maniacally at my own joke as~bY
Vv'OY of the doors through which I entered.
The feeling of exhilaration inside me has-,sed
rapidly since before my encounter with the Sil~s it
is spreading like a virus through my body. SorTle\{lfind
myself just wanting to scream for the hell of it
of
death is strong in mymouth. lfsfucking greattsa•ond
counting.
1meet up with my boys not long after leovi~&
Shop. I tell them my story and we mutually~go
back and finish the job. I feel no guilt over ourk the
Silicon Heads. I know that sounds cold and i bUt
regardless of how violent and painful it was ciful
compared to \Nhatwould happen to them49 ho.qro,
The eyes behind these shades are human. ~ne.
they cry and believe it or not they can see~
little of it there is to see in this town. But oh. the~y'II
see 48 hours from now. Just 2 short days that up
seeming like years.
We head to an alternate hangout - a l~ng
hole notorious for serving minors like us.Thefour d
drink our scotch. A table of girls admire us.
Jhe
shades. Only the coolest kiddies have shades.;tier
Shades aren't cheap- thar swhy so few peoplet,em.
It took us over a month to get our hands one~
to
buy them. But it was going to be 'NOrth it.
in
about 47 hours.
We joined the girls (three of them. which! t
since Maxie doesn't like girls that much anywo, er
a few more drinks we took them back to our ine
was a virgin and it INOSvery painful for her. Her op'
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The Day They Took Away Bien Uster
always thought it was real strange when 1was young
that tragedies don't stop the 'NOrld It plods on
~·~ ;:
through the daily routine, and you plod with it doing
the dishes and milking the cows, and leaving your
~:i ~ dead loved ones behind.
Now you got to now that this isgetting into a story
~ Wouldn't be telling you otherwise. It was a tragecy,
what happened. I reckon. to Ellen Lister, nee Cornell. She was my
cousin. and I'WOrkedfor her and her father overottheirform. It ain't a big
farm. but more than she can run. and the old man ain't up to it
I knew there was something wrong that morning as Ellen came out
to the barn Her hair was pinned up every which way like 1tusually was.
but she Vv'OSfrowning at her rubber-booted feet. walking along in great
strides like she did. Don't get me wrong. it ain't that Ellen can't be laoylike, but she's a form girl, born and bred. and she knows there ain't no
paint in mincing about among the cow cookies. Anyway, she come out
to the barn where I Vv'OSfixing to milk the cows. They got a machine, so I
don't have to milk them all by hand. She hod come out to help me fork
down the hay that was stored up in the loft against the winter It was
early spring, and we had had a worm spell, and the cows were getting
real frisky to be out of their stalls. so I t)ad to keep an eye on their hooves
and not worry about Ellen for the moment.
When I was done I looked up. and she was standing at the edge of
the one loft. pitchfork in her hand With the prongs resting on the floor,
staring off into space. She looked pretty good like that. like a sea
goddess with a tndent Ellen was a good looking woman for forty-three.
She ain't never had no kids. so maybe thors it. She been married, she
could have picked any man she wanted out of the county, but she
didn't pick a feather-brain with a fancy car. She married a good solid
form man. Jim Lister He got cancer. and died young though. Ifs a
shame. She come back here to help her pa after that. The not having
any kids kind of bothered her after Jim died. She kind of wanted some
living proof that he had been there.
I know all this cause wffre cousins. though rm a sight older.
Everybody around here knows how Jim died and that ifs a shame. but I
think I be the only one who knows about the not having kids thing. She
don't have any regular girlfriends to tell these things to.
Anyway, there she was just staring into nothing with that pitchfork in
her hand and I called up: "Where's the old man this mornin'?" He
always come out and yell at me in the morning, and then to coll us in tor
lunch. and to yell me home for my dinner. He was thin. a dried out old
cur. always smoking. Sometimes he'd go off on a drunk and then he
didn't come out in the morning. just sort of staggered in late to
announce lunch. He didn't do no work outside onymore. but he fixed
the meals, and washed the dishes. and kept us up to date on the soap
operas whether we like it or not.
So I asked her where her pa was. and she just says "I don't know,"
and gets real busy fussing the hayaroundwith her pitchfork like kids fuss
food around on their plates that they don't want to eat.
"He gone off on a drunk?" I called up. Sometimes he'd go up to the
bar in town and get hisself sloshed but usually someone would bring
him home. Sometimes they took him to their homes because they were
too sloshed to drive out here down the r,orrow dirt roads with those big
yawning ditches on either side. I lived out here all my life and I never did
llke driving between those two strips of car traps. If that had happened
they would have called by now though. All the folk around here is early
rising. and if the husband wakes up with a hangover. the wife is sure to
roust him out of bed and out to the barn.
She stopped with the hay all the sudden. and kind of twitched
around like she had to go to the bathroom, and then she hurried down
the ladder and paced around in a little space of cement floor
"I don't know where he's go to, Ear1He was here lost night. he isn't off
on a drunk. I know that. l wish I knew where he was off to. lt...irs really
strange. I can't belleve it. and I don't think you will if I tell you."
She was really agitated, and she started pulling on thet cuff of her
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Jacket with her teeth, and paafl(and
a nervous trapped animal. I tct>ldof
sleeve out of her mouth
"Now tell me whars happetsa1d
way. Thaf s the best way to ~t
1
matter of fact with them
"Last night. we .....-ere
playirdonde
on. he was watching Dallas. silty
there. and then there's this no sehe.
this
set itself down in the grazing
We
walked over to the door and k:p.rt
o
meadow It was just like so~
ui
and green. And you could see;vwe1
glow of those lights."
She stopped there staring at~ strc
She just stood and stared,
tf I h
'WOUidn't have gone on.
"What was them lights onrri soft
"I swear, Ear1.it was a spac,
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"What good wo.- b

lungs all blackel ith

body all crea ky i •rtl

I couldn't be very matterofifershe
my leg pulled by leg-pulling ~ one
known her since she was born.11f8wh
from the hospital with her a ~m he
'NOman to go to such lengths trid
"Then what?"
'Well. he went out toward thfJ<
field. There's o fine line betweeffanc

r
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man is a fool." She looked
cuff back and forth in her fin
nh
she wasn't losing her sanity,
n't
taken it all in yet. Then she st agai
"He went out there, and I
hirr
couldn'thearhimashegotfo
ll'ltotr
onto the door frame in one hor4tie de
I wasn't letting go and going afltornot
rise. to lift off. lt Just went up o~P an
tornado, and when Iwent out ir.feldih
couldn't see it at all. And I ~ P1
meadow. I got the big floshliQ'theck
but he wasn't there. Ear1.he ~re
"You mean you think theywi?"
"Earl. what am I gonna do?;are g
and buried him in the back , Nob
really happened. You proba even
"Well ..." it was the best I
nd sr
wasn't that I didn't believe hec She•
didn't think she was crazy oro iketh,
believe the story. It was too str
the middle of nowhere and t
What good would he be to
ngs
and a body all creaky with
a
We went out into the gro~
·
and there was crusty old sr.fche
patches and manure. Out ju~ at the

by Trent Rogers
only got me going harder. Lucky for her I didn't last very
long. Regardless of this, it was the best !'d ever had. The
feeling inside me now Isincredible. I never believed I could
feel like this. 46 hours.
Later that night me and my boys go outto the hill on the
edge of town. From there the view of the town isgreat. Thisis
where we'll come40 hoursfrom now to view the spectacle.
Though it is dark outside. we are stillwearing our shades. We
v.on't take them off for the next day and a half.
The town is pretty desolate. Thosewho could afford to
do it got out while the getting was good. Just the low class
types like us are left. You see, scientists say that 40 hours
from now our sun is going to explode. The first effect will be
an extremely brightflash lasting as long as twenty seconds.
The first concussive shock waves should hit the planet
approximately eight minutes later. Of course, by that time,
everyone on this side of the planet will be quite blind,
whether they are indoors or not. Everyone that is except
those wearing shades. Thafs us.As I said before, our gang
was born out of the discovery of our collective vision. This
vision is a desire to witness the destruction of our world.
None of us can explain this feeling. Suffice it to say that it Is
the result of our being raised in the age of the fear of
nuclear devastation. Thaf s where we got out name - the
STBDead Boys. The Soon To Be Dead Boys. Unlike most
people, wedo not fear death, nor dowe accept it as simply
inevitable. We anticipate it. Ifs the ultimate experience for
us. Thafs why we got the shades. It is important that we
retain our vision in order to view our town in its death throes.
Our planet will be thrown far out of its orbit. That should
really fuck things up. Earthquakes, fires, explosions. huge
tidal waves where applicable. All in all, a feast of death for
those who crave it like staNing dogs. We'll see it ail. thanks
to our shades, from up here on the hill. Front row seats for the
main attraction. The eyes behind these shades will eat it all
up. Ifs gonna be glorious, kiddies.
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by Michele Gardner
:irfand forth in that little space like
tooldof her wrists and pulled her
I

~ saidin my most matter of fact
~pset people, just be calm and
iJonded euchre, and the TVwas
,~silly thing. We were just sitting
ii ·.•thissound like a hurricqne just
We looked at each other and
l l~t and there's lights out In the
up Christmas lights. all blue
911'8Vwere
on. just make it out in the
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014Dfstrawthatwasjust behind me.
1~ if I hadn't said something she
1?'tdsoftly.and matter of factly.
]~
I

niebe to study , his

i[ithsmoke, and a
, arthritis... "
I
)ff~r shesaid that. Now I have had
g ts.and she wasn't bluffing. rve
, 1,. ewhen her mother came home
Winher arms and this was not a
is trtck on a man.

j

thp:low,
yelling at it to get out of his
~and
foolishness Earl. and that
t fTlli)estand forlorn, twitch ing her
gefwanted some reassurance that
~n·t do nothing. I hadn't even
t~ again.
:~ him real well in the darl<.and I
1~ mtothe meadow. I was hanging
1~door handle in the other. and
afffornothlng.And then it started to
J~P and up. sounding like a little
nntelditwaswaygoneintothesky. I
C0!588
Pa either. He wasn't in the
1gt'.1Checked
all round, and 1called,
1s4vhere."

,y11J1?"
)?,aregonna think I murdered him
<~ Nobodys gonna believe what
ibll.evenbelieve it yourself."
oij)nd she really deseNed better. It
1e1w
shewas telling the truth, and I
::irr'ikethat,itwasjustthat I couldn't
trot'hvwouldaliens land in a field in
tollitha crusty ole geezer like that?
;tt4ungsall blackened with smoke,
oritlOd
a mind as clear as milk?
zirfdow.The grass was all flattened
srr:fches.and piddle-yellow snow
us::at
the leveling point of the little

slope that goes down from the house the grass was all tom up in a big
circle, like a little hurricane had landed and tried to drill itself into the
ground. The land only rolls slightly around here. and you could see all
around for a long ways. She was right He wasn't out here.
The restof that daywas strange. We went on with our chores, and we
ate lunch in silence. Iwanted to turn the Non just so it would seem more
normal, but I didn't think I should. I asked Ellento come down for dinner.
She said I was sweet but that she didn't feel up to it. I figured that she
thought he might come back, and she wanted to be there waiting for
him.
Well the next morning I walked across the fields from my little
farmhouse to theirs. and I didn't remember none of it until I saw the torn
up patch of field. I got into the barn and the old man comes walking in
a minute later I just gaped at him, I couldn't do nothing else, Ellen had
me so convinced of her story. He didn't yell at me, he just stood at the
door of the barn. He was standing a little straighter, but still sucking
away on a cigarette.
"Well?" he finally asked.
"Where's Ellen?" I asked. not knowing what to ask a man that just
came back from space, and not wanting to embarass myself if he
hadn't.
"Gone," he answered tersely.
"Gone?"
"Gone!" he said. and threw one hand up to indicate the direction.
"With the little green men?"
"Tain't green," he answered and dropped his cigarette, crushed it
under his boot heel. HeJustturned and walked back towards the house.
I ain't seen Ellen since then. Theold man, he don't tell nobody anything
if they ask about her except" gone". He never says anything about the
spaceship or the aliens. he just sitsand smokes and watches his soap
operas. He don't keep me up on them anymore. He ain't gone off on a
drunk either. but I been thinking maybe I might.

"Cornball?, Why Caitlin ...Sweet Kate. you who are so fair .In my
eyes...Did I overdo things? Look! I read all the classics: The Bard. The
Italian. The Don Juan Mythos, Burton, California Hot SurferGirt Masters
and Johnson, Kinseys,Hites. Sollway..."

Cultural Exchange

"You are not overdoing it...Agirl likes a bit of extra attention from her
guy ...r m Justa bit struck by the humour of the occasion. Why, thirty years
ago this would have been a diplomatic Incident. A few centuries earlier
and I would have been voodoo<i or burned as a witch, or whatever
they used to do back then ..l'm laughing to myself over how things
change ..."
"it is a bit funny. now that you mention it Caitlin my sweet; The elders
are still a bit divided over it...But then, those that don't llke it just pretend
it doesn't happen ...We're socially developed enough to understand
the difference between "sin" and "evil" ...CTrisse, a famous singer of
ours. even made poems that allude to such feelings: He calls one
"Savouring the guilt of having accidentally drooled while making
obseNances at the ancerstors memorial" - You see the dead don't
care ...irs a real deep work ..."
"I bet!" replied Caitlin.
" ...I still think ifs all too funny ...lfs like that Comparative Lit. classWeill They never thought of anything like this in their books and
movies..."
"Some of our poets- the singers- had big dreams too, but they
never mentioned someone like you either ...tt doesn't matter ...You smell
nice ..."
" ...And I like the way the fuzz on your arms tickies...And you're an
incurable romantic ...lfs just that. ..Well. the way I was brought up on
Dylan ..."
Rory was beginning to get it too: "Urr.yes. I see ..." and he started to
make a low clicking sound in amusement.
Caitlin turned to her lover, blushing, "Don't take It personally or
anything. Ifs Just that us well brought up North country girls are
supposed to be squeamish about big fuzzy spiders..."
"Fohl Keep it up girl and I start telling monkey Jokes..."
Under a far away night sky,two loversshare one more ancient ritual:
a pillow fight ...

by J.G. McWhirr
aittin came awake under silk and. glancing at her
sleeping lover, whispered the dome clear. Outside.
above and around, the stars danced In strange
patterns. while twin moons bathed the night in red
and silver hues. Caitlin smiled, grabbed handfuls of
coversand pondered the strange ways of the universe,
,. .
L
of love and of fate.
Rory stirred, shook his head and shifted an arm to remove his eye
shades.
"You are beautiful in the mooniight...Have I disturbed your sleep?"
Caitlin turned to him. " ...Of course not Rory. you're a perfect
gentleman in bed, asleep or otherwise ...You're also an Incurable flirt. I
just couldn't sleep, is a ir'.
"Caitlin, ah ....I feel somewhat the same. this is all very new for me,
and a bit strange ...Would you like to do it again?"
"Rake! Lecher. Alien sexfiend!!! Don't you ever get tired!?! Caitlin was
all playful indignation- then with a serious look on her face:
"Rory. do you feel guitty about this? I mean. isn't this immoral or
something? What would my parents think?"
"Urr...yes...l think I feel something like that too ...But c'mon now; half
the campus has switched off ...The ethnicists haven't said anything
about it and the Moral re-armament goofs get laughed out of the
cafeteria every time they try to make a speech. Besides...We like each
other ..."
"I like you a lot Rory. You've really worked hard at this...Flowers.
poetry, all that cornball romantic stuff.....

" Rake ! Lecher ! Alien sex fiend!! !"

"Oh Rory, calm down, you were great! And very understanding ..."
Caitlin sat up, her hair ablaze in the light of the "small egg", as the
natives called their world's smaller moon ...
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Scene 1
A planet full of life.
You are gilding along as if
You are in an alrplane.
The ground is rushing
Along in a blur of green and blue.
You don't see it.
Lights are flashing.
Sound is swirling.
Everything is spinning,
Spinning,
Black.
Scene 2
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Aman.
He is alone in the middle
Of a freshly ploughed field.
Just after a heavy rain.
His face is streaked with tears
Of rage and frustration.
You are intruding on his worid.
Everything here is surreal.
Behind him he has green fields.
Forests.happy people.
In front of him there is blackness.
Scene3
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Transmission:Terminate creation.
Reason: It Is a failure.
End Transmission.
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Till the End of Time
\

he old man worked diligently on his Invention.
AA invention no one but
he and his dog, Rip Van
Winkle knew about. The
..0 dog so named for his
?'A O_;;:,,a
tendency to laze around
all day I/IICIS In the corner living up to his
name. Hewosalsotheretryingtostayoutof
his maste( sway. ThisI/IICISnot terribly easy as
most of the garage was taken up by the
large teardrop shaped machine the old
man was working on.
The machine was five meters in length
and three and a half meters in diameter at
itswidest point. Itssurface was smooth with
the exception 0f two small openings in the
w,de end and a large opening on top The
two smaller openings were set one on
either side of the machine at a forty-five
degree angle to the central axis.The large
opening ontopwheretheold man continued
to climb in and out of was apparently the
only way 1n
The man. Dr. P.Anthony, worked on his
machine at a frenzied pace. Often muttering and sometimes shouting to himself
Occasionally he would stop working on the
machine. grab a pencil and pad of paper
and begin doing complex seriesof calculations. Sometimes when he was done he
\NOuldhold the pad of paper out and with
a smileslov.1ycoming acrosshisface, admire
his handiv.ol1<.other times he would launch
the pencil and paper at the nearest solid
object hisfavourite being the wall. Soon he
no longer tinkered with the machine but
spent hours hunched over his desk doing
calculations. All the while knowing that the
time to test his invention and prove his
associates wrong IMJS drawing closer.
His associates hod scoffed at his Ideas.
"Movement through time is Impossible."

they said. "There are too many paradoxes
for it to be possible," they sold. Well. he had
~wed to prove them wrong. To do so he
hod begun \NOrl<
on his invention, his secret
Project X The name IMJS a cliche to be sure.
but what did It matter? He had needed a
name and so he hod used it. For months
now he hod been INOrl<ing
on his Invention.
often "indefinitely borrowing" parts from
the lab where he worked. Freeinstallation
of the playboy channel for a guard was
usually enough to get him to look the other
way for a minute or two. He hod also
occasionally had to use the lab' scomputer
facilities to do some calculations which
were too complex for him or his own computer. Only once hod he been asked by
anotherscientistwhatthecalculations'IN8(e
for. "For Project X" he had replied and then
left the other scientist there 'NOndeming
why he hadn't been selected to \NOrl<on
Project X.
Now it was time Timeto test his machine
against time and all its paradoxes. he
thought as he finished the last of his
calculations. He would not make a big
jump. only twnety minutes into the past
The air supply in his machine would only
last half an hour. If he made a mistake he
1NOUldsuffocate out 1r space long before
the earth reached him. or worse he would
end up crashing into the earth. He checked
hiscalculations again. Ifhismactiine IM:>lked
or rather he thought, when his machine
\NOrl<edhe would remain where he was in
space and time but the Earth 1.1/0uld
move.
The earth 1s1nconstant rotation around
the sun at an orbital velocity of 29.8 km/s.
This means that if we 1N0reto travel backwards In time the earth would not yet be
wtlefe It isright now.Convelsely if'N8 rravelled
forwards In time the earth would already
be past where it isright now. Thismovement
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by Martin Vern,eer
of the earth was what made Dr. Anthony
decide not to travel into the future. If he
jumped twenty minutes into the future, the
earth would be 1,072,800 km away from
where he was in space and be moving
away from him. If he tried to Jump 365.26
days into the future he might be thousands
of kilometers from earth because of fluctuations in the orbit of the earth. If it did
happen that the earth remained in exactly
the some orbit and he jumped 365.26 days
into the future. the earth would crash into
him at 29.8 km/ s.Logically, movement Into
the past was the only safe way for him to
travel.
He planned to jump twenty minutes
intothepast. landinspaceandwaitforthe
earth to reach him. He theorized that this
way he would avoid all paradoxes beca•Jse
when the earth reached his pcsition it
would be the present again. He would then
maneuver his machine using the rear Jets
so the shape of the machine would allow
him to enter the earth's atmosphere without
burning up. Once inside the atmosphere
he \NOulddeploy the machine's parachute
and float down to earth, making history.
He had decided to take all his notes
with him because the government would
want them but also because he wanted to
show them to all the reporters who would
be waiting to Interview him. That gave him
an idea He quickly went over to his radio
and began looking for a news station. He
finally found one repcrting on a UFOwhich
the United States had claimed to have shot
down. He had to laugh. The people listening
to this report and not believing it soon
would be listening to a report about him
and hismachine which would !OUndequally
unbelievable. It would certainly be a historic
day for news coverage. Having gotten the
station as clear as he could he set a tape

recorder next to it and pushed the record
button. Thisway he would record the news
coverage of his history-making flight.
Once all his notes were carefully placed
inside his machine he climbed in. Before
sealing the hatch. though. he turned to his
dog and said, "Well, Rip, rnsee you when I
get back." The dog did not and could not
respond. having died only moments before.
Had Dr.Anthony been aware of this fact he
quite possibly would have changed history.
As he was not he sealed the hatch Justas
he had done many times before.
At precisely 1300 hrs he once again
turned on the machine. At first nothing
seemed to happen. Just like It always did.
Thenhe felt queasy and lightheaded. Again
he was at a lossas to the cause of this. but
realization hit him. as 1talways had. when
he noticed his notes slowly rising off the
floor His queasiness and lfghtneadedness
hod not been cause by his travel through
time but by the sudden change to zero
gravity. He looked at his chronometer It
now. as usual, read 12:41 pm He slowly slid
open the viewing panel and for what he
thought was the first time. he caught a
glimpse of earth from space. It would have
been a spectacular view if It were not
always for the number of satellites in the
way One satellite in particular seemed to
be rotating to get a better view of his
machine. It fired only once. Nerad once
again confirmed the destruction ofthe UFO
at 12:45hrs.While back at the home of Dr P.
Mthony a long dead dog named Rip
'NCltched his long dead master gather
already destroyed notes and place them
Into a machine which Nerad had Just
destroyed and would destroy again and
again till the end of time.

-Martin Venneer
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Ith-year International Relations
2nd-year public administration
foeial Science Rep.
VP finance of the Entrepreneur's Club
:t<fministrativeAssistant to the Social Science Society Member of the Human Resources Club
i)cial Science Council member-2 years
Investment Club, and AISEC
Finance Committee
c society review committe~

2nd-year communication studies
Co-news director at CJAMfm
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see the job as not being as high profile as the Second in charge to the president, in charge of the
esident. I see the job as gathering together all of daily operations of SAC. If the president is not there
e groups on campus to determine what their you are in charge.
eds are. It's not a wine and cheese position-it's a
nds on, nuts and bolts position. You have to get in
uch with the people you are supposed to be
presenting.

Doing the minutes at the meetings, as well as just
making sure that the inside operations of SAC are
organized. Working along with the president and
supervising when he's away at conferences. More
accessible to the students than the president.

umberone for me, a cornerstone of my campaignI'd have to say it deals mostly with finances this time
to address the problems of underfunding through around. The students have had it with increases in
FSand OFS and the government. There's a lack of salaries and some of the VP positions don't warrant
oper residences, lack of equipment, the loss of a full time salary. One of the VP positions should be
e home ec department. I don't think this question cut back to a six-month term. Other SAC related
s been properly addressed in the past. I also want positions' honorariums (eg entertainment co-ordirievance board for the media on campus to open nator) should apply to tuition only and not be a
lines between the Lance, CJAM, and students. I salary. Student fees are going up $6 next time
o want to reach out to the students on campus. around and I think we should raise money to offset
tis has to be done on a one-to-one basis. There's that increase. It's bad enough that the administration
keeps raising tuition. There's many SAC excesses
enough contact.
that have to be brought under control, for example,
elimination of bar priviledges, and travel costs.

SAC and their general reputation on campus. The
SAC scandal has left a lot of students really hating
SAC and its members and not trusting them, and
students feel they don't have any influence over
SAC. I think that if we had someone to fill the VP
administration position who has not been on SAC
and who is from the outside there would be a fresh
perspective, and it would be a new influence, something more diversified. People feel that because
they've just served on SAC as a rep. the top position
should be given to them because they've put time in. .

ff

a distinct group on campus, I definitely think that

It should be an increased role, definitely. I'm glad to
y have to get their point across to the student see there is a female candidate this time around.
uncil that is representing them. From my own Women shouldn't feel SAC is a male dominated
erience on council the women have been vocal thing. They should play just as much of a role,
d have stood up for their views. I think they should especially in the executive positions.
all the vehicles we have on our campus and
ers to do this. We have the women's centre and I
think it's under utilized.
•
ht off the bat, one of the VP positions would be
'iminated. I don't think only one VP could handle it
1 I~
but have VP external and a VP university affairs.
ey wouldn't be full time in the summer. I don't
inkthe work is there and I don't think we can afford
em.It's completely unnecessary. I would take the
ings the eliminated position did and roll that in
h VP administration , and use those duties to
me in contact with all the groups on campus.
ere just isn't enough contact with students on
rmpus.

· Pride, in the Name of Love because it's powerful
,

d it's got meaning .

Right now there are no women on the SAC executive.
Even women faculty on campus-there
are very
few, only about 15%. I think that my entering the
race and having been taken very seriously means
that more women will enter SAC. Women's issues
on campus are being ignored because there 's no
female representation of SAC.

I want to greatly increase the entertainment in the
SAC pub , use the faculty of music and have a jazz
night and an alternative night. This is almost the only
entertainment for residents . Underfunding has alwa.y
been a problem. The faculty of music has just
replaced a 15-year-old keyboard-that's way behind
in technology. I think we should do fund raisers
ourselves to offset the problem. Parking-lobby city
council to open up more parking. I want to see ·a
student directory-it would be totally optional though ,
and a student manual to let students know what
their rights are, and finally student referendums on
major issues .

First of all I would like two of those VP positions
eliminated. The three should be combined into one
position with any leftover jobs going to the VP
administration and the president, thus saving students $24,000 in salaries. There's not enough duties
for these positions . Also , I want salary cuts of
$1 ,500 for the remaining four positions. I want to get
SAC back into serving students' interests rather
than the executives ' interests .

Imagine by John Len non because it stresses the fact

Round and Round , by the Ro Iii ng Stones because its

that no matter what , differences ca n be overcome
and we can all ban together as one .

a song where everybody's having a good time ,
nobody's singing about nuclear war. It's just a good
party song .
Lance
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MONTREAL(CUP) - A Dawson
College student will take his school
to court March 21 in a class action
suit that could cost Quebec's largest
English college up to $170,000.
Tauhid Rahman is representing
1,700 students who took summer
courses at Dawson College in 1987.
He says the school collected illegal
fees when it charged them $1 per
course hour. Rahmanbad to pay
$13 5 when heregisteredfor summer
classes last May.
Under provincial legislation,
college students in Quebec are
exempted from tuition fees but the
schools can charge incidental fees
if they are approved by the province's
ministry of education.
Dawson fees haven't been ap-

class materials, library books, registration, convocation, and other
items.

proved yet
While Dawson director-general
Patrick Woodsworth says he isn't
concerned about the lawsuit because
other Quebec colleges-such as
Vanier and John-Abbott collegesalso charge similar fees, Dawson
students disagree.
"Mymajcrgripeis oot~
that (Dawson) charged the fees, it
is the way they went around about
it," said student council president
Chris Meehan, adding that the college's decision to charge summer
fees was a "rush thing" because it
faced a $1.5 million deficit
The Dawson summer school
fee was adopted at a May 1987
meeting of the college's board of
governors, along with fees covering

However,
an Augmtmemoratxlum
fromthe ministryof educationwarned
Dawson that "it would be impossible to recommend approval of the
fees under their present form" because some of the costs charged
were excessive.
According to the court petition
filed by Rahman, "Dawson had no
right to charge fees for summer
session 1987 and therefore acted
illegally."
Over $170,000 in collected fees
should be reimbursed to students
who registered this summer the
petition claims. D
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SAC also proposed that two
new floors be added to the Student
Centre and a skylite extension of
the Grand Market Place on the
centre's first floor.
"Everyone recognizes the need
for new facilities, especially in this
building," said SAC president Ken
Alexander. "We need more space
to service students better," he said,
citing the need for office space by
campus clubs as well as SAC, the
Lance, and CJ AM.
Alexander said SAC also proposed a second pub to provide an
alternative to the Subway, which is
downstairs in the Student Centre.
He said it could be a quiet place for
students.
Graduate Student Society President Alan Jones said, "the main
concern of ours is that we get
another house to replace the Grad
House ( on Sunset across from Lambton tower)." The Grad House could
be demolished with the rest of the
houses on that block to make way
for the new business building. .
Jones said he would prefer that

the business building be built lengthwise on California, saving the old
homes on Sunset because they "have
a bit of character." He said he
would like another house on Sunset
to replace the Grad House even ifit
is decided to close off the street
The GSS would also like office
space in the Student Centre, he said
Allsopp said his company will
produce a report of the alternative
sites for the new building in April
and will recommend a site in June
to the steering committee chaired
by University president Ron Ianni.
He said a draft of his company's

final report to the university will be
read in July at which time people
will have their final opportunity to
give input to the plan. The final
report is due out in September.
The planners said construction
on the new business building is
scheduled to begin in the summer of
1989.
"We are still interested in hearing
from people," said Allsopp. He
said you can send your ideas in care
of his name to his company's Toronto
office. The address is available at
president Ianni' s office on Windsor
Hall tower's fifth floor. D

'Freel,e
thefees' in BC
Continued from page 1.

ot governors meeting.

education minister Stan Hagen and
local MLAs with anti-fee hike mail
and series of short classroom talks
by student volunteers.
The events will culminate on
Feb.23 in a "freeze the fees gala,"
an elaborate inter-student union
social which will precede the board

"We are not impotent in this
matter," said Mendes. "We don't
have to stand by and watch these
increases happen time and again. If
we can mobilize and effectively
show a consensus, then we can
prevail in this." D
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Councilhopefulsbareall·racesheatup
Ed. note:Lance associate newseditor Arthur
Whelan 's solution is simple .
Gosselininterviewedeachand everycandidate
" If the fssue is brought up enough , then
for seats on SAC counciland the university's people become aware of it and do something
about it," he said
Senate.
by Arthur Gosselin
Here are the candidates for each position
and their views-so you may decide who to
vote for on election day, Wednesday , Feb.
24:
Business Rep
There are three students running for two
positions in the race to represent students on
the Students ' Administrative Council (SAC).
Ted Sturk, a first-year business student,
is taking on two third-year students, Terry
Whelan and Scott Logan.
The major issue for all three candidates is
class overcrowding and the resulting difficulty
in getting into courses.
"Basically overcrowding in classes is
making it difficult to get into classes even in
third year," said Logan."One of the problems
is there is just not enough room in the
building," he said. He suggested lobbying as
one answer.
"It's a matter of keeping up the pressure,"
Logan said
"Business students can't get the courses
they want," said Terry Whelan. "The size of
the classes make it difficult for students," he
said.

by Terry Moore

andidates in the 1988 Students ' Administrative Council general election want
F acuity of Business Dean.
Eric West, to pay for their
posters after he ordered them tom down from
the walls of his building last week.
The candidates sent a letter to West this
week asking for money for the posters, most
of which "were found stuffed in garbage cans
inside the Business Building," according to
the letter.
The Jetter demands a written apology
from West by February 22. Copies of the
letter were circulatedto University of Windsor
president Ron Ianni, University Vice-president of Finance, Terence Parkinson and the

Lance.
In the letter the candidates say they were
given no warning that the posters would be
tom down.
West said the Business Building has rules

" I think you should be able to get the
courses you request, " said Ted Sturk.
Sturk, however , has other ideas as well.
"r d like to have better recognition of who
our representatives are. I've been here since
September and I don't know who they are. I
suspect 90 percent of the people in the
business building don't know who their
representatives are ," said Sturk.
"In the business bulding there could be a
poster saying who the SAC representatives
are and a phone number where they could be
reached," Sturk said
Social Science reps
Two first year students are contesting
against two third year people for three seats
on SAC in this contest for social science
students' votes. The four hopefuls are: Laura
Moldovan, a first-year communication studies
major; Adam Hughes, a first-year student in
public administration; Gordon Eansor, a
third-year geography/economics major; and
third-year economics student Craig Hilton .
Two major issues seem to stand out in
these candidates' minds, communication and
the closing of the home economicsdepartment
"SAC minutes should be readily available
to the public in a stand downstairs in the
Student Centre, " said Laura Moldovan who

on the placing of election posters.
" Permission has to be obtained to put up
posters in this building," West said, adding
that this permission must come from his
office.
When asked why the business building
should have different rules than the rest of the
University, West said every building on
campus has a policy on such things which is
instituted by the resident faculty.
SAC Chief Electoral Officer, Geoff
Bastow, disagreed
"We go to the Physical Plant for rules on
the placement of posters," he said
West was concerned with the appearance
of the business building during visits by
alumni of the faculty.
"It looked like hell," he said
The candidates feel that Dean West has
denied his students a chance to make a wise
decision in this election.
"It not only cost us, but the student body
as well, since they are no longer informed
about the candidates," the letter states . D
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colla bo ration avec le Conse,I des min1stres de t'Educauon
(Canada)

is on SAC's frosh comitt ee.
" Th e key issue would be knowledg e
abo ut SA C, ba sic student knowledge. I think
student awarenes s leads to student involvement, " she said
Gordon Eansor , who is on the marketing
association executive , said he " would like to
see more of a relationship with students to get
their input I would talk to them."
" I think the closing of the home economics
department is a primary concern. What
might be next? Is history next ? History is the
next smallest department in social science,"
said Eansor.
"It's more or Jess communication between
myself and the student," said Craig Hilton.
"I don't think that's been done very well. We
need better promotion," he said.
Adam Hughes also wanted better communication.
"I would like to improve the relationship
between the SAC executive and the council.
I would not try to antagonize the executive,"
he said
On the home economics department issue
Hughes had this to say:
"One thing that disturbs me is the getting
rid of the home economics department,"
Hughes said "If they can shut down one
program, they can do it to another. You're
setting a dangerous precedent"
Student Senator
Four students are vying for the chance to
represent students on the university's Senate.
The winners of these three seats also sit on
SAC. Lisette D' Aignault, a second-year
political science major, is contestng for the
seats along with the only incumbent in the
race, Dominique Bragag)ia,third-year honours
student Dan Boland, and Gary O'Donnell, a
third-year honours history major.
O'Donnell has a few new ideas to bring to

the campaign .
" We need some kind of eme rgency
procedure to deal with bofib
threm, especially
during exams . There is\o set procedure to
deal with a bomb threatduring exams in the
senate bylaw s," he said
" There should be created an accessible
grievance board. There should be a student
representative on it," O'Donnell added as
another idea.
The other candidates also had different
ideas.
" The most important thing I think is more
organization, " said Lisette D' Aignault about
SAC. D ' Aignault currently sits on SAC as
one of the social science reps.
"They call themselves a corporation.
When people come up there they should be
treated professionally," she added
Dan Boland thinks communication is the
most important issue in the campaign.
" We don't use our voice effectively. We
have to let students know what's going on in
the Senate."
"We should advertise our office hours in
the Lance. It's a small thing, but it's needed,"
Boland said
Dominic Bragaglia,a third-year sociology
major who won election last year to the
senate by a margin of one vote, said "I would
like to see us more accessible to students.
We're sort of isolated up on the second floor
of the Leddy library. "
Bragaglia thinks students ' rights are the
most important issue.
" Let's make them aware of what alternatives they have in certain circumstances.
You've got to know what your options are ,"
he said about students .
"SAC would be an excellent vehicle for
that Unfortunately that isn't always the
case ," Bragaglia added D

All you ~ wantedto know
Continued from page 5.
No, there is no standard dogma, no
ideological caste at the Lance. There is,
instead, a commitment to devote coverage
and debate to issues and groups which are not
adequately covered by the mainstream press.
This is, after all, a university, here you have
the only real opportunity during your lifetime
to really express yourself and test ideas
you've been raised to believe are gospel. In
this way we try to bring about change and
discussion in our society, Lord knows we
could use a lot of it But that ' s just my
opinion, right? Your . opinions are valued -

indeed longed for - at the Lance. If only I had
a nickel for every time r ve reached into the
letters mailbox ... Yd be a wealthy-type .
What I guess I'm trying to say is that we
do take the Lance seriously - kinda in the
hope that you will too. If you've something to
offer to improve the paper, by all means share
it with us.
P. S. We'rehosting a regional conference
of the Canadian University Press ( for Ontario
papers) March 18-20. If you'd like to help
with it- or attend at your leisure - we 'd like to
see you .O
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by D. Dexter Finisteri s

---=~ -ccnsingcp.roduction~uessed
1t; the on ly,wtty'tO~You
spend more on cocam e than on education. You spend
your shot is to buy the album and take it (or the enclosed more on booze and cigarette s than you spen d on child care .
phial) to your doctor. Surprisingly enough, sales of counterfeits Someone yells "COMMIE" and you will sink half the
"H this goes on ... "
have been minimal after the first few lynching s.
continental debt into war machines that don 't even work ... "
We all pay for the future , one way or another . What
·•... All while your future is being slowly pissed away ...
matters is how we spend, and how we invest our toil ; consider:
Seventeenstates and fourprovinceshave beforetheirlegislative Cuts, cuts, cuts! Health care, medical research, hard sciences,
"March 8 1993 comeback-queen Madonna's" fifth album,
bodies bills to declare Neiman, the Gen Web crew and the
the space program, R and D, education, job-training and re"Slap you Down" is gold two weeks after release with sales
folks at Accolade records (your best value in rave bird calls),
training, University Budgets ... K-RIST... You've heard it all
pushing 1.3 million ... Surprisingly strong sales figures are
as Enemies of the people, war criminals, profiteers and such.
before and sat back, and got nervous, or angry or frustrated,
also coming up for Kiwi rockers, Cargo Cult's" Call on Me",
Neiman's lawyers promise 20 years oflegal warfare and hint
or bored and tuned your mind out ...
with sales for their first month's virgin release pushing a
at a boycott of any jurisdiction that passes any such
Now your precious "free enterprise" is handing you ·life
platinum 650,000 ... And to no-one's surprise the trashy,
measures. Meanwhile, both President Robertson and Prime
on a plate and you are mad as Hell. Now the GUMMINT has
excreable Billy Zero's "Nobel Savages Do 20 Worst Polka
Minister Van DerZalm are curiously quiet on the whole
to fix it for you ... Well, our investors want their money and
Hits" have racked up over 15 million in sales despite its
matter, caught between mounting public clamor for action
any extra will go to funding a mass immunization campaign
$50.00 price tag and limited bootleg availability north of the
and their well-known free enterprise stand. Canadian health
for the 3rd world ... seeing as your precious lifestyle has
Rio Grande ... H you are still looking for it remember to buy
minister George Rudd is promising a Royal Commission to
sucked them dry ... "
from a refrigerated case and expect the signature 2 day skin
investigate the issue and advises the public to, "in the
A small riot is developing in the studio audience. Cut to
rash ... "
meantime, avoid sex."
commercial and, 96 seconds later:
Dr. Neimand is speaking on another talk show, his eighth
" ... If we would have had public funding for research, we
Billy Zero, Alias Dr. Neimand (BSc., PhD., MD.,
this week delivering his angry sermon:
would
have had our vaccine out a year ago. How many
microbiology, immunology) founder and CEO of Gen Web
"Five years ago we were begging for government research
millions died? What did you do to prevent it? How many of
Corp., is out to prove a point ... In driving it home, he and his
funding ... We got peanuts and speeches on the glories of the
you wrote a letter to your elected representative urging
colleagues have succeeded in alienating the majority of the
free enterprise system. AIDS was just a gay problem ...
funding ... funding for anything??? Now how many of you
"great unwashed", North American citizenry. Gen Web
We went looking for private backing and we got profitabought an album or CD in the last year??? And you think we
holds exclusive rights and the proprietory manufacturing
bility studies from accountants ... Meanwhile L.A. cokeare being selfish ... "
capability for the world's first, effective, recombinant-DNA
heads were signing multi-million dollar deals for Rambo III
"I'm sorry Dr. Neiman ... we have been advised that there
based AIDS vaccine. Just like Coca-Cola; sole source of the
... Dress some bimbo up in leather undies and you all will
is
a
bomb planted in the studios ... Please folks, stay calm ...
real thing. Unlike most other drug firms, they are not
spend billions to buy part of the wet dream for $25 a hit
stay calm ..." D

!Engineers
fonncmlitionto fightforretter
education
TORONTO(CUP) - Anxious to
improve their education and increase their ranks. Ontario's engineering students have formed a
new coalition to reach out to industry.
professional groups, and high
schools .
The
Engineering
Student
Society Council of Ontario
(ESSCO) hopes to make engineers'
education more relevant and improve
their image by working with engineering deans, employers and professional associations. newly elected
President Jeff Calvert said.
"We· re keen on givingengineers
a better look. especially in high

schools, and especially with
women," Calvert said. "There is
much more room in engineering for
women. Many are getting put off.
even by guidance counsellors."
Calvert, a second-yearmechanical
engineering student at the University
of Western Ontario, said ESSCO
will not be a conventional lobby
group.
He said the Council will try to
get OSAP loans for students buying
computers, but will not be asking
the government for more grants.
"The government doesn't really
have as much money as people
think it does," Calvert said.

"If we're going to lobby the
governmentfor money,we are barking
up the wrongtree," ESSCO executive
Jeff Westine added.
Instead ESSCO is planning to
meet with the provincial deans board,
try to get a seat on the board of the
Associationof ProfessionalEngineers
of Ontario. and approach industry
for more funding for engineering
schools.
"When we get out we want to be
marketable," Westine said.
Near the top ofESSCO's agenda
1s a deal with a computer manufacturer for an educational price on
IBM-XT compatible computers.

A University of Toronto engineering student who has been
working on a deal for his school's
engineering society says a province-wide price agreement is very
likely.
"I've done all the work that has
to be done for the province," said
Kevin Melnyk. ••We will do quite a
number on hardware and software
prices."
Calvert said the Council will
also keep up contacts with boards
of education and high schools.
Calvert said ESSCO grew out
of an Ontario caucus meeting of the
Canadian Congress of Engineering

Students, and is based loosely on
the Confederation des facultes des
ingenieurs du Quebec.
Ontario schools agreed to form
the Council at a November meeting
of the Canadian Congress. and
passed a constitution in Guelph
last weekend. Eight student associations attended the weekend conference, including U ofT. Western,
McMaster, Queen's. Carleton,
Ryerson. and two from Waterloo.
··we want this to be a really
professional. really suit-and-tie organization," Calvert said '"We want
to get the engineeringstudent elevated
to the highest level in society." D

Acarya Priyatosa Brc.
INTRODUCTION TO TANTRA YOGA
SPONSORED BY
2 Sessions of 3 hours each
CD+ The Brahmacakra
or Tantric theory of the creation
+ The body: the external layer of the mind
- importance and role of the glandular system
- initiation to the yogic 'innercises', the asanas

®

Students'
Administrative
Council
CONSFll
AOMINISI

nA'tr

+ Yoga for a personal
+

TlfS

( 'IJIJIANIS

development and the \\'elfare of all
The Tantric conception of the society
and its applications today.
Introduction to meditation
- Benefits
- First steps
- Eventually, personal initiations

Madame Vanier Lounge
VANIER HALL
Monday, February 22 and Tuesday, February 23, 1988

6-:30- 9:30
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$1.99 Breakfast"
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It's not too much to ask, if you know who
to ask: Stanley Kubrick, Alan Parker, David
Cronenberg or Clive Barker. Just don't ask
Wes Craven. Do not ask Wes for a good
horror movie.
It's a week late, but here's the review of
The Serpent and the Rainbow. it sucks, save
those bucks.
Craven strikes out again-this time with
a subject it's not so damn hard to make a
good, scary film about Voodoo, the PaganCatholic religion developed by African slaves
serving under the French imperials in Haiti,
has been a prop in any number of memorable
movies. I think about a film made in 1943
called! Walked With a Zombie. An incredibly
good movie with a shitty title, it was an eerie,
economical allegory of Jane Eyre and a
landmark of horror cinema Then there's last
year's Angel Heart, about which I have
written before.
Then there's Rainbow ... Not as bad as
Friday the 13th, but totally non-descript at
its finest, it's a turkey. The title comes from
Voodoo mythological symbolism: the rainbow
symbolizes heaven, the serpent symbolizes
earth. between these two we live our days ... and
die ...
Serpent and rainbow symbols are used,
semi-effectively, throughout, but symbols
never once saved a crappy movie. There is
nothing terrifying, very little horrifying, and a
lot of "gross-outs" as Stephen King would
say. The only really efficacious scene is one
where the Voodoo-warlock leader of the
Tonton Macouts dances a funny castrationtorture calypso with our hero, Dr. Allen, an
American pharmacological researcher.
Mostly, Wes baby can't make up his hack
mind whether to make this film psychological
or supernatural horror. The result? Bad!
And who'd have guessed?
The last line in the movie is: "The
nightmare's over now."
Yup.0
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by Martin Stevens

They blew this dust in my face. I remember
thinking "too much puffer fish," then it all
went black. I woke up screaming. At least, I
tried But no noise came forth-I couldn't
move! Trapped! In my seat! And the horrors I
saw there. The burnt chicken head zombie
flying through the air like some aviary turd
The nail in the groin. The self-inflicted
decapitation-and
that head(!) running over
with rubber cement I couldn't block it out
After all, they spent three days in the dark, in
the graveyard with the bridal~wned SOR:eres.\
grinding up fish and doing the butane-oo-thehands trick. This was strong stuff. I was ... dead.
But I could hear!
"You're going to Hell with me!"
"No rm not, you son of a bitch!"
"This magic was more powerful than any
r d ever seen.."
"His spirit guardian 'the jaguar' hel~
him across 200 miles of Amazonian jungle."
"I don't care if it was a jaguar or a
Mercedes Benz...l want that drug'."
I was paraphrasing badly. The powder
had really taken effect I could have sworn

- ...... . ~ 1

the camera was ... hand held! And was it
really that out of focus? Strange voodoo
drums beat in my clammy temples. I giggled
I yawned I stopped The woman behind
kicked my seat incessantly. Was she telling
me something? Was she showing me the
place, the secret voodoo-type place between

the Serpent and the Rainbow?
I was fading fast I kept thinking r d seen
all this in the trailer. Could it be that the
entire film could've been reduced in length to
the 60 second spot r d seen during The
Untouchables? Would it have mattered? In
my zombie state I doubted it
As I faded in and out my jumbled brain
cells tried to pull some sense out of the plot
OK. The research biologist stumbles onto
some wacky Haitian zombifying process and
is sent by a large pharmaceutical conglomerate
to find the secret of the zombie powder and

instead has sex with the psychiatrist in a cave
for 3 minutes before being buried alive and
tortured ( the nail again) and sneered at by the
guy with the gold tooth and falls down the
really neat hallway full of hands.
No. It didn't make sense. Was it the
powder or the wretched acting? My neurons
wobbled in anguish. My sentences shortened
again. I lurched out of the darkness, but it was
too late. They'd stolen my soul and put it
away in a plastic golden-topped Kenobicjar,
along with a personal possession ( actually
fd borrowed the money, so maybe it won't
count). Maybethey won't use my soul; leave
my mindless corpse to walk the night and do
their bidding over and over again,ro-viewing
the ultimate mediocrity. My will is strong.
Perhaps I can hold out They have my soul
And my three dollars. And they made me
watch. But I wipe the dust from my nostrils,

and I pull the nail out of my crotch and I grin,
because I know that whatever they do, no
matter how hard they try, no matter how
many pigs they hang in my lockerordecapttmd
women they pop in my bed-I'm not going
back To the place betweenthe Serpent and
the Rainbow-the Odeon.
Cheese, Wes. Get a grip.0

by Paa) David

Skid
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Theylookrack on LookIbck InAngerin anger
by Martin Deck & Mary Popovich

.......

And .now ... from the people who brought you PICNIC
and COME BACK TO THE FIVEAND DIME, JIMMY
DEAN, JIMMY DEAN ... another exciting visit to the
fascinating fifties, a wacky time when things were not as they
seemed, when underneath the surface of political complacency
and mass consumption there festered a veritable swamp of
represse_d sexuality, misdirected rage and Method Acting.
Yes indeed, just as sure as John R Cash has a 'thing'
about trains, the University Players have a 'thing' about the
fifties. Fortunately, this year's offering comes to us not from
backwoods Amurikey but rather from industrialized Britain.
John Osborne's first play, Look Back Jn Anger, marked
the debut of the 'Angry Young Man' on the London stage.
When it premiered in 1956, there were riots in the streets .
This is not surprising since, at that time, the play could
have been viewed as a manifesto. The dictionary defines
manifesto as "a proclamation of intentions or objectives by a
group or prominent person." In the case of Jimmy Porter,
Anger's anti-hero, manifesto means '' a proclamation of
insults and objections by an unpleasant person."
Mr. Porter has, and states at infinite length, attitudes and
opinions about literary magazines, religious beliefs, women,
the Jong-suffering working class, the fading aristocracy and
humanity in general, which he finds lifeless and vague.
Jimmy's fists are raised against almost everything, but his
stance often falters as he swings wildly, self-contradictorily.
His punches only fall on his patient and forgiving house-mates.
Things have changed; Jimmy's opinions have dated
considerably. British politics are no longer as vague as they
were in the fifties, when the Labour Party was giving in to the
Conservatives on defense policy and the Conservatives were
stealing Labour's social platform from under its feet. The
fading aristocracy has disappeared and been replaced by a
ruthlessly realistic entrepreneurial class. 'Mrs' Thatcher has
removed the kid gloves and revealed the iron fist of regressive
conservatism and all the young rebels have causes to fight for.
Look Back In Anger is a play again; Jimmy Porter is just
a character in it The problem with the play is that the other
characters often seem to exist merely to verify the accuracy of
Jimmy's opinions.
His wife Alison, for example, is quite eloquent when
speaking with others, but clams up whenever Jimmy takes the
stage, becomingjust as lifeless and unresponsive as he thinks
she is. Before we even meet her friend Helena, Jimmy
accuses her of duplicity and self-righteousness; she appears
and proves herself two-faced and uptight. It is difficult not to
think that Jimmy himself wrote the lines assigned to Alison's
father. In Act One Jimmy caricatures 'Daddy' as a decaying
Edwardian type who continually laments the passing of the

Jimmy looks over his shoulder in anger.

great Empire. 'Mummy' is a domineering old bitch. In Act
Two, when Colonel Redfern comes to take Alison home,
guess what happens? He talks about the grand old days of the
Raj, apologizes for his wife's interfering behaviour and even
goes so far as to suggest that "maybe Jimmy was right"
Then again maybe he wasn't And maybe John Osborne
was 'wrong' to write a play which resembles a pre-schooler's
jig-saw puzzle, where all the characters fit neatly into the
spaces alotted them.
But at least it ain't backwoods Amurikey.
The University Players have done the play more than
justice.
David Rodgers has managed to breathe a recognizable
humanity into the self-theatricalizing role of Jimmy Porter.

Sure, he spends a lot of time ranting and carrying on, but
Rodgers also shows us the anguish, fear, and loneliness which
underlie Jimmy's hysteria. The result is a portrayal of a man
often vicious, sometimes tender and usually funny. He also
succeeds in delivering Porter's lines with the proper mix of
sarcasm and despair; like the other characters, we are never
sure whether he's serious or not (The opening night audience
seemed to find the play a regular laugh riot Perhaps the
daunting prospect of snow removal had them wound up.)
The role of Mrs. Porter is, for the reasons outlined above,
thankless. Alison identifies herself with a stuffed squirrel
(Jimmy's a bear), and she is a pitiful, fearful little thing for
most of the play. Amanda Tapping pulls her through the long

See UNIVERSITY page 19.

Dr. Disc
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University
HiSmmakea hot dll!eout of cbtedp/ay
silent stretches as well as can be expected and, when given a
chance to speak, seems to put more genuine emotion into her
lines than Osborne did The final reconciliation scene was
incredible. The intensity displayed by Tapping and Rodgers
made the ending happy instead of sappy. And a little sad too.
Helena. prudish and conniving as she is, brings a breath of
fresh air to the hothouse atmosphere of the Porter flat and
Bridget McFarthing captures her breezy self-assurance most
convincingly. The seduction scene seemed a bit rushed, but

the audience loved it They gasped
We have somehow managed to write almost a thousand
words without mentioning Cliff, without whom the play
would be unbearable. Cliff is Jimmy's pal, a stocky little guy
who sits around reading newspapers and smoking cigarettes,
tossing off a word of sanity as the occasion demands. He is
also Alison's buddy, who understands better than anyone the
confusing life she and Jimmy lead together. Most importantly
he is the audience's friend, and so is Craig Eldridge. He
shines both metaphorically and literally; he blushes beautifully,
and in character. Those who saw Eldridge in The Taming of

by Renee Johnston

Theresa Mahoney's approach
to a contemporary subject-that is,
industrial images of machinerydisplays a strong sense of integration
of style and content
The machines appear almost as
woven forms of tubes, vats, cylinders
and wheels, brought up close for the
viewer's inspection. The eleven
works in the exhibition all contain
many subtleties, yet there is a broad
sense of roughness and a sombre
mood that is inherent in many
factory settings.
The untitled charcoal drawings,
oil-on-paper
and
oil-on-wood
paintings of various sizes, co:itain a
dusty/grimy atmospheric element
In some of the work, the colour
appears only in patches, hidden
under layers of surface paint and
charcoal. In other works, the colour
is more apparent It defines forms:
rather than being a metaphor of the
machinery, it contradicts its function.
In these works, the shapes are long
and narrow, suggest totemic images.
There is, in the show, a series of
three large charcoal drawings.
These energetic images, with the
rough handling of their surfaces are
reminiscent of Terry Gilliam's
film Brazil
Here
we are
given machinery at its finest rough,
grimy and a never ending series of

RECENT WORKS
THERESA MAHONEY

by Larry Deck

LEBEL GALLERY
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
FEBRUARY 12- FEBRUARY 25 1988

• No Down payment
e Immediate Credit Approval
especial Student Interest Rate (11.7%)
(Fixed Rate, Open Loan, Free Life lnsuranc~
Based on a 48 month term)
"Watch For Our Special Grad Night in March"

Call Patricia Morris
Apply Now For A Chance to Enter G.M.'s FREE
Car Giveaway.
915 Tecumseh Rd. E.
Windsor, Ontario

interconnected tubes and box-shapes.
In contrast to all of these is a
piece that is shown on its own. The
artist 'steps back and gives us a
broader picture.
A house cowers underneath a
large factory building. Faces peer
from windows, dwarfed by their
setting. Loose pieces of paper
expose more graininess underneath
the surface. Could this be a summary
of the artists' conception of the
industrial environment?
We are forced to study this

exhibition for what it is. The artist
presents us with these tools of our
existence, in a very up-front and
honest manner.
The show is energetic, full of
motion and displays a strong sense
and understanding of the medium
as it combines with the chosen
subject
The show, Landscapes of Work,
continues through the 25th at the
Lebel Gallery on Huron Line across
from McDonald's.0
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GM Wants You As A Customer
To encourage you to purchase your first car
from us, G.M. will offer ...

Open 9 a. m.-9 p. m.

the Shrew or Children of A.Lesser God alreadyknowthathe
is some kinda natural-born actor.
Dave Semple does his job as Colonel Redfern; somebody
has to. (See above.)
Andrew Stem's set is magnificent but it is surely a
mistake for Rodgers to play the trumpet behind the window.
This is the production's last weekend It's playing
Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights in Essex Hall Theatre.
There will be a matinee Sunday afternoon.
Thanks to Bathsheba Garnett for the hottest live theatre
in Windsor for what seems a dog's age. D

Mon.-Sat.
252-7721

Noise, noise, noise! Light, light,
light!
Ever been to the Nectarine Ballroom? Few have, mostly because
it's in Ann Arbor. I went there with
the gang for New Music Monday.
Didn't like it At all.
First, the music is way too
fuckin' loud This in itselfis common,
but .. Second, the music (at least
this Monday) was all the bloody
same-one
pounding, neurobeat
skull-crusher after the next Thud,
thud, thud! The whole damn place
resonated with it In the bathroom,
in the basement, I could hear the
supports moan and whine. Buildings
don't like loud. low frequencies.

And, when they don't syncopate
with his headache, neither does
Larry.
I counted: they played 4 good
songs.
Third, the ceiling of the club is
devoted to a battery of lights that
could illuminate the Indian subcontinent They move, they strobe,
they come in a variety of colours.
They annoy.

A pal who's been before tells
me that it was a bad night I agree.
With any luck, if you go or I go
there will be better music, lighting,
etc. than there was on this Monday.
Maybe they'U see fit to play something besides white techno-pop.
(Maybe ... ) I'll never go again. D
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Study abroad next year
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UNIVE RSITE
- -CANADIENNE
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ing, quiet searching and relaxing with
friends. Open 9-5 and be arrangement .
Or use Iona focllltles to pion 8\lents that
ore Important to all . A home-cooked
dinner 8\lery Thursday at 5:30 for $2.50.
Come and help celebfate by being
yourself
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Universite
T heopportunity

-

COUIGl 208 Sunset. 973-7039 . A

space for meeting and discussing. study-

~

canadienne en Fra~ce programme offers Cana~ia n s 8:uniq_ue
to live for a year m France and earn Canadia n university

credits.
Offered in both English and French, the programme for 1988-89 inc ludes
humanities
courses focussing on 'The Re n aissance' as well as lan guage
courses. The facu lty a.re from universities across Canada.
Various types of studen t accommodation a r e available, includ ing residences
on the campus w h ic h is su p erbly located on th e COte d'Azur betwe en Ni ce and
Monaco.
Students will be selected on a quota basis from universities across Canada.
Fees of $7,995 include tuition, accommodation and airfare. P rovincial financial
assistance an d scholarships may be applied towards the progra m me.
Fo r more inf or m a tio n a nd applicatio n s for Se ptember 1988, plea se wr ite or
ca ll :
Universite canadienne en France ,
68 Scollard Street , Toronto , Ontario M5R 102 .
(416) 964 -2569 , Canada - (800) 387-1387 , Ontario - (800) 387-5603
or Laurentian University, Sudbury, Ontario P3E 2C6 .
(705) 675-1151, ext. 3417

closed discussion meetings ore Tuesdays
between noon and 1:30 pm In the Ontario
Room. Vanier Holl. If you hoveo p roblem
• with drinking and wont to stop. come
and meet with us.

· ·

I

CAMPUSADULTCHllDREN Of ALCO.

HOUCS.meet 8ll8rY Wednesday from 7.

1911 RID MUSTANGFORSALE:Good
condition. coll Neil at 254--5773.

•

A Year in France

~ Laurentian University

for Canadian

University

Students

Blyth~Company

LIAIIN AIOUT A CAIIIERINARTTHERAPY
while pa rticipating In o "hands--on workshop" where no prior background is
necessary. The location Is t he Toronto Art
Therapy Institute. on February 27. The fee
for students isS15 and more Information is
available by calling (416) 924-6221.

ILISS YOUNAIRI for thou hath sinned
Skipping out of classes like you do Just
does not promote very proper behaviour
for us young and impressionable people
DO YOU WANT TO WORKOVERSEAS?
There ore many Jobs available. For
information write. Henry Fletcher Services
Ltd .. 304 Taylor Rood. West Hill, Ontario.
M1 C 2R6. Or call (416) 282-2478.

EREBATES
1
ES
LOOI<AT TH RA GREATDEAL•
AHOADD THENIUP FO
NOW, UNTIL SEPTEMBER
30, 1988

CASHREBATES
OF

JACQUES-I' m glad you ore in o better
mood. good luck with your move. even
though you·ve already done it . Don't let
your new roommotes hurt you-know-who.

PRINTINGPRISS FOR SALi Table top
press and plo temoker. like brand new
$1500 or best otte r Coll 252-5820
JANELLE- I can't find you anywhere .
please coll me- Marc .

GAMES CWI MEmNG Wednesday
nights at 7 pm in Trillium Rm B Palladium.
Twilight 2000 ore likely New members
welcome!

ROOMS FOR RENTseparate kitchen
available
8978

in downtown

area Coll 977.

ANTIOCH RETREATWEEKENDFriday
Morch 18 (7 pm) to Sunday Morch 20 (4
pm). A weekend
retreat designed
especially for universi1y and college students and young wor1<ingadults. A time
for prayer. growth. renewal reloxotiOn.
fun. rest. meeting new people and more
For info coll Assumption University.
Chaplaincy Office. 973-7034

FORSA~ Automotiewashing mochineworks great. $75 Gorogefndge.SSO. Coll

256-8054

GRADUATE
PURCHASEOR LEASEPROGRAM

IFYOUBUYBEFORE
MARCH
31, 1988
**$500 rebate ovo1loble o n 1987 o, 1988 Mustor.g , 2-Doo, Tempo/Topoz, Escort, Tracer
You must take delivery from deole, stock by Morch 31. 1988. Offer includes dealer port,c,potion

ttS750 rebate ovo1loble on 1987 or 1988 Taurus/Soble*
*Offer not ovo1loble 1nthe Province of Quebec

TOGET
YOUR
GRADUATE
REBATE
CERrlFICATE
AND
COMPLETE
INFORMATION
SEE
YOUR
NEAREST
FORD
ORMERCURY
DEALER
ORCALL
FORD
TOLL
FREE
AT

TOTHETIASIRPEOPU(espeelallyyou,
PhlO: so...you thought that was funny.
Just wait

.rnbe

the lost one laughing!

NOMINATIONS orenowbeingoccepted
for the following executive positions 1nthe
Anthropology Club President . Vie&president. Secretary. Treasurer.P\JbhcRelations
Officer( s). Nominations will be accepted
from Feb. 19th-26th Nomination forms
ore available 1n the Deportment of
Anthropology and Sociology (secretorys
office) WHS. All nominees must be fulltime Unrvers1tyof Windsor students (president must be Anthropology major)
FOR SA~ b/wTVsS25&$30. tridgesSSO.
$60 & S75. dishwasher $45, washing
machine $75. opt . sized $110. hatrock
$15. g reat S8lt,ling machine and stand
$175 Please coll 256-8054

Coming soon on campus THE MOCK
Watch for it'

INTIIINATIONALINTIRNSNPPIOORAMI
opportunity to study in Tokyo. Japan
Study not only business blJt areas such as
culture and soctety . For1ntormoti0n. write
to the following address. Note. however.
that students ore encouraged to apply
by Morch 1st IIP,406 Cotman Building. 1st
Avenue . Seattle Washington 98104 Or
coll (206) 623-5539
NO MOTOACYCUS FOR WI
Maybe later

THISWHIC.

Womencurlerstakehomesilvermedal
by Michael R. Cohen

The dream of going for the gold carried
the Windsor women 's curling team one step
away from it, as they returned home from the
OWIAA finals in Guelph with the silver
medal.
The team consisted of skip Paulinka Yee,
alternative leads Lisa Gauvreau, and Christine
Keene, the second Debbie McPhadden. and
Janan Kettle.
Coach Rob Clark, who has been with the
university team for three years, has put a
team in the finals this year. Last year, the
team came home without winning one game
in the provincials. This season, Clark was not
expecting much.
"In October I honestly felt we did not
have a chance to win the gold medal," he
said, "but after a couple of months, I realized
how good a team we have."
The team went 7-2 on the season, and
went into the provincials "trying to outdo
the best," according to Clark.
However, the road to success is not paved
with easy victories, as the first game went to

Clark was still fairly happy with the
outcome.
"It worked out the way that it should
have," he said "The two top teams entered
the competition, and the two top seeded
tearns were victorious."
The Lancers' success on the rinks can be
attributed to their ability to keep the team
aspect of the sport in mind, and execute the
correct move at the correct time .
" It is a very strategic game ," Clark said.
"and you have not only the physical ability ,
but as well the mental ability. Even though
BACK ROW, L to R: Usa Gaavreau,Debbie McPlaaddea,PaullnkaYee.Coach Rob Clark.
there is a social aspect to the game, when we
FRONT ROW, L to R: Janan Kettle.ChristineKeene.
Lance phOto by Ill Yare out on the ice, to us it is a cut-throat
Queen's, 8-2.
By losing the game, 11-3 to Western, it sport"
"The first game the team came out Oat,"
created a four way tie, a provincial first,
1979 had been the first year Windsor had
Clark said. "We were not sure what to betweenWestan, Queen's,Laurier,
andWav:lsor. captured a medal, as they brought home the
gold Now, nine years later, the women 's
expect, as we already won against every
"One of the reasons we lost to Western
team can add a silver to the showcase. They
team there."
was because the team was on a bad sheet of
also have much to look forward to in the
The team bounced back to take the next ice," Clark said "It was not that Western
future,eventhough they will lose McPhaddeo
three in a row, by shooting with the utmost
had outcurled us, but that the rocks were
from this year's squad.
accuracy. WindsorbeatLaurier 8-7, dropped harder to control."
"We are looking forward to next year,"
Trent 9-5, and defeated Laurentian, 7-6.
As a result, there were two tie breakers.
Clark said " Western loses its two best
If they would have won their last game Windsor defeated Queen's again, 8-4, and
players, thou8'1 we do not know what is out
· against Western, the gold would have been faced Western for the gold Western won the
there."O
theirs, with a record of 4-1.
game and the championship by a 6-3 count

Womendribblers
bouncebackby beatingBrockBadgers
by Brian LeClair

The Windsor women's basketball team
knew they would have their hands full last
Saturday night at St Denis Centre.
The team was coming off of their first loss
of the season, and the lough, st:eond place
Brock Badgers were bringingtheir7-3 record
into Windsor for a first place showdown.
However, the team was able to get some
clutch pert'ormances from nearly everyone in
the lineup, as they moved one step closer to
their first OWIAA championship in years
with a wildly exciting, fast-paced 7 5-7 3
victory over the Badgers.
"It was probably the biggest win of the
year," said head coach Joanne Maclean.
"I'm really pleased we played forty minutes
of good consistent basketball."

"Brockhas the most talent of the teams
we have faced," said Maclean. "Fortunately
we matched up well."
Both teams love to run the ball up court
on offense, and that resulted in a match that ,
looked much like a track meet instead of a
basketball game.
.. Both teams played below their potential
on defense," Maclean said
The game began very early as an offensive
battle, with both
cashing in on their
chances very effectively. The score was 1816 for the Badgers only seven minutes into
the game.
"The game was fun to play, and great to
watch," said Windsor guard Colleen Hogan,
who led the Lancers with 22 points.
The game continued at its frantic pace,
with the Lancers matching every Brockhoop.
Near the end of the half, though, the Badgers

began a drive that left the Windsor squad
trailing at intermission, 42-36.
The Brock offense was led by the dominant
force of guard Michele Luke, a very good
shooter, who was virtually unstoppable, as
she had 23 points at halftime.
"Four of five of the Brock offensive
players have been playing together for years,"
Hogan said. "They have very good ball

"She has no fear," Maclean said "It
doesn't bother her that Luke is a potential allstar."
Piggott didn't feel any extra pressure in
the assignment.
"Luke had 27 points by halftime," Piggott
said. "So I had to think about it. I was just
doing my job. "
Janisse, who was probably glad to be

teams

WomenspikersrolloverBrock
wanning up for homeplayoffs
by Michael R. Cohen

The women's volleyball team continued
their roll to the provincial title this week at
the expense of the Brock Badgers.
Last week the team travelled to play
Brock, and increased their hold on second
place with an easy victory, by winning three
sets in a row; I 5-8, I 5-11, I 5- 7, thus raising
their overall record to 7-3.
"Brock was just outmatched," said assistant
coach Jan Caverzan. "It gave the team an
opportunity to work on some of the other
aspects of the game."
Jill Bahri, a rookie, was placed at the
power position, as head coach Marg Holman
was trying to see how the rookies would fare
at different positions, since the team will lose
four players next season. Antonella Siggia,
another rookie, was moved to middle
position.
"The games were moving too slow,"
Bahri said "We are used to a much faster
pace, and we bied to get the momentum
going by trying to rush the server."
The University of Brock, who were playing their final game of the season, failed to
hire any ball retrievers. This only complicated
matters, as the women had to spend half the
match chasing down volleyballs.
The Badgers played at their best level,
but were overcome with the experiencethat
Windsorhad gained while playing ranked

teams a while back.
"The team has never worked so hard to
try to keep themselves up," said Caverzan.
"This gave the team time to work on the
mental aspect of the game, .. she continued
"It was the first time the women had to work
on trying to get the game to go faster than to
slow it down."
The star of the weekend was Tracey
McCall, who helped annihilate the Badgers
with 17 kills.
"The team is almost at the level we want
them to be," Caverzan said "They are
heading to the provincials with a super
attitude, and are not over confident"
The team is still experiencing a few
problems, but seems to be handling them
well. '' We must always try to maintain a high
level of intensity," Caverzan said.
A problem that has plagued the team this
,year is the fact that there are no true leaders.
Coach Holman has devised a system that
allows each person to be a rotating captain.
Friday theteam will travelto playWalerloo.
It should be a good match, as Waterloo is
bidding for the last playoff spot
Two days after, the team returns home to
play against the top team in the division,
McMaster, Sunday at 7:00pm. This will be a
preview of what is in store at the provincials,
which will be held at our own St Denis
Centre on February 27th and 28th.0

Lance phOto by Tom llldgNIL

Lancer pard Colleen Hopn beatsBrock', Mlcllele Lake to the lloop.
sense.''
relieveddthe assignment.was very impressed
Forward Elaine Janisse, who was given with her teammate's play.
the tough assignment to guard Luke, had her
"Mmpretplayedfamstictooi@fs,"
shesaid.
bands full
In the second half, Windsor capitalized
••1 had the defensive responsibility," she on a Brock cold spell, with Luke on the
said, "but it just didn't work out very well."
bench, to cut the lead to 42-40 wilb 17:40 left.
Macl.ean decided to make a switch at
"We were lucky to get her (Lute) out of
halftime.
and asked first-yearplayer Margaret the game earlier than Brock would have
Piggott to try andkeep the hot Brock guard in liked," said Macl.ean.
check.
Then it wu time for the W'mdaorsquadto
Pigott did the job beautifully, getting in come through with some offensiveheroics d
Lute's way, and forcing her into foul trouble
their own. The Lancerscontinuedsomefine
early in the second halt:
rebounding. sending them off Oil the fut
"Margaret invaded her space," Hogan break for easy hoops.
said. "She got her a little upset"
The Windsor reservea bad eeen much
Piggott also managed to score 15 points
court time in the pme. and the Lancers, now
and pull down 11 reboundsin a superior game. fresher than the Broct forwards, were a
Maclean said it was a difficult decision
couple d steps faster than the Badgers.
to ask Piggott to cover Lute, but she wu sure
Reaervealib PamMcCartney converted
she could handle it
See LANCER I DRIBBLERS, p. 25.
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stlll exists.

his was a big one at the St. Denis
Centre. In the four or five blocks surrounding the fieldhouse, there wasn't
a parking spot to be found. nearly half
an hour before game time. There
'Nere excited adolescents drMng
around crazily In all directions. vainly
looklng for a few empty feet of land to
leave their cars.
Inside the cozy littlefieldhouse, the
atmosphere was electrlc. Thetwo sets
of large bleachers -were almost full
except for a few rows only a mountain
cllmber could reach. A pep band
could Just barely be heard over the
screeches of frenzied fans. but two
cheerleadlng squads were each I~
plorlng their fans to further Increase
the deafening din.
A casual obseNer may reason that
the Lancer basketball team was In
town. hosting an arch rival in a key
matchup. The truth, though, is that
this scenario took place during the '87
city high school basketball final.
Thesod truth Isthat Lancer sports teams seem to receive llmlted
support·from the campus as a whole, especially at the games

themselves.
"We neverseemto get as many fans as some other schools."
says Sharon Pyke,head coach of the Lancerette volleyball team
"Launer packs Its gym with screaming fans fN8rY time we go in
there."

"The fan support at some Lancer events is depressing," says
Steve LaFlam me, a second-year Communications Studies student.
"Homecoming was good this year, but not what it should have
been."
"Fon support was one of the things I was most concerned with
and disappointed about when I was here," says head football
coach Gino Fracas. who recently resigned after a 19-year career.
"The basketball team has never achieved the interest that we
got at Old St. Denis Hall," Lancer basketball coach Paul Thomas
says.
"Two or three years ago, we would get about 150 per game,"
Director of Women's Sport Marg Prpich says. "but there seems to
have been a drop."
There are a few bright spots around campus. however, Dennis
Fairall, coach of the track and field team, says that the support for
university sports is "fairly decenr', but much better for track.
"When we hosted the Can-Am tournament. there were no seats
to be found," he said. "Usually finding enough seating is the
problem."
Women's basketball coach Joanne McLean has a somewhat
different perspective. "The support is maybe not sufficient. but
improved," Mclean says. "lrs much better than playing In an
empty gym like we did last year."
A more sobering thought is that university sports teams playing
in front of fans in seemingly cavernous stadiums may be a
common occurrence all across the province.
"Attendance Isdown all over,"sayd Dr.Bob Boucher, Director of
Men's Sport atthe Universityof Windsor. "Fon support always comes
in peaks and vall~
we're just in a down period right n<:YW."
" Around the OUM our attendance Is as good or better than
anywhere else," says Boucher. "We outdraw everyone in hockey,
and do fairly well at every sport, with the possible exception of
football."
Boucher points to the women's basketball program as a prime
example of this mediocre support.
"We will get about 300 fans. which may not seem like much, but
when we go on the rooct we see far less.Guelph and McMaster
can't draw flies."
John Totzke, athletic director for the University of Waterloo, has
also noticed this trend.
"We worried about it a lot In the past," said Totzke In reference to
falling attendance. "Although It isn't good enough,
not too
concerned anymore, since we seem to be relatively holding our
OYJn as opposed to other universities."
Totzke looks at the situation In Toronto, where the hockey team.
which used to draw 4,CXX)fans for regular season events. Is rON
having trouble drawing 1,500 for a ployoff game.
"Nobody draws In hockey anYf!l0!'8," Totzke says.
Mike Sadler, general manager of the Lancer hockey team, Is
Justone of the many coaches who agree with Totzke and Boucher.
Everybody In university hockey seems to hove trouble drawing
crowds except Western. who play on Wednesdays." Sadler says.
"Even high profile programs. llke York and Toronto, aren't getting
much support."
"Waterloo basketball ls a big draw, and Toronto hockey against
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ranted and raved about how good the game was, and then we
never saw them again ."
nether unavoidable problem seemsto be the distance
that fans. especially those In residence, have to go
to attend the games .
" When basketball games were on the main
campus," says basketball coach Paul Thomas, "we
v.,ould get many students dropping In after their
night classes. Wrth the fieldhouse farther away, we
don't get as much of that."
Trish Barbato and Brenda Young, both fitness
instructors with Campus Recreation, feel that the
Human Kinetics faculty Istoo isolated from the rest of
the student body.
"There's not enough effort made to link the f'NO
together," Young says.
"Each faculty member should have separate·
societies to promote sports on campus," Barbato
says.
"Each faculty member should have separate
societies to promote sports on campus." Barbato
says.
"I think there are more Human Kinetics people
here because the building is over here," saysvolleyballer Smith.
Thisproblem iseven more seriousfor the hockey team. who play
their home games at Adie Knox Arena. a good 10 blocks away.
"The students will probably find something better to do rather
than walk half a mile down to Adie Knox." Sadler said.
Finding something else to do Is something students tend to do
quite a bit which also hurts the fan support.
John Stout a second-year communications student, does not
really see fan support as a problem. but simply something students
cannot fit into their busy schedules.
"In university, there is much to do," he says. "With clubs,
activities, and jobs. a student can't get out to everything."
"Many people now are participant oriented." women's athletic
director Prpich says. "People have lessleisure time now, so they use
it to play sports rather than watch. Thafs good for society."
Prpich becomes upset when students choose to go to the pub
instead of attending sports events. however.
"When that happens, the student loses."
Another troublesome facet of the typical Universityof Windsor
studenf s character is the tendency for him/her to become a 'parttime studenf, says Prpich.
"Many people just put in their time and go home," Prpich says.
"They're missing an important part of university life."
"Windsor. to a great extent is a commuter university," says
Sadler. "The people that stay here have no interest in sports."
Thisproblem may have a dramatic effect on the Lancer hockey
team.
"We play all our home games on weekends," Sadler said.
"Some of the students have gone home to Leamington or Essex.

If also seems to be that they don't want to be associated v.'ith
teams that lose. Regardless of the promotional tactics involved.
many students are interested in the bottom line-the success of
the team on the field.
"trs hard to generate support unless you're winning," says
Waterloo athletic director Totzke. "Then, they come out of the
woodwork"
ince many major Lancer sports events such as
football, hockey, and men's basketball charge
admission (Waterloo does not), they are in direct
competition with pro sports attractions for students'
money. Many coaches feel an important step in
luring students to the university would be for itssports
venues to develop an atmosphere in which students
could feel comfortable .
Neither football coach Fracas nor basketball
coach Thomas believe their stadiums have the
proper atmosphere.
"It would be nice to have a stadium comparable
to that of Guelph or Waterloo," saysFracas."You can
sit in reasonable comfort in the cushioned concrete
seats.and with the sloped stands. you can enjoy the
game from high up, watching plays as they
materialize . Here, you set at ground level while the
wind whips right through you."
"The atmosphere of our setup is like the pros," saysThomas. "We
would like it to be more like a college."
Thomas feels very strongly that a pep band v.,ould do this
perfectly.
"rve been bugging the administration. the faculty, and students
about this for years. At my first coaching job in Saskatoon I had a
freshman basketball player who started up a Dixieland pep band.
They became so good that other teams paid them to come with us
and play at our road games. People would hear the noise outside
and look to see what was going on. Before we knew it we had
lineups outside the court an hour and a half before the game."

"A pep band would give us that 'rah-rah' college atmosphere
we need, and we have plenty of people in the music faculty to
come up with a good one."
Many of the students would welcome anything that could help
their schoors lagging spirit.
"There are 8,500 students at this university." ahtletic director
Boucher says."At most sports events, about 100 are students, with
the rest being tO'w'nspeople."
"The residences are probably our strongest base," Prplch says.
"We must try to tap into it."
Fitness instructor Young says she has been at McMaster and
Waterloo as a student both of which are larger than Windsor, and
feels that they both have "much more enthusiasm" than Windsor.
She blames the students responsible for promoting the events.
"If they could get to everyone in a big school, why not here?"
"We should create a rivalry with Western," says basketball
coach Mclean. "There'salready one there; all we v.,ould have to do
is push it a little."
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and we can't expect them to drive back for a hockey game.
Communications student LaFlamme thinks pep rallies should
Besides,thefe are many other things to do on a Saturday night."
be held at the UniversityCentre to drum up support for big games.
The options available to Windsor students living so close to
"It seems like glorification of our sports heroes, but I think ifs
Detroit also hamper fan support.
needed around here."
"People would rather go and see a Red Wings or Pistonsgame
"People just don't seem to be interested In a team with a 9-9 or
rather than go to a Lancer event." track and field coach Fairall
6-6 record,'~s
Boucher.
says.
"In 1975, when we were undefeated. our stands were full,'' said
Volleyballer Smith was shocked by a visit to a men's basketball
Fracas. "Now we're having troubles, and we get less support."
game in Waterloo earlier this season.
"My concern lately has been to put out a good product. and
"I walked in there and Icouldn't believe It," she says."The stands
the fans will come and add to the success."
\N01'epacked. and everyone was throwing ft)lngs around. and It
Thismore laid-back attitude to the problem seems to be getting
was so loud you couldn't think. It was a weird feeling, seeing that • popular.
much support even though the team lost. Merthat game, we(the
"We just live with what we have," says Totzke."We have geared
volleyball team) decided to do something about it."
our program more to the participant rather than to the fan."
For the rest of the basketball season. the team had borrowed
The time for the fan may be very near, according to Thomas.
drums and threw ripped paper from their own special section of the
"High school gyms were packed. once," he says. "Then they
stands to get the fans going, but to no avail.
were empty, and now they're swinging back. Maybe we will go the
"The people were embarrassed to cheer," Smith says. "They
same way."
don't want to be associated with people that are loud."
There are plenty of people Who can hardly wait for that day.
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Trackandfieldteatnwnti1bltS
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Lance photo by Rob Warren.

Not quite blinding speed.

by Mike Murphy

The Windsor track and field team certainly
had its work cut out for them at the Hardee's
Classic at the University of West Virginia.
The meet included entries from schools in
the Atlantic Ten Conference and other eastern
universities such as Pittsburgh, Georgetown,
Ohio, Eastern Kentucky, and more, providing
the Lancers with some excellent competition.
However, the Lancers did not back down,
running very well this weekend, and taking
with them four gold medals, two bronze, plus
many other fine performances.
"It was a whale of a meet," said Scott
Salter, a Lancer runner.
Even more impressive is that the Lancer
team has been plagued with a number of
injuries. Lancer coach Dennis Fairall believes
they can do better at the Ontario University
Athletic Association (OUAA) championships

in March if the Lancer pains can heal.
"We' re faced with a lot of injuries, mostly
in the long sprint area," noted Fairall
Achilles tendonitis has found victims in
Lisa Nagy, Doug Tilson, Karl Layne, and
Carl Jack, forcing them to miss most of their
races, and competing in pain when they do
compete. Fairhall attributes the injuries to
the loss of some workouts.
"We are not getting in the pool enough, as
we did last year," Fairhall said
Leading the way was the dominant Maxine
Walkes. Walkes individually won the women's
500m run, setting one of the few new Hardee's
Classic meet records, and in the process
defeating two NCAA All-Americans.
Her dominance was not only felt in the
500m, but also in the 4 x800m relay, blowing
out the competition, including toirranked
Penn State and Georgetown. The other
members of the 4x800m squad were Linda
Deluca, Annette Pelletier, runningan awesome

leg, and Jackie McVittie, who also placed
fourth in the l OOOmwith a new personal best
time of2:58.20, ranking her 6th in the nation.
Michael Murray, who is having the best
indoor season of his career, took the honors
in the men's 5000m run. With his fine
performance on the weekend, Murray is
hoping to use this race as a stepping stone for
the upcoming OUAA and Canadian IntersdrlasticAthleticUnioo(CIAU) ~
"I hope I can take ten to fifteen seconds
off my time so I will have a chance to qualify
for CIAU," Murray said.
"My main competition wilJ come from
guys from Toronto, York, and Western, but
with the OUAA in Windsor, I hope to use
that to my advantage. I mean sleeping in my
own bed, and the home crowd like it was at
Can-Am," he said
Murray's time ofl 4:49 earned him a new
school record, and a CIAU qualifying time.
Unfortunately for Murray and many others,
his chance to participate in CIA U is being
hampered by budgeting. Previous to this
year, athletes qualified for CIAU by making
a standard time/ distance in their event If
they met the standard in any previous meet to
the CIAU, they were given a berth for the
championships.
However, the new structure allows for
only the top two from each conference to
meet standards to participate in CIAU. The
new system allows for athletes in weaker
conferences ( such as the Maritimes) to compete
at CIAU, when individuals from stronger
conferences will miss because their placing
was not sufficient,although their time was.
The other team to take home gold was the
men's 4 x800m relay team. For the men, they
ran a season-best time of 7:49.39, ranking
them 2nd in the nation. The team members
were Mike Mwphy, Terry James, CliffSmellie,
and Doug Tilson.
Tilson, one of the province's most dominant
middl~distance runners in the past few years,
also picked up a bronze medal individually in
the 800m race. His time of I :53. 78 established
a new school record, and earned him a berth

in the Canadian Track and Field Chamionships
( CTF A) this weekend, which is being hosted
by the University of Windsor at the St Denis
Centre on February 20 and 21.
One of the biggest surprises this year for
the Lancers has been the work of Smellie,
who, other than running in the relay, placed
fifth in the 500m with a time of I :07 .17.
"He just came out of the woodwork,"
Fairall said. "He's a big asset right now."
With the graduation of Tim Ryan, the
Lancers were left with a big hole in the 4x800
relay. However, with the surprise of Smellie's
performances, the hole seems to be plugged.
Some of the other fine performances were
the women's 4x400m team ofMJ. McKeever,
Katie Klein, and Holly Rivard and Giselle
St Louis. The ladies' time of 3:5 7. 7 placed
them fourth.
Rivard also placed sixth in the 400m, and
St. Louis fifth in the 500m. Terry James also
placed fourth in the 1500m with a time of
4:04.9, as well as Andrew McLean in high
jump with a leap of 1.83m and Joe Ross in a
time of7.88 over the 55m hurdles.
"I could have gone faster but I didn't like
the blocks," Ross said
In addition, a few other Lancers placed
fifth. Dennis Olanzo, a rookie out of Sandwich
Secondary, had a leap of 12.84 in triple
jump. The women's other4x400m team was
paced by Amanda James, who ran a personal
best lead-off leg, sprint sensations Donna
Pajor, Jo-Anne Van de Wiele and hurdle
artist Jen Yee.
The Lancer track and field team, which
started off the season at a quick pace, have
shown no signs of slowing down. They have
obtained one of the highest rankings of their
career, and are hoping to improve on it at the
upcoming OUAA and CIAU championships
in March.
Prior to the OUAA, the Lancers will
participate in Macomb Community College
Invitational, and some will take part in the
CTF A championships this upcoming weekend
at St Denis Centre. D
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Arts
Business Administration
Education
Engineering
Human Kinetics
Law
Science/Math
Social Science

ADVANCE POLLS
Tuesday, February 23, 1988 University Centre

All Candidates' Forum
Monday, February 22, 1988
12:00 Noon
Grand Market Place

Dramatic Arts Building
Business Building
Education Building
Essex Hall
St. Denis ( H/K)
Law Building
Erie Hall
University Centre

will vote at
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Students will be eligible to vote
ONLY at their designated polling
station; according to their Faculty
(see above list).
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CONTACT
Geoff Bastow(Chief ElectoralOfficer)
at SAC on the 2 nd floor University
Centre.

POLLING HOURS: 8:30am- 4:30pm

GET OUT & VOTE
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Hockeyteammanages0::0tieagainstlowlyMac
by Scott A Pattison
The comfortable lead of the Lancer hockey
team over its OUAA Western competition is getting a little too small, after another
disappointing weekend.
The Lancers travelled to Hamilton this
past Saturday evening to talce on the last
place McMaster Marauders, and were only
able to manage a 6-6 tie with the cellar
dwellers.
The Lancers have struggled against fairly
weak teams in the past few weeks, and the
problems continued against McMaster.
"They came to play, whereas we did
not," said team general manager Mike Sadler.
The Lancers started early in the game,
with Jamie Baker giving Windsor a 1-0 lead
38 seconds into the game.
However, except for a Lancer flurry in
the second period, McMaster was able to
keep up with the first place Lancer squad by
bottling them up in their own end.
"They played well defensively, and made
the most of their chances offensively," said
head coach Rick Cranker.
The same could not besaid of the visiting
Lancers.
"We tried to get fancy," Sadler said.
Cranker was much more concerned with
the team's defence.
"Our defence is not taking care of business
inside our blueline," Cranker said "There is
no way in the world that they(McMaster)
should have scored six goals on this team."
Second period scorers for the Lancers
were Pat Mowat, Dan Mahon, and Rick
Pickersgill. who trailed 5-4 after two periods.
Ken Minello got the Lancers closer in the
first minute of the third, but a McMaster goal
· a few minutes later threatened to stand up as
the winner, until John Hoy rammed home a
rebound past the McMaster netminder to
earn the point.
For the third game in a row, the Lancers
had t o deal with a hot goalie , and the team
had to play well to fight for the tie.
"The effort is not that bad," Cranker
said, "it's our intensity level."
The team may be suffering from an
overload of games, since the Christmas break,
when Cranker took his team to Ryerson and
Calgary to play in some tournaments.

;----------------

lance photo by Matt Talw

There's one puck that's going nowhere.

"Looking back, I think that I should have
given the guys a chance to relax a bit more,"
said Cranker. "Right now we are in good
physical shape, but mentally the season has
talcen its toll on us."
This doesn't really bode well for the
Lancers, who now have to fight for first place
rather than simply jockeying for a good
position, and now are playing without injured
Lancers Roy Russel~ Paul Fixter, and Jim

Lepine.
"I would match our talent man for man
with anyone in the league," Sadler said. "If
we show up to play sixty minutes of hockey,
and we raise our intensity level a couple of
notches we will do fine."
The team will have to step up its play this
weekend, as the team must travel to W estem
Wednesday to play the Mustangs, and then
the Brock Badgers, just two points behind the

Lancers, visit Adie Knox Arena in a crucial
two game weekend showdown for first place.
"It's time to put up or shut up," said
Sadler. "If the light doesn't come on soon,
like next week, it's going to be an early spring
around here."
Game times for the big series are 7: 30 on
Saturday night, and 3:30 on Sunday afternoon.
Students get in free with a student card. D

Lancerwomendribblers
bounceback
Continued from p. 21.
crucial three-point plays to get the crowd
going.
"We had the better bench, " Hogan said.
" It won it the game on Saturday for sure."
The Lancers also took advantage of numerous Brock fouls, and canned 18 of their 24
foul :;hots to keep in the game .
"Finally all that foul shooting paid off,"
MacLean said
The Windsor squad pushed out to their
biggest lead of the game, 70-65, with just a
few minutes left, but were unable to keep the
Badgers at bay. With nine seconds left, Luke
hit a three-pointer to cut the lead to a very

uncomfortable 7 4-7 3.
But Hogan soon made good on yet another
foul shot to seal the victory.
Adding to Hogan's 22, and Piggott's 15,
was J anisse with 14 in her second consecutive
strong offensive game. Alison Duke added
ten points and eleven rebounds.
The exciting contest gave the Windsor
women much to look forward to for the rest of
the season, which will talce place far from the
friendly confines of St Denis Centre.
"I was concerned about our ability to
come back after the loss," MacLean said. "I
didn't want to go out on the road with a two
game losing streak."
"We're lookinggood headingto the playoffs."

"This was a big game,' ' Piggott said.
"Now the pressure is on Brock."
The Lancers close their regular season at
Brock Friday night, and then a road rematch
with the pesky Guelph Gryphons. The Windsor team still needs one victory to clinch sole
possession of first place in the OWIAA West.
"We should be looking to talce both,"
said MacLean, .. but we better take the
Guelph game."
"Guelph is very big.'' Janisse said. "We'll
have to work on boxing out and running at
them."
"We want the same intensity," Hogan
said "We don't want to enter the playoffsflat"
"We must be ready for anything."O
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THE NEW STUDENT

GATHERING

PLACE

Come Celebrate Our 1st Year Anniversary With A Salute
To A Great Healthy Year-With Great Specials,
For Lunch and Dinner
Upcoming Events: Italian Festival

DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY
7 NIGHTS A WEEK

TOP 40 & MORE
Our restaurant and dance floor are open
'til 4am on Fridays and Saturdays
Mon· Thurs 9pm to 1·am ( No cover. no minimum)
Fri-Sat 9pm-1 am $3.00 cover ($2 with I. D. card)
1 am-4am $5 cover ($3 with I. D. card)
Get your G. W. I. D. card for special

V. I. P. treatment!
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MARGARITA TUESDAYS
From 4:00

pm till 10:00

pm

When you order a Margarita.
you will receive your
choice of Hamburger or Nachos . all for only $3 . 25.
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IIEVELOPINli~S,.ECIAL
A special tribute to those Canadian athletes who

have seen their drea,:nsclearly develop into a quest
for the Olympic gold.

lia Far It!
• 1,,2price on colour reprints with negatives.
• 1'2pt"ice on colour enlargements, 5x7 - 8x10 , with

negatives 110 and larger .
Offer expires March 12. 1988. •
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• Class Composite photos can
be arranged for your Faculty

John GAfac~y Gf'hotography3877 Dougall Avenue
969-6900

by Jonathan Arms
The showdown was set The
battle for the bottom was on. The
OUAA's two worst volleyball teams,
Windsor and Brock, faced each
other on the fmal weekend ofleague
play to see who would take last
place honours.
Windsor blew it again.
Although they managed to stay
close, they Lancers just didn't have
enciugh talent to take the match.
"It was disappointing," said
Lancer centre hitter Ted Novak.
"Brock was the one team we
thought we could beat, but we blew
it"
Windsor started off the match
the same way they start off most
matches. They lost, 15-8.
"The effort is there," said center
hitter Dave Gravelle. "We just
don't have the talent"
In game two, Windsor seemed
to tum things around. They played
strong at the net, making some
crucial blocks and shutting down
Brock's offense.
They also seemed to find some
offense of their own. Their passing
and bumping was working well,
which set up some excellent kills.
"When the set is on it makes

our job a lot easier,"Gravellesaid.
"We were able to pick holes in
Brock's defense."
Although they didn't run away
with the second game, they did win
it, 16-14.
However, Brock seemed to tum
things on in the third game. They
took advantage of Windsor's weak
defense, and managed a string of
seven consecutive points before the
Lancers could respond.
"They worked on us, using plays
that our defensejust couldn't handle,"
Novak said. "When we did get the
ball, we just couldn't seem to do
anything."
Game three ended 15-5, and it
looked as though the match was all
but over.
Windsor did come on with a
great effort in the fourth game.
They battled back twice to stay in
the match, but couldn't hold on,
and lost the final game 16-14.
"We gave it our best shot," said
Gravelle. "They were the better
team tonight They deserved to win."
Windsor finishedtheir firstseason
with a record of 1-11. This would
seem to show the season was unsuccessful. However , give them some
credit
On many games throughout the

SOUNDING OFF
Last week the King returned to
his throne , and decided to attempt a
bit of house cleaning.
And that's exactly what he did - from the attic on down.
The beloved leach on the back
of hockey, Harold Ballard, returned
from a hospital bed in the heat of
Florida, to the cold and sad confines
of the gardens in Toronto, and
decided to assume control of his
sinking ship.
You see, while good Old Harry
was lying on his back in a Miami
hospital with heart problems, his
Toronto Maple Leafs were having
a heart problem of their own - on
the ice. His endearing bunch of
N. H. L ers had not won a hockey

season,theyproved to theirq,pcwients
that they can play some awesome
\dleyball. Theyplayedstroog matches
against Waterloo and Western, two
of the top teams in Ontario.
They also went through periods
of confusion and upheaval Star
setter Graeme Tosh was sick for a
long period of time, and although
he played, it was obvious he was
not at his best
But the big blow came when
powerhitter Ed Johnston wasreleased
by coach Gary Semeniuk.
Johnston was arguably the Lancers' best player. He was a crucial
part of Windsor's offensive attack
and led the teams throughout the
year in kills. Losing Johnston and
setter Graeme Tosh took a lot of
punch out of their offense.
However, the team was young
and inexperienced This year should
be a lesson well learned With
many of the starters returning next
season (including Johnston) and
the possibility of recruiting some
excellent high school players, the
Lancers should promise to turn
things around
"I thinknextyear will be different,"
said Novak. "With somegood recruits
and a littlemoreexperience,we should
be able to pull off a .500 season." D

SCOTT A PATTISON
game prior to the Christmas break,
which added up to an awfu!0 - 14-2
record, and chest pains for Harry.
One only knew that it was just a
matter of time before the major
decided to pack his bags and come
home.
Well, his broom arrived at the
gardens Monday morning, and Tuesday morning, the navigator of the
Titanic, Gerry MacNamara, was
offered a chance to abandon ship.
He refused, giving the leach the
opportunity to force his G .M to
walk the plank.
"Any last words," barked Ballard.
''You made a mistake, you'll
see," moaned MacNamara.
"Be off with you," Ballard said

I can just see what will happen
next ...
''Me name is Brophy, ya scallywaggers. I'm from the Temporary
Help Agency, and you'll now take
yer orders from the Broph', Buclcoes."
" We've got 26 games remaining, ·
and if you don 't produce, I'll use ya
for trade bait like the others."
Batton the hatches, maties, we're
settin' sail for the Cup!"
"But first we have ta chart a
course through Minnesota, Chicago,
St Louis, and Detroit, and those is
some of the worst waters in the
world," Brophy said
P.S. See ya in Harry Ballard's
Locker, ya Swabs!
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LEASING
IN THE NEW DEVON
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HOWARD

PLAZA

AVENUE

ALLMAKESALLMODB.S
booklets
busines s cards
envelopes
flyers
invitations
labels

letterhead
newletters
reports
resumes
stationary
tickets

The real printers.
We're fast. We're good. We're ready.
4800 Tecumseh Rd. E.
1 block east of Pillette
Windsor, ON N8T 188

(519) 974-6776

CALL
SHERWIN

BROWN

966-0040
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LancercagersstumbleagainstWaterlooandMac
by Tom Ferreira

Thomas then went to his bench. and the
Lancers fought back. At the half-time buzzer,
the game was tied at 42.
Windsor came charging out of the gate in
the second half, trying to build a big advantage.
But they oouJdnever pull away fromMcMaster,
showing an inability to finish off their plays.
With nine minutes left, the game was still
deadlocked at 63.
At this point, the Marauders found themselves in foul trouble, and the Lancers had
the opportunity to get some Marauders fouled
out and on the bench. However, Windsor
failed to drive to the hoop effectively, and
kept McMaster in the game.
''We didn't take advantage of their foul
trouble," coach Thomas said
The final minutes of the game were nip
and tuck, with the teams exchanging leads
several times in the closing minutes. With
two minutes left in the game, the Marauders
took the lead to stay, 82-80.
But the Lancers still had one last chance
to steal a point, as they had the ball with
twenty seconds left.
Trailing 86-83, a potential game-tying
three-pointer by Matt St Louis clanged off of
the nm, and put the final nail in the Lancer
coffin.
Henry Valentini led the Lancers with a
fine game under the boards, scoring seventeen
points and hauling down nine rebounds. St.
Louis didn't have one of his better games, but
still managed to kick in 16 points for the
Lancer cause.
"Matt's been down a bit,'' said coach
Thomas. "Maybe he is trying too hard to pick
up the slack for Scott"

The Lancers kissed first place in the

OUAA goodbye this week.
As last week began, the Lancer men's
basketball team was riding high on a fourgame winning streak, and had hopes of
attaining first place. They were fresh off a
victory over Western, tied for second in the
OUAA west division, and ranked in the top
ten in Canada.
But by the end of the week, Lancer
fortunes dropped, as Windsor dropped two
games, and fell toward the middle of the
OUAA West pack.
Windsor began the week at Waterloo,
and were soundly thumped 101-89. Last
Saturday night, the Lancers faced McMaster
at home and were defeated 88-83.
Last Wednesday, Windsor travelled to
Waterloo knowing a victory would launch
them into first place. As the game began, the
Lancers came out flying, and ten minutes
through the first half had already scored
thirty points. But from that point on, Waterloo
dominated.
At this point Waterloo picked up the
pace, and from then on dictated the tempo of
the game. Windsor continuously changed its
defense, but to no avail, as the Waterloo
offense was simply too potent
It was Waterloo's uncanny outside
shooting that made the difference. While the
Lancers managed only two of fifteen threepoint shots, the Warriors scored eight of
eleven, accounting for an eighteen point
swing.
The Lancers managed to keep the game
close with good play from Scott Thomas and
Henry Valentini. Near the end of the game
the Lancers had opportunities to win, but
once again it was the same story, as the
Lancers failed to convert easy baskets.
The Lancer woes continued last Saturday
at home against McMaster. The game began
with Scott Thomas on the bench with an
ankle injury. He saw limited action during

Jeff Nek kers, you Lancer!

the game, and without his guiding hand, the
Lancers seemed doomed
"We're a different team without Scott,"
said coach Thomas. "He picks up the tempo."
Both teams began the game with very
slow, sloppy play and many turnovers.
Midway through the first half, the Marauders
were clinging to an 18- 16 lead.

The Marauders then went on a tear and
took control, opening up a nine point lead
Their physical style of play annoyed the
Lancers, and McMaster would add salt to the
wounds by bumping or pushing the Lancer
players after each shot
"They would take a shot at us after we'd
shot," said Thomas. "They play a rough.
hard-nosed style."

The disappointing week drops the Lancers
into third spot in the OUAA standi ngs with a
6-4 reco rd They still have a shot at second if
they close out their season with two victories.
After Wednesday night's home game to
close out their home schedule, they travel to
Guelph on Saturday to end the regular
season campaign. The game will be televised
at 2 pm on CHCH.O

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
PART-TIME LAW STUDY
Are you interested in studying law part-time at the University
of Windsor?
A survey is being conducted by a graduat st udent; the results
will be submitted to the Facu lty of law for its consideration. If
int ereste d, leave your name and address with the Fac ulty of Law
at (5 19) 253-4232 Ext. 2935, and a q uestion air e w ill be mai led to
you.

ATTENTION
STUDENTS!

RE-ELECT
DOMINIC BRAGAGLIA
Student Senator
1988/89
Experience That Works!
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Annual Heart Swim
Come out for a half hour swim and support the Ontario Heart and
Stroke Foundation in its Annual Heart Swim. The challenge will be
held throughout the month of February and the entry deadline is
February 24/88. Entry forms and rules can be picked up at the
Campus Recreation Office during office hours.
Hope to see everyone out for the swim!
Snooker/Pool Tournament
For all you snooker/pool fans out there, Campus Recreation has
got something for you. We will be holding a snooker/pool tournament
Wednesday, February 24th, 1988 at the University Centre Games
Room at 7 pm. You must register at the Campus Recreation office
before tournament day. Prizes will be awarded to the winners, so
grab a friend and join in on the fun.
Men's Intramural Ice Hockey
It was another action-packed week in men's hockey. In the A
division, the Geography team still remains undefeated, with the Law
team, and the Bungy Hunters all trying to catch up.
In the B 2 division, the S.S. Blues are also undefeated and are
followed closely by the MarketingAssociation team, and the Chiefs.
There will be a close race for the playoff spots in this division.
Some people called it the game of the year, others the best game
they had ever seen. It was the Cody A team vs. Cody B team for the
Coyote Cup. These two teams had faced each other many times in
practice, but this time it was for real. The Cody B team came out
strong. as the unde~.
and after two periods, they were leading 20. Cody A fought back with one goal and almost tied the game with
four seconds left, but the super goaltending of Wayne" Slim" Searle
saved them. At the end, it was CodyB 2 and Cody A l, and the
Coyote Cup was won by Cody B.
Co-ed Vo lleyball
Co-ed volleyball got off to a good start last week, February 4.
This semester's co-ed volleyball league bas 11 teams, all ready to
play some fun and exciting volleyball.
As of the end of this week, the Herd are at the top of the standings,
with 4 wins andno losses. The Hurricanes are also tied for first place.
The $pikers are right behind these two teams with 3 wins and 1 tie
Games will continue February 18th.
Me n's Basketba ll
Exciting hoop action began on Monday, February l with the first
ten games of this semester's basketball leagues. In the Competitive
League's Hot Shot Division, the scores were: Bunch of Guys over
Shooters 32-30; President's Cho ice beating Bridge House 37-29;
Spastic Fitts overcoming The Tropical Wonders 54-31; and Irish
getting past Strictly Jazz 27-15.
In the Competitive League's Long Bomb Division: HannaCanna-Panna's squeaked by Malignant Tumors 47-42; Muckers
soundly beatK. U. T. A. 52-30; Speed Demons rolled over Scrubbers
57-35; and the Eskimo Pi~Heads edged Jack Leavitt Fan Club.
Two weeks of games in the Recreational League: Delta Chi
outlasted Cody Coyotes 32-28; Saints slipped by Skipper's Rebels
33-30; Jason's Adu lt Entertainment Lounge skipped past Electa
Hall 47-30; The Dead Milkmen blew out Fish No More 66-18;
Cody Coyotes squeezed by Saints 32-29; Skipper's Rebels got by
De lta Chi 42-37; Fish No More finishingoffElecta Hal l 35-29; and
The Dead Milkmen outscored Jason's Adult Entertainment Lounge
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Wednesday, February 3 saw The Nitwits whip Shooters 47.20;
Spastic Fitts step on Strictly Jazz 65-30; and The Supreme Courts
over The Eskimo Pio-Heads 54-48. Scores during the following
week bad the Speed Demons hexing Malignant Tumors 37-35;
Bridge House shaking Bunch of Guys 32-23; Hanna-Canna-P&Ma's
crushing K.U.T.A. 49-27; Muckers dropping Hanna-Canna-P&Ma's
45-36; The Tropical Wonders stopping Irish 34-25; The Supreme
Courts shading Jack Leavitt Fan Club 51-47; Bunch of Guys
rejecting President's Choice 55-40; Malignant Tumors infecting
Scrubbers 38-24; The Nitwits annihilating Strictly Jazz 56-25; The
Eskimo Pi~Hea& dumping K.U.T.A. 52-35; Bridge House tiring
out Spastic Fitts 45-41; The Nitwits outlasting Irish 55-47; and
Speed Demons getting a default from The Supreme Courts. Games
continue this week with more exhilarating match-ups.
Campus Ree Over 30 Hockey Tournament
The 2nd Annual running of the Campus Ree Over 30 Hockey
Tournament is to be held March 21, 22 and 23 at Adie Knox Arena.
The time of the games will be 8 pm and 9 pm.
Anyone interested in playing. faculty, staff, or students (and
spouses) who are 30 years and older, are urged to contact the
Campus Ree office. Rm 1 lOA St. Denis Centre or call 253-4232,
exL 2456. Spectators more than welcome!
lnnertube Waterpolo
The second week in innertube waterpolo introduced some new
winners. We Be Dlin' continued its threo-game winning streak,
overpowering Cody Coyotes II 36-1. H20's won their first game this
season over Cody Coyotes I 8-4. 1057 kept up its now two-game
winning streak over the Business Bums 10-3. The final game
produced Submarines becoming victorious for the first time this
season over Donlon Hall 24-1.
High scorers in this game were Mary Hansen andJohn Maccarone.
Business Bums will have to be on guard for these two next week.
Unlven lty of Windsor Sports C lub Co un cil Meedn1
The U of W Sports Club Council held its third meeting of this
school year on February 9th. The council has grown to ten members

now, as the U of W Lacrosse Club was welcomed.
All of the clubs reported on their activities. The U ofW Judo and
Karate Clubs are looking forward to upcoming tournaments. All are
welcomed to view a demonstration the U of W Aikido Club is
presenting at 7 pmon Wednesday, February 16th, in the multipurpose
room, St. Denis Centre. The newly formed U ofW Lacrosse Club is
doing well with a membership of 15 already, but it still is looking for
other members. Sessions will begin soon for the U ofW Women's
Self-Defense Club. And the U ofW Taekwon Do and Cardiac Clubs
are doing quite well.
For any information concerning the clubs or forming a new club,
please contact the Campus Recreation office at ext. 2456.
Ball Hockey
The first two weeks of play saw two teams rising to the top. The
Grinders, a favourite from last year, have annihilated their foes with
a 29 goal record.
The Hitrnen are also back at it this year, after scooping last year's
championships with two decisive 8-1 and 10-6 victories.
The first two weeks have had some very good contests, with four
teams tied for second place. The race for top spot could prove to be
very interesting in the weeks to come.
Wo men•, Intramural Buketball
February 9th marked a night of excellent basketball at the St
De nis Centre. The Ex-ettes played two outstanding games and are
the only team undefeated in the league. A Bit of Everything narrowly
defeated the Hot Shots, with Mary Hansen contributing strongly for
A.B.O.E. and Wendy Srigley putting in a fine performance for the
Hot Shots.
A no-show on the part of the Zoo Keepers eliminated them from
the league. It is expected that a team from the faculty of law will fill
the empty sloL
C.R.P.O.T. W.
Congratulations to Doug Mar, our devoted referee. Mar is an
exceptional participant in Campus Ree, playing for the first place B
division ball hockey team, the Skipper's Rebels.
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Alexanderreceivesvoteof confidence
by Arthur Gosselin
t was a runaway
victory.
Ken Alexander
has been r~elected
President
of the
Students ' Administrative Council
( SAC} . Alexander won six of the
nine faculty polls handily in d~
feating challenger and current Vi~
president Administration Peter Ostojic by a total margin of 85 3 to

rn

544.

I

Ostojic won the Arts and advance polls , and tied Alexander in
the Education Faculty in a race
which saw 1458 students cast their
ballots . Four ballots had the word
" no" written on them and 57 were
dec lared void
" Students j ust elected me 10 to
12 week s ago,'' said Alexander o f
what he thinks was the major reason
for his victory .
Alexander won a byelection las t
October to rei>lace former President
vin W illiams who resi gn ed In
August because of the bonus scandal
which rocked his administration
throughout the summer .
Defeated challenger Ostojic said
the biggest difference in the outcome
came from two key polls .
''Ken really stood out at the
( F acuity ot) Business poll. I thought
I did a lot better there," said Ostojic,
who was acting-President from the

timeWilliamsresigneduntilAlexander
took office.
"I think ( the F acuities ot) Social
Science and Business really came
out for him," he added
Now that the election is over,
Ostojic said he feels relieved
"I don't have to put up with the
bullshitofSAC . ThankGodldon't
have to play politics anymore,"
Ostojic said last Friday. "I learned
a lot I did a lot"
In the final months of this term,
Ostojic and Alexander said they
would like to "finish c.rthebytaws."

ander said
Ostojic bad one other priority to
add to Alexander's list He said the
Subway Pub is losing money. Ostojic
thinks that perhaps the executive
should have moredirect involvement
m operating the pub.
"It ( a pub turnaround) has to
start with a new manager," he
said.0

see SAC do plenty of work in
mittees would oversee most of each
" Things ( such as the bylaw
preparation for when students return
medium's operations and give them
reviews) have really been neglected
more authority over their budgets .
in the Fall. He said the entertainover the past four months ," said
ment format schedule should be
"Sometimes there is a conflict
Ostojic. Alexander adds, "those
complete by Summer's end
between the two aspects of the
things are such a mess."
During his next term he said he
media. Something that's important
Alexander said he thinks heand
to CJAM is not important to the
would like to see the Student Media
newly-elected V.P. Administration,
Corporation (SMC) split into workLance," Alexander said
Heidi Vlahantones, will work well
"It would be a step towards
ing committees, one each for CJAM,
together .
autonomy" for both of them, Alexand one for the Lance. The corn"She's new, " he said, "maybe
she can bring a fresh perspective ."
Ostojic agreed with Alexander
on Vlahantones , saying " it's good
to s ee a woman V.P .," but said he
did have concern s about the new
administration.
" I think (Alexander) can do a
good job, but he has to assert
himself, " Ostojic said "He's a
weak leader.''
" There's nobody like a Jon
Carlos to give direction." he said
" I hope (Alexander) gets rid of
all the old hacks ," Ostojic said,
referring to the need for change in
SAC's executive. Ostojic said the
executive should have " qualified
peo ple-n o patronage .''
Alexander said he has a draft
proposal in which council would
decide who is qualified for the )I
appointed vi~president posts,a few ·,
of which he thinks could be combined
into one position, thussavingmoney .
"We'd be looking to put more
power into the hands of council,"
Alexander said
Alexander said he would like to SAC Vice-president-elect Heidi Vlabantones (right) celebrates victory.

Lance phOlo by Phll lngenkomp.

Vlahantoneswinsupsetvictory
by Larry Deck
wprise was the order
of election day, as
the results of the
lastpoll weremarlwd

and the totals tallied.
Many onlookers were particularly
surprised by the margins of victory
in the executive races. No doubt

the greatest surprise was afforded
by Heidi Vlahantones ' decisive
196-vote victory over Steve Deneau
in the Vico-Presidential race.
"I can 't believe il I really didn 't
expect to win," remarked an ecstatic
Vlahantones in an interview last
Thursday night "I was running
against a fourth-year student with a
lot of experience."

President
Alexander
Ostojic

"People on campus obviously
wanted a woman on council,"~
markedDeneau, a fourth-year international relations major, minutes
after the results were announced in
the Subway Pub Thursday. Deneau,
currently a Social Sciencerepresentative on SAC, said be was exhausted
aftera difficult campaign."I worted

rather than a few large ones as is the
convention. Also, she made a point
of targeting engineering lectures, an
effort she said paid off in terms of
votes. (She won the Faculty of
Engineering poll) For the results,
see below.
Vlahantones said the issues of
her candidacy were student aw~
ness of, and access to, SAC. SAC

Soc. ScL Bus. Educ. Arts H.K. Math & Sci. Law Eng.

Advance Total

%

61
39

261 194
121 91

38
38

49
75

30

61
2.9 31

31

17

20

104 853
122 544

76 118
17 41
113 12.9

24
21
27

27
5
91

18

55

6

15

23
14

22

47

50

9
8
42

87 437 35.5
33 160 13
112 633 51.5

85

V.P.

Deneau
Forrell
Vlabantones

-

Vlahantooesgarnered51.5 percent
of the 1230 votes spread between
the three candidates vying for the
post, StevenDeneau finishedsecond
with 437, or 35.5 percent of the vote,
and Steve Farrel came in third with
160 votes, or 13 per cent

Ontario Minister of Colleges and Unlvenities, Lyn McLeod, and U.
or W. President Ron Ianni toured our fair campus last week. Lance
editor Rob Croley (rear, left) followed them around. telllng silly jokes.

Vlahantones.
a second-year
communication studies major, said
she planned her candidacy to achieve
an impact To that end, she ran
what many saw as a unique, innovative campaign that, more than
just making an impact, made her
Vice-President She made a point
to talk to a numberof small classes

ought to represent the students, she
says, and so she thinks a premium
shouJd be put on students' involvement in their government, regardless
of experience.
"I'm just another student," she
says, and she believes it is this very
lack of snvious SAC affiliation,
that, _paradoxically , helped win the
election.
Her opponents think otherwise.
Both runner-up Steve Deneau and
third-place finisher Steve Farrell
think the Vlahantones' victory has
less to do with her fresh approach
or her stand on the issues than it
does with the fact she's a woman.

extremely hard and the hard work
just didn't pay off."
Steve Farrell, who said he'd
expected to finish second, told the
Lancethat he thought Vlahantones'
victory was due mostly to the fact
that" she had the female vote," and
to the help ofher campaign advisor,
SAC V.P. Communications Chris

McIntyre.
Both Farrell and Deneau intend
to continue working with SAC.
Vlahantones said she is happy
with the result of the Presidential
race and confident that she will be
able to work will with Ken
Alexander. D
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ARTS
UnHI March 27
- North Baffin Drawings: Drawings collected by TerryRyar,
on North Baffin Island at the Art Gallery of Windsor, includes
seventy-five drawings by 33 Inuit artists.

March4-27
-Artclte Inc., 3277 Sandwich, presents La MaJeste de
rElephant. Ce Nuage Rattache la Terre-The Majesty of
the Elephant as an Earthbound Cloud. a solo exhibition of
paintings and mixed media constructions by Windsor artist
Robert Fortin. Opening reception on Friday, March 4 at 8

a

pm.
UnHIAprll 3
- Sheila Butter. Paintings 1986. At the ArtGallery of Windsor.

UnHIAprll 3
- Photographs of the Arctic, 1980by Richard Holden . At
the Art Gallery of Windsor .

THEATRE/CINEMA
March4
- Com ing Up Roses at the Detroit Film Theatre, DIA Call
(313)832-7676.

Ends March4
- The Dresser by Ronald Harwood, at the HiIberry Theatre,
Wayne State University, call (313)577-2972.

SOCIALS

March 8-13
- Curse of the Starving Cl a sses at 8 pm at U. of W. studio
theatre. For info call 253-4232. ext. 2804.

MUSIC

Ends March5

March4

- Tartuffe by Moliere. At the Hilberry Theatre. Wayne State
University, (313)577-2972.

- The Vienna Choir Boys at 8 pm at Detroirs Music Hall
Center, 350 Madison Avenue. Tickets S14-18 U.S. at the box
office. Call (313)963-7680.

March 4-6, 11-13 & 18-20
- Wild Honey by Anton Chekov at The Theatre Company.
4001 W. McNichols Rd., Detroit. (313)927-1130.

March4-6
- M.L.K We Are The Dream at Masonic Temple, Detroit.
Call (313)423-6666.

March4
- Music FromJapan presen t sTriCity Festival to Detroit, New
York and Los Angeles. a kaleidoscopic array of the latest
Japanese music. Featuring the Pro Musica Nipponia from
Tokyo and the Contemporary Directions Ensemble of Ann
Arbor. 8 pm. Detroit Orchestra Hall. For info call (313)8333700.

March5&6
- My Life As A Dog at the Detroit Film Theatre , DIA Call
(313)832-7676 .

March&
- Windsor Feminist Theatre stages Ag es and Stages at 8
pm at the Art Gallery of Windsor. 445 Riverside Dr. W. The
production will be preceded by a wine and cheese
reception at 7 pm. Tickets for both. $10.

March6
- The Friends of the Court present The EssexWinds in a
family concert at 2 pm at Mackenzie Hall. Tickets $4
general. $2 seniors/students. For ticket info call 255-7600

le10 mars
- Soiree musicale a 20h
Charette". Prix $2.

a

la Maison Ffa~aise:

"Phil

March4
- Corn Soup Day at the Can-Am Indian Friendship Centre,
1755 Wyandotte E.,252-8332. Corn soup: $1.50. Fried Bread:
.socand pop: .sac.

March5
-A Coffee House for Las Vueltas-Windsors twin city in El
Salvador-will be held at Most Precious Blood Church Hall.
1947 Meldrum at 7:30. Suggested donation is SS.or $4 for
students and the unemployed. For info call 253-4196.

March 8
- Dry Run/"Thaf s Irrelevant'. Everyone is welcome to hear
Prof.J. Anthony Blair.from the Department of Philosophy at
7:30 pm in the Common Room of Canterbury College. 172
Patricia. Coffee and tea will be served.

le9 mars

a

-Soiree historique
la Maison Franc;aise (478 Sunset) a
19h:30 Passe et Present du Franc;ais dans la region du
Windsor.

ocialScience
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Women figurebigin election
by Ar1hur Gosselin and Scott Ingram Braggag)ia to take the final spot on

m

omen candidates
weren ·t taking second place behind
anybody in thisyear's
student

council elections.
They garnered the most votes in
the student Senator and Social
Science rep. races as well as in the
V.P.-Administration race ( see story
page one).
Lisette Daignault out-polled all
candidates in the Senate race. and
all other positions as well. with
1076 vote\. while first-year student
Laura Moldovan received 28.4 per
cent of the Social Science vote,
topping all other contenders.

DaignaulL

"I think there's a trend. It's
probably people wanting change, ..
Senator-elect Gary O'Donnell said
of the strong support given to the
women condidates in the election.
O'Donnell finished second behind
Daignault with 26.4 per cent of
votes, taking one of the three contested seats on the Senate.
"I think it's the best thing that
can happen,·· said Dan Boland,
who finished third in the Senate
race. "We need more female representation on the Senate." Boland
beat out incumbent Senator Dominic

the University's academic decisionmaking body.
"I think that the women's vote
helped,'' Daignault said. However
she does not think gender was the
main factor in her victory. "They
(voters) recognize us as good candidates," she said.
The following is a synopsis of
the Senate Social Science and Business representative races.
Senate
Daignault won this race in a
landslide, winning every poll. She
received 35 per cent of the total
votes cast Daignault is a secondyear political science major and is a
Social Science rep. on this year's
council.
"I think we should get along
well," O'Donnell said of Daignault
and himself. He finished second
behind Daignault in all but the
Faculty of Education poll. where
he finished third.
O'Donnell. a third year honours
history student, said the only way
the student senators can get things·
done in the Senate is to work
together. "We have to present a
united front." he said. "We have to
show we're adamant on major issues."
Thir~place finisher Dan Boland
felt sorry that his victory came at
the expense of Senate incumbent
Dominic Braggag)ia. Boland, also
a thir~year honours history major
beat Braggag)ia by 143 votes.
Braggag)ia was unable to run much
of a campaign because of school
workload and family reasons.
"It's a shame that he didn't get
in. He did a hell of a job this year,"
Boland said.
Social Science
While Moldovan captured a
little O\'er 28 per cent of the total
votes in this race, she defeated
second place finisher Gordon Eansor

by just 23 votes, as he garnered 326
votes to Moldovan's 349.
The race for the final of the
three Social Science seats on SAC
was also a very close one. Adam
Hughes, a first-year public administration student. squeaked past thirdyear economics major Craig Hilton
by 13 votes. Hilton saw a sevenvote lead after the advance poll
evaporate when the Faculty of Social
Science poll results were announced.
"fm a little disappointed." Hilton
said "Near the end of the elections,
I had exams so my campaigning
suffered." he said in explanation
for the loss.
Business
Thi~year business student Scott
Logan had an easy go of it in this
race for the two Business rep. positions on SAC. Logan took 222 of
the 519 votes cast, or 42.8 per cent
of the vote.
However, the race for the second
business seat. between first-year
business student Ted Sturk and
third-year business major Terry
Whalen, was a closer contest than
was at first expected. Whalen turned
back Sturk's challenge by a margin
of 159 to 138.
But Sturk was not unhappy with
the results.
"I'm a first-year student," he
said. "I can always try again." D

tn

egal counsel for
former Students'
Administrative
Council
(SAC)
President Jon Carlos Tsilfidis has been successful in
overturning a default judgment
against him former $9,000.
SAC lawyer Doug Phillips, in
consultation with SAC executives,
agreed to set aside a November
1987 ruling which found Tsilfidis
hable for a $4000 "bonus" and
over $5000 in assorted expenses
claimed by Tsilfidis during his term
ns president last year.
A judgement in default was
entered by District Court of Ontario
Judge Carl Zalev November 19
when Tsilfidis did not respond to
civil suit action launched by SAC
early last fall.
The agreement, in response to
Tsilfidis' contention that he was
not properly notified of the suit, will
bring SAC's case against Tsilfidis
back to square one.
"It means we're starting over
again." Tsilfidis said in response to
the agreement reached last week.

Tsilfidls.

judgement may have been futile,
such judgements being subject to
further action by the defendant "who
for a number of simple reasons can
get it overturned."
Phillips said the agreement also
includes terms by which the case
will reach the courts "expeditiously''.
He said the agreement gives Tsilfidis
"a second chance" to prove he did
not break his "fudiciary trust" during
his term as president SAC maintains
that while in a position of trust with
cheque-signing privileges he appropriated SAC funds illegally.
Tsilfidis, who is now studying
(business) administration at the University of Ottawa, said he was
"There was a mixup in communica- pleased v.ith the agreement, "but
tion and I didn't respond (to the nothing is a victory until it's finishedcourt action)."
there oouJdbe a subsequentjudgement
According to Phillips. fighting against me. The judge will now
Tsilfidis'attempt to quash the default decide whose point of view was

Bomb threatsplagu,e
exams;students wait
by Sharon HIii
niversity of Windsor c~pus pol~ce
just missed catching
someone who called
in a bomb threat
after tracing the phone call to a pay
telephone.
Campus police, who are investi-

UJ

gating more than 20 bomb threats
called in this year, arrived, found
the receiver dangling off the hook
and the caller gone.
"We were a couple steps away
from catching one (caller)," said
director of campus police Jim
Foreman. "We just missed one."

See BOMB on page 8.

Mayor Young a 'water weenie'?

•
T

by Arthur Gosselin

I

J he

Windsor and
District .
Clean
Water Alliance
(CWA) would like
to stop the building
of Detroit's trash incinerator but
for the time being they'll have to
settle for trashing its major propo-

__ __ 1

Tsil.fidiscaseback to squareone
by Rob Croley

Bombed-out students wait behind Dillon HalL

more correct·•
SAC President Ken Alexander
said the executive agreed "to follow
the advice of our lawyer against
trying to enforce the judgement I
don't think it' · a setback. it's just
going to take a little longer to bring
our goal to fruition."
Alexander said he believes Tsilfidis probably knew about the court
action "but was just trying to stall."
He said it was SAC's responsibility
to continue to pursue the matter so
student politicians know they cannot
"jerk students around."
"We wouldn't pursue it if we
thought it was a marginal case,"
Alexander said.
SAC's suit against Tsilfidis is
the result of last summer's Touche
Ross audit of the corporation's books
which found nearly $40,000 impro,
perly accounted for. The amount
includesover$ 17,OOO
in staffbonuses
(including$4000 to Tsilfidis, which
he maintains was deferred salary
increasepassedby oooncil)authorized
by SAC executives on the last day
of their respective terms. Other
bonuses went to fonner V.P. Finance
Cromwell Woghiren ($2400) and
fonner V.P. Administration Kevin
Williams ($1,000).
An investigation ensued and
Woghiren
andWilliam. made~
ments to repay the bonuses while
Tsilfidis decided to fight the charge
in etvil court. D

nent. Detroit mayor Coleman
Young.
The CW A awarded Young the
Water Weenie award for his supfX)rtfor building the world's largest
trash incinerator in Detroit-without
the most modem pollution controls.
The award was given out as part of
the Alliance's annual fundraising
banquet held Sunday Feb. 28 at the
Dominion House Tavern on San~
wich Street just west of the University.
"We do leave a special place
for enemies of the environment,"
said CW A member Mike Walsh in
introducing the award to approximately I 00 members and guests.
The CW A also presented Aqua
awards, a sculptured glass statue of
a fish, to Essex County Citizens
Against Fermi II's Chair Lynwood
Martin, Mary Ellen Scully-Mosna
of Artcite. the CW A's correspondence secretary Kirk Windibank,
and Shirley Scollen and Bob Girard
of Surrounding Citizens Reacting
Against Pollution ( SCRAP). for
community service in attempting to
clean up area environmental problems.
Walsh said Mayor Young stood
in the way of getting proper controls
put on the trash incinerator plant
The City of Detroit refuses to
install $17 million in pollution
control equipment which would prevent even more air pollution being
dumped on the Detroit Windsor
area. The trash incinerator is being
built in downtov.n Detroit at a cost
of$500 million and is scheduled to
be completed by early summer.
"When you consider the cost is
half a billion dollars, it's not very
much." said Walsh of the cost of
the installation of the pollution control technology, known as scrubbers.
Walsh said Wayne County,
which encloses the City of Detroit.
already exceeds air pollution levels
.set up as acceptable by the EPA

( Environr.1ental Protection ~ency- United States) and is described as a non-attainment area by
the EPA. The new incinerator will
just add to all the pollution Wayne
County industries drop on Windsor's
west side, said Walsh.
On many days it has been reported by the Ontario Ministry of
the Environment that the west side
registers unsafe levels of air pollution.
Last week the Ontario government and several area environmental
groups lost a court btd to force
Detro!I to install the controls. The
government. however, is appealing
that decision to a higher court.
Young was not there to receive
his" award" which included a large
cement pipe representing the incinerator surrounded by model homes.
cars, and boats covered with ashes
and dust from the plant's chimney.
Young's no-show continues a tradition started by last year's winner,
Samia's Chemical Valley, which
received the Weenie award for its
poor record of preventing the spilling
of toxic chemicals and waste they
produce into the Great Lakes waterways.
The Aqua awards are always
picked up by their recipients.
The first recipient of the award
this year, Lynwood Martin, a Canadian Auto Workers' health and
safety inspector at Allied Chemical
in Amherstburg, received his award
for his work in trying to shut down
Fermi II nuclear power station.
The $4.35 billion station just recently began full operations after
many accidents and cost overruns.
Kirk Windibank. a founding
member of the CW A. began a
fishennen's study oflake fish looking for the prevalence of tumoursin
the fish. In his introduction it was
pointed out that the CW A was
See ALLIANCE on page 6.
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Last week, the Windsor and District Clean Water
Alliance (C.W.A) presented their annual Water
Weenie and Aqua awards to those who are deemed
to have contributed most to the demise or recovery
of our battered local waterways.
We at the Lance would like to congratulate the
C.W.A for the excellent choices it has made in the
respective categories.
The C.W.A. chose none other than Detroit Mayor
Coleman Young for this year's Water Weenie.
They obviously felt Mayor Young's efforts to
bring the worlds largest garbage icinerator to
Detroit easily took the laurels among those who do
their worstto ensure our future water supply is as
filthy and chemical-laden as possible.
The corporation of the City of Detroit, with Mayor
Young at the helm, refuses to install the estimated
$17 million in pollution controls necessary to bring
the incinerator up to acceptable safety standards
(whatever those are). The extra cost represents
about 3 per cent of the total budget for the megaproject, which is expected to carry a $500 million
price tag for Detroit's taxpayers. That is, of course,
assuming the project finished on budget, unlike
Detroit Edison's Fermi II nuclear power plant which
has seen its initial $229 million expense balloon to
its current cost: $4.35 billion. But that's another
story.
While studies on the effects of the incinerator

now under construction have produced conflicting
reports, Detroit civic officials are telling us the kind
of wastes that will be burned amountto"oldchicken
bones". But, given the cost of the project, you can
bet they will be cramming as much garbage into the
thing as it can swallow: chicken bones, ham bones,
paper of all sorts, plastics, paints ...We think you'd
have to be a fool to believe the operators of the
incinerator are going to meticulously separate
organic wastes from the plethora of materials we
dispose of every day. Like the nuclear industry,
these folks are going to be cutting as many safety
corners as possible in an attempt to save a few
bucks and justify the existence of the thing and its
half-billion dollar price tag in the first place.
But the C.W.A didn't just slam those who are making
our fragile environment a playground for man-made
chemical aberrations(local fish are turning up dead
and tumorous) . They presented "Aqua" awards for
those whose efforts are aimed at reducing ttie
impact of man's industry on our ecosystems {see
story page 8).
The Lance supports the efforts of these and all
individuals in the fight to clean up our priceless
fresh-water systems.
We hope that perhaps one day students at the
University of Windsor will be able to beat this city's
humid summer heat by walking down Huron Church
to the river and taking the plunge into water that we
know won't hurt us. D

THE BLOODBOIL
illegal drugs.
This columnhas been a long time coming.
So you have angels snuffingpot dealers, or crack dealers.
It all startedwhen I happenedto watch an episode of
or
something,
on televisionand children callingthe police and
television's
Highwayto HeavenovertheChristmasholiday
season. In this particularinstance, Jonathonthe angel was snitching on their cocaine-tooting parents in real life.
Civilians are urged to report their neighbours in eerie
impersonating a police officer to break a ring of bigbschool
reminderofStalinistRussiaorNuiGennany,butfewvoices
drug pushers.
are raised in protest Not only dealersbut users as well are
Hey, as a given, I got to befiguring any show in whichthe
subjected
to ever-greater jail tenns. Police organizations
star is an angel (played admirably by former BoMnza and
Little Howteon thePrairieguy, Michael Landon) is goingto suspend and circumvent human rights legislationin the name
of protecting the public weal.
be on the self-righteous side. 'Ibis one knocked even my
cynical socks off.
The president of the United States can go on national
media and tell the country that its number one problem is
So, naturally, there' 8 hmocent people involved, and
Joaatboo'•mortalpartner ia woundedby the evil-doers.So drugs. Not poverty, not inequality, not the threat of war, but
drugs, As if.
what dot$ Jonathon,the enp1. acting OD behalfof God(lest
Do I think that drug use is a problem?
we fcrget) do?
Perhaps be converta die litde acampJ. Or, since he baa
SureI do. I bate to see people waste themselv~ and I
durJy aped bim8elfwith the powersof law-and-order dunk dependence on drugs tends to channel human energy
(he'a~
a cop, after all), maybe be shouldhustle
into DOlfl'ploductive..
..'dh, stuff:
1beaechilcl,killers to jaiL
But I alac>tbibk that the problem isn't going to go away by
tbreatel'liag harsher puriabmeot for those cauaht.or evenby
Batao.
Ven,eanceii odne, saitb Jonathon,andinstead, he drives warning potential users of the dangers.
oae of the pushers into a wall. As the car pa up in a huge
I mowrin not original in poiating out that our
fireball (symbolic, or what?). the angel pops to bis buddy's
consumerist, developmelltally-atr'ested
soeiety, trapped in its
bedsideand uaures him."I got them foryou.,. So bis buddy
oral stage of growth, bl8 a compunction to say, "Something
n,covera, and Ibey ID live happily.
wrong?Takea pill... Thepressuretor instant plea.me rests in
The moral?If you sell drugs. evenGod won'thave mercy large part cmthe proft'-seekin&
shoulden of the medicaland
OD you.
pharmaceutical establishments. We can't overlook the
Tbisplot is symptomatic ofthe entire U.S. media. Even billionsof dollarsspent to convinceus that legaldrug., are the
solution to a myriad of human dffliculties. Why should we
though it seems to be cooling off as of late, the drug hysteria
differentiate between them and narcotics?
continues•mabated It basjust changed iU tactics a bit. After
the permissive 70a, whichheld some ideas tbatdruguse could
If someone wants to use recreational drugs. it doesn't
be ftmny,the backlashwas to let mainstream America know
bother
me, as Jongas they don't hurt anyone. Why should our
thereWU nothing funny about them.
The bormrof drug usewas trumpeted loud andlong.Now libertarian ideals not hold when it comes to drugs, when we
that the messagehas bit home.the campaign shifts gears extend to freethinking members of our society the right to
tpin to givepracticalsu,aestions
for stamping out the use of decide for themselves whether to use all manner of self-

KEVIN JOHNSON

destructive substances like tobacco, alcohol, and refined
sugar?

Okay, so this guy says to me, "Don't you care about
crime?"as if the one has a causal relationship to the other.
lfwe want to eliminatecrime and drug usesimultaneously,
we'll have to solve the problemsof poverty, social btjustice
and cultural ennui which are their source.
Western society oscillates between oppression and boredom and overstimulation. With conditionslikethat, it's little
wonder so many folk tum elsewhere for amazingly life-like
companions.

The politicians, police and the pious are goingto have to
face up to the reality that there is no inherent flaw in
individualswhichcausesthem to abuse drugs. It is a societal
flaw that must be addmsed.
It is increasinglyapparentthat prohibition of narcotics
baabeen no moresuocenftd than prolu"bitionof alcohol was.
The saine difficultiesare present organized crime takesover
the tradetvast resources are spent in futile attempts to stem it,
and society at large becomes contemptuoUs
of the Jaw.
While the establishment media are unanimous in proclaiming the banns of Usinaillegalsub$tanees, they are
reca1citrant
in repordq any benefits( if there are any). They
have shown themselveswillingto pillory individualsfor even
momentarylapses of conscience(witness Al Ginsberg).
I have no liking for people who exploit others, and in my
experience, all drug pushers (although not all dealers) fall
into this category. Unforumately, I haven't got the moral
expertise to make the distinctionbetweenthe pot supplier and
the cigarette ad executive,or distillery president
Luckily,I do have the ability to leave any gathering where
my fellowsdecide to partake of a liUlestuff, if I so desire.
In the world as it is, laws against drugs may beinevitable.
Toomany cops, criminals, and "legitimate" pharmaceutical
companies need them. Information campaigns against drugs
are perfectly in order in any world, I guess.
But geez. do they bafta bf:so obnoxious?D
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Flag matches'specially-marked
garbagetrucks'
by August Horvath

W~M- s

In another of those uniquely University style public ceremonies which receive so
little prior publicity that there seems almost
to be an air of secrecy about them, the brandnew University of Windsor flag was run up
the flagpole last week for the first time. It is to
be found waving cheerfully from its location
at the northwest comer of Windsor Hall
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Tower.
The design of the flag could have been
predicted by anyone, had anyone known in
advance about the introduction of the flag or
cared to predict how it would look. It is a blue
flag, in the centre of which is displayed the
University's familiar gold logo offive stylized
letter Ws, arranged to form a Gestalt figure
suggesting a maple leaf. The W s, I am told,
are also supposed to resemble fleurs-de-lis,
but the resemblance is tenuous. This logo is
not the coat of anns of the University, which
you can see on the cover of course calendars
and similarly important publications, but
was created some years ago when the need
arose for a simplified icon which would be
economical to reproduce on stationery letter heads and on decals for the sides ofUniversityowned garbage trucks. The original coat of
arms has now largely been phased out and
forgotten, so it is not surprisingly the garbagetruck logo which appears on the flag. Even
the colour scheme of the garbage trucks is
preserved.
The fact that it apparently has taken
twenty-five years to occur to someone that
the University needs a flag is not due to any
lack of creativity on the part of our administrators. Actually it has not been obvious, for the
past twenty -five years, why the Uni versity
needs a flag. Countries, provinces, counties
and cities may require flags to identify their
territory, or their offices within their territory,
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but it is scarcely likely that anyone on the
University of Windsor campus would not
know that he is on the territory of the
University of Windsor, particularly with all
of those specially-marked garbage trucks
rolling around
The other reason for the use offlags is the
promotion of a sense of nationalism ( or
provincialism, in the case of provincial flags,
or localism, in the case of county and city
flags). To regard the flag of an entity with
which one is associated instills a sense of
belonging, of identification with the entity, of
pride at being part of an Organization important
enough to have a Flag. Few would dispute
that our school, having all but resigned itself
to the occupation of an axillary position
within Ontario 's university system , could
benefit from an infusion of such pride.
"School spirit" alone is ample reason for a
flag.

But the particular flag which was unveiled
last week lacks something in terms of inspirational character. Inspect the flag and you will
notice that it is not particularly large nor
glorious-in fact, it is particularly small and
unimpressive. It also seems to be made of a
heavy fabric which causes it to hang limply
from the pole when the Canadian and Ontario
flags on the other side of the Tower flap
merrily in the breeze. To be fair, there is
probably less wind on the side of the Tower
facing into campus than there is on the side
facing Sunset Street It is also only fair to
mention that large, glorious national and
provincial flags are easy to obtain because
they are made in quantity, whereas the U. of
W flag is unique to our campus and it is
therefore economically understandable that
it is puny. But for morale purposes, is a puny,
limp flag better than no flag at all? Hardly, I
say. Better to have no flag than one which so

There were people tossing rolls from
table to table, wearing linen napkins on their
heads, chugging wine with dinner, trying to
trip the waitresses by throwing things (sugar
cubes and creamers) at their fee4 one waitress
was actually kicked. Some of the waitresses
were afraid to serve their tables, and I can't
blame them.
Proceeding dinner there was a short
program and awards ceremony. During this
program the bar was closed, out of courtesy
to the speakers. Needless to say no one paid
much attention to the speakers, they were all
lined up at the bar trying to manipulate the
bar staff into serving them. They tried to
intimidate most of the staff, saying, "You
have to serve me. don't vou know who I am?"
Please print this letter for the benefit of
those of us who are considering soliciting the
services of one of our future lawyers.

three ways it won't cost any of the aforementioned bodies much money.
2. The University should purchase a
bomb-sniffing dog. This dog could be immediately brought in to make quick checks. I
know that such a dog is expensive, but its cost
can be again split three ways. Moreover,
from an ethical perspective, the purchase of
such a dog puts the lives of our University
Police officers at less risk.
•
3. In conjunction with suggestion number
two, the University Police should conduct,
with a bomb-sniffing dog, spot checks twice a
week at random time intervals. This type of
random checking would scare the daylights
out of any would-be terrorist
During exams, the University Police
should perfonn daily spot checks.
4. Each professor should submit alternative exam schedules.
5. lbel.ance should publicize the significant
criminal charges that will be levied when one
of these morons gets caught You should
infonn them of what they are in for. You
should also provide the students with followup information on any investigation taking
place regarding this matter. Again, let's put
some fear into these morons .
Here are five possible solutions. They
may not be the best solutions. I do hope,
however, that the Lance, the University
Administration. the Windsor Police and
University of Windsor Police Departments,
and SAC at least take their viability into
consideration.

eloquently symbolizes those (supposed)
aspects of our University of which we are
least proud .
Having a flag is a good idea which ought
to be executed properly. We have, on this
campus, some of the tallest buildings in west
Windsor. We should mount a tall pole on
either Lambton or Windsor Hall Tower, and
put a real flag on it We can keep the garbagetruck log~ I have no serious problems with
that-but the thing should be several feet on a
side and be mounted atop one of the tallest
buildings, where it might be seen by motorists
on that portion of the Ambassador Bridge
which looms over our campus. That way
we'd get some much-needed off-campus
visibility and the pride of belongingto an
Organization important enough to merit a
BIG flag.0

MAIL

Letters to the Editor should be

llmlted to 500 words or fewer,
they may be submitted to the
Lance office on the second floor
of the Unlverlsty Centre, at the
Lance mailbox In the SAC office,
or In the lance mailbox at the
University Centre desk.
All letters must be typed double
spaced.
All letters must be signed.
The Lance reserves the right
to refuse to publish material of a
sexist,racist,or homophobic natwe.
The Lance also reserves the right
to edit all letters for space and
llbel

Sincerely,
Lisa Pelletier

lethargic
Dear Editor,

unlawful
Dear Editor,
I am one of the employees who was
unfortunate enough to have had to work at
the University of Windsor Canadian Law
Games dinner and dance on Saturday. I am a
student at the University myself, but I was
embarrassed to say so that night
I knew what kind of evening it was going
to be when during dinner over the microphone
was heard "There are people here who are
trying to make a living, so please keep the
projectiles down, the waitresses would air
preciate iL" When someone has to tell five
hundred and some odd people between the
ages of 22 and 25, not to throw things at
people, there is obviously something wrong.

I am sick and tired of the lethargic actions
taken by the University's Administration,
Students' Counci~ and police regarding prank
bomb threats. All three bodies seem to lack
any creative approach to this appalling situation. If some response is not undertaken
soon, I feel that this university will earn the
label: the U. of M.M. (the University of
Mickey Mouse!)
The following are five finn and logical
responses that should be undertaken:
1. The University should provide a $500
reward to anyone who can provide information
leading to the arrest and conviction of these
culprits. The reward will be paid by the three
bodiesmost affected.The Students' Administrative Council, the Windsor Police Department,
and the University Administration.
$500 is a lot of money. It should get
people to start talking. And by being split up

Sincerely,
Terry Costaris

•

repressive
Dear Editor,
The recent actions of Dean Eric West of
the Business Faculty give new meaning to
that old Administration adage that "University would be a great place if it weren't for the
students".

To put it quite simply Mr. West's actions
were rude, elitist. repressive and a violation
of students· constitutional right of free speech .
The implications of Mr. West's campaign
poster tear down rampage two weeks ago
vividly demonstrates that student rights are
paid little more than lip service at this
university.
Mr. West claims as a justification for his
action that he was concerned with the appear
ance of the Business Building during visits by
alumni. lffor a few moments Mr. West could
remove the dollar signs from his eyes he
might realize that the campaign posters
represent an active, involved student body .
Far from looking "like hell" the Business
Building looked like a centre where motivated,
concerned students studied I'm sure most
alumni prefer a poster-endowed building
over the staid institutional appearance of
campus buildings.
Second, it sincerely disappoints me that
at a university of this calibre a member of the
Administration would so cavalierly block the
open and free exchange of ideas. I used to
consider university an embryo of intellectual
discussion, but Mr. West's actions indicate
that repression of speech is the preferred
Administration policy.
Finally, Mr. West's actions were a blatant
contravention of Section 2 of the Charter of
Rights and Freedoms which guarantees
everyone "the freedom of thought, belief,
opinion and expression. .." I think perhaps
Mr. West should give the Charter of Rights a
glance and then consider taking it seriously.
Mr. West you were wrong in tearing
down the campaign posters. You owe not
only the affected candidates an apology but
also all students for interfering with student
communication. When you decide to retire
from the academic world, Mr. West. the
Ontario Censor Board has a spot reserved for
you and they'll welcome you with open arms.

Chris McIntyre
V.P. Communk:adoas
For more man see paae 7.
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Due to Fantastic Response
We are Extending Our
GRAD PORTRAIT SALE
to March 31/88
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859 Moy Avenue
Windsor, Ontario
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The University of Windsor's
Senate has voted to completely
change the faculty of Engineering
for the 1988-89 academic year.
The faculty of engineering is going
to experience considerable restructuring in favour of environmental
engineering. but many student concerns still have to be addressed
before the change is made.
The present undergraduate engineering materials and chemical
engineering programs will be phased
out to make room for the focus on
environmental engineering. The restructuring received its final recommendation from the Senate executive
on Feb. 24 after being approved by
the academic planning committee.
Environmental engineering is
to be a co-operativeprogramdesigned
to meet modern environmental concerns. Dean of the faculty of engineering Dr. C. Macinnis, extensively
involved in the restructuring. feels
this program is "more in line with
the thrustof the University ofWmdsor
and The Great Lakes Institute."
The rationale for this program,
Macinnis said, is twofold : An
overall "decrease of interest in chemical engineering in North America."
coupled with an .. increasing number
ofUniversity of Windsor graduates
obtaining positions in the environmental field."
This program will be the first Continued from page 3.
engineering program of its kind in formed three years ago after EssexCanada, although there are other Windsor M.P. Stephen Langdon
environmental programs, s·uch as called for its formation in the afterthat offered at the University of math of the discovery of a toxic
"blob" found at the bottom of the
Waterloo.
The newprogram will be conducted St Clair River by the University's
through the department of civil and Great Lakes Institute.
'Tm very angry at Dow Cheenvironmental engineering. Tius was
deemed to be the best of many mical. They're the number one bad
alternatives since civil engineering guy in this area," said Windibank
and environmental engineering will in his acceptance speech. Dow
Chemical was the company which
share 7 5 per cent common courses.
Th::6eenteringseoooo-year
engineering spilled the chemicals into the river
in September are eligible to apply causing the "blob".
Also honoured with an Aqua
for the new program.
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Chemical engineering will begin
a phase-out period July 1, 1988.
The engineering materials program
will begin a phase-out period July
1, 1989. Engineering materials, however, will be offered as an option
under mechanical engineering and
will be stated as such on the graduate
diploma.
The Graduate programsin chemical engineering and engineering materials will continue, but will be
undergoing
review. Students entering
graduate programs in engineering
materials will be forced to make up
courses, due to the loss of options in
their undergraduate degree,acxnrding
to the recommendation.
These recommendations were
passed through the Senate unconventionally. Under Bylaw 52 of the
Senate, a new program is supposed
to be presented in full, which was
not done. This leaves uncertainty
of what the environmental program
fully entails.
Dr. A. Metcalfe of Human Kinetics was opposed to the motion
because of the speed in which it was
completed He said the process was
a deviation from the norm, and not
the usual practice. Future co-operative
programs should be presented in
full form, he said.
President of the University Ur .

Ron Ianni maintained that this was
a "now or never" situation for the
program to be initiated. It was also
pointed out that the deadline for
application to the Ministry of Education was drawing near, so a speedy
recommendation was required.
Due to strong objections from
student Senator Paul Brisebois, the
recommendations were revised and
clarified. This process which is
supposed to take at least two weeks
was completed in seven days.
Even before the recommendation
was received, however, high school
students had been informed of the
students were already aware of the
program. Sample pamphlets have
been found in area high schools.
When asked by student Senator
Stuart Savage whether engineering
students had been informed of the
new program or not, Macinnis said
they had. Later however, Macinnis
said only two classes had been
verbally informed of the change
because there were "too many"
engineeringstudentsto send letters to.
The Senate showed minimal
concern for students presently in or
considering chemical engineering
or engineering materials, said Brisebois, adding the Senate displayed a
"smug" attitude toward students. D
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for their fight against the pollution
spewed out by the Zalev scrapyard,
were Shirley Scollen and Bob
Girard of SCRAP.
Girard said the problems with
Zalev have been ongoing since 197 4
and a report on them will become
public this week.
"I don't trust those guys,"
Girard added, referring to the ~
owners ofZalev's promise to clean
up their operations. He said charges
have been laid against Zalev's for
polluting the environment and the
case will be heard in court on July
18 of this year. D
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Senatorshope bylawcan prevent conflicts;stUdentswary
by Ron Albrecht
With a little "i ntellectual honesty", the U. ofW.'s Senate hopes
a new bylaw will prevent future
battles over research ownership.
The bylaw, the first policy on
authorship in effect at the University,
is the result of an incident between
a graduate student, Carl Bertoia,
and two home economicsprofessors,
Susan Goerzen and Linda McKay.
During the summer of 1984,
Bertoia was hired to do research for
a report by the two professors.
When the report had been printed
without Bertoia named as co-author,
he decided to complain about the
lack of aclmowledgmenl

In August of 1985, university
president Ron Ianni ordered a three
member committee to detennine
who wrote the report. The committee
was headed by Brian Mazer, Associate Dean of Law, and found
that since Bertoia did most of the
writing for the report, he deserved
at least co-authorship for it
Pardu Ponnapalli, 1986/87
Graduate Students' Society ( GSS)
president and subcommittee member, said the quick resolution to the

Bertoia case was brought on by its
exposure to the media, thereby
putting pressure on the Board of
Governors.
As a result of the Bertoia case,
the University's Senate Executive
Committee fonned a four-person
subcommittee in the spring of 1986
to come up with a policy statement
on authorship that researchers at
the University could follow.
At a February 24th meeting of
the Senate Executive Committee,
the subcommittee policy on authorship was unanimously voted into
effect
Ponnapalli said, "the policy is
reasonable, but the problems will
lie in its implementation and dissemination. If the policy is enforced
properly, then I see it as a good
attempt" te help solve the authorship
issue.
Alan Jones, current GSS president said, "the policy is not really
what the GSS had in mind," but
that it was ''better than nothing."
"Authorship problems have
been going on for years, this particular policy offers better protection
to both the students and professors,"
Jones said
He also said that since rights of

authorship had been denied to students for so long, he was surprised
when a complaint was finally made.
"There was always the potential
to affect the academic career of a
student if he complained against a
professor," he said
Jones referred to the Bertoia
case, saying some professors felt it
was their right to put their name on
a paper if the student doing the
research was paid
Jones is annoyed at what seems
to be a "double standard" where
professors can use students' research
withootattnbltion rut studentscaru¥>t.
"Why can't the faculty get
together and come up with ethics
like doctors and lawyers; is the
pressure too much, that professors
are pushed to the point of stealing
someone else's work?"he asked
Dr. Lois Smedick, head of the
subcommittee andDean of Graduate
Studies, said the reason for making
the policy was to lay the groundwork and give guidelines by which
there can be a means of resolving
disputes concerning authorship.
The policy is the first of its kind
at the University and has yet to be
tested Smedick said that even if the
policy had been in effect at the time

of the Bertoiacase, the elimination
of problems is impossible. What
the policy does, "is give guidelines
to enable people who have problems
to come forward andaddress them,"
Smedick said
Outlined in the policy is a provision for a board of arbitration to
be set up in each instance of a
dispute arising from authorship
aclmowledgment The board would
beset up accordingto theresearchers
faculty to allow for a margin of
fairness and knowledgeability in a
hearing.
Ponnapalli said this way of
forming a board of arbitration was
good, seeing that it could be the
"only chance for a student."
Smedick warns that "the ideaof
arbitrationis not to resolve a problem
one way or another, only to have
one party then take his/her case to
court because of the board's ruling."
Smedick said that if a case is serious
enough to be taken to court. it
should bedoneat the very beginning.
Ponnapalli approves of the new
policy, saying, "awareness of the
policy will hopefully bring out more
talk by the students on this issue."
Smedick said the "policy attempts to set an ethical standard bv

which researchers (both faculty
and students) must follow when
addressing authorship of work,"
andthat faculty and students should
"strive to observe the rights of each
other."
Highlighted in the policy sta~
ment are several points pertaining
to the protection of researchers'
rights as far as aclmowledgment of
work done.
I) The University expects that
all researchers will adhere to the
proper standards of intellectual
honesty in the written or spoken
presentation of their work, and will
at all times acknowledge in a suitable manner the contribution made
by other researchers to their work.
2) In order to merit acknowledgment as a co-author, a researcher
must have made a substantial contribution to the project, either
through design or execution of a
major part thereof.
3) Provision of spaceoffacilities
or financial remuneration does not
constitute a basis for co-authorship.
Smedick said she has included
the new policy in the upcoming
graduate calendar but does not know
if it will also be included in the
undergraduate calendar. D

MORE MAIL

infantile
Dear Editor,
I was once again not surprised to see the
same misprint in the classified column (Jan.
28) which has appeared in numerous issues
over the past year. I am referring to the
"error" which consistently renders the name
of the Phi Sigma Sigma Sorority, the Phi
Sig's, as "Shi Pigrna Pigma" and "Shi Pigs."
If it had not been an ongoing occurrence, this
"mistake" could easily be written off as a
typographical error. But the frequency of this
misprint makes it clear that this is the
reflection of the prejudice of a member of
your staff. I know that such smal l things can
get by an editor, and I would not criticize you
on those grounds.
However, I understand that you were
aware of this recurring phenomenon, and
have reprimanded the person responsible. If
this is so, then the fact that this group was
singled out againfor another"error" Feb. 10
(their 'Nuts and Bolts Party' ad reading
"Nuts and Dolts") makes me question
whether you've taken serious enough measures
to guarantee quality media services to these
people. I don't consider this a trivial complaint The truth is the "errors" in question
are a malicious and cowardly personal attack
on an organization which does more for
charity than any other student group on
campus. a fact which does not receive media
attention.
This organization, like every other, relies
on student media services to reach the
university population. The Lance provides

all students with a forum for information,
airing grievances, and evaluating conflicts of
opinion. A truly unbiased media serves the
students and serves in their education. This is
why this slander should not be passed off
with a slap on the wrist; this is not simple
name-calling. Let the person stand behind
their opinions and present their reasoning for
criticism. This is a less infantile means of
expression.
Even though this 1sobviously the product
of plain ignorance and not much thought,
regardless of how understaffed you arc, you
cannot really afford to retain the services of
someone without Uournalistic/professional/
moral) integrity, who willfully misuses a
public medium to vent personal frustrations
on something they know nothing about That
this person has the power to circumvent your
authority as editor is cause for alarm. This
individual's actions reflect on the Lance. and
on you as editor.
I challenge you to respond to this professionally. What is needed is not an apology to
the Phi Sigma Sigma sorority, because they
appreciate that this action is the result of
foolishness. What is required is more action
on your part. Will you treat this as an
adolescent prank by a student/journalist with
a 101 to learn, or as a deliberate misuse of
power by someone with a chip on their
shoulder? To allow this type of prejudicial
misinformation is a serious disservice to the
reader, and reveals only a lack of competence
and ethics. It is for you to maintain the
integrity of the Lance as you see fit. yet in the
students' best interests. At the very least, you
should prevent such discrimination in the
future. and the guilty party should hang their

0

head in shame because they used the Lance
to prove nothing but their own cowardice,
prejudice and ignorance.

Allan Kidd
Philosophy Dept.

narrow
Dear Editor,
Michael Robinet' s analysis ( that appeared
in a Feb. 11 letter) of the free trade agreement
with the United States is incomplete and
inadequate. His entire argument concentrates
on the economics of the issue and as such it
does not give proper consideration to other
social and political ramifications of the deal.
As a fellow colleague of economics I am
inclined to accept Mr Robinet' s position that
the elimination of protective tariffs between
Canada and the U.S. will increase international
competition and force inefficient firms to
leave their respective industries. As a result,
competitive frims thrive and both countries
will be able to allocate resources more
efficiently. From this both the U.S. and
Canada should expect their national incomes
to rise. Mr. Robinet correctly cites the examples
of the European Economic Conununity (EEC)
and a trade agreement between Australia and
New Zealand to support this claim. However,
as far as Canada is concerned, this is only a
partial analysis.
It is from here that my "right leaning
friend'' concludes that our enhanced income
(i.e. GNP) will mean we can expect our
standard of living to rise as well. But can
GNP alone accurately measure the quality of
our lives? Will this figure take into account

any loss of Canadian culture and sove reignty
that results from free trade? And what about
Canadian social programs? If they are lost
will the economist's beloved GNP figure
deflate to indicate this? I think not Indeed
our lifestyles cannot be described by a
measurement of our material well-being
exclusively.
Mr. Robinet's only attempt to assure us
that Canadian political and cultural sovereignty
will not be affected by free trade comes by
way of a short citation of Europe's experience
with the EEC. However, the Canada-U.S.
situation differs in two ways. First, the
American economy is six times the size of
Canada's and thus they will be able to
influence us more than we will be able to
influence them. Secondly, unlike the countries
of the EEC, English Canadians and Americans
speak the same language. Most Canadians
will not be able to protect their distinctive
culture in the same way that Europeans have
been able to. One need only observe how
much differently French Canadians observe
this deal to substantiate this assertion. For
these reasons a reference to the EEC is
inappropriate.
By neglecting to discuss the noneconomic
issues of free trade. Mr. Robinet is attempting
to reduce the many aspects of our lifestyles
down to only the one experience of material
wealth. Such a narrow discussion on a major
issue like free trade leads one to accept the
adage that an economist "is one who knows
the price of everything and the value of
nothing".
Anthony Panontio
Vice President,
U. of W. NOP club
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Two University of Windsor
students will take part in the Cross roads ThirdWorld exchange program
this year. Gezil Harrison is going to
the Cameroons in May and Jeff
Lunden is off to Belize in September.
Canadian Crossroads International is an organization that promotes awareness of developing
countries by sending Canadians to

have seen their dreams clearly develop into a quest
for the Olympic gold .•

lia Far It!
• 12price on colour reprints w ith negat ives .
• 1 2 price on colour en largements . 5x7 · 8x10 . w it h

negatives 110 and larger .
Offer expires March 12. 1988

1 hour developing at:
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300 Ouellette Ave . Palace Center .

experience them first hand for three
to four months.
The selection process for the
program is long to ensure that the
right people are chosen. Applications
are accepted in the Summer , and
those chosen for the program do not
leave until the following May. Successful applicants usually have
some concel}l for ThirdWorld causes
and want a cross-cultural experience.
Once settled in their new home ,
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Continued from page 3.
An identification unit with the
Windsor police are now examining
the parts of that telephone for fingerprints. The telephone receiver may
also be sent to experts in Toronto
for examination.
Foreman could not release anymore information about the location
of the pay telephone, but he did say
that he does not think that one
person is responsible for all the
threats.
"I do not believe it's the same
person." he said.
Campus police have been working with Bell Canada to install
equipment to trace the phone calls.
Although the University police could
trace calls on the University tel~
phones, they needed Bell Canada
to trace calls on other phones. Now
calls from inside or outside the
uniYersity can be traced, Foreman
said
Although Foreman admits the
chances of finding and matching
the fingerprints on the telephone
receiver with fingerprints in police
files are slim. campus police have
another tool to get infonnation about
the bomb threats.
Foreman said callers do not
have to give their names. Someone
could overhear something that may

not seem important to them, but it
may be important to the investigation,
he said.
Foreman wrote a letter about
the phone number which will be
distributed to students.
He said any information may
help the investigation.
"Somebody's going to make a
mistake," Foreman said "Som~
body's going to hear something."
Campus police are investigating
more than 20 bomb threats called
in this year. Unlike the earlier rash
of threats called on the residences,
nine of the last ten bomb threats
were called to academic buildings.
These recent threats forced the
evacuation of the University Centre
and Dillon. Memorial and Erie
Halls.
Mark Gerasimoff, assistant
registrar-student
programs and
publications, said these evacuations
disrupted more than six scheduled
tests.
"It causes professors quite a
few problems to reschedule it," he
said
Foreman said he and four campus
policemen will continue their investigation of the bomb threats. Bell
Canada and the Windsor police
and firedepartments are also involved
in the investigation. D

Canadians are given jobs in which
they can be of some help to their
host country, and also learn som~
thing themselves . Simple interests
that a Canadian might have could
be a completely new experience to
someone in a Third World country.
Diane Huber of the Student
Liaison Office went to Begura, a
Grenadine Island. Along with
teaching school she also taught
aerobics and how to jam-something
new to the people she was working
with.
The program attracts all sorts of
applicants, the average one, though,
is female and a social science student
in her last year. The program does
not institute an age limit This year
a 73-year-old woman is going to
Fiji. Retired people are valuable to
the program because they often
have a good amount of practical
experience as well as the free time
to go on the program, Huber said.
The Crossroads program is
looking for people who have never
had a Third World experience, she
said. Anyone who has already been
on a Third World exchange program
cannot go on Crossroads.
Return Crossroads participants
from other countries also come to
Canada to work and gain new
experiences. For the past few years
a Crossroads veteran has helped
out with the Swnmer Youth Program
at the Windsor Y.M.C.A.
If you feel you have something
to offer and have an interest in the
Third World, Crossroads may be
for you.
There will be an information
meeting at which Crossroads participants will speak on March 9 in
the Blue Room, upstairs in the
University Centre at4 pm. Interested
people can also get information
about the program from Diane Huber
at the Liaison office or from the
Third World Resource Centre, 125
Tecumseh Road West D
,-
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TEACHING AWARDS
PROGRAM
Each year the Ont ano Confederation of University Faculty Associations
recognizes outstanding teachers in Ontano un1vers1ttes through awards
based on achv1t1es in tl:ie preced ing calendar year .

CATEGORIES
Teaching embraces all level of instruction - graduate and under·
graduate teaching , continuing education and faculty development .
Proficiency in teaching may extend well beyond the classroom , the
laboratory or the facutly membMs office. Achv1t1es such as course
design , curriculum development. organization of teaching programs ,
are often important contributions. Those who excel in any of these are
eligible for OCUFA Teaching Awards .

Are invited from individuals. informal groups of students , local student
councils . departments . alumni , etc .
A guideline to assist 1norgan1zing a nomination should be consulted by
prospective nominators and is available on request from the Office of
Teaching & Learning , 2100 Lambton Tower (ext. 3090).

DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF NOMINATIONS
MARCH 31, 1988
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Crossroacls
connection
by Sean Reddick

A special tribute to those Canadian athletes who

-- ----
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Canterburyreachesmiddleage
by Michael Cole

CanonRS. Rayson, retired in 1965 .

Kingston said the relationship
with the Basilian Fathers of A&sumption University "works out
quite well."
Campus Ministry Presents ...
Canterbury first provided resia film and discussion on
dence for students in Old St Basil's
House, which was used on loan
"HUNGRY FOR JUSTICE"
from the Basilian Fathers. Old St
12:00 noon to 1 :00 pm
Basil's House stood behind the
Wednesday, March 23
present University Centre, but has
at Iona College
since been tom down. The college
acquired its first house in 1967,
208 Sunset Ave.
Presented by: Assumption University,
named Rayson House after the first
Canterbury College, Inter-Varsity , Iona College, Knox
principal of the college.
Presbyterian, Chnst Lutheran, The Nav,gators.
Today, Canterbury operates
Geoffrey Fisher Hall for married
students, six houses, and is planning
the opening of four condominiumstyle lmitspresentlyunder CODb'UCtion
at Riverside Drive and California
Street Each new unit will contain
twelve single bedrooms, a large
have chosen to focus on underfundcommonroomand kitchenfacilities.
ing in 1988 .
The new units should be ready for
The Canadian Federation of
the next school year.
Students held their' National Week
The celebration would nonnally
of Action· to protest underfunding
havebeenin November,but King.g.on
to post-secondary education in Jasaid the celebratory dinner was
nuary, and now the OFS plans to
postponed due to the support staff
hold a simliar Ontario-wide event
strike. Instead. dinner was held
The march at Queen's Parlt will
Feb. 13, with guest speaker Dr.
mark the finale of the provinc~
John Godfrey, past president of
wide protest to be held March 7 to
King's College in Nova Scotia. and
10.
now the editor of the Financial
Post Godfrey spoke briefly on
OFS Chair, Sheena Weir said
Young people who
Canada and the world economy.
underfunding is the issue of broad
may qualify .11 t· th<,>sc
Looking forward, Kingston hopes
focus in the protest
to keep Canterbury College a unique
who art•
• bt·twecn '.?5and 29 and art·
"Specific issues such as overeducational
experience.
ren 111 gradu.ice, f 10m .1 po,c•
becwt·rn
18
and
2.:t
,ind
crowding, OSAP, housing. and r~
"We hope to develop more
not
attl'ndmg
school
,e,ondary
,chool or hJv< received
search and development and how it
academic programs, but we want to
,,
trade
tt·rctf1cau·
in the pa,c y<',H
f
ull-ume
or
relates to teaching will be left up to
fit in with the rest of the University."
individual campuses," Weir said
Kingston, who is currently a
during a recent visit to the Univerphilosophy professor at the univerGet down to business.
sity.
sity, said Canterbury does not wish
Some of the events Weir would
call ( free):
to conflict or compete with the
like to see at Ontario campuses
THE YOUTH HOTLINE 1-800-387-0777
offerings of the university.
inclutle what she calls a 'Future/
Canterbury College residency
Flashback', and a room-jamming
1 ht progr,im ",pon,,,11 cl by tht Om,1 o Mllll\lr\ of '-lk1II, I )t vt lop
isopen to students of all backgrounds,
demonstration.
nu
nt lfl lO·opt r,umn ,, uh the Rov.,I fl.,rnkof ( .in ,d I tht Ont,, o
and interested students should a~
(
h.imb,
1 of ( omm1 I<1 111d
lo<~I
Thoman is not yet definite on
ply before the second weekin March
p.1111,1p,tt111g
( hamb, ,, of< ommt H<
whether the University of Windsor
to the College offices at 172 Patricia
met P.o11d,of I11d1
will attempt to make these events
RoadO
happen on this campus. D

Canterbury College provides a
anterbury College,
communal residence setting in
havingcarveda niche houses for about150 students of all
in the university
academic, national and religious
community in d«>- backgrounds for quiet study and
cades past, is celodiscussion.The ooUese
also provides
brating 30 years of providing a
the only residence on campus for
unique academic experience for
married students.
studentsat the University ofWind&lr.
Canterbury was founded on
"Our basic role is a specialized
November 13, 1957 as an affiliate
kindof residence community," says
to Assumption University. This is
the Reverend Doctor F. Temple
the first time since the Refonnation
Kingston, principal of Canterbury
(circa 1500's) that an Anglican
College. Kingston has been the
college has affiliated itself with a
principal of the college since CanRoman Catholic university. The
terbury' s first principal,theReverend affiliation has been successful.

YOUTH Vl :NTURI : C~API TAI,

Torontoor bust
by Teny Moore
The University of Windsor's
Students' Administrative Council
( SAC) will be sending a busload of
students to Toronto March 10 to
represent our University in a demonstration at Queen's Parltprotesting underfunding-if
they can
raise the money to cover costs.
V.P. External Affairs Greg Thoman said SAC's budget does not
provide for the $1,216.40 needed
to finance the rental of a bus and the
cost of promotional materials.
Thoman has circulated a letter
to various groups on campus asking
for contributions. He said in the
letter, "the University of Windsor's
participation in such a large scale
protest is crucial," and ifhe cannot
raise enough money for a bus SAC
will at least send a van-load of
protestors.
The march has been orianized
by the Ontario Federation of Students and members of the organization (most Ontario universities~
long to OFS) will participate.
Student Organizations on both
the provincial and national level

Typist-who lives near the
University ($1.25/pg) 2533922 after 5:30 pm.
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• letter Quality
• Ed1trng
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Engineered
smartlyandbuilttough. theyprovide
maximumprotectionfor yourequipmentandoptimum
convenience
for you.
Featuring..
• Tough,Waterproof
CorduraFabric
• Protective
RamFlaps
• Closed-cell
FoamConstruction
• Non-skid1/•"Feet
• AdJustable
PaddedShoulderStrap
• FullyPaddedAccessoryPockets
• LimitedLifetimeWarranty
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, durab1hty,
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at an
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The Lance is now
accepting
applications for
the position of
Clrculatlon
Manager
Applicants must
have use of a car
on Thurs.& Fri.s

up to 35% OFF
All Bags in Stock.
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'Deadline: March9/88
Apply at Lance office
2nd floor
University Centre
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CLASSIFIED

League
Secretarial Services

• reports/resumes
• word processing
etyping
• dicta-typing

• phone-in dictation
eshorthand
• bookkeeping

For Information
Call 734-6125

Pick-up &
Delivery Available

IONA COUIOl 208 Sunset.973-7039. A
space for meeting and discussing. studying. quiet searching and relaxing with
friends. Open 9-5 and be arrangement.
Or use Iona facilities to plan events that
are important to all. A hom~cooked
dinner every Thursday at 5:30 for S2.50.
Come and help celebrate by being
yourself.
CAMPUS ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

closed discussion meetings are Tuesdays
between noon and 1:30 pm in the Ontario
Room. Vanier Hall. lf you have a problem
with drinking and want to stop, come
and meet with us.

UNIVERSITE~ADIENNE

ell 7r(ll!(}fll

CAMPUS ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCO.
HOUCS. meet every Wednesday from 7.

8 pm at Iona College. 208 Sunset Ave.
973-7039.
A.SSUMPl'ION UNIVERSITY CHA.PEL973-

7034. Located between the University
Centre and Huron Line. Masses Sunday
10:30 & 4:30. Monday to Friday at 11:50
am. EveryTuesday there Isalso Mass and
supper at 5 pm (S2.50). All are welcome .
We have a library with study space and o
cote for your convenience .

Spend springtime on
France's Cote d'Azur,
while improving your French and earning
credits toward your degree in Canada.
Intensive French Course (12 credits)
3 levels - Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced
Spring session
Nice, France, May 9 to June 17, 1988.

To obtain further information and application forms, apply to:
Universite canadienne en France, Spring Session 1988,
Laurentian University, Sudbury, Ontario P3E2C6.
(705)675-1151, ext. 3417
or Blyth & Co., 68 Scollard St., Toronto, Ontario M5R 1G2.
Canada 1·(800)387-1387, Ontario 1-(800)387-5603.
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Blyth~Company
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l_fyou can read
the above
youre too dca,li1ed

CLOSE.
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urentian
University
ANTIOCH RETREATWEEKEND:
Friday,Mar. 18 (7 pm) to Sunday,
Mar.20 (4 pm). A weekend retreat
designed especially for university
and college students and young
working adults. A time for prayer,
growth, renewal, relaxation, fun,
rest meeting new people an
more. For reservations, call Nr
sumption University.Chaplaincy
Office 973-7034.
SCREENPlAY RIGHTS are presently available from HisHoliness
the NAIRB regarding his autobiography. The book deals sensitively with the "Snoop" and his
bouncing baby brother running
through Point Pelee, feeding
the poor and hungry. Contact
Hail Ruth or the young and
impressionable
for
further
information.
WILL DO TYPING in my home.
Call 256-4285 between 9 am
and 5 pm.
BERNIE-You're a singular kind
of gyt, thanks for all your help. I
O\Ne you one. - Scott
ONE BEDROOMsemi-detached
apartment to be sublet on May
1, 1988. Call 973-4651.
FOUND Leather dress gloves in
Library on Wednesday. Feb. 17.
To claim, call 258-8732.
DEARJACQUES,Get me out of
here! No really, just kidding.
BLOOD CLINIC MOBILE in
Kingsville (Lions Community
Hall, Mill St. W.) Thurs. Mar. 3,
1:00-4:30 and 6-8 pm. Regular
Blood Clinics are scheduled for
every Mon. and Thurs.from 1-8
pm during the month of March.
1981 REDMUSTANGFORSALE:
Good condition, call Neil at
254-5773.
TWO SHIHTZUSFORSALE:$100
ea. Approx4-5 yrs.Males. Cream
or Black& White, house-trained.
Call Evelyn or Paul at 258-8101.
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rotests stopped downtown shoppers.
Posters popped up in cafes and community centres around the city, calling
people to public meetings. But to most
people in B.C., the quarantine bill"
has been a distant issue, a faint whisper
on the back pages of the daily newspapers.
And almost literally while the province
slept one month ago, B.C' s controversial
Bill 34 became law.
The Coalition for Responsible Health
Legislation, made up of community
and civil rights groups, continues its
fight against the recent changes to the
B.C. Health Act The changes give health
officials sweeping powers to detain,
test and quarantine people with Al OS
and other communicable diseases.
Opponents of Bill 34 say the new law has put fear into
prostitutes, I.V. drug users and the gay community about
testing. Fear is sending Al OS sufferers underground, along
with people who have diseases like gonnorhea and syphillis,
which have otherwise been controlled.
Under Bill 34, the province's lieutenant-governor in
council, Premier Bill Vander Zalm, is responsible for defining
broad terms such as communicable disease," "health
hazard'' and" quarantine". These definitions will guide the
activities of government medical officers.
As far as the coalition and many other B.C. citizens are
concerned, it might well be called" BilYs 34," to more glibly
reflect the wheelin~dealing style of the province's Fantasy
premier.
Bill 34 requires a medical officer seek a court order to
have someone tested for Al OS or other diseases, or put into
detention or quarantine if that officer has "reasonable
grounds" to believe that a person is "likely to willfully,
II

II

~
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should be able to cthis
But the new billtople
to get tested, in at bin1
around howone'st•ltsw
groups like Al OSVverfr
government testin~

"It makes it hardtand

oercent
Blatherwick said his "biggest concern in tbe next utt-ie while is support services for people who have come down
with AIDS," adding that effective, "grass-roots'' work by
groups like AIDS Vancouver, has helped preventthe spread
of AIDS.
But by focusing on legal powers to lock up virus carriers
or impose testing, Cecil and other critics say Bill 34 does
nothing tc stop- the real spread of AIDS throughout the
populatk '1.
"The U.S. government rounded up prostitutes in the
1930s to try to stop the spread of syphillis, and it didn't
work," said gay activist and educator, Bob Tivey, at a protest
last November.
Kairn M ladenovic, of Prostitutes and Other Women for
Equal Rights(POWER), saysthe government and mainstream
media create a false sense of public security by targetting
prostitutes and I.V. drug users.
As well, critics of Bill 34 say that the risk of abuse by
medical and police officers-in
a province without laws
against discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation-is
too great
here's no way mandatory testing can
be kept out of this," said coalition
,..,,,~."""'.. member Tim Shiremian.
Shiremian said people on the streetprostitutes, the homeless, poor, I.V.
drug users desperate for a fix-don't
often know their rights, and can be
easily threatened by the police into
giving blood, or taken into custody.
POWER's Mladenovic said public
health nurses ,ountinely take blood
samples from prostitues in jail. She
cited a recent case where a prostitute,
who was arrested and charged, was
told she was HIV positive only after the
medical officer had told her probation
officer and mother. She also said the
woman, like most HIV positive or Al DS
carrier prisoners, was quarantined in
jail.
Mladenovic also said police officers have been going
into the city's" shooting galleries" to pick up I.V. drug users
for random blood tests.
Of the prostitutes who have tested HIV positive in
Vancouver, all were I.V. drug users, she said.
Meanwhile, there are only two drugstores in Vancouver
that sell syringes over the counter.

Low power electron micrograph of a hypodermic syringe.
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aebind. Bill 34 not only puts fear
staltswill be used, but also prohibits
; VVerfrom advising people against

in&
ardtandup and fight," said coalition

"It used to be clean syringes sold on the street for $5,"
she said, "now they' re $20."
"What we re trying to do is get information to women on
the streets before the cops get to them," said Mladenovic,
referring to the "dirty trick" pamphlets members of her
group pass out to prostitutes to protect them from high-risk
clients and fraudulent police officers.
"We feel an immedia ,te response to what's happening on
the street," said Shiremian. "Our first priority is to protect
people."
Given the hysteria and misinformation around AIDS
Shiremian and other coalition members say the government
and communities should be looking at a social, rather than a
medical policy, on "how we organize our society to deal
with social problems."

he Social Credit government has earmarked a total of $1.4 million for Al DS
prevention and treatment Last Spring,
they refused a $250,000 grant to AIDS
Vancouver, and did not appoint anyone
from the gay community or Al DS Vancouver to the government AIDS advisory
committee.
The government was also heavily
criticized for what was described as its
"safe sex is no sex'' Al DS prevention
campaign-a move that sparked the
B.C. Medical Association to spend
$10,000 of its own budget to send
factual pamphlets to every doctor's
office in the province.
Critics have proposed a number of alternatives, most of
which involve work already being done by communitybased volunteers.
~l!l"'i!i'!i"iiS?iWil'i'a~

"The focus of the government should be on prevention
(of AIDS and other diseases)," said Cecil.
Cecil says that straightforward, self- education on safer
sex within San Franciscds gay community, for example,
lowered the rate of sexually transmitted diseases by up to 80

"What(the government) needs to do is something about
social conditions-why
women have no other options but to
work on the street, or what drives people to use I.V. drugs in
the first place," said Cecil.
Though Blatherwick said the health ministry is looking
into a program used in San Francisco and other cities, where
streetworkers hand out bleach bottles to I.V. drug users to
clean their syringes, he said the real problem is the sharing of
needles.
The coalition plans to continue fighting the bill on all
fronts, building support from labour and Native groups for
actions ranging from lawsuits to civil disobedience.
"We' re trying to define the issues to include as-many
people as possible," said Shiremian.
But while the coalition organizes to make AIDS and
health law a public issue, the B.C. government is moving in
the opposite direction.
Bill 34 undoubtedly recognizes AIDS as a public health
threat But where health officials can't actually stop the
disease, the government has moved in to stop potential
carriers.
The new law underscores how the Socreds have alienated
a community support network that is working to educate the
public about the individual responsibility in preventing
Al OS, and comfort those the government has left behind. 0
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CULTURE SERIES
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DR. SUSAN MUTO, Ph. D.
Institute of Formative Spirituality
Duquesne University

Speaking on
'' Integrating Contemplation
and Action in Everyday ·Life''
Sunday, March 13, 1988.
8:00 pm
PLACE: Assumption University
400Huron Church Rd.
Windsor, Ontario

Adults: $5.00
Students: $2.00
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$99.00
$139.00
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I be HYPMOTIZED!
!!

by Kevin Johnson
irst, let me clear up one
mystery for you. The reason
they call him Reveen ' is because that's his name. Now,
on with the review ...
Reveen opens his show with a disclaimer
that he is not psychic or supernatural in any
way. What he really is, as near as I can tell, is
Mike Mandel writ large. Mandel, for those
unfamiliar with his talents, is a regular
garden-variety hypnotist who has his subjects
go through the modem equivalent of acting
like a chicken.
Lights, music and tuxedos aside, Reveen
does the same, employing different mumbojumbo to similar effect (He does not hypnotize
people, he insists,but induces a "superconscious
state" in which they obey his every command)
He goes Mandel one better by offering
assurances that none of his subjects will be
embarrassed It is to be hoped no one finds
stripping to the waist before hundreds of
strangers embarrassing. (I might)
Now don't get me wrong. I like seeing
people act like chickens as much as the next
guy. It's fun to watch subjects mindlessly
following the master's orders, and I even had
the pleasure of knowing one of them.
What gets me going is seeing Reveen light
into other illusionists as frauds and expect us
to buy his particular bill of goods. While
debunking his rivals, he resembled nothing so
much as a preening televangelist certain of
his own path to salvation.
Reveen began his act with a few standard
tricks like matching a collection of possessions
to their owners from the audience and opening
a combination lock from the suggestions of
audience members. Telepathy, as he suggests?
Don't make me larf.
fve seen the same schtick run by magicians,
and can't explain it any more than chopping a
woman in half without spilling blood, but I
don't believe in magic, either.
Okay, so on Jo the main event a couple
hundred members of the audience climb up
on stage to be superconscious. Reveen runs
them through a few exercises to detennine
who will make the best subjects; by the end of
the evening we are left with fewer than
twenty.
Those who aren't receptive enough are
sent back to their seats. Now, I would argue
this provides a powerful incentive to obey
Reveen' s suggestions. A companion mentioned
that Reveen appeals to "the ham" in his
subjects. Obviously people don't climb up on

0

Reveen brought his act to the Cleary o( Friday Feb. 26 and now you're in his tbralllll

stage for the thrill of climbing back down.
The curious who are game just to give it a try
are weeded out early and, disappointed, take
their seats.
Those seeking their five minutes of fame,
however, did manage to fall into superconsciousness. My favourite was one lady who
was in a "very relaxed state" (read: trance),
who woke, looked around, and closed her
eyes again unnoticed by anyone onstage. I
don't know who she fooled best, Reveen. the
audience, or herself.
In short, it's my contention that Reveen 's

powers are more conscious than super.
Another subject seemed quite able to
resist Reveen's command, despite having
fallen into his clutches, when he had a $40
bet riding on his wil1power.
Maybe fm hard on Reveen. but when
you go to see Mandel, for example, you know
what you're getting: the guy performs . in
pubs.
Reveen puts ori airs. In· addition to his
remaining five Windsor shows, he pushed his
book (at twenty bucks a pop) and three
records of his voice to help you study better,

by J. Solomon Post
No one really expected Chuck the Duck
to 'go experimental', but hell, Chuck was
always experimental in a way, wasn't he?
The surprise reception for his Heads Will
Ro/L.. ( 1987) marked a sort of comeback for
the artist, who was, by that time, joining the
ranks of the also-ran. The altemativ~charttopper "I Dare You", paved the way for last
year's Cross the Line Tour, which brought
Chuck to Detroit in early December.
His latest release, Mo/ting in the
Doldrums sure as heck represents a departure ;
from the norm for this enterprising avian.
There is but one tune on the album that could
be called hardcore. The rest vary from one
oddly perverted genre to the next Country, 'liilf'lil!Q--lli:II:
R&B, Funk, Psychedelia: all are somehow
rendered on this on~of-a-kind theme package. I
The subject of all the songs is boredom: '
painful, mind-numbing ennui. Chuck, aware
that hardcore is hardly an acceptable medium with Spit magazine. "Ya take yer average couldn't use it tho'-so I tried the next best
for the expression oflistlessness, cast around
cbeatin' song, slow it down a lot, moan a. thing."
for others.
Asked why he didn't do a blues tune,
little ... "
Rhythm and Blues presented itself next Chuck replied: "I just didn't, man."
"Country came to mind almost im"Blues is yer classic boredom musicThe funk number came as a result of a
mediately," said Chuck in a recent interview

relax beier, and give up cigarettes, for o!lly

$10 each.
Like I said before, the idea that one
person can make another do dumb things is
appealing, but not enough to make me think
it's true, much as I might like to.
So, rather than cough up $13 to see
Reveen do his thing, take advantage of my
special offer. Next time you see me, give me
five bucks. Then ru tell you to act like a
chicken.
'
Then you do it, okay?O

collaboration with Tackbead percussionist
Keith LeBlanc. "I went to see the (Adrian)
Sherwood bands at the Cat Club in New
York. I went backstage after and met Keith,
Adrian and Doug (Wimbish). We talked
awhile, and Keith came over to my apartment
the next day, so we did a few tunes. He's a
bad-ass drummer, man." The song. "Sofa
Growth", with its pounding drum line and
monotonous guitar-whine, is a high-point of
the record
The last song on the album, "Sick 'n'
Tired", is the one hardcore number. It's
about the feeling of rage that results from
extended bouts with boredom. "I !we in Ann
Arbor, you know? And sometimes, it's like
too cold to leave the
house. Ya sit
around, watch T.V., get pissed-off at the
world .. "
•
The album is anything but Ann Arbor on
a cold, grey day, though. It's damn good,
really. Another triumph for the feathered
thrasher.
What's next? Oldies covers?
Chuck is slated to bring his act to Detroit
sometime within the next four months. Be
sure to go, it oughta be ~ D
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Best thingaboutNewOrctertheirroots
by Cyril MacDonald
Reprinted from the Athenaeum

...

A little over twenty years ago The
Beatles were reigning supreme and flower
power brought a sense of hope and spiritual
accomplishment to a soon-to-be dissillusioned
generation of post-modem isolates. Well that
alienation arrived: this isn't 1967 and this
ain't the summer of love!
If this sounds a bit pessimistic, it is
intentional.
For the summer of 1987 saw the release
of Substance by New Order. The double
album is a collection of 12" singles spanning
the course of the group's history. Although a
must for both newcomers and devoted fans
alike, Substance secretly unveils an image
change from alternative experimentalists to
almost to~O pop stars. In clarification of
this statement, a brief history of the band will
unfold
New Order rose from the ashes of Joy
Division and the death of the group ' s leader,
Ian Curtis , who hung himself with piano wire
at his parent's home on the eve of Joy
Division's first North American tour on May
18, 1980 . He was only 23 and left a wife and
children behind Besides Curtis , Joy Division
consisted of Bernard Sumner , Peter Hook,
and Stephen Morris. They all hailed from
Manchester, England, and quickly developed
a cult following in the area
But even from the beginning(1976-1977),
Joy Division was controversial. They originally
called themselves Warsaw but quickly changed
that to Joy Division due to the politics of the
Polish government at the time. Unfortunately,
the press and some of the public were not too
happy with their new name when it was
learned that "joy division" was a slang term
originating in Nazi Germany and referred to
Hitler's dream of superior Ayrian race. It's
still a mystery why they chose that name and
if nothing else, it did bring them publicity!
Musically, Joy Division was a very progressive post-punk band. Ian Curtis cited the

Just for one momen(
I heard somebody col(
looked beyond the pain and
there 's nothing there at all.
- Ion Curtis
"Twenty Four Hours"
Velvet Underground and Jim Morrison as his
major influences. Success in Britain was
imminent, but the major stumbling block in
that path was the lyrical content of Joy
Division's music. With titles like" Disorder",
" New Dawn Fades", "A means To An
End", and "Love Will Tear Us Apart", Joy
Division's image was anything but positive.
In retrospect, one can without much
hesitation say that Joy Division performed
pseudo-suicide music. Although the images
were always cloudy and the themes never
explicit, Joy Division became prophets of
doom in some circles. Picture a catchy
techno-metal rhythm with the contorted
post-modem belchings of an alienated mad
man, and you have Joy Division: hypnotic,
subversive, sinister music to make you very
uncomfortable. Obviously not the stuff for
little kids!

S.A.C. Films
Cash Bar and Free Popcorn
Admission $1 .00 for students
$2 .00 for guests

7:30 pm
Blue Room
2nd Floor University Centre
Next to
Ambassador Auditorium

After Curtis' suicide, Sumner, Hook and
Morris took in Jillian Gilbert on keyboards
and renamed themselves New Order. Because
of the huge success of Joy Division's last
single, "Love Will Tear Us Apart", things
looked bright for New Order. That is, all
except their name.
It seems that "new order' ' also originated
in Nazi Germany-it was Hitler's term for
the setup of Europe after Nazism was victorious. Again, one wonders why they decided
on such a controversial name.
Nonetheless, New Order's music was a
highly polished precision follow-up to the
techno-gloom slickness of Joy Division.
Gratifyingly , their first few singles and debut
album Movement from 1981 continued the
frequently paradoxical Joy Division sorrowsouled/ dance rhythm legacy. In fact, there is

Wednesday March 9, 1988
ANIMATION

FILM NIGHT

Heavy Metal (1981)
Fritz the Cat (1972)

Wednesday, March 23, 1988

Wednesday March 30, 1988

RIDLEY SCOTT FILM NIGHT

ROCK FILM NIGHT

Blade Runner (1982)
Alien (1979)

The Who-Tommy (1975)
Pink Floyd-The Wall(1982)

a live version of " Ceremony " (New Order's
first single) found on Joy Division's Still
album released posthumously in 1981.
The sound smoothed out and soon critics
were praising the band for their savage
honesty and the deep unearthly pulse of their
music . Some critics even dubbed them the
new Pink Floyd, but they retained the heart
of the Joy Division sound and epitomized the
music coming out of Manchester.
One disappointing thing that unfolds upon
analyzing of Substance is how much they
have sold out to commercialization over the
years. I have nothing against dance music ,
and New Order has produced some excellent
dance tracks (" Blue Monday " and " Bizarre
Love Triangle " are good examples). But I've
detected a noticeable decline in quality with
each new album (1985 'sBrotherhood being
the exception). Power, Corruption, and Lies
from 1983 is not only their best album, but
must be one of the best albums in the past
decade. Its strength and quality remains
unmatched by any subsequent New Order
release. Even the art work was tasteful and
simplistic!
Substance reveals New Order to be
underground art-pop craftsmen. I cannot
argue with this but will only reiterate my
point that they 've gone commercial. "True
Faith " , their latest single, is quite catchy and
is receiving considerable air play throughout
North American and Europe. Fame and
fortune awaits them!
I am very happy that they are obtaining
the success they so justly deserve, for New
Order truly are one of the best bands performing today. Yet I'll trade "True Faith" for
" Your Silent Face", "Temptation",
or
almost the complete Joy Division catalogue
anytime. The new New Order can barely
compare to Joy Division or the old New
Order. let's hope New Order's new dawn
truly doesn't fade and that there is some
substance left in them-artistically speaking D

Wednesday March 16, 1988
MONTY PYTHON FILM NIGHT

The Holy Grail (197 4)
The Life of Brian (1979)

Wednesday April 6, 1988

WOODY ALLEN FILM NIGHT

Sleeper (1973)
Annie Hall (1977)
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review

1ong
by Larry Deck

Stephen King
The Tommyknockers
Putnam
558 pages
This is the twentieth novel from the prolific fingertips of
Stephen King, if you count the •Bachman books' and The
Talisman. It is, like most of his novels, too long. It has, like all
his novels, the distinctive comic-book-and-movie narrative
that has made King the most successful American writer of
all time.
Regardless of what I write in this small-time University
publication, The Tommyknockers will sell better than the
Bible for a few more months. Then things will go quiet Then
The Tommyknockers will be released in paperback, and will
sell better than the Bible for a few more months. American
publishers have noted this oft-repeated cycle (King comes
out with a novel every other week), and, as such, treat Steve
like God King wrote somewhere (could have been The
Tommyknockers, even) that God could use a copy editor.
So could King.
Don't get me wrong. Despite the numerous things I dislike
about The Tommyknockers, I liked the book. Like almost
everything he's ever written, it's a good story. But a good plot
is maybe the least important feature of a good book,
considered from a literary perspective. In any case, the story
seems, more than anything else, to have been derived from
the works of H.P. Lovecraft - 'The Shadow Out of Time ' and
'The Colour Out of Space ' specifically. It's about a woman

t.urek
CAMERA

337

SHOP

of

King's .novel

named Bobbi Anderson, an author of Westerns, who stumbles
over a protruding bit of a spaceship in the woods behind her
house and proceeds, unaware of what it is, to dig it up. The
ship emits vapours and broadcasts psychic information that
slowly begin to transform the inhabitants of the nearby
village ("Haven") into hive-mind psychic super-handymen!
The plot is complicated by the presence of certain immune
individuals (notably Anderson's friend and ex-lover, the
poet-anti-nuke-activist-type Jim 'Gard' Gardener), whose
thoughts cannot be read, who seem to avoid the 'becoming'
that the rest of Haven undergoes.
It's set in Maine (surprise!). It would seem that Steve
King's America consists exclusively of the states of Maine
(Dead Zone, IT. etc.) and Colorado (The Shining, Misery,
etc.). There's certainly nothing wrong with that; a friend
theorizes that part of the secret of King's success is that he
writes about the most boring, specifically American localsreadily identified., vernacular American soil. King's devotion
to these two states reminds me of the tendency of some
science-fiction authors (like Larry Niven) to set all their
stories in the same future 'universe', using the same alien
races, the same planets etc. in otherwise widely different
stories. In each of his novels, King tends to refer to the other
ones more or less as if they were, most of them, connected. In
Misery. Annie Wilkes mentions the burning of the Overlook
Hotel (from The Shining). In The Tommyknockers, there
are references to Johnny Smith (Dead Zone), and to the town
of Derry (II). It's kinda neat to spot these things, but ya have
to read a lotta' the guy ...
Anyway, like I said, The Tommyknockers is too longnot way-too-fuckin'-long like IT, but too long. King has a
habit of constructing place-histories of wherever, and when

he doesn't manage to tie them in with the plot (like in this
one), they read like valueless digressions. And something
that could have been helped by a copy editor is King's habit of
developing a character for, say 46 pages (sic.) before simply
rubbing him out
In The Tommyknockers, he does it often enough to cause
pain.
But, in the end, I tried to write this review like King wrote
The Tommyknockers. Only he had four years, and I only
have an hour or three, so I can't go away and leave it only to
come back and, having forgotten gobs of what fd previously
written, pick up this review with a totally new style. King
could, and did
Still, the book has some real gems. Late in the book, the
Haven gestaltmind has virtually barracaded itself from the
rest of the world. The emmanations from the ship make any
non-Havenites sick to venture anywhere near the village.
Nonetheless, King develops a reporter character who gets a
whiff of what's going on, goes into Haven and is killed by a
floating Coke machine under the control of the group mind
The end of the chapter goes like this:
The Coke machine started back toward Haven
Village. Its coin-holder had been jarred when it hit
Leandro, and as it moved rapidly through the air,
humming, a steady stream of quarters, nickels, and
dimes spewed out of the coin return and went rolling
about on the road
America, baby, America.
Yep, it's along book and I'll level with you: I've gotlike30
pages to go. But unlike Steve King. I have deadlines, man. D
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Now Has

Compact Disc Rentals!
We Also Buy, Sell, & Trade
New & Used C.D.'s
Don't Forget About Our
Quality Selection of
Movie Rentals
V.C.R. and Camera Rentals
Are Also Available
See Us For Details
Muntz East
5115 Tecumseh Rd. E.
944-2239

Muntz West
(C.D.'s Only)
485 Tecumseh Rd.
255-1667
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Th-e All Natural Cotton

FUTON

Futon: Japanese Contemporary

Mattress

• No Springs to
Sag
• Recommended
by chiropractors
** Low Price**

(the futon shoe)

Single $129
Double $149
Queen $159
Couch/Bed
Under$300

20°/o OFF
STOREWIDE
WINTER SALE

"Natural

Sleep Centre"

441 Pelissier St., across from Parking Garage
973-8338
VISA
Daily till 9, Sat. till 6 , Sun. 1 2-4

by Belz Splimo

Look pal... ya jus' go down
Huron line 'til ya see the sign fer
the 401...ya can read, can't ya?...
then ya git on yer 401 an' go
straight ..when ya see this thingummy what looks like a great
mother of a penis shootin' straight
outta the earth at the sky, well...
there ya are ...Tronna! Right! Ya
jus' hop on the yellow brick road
an' before ya know it, yer in the
land o' milk an' honey ...the Emerald
City...Tronna! Its real simple see?
What? What happens then?
Dontcha know nothin'? Ya an
idjit or somethin'? Jeesus! Why
ya git a real good job fer starters.
Sure ...fourteen, fifteen dollars an
hour... They're a clime a dozen in
Tronna. An if ya wanna go ta
school, whatcha call yer graduate
school, well dontcha know they've
got the best in the world in Tronna.
Why I even hear tell that they've
even got one programme where
they don't even give ya marks ...
just pass or fail an' ya git to study
anythin' ya want an' it don't even
matter what ya did fer yer undergraduate degree! Can ya believe
it? Can ya git behind that an'
push? Damn straight!
What? What else? Ya mean
that isn't enough? O.K. Well.
Dontcha know that Tronna's the
cultural centre of Canader? Ya
born yesterday or somethin'? They
got this here street called Queen
St see ... an the bars are open all
night long... an' every night the
greatest bands in the world fly in
special jus' to play there ... I mean,
like. the Stones play there incognito
all the time ... Look! I'm tellin' ya
straight man! I was there once
when word got around that Phil
Collins was gonna play on the sly
like, workin' up stuff fer a new
album ... So I shows up see, an'
sure enough if it wasn't Phil but
instead it was Gowan. Ya! I know,
hard ta believe, ain't it? But wait,
I got more ta tell ya... They got
real culture, like paintin's and
scultpture an' stuff like that there
...I mean yer Rembrandts and yer
Picasso~, and yer ... well real big

Lance photo by Phll lngenkamp.

names anyways ...They got food!
Lotsa food from places ya never
heard tell of before. Good God
man they even have a transit
system that works sometimes ...
Look sport.. I rest my case.
Kids from these parts have been
rnigratin' up ta Tronna fer longer
that I or anyone 'round here can
remember .... Huge packs of 'em. ..
They can't all be wrong right?
There's a whole ernigre community
up there. Why you could spend
the rest of yer life in Tronna and
never meet anyone who wasn't
from around here ... Really! They

all hang out in the same bars an'
restaurants an' stuff. They all have
six figure jobs, happy family lives,
the most gorgeous child.ten µ_, ,.__
_•.,___,
ever did see ... an' they all drive
BMW's ta boot .. Convinced?

Yeah. I was convinced I left
him sitting there drinking his drink
and drove down to the train station
I lit a cigarette and went home.
That night I dreamed of lemmings,
thousands of them, gleefullyflinging
themselves from a high cliff and
smashing into a bloody mash on
the rocks below. D
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Host volleyballersfinishfifth in Ontario
by Brian LeClalr

The nightmare continued through the
second game, as Ottawa slowly took the next
he road to the OWIAA
seven points. The Windsor spikes seemed to
championships ended at the
be right at Ottawa defenders, but the Ottawa
St DenisCentre last weekend, slams found open court The Gee Gees rolled
as the University of Windsor
to a 15-2 second game triumph.
hosted the 1988 provincial
However, the Lancers came back strong
championships.
in the third game, adopting a crosscourt
Playing in front of a home crowd was not
blocking strategy that confused the Ottawa
able to push the Lancers to gold, though, as
hitters. The Lancers, looking very composed,
they finished a strong fifth in the eight team
were able to give setter Kathy Adkin better
tourney, which was won by Yorlc.
balJs to handle, and the Windsor spikers,
Although they finished their regular season especially McCall, pounded out points.
8-4 with a very important victory over first Windsor jumped to an early 6-2 lead.
place McMaster, the Lancers' inability to
"We played how we were supposed to
beat weaker teams on the road eventually
play," McCall said.
cost them the OWIAA championship.
"We broke their game," Adkin said
These three losses dropped them to third
The Lancers continued to press the Gee
place, forcing them to play a very strong
Gees, and a few minutes later, celebrated
Ottawa club in the first round of the tour- their 15-9 third game victory. However,
nament This is something head coach Marge
Holman then knew that her troops were in
Holman feels should have been easily avoided. trouble.
"We never should have lost to Western,
"We were satisifed with wiMing one
Waterloo , and Laurier on the road.·· Holman
game,'' Holman said. "We should have got
said. ··wedid it to ourselves ."
more intense. There's a lack of maturity .' '
Instead of facing an easy opponent. the
Holman's fears were realized shortly
team had to beat the Ottawa Gee Gees,
after. as the Gee Gees closed out the match
ranked eighth in Canada, in their first game, with a 15-2 victory. to eliminate the Windsor
to advance to further medal play .
squad from medal contention .
The first game against the Gee Gees was
The loss for the Lancers showed how
one the team would rather forget Although desperately the team needs to play first-class
the Lancers had plenty of opportunities on talent to succeed at the provincial level.
serve to earn points. the passing was off, and
"We don't play enough volleyball at that
the blockers and defence were intimidated by speed." she said. "The benefit of this match
the powerful spikes of the Gee Gee hitters.
for this team may come later."
The Windsor team went down, 15-0.
That doesn't comfort players like Adkin
··wejust didn't execute," Holman said. and McCall, who are now graduating from
"We couldn't pass that badly against a team further Lancer action.
"We practised all week. and it seemed for
like Ottawa and expect to win."
"However, the score was not indicative nothing.'· McCall said.
of the play of the game, " she said "We
The best the Lancers could do now was to
couldn't get the ball.''
shoot for fifth spot, as they took on the 6-6
"We knew Ottawa was good," said Carleton Robins the next morning.
The match was very bizarre, as the
powerhitter Tracey McCall, "but we used
that against us. We were really tense out Robins, who should have been easy competithere."
tion for the Lancers, jumped out and won the

[TI

Tracey McCall pounds the last spike.

-- ---- - --composure
- .

first two games of the match, 15-13 , and 1510.
.. We had no intensity out there,·· Holman
said "We didn't recognize their improvement
from last year. We thought we could just
walk out on the court and let it happen. "
The Lancer spikers were missing countless
opportunities to put points away, and it
looked like the Lancers were headed for a
very early exit against the upset-minded
Robins, who at one point outscored the
Lancers 10-0.
But the Lancers turned it around in games
three and four, building leads of7-0 and 6-0.
respectively. All the Lancer spikers were
getting into the act, relentlessly slamming
and tipping to take the game away from the
Robins, who were beginning to lose all

Incredibleseasonendsin Toronto
by Brian LeClair
The Windsor women's basketball team
found out this weekend that character can
take you a long way .
Unfortunately. it wasn 't enough to get the
Windsor squad past the fourth-ranked Toronto
Blues, who stopped their quest for a national
title this past weekend with a 79-66 victory
over the Lancers.
The Windsor squad closed out their most
successful regular season in years with two
disappointing losses to Guelph and Brock,
that dropped the team into second place with
a 9-3 record.
The team then travelled to Ryerson for an
eight team tournament, with the winner being
the provincial representative at the nationals
in Lethbridge, Alberta.
The Lancers played three games, and
finished with a 1-2 record. but head coach
Joanne MacLean was extremely pleased
with the team's play.
"We played fantastic," she said, "absolutely incredible. We played five or six times
better than we thought we would play at this
stage of the season. We played absolutely to
our potential."
The team's first draw was the Ottawa
Gee Gees, a well-rounded team with a good
inside and outside game. The Lancers would
have to be at top form to win.
The Windsor squad jumped out to a small
lead, but then lost it quickly to the Gee Gees.
''We tried to fast break them, but then we
ran into a shooting slump," said MacLean.
"Suddenly we were down eight points."
CarolGordon,Lancerfoiward who scored
eight points and had seven rebounds, felt
she'd seen this before.
"It felt like a regular league game out

Lance photo by Thomas Pl~n

Elaine Janlsse drives to the hoop.

there," she said.
Just like most of the games this season,
the team had a comeback left in them. They
clawed back into the match, trailing only by
four at the half.
Right around the eight minute mark of the
second half though, the Gee Gees went on a
tear, led by All Star Louise Dube.
Then MacLean inserted forward Pam
McCartney to defend Dube, and she was
able to keep the high scoring Ottawa forward
in check.
"McCartney did the job very well."
MacLean said.
However, despite good defence, the lead

l a nce photo by Rob Wanen.

was stiU 51-40 for Ottawa with just three
minutes left to play, and it looked like certain
elimination for Windsor.
At this point, though, Windsor completely
stifled the Ottawa offence, and took control
of the game, by stealing inbound passes and
converting all opportunities on offence.
"They realized that to stop was the way,"
MacLean said. ••All the momentum went our
way.''
With 24 seconds left, Windsor cut the
lead to one, and then Ottawa made a fatal
mistake by not taking the ball after a Lancer
foul.
SEE WOMEN'S BASKETBALL, p. 21.

Amidst angry yells from Carleton coach
Claude LaPre , McCall served out both ends
of 15-2, 15-3 victories to send the match into
a deciding fifth game.
The fifth game was much like the entire
match in miniature , with Carleton staying
very close in the early going. then quickly
fading as the Lancers gunned for the victory.
The Lancers advanced to the fifth place game
with a 15-13 final.
The fifth place game pitted the Lancers
against a familiar foe, the Waterloo Warriors.
Knowing this would be their last game of the
season, the Lancers wanted revenge against
the Warriors, who had beat them in the
second last game of the season to steal
second place.
"Feeling you're a better team doesn't
prove anything." Holman said. "We wanted
to prove it to Waterloo."
The Lancers also dedicated this game to
the veterans who are leaving. and Holman
also declared the game the first of the
1988/89 season, and "something to build
on".
Not surprisingly. the Lancers came out
fired up, and took fifth place with a remarkably
easy straight game victory.
The match was one of the best the team
has played this year. with every facet of the
team performing well. The Lancers' blocking
was superb, as they were able to tum many
powerful Waterloo spikes into immediate
points. The defence was almost determined
not to let anything fall to the ground. coming
up with some remarkable saves.
The Lancers won the first game, 15-11.
The blocking wall continued for the Lancers in the next two games, which they won
15-7. and 15-11. Windsor continually frustrated the Warriors by using a diversified
offense, dropping the ball just over the net
when the defenders were anticipating a smash.
The Lancers finish the season as the fifth
best team in Ontario, but that is of little
consolation for what might have been.
"The win helped a little bit," McCall
said, "but we thought we'd do better."
"We dropped a couple of matches we
shouldn't have, and that hurt us," Adkin
said
They both felt the team may have felt the
loss of placehitter Lisa Eastham, who was
sidelined due to an injury.
"We needed her quickness, defence, and
blocking," Adkin said.
Both Adkin and McCal1 feel the team will
do just fine next year, despite losing five
players.
"We have some awesome rookies,"
McCal1 said. "We'll be right up there with
Mac.''O
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Men's cagerselinrinatOO
in VV
~tern shootout
by Tom Ferreira
The Lancer men's basketball team 's hopes

of a division title and a berth in the national

..

championships came to a screeching halt last
Friday at the hands of Western.
Windsor split their final two regular
season games, downing Laurier, 107-103,
and losing to Guelph, 96-9 5. This gave them
a 7-5 record, and third place in the OUAA
West heading into playoff action.
.
The Lancers' first post-season game was
last Wednesday at home against McMaster.
The Marauders had defeated Windsor in
both of their previous meetings this season.
However, this time the Lancers turned the
tables, slowly building a big lead. and then
coasting to an 88-86 victory, eliminating the
Marauders.
The game got off to a sloppy start, as both

offences tried to hurry the ball up court Then
coach Paul Thomas went to his bench and
inserted rookie forward Troy Scott
"We used a couple of players to change
the tempo," said coach Thomas. "We pressed
on defence , which was effective. "
This worked on the scoreboard too, as the
Lancers turned a 25-23 deficit with 8:50 left
into a 48-39 lead. with the help of several
three-point plays.
In the second half, the Lancer onslaught
continued. Matt St Louis and Carlo Boniferro
led the way with sizzling shooting.
Late in the game, though, McMaster
came back. They hit two three-pointers in the
last minute to get close, but Windsor hung on
for the victory.
Thomas never felt the game was in doubt
"They didn't have a chance of winning,"
he said. "A couple of three-pointers just

made it close. "
Boniferro had the hot hand , leading the
Lancers with an outstanding 31 points. St
Louis added 26 .
The Lancers next faced Western as part
of a tournament at Waterloo. The winner
was to meet the Warriors for the OUAA
West championship.
Windsor already defeated Western twice
this season, but they were unable to make it
three, as they dropped a 117-97 decision to
the Mustangs.
The Lancers felt that they could defeat
Western one more time.
"We were confident going in,"assistant
coach Wayne Curtin said "We had beaten
them twice before, and coach Thomas
prepared them well."
The Lancers weren't prepared for the
quick whistle of the referee, though, as

Western was able to take an incredible sixty
free throws in the game.
Windsor played an intense pressure
defence , which resulted in many Western
turnovers, but also numerous Windsor fouls.
The turnovers put Western in a hole, but all
the fouls let them out
"We gave them a chance to recover by
putting them on the line," Thomas said.
"They took sixty free throws. I've never seen
anything like it in my life."
Western made good on fifty of these,
which put Windsor at a tremendous disadvantage. They trailed early, so the Lancers
had to continue to press. Western began to
break the press, finding high scorer John
Stiefelmeyer open for uncontested baskets.
At the half, though, Windsor trailed 5847 , still within reasonable striking distance.
In the second half, the Lancers continued
their aggressive style. They made several
runs at the lead, but never could generate any
momentum.
"The team was frustrated," Curtin said.
"They never got into a rhythm. The fouls
slowed the game to a crawl."
Thomas, Boniferro, and St Louis all
were in foul trouble during the game. To
make matters worse, Thomas played with a
sore shoulder he suffered in a collision during
the game, contributing to his low point total
of three.
With 11:00 left, Thomas fouled out, and
a career was over. Meanwhile, the team had
to change their style of play without Thomas .
"When Scott fouls out, it affects what
Matt and Carlo do," Thomas said. "They
can't do what they do best"
Mercifully, the game came to an end. St
Louis, in his final game as a Lancer, scored
36 points. Boniferro played another superb
game as usual.
"Carlo has been our steadiest player
through the season," Curtin said
The Lancers did receive some good news
this week, as St Louis was named to the
OUAA first all-star team. Thomas and
Boniferro cracked the second team's lineup.
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Althoughthe Lancersmadethe playo

'

Mustang and Lancer cagen display awe over 28'6" Windsor guard Bill Ringer.

they were disappointed they didn 't go farther .
" We had a lot of sickness and injury all
season, but we were fine for the playoffs,"
Thomas said "We were optimistic about
making it to the nationals." D
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Guest : Studio of African Dance Philosophy
Dance To Follow

All Invited
Date : Saturday March 19th, 1988
Time : 6:30 p. m.
Venue : Ambassador Auditorium
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Hockeyteambreaks out of slumpin a big way
by Scott A. Pattison
The Lancer hockey team recovered from their end of season
slump just in the nick of time.
The victims of the Lancers '
resurgence were the Ryerson
Rams , who were eliminated from
the title hunt in two quick games by
the high-flying Lancers.
The final week of the regular
season saw the team in a fight for
first place with the Brock Badgers,
until the Lancers dropped them in a
pair of home games, 5-2, and 12-2,
to claim their first division title ever
with a 16-7-3 record
Next up were the Rams, a team
which were successful earlier in the
campaign by playing tough, grinding hockey. This time around,
though, the Lancers were ready for
the challenge, and got rid of the
Ryerson club in two straight games,
with a 9-2 laugher, and an 8-4 come
from behind victory.
In the opening game of post
season play, Windsor poured in a
total of nine goals, in a convincing
display of offence and defence.
"We definitely played up to our
potential tonight,"said head coach
Rick Cranker. "As long as our
forwards continue to come back to
help out the defence, only positive
things can happen."
The offensive star of the night
was Dan Mahon, who sparked the

Lan cers with three goal s, but also
played very well in the defensive
end of the rink.
"Coach Cranker sat me down a
couple of weeks ago," Mahon said,
" and we talked about my lack of
defense overall."
"He made me realize that I was
not playing to the best of my
abilities, and that I needed to
practice my defensive game. That's
just what I did. I think it paid off
tonight"
Mahon got the Lancers off to a
flying start, by scoring the first two
goals of the game, with the first
coming just 56 seconds into the
game, and then at the 6: 17 mark.
Ryerson then struck back with
two goals within a minute to knot
the score at two.
After the second Ryerson goal,
Lancer netminder Richard Paliani
stymied the opposing shooters,
allowing the Lancers to pull away.
Paliani, who kicked out24 Ram
shots in al~ was very happy with his
performance.
"They beat me last time, so this
feels real ly good," he said "The
more shots I faced, the more
confident I got"
Cranker was very pleased with
the team's emphasis on stopping
Ryerson scoring chances this time
around
"The forwards came back and

Ram goa lie sprawls to thwart Lancer attacke r.

helped on defel1ce," he said "Our
goaltenders are also playing very
well right now."
Terry Turner and Ken Minello
also scored first period goals for the
Lancers. They padded their lead in
the second on goals by Pickersgill
and Urbanic, on a rocket past the
stick sioe of netminder Iuliano.

Lance photo by Rob Warren.

Adding insurance goals in the third
were Minello and Pickersgill, with
their seconds of the night, and then
Mahon's third.
The scene then shifted to
Toronto Sunday for the second
game, with the Rams trying to
escape elimination. The game was
switched to Toronto's Varsity

Arena, which has a larger ice
surface, and which put the Rams at
an extreme disadvantage .
"The bigger rink hurts them."
general manager Mike Sadler said
" We have a lot of ~heels on this
team," Mahon said
The Lancers took a while to get
the wheels rolling Sunday, though,
as the Rams built a 2-1 lead after
twenty minutes.
However, by the end of the
second period, the game was tied at
four. Then, the Lancers dominated
the third period, scoring four goals
to put the game, and the Rams,
away.
Pacing the Lancers were Dan
Noade and Ken Minello, who
notched two goals each for the
Lancer cause. Adding singles were
Roy Russell, Pickersgill, and Ken
Gagne r.
Windsor outshot the Rams, 3222 in the contest
The Lancers are now midway
through a best-of-three series with
the Brock Badgers to determine the
division champion. A third game, if
necessary, will be at Adie Knox
Monday night at 7:30.
The winner of this series will go
on to the Queen's Cup tournament
to crown an Ontario champion.
The Queen's Cup commences
March 11, with the CIAU championships scheduled for the 18 th at
Toronto's Varsity Arena.D

Womensbasketballteamendsincredibleseason
Contin ued from page 19.
"They had been having trouble bringing
the ball in," MacLean said
The Gee Gee shooter missed the free
throw, and the Lancers took possession.
Colleen Hogan scored two of her 15 points
.on a lay-up with six seconds left, and then
canned a foul shot to give the Lancers the 5 553 lead.
The Gee Gees were unable to get a shot
near the rim in the remaining six seconds.
"It was a tremendous finish," MacLean
said. "We showed a lot of character."
Adding to Hogan's 15 points was
McCartney with nine, and Gordon and Alison
Duke with eight
The Lancers' next game was against
fourth ranked Toronto, and the underdogs
went out and gave the Blues a real run for
their money.
"We gave them (Toronto) the game of
their lives," MacLean said. "We weren't in
awe of them. We took it right at them."

The Lancers got out very well against
Toronto, jumping out to a six point lead by
taking advantage of the Blues' defence.
"Toronto has a weak press," Gordon
said. "It was easy to break, and we got many
lay-ups early."
The Lancers were able to exploit this
wrinkle throughout the first half, and they led
42-36 at the break.
In the second half, they took the press off,
and the Lancers had many problems dealing
with the Blues' zone.
Eventually the Lancers were unable to
hold off the powerful Blues' attack, and they
were able to pull away once Windsor began
to foul to stop the clock. The final buzzer
officially ended hopes of a national title with
a 79-66 Blues victory.
"We gave Toronto the game of theirlife,"
MacLean said "We just couldn't hold them
at the end."
Hogan led the team with 17 points, with
Elaine Janisse next with 15. McCartney
added 10 in another strong game.

The Lancers went on to the third place
game against Brock. They were anxious to
repay the Badgers for stealing first place in
the OWIAA regular season standings.
"We had a bit of a letdown after the
Toronto loss," McCartney said, "but we
were pumped up to play Brock. We wanted to
show them we were best in the league."
The Lancers came out flying again against
the Badgers, working their fast break to
perfection in building in a 22-point lead in the
first half.
Then, in the second half, Brock began to
chip away. With about eight minutes left,
J anisse went down with a sprained ankle, and
all momentum shifted to the Badgers. Brock
went on to win the bronze meda4 86- 79.
Gordon was very impressed with the
team's play in the last two games, despite the
two defeats.
"The last two games showed we can
come out and take charge."
Leading the way for the Lancers against
Brock was Duke with 25 points, and Hogan

had 23 points and nine rebounds. Both Duke
and Hogan were earlier named to the OWIAA
all-star team for their efforts this season, and
Hogan was named to the all-tournament
team.
Despite the disappointing conclusion,
MacLean is extremely happy with her team.
"To finish fourth in the province after not
being in the top eight in twenty years is a
tremendous improvement," she said "We
went as far as we could A lot has come in one
year."
Gordon would have liked just a little bit
more, such as a trip to Lethbridge.
"We thought we had that ticket," she
said. "It looked so good, but it was beyond
our wildest dreams to come this far."
The team returns next year with a strong
nucleus of players, but the future of some of
them may be in doubt Still, MacLean feels
the future is very bright
"The sky's the limit," she said. ··we need
more size to compete physically with Toronto
and Laurentian. But that's my job."D
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Canadiantrack stars strut their stuffin Windsor
by Mike Murphy

..

The University of Windsor played host on February 20
and 21 to one of the most prestigious sporting events in the
history of the St Denis Centre, as the Canadian Track and
Field Association Championships came to town.
The meet was dampened somewhat for some due to the
fact that Canadian track and field star Ben Johnson would be
unable to compete due to a leg injury, his first absence in
eleven years from the Canadian championships. Johnson
simply felt the risk was too great
"I can't take chances," Johnson said "I want to be in
good shape for the Olympics. My injury is a cramp, and I
have some tissue damage."
''It's not as bad as people say it is. I've already started
training up, doing some slight tempo work," he continued.
Johnson's scratch disappointed many people, but they
overlooked the fact that Johnson's talented teammate Desai
Williams would be running.
"Desai is ranked number two in the world," said Charlie
Francis, Johnson's and Williams' coach. "He's right behind
Ben, and just recently in Europe he recorded the fourth fastest
time ever in the 60m. He started off at 6.66, and has
progressed down to 6.52, which is the mark that presently
ranks him fourth on the all time list"
The meet began on Saturday morning with the first of five
sessions over the two day period. It included heats in the
sprints, hurdles, and the 400m run, which paved the way for
the second session-the sprint extravaganza
This special session saw the oval portion of the track close
down by pulling out the bleachers, enabling a mass amount of
spectators to view the spectacular sprints.
Even with Johnson's absence, the spectators were still
given a show. In the 60m, the favourite Williams won the gold
in a time of 6.56, just .04 seconds off his personal best The
race had the potential of being a very competitive show, until
second seeded Atlie Mahom was retired from the race after
two false starts.

Women's Intramural Basketball
As was expected, February 16th provided another night
of exciting basketball. Windsor Law edged the Petunias 2118, while the Slammers snuck by the Hot Shots 26-24. In
other action, A Bit of Everything defeated the Petunias, 2821, and the Ex-ettes had a strong performance against the
Slammers, beating them 38-18.
I'd like to welcome Windsor Law to the league. They will
be taking the place of the Zoo Keepers.
Players, please be advised that if your team is not ready to
play ten minutes after game time, you will automatically
default the game.
Women's Ice Hockey
On Wednesday, Feb. 17, the Leafs beat the Bridgebreakers

The spectators for this session also witnessed Canada 's
two premier hurdlers and Canadian record holders demolish
the field in the 60m hurdles.
Julie Rocheleau, the 23-year old native of Quebec, had an
extremely busy but enjoyable weekend. On the 19th,
Rocheleau, the leading hurdler of the Grand Prix Circuit, was
in Los Angeles, where she lowered her own Canadian 60m
hurdle record of 8.11 to a new time of 8.03.
"I was inspired by Jackie Joyner," Rocheleau said. "I
thought to myself, if she can do it (set new meet record) all by
herself, so can I.·•
Beating her excellence on Friday in Los Angeles was a
tough act to follow, especially since her flight in from Los

The winner of Walkes' race was Jillian Richardson, a
silver medalist at the 1984 Olympics, who achieved what she
had set out to do.
"I had to take it out," Richardson said. "Ifl wanted to run
my best today, I had to run my race, and I had the best lane for
my strategy."
For Richardson, her time of 53.01 was well off her
personal best of 50.35, but was good enough for the victory.
On Saturday, the second and last day of the competition,
two Lancer team members participated
Unfortunately for one, Doug Tilson, his performance was
hampered by a bout with the flu. Tilson, stepping on the track
for the first time in a while, ran a spectacular race under the
circumstances. Tilson finished fourth in his heat, just missing
the finals by a mere half-second.
~
The other Lancer runner, Carl Jack. met with better
fortune. Jack. a rookie, bounced back in the 200m after a
dismal performance in the 400m heats the night before. Jack
assured himself a spot in the final by winning his heat in a time
of22.83.
In the final, Jack placed a standout sixth, behind
Canada's elite sprinters Brad McQuaig and Mike Dwyer,
with a personal best indoor time of 22.41.
Angeles had difficulty landing with the bad conditions, and
In other races on the second day, two time Olympian
she arrived in Windsor at the last minute.
Dave Steen, a Canadian record holder in both the decathlon
But Rocheleau rose to the challenge, running 8.08and heptathlon, successfully defended his title in the
second fastest time on the all-time Canadian list, slightly heptathlon.
behind her record time of 8.03.
Steen's teammate, Paul Osland, of the University of
On the men's side, MarkMcCoy, the world-record holder Toronto track and field club, took the honours in the men's
in the 50m hurdles, scampered to victory with a time of7.59,
800m run.
slightly off his Canadian record of 7.47 over the 60m
In the final race of the meet, Manitoba's Chris Weber
distance. The race also included University of Windsor's
won the 3000m run, and in the process.defeated University of
own Joe Ross, who placed sixth in the event
Windsor assistant coach Ron Becht, who took the bronze
In the final session of the evening, Lancer track and field medal. Weber's time for the 3000m race, 8:16.63, was three
star Maxine Walkes placed a respectable fourth in the ladies' seconds faster than Becht.
400m run, just barely missing a bronze medal. Walkes' time
Next on the agenda for the team is the OUAA
of 56.10 was the best time for any Canadian university Championships, to be held here at St Denis this Friday,
student in the event
starting at 6 pm, and continuing on Saturday at I pm. D
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-2. They had a tremendous amount of fans at this game.
Thank you for the support! In the following game, the Rejects
beat the Horrors, 1-0.
The next games will be on Wednesday, March 9. At
11:00 there will be the Ballers playing the Breakers and at
12:00 there are the Rejects vs. the Leafs. Come on out and
support your favourite team.
Intramural Co-ed Volleyball
On Thursday, Feb. 18, 1988 another four rounds of co-ed
volleyball took place. With two more rounds to go until
playoffs, the teams are pretty evenly matched, with three
teams tied for first place. The Herd, the Estoppels, and
Hurricanes have 12 points each while The People's Choice
are in second place with 10 points and the spikers are in third
place with 7 points.

Co-ed Triples Volleyball Tournament
The ever popular Co-ed Triples Volleyball Tournament
returns this semester. There will be a men's and women's
tournament, so grab two friends and sign up now at the
Campus Recreation office. It will take place on Sunday,
March 20th from noon to6 pm in the fieldhouse, HK. See you
there!
Badminton Tournament
After all that studying during Reading week, don't you
want to relax? Well, March 15, 16 & 17 mark the days of the
Campus Recreation Badminton Tournament There will be
doubles, singles and mixed doubles offered. depending on the
sign-up. Registration takes place at the Campus Recreation
office, so grab a friend and sign up today.

DISCOVER
Newly Arrived!
-

Sign Up at Centre Desk
Portraits Taken
2nd Floor University Centre

Spring & Summer Fasions
Renown Designer Collection
Always at Discount Prices

WE GUARANTEE
THAT OUR PRICES
ARE LOWEST!
HAP/NESS IS DISCOVERING
BONNIE BIXBY
Hours 10 am-5:30 pm.
Monday. to Saturday
.
532 Pelissier St.
We accept
256-5244
Visa and M.C.
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SOUNDING OFF

------

The party IS over.
---Calgary must have looked very different last Monday , as
the thousands of international visitors that have called the
Alberta city home for the last few weeks checked out all at
once, and the hundreds of volunteers who gave their time so
freely returned to their humdrum lives. Also on the way out
are the hundreds of journalists who showed us everything we
did or didn't want to see at the 15th Olympiad
It probably will never be the same again, but how could it?
Olympics in the television era have traditionally been
filled with wonderful moments, those that are uniquely
human. If they aren't obvious, television cameras find them.
However, this time around there seems to be many more
moments of pure passion, national pride, and heartwrenching episodes of of triumph and tragedy than ever
before, all combined with some of the most interesting
characters ever assembled on one world stage.
Think for a moment of some of these personages: Pirmin
Zurbriggen, the brilliant ski racer, who dominated the slopes;
Matti Nykanen, Finland's ski jumper, who has a hang time
that Michael Jordan would be proud of; Yvonne van Gennip,
the Dutch speed skater who answered critics by winning three
gold medals and frustrating the East German women who
had dominated this event for years.
And who will ever forget Eddie Edwards, the ski jumping
dolt from Great Britain who has made more out of mediocrity
than Bob Uecker himself?

However. I think the moments of the Calgary Olympics
are the things that will Jive in my heart for years to come.
The whole thing got off to a fantastic beginning with the
opening ceremonies, one of the most involved productions I
have ever seen, and not nearly as heavy handed as the
greeting from the Los Angeles Olympics. Complete with the
original tune from David Foster, the whole afternoon was a
delight
We only had to wait one day for the first emotionally
charged moment There may never be a story as tragic as Dan
Jansen, the United States speed skater who skates after the

--

_ --

BRIAN LECLAIR

death ot his.sister, only to lose both chances at medals by

The shot of Manley seerningly beside herself with joy and
disbelief at centre ice, and her march with the cowboy bat,
was a pleasure to behold Actually, the whole evening was
filled from start to finish with incredible drama and emotion.
Manley's joy was shared by the entire country, much as
the despair of Thomas and Caryn Kadavy, felled by the flu
and unable to skate, was felt by the United States and ABC,
almost to the point of nausea.

falling. The tumble in the 1000m, when he was certainly
heading toward a gold, was the most heart-breaking.
The interview he gave on the day of his greatest sorrow
was a tribute to the class of this wonderful young man. I truly
hope he is around in 1992 to skate in France.
This sadness was only partially tempered by the tremendous
joy felt by the U.S. speed skating team when sparkplug
Bonnie Blair raced home with two medals. Blair, however,
became the ABC's media darling, especially after the other
American hopes for medals went sour on a daily basis.
This moment of sadness was followed just a few days later
by a young Canadian dynamo, Karen Percy, who skied into
Canadian history by finishing third in the downhill. She kept
3-!!vethestreakofthehostcountrywinningatleastonemedal
by being the third fastest down the Calgary mountain.
Another legend of the slopes born at Nakiska was the
Italian sensation Alberto Tomba The suave slalom specialist
showed the world what the rest of the skiing fraternity already
knew- Tomba was for real.
Tomba will always remember the Olympics for the two
golds, but there were other special things in his two week stay
in Alberta Tomba is now the owner of a brand new red
Ferrari, and he finally got his wish to meet the stunning East
German figure skater Katarina Witt on the evening of his own
win in the giant slalom. There are probably several million
men in the world who would love to make that claim.
The exhilaration for Manley nearly made up for the utter
Speaking of Witt brings to mind the tremendous moments
that were found in the figure skating events throughout the
depression felt by millions of Canadians over the silver medal
performance of Brian Orser a week earlier.
15th Olympiad Every installment of the sport had something
Normally, a silver medal is a tremendous achievement,
different to offer.
The pairs event saw Tracy Wilson and Robert McCall
but Orser wanted so badly to be the first Canadian men's
figure skating gold medalist, and skated almost the performance
break into the Soviet domination and take home the bronze
medal with a tremendously hilarious program. However, the
of his life: His expression after his long program, with his eyes
tilted skyward almost in prayer, showed he felt the performance
event had some controversy of its own when the Duchesnay
pair, Canadians skating for France, wowed the crowd with a
was good enough.
jungle dance choreographed by Chris Dean ( of Torvill and
But he made one mistake, a slight, two-footed landing on a
triple flip jump, that opened the door for American champion
Dean fame), only to receive a strange set of marks from the
Brian Boitano. Boitano took the opportunity, and won "the
perplexed, out of touch judges. It will be interesting to see the
battle of the Brians" with an impeccable skate, with more
response they get in France in 1992.
The pairs competition saw Windsor native Denise
emotion than Boitano had ever put into a program.
Benning, with her partner Lyndon Johnson, skate the best
Then Orser warmed our hearts the last night of the
Games, when he skated a program for the fans that was easily
two programs of their lives, and surprise nearly everyone by
the most bittersweet moment of the Olympics.
finishing in fifth place.
It was then only a matter of minutes before the Olympic
That surprise paled in comparison, though, to the incredible
flame was extinguished, and Calgary would have to return to
performance put together by Ottawa's Elizabeth Manley, in
a simple Canadian urban metropolis once again.
the ladies· event on the penultimate evening.
So now Canada's moment in the sun is over. The medals
Manley put a lifetime of poor, free-skating chokes behind
have been given out, and the competitors have gone home.
her, and skated brilliantly before a highly partisan Calgary
There's no point now in worrying about Canada's
crowd to beat the fantastic free-skater Katarina Witt in the
Olympic medal total, or of the plight of the hockey team. The
long program for the first time in five years, and roar past
disappointed Debi Thomas, who skated a pretty gutless long . point is that Calgary hosted the Olympics, and did a fantastic
job.
program and slipped to the bronze.
We have plenty to be proud of, from our Olympians, to
In fact, if fabulous Japanese free-skater Midori Ito
the
impression
Calgary made on the world We have plenty of
(there's an upcoming star to watch for) would have overtaken
great memories that will last for years. And finally, we have
Witt in the long program, Manley could have captured the
plenty to look forward to, at South Korea and beyond D
gold herself.
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Come Celebrate Our 1st Year Anniversary With A Salute
To A Great Healthy Year-With Great Specials,
For Lunch and Dinner
Upcoming Events: Italian Festival

GM Wants You As A Customer
To encourage you to purchase your first car
from us, G.M. will offer ...
• No Downpayment
e Immediate Credit Approval
• Special Student Interest Rate ( 11 .7%)
(Fixed Rate, Open Loan, Free Life InsuranceBased on a 48 month term)
"Watch For Our Special Grad Night in March"

Call Patricia Morris
Apply Now For A Chance to Enter G.M. 's FREE
Car Giveaway.
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
915 Tecumseh Rd. E.
Windsor, Ontario

I

252-7721

DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY
7 NIGHTS

TOP40

A WEEK

& MORE

Our restaurant and dance floor are open
'til 4am on Fridays and Saturdays
Mon-Thurs
9pm to 1 am (No cover. no minimum)
Fri·Sat 9pm·1 am $3.00 cover ($2 with I. D. card)
1 am-4am $5 cover ($3 with I. D. card)
Get your G. W. I. D. card for special V. I. P. treatment!
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MARGARITA TUESDAYS
From 4:00 pm till 10:00 pm

.,
. .

When you order a Margarita.
you will receive your
choice of Hamburger or Nachos. all for only $3.25.
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Friday, March4-Thursday,March 10

''I've Heardthe
·cts·1ng1ng
· ''
Merma1

$mA~i~.'J!'"

SHOW TIMES
7:OOpm& 9:20 pm

COMING ATTRACTIONS
''The Last Emperor'' ''Hope and Glory''
''BroadcastNews"
-All nominated/or ACADEMY AWARDS

"WeuseREAL BUTTER on ourPopcorn"

ALL SEATS
ONLY

$2.00

FOR: MEMBERS
SENIORS &CHILDREN
.
}
(12 & under)

$3· -new regu ar
50

admissionprice

Tli(!T~(
"Windsor'sOnly DiscountMovie Theatre"
804 Erie St E.

253-0051

Proposalbrin~ issuebackfromdead
by Robert Croley

the divestment movement a higher
profile than it has had over the past
year.
Peter ljeh, a member of Students
Against Apartheid, said the administration's proposal does not
represent reasons for which faculty
voted to divest in February ofl 986.
"(Administrators) should look
at the moral aspects of divestment
and not the idea of profit maximization," ljeh said.
"I find it difficult to sympathize
with their predominant concernabout
the legal side of it," he continued.

Al

fter a period of
dormancy, South
African divestment
is resurfacing as an
I
issue
at
the
University of Windsor.
A proposal to create a separate
fundfor faculty to divest their pension
portfolios from South African holdings has angered some faculty, who
say it is not in keeping with a
referendum held two years ago in
which 60 per cent of faculty voted
to divest their pension fund~
from companies and banks with
ties to South Africa.
"There have been a whole series
of obstructionsand this isjust another
at the last minute to be thrown into
our path," said Dale Woodyard, a
psychology professor and member
of the F.A's pro-divestment committee.
"(Faculty} voted to have a divestment of the fund-not a partial
divestment or anything like that,"
Woodyard said.
The proposal is the result of a
February 1986 referendum which
called for the trustee of the Faculty
Association's pension fund(the University) to divest all holdings with
South African ties. A subsequent
directive from Faculty Association
council gave the University two
years to complete the process.
Administration officials say the
proposal, to be addressed at an F. A
council meeting Feb. 18, reflects
legal ramifications of divestment,
since as trustee of the F acuity
Association's pension holdings, the
University must by law maximize
profits for the fund.
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Policeset up hotline
for bombthreattips

.

by Sharon Hill

iv·

Lance

mephoto

Student makes point at 1986 divestment rally.

Woodyard said the proposal
itself may be intended to intimidate
"members who might want out of
the fund."
Clauses in the proposal call for
individuals wanting to divest their
pension portfolios to "irrevocably"
transfer future contributions to th1
fund to a new, "South Africa-free'
fund; direct the University to "irrevocably" deduct custodian fees

ljeh said he believesthe proposal is
linked to the threat of legal action
against the University by psychology
professor William Libby.
Libby said he thinks the idea of
creating two funds, one for faculty
who want their holdings divested
and one for those who don't "is an
excellent idea"
"I was considering legal action
against the university-they
are
responsible for investing our pension for maximum return," Libby
said. "The idea of two funds is one
See DIVESTMENT on page 3.

which may be charged as a result of
maintaining a special investment
portfolio of South Africa-free investments"; ·•absolve the University
from all liabilities... as a result of
complying with my directions"; and
require a minimum of "at least $5
million" in investments be provided
for the new fund.
Student anti-apartheid groups,
meanwhile, are mobilizing to give

University of Windsor campus
police have set up a 24 hour anonymous telephone line as part of
their investigation into the more
than 20 bomb threats called in this
year.
Campus police are asking students and staff to phone 253-4232,
ext 2415 if they have any infonnation about the bomb threats. Callers
do not have to give their names.
Police are not offering a reward for
calling in a tip.
I Director of campus police, Jim
Foreman said a tip could be any
information someone heard about
the bomb threats.
"To that person, it may not
seem important but it's important
to our investigation," he said.

Although no bomb threats have
been called in so far this month,
campus police are continuing their
investigation with Bell Canada and
the Windsor police and fire departments.
Foreman said he is waiting for
experts in Toronto to finish examining parts of a telephone that
police believe someone used to call
in a threat
In February, campus police
traced a call to a pay telephone.
An identification unit with the
Windsor police examined the receiver from that telephone for fingerprints before sending it to Toronto for more tests.
Campus police are investigating
more than 20 bomb threats called
in this year. More than half of those
threats involvedstudent residences.0

Governmentministryto crackdownon OSAPcheaters?

lL

by CUP and Arthur Gosselin

Loans Act Michael Leger appeared
in Provincial Court in Toronto on
Sept 28, 1987 on a charge which
stemmed from his actions in the
Fall of 1985.
A memorandum from the University of Windsor's Student Awards
Office states that Leger had applied
for assistance for the 1985/86 school
year to attend the University of
Windsor but withdrew from classes
on Nov. 4. Two days later however,
he picked up his Canada Student
Loan document and negotiated the
loan at a bank on Nov. 12.
. Leger was given a conditional
discharge, placed on probation for
one year and ordered to perform
100 hours of community service
work.

t will be honle, to
cheatoo
studentbans
if the Ontario ministry of colleges and
universities follows
up on its auditor's advice.
Douglas Archer recommended
last fall that the ministry crack
down on people who underestimate
the value of their houses and cars
on applications for loans under the
Ontario Student Assistance Program
(OSAP).
In his November 28 report Archer stated that market values of
houses oo many OSAP applications
are understated by at least$100,(XX).
''Two applications had market
values of houses in Metropolitan
"Restitution on the loan was
Toronto at less than $6,000 while also arranged" the memorandum
houses on the same streets were said and that uger is barred from
sold for more than $120,000," the receiving further financialhelp under
report said
OSAP.
Last year, a former University
"It's not supposed to happen"
of Windsor student pleaded guilty thatway, Directorof the University
to the charge of contraveningregu-- c:iWmdsor's Student
AwardsOffice,
lations under the Canada Student Marie Renaud said of Leger being

able to pick up bis loan after he had
withdrawn from school. She said
one of the procedures that her
office goes through when giving out
a loan document is to check if the
student is enrolled at the university.
If not, they will not release the loan.
The Awards Office now has a
computer which makes it easy to
check if someone is registered, Renaud said
"I think fve had two other
cases that have got that far ( students
being taken to court)," she said
One case was in 1974, and another
in 1980. In the 1980 case the
student was found not guilty, Renaud said
Archer said Ontario Student
Assistance Plan ( OSAP) officials
should look more closely at the
estimated incomes and assets of all
student applicants.
"It's not that we haven't done it
in the past. we haven't done it as
universally as he ( the auditor)might

fraud cases, the auditors concluded
that 14 cases - totalling approximate ly $231,000 - could have
beenprevented had there beenstrooser
controls in areas such as monitoring
academic progress and class attendance, and proof of identification.
Anderson said his department
verifies students' and parents' inoome
and assets. But the process is delayed
because they sometimes have to
wait up to two years for actual
income data from Revenue Canada.
Anderson says OSAP officials
are just starting to process applications for the '86-'87 school year,
adding bis department reassesses
between 6,000 and7 ,OOO
requests
a year.
Archer also said that students
.Jften fail to list cars on application
forms. But the department checks
whether a student owns a vehicle
valued at more than $1,000 as part
of any routine investigation.
But Andersoosaid students aren't
havewanted,"said Doug Anderson, really gettingaway with a lot
the ministry's verifications director
"People like to try to pretend
for studentawards.
See OSAP on pap 3.
In their review of 27 OSAP
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DIVERSIONS

·

ARTS
Unfll March 17
-Annual student Show at the Lebel Gallery.

•

UnHI March 27
- North Boffin Drawings. Drawings collected byTeny Ryan
on North Baffin Island held attheArtGalleryofWindsor. This
exhibition includes 75 drawings by 33 Inuit artist.
UnHI Aprll 3
- Sheila Butler. Paintings 1986. Presented at the Art Gallery
of Windsor.
UnHI Aprll 3
- Photographs of the Arctic, 1980: Richard Holden at the
Art Gallery of Windsor.

THEATRE/CINEMA
March 11-13 & 18-20
- Wild Honey by Anton Chekov at The Theatre Company,
4001 W. McNichols Rd., Detroit (313) 927-1130.

Lance photo by Tom Pidgeon

March 12
- The Kid plays at the Detroit Film Theatre, DIA Call (313)
832-7676.

March 16
-The University Jazz Ensemble directed by Les Sabina
presents a concert of big band music at the Art Gallery of
Windsor at 8 pm. Tickets $5 regular and $3 students and
seniors. Tickets at Art Gallery. For info call 253-4232, ext.
2780.

Untll March 13
- Curse of the Starving Class at 8 pm at U. of W. studio
theatre. For info. call 253-4232, ext. 2804.

MUSIC

ETCETERA
March 11-13
- Waves Dance company, which combines ballet gymnastics, acrobatics and jazz, performs at Detroifs Music
Hall Center, March 11 & 12 at 8 pm and March 13 at2 pm.
Tickets $18-25 U.S.at the box office. Call (313) 963-7680.
March 13
- Peking Acrobats at the Macomb Center. Call (313) 2862222.

March 17
- Swedish Radio Orchestra performs at Orchestra Hall,
3711 Woodward, 8 pm. Call (313) 833-3700.

March 12

-CJAMfm presents A Benefit for Radio Forobundo Marti.
its sister station in El-Salvador's opposition-held zones of
control. Featuring: the reunion of Fireball XL-5,The Tokens
and introducing Fool for Jade. 8 pm at the Subway.
Donation: $4.00

March 18
- Faculty Jan Trio plus One from Bowling Green State
University performs at the Moot Court at the University of
Windsor. TicketsS7 general and $4 students/ seniors.Forinfo
call 253-4232, ext. 2780.

March 12 & 13
- The Windsor Symphony presents Maureen Forrester
singing Respighi. Mahler, Mussorgskyand Ravel. Concerts
at8 pmonSaturdayand3 pmonSundayattheCleary.
For
tickets and info call 973-1238.

March 19
-Jazz trumpeter Miles Davis along with Roy Ayers, Lonnie
Liston Smith and Noel Pointer are at Detroifs Masonic
Temple. Tickets $22.50 U.S.at box office. Call (313) 8322232.

March 14
- Bruce Cockburn at 8 pm at the Michigan Theatre, Ann
Arbor. Tickets $12.50-14.50 U.S.at box office and TicketMaster. Call (313) 668-8397.

March 15-20
-Skaters Torvill and Dean are at DetroifsJoe LouisArena.
Tickets $8, $9 .50 and S11 at the box office, TicketMaster, or
charge by phone (313) 423-6666.
March 18 & 19
- Mime Marcel Marceau is at Detroif s Orchestra Hall at 8
pm. Tickets $6-20 U.S.at box office. Call (313) 833-3700.
March 23
- Feminist Betty Friedan speaks on "Breaking Through the
Age of Mystique" at 7:30 pm at the Cleary Auditorium.
Tickets $15. students and seniors S10, at Cleary box office,
Iona College, South Shore Books,Windsor Board of Education and University of Windsor Student Centre.

DOOR PRIZES

University of Windsor
\t

All Invited

..

African Students
Association

Date : Saturday March 19th, 1988
Time: 6:30 p.m.
Venue: Ambassador Auditorium

TICKETS AVAILABLE
at S.A.C. Office
2 nd Floor University Centre
and I.S.S. Office
Price: $10.00 in advance
$12.00 at the door

Proudly Presents

n

Food Night and
Cultural Show
,------------Events

I

•

_________

_

7 Course African Dinner
Followed By

Cultural Show Performances
Guest : Studio of African Dance Philosophy
Dance To Follow

Studentsfeelout of placein newcentrespace
by Elizabeth Franssen

enovations on the
University Centre
Lobby are complete
-but decor might
not quite be what
some students had in mind
"I think it looks like a goddarnn
hotel lobby complete with grocery
store music,'' said second-year
Spanish major Krista Schepanovsky.
Her sentiments were echoed by
another student, Scott Sargalis.
"It looks like an art deco hotel
lobby," Sargalis said "Looks like
fm in the Royal York. I want a
lounge that students can use. I want
a comfortable lounge."
After a traffic flow study of the
University Centre indicated that
7000 people came into the building
every day causing tremendous overcrowding and a double-funnelling
traffic effect around the old centre
desk, the University Centre Advisory
Board decided changes needed to
be made.
The old information desk, as
well as the Essex Lounge, both east
and west have been replaced with a
smaller centre desk and a new
lobby at a cost of approximately
$160,000. Two offices not changed
during the renovations have been
given to the GraduateStudent Society
and
the
Organization
for
and the Organization for Parttime
students.
McMurray says the finished
lounge will contain 3540 pieces of
wide, rustcoloured
modularfurniture,
some scattered plants and a grand
piano. but no television. An automatic teller machine will also be
installed in the lobby this summer,
McMurray said
"They used to have a piano
before but it was demolished." said
McMurray. "Now that the Centre
is open 24 hours the supervision
will be there all the time," he said,
adding the piano is there for any
students who want to use it.

The purpose of the lounge is to
provide a pleasant environment for
the students and the public , Centre
manager Thibert said.

"The use of brighter colour gives
the appearance of more space and
the open concept solved the traffic
flow problem."

McMurray sees the lounge acting as a central meeting place.
"Students will say,' Meet you in

Secondyear International Relations student Susan Olsen did not
paint as bright a picture of the
renovations as McMurray.
"The atmosphere is too tense
for people,'' she said "If ifs a
SeeC,encreonpage8.

the student centre,"' he said It has
penty of space for people to sit and
read or play piano, McMurray said.

Evaluationsexpert
visitscampusgroups
by Arthur Gosselin

he University of
Windsor's student
government, faculty,
and administration
got some outside
advice this past week on reforming
student evaluations of instructors
and course forms.

fair evaluations policy acceptable
to all three parties.
Cashinsaid the evaluations should
be "part of their (students) standard
instruction."
He said the evaluations should
,for example, compare only firstyear courses and their professors to
other firstyear courses in order to
be fair, and that the class sizes
should alsobe the same when compar-

1

need"
But Brown said students are faced
with $10,000 to $15,000 in debts
upon graduationdue to the lack of

Anotherrecommendation
he made
is any evaluation should include
2030 coursespecific questions which
would only be used by the course's
professor and his/her department
head as information which could be
used to improve the course. The
broad questions would be used as
one part of the basis for promotion
and tenure.
"You need somekind of flexibility.
Not all questions are applicable to
every course. Each has different
requirements," Cashin said.
He said the administrationof
the evaluations should be done by
the University, but students should

Cashin is smiling because he's an expert

Evaluations consultant William
Cashin, Director of the Center for
Faculty Evaluation and Development at Kansas State University in
Manhatten, Kansas was on campus
to give advice on implementing a

ing because expectations would be
different in larger classes. Cashin
also suggested the evaluation questions should start out from a broad
perspective and then work down to
more specific questions.

Liberalsmaking crisisworse
OTT AW A (CUP) - The Ontario
govenunent's ~on
summer
job creation is making the student
debt crisis worse, says the vice chair
of the Ontario Federation c:iStudents.
Programssuch asSummerExperience '88, which gives students careerrelated jobs in govenment departments for minimum wage are ..scandalous," said Beth Brown.
"No one can live on that It will
just lead to more reliance on OSAP
( the Ontario Student's Assistance
Program) and huge debts by the time
students get out of school.
'' Summer employment is vital for
Ontario students, not only for the
earnin~ which make it possible for
many to retwn to oollegeor univmity,
butalso for the hands-on work experience these jobs provide," said Alvin
Curiling. Ontario's minister of skills
development
Students should "be prepared
to make a trade-off for experience
and then pick up a part-time job
during the year," said Ian Miller of
Carteton's
studentemployment
centre.
"Being realistic, you have to look at
different ways to get the money you

Lanj:e photo by Tom Pidgeon

Centre employee Todd Davier happens to like new lounge.

summer jobs.
Summer Experience '88 has been
budgeted$14.9 millionand is expected
to provide 7,500 jobs - an average
of$1,987 per student
The ministryof skills development
is hoping to create 53,000 summer
jobs through the Ontario Summer
Employment Program. Under the

scheme, the province pays private
employers a subsidy of$ l .25 an hour
to hire students, most for minimum
wage.
The Ontario~t
alsoplam
to provide 1,500 students with StartUp loans.The programas,gsls students
in setting up their own summer businesses.0

be represented on the policy level.
He also recommended that the evaluation form be published in the
student newspaper to make sure
students hear about il
Cashin found there is still opposition amongthe University of Windsor faculty to the publication of
evaluations.

"not just go prof. bashing. That's
futile."
Thomson said the problem with
the forms is to not make the questions
subjective.
"There is a lot of agreement in
principle. Ifs just a matter of woriring
out the details to everyone's satisfaction,'' said Chris McIntyre, SAC
V.P. Commuinications.
McIntyre said it may take a
year to implement a new form.
indicating the present one is inadequate.
Thomsoo said he hopes to meet
next week with the faculty evaluation
committee to begin the implementation process. D

OSAP
cheaters

Continued from page I.
that they' re beating the system," he
"My sense is there is a significant said, adding that ifs hard to estimate
an actual rate of OSAP abuse.
group of faculty that are still against
"I don't think it's gone up or
that kind of thing," he said Cashin
down. It seemsto be fairly constant."
said his research on evaluations
said Anderson. ·• In my opinion the
has shown that "some faculty are
VMl majority of students arehonest"
afraid that some professors will
One of OSAP's most spectacular
buy·· good evaluations by marking
cases involved two individuals who
easy, but he said the correlation
impersonated 60 people to obtain
between the two was low.
$175 ,OOO
over a three year period.
"They (professors) don't want
One
received
a suspended sentence
a bias" in evaluation fonm, Students·
Administrative Council (SAC) V.P.- and the other was sentenced to nine
University AffairsBrendan
1bormon months injail. but permitted a daily
absenceto work at his own business.
said. He said the evaluation should
said OSAP investigator Dave Payne.
Payne addedother examples of
OSAP fraud include students approblems with divestment." Nelson plying for a loan and nevergoing tp
said "(The proposal) WM ~ school, or altering their loan appliloan or changetheir loan procedures.
they wouldn't be legally vulnerable."
Payne said the penalties are ilr
Nelson acknowledged he beconsistent,
but the averagesentence
lieves pro-divestment faculty "would
is a two-year probation with 150
not be happy" with the proposal,
hours of community service work
and said the anti-divestment complus an order by the court to repay
mittee is no longer active. "That
the cash.
was over two years ago," be said
The report also saidtheministry
Woodyard, in an open letter to
Chatterjee published in the Lance, paid approxmiately S26 million to
lending institutions for defaulted
chargedthe administrationwith~
student loans between 1978 and
senting "a crude attempt to avoid
1986.
divesting. .. in the form of a' special'
Directorof Student Awanls Rick
new fund In practice this latest
Kleiman
said the ministry expects
proposal... represents full obstruction
to
collect
80 per cent of that S26
of the faculty's expressmajority
inillion. He said 8S per cent of
wishes."
Woodyard said the pn>-divest- students arrange to repay their loan
within six months of leaving school
ment committeehas begun to meet
again to decidehow best they would and only three per cent of students
never repay their loans. D
like to respond to the proposalD

Divestmentissue11UlYbe resuifacing
Continued

from page 1.

that I had suggested myself."
Libby, a former member of the
F.A. 's anti-divestment committee,
said he has not ruled out future
lawsuits if the University forces the
divestment of his portfolio.
"If it turns out the Board of
Governors divests the funds and as
a result my pension loses my money,
then I would reconsiderlegal action."
But Administration executive
assistant Dr. Charles James, who
was the chief architect of the proposal, said Libby's statement had
"absolutely nothing to do with ( the
proposal)."
"The proposal is based on a
very careful reading of the legislation(governingtrusteeship),·· James
said "It's not in any way influenced

by any threat of legal action."
Facuity Association president
Kumar Chatterjee declined comment on the content of the proposal,
but said the council will review the
proposal and provide "subsequent
guidance of what to do next"
Chatterjee said he has received
"many phone calls from faculty
who have concerns" about the proposal, and said it will receive" a fair
amount of discussion. It's not going
to be resolved on the18thofMarch."
Dr. Ralph Nelson, political science professor and former chair of
the F.A.'s anti-divestment committee, said the divestment proposal the University came up with
was predictable.
"I wasn't surprised by what
they came up with, given the legal
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The University of Windsor's administration executive
committee can't take 'yes' for an answer.
The committee has produced a plan for the divestment
of faculty pension funds from companies and banks with
ties to South Africa-as directed by a February 1986
referendum in which 60 per cent of faculty voted to divest
their collective fund.
But unlike what the faculty voted for-the full divestment
of all portfolios-the
committee decided to play a legal
shell game. They cite the Trustee Act, which calls upon the
"trustee" of investments (in this case the University) to
ensure maximum profits for clients, in this instance faculty,
as they created a new pension fund which will contain only
"South Africa-free" investments.
The referendum was at the time a significant victory for
the anti-apartheid movement at this University. The administration was given two years to come up with a plan to
satisfy the will of a majority in a democratic organization,
the Faculty Association The University's mandate was to
come up with a plan to meet this demand. They did not.
The proposal they did come up with is blatantly inconsistent with the referendum. It creates two funds, where
formerly faculty held their pension fund purchasing power
in one. The majority knew there may be a financial penalty
in the offing-but their d'ecislon was niacte on moral not
monetary grounds. In a democratic fashion they voted to
do their part to help end the horrific human rights travesty
that is apartheid. In return, the administration's proposal
forces the majority-the victorious majority-out of their
fund and into another (with a handful of very important
conditions, of course).
The two-page proposal which pro-divestment faculty
would have to sign contains clauses making it very clear it
is to be implemented IRREVOCABLY (the word is mentioned
in capitals twice), will likely result in a loss of pension
revenue for its adherents, and places the burden of
additional administrative costs on the South Africa-tree

lead of many stories, the suiject of editorials, the cause of
much beatingof breasts and gnashing of teeth.
In explaining that his sexual orientation was no big deal,
Robinson said there are gays and lesbians in all walks oflife,
belpsordinary Canadians get a handle on what is meant by in Liberal and Conservative caucuses, and even in cabinets.
the term slow newsweek.
The response, while predictable, was no less deplorable
·
First, we hada couple days of newspapers and television for that
reporters breatb1ess1ytelling us Robinson was planning to
Newspapers screamed be was irresponsible, Liberals
come out exthe closet during his address before a gay rights wanted to know where he got off saying that ... etc., and
goup.
Conservatives were demandingproof.
What if he wasn't? Seriously, what if he just planned to
Well, there are a couple things in all this furore that I plain
make a regular speech, then someone said, "He'll probably old don't understand
come out of the closet." and then so many news sources
Now, if Robinsonjust finishes saying. ••f m gay and proud
reported it that he had DO choice? Whew, that would be bad. of it," how canpeople accuse him of slurringhis parliamentary
Thepoint is moot, ayway, since be did acknowledgethat colleagues by saying some of them are gay? I mean. pt real
he is gay.
He didn't "drag anybody down," nor was his intent to "tar
Jn a pedect wodd, this WOlldscarceelicit much conunent, others with the same brush.••
but orcourse, we don't live in aperfect world. In modern-day I would imagine it was more a statement of fact than
Canada, Robinson's f'orthrigbtnessis an act of courage, one anything else, and Robinson is in a much better position to
that threatens his political career.
know than am L I also doubt that Robinson is savouring the
Not that its libly to hurt him. Most orthe media seem gay witch hunt being launched as journalists and parliamenquite
to '"t,qive" mm
rorbeing gay. and he sayshe tarians, with nothing better to do in this dreary Ottawa
tbinb his boDNtydi belp comeelection time. He can March, try to figureout just which MPs are homosexual
Jlft)blblyloot......
w-electiooto parliaaaeat, but at the
Talk about stupid
_.._
tlletaict.... iln'tPlli
him much either.
Justice miniltet Ray Hnatyshyn IS8UJ'edCanadians that
Afewyem ......
dleNewDemocntslanpiabedin • faras he is coocemed, gays in thecabinetdo not represent
tllialia1beo,iaioaj,olll,
ltolialon.wascomidend
aposaible a riskto our Dltional security. Seeing• howthere baa never
wt I Ira
That.. .....,.-.
ltlrted saJiD1been a caeol ahomoeexual
beirtablackmailedinthe history
M MII ... WI...,._. nea wllMdie N.D.P.ia in the of Ceaadiaap-..ument, ~ifldon'theave.too lw,e
a .,.. of ftl.lief.
.._lMffl
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KEVIN JOHNSON

Oby, so SvendRobimonis gay.
for being gay as such, in so many words. Oh no, heaven
Oby, so hehimselfhaschosento makeit a politicalissue forbid, we're all much too civilized for that, n'esf-Cepas?
by mating bis personal life public while calling for human
So we're treated to the spectacle of reporters making hay
rilfltsJegis)atiooto be extended to cover homosexuals.
out ora perfectly innocent statement by Robinson. It was the
Oltay, ao he's the first openly-homosexual member of the

--=
·-----

group-all of which makes for a frightening document to
affix one's John Hancock to.
To be fair, the committee obviously wants to make clear
what the legal ramifications of the referendum are, but
given the fact that much debate was afforded the notion
before the vote, it should be clear the majority is for
divestment in spite of any personal sacrifice. Even this
assumes the South Africa-free fund will perform more
poorly than the other-which may not be the case given
the instability of South Africa's political system.
Instead the proposal divides the faculty union, with the
expressed majority being made to feel they are being put
"out on a limb", while those whose views were not convincing
enough to defeat the referendum are granted what they
did not achieve through the democratic process.
While it is true the issues at hand here are most
complicated, the University should be doing its best to
satisfy the demands of the referendum-as trustees they
also have an obligation to respond to the will of their
members. Nobody would like to see the University lose its
shirt through lawsuits, but we would also not like to see it
shun its responsibility to act as a progressive agent in our
community. The committee, while protecting the University
from getting sued, should have asked the question: What
can we do to make so~ ttie spmrof tms r~ferendum-as
requested by its membership-is
represented in this
proposal?
The proposal also makes it quite clear that the
University's Board of Governors "is opposed to and has
expressed its abhorrence of apartheid" and an attached
memo says the plan "follows upon the University's earlier
decision to (divest its endowment and short term funds
of
South
African
investments.")
On the contrary, unfortunately, the proposal expresses
the University's abhorrence of lawsuits and does not
follow up on the University's earlier commitment to fight
apartheid-it takes a step backwards.a

THE BLOODBOIL

Canadianparliamenl
Okay. so natT
The deligflttabn by the national media over the issue

'
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to which of their number are gay and which aren't Their
manhood threatened, each of them rushes to assure voters,
"It ain't me, no sir. Just ask the little woman, heh-heh."
I just don't get it First they're screaming at Robinson for
.. accusing" their parties for having gay parliamentarians
among them, then they challenge him to finger them. That
seems to me to be truly crazy.
If it weren't for the fact that
Robinson has a tad too much integrity, he would have
complied, and started naming Liberal and Conservative gays.
Could you just imagine?
He even has made another statement to the effect that he
wasn't referring specifically to the Mulroney cabinet.,just
saying generally that lesbians and gays aren't freaks. They do
all sorts of jobs, bold all sorts of posts.
Robinson also thanked the media for their discretion and
recognition that a politician's private life is not the public's
business.
Then he got jumped on for that
Radicalright-wingcolumnist Claire Hoy said what really
made journalists bold their pens was Canada's libel laws,
under which it is an offense to call someone a homosexual.
He gave the impression he was slavering at the thought of
exposingevery gay in the capital. and is held in check only by
the Mounties. I hate to be seen pandering to the boss, but the
most sensible reaction I saw from any politician was that of
Ed Broadbent
He said Robinson's statement was as neutral as saying
aome members of parliamenthaveblueeyes or brown eyes.
He's right., of course. Sexual orientation makes no
difference in bowwell an individual can cany out ajob. There
are co,;npetent
heterosexuals in Ottawa,even thoupmost of
the time theyseemrare.There aremany8lX)Clpeoplewbo
are
Jiomolexual,bothpubtic andnot.
Someday,ve'Dlivein aeocillythatrecqp1iZC1
.. M. It..
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Reader takes exceptionto 'misleadingpropaganda'
'

by Garth Little

rn

must address the misinfonnation in " lessons " (Feb. I I),
in which the director of the U
of W Progressive Conservative
Club lauded the Mulroney

free trade deal.
Opposition to the Mulroney-Reagan " free"
trade deal does not come from the "left leaning press," but from true Canadian patriots
and believers in social justice and democracy ,
and the only "half truths, exaggerations, and
strong misconceptions" about the deal are
those being promulgated by Mulroney government propaganda.
The writer incorrectly uses as an analogy
to the deal the economic policies of the EEC
Europe, a situation not even remotely
similar to the Mulroney deal He also attempts
to liken the deal to the free trade deal in effect
between Australia and New Zealand, a
comparison that fails to take into account the
size, strength, and overpowering nature of the
U.S. economy and the concessions (sell outs) of the Mulroney deal. He implies
failure to implement the deal "would mean
the loss of thousands of jobs and a ...
crippled Canadian economy." Implementing
it, however, will mean the loss of thousands
of jobs and a nonexistentCanadian economyin its place, a North American economy. '------------------- - ------~
of our exports). The solution to this problem business in Canada.
Ronald Reagan knew what he was talking
is to diversify our trade portfolio, not to bind -with the Joss of our economic sovereignty,
about when he called the pact "a new
ourselves
inescapably to the U.S. economy. we lose our plitical sovereignty, as the two
economic constitution for North America."
Let's
examine
the "unsuootantiatedrhetoric'' are inextricably intertwined in a free-market,
The writer claims the pact means" secure
As a result, foreignCOW1tries
of the "left-leaning press" and take an honest capitalistCOW1txy.
access to large markets which will aid job
security." I hate to shatter his illusions, but in look at the major aspects of the deal and its will no longer take Canada seriously as an
independent voice in world affairs.
implications for Canada.
its eleventh-hour bid to secure a deal with the
-the
U.S. is guaranteed unlimited access to
the
United
States
is
guaranteed
no
limit
U.S. the Mulroney government failed to
on investment in Canadian bank s, service our energy and natural resources.
achieve even its minimalbargaining~ecti yeguaranteed access to U.S. markets and exemp- industries, trust companies, and businesses. -due to the ineluctableandincontrovertible
tion from protectionist legislation. He inadver- -future Canadian governments will have no fact that we face higher production costs in
control of American investment and no Canada than in the U.S., many American
tently states our problem with American
branch plants will close their Canadian manupower to regulate the ocnduct of American
trade, namely, our over-reliance on it (80%

and now together we are experiencing the
highs. Thanks for your continued support
We would love to have you along to rally
us through our forthcoming victories in Toronto.

Thanks again,
Paul Fixter

•

•
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thanks
Dear Hockey Fans,
On behalf of the Lancer Hockey team,
I would like to take this opportunity to
express the appreciation for the tremendous
support given by the fantastic turnout at Adie
Knox Arena on Monday, March 7.
Thanks to the effect of the encouraging
and rowdy fans, the team easiJy managed a 73 victory in claiming the OUAA West
Division Championship over Brock University.
This triumph will come to play an essential role in the further development of the
prosperous hockey program at the University
of Windsor.
The Lancer hockey squad will attempt to
win its first ever OUAA title this coming
weekend at York University, and ultimately
gain a berth in the CIAU championship the
following weekend in Toronto.
Your allegiance to the team has greatly
enhanced the playing atmosphere as well as
the attitude of the team.
Personally, it has created a memorable
experience in my five years skating for the
University of Windsor.
Along with us, you have endured the lows

Dear Editor,
Anthony Panontin recently made a critique of Michael Robinet's analysis on Free
Trade between Canada and the U.S. In this
article, he challenged Mr. Robinet's entire
analysis as being inadequate as it does not
reflect on the socio-political ramifications of
the deal.
In Canada, we enjoy superior social
programs such as OHIP and Unemployment
Insurance that EVERY Canadian citizen has
a right to. These are not subsidies because
they do NOT support any one industry.
These social programs are not, and never
have been in any danger due to free trade. On
the contrary, the U.S. will most likely adopt
similar programs of their own.
As for our culture, Mr. Panontin argues
that since both Canada and the U.S. are both
ENGLISH-speaking, our heritage will be
sucked into the U.S. as we assimilate completely. This view is not only asinine, it is
propagandic in nature. Has Mr. Panontin
forgotten that Canada is BILINGUAL and
proud of it?
And yet, just glancing around Windsor, a
potpourri of cultures can be found
Like Mr. Robinet and Mr. Panontin, I too
am an economics major at this university. I
have also been known as an NOP supporter
but ·I do not support the narrow-minded
views that the NDP have proposed invoking
free trade. If you want to convince me you are
right, then I dare you to support any of your

Sincerely,
Leo Demarce

comment
Dear Editor,
I would like to comment on the support or
lack thereof for the sports teams of this
university. I have gone to quite a few sporting
events involving the different athletic teams
and have found that there is little student
body support. This is very hard for me to
understand especially since almost every
team has established itself as a legitimate
contender in their respective divisions and
also within the entire province. I would say
that the men's and women's basketball teams,
the hockey team and the women's volleyball
teams all rank in the top five among Ontario
universities. I believe that the stud.ent body
should back all of their student athletes
because they are bringingpride and acknowledgment to this institution. Another important
reason for the supporting of the various
teams stems from the fact that these players
are first, and most importantly, STUDENTS,
and that any support in any fonn shows them
that their hard work and efforts are not going
for naught Just consider that these athletes
must be enrolled as full time students, with all
the homework., various assignments, labs and
tests, and on top of that they must practice
daily to perfect their skills and strategies.
Another way that could be used to show
support for these athletes and also inform the
student body more about these people is if the
Lance were to give brief character sketches
of team members in the sports section. This
could be accomplished by giving the members
a short questionnaire which could be reprinted
in the newspaper after completion. The questions could include the following: Name.
Team, Number, Faculty, Career Goals,

facturing facilities and serve the Canadian
marlc.etfromwarehowes (a number of corporate
presidents have stated that this is indeed the
case, others have refused to answer when
asked). Many ~ed
"Canadian" companies
will transfer their production to the U.S. The
result is a trememdous job loss through
dislocation.
-job creation? Figures available from Statistics Canada indicate that from 1978 to
1985 Canadian-controlled companies created
876,000 new jobs in this country, while
American-controlled companies created 1400.
For every billion dollars in profits generated
by Canadian companies, 5765 jobs were
created, while for every billion generated by
U.S. companies, 17 new jobs resulted. Most
new jobs came from small and medium-sized
corporations-the
very ones endangered by
the Mulroney deal.
The writer also fails to mention the very
un-democratic fashion in which the Mulroney
deal is being imposed on this country. An
economic pact of this magnitude demands an
election before any government bas a mandate
to implement it
It is the duty of everyone who believes in
Canada to defeat this deal. As I have demonstrated, this "free" trade deal comes wtih an
enonnous price-our identity as a nation,
our political sovereignty, and control of our
economy. My reply to the flatulent, rhetoric,
misleading propaganda. and outright lies
disseminated by proponents of this insidious
deal can only be that of Trinculo to Cali ban
in The Tempest "Monster, I do smell all
horse-piss, at which my nose is in great
indignation." (IV:i: 199-200)
Anyone interested in joining the fight
against free trade is advised to join The
Council of Canadians, Box 588, Station B.
Ottawa ON' Kl P 5 P7. Help out and put
some meaning behind the words "We stand
on guard for thee."O

Ability to Handle Studies and Athletics and
Greatest Sporting Thrill I believe that this
would prove that the student athletes are
peopie who need the support of their peers.
With the playoffs just around the comer,
lhe student body has a perfect opportunity to
show its support of its teams. Go Windsor!
Martin Oswald

explain
Dear Editor,
re: The Way We See It ..(Feb. 18, 1988,p.4)
In regards to your decision to 'take the
plunge into the murkywatersofSACelections',
I feel that it was inappropriate for the Lance
to •endorse· any particular candidate. Why?
I happen to know the two main candidates
for the vice-presidency, Deneau and Vlahantones, very well and am quite familiar with
their pl.atfonm.Yetbeingin such an oovantageoo.s
position has not enabled me to make a
decision with any clear conviction. I really is
a judgement call, as both the aforen ~ntioned
candidates appear quite capable.
I don't think an 'edge' should have been
given in that case. Thus, the entire article is
thrown into question. One must remember
the powerful influence that the Lance has on
voter opinion, it having, I feel, a virtual
monopoly on student mediu ..orry CJ AM). I
also feel that any biases an your writing
would, in fact, be reflected at the polls.
Although I do commend you for publishing
a large article on the candidates for the top
two positions, I do not feel it was appropriate
to slant any articles with personal biases. An
explanation would be greatly appreciated
Aaonymoa1
Ed note:No problem. Edilorialsareopinion.
and are thus intended to be "slanted" and
contain the "biases" of the Lance editorial
board( wedo not, as a ,ule, acceptanonymous
letters. but made ~ an exception here).
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hen folks aren't asking me not what I can do for them
but what they can do for me, they're asking: "Lor,
what keeps ya goin'?"
Two answers: an an-consuming, passionate hatred
of Ann Landers, and coffee.
So here's a thing about coffee .
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The Italian Geist concentrated and
-.~- eredbene!Windsor
place-and the essence of
, .
.., ffee came withviait.thisEvery
variety burst our scale .
b<>
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ether cappuccino ($1 .25), espresso ($0 .75), Latte
chiato (cafe au lait)---($1.00), or Turbo ($1.00), all
are served with the same passionate expertise. And what
service! (Its Italian, except there aren't forty of them and they
don't wear white jackets.).ln fact the manager took the time
Ol}t to explain the different coffees. He sold me on a TurboTurbo is rlghT-lt sna ps you r eyelidsclear baC o your airline.
All the better to view the art. Yes, do indeed drink a few
turbos and encounter the visionary works of Sianfranco
Avignoni, they will begin to emesh you in a metaphysic you
won't forget. The only irritation is the television, which blares
out American programming, its the only reminder that you
are still in North America. Judgement was passed before we
found out that the Lance coffiers got gratis status (thanks!),
so we can say without your reservation-Windsor's best!
770 Erie East
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he coffee at TBQ's is, in a word, skid. The service i~
good and the waitresses look like people you knew
in high school. There are pitchforks to hand your
c)oats on. Cup of coffee. 60 cents.
58 Park East
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ore than a place to eat great Vietnamese food, the
Ly Hoa Tran is a family drama that plays daily and
nightly for all.
Coffee-wise, they serve up a buck-and-a-quarter
glass of nectar called iced-coffee . Tryit. You'll like it.
020 Wyandotte West

p

ccupying a heady pJsition three metres above
street level in the utterly unpalatial Palace complex
on Ouellette Avenue is The Second Cup, an antiseptically clean and brightly lit chain establishment
distinguished by mirror-plotted pillars reminiscent of
the clothing department at Sears, by walls covered with
coffee-related merchandise ranging from programmable
coffee-making machines to insufferably cutesy mugs ("Do
not disturb-I'm disturbed enough already'') and by a staff
brimming with enthusiasm and expertise, of which they are
happy to share as much as the patron can absorb; indeed,
coffee drinking at The Second Cwp represents an experience
in education as much as in refreshment-although
refreshment is hardly neglected, there being innumerable
specialty flavours on hand. including many which will be
familiar to patrons of the University's Grand Marketplace,
except for the substantially higher prices of 65 cents(smalO,
90 cents (medium), and $1,10 (large) (cappuccino and
espresso cost more}-prices which were judged by our
reviewers to be more than compensated for by the clean!fness of the establishment and the high quality of the cherry
danishes(by this paint in the evening, the effects of caffeine
were beginning to enhance this writer's propensity for
longish sentences).
The Ouellette 'Palace' Complex and elsewhere

y M p

oo much coffee makes you silly. We were silly. We
were also very jumpy. Watch out for the occassional
burst of flame as someone lights up a saginaki. Thisis
a Greek restaurant; we knew that because there
were Greek cartoons on the walls, and they had
those placemats, you know the ones with a map of Greece?
Do they all come from the same supplie(?
Greek coffee is good. but not when you've had a hard
night at the cups. I suspect that the Greeks have an aversion
to filters, since the leftover at the bottom of the cups can be
used to grout any brown tile floors you want. (Speaking of
brown the place is done exclusively in blue and brown.) AJso
be very careful you don't get your finger stuck in the teeny
handle of the cup - it might ruin a good night.
By the time we got here I had had enough of coffee, and
my sensory faculties were on the way out. My neck locked
and the others had started to laugh at me. Fortunately I had
ordered a saganski. which the waitress lit after silently
sneakfAg up--behinel-them. WP!i1ethey tried-to calm down
(you try it after gallons of coffee) I unlocked my neck.
For Greek coffee the rating was 3.6, but some of us just
aren't likers of Greek coffee. The regular coffee was piped in
from the same source as TBQ,I didn't think it had the strength
.to travel that far. but Larry assu~ed me it did.
346 Victoria Ave.

Reviews by Andrew , Gus, David, Mark and Larry.
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resge's was closed so we did the next best thing. We
went to the Serious Moonlight Cate.
As you come in the door you are met with the sounds
of elevator jazzac music. If there are more than two
in your party you should have reservations, in both
senses, since the furniture will have to be rearranged. tf you
order just coffee, as we did. expect to see the water glasses
disappear quickly. As for the coffee, it is served in Cooch &
Horses look-alike glasses which can be fun for watching the
cream slowly work its way through your coffee, a sight that
can only be described as 'something similar to Detroit river
water in the summer.'
Originally, among seven people, the coffee rated 3.5
stars on a 5 star scale, a rating which fell slowly as the
evening went on and we visited other establishments.
Serious Moonlight isa nice place to go for a dinner but not for
a cup of coffee.
1412 Wyandotte St. E.
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ate au lait cappuccino, espreso: its all really, really
expensive. some of it is good. Watch yer step when
yo go to siddown.
63 Maiden lane
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Howto geta grip
by Larry Deck

the purpose being to point out any
contentious point and to clear up
any foggy passage.
Good arguments , what they are
and how they are constructed, are
the subject-matter of informal logic,
Blair's area of expertise. Blair said
"That ' s Irrelevant! " is part of an
address on argument adequacy he
plans to deliver at a conference at
Utrecht in the Netherlands next
week. The other part will deal with
another fundamental aspect of good
argument the sufficiency of a set of
premises to support a conclusion.
Blair, along with Department
Head Dr. Ralph Johnson, co-edits
the interdisciplinary Journal of In-

When a professor tells you "that's
irrelevant," what is he really telling
you about your point? What is it we
mean when we say "that's irrelevant''?
What special relation does relevant
information bear to the conclusion
of an argument?
Whether the premises in an
argument are relevant to the conclusion is one of the fundamental
aspects of theargument ' s adequacy,
said Professor J. Anothony Blair of
the University's Philosophy Department in a public lecture March 8.
Blair, who has been teaching at
the University since 1967, read his formal Logic.
paper "That's Irrelevant!" at Can Anyone interested in attending
terbury College as part of the Philo- a Dry Run lecture should check the
sophy Department's ongoing ''Dry Diversions sectionoftheLance,
or
Run" lecture series.
look for announcements around the
In a Dry Run, a professor reads philosophy department on the second
an unpolished paper to a general floor of Windsor Hall North. D
audience. Open discussion follows,

Centre a)lllppie condo'
Continued from page 3.
student centre, it needs ajuke box.
not a grand piano."
"It looks like the lobby of a
yuppie condo in downtown Toronto:
art deco, fake lights it' s gross,"
said firstyear Arts student Rachel
Black.
Unaware of student concerns,
McMurray foresees the new lobby
as an activity area. Assumption
Lounge has been set aside as a
quiet study area, he said
According to McMurray, the
completion of the first floor marks
the third part of a multistage plan to
improve the University Centre.
"This renovation follows the

1985 renovation of the student caf~
teria into the Grand Marketplace,"
he said. The first stage of the renovations to the Centre began two
years ago with the remodelling of
the pub.
McMurray said that after the
construction of a new business buil~
ing is financed the second priority
of the University's capital fund
raising drive is to fundfuturedevelOl>ment of the University Centre. The
Centre was originally built to support
the addition of two floors, he said
"Since the renovations began
students and faculty have started
coming back to the Centre,"
McMurray said D

Dr. W. Wren, M.D.,
Marg Aubry, Reg. N.

Treatment consists of rest, ice packs
and appropriate antibiotics.

Your questions and concerns are
important to us. The green " Health
Wanted " boxes are located in the
University Centre, all the residences
and the Student Health Services.
WE are here for YOU!

Q. I am allergic to cigarette smoke.

Q. Is a Diaphragm more effective
than a Cervical Cap? Which is
easier to use?

A The success of any Contraceptive
Method depends on the compliance
of the person. ( A Diaphragm must
be used with spermicidal jelly or
spermicidal cream and should not
be removed for 6 hours following
the last intercourse. Also an additional
applicator of jelly or cream should
be inserted prior to each act of
intercourse. The cervical cap is a
little more difficult to insert correctly
but is as effective. However , they
are not readily available in Canada.)

Q. Do the inert pills in Birth
Control Pills (the last seven pills
in the 28 day pack) contain any
nutrients?
A No.
Q. Is it possible to be allergic to
Spermicidal Creams and Jellies?

A Definitely,
Q. What causes Epididymitis in a
male?
A This is usually a complication of
an inflammation of the urethra or
the prostate. It can be caused by a
Sexually Transmitted Disease, usually Chlamydia. It is characterized
by pain and swelling of the scrotum.

How do I politely get people to
stop blowing it in my face-in
small rooms, down hallways etc.?
A You are probably aware that
"secon~hand smoke" is considered
to be equally as harmful as" smoking
your own"! If people do not "butt
out" with a polite request , try an
impolite one. If that doesn't work
-move-no
point in getting ulcersor worse.

Q. I suffer from Crohn's Disease.
Can you tell me ifl am at greater
risk for colon cancer'!My condition
was diagnosed as" Regional Enteritis''with mild colonic involvement
What is the frequency ofCrohn's
Disease on campus?

A This is also called regional
ileocolitis-which means the inflammation can affect segments of the
large or small bowel. The cause is
unknown, but can be aggravated by
stress. There are more cases than
you might suspect-not
all have
been diagnosed Complications such
as bleeding, perforation or cancer is
really quite rare.
Q. I have P.M.S. (Pre-Menstrual
Syndrome), I know, rather badly.
I get incredibly depressed. The
week before my period, I can't
concentrate on anything. I cry
half the time, and my temper gets
very short Also I get bloated and
always feel really hideous. fm

afraid to go on medication for
this because fve heard it has
lousy side effects. What else can I
do? I feel like rm going crazy.
A YOU ARE NOT GOING
CRAZY! We have some excellent
resource material and pamphlets
on P.M.S. in our Health Education
Office.(Yours for the asking.) P.M S.
is a term used to refer to a variety of
symptoms that women can experience one to ten days before their
menses (Period) begins. Over I 50
symptoms have been identified including all of those you mentioned
Preliminary studie ·s have shown
that it may be caused by nutritional
deficiencies which lower the thres hold to stress and create hormonal
imbalances. A deficiency in the B
vitaminsand the mineral, magnesium,
is thought to create an imbalance of
the hormones which control the
menstrual cycle. There are many
things you can do. Eliminate or cut
down your intake of refined sugar
and limit intake of salt if weight
gain and bloating happen to you.
Increase your intake of foods high
in B vitamins and magnesium. This
includes carrots, spinach, wheat
bran, wheat germ, green leafy vegetables, green peppers, brown bread,
etc ... If the above measures don't
help, check with your doctor. Most
medications used do not have horrendous side effects.
WE WELCOME YOUR QUESTIONS AND CONCERNS.

"HEALTH

WANTED ... FOR

YOU''.

LSAT
GMAT

~(D

GRAD
PORTRAIT

Prep Courses for
LSAT June
GMAT June 18
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CARLETON UNIVERSITY
Arts
Exploring Other Worlds
Art History, Classics, English, English as a Second
Language, French, German, History , Italian, Journalism ,
Linguistics , Mass Communication , Music, Philosophy,
Religion. Russian, Spanish

~(L
~

-
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x ~~1c!ur
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Social Sciences
Specialized Summer Schools in
Criminal Justice and Social Policy, Political Economy,
and Social Sciences Methodology, and courses in
Anthropology, Economics, Geography, Directed
Interdisciplinary Studies, International Affairs, Law,
Political Science , Psychology, Public Administration,
Social Work

Due to Fantastic Response
We are Extending Our
GRAD PORTRAIT SALE
to March 31/88
859 Moy Avenue

253-4535

Student Suppers
Thursdays at 5:30 pm

Adult Children of Alcoholics
Wednesdays at 7:00 pm

FINANCIAL SERVICES REPRESENTATIVE
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
A career in the rapidly expanding financial services field offers
you unlimited opportunity for personal growth, challenge and high
earnings.
A major financial services company, we are looking for a goals
oriented, independently minded individual who enjoys working
with people. We market a complete range of financial products
including life, Disability, Group, Pension, Annuities, and RRLF.'s.
We provide first class training, comprehensive benefits and attractive
financing programs.

NORTH AMERICAN LIFE

Spend the summer with us.
It's to your credit.

Uh1~ersit~ of W indso r

Windsor. Ontario

For a copy of the 1988 Summer Supplement , write the
School of Continuing Education, Room 302, Administra tion Building, Carleton University, Ottawa , Ontario, K1 S
586, or call (613)564-6660. Residence applications are

available.

(416) 923-PREP (7737)

OnlySl0.95

Science and Engineering
Introducing the World of Science
and Technology
Chemistry, Computer Science, Earth Sciences ,
Geography, Geology, Mathematics and Statistics,
Physics, Systems and Computer Engineering

1-800-387-5519

For a confidential interview, contact your Student Employment
Office.

First Anniversary of
Campus Adult Children of Alcoholics
Wed. March 16. 6:30 pm
Pot Luck Supper

Poetry Reading with
Leila (Danny) Pepper
Tuesday. March 22
7:30 pm
Betty Friedan
autbor. social critic, feminist.
Wednesday. March 23. 7 :30 pm
Cleary Auditorium
Io na College University of Windsor
208 Sunset A,·e. 973-7039

I'"'- a.-.

" This is no time for levity! (Levity eh? - private school
Living the life of an ace investigative news columnist for a
big-city paper like the Lance has its rewards - and its kid ... ) It's the Fergus Illuminatii! They've hooked up with the
masonic P2 lodge, the Rosiscrutionists, the Markabians and
hazards ... At least it's never dull around here.
Monday night; rmsitting at my desk down in the bullpen, a bunch of pro-lifers from the Opus Deii front group in
nursing a cuppa and a three day hangover, staring at the old Windsor .. . They all wear hair shirts and barbed wire
remmington; when the editor yells: "Finisteris - some nut for jockstraps and that kind of shit ... They have a plan to strike at
the youth of Windsor - especially the students here on
you on line two ... "
campus ... "Immoral Youth shall perish in fire!" - They sing
I grab the horn and make like an ace reporter:
that at their secret meetings along with stuff from the bible
"City desk - Finnisteris here ... Whatsjar beef?"
about scarlet women, beating you r kids and how bad it is to
"Listen carefully! Take notes! I haven't got much time - "lie with woman". Then the leader - he is called "The
they're onto me ... "The voice is a nasal whine, out of breath,
Hooded Claw" makes a big speech about how out precious
nervous, male, probable white and in his early 20s. Another
bodily fluids are being contaminated ... It's like something out
tragic broken life, with demons from the lyso l can chasing his of a nightmare .. . "
.ex-middle class soul down Pitt street ...
I get all the nut cases! I pull my fedora down over my brow
"Go on, it's your nickle ... I have always been partial to ... Times like this, you have to GET INTO the hard-boiled
the It's your nickle line - at least since I heard it in an old acereporter gestaltor the butterflyoollectorswill cometo get YOU!
movie. My neck is itching at the collar and my shirt could do
"What say you calm down and give me the whole storywith a wash and pressing. All us ace newshawks put up with from the beginning ... " (You have to say "from the
grungy clothes out of our dedication to our work ...
beginning" or it doesn·t work.)
(It works!)
"They found out that I found out ... (breath) Operation
"It all started innocently enough ... (yeh ... on a dark and
Bubble Gum ... (breath) They talk of the LORD's vengeance
stormy night ... ) First; altar boy service, then when rm older;
... (breath) They're a bunch of ruthless fanatics ... (breath)
folk songs ... Then Sunday shopping protests and buses to
They'll stop at nothing ... "
"They usually don't," I add This slob thinks he's the first Toronto to beat up women at the Morgentaler abortuary. Our
joe since deep throat to spill a conspiracy tale to the papers ... group leader, Christopher takes me aside one day and tells me
that he likes my attitude. Asks me if I'm ready to serve as an
Perhaps the first this week - things have been slow around
here anyways .. . Somewhere in my trench coat pocket is a instrument of GO D's work ... Next thing, I'm going to these
half mickey of Five Star. This story needs some instant sec ret meetings .. . Everyone has to wear these hooded
inspiration; Pulitzer juice ... One hand fumbles for it while monk's robes so you can't see their faces ... Listen; they may
anothe r shifts between the note pad and the ashtray ... be a bunch of fanatics but they have a point Stick to simple
"Lemme guess," I add, "They stole Hitler's brain and put it measures that will have wide-spread, long-term effects! They
are out to wreak every rubber machine in the city! Yes! You
into a certain BC politician's skull ... right???"

OUND
OUT YOUR
EDUCATION
AT
SHE RIDAN
COLLEGE
Gain a competitive "EDGE" in a
tough job market.
Call today!
849-2815

We'll help you get started on a
well-rounded education!

s
Sheridan College
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heard me right; every one of those tacky little condom
vending machines that you used to see in the washrooms in
bars! They smash them up, feed slugs into them, put crazy
glue in the coin slots ... It looks like common vandalism - but it
works! The company soon gives up and pulls the concession.
What happened to the machine in the guy's can in the
(University) Centre basement? Their No. l priority is the bar
washrooms around the University ... They keep the pressure
on ... 7-1 l doesn't stock three packs either, so what's a guy to
do on a hot Thursday night at the Subway? 1be way they
figure it; a few sinners get VD, maybe even AIDS; a few more
unwanted pregnancies ... It makes for a good lesson to "the
sheep"...
Help keep sex dirty and dangerous ...
"You gotta warn people! You gotta rip the lid otl Uus
entire insidious plot! Why doesn't SAC do something?
They're supposed to be elected to serve the student population
... If you ask me, it looks like some kind of coverup!"
"Look; I have to hang up. I think rm being followed ... I
think they suspect my zeal ... My only chance is to get out of
town ... maybe change my name ... DON'T LET THEM
GET AWAY WITH THIS!"
"Look buddy; Come on in - we can get you some
protection," I say ... "I need proof, I need you to name some
names ... " The line had gone dead I'm left scratching the
stubble on my face, thinking: This guy has really been
drinking out of the wrong can of sterno .. . I thought I had
heard them all: Martians taking over world leaders, The UC,
Bank teller machines, lmpolex G, cockroaches, subliminal
video game plots ... Now CONDOM MACHINES??? So I
was not at all a bit surprised when I read the competition next
day and learned that the cops had found this ex-alter boy, full
of cheap wine, who'd hung himself from a tree in the back of
the municipal cemetery. D

A 8.A. and a college diploma can be a powerful

TWO- \'EA R PROGRAMS

combination to prospective employers! In two years or
less Sheridan College can round out your education by
giving you hands-on experience in your chosen
profession.

ComputerStudies and Electronics
Learn to analyze information problems and devise
solutions using computer technology applications and
procedures.

-We offer one-year (post-diploma and direct-entry)
programs that are specifically designed for university
and college graduates.

Correctional Worker
Prepare to work in both institutional and residential
settings with adults and young offenders who are in
conflict with the law.

-Choose from a variety of two-year programs.
The following Sheridan College programs are
accepting applications for September '88 enrolment:
0:"11'..
- \ EAR PROGRAMS

AdvancedSoftwareTools (one semester)*
Learn how to use computers and software in a research
environment for the acquisition, analysis and
presentation of data.
Applied Research
Prepare for a career in research in areas such as
marketing, psychology, sociology, health, education or
media.
CourscwareDesign and Production
Learn to design, develop and evaluate computer-based
instruction.
De'l'elopmental
Care-for the Mentall~Retarded(one
semester)
A post-graduate specially
a \\ide range of careers in
developmental services.

for

EducationalAssistant
Learn to work with special nei..1:is
people in various
educational settings.
IntegratedOffice S)stems
Acquire the computer, business and word processing
skills needed to become information processing
specialists.
TelecommunkationsManagement
Learn the skills necessary to enter management and
supervisory levels of the fast-growing field of
telecommunications.
'Subject to approvalby the M,n,st,y of College & UnoYlltSi1oes

DevelopmentalSenice \\ orker
Learn to work \\ith children and / or adults whose
primary handicap is intellectual.
Law & SecurityAdministration
Choose an area of specializ.ation- Police Education or
Loss Prevenuon . with a goal to employment in law
enforcement or the resource protection field.
LibraryTechniqul'S
Learn to meet the needs of an information-oriented
society in business, industrial, educational and
community libraries.
Motor CarrierAdmini-;tralion
Learn ~es. marketing. terminal management and
opcrntions management relative to the transportation
and distribution industry .

Social Sen il-e\\ orker
Gain competence in information gathering, as.sessment,
planning, implementation and evaluation relative to the
social smice field.
For further injonnation, complete and return to:
Marketing and Information Services
Sheridan College of Applied Arts and Technology
1430 Trafalgar Road
Oakville, Ontario L6H 2LI
Name
Address
Program interest:
I.
2.
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Women'sWeeka timefor celebration

IUMMIRIMPI.C)YMEN11
Triple ·p.;Student
PaintersIshring pointersfor interior/exteriof.

by Lise Muloin

resldentioVcom~ciol
and industnal
jobs. E,cpel1elce pretened but not T0QJ1red
~=iletlle
Inplacement office
ex call Scott 258~98

ROOMS FOil RENTAvalloble May 1st.
Bedroom with share of bathroom. kitchen faollties and cable 1V.S175/ month.
Coll Scott or nm 258~98.

MARCH aREAKDAYCAMPSfcx children
dunng their school bleak March 14-18.
From 8:30 am to 5 pm at Holy Rosary
Community Centre ( 1168 Drouillard Rd.)
and AKO. Community Centre (4270
Alice Rd).

LANSPEARY
OUTDOORSKATINGclosed
for the season March 6th.
UPP£R DUPLEXin the East End fcx rent
Responsible people only need apply fcx
this spocious3 bedroom apartment. Coll
974-3766 (WOik)ex252-8893 (home).

INFORMATIONon Europe/Summer for
work ex Tour Send $3.00 and SAS E. to:
Europe. Box166. Bndgeport PO. Kitchener.
Ontano N2K 286
A FOREIGNSTUDENT.
a 25-year-old from
France with an MA in Psychology is
looking to stay 1no family as fllle au pair
for September 1988 to Spring 1989. For
more Info please phone 256-9051.

FOR SAU: Electric Acoustic Guitarexcellent condition $300. Colt 254-2281.

ANTIOCH RETREATWEEKEND:Friday.
March 18 (7 pm)toSunday. March20(4
pm). A ......eekendretreat designed esp&
c1olly for university and ccilege students
and young v.orking adults A time for
prayer, growth. renev.ol. relaxation fun
rest. meeting new people and more. For
more information call Assumption Un~
varsity, Chaplaincy Office 973-7034

•
•
•
N~;:n

Word Processing
Letter Quality
Editing
lJ nivers1tv·!:>1 '.:>U/p;:iqP
2o2-Y24h

his week was one
of celebration for
women in the Windsor area.
In conjunctior

tIJ

with International Women's Da}
on Tuesday, March 8, Windsor
City Council declared March 711 "Status of Women's Week",
and established an International
Women's Day Planning Committee for Windsor.
University of Windsor Women's
Commissioner, Janis Daxner, was
one of several initially involved in
formulating the committee, which
consisted of nearly a dozen area
women's groups. This body was
responsible for coordinating and
advertising "Women's Week:"events
around the city.
The events ranged from film
and video presentations, exhibitions,
a theatrical performance, and guest
speaker Teresa Beemans of the
Canadian International Development Agency. Events were sponsored
by various groups and designed to
be both informational and entertaining.
As a type of delayed grand
finale, Betty Friedman, the proclaimed feminist author who wrote
The Age of Mystique will speak at
the Cleary Auditorium on Wednesday, March 23, at 7:30 p.m.
While in office, Daxner has
been active in prcmoting the Women's
Centre. The centre's services are
geared to attract all types of women on campus. Daxner said she prefers
the centre to have "a neutral and
open atmosphere to encourage all
women that they are welcome."

•·Even thoughmen cannot formally vote, they are also able to participate and should feel comfortable in
doing so, because women's issues
affects them as well," says Daxner.
The Women's Centre also offers
information and resource materials,
although Daxner said this service is
still in its developmental stage.
Before the end of this school
year Daxner hopes to finish putting
together binders containing general
information on women's issues. A
publication of all poems submitted
is expected to be circulating in the

next two to three weeks.
The Centre used to deal with
sexual harrassment, but now, Sexual
Harrassment Advisor Marge Holman
deals with these issues. Daxner,
however, stresses that anyone needing an open ear is still welcome to
come to the Centre. She points out
that the Peer Counsell Centre may
be better-equipped
to deal with
more complex issues. She also makes
clear that the Centredoes not dispense
free birth control.
The Women's Commissioner
job description is "very weak and

covers a huge boundary, but essentially is a liaison-typejob," Daxner
said.
Next year the duties of this
position are to remain the same, but
the name will likely be changed to
Co-ordinator of Women's Issues
and Concerns.
A SAC hiring committee appoints a new person each April to

this position. The post, therefore,
has no voting power on SAC, but
can participate in any discussion at
meetings.0

Katimavikprogrammay be saved;
couldhave entrepreneurkll
emphasis
TORONTO
(CUP)
Katimavik
may be back this summer with a
new focus if Senator Jacques Hebert
can raise enough cash.
The youth employment program
shut down by the federal government
two years ago will be resurrected
with an emphasis on entrepreneurship
if organizers can raise $250,000 to
$800,000 from the private sector
and provincial and municipal goverTr
ments, Hebert said
Hebert, who went on a hunger
strike in 1986 to save Katimavik
when the government cut off funding,
said the pilot project will likely
include 30 to 100 people, aged 17
to 24, and will cost $8,000 per
participant
"This summer we will experiment with new ideas," he said.
"We will add new elements and
maybe make it more attractive yet"
Katimavik Program Coordinator

Guy de Grandpre said the new
project's content has not yet been
finalized, but that the essential elements of Katimavik will not change.
While the focus will be on starting a
business, participants, chosen at
random, will still live communally
in three parts of Canada for three
months each.

"Training people in entrepreneurship will be a great help at the tum
of the century or in the 1990s."
"We' re not saying we should be
trainingpeople to be bettercapitalims,"
he said. "Entrepreneurship
means
having an idea and making the idea
come through."

"What we want to do in a short
time is teach young people how to
start their own business by having
them actuallystart one," de Grandpre
said.

A group of 10 to 12 people will
live in a community for three months,
start a business, and then be transferred to another community, where
it will take over a business started
by another group.

He said the businesses will be
tailored to the community, and may
include recycling, working with senior
citizens, and building furniture for
young children.

At the end of the program,
Katimavik plans either to tum over
the businesses to local youth groups,
or to sell them to the private sector
with the provision that young people
be hired to run them.

"We know that almost 100 per
cent of all new jobs that will be
created will be in small businesses
that don't exist yet," de Grandpre

said.

"Since we are a youth program
we want to make sure that youths
benefit," de Grandpre said.
The program should be finalized
by midApril. D

I
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ON ACCESSIBILITY
In ten years the 21st century will be knocking. Many of
you may have graduated. Some of you may even have jobs.
The former should facilitate the latter. In the case of disabled,
the need for post-secondary education to find gainful
employment is even more pronounced than it is for ablebodied because the option of a manual job, in most cases,
does not exist
Most disabled realize this. It may be that the value of a
university degree today is the equivalent of a high school
diploma in the 30s. It's a competitive ol' world out there and
the numbers of disabled students seeking a post-secondary
degree are rising. We are becoming better educated as society
becomes better educated.
We have a goal in our society which, roughly stated. gives
equal opportunity to every individual. If we begin to achieve
this goal, we become better for it By living up to society's
goal we meet the aspirations of the individual. This is the
pleasant by-product of an egalitarian society.
For some of us, equal opportunity requires some special
needs be met to be allowed the option to compete in
university. To raise the awareness, that is to educate the

DUNCAN GRAHAM
university population to these needs, each column over the
next few weeks will address the needs for a specific group.
This week some of the needs of the hearing impaired will be
addressed.
• fund interpreters as part of the university budget
• educate campus administrators so people who run student
services are more aware of the needs of this group.
• allocate research money to improve technical services.
• emphasize adequate training for all teaching staff.
• hire a special needs co-ordinator (we have one).
• provide accessible TDDs (teletype machines for the deaf).
eprovide amplified pay phones (we have some).
• provide extra time for exams and assignments relative to
their degree of impairment
• initiate computer print-out captioning for lecture material.
• modify buildings for visual accessibility; for example,
flashing lights for fire alarms.
If these needs are met, the benefit is not only for those who
use these services.If an individualbecomes gainfullyemployed
they make obvious contributions. They pay taxes and don't
require monetary social support (a nice term for that ugly

word, welfare). In vocational rehabilitation it is common
research supported knowledge that for every dollar spent on
rehabilitation taxpayers save four dollars.
Also, we reap the benefits of whatever service their job
perfonns. Why waste a resource in this highly technical
world where good minds are a valuable asset?
Then there are the less tangible benefits. When someone
with less physical ability strives and succeeds it motivates the
rest ofus. If you lackmotivation,just spend 15 minutes at the
amputee clinic at Windsor Western Hospital on Thursdays.
The children are truly inspirational as they overcome
monumental difficulties with stoical courage.
Finally, if these services are instituted you may be giving
yourself or someone you care about a direct benefit Disabled
people have a term for able-bodied people: T.AB.'s. This is
an acronym for temporarily able-bodied. It stands to reason
that by the time the 21 st century arrives, some of you may
have first-hand knowledge of what it means to be disabled.
God forbid, your child, a parent, or you may discover the
meaning of temporarily in T.A.B.O

Canadian
prisoner
winstransfer
to Ontarioprison
NEW YORK(CUP)- AliceOirtis'
son is coming home.
A fiv&-yearbattleto transferBruce
Curtis to a Canadianjail finallypaid
off February 26, when New Jersey
Governor Thomas Kean announced
the 24-year-old Nova Scotian will be
moved to a King5ton,Ontario penitentiary.
In Canada, Curtis will be eligible
for parole in December, 1989. He
could get day parole even sooner.
Under American law, he would not
qualify for release until 1992.
But while Alice Curtis is happy
Bruce will be in the country by May,
she still doesn't believe justice has
been served
"While we're celebratingthat he's
goingto get away fromthat vindictive
environment in New Jersey, we did
not getjustice. He's stillcorninghome
with a 20- year sentence," she said
A then-18-year-oldBruce was hit
with the maximum, two-decadejail
term for aggravatedmanslaughter in
the 1982 death of Rosemary Podgis,
the mother of his schoolmate Scott
Franz. The two boys had gone to
Loch Arbour, New Jersey to visit
Franz' parents that summer.

Franz pleaded guilty to shooting
his stepfather Al, and was promised
the minimumsentence- 20 yearsfor first degree murder in return for
testifyingagainst Bruce.
Bruce testified that after hearing
gun.,;hots,he picked up one of the
many riflesAl Podgisleftlyingaround
the house and ran. But he collided
with Rosemary Podgis:The riflemisfired, he said, and killed her.
The same gun went off accidently

in a courtroom demonstration.
Said Bruce's New York lawyer,
'Tve never doubted his innocence.
The trial was a complete travesty."
Joanne Legano took on the case
two years ago, refusingany payment
The transfer approval was made
againstthe adviceof the state prosecutor's office and the New Jersey commissioner of corrections.

LegislativeassistantDan Dooovan
says Curtis' parole hearing will be
complicated Donovan said New Jersey officials demanded a guarantee
Bruce would spend at least IO years
behind bars before a transfer was
granted.
"(Canadians) told them in a very
diplomaticway to shoveit,'' Donovan
said But he suspects prison authorities
will keep that in mind when Bruce
comes up for parole.

Officialsat KingstonPenitentiary
will assess Bruce, and Alice Curtis
hopes here son will be moved to
Springhill, Nova Scotia, just a few
miles away from the family home.
Bruce had been slated to attend
Dalhousie University in Halifax
when he was jailed. Since then. he
has maintained an A average in a
correspondencecoursefromQueen's,
according to Lorraine peever, his
auntO

Minoritiesto pkly largerrole in universitycontracts
has set up a presidentialad-hoe comorder
to remaineligiblefor federalcontracts, mittee to define the program
The university will also hire an
two British Columbia universities
employmentequityofficerto regulate
have been forced to adopt policies
the program, said Albert McClean,
ensuring that women, aboriginal
UBC vic»principal academic and
people, the disabled, and visible
committeemember. "I don't think
minorities are fairly represented in
• we've been actingunfairlyin employthe campus work force.
ment, but it gives the federal governThe Federal ContractorsProgram
ment a chance to double check," said
for employment equity requires all
McClean.
organizationsbiddingon federal conBoth UBC and Simon Fraser
tracts worth over $200,000 to sign a
University,whichsignedits certificate
certificate of commitment to adopt
of commitment last year, will begin
affirmativeaction hiring policies.
TheUniversityof BritishColumbia compilingdata on the percentagesof
people within each designatedgroup
signedthe documentJanuary 11, and

VANCOUVER( CUP)-In

already workingon campus.
Current census figures provide
informationon the numberof women,
butidentifyingpeq,le whoare disabled,
of aboriginalorigin, or who are of a
visibleminocity,
violatesB.C's Human
rughts Code.
Bothuniversitieshave been granted
exemptionsby the provincialHuman
Rights Coounissionto carry out their
surveys. Once the results are in, the
two universities will compare those
statistics tot he provincial averages
and set resonablegoals for changes,if
necessary.

Verna Kirkness, of UBC's First
Nations House of Learning, said
therewas one nativeperson on faculty
when she began her work trying to
improvestudentand facultyrepresentation in 1981.
"Now there are 13, not all fulltime or pennanent, and mostly in
education and law," where there are
native programs, she said
RoanI.oxtoo,of theR C O:ialioot
for the Disabled, said universities
·•are one of the areas where people
with disabilities have the most success:· o

,---------------------------~
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"The University of Windsor's HOME of the
$1 .99 Breakfast"
~i.~~ 10% Student Discount on All Items
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Excluding $1. 99 Breakfast and Beverages
(offer only valid with this coupon)

~

Hours : Mon.·Fri. 6am - 7pm
Sat. 7am·2pm
1
2270 Wyandotte St. W.
258·1311
·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. J

Win a Trip
For Two To The
Trelawny, Beach Hotel,
Including Air Fare Via

Air Jamaica
.

For More Details, keep Listening to
88.7 OM-FM
For More Details
Keep Listening to 88. 7 OM-FM
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ALL-PURPOSE WAITIEN COMMUNICATIONS
TYPINGSERVICES•LETTERS•FLYERSe SPEECHES• RELEASES
IANNOUNCEMENTS

~

Typist-who lives near the
University ($1.25/pg) 2533922 after 5:30 pm.

IRISIARCH
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254-6865
• O p e n 7 d ays

16,278to choose from-all sut>tects
Save Time and Improve Your Grades!

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD
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eFolk Art
eJewellery

Or. rush $2 .00 to Reaearch Aulatance

weekends

11322 IdahoA~ 1206 SN LosAngeles CA 9002S

Customresearchalsoavailable- all levers
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,------------------,
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HARVEY'$ MAKES YOUR
HAMBURGER A BEAUTIFUL THING
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THE WORLD
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pen 7 Days

Special
University
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eFolk Art
• African Carvings
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eWhips

PLUS 20% off all other hair
services

expires March 1 7 /88

Good only at 2380 Wyandotte
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"BEFORE"
Ordering
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Two For One Chicken Wings
Served With Fries or Veggies
Mild, Medium, Hot, Furious or Gale
Force.
Spaghetti, all you can eat..
Key Tours Party Night

•

OM-FM PARTY NIGHTS ...
Win A C.D. l>1!4ver
... Monthly Draw.

•

551 Pelissier St
973-4977

ParkTheatreresumesrepertoryformat
dust off thoseold membershipcardsand rejoice,oh my brothers
by Larry Deck

tions wiU help out with financing
Canadian film presentations, the
priority for the theatre remains
breaking even. To that end, the
management plans to show more of
the cult classics that have been
their biggest money-makers. Also,
they plan to continue with limited
second-run commercial shows,
though Knoll said they intend to
shy away from standard garbage,
favouring the better commercial
films like Empire of the Sun.
Their past failure aside, this is
the first organization to have operated
the theatre with even marginal success. Big plans are now in the works
for the Park that, it is hoped, will
add to the success. A patio cafe is
being considered, and alternative
video rentals might be set up in the
lobby. In general, the idea is to use
the Park building during the day to
help deal with the rent
If there was ever a time to
support repertory theatre in Windsor,
now is the time. That a city the size
of Windsor should be without a
decent alternative cinema is despicable. You might be able to get
good, rare films on videotape, but
compared to the screen at the Park
(newly purchased), your T.V. isyou guessed it-skid
Go to the Park and buy yourself
a membership, then tell them what
movies you'd like to see-they listen.
Better still, tell us! That is, get up a
list of the films that you and your
friends would love to see in a
movie-house, and drop it off here at
the Lance ( second floor Student
Centre), and I will see to it that the
Park gets the news. D

A lot of people were a whole lot
disappointed and a lot irate when
the Park Theatre decided to forsake
its repertory status for the financially
greener pastures of a second-run
commercial fonnat A bunch of
people had purchased memberships
( at ten clams a pop), and these were
more than slightly steamed.
Well, it turns out that the executives at the Park weren't too happy
about the switch, either. They considered the move something of a
sell-out, said Jeff Knol4 president
of the corporation that runs the
Park.
, So the good news is: they're
going back to limited repertory
fonnat, and anyone with a membership gets the discount again!
Knol4 who said the switchback will be a gradual thing, said
that he hopes that public support
and input will be commensurate
with the considerable costs involved.
"If it doesn't work this time, we're
kind of stuck."
Big-name alternativemovies like
I've Heard the Mermaids Singing,
Tampopo and so on cost a lot to
rent, and involve a minimum of one
week commitment, on average. As
such, the Park will probably run
these movies all week and alternate
other films in the second-show slot
They hope to run four movies per
week to start
The Park operates as a private
company and, since it is a profitventure, receives no support from
the government While it's possible
that the Ministry of Communica-

Technical
problemscrampRush's normalvirtuosity
by Michael Cole

"Let's be overly critical here," remarked
my companions, who consider themselves
the Siske! and Ebert of rock concerts.
Rush has been touring North America
since the beginning of November, and they
finally brought the Hold Your Fire tour to
Joe Louis Arena last Friday evening.
Geddy Lee and the boys came on at8:30
p.m., after an undistinguished and forgettable
opening performance by Tommy Shaw, formerly of Styx. Myself being a veteran of
Rush concerts since time began (it seems), I
could not help but feel a twinge of disappointment after this concert
Most of the disappointment resulted from
the fact that the guys from the sound production
company were not earning their pay that
evening. The new surround-sound effect was
"kinda neato", but there were some problems
with feedback. And the extreme bass distortion
gave one the impression of hearing the
concert either with one's ears plugged with
the over-priced pizza .from the concession
stand, or with a very bad case of stuffed-up
sinuses. As a result of this, most of the finer
points of the excellent musicianship were lost
in the mud, and lead vocalist Geddy Lee
found himself straining his already overstrained larynx in order to be heard.
The repertoire of music held few surprises.
Selections from the new album Hold Your
Fire included "Mission", "Lock and Key",
"Tune StandsStill"and "Force 10" (supposedly
co-written by Pye Dubois, of Max Webster
fame).Alsoperformed were the betterselections
from Power Windows, including"Big Money"
I to open the show, "Manhattan Project'', a

song about nuclear war, and an excellent
rendition of "Territories".
Other selections included "Subdivisions"
from Signals, "Distant Early Warning" and
the starkly Orwellian "Red Sector A" from

instrumental song "Y.Y.Z." from Moving
Pictures, which sent Neil Peart off on his
hyperactively merry way into a six-minute
drum solo. Peart kept the solo from being a
drag by updating and revitalizing it with

Permanent Waves Ip. I have heard better
renditions of this song, but not too many.
The concert "ended" after "Tom Sawyer'',
but the Boys from Willowdale were back on
stage after less than one minute. This suggests
that an encore is not only a formality, but a
fore-gone conclusion.
The encore, of course, turned out to be
the climax of the show. Superb musicianship
and strong vocal efforts abounded, as the
band played the first two chapters of"21 I 2"
and most of "La Villa Strangiato" from
Hemispheres, and the classic "In The Mood"
from the self-titled first album was thrown at
the audience all in good fun. "Old stuff was
ringer-perfect''remarkedone critical companioo,
and the expression "excellentjob" was tossed
around by the other.
Over All : It was a good concert, but not a
great one. The sound quality, as mentioned,
was not nearly as good as it should have
been. I also noticed that Rush's light show is
resuming the glitzy retina-damage outfits of
theFarewel/ToKings/2112 days, and there
are enough lasers to start a Space Defense
Initiative, or almost enough to keep George
Lucas amused
The rear-screen projection visual effects
were used very effectively throughout the
concert, incorporating the main visual icons
from the videos into the concert
My own opinion is that the best place to
see Rush is in the Ballard-Dome (Maple
Leaf Gardens) in Toronto. It's the same as
synthesized effects and influences in style seeing Bob Seger in Detroit - an Experience.
My final grade for last Friday's Rush
from jazz drummers like Buddy Rich and
concert: eightoutoften. This time around, it
Billy Cobham.
After the drum solo came the ever- took the guys just a little too long to get into
popular anthem "Spirit of Radio" from the the swing of things. D

"It's hard to relievewe'vel:ren on the road for
this long. It's alsohard to believein the Theoryof
Relativity, T.V. evangelists, objectivereality,
. ..."
rock music
- Neil Peart
Grace Under Pressure, the classic "Closer
To The Heart'', and very poor renditions of
"Tom Sawyer" and "Limelight" from Moving
Pictures.
There was a predictable rendition of the
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Franticfound
franklyflaccid
(That's the result of plantingpainfully
obvious clues.) When Buckley disappears, Ford takes fifteen minutes
to figure out why, then acts as
though he's accustomed to looking
for people who disappear in strange
cities. He expertly establishes a
contact in a bar, finds the guy he's
looking for is dead, meets a cute
young woman named Michelle (Emmanuelle Seigner), and generally
turns in the right direction at every from its predictable plot line, the
twist of the labyrinthine plot, until movie is competent It's not suspenseat the end of an hour and a half, he's ful, but it is fun. ( Oh, yeah. There is
solved the kidnappingand established a terrible, but hilarious rendition of
how to get his wife back. The OMD's "The More I See You"
remaining half hour is dedicated to played by an androgenous Greek
the complications involved in doing i--- ---------so (yawn). The kicker is that he
does it all without the help of the
police or the embassy. He relies on
his native wits, his infallible sense
of direction, and his knowledge of
00Wto deal withnefariousintematiooal
terrorists who will do anything to
get what they need And, if you
haven't already guessed -

by Brian McKenzie
Frantic
Dir. : Roman Polanski

Mad Magazine's old feature
"spy vs. spy" is more exciting than
this, the latest effort from director
Roman Polanski. Frantic's standard
Hitchcockian spy-thriller fare, with
evilforeigners,kidnapp~, murders,
and a confused husband wandering
the streets of Paris. In fact, it's so
much like a Hitchcock movie, I
kept waiting for the Master's cameo.
But, it is only a clone. And a
defective one at that The plot is
simple enough. Harrison Ford (Dr.
Richard Walker) and wife Betty
Buckley are in Paris for a convention.
They are in town for less than an
hour when things go wrong. While
Ford/Walker is in the shower, Buckley disappears, and the rest of the
movie is a process of discovering
why. Cut to Harrison Ford looking
angry, confused and frustrated Cut
to shots of Paris. Cut to seamyside-of-town locations. Cut to slinky
after hours disco. All the ingredients
for a good spy thriller are here, with
two notable exceptions: suspense
and surprise.
Right from the outset, before
anything even happens, a major
clue is planted which, as any student
of the well-made-play convention
knows, will be the central point
around which the plot revolves. It's
necessary, but it should be subtle.
Th e biggest problem is that if you
are an observer with half a brain,
you figure out what is going on five
minutes before the characters do,
which is annoying because then
you are forced to sit there and wait
for what you know will happen.

torch singer at one of the discos,
and a roof-top balancing act right
out of Vertigo). Unlike some of the
better spy flicks which have come
along in the past few years, like The
Little Drummer Girl, this one

--

--

--

- --

--

tends to spoon-feed you, but that's
okay if you're not a big spy movie
fan: it'll help.
I guess, because I like Harrison
Ford, I'll give it a B- . D

---

---------

-

Down-homeBlueslikeya gottalike

Never mind Go see it Plant
your tongue firmly in your cheek,
but go see it It's well acted most of
the time, and Emmanuelle Seigner
and Harrison Ford manage to tum
the sexual barbecue up high and
sizzle on it (Watch for the dance
scene in a Turkish disco: it's mesmerising).
Incidentally, there aresome good
Hitchcockian touches. The opening
credits are superimposed on the
shot of a taxi driving through Paris,
which is in tum superimposed on a
close-up ofFord and Buckley in the
taxi, the backing soundtrack is in a
minor key, playing very low, and
close-ups and point of view shots
are taken at bizarre angles. Aside

by R.R. Grenlan

People who've come to expect
top-notch Blues from Mr. Sock
will not be disappointed with his
brand new Bayou Records release
Sock Talk. The nine-song LP has
all the down-home spirituality that
has made Sock a legend in his time.
The title-track is a lethargic,
out-on-the-porc~i_!'s-humid-and-

the-skeeters ' re-bitin' sort of tune
with a walking bass line to make
you hanker for lemonade. "Setting
Sun" , as it's called, is a Mr.Sock
classic that, for some reason, has
never been pressed to vinyl. The
song segues into a slightly livelier
tune called "Alley Boy".
"Alley Boy" has a jazzy flavour
to it that reflects Mr. Sock's loungetouring days. As on part of the song
goes:
You can give me another martin4
baby
You can give me another martin4
baby
take the cash from the glass
up there on the eighty-eight
I know that you're tired 'n' it's
gettin' late,
but myflat- it'~ just a dash away.
Can't yah just smell the smoke?
Then comes "Empty Fridge
Blues", a number remarkable for
the slide guitar work of Sock band

veteran Mike "Gummy " Decker.
This stuffs so slick and tinny it
seems to peel off the record with
every revolution. The song is winter
to "Setting Sun's" summer, with
Decker providing a technically aweinspiring ice storm of soul.
the next song, " Gone, Gone,
Gone Away", is your basic mahbaby-left- me Blues standard:

You always leave those strawberry's sitting darling,
when you're gone, gone, gone
away.
Then I.find them there all moldy
the next sad 'n' lonely day.
The five songs on the second
dide are avery bit as good as the
four on the first-the finest is one
called " Falling Tree" that features
a terrific harmonica soliloquy by
Mr. Sock himself. All in all, this
album's worth every one of the ten
bucks I paid for it D
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At the Lance,we don'tjust visita city, we reviewit...

Swimmingto NewYork, NewYork
by Sara Hillis

The highways were dressed in graffiti. The horizon was
wrapped in a mass of skycrapers. Taxis were in full bloom
and people were walking faster as the sun went down. I was in
New York City.
I was warned about this place. " Be careful on the
subway ...Watch out for flashers, and if you do meet one,
DON'T STARE!...According to psychologists, if you ignore
them the satisfaction of shocking you won't be fulfilled . .l'll
show you some quick self-defence techniques ... Don 't look
like a tourist..Don ' t look scared, but above all don't do
anything stupid ( what the hell does that mean?). Thank God I
don't listen to travelling advice or else I would never have left
Windsor.
My friend Jennifer , who doe sn't snore, and I weren't in
the city a half hour before we were taken advantage of. We
had been told that the cab ride from La Guardia to our
destination would be $15. Our cab driver was very friendly
and he made a lovely tour guide. As we got closer and closer
to our destination, I noticed a look of panic and a sudden
pallor come over Jennifer's face (she was looking at the fare

box, I wasn't). "$44.95 please!" he said turning towards us
with his hand out and a large grin on his face. My mouth fell
open and we paid the fare stupidly . All of the New Yorkers
we told about this cab ride said the same thing, "Suckers, you
were ripped offi Welcome to New York City!"
I've never known a city to have the personality that this
city possesses. And it's not the personality of a mugger like
most people think. I felt safe here, a lot safer than I feel in
Detroit, maybe because people actually walk the streets, and
in numbers. We did get involved in a few potentially
dangerous situations but they were too funny to be dangerous.
Jennifer hailed a cab.(' Hailing' is a skill you must acquire
in New York.) The fares run by the mile, not by the speed of
the car. One driver felt he had to get us home and fast The
memory of that cab ride is a blur to me now, but I remember a
lot of red lights and stop signs flashing before my eyes, and I
remember my body slamming from side to side. After we got
out of the cab, we cleaned the soil from our armour and could
only laugh at what had just happened.
We were stuck in a traffic jam once for about ten minutes.
Homs honked incessantly , drivers became enraged and sign
language was used by all. Our cab driver remained very calm

ACID

FUR
DETECT IT
THIS WAY :

Reg.

$59.95
Sale

this now.
R un yo ur
t ongue r ound yo ur mout hd o y ou n otice it • . • a rou g h
wooll y feeling ? That ' s acid
fur , s taining and s poiling
your teeth ; ad d fur , the
hidden enemv which starts
deca y .

T ry

and relaxed as he merged slowly into the line of traffic. We
then heard the rustling of a paper bag. The driver pulled a
bottle out of the bag, took the cap off and took a very long sip.
It was a bottle of whiskey and he drank it as ifhe was drinking
water. The cab took some minor swerves but got us home
alright New York cab drivers are a different species.
About 80 per cent of New York traffic is made up of cabs.
The cabbies all expected a tip of a dollar or more. One ride
our fare was $3.85 and I gave him $4.00 and politely said
thank you.-"Woweee ... oooooh ... a whole 15 cents ... what a
tip... gee, thanks... Biggg Deeeal..."
New Yorkers are very open and honest with you.
New York is in a constant state of confused pressure. It's
like a circus ... So many different cultures all living in the same
city ...
Central Park's there for one reason-reality. There are so
many people. a zillion things to do. But on Sunday a lot of
New Yorkers go to Central Park to get in touch with reality.
And, by the way, I was not mugged when I went to Central
Park. You can't help but have a great time in New York.D

GET RID OF IT
THIS WAY:
Go to Dr. Disc. Browse
through the wide selection
of new, used and imported
records, tapes and C.D.' s.
Buy your favourites. Go
Home. Put the music on
your stereo . Then brush
your teeth.

$49.95
While
Quantities
Last
Many Other Models
To Choose From

t.urftk ~
CAMERA

337

Ouellette

SHOP

(519) 253- 1125

659 Ouellette Ave.
256-7400
Open Mon. to Sat 10am to 10 pm, Sun. Noon to 6pm
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Thefonts that roperin my dreams
by William Caston

Cash Bar and Free Popcorn

Lately I typeset for a living.
This pronouncement may not
hold many in thrall,but unsurprisingly,
it interests me. I never planned a
career in typography, and it certainly
isn't what I intend to do for the rest
of my. life. Consequently, I regard
this time as a detour from more
ardently pursued spiritual vocations.
Unfortunately, it has taken over
my life. I typeset in my sleep, and
my waking hours are filled with
tendonitis and eyestrain.
Now, as disciplines go, the typographer's isn't bad It can rigorously
exercise one's taxonomic capacities
while allowing room for aesthetic
judgement There is a certain exhiliration in appreciating its utilitarian
nuances.
And before the vulgar democratization of the art brought by
phototypesetting, typography had
an artisanal exclusively and a ven&i able tradition of Gebrauch artists,
who, except for superstars likeBcxloni,
Garamond and Caslon-their identities usurped by eponymous fontstoiled anonymously toward an ideal
vulgarity of its obviousness, a semiof type, intent on attenuating its · otic discussion would be germane.
worldly mess of contingency to a
Not merely obvious, there is
mellifluous subliminality.
something wanton, flagrant about
typography, a demimonde of fops
Arthur Plotnik. in his fine and
lively book TheElementsofEditing, and whores it is-whorishly opportunist, perpetual companion of our
points out that editing is a kind of
army of language. At its best it is
compulsiveness, and that the comquixotic, sallying forth into a realm
pulsion should suit the editorial
needs of the publication.
I am obsessed, and have sought
redemptive outlets for my compulsions. I have imagined rehabilitation ( albeit whimsically) in a philosophy of rectilinearity, or perhaps
an orthogonal hermeneutics, a spirof non-language, defeated as soon
ituality of compulsiveness, a morality
as it butts it head against worldly
of symmetry, a poetics of tabulation.
windmills of signification.
As an object for Barthesian
Meantime, I dream about typemusing I have found the subject of
setting.
I have had dreams in which
typography not entirely recalcitrant
urgent arguments and fatal entangl~
or infertile. We are discussing, after
ments are simultaneously, with the
all, the worldly packaging of the
deadpan ulteriority of dreams, mishallowed sign, and except for the

Admission $1.00 for students
$2.00 for guests

7:30 pm

Wednesday March 16, 1988
MONTYPYTHON FILM NIGHT

The Holy Grail (197 4)
The Life of Brian (1979)

AssumptionLotmge
UniversityCentre

aligned margins, poorly justified or
typo-ridden copy. The dynamics of
the machine itself( an AM Varityper
Comp/Edit 5810, by the way),
where a single keystroke can have
hidden and possibly disastrous ramifications, are really getting to me. I
am circumspect to the point of
paranoia.

This
article
in nine-point
Times
Roman,
in columns
11 picas
wide.
My editor had suggested to me
the theme of solopsistic communication and while I have aimed in
this article at the latter, trying to
dislocate my personal preoccupations
to the public interest, it seems that,
after all, I am inveterately nonpartisan. O
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Wearing of the Green
Bash

"We Use Real Butter
On Our Popcorn"
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ONLY

l

$2.00

FO!t MI:/1.UlERS
SENIORS A.CHJ.LDR.EN
112& under!

$J 50 - new regular
ad.missionprice

l),l~I\ TH~ATl2[
"Windsor'sOnly DiscountMovieTheatre"
804 Erie St E.

253-0051

Cash Prizes For Most Green and Best Dressed

GREEN BEER & IRISH STEW

Sunday, March 13
It's FACES 3rd Annual

Irish Coffee Contest!
Come Out and Try Your Favourite Bartender's

IRISH COFFEE
FACES 902 California at College

256-5001
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Go from one great beer to another without crossing a black Ii ne or sol id area!

Lancericemenmake nation'sfinalfour

by Scott A. Pattison

he Lancer hockey team has
fi_nalcyovercome a very elusive hurdle.
The Lancers finally ended
21 years of struggles Monday
night, eliminating the Brock Badgers 7-3 in
the deciding game of a best-of-three series.
The victory gave the Lancer icemen their
first ever division title.
The universityhockey program was dropped
in the mid-fifties, and wasn't reinstated until
the 67 /68 season. The Lancers continued to
progress over the years, and this season's
history-making squad isn't finished just yet
"I just cannot say enough about this
year's team," said a happy Rick Cranker,
Lancer head coach, and for many, the
catalyst of Windsor's hockey success.
"These guys know where they are going
and what they want-they want the Ontario
University Athletic Association Championship.
Nothing less will do for these guys."
The Brock series was by no means a
cakewalk for Windsor, though, as the rejuvenated Badgers battled the Lancers to a
third and deciding rubber game.
Windsor won the first game at home, 5-2,
but Brock took care of business in their
building last Friday night, beating Windsor
in overtime, 5-4, and setting the stage for last
Moooay's dramaticsdown at Adie Knox Arena
And dramatic it was, as an air of playoff
fever swept through a crowd of over 700
screaming fans, with not all of them cheering
for the Lancers.
But not everyone was pleased with the
fan support Windsor's icemen received.
"It amazes me that out of approximately
8000 students, only 500 or so could make it
to a division title playoff game," said Lancer

TJ

team general manager, Mike Sadler.

But the fans that did attend were rewarded with one hell of a hockey game.
Both teams came prepared to do battle in
every way possible, trying to extend their
season by at least one game, and trying to
earn a bus ticket to York to face the Yeomen.
The visiting Badgers, who finished second
behind Windsor in the regular season standin~,
came into the game healthy and determined
to put an end to Windsor's championship
dreams.
The Lancers, on the other hand, came
into the contest extremely banged up and
under the weather. Many players, including
team captain Ken Minello, played the game
with severe injuries. Minello entered the
game with a shoulder injury,while defenseman
Roy Russell played over a knee problem. As
well as the broken bodies, many of the
Windsor players had a bad case of the flu.
But one player who definitely had no
problem getting up for the game was Windsor
goaltender Richard Paliani.
Paliani is beginning to be known around
the league as a high-pressure, playofftype of
player.
Last year the Lancers blew past the
favoured Toronto Blues solely on the efforts
of fine goal tending on the part of Paliani, and
nobody knows that better than Brock's head
coach, Mike Pelino. who last season coached
the Toronto Blues.
"Paliani beat us last year, and was a big
part of this series," said Pelino. "He was not
named to the all-star team last year for
nothing. He is one hell of a goalie."
Similar sentiments were voiced by Paliani's
teammates.
"Richard always comes up big for us,"
said Lancer forward Dan Mahon. "His consistency and confidence between the pipes is
keeping us in a lot of games."
And that's just what Paliani did in the first
period Monday night In fact both goalies,
Paliani and Brock's Dennis Schrapp, made
several key saves in the early going to keep
the game scoreless.
One of Paliani' s shining moments came
at the 8:26 minute mark of the first period
with J.D. Urbanic in the penalty box for

..Lance photo by Matt Tales

The Brock goalie may have won here, but the Lancers had the last laugh.

boarding. Brock's centre, Tony Anderson,
skated in alone on Paliani, and blasted a wrist
shot which was headed for the upper-right
corner of the net Paliani made an acrobatic
glove save to keep the game tied at zero.
Unfortunately, as often happens in a
crucial game, a fluke goal was scored to
break the tie. Fortunately for Lancer fans,
the goal came off the stick of Windsor's J.D.
Urbanic on an easy wrist shot with only three
seconds remaining in the period, giving the
home team a 1-0 lead heading into the second
period.
Windsor's second goal came at the 4:54
minute mark, on a beautiful set-up by Jim
Lepine, who was fighting for the puck along
theboanb.I..q,ine wonthe battleforpos.,essioo,
and then sent a pass across the rink to
linemate Ken Gagnier, who one-timed a
blast past a stunned Badger netminder.
Brock fought back on a goal by team
captain Paul Richie, who brought his team to
within one, 2-1.
But the Lancers got their fans going, as
they erupted for three more goals in the
period, one on a powerplay by team captain
Ken Minello and singles by Dan Noade and
J.D. Urbanic.
Minello had two powerplay goals for
Windsor, scoring the other in the third period
on a behind-the-net pass from former Spitfire
Urbanic. Urbanic chipped in with two goals
and three assists for five points on the night
Noade and Urbanic scored their second

beats York, they will have to face the eventual
winner of the Western/Trois Rivieres game
but will still be given a bye into the C.I.A U.
finals as one of the national contenders,
regardless of Saturday's outcome.
York eliminated Windsor in last year's
playoffs to advance to the finals in AJberta.
So Windsor is faced with painful memories,
and one heck of a hockey team.
But with the new one-game format, the
Lancers have just as much chance at winning.
as do the mighty Yeomen.
Cranker thinks his team must play a
different game against York than they did
against Brock.
"'With Brock we had to play a rougher
style
of hockey," said Cranker. "Against
Crankermore than a team with character.
"We proved tonight that we are a gutty York, we will have to play a more defensive
team," said Cranker. "Many of the guys type of game. They have some big guns on
should not even have played tonight, but their team that we must shut down to be
because of their guts they played, and won. successful."
Urbanic and the Lancers are ready for the
rm quite proud of them."
challenge.
Cranker was also pleased that his team's
"Our next opponents, (York Yeomen),
penalty killing has allowed but two goals in
are going to be a handful, but so are we. We
five playoff games this year.
Windsor's powerplay has also come to respect them for what they have accomplished,
life in recent games, and it showed in this and I think they respect what we can do when
game, as Minello scored two goals with the we want to."
Faceofftime for Friday's contest is 8:30
extra man.
Windsor's next major task at hand will p. m. at the York arena. It is about time that
be this Friday night against York in their Lancer fans show their hockey team some
arena York, being the central division winners, major support. So, whatever it takes, a bus,
car, train, get there - and bring your vocal
earn the right to host the remaining one-game
chords!D
elimination heats this weekend If Windsor

goals in the third period to clinch the win.
Brock's other goals were scored by Chris
Viau, with the man advantage, and Darren
Banks, who left his elbow and stick prints on
many Windsor players throughout the game.
To a man, the Lancers were very pleased
with their play against the pesky Badgers.
"Everybody played well for us tonight,"
said Urbanic. "Our coaches have done a
great job of keeping us thinking positive, even
considering all of our injuries."
Another Lancer standout was Dan Noade,
a Tilbury product, who popped out of the
blue with two goals.
However, it was very much a team effort
for the Lancers, and nothing pleases coach

HockeyplayerscontrolOUAA West
student, are both known for their freewheeling deserved for a while."
Richard Paliani, a second-year social
style, scoring 39 and 31 points respectively.
Sadler, however, said their defensive skills science student, shared the goaltending duties
with Kerry Kerch. He continued his sparkling
o call it domination is an
are what got them the all-star spot
understatement
"Turner is very underrated for his play in play through last year's playoffs into this
TheOUAAdivisionchamhis own end," Sadler said. "He moves the year's campaign, posting an impressive 3.83
goals against average.
pioo Larn2-lxx:keyteamdeaoed
puck out very well"
"He's a real money goalie," Sadler said
up on post-season honours
Sadler said Smith's skating skills were a
"He's
proven he can get mentally prepared,
by capturing five of the six spots on the
tremendous asset to the Lancer attack, and
and
when
he does he's as good as anybody ."
division's all-star team. Defensemen Terry
only his size stops him from a fine career in
However, Sadler felt Kerch also did a
Turner and Ed Smith, forwards Ken Minetlo the professional ranks.
tremendous job for the Lancers.
and Rick PickersgilJ, and goaltender Richard
"He is exceptional," Sadler said
"Without both of them, we wouldn't be in
Paliani were named to the all-star squad.
Pickersgill, a fourth-year social science
the
situation we are in now."
In addition, Minellowas namedthe OUAA
student, scored 17 goals, but Sadler said his
The selection of Dan Mahon as rookie of
West's MVP, and forward Dan Mahon was
true worth was in his playmaking, which led
the year may have surprised many, but not
chosen as the rookie of the year for the
to 47 assists, tops on the team.
Sadler, who was familiar with his play before
division.
"IUck's not necessarily the trigger man,"
It should not be surprising to see the
Sadler said, "but he's good at working the he joined the squad.
"I always knew he could do it," Sadler
division champion with a majority of players
puck around and setting up the shooter."
on the team, but five of six is quite an
Therecognition for Ken Minello, a fourth- said of the first-year Social Science major.
"He played very consistently this year.
achievement
year Human Kinetics major, has finally come
Team general manager Mike Sadler feels
after a long career. Minello scored 26 goals When he wants to work hard, he candominate
this is a tremendous credit to the team's
in OUAA play, and Sadler said the all-star a game.''
Since the Lancers have not badan all-star
depth.
berthandMVP recognition is much deserved.
named
since 1972, this performance is quite
"This proves we're not a OO(}-dimensional
''fm very happy for Ken," Sadler said
team," Sadler said "We have talent right
·• He may have been playing in the shadow of impressive. Since Smith, Mahon, and Paliani
through the lineup."
other Lancers, but he's now the all-time should be back for further action, the Lancers
Terry Turner, a fourth-year business stuleading scorer in Lancer history," he said should be ready to challenge for division
dent, and Ed Smith, a second-year· arts
"He's getting the recognition he has titles in the years to come. D
by Brian LeClair

m
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Volleyballers
Smithand Adkinmakethe bigtime
straight selection, a remarkable
feat, considering she has played ·
just
three years on the squad.
One of the benefitsofasuccessful
Assistant coach Jan Caverzan
volleyball team is the added attention
the team will get When the team feels the two made an immeasurable
finished fifth in the province, and impact on the team this year.
"They added stability," she said
travels far and wide to prestigious
tournaments, the exposure is even . "We definitely counted on them."
"The team certainly counted on
greater.
The success of the women's · Kathy," Caverzan said of Adkin.
volleyball squad paid huge dividends . "Without a decent set, you won't
this year, as two worthy Windsor get a decent hit"
The position of setter has many
volleyballers were named to the
OWIAA West division all-star team jobs to it, and Caverzan felt Adkin
performed them all well.
The two recipients of this
"Much of the play comes from
honour were Kathy Adkin, a fifth. the setter," she said "The setter
year setter, and Cheryl Smith, a does much more than set They
third-year powerhitter.
have to block, hit. and be quick on
This is the second time that defence."
Adkin has made the select squad,
Adkin also set a team record
and it provides a nice cap on a long with 47 ace serves this season.
and productive career as a Lancer.
Unfortunately for the Lancers,
For Smith, it is her third Adkin will be graduating, and the
-1

by Brian LeClair

All Star Cheryl Smith with the:stop.

Lancers will be faced with the
added burden of teaching another
player all of these skills.
"It definitely hurts," Caverzan
said "To lose a fifth-year setter
leaves a big hole."
Smith was easily as important
to the team as Adkin was, especially
in crucial situations, according to
Caverzan.
"When things got tight, we gave
the ball to Cheryl," Caverzan said
"Every time she touched the ball,
we usually got a point or a side
out"
She was once chosen Lancerette
of the Week, and was a player that

Caverzan said that nearly every
time, Eastham was able to set the
ball to Adkin so well that it could be
set to three different Lancerette
spikers, which is considered to be
perfect
"Invariably you will get points if
you can do that," she said
Unfortunately, Eastham's injury
will leave her unable to play next
year. Combined with five other
leaving players, the team may find
the going tough early on next season.
"That's a big turnover in one
year," Caverzan said "We have a
solid nucleus, though. We'll be
ready."0

other teams would key on. This
only helped the rest of the team.
"When you can get a team
zeroing in on one individual, it frees
up the other parts of the offence,"
Caverzan said.
More importantly, she was very
accurate in her spikes, setting a
team record with a 27% passing
efficiency.
Caverzan also felt that Lisa
Eastham would have made the squad
if she wasn't sidelined with an
injury with a few weeks to go in the
season.
"Nobody could compare to Lisa
in passing," Caverzan said

Fencers disappoint at Western
by B rian LeClair
The University of Windsor fencing team finally got to participate in
the OUAA finals. and they probably
wish they hadn't
The team stumbled far from
past form, as they finished third
behind a vastly improved Toronto
squad, and a tough contingent from
McMaster.
Normally, third place in a provincial final would be quite sufficient.
However, coach Eli Sukunda is
certainly not used to 1t
"For us, third is like a loss,''
Sukunda said "We· re used to finishing much higher."
Even the sabre team, which has
always been a strong part of the
Lancer lineup, was off form, as it
finished third.
''It's the first time in eight years
they fell apart." he said "The team
just didn't come through."
U sually there are a few individual
champions for Sukunda to look to,
but that didn't happen in the tournament either.
"This is the first time in ten
years, since fve been coaching.
that we didn't have a champion,"

he said. "It's just been an awful
year."
What is most disheartening to
Sukunda is that the team seemed to
be ready for the OUAAs three
weeks ago, when they were snowed
out at Western.
"It should have been three of
four weeks ago," he said. "We
might have done better then. We
seem to have peaked three or four
weeks ago."
This slump was further compounded by tlie fact that Toronto
and McMaster fielded very good
teams.
"Toronto was stronger than
they expected,'' he said "They had
some really strong transfer students."
However, Sukunda would not
make any .excuses. "We fenced
awful," he said. "We deserved to
lose."
The highest finish was turned in
by John Moceri, who finished second
in the individual sabre. Kevin
Haggith finished fourth in the foil,
and Rob Fallenbuchl finished fourth
in the sabre. The foil team slipped
to fifth overall
There was some good news on
the fencing scene, though. The entire

team will be back to give it another
try next year, and the team will be
further enlarged by the addition of a
women's contingent
The added challenge is a positive step for fencing at Windsor,
according to Sukunda.

"It fills out what is supposed to
be there," Sukunda said. "It has
always been a shortcomming of our
team. It reflects the new attitude at
the Human Kinetics faculty."
"It's nice to see them adding
fencing programs, instead of cutting them," he continued.
Sukunda added that there are
already women practising with the
team, which only competes in the
foil event, and although this next
year might be tough, it certainly is a
positive step.
As for the rest of the team,
Sukunda knows this disappointment
will make the team hungrier next
season.
"Sometimes these things need
to happen to shake us up," he said.
"Look for us next year," he
said. "We're going to be stronger
than ever, especially the sabre
team," he said. D
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Relay teamsrun wildin OUAAfinalsat St. Denis
by Mike Murphy

1

The University of Windsor's men and
women's track teams finished with a kick this
past week at the Ontario University Athletic
Association Championships held at the St
Denis Centre, as they made their bids for the
CIAUs.
The highight for the team came at the end
of the meet, just like last year, as they won the
last two races of the day, and the most
prestigious of all relays-the
men's and
women's 400m.
On the women's side, the four runners that
proudly wore the gold were M.J.McKeever
and Katie Klein, who were both newcomers
to the team, and veterans from last year's
championship team, Gisele St Louis and
Maxine Walkes.
After a short portion of the race, the
women were stalking to make their move,
when they did, they left the other teams just
watching with envy.
"I knew we were contenders," St Louis
s~id. "There was some tough competition
with York and Western, but when the baton
was in Maxine's hand, I knew we had it won.
as she can bury anybody and pull it out"
York and W estem finished second and
third respectively.
St Louis also scored points for the team
with a fifth place in the 300m. and a sixth
place in the 600m.
Another busy member of the relay team
was Maxine Walkes. She was the runner-up
in the 300m, and her time of 39.91, that
earned her the silver medal, was also a new
school record.
Walkes also earned another two medals,
one in the 600m and another as a member of
the4x200 relay team. In the 600, Walkes ran
her best time of the season, I :31. 70, in a
second silver medal bid.
The three women who teamed up with
Walkes on the bronze medal 4x200 relay
were sprinter Lisa Nagy, hurdler Jen Yee and
long sprinter Joanne Van de Wiele.
In the shotput, both of the Lancer putters
took home medals. Bev Deal, a consistent
thrower for the Lancers, added a silver
medal to her collection with a put of I 1.90m,
only 14cm behind the winner.
Greg Waters, who is also the starting
center for the Lancer football team, turned in

Lance photo by Phll lngenkomp.

Windsor runner intent on finishing first.

a l 3.3m throw that earned him a bronze
medal.
The women's 4 x800 relay team continued
to be a threat to the competition, as they ran a
personal best time of 9: 13.0 in winning the
bronze medal. However, the team of Jackie
McVittie, Kathy Nevill, Annette Pelletier
and Linda Deluca also had standout performances individually.
Highlighting the performances was
McVittie's new school record in the 1000m
in a time of 2:57 .22 that earned her a fifth
place. In the same race, Pelletier scored
points for the team with a seventh place
finish.

Deluca, the lone representative in the
1500m. finished eighth in an extremely competitive field.
The men's 4 x400m team was thought not
to be an OU AA contender this year, after the
loss of two of its all Canadians from last
year's team. Neville Douglas and Tim Ryan.
With these large holes to be filled, the
Lancers found the plugs in Chris David and

Joe Ross.
"I was kind of lucky to stay healthy the
whole season. and that seemed to be the
key," David said. ''I was just glad to beon the
team. They were great for training with."
The men were paced early to victory by

theleadrunningofBrian Forsey, who enabled
them to run from the front with an excellent
first leg. With some tactical racing from
David they were still able to hold the lead
When the baton hit the hand of Doug
Tilson they were never to look back, as they
began to blow the competition away. The
Lancers' anchor, Ross, simply made up more
ground, defeating the competition by nearly
two whole seconds.
"I knew it was going to be tough," Tilson
said, "but after what happened at the CIA Us
last year, I knew we could do it again."
Tilson also took in two more medals. He
was a member of the silver medal 4x800m
team, teaming up with Cliff Smellie, Terry
James and Mike Murray. Smellie and James
finished seventh in the 600m and 1OOOm
respectively, and Murray also finished sixth
in the 5000m run.
Tilson's last medal, a bronze, came in the
600m where he was the favourite, but had a
bad day.
"I let them get too far ahead of me, but
when I closed on them, I just didn't have
overdrive like I normally do," Tilson said.
"Hopefully at CIAU, I will stay up with
them and pick up a medal there."
For the Lancers as a team, the men
moved up a spot in team points from last
year's fifth to this year's fourth spot, which
marks their best team finish ever. The wer
men's co~tingent placed fifth. as they did
last year.
"The OUAAs were more tense this year
than previous years," said Lancer Coach
Dennis Fairall. "With the new format for
CIAU qualifying, it left a lot of people
scrambling for spots.··
"I felt our team did very well. and our
men·s team showed its depth with many
fourth to eighth place finishes. Those two and
three point getters add up.··
Fairall was most impressed with the
team's dedication.
·'When guys like Andrew McLean, who
is a high jumper, will go out and do hurdles

ju st to get poin ts for the team. it reflects the
team' s attitude." Faira ll continued.
W ith the conclusion of the O UAAs. it
marks for many of the Lancers the end of a
very successful season, with a chosen few
attending the CIA Us next week in Winnipeg.D
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The success of the women's
basketball team carried off the court
recently, as three members of the
Windsor women's squad earned
post~season honours.
Veteran guard Colleen Hogan
and third-year forward Alison Duke
were named to the OWIAA West
division all-star team, and head
coach Joanne Macl..eanwas ooooured
as OWIAA coach of the year.
This is not a new thing for
Hogan, having made the select squad
twice before, while Duke is enjoying
her first stint as an all-star. This
also is the first such honour for
Maclean, who is only in her third
year at the helm of the Lancers.
Head coach Maclean is quick
Lance me photo
to credit her two all-stars.
All Star Colleen Hogan grimaces as the shot goes up.
"When turning a team around,
handle all year. The 5'9" forward problems for the OWIAA defences
there are always a couple of critical
was
counted on to provide all the around the league.
people," she said "fmreallypleased
However, there likely was no
offence
under the basket on this
that the other coaches in the league
small, quick team, and she bounced individual on the team who deserved
acknowledged them."
back from a disappointing season recognitionmorethan coachMacl.ean
Hogan brings impressive creMaclean took her team from alsolast year.
dentials to the position. She was
ran to contender in one year, winning
Duke
started
off
very
well,
and
one of the undisputed leaders of the
then slumped a little near the end of the first eight games, taking the
team both on and off the court
the season. but still finished with a team one game from the national
The 5'5" guard played much of
fine 16.1 average, like Hogan. She tournament in their first playoff
all twelve regular season games for
also came up with 5.4 rebounds a appearance in years.
the Lancers, averagingan impressive
"We have had a lot come in one
game, very important to the fast16.1 points a game during the regular
year,"
she said
breaking Lancer offence.
season. Despite her size, she was
"To
finish fourth in the country,
In
the
playoffs
she
was
also
able to pull down 4.5 rebounds a
after
not
being in the top eight for
effective,
averaging
fourteen
points
game, and was quite proficient at
a game and increasing her rebound years, is a real accomplishment"
shooting free throws for the Lancers.
Maclean was very pleased to
output to over six a game, as well as
She was also one of the few
have
been acknowledged by her
shooting
a
fine
50
per
cent
from
the
reliable long-range shooting threats
peers
for
her achievements, but she
floor
in
the
team's
three
playoff
for Windsor, making good on 24 of
refused to take all the credit herself.
games.
42 three-point shots during the
"The personnel was good," she
"She began to realize her full
regular season, a 57 per cent average.
said.
potential this year," Maclean said
Once the playoffs began, Hogan
But reserve forward Pam
Maclean also realizes how
really turned it on. She improved
McCartney
felt Maclean had a
fortunate
she
is
to
have
this
pair
on
her average during the crunch of
very positive influence on the team.
her side.
three pressure-packed elimination
"She believed in our abilities,"
"Ifl looked around the league,"
games with an 18.3 points per game
McCartney
said.
she
said,
"I
couldn't
choose
too
average, and her turnover ratio of
Perhaps next year, these three
many guards or forwards ahead of
3.8 was lower than it had been all
them. They are two of the best valuable parts of the Lancer basketseason.
ball machine can take the team that
guards or forwards in Ontario."
"Hogan was fantastic all year,"
one more step so they can finish on
Fortunately,
both
are
due
to
Maclean said
return next year, to cause further top of the heap. D
_ __Duke had a very tough job to
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'The Other Place'
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The Lance is in dire need of a Circulation
Manager. The duties of this position entail delivery of
the Lance around campus and the city. It talces a total
of roughly 5 hours a week (on Fridays) to complete
this job. Applicants must have use of a vehicle on
Fridays. The pay is $30/wee~ plus gas expenses.
Apply to Rob Croley or Laura Gould before
March 16 at the Lance office, 2nd floor, University
Centre.
We have only four issues left in this publishing
year, so the job will only last one month.
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$40/others

Tickets Available Soon
Great Place!
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CAMPUS REC
Racquetball Tournament
Well folks, another annual racquetball tournament has
come and gone. For those of you who missed it, you have
missed something worthwhile. This year we only had four
participants, but it was still an exciting turnout
Championship and consolation matches were held, where
Dave Bolleur and Barry McDonald were the winners.
All in all, everyone enjoyed the tournament and we'll be
looking forward to an even better turnout next year.
Campus Recreation Corner
Everyone needs some good old R & R from time to time,
and last week was a real lift>-saver for us all. And so,
beginning today, the countdown to summer begins.
As the workload gets tougher and the weather grows
warmer its going to be difficult to sit still through all those
lectures. If you need a diversion, and are looking for some
fun, Campus Recreation has something for everyone.
Campus Ree has everything from martial arts to.badminton,
weight training and swimming to aerobics, and it's all waiting
for 'you'. After you work up a good sweat, try a leisurely
sauna and a refreshing shower. The facilities at HK are
excellent You can release stress, make friends, get in shape
and lose weight.
In addition to the clubs and facilities available to you,
Campus Ree is constantly putting on a number of varied
events for your enjoyment
Look for these upcoming events:

Sun., Mar. 13 from 12:00 - 6:00 p.m., The Co-ed triples
volleyball tournament in the field house.
March 15, 16, 17 from 7:00 - 11:00 p.m. Co-ed singles,
doubles, and mixed doubles Badminton tournament in the
field house.
March 22, 23, 24 from 8:00 - 11:00 p.m. the Over "30's"
Hockey Tournament at Adie Knox.
March 24 from 8:00 - 11 :00 p.m. The Female Fitness and
Racquetball night at the Windsor Racquet & Fitness Centre.
We look forward to seeing you, so sign up today! For
deadlines and more information call Campus Ree 253-4232
ext 2456, 11 :30 - 1:00 and 4:30 - 8:30.
CoEd Triples Volleyball Tournament
It's coming soon so catch the wave! Grab two friends, and
join up now for Campus Recreation's Co-ed Triples Volleyball
Tournament on Sunday March 20, 1988. It runs from 12 to 6
p.m. There will be a men's and women's tournament Sign up
at the Campus Recreation office.
Badminton Tourney
Campus Recreation is holding its big badminton tourney
and it begins Tues. March 15th. and runs to the I 7th. There
will be men's and women's singles, doubles, and mixed
doubles. The games start at 7 p.m. sharp, and will go until 11
p. m. at the St Denis Centre.
•You must be signedup by Friday, March 11th before 1 p.m.
that afternoon •.
Go to the Campus Recreation office today and sign up for
a great time.
Men's Basketball
On Thurs. Feb. 11 the action on the courts resumed with
three games on tap. The Cody Coyotes slid by Skipper's
Rebels 33-27; the Saints crowned Delta Chi 42-23, and Jack
Lewitt Fan Club won over the Scrubbers.
Continuing for the next two weeks, the Irish outshot the
Shooters 56-32; The Supreme Courts mucked up the Muckers
54-33; Bridge House crushed Strictly Jazz 75-44; KU. T.A
chalked up their first victory over the Scrubbers, 27-26; Fish
No More beat up on Skipper's Rebels 72-46; The Dead
Milkmen milked Cody Coyotes 46-35; Spastic Fitts edged
President's Choice 43-38; Speed Demons dropped The
Eskimo Pit>-Heads 63-41; and The Tropical Wonders
amazed Bunch of Guys 34-24.
In other games Jack Leavitt Fan Club took it out on
Hanna-Canna-Panna's 69-43; Electa Hall tore down the
Saints 42-36; The Nitwits outlasted Spastic Fitts 51-43;

Speed Demons burned by Muckers 66-26; Malignant Tumors
paralyzed The Eskimo Pit>-Heads 29-23; President's Choice
shot dt:>wnThe Shooters 38-17; The Nitwits set back the
Bunch of Guys 59-36; The Supreme Courts cleaned out the
Scrubbers, 43-20; Bridge House moved Irish 40-34; and
Strictly Jazz and The Tropical Wonders tied 39-39.
To round out the schedules, Malignant Tumors powered
by KU.T.A 63-27; The Dead Milkmen rebelled against
Skipper's Rebels 7 4-51 ; Speed Demons won by cancellation
over Hanna-Canna-Panna's; Jason's Adult Entertainment
Lounge danced out over Fish No More 45-37; Spastic Fitts
won by cancellation over the Scrubbers; The Eskimo PieHeads stopped President's Choice 43-36; Bridge House
tiptoed past Jack Leavitt Fan Club 39-35. Thursday Feb.
25's games were all cancelled, resulted in wins for Electa
Hall over Cody Coyotes; Bunch of Guys over K U.T.A;
Hanna-Canna-Panna's over Strictly Jazz; and the still
undefeated Speed Demons over the Shooters.
Stay tuned for even more exciting scores in two weeks.
As for now, here are the standings as of Feb. 25th :
STANDINGS
Division "B"
I. The Dead Milkmen

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

1. The Nitwits
2. Bridge House
3. Spastic Fitts
4. Bunch of Guys
5. The Tropical Wonders
6. Irish
7. President's Choice
8. Strictly Jazz
9. Shooters
Competitive Long Bomb Division
I. Speed Demons

2. The Supreme Courts

4 0 0 8
2 1 0 4
2 2 0 4
2 2 0 4

2 2 0 4
2 3 0 4
1 2 0 2
1 4 0 2
WLTP

5 0 0 10
5 1 0 10
4 2 0 8

3 3 0 6
2 l 1
2 3 0
2 3 0
0 5 1
0 5 0
WLTP

5
4
4
1
0

7
4
3
3
3
2
2
1

14

0
1
2
3
3
2
3
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8

Special Events
Hi' My name is Suk Ping Cho. fm in my third year of
Human Kinetics. I'm the Supervisor of Special Events and
Sport Clubs at Campus Recreation. This is my first year with
Campus Recreation as a supervisor and it has been a learning
experience as many of my sport managers can tell you.
Well, what are special events? They are usually one to
two day activities, in most cases, these events are not offered
in our intramural or instructional programs. This rounds out
the field of recreational activities offered by Campus
Recreation. They include what I call 'life-long' activities. We
go into the community a great deal for facilities, therefore
introducing the participant to what Windsor has to offer and
hopefully the participant will continue the activity.
Examples of our special events are: the bowling, golf and
squash tournaments and the upcoming pool/snooker and
badminton tournaments. We have "special" events also: the
Campus Recreation Mini-Olympics for the United Way, the
Annual Highschool Allnighter and the Campus Recreation
Turkey Shoot, all of which took place last semester.
The Sport Clubs Program is also very 'special'. They
offer students, staff, faculty and the community the opportunity
to create a club with an activity they prefer. The clubs operate
on their own while Campus Recreation provides facility

by
PHYLLIS
-·PARAMOUNT STUDIOS 327 OUELLETTE A VE.
WINDSOR, ONTARIO.
· spec,al student rates
· free 5 x 7 gtft photo .
. no sitting charge ·
. cap and gown available .
also passport photos and wedding coverage
2534833 for appointment Evenings call. 253-8847

CAMPUS RECREATION
BADMINTON LEAGUE STANDINGS
MEN'S SINGLES
Red Division:
W L PF PA
DIFF
Gregory Tan
4 0 60
3
57
Nasir Uddin
3 0 45
6
39
Garry Hogard
2 1 33 15
18
Firoy Hudan1
2 2 36 30
6
Siu Chan Kong
0 3
0 45
-45
Jeff Hall
0 4
0 45
-45

PTS

8
6
4
4
0
0

P

3. Malignant Tumors
6
6
4. Eskimo Pie-Heads
6
5. Hanna-Canna-Panna's
4
6. Muckers
4
7. Jack Leavitt Fan Club
2
8. K.U.T.A.
o 6 o o
9. Scrubbers "'-'"'".....,,;""°"'"'"'~:.61..U=~=-~--

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

Telephone

Jason 's Adult Entertainment Lounge
Saints
Fish No More
Electa Hall
Cody Coyotes
Delta Chi
Skipper's Rebels
Competitive Hot Shot Division

W LT

times and a council, the University of Windsor Sport Clubs
Council, to voice any concerns the clubs may have. There are
presently ten clubs in our program: the Aikido, Aida-Tyu JuJitsu, Cardiac, Dance, lsshinryu Karate, Judo, Lacrosse,
Scuba. Taekwon Do, and Women's Self-Defense Clubs.
Most of these clubs run the whole year and are always looking
for new members.
I would like to see the special events and sport clubs
programs grow. I feel they are very worthwhile programs. If
there are any questions please contact me at the Campus
Recreation office. Come on out and get involved! D

Blue Division
Bob Comartin
Joe Mseszaras
Choong Hon Yee
James Kekre
Naeem Uddin
Aniz Hudda
Choon Wee Ang

W L PF PA
4
2
2
2
2
0
0

0
1
1
1
2
4
3

60
42
30
35
39
28
6

14
21
26
34
40
60
45

DIFF
46
21

PTS
8
4

4

4

l
-1
-32
-39

4
4

0
0

White Division
N.J. Thambythurai
Syee Chia Aw
Boon Teng Tan
Bob Galbraith
Mike Budden
Raymond Chan

W L PF PA DIFF
PTS
4 0 60 26
34
8
3 1 54 38
16
6
2 1 42 15
27
4
2
1 2 38 32
6
-14
2
1 3 31 45
-24
2
1 2 15 39
MEN'S DOUBLES
PTS
Orange Division
W L PF PA DIFF
3 1 53 24
29
6
Kekre & Uddin
2 2 44 44
0
4
Tan & Yee
-8
2 3 37 45
4
Hudda & Hudani
-43
1 4 16 59
2
Chan& Kong
W L PF PA DIFF PTS
Yellow Division
4 0 60 15
45
8
Thambythurai & Uddin
Mann & Pyymaki
3 2 57 34
23
6
-20
2
Aw& Tan
I 3 36 56
-33
2
Galbraith & Ellery
1 4 25 58

M\XED DOUBLES
W L PF PA DIFF PTS
Green Division
2 1 41 18
23
4
Mann & Rose•
2 1 30 15
15
4
Culleton & Kanisavljevic
4
2 1 32 26
6
Lattermore & Myers
-39
0 3 6 45
0
Kilbreath & Wurdenmann
Grey Division
Comartin & Pouget
Pyymaki & Devlaemiuck
Kerr & Riorden
Amodeo & Freemantle

I O 15 0
I O 15 2
1 1 17 15
0 2 0 30

15
13

2

2

2
2

-30

0

25
11

4

Gold Division
Kekre & Hudda
White & Mantha
Noranda & Lau
Duguay & Duguay

26 15
I l 20 •26
0 2 0 30

-6

2
2

-30

0

Silver Division
Tremain & Kenter
Bellaire & Marcotte
Mullin & Clarke
Bechard & Groades

2
2
0
0

30
30
-30
-30

4
4
0
0

2 0 30
l

• clinched first place in division

5

l

0 30
0 30
2 0
2 0

0
0
30
30
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OLY/I/IPIC

DEVEI.OPINli~PECIAI.
A special tribute to those Canadian athletes who

haveseen their dreams clearly develop into a quest
for the Olympic gold.

lia Far It!
• 1 2price on colour reprints with negatives.
• 1 2price on colour enlargements, 5x7 - 8x10 , with

Wndsorbob,lealer Ouis Lori 29 medals

negatives 110 and larger .
Offer expires March 12, 1988.

1 hour developing at:

•READE'S•
- -~2133 Wyandotte St. W. 254-3734 : ~r

300 Ouellette Ave. Palace Center. -

~
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TEACHING AWARDS
PROGRAM
Each year the Ontario Confederation of University Faculty Associations
recognizes outstanding teachers 1nOntario un1vers1t1esthrough awards
based on ac1tv11tesin the preceding calendar year .

After many months of anticipation, the Calgary
Olympics are over. We can now return to our everyday
Jives without thinking about what is going on out West
But, certainly, those who became surrogates of the
Olympic spirit will never forget those magic moments
of Olympic achievement Or will we?
This quiz, appearing after yet another fortnight of
hiatus, is designed for the vidiot who spent nearly every
open hour watching ABC, TSN, or CTV from the
opening to close of competition. To be able to match
these people or things to the most correct subject on the
right, one would have to be an Olympic maniac (like
me). So, without further adieu, go for it ...

Eddie Edwards

Closing ceremony boo

Karen Percy

G-string

Soviet Union

Neil Diamond

Alberto Tomba

6 medals

Finland

Soviet hockey

Ladies' figure skating

Back flips

Juan Antonio Samaranch

First Canadian medal

Liz Manley

14 medals

Katarina Witt

First hockey medal

David Santee

Olympic mascots

Canadian demo sports

Johnny Carson

Hidi & Howdy

"Duelling Carrnens"

KLM Line

"La Bomba"

Brian Orser

Stupid ABC interviewer

U.S. team

"Canadian Concerto"

CATEGORIES
Teaching embraces all level of 1nstruchon-graduate
and unQergraduate teaching, continuing education and faculty development .
Proficiency in teaching may extend well beyond the classroom. the
laboratory or the facutly member's office. Act1v11tessuch as course
design. curriculum development. organization of teaching programs
are often important contributions. Those who excel in any of these are
eligible for OCUFA Teaching Awards

NOMINATIONS
Are 1nv1tedfrom individuals. informa, groups of students, local student
counc1,s. departments. alumni. etc .
A guideline to assist 1norganizing a nomination should be consulted by
prospective nominators and 1savatlable on request from the Office of
Teaching & Learning. 2100 Lambton Tower (ext. 3090).
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Attention All
1987-88
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University of Windsor Grads
G. M. Wants You As A Customer. To encourage you to purchase
your first car from us, G. M. will offer ...
• No Down payment
e 1mmediate Credit Approval
• Special Student Interest Rate (11. 7%)
(Fixed Rate, Open Loan, Free Life InsuranceBased on a 48 month term)

GRAD NIGHT-MARCH

15

Time 6:00pm-9:00pm

The RealPrinters.
lOo/oStudent Discount
-Photocopying
4800 Tecumseh Rd. E.
1 block east of Pillette
-Resumes
Windsor, ON N8T 188
-Essays
(519) 974-6776

HOWITTS Will Provide FREE Transportation From M Lot To Our
Dealership.
• Information on all our car lines.
• Test Drive Our New '88
• Free Coffee and Donuts
915 Tecumseh Rd. E.
Windsor, Ontario
252-7721

Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
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Swimmersand diversend seasonsadly
by Tom Ferreira

The University of Windsor
swimming and diving team recently
competed in the OUAA swimming
and diving championships at Brock.
The university team went in with
little experience, and this, coupled
with a low team turnout, led to a
disappointing, last-place showing.
''Only one ofour swimmers had
any extensive background," said
coach Tom Arusoo. "They had no
club background before coming
to the University."
Another fact contributing to the
poor showing was a lack of training.
While other schools train during
the summer, Windsor hardly
trained at ail.
"Swimming is an eleven month
sport," Arusoo said."There is lost
effort at maintaining conditioning
in the summer."
Many of the swimmers had
other comrnittmentsand were unable
to make regular practice sessions.
"The committment just isn't
there," Arusoo said
Still, there were some promising developments at the tournament Bill Bedford finished third
in lm diving, and second in 3m
diving. Unfortunately, there is no
diving at the CIAU level.
However, Mary Beth Jurocko
and Erin Searcy had times good
enough to meet CIA U standards.
But the meet was limited to only the
top 85 times, so the women had to
wait
Finally, after ten days out of the ·

pool, Jurocko was informed that
she had finished tied for the last
spot, and was invited to participate.
"She thought her season was
over," Arusoo said
She entered in only one of her
events, the lOOMbreaststroke, and
performed very well. She finished
sixth in the consolation final which,
translates into the 14th place position

Searcy, and men's swimmer Bruce
in Canada.
Coach Arusoo feels that better Janauskas.
Windsor also bas club swimmers
recruitment will make Windsor more
competitive in years to come. He coming in, which will form the
plans to break the team up into two nucleus and make them a swimming
parts,. an A and B squad, to work force in years to come.
However, Arusoo feels it won't
with the better and more experienced
swimmers to compete at the OUAA be easy.
"Ontario is a very good swimming
level. The three that will be on the
A squad at this point will be Jurocko, area in the world," Arusoo said.O

.Guardtriomakesall-starsquads
by Tom Ferreira

With the disappointing end of a
basketball season came individual
honours for three Lancer veterans,
as the OUAA West division allstar berths were announced.
All three of the Lancers' strong
three-guard offence were honoured,
with veteran sharpshooter Matt St
Louis making the first team. and
perennial partner Scott Thomas
just missing the first squad and
settling for a spot on the second
team. Carlo Boniferro was also
named to the second squad, which
was a pleasant surprise for coach
Paul Thomas.
Even though St Louis didn't
have the fabulous season that was
expected of him, he still had a good
year, ranking among the league
leaders in points per game. He
finished fourth in the OUAA West
with a fine 21.0 average.
He was Windsor's biggest offensive threat, and as such drew
much of the heat from opposing

defences. With all the attention on
him, St Louis still scored 21.0
points per game for the season, and
~anned 28 three-pointers.
Thomas suffered through an
injury plagued season, which undoubtedly hampered his game, but
he still continued to be the team
leader out on the court He dictated
the tempo of the game, and controlled
both the offence and defence.
Thomas scored 160 points and 18
three pointers.
This was the final season for
both St Louis and Thomas, and the
team will surely miss them.
"They were good ball players,
and a delight to coach," said
Thomas. "You won't find any
classier people. They've been great
Lancers, and will be missed."
Carlo Boniferro was the third
guard on the team, and fit that role
very well. He played an aggressive
offence, and a tight and spirited
defence. Carlo never received the
recognitionthat theother two enjoyed,
but was perhaps the most consistent

0. U.A.A. Men's Basketball
Leading Scorers-West
TP
AVE
284
25.9
Stiefelmeyer
Western
264
24.0
Froese/Waterloo
254
21.2
Sprung/ Guelph
21.0
St Louis/Windsor 252
19.6
157
Moore/Brock
Lancer.
"Carlo was steadiest throughout
the season," said assistant coach
Wayne Curtin.
Boniferro scored 187 points and
had 43 rebounds, which is a good
season by any standards. Boniferro
will return next season and should
take over as the team's leading
guard. He will probably be one of
the players the Lancers will be
most counting on to lead them
through another tough OUAA
campaign.
He should be more than ready
for the challenge. D
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SOUNDING OFF

BRIAN LECLAIR
And why not shut down the operations of the NHL for this
Olympic teams just to succeed in the Olympic arena
purpose?
There has to be some viable solution that C!Ulbe
People may also submit that it is unfair to deny these
young men a chance to play for their country just to accept reached Just shorten the schedule; it's too long anyway. The
NHL stars instead There is nothing stopping these young Olympics only come up every four years. It certainly won't
players, once they are more mature and skilled, to play for an cripple the mighty NHL
If that is not economically feasible, perhaps the NHL and
Olympic squad The average age of Canadian Olympic
Canadian
Olympic Hockey Association can work out some
teams is about 22 years old. These kids are playing against
men, as the average Soviet hockey player is about 26 years sort of compensation agreement This way, we know the
money will be well spent, instead of paying for a team that will
old Tell me that is fair. We all know that the Canada-Soviet
Union medal round game wasn't even close, despite the not be able to challenge for the gold
The NHL should think about the long-term, promotional
reasonably respectable final score.
You may argue that the Canadian team indeed had the benefits it could gain from such an arrangement This system
benefit of NHL regulars on its squad Correct me if I'm could be applied to the American hockey team as well. Then
wrong, but Jirn Peplinski is not exactly the type of player the the entire continent can get behind the Olympic effort, and an
increased love of hockey may result. Everyone loves a
Canadian team needs to defeat the first class European
teams. Give us a strong, fundamentally sound defenseman. winner, you know.
Something has got to be done. The mediocrity of Olympic
Give us a freewheeling forward Give us anybody. but if
hockey teams is getting a little hard to take, and watching
you're going to give us Jim Peplinski, forget it, NHL
What we need is full participation from the NHL to those guys in the red ( it's always the same red guys, with the
provide a viable Olympic product In short, we probably need exact same names - don't they get tired of it?) win the big
prize every time really grates on the nerves.
a miracle.
North Americans have always been good at exploiting
The NHL will never agree to such a proposal, in any
rules
to their maximum advantage, but in this situation, we
form. They feel that to lose their best players, even for two
are woefully behind the eight-ball. It is past the time to
weeks, the NHL wbuld have to suspend its operations. It's
scratch our heads and think-we must act Yes, indeed,
funny, but all the European leagues close down to allow their
something has got to be done. And soon. D
best to compete.

Something has got to be done.
I had high hopes for this year's Olympic hockey team.
Who didn't?
The Canadian hockey team had just come off a sweep of
the Soviets in three major events - the Canada Cup, the
prestigious Izvestia tournament, and the World Junior
Hockey Championship, playing confidently, while the powerful
Soviet team looked in disarray and very beatable. It seemed
that the home crowd this time would revel in Canadian
hockey gold.
Yet, here were the Soviets, all gathering around their
supposedly weak goalie, Sergei Mylinkov, proud again to
have snatched the gold medal away for their seventh time
since they entered the hockey arena in 1956. Only two times
have other teams broke this stranglehold, both by U.S. teams
on American ice.
And where were the Yankee miracle kids? Way down
there, in sixth place, for the second straight Olympics.
fd laugh, but we the Canadians, supposedly the originators
of the sport, haven't won a damn medal since the Grenoble
Olympics in 1968.
What in the world is going on? How can the Soviets
bounce back from poor play in such a short while, just in time
for the Olympics? And why can't we, as Canadians, get past
some of these other countries, such as Sweden, and Czechoslovakia, who finish ahead of us year after year after year?
Something has got to be done.
But what?
There are many reasons that people have been throwing
around ever since the Olympics concluded. Some feel that the
Soviets benefit from playing with each other all year round,
and that we should get these kids together earlier so they get a
feel for each other's game.
Let's get a grip here. First of all, the money needed to do
this would be tremendous, but that isn't the real issue here.
The team was put together a few months ahead of time, and
have been playing anybody and everybody ever since. If they
weren't ready for the Olympics, they weren't ever going to be
ready.
The simple matter is, clearly, that the Soviets have better
players.
What can we do about that, you may ask. We are using
the best players available. But even that is not true. We are
totally ignoring the greatest stockpile of players available.
The problem is that they are playing in the NHL.
Recently, the International Olympic Committee passed
legislation allowing professionals to compete in Olympic
sports. This opened the door, people said, for athletes like
Willie Gault to run for the bobsled team, or Renaldo
Nehemiah to juggle a career in football with running the
hurdles. However, it also paves the way for our best hockey
players, not just our best amateur ones, to play forCanada in
the Olympics.
That would be unfair, many claim, since professionals in
the league would surely dominate over amateurs from other
countries. However, there are numerous professional leagues
in other European countries that export players onto their

STATS
BASKETBALL
OUAA LEAGUE
Final Standings
West
w L

CIAU HOCKEY RANKINGS
(last week in parentheses)

8

2
3

F
1008
939

Windsor

7

5

1129

Brock
Laurier
McMaster
Guelph

6
5
4

6
6
8
11

939
782
852
829

Team

Waterloo
Western

10

p
855 20
A

939 16
1104

14

971 12
820 10
915 8
989 2

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PEI (1)
Calgary (3)
York (4)
Alberta (2)
UQTR(5)

6. Sask. (6)
7. Western (7)
8. Acadia (8)
9. Moncton (NR)
10. Windsor (10)
VOLLEYBALL
OWIAA LEAGUE
Final Standings

Team

Brock
Windsor

Laurier
McMaster
Waterloo
Guelph
Western

Team
Windsor

Brock
Laurentian
Ryerson
McMaster

9
9
6

3
3
4

5
5

5

629
723
578
530
612
588
534

6
9
8

3
2

McMaster
F

HOCKEY
OUAA LEAGUE
West Division
G
w L T
7 3
26
16

26
26
26
26

13
10
9
2

10

15
15
22

3
I
2
2

Windsor

A

p

649

18

693

18

546
539
613
646
581

12
10

10

A

157
139
135
115
70

93
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Big Brother

eek

The University of Windsor
March 21-March
24
Current BIG BROTHERS University of Windsor
INFORMATION

George Aldighieri
Brad Bain
Stan Bernacki
Glen Blackstock
Reg Burns
Mike Cameron
Dave Cantagallo
Richard Chmara
Jay Davis
Alan Drouillard
Todd Dutot
Yousef El-Farr
Tom Fleming

•

Shawn Gaudette
Brian Hartford
Terry Hermiston
Bob Howson
Kieran Kennedy
Bob Leis
Ed Mazak
Dan Noade
Ron O'Quinn
Steve Parker
Kevin Parsons
Chris Riddell
John Rocheleau
John Ross

Todd Schaefer
Gary Schauer
Rob Schroeder
Jeff Segeren
Jim Sellars
Graig Straky
Marc Sullivan
Lyle Ward
Jamie Watts
Dwayne Winseck
Joe Zagar
Larry Zajdlik
Tom , Zakkak

SESSIONS

Mon, March 21-Mac Hall
Time 10: 15 pm-7th Floor Lounge
Meet with Bob Leis
Tuesday, March 22-Cody Hall
Time 10:15pm-2nd Floor Lounge
Meet with Kevin Parsons
Wednesday, March 23-Cartler Hall
Time: 10:15pm-Main Floor Lounge
Meet with John Ross
Thursday, March 24-Assumption Lounge
At the University Centre
Time: 11 :30am & 1:30pm
Meet With Mark Schilling

Come out to our informal" Info" Sessions
and see what being a Big Brother is all
about. Talk with some of the University men
who are Big Brothers! (Presently there are
over 40 Big Brothers at the University!)

-

Studentsrallyto fight underfunding
A]
1

bout 500 frustrated
collegeand univJsity
students converged
on the lawn of the
Ontario legislature
March 10 to demand the government
live up to its promise of excellence
in post-secondary education.
"We have listened and we have
waited and we're fed up," rallied
Ontario Federation of Students'
(O.F.S.) chair Sheen Weir.
"Quality, world class, internationally competitive excellence is
what this government has promised.
Debt-ridden students, disintegrating
libraries, housing crises, overcrowding. underfunding - that is what
this government has delivered,"
Weir said.
The rally, which wrapped up a
week of a provincewide underfunding
campaign, was the first of its kind in
three years.
Marching from the University
ofT oronto.students ignored stopli&hts.
cheered arriving school buses of
additional stucients and waved one
dollar bills and placards imploring
Premier David Peterson to stop the
cutbacks.
"Basically what we're looking
for is a long-term plan coming up to
$1.3 billion." Weir said. "Each
year all we get is at-inflation or
below-inflation increases. The budget

must reflect the vision of postsecondary education as the driving
force propelling Ontario in the 21 st
century. We will not tolerate the
deteriorating of our college and
university systems," she said.
Weir referred to the current
situation as "crazy", while asking
for the means to improve the system
which has deteriorated over the last
15 years.
"We've got to have somesolutions
or we won't have any education,"
she said.
Weir said $100 million was
allocatedto Colleges and Universities
m the last budget However "that
didn't even start a recovery,'' she
said.
Despite the obvious effects of
underfunding, Tony Macerollo, chair
of the Canadian Federation of Students, said students need to take to
the streets to publicize their concerns.
"The general public takes it for
granted that colleges and universities
are good things to have hut we've
got to force a 'kitchen discussion '
on post-secondary education because
it's in serious trouble,'' he said
Both Weir and OFS chair-elect
Shelley Potter urged students to
take the energy of the rally back
home to their university community
and MPPs.
"The power of students is unquestionable," said Weir. pointing out

Students rally at Queen's Park.

David Peterson's pledge to eliminate
exclusionary bylaws as an example
of hoy, student pressure ha:; resulted
in action. Weir said the OFS and
the University of Western Ontario
students' union plan to deliver more
than 8,000 signed postcards to the
premier insisting that he live up to
his promised legislation.
Weir, however, said the postsecondary community's most immediate problem is absorbing the
5,OOO
extra students who have applied
to university for next year.
"There's no more space on our
classroom floors, there aren't enough
library books, there are not enough
faculty," said Weir. "Never before
have so many wanted a post-secondary

education, never before has the where its mouth has been for the
last two years."
post-secondary system heen so illequipped," said Weir.
R.aismg his voice to be heard
above the chanting students, Starkey
When asked about the fact that
Colleges and Universities Minister
said, "It is quite clear to all of us
Lyn Macleod was 'absent' Thursday, that the 4.5 per cent (increase in
Weir replied, "We asked that we operating grants) that the treasurer
speak to her before any rally, she promised us last November is not
was welcomed to hold a sign, see enough. Just to maintain the present
level of inadequate services requires
students and hear their concerns.
over 10 per cent"
The membership is very frustrated.
Starkey said over the last I 0
We gave her her turn and now it's
years, universities have absorbed
our tum to speak," Weir said.
John Starkey, president of the 23 per cent more students and
increased research activities by 30
Ontario Confederation of University
F acuity Associations, congratulated per cent The real increase in funding
students on their persistence, saying during those 10 years was two per
cent he said.
the April budget will be a chance
for the 2ovemment to" put its money See SYSTEM on page 7.

Stationmanagerstepsdown
by Terry Moore

JAM station man-

Caught in the act!

Lance photo by Tom

Pidgeon

Heathens out of hibernation
by Jeff Croley
If you find a blue tag from
Campus Police on your parked
bicycle, don't be alarmed-it's not
a parking ticket.
The tagging of bicycles with
insecure locks is part of a theft
prevention program to ward off the
increases in bicycle thefts which
accompany the coming of warm
weather.
Nick Siniuk, crime prevention
officer with Campus Police advises
students to start crime-proofing their
bikes by using a "U lock" to discourage would-be bike thieves from
making off with your two-wheeler.
Bolt cutters will easily cut through
chain or wire locks, Siniuk said.
"If it's worth purchasing a
quality bicycle then surely it's
worth protecting,·• he said.

The popular mountain bike
models and expensive ten-speeds
are the prime targets of thieves.
While about fifty per cent of bikeowning students use the U lock.
Siniuk said, there is still room for
improvement
"We are not trying to sell the
locks but are merely trying to reduce
bicycle thefts on campus," Siniuk
said. When asked if the program
will reduce thefts, Siniuk said, ''it
will work and even if we can save
onJy a few bikes from being stolen it
will be worth it"
While the U lock is considered
to be virtually theft-proof, it must
be used properly to ensure maximum
protection.The lock should be passed
through the wheel and around the
frame, then around a sturdy or
anchored and enclosed pole or bar,
Siniuk said D

[CJ

ager Abbe Edelson
resigned March 11
after a month of
controversy beginning in early February, at which
time she received a letter from the
station executive asking her to step
down.

In the letter the executive, made
up of the heads of various departments within the station, noted 17
grievances which they said constituted their reasons for demanding
her resignation. Nine out of ten
CJAM executives signed the letter
and left it in Edelson's mailbox on
Thursday, Feb. 4.
Toe executive announced, at a
general staff meeting that evening,
that they bad asked for Edelson' s
resignation, but they would not
divulge the contents of the letter.
In an interview with Student's
Administrative Council President,
Ken Alexander shortly after the
letter was issued, it was indicated
that Edelson was still the station

manger and no resignation had been
received.
Alexander, who is also chair of
the Student Media Corporation
(SMC), CJAM's board of directors,
said the request for Edelson' s resignation involved poor relations with
her staff.
"However qualified you are for
a job you have to get along with the
people you work with," he said.
"In terms of the way I viewed
the job and how some of the people
in the station and the core nucleus
and SMC saw the job were two
different things," she said "Stress
of the position and the timing of
events that took place contributed
to any shortness of temper" I may
have shown, Edelson said
Edelson announced her resignation at a general meeting last week,
after reaching an agreementto the
terms of her resignation with the
SMC board of directors.
On March 9 the executive members who had signed the original
letter asking for Edelson's resignation received letters fian her lawyer,
Anna Vannelli of McTague and
Clark, stating that the firm bad

been "instructed to commence legal
proceedings" should any executive
release information pertaining to
Edelson's departure.
People who normally use their
voices in their work were afraid to
speak at the CJ AM general staff
meeting March 10 for fear their
resigning manager would sue them
for slander.
ProgramOiredir, Sybil Augu.5tine
went so far as to ask those present
at the meeting to raise their hands if
they had been involved in any
conflicts with the station manager.
After many staff members and volunteers raised their hands Augustine
said that to go into each situation
would take all night
"We don't want to discuss this
at this forum," she said.
Many of those present at the
meeting were frustrated by this lack
of discussion.
"You don't have to get personal,
and attack Abbe to deal WJth the
issues," said station volunteer Robin
Swensen.
But Music Director Susan St
Denis verbalized the executive's
See CJAM page J J.
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ARTS
Untll March 27
- North Baffin Drawings. Drawings collected by Terry
Ryan on North Baffin Island held at the Art Gallery of
Windsor. Thisexhibition includes 75 drawings by 33 Inuit
artists.
Untll April 3
-Sheila Butler. Paintings 1986. Presented at the Art
Gallery of Windsor.
Untll Aprtl 3
- Photographs of the Arctic, 1980: Richard Holden at
the Art Gallery of Windsor
THEATRE/CINEMA

March 18-20
- Wild Honey by Anton Chekov at The Theatre Conrpany, 4001 W. McNichols Rd.. Detroit (313) 927-1130.
Until March 20
- Absent Friends. a comedy about friendship and
marriage at Meadow Brook Theatre. (313) 377-3300.
March 17-20, 24-27
- Guys and Dolls. a musical of Damon Runyon·stale of
gamblers and street folk at the Essex Hall Theatre.
Tickets S7 and $8 at the box office. Call 253-4565. 4:30
pm to 8 pm.
March 18-20, 25-27
-Au Revoir, les Enfantsplays at the Detroit FilmTheatre.
DIA Coll 832-7676.
March 21-22
- Chester. A Prelude Fugue by Gregory Neale is
presented by The Compleat Theatre Company at Gina
Lori Riley Dance Enterprises.388 Pitt St.W.at 8 pm-After
the show the School of Dramatic Art will be presenting
its 4th annual Playfest
March 25
- Five Bylenn. a retrospective of Tennessee Williams'
short plays at the Muslc Hall Centre. Call (313) 963-7680.

March 20
-Windsor Community Choir with University Wind
Ensemble at 2 pm at the Art Gallery. For info call 2534232. ext 2780.
March 20
- Windsor Community Orchestra Benefit. Phil Seguin
and James Noakes perform "Music for Trumpet and
Organ". Program includes selections by Purcell. Bach
and Handel. 8 pm. All Saints Church/City Hall Square.
All proceeds to go to the Windsor Community Orchestra.
March 22
- The Windsor Symphony presents the last of the Mostly
Mozart Seriesfeaturing Sharon Massey on bass at 8 pm
at the Windsor Art Gallery . Fortickets and info call 9731238.

LANCE/CJAM DANCE PARTIES

March 18
-Come to the lance/CJAM dance party in the
Subway Pub and meet your favourite campus print
and broadcast personalities.

March 25
- Frank Sinatra. Dean Martin, and Sammy Davis Jr.
perform at Joe Louis Arena at 8 pm . Tickets are S40ana
$30 U.S.at the box office and TicketMaster . Hey Tom.
this is for you!

MUSIC

SOCIALS

March 18
- Faculty of Jazz trio Plus One from Bowling Green
State University performs at the Moot Court at the
Universityof Windsor.Tickets S7 general and $4 students
and seniors. For info call 253-4232. ext . 2780.
March 19
- Jazz trumpeter Miles Davis. along with Roy Ayers.
Lonnie Liston Smith and Noel Pointer are at Detroits
Masonic Temple. Tickets $22.50 U.S.at box office. Coll
(313) 832-2232.

March 19
- The Can Am Indian Friendship Centre presents
Games Night at 1755 Wyandotte E. from 7-10 pm .
Games include euchre. crib. scrabble . Parents are
responsible for their children.
March 18-20
-A Weekend Retreat designed for university and
college students and young working adults. Forinfo call
973-7034.

March 20
- The Lambda Social Committee will be hosting a Gay
Coffee Social from 1-5 pm. Please call 973-4951 for info.
March 25
- Meet liberal leader John Turner( or don't) at 7:30 pm
at the Cleary Auditorium. Free Admission. For info call
Ernie Hubert at 256-8179

ETCETERA

March 15-20
-Skaters Torvill and Dean are at Detroifs Joe Louis
Arena. Tickets are $11. $9.50 and $8 at the box office.
Ticketmaster. or charge by phone (313) 423-6666.
March 18&19
- Mime Marcel Marceau is at Detroifs Orchestra Hall
at 8 pm . Tickets are $6-20 U.S at the box office or call
(313) 833-3700
March 19
- The Multi Cultural Health Coalition is sponsoring a
conference at St. Clair College .
March 21, 24, 28 & 30
-Paul Martin Professor of International Affairs & Law.
John G. H. Halstead will be at the University between
March 21 and 30th. March 21. 2:30-3:30 "Canada's
Role in the World" at 264 Dillon Hall. March 24. 8 pm: "A
New Concept of Security" at Moot Court March 28,
2:30-3:50: "Canada/U.S. Free Trade Agreement' at 264
Dillon Hall.

Become a UNICEF Volunteer

IT'sA
CHANCE
'JOGRoW

Andrea Martin
Aclress and un,cef Volunteer

Ma Hla Hla
Surma

Unicef Canada ~~

1-800-268-6364

Collegeneighbourfightstownhouses
by Kevin Johnson
he success of a SWr
set Avenue man in
blocking the construction of a 60
student residence
may prove shortlived.
Douglas White won a ruling
from the Ontario Municipal Board
that the city should not have allowed
Canterbury C.Ollege
a zoning variance
entitling it to build the fifth section
of its new town-housestyle residence
one metre from the lot line. The
nonnal distance requiredis six metres.
White, who lives across the
street from the building, fears it
may detract from the beauty of the
neighbourhood The residence is
being built on the site of two fonner
Canterbury houses, just south of
Riverside Drive.
To qualify for the variance,
Canterbury would have to be considered a teaching institution under
the city's applicable bylaw. The
0MB ruled that since the universityis
responsible for fonnal instruction,
its affiliated colleges do not meet
this definition.

Canterbury College president
David McWilliams argues this is
too narrow an interpretation of the
university's affiliation agreement
with the university . That document
only suspends, rather than ends,
Canterbury 's educational functions.
he said.
The case was to be heard by the
Ontario Supreme Court March 16.
However , a decision either way
may be nullified by the city's plans
to amend the zoning bylaw.
According to planning department spokesperson Jeffrey Watson.
the bylaw was never intended to
linut the colleges from developing.
"We were not aware of the
relationship between the colleges
and the university,'' he said. At its
April 18 meeting, City Council will
consider changes to the bylaw which
will pennit Canterbury to go ahead
with its plans.
The college hopes to have the
building ready for occupancy by
the spring.
.. We could have built a 48
student residencewithoot a variance,"
Mc Williams said. '"but I think you

···•f··•ii#kt~--

~
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would agreethere is a student housing
problem.··
He said White should have known
the area would be developed.
·• He knew he was moving into a
university neighbourhood," McWil-

Iiams said. "Eventually,
we'd
like to have the whole block.,.
Watson said the area had been
zoned for institutional use since
1960. five years before White moved
in.

"It shouldn't come as a surprise to
be near a university and expect
expansion to take place." he said.
White could not be reached for
commenLD

U of M prof saysIran wants worlddomination
by Michael Cole
he basicgoalof Iran,
accading to Dr. Jotu,
Green,
is very
simp le. Iran wants
world domination,
and nothing less.
Green. a professor of Pe -sian
Studies at the University of Michigan.
summarized Iran's foreign policy
as being '"a holy crusade whose
oqjectiveisMo;Jem~domination.··
in his speech in McPherson Lounge
on Tuesday. The topic of the Speech
was the role of the Islamic Republic
of Iran in world affairs.

[TI

"There is no separation between
religion and politics...religion is politics and politics is religion." Green
said of the Iranian regime.
.. God (according to the Iranian
constitution) has prescribed govern-

ment practices that must be obeyed
by all," he said. These practices,
according to the Ayahtollah Rurollah
K.homeni. are as follows:

• Dictatorships and monarchies
are not allowed
• Power should be in the hands
of the clergy, with a single

leader or small governing body
• The government should be
representative of the people
not in the Western .. democratic" sense. but as outlined in
the Koran
• Equality and non-class distinction are the nonn
K.homeni does not see himself
as a leader, but "as a deputy to the
twelfth Imam" who wilJ rule the
world when he manifests himself in
this world, said Green.

Iran's relations with the other
Moslem and Arab nations is not
much different
Green said Iran is basically still
at war with Iraq because Iraq is too
friendly with "infidels·· such as the
United States and Great Britain.
He said Iran alsocongstentlydisagrees
with O.P.E.C. (Organization of Petroleum Exporting C.OUOtries)
policies
and is now calling for an increase in
the price of crude oil from $18 to
$21 ( US) per barrel.

Iran ·s policy of anti-Westernism
is the culmination of nearly 200
years of outside domination and
control. Green said this policy was
designedto thwart" aggressivedesigns
aimed at destroying the autonomy
..J Iran." Iran's view of the western
world was that or'infidel oppression''
and that the United States is the
most evil of the .. Satanic forces,"
he said.

Green said lran's fonnal criteria
for foreign relations depends upon
the sympathies of a country toward
the Islamic faith. Countries sympathetic to Islam win the support of
lran. and countries which are hostile
towards Islam win the hostilities of
lran, he said. Iran uses a polic> of
what Green describes as "peaceful
persuasion" towards countries with
a neutral attitude to Islam
Commerce and trade priorities
of Iran lie with Third Worid countries
because"they do not seek to dominate
other nations,·· Green said. Third
World nations can trade with Iran
on a barter exchange basis. but first
world countries wishing to trade
with Iran must pay cash, he said
Green said this is so Iran can obtain
foreign currencies.
Iran's few allies include Pakistan,
the United Arab Emirates, Oman
and Syria, the last of which is in
debt to Iran by nearly $1 billion.
Green also said Iran preaches
the policy of defense and economic
self-sufficiency to such allies. Green
described a cooling of relations
with the Soviet Union and King
Hussein of Jordan because be is
asking the Soviets to impose an
arms embargo on Iran.
Green also said Iran has had
many "all iances of convenience"
in the past, but has turned against
and denounced such countries when
Iran 's need for the country has been

Threats force secret examinationsites

[A I

of the 31 bomb threats called in this
year, other professors are secretly
planning alternative locations for
s thin! yea,- Social their exams.
Sciencestudent KrisBiology professor Bob Doyle
ti Vollansflip; tluoogh
her notes trying to says he has plans to ensure the two
learneverythingaboot exams left in one of his courses this
economics for the next day, there is year are not cancelled like the first
Doyle was forced to cancel one
still one fact she will not know until
she gets to class the next day - exam in February because of a
where the exam is being held
bomb threat
With about 300 students in his
'"Our professor will not tell us
where our exam is tomorrow until biology class, Doyle said it was
impossible to reschedule the exam.
we get to class," she said.
Although he did not have to prepare
This secrecy is her professor's
another exam, Doyle said it takes a
attempt to avoid having the exam
lot of time, effort and money to get
cancelled because of a bomb threat
another exam read y.
Although Vollans jokes about
Doyle sympat hisizes with stubeing taken to her exam blindfolded,
dents who study for an exam only
she says she does not mind her
to have it cance lled One less test
professor's plans.
"I don't want to spend all night puts more pressure on the students
to do well in the remaining tests, he
studying and then have a bomb
threat cancel the examioatlon," she said
The string of bomb threats to
said.
academic buildings, including five
Her professor is not the only
onemakingalternative
plans.Because in March, also has the registrar 's
by Sharon Hill

office developing a plan to combat
exam cancellations.
Registrar Frank Smith said students shou ld not worry about April
examinations being cancelled.
"Steps are being taken to ensure
there will not be any disruption of
final exan1s:· he said.
Smith could not be more specific
about these steps because he said
that could ruin the plans.
Meanwhile, campus police are
investigating the 31 bomb threats
that have been called in to student
residences and academic buildings
this year.
Jim Foreman, director of Campus
Police, said officers will continue to
evacuate buildings and treat the
threats seriously.
Although other universities have
solved the problem of bomb threats
by not evacuating buildin~, Foreman
said he will not ignore the threats .
''How do you know there 's not
a bomb there? " he said.
Foremansaid the Campus Police

are working with their City counterparts on "further developments"
but he could not be more specific
because the threats are still under
investigation.
Police in Toronto are continuing
their examination of a telephone
receiver Windsor police sent them
as part of their investigation. The
receiver is part of a pay telephone
that Campus Police traced a bomb
threat to in February.
Campus Police also continue to
work with Bell Canada to trace the
calls. The callers have been male
and female, he said
Foreman said the Campus Watch
program is not going as well as he
had hoped Campus Police have
had a few calls on the 24-hour
anonymous telephone line set up
early in Mar ch.
Campus Police are asking staff
and students to call 253-4232 ext
2415 if they have any information

about the bomb threats.D

exhausted. Green pointed out that
the policy of hostage-taking has
been "useful" to Iran. in dealing
with Iran's relationship with France..
See CHANGE oa pap 13.
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It seems there is some ktnd of consensus at the
Windsor Star. That is l}Ot real'ly surprising, the Star is

usually rather predictable in its ~ditorial policy. The
consensus this time around is that we've (meaning our
society) been liberal enough th our tt,eatment of g~ysand it's high time we draw the l~ne.
Gay issues have come-to the forefront recently, basically
for three reasops. Two ar'e obvious: debate inside the
United Churcfl of Cahada ov.er the role of gays irt the
congregatfun and B.C. New Oel,TlocratSvend Robh1son's
public affirmation of hu; homosexuality. We say affirmation
because media n~t!Qnwide,played up Roblnson's ennouncement several days before it was expected, with a
barrage of stories $Urring debate over the role of gays in
public life, Thjs ~ it&elf is the third reason gays
are big n~it's
celled agtnda-setting.
That ,)J~ it is age~ notaurprising that the Star took
this opportunity to ~tjn a little gay-bast\ing. The opportunity presented itself, and in-;,ubtle dl,e~t propaganda
is always subtle) fashion the Starmade haste putting gays
in their pface before the chance waslost.
Witness an editorfal the Star came up with March 8,
'Homosexuals: A balancing act." The stand taken bythe
editorial is that gays have made gains irvecent times. and
in pushing the issue toward its perceived end-the full
acceptance of gays and lesbians in all walks of life-the
gay community will disturb ..the bt\lance" public gays
have achieved by staying in their proverbial closets.

Devices used by its author(s) in producing what we
see as its intended effect (frightening the public into
believing full acceptance of gays will result in a horrible
'perversion" of our entire society) are despicable.
For example, the Star can't help but include children in
its argument about the role of gays. That by accepting
gays in parliament and as ministers, we'd be saying that
homosexuality "is the kind of behaviour that children
should be encouraged to believe is part of the general
scheme of things." Further, they state, accepting homosexuality in church may "affect what is taught in our
scll,OOls'~;
".f,Jorsh<>.uldwe accept that our children should
b~ tpld it is like being left-handed or right-handed, or
Gods gift.. for that matter." This last bit is in response to a
report by officials of the United Church which the Star
quotes thusly: "Sexual orientation is like being lefthanded or right·hande(j or ambidextrous ...there are a
variety of sexual orientations: homosexual, bisexual, and
heterosexoal. These ought to be seen as natural and as a
gift from God."
Bringing children into arty debate about sexuality-let
atone homosexuality-is a good old-fashioned red herring.
Twisting a statement to tead as a "glowing testimonial"
that will promote homosexuality among our children is
paramouhtto calling the United Church "bad sex pushers''.
Sex is an important way of showing affection, of showing
our lovef-or someone. That is what we believe the United
Church wa~ referring to as Gods gift, not sodomy.
the Star also takes the opportunity to warn United
Church members that support fotthe controversial report,
accepted last summer at a U.C.General Council conference,
will result in a "backlash", "a great exodus from the
church, including entire congregations; it is not surprising."
While this may occur on its own, it seems the Stars
editorial is geared to fomentir,g the process, of encouraging
its progression. Uniqu~ among religious organizations,
the United Church is a democratic institution, unlike
authorjtarian theocracies-or
the Stars editorial board
where poltcy is determined by exclusively middle-aged,
middle class, what they ~\lid
have you to believe are
"middle-of-th$-road'' !'mafGSwhose rants are cleverly
disguised as °'the voiCe Of r~ason."
While the Stars edtforial pQlicy can normally be
intWJ)reted as ''libertari~
in its call for freedom in an
jndi,vidual's strµggle for economic liberty, for the ideas of
an iodividuaf prevalllng over the herd mentality of certain
ideologiCal monoliths(socialism), an individual's freedom
to be homosexual and pursue a career in politics or as a
leader in his/her congregation is another matter. You
can't serve your country or Christ and be openly gay.
No, the silent dictatorship that the Stars editorial
pottcy represents, in their own words, is heading toward a
point "where many Canadians do not think we should be
going' in the first place."

THE BLOODBOIL
Thank god for Carl Morgan.
The guy has guts, and plenty of them.
Morgan must be pretty busy just being editor of the
Windsor Star (rumor has it he gets paid full-time), but
somehow, he still finds the energy to enlighten his readers
every so often through a little device known as letters from the
editor.
It's better and more honest than unsigned editorials, since
these have to reflect the thoughts of an entire board of four
Star staffers. He has to water down his real opinion to
accomodate the others.
Another bonus to letters from the editor is that they can be
really long and have a little picture of Morgan himself at the
top.
It was through such a piece that he enlightened me about
the Stars stance toward those Royal Bank journalism
awards that so many newspapers and magazines have
decided to boycott
The issue at hand is the decision of organizers to refuse an
article submitted by Torooto Life. The article was about
Canada's rich Reichman clan, and is the subject of a libel suit
Being a testy bunch. a whole heap of journalists started this
hue and cry that the judges should accept the submission.
According to their arguments, the contest is just pandering
to the powerful, contributing to a universal "chill" in the
media ( reluctance to criticize for fear oflawsuits), and worst
of all, condemning the author and Toronto Life before any
court has found them guilty of a crime.
They're right, of course.
But Morgan leaps in where halfway decent people fear to
tread He bravely goes out on a limb, defending millionaires,
billionaires and trillionaires with equal conviction. Morgan's
courage appears boundless as he unceasingly speaks out on
behalf of the exploiters and chiselers who run the country.
Plus, with the Toronto media and everybody else Uust
about) stepping aside, Star writers have even beter shots at
winning awards this time around I don't mean to knock them,
but they're kind of in the same position as Canadian
Olympians in Los Angeles during the Soviet bloc games
boycott, if you get my approximate drift.

KEVIN JOHNSON
Morgan fearlessly takes what he knows will be an
unpopular decision no matter which way he goes on it Then,
in the forthright manner for which he is justly famed, he
proceeds to obfuscate the issue.
In some classic clouding. he claims the issue isn't one of
journalistic ethics, freedom from corporate influence, or
wilful stroking of some rich egos. No, says Morgan, what we
are dealing with is regional discrimination, as nasty Toronto
tries to deny deserving Windsorites of their rightful honours.
It takes real integrity to grasp at straws that far over the edge
of reality.
His performance has bred in me a new respect for
Morgan. It takes a special breed of man to completely
submerge himself in a project, a lifelong activity, and Morgan
is such a man.
He's an unparalleled toady.
Life is unfair.
For example, take the A.C.H.L please.
The letters stand for ArmChair Hockey League, the incrowd's hockey pool, and I'm not sure I can stand much
more.
Okay, so at the beginning of the season eight of us select a
team of NHL players we think will score a whole heap of
goals. Then, no matter what else happens, I proceed to be
proven wrong. This year, I had Tim Kerr on my team, so he
promptly got injured Last year's hots-t defenceman Larry
Murphy was another of my squad, and fell prey to the
Johnson curse. The list goes on.
Okay, so what happens the second! am eliminated from
play (by missing a playoff berth by one point)? Tim Kerr
comes baclc, my goalie records four shutouts in two weeks,
everyone else starts turning on the jets, and I'm out an
undisclosed sum of money.
Life is unfair, Part II.
I don't get it
I have the incense, I have the queen-size waterbed, I have
the eight-track tapes of trucker music, I have the fake
flourescent light that glows blue and red I just don't get it

Life is unfair.
Life is unfair, The Horror Continues.
What do I have to write about to get a rise out of
somebody? I've tried everything.
Geez, in the last little while I've attacked God and
country, and spoken out in favour of abortion. drugs,
homosexuals and profanity. Is nothing controversial anymore?
Geez.
So far, so good
As expected by political insiders, my presidential predix
are right on the money.
Dole is playing a kind of second fiddle to George Bush.
He's his understudy, ready to step in and win the presidential
job for the Republicans if Bush makes a major gaffe between
now and Novermber.
Dukakis is having a tougher time of it, but looks to be the
Democrats' man to beat. His closest competitors are Gore
and Jackson. Look to Gore for the v.p. nod. I'm serious. Or
maybe Bruce Babbitt.
My ability to pick them is getting a bit spooky in its
accuracy. Not too long ago, I had to do some fast talking to
keep from being lynched Folds thought I was consulting with
the devil to be so astute in my prognostication.
But 1 pointed out if I had a pact with the forces of evil, I
wouldn't be bemoaning my lack of female companionship in
the carnal sense. That convinced them, alright

Life is unfair, Return to life.
God is not dead He's living in the mountains in South
America, with Elvis, Jim Morrison, Marilyn Monroe and
JFK..Seriously.
Derogatory remarks are my conversational bread and
butter.

It may remain unclear that this column is an experiment in
exploring theme poetry, free association. stream of thought
Let me clear that up right now. It is. D

Big court decision recognizes rights of women
by G.u th Little
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am responding to several
recent editorials on abortion
in order to provide a more
balanced view of the issue
and illustrate the legal principle behind the recent Supreme Court ruling.
Sue Janisse's letter (Feb.11) is typical of
most "Pro-Life" propaganda Rather than
objectively examining the issue, she launches
into a description of the various methods of
abortion in an effort to "gorrify" the reader
into adopting an anti-choice stance. She
employs loaded terms such as "innocent,"
"helpless," and "unborn child" to make an
emotional appeal for the "rights" of a fetus
taking precedence over those of an adult
female human being. The facts she does
provide are largely erroneous. A feta! nervous
system is not complete until the seventh
month of pregnancy, not 10 weeks, and an
embryo is by no means "perfectly developed"
at six weeks. She admonishes women with
unwanted pregnancies to" ... give the baby up
for adoption. There are millions of childless
couples who would love to have your baby."
As sad as the plight of infertile couples may
be, it is irrelevant to the issue of abortionwomen should not be forced or coerced to
carry pregnancies to term for them Adoptable
babies are scarce today largely bacause an
overwhelming majority of unwed mothers
choose to keep their babies.
Hank van der Breggen (Feb. t 8) states
that because, in the case of unwanted pregnancies, ··adults are the ones who do the
wanting." adults thus have the respon$_ibilitx
to want an unwanted pregnancy! I also refute
his incredible statement that "rape almost
ne\•erresults in pregnanc>" as utterly absurd.
Rape has just as much chance of resulting in
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pregnancy as normal intercourse. Finally,
his attempt to bend Dr. Morgentaler's words
about unwanted children to imply "the postnatal abortion of all children" is an excellent
example of the 'out-of-context quote' a great
device for deliberately distorting another's
position and twisting the facts.
In order for a zygote/ embryo/fetus to
have rights, it must first be accorded status of
legal person ( a legal term roughly defined as
the capabilit} of having rig}Jtsand of being
liable to duties). Under Section 206 ( 1) of the
Criminal Code of Canada a child becomes a
human being " ... when it has completel)
proceeded , in a living state. from the body of
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bod) and especially Mr. Gosselin who was
linally able to sho\\ us the true colours of one
of our candidates.
Respectfully,
Bob Wismer,
Third-year.Po litical Science.

l ette rs to the Editor should be
limited to 500 words or few eo
they may be submitt e d to the
lance ottlce on the second floor
of the Unlve rlsty Centre, at the
Lance ma ilbox In the SAC ottlce,
or In the lance mailbo x at the
University Centre desk.

colours
Dear Edito r,
In your March 3 issue of the Lance I was
happy to find a complete listing of the election
returns. I would like to congratulate Arthur
Gosselin on his fine coverage of the presidential race.
In particular. I would like to thank him for
confirming the astuteness ofmy vote for Ken
Alexander . When I think of the grave mistake
that would have been made by electing a man
that is happy that he will not ''have to put up
with the bullshit of SAC" it really makes me
wonder why he bothered to run in the first
place. If this is his true feeling. I think the
time spent on his campaign may have been
better spent on his studies. These comments
were from a man seeking a leadership role in
our student government I wonder what he
would have had to offer in the next year. Just
as he "Thanks God" thathe"doesn'thaveto
play politics anymore". we as students,
thank God that he wasn't elected.
I would like to thank the Lance for
bringing this to the attention of the student

its mother.·• Thus, it may be inferred that che
application of status oflegal person to a fetus
or embryo must be contingent upon its
identity as a separate and distinct individual.
Another writer, ( Feb.4) mentions that
the "civil rights of the unborn child" are
treated as a non-issue from the Pro-Choice
point of view. The rights of a fetus or embryo
are indeed a non-issue because a fetus or
embryo does not have and cannot have civil
or human rights, as I shall demonstrate.
Although a fetus or embryo exhibits tissues
distinct from the body of the woman in whom
it resides. it is not a separate individual but a
part of her body-physically inside her body.

criminal
Dear Editor,
In recent weeks the University has received
approximately twenty (20) bomb threats
which have led to considerable disruption of
campus life. On the occasion of each threat
the University must evacuate and check the
premises threatened, which leads to the
considerable inconvenience which many of
you have experienced Fortunately none of
these threats have materialized and it is
apparent that general disruption and interference with examinations are the intended
goals of those responsible for the threats.
I suspect that those engaging in this
juvenile activity might not appreciate that
these threats amount to criminal activity.
However, Section 243.4( I) of the Criminal
Code of Canada states;
"( 1) E\'ery onecommits an offence who,in
any manner. kno!l'ingly utters, con\'eys or
causes any person to receive a threar
( a) to cause death or serious bodi(1•harm to
any person;
(b) to burn, destroy or damage real or
personal property.

(2) Even· one who commits an offense
under paragraph (J)(a) is guilty of an
indictable offense and is liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding ffre year~.
(J)E1•ery one who commits an offense
under paragraph (J) (b) is guilty of an
indictable offense and is liable to imprison-
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ment for a term not exceeding rwo ,·ears."
The Universit) Administration takes a
very serious view of this matter and has
already implemented a number of procedures
to deal with these disruptions and their
negative impact on campus life. One measure
which has already been announced is the
CAMPUS WATCH PROGRAM, which
provides an open. anonymous call-in service
for any information relating to bomb threats.
lt is unfortunate that recent events have
necessitated any reference to criminal activity
in a university enviroment.
I would hope that in the best traditions of
university life. my appeal to students, faculty
and staff to cooperate in accepting our individual responsibilities for ensuring an environment in which we can all learn and carry
on our research will succeed in eliminating
practices which really have no place on a
university campus.
Sincerely.
Ro n W. Ianni.
President. University of Windso r.

nonsense
Dear Lance.
I'm writing in regards to former Lance
editor John Liddle's letter regarding the
Manitoban controversy ("Tasteless," Feb
ruary 4).
fm dissappointedin Liddle's sanctimonious
position whereby he condones a unilateral
government takeover of the campus newspaper
for actions deemed "sophomoric indulgences".
If this is the extent of the Manitoban
staff's crimes, and we were served our
punishment: then the staffs of all student
newspapers and publishing endeavours which
do not directly reflect the pablum-like norms
of our commercial media should take heed
and fear for some basic freedoms we have
come to take for granted

and physically connected to and draw ing
sustenance from her body, greatly affecting
thereby her health and well-being.The Supreme
Court of Canada clearly recognized this
distinction when it found that Section 251 of
the Criminal Code "clearly interferes with a
woman's physical and bodily integrity." Chief
rw,02Justice Brian Dickson further wrote:
"Forcing a woman by threat of criminal
sanction to carry a fetus to term unless she
meets certain criteria unrelated to her own
priorities and aspirations is a profound interference with a woman's body and thus an
infringement of security of the person."
This ruling officially recognizes, at the
federal level, that which the lower courts
have upheld for several years. There has
never been any lack of evidence to convict
Dr. Morgentaler, yet he has repeatedly beer.
acquitted and had convictions overturned.
This demonstrates that time and again, juries
have found the laws restricting abortion
unjust
The Supreme Court decision is to be
applauded as it recognizes the right of women
to control what happens in and to their bodies
without undue interference from outside parties. The ruling recognizes that the rights of
an adult human being cannot be superseded
by those of a fetus or embryo, and, by
extension, that a fetus or embryo cannot have
rights. To accord rights and concomitant
status of legal person to a fetus or embryo
would clearly be an unconsci.:mable, unjust
step, would lead to gross injustices, and
would be a direct reversal of established legal
precedent For the duration of its intrauterine
tenure, a fetus/ embryo is part of the body of
the woman in whom it resides, and is therefore
subJect to her control. The Supreme Court
has recognized a basic and fundamental
human right of half the population, and when
the rights of a portion of humanity are
recognized. the whole of humanity benefits.

No one is suggesting that Liddle or any
other fair gentle-reader shouldn ·1 take offense
at the things they find offensive.nor express
these and the like concerns. But the bottom
line remains unanswered: Does this give the
student council the right to take control,
editoriai and otherwise. of the students'
newspaper? Any way you slice it the answer
is still no.
Following Liddle"s reasoning: if the
\1anitoban got what it deserved for printing
the word "fuck" in a headline-why shouldn't
the Lance staff be fired for printing the
headlines Liddle mentioned? Further.why
shouldn ·1 we get rid of the staff all together for
printing John Liddle's letter. which contained
the oh-so-scary word several times? For isn't
the only difference between the two the size
of the word "fuck"?
ls Liddle, or others of his view. going to
argue one should not print "fuck" unless it is
smaller than such and such. but not bigger
than this and that? Nonsense.
In the final analysis. such questions are
meaningless and have no relevance to the
discussion of freedom of the press. This ideal
is absolute. Questions of headlines and
comics are thrown up to confuse. I suggest
Liddle argue the issue and not semantics
which have put the bee in his bonnet.
Oh. by the way, the downfall of the
Manitoban 1snot so down-fallen. Negotiations
are currently underway for the full editoria l
and financial autonomy of the Manitoban
from the students· council. to an independent
publishing board with direct student representation.
Some downfalls are simply backward
uprisings.
I believe the Lance has done well to be rid
of neanderthal thinkers on its staff such as
Liddle.

Sincerely
Do nne Flanaga n
CU P Prairie Bun:au Chief.e lect.
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'Withfree trade, Clt!Uldians
will be pacified aJU!opiumized to no eJU!'
appropriate and true title of "free trade"
should be, "freer and more open advantages
for the U.S. to expand its economy into
Canada" Canada invented the telephone
and is a world leader in communications.
Canada has designed and can produce fighter
jets, nuclear bombs, and aircraft carriers (if
that is what you desire). Canada has plenty of
natural resources (steel, iron, ore, gas, etc.)
and the means to apply them. Canada has
one of the best educational systems in the
world What will happen to Canadian potential
with a more open trade agreement with the

by Kevin Williams

"'

to influence about 97 per cent of what is
shown on films in Canada The recording
ree trade" is, in mildest terms, industry, with few exceptions, is dominated
a lie. This can be illustrated, by the U.S. Canadian art and literature in
at first by the present denot- essence are surviving, but at the hands of
ations and meanings of that publication rights belonging mostly to the
chaoocal.lyflowing word-"free Americans. Canadian content in television
trade." Everything has a price. Nothing is radio and news is less popular than American
free. Science has shown that energy is needed content (You don't need 40-100 to know
even in cases of the slightest results. Economics this.) Sometimes I wonder if regulatory bodies
shows that one has to spend money to make like the CRTC are regulating or despera!ely
money. Religion needs amoung other specifics, trying to maintain what little is left of the
faith to exist Politics is at best an arena that Canadian cultural industries. Every Canadian
houses compromise; mutual concessions which
are definitely not for free. To clear the
confusion about free trade, every Canadian
should explore to realize who free trade is for
and why. maybe then its true meaning will
come to the surface.
There is definitely a price to be paid by
both parties to the "free" trade agreements,
but the outcome will not be the same. Presently
the United States, the largest holder of most
of the world"s means of production, already
enjoys in magnitudes a laissez -faire or open
market economy with Canada as well as the
U 5.
rest of the world. And why not? the owner of
the means of production encourages open
knows Edgar Allan Poe and Ernest Hemingcompetition for it will sustain the owner.
way. How many Canadians now Robertson
Seeing that the U.S. is (in most cases) the
Davies, Jack Hodgins and Thomas Haliburton
owner or rule maker of the markets, it can
combined? Okay now. Canadians drive Fords,
afford the price of competition and economic
Chevys, Pontiacs, Toyotas, Lamborghinis,
compromise. While the Canadians believe
Porsches, etc. Which one of these are truly
they are limited in potential and have even
Canadian owned? Let's go to (originally a
forfeited or given away rights of ownership
Canadian concept) McDonald's for lunch;
and know how. The price of competition is no, better yet, how about Burger King? It
quite high for Canada in comparison to
seems you cannot go anywhere or do anything
"Uncle Sam"
without seeing or using something American.
If this is the case, does this mean Canada will
see more jobs, receive more goods, have a
stronger economy and see more Bruce
Springsteen? Of course you will! With free
trade, Canadians will be pacified and
The Americans have already reaped a "opiumized" to no end. Where's GATT
multitude of benefits from Canada, as it has
when you need 'em .
from other nations ( for decades.) This is not
There will be more jobs and potential for
to say Canadahas received no benefits. but it a major boom in the Canadian economy with
is important to consider that the U.S. has
free trade. The Americans ( ownership of
enjoyed much more. The Americans have
means) will open more industries in Canada;
over influenced Canada in many ways: conand Canada can help the U.S. sell these
vincing Canadians to abandon heritage and goods back to Canadians and abroad.
other sources of national uniqueness and
Canadians can thrive under the auspices of
differentiality.
In the the Great Eagle; to whom a homage ( which
cultural industries, the United States seems
has already begun) can be precipitated. The
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U.S.? Many say that Canadian potential will
be put to better use and Canada can become
more competitive. I find that difficult to
believe because Canada is already infiltrated
with enough U.S. influence in its social,
economic and political spheres that too many
Canadians have forgotten their potential or
will of potential.
Secondly, unless free trade means ''equal''
or fair trade, the Canadians have a long way
to go before allowing more extraterritorial
moves on the part of the U.S. In the game of
free trade, the U.S. will have a heads tart that
exists not by accident but by the acute nature
of international hemisphere of commerce
and trade. Remember, the U.S. is not in
business for charity's sake.
Get a job today, start a business today
and pay later. For Canadians, free trade with
the United States is the actual freedom from
potential and ability in the strength, ef a
nation, in its truest form. I have always
believed that economics, unfortunately,
determines the limitations or potential of any
nation, state, society or individual. Determined
is the political, socio-economic and even
religious structure. Free trade gives an aura
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of hope and prosperity; but I cannot help
seeing that this prosperity will be as attained
at the cost of Canada's roots. The areas
where Canada is bountiful in comparison
with the U.S. is far and too few between. The
Americans will not only be happy to buy
Canadian know-how, but they will be happy
to sell it back to the original owner; and a in
different form.
If Canadians are willing to forget their
potential (for free trade with the U.S. is
similar to playing poker against a hustler) for
a remedy to a quick fix, then so be it I speak
not as an expert in economics, but through
experience in knowing America and its dealings with other nations. Secondly, I believe
Canada, based on that dreaded possible
'future economy ', will ordain some of the
massive evils of the U.S. The U.S. has more
poor by numbers in its country than some
nations put together, and lacks government
services that Canadians ( especially in Ontario)
take for granted. The Canadian Government
can endeavour to produce and trade with
other nations. This may prove more profitable
not only in returns. Lets face it; Americans
are not well liked in the international economic
scene. This disdain for America, which will
get worse. is prevalent (of course) in Third
World countries who have heard and experienced "free trade". Canadians should
learn from these disappointed partners of the
U.S., and save itself from the ( historical) fate
that awaits the "golden country". Canada
has good resources for generating economic
growth; something everyone always points to
in support of free trade. Canadian university
kids are not stupid. ( certainly not as stupid as
American college and university kids) Many
advances in business, science. physics, engineering etc. are direct results ofhomegrown
talent Let Canada continue its course in
MN Cs and generate its own situation. There
is no need for a more .. open" trade. The
Americans have used Canada as if there
were no "door" at all. Imagine, if you can,
that the door opened wider; I think the whole
wall would fall in (and the ceiling too). This
essay is not meant to propose bitterness
towards the U.S., but to emphasis the deceit
in free trade. It is not fair, equitable or
necessary. It only gives Americans a" license
for open season" on Canada Dear Canadians.
keep the "maple" in the maple leaf. It will
taste better that way.

- - -- ----

For your big job inteNiew bring along a profess,onolly
prepared resume that will not cost you a mc,nths salary'

Need a flyer for a meeting or dance but you do not hove
sixteen days to wait!

Resumes. posters. flyers. business cards and tvpesett,ng

Satisfy Your Graphic Needs!

\

GM Wants You As A Customer
To encourage you to purchase your first car
from us, G. M. will offer ...
• No Down payment
e Immediate Credit Approval
• Soecial Student Interest Rate ( 11. 7%)
(Fixed Rate, Open Loan, Free Life lnsuranc~
Based on a 48 month term)
"Watch For Our Special Grad Night in March"

Located 1n the SAC 0tfice
on the second floor of the
University Centre.

Call Patricia Morris
Apply Now For A Chance to Enter G.M.'s FREE
Car Giveaway.
Open 9 a. m.-9 p. m.
Mon.-Sat.
915 Tecumseh Rd. E.
Windsor, Ontario

252-7721
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Womenin ThirdWorldhave a longway to go
by Ron Albrecht

Third World countries.
Beeman said women in developing countries today face problems
very different from the traditional
housekeeping role. They are forced
by necessity to supplement their
family 's income by taking jobs,
selling crafts , or any other means
possible.
Beeman s said women are key in
the production of one-half of the
world's food, and comprise onehalf of the world population. Women.
however , receive only I O per cent
of the overall income and own only
one per cent of the world's property.
" This is what CIDA is trying to
change ," she said.
U~ing Africa as an example,
Beemans said 80 per cent of its

Women in the Third World are
progressing beyond traditional roles
and responsibilities but are not being
payed their fare share.
As part of last week' s slate of
events in recognition of Inter national Women ' s Day , CIDA's
( Canadian International Development Agency) Ms Teresa Beemans
presented the Third world to a
small group in the University Centre's
Blue Room last Thursda y.
Beemans speech, sponsored
by the U ofW's Employment Equity
Office, centred on changes away
from traditional roles Third World
women face-and their effect on
economic and political aspects in

agriculture work is done by women.
as men in remote villages must

commute long distances to work in
large cities and women must fill the

void created to sustain the livelihood of the family.
In such an instance, CIDA is
used to promote the economic and
social development of these women.
CIDA programs are presently being
usedin LatinAmerica, SouthAmerica
and Africa, Beemans said.
CIDA is involved in the development of trade manuals, literacy
programs as well as health and
legal services to Third World countries, she said In this way, Beemans
said, CIDA has done more for
developing countries than any other
government agency in Canada.
Beemans also appealed to the
students to become more aware of
the role of women in developing
countriesandthroughout
the worldD

Foreignstudents asked to fill out questionairefor government
by Prema Oza and CUP

aire to 3,000 foreign students studying
in Canada The students were chosen
at random from 20 different schools,
including the University of Windsor.
"We want to know what type of
a life international students are
living in Canada-what
prob lems
they have encountered from the
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he
Canadian
Bureau of Inter national Education
( CBJE)
recently
mailed copies of a
12-page, multiple-choice question-

System funding inadequate
Ryerson film student Dave Watts
said the effects of underfunding are
obvious.
"The cameras we use for firstyear film are 25 years old. Every
now and then they'll eat your film
and you won't be able to get your
assignment in on time," he said
Waterloo math student Shelagh
Pepper said it's not only equipment
that hampers the ability of students
to get a quality education .
"I too k a course last term where
you had to get there 10 minutes
early to get a seat, " she said. "The
rest of the people sat on the floor or
dragged chairs from other rooms.
Some people didn't come in because
it wasn't worth it," Pepper saidO

Continued from page l.
NOP education critic Richard
Johnson told students they have a
right to expect adequate funding for
the system.
"You should have the right to
~ througheducation witoout
acquiring
a debt load the size of a small Third
World country," Johnson said "You
have the right to expect from the
richest province in Canada the most
money to be put into higher education
per student," he said.
"At the moment many of you
don't have a place to sit let alone
adequate teaching and research staff
and adequate facilities," Johnson
added.
Holding an " Oh Shit, Another
Promise (OSAP)" sign, first year

would use this to monitor working
time they left home to the present,"
said Colin Stewart, research officer students," he said.
for CBJE.
Oshiniymika added that the
questionaire takes about50 minutes
The survey is part of a $60,000
study of International students in to complete and some students may
Canada funded by the Secretary of not want to spend the time.
But these are not Oshiniymika's
State. According to CBIE, the
project will provide a basis for only concerns.
developing policies and planning
services and programs for foreign
students.
But according to the International Students Centre at Carleton
University , visa students may be
hesitant to participate in the study
for a number of reasons.
"Students from some countries
may be very sensitive about answering questions by the government,
especially about their families and
background,"
said
Clement
Oshinymika, coordinator of the
International Students Centre at
Carleton.
"Some students may think the
government is using the study to
crack down on foreign students.
Some who are involved in illegal
employment would not want to
Lance ohoto by Tom Pidgeon
answer it because they might think
that Employment and Immigration Lanspeary.

"I hope that the results of this
study will not be usedto the detriment
of foreign students," he said "We
have to be careful they don't use the
results of the study for their own
political ends-to justify current
politics."
Seven out of lO provinces now
charge higher fees to visa students
than to Canadian students. For
example, in Ontario international
students pay up to $1,149 per
semester. The number of foreign
students has tumbled 43 per cent
since 1982.
Though questionaires are due
by March 25, conclusions will not
be publicized until the fall.
At the University of Windsor,
International
Students Advisor
Richard Lanspeary was more optimistic.
..The ( CBIE) surveys were design«f for their benefit,"Lanspeary
said. "Its been developed to further
educate visa students and the overall
general public of their needs."
Lanspeary said visa students
face a variety of difficulties studying
in Canada. including differential
See FOREIGN on page 12.
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ix months ago in London, Ontario, a boy
troop was fined $600 for showing a copied ·
tape to about thirty young boys. They arec
with infringing copyright laws.
Copyright protection Jaws in Canada have not eh
since they were instituted in 1924. Since then, technolo
and cultural advances have left major sectors of the crea
industry, such as the developers of computer softw
without legal protection against commercial piracy. Tele ·
photocopiers, audio and videotape recorders, comput
satellites, and a vast number of information storage
retrieval systems "have become common instruments for
use and exploitation of intellectual property," according
the federal government
In 1984, the Mulroney government made copyn,
revision a high priority, following the lead of Canada's ma,
trading partners-the
United States, Great Britain, Fra,
Japan and other industrialized nations.
An all-party sub-committee report released in ~
called A Charter of Rights for Creators, underlined
importance of compensating creators for their "s
contribution" to Canada This compensation, the governn,
says, will virtually subsidize Canada's cultural commwq
But many Canadians are concerned, particular!} I
universities and libraries. Paying copyright dues on photooJr,
material, they claim, will do very little for Canadian wriU\
Because only 20 per cent of the domestic book tradel
Canadian owned, most of the money will be leaving,
country. Although the government will satisfy the demandij
its trading partners, the education sector will suffer.
The government's new brainchild, Bill C-60, is a pacq
of proposals for amending Canada's Copyright Act 1l
amending bill is being worked on in two parts, the first deal,
with computer program protection, anti-piracy remedieJ
new copyright board, the nature of collective managemerrl
copyright revenues and moral rights of copyright hol~
The second package of proposals, still in the works,
with the formation of protective mechanisms
such
copyright <X)llectives.

cove
regis

theu

..

phot
he current law's inability to deal with technologif
phot
advances created difficulty for inventors, a!1Uf
Onr
consumers and oopyright based industries. Aflt "I
side the concerns about the fundamental importancefQueb
protecting copyright, the economic importance of the rdThey
legislation is becoming apparent
subst
''Canada has become known as a legal haven for Bi
pirating of software,'' says Mike Renshaw, a McGill Um1jsay:

sity Law Librarian.
~Asso
In 1986, industries dependent upon copyright enforce "1
contributed nearly $10 billion to Canada's economy. opini
1985, for instance, the music industry contributed S !peak
million to the Canadian economy but lost an estimated
"I
million to the sale of pirated sound recordings.
lcoll~
Bill C-60 advocates the formation of oollective associaoltalki
representing authors, modelled on two government agenci!!-bud
CAP AC and PROCAN. These two non-profit organizali<iCO
represent those who hold copyright on musical works.,
"E
grant licenses and collect royalty fees from all users-r,111~01
television, shopping malls, elevators, etc.
~legisl
Eventually, the government envisages compensatiOII 81
the creator for all copied material. regardless of the us catio
The collective is "a mechanism the artist can recoup "1
that makes it easier to protect the legal rights of creaWflClea
says Paulette Kelley, executive director of the Periodilll!in
Writers' Association of Canada.
lie et
"But at the same time, we don't want people to be un t1erec
to enjoy created work."
Th
According to the federal government. "the new lawrOpp,
balance the needs of the creators to control and be paid fot "l
use of their work with the needs of users to have the e~ .r~s
and widest possible access to copyright material. It ~
increase the rights of creators, expand the protectioo!CAR
subject matter and provide fewer exceptions for usd C/.
thereby contributing to economic renewal and cuI"1brar
vitality."
lilira
But the institutions and people affected by the Jaw~t B
see it in quite the same light In particular, schools d "C
libraries across the country will be directly affected bY
1
more stringent photocopying regulations and the eco~gn
demands made by collective associations.
1-ith
tt

h°lh

<u_.
,,ui:"'l.J'"'"..,__
~ 4

n Quebec, the provincial government is already
paying the Quebec Writers' Union $1 million
for photocopying privileges for the CEGEPs. Th.is
coversthe photocopying royalties on the 17,OOO works
registeredwith the union. But the agreement does not cover
theuniversity or public libraries.
"Collectives set up a levy assessment against libraries for
Iphotocopying privileges, which means higher rates for
>kJitphotocopies
and more restriction on research," says Dr. Eric
arn,Ormsby,director of libraries at McGill University.
~ "It is a difficult situation, because the precedent in
neeIQuebecdoesn't even allow 10 or 15 pages of free photocopies.
1e,I Theycharge for every copy and levy extra charges for more
substantialamounts."
Bill C-60 will cost provincial libraries millions of dollars,
saysPeter Rogers, a representative of the Ontario Library
Association Copyright Committee.
"The OLA is completely opposed (to the bill). In my
~ opinion.the law could be the most restrictive the Englishny.
I ~!peaking world has ever seen," he says.
"It's ridiculous. If educational libraries had to pay a
Icollectivefor every photocopy they made, we would be
~i·alitlalking
about million of dollars taken out of the educational
· budget.There would be a horrendous bill for this. And of
ia · rse, the taxpayers will be the ones to pay."
..
"But it's not really a question of money, or of paying
ors for the repeated use of their works. It is a question of
legislationfor easy access," says Rogers.
tioo But Flora MacDonald, the federal minister of Communi·ons, says BiU C-60 is quite reasonable.
oup "Not only are the libraries at present not paying any
a creativeroyalties to the author or writer, they are actually
ISing
his or her work to subsidize their own activities. They
arecharging the public (for photocopies) as if the creator
charging them, but they are keeping it," she says.
. The Canadian association of Research Libraries ( CARL)
1w opposing the bill because it lacks exemptions for libraries.
for "Libraries are most concerned that the legitimate interests
easif"~search library users be balanced against the equally
It .flegitimate
right of the creators," according to David McCall um,
:iollfCARL•s
executive director.
~ CARL maintains that the single copy reproduction of
~ary articles for inter-library loan is an important way for
librariesto share their resources with single users, a service
1 ci,..1Bill C-60 would prohibit
ls 11t "CARI. would prefer Canada frame legislation like that
United States, the United Kingdom, and Australia, and
·~ize
the single copy practice as legitimate and fair to
~ the creators and users of information," says McCallum.

aulette Kelley says a writers' collective can address
concerns such as fair use of coyprighted material.
"We absolutely believe in a national coalition
of writers and poets, in putting it forward, in putting it into
practice," she says.
Librarians and educators are concerned that having to
locate the owner of a copyright will restrict researchers who
w~nt to use someone's work.
"You want to use somebody's article or book or videotape
segment, just to copy it to make a presentation or write a
report, and you have to find the copyright owner. How are
you going to do that?" asks Peter Rogers.
Collectives are suggested as solutions to the problems as
are blanketed licensing arrangments like the one between the
Quebec Writers' Union (UNEC) and1he provincial government.
"But how can we guarantee that all of these people are
going to be in one collective? Pierre Berton has publicly
refused to join a collective. Will researchers have to track
down five or six different collectives to find their writer? And
where do they go if they want to tape a segment of a CBC
news show or the Journal or something?" asks Rogers.

fort

ed'
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oyalty fees charged by writers' collectives
would be determined by a random sampling
process of libraries, ascertaining which works
photocopied. Collectives would distribute payments to their
members on a proportional basis, as a sort of"roughjustice".
"Libraries must pay the collectives for the photocopies
the students and researchers are making," says Mike Renshaw.
"You know the situation here. McGill's bankrupt"
"Canada is what is known as a net-importer of cultural
property, which means we import a lot more than we produce.
A lot of this money going to collectives would leave the
country to foreign authors," he says.
Rogers refers to the Stevenson-Kellogg study published
in December's Canadian Library Association newsletter.
"Almost all p:1otocopying is personal stuff and a lot ofit is
American. That means all that 'Canadian culture' money is
going to the States," he says.
Renshaw is equally concerned
"By raising the cost of photocopying and multiplying the
already existing administrative costs, in the long run libraries
will be buying less books, and it will be harder to get at
knowledge. No university can suJ)IX)rtthis type of administration," he says.
"This is a business deal. That's why so little attention is
being paid to the education copununity. Canada is maintaining
equitable relations with her trading partners," Rogers says. D
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CTAM station managerresignsover personalityconflicts
Continued from page 1.
fear oflegal recourse at the meeting.
"The reason we as an executive
haven't stood up is because we
have been told to keep our mouths
shut or there will be legal action,"
she said "I strongly criticize Abbe
and SAC for this."
Former Music Director Pat Petro
agreed with Swensen. "We're not
talking about Jaw suits or anything,
we're talking about people doing
what they Jove to do," he said in
reference to the voluntary nature of
the CJAM staff.
When station volunteer Mike
Dama asked ifhe would be sued for
publicly recounting a conflict he
hadwith the statioo manager, Edelsoo
replied "maybe."
"There are intimidation tactics
being used here and I don't think we
should succumb to them," said
Clara Deck, a member of the conr
mitteewhichhiredEdelsonas CJAM's
manager in December 1986.
She attributed some of the differences between Edelson and the
staff to differing management styles
between Edelson and former station
manager Russ Wolske. "Russ didn't
accomplish the power increase or
autonomy," she said "Maybe we
expected another Russ-somebody
we could talk to."
"The job of any leader is to
instill a sense of confidence in those
who work below them, and this has
not been done,"said long-time station
volunteer Trevor Malcolm.
Edelson did address those issues
in the executives letter that she felt
were not too personal, and made
the Jetter available for all those at
the meeting who wished to see it
She attributed a majority of the
grievances in the letter to problems
with the structure of the organization
........?ft

..,. *=

Edelson summed up her situation
by proclaiming there is a duality of
the position that makes it very
difficult to operate.
"I am a Jeclde and Hyde," she
said. "I am accountable to many
bodies within the University."
The station manager is a member as well as an employee of the
SMC board of directors. Meetings
of the board are confidential. Edelson
said this creates a conflict of interest
for her position.
A motion by volunteer Martin
Deck to divide the manager's position
into two, one to deal with the
administrative capacity and one to
deal with CJAM staff, failed.
Fund Raising Coordinator Peter
Jjeh said station finances made this
an unfeasible request "We don't
need social workers to deal with
people simply because they are
volunteers," he said
Augustine also spoke against
the motion. "Other stations have
one manager," she said "Our
problem deals with an individual
and not the position itself."
Abbe finished off the meeting
with constructive advice on the
future of the station ( most of which
will be dealt with in next week's
article).
Jason Viczen was acknowledged
as CJAM's representative to the
SMC board, with Peter Burton as
an alternative, should a proposal to
add another CJAM staffer to the
board go through.
Members of the SMC board
present at the meeting announced
SMC member and V.P.-Finance
Rob Allchin would serve as interim
manager until a successor could be
found. The SMC members, Allchin
and Alexander, expressed concern
over the corporation's finances and

Abbe Edelson addresses CJAM meeting prior to giving her resignation.

gave this as the reason why Edelson
could not be immediately replaced
The board supplied Edelson
with two months severance pay as
well as benefits. They have also
posted a positive letter of recommendation.
"Her excellent abilities will be
sorely missed by the board of Directors as well as all CJAMfm persoir
nel," the letter states." At this point
she must be congratulated in her
job performance as well as commended for her fine work on the
power increase and many other
projects."

"In our opinion, essentially we
didn't have any problems with Abbe
administratively," said Allchin. "I
don't think that people say what she
was trying to do as a positive thing.
If they did understand it they didn't
understand that her style of management was a means to get to an
end."

in the world, but more than half the
job is getting along with people."
Edelson said she was misled
when she took the job.

"The fact that it is a volunteer
organization means you have to get
along with people," Alexander said,
putting the whole situation down as
a communication problem. "You
could be the best technical manager

''Things always seem to be put
in a better light when you are hiring
someone," said former station
manager Wolske. "Perhaps they
should be more honest in their
hiring."O

"When I took this job they told
me the power increase was a rubber
stamp, only six months away. After
talking to the engineer I realized it
was three years away."

"UZEB, a group that jazzes and rocks at all levels... "

"... UZEB ranks with the best. "

Mark Miller
The Globe and Mail,
Toronto
~\

Wednesday, March 30th 8:00 pm

Cleary Auditorium
$11 student/ senior

$13 adult

Tickets Available at Dr. Disc, Sam the Record Man,
A & A Records (Devonshire Mall), the Cleary Box Office
Order by phone: 252-6579 Visa/Mastercard
"... UZEB ... In short, something out of the ordinary and very hot!... "
LE PROVINCIAL
Marseile, France
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GRE. GMAT. LSAT
Classes
Diagnostic and Practice Tests
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NOW
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WINDSOR

( An Advantage

)

P.O. Box 5012
Windsor, Ont.
N9J 2L3
Ph.: 978-0220
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MUNTZ

VIDEO

Now Has

We Also Buy, Sell, & Trade
New & Used C.D.'s
Don't Forget About Our
Quality Selection of
Movie Rentals
V.C.R. and Camera Rentals
Are Also Available
See Us For Details

"March-April Special"
Rent 2 C.0.'s For The Price of 1
with this coupon
Muntz East
5115 Tecumseh Rd. E.
944-2239

Muntz West
(C.D.'s Only)
485 Tecumseh Rd. W.
255-16fi7
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The Federal
government could announce this
month a restructuring of the Canada
Student Loans program to make it
easier for students to use, according
to the Canadian Federation of
Students.
Chair Tony Macerollo said he
hopes the changes will include giving
students more time to repay their
loans, introducing grants and bursaries. and giving more assistance for
disabled and parttime students.
The advisory group to Secretary
of State David Crombie was set up
last October "specifically designed
to discuss student loans,"said
Macerollo, one of the group's
members.
The group should make "immediate changes to Canada Student
Loans for the 1988-89 schoolyear,"
he said.
The CFS information officer,
Catherine Louli, said "They're looking at a complete overhaul of the
student loan system."
A change is needed in the way
the government gives financial aid
to post-secondarystudents, Macerollo
said, because the system is too rigid for
students to repay their loans.
In statistics
released by the Secretary
of State, 37 per cent of students who
negotiated a Canada Student Loan
graduated with a debt of more than
$5000. The average debt loan was
$4796.
"The Canada Student Loans Act
has served us well since 1984, but it's
clearly time to reorient our approach
for the future," Crombie said when he
announced the establishment of the
achisory group.
If the federal government provided
better summer job program5 with higher
wages and more positions, the debts

wouldn't be so high, said Macerollo.
"It's always been the position of the
CFS that the best formof student aid is
a summerjob."
Macerollo said he's disappointed
withthe~~cfthe~
'88 program given by youth minister

Jean Charest
A Secretary of State official said
Omlbie "intendsto~

aln.It~

The ministry's advisory group is
made up cf representatives
&cmnatmal
student organizations.
"An exciting part of this whole
canmittee is it's the first time ever
(that there has been) direct student
input into Canada Student Loans,"
said the CFS' Louli
The minister can minor policy
changes to CS4 said Macerollo. But

The value of outstanding loans the
government guarantees for students totals
more than $2 billionacross Canada
as soon as possible" to the CSL Mary
Melo.she, the head of the depaI1ment's
Student Assistance Directorate, said
the program must have "more fieXlble
repayment terms and greater accountability" to students.
The value of outstandingloans the
government guarantees for students
totals more than $2 billion aCl'05s
Canada, Meloche said
"Thatrepresentsa significantamoont
of money and federal investment,"
Meloche said "It's a question of
public money being well spent"

an overhaul will require amending the
Canada Student LoansAct Meloche
said it could take a while for this kind of
bill to pass in Parliament
"Whenever you are talking about
legislation, you have to look at the
broader !PVemment timetable," she
said
Theministry's groupis also worl<lng
with the Councilof Ministersof Education, made up of the provinces'
education ministers,to discuss what
level of funding the provinces can
contribute for grants and bursaries.
D

Internationalstudents
Continued from page 7.
fees, lengthy immigration procedures,
trouble obtaining age of majority
cards, and finding activities and
entertainment they enjoy.
Lanspeary said he hopes to
assure students the surveys won't
be used against international students.

"I don't think there is anything
( in the survey) against the students,"
he said. "I think that any students
who would harbour such thoughts
would have to be termed 'paranoid'-whether
visa students may
be hesitant to participate in such a
survey is irrelavant because their
identities are never revealed." D
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OLY/t/ll'IC

IIEVELIIPINli~PECIAL
A special tribute to those Canadian athletes who
have seen their dreams clearly develop into a quest
for the Olympic gold.

&a,arltl
• Y2price on colour reprints with negatives.
• Y2price on colour enlargements,

5x7 - 8x10, with

negatives 110 and larger.
Offer expires March 12, 1988.
Lance photo by Our friend Victor

Univenlty of Windsor law team goes for a conviction in the Arnup Cup.

Universitylaw team clipped
by Sean Reddick
Team sports have taken on a
new dimension at the University of
Windsor thanks to the Faculty of
Law.
The Advocates' Society Institute
held its first annual Advacates'
competition in the Moot Court at
the Faculty of Law March 15. The
competition for the Arnup Cup
featured law students Greg Campbell
and Mark Rodger from Windsor
and Deidra Smith and Pat Pagan
from the University of Western
Ontario.
The case of Meilleur vs Unicrete
Canada Limited was tried before
Justice Peter Lory of the Ontario
Court of Appeals with Windsor
representing the plantiff and W estem
the defendant. The witnesses, volunteers from the school of dramatic
arts, did a good job of standing up to
the examinations and cross-examinations of the law students, said
conference organizers.
A time limit was placed on the
questioning of the witnesses and
the competition was run like a
regular court room. The participants
were judged on their performances
and points were awarded accordingly.

The students prepared the trial
from beginning to end. They filed
pleadings and motions, made submissions and examined and crossexamined the witnesses.
Windsor had prepared the case
as if there was no jury and Western
as if there was. No jury was present
but it made little difference on
Western' s performance, as they
took homethe Cup.However, Western
only clipped Windsor by a few
points on a scale out of 100.
The Advocates Society Institute
eventually hopes to get all six '1aw
schools in Ontario involved in the

competition. The competition provide
practical courtroom experience, as
pointed out by Justice WillardEstey
of the Supreme Court of Canada
when he said the trial courtroom is
"the cockpit of the law."
Canadian Lawyer Magazinerecently reported that law school
graduates have criticized their legal
education as not having taught them
practical legal skills, including trial
preparation. The U of W Law
School, however, tied for the best
review of the schools rated in the
magazine with a B- average. D

Chtlngeunlikelyin Iran
Continued from page 3.
and with the U.S. during the IranContra affair of last year.
The war with Iraq was also
discussed by Green. He said the
main obstacle on the road to peace
is United Nations' Resolution 5 98,
article one, which would require
Iran to withdraw back to internationally recognized borders and give up
ground gained before they would be
allowed to enter the peace talks.
Green said there are also a number

of nations who are making a profit
from the Iran-Iraq war by selling
arms and equipment to both sides,
both legitimately and on the black
market. West Germany presently
has the largest share of Iran's import
market at 22 per cent, Japan having
a 17 per cent share, he said.
In closing, Green indicated that
change is "not likely" in Iran's near
future. "The present regime is likely
to remain in place for a long time,''
Green concluded. 0
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Where else would vou celebrate the end of
the school year?
How Does Steming Hot Seafood,
Mequite Grilled Steaks, and Windsor's
Best Prime Rib Sound?
Check Us Out For
$2.50 Tuesdays
Prime Time Wednesdays
&
Shooter Thursdays
Patio Opening SOON

490 Division Rd.
(Next to Devonshire Mall)

969-3146

LONDON
1988SPECIAL-STU
H6 MILTON

L:!!:NDON
• Limited seats• No age restriction • Open for
1 year• Reservation 21 days in advance for the
going portion • Stand-By for the return trip*
Departures

Going

Return

Fare

Until 30 June 88
15 Sept. - 11 Dec. 88

$299

$398

16 Aug. - 14 Sept. 88

$349

01 Jui. - 15 Aug. 88

$399

$99
$99
$99

$448
$498

* Supplement for return trip with a confirmed

reservation (valid to age 28)
Consult your travel agent or

Nationair:
(416) 679-3381
1-800-263-2141

NATIONAlfJ
student service
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Typist-who lives near the
University (Sl.25/pg) 2533922 after 5:30 pm.

MARCH

SUPER SPECIALS

1!3ll~'31;il3••
IONA COLUGl 208 Sunset. 973-7039 A
space for meeting and discussing'. studying quiet searching and relaxing with
lriends. Open 9.5 and be arrangement
Or use Iona facilities to pion events that
ore important to 011.A home-cookec
dinner every Thursday al 5 30 fcf S250
Come and help celebrate by being
yourself

CAMPUS ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
closed discussion meetings are Tuesdays
between noon and 1 30 pm 1nthe Ontario
Room. Vanier Holl If you hove o problem 1
with drinking and wont lo stop. come t
and meet with us

I

Berol
0. H.P. Markers

I

89C

CAMPUS ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCO.
HOUCS meet every Wednesday from 78 pm at Iona College. 208 Sunset Ave
973•7039

£S>
CLARKE'S
STATIONERY
WYAND~~E

ST. W.

252-8818

FACTS
EVERYWOMAN
INTERESTED
INBIRTH
CONTROL
SHOULD
KNOW
ABOUT

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITYCHAPEL973.
7034 Located between the University
Centre and Huron Line Mosses Sunday
10 30 & 4.30. Monday to Friday at 11.50
am EveryTuesday there is also Moss and
supper al 5 pm (S2 50). All ore welcome
We hove a library with study space and o
core tor your convenience

DEARANN AND KELLY
My fnend Mel would
like to meet you Sholl I arrange it?-lrs
the least I con do Love. the Popermon
APARTMENTFOR RENT 1 bedroom. 5
minute walk from University Coll 2580162
Conad~U.S.
Free Trade motenols
available Contact Mike Robinet 1nRoom
3058 Leddy Library West

1977 NEWYORKERfullyequ1pped good
condition inside and out. asking S2150
Coll 969-1354 or ext 2002
"WHITF' 764 SEWING MACHINE: hem
zig-zog. etc Recently cleaned and od1usted- with table stand- S160 coll 2568054
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In 1960"ThePill"createda revolution.It is likelythat no modernscientificdevelopmenthas hada moreprofoundimpact
on societythan the oral contraceptive.It is also likelythat no other medicaldevelopmenthas been moreexhaustively
studied,or moresubjectt;ocontroversy,confusionor misinformation.Therehavebeenenormouslyimportantadvances
in researchand knowledgesince1960and the mostwidelyusedoralcontraceptivest;odayare quite differentfromthe one
that started the revolution.lf youare concernedaboutcontraceptionyoushouldunderstandthe facts.

Someimportantfactsabouttoday'soralcontraceptives
I. The oral contraceptivemostoften prescribedbydoctorsto-

daycontainsless hormonein an entire month'ssupplythan
the firstproductcontainedin a singletablettakenforoneday.
2. Todaythere are nineteendifferentbrands of oral contraceptives availableto Canadianwomen. They vary in hormone
dosageand ingredients.Someare new.Othershavebeen in
use for manyyears.
8. Untilrecently, oral contraceptivesinvolvedtakingthe same
strength of pill throughoutthe monthlycycle.The first ad·
vancedtriphasicoral contraceptive,introducedthree years
ago,variesthe strength of both of the active ingredientsin
three stages. This permits a large reduction in hormone
dosageresultingin fewerminorside effects.
4. Hereis a comparisonof the effectivenessofvariousmethods
of birth control.1
Pregnancies per 100 women per year
Combination oral contraceptives
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5. Most oral contraceptivesare virtually 100%effective in
preventingpregnancywhentakenas directed.Theyare the
mosteffectivemethodof reversiblecontraceptionavailable.
6. As with any medicationThe Pill involvessome degree of
risk,althoughthe low-doseproductsminimizethis risk.
7. Thereare certaingroupsofwomenwhoshouldnot useThe
Pill.Yourdoctorwilladviseyouifyouare in oneofthesegroups.
8. Extensivestudies showthat womenover35whosmokeare
at greater risk and should not use The Pill.
9. Thereis evidencethat womenwhotakeThe Pillmayreceive
importantbeneficialeffectsincluding:
(a) reducedincidenceof endometrialand ovariancancer,
(b) reducedlikelihoodof developingbenignbreast disease,
( c) reducedlikelihoodof developingovariancysts,
( d) reducedincidenceofpelvicinflammatorydiseasewhich
can lead to infertility,
( e) reducedanemiadue to reducedmenstrualbloodloss,
( f) reducedseverityof menstrualcrampsand premenstrual
syndrome.
10.The health risk associatedwith the use of oral contraceptives is less than the health risk of childbirth except for
womenover35 whosmoke.
Remember,takinganymedicationinvolvesa degreeof risk.It is
importantto understandthe factsso that you,withyourdoctor,
can makean informeddecision.
Supplementaryinformationfor womenconsideringthe use of
oral contraceptives is available at your doctor's office or
pharmacy.

~

Thefigures(exceptfororalcontraceptivesand the IUD)vary widelybecause
peopledifferin howwellthey use each method.Veryfaithfulusers of the
variousmethodsmay achievepregnancyrates in the lower ranges.Other
womenmayexpectpregnancyrates moreIn the middleof theseranges.

FOR SALE:Long couch s~s.Eosy
choir &
footrest S10.Apartment Sizewosher/sp1nner S 110. b/w lV S25. Old tndges-WO!l<s
well S50 and S65. Rollowoy dishwasher
S45 Coll 256-8054

Thisi11(Grnuuion
i8 presenJed by WyethLid., tM leaderin oral contraception,
lenJing1Mhealthneedsqf Canadians/or
overa centurJI.

WANTl:D:
.Applicants tor the 1988 Freedom
Festival !Tom Moy 2-July 4 (over 18).
Volunteer positions in the PR field Send
resumebyMorch31 tO' Box391 StotionA
Windsor. Ont. N9A 6L7 For info coll 2527264

RESIDENCEIN CANTIRBURY COLLEGE:
Applications tor summer or toll ore ovo1loble in the odm1n office. 1 72 Patricio Rd
Mon - Fn between 9 am and 4 30 pm
SUMMEREMPLOYMENT!
Triple p;, Student
Pointers1shiring pointers torinterior/extenor.
residential/ commerc101/ industrial jobs
Experience preferred but not required
Apphcot1ons available 1n placement
office or coll Scott 258-6398
,

I

ROOMS FOR RENT Available Moy 1st
Bedroom with shore ot bathroom kitchen
toc1lit1esand coble lV $175 month Coll
Scott or Tim 258-6398.
CSA ELECTION 1988·89 Nom1nohons
open at 14-03-88 12 pm and close at 3003-8812 pm Place of election isUniversity
Centre.Assumptionlounge10pm31-03·
88 For info- Contact CSA Library 2123
Leddy library 2-4 pm or contact Vince
and Ronnie. 256-8120 or Gory at 256·
6765 We hove 11 positions:
-President
-VP. Internal
.v P. External
-sec retary
·Treasurer
-Public Relations Officer
-Cultural Convenor
-Sport
•Director of ActiVity
-Editor
-Producer of Radio Programming
THE KEG is looking tor quality. se!Vic&oriented people. Coll 969-3146
UNIVERSITYSTUDENTSWANTEDto ship
bedding plants for Leamington area
operation. Start Moy 1st For more into
contact Manpower office in Dillon Holl
G.WIWKERS IS now int81Viewing
contestants tor its SWimsuitcontest(S2501st prize) Apply at the bar.

..)Pl'C.6lv-l:.',
- tl:1af. "'•'s. "~'1
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BASEMENT top: Matt Tales

bottom: Tom Pidgeon
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• Word Processing
• Letter Quality
• Editing
~Je;:n Untvers1ty-~

1 bU/p;:i(le

202-g240

S.A.C. Films

What are you doing March 18?
Come to the Lance/CJAM dance party at the Subway Pub.
Meet your favourite campus media personalities.

Cash Bar and Free Popcorn
Admission $1.00 for students
$2.00 for guests

7:30 pm

Wednesday, March 23 , 1988

RIDLEY SCOTT FILM NIGHT

Blade Runner (1982)
Alien (1979)

..
Sign Up at Centre Desk
Portraits Taken
2nd Floor University Centre

2nd Big Week

Fri., Mar. 18
-Thurs.,Mar. 24
Show Times
7:00 pm
9:20 pm

•

,

I

Also Starring Sting

"We Use Real Butter
On Our Popcorn"

...\LL SEATS O~L Y

S1 .00

fOP. \l~\IB(RS
SfSJOll.
,\.(HlWRE1'
,:~ ~ unocr

""5e1
SJ' - new regular
admISsiooprice

l);\~f\Ttif!T~f
"\\.'incisorsUni\ DiscountMovieTheaire~
804 Ene St E

253-0051

I want you to get t1
Gary Oail's Tackhead
Sound System
TACKHEAD TAPE
TIME
by Martin Deck

I was out stereo shopping the other day
with my friend Trevor and the new Tackhead
album. I'm into what ya call rigorous product
testing.
"It's ... " said the salesguy, " ... challenging."
Varese is"challenging''. Tackhead is not
challenging. It's just plain noise.
If you're still into "listening" to "bands"
that play .. songs", the door is on hinges. It
ain't nailed shut.
If you're more interested in existing in
response to a sound. you are invited to
expose your central nervous system to the
incurable virus known as Tackbead.
If you insist on a label, try "post-funk".
Guitarist Skip McDonald,
bassist Doug
Wimbish and drummer Keith Leblanc were
the rhythm sectionontheseminalrap recordings
"The Message," "White Lines," and "Rappers'
Delight:' Now, with the helpofBritish whizkid producer Adrian Sherwood, they are
Tackbead a.le.a. the Maffia. Fats Comet.
Barmy Army and much much more.
Tackhead is to funk what Jimi Hendrix is
to the blues. Except they aren't dead yet.
Doug Wimbish was voted best bass player
of the year by the latest Rolling Stone critics'
poll, but don't let that put you off. He is hot
and as inventive as they come. Keith Leblanc,

whose extraordinary talent can be tasted on
his Major Malfuction LP ( as well as everywhere else) is the only drummer I've ever
loved Skip McDonald is a great guitarist,
especially since he knows when to lay back
and let the other gentlemen do their things.
Adrian Sherwood is a genius.
Tackhead is best experienced via repeated
abuse of the twelve inch singles and albums
released under a variety of pseudonyms by
Sherwood's ON--U SoundandWor1dRecords
labels in the U.K.. Unfortunately for you and
me, these records are not widely distributed
in Canada and. being imports, are rather
expensive.
Now, for reasons unknown though undoubtedlyhighlypersonal, Vanoouver's Nettwert
Records have put out the first Tackhead
(quaTackhead) album in the whole world
and it is readily available at your local record
store.
It is not so much a collection of the
aforesaid singles as a bunch of wierd and
sometimes silly mixes of assorted Tackhead
studio tracks made by Gary Clail, a guy who
DJs during Tackhead's infamous live perfonnances. He also vocalizes on several
tracks. including the monster "Reality" an
anthem for the nineties. Growls Mr. Clail:
.. If I had money I would probably die!''
I've already told you that Adrian Sherwood
is a genius. He is not the first producer to use
taped voices of people famous or otherwise
as vocal tracks for his "songs." But he is the
very best David Byrne and Brian Eno made
a great album a few years ago called My Life
in the Bush of Ghosts, on which every song
featured found voices. But all the voices are

themselves highly rhythmic, and most of the
tunes seem to be written around the vocals.
On "Hard Left", Sherwood pulls off a much
more difficult feat he takes Queen WASP
Maggie Thatcher and. through the miracle of

inaudible spicing. positively funkifies her.
Hear it and believe.
Tackhead is, quite simply, the most lifethreatening vinyl-excreting organism on the
planetO

Local theatricaltypes do SODA proudin tWfJ1}lttys
by Kevin Johnson

The University of Windsor s

Schoolof Dramatic Artshas spawned
yet another new theatre company.
Three students looking to graduate this spring have fonned the
nucleus of the Compleat Theatre
Company, which they hope to see
grow into a professional troupe
with Equity status. The company
will present Chester: A Prelude &
Fugue, an original one-man play,
March 21-22.
~c
din:ctor Lame Perlmutar
has the title (and only) role in
Chester . He cites the example of
Windsor alumnus Stephen Ouimet
as an inspiration to the group.
After years of underemployment,
Ouimet fanned his own group and
has gone on to become one of
Canada's premier actors.
"A year ago, we looked around
and saw we were going into a field
where our futures are entirely in the
hands of others," says Perlmutar.
Perlmutar has signed a contract
with fellow artistic director and
playwright Greg Neale and the
troupe's executive producer Mary
E. Donohue to stick with the effort
at least until January. Between now
and then, they plan to take their
show on the road, ending up at what
they hope to be a pennanent home
near Markham, Ontario.
The Windsorproduction
is being
subsidized
by the Students'
Administrative Council.
"They've been great," says
Donohue. "They've really taken an
interest in us."
Their tour will take them to the
Playwright's Theatre in Hamilton,
thence to festivals in Edmonton,
Vancouver and Victoria. Although
ticket sales will cover some costs,

the three anticipate having to dip
into their savings to make the trip.
Donohue hopes other funding will
come their way. She plans to solicit
donations from the university
community and is preparing grant
applications.
"We're trying to generate excitement for a program that started
here," she says. "The university
will be very proud of this."

She credits the staff and faculty
of the drama department with pr<>viding a lot of assistance to the
troupe. Professor Vance Paul is
serving as co-director of Chester,
along with Neale.
The play is the first in a trilogy.
Neale is currently writing the second
part. He says the work is based on
the true story of a paranoidschizophrenic he met while workin&
in a
mental institution.
Chesterlabours undertheillusion
that bis father is the compoeer,

JohannSebastianBach.He spends
his time rewritingBach'smusic.

The fridge is obvious. But as for the
point of the play as a whole ... oh
well..so much for clarity. ThespeechLast week in the Experimental es of various characters contained
Theatre the School of Dramatic cliches and womout symbo ls. If it
Arts gave us another dose of back- was supposed to reveal something
woodsAmurikey(whetherwe needed about rural America or class distinctions. it did not succeed
it or not).
This play has a fridge, a lamb,
Coincidentally,
Nealerecentlylearned
The characters in SamShepard's
that the real Chester has also done
Curse of the Starving Class are, several bulls. a drunk, a nut. rememso.
not surprisingly, an odd assortment
brances of the glory days of the
Perlmutar's job, caJTying the
They're wierd, loudandwoundup. fighter pilot, scum, dirt, yearnings,
play for one and a half hours, is
For the most part. they'redissatisfied regret, outbursts of frustration and
complicated by the fact that
with life.
violence,despendia1,
ooe gun.several
recordings of Bach's music play
Meetthe family: Ella, the morn, death threats and one possibledeath.
constantly under his speech.
is dissatisfied. She wants to go to (It's not eactly clear.) Despite the
" When I'm speaking to the
Europe and tries desperately to make best efforts of the cast, it was the
audience on an intimate level, it
an escape. Emma, the daughter, is author who did not transform this
might inhibit me," he says. "But
dissatisfied and desperate too. She list into a comprehensible play.
during the more powerful moments,
eventually takes off. Miraculoualy,
Anyway, get an undetermined
I don't have to scream. The Bach
the dad, Weston. figures out that he iunberof'Univenity Playerslllgellberhelps me."
should be dissatisfied and attempts doin' their thang and yer alright
Neale, whostudiedmusic theatre
to pull himself together. The son. The likes of Hillary Cwmingbam.
for two years before switching to a
Wesley, just wants to stay on their Craig Eldridge and Mart Lefebvre
B.F.A. acting program, smiles.
dilapidated farm and go quietly won't let you down.
"Bach is the only composer who
It was nice to see a strong
nuts in three acts.
would allow that," he says.
And there's more! There's a perfonnance by Cunningham as
The three acknowledge the role
creepy con man. a sleazy bar - Ella Eldridge, it seems, can do no
the university has played in their
owner, and two greasy thugs. Toss wrong. And Lefebvre is never on
development
in a token cleancut police officer stage enough.Jamie Cordsell was
"We'll always come back to
and ya got yerself yer SamShepard powerful as the burly dad His
Windsor, touching base here," says
Special.
transition from rotten to sympathetic
Donohue. Markham was selected
The lifestyles and idiosyncracies was quite convincing. Tracey Hway
for a number of reasons. Neale,
of wierd people are fascinating and was notable as the ambitious bitchPerlmutar, and Donohue all have
funny,rittrt!ls that whatMr.Sbepmd ing daughter.Somebodyshould tell
roots in the area.
Jordan Kernerdlat crazy people
thinks?
Is he ~IDouldoTenne•ee
It also can appeal to the Toronto
Williams
orwhat'At leastTemessee are supposed to be the easiest to
market without being in direct
would give yez a decent plot twist play. Yer killer thugs at the end
competition. Plus, Perlmutar says,
or personal revelation by the last were fun.
there is "an incredible amount of
act to tie loose ends. There's not
The actors yelled, screamed,
people with a lot of money."
much holding The Curse of the insulted, threatened,throttled even
Starving Class fo8ether,
'oept maybe threw knives around and laughed at
To see the Compleat Theatre
some rusty old fridge hinges.
the geveral destruetioa. Invite them
Company's first production. call
So just what was the point of to your next get-to.
258-9638. Chester: A Prelude & cramming 37 people into that tiny
Sam Sbepmd can stay home
Fugue shows March 21-22 at the
room night after night to watch a with Jessica Lange.Partywith the
Pitt Street Theatre, 388 Pitt St
family of freaks constantly open University Players.D
East. Tickets area low, low $3.00,
and close the door of an empty
St.00 for student and faculty.O
fridge? The 37 is undentlndable.
"1 was intrigued by the idea that
he was classified crazy." says Neale.
"To me, it seemed beautiful."
Surrounded by the mentally ill,
Neale continues, the sane man is
the crazy one. In the seond part,
Chester has left the hospital and
resides in a boarding house.

by Mary Popovich
Johnson

and Kevin

;
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A pretty
bad album,
used loosely
by Chuck Edwards
At first look ( at Tonio K 's new album) ,
he appears to be a scraggly Tom Waits-type
with a disco-Italian name ( which the press kit
cleverly reveals not to be really his); but after
a listening he turns out to be a bland pop
musician whose album would have been
better named Canned Chicken Run Through
A DejlavourizingMachine than the pretentious

Notes From A Lost Civilization.
The press kit describes Mr. K. ( if I may
call him that) as some sort of a neo-demigod
with universal songs about big moments of
truth that have had critics pulling their puds
for many years. Although I'm sure that 's
what Tonio would like to think, it' s a little offbase. The lyric sheet seems to be written,
rather, by some drugged-out existentialist
rambling about politics, sex, and life without
bell-bottomed pants. Mr. K.'s songs do seem
deep but just as they're about to reach a clear
philosophical viewpoint he breaks for a chorus
and starts over again at the beginning, ending
up with the same depth as sixties bubblegum
rock but without a dance beat.
He had partners in crime: boring Billy
Yera from the Beaters and the pretentious
Charlie Sexton helped out on some songs
from the album. Without too much imagination
one can mentally picture the three of them
meeting up in some bar, free-basing coconut
oil, and deciding to inflict some universally
nauseating material on the world
On the positive side you could say that
Tonio K has got a set style- -so much so that
each and every song sounds painfully similar,
it's just like being stuck on an elevator with

Philip Glass.
Asking this artist ( used loosely) about his
songs would be like asking a minimalist
painter to describe his work (used loosely).
Tonio describes his song "City Life" as
" ... the actual view from our house" and says
" The Executioner's Song" " ... could be about

anyonefrom P.T. Barnum to Adnan Khashoggi world, teamed up with a pretentious press kit,
to the devil himself'. With logic and depth
like that behind him, it is no wonder that his
songs "end up universal", as the press kit
would have it.
An overly -simple and under-talented recording artist's offering to the vegetable

means the overall review can only be: Snoozer.
This album was made for only one type of
person: someone with a record collection that
has it all, except for an album to torure small
animals with. D

More 'bout this TavFalco thing
by Brian McKenzie

Say, I've got an idea. Let's pretend that
the past twenty years of musical history did
not happen. That way, this trite piece of
plagiaristic trash can seem original. Every
musical style has been cheaply gaffed over
by this French quartet who do not know

enough about the rudiments of the genres
they attempt to imitate to make them sound
convincing. The result is boredom.
"Poor Man" is a boring country and
western gloss. "Ditch Digging is a boring
60's rhythm and blues clone. "Ode to Shetar' '
is boring neo-metal interspersed with REMlike jangling guitars and a horrible lyric
content

After listening to a dozen boring songs
with bad lead vocals and incompetent instrumentation, one is prepared to argue with
the press package, which promises that the
band is going places . With albums like this
one, the only place they will be going is to the
nearest unemployment office.
Nuff said. F- D
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MULTICULTURAL
COUNCIL of WINDSOR
and ESSEX COUNTY

I

PRESENTS
A CONFERENCE ADDRESSING

Visible Minorities and The Media
Employment Equity
and

Opening Reception
Friday March 25, 7 p.m.
Caboto Club, 2175 Parent Avenue
Guest Speakers:
Friday March 25
-Dr. Howard McCurdy, MP
"Review of Canada's Human Rights Visit to Haiti"
-Richard Monzon
Employment Equity- Provincial Progress
Saturday March 26
-Hon. Gerry Phillips
Minister of Citizenship, responsible for The Ontario
Human Rights Commission and Race Relations

Conference
March 26, 1988 at
St. Clair College
2000 Talbot Rd. West
Windsor
Workshops:
CRTC PLANNING AND POLICY
ADVERTISING PORTRAYAL AND BALANCE
EMPLOYMENT EQUITY-Past, Present& Future
EQUITY FOR MANAGERS AND WORKERS
OPTIONS FOR WOMEN IN THE FUTURE

COMPLIMENTARY LUNCHEON-NO
Register Early 255-1127

FEE

Co-sponsored by the Ontario Race ·Relations
Directorate: Ministry of Citizenship; Ontario
Women's Directorate and Secretary of State
Canada: Multiculturalism

•
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Episode One, In which the

The Cornfla

plot unfurls...

by Belz Splimo

Foldens' the name ... Embro Foldens. Gentleman farmer.
Patriot My folks have been in these parts as long as anyone
can remember, as long as records have been kept, long
enough to put down roots.
It had been a long, hard summer on the farm. Long and
dry. Everytime the sky grew dark with clouds, everytime it
appeared as if the rain were about to fall, the clouds
mysteriously disappeared One minute clouds as dark as
night, the next minute a clear azure blue sky, and the return of
the sweltering, crop-witheringheat I was growing concerned.
Down at Rangby's General Store and Historical Museum
(Weelweent N. Rangby, Prop.) my fellow farmers gathered
to give voice to their fears.
Nashville Pete, migrant worker and trusty sidekick, and I
just happened to be down at the store picking up some
supplies and expanding our historical perspectives when I
overheard ...
"I tell thee straight man, 'tis a weirdling heat we're having
this summertime. 'Tis the strangest I recollect"
The archaic usage of the Queen's tongue immediately
tipped me off that the speaker could be none other than Loda
Amspod Jupney, a mennonite farmer from a neighbouring
concession. Nashville and I exchanged worried glances.
When the industrious mennonites feel the pinch, ther must be
some evil hand at work.
"Boss. You don't think it could be... ", said Nashville.
"The very same, Nash. The very same."
''But.. I thought we'd seen the last of him, Boss."
"So did I, Nashville. So did I. But this unnatural heat, and
the utter absense of rain bespeaks the ministrations of only
one man... "
"You don't mean ... "
.,
"Yes, I'm afraid so, Nash. Our arch-nemesis ... the vile
Demitasse Cornflakes!!!"

"No!H
"Yes!"
Returning to the Farm, I immediately placed a long distance
call to Summa Theologica, my best gal, in Tronna. It only
served to exacerbate my concern for the safety of all Southern
Ontario Farmers.
"Summa. It's Embro! This is very important How has
your father been lately?"
"Oh , Embro ! He's been real bad. Ever since the
heatwave started he's been babblin in Latin almost continuously."
"Damn! This is what I expected. Have you taken the
appropriate measures?"
"Of course, E.F. I've got all the recordings right here
ready to send you."
That's my Summa. Now lookit. Don't bother with Her

Majesty's Postal Service. They take too long and there isn't a
moment to spare. You'd better play them to me now, and I'll
re-record them over the phone. The sooner we get them over
to Rev. Drumbo the better."
"Right E.F."
Perhaps I should explain ... Summa's father Joe Theologica,
periodically begins speaking Latin in his sleep. The frequency of these nocturnal ramblings are in direct proportion
to the proximity of Demitasse Cornflakes.
Later, at the rectory of St. Mendicant's Anglican, home of the
Reverend Innerkip Drumbo, priest of the C. of E., and mystic
extraordinaire ...
''Good of you to see us at such short notice Padre."
"Not at all Embro. It's good to see you again. You too
Nashville. Anything I can do for you after you pulled my fat
from the fire in the Transubstantiation Migration Caper is
only too Littleby way of recompense."
''Thanks Padre. Now look here. Joe Theologica's been at
it again, and I fear the worst We need you to go through these
here tape recordings and see what's what, and then get back to
me tomorrow at daybreak."
"No problem, my son. As it happens, I'm meeting with
my daemon, Mediocrates, tonight It's our regular Wednesday
chess match."
The next morning, Nash and I were up to greet the sun. We
awaited Rev. Drumbo's call anxiously, fearing for the future
of the country we call home. The phone rang...

I

(SON)

"Padre? "
'' Embro. Drumbo, here."
"Is it bad?"
"The worst, my son. The worst Demitasse Cornflakes is
on the march. According to the interpretations Mediocrates
made of Theologica's ramblings, which, by the by, are
apparently in an obscure Etruscan/Latin creole and very
hard to decypher, even for a daemon ... It's very fascinating
actually, L."
"Padre!"
"Oh. Sorry, my boy ... Where was I... Oh yes. Demitasse
had apparently joined forces with the evil meteorologist Dr.
Vroshazy Snadmasm, late of the Pentagon, in an attempt
to divert the rainfall from Southern Ontario to the American
Southwest via the Turkish Highlands. And get this Em bro! he
is doing so in league with certain factions of the AMC!"
"No!!"
"Yes! The American Military/Industrial Complex! This
may indicate the complicity of certain members of our very
own government!"
"The evil miscreant! Will he stop at nothing? Is there
anything else I should know about Padre?"
"I'm afraid so, Embro. The misguided reasoning behind
this mad plot has the Americans worried about their dwindling
water supplies, and a growing concern about their increasing
dependence on foreign grown corn in the production of
cornflakes. You know how those Yanks are protective of their
cornflakes monopoly.
"Demitasse is apparently doing this out of love for the
American Way, etc., while making a tidy profit for himself in
the process."
"I see. Well..."
"Wait! There's more. Joe's ramblings also indicate that
Demitasse has been buying up farms that have already gone•
belly up from the drought Who knows what nefarious plans
he as hatched for our beloved land? Embro, he must be
stopped!"
"You leave that to me, Padre. Thanks for your help.
G'bye."
I placed the receiver back in its cradle. I shouted for
Nashville, who was out in the kitchen eating some stew.
''Yes, Boss?"
"Dust off the old crop-duster, Nashville. We're going on a
little trip."
"Where to, Boss?"
''Windsor, Nash. To the University of Southern Canada,
Dept of Evil Meteorology to see Prof. Phurz Molejufy,
Canada's resident expert on meteorological warfare. Tallyho Nash! The chase is on!..."
don't miss next week
Episode Two: A Hard Rain's Gonna Fall. D

(SUNNIER)

JAMAICA!
(SUNNIEST!)
WIN A Week For Two At The Trelawny
Beach Hotel In Sunny JAMAICA!
Airfare Via Air. Jamaica
Listen for your cue to call on 88.7 OM-FM
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Only SI0.95

Due to Fantastic Response
We are Extending Our
GRAD PORTRAIT SALE
to March 31/88

-

859 Moy Avenue
Windsor. Ontario

253-4535

NEW.SPRING
ARRIVALS&
CRUISEWEAR

Farabundoparty

by Larry Deck

Cruise into Spring with Style
• Polo Ralph Lauren
• Lacoste
• Boston Trader
• Colours by Alexander Julian
• Marithe& Fran~ois Girbaud
• Generra
• Maui & Sons
• Gant
• Ocean Pacific
• Britches
• Edwin
• Cream
• Calvin Klein
• Bertini
• Geoffrey Beene
and More

JEANS

Three bands played the subway
this last Saturday to help raise
fundsfor CJAM FM sister-station
Radio F arabundo Marti I went
there to dance and to support the
beleaguered Salvadorian rebels; I
did not go for the bands, and if I
had, I would have been disappointed
The soow
opened withthe mediocre
Fools for Jade, an oh-so-Windsor
covers band that tried to sound like
RE.M (I suppose). Thing is, most
of the guitar licks I heard were little
like the one from "Smoking Gun"
by Robert Cray, and a lot like an
attempt to ape Peter Buck. Also,
though I may be wrong, it seems
like ever since Trevor Malcolm's
"Whole Lotta Love" sat on the

by CalvinKlein,Edwin.RUie,
GlrbauxandCream
Mon.- Sat. 9-5:30
Friday 9-9
Sunday

12-5

FOR

were the best band The last act.
Fireball X-1.5 started off bad and
just got worse and worse.
What to say? They were loud
and hard They did covers too. The
guitarist had a radio-link with the
amp, which left him room to bound
around - that was neat But his
agonizingly long solo on the last
song was brutal Basically, he is not
that great a musician; he does a lot of
repetitious flourishes at pitches high
enough to give bats hallucinations,
that's all. Their covers were bad
and they hung around too long. I
remember them being a hell of a lot
better.
If it were not for the dance
music between sets, the benefit
would have been a good cause but
not a good time. D
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TRANSPORTATION
DESIGN

CJAM charts for half of '86, that
every damn Windsor garage combo
except
the
Tokens
does some Led Zeppelin and does
it bad These guys were no exception.
Besides, the Tokens ( second
act of the night) have different
schtick. These guys represent the
last gasp of ska, a music that most
other people are not too sad to see
die. Granted, it's good stuff to
dance to, and originals like "Brainwashed" are really cool. But listening to covers of old Madness and
Specials tunes live is generally
pretty damn boring. Also , they did
a skaifiedrenditionof someCreedence
Clearwater
Revival
song (I
can't remember which) that was
really too bad.
All in all, though, the Tokens
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• SCULPTURE
/
INSTALLATION
• PRINTMAKING
• GLASS
• SURFACE
DESIGN/
PRINT
• JEWELLERY
• ADVERTISING
OESIGN
• ILLUSTRATION
• ENVIRONMENTAL
DESIGN
• INOUSTRIAL
OESIGN

For your big job inteNiew bring along a professionally
prepared resume that will not cost you a months salary'

Need a flyer for a meeting or dance but you do not hove
sixteen days to wait!

Resumes. posters. flyers. business cards and tvpesetting

Satisfy Your Graphic Needs!

located 1n the SAC 0ffice
on the second floor of the
University Centre.
ForFurther
Information
Contact
TheOntario
College
ofArt
100McCaul
Street
Toronto
. Ontano
M5T1Wl
(4161
977-5311
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York puts Lancer title dreamson ice
by Jonathan Arms
he fairy tale season for the
University of Windsor men's
hockey team ended sadly last
Friday evening, as they bowed
to the powerful York Yeomen
5-2 in the OUAA semifinal.
Losing the game was disappointing, as it
dropped the Lancers out of the hunt for the
Canadian championship, but overall, the
season can be looked at as nothing short of
spectacular.
With a 20-9-3 record in OUAA league
and playoff action, the Lancers completed
their most successful campaign in Windsor
history, and captured their first-ever division
championship.
Heading into Friday's game, the West
Division champion Lancers were ranked
tenth in the country, a complete turnaround
from just a few years ago, when Windsor was
struggling to make the playoffs.
However, the schedule makers had the
Lancers pitted against the third-ranked York
squad, which had put together a fine season
of their own, as Central Di vision champions.
Despite playing brilliantly, the Lancers were
simply worn down by the rugged Yeomen.
Lancer head coach Rick Cranker had
nothing but praise for the tired and dejected
Windsor players after the game.
"We gave it our best shot," he said "The
guys played hard, tough hockey, and rm
proud of them."
The game began in typical playoff fashion,
with both teams playing aggressive but wideopen hockey.
Lancer goalie Richard Paliani had another

brilliant game, kicking out all Yeomen shots
in the opening period, and a total of thirty in
the game.
But York goalie Mike Mosey proved to
be just as tough at the other end of the rink,
and as a result, the opening period ended in a
scoreless tie.
As the tension mounted, it appeared
certain that the first team to score would gain

'"'"'i'

Lancer shooter admires bis handiwork, while poor goalie suften the agony of defeat.

a tremendous advantage. York was able to
break the game wide open with two unanswered
goals in 41 seconds midway through the
second period.
Kurt Brimmer and Tom Van Natter dealt
the first crushing blow for the Lancers, taking
advantage of two very brief Lancer defensive
lapses.
Windsor was unable to clear the puck
from the front of the net, and Brimmer
banged in Yorlc's first marker in a goal mouth
scramble.
Van Natter took a pass from Lawrence
Smith and blasted a shot past Paliani from 15
feet out, only 41 seconds later.
''They got those two quick goals midway

through the second period, and against a
good team like York, it's tough to come back
from a deficit like that," Cranker said
However, Windsor fought back. They
finally got on the board with a powerplay goal
at 10:43 of the period. Ken Minello stepped
in over the blue line and drilled a low drive
past Mosey into the short side of the net
The secorrJ
periodendedwitha 2-1 Yooc
lead
The Lancers came out flying in the third
period, testing Mosey with some point-blank
shots.
However, an ill-timed, cross-ice pass was
picked off by York's Smith, who went in
alone and beat Paliani to give York a commanding 3-1 lead.

Lance photo by Matt Tales

Windsor clawed back when Lancer forward
Dan Mahon fired a powerplay goal past
Mosey to narrow the gap, but then York
struck back on goals by Lou Kiriakou and
Duane Smith to put the game out of reach.
With an excellent campaign behind them,
the Lancers can enjoy the off-season with
fond memories and look toward an even
brighter future for the 1988-89 season.
Many of the veteran players will be
returning next year, including All-Star goaltender Richard Paliani.
If the Lancers can manage a few good
recruits when camp opens next fall, look for
Windsor to again be a major contender for
the OUAA and possibly CIAU title.O

St. Louis and Thomas:up close and personal
by Tom Ferreira
For the past eight years Lancer guards
Matt St Louis and Scott Thomas have gone
together like Batman and Robin and peanut
butter and jelly. However. all eras must come
to an end. and so it has for this dynamic duo.
Thomas and St Louis have played together
since their high school days at Massey
Secondary at Windsor, and become best of
friends both on and off the court
The two have developed an almost telepathic link on the court They knew what to
expect from each other at all times.
"When you play with Scott you know
you're gonna get the pass," St Louis said.
"He has the tendency to thread the needle
with his passes."
Thomas simply knew what Matt wanted
on the court Scott's passes became the
perfect lead for St Louis' famous jump shot
"Playing so long, you know where he is
going to be at all times," said Thomas.
As a result, each player brought his own
particular attribute to the team.
"Scott has the ability to see the entire
floor. When he was good, we were good,"
said St Louis. "He was the team leaderwho
set the tempo."
"Matt's biggestattribute
is bis reputMion,"
said Thomas. "Everywhere we go, people
ask me what's St Louis like. He has the best
shot I've ever seen."
Through eight years of playing basketball,
St Louis and Thomas seem to be alike, but in
the way they approach the game they are as
different as night and day. This was nowhere
more evident than in their pre-game rituals.
St. Louis otters basketball •• sacrifice for successful career.

Before every home game Thomas would.
at precisely four o'clock, eat an assorted sub.
without onions. and a coke. His second
superstition was to break all superstitions,
trying to break the routines from the previous
games, and doing things the opposite way he
had done them before the previous game.
Matt was a different story. Ifhe played a
good game he would try the exact same
routine the next game. He would eat the same
foods, dress the same way and even duplicate
his pre-game warm up.
Each carried a different attitude into the
dressing room prior to game time.
··1 didn't go into a game without joking,"
St Louis said. "If you didn't have fun, you
shouldn't be there."
He did, however, get nervous.
"It's only natural to get nerves. If you're
not nervous, you're not preparing yourself,"
St Louis said.
But SL Louis got tough once the game
started "I was a self-admitted jerk on and off
the court," he said. "fd say stuff I didn't
really mean, and things I wouldn't repeat
later."
Thomas had a unique way to prepare
himself for a game. First be would arrive
early to receive his physical therapydue to
his numerous injuries.
"I had to get my therapydone to make
sure r d get through the gane."
Then Thomas would sit in the dressing
room quietly, only breaking his silence for a
few greetings.
Unlike other players, Scott would stay
Lance photo by Tom PldgeOn
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Hall
Cultural
CommunityCentre
• Performing Arts and
Special Events
• Rental Facilities,
Meetings, Receptions
and Performances
(seating up to 200)
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THEATRE
Physical Comedy From Nova Scotia
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Windsor Prb

Seating U • ·ted-Get Your Ticket
at the Centre Desk

and Recreation

-

3277 Sa11d11ichStreet

. SUNDAY, MARCH 20
8:00 P.M.

Tickets $8.00

255-7600

Athletes show a winning spirit
in Windsor Oassic Indoor Games
by Michael Cohen

from

Major vi•ion
care plans
acceptea

FOR 2 PAIRS
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'119''
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HERE'S

Soft

HOWIT
WOR"S

Extenclecr'
Wear
By Appointment
Only
Mon.-Frl. 9-8,

Sat. 9-12
• Fr•• Parking •

sagoo

• Buy one pair,
• Select another pair of single vision
glasses FREE.
• Get one pair made into sunglaues
FREEi
• All frames guaranteed for 1 year.
• All vision care plans ore eligible for
this offer.

FREE!

• Flttlngt

• Starter Kit
• Follow up vl1lt

Winning took a backseat to
effort last weekend, as approximately 500 athletes left Windsor
with a true sense of accomplishment
The athletes,representingCanada
and the United States, were at St.
Denis to compete in the Windsor
Classic Indoor Games, the largest
disabled indoor meet in North
America
This is the seventh time the
event has been held here, and it has
grown each year.
"Soon there will be a limit put
as to how many athletes can attend,"
sai~ r ,·,. "°'1•\."•·rrl
the upervisor of the games.
The events that took place
included swimming, track and
field, rugby, weightlifting, bocci,
and air rifle and pistol shooting.
The games closed with a successful

Special 10% Student & Faculty Discount
From A University of Windsor Alumnus
DtuffE.ttE.cflaE.nU£ OPEN:
MON.-WED.
t-6;THUIIS.,
m t-1, m. ,.1

EY~!=f~TRE
TREVOR M . ACANNE
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Weightlifter gives bis all for sheer glory.
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YOUTH VENTURE CAPITAL

banquet that took place on Saturday night
"We are always pleased with
the amount of support that the
community has to offer," said
Arthur Holley, a volunteer from
Detroit.
Two of the athletes that competed call the University of Windsor home.
Jeff Tiessen, a Communications
Studies student, is an amputee
athlete whose events include the
high jump and the 400m run.
Tiessen, 23, and a competitor since
1981, has shown the world he is to
be taken seriously.
Only one year after beginning
s, ~iouscomnetition, Tiec;sen made
the national team. Since then, there
has been no looking back.
In 1984, at the Special Olympics in New York City, his detennination had won him the silver
medal in the high jump, and he

University

missed a bronze in the 400m by
only .04 seconds.
"The meet in Windsor is the
best I have ever seen," Tiessen
said. "It is run on a very professional level, and this attracts
only the very best athletes."
Last weekend there was no one
to compete against him in his division, but he ran anyway, and beat
two of his personal best times in the
process.
''For about the last five months,
I have been training hard for the
upcoming Olympics in South
Korea," Tiessen said.
Another Olympic hopeful from
Windsor is Karen Lewis. She is an
Arts student at the University, and
has been selected t6 past P-anAm
Games. She eventually wants to go
to the Olympics.
She specializes in the 60 metre
event in track and field, and will
soon be attending meets in North
Dakota and Florida. D
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African Students
Association
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Interest-Free

Loan To
Young people who
may qualify are rho\('
who are.
• between 18 and 2-t and
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full-time or

Start Your
Own Business
• between 2S and 29 and art
rec('nt graduates from a post ·
secondary school or have received
a trade certificate in the past year

Get down to business ,
call (free):
THE YOUTH HOTLINE 1-800-387-0777
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Food Night and
Cultural Show
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- Events _________

__

7 Course African Dinner
Followed By
Cultural Show Performances
Guest : Studio of African Dance Philosophy
Dance To Follow

All Invited
Date : Saturday March 19th, 1988
Time : 6:30 p. m.
Venue : Ambassador Auditorium

DOOR PRIZES
TICKETS AVAILABLE
at S.A.C. Office
2nd Floor University Centre
and I.S.S. Office

Price: $10.00 in advance
$12.00 at the door
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Wome n's Basketball
A reminder that games cancelled on Feb. 23 will be
rescheduled. Please contact Kathryn Salidas for more details,
or call the Campus Ree. office.
Team
W L T
PTS
Ex-ettes
4 0
I
9
A Bit of Everything
4 1 0
8
Petunias
2 4 1
5
Slammers
2 3 0
4
Hot Shots
2 3 0
4
Law
l 4 0
2
Co-ed Triples Volleyball Tournmanent
Grab a friend and then grab another friend No volleyball
skills? It doesn't matter. Amazing volleyball skills? Good for
you. Want some exercise and fun? Then come to the Campus
Recreation office before Friday, March 18th, 1 pm and sign
up for the Co-ed Triples Volleyball Tournament
There will be a men's and women's tournament. It takes
place in the fieldhouse, HKon Sunday, March 20th from 12
noon to 6 pm. See you and your friends there!
Racquetball
Ladies! It's time you got to celebrate a night out on
the ... COUR T S!
That's right! Campus Ree. is holding the "University
Ladies' RacquetbaU Night Out" on Thursday, March 24 at
the Windsor Racquets and Fitness Centre from 7:45 pm to
10:45 pm.
There will be awards, a video playback of the night and a
social to follow.
Plus! It's FREE!
So, all female staff members, or spouses of staff members
and graduate students, PLEASE don't miss this chance to
have some FUN!
Call the Campus Ree. office for more information at 25 34232, ext 2456.

-- -

- ~.

League"A"-Co mpetitiveHotS hotDivision W LT PTS
Bridge House
6 1 0 12
The Nitwits
5 2 0 10
Spastic Fitts
5 2 0 10
The Tropical Wonders
4 1 1
9
Bunch of Guys
3 4 0
6
President's Choice
2 3 0
4
Irish
2 5 0
4
Strictly Jazz
I 5 1
3
Shooters
O6 0
0

game by default
The outstanding players were from the Business Bums
team. Power shooting by P aula Beneteau fed by Chris Clarke
racked up the points, with awesome goaltending by Mich ael
Gertsakis.
Playoffs begin next week and run for 2 weeks.
were closely followed by 1057 who lost tonight 12- 11.
Business Bums gained third place by beating Cody Coyotes I
18-3. The Submarines are in fourth, after their victory over
Cody Coyotes II 11-8. H20s are in fifth after winning their

Men's Badminton
Last Wednesday's action brought us to the final week of
both Men's and Mixed Doubles competition. All four
qualifying teams in the Mixed Doubles league ended their
respective schedules with perfect 3 and O records.
The first round action will have the team of Bellaire &
Marcotte face Lattermore & Myers while the other match
will have the team of Comartin & Pouget facing Kekre &
Hudda.
The Men's Singles' competition has displayed some very
exciting action. One example was the play of Bob Comartin,
who was able to come back from an 11 to 2 deficit to overtake
James Kekre by a score of 15 to 13.
Men's Singles action will resume on Wednesday, March
23 at 7 pm. Men's and Mixed Doubles playoff action will
begin on the same date but will start at 8 pm. Good luck to all
those who made the playoffs.

Co-ed Volleyball
The last week of co-ed volleyball before the playoffs was
March 10. Co-ed volleyball playoffs will be on March 24.
The top 8 teams will play in a single elimination tournament
on the night of March 24, starting at 7 pm. The top two teams
in the league are the Cartier team (The Herd), and the Law
team (The Estoppels). The other six teams will be notified
regarding playoff playing times.
GOOD LUCK TO ALL!

Co-ed Waterpolo
The final week in waterpolo was an exciting one. Once
again We Be Illin' came in first for the retrular season. They

Team
The Herd
The Estoppels
People's Choice
Hurricanes
Short 'n' Curly's
Spikers
Bumpers
Volley ballers
Setters
Servers

w

Men's Basketball
Ah, the swish of the chords of the net as the ball rushed
through. The sound of a ball driblled by ten pairs of feet as
they cover the court. These are the indicators that the
holidays are over and the race for the playoffs resumes.
The Bridge House took over first place from The Nitwits
by handing them their first loss on a default in the Hot Shot
Division of the Competitive League. The Scrubbers won
their first game in a close contest to the end, finally pulling it
out against the Muckers 59-58. Strictly Jazz also won their
first game over the Bunch of Guys 54-52. Cody Coyotes
inched closer to a playoffberth with a 36-30 win over Fish No
More; whereas the Eskimo Pieheads hurt Hanna-CannaPanna's chances with a 42-40 defeat Malignant Tumors
were 1-1 for the week. losing to The Supreme Courts 57-50,
and slicing the Irish 50-42. Other wins during the week went
to Jack Leavitt Fan club, The Tropical Wonders , The Dead
Milkmen, Spastic Fitts, Electa Hall and The Supreme
Courts.

MOE'S

Coin Laundry & Dry Cleaner
• Full Service Available ($1.00 extra per load) I
Open Mon.-Sat. 8 am - 6 pm
Closed Sunday
1022 Wyandotte & Oak 254 -3340

s
a

Special
University

Offerl!

With Specific StyUst
PLUS 20% off all other hair
services

0

PJanfor

success
Chartered accounting is synonymou s with
success - success in public practice , business,
industry , government and education.
CA's are in demand , whether it's to lend
credibility to financial statements or as
independent business advisers, computer
specialists, and corporate leaders . That spells
success in any language.
CA students who write the national final
examination enjoy an 85 per cent success rate
in it.
To find out more about a financially rewarding career as a chartered accountant, call or
write Career Information at the Institute.
Whether you are in arts , science , engineering, law or commerce, the CA profession has a
place for you.

Sun. , Mon., Tues ., Wed.

NOW OPEN SUNDAY 12-5
Bring Your Coupon

n~10

551 Pelissier St
973-4977

The Institute of Chartered Accountants
of Ontario
69 Bloor Stre et East, To ronto, Ontario, Canada M4W 183
Telephone (4 16) 962-184 1 (Toronto Area)
1-800-387-0735 (Outside Toronto)
Telefax: (416) 962-8900

9
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7

6
5
3
3
1
1
0

L
l
2
3
4
3

T
0
0
0
0
2

6

I
0
2
1
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7
7
8
10

PTS
18
16
14
12
12
7

6
4
3
0
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WINTARIO
TICKET

MERCHANDISE

(• ONE TICKETPER '10.00 PURCHASE •)

CELEBRATE

THE SEASON!

Send warm holiday wishes to
family and friends this Easter.
-#~has
the sentiment and
style for everyone on your list!

by Brian LeClair
It is the dream of every university runner in Canada to wear
their school's colours in the Canadian national championships each
year.
This time around, many Lancers
qualified for the CIAUs in Winnipeg, and made the most of their
opportunities, in a nwnber of very
impressive performances.
Out of 23 schools represented
by men's and women's squads, the
Lancer men's and women's teams
each placed ninth. Manitoba took
the men's title, and York claimed
the women's crown.
Doug Tilson and Maxine
Walkes sparked their respective
teams with fine individual efforts.
Tilson became the first Windsor
runner in history to win a gold
medal in the CIAUs when he
finished first in the 600m with a
time of 1: 19 .87. This was the best
finish among the Windsor runners.
Walkes placed very well in two
separate events to pace the women's

CLARKE'S
STATIONERY
2155
WYANDOTTEST. W.

252-8818

Campus Ministry Presents ...
a film and discussion on

"HUNGRY FOR JUSTICE"
12:00 noon to 1 :00 pm
Wednesday, March 23
at Assumption University
LUNCH PROVIDED
Presented oy: Assumption University.
Canterbury College. Inter-Varsity, Iona College, Knox
Presbyterian, Christ Lutheran. The Navigators.

Since spring and the games of
summer are upon us (I'm ignoring
the recent snow), this week's quiz is
on the sports that are popular in the
spring and summer. Some are obscure, some are relatively easy, and
there will be no more references to
snow!

contingent She finished second in
the 600m, with a school record
time of 1:31.40. In the 300m, she
cut a full second off her personal
best time to finish third, with a
school record of 39 .14. The effort
put her just behind Olympic sprinter
France Gareau, who runs for York.
Possibly the biggest disappointment was felt by the women's
4x400 relay team, made up of
runners MJ. McKeever, Katie
Klein, Giselle St Louis, and
Walkes. The team finished fifth,
but could have finished higher if it
weren't for a very unfortunate mishap.
With the Lancers contending
for the lead, a Manitoba runner
inadvertently bumped with lead leg
runner McKeever as the baton was
being passed. The baton fell to the
ground, costing precious time and
momentum
Despite the team's best efforts,
they were unable to make up
enough ground to finish in the
medals.
The men's 4x400 relay team
continued their streak of fine relay

performances. The quartet of Brian
Forsey, Chris David, Doug Tilson,
and Joe Ross finished in fifth spot
with a time of 3:20.10. Tilson ran
the second fastest split time of the
meet in that race.

drug trafficking?
3)Name the first South African
golfer to win one of the "majors"
(the Master's, the U.S. Open, etc.).
4)1n 1979, Jody Scheckter won the
Formula 1 World Championship.
His teammate with Ferrari was
runner-up. Who was he?
5)Who won the 100m women's
breaststroke at the 1984 Summer
Olympics?
6)Who overcame polio as a child
and won the 100m women's sprint
in the 1960 Rome Olympics?

7)What team did Hank Aaron last
play with in the major leagues?
8)Northern Dancer was the first
Canadian bred horse to win the
Kentucky Derby in 1964. Which
was the second one and when did it
win?
9)Which Toronto Blue Jay had the
team's first two home-run game?
IO)What was the name of the boat
that Dennis Connor's "Sta rs and
Stripes" defeated to win a berth in
the America's Cup final against
Australia's Kookaburra m last year?

Ross and another Lancer runner, Trevor Hall, also finished well
in the 60m hurdles. Ross came in
fifth with a clocking of 8.49, and
Hall just a whisker behind at 8.54
to be seventh.
Hall then teamed up with Ross,
Forsey, and David in the 4x200 to
claim the last track top ten finish.
The team finished seventh with a
very good time of I: 31.l O.
Bev Deal turned in the best
Lancer field performance of the
meet with a put of 12.37m.
The meet puts a successful cap
on a very busy Lancer track season
that has been full of memorable
moments and achievements. The
team will be working hard to go that
extra step to make next year even
better.O

Answers

I ) What great Australian tennis
star and fonner Grand Slam champion has the nickname "Rocket"?
2)Name the ace of the Detroit
Tigers pitching staff who won games
in J969 and was later convicted of
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Dynamicduorevealstricks of trade
Continued from p. 21.

away from the floor, and wouldn't stretch.
"I never liked to stretch," Thomas said.
Thomas' emotions would only start to
show when he was into the flow of the game.
"On video, I can't believe what I do,'' he
said.
Thomas and St Louis knew there was a
time for fun and games off the court Like all
other seniors, they especially enjoyedharassing
rookies.
Their favorite gag was conning rookies
out ofleft-over meal money on their first road
game. A senior would stand up and announce
that any left-over meal money was to be
handed over to be divided among the seniors.
Once in a while, someone, like current
Lancer Carlo Boniferro, would hand in their
money, usually about twelve cents.
Thomas and St Louis now take with
them many memories of games, practices
and good times. Their greatest memory,
though, came way back in their final high
school season.
Their Massey team finished in eighth
place and had to play the mighty Assumption
Purple Raiders, ranked tops in Windsor.
Assumption thought itwould be a cakewalk,
and in fact scheduled the game four hours
prior to the other playoff games, giving the
Assumption coach time to scout the other
teams.
After being blownout twice by Assumption,
Massey decided to play this game at a snail's
pace. Assumption couldn't adjust, and lost
the game.
The game was a heated contest and words
were exchanged. One incident involved

Lance photo by Matt Tai••

Talking heads St. Louis and Thomas fight off aggressive Lance reporter.

Assumption's Carlo Boniferro, who later and family," St Louis said.
joined the Lancers and became good friends
Meanwhile, there was no doubt where
with his high school enemies Thomas and St . Thomas was going.
Louis.
"He (father and coach Paul Thomas) put
so
much
time into developing me, it wouldn't
The upset victorysent repercussionsthroughbe
right
to
go anywhere else," he said.
out the league.
"The playoff structure drew criticism
As with any players at the end of their
because of the upset," Thomas said. "There
careers, there are regrets.
is no question they were the better team, but
Matt would have liked to unprove himself
on this day we won."
more as a player by playing more ball.
After this victory, it looked like the two
"I would have liked to work on basketball
would separate, with St Louis heading for all summer," he said.
Western Kentucky. But homesickness got
Scott would have liked to play his career
the best of him and he returned.
in a place very special to him.
"I came back to stay close to my friends
"Because I grew up and saw so many

games at old St Denis, I would have loved to
play my senior year there," Thomas said.
"It's a great place to play and watch a game."
However, now life must go on for these
two. Scott first wants to graduate, and then
hopefully watch his sister Misty play for
Canada's national basketball team in the
Olympics. He wants to continue to play
basketball somewhere.
Matt may go on to teacher's college, and
perhaps a job coaching at a 'high school.
Whatever these two decide to do, there
can be no doubt they will do it with pride, and
always giving their best Just like they always
did on the basketball court 0

People read the Lance for all sorts of reasons...
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I enjoy the column.

I like the news.
Terry Moore

Kevin Johnson

The Lance has the best SPorts.
Brian LeClair

I like reading the informative ads.
JoAnne DeBortoli

I look' at the pictures.
Matt Tales

The Lance: Work for us. Then you'll have a reason to read us.
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March 23, 1988
7:30 p.m.
Location: Cleary Auditorium
201 Riverside Drive East.
Tickets: $15.00
Seniors & Students: $10.00
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TOLL FREE
1-800-LOVE

Available at Iona College
The centre, University of Windsor
South Shore Books
Reception will follow lecture
Windsor Auditorium

Box Office March 1 7 - 23
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Iona College University ofWindso
208 Sunset Ave. 973-7039

1Oo/oStudent Discount
-Photocopying
4800 Tecumseh Rd. E.
1 block east of Pillette
-Resumes
Windsor,
ON N8T 188
-Essays
(519) 974-6776
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THE NEW STUDENT

GATHERING

PLACE

Come Celebrate Our 1st Year Anniversary
With Great Specials,
f-or Lunch and Dinner

Swim Suit Contest
Toga Party
Beach Party Night
Our restaurant and dqnce floor are open
·t1I 4am on Fridays and Saturdays
Mon -Thur s 9p m to 1 am (No cover)
Fri-Sat 9pm-1 am $3.00 cover ($2 with I. D. card)
1 am-4am $5 cover ($3 with I. D. ca rd)
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Th-e All Natural Cotton

FUTON

Futon: Japanese Contemporary Mattress
----------

• No Springs to
Sag
• Recommended
by chiropractors
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(fhe futon shoe)

Single $129
Double $149
Queen $159
Couch/Bed
Under$300

WORK

EOH- -

20010OFF
STOREWIDE
WINTER SALE

" Natural Sleep Centre"
441 Pelis sier St., across from Parking Garage
V/S.1
973-8338
Daily till 9, Sat. ti ll 6, Sun. 12-4

TEACHING AWARDS
PROGRAM
Each year the Ontano Confederation of University Faculty Associations
recognizes outstanding teachers in Ontario universities through awards
based on activ1t1es in the preceding calendar year.

CATEGORIES
Teaching embraces all level of instruction-graduate
and under·
graduate teaching, continuing education and faculty development
Prof1c1ency in teaching may extend well beyond the classroom. the
laboratory or the facutly members office. Activ1t1es such as course
design, curriculum development, organizatron of teaching programs.
are often important contributions. Those who excel in any of these are
eligible for OCUFA Teaching Awards.

NOMINATIONS
Are invited from ind1v1duals.informal groups of students, local student
councils. departments. alumni. etc.
A guideline to assist in organ1z1nga nomination should be consulted by
prospective nominators and 1savailable on request from the Office of
Teaching & Learning, 2100 Lambton Tower (ext 3090) .

DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF NOMINATIONS
MARCH 31 ~-1·9ee

BY OCUFA IS

THE LANCE
The Lance is now accepting
applications for the positions of.
News Editor
Assoc. News Editor
Sports Editor
Features Editor
Photo Editor
Assoc. Photo Editor
Arts Editor
Ad Artist
Circulation Manager
for the 1988-89 publishing year.
Please submit applications
( consisting of cover letter and
resume) to Art Gosselin, Editorelect and Kevin Atkinson, Production Manager-elect by April 1,
1988 at the Lance office, 2nd floor
University Centre.
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SOUNDING OFF

BRIAN LECLAIR

I wi....:. !vv ;;ad to see the Olympics go.
I knew it would be only a matter of weeks before yet
another sports extravaganza hit the airwaves. (Thought I was
going to do another Olympic soundoff, eh? Four's my limit)
Yes, this weekend marks the official beginning of March
Madness, the basketball orgy that will, at its frenzied
conclusion, produce a national champion in American
college bas ketball.
The excitement over this event has become so intense that
everyone worth a damn makes some predictions as to which
team will wind up on top, none of which will likely be right
This season is bound to be even more difficult, with the
field being the most balanced ever. This is even despite the
fonnat, which made it possib le for a woeful team like the
University of Detroit Titans, with a 5-22 regular season
record, to be just one game short of capturing an automatic
spot in the crapshoot with a victory over Evansville in the
MAC tournament
Nonetheless, fm gonna give it a shot,just like I did in the
first Sounding Off, just one year ago. I screwed that up real
bad, but rm still here, so I figured fd risk it again. Feel free to
laugh and guffaw, but remember, if fm right this time, you'll
have to deal with the agony of not heeding my advice.

MIDWEST
This region would seem to have home-town interest going
for it, with the finals to be played in the lovely Pontiac
Silverdome. However, there is only one Michigan based
team to be found, the Eastern Michigan Hurons, which figure
to get destroyed by the high-flying Pitt Panthers.
This region is pretty well tailor-made for Purdue, the top
seed. There doesn't seem to be any one ready to challenge the
Boilermakers until the final, if Pitt gets through unscathed
There are a couple of teams to watch for, though. North
Carolina State has always performed well in the tournament,
and DePaul may be ready to crack its jinx, after a tough first
round game against Wichita State. The best game of the first
round will be the Baylor-Memphis State match, with the
winner earning the right to get crushed by Purdue.
Don 't bet on Kansas, though. If their one-dimensional
offence, Danny Manning, can be neutralized, they're pretty
well done.
I see Purdue taking on either Pittsburgh or NC State here,
with Purdue going on to Kansas City in the Final Four.
SOUTHw'EST
This division clear! y is the one I will be most interested in,
with the Wolverines trying to break their three-year long
battle to get out of the second round alive.
This time, the trip should do them some good They are
pumped up this year, and their first match, against defensiveminded Boise State, should help.
Unfortunately ) Michigan will have to get by North
Carolina. which eliminated the Wolverines last year, and
then either Iowa, a tough Big Ten rival , and Arizona, sporting
a 31-2 record.
One of these teams should make the Final Four. However , Florida could make some noise, by upsetting Michigan,
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SOUTH EAST
On paper, this is the worst regional, with only a .735
winning percentage, but there are many teams that could
challenge.
High on the list is Oklahoma, the third ranked team in the
country with a 30-3 record. They may not be tested until the
regional semifmals , if Louisville can survive that far.
The other half of the bracket, though, is more potent
Kentucky has the talent to go all the way, and lliinois, like the
other Big Ten teams, is much tougher than their 22-9 record
would indicate.
There are a number of interesting games in this division,
and they may result in a few upsets, which can only benefit
the front-running Oklahoma team. The Sooners will
eventually advance, just beating lliinois in a tight, high
scoring contest

providing, of course, they get past St John's in what could be
the most interesting first round game. Little heralded
Wyoming could also go a-long way.
Let's just count out Nevada-Las Vegas, though. They
suffer in the Jong run from an annual easy-as-pie schedule.
As for the finalist, my head says Arizona, but my heart
says Michigan, just one more time, in a tight game over the
Wildcats.

WEST
This division is definite ly the class of the field, with the
highest winning percentage (.765), and the nation's number
one team, Temple (29-1).
However, Temple will not survive. The winner of the best
game of the first round matches, Georgetown against LSU,
will take out Temple , and might move on to the regional final.
Bobby Knight won't be enough for Indiana, which is likely to
make a pretty exit It's hard to figure out how they got such a
high ranking in this strong field
The hottest team right now, though, is Syracuse. They've
beat some great teams thjs year, and will have to beat another
good one in Duke to face Georgetown or LSU. But the
Orangemen have been close before, and they'll go to the Final
Four again.
So now there are four: Purdue, Michigan, Oklahoma, and
Syracuse. fm not exactly going with the underdogs, but I
think this time the cream should rise to the top.
It would be justice to have two teams from the most
grueling conference in the land, the Big Ten, fighting it out for
the championship, but it won't happen. Oklahoma is simply
too powerful offensively for Michigan to contain or outscore,
so they will have to be happy to finish fourth. Purdue has a
tough club, but Syracuse also has plenty of offensive
weapons , and a brilliant NCAA tournament coach in Jim
Boeheim.
That leaves the fmal two as Oklahoma and Syracuse.
CBS would be drooling over this match up. Both teams Jove to
score. There would be no time to think, much less flip the
channel to see what else is on. This has the potential for
record setting ratings.
As for the score, Syracuse's seniors will finally come
through. If you have a guy named Sherman Douglas on your
team, how can you lose'? Just for fun, let's call it 85-83 for
Sherman 's army.
This format has been a very successful one for the
NCAA, where nobody really loses, especially the fans. It's
the only true way to decide a national title ( sorry,
football). As a result, there's nothing quite like it, not even the
Olympics.
Now that's something. D
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LSAT
GMAT

FI NAN CIAL SERVICE S REPR E SENTATIVE
CAREE R OPPORT UNITY

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

A career in the rapidly expanding financial services field offers
you unlimited opportunity for personal growth, challenge and high
earnings.
A major financial services company, we are looking for a goals
oriented, independently m inded individual who enjoys working
with people. We market a complete range of financial products
including Life, Disability, Group, Pension, Annuities, and RRIF.'s.
We provide first class training, comprehensive benefits and attractive
financing programs.

by
PHYLLIS
- PARAMOUNT STUDIOS 327 OUELLETTE A VE.
WINDSOR, ONTARIO.
· sp«i al stuch!nt rates ·
. free 5 x 7 gdt photo .
. no s,ttmg charge ·
. cap and gown avadable ·

Prep Cou r ses for
LSAT Jun e
GMAT June 18
1-800-387-SS 19

NO R.TH AMERICAN LIFE
For a confidential interview, contact your Student Employment
Office.

,

also passport photos and wedding coverage

Telephone · 2534833

for appointment

Evenings call. 253-8847

(416) 923-PREP (7737)

--~--- - -----------------------------~---~
.

SUMMERJOBS
SPRINGTIM E
GARDEN CENTRES LTD.
Locatio ns: Londorn, Chatham, Wind sor, Sarnia,
K itchner, Woods tock.

INFORMATION AVAILABLE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR PLACEMENT OFFICE
LOCATED IN DILLON HALL.
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ace cream stores

"The King of Treats"

Buy 1 BANANA SPLIT MONSTER
Receive 2 nd for 1 /2 price
exp ires Marc h 31 /88

---------- - ~--- -------------------------
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Big Brother

eek

The University of Windsor
March 21-March
24
Current BIG BROTHERS University of Windsor
George Aldighieri
Brad Bain
Stan Bernacki
Glen Blackstock
Reg Burns
Mike Cameron
Dave Cantagallo
Richard Chmara
Jay Davis
Alan Drouillard
Todd Dutot
Yousef El· Farr
Tom Fleming

ONE MAN -

ONE BOY

Shawn Gaudette
Brian Hartford
Terry Hermiston
Bob Howson
Kieran Kennedy
Bob Leis
Ed Mazak
Dan Noade
Ron O'Quinn
Steve Parker
Kevin Parsons
Chris Riddell
John Rocheleau
John Ross

INFORMATION

Todd Schaefer
Gary Schauer
Rob Schroeder
Jeff Segeren
Jim Sellars
Graig Straky
Marc Sullivan
Lyle Ward
Jamie Watts
Dwayne Winseck
Joe Zagar
Larry Zajdlik
Tom . Zakkak

SESSIONS

Mon, March 21 ·Mac Hall
Time 10:15pm-7th Floor Lounge
Meet with Bob Leis
Tuesday, March 22-Cody Hall
Time 10:15pm-2nd Floor Lounge
Meet with Kevin Parsons
Wednesday, March 23-Cartier Hall
Time: 10:15pm-Main Floor Lounge
Meet with John Ross
Thursday, March 24-Assumption Lounge
At the University Centre
Time: 11 :30am & 1:30pm
Meet With Mark Schilling

Come out to our informal" Info" Sessions
and see what being a Big Brother is all
about. Talk with some of the University men
who are Big Brothers! (Presently there are
over 40 Big Brothers at the University!)

CENTRE SPREAD
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New·residencebesetbybreakdowns
by Scott Ingram

...

he U of W's new
residence building.
Georges
Etienne
Cartier Hall, is getting old before its
time. Since its debut in September,
Cartier has been beset with breakdowns.
The light bulbs in desk lamps
have been exploding with regularity,
surprising quite a few students, but
no injuries have been reported as
yet Beds and toilets have also been
breaking down.
"I sat down ( on the bed) too hard
and it cracked down the centre,"
said second year economics student
Warren Anglin. "The people contracting for the place forgot this
place was a residence. It's not as if
we abused it or anything," he said
Some say the University has
purchased cheap materials.
"The design of the bed wasn't as
durable as we hoped," John Ross,
head of Cartier Hall said "The
purchasing board went for a particle
board instead of plywood as the
lower part of the bed" he said
Thepurcila.5ing
boardwhichchoses
everything from garbage pails to
fabrics for Cartier, included Ross,
the assistant director of Residence
Services, Brian Renwick, the University' s furniture and audio-video
equipment buyer Patricia Walker,
Project Planning manager Andrew
Hellenbart, and David McMurray,
director of student services.
Another frequent problem is the
overflowing of toilets, which drip
down to the floor below. Cartier has
been losing track of plungers, having
, to put up signs to find out where they
are, said Ross. Students with over' flowing toilets were told by Ross to

pe-.

Hellenbart is not so lik&-minded

igjnalsin Quebec.PhillipsIre.. ~
of Cartiers lightbulbs, provided a
testing product which found that
they were not at fault, so a room in
Cartier Hall is now being monitored
told that two students were sitting on
for power fluctuations which might
the bed..."
be the cause of the exploding bulbs.
"Further investigation by people in
"There is a theory that moving
the residencefoorxithat twelve people the hot unit ( the lamp and bulb) from
wereon the bed," he said
the bed to the desk ( and visa versa)
"We need to be told the full truth
damages the bulb," University buyer
sothat wecanoomeup with solutioos," Walker said The lamps are d&be said "Peopleare scared to talk and
tachable and portable, special fixwe can't fix it because we don't know
tures having been porvided for them
what to prepare for."
to be placed on either the bed or the
The cxxnpanywhichmarrufaclllred desk.
the beds, Goudreau Mill of Windsor
McMurray said the amount of
has placed braces under the bed for repairs to Cartier's appliances have
free, Hellenbart said
been extensive.
Also doing follow-up work on a
We had to remove the toilets and
product is Luxo Lamps of Quebec lamps. That's not nonnal," he said
who have providedreplacement lamps
"We didn't have this kind of trouble
for Cartier H.aJJwhile testing the orwith MacDonald and Laurier." D

.~~

about the beds however.
"'The bed breaking is aoose
from
students."he said In ooe example of
breakage, Hellenbart said, "we are

~·

·*:

Investigation
continues
intobombthreatcalls
by Sharon Hill

Just a leaky shower.

mop up their floor and then mop the
washroom below them.
"In one case, it dripped on to one
girl's head," Ross said, "which isn't
exactly the most pleasant thing to
have happen."
·•1have to give the students a lot
r1creclit
(or beingpatient," Hellenbart

Lance photo by Tom Pidgeon

'The toilets originally were a new
model from American Standard but
were replaced after IO of 45 were
found to be defective,"

"Some <:i the ceramic work was
not of the proper quality," said Hellen-

said

bart. The toilets still malfunctioned
afterAmerican
Standard
replacedthem

good"

and were finally replaced with Crane.
It is not known if American Standard
will pay for the Crane replacements.

about the toilet problems adding
that "sitting on the throne and getting a
deluge from the ceiling is not very

Police in Toronto failed to find
a clear fingerprint on a telephone
receiver campus police sent them
as part of their investigation into 36
bomb threats called in this year.
In February, University of
Windsor campus police traced a
bomb threat call to a pay telephone.
An identification unit with the
Windsor
Police
Department
examined the telephone for fingerprints before sending it to Toronto
for more tests.

Although the Toronto police
still have the receiver, they told the
Windsor police the results of the
examination.
Because it was a public telephone, director of campus police
Jim Foreman said he was not surprised when police told him the
unofficial news.
Finding a clear, fresh fingerprint
was a longshot, he said
Campus police continue to investigate the threats with Windsor
Police and Bell Canada D

Nationalforumleadsto 'action'
TORONTO (CUP)- Five months
after a much-touted National Forum
on Post-Secondary Education. the
federal and provincial governments
have decided to act the Department
of the Secretary of State of Canada
recently issued a press release announcing that more meetings will
be held.
Six hundreddelegates representing
universities, business and government
travelled to Saskatchewan last October to take part in the three day
$2.4 million conference, called to
help formulate a national blueprint
for the future of the country's postsecondary system.
Students and forum participants
had anxiously awaited the February
meeting of the Council of Ministers
of Education Canada, expecting
more concrete policies on post-

that the council had formed a committee of the ministers responsible
for post-secondary education.
"My biggest disappointment in
all of this was the meeting between
Crombie and the CMEC," said
Tony Macerollo, chair of the Canadian Federation of Students. "They
only met with the secretary of state
for a couple of hours."
"That's not enough. Six hundred
people spent three days thrashing
through some pretty profound issues.
Now we can't let them (Federal
and provincial government officials)
skirt the issue."

A unanimous call from the forum
was for more provincial and federal
cooperation on post seoondary education funding.
Opposition critic Bill Rompkey
introduced a bill to provide for a
seoondary educatiooto beannounced. Canadian Post-Seoondary F.ducation
Council, but withdrew it when the
But according to a February 26
communique,the"newcoonnitmellt" government would not support the
consists of an announcement by bill but agreed to have a standing
committee study the concept
CMEC president Roland Penner

"At that time it was the Secretary
of State Committee's intention to
travel across the country to hear
interested parties," said Rompkey.
"Unfortunately, we recently learned
of the Government's decision to
deny the committee permission to
travel.
"I think this is most regrettable
as it will mean that some individuals
and groups will not have the opportunity to air their views before us,"
said Rompkey.
The group, made up of members
of the Secretary of State's standing
committee, will have to study universities and colleges from Ottawa,
said the committee's clerk.
"We will bring the witnesses to
Ottawa I don't see why a lot of the
witnesses cannot come to Ottawa
The committee can pay for their
travel expenses . .. All committees
proceed that way,'' said Elizabeth
Kingston.
Even though it's grounded,Kingston said, the committee will still

Tony Macerollo.

focus on creating a national advisory
board on post-secondary education,
similar to those now in place for
science and technology and the
status of women.
Macerollo said there have been
some positive government initiatives
since the forum. He listed the fonnation of a national advisory group on
student aid, the recent loosening of
work restrictioMfor foreign students,

Lance photo by Tom Pidgeon

and increased funding to research
and development as concrete outcomes of the forum.
He addedthat the forumsucceeded
in raisingthe profileof post-secoodary
education.
"More people are tallcing about

it Our one goal had to be to make
post secondary education a kitchen
table topic after dinner."
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Unffl M«ch 27
- North Baffin Drawings. Drawings collected by Tooy Ryan
on North Baffin Island held at the Art Gallery of Windsor. This
exhibition Includes 75 drawings by 33 Inuit artists.
Unffl Aprtl 3
- Shella Butler: Paintings 1986. Presented at the Art Gallery
of Windsor.
\

Unfll Aprtl 3
- Photographs of the Arctic, 1980, Richard Holden at the
Art Gallery of Windsor.

)

Aprtl 2-May 15
- Coven Atkins:TheWinnipeg Years.an exhibition examining
Atkins' developmental years. at the Art Gallery of Windsor.

THEATRE/CINEMA
March 25-27
-Au Revoir, Les Enfants plays at the Detroit Rim Theatre,
DIA Call (313) 832-7676.
March 24-27
- Guys and Dolls a musical of Damon Runyon's tale of
gamblers and street folk at EssexHall Theatre. Tickets $7
and $8 at the box office. Call (313) 253-4565, 4:30pm to 8

pm.

ncmRA
March25
- Five ByTenn, a retrospective ofTennessee Williams' short
plays at the Music Hall Theatre Centre. Call (313) 963-7680.
March 26-27
- Kabuki MacBeth, at the Music Hall Centre, 350 Madison
Ave., Detroit. Call (313) 963-7680.
March27
- Life After Hockey. a one man show about a would-be
hockey star, at General Amherst High School at 8 pm.
Tickets $8.50. For info call 736-3278.
Aprll 1-2
- Tokyo Olympiad plays at the Detroit Film Theatre, DIA
Call (313) 832-7676.
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March25
- Premier David Peterson is coming to the Law School for
a short speech and question and answer period, 9:30 am in
Moot Court.
March 25
-An open Poetry Reading with Lorenzo Buj, Chris
McNamara, Kristen Summers, Rod Hemphel, and Andrew
Waugh at 8 pm in Assumption Lounge.
March 26
- The Oscar Romero Committee presents guest speaker
Victor Rubio at St. Alphonsus Church Hall (Goyeau and
Park) at3 pm.At 1 pm there will be a silent vigil andat2 pm
a demonstration for peace in El Salvador.

March 28-30
- Paul Martin Professor of International Affairs and Law
John G. H. Halstead will be speaking on "Canada/U.S.
Relations" on March 28 and "Canada/U.S. Free Trade
Agreemenf' on March 30. BQth lectures are in 264 Dillon
Hall from 2:30 to 3:50.
March 30
- Dr.James Whitehurst lectures on the sociology of religion
in the presentation entitled "The Mormon Paradox" at 2:30
pm, 162 WHS.
March 30
- The History Club presents Dr. Irving M. Abella a professor
of Canadian history at York University, who will be speaking
on "Refugees in Canadian History Developments during
the 20th Century" at 7:30 pm in the Oak Room of Vanier
Hall.
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FormerCJAM headleavespartingshot
by Terry Moore

Centre Graphics , also a division
of SMC , has projected a more than
$23 ,000 deficit in this year's budget
and has a history of large deficits.
Edelson says it is not in CJ AM' s
interest to be a part of the same
corporation.
She said that if CJAM should
ever realize a profit it would never
see the money. It would be "lost in
the corporation, not reinvested into
CJAM," she said. "You could tum
student fees over to a radio Board
which would monitor and take care
of these expenses."
Edelson said the SMC Board
wxler Tsilfidis jeopardized the station
in more than one situation.
Edelson said she was hired
under the pretense a power increase
and change in location for the station
were right around the comer.
"I accepted the job because I
knewthere would be a power increase
in the next six months ," she said "I
was told I wouldn't have to do
much work, that it would be handed
to me on a silver platter."
Edelson found, upon contacting
CJ AM' s engineers, that the power
increase was three years-not six
months away.
" At the point she became station
manager it was the number one
priority, " former manager Wolske
said "Things always seem to be
put in a better light when you are
hiring someone. Perhaps they should
be more honest in their hiring."
In another situation, SAC did
not come thro ugh with a finan cial
proposal for the renovauon of the

~r::gerof~~~
fm, Abbe Edelson,
said the decisions
were made by all
the wrong people .
Edelson, who resigned from her
post on March 11, left with extreme
criticism of the Student Media Corpation (SMC, the Board of Directors
of CJAM, the Lance, and Centre
Graphics).
Four members of the Student 's
Adminstrative Council,the President,
VP-Administration , VP -Finance ,
and the manager of the Central
Advertising Bureau ( a rosition er~
ated and placed on the Board of
Directors by former SAC president
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis) , constitute the
majority of SMC votes. The editor
of the Lance and CJAM's station
manager also sit on the board
"The only electoral positions
are the president and VP ( Administration)," said Edelson, adding
she believes this is not effective
representation of student or community interest.
"This is a SAC-controlled corporation and the real decisions are
often made by the SAC executive
insteadofbytheLance and CJAM"
" Last summer SMC agreed to
pay for the power increase ," she
said. She believes that $30 ,000
alotted to the power increase during
Tsilfidis ' c ampai gn to increase studen t fees las t year went instead to
the $12,000 per annum salaries of
the threenew Vice-President
J:)05itions.
Tsilfidis could not be reached
for comment
"SAC is not especially sympathetic to the position of campus
community radio, and there is no
by Arthur Gosselin
consistency in the SMC Board, "
It's no longer legally acceptable
said Edelson . Edelson, who was
to get .. smashed'' in the Subway.
hired in Decemberofl 986 , was the
The Subway pub, located in the
longest standing member of the
basement of the University Centre,
SMC when she resigned She said
is going to be finner in enforcing its
the turnover creates problems when
trying to make sure CJ AM interests
are followed through .
"A lot of the work of the SMC
board gets taken up with finances
and hiring," she said "The Board
of Directors has stunted the growth
of the radio station."
Edelson said that the station
could accomplish more of its initiatives if it was autonomous.
"On the Board of Directors you
have a bunch of people who know
nothing about radio. They are actually very removed from the day to
day operations of CJ AM," she
said.
Edelson's predecessor Russ
Wolske, went to the Board to ask
for money to fund a new console
board for the on-air room. "Russ
said they needed a board so badly
that they couldn't go on without it,"
but SMC refused to pay for it and
money had to be taken from that
year's pledge drive funds, said
Edelson. That money had been
alotted to fund the power increase.
"Things likethis can only happen
when you have a Board of Directors
that isn't sympathetic to a radio
station,·· she said.
Edelson says other problems
new alcohol awareness policy, said
are created because of the SAC
Subway manager Chuck Blewett.
majority on the SMC Board
1be University's Administration,
"When the corporation gets the
which owns the pub's liquor licence,
flu the entity gets pneumonia," she
has emphasized to the pub's mansaid "One part doing poorly can
affect the ability of others to get agers J aclcie Carr and Blewett, and
the Students' AdministrativeCouncil
funding."

games room in time for the administration deadline, said Edelson.
"This place is like a rec-room,"
she said referring to the present
facilities. "SAC should be ashamed
of itself that it doesn 't supply a
better facility for a radio station
that serves the community."
Edelson also claims the SMC
board lied in the last licence application to the CRTC, risking the
station's broadcasting licence.
" I was hit on the third week of
thejob(January 1987) with a licence
renewal that was supposed to be
completed in September 1986,"
she said "They (the board) submitted the licence application in noncompliance with the restrictions"
be,.ause the SMC board did not
comply with CRTC regulations.
The CRTC Broadcasting Act
section 37 6 stipulates that the directors of a radio station must all be
Canadian citizens. During the 198687 academic year VP Finance
Cromwell Wogherin, a visa student
at the University, sat on the Board,
and during his term as President,
Kevin Williams, an American citizen,
was the Board's chair.
CJAM may not have qualified
for licence renewal under the condition of this board's composition,
Edelson said.
Edelson said the SMC Board
has not kept proper minutes since
November 24, 1987. She said
VP-Academic Peter Ostojic has
not attended the meetings since
tha t time. It w ai; O stoj ic's j ob to
keep the minutes of Boardmeetings,

New interim station manager Chris Burstyo with proaram director Sybil
Augustine in the on air room.

she said.
"I'm very concerned about the
future o f th e statio n and it's a
difficult time to leave," said EdelS01L

Edelson has been replaced by
CJAM's former program director
Chris Burston on a temporary basis.
A full time manager will be hired
sometime m the near future. D

Insurancespellsend topub intoxication
(SAC). which is contracted to manage the Subway, that the courts are
enforcing the Liquor Licence Act
more toughtly. Currently five universities in Ontario have liquorrelated lawsuits pending against
them.

,'

lance photo by Our friend Victor

"The old law is now being interpreted in a new way," said Blewett.
He said the law requires bar staff to
make a subjective judgement on the
state of intoxication of customers
and to cut them off if thet are
deemed to be intoxicated.

''It is against the law for you to
be intoxicated in a public place,"
states a Subway circular on the
rights and obligations of pub staff
and customers. "Customers do not
have a 'right' to drink. but are
allowed to drink by Subway staff.''
Blewett said staff must enforce
the law because they could be
personally fined up to $10,000
ancVor jailed for up to six months
for not doing so. They can also be
personally liable in the case of a
lawsuit, Blewett said.
The University could lose its
licence to serve alcohol if it fails to
enforce the law, he said.
The problem is people go to a
bar to get drunk and think if thet are
not causing trouble they will still
get served, he said. However Blewett
said pubgoers will be cut off if
intoxicated (between .5 and .8 per
cent of alcohol in the bloodstream).
Those cut off will receive nonalcoholic drinks such as pop and
-coffee for free, he said.
Claudia Coore, a bartender in
the Subway. said a few people have
complained about being cut off but
said she tells them "it's the law.
You have to abide by the law, or
else we're liable.''
Blewett said it is hard to detect
that a person is intoxicated until
they are already over the limit but
the Subway staff rely on a list of
eight signs of intoxication. They
are:
e Joss of motor control
• changes in volume and pace
of speech
• red or blood-shot eyes
edullness, sleepiness
• decreased alertness
• abnormal sweating

• slow, shallow breathing
• stumbling, staggering
"It is not there to tell someone
they can't drink," Director of Student
Services David McMurray said
about the new policy. "The problem
is the insurance companies are either
not insuring us, or the cost is out- ·
landish." he said.
McMurray who has signed r~
sponsibility for University's liquor
licence, said cost of insurance for
the university doubled the last time
it was renewed It rose, not because
of a lawsuit but because of an
Ontario-wide problem, he said
The Subway is insured up to
$7,000,000 in liability but lawsuits
can go as high as $13,000,000,
Blewett said. He said four of five
student pubs at York University
have been closed by that university's
administration because of high insurance costs.
"Banning drinking from the
campusis oot theanswer,"McMumty
said, adding the problem can now
be dealt with in a public place.
SAC President Ken Alexander
saidthe Subway also has a designated
driver program. The program allows
someone to be designated a driver
for the night for their friends and
receive free non-alcoholic drinks in
exchange.
"It might have cut into our
profits," he said but "we want to
have more people coming down
here (the Subway), not the same
people drinking more."
Despite the possible loss in profits due to the new policy, Alexander
said he expects the Ssubway to
make a $16,000 profit. which he
said will be reinvestedin its operation. O
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It's time.
For several years running now, both the Lance and
CJAM have proven their viability as campus media in
spite of the fact they are managed by a student council.
This has been accomplished through hard work and
dedication-by
students who care enough about their
radio station or newspaper to spend countless hours
working to provide their colleagues with quality products,
often for nothing in return. They have often found themselves in the red financially-but
it is our belief this need
not be the future of either CJAM or the Lance.
It's a sad fact that student politicians and campus
media across the country have a track record of being
rather strange-indeed
hateful-bedfellows.
Part of the
reason for this is obvious: student papers and student
councils do not always see eye-to-eye on campus and
internal issues. But often student councillors do not
share the same insight into media operations as do the
editors, managers, and media volunteers themselves.
Student councils are just not very good publishers.
With the high turnover of individuals in both student
councils and media, a long-term base must be established
to ensure a smooth transition from year to year. Student
papers and station managers are too often victims of the
whims of incoming council executives, although this
year's SAC exec. has been much more responsive to our
needs than in years past.
Advertising sold in the Lance this year is approaching
$100,000. The CRTC has found CJAM professional
enough to put them in the position of a major power
increase-by
granting them a Class 'A' broadcasting
license which could bring them up to 1OOO watts from
their current 50. It is obvious that the quality of these
media is sufficient enough to warrant such success.
While SAC has at times been helpful, it is unable to
provide campus media with the kind of intimate management that could be had under an autonomous structure.

Both presidential candidates said during February's
general elections that the Lance and CJAM need more
autonomous structures-one
called for complete auto,
nomy. It's time for action.
In the case of the Lance, a publishing board consisting
of students-at-large, members of the community and
Lance staff should be installed to replace SAC's current
dinosaur, the Student Media Corporation. Student leaders
should not be required to spend their time in office
managing operations they know little about. They should
be representing students on the many challenges facing
us today and in the years to come. The Lance should
receive its student levies directly from the University, and
have its own business manager responsible to the
publishing board. CJAM should have its own autonomous
structure (also responsible to students), and Student
Media Corporation should be dissolved.
Autonomy is a vastly complex road-but, with summer
approaching, now is the time to lay the groundwork. If
given the opportunity, campus media devotees would
certainly do the students at this University proud. As it
stands, we are wallowing in a bureaucratic mire that has
hampered our development.
The recent resignation of CJAM's station manager
shows the level of miscommunication and lack of coordination in our present management system. The
manager, the first not to have been elected by CJAM
staffers, was out of touch with the dynamics of the
organization. Her role as a bureaucrat responsible to a
SAC Board of Directors overwhelmed her place as a
facilitator of community radio in the Windsor-Detroit area
Support from the students at this University is the
most important ingredient in the creation of autonomous
media on campus. We welcome your input-and
look
forward to the day when our Board of Directors contains
students-at-large-not
student politicians. D

THE BLOODBOIL
The critic pulled his greatcoat more tightly around his
waist. Although it would warm up later in the day, the wind
carried a bitter chill this early. He hurried down the street.
The relative wannth of the market was a welcome relief.
The critic stood blinded in the doorway, waiting for his
spectacles to defog. Then he set upon his usual routine.
He dickered over every purchase. As long as a merchant
made some effort to come down in price, he was satisfied
Haggling isn't an economic game, but an ego trip. Those
sellers who steadfastly refused to haggle were on his automatic
boycott list.
The baker greeted him with a grin.
"Got something new today, sir," he said "Some nice
blueberry-cream cheese danish. Melt in your mouth. You
want a couple?"
The baker packed up the danish, a half-dozen bagels, and
a half..loaf each of cheese bread and Russian rye. "Here you
~ sir, that'llbe·- uh, $5.50,t.Itiryw, make it antM:11$5.00."
The critic carefully placed his purchases in the bag with
the apples and honey. He smiled at the baker, who had
already gone on to his next customer.
At the flower counter, be overheard a young couple
discussing the relative merits of roses and a miled bouquet.
"They remindme of spring," thegirl was saying. "And in
spring, a young man's fancy ..."
"But red roses mean ..." the boy let his voice trail off.
Then the critic realized they were conscious of his presence.
He felt ridiculous, and flushed. He left without buying
anything.
When he walked into the bookstore, he headed straight
back to the magazine rack. The clerk called from the counter.
''This month's stuff isn't in yet. Shipment's running late, I
guess. It'll be in next week."
The critic headed for the exit.

KEVIN JOHNSON
"Saw your piece in the paper,'' the clerk said. "You know
that one on Magazines Never Collect Dust in the Store? I
really liked it" The critic gave an appreciative nod
"That bookstore, that was this place, wasn't it? I figured
so, and told my boss that- " But the critic didn't hear. He was
already out on the street.
It seemed the teahouse never changed. No matter what
time he arrived, it was always empty. And by the time he left,
it would be nearly full. He looked around at the faded
wallpaper, the wooden chairs and tables. the florid and lurid
posters on the long wall.
The waitress came up brightly. "I figured you would want
the usual. I hope you don't mind" She set down a wann mug
of almond milk and a chocolate croissant.
He opened his paper to the comic page in the back. Any
newspaper but his own, he started at the front and read his
way through cover to cover. He started his paper at the back.
If you asked him why, he probably couldn't answer.
Sure enough. the place had already started to fill up.
A vaguely familiar group sat at the counter, slurping down

herbal teas. He caught the eye of one of their number. The
teaslurper gave him a wan smile.
Then the critic recognized the lot of them. They were the
cast of that community theatre production he had panned just
a few weeks ago. The best part of that evening, be bad
written. was the intermission. Sad, but true. They were
young; they'd get over it. In the meantime, sharing this place
with them was increasingly tense.
He rose to leave.
The waitress buzzed cheerily by. "Manager says it's on
the house.'' It always was.
As he made his way past the counter, one of the tea-

slurpers uttered an expletive under her breath. They all
tittered. The critic couldn't help but chuckle a little himself,
thinking of their next production and his review.
In the interim, he supposed he had to go by the art show
opening at the neighbourhood gallery this afternoon. First, he
would drop off his parcels at home.
The art show was a disappointment. Only a few pieces
were any good, and he had wanted to like it. His trip home had
caused him to just miss a performance work by a man he held
in high regard. It surely would have made his stop here
worthwhile. As it was, the critic feared he was wasting his
time. Even the small talk, which he usually enjoyed, seemed
forced and bored.
''It's about man's inhumanity to man ... so I says 'You
tramp' and she just freaks ... who would pay a hundred and
forty bucks for this? You know what I could buy for ... so I
switched to another channel, and ... what's in this alleged
punch? It tastes like Freshie without ... the rationalization of
modem society to meet ... ''
When he left, he noticed his notes were incredibly spare.
He hadn't filled even one page. If he didn't need the copy, he
would do well not to review this show at all. He knew his own
ennui would make him excessively cruel. and although his
readers usually enjoyed that malevolent streak in him, the
encounter with the actors in the cafe left him a little defensive.
Tonight he was supposed to view the new offering at the
repertory theatre, tomorrow, a concert by a classical string
quartet. On the walk home, he mulled over what good things
he could find to say about the gallery exhibition. He bad to
find somenon-descriptcomplimentswitooutrepeating himself:
The critic was running out of words.
Before supper, he lay down to catch a few z's. He
dreamed of a fight in which all bis teeth were punched out,
except his canines. D

Picnics,canasta rites of spring
by Larry Deck
Well believe it Two days of decent
weather in a row: it's as good a sign that
Winter, favourite season of the Canadian
lunatic, is over. The squirrels are back, coats
all sleek after months of beauty-sleep,already foraging for those chestnuts they
buried in the fall, looking for all the world as if
they're trying to remember. Leaves aren't far
off. The birds are back en masse.
And behind the mute euphoria I experience
when I see that the puddles are really puddles
again and I won't die if! walk in them, behind
it are essays, exams, boml>-threats that deprive
me of my morning coffee, and 32-page
papers, five pages of them mine to fill. If the
sight of re--exposed, dank, unraked leaves
from last fall didn't send me into daily fits of
glee, I might just have committed suicide.
I swear to God, the next time I drag my
sorry hide to the Grand Marketplace ( or
Grand Guignol, if you prefer), within five
minutes of class, my heart set on the paltry
recompense of a medium cup of'lrish Creme',
the next time I do so only to find great herds
of social science majors milling about and
chewing their cud within twenty feet of the
bomb-threatened or fire--alarmed building
you know what fm gonna do?
Nothin'. Just like every other time it's
happened, rm gonna haul my sleep-bled
corpulence over to Windsor Hall North and
be a brain-dead rodent for the next hour-anda-half till I get my coffee.
But hey, I don't mean to get you down;
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ignorance
Dear Editor,

I have been a student at the University of
Windsor for five years and I have been
relatively satisfied with the treatment that I
have received from most of my professors. I
have had friends who have experienced professors' insensibility and outright arrogance
toward them. I really tried to empathize with
these people but did not try too hard because
I did not want to feel the discomfort of having
my emotions in an uproar. Unfortunately, I
didnot haveto experiencethisfeelingvicariously.I
experienced this feeling firsthand A sociology
professor decided to cite an example of
attitudes toward blacks, which was very
derogatory and completely unfounded This
example was so absurd, I felt it had no place
had no place in a lecture I paid to attend 1
took this all in stride. But this professor did
not stop there. He went on to, unconsciously
( of course), show his complete conformity to

you've probably had worse experiences than
being deprived of a morning's cup of weak,

have involuntarily forgotten the material in
its entirety and worse.

Never to feel my loves soft lips on this cheek and the kiss
of a moist zepher on that?
disgusting coffee. You've been kicked out of
residences at three in the ay-em, had exams
rescheduled for some time when you will

Still, it's spring, right? Much as you and I
enjoy bellyachin' like a bunch of politicians,
the weather is so nice we'rereally overwhelmed

these absurd notions about blacks. Well,
after my professor's attitude towards blacks
surfaced (unconsciously, of course), he led
me to believe my presence in his class, in
university for that matt.er, was not warranted
I have no problem when professors choose
to use examples to illustrate a point. I even
commend them when they choose to quote
pertinent works verbatum. But when an
individual goes above and beyond to display
their own ignorance at the cost of students'
(in whom they are supposed to be instilling
intelligence, normsand values) valued heritage,
I have to stop and think what this educational
institution is all about Now I know. Thankyou for your attention.

history that attributes the conscious and
organized terror against the people ( including
political bombings) to the incomprehensible
activities of mentally deranged individuals.
We should stay put and defend our right
to our education without harassment, intimidation or disruption!

Signed,
Vera Ticknovlch

blunder
Dear Editor.
I am writing in regard to Michael Cole's
story on Dr. Green's speech on Iran in last
week's issue (page 3). Both the headline and
the first sentence of the article were incorrect
and misleading. I was very disappointed to
see that one of the main points of Dr. Green's
speech was misrepresented by the Lance.
The headline should have read "Iran
wishes to see the world unified under Islam,"
not "Iran seeks world domination." Contrary
to the first sentence of the article ("The basic
goal of Iran, according to Dr. JohnGreen, is
very simple."), Iran's goals are not simple .
Dr. Green made it very clear that within
Iran's formal foreign and domestic policy,
nationalism is frowned upon and that the
spread of Islamic religion throughout the
world is the main goal of the country.
I have always enjoyed reading the Lance,
and was very surprised to see an article
promoting a popular point of view which is in
fact a fallacy. One would expect to see this
type of journalism in the Windsor Star. Ym
sure it won't happen again.

Claudia Coore, BHK

creeps
Dear Editor,
Almost four dozen evacuations, hundreds
of students' hours wasted marching in and
out of buildings and many weeks of submitting
to the cowardly prank bomb threats is adequate
evidence that the continued policy of evacuations is not solving this problem What is
being accomplished is an atmosphere of
mystery, confusion, fear and intimidation is
being created.
It is in this sort of atmosphere that the
police can march all over our campus telling
people to get out of classrooms and ordering
people about. I find it interesting that a few
mysterious phone calls can be the basis for
putting the entire campus under the control of
the police! For the first few calls no one
minded the extreme prudence of an evacuation.
But it is an entirely different situation now as
sthe disruptions have gone from the irritating
to the ridiculous.
It appears as if the police finally have the
excuse they need to tap phones, call for
informers ... All under the hoax of looking
after the students! If they want to run around
looking in all the rooms, that is their business.
For those of us who want to acquire our
degrees and pursue our studies we should be
permitted to do so without all this hysteria.
Let's call the bluff on these creeps making the
calls and blow away the "nut" theory of

Ellen Penner
Secretary of lntematfonal Relations Society
3rd year International Relations

rhetoric
1

Dear Editor,
On Friday March 25, Premier David
Peterson will visit the University of Windsor
campus. Peterson's visit is timely and should
give students time to pause and reflect upon

----------

and let's admit it Why, with rain actually
evaporating on the sidewalk wherejust last
week it was crystallizing into a satanic death
surface, there's enough ozone in the air some
days to drown out the subfusive stench of the
west-end atmosphere. And when you get
right down to it, that's cause enough to
rejoice.
But you're hard-pressed, right? Finals are
a-comin', ninety-page research papers were
due last weeksometime, and that demon that
calls itself 'Landlord' wants your money
now. The solution, believe it or don't, is not
to lie around at the Subway or the Bridge
drinking yourself into a convenient forgetfulness, but rather to go walk down Indian
Street, or some equally tree-infested corridor
and there to dwell on how pleasant life is
when one can sit out on one's porch and sip
seltzer and bolt potato-chips all without the
protection of a down-filled jacket Ah the
idylls of the season! Ah the comfort of a tall
glass of Cool-ade! Freedom! Joy! The very
notion of a picnic!
And here I have an essay due tomrnorow.
a test, another essay ... am I never to enjoy the
warm rain? Never to feel my love's soft lips
on this cheek and the kiss of a moist zephyr
on that? Never to lie in the grass and espy a
cloudless sky through yon budding maple
tree?
Get thee behind me school! Daft the man
that imagines I have time for your words and
your words!
I am not a number! I am a free man!
Where's my coffee?O

the conditions of post secondary education in
Ontario. Although Peterson has demonstrated
some willingnessto increase fundingto Ontario
universities, he has not committed enough
money for an educational system which
suffered great neglect during the Bill Davis
era.
The very foundations of Ontario's social,
economic and cultural future depend on the
quality and character of Ontario universities
and their graduates. The benefits of a world
class, high calibre university system benefit
all residents of Ontario, yet, paradoxically
the provincial government expects Ontario
students to bear an inordinate share of the
cost of attending university. The prohibitive
cost of attending university are developing
into a serious impediment University accessibility must be made to OSAP so that it
effectively servesstudents and not bureaucrats!
Also, underfunding has spawned a tragic
phenomena in nearly all Ontario universities
known as overcrowding. Too few instructors,
too few classrooms,too few teaching assistants
and too few dollars have resulted in sardine
packed classrooms. Student instructor interaction is vital for an effective education!
One other area the Peterson government
should address is the housing shortage crises.
It is impossible to find affordable quality
housing in Windsor and many other Ontario
urban areas. More rental units must be
constructed and the provincial government
should take an aggressive lead in promoting
the development
of morerentalunits. Students
used to live on a shoe string budget but now
they have to live in shoeboxes.
Peterson has an obligation to the future of
Ontario to ensure that he devotes a significant
portion of his efforts to enhancing the Ontario
university system. A tragedy of untold proportions will surely result from the legacy of
the Ontario government's indifference and
confused priorities.
Political rhetoric will not suffice any
longer. Take a look around and hopefully
Peterson will see the problems we are forced
to endure and then he will commit to our
future with money. Make sure you express
your concerns to Peterson on March 25 at
9:30 am in the Law School

Chris McIntyre
V.P. Communications SAC
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The honeymoonisoverfor minister
in the past two years," said Kanduth.
Kanduth said McLeod's assertion
that the faculty renewal program
will create any additional faculty
on campuses is "patent nonsense."
Kanduth said that in April 1987,
then deputy minister Alan Adlington
admitted, that the faculty renewal
fund wasn't going to add to the
ranks of existing professors. He
said Adlington made the comment
during an OCUF A meeting with
then minister of colleges and univer
talk.
sities Gregory Sorbara
"The time to be nice is over,"
"It's just p.onsense for her
said Bob Kanduth, communications
directorforthe OntarioConfederation (McLeod)or anyone else to suggest
that there's a program in this provof University Faculty Association
ince that will add additional faculty
(OCUFA). "It's time that people
got toogh with herandthew;>vemment" to the system."
In her five months as minister,
But toughness doesn't seem to
work on McLeod as she rhymes off McLeod said she feels comfortable
acting both as an advocate for and
her familiar list of post-secondary
an administrator of improvements
education initiatives by the Ontario
Liberals. A 18 per cent increase in to the post-secondary education
operating grants over the last two system.
"I'm not frustrated because I
years, a faculty renewal program.
library improvement and equipment really believe that we have taken
some significant steps. If I felt as
replacement program, research
overheads, and unprecedented ac- minister that we weren't addressing
the real needs then I think there
cessibility funding are all testimony
would be frustration.
to her government's commitment
"You could say we could do
"There's no question in my
more but we're certainly moving in
mind that post-secondary education
the right direction," said McLeod
has been recognized as a priority
But Ontario Federation of
and has been receiving funding to
Students chairperson Sheena Weir
support that as a priority," said
says students have only won "isolated
McLeod in a recent interview.
small victories."
It's this kind of s~atement, from
"We're not looking at this as a
one of the Liberals' most disarming
ministers, that is starting to wear very good year as far as the funding
goes," said Weir.
thin with her critics.
Weir said the year was somewhat
"We've had a lot ofrhetoric and
successful
in that McLeod at least
the rhetoric has been terrific. Now
what we need is some action," said acknowledged the problems postanduth. "We want to rid every- secondary students face, but the
of the notion that there have government offered only halfway
e wonderful things done solutions that never truly addressed

TORONTO(CUP) - She only enrolled last November but Ontario's
minister of colleges and universities
is going to have to hit the books
hard if she wants to graduate with
honours from Queen's Park.
Lyn McLeod has done a lot of
talking about the many exciting
challenges facing Ontario's postsecondary education system but so
far students, faculty and university
administrators say it's just that All

VISA STUDENTS
You are eligable for tax refunds.
Find out how by attending I.S.S.
"Tax Workshop" at International
Students' Centre, Tuesday, March
29 (10-Noon) or Tuesday, April 5
(10-Noon).
H & R Block, Tax Specialists
will give free advice on how VISA
Students can claim for money back
from the Federal Sales Tax and
Ontario Tax Credit.

the problems.
"The report card is barely there,"
said Weir. "Their recognition of
the problems is about as good as it
gets."
NDP education critic Richard
Johnston said it is too early to pass
judgment on McLeod and her
government's commitment to postseocndary education.
Johnston said he gives the
government some marks for their
improvements to the provincial
funding formula for universities but
said they have failed to implement
a Council of Ontario Universities
recommendation
that specific
amount of money be allocated each
year for capital funding.
The government announced
changes to the funding formula for
universities last March. Earmarked
fundsor" envelopes" were introduced
to address specific concerns such
as enrollment increases and research
initiatives.
On the accessibility issue,
Johnston said the government has
yet to present a coordinated plan to
encourage students from different
ethnic backgroundsandlowerincome
families to attend college or university.
Johnston, Kanduth and Weir
all agree that the true test of
McLeod's effectivenessas a lobbyist
will be the April provincial budget
"I couldn't give any indication
of what might be in the budget,"
said McLeod "It's very much the
treasurer's prerogative."
After a bleak first year that saw
base operating grants to universities
increase by even less than the rate
of inflation and only lip service paid
Continued on page 15.
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LONDON
1988SPECIAL-STU
H MILTON

Le NDON

• Limited seats• No age restriction• Open tor
1 year • Reservation 21 days in advance for the
going portion • Stand-By for the return trip*
Departures

Going

Return

Fare

Until 30 June 88
15 Sept. - 11 Dec. 88

$299
$349

01 Jui. - 15 Aug. 88

$399

$99
$99
$99

$398

16 Aug. - 14 Sept. 88

$448
$498

* Supplement for return trip with a confirmed
reservation (valid to age 28)
Consult your travel agent

Nationair:
(416) 679-3381
1-800-263-2141

o:

NATIONAlf:f
student service

~111RAVELCUIS
•• GoingYourWay!
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Capital drive gainsbig
by Robert Croley
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University
of
Windsor's capital
funding drive is the
little train that could
"It's an uphill struggle," said
Cassaoo , Vice President - Development and Alumni Affairs. " We 've
come some distance but there's still
a long way to go."
The drive has thus far topped
$11 million-or nearly 70 per cent
of its goal of over $16 million.
The funding is targeted for the
construction of a new building to
house the Faculty of Business; with
the Faculty of Eductation, the Great
Lakes Institute and the Centre for
Canadian-American Studies moving
into the still-modem Business Building on Sunset Street The project
also hopes to fund the erection of a
parking structure and the addition
of two floors atop the University
Centre.
Cassano said he hopes students
take a role in helping raise money
for the Centre project
"When you solicit funds the
question that's always asked is 'What
are you doing for yourselves?"'
But Students' Administrative

DistinctCanadianvisionoffered
the NOP's stand that the trade deal
will transfonn Canada into a ''fifty joked that it was the first speech he
made on a topic other than gay rights first state'' , threaten social programs
and create a wider gap between the
since he announced he is gay on
rich and poor.
national television February 29.
Robinson, who spoke mainly in
Roonsoo,thefederalNewDemxrat
French, said that while I.Jberals lack a
justice critic, acklresseda crowd of
fum stance on thesu1*ct, theCon.seivabout 80 students at the University of
OttawarecentlytoootlineNDP pooiticn, atives' position is "dangerous and
on everythingfran freetra:leto ab<Xtion clear". If elected, the NOP would tear
up the agreement, he said
to national defense.
The government spendstoo much
RobinsonsaidtheNOPo~~a
money on military defence while ignor"distinct vision of Canada's future"
ingexisting social problems, according
while he accused the I.Jberals and
to Robinson,and Canada'sparticipation
Conseivatives of sacrificing political
in NATO represents "an absw-dand
beliefs in favour of winning votes.
He stressedhis party'sconunitment outdated oold war mentality. he added
to equalityfa' women.
gays lesbians, that an NOP government would work
in friendship and peace with both the
visible minorities, natives and the disSoviet Union and the US.
abled
Robinson said many believe the
The British Columbian MP said
US poses no less of a threat to
the Liberals do not know where they
Canada's sovereignty than does the
stand on a nwnber of important issues,
USSR and the ..great soviet bear"
such as cruise missile testing. access to
waiting to pounce on Canada as soon
abortions and free trade. He reiterated

OTTA WA( CUP)- SvendRobiroon

aoo

Council Vie&-President-Communications
Chris McIntyre
said
council has no plans to become
involved in the drive at this time.
" You have to remember that
students are already paying an additional $8.75 for the Centre beginning next September," he said
McIntyre said SAC's position
on the drive should be made by next
year's council. " That 's a major
policy initiative for the year- it
should be decided by the incoming
council."
Students surveyed in the Centre
Wednesday seemed to have a consensus on one point-any
additional funding should be voluntary
and not result from an increase in
tuition fees.
"I feel you have to have the
choice (whether to contribute),"
said second year math student Lori
Lebert, who added present students
may not be around when the construction is completed
"You won't see the improvements
until after you've graduated," she
said.
Another student, first-year history and political science major
Kevin Wilson. said the fundraising
drive should be fun.
"Clubs and societies on campus
should hold a competition to see
who can raise the most money,"
Wilson said "It would all be in the
friendly spirit of competion."
The University has enlisted the
aid ofTorooto consultantBobCalbert

as it pulls outofNATO andNORAD
is a myth. He added that Canada
would be crazy to spendmoney on
nuclear submarines when there are
concrete problems like unemployment

ofKetchwn Canada, who is working
along with Cassano on selling the
driveto <XXpa'8b(Dlaoo
theWuxisorEssex County community.
"Every University is unique,"
said Calbert, who has worked on
similar campaigns for other schools.
"The response has been very good
in Windsor ."
Cassano said the University
holds a place of esteem in Windsor.
"It's very heartening when you
go out to corporations to get funding
and when you tell them why the
University is valuable they say,
'That's understood,"' Cassano said
"When you go out into your
community and they respond that
way, that's really enriching. "
Cassano said grants received
thus far include $5.5 million from
the provincial government, $3 million
from the City of Windsor, $800,000
from the County of Essex, and
various corporate grants, including
$400,000 from Chrysler Canada.
It is the grant from the City of
Windsor of which Cassano is particularly proud
"It is the largest single donation
a municipality has given its University," he said
"The drive is off to a tremendous
start," oommented U. ofW. President
Dr. Ron Ianni.
Ianni said the first priority of
the campaign is the $8 million
business building, followed by the
expansion of the Centre and finally :
the parking structure. D

e
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to attack.
As justice critic. Robinson also
opposes the government's new anti-

pornography legislation which would
outlaw the depiction of sexual activity.
He charges that the passage of the bill
~make
Canada"the moot culturally
reJnSSivenationin theWesternworld"
He commented that while scenes
of graphic physical violence can be
portrayed in the media, an image of
two oonsenting adults making love
would be illegal under the proposed
law.
Robinson was first elected in 1979
at age 27. His riding association in
Burnaby. BC has just nominated him
to be the NOP candidate in the next
federal election. D
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Graduate and Student Nurses:

-----~-

Teaching is
another one
of our
specialties

-~~=====~~~~~,;;,.__-

P!olesst0 no I nursing 1sa continuing learning expenence , espect0lly al Harpe( Hosprta1 ol De1r0ll we·re a 600•
bed adult care . teaching loctltty aftllioted 'Mlh the Detroo Medteol Cent01 and Wayne Stole Un1Y81'Sily
Spec1olty
practice areas include Medie1ne.SUrge,y, Oncology and Cardiology We currenlly ollerthe following oppoilunities for graduate and student nurses

Where else 1-vouldyou celebrate the end of
the school year?
Hott' Does Steming Hot Seafood,
Mequite Grilled Steaks, and Windsor's
Best Prime Rib Sound?

Graduate Nurses

°'

lnt8flllews ore nCY<N
1n prog,ess tor stol posihons We leotU18onentation with a preceplor , o choice
8 01
12 hour shifts,Nursing Grond Rounds . unit based lnseMces, chnteal nlJISe spect0hsl case monoQ81S and on
on-site BSNprogram.

Check Us Out For

$2.50 J.-Mlays
Prime
Wdiaesdays
&
Shooter Thursdays
Patio Opening SOON
490 Division Rd.
(Next to Devonshire Mall)

n-

Nursing that takes you to the top cl you profession

969-3146

·=·~~J;~~'
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Goalresearchfundingsaidwrong
by Arthur Gosselin

lG]

overnments should
not fund science
with a goal-oriented
approach, said n~
bel laureate John
this year's
Killam

Now Has

Polanyi,
Lecturer.
"It is a serious error on the part
of governments ... to fund science

We Also Buy, Sell, & Trade
New & Used C.D.'s
Don't Forget About Our
Quality Selection of
Movie Rentals

science.
Polanyi said scientists should
speak out against unwise applications
of science such as the United States'
Strategic Defence Initiative (SDI),
nicknamed Star Wars.
"Most of us are culpable in not
participating in public debate," he
said in explaining scientists' usual
lack of self-expression on issues.
Polanyi said he rejects closing

to make his point that the human
race may not be ready .
" We have entered a nuclear
age, but still have a medieval mindset," he said
Another question came from
CBC television weather forecaster
Richard Zurawsky, who suggested
that the human race is on the brink
of problems caused by science's
inventions and wondered if we can

off an area of science or the withholding of knowledge because some
feel humans are not ready for it.

pull back from it in time.
But Polanyi said he was not
pessimistic about humanity.
"It tends to be a self-fulfilling
prophecy'' if you are pessimistic
about pulling back from the brink,
he said.
"The sword (science) has two
edges," said Polanyi in emphasizing
that science has also been a help to
humanity.
"There are many people that
would be dead now if it weren't for
twentieth century science," he said
Using the invention of penicillin as
an example, Polanyi said many
people, including himself, owe their
lives to its discovery. D

V.C.R. and Camera Rentals
Are Also Available
See Us For Details

"March-April
Special"
Rent 2 C. D.'s For The Price of 1
with this coupon
Muntz West
(C. D.'s Only)
485 Tecumseh Rd. W.
255-1607

Muntz East
5115 Tecumseh Rd. E.
944-2239

The All Natural

Cotton

FUTON

Futon: Japanese Contemporary

Mattress

• No Springs to
Sag
• Recommended
by chiropractors
*"*

.________

.,,~------'"

(ihe futon shoe)

Low Price **

Single $129
Double $149
Queen $159
Couch/Bed
Under$300

20°/o OFF
STOREWIDE
WINTER SALE

"Natural

under labels which have to do with
the possible applications of the
results," Polanyi said in his lecture
entitled "The Ethics of Science" in
the Moot Court, March 17. Polany~
a professor and researcher at the
University of Toronto, received the
1986 Nobel prize for chemistry for
his work on understanding the
molecular motion in chemical
reactions . .
"The answer is not that you
make up a list of the most important
issues of the day, " fitting science
research into it, Polanyi said He
said he supports a more broadbased approach in funding pure

"People make silly decisions"
when they shut off research in some
areas of science research, he said.
Polanyi said the pursuit of pure
science should never be restricted
in answer to one question from the
audience.
Paul Murray, an alumnus of the
University of Windsor, asked if
boundaries should be placed on
pure research based on the ability
of humans to deal wisely with technology that arises from it
Murray quoted Albert Einstein

Sleep Centre"

441 Pelissier St., across from Parking Garage
973-8338
.
v,SA Daily till 9, Sat. till 6, Sun. 12-4

YOUTH VENTURE CAPITAL

$7,500
Interest-Free

Loan To

HOP
TO IT!

Reserve Now For
Our EASTER Specials

Start Your
Young people who
may qualify arc tho,t ·
who are
• between 18and 2-l and
not attending ,Lhool

Own Business

full-time or

a tradt· u:ruficace in the pa,t yec1r

• between 2:', and 29 and arc
recrnt graduate, from a po,t ·
<,econdary \chool or haw reetwcd

4 Day Special From
Only $115 & 1000 Free km
We Feature G.M. Cars
Join the A VIS Savings Club

Get down to business,
call (free):

THE YOUTH HOTLINE 1-800-387-0777
rht" program I\ ,pon,orl'cl by thl' Ont.1r10 M1ni,rry of Skill, I )t"wlop
n1t·1H1n ,o·opnatron with th1· Royal Rank of ( an.icl,1 th1· Ont.uro
( hambn of ( omnwrll' ,mcl lo,dl
Ministry QI
pamr1p,H1ng ( hambn, of ( ommnlt"
Skills Developmenl
ancl Roarcl, of Track
Alvin Curling
Ontario M,n1s1er

®
W

Pontiac 6000

391 Tecumseh Road East

258-2847
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A PACK OF LIES ·
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D. DEXTER FINISTERIS

ADyou need to be top bananais a great marketingcampaign
Pssssst- Wann abe the king or queen of the world? Want
money, power, fame? Step right up and fll let you in on a little
secret..fve made millions this way myself, but I don't have
the stomach for it anymore. Besides, I get a big kick out of
watching you greedy little goofs pushing the world closer to
oblivion. .. There, there, don't go getting yourself all up in a
huff. .. You won't have to do anything terminally destructive
until much later on in the game. By then, you'll know that you
are RIGHT in any case. Besides, you can always drop
out..So let's have some fun ...
Are you familiar with the concept of selling "the sizzle
instead of the steak"? No? Then ask yourself, what the hell
Michael Jackson has to do with brown fizzy sugar water ... This
is your first lesson. Here's another. A bad product can really
screw up a great marketing campaign-be it for Pepsi or
YOU, as-top-banana-bf-the-world. Now just between you
and me, we know that you have a few warts in embarrassing
places-but that's cool... We're going to associate you with
something that has no faults. Your personality problems will
be totally irre levant It will be just like you're seven years old
again-but this time you will be ab le to do anything you want
and you will NEVER, EVER, GET CAUGHT OUT.
Interested?
To get away with this you have to understand the
difference between FACTS and what I call NOVEBES
(that's NOn VErifiable BEiief Systems). A fact is, well, a
fact; boring and rather limited in its use. Drop a brick, it
falls ... BIG DEAL When you reach the limit of your facts
then you are caught out Your campaign to become El
Supremo just went down the toilet Facts are great for driving
a car, or running a farm, or a nuclear power station ... They are
worse than useless for leading people.
Why? Because they can be wrong, silly rabbit Your cola
can end up tasting like sweatsocks-then what? Now try this:
All this, and everything else you are and have experienced is
a product of your incredibly fertile imagination. .. Now prove
me wrong. .. C' mon, I dare you ... Of course, you will have to
dream up something a little more sop histicated than this old
warhorse, but the rules remain the same: If you can't imagine
a cond ition, no matter how ridiculous, that would prove your
statement wrong, then it's bul letproof...
Go on, you say; no one wo uld be fooled for even a
moment You are wrong, buddy: Most people are too lazy,
too confused, and too battered down by the day to day grind
of gettin g fed, tickled and laid to use their bulls hit detectors.
Along comes a campaign, a movement, offering the m not

only the chance at extra food, tickling and noolrie, but also some
power and self respect as well ... Heck, they'll rip out their
bullshit detectors and follow you anywhere.
Who needs facts? Facts are death and taxes. A good
campaign is like luck, magic, an inside tip, easy street, quick
money, a sure thing. ..lt's the chance to be seven years old
again, play let's pretend, and give the whole wide world the
finger ... No hard work, no hard choices, no hard thinkingjust follow the leader. YOU.
So now you understand why even the best campaign is

condition under which your proposal would be false (ie:
bricks falling up) then your proposal is not true-it is
meaningless ... Unless you are in the entertainment or fearless
leader business. Better hurry though, a lot of othe r clowns
have had the same idea Oh yes, I must confess to having
made up the term NOVEBES, so that you wouldn't tum your
brain off when you saw the words: superstition, religion,
ideology ... lf this looks like I have an axe to grind-so be it
It's just the way I see it, If humanity can survive this current
shit-blizzard of popular entertainme nts: the religious

You
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worth diddly squat unless its core belief structu re is unassailable-not just undeniable, but impossi ble to prove or
disprove. Because if your campaign offers hope in exchange
for belief, and your core value struc ture cannot be subjected
to a reality test-most people will accept it as true, as
opposed to what it really is: MEANINGLESS.
So you now know how to rule the world? No? Di d your
bullshit detector finally sn ap on to red alert? This is why we
spend so much time at University cons tructing hypotheses
and null hypotheses. Got it? If you can't dream up any

extremist'>, the consumer excess, free enterprisers, marxists,
nationalist brushfire wars and sectarian strife, our children
and thei r children will spe nd their days in abject toil cle aning
up the mess we left behind .. And they will curse ou r
me mories.
So if this pisses you off, ask yourself Wh at you are going
to do next time someone tries to sell you a whole lot of sizzle
with their insubstantial steak-consu lt your fucking horer
scope?

The Entrepeneurs Club Presents

FREE TRADE ,,;/
The Issue of '88
Saturday, March 26
When:
Where: MacPherson Lounge, Electa Hall
Tickets Available at the Door
Cost Members $1.00
Non-members $2.00
Time: 10:00-2:00pm FREE LUNCH
• Steven Langdon-N.D.P. M.P.
• LarryDuffield-AmericanConsolate General Office
• Louis Papp-KendanTechnology, Chairman Associate of ManufacturingEngineers
• Prof. Krause-Political Science Department
e Paul Bondy-IndustrialDevelpment Commission
• Herb Gray (tentatively scheduled)-Liberal(M.P.)

Sponsored by: S.A.C., Social Scie~ce Faculty& the
Business Faculty.
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GREAT PLACE TO BE
ANY NIGHT OF THE
WEEK
GOOD FOOD & GREAT TIMES

t.urek
CAMERA

337

SHOP

~

(519) 253-1125

Ouellette

MARCH

11

X

14

COLOR

APRIL

ENLARGEMENT

5x7

ONLY ... $8.45

COLOR
'.~---.PSTART:.MARCH
1ST
~!
'~INISH : APRIL30TH~'~

ENLARGEMENT

~i'F•
·

2 FOR $3.98
~l : S• ',START : APRIL 1ST

~ (-r,l FINISH : MAY .31ST
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MAY

COLOR
POSTER

CHECK IT OUT.

16x20 - $12.95
20x24 - $14.95
20x30 - $21.95
~.:1

.. START: MAY 1ST .

.._,t;/j'·fFINISH:

ii.:t..:;:

MAY 31 ST .~' ,o:f: ,;

3217 Sandwich St. (at Mill)
255-1833
Where The Good Times Are A Breeze
, Anyone Interested In LEARNING
FRENCH:
' AIAIICOND LANGUAGE
Is welcomed
at La Malson Fra~lse,
478 Sunset.
Courses being April 4 and last until June
10-$55.00 There will be three levels.
depending on skill level. Registration
from March28 toApril 1. Call254-6615or
\ come in during office hours.

HOLYWEEKIERVICIIATASSUMPTION ltturgy veneration or the cross and cornUNMISITY:Mach27-Massandlllessing
of the Palms at 10:30and 4:30. March 28,
29 & 30. Massesbeglnat11:S0am. March
29-SederSupperat6pm.Call973-7034
for information and tickets. March 31HolyThursday-Massofthelord'sSupper,
7:30 pm. April 1- Good Friday 3 pm,

UNCLE
-- WANTS,

munity,April2-EasterVlgll-Mass10pm.
,Apr113-Easter Sunday-Mass of the
Resurrection 10:30 am.

FOR

REPRINTS
,.,.........,
,....__ Regular

Price

.74

~

0. l>i"~

~~--.1

-

C41-110 126 135 & DISC ONLY
EXPIRES MARCH 31 ; 88

~·ART
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We
don't
want
,
(

your blood.

--it's nothing that innocent.
At the Lance, we want your brains, your talents, your
energies. If we don't get a fresh supply of bodies, we die. We
need folks who want to write, take photos, do layout, draw, or
who want to learn how.
It's a low price to pay for immortality.
Come on up. Only a few issues left this semester!

to join
the
Lance

Lance editor-elect Arthur Gosselin and production manager-elect Kevin Atkinson are now
accepting applications for these 1988/89 positions:
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

News editor
Associate news editor
Arts editor
Sports editor
Features editor
Photo editor
Associate photo editor
Ad artist
Circulation manager

Please submit cover letters and resumes to the Lance office, 2nd floor,
University Centre, by April 1st.
The Lane« Fighting to keep America free

MUSIC MEN

Left: Cathy O'Neil
Right: Matt Tales
Bottom: Tom Pidgeon

GRE. GMAT. LSAT
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Classes
Diagnostic and Practice Tests

ice cream stores

"The King of Treats"

NOW

Available

Buy 1 BANANA SPLIT MONSTER
Receive 2 nd for 1 /2 price
expires March 31 /88
0.....---------------------------~
·----------- ~
Attention Class of '88
These programs are designed to focus your background in the Social Sciences or Humanities
into a fulfilling career.

Advantage

)

P.O. Box 5012
Windsor, Ont.
N9J 2L3
Ph.: 978-0220

A Benefit to Stop the Trash Incinerator
Saturday, March 26
8 pm unHl4 am
1437 Randolph, In Harmony Park

• CommunicativeDisorders Assistant*

(Orillia)
12-month individually tailored program

(Orillia)
12-month program

courses in leisure ·education, counselling and
life assessment

courses in speech-language pathology,

16-week competency based internship

16-week competency-based internship

career possibilities with seniors, law
offenders, developmentally or physically
disabled persons

careers include assistant or technician in
facilities or agencies serving clients with
communicative disorders, such as schools,
residential institutions or clinics

$3 donation
Vegetarian Food

alternate modes of communication and auditory
disorders

Georgian College has an excellent track record in placing graduates in related employment.
Call toll free 1-800-461-9696, ext. 566 (Ontario) or {705) 722-1566. Or mail the coupon below.

....................................................................................
I wou)d like more information and an application for:
Recreation for Special Popula1ion s
Name: _________________

WINDSOR

THEEVERGREEN
AWANCE presents:

Put your university or college education to work with a one-year post-diploma program at
Georgian College.

• Recreationfor Special Populations

( An

in

n

Communicative Disorders Assistant U
_ ..,______
_ _

Address: ________________________
(apt., street)
(city)

FDR-FMLNRepresentative
(Salvadorean Opposition Coalition)
Front Line Information

Georgian College

(5)

HOUSE PARTIES AVAILABLE
•

In ConJuncHon With The Annual
Commemoration for Archbishop Romero
Guest Speaker:
Victor Rubio

Phone:
Mail to: College Information Services
0eorgian College
One Georgian Drive
Barrie, Ontario
L4M 3X9

For more lnf~ call (313) 548-7235 or (313) 965-5437

The Oscar Romero Committee presents:

_
(postal code)

(prov)

Open Mlke:8:00-9:00
Poetry and Acoustic Music: 9:30-1:00
Electric Music: 1:OOam-4:00am

3 FREE HOSTESS GIFTS

Followed by:
A Central American Cultural Event
• Central American Folk Dance
• Salvadorean Food
• Latin American Music
Date: Saturday, March 26th
Time: 3:00 pm
Place: St. Alphonsus Church Hall (Goyeau & Park)
Before this event: 1:30-2 pm-SIient Vigil
2 pm- Demonstration for Peace in El Salvador
Endorsed by: WCM.G, CCODP. TWRC,Ten Days for Wortd Development.
Iona College, Students Against Apartheid.

Nail Polish ........ _....................
3.95
Lipstick ..................................
3.95
Lip Gloss ................................
3.00
Lip Pencils ...... .. ......................
2. 25
Eye Shadows ..................
: .. ..... 3.00
Kohl Eye Pencils ......................
2.25
Blush .....................................
6.95
Mascara .................................
3.95
Liquid Foundation ...................
.4.95
Translucent Powder ................
.4.95
Illusiontone .............................
4. 75
Cover Stick .............................
4.50
Cuticle Cream .........................
6.95

Brow .....................................
Lip .......................................
Eyeliner .......................
..... ......
Shadow .................................
Shadow Long ..........................
Angular .... ..... .........................
Sponge Brush .......................
Blush Brush .............
_..............
Retrac - Lip (silver) .................

2.95
.2.95

2. 95
2. 95
2.95
2.95
2. 95

4.95
.4. 50

Cleansing
Cleansing

Milk . . . . . . . . . . . ... (Aloe) 8. 95
Milk (Colagne & Aloe)

...........................................

8.95

Freshener .............
(Dry & Oily) 6.95
Day Moisturizer (Aloe & Colagne) 8.95
Facial Mask Mint. .....................
9.95
Honey Almond Scrub ..............
10. 95
Less Wrinkle Cream ................
13.95
Eye Cream ............................
12.95
Night Cream
........................
9. 95
Sparkle Dusr ...........................
4.95
Trans Powder
........................
4.95
Nail Hardener ........................
5.95

405 Pelissier. winasor
254-6865
• Open 7 days

•sweaters
•Ma sks
eFolk Art
eJeweller:v

ePonchos
eTape stries
• Mayan Pieces
• clothing

IN THE SKY
Retrac - Lip IGold) ..............
.. 5.95
Retrac - Lip 1Silver) . ..............
5.95
Contour .....................
-....... 5.95
Complexion .................
(small) 5.95
Complexion .........
_.. (medium) 6.95
Complexion .................
(large) 11.25
Complexion

10% off with Student
"FROM

THE ORIGINAL

• Sweaters
eTape stries
•Clothing
eJ ewellery
HANO CR.'OnEO IMPORTS FROM l,ROVNO

..............
Complexion

(medium coloured)
.. (giant coloured)

8.25
12.95

300 Ouenen•Upper

I. D.

TO THE EXOTIC"

• Folk Art
• African Carvings
• Plants
eWhip s
THE WOALO

(Poloce Complex)
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Artistprogramraisesstandards
opportunities to meet working artists will produce a stronger funding
from across Canada The program
base and encourage the growth of
may grow to include national artists the visual arts department
as well.
The program was initially supast week Sheila
The work term of the Artist-inported by U. ofW. Vice PresidentButler, a well-known
Residence can be extended to a Academic Godon Wood and Dean
painter from Winof Arts Joseph Culliton in an atnipeg, completed a periodoftwoorthreeweeksallowing
for
projects
to
be
completed
and
to
temf(
to raise theacademicstandards
lithographic print
with the help of students and faculty allow for ongoing interaction with of the Faculty of Arts.
students and faculty.
The program has increased stuat the U of W's visual arts school.
A proposal written by the director dent interest in practicing art after
Butler is the university's most recent
of visual arts, Bill Law points out graduation by increasing skills and
Artist-in-Residence.
that the implementation of this pro- available contacts outside of the
The school of visual arts has a
gram at other "prominant Canadian
school It has al.soinstilled a business
long-held tradition of welcoming
art schools like Banff Centre and the sense that visiting artist Pat Thibert
visiting artists and workshops in the
Nova Scotia College of Art has has outlined to the students said a
arts, but the Artist-in-Residence
established their reputations" and student with the faculty.
program is only in its third se- the University of Windsor's proThe school of visual arts has
mester.
gram could similarly be enhanced.
verbal assurance for the continuIn both the visiting artist proThe new program and the visiting ation of the program next year with
gram and the art workshops the artist program are jointly supported the possibility of an international
students and faculty are able to by the Canada Councii Artcite, the artist to follow the lead established
interact with each other through the Art Gallery of Windsor and the by previous ~in-Residence.
use of slide presenations, lectures
University of Windsor's Faculty of Canadian sculpter Noel Harding,
and demonstrations.
Arts. The intention of the proposal is mixed media artist Silvie Belanger
1re Artist-in-Ra.idem:~ r,ro- that more students will be attracted
and Butler, said visual arts director
vides, in addition to these benefits, to Windsor. The higher enrollment Bill Law.O

by Cathy O'Neil

lEJ

lance photo by Tom Pidgeon

Halstead relays historical knowledge.

FormeramlxJssador
says
Cllnada
srolechanging
by Sean Reddick

he world is becoming a global community, and Canada's
role within this co~
munity is changing.
Professor John
Halstead, a researcherat Georgetown

University and former Canadian
ambassador to the Federal Republic
of Germany (West Germany) as
well as NATO (North Atlantic
Treaty Organization), delivered his
message on Canada's role in the
world at the Moot Court last week
as a part of the Paul Martin lecture
series.

Halstead is this year's recipient
of the Paul Martin Professorship of
International Affairs and Law, which
is named after former Canadian
External Affairs Minister and Windsor-Walkerville MP Paul Martin.
He said the international situation
is going to "get more difficult before
it gets easier."
Canada's new role Halstead
said is "a complex, difficult and
dangerous " one. Complex, because
of the enormous expansion of trade,
difficult problems with the public
and private sectors and dangerous
global problems, he said
The retireddiplomat, woo defined
those of his former profession as
"someone who can tell you to go to

hell in such a way that you positively
anticipate the journey," said Canada
has to become less of a resourcebasedecooomyand m:>reinfonnatiolr
based.
"Canada is a vast, sparsely
populated country with vast natural
resources, woven from strands of
history, economics, geography and
political makeup," he said "We
occupy a strategic position between
two super powers."
Halstead breaks Canadianforeign
policy into three periods: PearsonSt Laurent, Trudeau, and Mulroney.
During the Pearson-St Laurent
period Halsteadsaid Canada emerged
from the Second World War a
significant power, changing our ex-

ternaJ relations with Britain and our
internal makeup. He said we became
more influenced by the United States
as it became more influential internationally.
The Trudeau period stressed
bilingualism, national unity and quality oflife, said Halstead Trudeau
wanted to reduceCanada's commitment to NATO, not seeing the
USSR as a threat, he said.
Mulroney on the other hand,
Halstead said, wants to strengthen
the Canadian.position in the United
Nations. Mulroney also wants to
improve trade.international development and conduct Canadian-American relations more effectively, be
saidO
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LSAT
GMAT

MO E'S

Coin Laundry & Dry Cleaner

Prep Courses for
LS AT Ju ne
G M AT Jun e) 8

• Full Serv ice Available ($1.00 extra per load J
Open Mon.-Sat. 8 am - 6 pm
Closed Sunday
1022 Wyandotte

1-800-387-5519

& Oak 254-3340

(416) 923-PREP (7737)

• Word Processing
• Letter Quality
• Editing
f'J P.;:ir Un1vers1ty-::, 1 bOtpaqe
252-9246

RISIARCH
PAPIRS
16,27 8 to c hoo s e fro m - all s ubject s

Save Time and Improve Your Grades !
Order Catelog Today with Visa/MC or COD

Hlii)213-477-8226 ~~·
Or. rush $2.00 to Research Aul stance
11322 Idaho Ave 1206 SN l os Angelos CA90025
Customresearchalsoava,lable
- all levels

@!IJ.!1.§1
429 Ouellette

THE NEW STUDENT

GATHERING

Ui111,t'r,1
1v ,,f Wmd , or

PLACE

Co m e Ce le brat e Our 1st Year Anniversary
With G re at Spec ials ,
f-or Lun c h and Dinne r

Apr . 5
"A View of Free Trade"
Richard Price

Swim Suit Contest
Toga Party
Beach Party Night

Tues. Apr. 12
"Lega l T ricks. S hort-Cuts
and P itfalls"
Neil Mc Phee Q.C.

Apr . 19
"Percepti on s of the Me di cal
Ed ucati on in C hin a"
Hugh Fackrell

Our restaurant and dance floor are open
·t1I 4am on Fridays and Saturdays
M on-Thurs 9pm to 1 am ( N o cover)
Fri-Sat 9pm-1 am $3.00 cove r ($2 with I. D. card)
1 am- 4 am S5 cover ($3 with I. D. ca r d)

A;i . '6
"C ontinui ng .. d.. , .1
Ol de r Adu lts"
Walter Uegama

May 3
"T he Write r & H is Wo rld"
A listair MacLeod

Iona College Un,,ersit, ofWind~or
208 Sunset A\C. 9°73 7039

COMING UP
April 2
Easter
Saturday
Reggae Special With
KING DAVID BAND
The Stickmen
& Willie Ferguson
with guests

April 12
BLUES BASH
( last of the year)
starring: The East End Boys
Blues Band
Little Sonny and his Blues
Revue (from Chicago)
guests: Lost Patrol,
"Tribute to Janis"

April 15
FADED FILMS

Canadian

Hostelling
Association

INTRODUCING
...

i
1

*Watch For Our
Hot Pretzels
Coming Up This
Week. On Sale
Nightly!
SI.00 each!*

~
~
~
~
~
~

JIMALLEN
LEASING
IN THE NEW DEVON PLAZA
2641 HOWARD
AVENUE

ALLMAKESAll MODB.S

April 25-27
Year End Party
April 28
Last Thursday
Night Party
All Requests Night
Specials!

,\cc ommodating , friendly ,
affordable ... world-wide
in 70 countries

260 Hostels
in England
213 Hostels
in France
565 Hostels
in Germany
132 Hostels
in Australia

565 Hostels
in Japan
63 Hostels
in Canada

$ 18 membership fee
g ets you a passport to
che world of Hostels!
For more i,iformation

contact

~~~~WIN

BROWN

Great Lakes Hostelling
Association
217 Church Street
Toronto MSB 1Y7

·966-0040

Phone : (416) 368-1848

Youth Hostel Directory

FOR PERSONALIZED
ATTENTION
TO YOUR VEHICLE NEEDS

.

Volume 1 or2

Save $1.00
with this coupon

(offer valid at above location only)

r
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Disabledcounsellorto be eliminated?

YourWriteHand
ALL-PURPOSE WRITIEN COMMUNICATIONS

RED DEER ( CUP) - Disabled
tribution to the facilities for the
students could lose their support
disabled, butdoesn'tseetheposition
system at Red Deer College, if
itself as necessary.
fundingcuts include their counsellor.
"In the ideal world, I would
Ann Van Sickle has been the
argue that the responsibility for
counsellor/coordinator
for the disabled providing that kind of counselling
at the college for the past three
assistance for the disabled should
years. Now her position, funded
be a part of the mainstream. They.
until recently by the Alberta Career
should not be split off or segregated
Centre's Vocational Rehabilitation r-------------------------,
for Disabled Persons, could be
eliminated altogether.
"Disabled students may not have
a support system next year," said
Van Sickle. "It's going to make it
tough on them."
The college was expected to
pick up the costs for the counsellor,
but due to provincial education
budget cuts, they could not afford
to do so. VRDPextended its funding
to cover half of the 1988-89 year,
followed by a quarter of the funding
needed for 1989-90. The college is
expected to pick up the whole bill
by 1991.
The number of students Van
Sickle sees has tripled since 1985,
and includes services such as helping
with registration, providing interpreters for the hearing impaired,
and arranging for books to be sent
to Calgary to be taped for blind
students. She also assists disabled
McLeod laughs at bleak future.
students with placement in the resiContinued from page 6.
dence for the handicapped
The Jack of a counsellor could to the increasing number of students
significantly decrease the number who want to attend university, no
of disabled students enrolling in one is overly optimistic about
McLeod's next three years on the
Red Deer, said Van Sickle.
"Disabled students will still con- job.
"I don't think she's correct in
tinue to come here, but I wouldn't
saying
her government sees postbe surprised if the number of them
secondary
education as a priority,"
dropped off, because there is not a
said Weir.
support system in place."
Johnston is even less optimistic
The president of the college
about
future funding for colleges
said Van Sickle makes a great con-

any more than they absolutely need
to be,"said president Ed Luterbach.
If the position is cut, the college
"would work towards mainstreaming
their needs as much as possible."
The board of governors has not
included any sort of funding for the
counsellingprog1m 1m1e in the college's
base budget to date.

1
TYPINGSERVICES•L£TTERS• Fl YERS•SPEECHES• RELEASES
ANNOUNCEMENTS

258 ·2744
Available

weekends

tr.~~~~===~==~~~===~~===~~
COMPUTE
PRINT
COPY

•DO-IT YOURSELF TYPESE1TING
•LASER PRINTING
•PHOTOCOPYING
•RESUME SERVICE
•FULL SERVICE TYPSEmNG

STUDENT DISCOUNT
HOURS: MONDAY - SATURDAY 9:00 A.M. · 9:00 P.M~
(LATER HOURS CAN BE ARRANGED)

1715 COLLEGE@ CAMPBELL

-

--~

-

-

-1

977-9288

FIELD TRIP TO
~~
I Y OF MICHIGAN'S
LOGY MUSEUM
OR CAMPUS

Lance photo by Rob Warren.

and universities.
"My unfortunate analysis is that
the university system is one place
where the government can minimize
the amount of money they put in by
increasing the envelopes."
Johnston said the university
system does not have a Jot of
political clout, and as a result the
government doesn't" have to worry
as much about backlash."D

------------------------'

sponsored by the Anthropology

Club

Stu dent's Adm inistrat ive Council is Now
Accept ing Appli cations For t he 1988-1989
Sch ool Year. Th e Available Positions Are
As Follows :

Vice President Finance
Vice President University Affairs
Vice President External Affairs
Women's Issues Co-ordinator
Residence S.A.C. Liason Co-ordinator
Chairperson of S.A.C.
Chief Electoral Officer
Co-Entertainment Co-ordinator
'

I

Students ·
More Information Regarding These Positions Can Be
Administrative
Obtained In The S.A.C. Office, 2nd Floor University Centre.
____ :Council
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Typist-who lives near the
University (S 1.25/ pg) 2533922 after 5:30 pm.
~

NAllONALRJTONS

~·~
I V'1 CLEANING SERVICE

F•neOuol,ly and Desgn
Al Ar Affordob1ePrice

Apartments & Homes
Quality Work-D)rt Cheap
979-8184

.=_1-

~ } t:1-~(0:,

DAN KANE CHEV, OLDS, CADILLAC

btenatve SefectJon of ,uton, a ,uton Sofa
lkd1 In Maple, Oak, Birch, Pln• a Melamine.

"\Ve make our living by doing things right"

ATTENTION
STUDENTS:

THEKIORIITAURANT
Islool<lngfa qual~
S81Viceooented peole. Coll 969-3146 .
CSA EUCTIONI 1911-19 Nominations
for eleven positions close on Morch 30.
Election day is March 31 In Assumption
Lounge . tll 10 pm. ForInfo contact Ronni
at 256-8120 or Gory at256-6765 between
2 and4 pm.

General Motors is pleased to
announce the 1988 graduate
program. This will include
special discounts, no down
payment and low finance
rates. Also until March 31,
1988, NO PAYMENTS AND
NO INTEREST FOR 90 DAYS.

DEAN SANTAROSSA

500 Division Road
969-6000

LOST:One pa1rof glasses at the University.
probably In tne Ubro,y area . University
Centre or the International Students
Assocation . Please call 979-2504

DRMNGTOTORONTO:
most weekends .
L80ll8 Ridayand retumSundayattemoon
Col l 973-4950 evenings.

KEVIN COYLE

IASYSlfflRREQUIREDforthesummer
approx. June 29-August 31 in the area of
1 Ottawa and Windemere . Own transpor tation needed An indivldual with knowledge of Child Developmental Psych pr&ferred Coll 253-0589 .
1

PRORSIIONALMANwishesto 10ntdupex
or small house near the University. Call
254-1855 .

FORSAi.i:1977 Areblrd. good condition.
$1200. Call 977-5707 .
ROOMS FOR RENT ldtchen facllltles.
Downtown area. Call 977-8978

MUSTIBl1984HooooGolaMng,().o:x:Jl<m.
CB stereo. cruise. chrome. lights galore. 2
helmets. cover . brand newrearti10. $SOJO.
Cal 252-2174 .

WAN!m R..rnishedapt. orlOOmdo.M"lto,,,in
for summer . Call Caroline(416)652-1024

otters pm
NEEDED:Ap t or house for couple-wi ll
assume lease Phone Sam at 254-7923 .

TO LETSingle bedroom apt. . roomy.
carpeted floors.appliances. close to the
University and even closer to Humcones
irs a nice place. Call 256-5202 .
JACQUEa tv.efindds real name isMedusa.
so beware!

I

SETMEon fire C'mon rd love It Really
MY DOG FEU. behind with a big wet
tongue .

AIESEC-Wlndlotcongratulates

Its newly
elected Executive for 1988-89.
Presklent-Christine
Ozimek
V.P Marl<eting-Rlcl< Hunt
Exchange Controller-Alba
Giglio
Special Events Coordinator-Joy
Sanko
PubllcRelationsOfflcer-Michelletl/1urphy
Many thanks lo all Who submitted their
nominations! NorninatlonsforV.P. Rnance
ore~
being accepted; voting will take
place at the General Meeting April 6.
1988. Formo,e lnfocoll SteveMaitre 7351677

SUMMER
EMPI.OYMENTI
Triple'K student
Point8C'S
Ishring point8C'Stor intenor/ extenor.
resldentloV commercloVlndustrtal
jobs.
Experience preferred but not required
Appllcat1ons available In placement
office or coll Scott 258~98 .

IOOMI FOR RENTAvollable May 1st.
Bedroom with share a bathroom kitchen
toclllties and coble lV. S175 month. Call
Scott or Tim 258-6398.

FUTURE
HANDIOF1H1CHURCH
presents

I
~

t'
\

Ahh, the soontaneitY:
of youth. To travel in whichever
Lookingfor waysto escape? Head out with a friend.
directionthe wind blows. No plans. ~::;;=;;;;;;.:;;;:;:;;;;;;;;:.;;;;;;;;;;;;iiiiiiiiii;;.::::;:====;iiiiiiiiiiiiir=,1 CanadianAirlinesInternational.
No reservations.
•·
The spi.rittakes wing.
CanadianAirlinesInternational
welcomesaboard the footloose
traveller with this specialoffer:
those under age 22 travelling
economyclass on a stand-bybasis
can save up to 50% on the regular
airfare for any flightwithinCanada.
That gives you a lot of ways to
save. Because we fly to more
towns and cities in Canadathan
Canadian Airlines International
any other airlineon this continent.

Canadi~n

BooBoo Block Sheepl A witty yet sad
story about a falrty dense nun and her
relationship with her bus-driver/goat
herder uncle. and the family secret .

CANIIBURYCOUIOlweloomesoppltcot1ons from students v.tlo wish to IIYe In
the college. Including our new residences
OONundercooslrucilondui!'Q lnt~
Summersesslon or full term. beglnlng In
Septembe< ,Applications are avalloble
at the office. 172 Patricio Rood. Monday
to Friday between 9 am and 4:30 pm.

CONDO FOR SALi: 1 bed!Oorl\ newty
rencM:Jted.
fridge. stO\laand di COi dtiol a
Included. asking $39.900. Call 948-2576

resumes

FISTIVA.l:Send
by Morch 31 to
PO. Box 391, Station A Wlncbor, Ontario.
l'.9A6L7. Forlnfoonation phone 252-7264

J

·*'

Is this a

fore me?

by J. Soiomon Post

break-dancers? The Ring des Niebelungen in
rap? Mime Hamlet! Oedipus Rex performed
entirely by tap-dancing and farting!!!
You can laugh, sure. It's funny now ... D

Kabuki MacBetb
March 26-27
Music Hall Center
350 Madison, Detroit
Ticket Info: (313) 963-7680

:•

1.-

Common Ground Benefit
Saturday, March 26

Next week, within these hallowed, muchconsulted, sagely pages, expect to see a review of Kabuki Macbeth - caveat emptor, I
suppose.
Yeah man, Kabuki MacBeth. You read
right, I wrote right But, since I really have no
idea what the deal is, and since I foster a kind
of daft fascination with the whole notion of it
all, fm going to write about this thing even
before I see it
What you have with MacBeth is a Shakespearean tragedy, one of the best from us
horror-fans' point of view, set in feudal
Scotland, originally ( we presume) performed
on a simple stage with no permanent set, and
acted by men.
What you have with most (if not all)
kabuki plays, is a tragedy about feudal Japan
performed on a simple stage by men.
So what? Why kabukize MacBeth?
Well, consider certain similarities between
the Scottish and Japanese' cultures'. They' re
bothclannish,minimalistandextremely violent
They both dig big swords and a drop of the
hair o' the dog that bit 'em. Both grew up on
big islands. Scots and Japanese both like a
groovy castle to live in. Both talk incomprehensibly.
Kabuki and Shakespearean tragedy both
are stylized, and since the one translates

pretty well onto the other, why not do it?
Well, what's more is, it's trendy; the idea
was first used at the Expo festival in Vancouver
last year - it got rave reviews. Also, you
might remember Ran, the cinematic realization
of Kabuki King Lear that so rightly won the

Stanleys
340 Pitt StE
Last semester this paper ran an article
about the financial plight and temporary
closure of the Common Ground Gallery,
Windsor's only open artistic forum.
Currently homeless, the Common Ground
has submitted a lease proposal to the
city's Parks & Recreations Committee,
and with any luck, the gallery will open
at MacKenzie hall in September.
In the meantime, several fundraising
events have been scheduled, including a
garage sale at the Windsor Market, an
installation at Stanley's, and this Saturday's benefit concert with the Dik Van
Dykes andFaded Falm~,also at Stanley's.
The Ground is, and always has been,
a worthwhile thing to support; this Saturday's show is as good a time as any to
start contributing to the cause. The Dik
Van Dykes, Canada's Ambassadors of
Tackiness, are always fun to watch, and
praises of the Academy and smart people anyone with a Common Groundmembership ($15, available at the show or
alike.
I worry though. Cross-genre/cross-culture through Renee Johnston, 252-0331) gets
theatre may be taken too far by the honest and in free. There's gonna be a cash raffle,
the unscrupulous. What if the Markabians and maybe an installation. Be there or be
catch on? What then? Swan Lake done by square.D

UniversityEnsembledoesbigbandin bigstyle
by Kevin Johnson

After a shaky start, the University Jazz
Ensemble settled down to put on a solid
peforrnance for a full house in the Art
Gallery of Windsor's Chrysler Auditorium
March 16.
Under the direction of Les Sabina, the
young group overcame a case of nerves and
entertained the appreciative crowd with a
show of traditional big band music.
The openingnumber, CordonBleu. suffered
a bit as the ensemble searched for dynamic
balance and the sax line especiaUy seemed to
take on their parts with more than a little
uncertainty.
This was followed by an original piece by
trumpter Michael Marcuzzi, entitled Stride
West. Echoing the Western style of jazz, it
was an excellent work that promises good
things from this composer in the future.
By the time the band reached Flirt, a slow
standard, they appeared to have hit their
stride, playing with much more confidence.
Anchored by able pianist Tony Profota, the
group delivered the song's mellow tones with
a fuJlness belying the fact they have only
played together as this group since January.
The last number in the first set, Seven
Steps to Heaven, was made famous by
Miles Davis. It was easily the best bit up to
that point, led by the sure drumwork of Thad

Whited
The second set feawred the "world premiere"
of a composition by Sabina caUed They
Don't Made' Em Like They Used To. His
tribute to leaders from the golden age of jazz
orchestras, it faithfully recalled the sound of
the time, running counter to its title, as one
suspects Sabina intended.
The evening ended with a couple of solo
showcases, Duke Ellington's C Jam Blues,
and as an encorecalled Bluesy Basie. Both are
the sort of repeated riff punctuated by extended
improvisation familiar to jazz fans.
It's good they came late in the programme,
since by this point performers were prepared

A man is confronted by cows and a B-52 at the BFA show c

to let loose and realJy strut their stuff. Earlier,
some solos were marred by timidity. It
seemed, playing in their first public concert
together, some were holding back.
However, consistently imaginative solo
efforts were put forth by Marcuzzi, and
saxophonists Tom Newton and Daniel Pazuk.
On alto, Newton displayed a redfaced energy.
Pazuk put together a couple of power flights
on his baritone, although he would do well to
play more of the booming and mellifluous
lows his instrument is capable of.

The ensem
university's mus
about half the
with the rest c
This is the sec
available.
So far, regi!
ensemble.
"It's just b
"although SOI
to get people
He pointt

nt, IAIIIOe,Morch 24. 1968. page 18.

So longkids,wave bye-bye
J-{air

rnesign.

by Matthew Tales
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Those of you who thought the
French New Wave was over, you
are sorely mistaken.
Louis Malle has returned from
his tryst with Hollywood (Atlantic
City, Crackers) to write, produce
and direct Au Revoir, /es En/ants.
The film is a return to an older style
that focuses on relationships in a
way only the French can.
Au revoir is an autobiographical
report of Malle's childhood in
France during the second World
War. The storyline is similar to The
400 Blows, the first of Fran9ois
Truffaut's autobiographical saga.
(And, may I joyfully add, Malle
has reported in recent interviews
that he is planning to make two
more films about his childhood.)
The story of Au Revoir focuses
on Julien Quentin ( Gaspard
Manesse) a young, rich malcontent
who must face a painful part of
growing up in a Catholic boarding
school in Fountainbleau outside of
Paris. (For safety's sake, the affluent
children are sent to the country to
avoid the Luftwaffe's nightly airraids on Paris.)
Julien must deal with the
alienation he feels from his fellow
students, his separation from his
mother and the fact that he is
intrigued by, but cautious about, a
new student-his life at the school
begins to revolve around the mysterious Jean Bonnet(Raphael Fetjo).
Intelligence and good looks are
the least of Bonnet's problems.
Since he is the new kid, he is viewed
with suspicion by the others. Being
a loner like Julien. he has only his
inner-world of books and studies to
rely on.
After a series of shared tribulations, Jean and Julien slowly become
allies, but ultimately they are
separated by SS agents looking for
Jews and collaborators. In the final
analysis, the exellence of this film

fast.d
W~'regoo ·
W~'re
readY·
We're
The RealPrinters.

Fetjo in film's final, gripping scene.

lies in the complex relationship of
these two characters and how well
it is developed.
This is Malle's first attempt to
approach such a personal subject
(unlike Truffaut and Jean-Luc
Godard, who have made half a
dozen such films between them).
Malle said himself that this should
have been his first film. If he had
made Au Revoir, /es En/ants in
1959, the critics would have panned
it as a copy of Truffaut's Quatre-Cent Coups. Instead, Malle made
Les Amants, a witty, poetic story of
unrequited love, but compared to
Au Revoir, that sappy flick is
nothing but an overdone melodrama.
Malle has brought his career to
a climax by fulfilling a lifelong
dream of making a self-portrait,

and by making his best film to date.
He has done an excellent job of
directing the young actors, who are
predominantly
non-professional.
He is able to get straight, honest
performances from them. This, in
conjunction with the splendidly
arranged cinematography, makes
the film a work of art, captivating in
its simplicity. It is evident that
colour does much more for Malle's
style than black-and-white (unless
the B& W prints fve seen of his
work were not top-quality).
Andre Bazin would be pleased
with this film. It has all the makings
of an Oscar-winner, if not for Best
Picture, at least for Best Foreign
Film. You only have a short time to
catch it at the Detroit Institute of
Arts-it runs March 25-27. 0

10% Student Discount
-Photocopying
4800 Tecumseh Rd. E.
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Windsor, ON N8T 1 B8
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Ep&XleTwo: the weat~r, gw,no
and the plot allthickenconsiderably

~CornflakesChronicles
by Belz SpHmo
Foldens' the name ... Embro Foldens. But if you've been
paying attention, you know that already.
Arriving, via croJ>-duster, at Windsor's Paul Martin
Memorial Airport, Nashville and I make our way to the
offices of one Phurz Molejufy, Distinguished Professor of
Evil Meteorology, at the University of Southern Canada.
Unfortunately, in our haste we have neglected to make an
appointment, and he is not in his office. Nashville, plying his
charms with Prof. Molejufy's secretary, Enid, discovers that
the professor is to be found at a local curling club playing a
few ends against his arch-rivals from the Dept of Advanced
Tantric Studies.
Upon entering the club, we find the game only in the
second end. One man is being helped from the ice by the
nubile members of the ATS team. Molejufy 's rink is milling
about the sheet in an obvious state of agitation. Enquiring of a
spectator, I learn that Molejufy ' s vice had fallen and sprained
his anlcle, effectively putting him out of the game and placing
Molejufy at a distinct disadvantage. Seizing serendipity by
the throat, I dash to the dressing room, don my curling togs ( I
make it a habit of being prepared for any eventuality), and
offer my services to Molejufy. He accepts.
Later, rehashing the game over a few ales at the local
public house I broach the reason for my fortuitous arrival ...
"Damn fine shot-making, Embro. That last shot of yours;
reminiscent of Eddie "The Wrench" Werenich in his prime.
Triple take-out leaving us sitting three with the hammer!
Spectacular! That'll show those A TS tarts!" said Molejufy.
"Think nothing of it, Professor. Lucky, that's all."
"If that was luck, then fm a lemur's rectum! If ever I can
return the favour, Embro. Just say the word ... "
"Well, now that you mention it, Professor. There is a little
something you could help me with."
"Anything. You name it!"
"Right Now here's the problem. We're out to make the
world safe for farming. What can you tell me about Dr.
Vroshazy Snadmasm?"
Molejufy's face visibly darkens. "Snadmasm! A righteous
bad egg that one."
"You know him then?"
"Know him? Why, I taught him everything he knows! I
was his thesis director, dontcha know. He had the makings of
a really first-rate scientist But then he took that position with
the Pentagon after graduation, completely corrupted him fm

afraid Lost touch with him after that Oh. .. there have been
rumours, murmurings in the academic corridors, that sort of
thing. The business with the Great Patagonian Famine of'97
had his trademark. Crippled Argentine and Brazilian cattle
production. Ensured American dominance on the wor1d
market for a few more years. Then there was the Humbolt
Bubble Effect in '99. Shifted the anchovy schools 1000km up
the South American coast, completely destroying guano
production in an 'unfriendly' nation, and creating a guano
boom in a 'friendly' one. I had my suspicions about that
particular escapade, but, as usual, I could prove nothing."

"I gather you've had some news as to Snadmasm'!'
current undertakings?"
"I'm afraid I do, and believe me, he's up to no good. He's
left the Pentagon and is apparently in league with the evil
master-mind Demitasse Cornflakes. We fear they're behind
this summer's drought here in Ontario; that they're diverting
rainfall from Ontario to the American southwest via the

Turkish highlands."
"Yes. That does have a Snadmastic feel to it"
"He must be stopped, Professor! The future of every
farmer in Southern Ontario is at stake. And what's more,
Cornflakes has already used some of the blood-money he's
getting from the Americans to buy up farmers' homesteads as
they go bankrupt There's just no telling what nefarious ways
he may put them to use. Is there any way you can help us,
Professor?"
" Most certainly, Embryo. I may have taught Snadmasm
all he knows, but I did not teach him all I know! fm afraid he's
slipped up this time. Now here's the plan ... "
Later that evening in the lodgings Nashville Pete
procured for us at the Pink Haven Motel, somewherenearthe
airport ..
"Better get some rest Nash, tomorrow's a busy day."
"What's up, Boss?"
"First, back to the University. Prof. Molejufy has some
equipment we'll be needing. Then, it's off into the wild blue
yonder, destination Elk City, Iowa!"
The next day at the University ...
"Now, let me see if I got this straight, Perfesser. If the
rainfall destined for Southern Ontario is being hijacked to the
American Southwest via the Turkish highlands, then there's
only one way this can be done. Somehow, Snadmasm is
redirecting the moisture back up into the stratosphere where
winds push it all the way to Turkey. Here, the moisture
precipitates back down to a lower altitude, some of it falling
on the mountainsides, while the rest is picked up by the
prevailing trade-winds which propel it on its way across the
Atlantic towards its destination. Around the Gulf of Mexico,
the heat of the Gulf Stream gives it the last bit oflift it needs to
reach the southwest, where the Rockies tear open the clouds
and all the rain dumps out"
"I wouldn't have termed it in quite the same manner,
Nashville, but that's the general principle."
"Sure. You bet ..lben, since we can't touch the stratosphere in
our little croJ>-duster, and lack the fuel for a Trans-Atlantic
crossing, the only place we can put a monkey-wrench in
Snadmasm's works right when the rain's about to fall. So far
so good?" A nod of approval from both Molejufy and
Foldens.
"This here equipment when pointed at the clouds containing
our rain, will tum the rain into hailstones as big as tennis

Continued on Page 21.
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Firstflukefor UniversityPlayers
by Brian McKenzie

LaSaLOrl
INTERNATIONAL

"THE HAIR"
"THE EXPERIENCE"

There is a problem with the
University Players' production of
the musical Guys and Dolls. Actually, there are many problems
which make one big problem for the
play as a whole. The story is simple
enough: Sky Masterson ( Chris
Moore) and Nathan Detroit ( Greg
Neale) are a pair of small-time
gamblers in 1940's New York.
Detroit racketeers crap games, and
needs a thousand dollars to rent a
place to have a game. So, he bets
Sky Masterson a thousand dollars
that Sky cannot get a Salvation
Anny-like missionary named Sarah
(Lucy Tenace) to go to Cuba with
him. Complications of plot follow,
including misunderstandings, misdirection and misinformation. This
is a stereotypical comic formula,
and it should work admirably.
But it doesn't Timing, the most
important aspect of comic acting, is
frequently off. And that will make a
comedy sink like a cannonball. But
wait there's more. This is a musical
That means there must be musical
accompaniment which, one would
hope, helps facilitate the musical
numbers. However, the "band",
consisting of two keyboard players,a
drummer anda bassplayer, frequently
hit sour notes, or, as in one inspired
number, played entire bars flat
The choreography was ably handled
by Patricia Hennessy- Laing, and
the actors were competent enough
to handle the dancing, but the music
occasionallyJaggedbehioothe dancers.
And the singing was somewhat
erratic, with some of the cru:t, such
as Lucy T enace, delivering the
songs very well, while others, like
Chris Moore, tended to bray on the
longer notes. Dan MacDonnell,
playing a good minor role, tended
to be drowned by the band and,
most notably, by Michael Pare.
That is where the biggest problem
lies. Ensemble numbers were good,
(the two by the "Hot Box Girls"
were positively delightful) but those

I

(SON}

done by individuals were too inconsistent to make the music work.
This is not fatal,but it is serious
enough to warrant comment
The play was well directed; the
stage was not cluttered, and the
business was carried off adeptly by
the cast Notable characters were
Miss Adelaide, played by Stephanie
DeBono, Michael Pare's NicelyNicely Johnson ( as well as his
Cuban Dancer), and occasionally,
Nathan Detroit, played by Greg
Neale. The book of the play was
written with a nineteen-fiftiesaudience
in mind, so much of the humour is
either lost or simply mawkish, and
the cast seemed weighed down by
the hackneyed dialogue. Accents
were also a bit of a problem. Most
characterizations required various
New York City accents and dialects,

but it seemed to be a bit of a chore
for many of the actors, particularly
Mark Lefebvre, playing Harry the
Horse, and Michael Kennedy, who
played Lieutenant Brannigan with
an Irish accent as thin as watered
down skim-milk. Nit-picky things
though they are, the faults of this
musical add up and inevitablydetract
from the entire production. I wouldn't
go so far as to say that the play laid
a gargantuan egg, but it does tend to
drag a bit, and actually seemed to
run smoother when there was no
music playing. I can recommend
this musical, even though rm tempted
not to. It is entertaining , and the
cast is certainly talented, but I get
the feeling that it might be just a bit
out of their reach. Or, maybe I hit a
bad night. Whatever. 0

(SUNNIER)

JAMAICA!
(SUNNIEST!)
WIN A Week For Two At The Trelawny
Beach Hotel In Sunny JAMAICA!
Airfare Via Air. Jamaica
Listen for your cue to call on 88.7 OM-FM
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Companycomesup with compleateffort in Chester
by Kevin Johnson

I hope the Compleat Theatre
Company had a financial success
with its premiere of Chester: A
Prelude & Fugu_e,because they
certainly had an artistic and dramatic
one.
The first effort of this new group,
the play is an original work by
University of Windsor drama student Greg Neale. Basing his story
on that of a real young man who
thought Johann Sebastian Bach
was his father, Neale treats his
subject with humour and sympathy.
One-man shows can become
tedious, or worse, melodramatic as
the actor strives to avoid tedium.
However, Lome Perlmutar does an
excellent job of maintaining
audience interest without resorting
to histrionics. His performance is
sincere and compelling.
The play is a study in the madness of an adolescent whose mission
in life is to compile the complete

"Neale treats his subject with humourand
sympathy... (the)performanceis sincere and compelling."
works of Bach, his 'father'. Yet
Neale has not written a snakepit
saga, but a sensitive portrayal of
one man's world; we are drawn in.
That Chester is Bach's son is a
physical and logical impossibil.ity,
but we are not made to feel that he
is 'nuts' or deserving of his institutionalization. His is a harmless
enough fantasy, one first conceived
as a way to recall his mother from

the grave.
Not too surprisingly, it does not
work, and Chester appears doomed
to spend the rest of his days consumed by twin guilts of his own
creation. Doomed may be too
strong a word, for, frankly, Chester
seems to prefer his reality to our
own, and is most pained when ours
intrudes on his.
One of the few times Chester

adopts a strident tone is in his
condemnation of society's treatment of the mentally ii~ which is no
less discordant for its validity.
This speech sounds strangely
out of tune with the rest of the play,
which is unfortunate, as the script is
composed like a classical score.
The phrases, cadence and tones are
structured like variations on a
theme, and Chester's factual re-

counting of his living conditions are
outside the range of the fugue Neale
has arranged.
Perlmutar is aided in his performance by the recurring strains of
recorded Bach in the background,
and he uses it to good effect At
several points, his dramatic climax
coincides with that of the accompaniment, adding immeasurably to
the dynamics.
He was equally good in comic
and serious modes. The lightness
and occasional absurdity of Chester' s situation masks a life that is
poignant, and ultimately tragic in
its solitude. Perlmutar and Neale
are to be commended for showing
both sides with a subtlety that
prevents Chester from appearing a
buffoon.
Unfortunately, when its principals graduate this spring, the
Compleat Theatre Company will
be taking its show on the road, and
any locals who missed it this time
around might not get another
chance.O

1
Themystery-manrearshishead<:;~u":;/
'°m
balls. Heck! That's some swell plan, Perfesser. Some hard
rain's gonna fall, there, eh? Heh, heh."
"Thanks, Nash. The hail will ruin the crops, discredit
Snadmasm, cost Cornflakes millions, and guarantee that
what little harvest is to be had in Southern Ontario this year
will be sold to the cornflakes consortium at a substantial
profit!"
"Great, Perfesser! But one thing still confuses me. Why
Elk City, Iowa?"
"Why Elk City, Nash? That's an easy one ... Why not?
Heh, heh, heh."
Meanwhile ... as the three heroes guffaw in comic relief... at
the secret laboratory of Dr. Vroshazy Snadmasm, somewhere
near Battle Creek. Mich ...

"Doctor. You are certain all is in readiness for the final
stage of the process?"
"But of course, my dear Demitasse. Nothing could
possibly go wrong. No one suspects a thing."
"That's Mr. Cornflakes to you, Snadmasm! I know
differently. My spies at the Ministry of Agriculture inform me
that the fool Foldens has discovered our plans. He has been in
contact with Phurz Molejufy, your old mentor."
"Molejufy! Hah! The senile has-been! He cannot grasp
the fullness of my genius. He can do nothing to stop us nowl"
"You may be right, and for your sake you'd better be.
Foldens has filed a flight plan which states he is journeying to
Elk City, Iowa. I have alerted my operatives in Des Moines
that he is to be stopped at all costs. We have come too far to be

foiled now!!!"
"You worry too much, Demitasse. Chill out and watch
my brilliance at work!"
"That's Cornflakes, you conceited fool! If this plan fails,
I shall make you wish you had never heard the name of
Demitasse Cornflakes!!!"
Later ... Somewhere, near the Nebraska-Iowa border ...
"Boss! Bogies, two o'clock high. They're coming out of
the sun!"
"Quick, Nash! Evasive maneuvers. It's the Flying
Cornflakes Corps! The chase is on!"
DON'T MISS THE EXCITING CONCLUSION
IN
NEXT WEEK'S LANCE: ESCAPE IN ELK CITY!!!O

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
VISITING WRITERS SERIES
Guyanes&-bom writer, Cyril Dabydeen, who now lives and
works in Ottawa, will read from his collections of prose and
poetry in the Rose Room, Vanier Hall, at the University of
Windsor on Thursday, March 31, at 2 pm.
Mr. Dabydeen, a graduate of Queen's University (MA),
recently concluded his thre&-year term of office as Poet
Laureate of Ottawa during which time he was called upon to
write occasional pieces and to lecture in area schools. A prolific
writer, Mr. Dabydeen's six books include Still Close To The
Island, (Commoner's Publishing) 1980, The Planet Earth
(Borealis Press, Ottawa) 1979 and Islands Lovelier Than a
Vision (Peepal Tree Press, U.K.) 1986. He has edited an
anthology of Caribbean-Canadian writings, A Shapely Fire:
Changing the Literary Landscape (Mosaic Press) which was
published in 1987. His prose and poetry have been anthologized
in Derunark, the U.K., the U.S.A, New Zealand, the Caribbean,
and Canada.
The public is invited to hear Mr. Dabydeen read from his
works.
THIS FATHER'S LIFE
This father's life I plunge into
surfacing with the dream of cattle
a hinterland's jaguar-call
a grunt as good as a bray
A coastland voice next
as I am memory of the deciphering madness
I walk around, pulverizing
with distressgoing back with a thousand images,
song of siren, expecting
something new to be born
a calfs head jutting out
a branding three months later
I am the squeal and the running hooves
I am the beast tearing out entrails
from the mouth-shape of a tree
I am the howl against the moon
in a father's sun-absence
where gall and bitter dew-drop
make for memory much too long

THEGOLDENTHROATCHARMER
, NOW ON DRAUGHT.

n. ......
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SUMMERJOBS
SPRINGTIME
.
GARDEN -CENTRES LTD.
Locations: Londorn, Chatham, Windsor, Sarnia,
Kitchner, Woodstock.

INFORMATION AVAILABLE AT THE UNIVER SITY OF WINDSOR PLACEMENT OFFICE
LOCATED IN DILLON HALL.
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SARA HIUJS

OPINION

Every Tuesday
is

*COMEDY NIGHT*
(a full two hour stage show)

Starring: MICHAEL BLACKMAN
(comedian)
eTbursdays-LADIES
NIGHT
All Ladies Who Attend
Get a Chance to Spin "The Wheel of Gold"
(from Michael's Jewellery and Gifts - Belle River)
2960 Huron Church Rd.and Grand Maris 966 -3388

FINANCIAL SERVICES REPRESENTATIVE
CAREER OPPORTUNITY

Each year, awards are given to
encourage and recognize excellence
in motion pictures, television and
music. These awards represent the
most outstandingmedia achievements
of the year. But the ideals seem to
have diminished with each passing
year.
The Academy Award or Oscar
( for film), the Emmy ( for television),
the Grarnmy ( for music) were once
the highest awards to be given in
their respective fields. But because
representatives of subcatagories of
these fields felt they weren't being
recognized, subdivisions of the 'Big
Three' were developed to satisfy
the unsatisfied. The Golden Globes,
People'sChoice, Soap Opera Awards,
Daytime Emmys,Nighttime Emmys,
Snack- Time Emmys, American
Music Awards, Video Awards,
Academy Award for Most Colorful
Backdrop used in a film, loosely
based on a reasonably successful
illustrated book etc ... Today the s<>-

uction numbers, long-winded, selfserving acceptance "peeches and
celebrity fashion shows. The producers of these shows constantly
try to out-do themselves and their
colleagues to make their particular
show more spectacular than any
other. If they don't put a stop to this
idea of putting on an award show
for the sake of outshining all others,
pretty soon they'll be having award
shows for The Best Award Show.

If it's not a tear-jerker,

A career in the rapidly expanding financial services field offers
you unlimited opportunity for personal growth, challenge and high
earnings.
A major financial services company, we are looking for a goals
oriented, independently minded individual who enjoys working
with people. We market a complete range of financial products
including Life, Disability, Group, Pension, Annuities, and RRlF.'s.
We provide first class training, comprehensive benefits and attractive
financing programs.

NORTH AMERICAN LIFE
For a confidential interview, contact your Student Employment
Office.

like

Tenns of Endeannent or a movie
that makes a 'profound statment',
like Platoon, it won't even be considered for nomination. It frustrates
me to see that abstract, imaginative
work goes without the recognition
and merit it deserves. It may stifle
a lot of ingenious creators to know
that they will never be recognized
to the extent they warrant There is
prestige and glory in winning an
award

calledAcademy of Arts-aoo-Sciencesand-Media people are spending more
time conjuring up new and improved
awards and award shows and less
time creating quality work.
A major problem with these
awards is that each one is accompanied by a four hour presentation extravaganza. I have never
been able to sit through one of these
shows. If it were up to me I would
have these things reduced to halfhour sitcoms. When I say reduced,
I am referring strictly to the time
frame. You can't reduce the quality
that is already sitcom calibre. These
four-hour shows are filled with
Hollywood-type exorbitant prod-

have been tossed aside because it
did not meet the Board of Censors
approval, like Angel Heart, or ~
cause of poor public response. When
was the last time a horror movie
was nominated for an award other
than BestMakeup and SpecialEffects
categories? (I'm not referring to the
Friday the 13 th series because they
cbt't qualify for the horror category.)
Or how about this novel idea - a
simple movie - like those that were
made in the 40's and 50's. There's
where some of the ingenuity and
creativity lie.

I

Best actor? Oh yeah, sure.

The actual meaning of these
awards has been lost They were
designed to recognize excellence in
the work done during a given year.
For me, the Academy Award lost
all its credibility in 1976 when
Rocky won Best Picture. Sylvester
Stallone was also blessed with a
nomination for Best Actor the same
year. Need I say more? Whatever
happened to recognizing creativity,
talent and hard work? So any movies

READE'S.

IIEVEl.lll'INli~Sl'ECIAL
A special tribute to those Canadian athletes who
have seen their dreams clearly develop into a quest
for the Olympic gold.

lia ,arlt!

These ideas don'tjust apply to
the Academy Awards but to television and music awards too.
Micheal Jackson creative? Yeah,
about as creative as the floor fm
standing on. As far as T.V. is
concerned, to me it's a lost cause.
Oprah Winfrey, Bill Cosby and
The Golden Girls have wrapped
the Emmysaround their little fingers.
I know what I like. It's too bad
my, as well as others, appreciation
for creative projects does not bring
their creators a golden statuette. D
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hen Perrin Beatty became Canada's minister
of Defense in the summer of 1986, he was

-

briefed on a proposal to increase funding
to the country's universities for military
research.
The Action Plan to Research Activities
Contracted to Educational Institutions
was not immediately available to the public

because of its ''secret" classification, but
an article published a year later in the
Globe and Mail indicated the scope and
immediacy of the program.
In the article, John Ross, the director of, the Department

of National Defence's industry-university program, said the
federal cabinet gave instructions in the summer of 1986 to
increase spending on university military research by40 per
cent with increases for inflation, over five years.

University of Toronto have been examining the effects of
nuclear blasts. In 1982, Or. J.S Hansen of the Institute of
Aerospace Studies at U ofT, received $47,000 for"the analysis
of structural systems subjected to a nuclear blast enviroment"
The following year, the ONO awarded Hansen $140,000 for
blast simulation and structural response" Most recently, in
Februaryl987, Hansen received $167,000 for "computerized
procedures and structures for the analysis of structures
subjected to air blast'.
Military research is also conducted at Ganadian universities
through sub-contracts from the private sector. For example,
researchers at Simon Fraser University and the University of
British Columbia are Vo10rkingwith CTF Systems Inc of Port
Coquitlam on "the investigation and application~ of thin film
superconductors under· a contract awarded by ONO in
September 1987. The extent of sub-contracted work is not
known because neither private finns nor universities are cur-

In early 1986, U of T was also awarded $246,950 by the
Ganadian Commercial Corporation, acting on behalf of the
Pentagon, to study the "properties of actual and numerical
shock and blastwave phenomenon", suggesting that U of T
may also be conducting nuclear blast research for the U.S..
Alternatively, the study may be part of the research of U of T and
Ryerson Polytechnical Institute for the U.S. National Aerospace
Plane.
The Aerospace Plane is a joint NAS.A, U.S Air Force, SDIO,
and Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
project to develop "a reusable winged !rans-atmospheric vehicle
capable of operating as a supersonic airplane and as a
spaceship". The U.S. military interest in the plane stems from its
projected abilityto"combinethe response time of an ICBM with
the flexibility of a bombef'.
Since January i 987, Ryerson and U of T have been jointly
conducting hypersonic wind tunnel tests to determine the best

Nobel-laureate John Polanyi and peace activist and scientist
Ursula Franklin are among many Canadian researchers who
point to the lack of support for basic academic research as a
factor in researchers' decisions to do research for the military.
Theyfearthat inadequate research funding may lead Canadian
academics down the path thats been well-beaten by their U.S
colleagues to the swollen military troughs.
Donald Savage,executivedirector of tl1eGanadianAssociation
of University Teachers, says that anywhere from one to ten per
cent of any universitys research budget comes from the
defence department And he says ifs partly because schools
need research grants, regardless of the source.
Dr. Gerald Nagy, the acting director of the DND's UniversityIndustry program , says the department is adopting a "good
samaritan" attitude in order to assist universities suffering from a
lack of government research funds.
HOYJeVer,
alternativesto the American way are being introduced

And a review of unclassified contracts, awarded by DN D
to Canadian,universities
shows how quickly the department moved to achieve that goal. The total monetary value
of the contracts awarded by March 1987 was 33 per cent
higher than the 1986 total. ln fact the annual total for
unclassified contracts has consistently risen since 1980,

moving from $2,869,000 in 1980to $8,22t ,OOOin 1987.
During the 1980-87 period, roughly three-quarters of the
ON D contracts were awarded to ten Canadian universities.
The University of Toronto, Queens University and McGill
University have received $7 million, $4.4 million and $3.7
million in DND contracts respectively. U of Ottawa,
Carleton, U BC, Lava\, Concordia, Waterloo and Mc Master,
make up the rest of the top ten recipients.
The Canadian government does not hide its interest in
encouraging
military research at Canadian universities.
The recent DN D White Paper announced that "the Department
will broaden its support (to universities) to encourage teaching
and research in other areas important to defence", including
"operationalresE0fChand SyStemsanalysis and the implications,for
security of technological developments."
This new support suggests that the academic community
will be drawn further into the core of military decision-making.
The White Paper says "operational research is fundamental to
the improvement of tactics and logistics:" After the release of the
White Paper, Perrin Beatty strengthened the ties between the
canadian military and universities forming a new defence
advisory committee made up of representatives from business
and universities.
This latest increase to the level of military research and
development at Ganadian universities comes at a time when
disarmament activists are seriously questioning existing ONOfunded programs.
In 1984, the McGill Employees for Nuclear Disarmament
(MEND) raised questions about academic military research,
particularly the research that two McGill professors have been
conducting since '980 related to fuel air shock waves of such
extreme intensity that they can rival small nuclear bombs in their
affect
A Special Commission on conventional weapons of the
United Nations has tried to ban FAE weapons as "inhumane
armaments''. This initiative was unsuccessful but FAE are not
really widespread because"complete scientific understanding
of the physical and, chemical phenomena which are the basis
of FAEs, is required prior to designing such weapons." At
McGill, critics are concerned that the .DND reasearch may
provide this understanding, a fear that hasn't been confirmed or
denied because the details of the research are classified.
Meanwhile the research continues and as recent!y as
November 1986, OND awarded $152,000 to the Office of
Industrial Research at McGill for a ''study of the formation of
detonation by turbulent mixing and transition from deflagration
to detonation."
In early 1987,the local chapter of Science for Peace tried to
get details about who was doing what military research at the
University of Waterloo but they got little information from the
universitys office of research. When the chapter had to search
for, information in the Project Ploughshares military industry
database and elsewhere, they decided to draft policies on
military research and research disclosure to present to the
university.
A scan of the titles of recent university research projects for
the Department of National Defense reveals a wide range of
ae:tivities and the purpose of many of them is open to
speculation.

The Globe and Mailreportedtnat McGill received$28,000tor
the study of the hyrjro!ic fate of H 1-6to test the longevity of a new
nerve ga~ antidote. McMaster University is evaluating lowangle tracking radar, Memorial is studying groundware radars
as remote ocean sensors, the University of British Columbia is
examining the response of fibre-reinforced plastic structures to
air-blasts, and the University of Manitoba is testing the fracture
toughness of submarine hull weldments.
Since at least 1982 ON D-funded research conducted at the

rently obligated to reveal figures.
In addition to the research conducted on behalf of ONO,
several canadian universities are involved in military research
for the United States military. Since 1-982, the total direct U.S.
Defense Department-sponsored unclassified research on
Ganadian campuses has averaged $825,000 per year.
The University of Western Ontario has received the largest
portion of these funds with total contract awards of about
$880,000 from 1982--86. In the same period, the University of

Torontoreceived$731,000,tollowed by Concordiavatn$598,000
and Dalhousie with $592,000. The other Ganadian universities
which received U.S. military research contracts were, in order of
total awards, McGill, University of Alberta, UBC, York and
University of Victoria
While university officials maintain that U.S.sponsored-military
research "is not directly related to the U.S. strategic defence
initiative (Star Wars)", recent reports about contracts awarded to
canadian universities contradict this assertion. In July, the
Ottawa Citizen reported that the University of Toronto and York
University had received sub-contracts for Strategic Defence
Initiative Organization (SDIO) research from the Space Power
Institute at Auburn University in Alabama
Rod Tenn,.son, director of the Institute for Aerospace Studies
at U of T, said at the time that the institute is studying ways to
keep materials in low-earth orbit from being degraded into
oxygen. According to the SOIO office, U of T received a

$234,000(U.S)sub-contractYO<kUni\€r5i1yS
c.en1re
tor Research
in ExpenmentalSpace Science has a $186,00 (U,S,)Star Wars
sub-cxmtractto study" code-consolidated atmospheric properties."

inlet design for the Aerospace Plane's engines. According to
the Aerospace Ganada International report, the Canadian
research team has received a $420,000 subcontract for the
inlet testing work from Viatec Resources Ltd. of Toronto, a
company which received its funding from tr.ie U.S. Air Force.
Controversial U.S. military research also occurs at universities
outside of Toronto. A Vancouver-based animal rights group
called Ufeforce requested and received documents through
the U.S. Freedom of Information Act that revealed details of U.S.sponsored research at the University of Western Ontario. The
UWOs research conducted on monkeys was applicable to the
study of the effects of lasers in battlefield conditions.
The Department of Survey Engineering at the University of
New Brunswick is not listed as a recipient of Defense Department
contracts before 1986. But according to a Canadian government
publication of the Spring of 1987, the UN B department is
providing a "differential positioning program (DIPO~'' for the
U.S. Defense Mapping Agency This program is used in
conjunction with the U.S. military-developed NAVSTAR Global
Positioning System, a system important to U.S. nuclear-war
fighting strategies. The UN B program was originally developed
for civilian surveying and navigating but now the U.S Armys
Corps of Engineers is listed as one of the civil engineering
departmenfs major clients.
Since 1981, the Pentagon has increased its funding of
research and development in Canada to private and academic
institutions from $i 25,000 (U.S.) to almost $22 million (U.S.) in
1984. This substantial increase, combined with DND's "enhancemenf' plans, will place more pressure on Canadian
universities to accept military funding.

by Ganadian campus-based organizations. Some Canadian
academics have signed petitions that say they will refuse to
v.ork on any SO! contracts, at the urging of campus disarmament
groups. As well, groups on at least two Ganadian campuses
have drafted specific proposals about military research.
MEND at McGill has propcised a screening procedure for
the research funded by military agencies or private corporations
involved in military production. MEND suggests that the university weed out "weapons-directed research" but doesn't propose an outright ban on military research.
The Science for Peace chapter at the University of Waterloo
proposes that all university research and its funding sponsors
should be publicly disclosed and the details made readily
available They would also like to see a ban on weaponsdirected research as well as a ban on contracts from noncanadian military agencies.
With more funding available for military research at a time
when other funding sources are drying up, the legitimacy of
military research is becoming a hot political topic on campuses
across canada The debate is likely to raise questions about the
ethics of research and the obligations of canadian academics
to the larger community. But it is also likely to add academic
voices to the growing criticism of federal government policies
that encourage domestic militarization.

Ken Epps is a peace researchefto, the Waterloo txanch of
Project Pfooghsha/8s,a national disam1Bment
organizationwith
close to 50 /ocaJ goups and
7000 membets. 1he proiecl
wanes
to, peace and socialjustice both ;, Ganadaand a/road by
researchingthe relationshipbetween mHitarismand economic
development; ar,d by proposing
to foreignpolicies.
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If you have any suggestions
for questions regard ing Faculty
Evaluations, please contact.
Chris McIntyre or
Brendon Thompson at the
S.A.C Office
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One last loOk at Lancer
by Brian LeClatr·
This season, for the most part, has
been vety successful for our Lancer
teams. Many of the squads on campus
have distinguished themselves far be·
yond previous finishes.
Amidst their teams' successes, many
players received provincial all-star team
berths and other honours. Let's take a
look at some of these talented Lancers.
and wish them luck in years to come.

All-Stars

Football

*denotes Lancer record

ROB CECILE
Position: Receiver
Hometo\fll! Windsor
Major: 3rd year BusinessAdministration

Key Stats: • Leading receiver-502

MIKEO'NEILL
Position: Linebacker
Hometown: Perth
Major. 2nd year Human Kinetics

yards
e4 touchdowns
• Career record 15 touchdowns receiving
• Reception average of
26.42 yds. per catch*

GRAEMEFLETI
Position: Placekicker
Hometown: Cambridge
Major. fifth year Education

•

KeyStats: eLeadingScorer-51

pts.
e53.23 yd kickoffaverage
e33.61 punting average
e 16 for 16 on converts
• Career records in points,
field goals. converts,
and singles

Key State • Lancer record 97 tackles
(led team)
• Lancer record 7 5 assisted tackles
• 22 solo tackles-,_.

~--~
--~

__

NICK LAVALLE
Position: Defensive Back
Hometown: Windsor
Major. 3rd year Geography

Key Stats: • Lancer record 8 sacks
• Lancer record 2 fumble
recoveries
e65 tackles, either unassisted or solo

Runnlna back Cllrl1 Porter 11about to pt swarmed.

RICHARD HOLLAND
Position: Defensive Back

DAN MOONEY
Position: Offensive Lineman

Hometown: Windsor
Major. 4th year Psychology

Hometown: Windsor
Major. fifth year French
Key Stats: eOffensive Captain

Key Stata: • 21 solo tackles
• 2 fumble recoveries*
• OUAA record 4 interceptions in game
• Lancer record 8 interceptions in season
e2nd team CIAU All-Star

e92% successful blocking

JOHN MUSSELMAN
Poeltton: Coach
Hometown: Windsor
Key Stata: e 1st year as Lancer coach
•Took team to first playoff
game In eight years
• 2 nd place finish in
OUAA West
e5-2 season record
• named OUAA football
coach of the year

111eL--.
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Hockey

DAN MAHON
Position: Forward
Hometown: Maidstone
Major. 1 st year Social Science
Key Stats: • 34 goals
e32 assists
• Second leading scorer
on team
eOUAA West Rookie of
the Year

RICK PICKERSGILL
Position: Forward
Hometown: Windsor
Major. 4th year Human Kinetics
Key State e 1 7 goals
e47 assists (led team)

KENMINELLO
Position: Forward
Hometown: Windsor
Major. 4th year Human Kinetics
Key Stats: e40 goals
e37 assists
• fifth in OUAA scoring
race
e MVP OUAA West
eCIAU 2nd»' team All-Star

RICHARD PALIANI
Position: Goalie
Hometown: leamington
Major. 2 nd year Social Science
Key Stats: e 1282 minutes played
e82 goals against
e3.84 cumulative goals
against average

:~~

ED SMITH
Position: Defense
Hometown: Bala
Major. 2nd year Arts
Key Stats: • 6 goals
e24 assists

TERRY TURNER
Position: Defense
Hometown: Windsor
Major. 4th year Business
Key Stats: • 6 goals
e33 assist~

Soccer
Proto

oot available

WENDY SRIGLEY
Position: Midfield
Hometown: Ridgetown
Major: 4th year Human Kinetics
Key Stats: eTeam co-captain
• scored three goals
• nominated to national
all-star team

Laaccr lltOWI cleft sdcbrork.

LARY JOHNSON
Position: Midfielder
Hometown: leamington
Major. 4th year PoliSci
Key State • solidified lancer midfield
• strong ball handler

JOANNE TRIKOULIS
Position: Forward
Hometown: Windsor
Major. First year Human Kinetics
Key Stats: e Leading scorer-five
goals
• Fifth consecutive year
named to an all-star team

IARRY QUARSHIE
Position: Defense
Hometown: Waterloo
Major. 3 rd year Engineering
Key Stats: • joined team as walk-on
• nominated for national
all-star team
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Men's & Women's

Basketball

WOMEN'S BASKETBAll

.,

COllEEN HOGAN
Posldon: Guard
Hometown: Windsor
Major. Fifth year Human Kinetics
Key Stats: • 5 7 .1% three-pointers
e 16.1 regular season
average
e4.5 rebounds/game
e 18.3 points per game
playoff average

ALISON DUKE
Posldon: Forward
Hometown: Toronto
Major: 3rd year Human Kinetics
Key Stats: el6 .l points/game
es .4 rebounds per game
e46 .1 regular season
shooting percentage
e 14 points per game
playoff aver~ge

JOANNE MCLEAN
Posldon: Coach
Hometown: Windsor
Key Stats: • Third season as head
coach
e Improved team from 310 86/87 record
•Took team to first playoff
appearance in eight years
• Brought team one game
from spot in the national finals
• Named OWIM Basketball Coach of the Year

All Star Alison Duke stretches for the loose ball.

MEN'S BASKETBAll

First Team All-Stars

MATT ST. LOUIS
Posldon: Guard
Hometown: Windsor
Major: 4th year Human Kinetics
Key Stats: e252 total points
• finished fourth in OUM
West (21.0 average)
• second
on all-time
Lancer scoring list
escored 28 three-pointers
e OUM
Golf Silver
Medalist

a

Second Team All-Stars

SCOTT THOMAS
Position: Guard
Hometown: Windsor
Major. 4th year Human Kinetics
Key Stats: e 160 total points
e 18 three-pointers
• finished fourth on alltime Lancer list

CARLO BONIFERRO
Poeldon: Guard
Hometown: Windsor
Major: 3rd year Social Science
Key Stats: e187 total points
e43 rebounds

I

i

I

I

i

I

___j
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Track

Volleyball

..

Position: Setter
Hometown: Windsor
Major. Fifth year Education
Key Stats: • Second nomination to
all-stars
e47 ace serves•
efifth and final year as
Lancer

~'Ii~

CHERYL SMITH
Position: Powerhitter
Hometown: Windsor
Major. 3rd year Human Kinetics
Key Stats: e led team in kills
• 27% spiking efficiency•
• Lancerette of the Week

DOUG TILSON
Hometown: Mississauga
Spedalty: Middle distances and relays
Major. 2 nd year PoliSci
Key Stats: e OUAA Gold medal4x400 relay
• OUAA Silver medal4x800 relay
• OUAA Bronze medal600m
• First ever CIAU Gold
medalist-600 m
--·--·~---·····-

MAXINE WALKES
Hometown:

Hamilton

Specialty: Middle distances and relays
Major: Graduate Economics
Key Stats: • OUAA Silver Medal300m
• OUAA Silver Medal600m
• OUAA Bronze Medal4x200 relay
• CIAU Silver Medal600m•
• CIAU Bronze Medal300m*

Spiker Chris Brecka was also a valuable asset to the women's volleyball team.

Diving

PAUL LAING
Position: Diving Coach
Hometown: Windsor
Key Stats: • Coach for 14 years
• OUAACoach of the Year

Tennis

SUE GlllESPIE
Positions: Singles
Hometown: Toronto
Key Stats: • OUAA Silver Medalist

co
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CAMPUS REC
Women's Basketball
That's right! There's just one week left in regular season
play for women's basketball, but competition still remains
fierce for the top spot in the league.
Holding on to first place by one point are The ExEttes,
with A Bit of Everything in hot pursuit
Only two points separate the remaining teams, so there
should be lots of action next week, as teams jockey for the
best playoff position.
Congrats to Tracy James, of The Slammers, who had an
outstanding game against the Hot Shots.
Tracey scored sixteen points in a winning effort for The
Slammers, including four three-pointers.
Before next game, this is just a reminder to all players to
be on the courts, with PINNEYS ready to play at game time.
Thanks for your support in making this an especially
successful league!

be held on Thursday March 24, 1988. Games will begin at
7:00 p.m. with The Herd vs. The Volleyballers, The
Estoppels vs. The Bumpers, and People's Choice vs. The
Spikers. The Hurricanes will play The Short n' Curly's at
7:30 p.m. The winning team will receive awards, and there
will also be other awards handed out
GOOD LUCK TO ALL THE TEAMS!!!

Intramural Finals
Badminton
Singles

Wednesday March 30

7:00 - 8:00

Basketball
Men's
Women's

Wednesday March 30
Tuesday April 5

8:30-10:30
9:00-10:00

Ball Hockey
(Hands High) Thursday March 31

6:00 - 9:30

Women's Ice Hockey
With only one game left to play in the regular season,
women's ice hockey is slowly coming to an end
On Mon. March 21 st at 11 :00 pm, the Leafs will play the
Horrors.
This crucial game will decide who will play the first place
Basketballers into the playoffs.
To keep track of the playoffs the schedule will be as
follows:
A: Tues. March 22 at 5:00 pm.
B: Wed March 23 at 11:00 pm.
C: Wed March 23 at 12:00 am.
D: Thurs. March 24 at 8:00 pm.
The final playoff schedule will be posted outside the
Campus Ree office. For more information please call us at
2534232 ext. 2456!

c~ Ed Volleyball
The co-ed volleyball single elimination tournament will

This Sunday, the greatest sporting ewmt of the year will
take place in Atlantic City. No, it's not the Superbowl or the
Stanley Cup. It's not even the Olympics. It's the unimitab le
super event they call Wrestlemania IV.
Laugh if you must, but wrestling has become a big
industry for those fortunate enough to get in it.This year's
extravaganza will undoubtedly make more money on this
day, especially when counting the numerous closed circuit
venues, than most of us will see in our lives. So, obviously this
means something to somebody. Without further adieu, then,
let's get to the bottom line-my predictions.
The highlight of the afternoon will certainly be the
elimination tournament, that at its conclusion, will crown the
new, undisputed, heavyweight champion of the world This is
a brilliant move on the part of the WWF, obviously patterned
after the NCAA' s, and a certain money-maker. Here's how it
is going to tum out.
In the first round of competition, Ted "The Million Dollar
Man" DiBiase will defeat the cross-eyed "Hacksaw" Jim
Duggan. Duggan will be disqualified for employing the use of
his trusty sidekick, his two-by-four, which has a higher I.Q.
than Duggan.
In a battle of strongmen, Don "The Rock" Muraco will
battle Canadian Dino Bravo. Assuming both don't get
counted out of the ring, Muraco should be victorious in a
boring match.
DiBiase will then face Muraco. There is no doubt that
DiBiase will win, possibly needing the outside assistance of
his loyal bodyguard Virgil.
After this victory, DiBiase will meet Hulk Hogan. Hogan
will have advanced after defeating Andre the Giant. The
crowd will rejoice with glee after Hogan slams and pins
Andre. There is no way Andre can win. The man has a
problem wrestling one match a week, much less two in the
same day.
The Hulkster/DiBiase match will keep the crowd in an
uproar. Hogan wiU pound on both DiBiase and Virgil,
avenging the controversial defeat he suffered on national TV
to lose the title. Millions oflittle Hulksters will cry tears of joy
as Hogan's arm is raised in victory, and Hulk certainly will
exploit the moment for all it's worth.
The second bracket of the draw should prove just as
entertaining. Ricky "The Dragon" Steamboat will battle
Greg "The Hammer" Valentine. This should be one of the
higher quality contests of the day. The Hammer will sink
Steamboat with his patented elbow drop.
The winner of the Randy "Macho Man" Savage/"The
Natural"Butch Reed (Who makes up these names, anyway?)
match will face Valentine. Savage will take out Reed for his
lady fair, Ms. Elizabeth. Unfortunately, Savage will next find
himself an unfortunate victim of Valentine's famous figurefour leg-lock and be eliminated
• In the battle of the bulge, Barn Barn Bigelow and the One
Man Gang will stretch the ring, and my patience, to its limit.
Bigelow will win, but if anyone has a heart, they both will be
disqualified, and we won't have to suffer the anguish of
watching them any more.
The other match will feature Jake "The Snake" Roberts
against Ravishing Rick Rude. Rude will come away with the
win, but be destroyed by Bigelow in the next match.

Entertainment Lounge downing Delta Chi 30-29, Speed
Demons dumping President's Choice 36-29, Mucker's beading
The Eskimo Pie Heads 34-28 and The Nitwits winning two:
47-46 over The Eskimo Pie Heads and by protest over The
Tropical Wonders. Other two game winners included Bridge

-

-

-

House, Irish and Speed Demons. Other winners of single
games were Spastic Fitts by default over Jack Leavitt Fan
Club, President's Choice, The Supreme Courts by default
over HannaCannaPanna's, Malignant Tumors, Saints, The
Dead Milkmen and Electa Hall by default over The Dead
Milkmen. One game between The Tropical Wonders and
Malignant Tumors was called because of a fight and both "
teams credited with a loss.
Next week: The Final Standings.
CAMPUS RECREATION

CORNER by Grant S. Kruhly

Campus Recreation sponsored its three day badminton
tournament from March l S-17. This was my first experience
at running a sports tourney and one I found very rewarding. If
you are a sports fan, come out and watch the various
tournaments. You will witness some real talent All the
badminton participants were tremendous players, and a real
pleasure to watch and meet
I especially want to thank Miss Suk Ping Cho, supervisor
of special events and sports clubs for Campus Recreation.
Without her sincerity and devotion and constant help, the
tournament could not have take place.
THE CHAMPIONS:

Mr. Simon Wu
Mens Singles:
Mr. Xay Tang and Mr. Jen Liao
Mens Doubles:
Womens Singles: Miss Wing Chan
Miss Janette Chan and Mr. Kwok
Mixed Doubles:
Chan

Men's Basketball
Games going on this past week included Jason's Adult

CONGRATULATIONS
TO EVERYONE WHO
PARTICIPATED

Will

HulkHogan
be ready

for the challenge?
That will pit Bigelow against Valentine for the semi-final
Valentine will use his unscrupulous methods and go boomboom on Barn Barn's head This will set up the title match
between Hogan and The Hammer.
The championship match should be a good one. Both are
veteran wrestlers, and know how to put on a good show.
Hogan will. to the delight of his multitude of screaming Hulka-maniacs, pin Valentine and recapture his title. However,
don't be surprised if DeBiase brings out his bulging money
belt and gets involved in the match one way or another.
By the way, for all you Hulk-a-maniacs, Betty Ford
does have a Hulk rehab centre for those who have become
addicted
It may seem too easy to pick Hogan as the champ of this
tournament. especially since he has been the top dog for a
number of years now. rm sure, though, that the WWF can
find a way to make this championship very interesting.
The other matchups on the card may pale in comparison
to this high drama. but they have interesting things to offer.

Demolition will defeat Strike Force, with the use of Mr.
Fuji's powerful cane, to become tag team champions.
In a very interesting match, Brutus "The Barber"
Beefcake will use Jimmy Hart's megaphone to knock out the
Honky Tonic Man. He will then cut Honky's hair, and Shell
Oil will begin drilling on it to get the valuable petrol out.
However, the coveted inter-continental belt will not change
hands.
In other matches, Matilda the bulldog will chew on Bobby
Heenan and the Islanders, Harley Race will defeat either
Hillbilly Jim or the Junltyard Dog in the battle royale, and
Hercules will pin the Ultimate Warrior.
Well, there you have my predictions for the soap opera of
the year. You can turn in those tickets for the closed circuit
broadcast and use your time more wisely.
So until Wrestlemanla V, remember all you budding
Hulksters: train hard, take those vitamins, and say your
prayers.O
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ALLOWED

Peterson slippery on student issues
Wood said the Premier did not
answer a previous question on the
same topic.
"He totally ignored it Didn't
address
the question," Wood said
t was all you ever
wanted to hearabout "He was trying to avoid it (the
the Free Trade and subject) as much as possible.''
Students' Administrative Co111r
Meech Lake agreecil
VP
Communications Chris McInments, but not a
tyre was also less than impressed
word on students' concerns.
Ontario's liberal Premier David with Peterson's answers.
"Anytime a politician says trust
Peterson was at the U. of W.'s
me,
I'm concerned," he said about
Moot Court Friday, March 25 to
give a short speech and answer the Premier's responses on the conquestions. His speech was about servation corps. McIntyre was one
the Free Trade agreement with the of a small group of demonstrators
United States, while the Meech trying to call Peterson' s attention to
Lake Accord was his favourite topic the underfunding of the university
education system.
during the question period.
McIntyre was also critical of
Students' concerns about a promisedswnmertimeCX)ffiCIV8ttOllaxps, the Premier's handling ofhis question
housing and South African divest- on student housing.
"I thought it was general, nonment received vague replies from
specific and intended to placate me
the Premier.
without committing the government
"You got to have a little faith,"
Petersentoldreportersairiouswhether to anything," he said "But at least
his government will keep the promise he seemed to acknowledge there is
he made during last summer's elec- a problem," McIntyre added
MB,madeaa-,Nlllt1battba8
tion campaignto spendS11 million
to create a conservation corps. The hasn't been a residence built in 20
program was to employ 3000students years ( in Ontario) which is not
to clean up shoreline debris, study .totally accurate," McIntyre said
wetlands, and work in the backwoods The University of Windsor built
Cartier Hall using its own financing
of Ontario during the summer.
during this past summer, so Peterson
The question period garnered
was "technically correct"' because
no better response from Peterson
the university did not get money
on the subject
"He just nodded bis head and from the province, he said
The refrain was much the same
said its in the development stage"
from
Students Against Apartheid
when asked about the need for
action soon on the corps idea for member Peter ljeh on the issue of
this summer, said David Wood, a divestment from South Africa.
"He didn't answer the question,"
member of the local environmental
ljeh
said Peterson had answered
group Oean Water Alliance. Wood
said Peterson told him he would ljeh'squestionon whetherto divest
have an announcement soonon the theprovincialgovernment'spension
planwitha noo-commital
statement
corps.
by Arthur Gosselin

iL

"We're putting out the normal
message," Peterson said He said
the government is considering divestment
Ijeh said that what the Ontario
government is doing now is a "very
up front thing" that is noticeable,
giving the example of banning South
African wine from Ontario liquor
stores. He said he wants divestment to go further, to ban trade with
South Africa
"If the Ontario government would
set an example by divesting their
pension funds," others may follow,
said ljeh.
In bis favourite question topic,
Peterson emphasized the importance
of Quebec's becoming an official
partner in the constitution and Ontario' s involvement in the Meech
Lake~
whichmadeitposd)le.
"You can see our fingerprints
all over it," he said Petersoodescn'bed
as a "gaping wound" the previous
statusof the constitutionwith Quebec
not a signator of it
-~" I don't think you're going to,...J
.:;:;,..;;;;;:~
INI--...Zll&&ofpawerlll .......
cial governments in the Supreme
Court," he said in defence of the
agreement Peterson also defended
the recognition of Quebec as a
"distinct society".
"There isn't anybody who has
read Canadian history that doesn't
know Quebec is different." he said
"It's a statement of fact"
But on whetherthe clause creates
a special legal status for Quebec,
Peterson thinks that it is a point for
the experts and legal advisors to
deal with.
In his speech on the Free Trade
agreement. Peterson set out the
reasons Ontario is against the pact
and criticized it heavily. D

"Anytime a politician says
trust me, I'm concerned"
Chris McIntyre
SAC v.p.-communications

Home economics
facing curtain call
by Rob Croley

and the Senate.
The new program, to be called
family studies, would take effect
nJessadministrators this September. The current home
have a big change
economics department. which conof heart real soon,
tains 59 full-time majors and six
the University of faculty this semester, would be
Windsor will have phased out over a three-year period
anewinterdisciplinm SocialScience allowing for the graduation of all
program next fall.
majors and the retention of all
The Faculty of Social Science faculty and support staff',according
executive committee passed three to the motions.
motions March 16 which will likely
But some students and faculty
spell the demise of the university's
are still skeptical.
home economics department. and
"The whole process has been
replaceit with a newprogramwhich very, very unfair," said home ecowill include some home economics rxmadeplt1mnh.t UndaMdCay.
coursesalong with others from soci"We have been batteredand
ology and psychology.
robbed by the samepeoplewho are
The
all movedby Social now saying'youdon'tbave anything
Sciencri)ean Zbipiew Fallenbucbl, so you have to pp,"' she aid.
muststill beapproved
by theUlliverThe department lost its honours
sity's academw
planning committee See HOME on pa1e 10.

UJ
moaons.

Lance photo by Tom Pidgeon

The Unlvenlty Centre received the new furniture and piano for Its remodelled lobby. John Otto
plays piano man above.
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ARTS
AprN 2-May 15
- Coven Atkins: The Winnipeg Years an exhibition
examining Atkins' developmental years at the Art
Gallery of Windsor.
April 9-May 22

- Larry Towelt Nicaragua, El Salvador, Guatemala.
Photograph exhibition at the Art Gallery of Windsor.
- Richard Pottruff: Drawings of technology, militarism,
and aggression at the Art Gallery of Windsor.
- Patterson Ewan: The Montreal Years at the Art
Gallery of Windsor.

THEATRE/CINEMA
Aprll 1 • 2

- Tokyo Olympiad plays at the Detroit Rim Theatre.
Call (313) 832-7676 for details.
Aprll 3
- Blind plays at the Detroit FilmTheatre. call (313) 8327676.

April I
- Matter of Heart a film on the journey of Carl Jung into
the soul of man will be shown at 8 pm Firday, in room
1120 Erie Hall. Students and faculty $2, other $3.
MUSIC
Aprlll.
9
-Andre Gagnon with the WindsorSymphony play light
classical music at 8 pm in the Cleary Auditorium. For
tickets and info call 973-1238 .

Aprll 10
-University Singers Annual Spring Concert in the
Auditorium of the Art Gallery at 3 pm.

Lance phot o by Tom Pidgeon

Aprll 9

le 7 avrtl
OCETERA
Aprll 2

- EasterVigil mass will be held at 10 pm at Assumption
University.

-La Maison Franc;:aiseet le Departement de Franc;:ais -Ages and Stages presented by the Windsor Feminist
vous presente AWi, en spectacle 21 rOO, $3, Madame
Theatre at 8 pm at the Art Gallery of Windsor. $6 at the
Vanier, Vanier Hall.
door, $5 seniors and students. For info call 256-1497 .
Aprll 13

Aprll3

Aprll 6

- Easter Sunday Mass of the Resurrection will be
celebrated at 10:30 bringing to a conclusion the Holy
Week celebrations at Assumption University.

- Byron Rourke, psychology professor, will give a
lecture in the ChryslerAuditorium of the Art Gallery at 8
pm on "Our Children, Our Society, Our University."

- The Communication Studies Department presents
Broadcast Day, a class project of 40-317 (Intermediate
TelevisionProduction) over the UniversityCable System.
3-5 pm. More details to follow ...
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Superpowers find their power 'waning'
by Arthur Gosselin
omestic pres_sures
and a more mterdependent world are
forcing the superpowers to come to
terms with each other.
"Both (the United States and
Soviet Union) are finding their
Power to shape events waning" in a
more interdependent world, Georgetown University professor and
researcher John Halstead said in
the second of his lectures in the
Moot Court, March 24.
Halstead, a former Canadian
ambassador to both West Germany
and NA TO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization), is this year's recipient
of the Paul Martin professorship of
lnterpational Affairs and Law. The
award was named after the former
Canadian external affairs minister
and Windsor-Walkerville MP.
In the lecture entitled "A new
concept of security," Halstead said
the Soviet Union is trying to restructure its economy and reform
its political system, which he said
requires the Soviet Union to
moderate its foreign policy by
becoming less confrontational.
"It's the nuclear arsenals of the
superpowers that hold the most
danger," Halstead said Nuclear
weapons have changed the nature
of war because there are enough of
them now to destr oy the human
race. A deterrence based on fear,
popularly known as the balance of
terror, must stay balanced to be

useful, he said
He said in principle the international system is basedon collective
security but "in practice the international system is an anarchy" of
self-centred states. The West
(NA TO) must make the best of the
situation, Halstead said
NATO was formed as a resu lt
of the destruction of the United
Nation idea of collective security
via the great power veto, he said.

what they believe in, he said, and
to make the cost of attack too high.
therefore he wants to strengthen the
"NATO's success has now bepolitical component of NATO.
come one ofits problems," Halstead
Halstead said his concept of
said, since no attack has taken
security calls for encouraging the
place in Europe by the Soviet Union,
Soviet Union to become more
NATO's main adversary. He said
the Soviet Union has gained a involved in the international monebalance militarily with the Western
tary system and mutual confidence
states but not an edge. The West
building
through
non-military
has lost its former edge, he said, cooperation in science, culture, and
and the "balance is dynamic, not business.
The military goals of his concept
static" between the two sides.
he said, are a drastic reduction of
Halstead said the United States
nuclear weapons and nuclear tests,
is now using a flexible response
type of defence allowing the the negotiation of a clear interprethreshold at which nuclear weapons tation of the ABM (Anti-Ballistic
would be used in high level conflict
Missile) Treaty, and a reduction of
The growing threat to the United conventional forces.
States by Soviet missile forces
Halstead said the use of technomakes a first strike less and less logical solutions is wrong because
credible, he said
is complicates security problems.
On the other hand, Halstead
SDA (the Strategic Defence
said. the European members of Initiative known as "Star Wars"),
NA TO want the nuclear threshold
ror example, offers no assurance
low to prevent both a conventional
that it will be mutual and invites the
and a nuclear war because they Soviets to invent new weapons to
would both end in the destruction of circumvent it. he said
Europe.
"One side's security carmot be
The nuclear dilemma is the real bought at the cost of the other's
problem and the only way to solve insecurity," Halstead said
The great powers are China, the
it is to change the situation, otherwise
The reductions are not designed
Soviet Union, the United States,
the split between the United States to disarm the West and don't sugBritain and France, and they occupy
and Europe will widen, he said
gest an end to NATO or the Warsaw
the five permanent seats on the
The West must start shaping its Pact (the Soviet counterpart to
United Nations security council,
own agenda and not just react to NA TO). but to have the forces
the highest international governing
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev's
balanced at a lower and safer level,
body.
proposals because the biggest danger he said. The concept also does not
Halstead described NATO as a to the alliance is a loss of purpose, mean there will be no more nuclear
success because the allian ce p~re-,!_
-= H
~_al=stead s aid. Since the threa t of weapon s in the world, there will be
vented war. He said that to deter the Soviet Union is no lonpr ffllClear weapons.
acceptable as a reason for NATO's
"We can't put the genie back in
existence, the Alliance must show the bottle," he said. 0
war a country must be strong enough

University ready to claim long lost faculty
by Sharon Hill
rom her home, University of
Windsor student
Sheila
Meddins can see the family
of tall university buildings
that clutter the skyline.
But getting to her first class of the day
does not mean walking a few blocks to those
buildings. It means driving nine kilometres to
the Faculty of Education in south Windsor .
Although the Faculty of Education is a
part of the University of Windsor, it does not
feel like it
"You're isolated out there," Meddins
said. "It'~ iust a building in the middle of a
field"
Most people in Windsor do not know
where the Faculty of Education is, she said.
The faculty is located at 600 Third
Concession near the E. C. Row Expressway
and Dougall Road
BecauseMealinsworksin thebiologydepartment on the main campus between classes,
she makes the ten minute trip to the faculty of
education twice a day.
"I waste a heck of a lot of time," she said
Faculty of Education Dean Wilf lnnerd
also finds the separate campus inconvenient
"It's awkward," said lnnerd, who often
attends meeting<,on the main campus. '' Another
dean just walks across the campus, but I drive
15 minutes."
But that inconvenience is only one of the
many problems professors and students face
at the faculty of education.
The faculty has outgrown its two story
building. A cloakroom near the main lobby
and other storerooms are being used as
offices. The education library grew to60,000
books forcing the library to expand onto the

gymnasiumbalcony.
It is very crowded and in some classes
students sit on ledges because there are not
enough seats, Meddins said.

The faculty currently has about 342
students studying to be primary or secondary
school teachers. It also offers programs for
117 graduate students and improvement courses
at night for about 600 teachers.
Not all of those people attend classes at
the same time. About 500 students would be
in the building in one day, Innerd said.
But there are other problems with the
building. It does not include an elevator for
the handicapped.
The gym leaks and many classrooms do
not have curtains, Meddins said
"No funding goes into that building to
keep it up.'' she said. "It's falling apart."
The building is 25 years old. It housed the
Windsor Teacher's College for seven years
until the f acuity of Education moved into the
building in 1970.

the facilities enough for the money she pays
in student fees.
"It's a waste paying about $100 for
facilities you don't use,'' she said
The isolated faculty can also separate
students from the social part of campus life.
The education students have a social
director that organizes separate social activities,
Meddins said.
The solution to these problems is two to
three years away. Part of a new campus
buildingproject includes selling the old teacher's
college building and moving the faculty of
education to the business building on the
main campus.
In February,
University ofWmdscrpresident
Ron Ianni announced the $16 million fund
raising campaign to pay for the project
He said construction of a new business

A larger building is only one of the advantages of
moving on campus. " ...the move will also give education students and staff more of a sense of belonging."
But more than just the building is old
Fifteen of the school's 25 computers are
outdated.
And the school does not have enough
computers. A class of 40 students has to
share 12 computers, Meddins said This
forces some students to use the computer
centre on the main campus.
But not all students travel to the main
campus to use the facilities there.
"Some students may never go onto the
main campus," lnnerd said
Medd.ins said some education students
did not know the faculty was part of a
university until she offered them a ride to the
main campus.
Although Meddins uses the library on the
main campus, she said she does not get to use

building will start next year and could be
finished by the fall of 1990.
When that facility is completed the F acuity
of Education will move into the 13 year-old
Business Building on Sunset Avenue.
Since
education
situation
garageis

the move will add more than 300
students to an alreadytight parting
on campus, Ianni said a parking
part of the building plan.

E.ducation closer to the university"s facilities.
including the library, the computer centre,
the student centre. and the athletic facilities
at the St Denis Centre.
Ianni said the move will also give education
students and staff "more of a sense of
belonging."
It will be easier for education professor to
get together with their colleagues and know
what is going on in the University, he said
The move will also give the education
professors a chance to work with professors
from other faculties on joint research projects,
he said
Students will also benefit They will be
able to enrol! in courses offered by other
departments.
This means the faculty of education could
offer a concurrent program where students
could work on two degrees at the same time,
lnnerd said
The current program is a consecutive one
where students must earn a degree before
going to the Faculty of Education for their
bachelor of education.
The move to a larger building will not
mean an increase in the size of the faculty's
program.
lnnerdsaidhe will not be ableto significantly
increase the number of students accepted
into the one-year program because that is
limited by the number of available practiceteaching positions. Each student needs four
and there is a province-wide problem in
getting practice teachers, be said.
While the faculty may not get bigger,
Innerdexpects it will get better.

The Faculty of Business has outgrown its
current facility but the three story building
will provide more thanenoughroomfor the
faculty of education, Ianni said

"It's like a sports team getting a new
stadium," be said '' They always do betterin
the new stadium. I think we'll be better."

For the Faculty of Education a larger
building is only one of the advantages of
moving on campus.
Being on campus would put the F acuity of

Meddinswho graduates this year but it will

That long-awaited move will not affect
benefit future students when the Faculty of
Education finally joins the family of university
buildingson the main campus.D
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Father knows best.
Regardless of whether the program slated to replace
the U of Ws current home economics department (see
story, page 1) will better prepare students for the
challenges of tomorrow's job market, the paternalistic
fashion in which the decisions were made has left many
students wondering just what kind of a voice they have on
this campus.
The phasing out of the home economics department
has been in the works for some time. The department lost
its honours program two years ago, and has faced a battle
of attrition ever since. The faculty who operate the
department have insisted upon the discipline's validity
academically and professionally. They feel the program is
the victim of societal stereotypes: home economics
courses teach students how to cook and sew. In truth, the
courses offered by the department, such as interior
design, textiles, and nutrition are not "bird" courses as
they are popularly perceived to be. Students say they are
both challenging and demanding.
But, unfortunately, the trend among Canadian universities is toward the creating of programs geared to
applicable research. Programs which cannot compete in
the fiercely competitive research world cannot compete
in the even more competitive world of university funding.
The home economics department has seen its coffers
squeezed to the point of no return. To bring it back to life
would require the influx of heavy funding-and
the
University has said it would not do this at the expense of
other departments. The fact that home economics has
already lost chunks of its funding in favour of other
departments is the writing on the wall.
We do not argue that the current home economics
department is not a valuable facet of this University. To do
so would be to overlook the concern of many current
home economics majors who feel the heart of the department will be lost forever. They are probably correct: the
interdisciplinary program slated to replace the department will combine some home economics courses with
others in the social sciences, such as sociology and
psychology. This is nothing new; Canadian universities
have been making similar departments more researchoriented. It is perhaps best for the department to
recognize this trend and adjust accordingly-or face the
loss of everything home economics has ever had to offer

at this University.
Other interdisciplinary programs here, such as international relations, have gone on to prove themselves
popular and academically viable. Students receiv< a
broad range of training (isn't that what University is all
about these days?) from economics to political science,
with options available for learning a second (or third or
fourth) language. All of which makes for a diploma a little
tougher to sneeze at.
Thus, although we hope the new program will contain
the best of the old, it is not its replacement we object to. It
is, rather, the way in which the demise of home economics
(and its subsequent replacement) was arrived at. Students
weren't consulted.
We do not pretend to think students are the ones on
top of the latest trends and developments in postsecondary education-at
least not to the degree that
administrators and faculty should be. It is the student's
job to fulfil! course requirements to the best of his/her
ability, and likewise it is the job of faculty and administrators
to provide the best possible range and quality of courses
to the students who help pay their salaries.
Most students majoring in home economics were
quite unaware how close their department was to expirationmany knew something was up but a frightening number
knew nothing about it. Some read about it forthe first time
in the February4 edition of the Lance. One came up to our
office to say he'd just registered into the program in
January and was not informed by the registrar that the
program was in jeopardy.
Also, a committee struck to complete a fact-finding
mission into the future of the program contained no
representatives of the department, and no women-this
in a department where all six faculty members are female.
No meetings were held where home economics students
could air their concerns. There was simply no dialogue
between those who are spending some of the most
important years of their productive lives dedicated to this
discipline and those who are empowered to make the big
decisions on this campus.
Students, let these events be a lesson when it comes
time for big changes in your faculty or department. Don't
expect to have a say in your future-unless of course
you've the nerve to actually speak up...but that's another
editorial.O

T E BLOODBOIL
Liberalstrategists are trying to determine how the death of party
leader John Turner will affect their chances at the polls. Key
membersof the party power structure note the timing could not have
been much better.
"We expect an election call for this September," said senator
Keith Davey after a campaign tactics session in Ottawa yesterday.
"Between now and then, we won't appoint an interim leader, and the
other parties will find it impossible to question his style, his ethics, or
bis policy direction. ..
Still, not all Liberals are so upbeat.
House leader Herb Gray called the loss of Turner "a grievous
blow to our electoral fortunes."
"He was just coming off an absolutely smashing demonstration in
WindlOr," Gray said. "And now, this happens. I think the country
wants leadership, and here we are, with no leader at all to offer
them."
However, Gray acknowledgedthe party's debt ofS45.7 billion
trillion pzillion makes any leadership contest to choose a successor
unlikely before the election.
Pollster Angus Reid said the party's popularity could go either
way. A week ago, his natioaal survey put the Liberals dead last,
behind the frontrunning New Democrats and Tories, and just a few
percentage points ahead d the MarxistLeninist Party of Canada.
"Let's face it, Turner wasn't exactly Mr. Popularity," Reid said.
"This way, the party ha goUen rid dhim without having to resort to
a lot d messy bactroom llkullduggery. It could be a great stroke of
luck for the Ubenla."
On the other, Reid admitted, it could make the Liberals a
laugbing stoct.
"Think bow the media picked on Joe aart just for losing bis
lugqe," Reid said. "Now Turner pa 1111d
dieL People are bound
to It.art utiD&tbemselvea, [$ lsea wimp. or wluJI?"
In fact, an intensely partisan PrimeMinisterBrian Mulroney
aeema poiled to makethe most of bis opponent's death. Earlier
today, be moc:ted Turner'sabsence from QuestionPeriodin the

Houae d Commons

KEVIN JOHNSON
"What's the matter, little baby fall down and go boom?" he
jeered, to the applause of Conservative members of parliament.
"You had an option, sir. You could have said no."
Despite the setback, Turner loyalists are prepared to stand by
their champion.
"Let the people of Canada rest assured that John Turner will
never, especially now, sign the socalled free trade agreement with the
United States," said Gray during a press conference on the issue
today.
And Michel Robinet, a Quebec lieutenant, echoed the praise of
his leader.
·· Alive or dead, John Tu~er is still the best choice for Prime
Minister of this great nation," he said. "Except maybe Jean
Chretien."
However, doubts were cast on the sincerity of these statements
when it was discovered that aides had tried to cover up the news of
Turner's passing.
1be first indication that the Opposition Leader was dead came
when a parliamentary page noticed that Turner was, in fact, only
sitting up straight because he had been nailed to his Commons seat.
New Democrat Nelson Riis asked for Turner's expulsion on a
point of personal privilege, and House speaker John Fraser refused
the explanation from Turner's parliamentary secretary that he was
just tired out after a long squawk.
"It is the considered judgement of the speaker of this assembly
that the hooorable member from Vancouver Quadra is in fact,

bleeding demised," Fruer coocluded.
1be ruling touched off a storm orcontroversy, as WinnipegMP
Lloyd Axworthy accused Fraser of showing favouritism to the
governmentparty.
"H this wu a cabinet ministerhere, I believe theSpeakerwould
look theother way," be toldreport.en outside the Commons.He has
since retractedbis remarb and offeredan apologyto Fraser.
"fm sorryhe's 110biased," Axworthysaid, apparendysincerely.
Fraser accepted the apologyand al.lowedAiworthy to retake bis
place in the Commonstoday.

This evening, in a rare scrum session with journalists, Mulroney
attacked media coverage of Turner's death.
"Why are you protecting him? Why don't you give him the same
sort of news as you give us? Mulroney asked chastened reporters.
"You're all out to get me. Hthis was me, you'd splash it all over the
front page. For him, nothing."
Indeed, no major media outlet has given prominence to Turner's
latest slip up.
The CBC, both radio and television, have thus far carried no
stories on the subject Ditto its competitors. Of the daily newspapers,
only the Globe and Mail had any coverage at all, and that came in the
Personals section of the Classified Ads.
Thank you, SL Jude, for intercession and prayers granted read
the text of an insert widely assumed to refer to Turner's death, which
ran in yesterday's national edition.
Journalists defended their suppression of the news.

"Loot, we can't engage in that sort of mudslinging in an election
year." said Montreal-based columnist Claire Hoy. "It would be
unfair, it might prejudice the election, and besides, it's not really
newsworthy.
"I mean it's not like the guy is gay, or something."
Potential Lil>eral candidates in the upcoming contest express
little concern over the harm this might have on the campaign.
"John has p ridofdialwoodendelivery,thole quirky movements,
that nervousair,"said Magna International
president Frank Stronach.
"He's going to do great, and rm looking forward to serving in his
cabinet."
Former party president Iona Campapola agreed.
"No more bwnpatting for Jocko. It's a great improvement, and I
think Canadians will appreciatethe contrast with Mulroney," she
said.
Unfortunately, not all voters are convinced.
"Instead of following the straight and narrow, rm taking the
broad and bent Get it? Broadbent, like the NOP guy," jolted
Windsor filmmaker John May.0
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Don't touch that dial. .. they're back!
by August Horvath

he fact that I am in training to

IIJ

becxxnea socialscientistshluld,

I suppose, provide me with
some resistance to falling prey
to some of the popular misconceptions of our time. The misconception that
human society is progressing in some kind of
a positive direction, and that such progress
can be observed within a short span of years,
is among these. Sure, I know intellectually
that people's tastes haven't advanced much
since the gladitorial combats of ancient Rome,
and indeed that in some respects we have lost
ground since then.
Deep down, though. in the uncertain
recesses of my mind in which the boundary
between "what is" and" what should be" can
be mercifully blurred, lurks some sense that I
can remember society being not as good as it
is now, even a few years back. It is a primal
sense, I think; it helped us to survive when we
were savages grubbing for food in the unforgiving savannahs, and life really was not too
damn good at all, and was not going to get any
better. The human race might have died from
abject despair if not for this sense. Now and
then, however, we get jolted back to the
reality that society doesn't improve much
within a lifetime.
I received such a jolt the other day, when
I read in the newspaper that the Fox Broadcasting Company is preparing to remake the
TV series Charlie's Angels. This news is
enough to rid even the most lightheaded
optimist of the delusion that society is improving.
What makes the situation worse is that Fox
plans to enhance the show's worst features
by adding afourth bubblehead to the cast and
by creating a scenario which is even more
asinine that that of the original series. Contemplating stupidity on this level actually has the
same mind-boggling qualities as the discussion
of degrees of infinity and certain abstract
metaphysical concepts.
1be real condemnation of society, however,
comes not from the resurrection of Angels damning as that is - but from the fact that Fox
had only to come to Detroit looking for
"talent" to attract hundreds of young women
eager to be known to all the world as
brainless bits of meat, beamed electronically
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to homes across North America for the
gratification of males sufficiently lacking in
creativity that they need to resort to television
for theirfantasy-fodder. Windsor Star editor
Karen Hall's characterization of the event as
a "cattle call" glances (gently, oh so gently)
off of the central reason why shows such as
Charlie's Angels and other pornography and let's face it, pornography has nothing to
do with nudity- will survive the efforts of the
censors and the feminists and the Biblethumpers and whoever else tries to kill them.
Three things will always exist which ensure
the continued existence of titilating television:
(1) good-loo)cjng young women willing to
become fantasy-fodder, (2) men who see
good-looking young women as fantasy-fodder,
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Dear Editor,
I'd like to comment on a strange occurrence
here at our University of Windsor, namely, the
renovation of the first floor of the University
Centre.

~IX

My, what an interesting design. Little art deco
lamps, a nice shade of pastel pink - even little
people-repellant chairs (you can't sit on them
because they're at exact opposite angles to the
human body). The prize: a baby grand.
Does the University think this is the Grand
Omni? Every time I walk in I feel like I should don
a mink ( ick) and wait for a limo. Like, where's the
bell boys? "You're in suite l 00, where the carpets
are revolting and the walls are punched in. .. "
Where could this be?
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and ( 3) producers willing to bring the goodlooking young women into the living rooms of
the hungry. uncreative men, and to reap the
tremendous profits that can accrue therefrom
If there has been any societal progress on
this front in the past few decades, it has been
expressed in a slight balancing of the genders
that occasionally sees good-looking young
men beamed into the living rooms of hungry,
uncreative women.
fm not really interested in analyzing
sexy TV from the perspective of who is
exploiting whom, since I am not sure that I
know what people who attempt such analyses
mean by" exploitation" and rm not convinced
that they do either. fd also feel pretty hypocritical berating anyone for evaluating young
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members of his/her gender of interest on the
basis of physical attractiveness and deriving
pleasure from the observation of same, since
I myself am not immune to the enjoyment of
such activities, don't know of anyone who is.
and wouldn't consider such immunity particularly laudable. What I object to, I suppose,
about Charlie's Angels-like programming is
not so much the titilation factor as the undisguised, unsophisticated,just plain insultingly
stupid manner of its presentation. Titilation
and even pornography in society are sad
things in the sense that their existence points
to( and, it might be argued, is made necessary
by) systematic sexual repression in our society,
but stupidity is more difficult to justify by any
socio-cultural rationale. 0

Pro-choice a/a/lacy?
by Michael Taylor

In your March 17 issue of the Lance
was yet another unobjective article on the
issue of abortion. This article, by Garth
little, attempts to "rationalize" the reader
into adopting a pro-murder stance. While
Next time you saunter through our new posh
criticizing pro-life people as not objectively
lobby, slide down to Suite 100, CJAM. Where the
examining the issue, Garth proceeds to
carpets never get vacuumed, the clock went to get
write a completely one-sided article in
fixed a week ago(itfell right off the wall) and never
favour of abortion.
returned, mice are part of the regular staff, and the
This article stated that most pro-life
walls are crying for a paintbrush. There isn't even
propaganda attempts to:
any heal The facility is far below the standardsof
" .. .'gorrify' the reader into adopting
an FM station, or even a healthy office.
an anti-choice stance ... employ( ing) loaded
The irony in this is that as I go to my crummy
tenn such as 'innocent', 'helpless', and
little taped together desk at CJAM every morning.
'unborn child' to make an emotional appeal
I get to walk through the reception lobby and see
people sit aimlessly and watch the janitor fertilize
for the 'rights' of a fetus taking precedence
the lawn. How nice that these people can sit in such
over those of an adult female human
fresh luxury and be idle.
being."
Most pro-life propaganda tries to
Don't get me wrong-I'm glad the University is
show people the fact that babies are
trying to give off a better image. But how do they
human once they are conceived Some of
think politicians, or international bands, or even
this propaganda uses facts about the vital
personnel think of the University when they sit in a
~ chairand speak intoa duct-taped
microphone? organs, the feet and hands, the fingerprints•
or other evidences of physical humanity
'Nuff said. I'm sure the University w1Il totally
to help show that the unborn are human
ignore this entire concept.
babies. Other pro-life propaganda state
Students: next time you pay tuition and such,
think about the many useless things your money I the true facts about abortion, not in an
really goes to.
effort to "gorrify" anyone, but simply to
show the realistic facts of how the unborn
Caerl Bcnraillo
are murdered. The tenns 'innocent'.
News Director
'helpless', and 'unborn' are simply truths
CJAM·FM

about the state of the living baby before
birth.
People who are for abortion call themselves pro-choice. What a fallacy! Antichoice would be a much more accurate
description since pro-abortionists completely neglect to take the choice of the
unborn child into account No pro-life
person has ever said, to my knowledge,
that the rights of a fetus take precedence
over the rights of the mother or any other
human being. The fetus, as a living human,
should have full human rights, equal to
those of other children. The mother should
not have the right to kill the child in her
womb just as she does not have the right to
kill the child after birth.
WhatI don't understand is how anyone
can love and adore a newly-born human
baby yet condone the murder of an unborn
human baby only months, weeks, even
days younger!
In conclusion I would just like to state
a fact that most pro-abortionists either
don't realize or simply ignore. From the
moment of conception, there is a human
child in the body of the mother. Anyone
realizing that the baby, even while still
inside the mother, is actually human and
alive. simply caMot condone abortion.
Sure women have certain rights pertaining
to their own welfare. but unborn babies
should too. 0
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he baby boomers
aren't babies any
more .
The average age
of society is increasing at such a rate that the
emphasis placed on youth today
must be changed to suit a predominantly older population.
This was the theory behind a
speech given last Thursday by Betty
Friedan, well-known author and
pioneer of the women's movement
Friedan was in Windsorspeaking
to a group of some 800 people on
the research she is currently involved
with in the writing of her latest
book,The Foundation of Age, which
tries to explain and change the
attitudes of society toward the aged
Elderly people have more of an
advantage living in this decade
because they are " moving into an
age of greater possibilities." Retirement is now seen as a time of
activity and exploration, she said
Friedan is upset with the tradi tional way of thinking where the
aged are seen as being no longer
useful to society , and the " obsession of youth " is accepted as the
norm.
There are great similarities
between the" aging movement'' and
the beginnings of the women's
movement, Friedan said. The aged
are being accepted as a more
valuable part of the community.
She noted, however, that there was
still a very long way to go because
of a continued trend in society to
deny the personhood of the aged.
Friedan said there was a very
narrow train of thought that exists
where " age is seen as a denial of

tonce pholo by Tom Pidgeon

Friedan.

youth " and it is this misconception
that must be changed so that we are
able to see the aging process as
something to be looked forward to.
Research into understanding
the aging process is a new field to
science , Friedan said, and there is
much more to be learned. Current
attempts to help the aged fall quite
short of what is needed, she said
There is very little money going
into the actual research of any
practical issues concerning the aged,
she said, and most research is done
in the hope of finding a cure for
Alzheimer's disease, or in studying
the necessity of nursing homes.
She said she found it frustrating
that this research was being conducted when only five per cent of
the aged community suffers from
Alzheimer's and only five per cent
live in nursing homes.
In the interest of her new book,
Friedan is researching the aged
from a new perspective. She is
stud ying the group of people aged

sixty and over " not in relation to
aging," but as a single unit unto
themselves .
Friedan also talked about the
anniversary of her first book The
Feminine Mystique, written 25
years ago and seen as the beginning
of the women's movement
After all the years that have
passed, Friedan says she 's still
committed to the women 's movement The battle for equality has
been going on for over twenty years ,
and since then there has been a
dramatic change in women, she
said.
Friedan remembers when women
were defined "solely on the basis of
their sexuality to men. " This was
during the time when the suburb
was better known as the " sexual
ghetto, " Friedan said

In the ten years after her first
book was relesed, Friedan was
active in the organization of the
women's movement, saying the focus
of the movement was to " break
down barriers and open doors for
women in employment " Contrary
to popular belief , the women 's
movement was not a "war of
women against men." If that were
the case, Friedan said, there could
be no winner. The problem in that
time was the denial of the personhood
of women, she said
Friedan remains politically
active in her efforts to raise the
standard of living for working
parents. At this moment, she has
put forth to the U.S. Congress new
legislation for childcare and parental
leave for working parents.
Among Friedan's honours are a
1982 award for Author of the Year
and a 197 5 awar d for Humanist of
the Year.0

Student's Administrative Council is Now
Accepting Applications For the 1988-1989
School Year. The Available Positions Are
As Follows:
Vice President Finance
Vice President University Affairs
Vice President External Affairs
Women's Issues Co-ordinato r
Residence S.A.C. Liason Co-ordinator
Chairperson of S.A.C.
Chief Electoral Officer
Co-Entertainment Co-ordinator
Submit Applications To Ken Alexander, President; Heidi
Vlahantones, Vice-President Administration Elect.
1i iiiia\ Deadline for submissions by Monday, April 11, 1988 4:00 pm.
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Canterbury College neighbour losing bid
by Kevin Johnson
Despite the ruling of the Ontario
Municipal Board that Canterbury
College is not a school, a dispute
over its construction of a new student residence may be academic.
Sunset A venue resident Douglas
White lives across the street from
the 60 -student residence, already
under construction.

The new Canterbury College residences on Sunset.

p tio to

bv Tom Pidgeon

lj.e objects to a decision by city
officials to allow the college to proceed with construction in contra -

ventlon of zoning by laws, believing
it will alter the character of the
neighbourhood.
Arguing the college is an educational institution, the Windsor planning department granted an allowance
for the residence to be placed one
metre from the property line, rather
than the standard six metre limit.
The municipal board agreed with
White's assertion that the college's
prime function is residential and
religious instead of educational.
In order to allow the building
contractor, Woodall Construction,
time to prepare for the suit. the

A PACK OF LIES ·

Ontario Supreme Court has put off
a scheduled March 16 hearing date
until next wee~ but Canterbury
Collegepresident David McWilliams
does not expect a decision until late
April.
By then, the case may have been
decided elsewhere.
City Council will consider
amendments to the zoning provisions of the university and its affiliated colleges, including Canter bury, this month. The changes will
correct what officials call an "over sight", allowing Canterbury to go
ahead with its plans. D

D. DEXTER FINISTERIS

How we get things done around here:
Efforts towards restructuring programs available at the
University of Windsor took on an unexpected sense of
urgency this Tuesday, with the report of a top-secret, blu&ribbon task force to the Board of Governors. The report, is
rumoured to recommend the elimination, consolidation and
restructuring of the majority of what have been described as
"the dying Liberal Arts",so as to "better meet the challenge
of 21st century demands". A summary of the report's
recommendations is believed to have been provided to the
University faculty association, who are meeting next week in
a closed session to review the issue.
Although faculty association representatives declined to
comment on record about the report, emotions are running
high among humanities and social science faculty members:
"This new relevance stuff is going too far," commented
one faculty member, who agreed to make a statement offrecord.
"They are shutting down Philosophy and Religious
Studies and replacing them with inter-disciplinary programs
in Legal Ethics, Business Ethics and something called
'Winning-Selling Strategies' The English Department is
being gutted to make a journalism program and a certificate
program for creative advertising copywriting. Political Science
is to concentrate on public opinion polling and run something
in conjunction with Media Sciences called 'Tel&-Campaigning'.
Sociology is going into demographics and market analysis ...
Psychology will concentrate on industrial and business
applications, except for the behaviourists, who have something

cooked up with Computer Sciences and the DOD; god only
knows what they're up to ... "
"The worst part of it," our source continued, "is the
bloody typical lack of consultation and secrecy that has
surrounded the entire deal. No one knows where the devil
these recommendations come from. They just come down
from the mountain ready~made. Nobody consults with the
faculty or the students befor&-hand."
In other campus news, SAC's Bus Pass Committee voted
last Friday to suspend its activities until after the upcoming
provincial election. The committee also unanimously voted
to recommend a performance bonus of$1,000 per committee
member to the executive, next week, in spite of their Jack of
progress so far in securing an agreement with the City and
Transit Windsor for a once-a-semester pass fee to be levied
along with student fees.
Ex-committee member and SAC Entertainment V.P.,
Micheal Standfast summed up the problems that the committee has run up against:
"We thought that we could negotiate a special deal with
the City and Transit Windsor, if the fee would be mandatory
on all students. This would have been a great deal for the City
and Transit Windsor, since the provincial subsidy that makes
up most of Transit Windsor's budget is based on their
passenger load ... We felt that if we got the University
Administration to support us and then lobbied the business
and restauraunt associations, we could get some support at
City Hall."
"Out -of-tnwn studentutick pretty close to. campus if they

don't have a car," continued Standfast "We thought that
making a bus pass part of their fees would help to get them out
into the community; help solve the parking shortage around
the University and help with the shortage of affordable rental
housing near the campus. Aside from the increased business
from a more mobile student population, we were also going to
argue that students would get to know Windsor better and so
better the chance of them steering new business to the city,
once they were graduated and out in the workplace."
Standfast blames personality conflicts and grandstanding
by certain committee members for the lack of progress. "We
could have had an agreement-in-principle by now," said
Standfast., "If only they could get their acts together.·• When
asked to elaborate, Standfast mentioned the shouting match
between SAC president Van Wank and University president
Lederer, that occurred last December; as well as continuous
friction between V.P.,finance, Doug Bloeburg and V.P.,
communications, Peter Niar.
"Peter and Doug pretty well consider themselves as the
next SAC president and are out to make points," Standfast
said. "I just got sick of the bullshit, so I stopped showing up at
the meetings."
When asked ifhe planned to still collect his honourarium
for working on the committee, Standfast replied; "No
comment"
Bus passes are still currently not available for purchase on
campus, although they can be renewed at area bank branches.
( compare and contrast .. please use your exam booklets
to..xecor~
answer .._)
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Defining 'U.S. syndrome'
by Lise Muloin
r. John Halstead,
the 1988 honorary
Paul Martin Professor of International
Affairs and Law,
continued his second week of lectures at the University of Windsor
this past week.
Halstead, former ambassador
to West Germany and NATO,
gave an open lecture on "Canada/
U.S. Relations" March 28 in the
Political Science Issues in Canadian
Fo reign Policy class.
The basic feature of the relationship, Halstead said, "is its
asymmetrical or unbalanced" nature.
Halstead presented his idea of
"living in the shadow of the U.S.
syndrome." This syndrome, he said,
is not only "because the United
States is so much larger, but also
that Canadians are so well-informed
of what's going on in the United
States that they tend to live their

GRADUATING
THISY£AR1

Halstead.

lives vicariously through the U.S."
The United States, on the other
hand, has" some feeling that Canada
is an anomaly in North America. ..
that the longest undefended border
is artificial."
Both countries, especially the
United States, must be better educated on the "real and substantial"
differences that exist between them.
Such differences include history,
geography, demographic growth,

culture, and attitudes toward
government, Halstead said
He warned, however, that
"Canadians feel they know the
U.S. better than they actually do."
The two countries must recognize
their relationship. The United States
must recognize Canada's right to
protect itself, within reason, and
Canada must accept reasonable
protectionist interests of the U.S.
Halstead discussed a few of the
current issues between Canada and
the U.S. such as NORAD (North
American Air Defense), Canada's
claim to sovereignty in the Arctic,
and environmental protection.
Halstead concluded that "what
we need is not superb relations,"
the current policy of the Mulroney
government, "but a good, effective,
workmanlike management of the
complex relationship." This can be
achieved, he said, by "institutional
consultations."
"Free Trade will create a new
institution for consultations in the
trade field," he added D
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SAC mixes up
threat reward
by Sharon HIJI
espite an advertis~
ment in last week ' s
Lance offering a
reward for inform~
tion on the bomb
threats, campus police are not
offering a reward to callers .
Students' Administrative Council (SAC) bought the half-page
advertisement
announcing
the
reward for information that leads to
an arrest of anyone who is responsible for the bomb threats or false
fire alarms.

Jim Foreman, director of campus police, had not seen the advertisement or heard from SAC
about the reward money.
"SAC has done that on their
own," he said "If someone calls
here I will treat it as if there is not a
reward"
Brendan Thomson,
SAC's
Vice-president of University Affairs,
said he did not contact campus
police before going ahead with his
idea
SAC decided to set aside $300
for the reward on March 15,
Thomson said Since then, Tbomson
said other societies have offered to
add to that reward
He said SAC was going to give
the reward money to the campus
police.
\Vhen campus police set up
their 24-hour anonymous telephone
number in late February , they did
not offer a reward
And people who offer information

about the bomb threats are not
asked to give their names. Thomson
said he had not thought about how
to give the reward money to an
anonymous caller.
" We didn 't really think about
the details, " he said
The advertisement that offered
the reward listed the campus police
phone number and two SAC extension numbers. But Thomson said
he did not know why SAC's extension numbers were included SAC
refers the calls to the campus police ,
he said
Thomson said students are tired
of the inconvenience the bomb
threats and the evacuations of
buildings have caused
"We can't be inconvenienced
just because some wimp doesn't
want to write his exam," he said
He said he hoped the reward
money would encourage people to
offer information about the bomb
threats.
"The only way we thought we
could fight this (the bomb threats)
was to put up a reward, " Thomson
said " All we're trying to do is
help."
Foreman said students offering
the reward may mean well but they
should have contacted him first
Some students visited his office
to ask about giving money for a
reward I told them to go to SAC
and get back to me, he said.
Foreman said he would then get
the proposal to the proper people to
get it approved.
Campus police are investigating
37 bomb threats called in this
year.O
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SOCIALSCIENCESOCIElY
Applications are now being accepted for the follOYJingappqinted executive
positions:
A) Treasurer
B) Secretary
C) Social Director
D) Public Relations Coordinator
E) Internal Affairs Coordinator
Resumes should be delivered to the Social Science Society Office in G130
Windsor Hall North no later than 4:30 pm on Tuesday, April 12. For further
information call 253-6063.
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Home economics
no longer viable?
Continued from page 1.
program last year, McKay continued.
She said cuts in the department's
library budget and the loss of a
faculty member to the Faculty of
Human Kinetics have crippled home
economics.
But Fallenbuchl maintains the
new program is a step in the right
direction, since it follows the trend
in high school curriculum toward
family studies programs.
He said the current home economics program is no longer viable.
"It does not reflect on the performance of the department, but the
ability of the staff to carry the
department will be very limited
next year." He said of the six
faculty at the department's disposal,
one is retiring after this semester,
one has been moved to the Faculty
of Human Kinetics, and another
will be on sabbatical in September,
leaving the program with only three
instructors.
Meanwhile, a small group of
home economics students are mobilizingto stage a public demonstration
over the closing of the department
"They didn't tell me at all home
economics was going to be phased
out," said student Kevin Cadotte,
who just registered as a major in the
program in January. "At this point
(the administration) is not interested
in the opinions of students," he
said, adding had he known the
department was on its deathbed he
would likely have made another
choice.
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Cadotte, along with third-year
home economics major Laura Wilkinson, is hoping students will rally
to force discussion on the closing of
the department by circulating notice
of a meeting at which a public
demonstration could be planned.
But Fallenbuchl said students

were not consulted because "it was
an academic matter. I could not go
to the students until I knew what the
changes will be."
He said in a similar shakeup in
the Faculty of Engineering not only
were students not consulted, but
there were no provisions made for
students currently enrolled in the
programs affected
F allenbuchl would not comment
on whether the closing of home
economics is the result of a "poor
showing" in research activity by
faculty, something which Wilkinson
said she believes is at the root of the
phase-out
"We don't have the people to
do research,"Wtlkinsonsaid "There's
been some ideas thrown around,
that we're not theoretical enough
and we do too much technical
stuff."
She said another problem lies in
stereotypes of the department's curriculum.
''People popularly see it as a
course forcreatingcooksand sewers."
Fallenbuchl said students and
faculty should feel assured "they
will be taken care of' since the
program will be phased out over
three years so first-year majors will
be able to graduate and current
faculty will be retained to teach the
home economics courses in the
new program.
But McKay said she's not so
sure this will be the case. "It remains
to be seen," she said "Home economics are not even included" as part
of the core of the new program as
~ro1>9.sedthus far. "It's basically a
sociology program at this point"
The student representative on
the executive committee, Robert
Burge,saidhe believesthe conunittee' s
resolutions will have little difficulty
passing the academic planning committee and the Senate. D
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Media cool to female participation
by Beth Ryan (CUP)

So what happens to women
journalists in the real world?
Quite frankly, I'm afraid to find
out
The student press and commer cial media often treat women in
their midst in much the same way.
There are the same subtle putdowns, the same open hostility, the
same sexual harrassment, the same
relegation to menial tasks, the same
male-dominated editorial positions
and the same aversion to feminism
and equality.
But there is a major difference
between CUP and the mainstream
press. In an organization like CUP,
which strives to create a better
world, members are conscious of
the inherent sexism in our society
and they make an effort to counter
it with positive action.
CUP encourages women to
speak at conference by having an
alternate speaking list, creates a
women 's caucus so that women in
the organization can unite and get
strength from one another and has
women in each region C<r<>rdinating
the activities of women and working
for positive images of women. As
well, one of its priorities is positive
and non-sexist coverage of women
in the campus press.
So while I battled the same
discrimination
as my female
counterpart in the commercial
media, I had the support of other
women and surprisingly of many
men in the organization. When I
joined the staff of a CUP paper, a
few supportive men encouraged me
to write, taught me news style and
newspaper production and suggested
that I run for editorial positions and
regional positions in CUP. When a
band of good old boys threatened to
take over the paper, I sought the
support of the women on staff and
the men who favoured a non-sexist
and egalitarian paper. I was eventually elected editor on the basis of
my skills and experience and I felt
that justice was possible.
Beingawomanhas neverhindered
me from doing what I wanted in the
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student press. But that's only because
countless of other women ( and many
men) before me worked diligently
and argued tirelessly to ensure that
women and all other oppressed
groups would be treated fairly in
the organization and in its member
papers.
But as I get ready for a career as
a journalist, I'm preparing myself
for the shocking reality that I'm
sure to find At a recent women's
caucus at a regional conference, a
woman who worked at a local newspaper talked to the women about
the sexism that keeps her from a
promotion.
As she spoke of the paper's
poor record of hiring women and
her ultimate acceptance that she
will never receive the promotion
she deserves, I cringed. When she
counted less than a dozen women in
top editorial positions at Canadian
daily papers and only two female
reporters at her paper, I felt defeated
When she spoke of subtle discrimination and blatant sexual
harrassment, I thought "why doesn't
she do something?". I would file a
complaint with the women's caucus,
fd go to the sexual harrassment
grievance committee, I'd point out

that this violates a standing resolution.
I would ..
Then I realized that she doesn't
have the support network that I
have. She doesn't have official ways
to deal with sexism in the workplace as I do. She can't go to
anyone to complain because no one
is going to listen. In fact, if she
complains, her reputation as "one
of those feminists" will only get her
in trouble.

If she wants to write a news
story that looks at the pro-choice
angle of the abortion debate, her
editor says that's biased journalism.
But if that same paper decides to
run an anti-choice ad featuring a
bloody aborted fetus, well, that's
differen( And irsfie o6jects wnen
the ( few) women quoted in stories
are referred to as appendages of
their husbands (Mrs. Joe Smith
instead of Elizabeth Smith, or Jane,
the wife of Dr. Jim Jones, instead of
Jane Jones), she's accused of nitpicking.
She, like most of her female
colleagues in the media, is getting
the message that she should feel
lucky to have a job in the man's
world So she'd better not complain

~,

213 Hostels
in France

or that luxury will be taken away .
She should keep smiling, accept
another dull and trivial assignment
with enthusiasm, and tell the boss
what a great job he is doing.
I could feel that the injustice
that awaits me in the real world is
reason enough to quit now. But
instead, I intend to draw on the
strength, confidence and encouragement I got while I was involved
in CUP to get me through battles
with the anti-feminist As I have
learned through my experiences in
CUP, the anti-feminist is not just
good old boy networks or asspinching bosses.
The anti-feminist is someone or
something that opposes a fair and
egaJitarianworld in which everyone
is treated with respect and is allowed
dignity and independence. The
anti-feministwould rather see women
relegated to positions of inferiority
and helplessness. Or even worse,
the anti-feminist refuses to let all
people develop to their full potential
just because of the presence or
abscence of a simple Y chromosome.
fve realized that men aren't the
enemy. But the anti-feminist is.

565 Hostels
in Germany
132 Hostels
in Australia

565 Hostels
in Japan

63 Hostels
in Canada

I, $18 membership

fee
you a passport to
che world of Hostels!

j gets

I

For more infonnation

contact

Great- La.kea Hostellin&

Association
217 Church Street
Toronto M5D 1Y7

Phone: (416) 368-1848

Youth Hostel Directory
Volume 1 or 2

Save $1.00
with this coupon
offer valid at above location only)

The

Peer Counselling Centre
is looking for

VOLUNTEERS
To staff the student-run drop-in information, discussion. and referral service on
campus, for the 1988/89 Academic Year, Beginning in September 1988.

Duties Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compulsory 50 hour training program
Two Twerhour shifts per week
Provide information. one-to one discussion. and referrals to fellow students
Team meetings
Active member of one Peer Councelling Centre sub-committee
Attend on-going training sessions throughout the academic year
Maintain an up-to-date Tutorial and Library Service for fellow students

Where to Apply:
• Peer Counselling Centre 2nd Floor University Centre
• Students· Administrative Council Office

Pick Up Your Application Today!
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If you like Russian so much, why don't you go live there?
If you wanted to apply for a Lance sub-edjob, there's no need to rush. Next year 's Lanc e ed

types have changed the application deadline for all paid positions to Monday, April 11.
Interested?
If one of these jobs grabs you: news editor or associate, arts editor, sports editor, features
editor, photo editor or associate, ad artist, or my personal favourite, circulation manager, submit
a resume and cover letter to editor-elect Art Gosselin or production manager-elect Kevin
Atkinson, c/o the Lance, 2nd floor, Un iversity Centre.
The Lance : Moving bock dead lines is our middle name .

i------------------------

Coin IAundry & Dry Cleaner
• Ful l Service Available ($1.00 extra per load)
Open Mon.-Sat. 8 am - 6 pm
Closed Sunday
1022 Wy andotte & Oak 25 4 -3340

- ----------8un - ---

. ~~
w~w
ice cream stores

\ /

" The king of Treats"

Buy A Regular Milkshake
Get 2 nd For 1 /2 Price
expires Ap ril 23/88

is

*COMEDY NIGHT*
(a full two hour stage show)

Tuesday, April 5th
Starring: Donnell Berry
(comed ian)

.

------- - - 8un--- -- -- - - -- - ------------------

e Thursdays-LAD IES NIGHT
All Ladies Who Attend
Get a Chance to Spin "The Wheel of Gold"
(from Michael's Jewellery and Gifts

Belle Ri,er)

2960 Huron Church Rd.and Grand Maris 966-3388

The All Natura l Cotton

FUTON

Futon : Japanese Contemporary

THURS

Mattress

• No Springs to
Sag
• Recommended
by chiropractors

.

A PRI L7.B8

.... Low Pri ce"*

7:Q) PM

IL-------~,__

____

__.

@,e futon shoe)

Single $12 9
Double $149
Queen $1 5 9
Couch/Bed
Under $30 0

20010 OFF
STOREWIDE
WINTER SALE

" Natural Sleep Centre "
441 Peliss ie r St., ac ross from Par king Garage
9 73 -8338
v,SA Dail y t ill 9, Sat. t ill 6, Su n. 1·2-4

Solve This Puzzle And Win A No
Expense Paid Trip to Somewhere Else
With Nobody Important.
Category: Thing
The Sew Shall Sigh Ants Sew Sigh A
Tea. Semee Four Mall Is On A Pril
Ate. Tic Ettes Now On Sail.
For answer see page 22
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ltalo Calvino
Harvard University Press. 1988
124 pages
by Martin Deck

en
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their time telling you that everything they like
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is Essential to an Understanding of the Great
s•
Tradition and that everything they don't like
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is Shit
.
Ezra Pound, God cest"hjs fascist little
soul, is dead.
··
·
So, unfo~nmitely. is Halo Calvino. He
died in September 1985, on the eve of his
departure for Harvard, where he was set to
deliver the lectures published this yea!' in this
slim volume.
Calvino, as you know if you've read any
of his books, was nothing if not intelligent
Which is why he has left us not with a called wit, and now goes by the name of Ignatius Loyola, Flaubert, Douglas Hofmanifesto but with five ( he never fini hed the "good writing.''
stadter, Galileo. Leonardo da Vinci, lz~. _,....,, ......,
Jimmy Joyce.
Calvino was not only supremely witty, he
sixth) unassuming memos, each devoted to a
Reading Six Memos, you are sure to come
particular literary value which he hopes will was also an engrossing storyteller. In this
book, he discusses the art of storytelling by
across a wonderful story you have never heard imagine will literature continue to have a
survive into the next milennium.
before, whether it be a suppressed legend of function."
Calvino pretends to have isolated the telling stories.
following for discussion: lightness, quickness,
He tells fairytales. he summarizes novels, Charlemagne involving necrophilia and
homosexuality, or an early story of Kafka's
In his inimitable way, he proves both
exactitude, visibility and multiplicity. But he expands on anecdotes. He has read voraabout flying in an empty bucket, searching these contentions true in an audacious and
since Calvino can't write without practising
ciously, notonly .. literature" but philosophy.
all these virtues, it is impossible for the theology and scientific theory as well. He for coal but unable to land and pick the coal up. delightfully instructive book. Unlike many
Calvino expresses his confidence that last books, this one deserves to be read as the
reader to keep them pigeon-holed. AJI are quotes and alludes like a man possessed.
facets of one cardinal virtue, which used to be Among the authors he uses are Ovid, Borges, literature will survive into the post-literate culmination of a lifetime of literature. D

A Colanderon hishead,hissoulsingingin hishand
Kabuki Macbeth
Music Hall

play to the Samurai idiom gracefully. One is gently informed
of the Samurai code, without needing previous initiation into
the ways of Japanese Feudal society. A job well done.
by Andrew Waugh
Many of the themes of the original play are enhanced by
the Samurai culture. The act of Bathing was a ritual that was
On Saturday night I crossed the river looking forward to a an important part of the culture. This makes Lady Macbeth's
performance of Macbeth. I was intrigued by the idea of inability to remove the stains from her hands even more
Kabuki thatre jn Englis.hand although I was not displeased. I hideous than it was in the western setting.
couldn't have been less prepared for what I saw. I remember
Macbeth appears in the opening scene having just
reading in an Anthropology class an article about cultural
recentlv bathed after a battle. He shows signs of minor
perspectives on Shakespeare, wherein some bushmen inter- wound~. but is obviously still on an adrenalin high. He howls
preted Hamlet in a completely different manner to what we and shrieks in a primal way that echoes the winning team's
are taught in highschool, I should have paid better attention in locker room after a championship game. We find that. during
Anthropology.
the battle. Macbeth has slain the traitor Takatori for his lord
Kabuki Macbeth was, in a word, great But there will no
Duncan, the Shogun. Banquo enters and speaks of his awe at
doubt be those who disagree. This was not a performance of seeing Macbeth in battle, and reminds Macbeth that he now
Macbeth changed only in outward form. It was in fact a very
carries the title ofTakatori. Macbeth struts and stomps about
good culturally biased resynthesis of the psychological
the stage in self absorption while Banquo praises him as the
themes that are in Shakespeare'sorignial work. The Samurai
bravest Samurai ever.
theme which ran through the play greatly enhanced the idea
The witches intrude upon their conversation and-you
of Macbeth's tragic flaw. The theme of Lady Macbeth's
guessed it-tell Macbeth that he will be Shogun. and that no
ambition was greatly diminished But if you think about it,
sword of man shall harm him. Banquo is told that "his
this was either a very sexist transference of Macbeth' s guilt, • children will be many Shogun". The words are different, but
or, a separate plot that would be better dealt with as a play in
the stage is set for the same development that we would
its own right, rather than a subplot.
expect
Karen Sunde's script was terrific piece of work. I was
The Samurats soul is pure spirit-he has no ambition.
greatly impressed by the way she retained the tone of
The Samurai's sword is his soul, folded in white heat, beaten
Shakespearean language. Upon hearing of his father's death,
thrice thirty times by a mystical craftsman. Once Macbeth
(Malcolm says): "We wore our joy fresh as nighttime dew" in
allows Karma (ambition) to enter his pure spirit, his tragic
regret of the happier times when his father was alive. I had to
downfall is inevitable. The atrocity of Duncan's murder is
re-read the original text closely to assure myself that this line
amplified by the fact that it is literally Macbeth's ambition
was not actually there. Lady Macbeth raves: "It bleeds, it's
that murders the Shogun.
thick, wipe it quick". Lovely.
The Kabuki style was managed quite well by the cast with
The 'Kabukification' of this play is the work of Shozo
but a few problems. Only the most aggressive characters ever
Sato, a Kabuki expert. He translates Shakespeare's Scottish
lift their feet from the stage. This. of course, means that a lot

of shuffling goes on. Perhaps western thespians could use
some assistance in learning to shuffle unobtrusively. The
only other Kabuki theatre that I have seen was in Osaka
Japan. and there I was not even aware that the supporting cast
were on stage, let alone in motion.
The costumes were breath-taking affairs of silk. What
was not silk was armour: Macbeth's was gold. and very
martial. Banquo·s helmet looked a little bit like a Tupperware
colander though.
The pi ay was a Iittle gory attimes, with shocking effect, as
is right for the violent nature of the play. The death scenes of
Duncan and Macbeth were slightly drawn out. But the feudal
society portrayed here would, quite understandably, display
a higher level of ritualized violence.
For the dogmatic Shakespeare lover this production
would not have much to offer. But if one is willing to accept
that Macbeth is a tragedy that deals with the psychological
theme of ambition, and that this theme is one that calls to
mind our darker nature, then this was a show well worth
seeing. But then, isn't that what having a rounded education is
all about?
Unfortunately, the show is already closed, so you've
missed it But if the opportunity arises to see another Kabuki
Shakespearean production, and you can keep an open mind
about the meaning of the play-see it.
Oh yes, of course, you're probably wondering what
strange quirk of fate brings about Macbeth's death. The three
hags told him that no sword of man could kill him. Macdutrs
soul is pure Samurai. The pure Samurai loses himself and
becomes a part of nature. Thus Macduffs sword is not used
out of self-interest, and is not a sword of man. Macbeth falls
by forgetting that the true Samurai sword is not a sword of
man. And we are left with the hags' parting words: "Brave
Takatori.: was he brave or did he choose what he would
choose to do?"O ·
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UNIVERSITY OF \VINDSOR
CRESTED SPORTSWEAR

TOLL FREE
1-800-LOVE

BANFF GORETEX JJ\CICETS
Reg. $189.98
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NOW

5

99.98

SAVE 50o/o!!
$25.78

Assorted Print Lycra nunning
Tights Reg.$42.98
NOW

•Football Shirts •Sweats

VISIT OUR NEW FASHION
SPORTSWEAR DEPARTMENT
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Cream• GMlelra • 1000/e cotton.
Great colours!

Reg. From $75 NOW up to

$45.98

Reg. $75.00
NOW
HURRY INII

40% OFF
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by Clara Deck and
Mary Papovich

It's another Saturday night and
the happenin' thing to do is arrive
fashionably late to The Common
Ground Benefit at Stanley's.
You walk in and there are your
friends and acquaintances packed
into this post-Coronation wateringhole, rubbing elbows with people
you haven't seen in ages, have
never seen before and will very
likely never see again.
Some folks are selling Common
Ground memberships, others are
milling about milking you for a 5050 draw that you won't win but is
for a worthy cause. There 's Van
Dyke merchandise for sale. Or you
could buy a beer. You don't mind
any of thls. You' re used to spending
money to entertain yourself. The
possibility of fun is within your
grasp whether you have cash or

you hear a low droning sound.
Unmistakably pointless electronic
synthesized crap. Your jaw drops
in disbelief and your shoulders droop
in disappointment. Faded FIims
are about to take the stage. "Oh my
god. What do they think they're
doing?" you think in monotone.
They proceed to play every song
they know,yet you are not impressed
with the posing and preening."Where
do they think they are," you ask,
"Joe LouisArena?" It's disheartening
that the heckling doesn't drown
them out or get them to stop. They
are oblivious, you are bored-stiff.
Eventually, you find yourself
sipping/ guzzling your beer while
leaning against a pinball game or
cigarette machine listening to mostly
innocuous taped music. Eons pass
as a whitewashed mobile divider is
wheeled in front of the stage. You
wait and chat and drink as the area
is concealed in preparation for a
performance art piece by local artist

not

Men's & Ladies' 100%cotton SPORT
SHIRTSby PatagoniaCream & Generra.

Men's & Ladles' Cord Pants by

NOW

$41.99
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Continued on page 16.

Then, before you can protest,

COMPUTE
PRINT
COPY

•DO-IT YOURSELF TYPESETTING
•LASER PRINTING

•PHOTOCOPYING
•RESUME SERVICE
•FULL SERVICE TYPSETTING

STUDENT DISCOUNT
HOURS: MONDAY - SATURDAY 9:00 AM. - 9:00 P.M:-1
(LATER HOURS CAN BE ARRANGED)
1715 COLLEGE@ CAMPBELL
977-9288

~- -

--

5909 Wyandotte East (2 blocks from Jefferson) 945-3434
Mon.-Thurs. 9-6, Frl. 9-9, Sat. 9-5. Mastercard, Visa & American Express accepted.

~r~,
21,-l ·~/·
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SJl.DrL"SaJ
>:·~:
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The Competitor's Edge
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TheRealPrinters.
l Oo/oStudent Discount
-Photocopying
4800 Tecumseh Rd. E.
-Resumes
1 block east of Pillette

-Essays

Windsor, ON N8T 188
(519) 974-6776
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~ CornflakesChronicles

Episode
a short

three:
digression

by Belz Splimo

Nashville's the name. Nashville Pete. Migrant farmworker, trusty side-kick, and time-traveller. Yeah. Yous
heard correctly: time-traveller. Shh! Keep yer traps shut
'bout that. will yuz? The Boss, Embro Foldens, doesn't know
'bout that yet
I'm told by our chronicler, Belz Splimo, that you were
promised the "exciting finale" of the Sinister Evaporator
Caper in last week's Lance for this week's Lance. Sorry. He
lied.
Right in the middle of our battle with the Flying
Cornflakes Corps, we ran headlong into a temporal discontinuity and found ourselves suspended in limbo for a
week. Weird bit of business that. One second yer fightin'
Demitasse Cornflakes' aerial legions, the next yer in this
black void-blacker than black-with no sound except for
somebody laughing his head off in the darkness like there's a
real good joke going down but you don't get the punchline.
Then.just when yer gettin' used to all the laughing.poof .. yer
back in the real world, 'cept there's no Flying Flakes, just a
clear, blue sky. Neat ain't it?
Belz says it's convenient. too-particularly when yer
stuck for somethin' to write for this week's episode. I suppo$e
he's right I wouldn't know. The ad said "TIME-TRAVELLER
WANTED!" not ''WRITER WANTED".
Anyway, Belz asked me to fill in for him this week while
he's thinkin' up the ending for this yam. Since I had nothing
better to do, being stuck, as I was, in a temporal discontinuity,
I agreed. He asked me for some background material on me.
OK. Here goes. Bear with me an' suspend a whole lotta
disbelief...
Like I said previous, I'm a time-traveller, an' no, no,
Nashville Pete's not my real name (but then, Belz Splimo's
not his real name either!). Here's how I happen to be in your
present
I was, or will be, a musical archeology major, specializing
in late 20th century country music. I' djust finished my thesis,
entitled Hank Snow: the Man Behind the Yodel, and I was
trying to peddle some of his more obscure tunes on the pub
circuit. Trying, I might add, none too successfully. Would-be
musician: NEVER, EVER, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, GIVE UP YOUR DAY JOB! So there I was,
no job, broke, the landlord trying to evict me, my main
squeeze slamming the door on three years of love and
tenderness. My life was goin' nowhere.. jast. I needed a

change. I needed some adventure.
One morning I picked up a copy of the local newsfax an'
ogled the want-ads. One in particular caught my eye:
TIME-TRAVELLER WANTED!
Broke? Main Sqeeze give you the 86?
Looking for adventure?
Hank Snow fan?
Have we got a job for you!!!
55-537-37-537-1, ext. 13
Someone was tryin' ta tell me somethin'.
Phone. Appointment Interview.
Here's the dope. rt turns out to be a government makework project But then, what isn't these days? Apparently, not
satisfied with solving the problems of the present. the
government had decided to clean up the past and get rid of a
few unemployable types to boot What they tell me is this: "In
the late 20th century, the evil mastermind Demitasse Comflakes, grandson to the dread Yarbl Sargee (scourge of the
Kurds) is attempting to take over the world. His sinister
machinations threaten the safety of the future. We know he's
a Hank Snow fan, one of the last We know he's set his gaze on
Southern Ontario as his first conquest Your mission, if you
choose to accept it, is to go back to the late 20th century and
stop him dead in his tracks."
To be honest, I had a hard time taking this seriously. An
evil mastermind named Cornflakes? World domination?

Time-travel? They answered my questions as best they were
able. It appears that Yarbl Snargee, an officer in the Turkish
secret police, after ruthlessly suppressing a Kurdish uprising,
moved to the United States and changed the family surname
to Cornflakes in the belief that it would be inconspicuous.
Perhaps he shouldn't have moved to Battle Creek, Mich.
His grandson Demitasse Cornflakes inherited his evil
genius and was up to no good. The civil servants in charge of
the time-travel project seemed to believe he was able to make
good on his desire for world domination. Who am I to
contradict a bureaucrat? As to time-travel, they didn't know
how it worked; that wasn't their department
I agreed to take the job. It wasn't a simple decision, not by
any means. If I had been born in a Scottish-operated vitro lab
instead of a Kurdish one, I might not have accepted, but the
chance to avenge my genetic forebears on the dread Yarbl
Snargee's grandson was just too much... besides, I needed the
money.
Anyway, a few weeks of training camp. and a bit of
brushing up on the local dialect and I was off to Southern
Ontario, circa. 1990. The rest, as they say. is history. Or
something like that
So, that's how I found myself in my present circumstances,
or is that in your present in my circumstances. I hope that
enough for now, Belz.
"Yeah. Sure. Fine, Nash. Besides we're runningout of spac
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Easter Calypso-Reggae
Splash-88
King David • Caribbean

Band

·~~~~P-L·U-S~~~~-

The Stick Men
On Easter Saturday. Apr ii 2 nd. 88
Subway· lounge·
University Centre
Universi1y Ave. W. - (at Huron Church)

Student Groups

,,.111
·

Doors Oprn 7·30 pm • Showt1111e 9
12 Mlcf1119ht
Cover: S7 Studr11ls. $9 G<>nrral Public (llighe, al Door)

S.A.C. Films
Cc:1sll Bar c1ncltree Popcorn
/\d11w~s1on S 1.0rJ lo• students

S2.00 lor

CJUPSIS

7:30 pm

Wednesday

April 6. 1988

WOODY ALLEN FILM NIGHT

Sl~eper (1973)
Annie Hall (1977)

Any student group wishing to reserve space for
liquor functions in the academic year 1988-89 may
do so at the Office of Conference Services, Room 19
Vanier hall. on Friday, April 8, 1988 at 9:00 am.
Deposits ( cheque payable to Students' Administrative
Council) and userfees(cheque payable to the University
of Windsor) must be received for each function
booked. A deposit o/$50.00 is required for functions
with attendance over 150 persons and a deposit of
$25.00 for attendance under 150 persons. User fees
are $10.00 for Ambassador and/or Vanier East and
$5.00 for smaller rooms.
The "draw" works on a pick-a-number system. For further
information contact Conference Services Office at ext. 3277.
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ypist-who lives near the
University ($1.25/pg) 253922 after 5:30 pm.

A CAREER IN
JOURNALISM
he Media Studies Department of Ottawa s Algonquin
College 1soffering a hrr1ted number of seats 1nthe final
yea• of ts Journahsrr Program to university graduates The
program consists mainly of print 1ournalism courses Other
program courses are Ed1t1ng,Broadcasting 1Rad10and Tele
v1s,onj,and Photography The program also includes about
1
O weeks of field work

T

POil IALE: Agure fitness membership
Call 256-0133 after 6 pm

1 IIDROOM An. to sublet Moy-Aug. 1
blod< from Unlvefsity. Rent negotiable
Contact. 253-0804.
JACQUEa only 2 left. only 2 left

Only t'iose passing an entrance test followed by an 1nterv1ew
w1I be admitted

1AR01APT.for sublet. 5 mln walk from
the University Call 258-0162
llROY CATcorned his ego in o wheel-

For further information write

barrow

Bob Louks , Journalism Co·ordinator ,
Algonquin College,
1385 Woodroffe Avenue ,
Nepean, Ontario, K2G 1V8.

I WOULD LIKE TO APOLOGIZE to the
International Students Society torthe lock
of coverage 1nthis week's Lance of their
Dtnnerand Culture night on Ffidoy. March
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25.We did have o reporter there. but due
lo techrncot difficulties 1n our photo
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deportment. no photos were available
Sincerely.
Arthur Gosselin
Assoc. News Editor
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tic Christmas tablecloth outfits the
Pop-tarts are wearing. As they bop
around onstage and off, you get the
distinct impression they are the
focal point for the band. "They do
much more than just set up Dik's
jingoistic punchlines." you muse as
you groove to their quintessential
Canadiana, ··Not only is the Poptarts' choreography intrinsic to the
impact of every song, their presence
on stage is essential to the hilarity
of the Dik Van Dykes." You enjoy
the show, particularly " Road War rior" ( one of your faves). "Curling"
(which is about your parents),
"Americans In My Backyard". "Lost
In Space" ( you too know the horrors
of Transit Wind sor) and .. Do The
Pterodactyl ".
You are whisked away almost
immediately after the encore to
wherever you went, feeling pleased
that you made various contributions
to the Windsor Art Scene by supporting Common Ground and thinking "Gee, the Dik Van Dykes are
the best band from Hamilton." D

from page 14.

Judy Chappus.
It talces a while , but you finally
notice that in the space between the
bottom of the divider and the floor
there's a pair of legs de-panting
themselves. Oh my god! Naked
legs! There they are, just standing
there, staring at you, this daring
pair of legs. Plop! Several pounds
of ground hamburger fall to the
floor. 000000!!! The feet of these
legs start shmoo-ing the hamburger
between the toes and around the
ankles and calves. How shocking!
In Windsor! Holy shit! The feet
don a pair of black pumps and then
the high-heels are gone. Poofl Figure
it out dude.
The place is once again buzzing
and so are you as you procure
another beer and some more 50-50
tickets.
Hel-lo! Here are the Dik Van
Dykes!
You admire and chuckle at the
innovative and down-right nifty plas-

Assumption

University's

CHRISTIANCULTUREAWARDEE
presents

LOUISE SUMMERHILL
Founder Of "Birthright"

Speaking on
''The Story of Birthright''
Sunday, Apri I 10, 1988.
DATE:
8:00 pm
TIME:
PLACE: Assumption University
400Huron Church Rd.
Windsor , Ontario

Adults: $5.00
Students: $2.00
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Graduate art in the Market

19M IMWS'lllfouole

- A1condition 5
;peed standard . Coll 255-9383 .

APAlfflllNT POii IINT: 1 bedroom
separate kitchen. bathroom and tMng
room.AYOIIObteflom May to August 1988
only . 10 minutes walk flom the Unlllerslly .

by David Cozac
Hidden away in a corner on the
second floor of the Windsor Market,
amid the stench of produce and raw
meat, is this year's exhibit of artwork
by BF A graduates from the University of Windsor. Although the
Market is not the ideal place to hold
an art exhibit, if one makes the
effort to come down, a collection of
challenging and inspired works
awaits.
The work of Lee Rabideau is
prominent in this exhibit. One of
her pieces. entitled Halfway There,
is a formation involving a white
wooden door with a white chair
stuck in it so that it portrudes from
either side. The door handles are
black fists. The resulting contrast
of black and white imagery creates
an impression of aggression and
revolt in society between two opposing passions: good and evil.
In Rabideau's Sweet Dreams
and Greener Pastures, the installation consists of a door placed flat
on a green mat with a pillow on top
of the door. The image created is
one of a burial plot, where the door
is the entrance to the other world of
death and in which the pillow
becomes symbolic of the resting
place of man . Rabideau adds a
twist to the work by having two
pairs of hands appearing from below
the door on either side, attempting
to escape from beneath, perhaps
symbolizing man's fear of death.
The work of Irene Car that is
presented consists of two chalk
pastel portraits in black and white.
lbey are sparse, simplistic drawings
of a man's isolation. The dark
enviro nment and the faceless individual that are shown successfull y

If Interested call Lewis at 254-0910.

PA'INl1lc_Qtnglng nerd. 19, no chin. no
llpf. no chest. no 9hould8II.no pe,IOl dty .
::ind no courage . 98eks...uh...anyone .
Lookfor me In the Gutt8IS.whel9 I llke to
CCNlel .

LAINN IOOM POii IIBl1' with private
entronce on RlllenideDr1Yeand McKav
,
Sf:DJ/ month or best. Quiet noo-smoker
.
For appointment please coll 256-9491 .

IOOM POil llBII'with option to leaaeclean and close to Ul'lN8ISity. COntact
Mike or Kurt at 973-9491.

.L

POii Wi: t NOllCO AYAlftl
tou1ng
bike. 1 year old "to a good homeH.
excellent condition $200. 1 Vetta cyctlng
helmet "topotthellneH'87model-saw1
race. no clOShes$45. Coll Christineat

253-3108 otter 6 pm .

P1MA11 ffllDINT • lOOION IIOlt
ACCOIIODA'IIONI
to share or room to
boald for May & June 1988. Pieferto be
Lone" ph o to bv Cathy O'N911.

convey the themes of isolation and
wretchedness.
The theme of life and death,
which is evident in many of the
graduates· works, is represented in
Dino Bolognone's As a result, a
fruitless existence. The intag)iated
design of the piece, with its stark
and hazy images of human hands.
is enhanced by the use of darkly
shaded colours. It creates an
impression that these are the hands
of society reaching out for salvation.
The intricate results of John
Power's Injections of Steal and
Rust and Disturbances in 3's illustrate the fascination he has with
the power of natural occurrences
such as tornadoes and sunsets.
There is an effective use of colours
which suggests a panoramic and
othcr-worldlv perspective.

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for
LSAT June
GMAT June 18

The untitledpainting by Katherine
A Woodward is rendered in dark
oils: black, brown and blue. The
first impression isofa hazy, blurred
abstract painting. After a couple of
moments of inspection. however, it
is possible to see the somewhat
distorted images of horses where
the brown patches are. The painting
thus becomes a twisted, although
rather enchanting, portrait of a
natural. rural setting.
These are just a few of the
artists who have their works at the
Market; tomentioneveryone-wel~
there isn't enough room. Take my
word for it though, there are more
good. unmentioned works that are
part of this exhibit. It is definitely
worth attending-in spite of that
everpresent and horrible smell of
raw meat. CJ

near a bus route. If lntaasted please coll
( collect) Patti Pretty (403) 439-0910 or
write 7402-106 St. Edmonton Alta. T6E

4W .

IUM...

IMPLOYIIINTTrlple·~ Student
Painters Is hiring patnten for the lnt811or/
eodalor. l8lidel It'd/ccrrmettdd/
lnclJslrlat
jobs. £,cperlelI08 pl9faled but not l9qUied.
Appllcattons O\l'Ollabte In placement office or call Scott 2~98.

-.0:
1 bedroom (3 single beds)
apt . fully furnished . 5 minutes walk flom U
at w. FromMay to September . Catt 2583311.
MAN wishes to rent duplex or small house nearthe University at
Windsor. Coll 254-1855.
NOr-ONAL

I

NaDID: One housemate flom May 1
until whenever . Coll 2~217
. Single bed
for sale also OYOllabteMay 1.
POlt IAII: Nice long couch $30, am
chair& foohestS10. Stano-~fl9ezerS90.
2 old fridges. both wooc
well.$50 and $65.
Please ca ll 256-8054

~

Specials

1-800-387-5519
(416) 923-PREP (7137)

WhatCanYouDoAbout

AIDS?

Find out about o product
that offers a level ot ,nsurance
and discrehan.
Best selling
new product ,n U .S. colleges
and un,versihes . Send S4 95
for I sample
to · Aware
Conado. Box 9,U8 Saskatoon
S7K 7E9. Oistributorsh,ps st ,11
available .

,,.

Call for Reservations
902 California 256-5001

"It Could Be The S4.95
Thor SaL 't!$ )'our Lif• •··

DAN KANE CHEV, OLDS, CADILLAC
"\Ve make our living by doing things right"

ATTENTION
STUDENTS:
General Motors is pleased to
announce the 1988 graduate
program. This will include
special discounts, no down
payment and low finance
rates. Also until March 31~
1988, NO PAYMENTS AND
NO INTEREST FOR 90 DAYS.

DEAN SANTAROSSA

500 Division Road
969-6000
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than spurting out ...l have derived great pleasure
from eajlng tt, and have scooped it out with my
fingers and rubbed It over my face and Upswhile
I / I
the W'Oman observed . She was greatly turned on
by this.
(letter In the Dec . 8, 1987 Issue)
Iv, a matter of fact I have rarely been happier,
I have rarely been more abomlnally elated than
on that recent~
Sunday , in the upper recesses
of the Librory, under a light that disfigured the
space into a urine-soaked continuum animated
only by the unnerving, institutional bomt>shelter
hum-buzzofsomemechanlcal
Insect harbouring
his inhuman soul somewhere in the circuits, \Nhen
she removed her Insert and shyly showed me the
red stain of our infertile innocence .
I certainlyW'On't belabor thls angle any further,
since subjectivity Is the congested air we should
continually dehumidify in order to flee the zomboid
paralysis of mythologizing one's own Image and
past.
Still. try telllng that to my friend Sat. who
practices-in
his poetry as In his life-various
modes of phenomenologlcal reduction designed
to insure the moral and spiritual stability of the
pre-Nietzschean, mid-eighteenth- c entury self.
Perhaps I satirize his Position, though only to
render inviolable the more occult avenues of his
aesthetic . He engages my interest by claim ing
there is a wa y to divinity through prayer and the
W'Orsh
ip of certain touchst o ne passages of great
poetry - but I repeatedly debilitate his hardened
hierarchy cl truth on its immJ'vOble, una~ble
altar , by asking, instead, for a divinity I can stroke,
inhale , and lay aga inst. Of c ourse, rm a sucker for
col o ur and fo r strong imagery of all sorts. And I
repeatedly put it to those who love me: must I not
recognize myself when Prince. most masterful of
all vaseline visionaries. sings:
Oh my God there I go
F-alling in love with a face in a magazine
All alone by myself
Me and I play my tamborine
Must ! delude myself into penitential reveries and
familiarize my flesh with all manner of crude .
monkish self-flagellation, before I confess an
va roao~ thrW.-taltJir.stJQJhe-boort and then In thf.
baby-soft skin of my lady's inner thigh, for the
\.VC)r\<s
of Fragonard, Jean Louis Gerome . and
Edvard Munch's magnificent Madonna in her
'W'C>Odcut
version?
My indiscreet eye, drawn to richer hues of
rouge and the sudden downward plunge of
sparrows against a lead-blue AnnArborsky , takes
unappeasing note of the pulsatlng purple of this
and any flesh, the stunning musculature that
shar:,es our organs no less than our ends, the
temple we crave and the momentary stlllness of
our torches in the precincts of this sacrec:Ipharmacy,
this lightness galactic verticularity of unspeaking
sphinx. I would complain further that your very
willingness to worship and not worship and defile ,
unsexes me like a knife easily slicing the globular
pebbled entrails of my brain as I read Rilke's
\.VC)ndrouspronouncement
For beauty is nothing / but the beginning
of a terror, we are just barely able to bear,/ and we
are awed because it serenely disdains/ to destroy
us. (Duino Elegies, O
The danger is evident. I. i!ke everyone else, must
limit myself to a wrestling with the dead. with
memory itself, and therefore to no less than a
struggle with its eye . Every phantom visitation, as
well as every object that interrupts the waste of
my ocular horizon. teaches me that vision is not a
field of stillness. and entropic grandeur of Godbalconies of the sky' ("Recueillmenf'). And what
In an optimism predicated on the Whitmanian
head; is not a taste of acrid but tongue-tipped
do we do with them, with the runny faucets, the
belief in the randowm recrudescence of history as
genital shame. but a kind of anticipatory licking .
flaking. and the poor eyesight that announces
a repetitious but unpredictable cycle of vernal
Long hours of arduous reflection reveal that in
our age? What except contemplate Freud's tW'O indulging a kind of devious love only fhe most
renewal. I didn't need Robert Pattison to tell me, in
theories of narcissism, the second of which is privileged and common of us can practice we
the preface to his impressive, audacious, and
defined as being that chronologically belated
brilliant book. The Triumph of Vulgarity (subtitle:
arrogate ourselves all the fruits of the world fickle
state where the ego is idealized as a _libidinal
Rock Music In the Mirror of Romanticism), that
fortune flings our way.
object In Its own right. And when this fails, when
Nineteenth-century Romanticism lives on in the
There are test-caseS; there are proofs.
mass culture of the twentieth century, and the Sex we fail to effect a mind-brain reduction/selfHow many of us. awakening in an empty or
effacement and alongside Christopher De,.vdney, occupied or unfamiliar bed, as the case may be,
Pistols come to fulfil! the prophecies of Shelley. l
realize the timeless truth that "The height of do not suddenly feel the melancholy mental
shake my locks in happy recognition. yet not
intelUgence is the ability to disappear, to get out
falling to feel in thisrecessivedayofours, thatU2's
press of post-mortem experience revisiting us as a
of the way ," then the Giant cums again, and the
"I Still Haven't Found What rm Looking Fo(' is the
nocturnal image of past life in all its incendiary
Inevitable and, In some ways, typical. mid-80s ...Village Voice becomes our Zeitgeist text.
plurality of sensation and emotional incarr
sequel to Rock's Shelleyan turbulences of a
descence; and how many then fail to unwillingly
decode or so ago.
...! love eating pussy and have seen females cum recall the Boeathian Muse and fail to stand in
"Look." Baudelaire writes in the imperative,
on several occasions. Their cum looks just like terrible delight before the fluttery entreaties of this
"the dead years dressed/ ln old clothes crowd the
male cum except that It slowly oozes out rather spiritual fellatrix?

I,,,;

~

I/

a sideways glance into the excremental reflecting pool ...
n his seminal tract, The Pleasure of
the Text Barthes-that sensitive and
humaneandlntellech..K:lllyodmlroble
homosexual-writes that "&very writets motto reads: mod I cannot be,
sane I do not deign to be, neurotic I

brlotrl!~8u€

. RUN/ OH E71=AR
t.OIW'--Rt.lN !

am"
Now, if modesty and dark unwavering truth forbid me from donning
this mantle even in the kind of selfdirected. tragl-com ic jest WO<Jd..;
Allen excels In, I raise voice enough
to claim that In the very least the
excremental cacophony of th is cu~
ture cannot constrain me from asserting the love and Jouissance that
follows , that inhabits all text , all
materiality, all ingestion and dgestion .
Moreover , I must or:,enly and urr
flinchingly confess that the bulk of
my time has been divided between
glossy tracts from various university
presses. and the tax-exempt pastime
of keeping company with an elect
substratum of society comprising
pimps, prostitutes. and preachers'
daughters.
But it wasn't always this way; back in '82 when I
'HOS a young physique-wielding " sick boy' ' thriv'lng
on punk and other deracinQied chunks of rock
bacchanaHa. r hung out w ith East Enders who
swore by SOA Minor Threat Discharge, GBH, and
our very own DOS. But the age changed; the
Orphic myst0fy' rites of the old Coronation Tavern,
the avant-garde sk:ank-boot forays into Cass
Avenue clubs in Detroit gave way to the decay
and · much more sur:,erficlal yet al~saturating
decadence of past-Grammotology
Capitalist
culture.
Reduced to mere shade and simulacral cllche
for young, and perhaps deluded Idolaters, I was
left wandering through empty classrooms where
Pinto used to hold forth on Heidegger. Hus.serl,
and Sartre to Deck. Couture , Ala, Barlow, Viecelli,
Jeff Martin. mysett and wondering thus in unhappy
daze had no recourse but to med itate on the
tragedy of my middle age as an incarnate metaphor for the Fall. Was it any surprise, then, that in
my nightly prayers I turned to Pico de Ila Mirondola
for an epithet on the nauseous spiral of selfreflection and the metaphysical fatigue of hindsight "the precipitous fall of man from heaven
has left is mind in a v\rtiginous whlrl ."
The bleak sun of winter'85 was already casting
its Indifferent smile on a new hegemonic immanence of tv\etal-pap-rock-glam-tush-dlscomanla, and punk. which had done everything
(ltterally everything) to put at least a handful of
youth generations on the map, could not sustain
the failure of verve within its very rank5; Its freaky
mix of elitist populism was fast collapsing under
the crushing weight of millions of new adherents.
turning itself into what lt Is to this day. a vlolent
curiosity-commodity constantly Imploding In the
generic hyper-primitivism of its spectacle and its

codes.
The gods have fled. though they are still there
for the healing. That. however. may not be enough.
History, as Walter Benjamin says In a passage of
stirring beauty, is an angel with his face turned
toward the J:)Clst.Where we r:,ercelve a chain of
events. he sees one single catastrophe which
keeps piling wreckage upan wreckage, and hurls
tt In front of nls feet. The angel would like to stay,
awaken the dead, and make whole what has
been-wrecked. Buta stoon isbk::,>..,./ing
ffom Paradise;
it has got caught In his wings with such Violence

S o/head
back, now and 011
occasion, tl1e way a 60s
con1Jertiblein its midtwenties ivould, adjusting
its arthritic shocks to the

pitted, gelati11ousharde11ing

of a '11ne o,it road va}.

that the angel can no longer close them. This
storm irresistibly propels him into the future to
which his back is turned, while the pile of debris
before him gro\NSsky,.vard.This storm is 'w'hat we
coll progress ('Theses on the Phlk:>sophy of Hlsto,y'').
The pathos of this anthropomorphic angel, this
Incarnate anti-type of the Zoroastrian/Platonlc
winged soul. is ours to savour and restlessly commiserate with.
So I head back. now and on occasion. the way
a 60sconvertible in itsmid-tv...enties\ovOUld.
adjusting
itsarthritic shocks to the pittec\ gelalirous hardening
of a mnemonic roadway. And then turning a
comer, am cast back with more than involuntary
force as I suddenlytransform.find room to emerge
In some summery noise-ridden locale, the air
steeped in a bafflement of voices. and moonlight
like the airy physical fever spring brings on in its

erotic budding- and I emerge in a crowd of
casually effervescent young boys and sultry
punkettes ( and a crowd of fretfully unshaven.
welfare-courting
rock sleazebags suburban
parents will slag with all the ferocity of their
disappointed values); I emerge with the transcendent relief of a breath, long buried in an
invaginous
convolution
of bedsheets,fina11y
breaking through to embrace its own element.
But the fact the weepy truth is that The Clash' s
first album. or Minorlhreafs level-headed integrtty
and common-sense rage, or even Black Flag's
"Rise Above," wlll never again look so good or so
necessary to us (c.f. Lester Bangs "But I will
guarantee you one thing: we will never again
agree on anything as we agreed on Etvls").
I unhappily acknowledge this while persisting

Stout leads Off picks with wild guesses
by Joh
Imagine yourself with a beer in one hand and a hot juicy
ballpark frank in the other. Imagine the roaring crowd and
traffic jams on the comer of Michigan and Trumbull. Well
don't imagine too long, because the baseball season is just a
few short days away.
Last year I wrote my first annual baseball predictions,
and I didn't do too bad for a rank amateur. In fact I predicted
the National League West perfect, from first to worst. On the
other hand, I totally forgot to include the Philadelphia
Phillies in my predictions. Somehow I think Lance Parrish
would like to forget the Phillies.
No one would have predicted the Minnesota Twins
winning the World Series, but I said they would do well.
Okay, so my excuse for liking them was that the Mary Tyler
Moore show took place in the twin cities. I didn't say my
methods were scientific. Speaking of scientific, it's time to
give this year's predictions.
Using the great scientific method known as pulling from a
hat, here are this year's predictions. This year I will start with
the National League, that way, if the Tigers don't come out of
my hat first, you won't know until the end of the article. That
is if you don't cheat by looking ahead
National League West
CINCINNATI-Yes,
the team of Pete Rose. 1 would have
picked them last year ifl could be sure Rose benched himself.
They have come too close too many times. If they don't win,
then Rose better sign a long contract with Wheaties or
Nestle' s Crunch.
SAN FRANCISCO-Last
year I had a hunch they would do
well, this year, no such luck. Why? Because I have a hunch
Cincinnati will finally make it I told you this was not
scientific. Besides that, no one repeats in baseball. That's a
fact
HOUSTON- They play in .a dome, and no two teams that
play in a dome have won back to back World Series. Baseball
was meant to be played on grass, and the Astrodome, being
the forefatherofthose insipid domes, will never have a World
Series winner. Jn addition, those red.neck Texans don't
appreciate baseball, so Houston will lose. -~-~-~~
SAN DIEGO- It is always a challenge picking this position,
because it ends up being a toss up between two teams I hate.
But since San Diego is not Los Angeles, it wins narrowly.
LOS ANGELES-I
hate every team from Los Angeles
except the football Raiders, and I still say that they are from
Oakland I don't think I have to say anything else about these
Tinseltown babies who don't know the difference between a
curve ball and a beach ball. Oh, I forgot Gibby plays for them
now!
ATLANTA-I
hated them last year for taking Bobby Cox
from the Blue Jays. Now I am sitting in my chair laughing,
because they are going to burn again in the waste pit of this
division.
Well, so much for that division. Here's a sure bet for aJI
you gamblers. No team in this division will be in the World
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Series. Why? Because Western teams don't deserve to be in
the World Series. So there.
National League East
CHICAGO- Yes, this is no joke. They will win this division.
Call it intuition, but I think Andre Dawson will set the
example for what will be a miracle season for the boys from
Chitown. Another good point is that Chicago is close, so we
can see every game of the World Series live ifwe want to.
ST. LOUIS-Always a strong contender, but this division is
tired of letting St Louis get all the way to the World Series
only to lose to an inferior team from the American League
West
MONTREAL-Montreal
surprised many people last year,
but fell short. Trust them to fall short ~ain this vear playing
in the "'BIG OH (NOT AGAIN)" STADIUM .
NEW YORK-They will not do as well because Gooden did
coke and the whole New York press will be out watching that
other team from New York.
PHILADELPHIA-I
remembered them this year, but no
one else will remember them, especially their players. The
Phillies should do Lance Parrish a big favour and trade him
back to Detroit.
P~l=TTS BUR G H- I hope this team doesn't mind being the
door mat because that is what it is this year. If these guys are
real Pirates, then maybe they can steal a few wins. Tell
Schwarzenegger I am sorry about stealing his pun.
Inthisdivision,pickChicagotogotheextrainningsandif
they don't, you can always blame me.
American Leag ue West
OAKLAND-That's
right, the other team from the city by
the Bay. They have some real power, and in this division if
you can stay above .500, then you almost have it made. Also,
since the Raiders left, I feel sorry for this town.
KANSAS CITY-You can never count them out because
their pitching is better than the rest of this useless division.
MINNESOTA-I
am being generous this year. The party
will end for the Twins, and reality willshowthatnoteam with
a dome deserves to win the World Series.

CALIFORNIA- They always do well, but they are too
close to Los Angeles to win. In other words, I don't like them.
so they may as well stay in California with those dancing
raisins.
CHICAGO-What
can you say about the White Sox?
Nothing, so I won't
SEATTLE-Last
year I said "the Mariners" is a stupid
name for a baseball team. Well, the name is still there, and so
is the Albatross. Last place goes to these rookie sailors.
Don't worry, none of these teams are going to make it to
the World Series. The television networks are fed up with
lousy viewer numbers because of this division, and they will
insist on an American League East team being in the series,
even if it is the Blue Jays.
American League East
TORONTO-Yes,
the Blue Jays are going to make it If they
don't, then Jimmy Williams should be fired, because this is
the most talented team in baseball. Sorry Tiger fans, but the
Jays have a date in '88.
NEW YORK-Billy is back, and they have the strongest
sticks in baseball. But Billy will be fired after he gets in a fight
with George Steinbrenner over a can of Miller Lite. Billy will
say it's less filling and George will say it tastes good. In the
end Billy will sign on for WrestleMania and fight Mr. T. in a
cage match.
MILWAUKEE-Last
year I didn't give them a chance and
they went on a long winning streak. This year they should do
well. but don't look for any miracles.
DETROIT-I
know many of you are breathing profane
words about this, but I am sorry. The Tigers are old and no
one can expect another Doyle Alexander to come around and
lift the Tigers to the championship. Don't get me wrong; there
still is a good chance for them to pull it off, but don't mortgage
your house to bet on the Tigers.
CLEVELAND-Last
year everyone, including this foolish
person, picked them to win. They screwed up, but I am being
nice by giving them this position.
BOSTON-I know Boston never does this badly, but don't
worry. Being sixth in this division usually means you would
have been first in the western division.
BALTIMORE-Goodbye
Cal Ripken, your severence pay
is in the mail. The league should take pity and move the Birds
into the W estem Division.
To sum up the American League East; Toronto wil I win it
and go on to the World Series. After they beat the Cubs, they
will make a deal with management to have real grass put in
the Sky Dome. George Bell will eventually be put back in left
field after a dismal start at DH. Tiger Stadium will be
occupied by a radical group seeking its preservation. Coleman
Young will suffocate while inspecting the Hubert H Humphrey
Metro Dome. And finally, some silly player on Cleveland
will be arrested for sniffing liquid paper.
That's the way it will be this year in the majors. If I am
wrong, no one will really care, because no one is ever perfect.
And six months from now I can write another opinion piece
on how the Tigers deserved to beat the Blue Jays. D

Bri tries his best to correct the messes
by Brian LeC lair

I really didn't want to do this.
The last thing I really wanted to do for this baseball issue
was to write yet another tired, old, make-your-picks thing.
Then I read Stout's column (above).
For the benefit of all with a serious interest in the grand
old game, I felt compelled to write. Never before have I seen
such a crock of crap as this attempt at prognostication. Just
because he picked the feeble National League West from top
to bottom doesn't make him an expert. That feat was a
statistical glitch. a freak of nature. You know, like the
Minnesota Twins' World Series victory last year.
So without further ado, here they are. I assure you they
will be closer to the actual finish than the drivel up above.
AMERICAN LEAGUE EAST
I am not afraid to take on the most interesting division
first I know my readers will read on. The division is clearly
the most difficult to pick, since each position could be decided
by only one game, and nearly every team in this talent-heavy
division is a contender. But here goes.
I) DETROIT-rm
probably going to take some flak for this
one. Everyone thinks the team is getting old However, the
Tigers roared to the best record in baseball last year, and
without an outstanding season from anyone, with the possible
exception of Alan Trammell. Trammell's season was no flash
in the pan, though, and Morris, Pettis, Lemon and Hernandez
will rebound with outstanding seasons to lift the Bengals to
the top.
2) TORONTO-A
few weeks ago I would have picked the
Jays to win without any hesitation. However, George Bell's
prim a donna act is causing dissension, and the trade of Willie
Upshaw to the Indians will hurt the Jays more than they

think. Also troubling is the developing liability of Dave Stieb,
who has become beatable lately. However, the best relief
corps in the majors will keep the Jays near the top.
3) NEW YORK- To put it bluntly, the Yankee hitting lineup
is scary, especially with the acquisition of Jack Clark.
However, the only reliable pitching comes out of the bullpen
in Dave Righetti. The Yankees also have the most disruptive
force in the majors in George Steinbrenner. Billy Martin's
magic will not be able to keep the Yankees from losing a
bunch of 7-5 games.
4) BOSTON-The
Red Sox are always a good team to
watch, since they play in the most interesting park in the
majors and they have a bunch of great hitters to exploit it
They will also be much improved, v.ith the acquisition of
fireballer Lee Smith from the Cubs. But their age will work
against them, and they will likely fade from the picture around
August
5) MILWAUKEEThese guys are truly an up and coming
club. The young stallions, like B.J. Surhoff, homer king Rob
Deer and Teddy Higuera will win many a game for the
Brewers, and they will start off strongly. However, they are
still a year or two away.
6) CLEVELAND-Last
year, everyone jumped on the
Indians' bandwagon. This year, people won't be so stupid
Upshaw will help, and the Indians will finish with a good
record. but good isn't good enough in this division. The young
pitchers will get shelled. but the powerhitters will keep the
team in most games. Unfortunately. they'll lose their share of
them.
7) BALTIMORE-The
glory days are gone for the Birds.
The pitching is gone, and the team is paying for the days when
they hung around with their old players too long. They will
clinch last place early.

AMERICAN LEAGUE WEST
The division may undergo a boost of confidence after the
victory by the Twins. but it shouldn't last long, as the teams
didn't help themselves much.
l) OAKLAND- The acquisition of Dave Parker gives the
A's a power play they haven't had since the dynasty years of
1971 and 1972. He'll fit in nicely with sluggers Jose Canesco
and Mark McGwire. However, this year, pitchers like Dave
Stewart will be able to keep teams off the scoreboard. They'll
run away with the division.
2) TEXAS-Stout
forgot about these guys. It's a sure bet the
rest of the league won't Live arms Bobby Witt and Edwin
Correa will be able to find the strike zone thie year, and Pete
lncaviglia will finally learn how to hit the breaking ball.
3) MINNESOTA- The Twins got fat this winter at banquets
and other celebrations. They knew they lucked out, and
enjoyed every second of their off-season. They'll certainly
pay for it this year, and unravel quickly this time around.
4) KANSAS CITY- They used to get by winning a lot of2- I
ball games. Quisenberry isn't nearly as dominating now, and
a one-dimensional team doesn't go as far as it used to. They'll
need all the offense they can get from George Brett, Steve
Balboni and rookie phenom Kevin Seitzer. Bo Jackson?
Forget it He'll see a lot of the bench.
5) SEATTLE-The Mariners reaJly have some good players.
Phil Bradley is a strong offensive player. Matt Young is a
tough lefty. However, Dick Williams will not get his wish of
going out on top.
6) CALIFORNIA-Gene
Autry may never get his moment
with a winner. They refuse to improve themselves, counting
on the youngsters. Odds are they'll let the team down again.
FOR NATIONAL LEAGUE. See BRl'S PICKS, p.23.
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Scott has fun choosing who will lose least
by Scott A. Pattison

So I hear we have a new sports writer at
the Lance. His name is John Stout We were
real fortunate to obtain his vast knowledge of
sports since we hear he is presently being
groomed to take over Halberstadt's space at
the Star.!
This incredible, insightful look at the '88
baseball season has prompted this not so
incredible writer to share with all those who
are inclined to subscribe to the theory that all
female umps should wear skirts - my own
quick picks for '88.
But let's forget the formality and get down
to some basic baseball - the Twins will not
repeat as World Series Champions. In fact,
they won't even be invited to the post-season
party this time around Big surprise, right?
As for the rest of the American League
West, things just don't change too much in
this division. The only significant alterations
to be made will definitely pay off. The
Oakland A's have acquired workhorse Dave
Parker, who in the past bas been fingered as a
clubhouse menace. But figures usually speak
louder than personal criticisms, and Parker
added a few more to his resume last season
with the Reds. Parker played in over 150
games last year for the Reds, and as usual,
belted his portion of gam&-winning hits.
Believe it or not, I feel the Angels, who
have taken their fans on a roller coaster ride
for the past five seasons, will make a bid for
the division also. With the acquisitions of ex
Frisco outfielder Chili Davis, and former

Tiger starting pitcher Dan Petry, the Angels
at least made an attempt to bring some
winners to a team which desperately lacks
leadership. Petry has been there with the
Tig's and knows the difference between
positive thinking and idle thinking.
Ifhe can find the slider which made him a
consistent winning pitcher before surgery, he
could give the Angels that extra edge they
seem to lack every year, come September.
As for the rest of the division, well, just
look up last year's October 2nd edition of the
Star, and there you go.
The American League East is a crystal
ball's nightmare, which continues to baffle
everyone. Anyway, I do believe its the year
of the Brew Crew. Milwaukee played the last
twenty games of the '87 season with passion,
and the first twenty games of this season
could be pivotal.
Last year Milwaukee got off to that
incredible start, and then fell completely off
their pedestals. But with the signing of veteran
Paul Molitor, who had a career year in '87,
things seem to be righting themselves in the
beer capital.
Look for the Brewers to dedicate their
season to George Bamberger, who died this
past winter in Arizona Bamberger was the
manager of the Brew Crew the last time
Milwaukee made it to the World Series,
during the strike-shortened '82 season.
The Yankees, with Billy Martin back in
the Zoo, have been touted as the East
champs. But hold on, they still are without
starting pitching. Righetti can't win it all on
his own. Jack Clark ain't gonna hit thirty

my mind that Valenzuela and Hershiser,
home runs over that left field tence - NO
with healthy arms, can help LA. hold on to
WAY!
As for the Blue Jays, they are still waiting beat San Fran come September.
As for the Reds, life without Dave Parker
to see if pitcher Dave Stieb will regain the
form which made them pay him perverse and a healthy Mario Soto will be short-lived
amounts of money. But don't look for the The rest are too boring to even mention.
The National League East will also be
Jays to stick with him after this season ifhe
doesn't produce. And don't think that his full of surprises this year, and the biggest of
salary is/will stand in his way. They will take all is that the Mets are not favourites (in my
it on the chin if they have to trade him and opinion anyway), to take the East crown. I
want to say the Expos, but I know better.
pick up the tab for part of his salary.
Ah yes, last year's division champs. the This is the year the Philadelphia club returns
Detroit Tigers. Sorry guys, the Tigers just to the spotlight Parrish will finally find the
won't make it this year. But forget all about Philly fans to be a lovable bunch, and he will
this garbage about their age, because age is regain his old form, which saw many-a-ball
launched out onto Trumbull Avenue. Mike
what won it for them last year!
I just believe that Detroit's pitching will Schmidt has also re-signed for two more
not stand up to all of the praise it is always years, and the legends only get better with
receiving.Terrell is trurt,Hernandez is finished, age. As well, newly acquired Seattlestarting
and Morris is/has been too good for too long. pitcher Mark. Langston will only help the
starting four.
He's due for a stinker.
As for the Mets, if Gooden continues to
A darkhorse in this division just might be
the Red Sox. If Boggs has another great year, mow them down, they would be in the hunt as
and Jim Rice rebounds from a lousy year, well. But injuries seem to plague these guys,
along with newly acquired Cub standout, Lee and Hernandez isn't getting any younger.
With the signing of Bob Homer, who will
Smith, the boys from Boston might be there
in late October. As for the rest of the division, supposedly replace Jack Clark, the Cardinals
will have to rely on lots of defence, and of
well, we'll leave these toughies up to Stout
In the National League West, everyone is course Bruce Sutter in the bull pen. St Louis
picking the Giants, except me. Look for the shouldn't have even beaten San Francisco in
Dodgers to fmally stop the tallcing, and begin the playoffs last year, but then again who
to take care of business. With the acquisition would have believed that the Twins would
of Gibson, and Oakland A's outfielder Mike have beat on the Tigers - me, that's who
Davis. the Dodgers, last year· s lowest scoring (though fd rub it in a little).
So there you have it, the best and the
team in the majors, will finally be able to
throw a Guerrero/Davis/Gibson knock-out worst of'88 . It may not be perfect. but at least
punch at the opposition. There is no doubt in it will be closer than Stout's. U

Jon Arms concentrates on the American League East
by Jon Arms
Forget what everybody else says. I'm the guy
to see. I have the scoop on who's going lo come out
on top in the American League East this season.
I) TORONTO-Yes.
I have picked the Jays to
win it, and they may well be the team to beat.
However, to win championships a team must be
able to perform under pressure and in the last two
weeks of the past three seasons. the Jays have been
2-20. with a team batting average of only .195.
Combine that season ending jinx with the preseason turmoil this spring(George Bell's refusal to
DH). and Toronto's stability looks highly questionable. But it's tough to keep good men down,
and the Blue Jays are loaded with talent. No one
can boast the offensive punch of the Jays' roster.
If the Jays' front office doesn't get fed up with
Bell. he should again lead the team in offensive
numbers. With other sluggers Jesse Barfield and
Lloyd Moseby, and the reliable bats of Rance
Mulliniks. Tony Femande1 and Ernie Whitt. the
Jays will score plenty of runs.
Not that the outstanding pitching staff needs it.
They are one of the strongest staffs in the majors.
Jimm y Key and ex-Oriole Mike Flanagan provide
solid lefty pitching, with ironhorse Jim Clancy. a
refreshed Dave Stieb. and probably Jose Nunez
rounding out the starting five.
The bullpen is splendid. FireballerTom Henke
will blow down anyone in his way, and middle
relievers Mark Eichorn, Jeff Musselman. John
Cerutti and David Wells are all ready to step in if
needed.
Providing the Jays can clear up their preseason problems, stay clear of any serious injuries,
and come up with effective baseball in September
and October. they will win the American League
East.
2) NEW YORK-Billy Martin is back! Hard to
believe, but George Steinbrenner has hired him for
a fifth time. However, he's not the reason they will
finish second this time around. The problem here is
simple-pitching. or lack thereof. lt cost them in
1987 and will this year, too.
Nearlv evervone on the staff is struggling with
some problem. -either an injury, or old age. This
leaves reliever Dave Righetti and consistent John
Candelaria as the two hopes. but they can only do
so much.
Explosive otfense should make up for iL though.
Newly acquired Jack Clark from the St. Louis
Cardinals will fit in nicely. with regular standouts

RickeyHenderson.Dave Winfield.WillieRandolph.
and multi-talented Don Mattingly. Runs won't be
a problem.
If the Yankees can keep their squad healthy
and happy ( not an easy thing to do). and can come
up with some production on the mound. they can
challenge for the title.
3) BOSTON-The
Sox have put themselves back
in the pennant race by stealing Lee Smith from the
Cubs, who brings with him more saves than the
entire relief corps last year. Cy Young award
wiaDer Roger Clemens and Bruce Hurst should
the way• ..._QiUa-d
caa-.

..-1-d

help if he controls his emotions.
The infield defense is also strong. with Dwight
l:.vans and Wade Boggs at the comers. and Marty
Barrett and Spike Owen up the middle. And all
these guys carry big sticks.
If Boston can carry the offense and defense
throuj!out an entire season. they will contend. but
not win. In order to be successful. their middle
relievers must come through. They must also
improve at catc:hin~ Gedman is experienced; but
aging. and his numbers will likely drop.
Look for Boston to finish third.
4) MILWAUKEE-The
Brewers are the darkhorse of this division, and may surprise everyone
in '88. Their young players are beginning to mix in
with the veterans and the result could be trouble.
Teddy Higuera, Juan Nieves. and Bill Wegman
are certain starters but the others are questionable.
Paul Molitor. Milwaukee's Wayne Greuky.
was spectacular in '87. If he stays healthy, the
Brewers will be too. Other heavy hitters such as
B.J. Surhoff 11ndBill Schroeder behind the plate,
as well as Robin Yount. Rob Deer and Glen
Braggs will also help.
However. the Brewers must tighten up defensively
and hope for some good relievers in 1988. Although
this may not be their year, they should imprO\'C on
their 91 wins from last season.
5) DETROIT-All
right Tiger fans-you probably
think picking the Tigers for fifth is crazy. Maybe,
but read on.
There are a few problems the Tigers must sol\e
to be a contender. They need a better bullpenthat's obvious. They need more production from
third base and right field. and they must hope age
doesn't hit too hard.
All eyes will be on Trammell, who is coming off
a miraculous season. He must maintain those
numbers in 1988. The same goes for Whitaker.
who had a good year. but his numbers have
dropped off lately.
Other questions also remain. Can Darrell
Evans repeat his fine performance of 30 homers
while over the age of forty? Will Gary Pettis be
able to perform as well with the bat as he does with
the glove'! And how will Scott Lusader do in his
first full year in right field?
Matt Nokes and Mike Heath will share the
catching chores. Nokes was impressive last year,
but is weak on defense.
Pitching should again be Detroit's strong point.
Jack Morris. Frank Tanana. Walt Terrell and
Doyle Alexander combine to make one of the best
rotations in baseball, winning 59 of the Tigers' 89
games. However. Hernandez must rebound. Mike
Henneman and Eric King should help the bullpen,
but it won't be enough.
Detroit relies too much on veterans for success.
The bullpen has to be solid to relieve the effective.
but older, starters.
Defensive holes, a weak bullpen. and threat of
age will keep the Tigers out of the race.
6) CLEVELAND-The
Indians were a major
disappoinunent in 1987. After being picked to win
it all, they cboked.and finished last with 61 wins.
Wlal'• 111!"this year? Not much. The Indians

Will Henke have the lire to get AL East baners out?

look like they will open the season with the same
roster as in '87.
Pitching was. and still is, their biggest problem.
They set a record for giving up home runs. with
knuclcleballer Tom Candiotti the only semi-effective
hurler on the staff.
The defense is no help, having committed 153
errors to lead the league.
Cory Snyder. Joe Carter, and Brook Jacoby
should provide some offensive punch, and they'll
need every bit of it
If the Indians finish in any other spot but sixth
this year, loot for it to be seventh.
7) BALTIMORE-The
Orioles are in trouble all
the way around . They may find it tough to improve
on their feeble 6 7-95 record.

The pitching should be pretty easy prey for the
rest of the league. Mike Boddicker will be counted
on to lead the squad. and newly acquired Mike
Morgan will have to produce im,!llediately.
Terry Kennedy is the lone bright spot on the
infield. from behind the plate. Other than that, all
infielders must improve, and Eddie Murray must
show the fans he's worth the money. Cal Ripken Jr .
should have a better year.
However , look for Baltimore to fight with
Cleveland for last spot rights in the A.L East
So that's the way I see it Love it or hate it,
swear at it or praiseit, this is what the standings
will look like in the American League East after
162 games.

So there.O
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CAMPUSREC
Campu1 Recreation Comer
by Grant S. Krubly

rbd::.~ GRAD
(Y(Y.J PORTRAITS

~

SALE

-You BLEW IT, CHARLIE.
So, you didn't get HER portrait. Eh?
Well. Mom's day is on the way, Call
Today.

~<L

859 Moy Avenue
Windsor. Ontario

253-4535

MUNTZ VIDEO
Now Has
Compact

Disc Rentals!

We Also Buy, Sell, & Trade
New & Used C. D.'s
Don't Forget A bout Our
Quz:ity Se l ect i o n o f
Movte Re nt a ls
V C.R and Came ra Rentals
Are Also

Availab

le

See Us F-or Details

"March-April

Special "

Rent 2 C.D. 's or Movies For The
Price of 1
,
with this cou~ __..c
o......
n_~-Muntz East
5115 Tecumseh Rd. E.
944-2239

Muntz West
D.'s Only)
485 Tecurr.$eh Rd. W.
255·1nR7

cc.

Pyymaki in the flJ'St game of the final with a decisive I S-6
victory. However, the second game proved to be pivotal, as
the lead exchanged hands several times. Finally a 16- 14
victory was recorded for Kekre and Uddin. Unfortunately,
the third and deciding game proved to be one too many for
Mann and Pyymaki as they surrendered a 15-5 victory to the
Men's Doubles champions, James Kekre and Naeem Uddin.
The men's singles finals will take place this Wednesday
beginning at 7:00 p.m.

Everyone here at University is very busy, we all have
intense schedules and we often end up rushing here and there
to make classes and deadlines while we forget about the most
important factor of all, ourselves. Last week I was reminded
of the role I personally play in my life when an old back injury
put me in bed, flat on my back, for four days. During those
painful four days it occurred to me that ultimately everything
we do or experience in life llve1 through us, each of us is the
center of our own universe. So take care of you111elfin all
respects, if your schedule is heavy you need recreation to
balance it. Make time to get involved in you, invest in
yourself. Campus Recreation has a lot to offer you. Check it
out and see, you'll have fun and your life will be richer for it.

Innertube Waterpolo
Innertube Waterpolo came to a close last Sunday March
26. We Be lllin' barely beat '1057' in the first game 3-2.
Forfeits allowed Business Bums to play '1057' . Business
Bums were off their mark and ' 1OS7' took full advantage of it.
' l 057' won 10--0. The final game of the season was between
1st and 2nd place teams We Be Dlin' and '1057'. After the
2nd period '1057 ' was leading 5-2. The third period was a
tough and intense one. The final score was 11-10 for We Be
lllin'. They kept their 3 year winning streak. ' 105 7' put up a
really good fight. Their goalie Neil McLaughlin was the
league's M V.P. See ya next year!

Coming Soon :
Campus Recreation Year-End Party for all participants,
Thursday, April 7th, 7:30-9:30 pm at multi-purpose room,
with dance to follow at Faces. Call 253-4232 ext. 2456 for
information.
Women's Intramural Basketball
The final night of regular season play was full of surprises.
A Bit of Everything, who have been dogging the Ex-ettes all
season, finally pulled into first place. Windsor Law jumped
from sixth place to fourth place in the standings. The
Slammers had two close games, losing by five to A Bit of
Everything, and by two to Law. Due to the losses, they are
ranked fifth going into the play-offs.
Congratulations to Suk Ping Cho and Janet Morrison,
who played excellent games for the Hot Shots and the
Petunias respectively.

Sports Club Council Meeting No. 4
The Unive111ity of Windsor Sports Club Council held
their last meeting of this school year.
The U ofW Judo Club will be attending a tournament on
April 23rd at Sandwich Secondary while the U ofW Karate
Club attended a tournament on March 6th. The U of W
Aikido. Lacrosse , and Taekwon Do Clubs have increased
their membership and the clubs are running quite well
The club representatives and the ir clubs were invited to
attend the Campus Recreation Year- End Reception on April
7th. All club membersshould contact their club representatives
if they would like to obtain tickets. The reception will be held
in the multi-purpose room from 7:30-9:30 pm. Included will
be a slide/tape show and demonstrations. A dance will follow,
hosted by Faces on College.
Most of the clubs will be continuing throughout the
summer so contact Campus Recreation if you are interested
in joining or have any questions concerning any of the clubs.

Ladles' Rac qu etba ll Tournament
The first annual Ladies' Racquetball Night Out was held
March 24, 1988 at Windsor Racquet and Fitness Centre. The
beginne111enjoyed a few pointers and then everyone went on
to have a good time.
I would like to thank all those partic ipants for making this
evening a grand success. Elaine Mailloux and Carol Ann
Megama show great promise and are future pros. The H.K.
wives. including Leona Fracas. Nora Eaves, Doris Levitt.
and Sue Boucher put on a great show of their skill and
strategy.And we can't forget Sherri Uleese. who used her
tennis stroke to its maximum.
Everyone h ad a fantastic time and we all enjoyed a few
laughs at the videotape that was made.
Thanks for everything.
Badm into n Lea 1ue
Las t W ednesday saw both the Men's and Mixed Doubles
badmintonseasoncometo an end. In mixed doublescompetition,
the team of K evin Lattemo re and Virginia Myers defeated
J ame s Dallaire and Jo an M arcotte 15-8 in the ir semi-final
game, while Bob Com artin and partne r Susan Pouget overtoo k
J ame s Kekre and Yoshin Hu dda by a score of I S-9. The best
two o ut of three fmal belo nged to Co martin and Pouge t as
they wonthe clwnpiombip with 15-8 and 15-6 victories over
Lattemore and Mye111.
The most exc iting action to date was seen in the Men's
Doub les playoff. Tim Mann and Mike Pyymaki surpassed
N. J. Th ambythurai and Nassir Uddin 15-6 in their semi-fmal
game, while the team of James Kekre and Naeem Uddin
entered the fmals by forfe it. Play was dominated by Mann and

Wo men's Intramur al I ce Hock ey
The women's season has finally come to an end on March
24, with the Basketballers winning the championship. Three
cheers for them!!! Campus Ree. would like to thank all teams
for the p articipation and enthusiasm. W e hopeto see you next
season. Thanks again.
P.S. To all Basketballers, the last day to redeem vouche111is
April 7, 1988.
M e n's In tram ural Ice H oc key
The Men's Intramural Ice Hoc key season h as come to an
end It was a fantastic yea r full of fun for all who participated.
For many teams it was a tough year, for others it was a breeze
but come playoff time that all changed. The re were upsets,

and many games throughout the entire year as well as the
playofr, but there could only be one winner in each division.
Congratulations to all who participated and especially to the
winners.
Again, co ngratulations to the winne111:
A division : Bungy Hunters
B division : Social Science Blues

t.urflk
CAMERA

337

SHOP
(519) 253 - 1125

Ouellette

•Polaroid
from page 12

The Social Science Socie ty
Semi-Formal
is on April 8, 1988
Tickets Now On Sale

Polaroid ~un 600 LMS.
Today's besl tnstant camera Yalue .
• Light Management System w th 1nlrafe d

sensor

$35 S.S.S.Couple

$40 others

• Bu1ll •1n e1ectron1c tiash t,re!i 8\l'Bry 11me
.. Pres,t lens :iever neeos tocus1ng
"Never buy llashbars , never bvy baner,es
• Uses 600 High S;,eed lltm.

$6 9.H

Stag Tickets Available
University Centre or G-130 W.H.N .

Polaroid Sun 660 Autolocu1.
II doH the worlt, while you crHt• lhe plclurw.
Sun 660 Autofocus does the work, so vou can create
The focus as a,.11omat1c
by sound waves And II auto·
mall cally blenos electronic t1ash with natural light 10
elim inate harsh snaoows Flash recharges ,nstanlly.
~ou gel pictures from 2 teet Never ouy oatleroes,
mere ·s a fresh one m every him pack

A lso Inc lud es 1 Tw in pac k.

$99.

95

We Also Carry
Profess ional Polaroid Film s \
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Bri's picks go National
Continued from pg. 20.
7) CHICAGO-Woe
to the Sox. It doesn't matter what
unifonn they come up with next. they are doomed to fail.
Windy City fans had just better wait for the Bears this
September to find a winner.
NATIONAL LEAGUE EAST
The National League has always been a mystery to me. I
can't stand a league that gets more runs from a walk and three
steals than from base-clearing blasts. But I figure I still know
more than that lunatic Stout
1) NEW YORK - I shudder making this pick. I hate
everything the Mets stand for. I also know that they're the
best team in the division. Strawberry and company will
bounce back. and will have clinched this division by Labour
Day.
2) MONTREAL-The
new era of Expo is much like the old.
Get close, and then fade away. Close will have to be good
enough here. They still haven't gotten over giving away

stars that the Cubs are in this division. otherwise they would
have no chance of getting out of last place. They are counting
on rookies for success, usually a tragic error. The trend won't
change here.

NATIONAL LEAGUE WEST
This division also has a bad rep for mediocre baseball.
This season they might have the best pennant race of the four.
1) SAN FRANCISCO-The
Giants weren't happy with
second best in the National League. Will Clark and hot dog
Jeffrey Leonard are back to make sure that doesn't happen
again.
2) LOS ANGELES- The Dodgers have been kicked around
enough. Pedro Guerrero is healthy, and Kirk Gibson, once he
wipes the tears from his eyes. should contribute amidst the
glitz and hype. Valenzuela will also be more than ready to
pitch for the pennant.
3) CINCINNATI-Whether
Pete Rose plays or not the
Reds can't ignore the fact they lost Dave Parker. Teams can

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
THIS SUMMER!
N. Y. Style Hot Dog Steamer
Cart
• Excellent Condition
• Licenses to operate in· Windsor

included

• Estimated Revenues ·$8000-?
During the summer
• Fully Equipped

Only
$2950

Call Ken or Patty for details

258-7459

Andre l>awson to the Cubs.
3 l ST. LOUIS The Cardinals' anemic o!Tense struggled
badl} for weeks without slu!!,!!,erJack Clark, 1 can't ima1,?ine
how they'll survive an entire season. If they can stay close.
though. they may have the best bullpen in the league with
Sutter and Worrell.
4) PHILADELPHIA-At
least Stout remembered them
this time around. Parrish could only help this team ifhe could
bat three or four times a lineup instead of one. Otherwise.
fourth place is the best they can hope for.
5) CHICAGO-I
can't believe Stout here. To pick Chicago
tirst is crazy. They 1tave away their salliour .and the best
reliever in the lea1tue. Lee Smith. for Calvin Schiraldi. the guv
who probably lost the World Series for the Sox. Dawson will
simply plav to the Cubs' level to avoid embarassinJ;? them
further.
6) PITTSBURGH-The
Pirates should thank their lucky

walk l::ric Davis every time he µcts up. He'll need another hlt
to score.
4) HOUSTON
The Astros arc a pretty solid team. They
should finish a pretty solid fourth.
5 • SAN DI !:.GO- The Padres wasted their best chance for a
championship in 1984. Thev were supposed to be the Twins.
Poor 1 onv Gwvnn could bat.SOO and it wouldn't matter.
6) ATLANl A-ls Dale Murph} still stuck on this band ot
losers·: I- ven Stout !!Ot this pick right. This team is goin1t
nowhere.
After l...il....&ame w.fo).lr .t>es1
remam Jhe~wm.
Lea1we playotls should be a treat with runs comin!? in
hunches. espcciallv with the A's feastini in Ti)?cr Stadium.
1he T1iiers will hold on. though. and face the Giants. who will
outlast the Mets in a seven game thriller. As for the I-'all
(lassie.the World ~cries .' See vou in October.
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Where else would you celebrate the end of
the school year?
How Does Steming Hot Seafood,
Mequite Grilled Steaks, and Windsor's
Best Prime Rib Sound?
Check Us Out For
$2.50 Tuesdays
Prime Time Wednesdays
&
Slioo er nursdays
Patio Opening SOON

969-3146

490 Division Rd.
( Next to Devonshire. Mall)

NEW STUDENT

GATHERING

PLACE

Come Celebrate Our 1 st Year Anniversary
Witt, Great Specials.
~or Lunch and Dinner
Our restaurant and dance floor are open
·til 4arT1 on Fridays and Saturdays
Mon -Thurs 9pm to 1 am (No cover)
Fri-S a t 9pm-1 am $3.00 cover ($2 with 1.0. card)
1 am-4am $5 cover ($3 with I. D. card)
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Friday, April I-Thursday, April 7
"WeuseREAL BUTTERon ourPopcorn"

Tlit!T~[
"Windsor'sOnly DiscountMovieTheatre"
804 Erie St E.

253-005)

SHOW TIMES.
7:00 pm
9:20 pm
12:00 Midnight
Special Showings On
Friday & Saturday Only
Winner of 13 Genie A wards

ALLSEATS
ONLY

$2.00

FOR: MEMBERS
SENIORS &CHILDREN
(12 & under)

$3·50 - newregular
admissionprice
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Did your fave SAC-type make the grade?
by Robert Croley

1

I

t's that time of year againtime once again to evaluate the
performance of our outgoing
student council executive.
This time around, as per usual,
there are some good marks-and a lot of bad
ones. But there will be no bell curve here.
Executives are judged not only on how well
they fulfilled the duties of their position, but
also how well they have taken the initiative to
do some work on their own.
Ken Alexander, President- B
This grade, though higher than the class
average, is given with a few conditions.
Alexander, as one council member pointed
out to me, has, if nothing else, restored
integrity to the executive. This is no small
accomplishment, but given the many projects
left incomplete or untouched ( such as by law
reviews and Student Media Corpora ·
restructuring), next year must be a most
productive one. This is in this sense a "marit
in progress". Alexander must take on a mach
stronger leadership role for next year's council
initiatives to be successful. Alexander came
in amidst much executive infighting and
backstabbing. He must try to keep the executive united-student
councils don't carry
enough clout without a united front
Pete Ostojic, Vice President- F
Ostojic, who for a brief time also carried
the duties of inlt:rim President, gets the only
failing grade. Though he started out ambitious.
observers found out where his true ambitions
lay: the President's office. His facade of
concern for students masked his interest in
personal gain. He began with enthusiasm,
and to be fair he may have been disillusioned
with executive power struggles and infighting.
But he decided to give up, and after defeat in
a presidential by-election he stopped working
for students. He said he was relieved he
would no longer have to put up with the
"bullshit of SAC". As one student pointed
out, in a letter to the editor. then so should we
be glad he's gone: Ostojic has not attended a
Student Media Corporation meeting for
months-he didn't care.
Chris McIntyre. V.P.-Communications-8
This grade may surprise a few folks, but it
shouldn't. In spite of his grandstanding and
self-indulgence at council meetings, McIntyre
was sincere in his attempts to represent
students. He had no designs for higher office.

enough on his own. He was willing to follow
up on student appeals of grades-but we
didn't see enough forthcoming in this area
Plenty of school spirit and a fun guy.
Robert Allcbin, V.P.-Financ&--CThis is really a tough grade to give Rob
Allchin. He was a highly-touted financial
golden boy at the beginning of his term. But
he h~ disappointed The corporation is not
in better financial shape as a result of his
efforts. The pub, just one year after recording
a record profit, is on a downward trend. His
pet project, the computerization of the Student
Media Corporation, was a flop. He could not
convince council that the approximately
$100,000 in capital needed for his choice of
equipment would pay for itself in short
,
der-as he asserted. He spent a great deal
time and sweat on the project, but could
t secure the crucial market surveys which
may have turned the tide for what he called
the ''Cadillac" of desktop publishing. Student
media ,would have settled for a much cheaper
set-up. Pi.hard worker in spite of his not being
a morning person (he could not often be
found in the office until before noon, though
demonstrates this. But he also did the job he he did work later than most others).
was hired to do-representing SAC on the Geoff Bastow, Chief Electoral Officer-A
provincial and national levels through tl1e
Bastow takes the laurels for the best grade
Ontario and Canadian Federations of Stu- this year. How could you fault him? He
dents. He was aware of problems within the worked hard to provide the cleanest and most
executive. but could have taken a stronger efficient election in memory, making everyrole in helping to right the wrongs. An able one's job a little more pleasant Hats off!
and straightforward student representative.
Honourable Mention:
Stephen DeMarco, Central Advertising
BmxlanThomson,V.P.-University
Aflain--C
Bureau Manager-A
Thomson is honest, friendly and usuall)
Though not a SAC executive. he can't be
around the SAC office (more than can be overlooked in any report card He took
said for other execs). Unfortunately his big CAB's dismal showing last year and made
project-getting published professor evalua- this year a banner one for Lance advertising
tions, was a failure. Students still don't have revenues ( and of course many other mediums).
a guide by which they can avoid some of the One can only hope he'll stick around to take
U ofW' s bad apples. He spent too much time the job next year. But. I mean geez. Steve, did
following McIntyre's initiatives and not there have to be so many 32-page papers?O
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He had a job to do and he did it He's a
grassroots type-and has been successful in
proving he was not just on the executive to
collect a salary and pad his resume. As in
many things in life, it's the little things that
count For example, he recently was instrumental in obtaining age of majority cards for
visa students. Though he was not shy in
letting everyone know he did it, the fact is he
took the initiative to fight red tape and
.. change the law".
Greg Thoman. V.P.-Ext mal-BThe only thing that kee_t>s
Thoman 's mark
from a B or higher is his lack of participation
at council meetings-at a time when leadership on council is sadly lacking. But Thoman,
like McIntyre, took initiative. His participation in a committee fo1 Jisabled students

Stats make casefor sexisthiring
by Ron Albrecht

~

he University of
Windsor is below
the provincialaverage
in its employment
of women in high
faculty positions.
In a combined two-year report
on employment equity presented to
the Senate at a meeting March 31,
Professor Marge Holman statistically proved the University of
Windsor's percentage of employed
women was below the provincial
average.
"The report represents a clear
, message to change." Holman said,
and added that the "University is

not capitalizing on the hiring of
women. in fact. some areas are
being neglected."
Holman's report notes that only
4.4 per cent of professors at this
university are women, compared to
the provincial average of six per
cent
With women as non-academic
employees on the campus. Holman
noted a 33 per cent difference in
wages to what non-academic males
are being paid. This is tecause
women are being employed in the
lower wage level occupations that
offer little room for mobility to
higher level occupations, she said.
Recommendations made in the
report "reflect a direction and make

suggestions for action" in solving
the problem of employment equity
at the university, Holman said
The report will be taken under
Senate's condiseration at a later
date.
In other Senate news:
The Senate is dealing with possible bomb threats during final
exams by consolidating as many
tests as possible into the new St
Denis Hall.
During final exams, there will
be a twenty-four hour security watch
on the building. It will also be
checked for bombs at frequent intervals.
The Senate is confident that its
policy on reducing and ultimately
eliminatingbombthreatsis working.D

Social Science Dean Zbigniew Fallenbuchll gestures as he makes a point to
demonstrating home economics students. About a dozen students demonstrated
In front of Windsor Hall Tuesday, to protest the proposed phase-out of the home
economics department.
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ARTS
Until May15
- Coven Atkins: The Winnipeg Years, an exhibition examining
Atkins' developmental years at the Art Gallery of Windsor.
Until May22
- Larry Towelt Nicaragua. ElSalvador. Guatemala Photograph
exhibition at the Art Gallery of Windsor.
- Richard Pottruff: Drawings of technology,militarism
aggression at the Art Gallery of Windsor.

and

- Patterson Ewan: The Montreal Years at the Art Gallery of
Windsor.

MUSIC
Lance photo by Tom Pidgeon

Tuesdays & Wednesdays
- Music ·at the Grad House: classical musicians are invited to
play Tuesdays and all are welcome to listen to jazz on
Wednesdays.
Aprll8 & 9
-Andre
Gagnon with the Windsor Symphony play light
classical music at 8 pm 1nthe Cleary Auditorium. For tickets
and info call 973-1238.
.Aprll 10
- University Singers' Annual Spring Concert in the Auditorium
of the Art Gallery at 3 pm.
.Aprll 10

- The Windsor Symphony accompanies Brian Glow in an
afternoon of music and magic fort he whole family. The show is
at 3 pm in the Cleary Auditorium. Fortickets and info call 9731238.
Aprll 15
- The legendary Count Basie Orchestra under the direction of
Frank Foster at the Music Hall Center. 350 Madison Ave. Call
(313) 963-7680. 8 pm.
.Aprll 15

-Club S.O.D.A and CJAM present Music to Soothe the
Savage Beast in the Ambassador Auditorium. Admission $4.
Featuring: Treehouse Beggars. Global Citizens. Prehistoric
Covestrokers. and Mescaline Ritual.
.Aprll 16 & 17

- The Windsor Symphony presents Lucie Robert on violin and
Paul Freeman. guest conductor. playing Morawetz. Bruch and
Tchaikovsky. Concerts at 8 pm on Saturday and 3 pm on
Sunday For tickets and info call 973-1238.

ETCETERA

THEATRE/CINEMA
.Aprll 8·10

-A Month in the Country plays at the Detroit Film Theatre. DIA
Coll (313) 832-7676
.April 14-17

Aprll 8
-Join Hands presents The Old Sandwich Song Circle at 8:30
pm, Mackenzie Hall. 3277 Sandwich St. Come and welcome
in the spring with an evening of entertainment by local talent
Open microphone. Admission-donation

-Showcase Production of 4th year Graduating B.F.A.class.
Shows at 8 pm and Mon .•April 17 at 7:30 pm. Make reseNations
through the School of Dramatic Art .

April 10 & 24

Until Aprll 17
-Deathtrap at the Meadow Brook Theatre. Cail (313) 3773300

Aprll 13

Aprll 19·24
- The Alvin Ailey American Dance Theatre. famous for its
seductive. brilliant mix of jazz. ballet Afro-Caribbean and
modern dance. will perform at the Music Hail Center. 350
Madison Ave. Call (313) 963-7680.

-CORRECTION: The Christian Culture Seriesis free this Sunday

- The Communications Studies Department is pleased to
present Broadcast Day, a class project of 40-317. Television
production. 3-5 pm over the UniversityCoble System. Television
monitors will be set up in the University Centre.
Aprll 19
- Hugh Fackrell will speak on Perceptions of the Medical
Education in China. Iona College. 1.30-3 pm. $2 per session.
April 19, May 17, June 21

Aprll 22-24 and 29-May 1
-The Full Circle Theatre Company presents Neil Simon's
Brighton Beach Memoirs at 8 pm at the Faculty of Education.
Tickets are $6 adults and $4 seniors and students. Call 2546527 for info.

May3
- The Windsor Symphony presents Cinderella with the Alberta
Ballet CorflX)ny performing at 8 pm at the Cleary. Music by
Sergei Prokofiev. David Bennett conducting. For tickets and
info call 973-1238.

INTRODUCING
...

-Gay Coffee Social. All lesbian and gay students welcome
Coll 973-4951 for further info.

-Cross border transportation lecture series· A Tale of Two
Cities. Each lecture at 7:30. Call Hiram Walker Historical
Museum at 253-1812 for further info.
Aprll 26
-WalterVegama speaks on Continuing Education with older
adults, Iona College. 1:30-3 pm. S2.

May3
-Alistair Macleod, head of Creative Writing in the English
Department. presents The Writer and His World. at Iona
College. 1:30-3 pm. $2.

Experienced Legal Secretary
·located near the University
·all secretarial needs
(essays, resumes, etc.)

JIMALLEN
LEASING

Only
$1 .00 per page

call Debbie at 256-6087

IN THE NEW DEVON
2641

HOWARD

PLAZA

AVENUE

ALLMAKESALLMODB.S

MUNTZ VIDEO
Now Has
Compact Disc Rentals!
We Also Buy , Sell, & Trade
New & Used C.D.'s
Don't Forget About Our
Quzlity Selection
of
Movie Rentals

f1

V C.R and Camera Rentals
Are Also Available

See Us F-:.Jr Details

"March-April
~~.t~WIN

BROWN

'966-0040

FOR PERSONALIZED ATTENTION
TO YOUR VEHICLE NEEDS

Special "

Rent 2 C. D.' s or Movies For The
Price of 1
with this coupon
Muntz East
5115 Tecumseh Rd. E.
944-2239

Muntz West
(C.O.'s Only)
485 Tecumseh Rd. W.
255- 1nn7
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Canadian generosity toward refugees a myth
by Michael Cole

I

"At present, the Canadian
government is not accepting Jews.
Please try another country."
During his lecture last Wednesday on the history of refugees in
Canada, Dr. Irving Abella of York
University said this was an all-tootypical response to requests by
hopeful Jewish immigrants to
Canada during and after the
Second World War.
Abella started the lecture by
referring to a letter from Jews
Joseph and Cecelia Stein to Prime
Minister MacKenzie King, dated
January 1939.
The Steins were hiding in Austria
after having escaped from antisemitist sentiment in Gennany,
when they wrote to the Canadian
government asking for refugee status.
"A refugee family addresses
itself to you," the letter began.
"(Canada) is our last hope ... We
are drowning and no one is listening."
But the response of the Canadian
government was, unfortunately, the
negative one stated above.
"Canada is a nation populated
by immigrants, but paradoxically it
hates immigrants," he said
Abella, a history professor at
York University and author of the
bookNone is Too Many, criticized
Canada's immigration policies as
being "racist", and "xenophobic
and anti-semitic", and based on
"Cold War politics". The biggest
problem with Canada's immigration
policy, he said, is ''for most of our
history we've never had a policy."
Abella based his view on numerous public opinion polls which
indicate that Canadians think Canada
has too many immigrants.
Incidents, such as the infamous
"Voyage of the Damned" incident,
prompted Abella to write his controversial book about Canada and
the Jewish refugees of the 1930s.
The "Voyage of the Damned" took
place in June of 1939, when a ship

of getting refugees into Canada A
refugee wishing to gain entrance to
Canada must make application for
a preliminary hearing with customs
officials before being allowed into
the country.
Before the arrival of the Sikh
"boat people" last summer, a refugee
could enter immediately upon making
application. Now refugees must
wait at the border for anywhere
from three to eight weeks before
being allowed to enter. From there,
it takes from one to five years for
officials to decide on whether or not
to grant refugee status.

'Carl1£b
6 a mtbn [XJf)Uhtffi
by urur,grants,
but[XlradoxcaUy
it fntes urur,granrs.'

-Dr.Irving Abella

carrying 1,000 Jewish refugees was
turned away by the Canadian government The ship returned to Germany,
and most of the refugees were sent
to concentration camps-and eventually the gas chamber.
"Canadians are proud of their
myths, such as being a home for the
dispossessed," Abella said ··we
like to believe that Canada is not a
racist country," but Abella said the
Canadian practice of believing ''none
is too many" has, in effect, "punched
a hole in this myth."
Abella's findings show Canada
had the worst record for providing
sanctuary for European Jews.
Canada accepted ''no more than a
handful" in comparison to other
countries, he said. Mexico, for

example, accepted25,000 refugees
from Europe in the period directly
before the war, and Canada accepted
less that 5 ,OOOin the same period
of time.
Abella said the reason for such
hostility towards Jews was largely
due to the Depression, when Jews
were made out to be scapegoats.
Jews at that time were also suspected
of being leftists.
Another major reason was
Canada's leaders "did not think for
one second that Jews fit into their
concept of a Canadian identity,"
Abella said. Urban-oriented people
~uch as European Jews had no
place in a country geared to a rural
population base, he continued
Canada did not have an inde-

pendent branch of government for
immigration until 1952. Even then,
Abella said, the newly-created
Department of Immigration believed
its duty to be "not to allow people
into Canada, but to keep them ouL"
Most of the immigrants and
refugees accepted into Canada
today would have been disallowed
20 years ago, he said. Canada has
always preferred British and
American immigrants first, followed
by central Europeans, northern
Europeans, southern Europeans,
and finally visible minorities such
as Jews or blacks, which are classified
as "unassimilable immigrants."
Today, new government legislation in the form of Bills C-55 and
C-82 are slowing down the process

This is the main problem with
our system of accepting refugees,
according to Abella The present
practice of taking one to five years
to decide on refugees' status makes
it difficult to refuse status to a
claimant, as that person is likely to
have married and started a family,
and obtained full-time employment,
he said.
The decision-making process
should be sped up three to five
months, Abella said If a claimant
is judged to be an undesirable, he or
she could be deported immediately,
he said. Abella cites the incidents
of war criminals obtaining refugee
status as a problem with our present
system, giving the example of
suspected Nazi war criminals
entering Canada directly after the
Second World War, or former
members of the Kluner Rouge death
squads from Cambodia passing
entry amongst other refugees.
Abella also said Canada needs
immigrants today. He said that
with the average age of Canada's
population increasing and a declining birthrate, Canada "needs
an insurge of young people.'' Abella
estimates Canada must take in
150,000 to 200,000 refugees per
year just for our population to" stay
even.'' He dismissed the belief that
Canada is about to be flooded with
refugees as "absolute nonsense.''O

Need a summerJob -be a gumshoe
and campus police are investigating
a string of38 bomb threats called in
indsor police are this year.
The Biology Building was
examiningevileooe
found in the Uni- evacuated in the morning. No one
versitydWsoosor's was allowed back in the building for
Biology Building more than an hour until the evidence
was removed, Foreman said
after a March 30 bomb threat
Although campus police have
"As a result of the investigation been working with Bell Canada
of that threat, certain evidence was since February to trace the bomb
seized by the Windsor Police iden- threat calls, the March 30 call was
tificationunit forexpert examination," unable to be traced, he said
In a related matter, the Students'
director of campus police Jim
Administrative Council (SAC) is
Foreman said
Foreman said he could not be offering a $300 reward for informamore specific about the seized tion on the bomb threats to univerevidence because Windsor police sity buildings.

by Sharon Hill
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Newly-elected Social Science Society president, Ernie Hebert.

Experiencekey in victory
J

by Scott Ingram
xperience prevailed
in this year's Social
Science
Society
(S.S.S.) elections.
Both the new
President and Vice-president were
members of this year's executive.
They were Vic~president and
Treasurer, respectively. Presidentelect Ernie Herbert, who is currently
the society's Vice-president, took
67 per cent of the votes cast in his
race. His 195 votes put him 94

votes ahead of presidential hopeful
Craig Hilton.
"(Herbert) worked hard and he.
got it," Hilton said "It came down
to experience,"
Herbert said
however.
Treasurer
and
V.P.-elect
Stephanie Brooks tallied 194 votes,
98 votes ahead of opponent John
Stout, giving her 67 per cent of the
vote, like Herbert.
A total of 304 votes were cast
out of a possible 2273.
The S.S. S. represents all fulltime undergraduate Social Science
students.D

This is the last Lance.
Have a safe
and happy summer.

-the Lance staff

Campus police will not be involved in distributing the money,
Foreman said
Brendan Thomson, SAC' s V. P.
- University Affairs, sent Foreman
a "very vague" letter asking for
help in coordinating the reward,
Foreman said
But he said the reward would
have to be approved and handled
by the administration.
You have to be careful that a
reward is handled by an independent
source, Foreman said The reward
could be handledby the city-wide
program Crimestoppers. he said

"I appreciatethatthey want to
help," he said "But they haven't
thought it out yet"
SAC voted to set aside the
reward money on March 15 placed
an advertisement in the Lance
aboutthe money a week later. But
they did not inform campuspolice
about the reward scheme until
March 21.
When campus police set up

their24-houranonymoustelephone
numberin late February,they did
not offer a reward.
Foremansaid not many people
have offeredinformationby calling
thatnumber.D

Lookin'
back ...
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Another academic year is coming to its end. What
does this mean? Don't ask me.
A whole bundh of Windsor students will be matriculating-pending
final exam results, of course-after
this semester. Unfortunately, I am not among their ranks.
But, hey, as the song goes, "See You in September''.
This year's grads, however, face no easy task clawini;
it out in today's highly competitive job market, what with a
recession widely expected to close out this decade and
bring us face to face with the reality of the new world
economic order, right?
Anyway, this editorial is supposed to be a Year in
Review, so let's take a look at the newsmakers at the
University of Windsor for 1987-88.
This year was a great one to be a newshound on this
campus. Hell, I remember when I was News Editorscouring cafeteria walls in search of a flyer advertising a
lecture on the end of the world and whatnot. But this year
was chock full of real hard, hard news. We were blessed
with big stories on a regular basis ...
Lance headline, September 3, 1987: "Williams resigns
over bonus scandal." It was just ourfirst issue, and we had
our student council president resigning amid a storm of
controversy. Politicians can make good copy. We followed
that story for weeks-ant it's still not over. Former SAC
president Jon Carlos Tsilfidis is being taken to court over
the" Bogus Bonus Affair." That resignation, in turn, forced
a by-election tor president.
.
Our third issue featured a provincial election in which
' the Liberals cleaned up, with a massive majority. News
from our Queen's Park (CUP Ontario) bureau told us the
landslide might mean the liberals could brush off student
concerns with much less than a "whiff of grapeshot''. As
the year wore on, this proved to be an accurate interpretation-witness
a slick David Peterson visiting the U
of W last week to tell us ...ummm ... nothing. At least he
found the place-can you imagine a Tory premier in Essex
County? But the guy that showed up had no answers for
the funding crisis facing Canada's universities.
Politicians aside, 1987-88 was also a year tor news
about the average Joe/Joanne. A strike by custodians
and support staff kept a Lance reporter busy for most of
the semester, she did the labour beat all year. That
reporter also covered the ongoing (and I do mean
ongoing) bomb threat drama. Both stories meant inconvenience tor students, but at least one was for a good
cause.
This year also saw the heaviest debate on two issues

...at 1987-88

that threatened to tear Canada apart, free trade and
abortion. These two issues kept the OP- ED pages
hummin' most of the year. A demonstration by 1500 antitree trade partisans happened right in our backyard,
climaxing with an ascent of the Ambassador Bridge to the
American side where demonstrators were met by Detroit
police-equipped
with riot gear. But violence, thankfully,
was not part of this scene. The abortion issue didn't really
have much of a local scope but did inspire letter writers all
over the country to send a deluge of mail to their local
paper. The Lance was no exception.
It was also a good year for local environmental stories.
regrettably. The Detroit trash incinerator and a proposal
to ship hazardous chemicals across the Detroit River
made good stories. The year also had Detroit Edison, a
Michigan power giant, cranking up their nuclear dinosaur,
Fermi II.
Last, but hardly least. are the "revamping" of two
academic programs at this University, home economics
and engineering. These stories reminded us how small a
voice students on this campus have in their education. As
usual, the word came from on high.
,~,,,_., ..
In parting (the joke is that Lance editors never really go
away), I would like to thank everyone who volunteered
their time and sanity in helping us putting out this year's
paper.
P.S. Sorry, Brian, no Year in Review would be complete
without mentioning the great year in the Lance sports
department. in what must be the most successful year tor
our sports teams. And Larry, what an arty year it was! Live
it up.
Robert Croley

THE BLOODBOIL
Ed note: Our regular Bloodboll columniu, Kevin Johnson,
failed to respond to repeatedreminden to submit this, his last
~ler.
Despitenumerousphone calls. he did not grace us with
his 1UUal
2S column inchesof copy.
As our re,ienge,wehaveelectedto reprint,withouthispermission
or previOMSknowledge,excetpl8/rom hisjournal Ain't wedevils?
ABI sat waiting for the bua today, my sense of smell felt strangely
heightened. I really notic:edthe smell of everything on the street.
Exhaust t\unes, tar from the road repair crew in front of the King
Wah.a wet dog in the gutter,cigarette smote, then a man with a pipe.
Human smells, l'egularold-fashioned sweat, alcohol on a girl's
breath, fruit ftavoured gum on another'&-strawberry? A group of
power-dressedmen walltby, a second later, their colognecatches up,
phew! Perfume(P's perfume), they say smell triggers memory better
than any other sense,andI can tee her now. I haven't thought ofber
in months. It ia not unpleasant.

KEVIN JOHNSON
Roses are red
Violets are blue
Sugar is sweet
I hope you die

my belly. It tasted greaL

I think fll dedicate that one to J. To think I once had respect for
him! I can't imaginehowanyone can still think he's a good guy, after
all he's done I sure don'L

•••

I read somepoetry ton.ighLFor a cbaqe, people understood it's
supposed to be a jolte. ru never forgive B. for refusing all my
submissionsto the Lance. I think he recognized some of his stuff in
my parody.

•••

A lot of the friends I have don't have any idea of what the future
holds. I don't tbinlt it's because they're afraid of nuclear holocaust so
much as afraid of the future in general
They have cause enough,I guess•
None of us can figure on as good a life as we've bad up to now,
I bought a boot last week at a prage sale from the nineteenth
century, the book, that is, not the sale. I just got around to having a . especially when we stan to pay oft' our debts to the oppressed.
When I take a look at the state orthe earth, it hurts, but I have to
lookatit today, aadsomethingfunnybit me as I started to read iL All
face up to one cold, hard fact the revolutionwon't necessarily mean
the lanpap it quite easy t.o understand.
a better standard of livingfor mysett:my peers, or our immediate
SuppoeedlyEnglish is sucha vital, growing laaguqe, but really it
hasn't chan,c,dmuch aince 1834. I mean, of courH we have many
propny .
Sometimes it's hard to get a grip on how privilepd I am to live
.morewords but we baveJDalYmore thiap to delCl'ibe.The basic
here. The inteDectual and intestinal tealization or humanity's
lqwlaeiaintact.
essendal unity are two Yff'/ dift'ereattbinp.
But look at the differences betweea Beowulf aad Chaucer and
Sbakelpeare. The rats of cbaqe seems to have alowed, or is thatjuat
1 was really rude tonipt. ljuat hadonebrew, and it knockedme
my perception?
I tbmk it bal. andcometo think of it. tbt media areto blame(or for a loop. I rantedamutdly in frontof some staffers among the opp.
cndit). Bebe m111 pialinr. oomnulk1•1011
waaonly local.WelleClret They must know I conaider them that from the way they act. I say
"white .., they aay ''black" auuimadcally.
al led the 8taDd8rdlzatioabripde.
Still, I smuldlit have been IOdirty, DO maaer
how funny it was.
Now we'retold the only properEaalilh
ia dtatwbicb is apoba by
But R. was there in the pub t.onigbl, and I felt so full of self-pity I
the educated~ aadthe educatedolaaaoftbetumoftbeceatauy at
that. WhBaaya.. ain't" ia not a word?lfitia medeoouab, that abouJd drank myselfinto a stupor. With ooebeer.
mate it pm of the Jenpa,e
I badmeattoday for the fiffl time in ov« a year. It smelled so
lffm wer eclitmof tbe paper, rm l(liaa to let people write in the
Yll'llllCWllr
• mucb• they want.• lcmg• it's correct by tms damnaood,)just couldn't belpit Everybody bugged me about it, and
..,..,,,.... they write lb they talk.
I just blew them oft
Jf it wu aomeono
else, I would have had DO mercy. I have no
\VbJii It dlatI baveMYfl' bearda poemduttstarted...... are ... ol humourwhenit come1 to lll)'NI£. rm a suet.
MelllWbile,I felt no remonefur the deadanimal.I just felt the
r.6' tlaltI bawa'tBad?Eapeeiallydloeeoaeadtatdoll't thyme, u
juicf,andthewarmth
ofthe....., in my mouthandthefire it put in
II:

•••

•••

•••

•••

•••

•..if they ever catch me, my life will be ruined.
Of course,there's noway they can everknow it wu me who did iL
But if they ever find out, my whole life will be ruined. That's all
anyone will ever need to convince them I'm an imsponsible ... l can
never let on about this to anybody.

•••

Every fanatic I know, practically, wu raised a RomanCatholic.
Is that because I know mostly former or current Catholics? No, it is
because the doctrine lends itself to breeding fanaticism. Even when
peoplego on to reject the Cllurch.they almost invariably choose a
new creedand So on.
I thought I've been reasonable until I look back over some d my
own writing. I am what I would call, contemptuously, an Angry
Young Man. At least I'm not an Angry Young Poet, thank God.
I have to admit a gift for criticism. but a bit short on the
constructive pert. Sb11.I think the movement bas a place for critics.
h1teme.
I think ru have business cards printed "Professional Agitator",
or somesuch thing.

•••

Today in W's class. I told them my 1"SOll for being beet in
school was to gain the tools for revolution. Most of them were
shocked.
most of the rest werejust bummed out.
The pampered. seff:.ablorbedproduct of our SJ)OOO'.'feedin&
bourgeois culture. They haveno concept of the valueof Jabour(not
that I have any myself), andno concept of the value of dleir fellow
human beinp.
There are so Q1811Yopportunities missed in university.
H calls it the"garbaae in, prbqeout" syndrome.Of coune.he's
a hacker.

rm not so sure the fault lies with the students, although so very

many
orthem

are dull and fullof puft'ffY,I think there is a malaile
infectiag the entire education system of the west, iJldeed, despite the
sf.ow of ingenuity in elite and pop culture.much of it is empty 111d
devoid of meanina,
Rather lib this joumaL
Readingover it, I tbinlt wearilyormypledge to write down t:Ver/
tbauaht
from my brain.

I am remiDdedd nothing so much as my old Latill le9IOII:a
nillilo, nillil flt. 0

Dig this man, we don't. Not any more.
by Laura Gould
Yes, once again we've come to the end of
another Lance publishing year. It is around
this time that the Production Manager traditionally engages in a little reminiscing about
the past 27 issues. Since fve flouted Lance
tradition all year, I decided that succumbing
to this one probably wouldn't kill me, so here
goes.
If you want to work at the Lance, the first
thing you have to learn is how to play euchre.
Now, there are those who shun this skilltesting ( or patience-testing, depending on
who your partner is) game , but when pressed
they 'll admit that they only call it a stupid
game out of spite and wish that they , too,
could experience the camaraderie and goodfeeling that are such important aspects of this
genteel pastime.
Right
One of the players you definitely don 't
want to be pitted against is Rob " I dare ya"
Croley, also known as Lance editor. You'd
think one wouldn ' t make it hearts on only a
queen and nine, but dig this man, he does. He
can often be found laying on a Lance couch ,
contemplating the weightier matters of the
universe while butting his cigarette onto the
floor, much to the dismay of Mark and
Mario. Rob has had a lot to contend with this
year, not the least of which were a quarrelsome
Production Manager and a job at the Star.
Much to his credit, he managed to remain
both cheerful and sane.
When I think of Rob, I can't help thinking
of Terry and Art, Rob's cohorts in news-gathering adventures. Although Terry refuses
to eat mushrooms or green peppers, she does
play euchre and only rarely does she cheat
In fact, she only cheats if she's losing really
badly. She'd never cheat to win. Oh, no. Not
Terry.
Although Terry and Art have worked
together since last August, they still have not
developed a distinctive News Team dance.
(Okay, so Art's pretty good at the Soupy
Shuffle, so what?) As far as newsgathering is
concerned, Terry and Art had a couple
meaty scandals, most notably SACscam and
sq J)AM In fact, university news kept them
so busy this year they didn't have time to
dance. But they did have time to bicker at
staff meetings in front of strangers and wouldbe volunteers.
In the office next to the News Team sits
Brian LeClair who, when he isn't bowling is
throwing pennies (stolen from my desk) at
everyone. When he isn't throwing pennies,
he's editing sports, which is what we pay him
(in pennies) to do.
As Sports Editor , Brian has had a Jot to
cover this year, considering the successes of
most Lancer teams. He also ran a huge
Campus Ree section almost every week.

_, I
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priorities

Dear Editor.
This letter is about the issue of the
proposed phase-out of the Home Economics
Department
I don' t have exact figures on the Home
Economics Department, but do the numbers
justify spending money on it instead of
phasing it out? I would guess, no. The money
could be better spent in other faculties such
as Business, Law, Engineering or K.iniesiology
: as well as other departments of the Social
: Science Faculty . These faculties are more
'.important in developing a stronger Canada
and should therefore be the focus of teaching
· in Canada's universities.
Home Economics is an area of study that
belongs in an educational institution such as
a community college, not a university.
Signed.
Jamie Watts
Faculty of Business Administration
1

1

some of the biggest I've ever seen in any
university paper anywhere! He also wrote a
couple features. He also typesets. He also
plays euchre and eats both mushrooms and
green peppers. Hard to believe, huh? He also
paid me (that's right, in pennies) to praise
him like this, so don't be overly impressed.
Sharing an office with Brian is Larry
Deck, resident Arts Editor and horror fan.
When he's not impersonating Arnold
Schwarzenegger, he's picking pennies out of
his clothing. Larry had big shoes to fill when
he replaced Kevin Atkinson earlier in the
year , but has ably managed his post as well as
taken on many extras, such as editing the
horror supplement and joke issue as well as
being Managing Editor of the Sci-fisupplement
Look for a nonsense supplement to appear in
these pages sometime in the next year.
Perhaps, gentle reader, you are wondering,
"But who supplies the News, Sports and Arts
sections with such superb photos week after
week?" In a word, Tomandmatt Tom Pidgeon
and Matt Tales are the photo guys here at the
Lance. They tirelessly develop fihn, make
prints and halftones and put up with a lot of
crap. Both famous for their abstentions in
staff votes, Tom and Matt do a lot of behindthe-scenes work that often goes unrewarded
Similarly, JoAnne DeBortoli, our Ad
Artist, works long hours, for what must seem
little pay, researching the spleen, typesetting
and producing the ads that make up roughly
35 per cent of the paper every week.Because
our Ad Manager, Steve Demarco, is such a
maniac ad-seller, JoAnne has had to do far
more work than I ever did as Ad Artist But
better her than me.
Sharing a hole in the wall with JoAnne is

Martin Stevens, Features Editor. If you give
him half a chance, he'll try to get you started
smoking. But that's only because he's evil.
Known to occasionally trade hats with the
elusive/illusive Bill Smeta, Martin takes shit
from no one. So don't try to give him any.
Until he decided he'd go to Italy, our
Circulation Manager position was filled by
the likes of Nick Cacciato. While in Italy,
Nick plans to become a medico and to spread
the enjoyment of dart-throwing throughout
continental Europe. (Nick is the ecstatically
happy child in the photo above.) Nick had a
car and it went fast, too, but he just couldn't
be persuaded to stay for two semesters.
When Nick left, Andrew Hagge rt gallantly
(foolishly?) offered his Circ. Man. services.
Having done the job before, Andrew knew
the ropes,but was unprepared for the increased
weight of the bundles due to the ever-popular
T.V. Facts insertion, which put undue strain
on his back. He died because of it
Alright, so he didn't But he could have.
Those things are heavy, you know, and
murder on a car's suspension.
Besides all the paid Lance staffers, there
are innumerable volunteers who deserve
recognition: Kevin Johnson, who not only
wrote a scintillating weekly column, but
contributed articles to every section of the
Lance and produced some hilarious Lance
ads; Ed Konyha, whose fantastic graphics
made us look a lot more professional than we
are; Brian McKenzie and Scott Ingram, who
both worked on Lance supplements; Lise
Muloin, Renna Bruce and Michael Bechardour deceptionists; Bernie Helling, who fixed
all the busted machine~ Margaret Slavik, my
favourite euchre partner and editorial board

member; Gus Horvath, a prolific and gifted
writer as well as conference devotee; Ron
Albrecht, Sharon Hill, Sean Reddick, Michael
Cole, Jeff Croley, Prema Oza, Sheila
Gervais - newswriters; Chris Hogue, who
never comes up to see us anymore but whom
we still like; Cecilia Lee, Susan Ging, Susan
McGrath and Elizabeth Deck. who would all
gladly typeset for us their every waking hour;
Duncan Graham, who wrote the disabled
column; (Bear with me. It'll prepare you for
Oscar night) Cathy O'Neil, Victor Lam,
Rob Warren, James Crump, Rich Boice, Phil
Ingenkamp, Mike Chisholm-photographers;
Paul Kowalski, Paul Murray, Sara Hillis,
Stephen Fields, Renee Johnston, Mary
Popovich, Dave Cozac, Martin Deck, Lorenzo
Buj, Clara Deck, Sarah Atkinson, Austin
Barber, Alex Mangiola, Rob Ferranti-art&writers; Jon Arms, Tom Ferreira, Michael
Cohen, Mike Murphy, John Stout, Dan
Zagordo, Scott A Pattison, Grant Kruhlysportswroters; Jolm GaudetteaIXiMary Rogers,
who helped out with ad producton; D. Dexter
Finisteris and J. Solomon Post, who each
wrote wonderful column~ Karen Smith, linetaper and proof-reader extraordinaire; and
Steve Connors and Jeff Williams, graphic
artists.
To all those I have forgotten, I am sorry.
Please add your names to the above list
Yup, well that's just about it As you can
see, the Lance couldn't survive without its
volunteers. Thanks to all staff, paid and
unpaid, who made this year so successful I
hope to see you all at the Lance/CJAM
baseball game, where no doubt we'll triumph
yet again. that is to say, pound them into the
ground.D

Uprisings'a productOf Israelioppression'
by Gary Jasey

"I have come bearing an olive branch and a
freedom-fighter's gun. Do not let the olive
branch fall from my hand."
Yasser Arafat at his address to the
U.N. General Assembly.
Nov. 13, 1974.
In early December, 1987, current Palestinian history took a sudden and dynamic tum ,
and sent events in Israeli-occupied territories
in the MiddJe East to the top of world news
and agendas. The Palestinian uprisings in the
West Bank and Gaza Strip have shown us
that the Palestinian people will no longer
stand still under oppression. These uprisings
have garnered worldwide support and with
each report of violence and misconduct by
Israeli forces, the myth of ''Israeli Angels''
bit by bit falls to dust

The uprisings, at this point in time, have
reached a state of''no return" for Palestinians.
The faster the Israelis move to hard-line
tactics to suppress revolt, the more they fail.
• Israel no longer is able to maintain governing
control in the occupied territories.
The uprisings are a product of Israeli
oppression, (a fact not many are willing to
dispute), and as long as oppression remains,
its by-product-revolt will also endure. An
escalation in world reaction to events in the
occupied territories is now apparent It cannot
be denied that the Palestinians are unwanted
guests in their own living room. At present,
there will be no rest for the Israelis until
Palestinian rights to Self-Determination are
recognized. One of the major obstacles to
peace in the Middle East is the Kissinger
policy of silence towards the P.LO., and
scrapping this policy should be a no. l on the
U.S. Administration priority list
There are many characteristics of the

uprisings that should be recognized. First
and foremost is courage. Gone are the days
of fear of those who occupy. Courage rises
from this unarmed population and some hide
behind this courage. However, better that
than hiding, as the Israelis do, behind U.S.
supplied MI6s.
Secondly comes unity. The Palestinians
unified under an organization called the
Palestinian Liberation Organization and
the political and religious elements are now
unifyingundertheP .LO. umbrella Palestinian
flags are now being raised in Mosques and
Churches alike in the West Bank and Gaza
Strip. Arabs in Israel are showing solidarity
with oppressed Palestinians in the West
Bank and Gaza Strip by demonstrating and a
show of the Palestinian flag. proving unity
inside and outside. The future of 1.5 million
Palestinians now under occupation depend
on the 4.5 million Palestinians elsewhere.
See PALESTINIANS page 7.
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lmtoriangivesfirst-band
accountof violence
by Janet Scheffler

grenade, made as recently as 1988 in the U.S.
Dr. Lilienthal stated that "Zionism, the
political movement, has been confused with
Judaism, the spiritual father, which has nothing
to do with territory and which gave birth to
Christianity and Islam." He stated this following a diagnosis of a disease we suffer from
known as "labelitis" and cautioned us to be
careful when labeling. He feels that due to
media input, we tend "to judge everything in
sweeping terms of black and white" and uses
for examples the Arab "terrorists" and the
Israeli "reprisals".

On Sat March 26, The Organization of
Arab Students presented a dynamic and
infonnative speaker. Dr. Alfred M Lilienthal,
author of numerous works on the Middle
East including What Price Israel? and The
Zionist Connection: What Price Peace,
spoke on our campus and presented his view
of the crisis in the West Bank and Gaza We
may not want to open our eyes but Dr.
Lilienthal makes it very difficult not to.

He emphasizes the fact that his personal
perspective is that "Zionism is not Judaism,
Judaism is not Zionism, and to be antiZionist is in no way to be anti-Semitic."
Dr. Lilienthal goes into great depth in the
history of the conflicts and brings to light the

It is unfortunate that there was not more
notice of the Dr.'s trip to Windsor, for his
message is well worth hearing. About 60
people attended and perhaps the turnout
would have been greater with more advance
warning. But, at a time when Canada has
beard her Minister of Foreign Affairs, Joe
Clark, speak out against the atrocities in the
West Bank and Gaza, Dr. Lilienthal's visit
was petfect timing. He praised Mr. Clark for
his words to the Canada- Israel Committee
and criticized Mr. Turner for his "change of
heart".
Dr. Lilienthal is an outspoken member of
the American Jewish community on the
question of rights for the Palestinians and
feels very strongly that the American Congress
and Administration have sadly neglected to
change their attitude andhe states" ... American
policy remains totally out of step with the
reality of what is happening in what once was
Palestine."

misconceptions brought about by lack of
knowledge. He explained the tribal origins,
the connections of Arab to Jew and many
more interesting facts in the history of the
area
From ambiguities within the Balfour Declaration through events in the last 40 years
leading to the unrest in the Middle East, Dr.
Lilienthal makes it clear that the underlying
factors to the infitadeh or uprising are many
and crucial. He met with Yasir Arafat in
Tunis to hear his views on peace. The PLO is
prepared to recognize Israel if Israel and the
U.S. will recognize the PLO. The Palestinians
must be represented by their elected, legitimate
representatives and not t-/ any outsider.
Dr. Lilienthal proposes a "fresh agenda".
Persuasion of the U.S. President and the
State Department "to take forthright and

· ._

this action.

"The president can and should bring
Israel to the negotiating table with the P.LO.,
in order to settle their differences and ensure
the security of both the Israeli and Palestinian
people through mutual recopidon."
Dr. Lilienthal ended his talk stating "like
Don Quixote, by reaching for those "unread~
able stars" and making the "impossible
dream" come true, we can still bring peace to
the harassed millions of Israelis andArabs." D

Palestinians

Continued from paae 5.
Thirdly, we must recognize the willingness
of sacrifice. General strikes fotfeit wages,
closure of businesses sacrifice income, mass
resignations, sacrifice of dignity for women
and children under force, and the ultimate
sacrifice ... loss of life.
The P.LO. is heading toward a more
mature and realistic look at leadership, by
transferring decision-making to the "inside",
non use of weapons being a more effective
defence, and allowing more autonomy within
local communities.
To understand the" Message" behind the
uprisings, we must open our eyes to the new
spirit of unity, and petty differences must be
kicked aside. Support for Palestinians is
rising even within Israel by the formation of
the Peace-Now Movement The realistic
goal is to rebel against reality (being the
Israeli Occupation).
The P.LO. must be recognized as the
sole legitimate elected representatives of the
Palestinian people just as ( whether we like it
or not) Brian Mulroney is the elected rep for
Canada The P.LO. must be included in
peace talks and the Palestinianright to SelfDetermination must be recognized.
Self-Determination gives Palestinians the
opportunity to coeut with the Israelis,however,
they must be allowed to EXIST before they
can COEXIST. D
,_

Dr. Lilienthal has just returned from a
trip to the West Bank and Gaza and he
recounts his witnessing of"the killings,shootings, clubbings, tear gassing, and beatings of
the Palestinians, and the continuous attempt
to dehumanize the Palestinians both in their
homes and outside the camps."
Dr. Lilienthal stated that finally the media
is telling the story as it actually is and, for the
first time, the western world is aware of the
without
electricity or gas that the Palestinians must
endure.
He spoke of many horrors; women being
beaten, children hurt, degradation, and inhumanity. He himself smuggled out, at great
personal risk, tear gas cannisters and a

tac•

immediate action to petition peace, tranquility,
and dignity to the people of Palestine by
requesting Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir to
put an immediate end to the killings and
beatings of Palestinians on the West Bank
and in Gaza Mr. Reagan has the ready
means to" persuade" the Israeli leadership to
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PREGNANT
AND NEEDHELP?

Petersonw elcheson
summerstudentprogram
by Arthur Gosselin

Call ...

-

hen it comes to
the promise of a
conservationcaps,
we can "have a
little faith" in
Ontario Premier David Petersonbut not too much.
On Thursday, March 31, the
Ontario government announced the
creation of a conservation corps for
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students during the sununer. The
proposal calls for$3,000,000 to be
spent to employ 1,000 students to
clean up shorelines, study wetlands,
and open wilderness areas as part
of the Ontario government's push
to clean up the environment
However, the $3,000,000 and
1,000 jobs are a far cry from what
Peterson promised some young
forest rangers during last summer's
election campaign. Peterson had

EVERYTHING YOU NEED:
•
'
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

promised to spend $11,000,000 to
create 3,000 jobs.
Peterson had been very vague
and noncommital on what was going
to happen to the conservation corps
proposal when in Windsor to speak
to students at the University on
Friday, March 25. The proposal
was rumoured in the Ontario press
as about to be axed by the government
"You got to have faith" was the

BOOTS
PLANTINGSHOVELS
PLANTINGTUBES
PLANTING BAGS
PLANTER'SGLOVES
RAINSUITS
MOSQUITOHEADNETS
HIP CARRIERS
PLANTINGTUBES
ETC.

most that reporters could get out of
the premier when they interviewed
him outside the Moot Court in the
Law Library lobby. Peterson was
in town to take part in a convention
of the Ontario wing of the federal
Liberal party.
Thereasongivenbythegovemment for the decrease in funding
and spaces was that the job market
for students this summer is already
good D
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he University of
Windsorwill notjoin
a
self-insurance
group after all.
The University
had previously been considering
joining a new Canadian university
insurance cooperative to save money
on their insurance bilL The
cooperative, the Canadian Universities Reciprocal Insurance Exchange, has 41 members across
Canada.
"We did an evaluation of the
risk versus the savings" of the
cooperative and decided against it,
said university vice-president of

finance and services,Teny P-arkisorl
He said the university's Board of
Governors made the final decision
against entering the cooperative.
"I really can't comment beyond
that," Parkinson added.
The insurance cooperative is an
unincorporated group of organizations that sign a contract with each
other to share the risks and losses.
If one member of the group suffers a
loss, other members help pay for it
based on a prearranged formula.
The cooperative could offer wider
coverage at a possible savings ofup
to 25%, Joseph Schiller, Director
of Finance, was quoted as saying in
the November 12, 1987 edition of
the Lance.O
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Florida Style
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Can-Amconferenceto promote water management
by Olivera Mllojevic

to

he increasing water
and air pollution of
the Great Lakes
waterway is becoming a major concern
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of people in this area.
This spring, the University of
Windsor's Centre for CanadianAmerican Studies and the Canadian
Studies Centre at Eastern Michigan
University are co-hosting the 30th
annual bi-national conference in
collaberation with the University's
Great Lakes Institute (GLI).The
conference which will focus on the
"Societal Impact of International
Water Management," will be held
on May 4-5, with the first day's
events at U of W and the second
day's at EMU.
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The conference is a sequel to
two conferences held in 1987 on
Canada- United States trade relations
(October) and "Transboundary Air
Quality" (May).
"When public responsibility is
concerned in making dramatic efforts
of environmental change, people
tend to think that public awareness

I was reluctant to sit down and write this column. I put it
off until the deadline was past and my commitment to write it
became an insistent, internal needling - without a bromide.
"Why," I asked myself, "this reluctance?"
The answer I found, after some reflection, was that I don't
like the tone of my own column. All I do is bitch, bitch, bitch.
The disabled don't have that Able-bodied people get that,
how come we don't? Nya!Nya!Nya!Yadida!Yadida!Yadida!
orYADDIDDA
And then, as I began to reflect on my reflections, I got
angry. Angry with myself for being weak-kneed and angry at
the reality which makes it necessary for me to write this piece.
Recently onl0-20, West 57th Street, or60 Minutes (one
of those harem scarem T.V. journalism shows Ijus' luv) there
was an idiot from the States who was a spokesperson for their
national public transit organization. Their organization was
meeting in California and they were heavily picketed by
people in wheelchairs. Non-plussed, he said their job as
transit providers was to give as much transportation to as
many people as possible at the lowest cost There was not
enough money to make busses accessible to people in
wheelchairs.
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is enough in solving this international concern," associate director
of the GLI, Dr. Douglas Haffner
said. "What we are trying to do in
this conference is to develop an
accountability beyond an awareness
state."
Topics to be considered by the
conference are:

• social and economicdimensions education will be participating.
of water management
"We would like to present this
• current state of water quality conference at a united scale, and
and quantity
making it just a Windsor issue, or a
• ethics and values of water Detroit issue will not help clean up
management
our water, nor will it restore our
air," said Dr. James Chacko, exec• public participation in water
utive director of the Centre for
management
Canadian-American Studies. The
• juristiction and legal issues of
Centre has been promoting research
water management and conflict reand communication on Canadiansolution
American relations and issues since
• integration of socio-economic
the mid 1950s and is recognized as
and environmental policies
one of the leading organizations of
its kind in the world
Scheduled sfpeakers and panel
It is hoped that coverage of the
members will evaluate the impact
of these issueson social and economic environmental issues provided in
dimensions and probe further into this conference will open more ecoenvironmentalrights of a joint owner- -nomic support in achieving better
ship responsibility of water quantity water management For more inforand quality. Representatives of both mation on the conference contact
national governments, industry and Oiacko a253-4232, extemm3105. D

There is something fundamentally wrong with his reasoning.

He sidesteps the issue of equal access or worse, denies the
issue has any validity when applied to his industry. Why not
cut us adrift in small boats? I felt like inviting him to join our
wheelchair club. We are indeed an equal opportunity organization. People from all walks of life join our ranks daily and
not by choice.
This message in the media is present all too often.
Recently on our own local C.B.C. news there was a story
about Randi-transit, a local bus service for the disabled. It
said a twenty four hour notice was needed to arrange
transport I asked Nola Millen, an Accessibility Committee
member who uses the service, what her experiences were.
Said Millen:
Recently, there was a news feature on channel 9 stating
that Randi-Transit requires a minimum of24 hours notice for
a passenger to book a ride. Randi-Transit is a wheelchair
accessible transportation system used by the disabled and by
elderly individuals. Unfortunately, this statement of requiring a
minimum of 24 hours notice in advance sounds reasonable
but in reality it is not feasible. Randi-Transit suggests that its
passengers make bookings between a maximum of two weeks

and a minimum of 24 hours in advance. They tend to
emphasize that passengers try to make bookings as close to
the two week maximum as they possibly can. As a frequent
Randi-Transit user I have experienced the impossibility of
obtaining a ride on short notice, such as 24 hours. There are a
few exceptions when I have managed to get a ride on fairly
short notice but these ex~eptinns are few and far between. I
have difficulties getting rides even when I call to book two
weeks in advance. It is hard for anybody to do something on a
whim because of the unavailability of Randi-Transit For
instance, I had to miss a meeting of the SAC Special Needs
Committee due to the fact I couldn't switch my scheduled
Randi-Transit pick-up time to something later in the
afternoon. In this situation, I had called more than 24 hours in
advance, which only proves that this minimum of 24 hours
notice is not their standard policy in most instances.
Notes: The S.AC. Committee on Special Needs and
Accessibility will have an Awareness Day on Wednesday,
April 13. Try riding a wheelchair, check out the video we
made, and gain some insight D
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S.A.C.
YEAR END
GENERAL
MEETING
All Welcome
Board of Govenors Room
5th Floor Windsor Hall Tower
4:30 April 11
For Further Information
Contact Peter Ostojic
V. P. Administration
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year- rent S185 plus share utilities.
Includes furniture. own room. woterbed
Coll 973-7561 anytime.

'\ff~~·

\ /

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT:Triple'A' student
painters Is hiring painters for interl0</
exterior. resldentlaVcommerciaVindustrial
jobs.Experiencep-eferredbvtnotrequired.
Applications available in placement
office Of call Scott 258-6398.

ice cream stores

"The king of Treats"

Buy A Regular Milkshake
Get 2 nd For 1 /2 Price

ROOMSFOR RINT: Available May 1st,
bedroom with share of bathroom. kitchen
facilities and cable TV S175 month Coll
Scott or nm 258-6398
FOR SALE:One vacuum cleaner S50,
One Cannon Typestar 5 personal type.
writer $150. Call Ian Of William 252-8950

expires April 23/88

~- -----------------------------

FRIDGEFORSALE:Spacious and in good
condition. S175 Coll 253-3453
DEARSUM:Kneepadsareagoodwayto
avoid knee burns BRT

The

SHERRI DARLING: You are the most
beautiful woman on the face of the
earth Love Mac. P.S.I could get a date so
help me

•

FOR SALE:RX-15 Drum Machine $350
SM58 Microphone $200 Coll Eric 252-

Peer Co~nselling Centre

3362
1915 DODGE ARIES K CAR: 4 doOf.
automatic. .AM FM stereo-superior
condition Excellent economy car with
class Call Don at 254-2637

is loo king for

VOLUNTEERS

AfflNTION LANC ERHOCKEY PLAYERS:
On behalf of the female population we
would like to say we are concerned
about your \Nellbeing and sleezy reputations Wake up (ALONE) and smell the
coffee. ya goofs. Thereare a few of uswho
are interested in you fOf yourselves and
not Justfor your status. Of ability in bed.
Think commitment-try it. you might like
it.Therealwomenwillbepatienttywoiting
- but not f0<ever.

To staff the student- run drop-in information, discussion, and referral service on
campus, for the 1988/89 Academic Year, Beginning in September 1988.

Duties Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Compulsory 50 hour training program
Two Two-hour shifts per week
Provide information, one-to one discussion. and referrals to fellow students
T earn meetings
Active member of one Peer Councelling Centre sub-committee
Atte nd on-going training sessions throughout the academ ic year
Mainta in an up-to-date Tutorial and Library Service for fellow students

FEMALE STUDENT IS LOOKING FOR
ACCOMODATIONS to share or room to
boardforMayandJune1988 Prefertobe
near a bus route. if Interested please call
(collect) Patti Pretty (403) 439-0910 or
write 7402-106 st .. Edmonton. Alta .• T6E
4\19

Where to Apply:

DEAR YOUNG PUP, Thanksfor coming to

• Pee r Counse lling Centre 2nd Floor University Centre
• Students' Administrative Council Office

the IN88kend and fOf patiently listening
to me Wow. seeing you three times in a
month. incredible! Now. remember. all
bad spellers Unitel Okay, okay. I won't
ptek on you well .just a little bit? And
snugglebunny, INhat colours do you want
again? With fuzzy ears? Love and Hugs.
Blue eyes. U of Guelph.

Pick Up Your Application Today!

PAPERMAN:
Nous voudrlons vous voir
dons le foyer chez Electra sarnedi le neuf
avrit 1988. avant le BBQ (730 pm).
Amoureusement. Kelly et Ann

OFFERS 0",
'' FUE .L'' FOR THOUGHT

S" HARVEY'S

FOR SALE:Program camera with 50mm
lens.28mm Tamron wide angle( adapt0<
mount included), 80-200mm zoom lens.
flash with Vi\/itar 3500. camera bag.
various filters Asking $700 Of best Coll
25&9812 Of see Elaine at Campus Police
Office.

SCHOOL YEAR CLOSE OUT SPECIAL !
r-------- --------,------------------,
This Coupon

This Coupon

Entitiles You Is:

Hamburger
&
Fries
For

For

Only

Only

$2.25

$2.25

A Harvey's

Exp ires April 1St h/88
c1t2 k,O Wvd1H!ott1>

------------------~
HAH\lf

r,

ROOMTOSUILET
. option to lease Rent IS
negotiable. Phone973-0619. ask for Mike
Of Curt

IONA COlllGl 208 Sunset. 973-7039 A
space f0<meeting and discussing'.studying, quiet searching and relaxing with
friends. Open 9-5 and be arrangement
Or use IOna facilities to plan events that
are important to all. A home-cooked
dinner every Thursday at 5:30 fDf $2 50
Come and help celebrate by belng
yourself,

closed discussion meetings are Tuescia1S
between noon and 1 30 pm In the OntariO
Room. Vanier Hall. If you hove a problem
with drinking and want to st6p. con'8
and meet with us
CAMPUS ADULT CHILDRENOF AlCC>
HOUCS. meet every Wednesday from 78 pm at Iona College, 208 Sunset Ave.
973-7039

Expires April 1Sth/88
J •. ,. 1:. ' o v:, ..
rndott1•

HARVEY ' S MAKES YOUR
c=:=
HAMBURGER A BEAUTIFUL THING
Y ~;,

Leave Fri.afternoon. return Sun evening
Coll 973-4950 evenings.
JACQUES -It's all over.almost.

Entitiles You Is:

A Harvey's
Hamburger
&
Fries

C,ono only

IRIAN lost his shirt in KansasCity Reward
1sbeing offered. Bon!

HAhVI

V •

J
1

ASSUMPTIONUNIVERSITYCHAPEL9737034. Located between the UnivefSIIV
Centre and Huron line Masses: SundCJY
10:30 &.4:30. Monday to Friday at 11:50
am EveryTuesday there is also Moss and
supper at 5 pm (S2 50) All are welcome
We have a library with study space and a
cote 10<your convenience

.,,-:.l~~i
~~
Smiling Nick Kokic.

~,.
'

Lance photo by Thomas Pidgeon.

Unbncontinle;fght
by Lance News Staff

IIJ

he key issue in last
October's support
staff strike will be
decided in a series
of swnmer meetings.
Representatives from the Universityof Windsor and the Canadian
Union of Public Employees( CUPE)
Local 1001 met in Toronto with the
province's Labour Relations Board
for three days near the end of
March.
The 167 members of CUPE
Local 1001 and the University
reached an agreement after a twoweek strike in October. But the
pension issue was not decided when
the union ratified a two-year contract
CUPE Local 1001 president
Nick Kokic said the University
offered to negotiate the pension
with the union when that contract
expires in July of 1989 .
Kokic said he turned down the

offer.
The union wants to negotiate its
pension independently, while the
University wants the union to
negotiate its pensions with a jo int

committee that represents all five
campus non-academic unions.
The average monthly pension
of the 66 retirees is $187.
"It's an important issue," he
said.
Kokic said he will continue to
pursue the issue as long as he is
president The election for Local
100 I president takes place in two
weeks, he said
Kokic said members gave him a
vote of confidence recently but that
some members may be influenced
by the slow process of the hearings.
"As a result of this it might
change the minds of our members,"
Kokic said
During the hearings in Toronto,
a member of CUPE Local 100I
introduced her case against the
union. The member says that the
union negotiated in bad faith, Kokic
said.
On the last day of the hearings,
the worker's case was consolidated
with the University's case against
the union, he said.
Members of the support staff
union are eager for a decision on
the pension issue because the contract negotiated in October is not
effective until the pension issue is
resolved.D

High School students often have strange
idea~ about what life at un1vers1ty 1s really
like. They've heard horror stones. myths
and exaggerations-all
mixed up with a
little trutr,. For ten years the L1a1son Office
has counted on current students to be the
contact. encouraging prospective students
to have realistic expectations about un1vers1ty
life 1ngeneral and about ..W,ndsor" specifically.
Thesf· students all belong to the L1a1son
Ambassador Club.

\

'

WP·re looking tor interesting and enthusiastic
people to be our Ambassac ."S next year
Your experience col· 1d be valuable in helping
students make good choices a',d successful
trans1t1ons to post-secondary education.

A~J:llicatio~s and information
available at the Secondary
L1a1son Office , Room no.11 O, Windsor Hall Tower.
973-7014.
Application

deadline

THE NEW STUDENT

School

April 18, 1988.

GATHERING

PLACE

Come Celebrate Our 1 st Year Anniversary
Witl1 Great Specials.
~or Lunch and Dinner
Our restaurant and dance _floor are open
'til 4am on Fridays and Saturdays
Mon -Thurs 9 pm to 1 am ( No cover)
Fri ·Sat 9pm-1 am $3.00 cover ($2 with I. D. card)
1 am-4am $5 cover ($3 with I. D. card)

TheRealPrinters.
lOo/oStudent Discount
-Photocopying
4800 Tecumseh Rd. E.
-Resumes
1 block east of Pillette
-Essays
Windsor, ON N8T 188
(519) 974-6776

J

e were all there. All of us. And all of us
had come to see him. We still remember
it. At least I do. I mean, not completely,
I still had to call some of them for the
complete details ...But a lot of it we
remember. He said he does, too. God
be with the days what an honour it was
to be there with him.
I mean we were all great, but none like him. And
as he walked across that room to the front area of
the room he walked across, and the candles dimmed,
and the crowd hushed , (except some of us-but we
stopped them) and Smeta took the stage to accept
the awesome Pewter Quill he did so. And that was
that. The most famous trophy in all of Modern
Poetry-the pennant of pentameter if you wil~and
Bill Smeta was, unquestionably, the poet to deserve
it. And from such humble beginnings did this, great,
man of syballic biologism spring.
Those of us familiar with Bill Smeta's great
contributions to the poetry of, the, 20th Century
knew how deserving he was of that award-an
award given previously only thrice-to Beacup-for
his masterful iambisms-to Malt-for his brilliant
homage to Beacup--and again to Beacup-just for
being Beacup . For God's sakes-Beacup!
But not a Smeta. No one has been or ever will be
again the likes of Bill Smeta.
Smeta was born to backward, warring German
parents in a small, backward shack in Prague,
backwards, in 1926. He grew up unhappy. As he
would later recal~"My parents fought constantly,
but I have no recollections of this. I found myself
interested in the land around me-and the trees.
The trees-you know? God-what use had I for
anything else!" Smeta found himself an orphan i_n
1938. In a ghastly mishap, Mr. Smeta and his
atrocious wife Helga were crushed while visiting
friends in their hometown of Dolsk, during the first
skirmishes there. Smeta, even at that age, driven by,
a ferocious sense of independence, hitchhiked to
Paris to wallow in the city streets.
He sums it up best, later, with the 1978 Anthology
And So sayiNg-he... with the masterful "My Red
Nose"

W

iS(crea)man d(c)ry
the stre(at)s the be(a)u(t)y
at
the stre(at)s.
Smeta's poems, and I here digress, all find their
roots in his painful childhood and the memories he
tried to come, artistically, to terms with. This tortured,
happy child was adopted by a wealthy French
widow of long lineage (whose name is unpublishable
here for legal reasons) and for years lived in abject
wealth. He became, as a teenager, the famous
"enfant terrible" of his neighborhood-a
social
scandal involving the daughter of a greek shipping
magnate (whos&'name is unpublishable here for
legal reasons) resulted in his narrowly escaping a
life in prison by fleeing the neighborhood and living
for years as a fish broker under the pseudoname
"Peewit" two streets over.
Smeta, a youth now barely of twenty, has
experienced a world of anguish and despondent
joy-and is ready to turn his pen to poetry. Here, an
early work dealing with his experiences working in
the wartorn Parisian marketplaces in 1946. The tide
as we will, see, was turning.
plG(s)pit fat
plG splT fAT
I'll crush (your) head for (you)
(your) head
Fat spiT pig spit F(at)
this little fatty went to
market
indexes
reflect the price
pigs pay to spit
fat
End another ThinG
I've a got crush on
you(r)
head, pig.
from the Icarus Award-winning How I ran down the
mountainin searchOf eighteenminutesOf yourtime
1953.
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by Penn Walla
Froma speechdeliveredto t
Poets'Harvard, March 1988

Reprinted(incondensed
LiteraryJournal Vol 31
Usedby permission.All ri
Smeta' s "sense", as he refers self· referentially to
his "sense" of his poetry "by himself," is more
remarkable in that he is unschooled, in modern
verse, literature, english, grammar-in fact he is an
illiterate. At least in the understanding our puny
society has of this word. As Smeta has said" Poetry?
Fuck off! Vowels are obsolete. Consonants are
soggy and stupid. Where does this leave us? If I
knew what it meant-if I could explain it to you-I
wouldn't (from the introduction to the Theseus
Award-winning Leave the Sex to Maree~. These are
not the "half mad bleatings of a doom headed
imbecile" as more than one insensitive "critic"(and, I use the word, loosely). They are indeed
Smeta's sense of what language is-the Syllabic
Bioligism of our society., And in the light of his blind
ignorance it is amazing what lucidity and beauty left
his pen.
Bill Smeta was "discovered" by Paris' literary
giants in the early 50s, and, was catapulted to
misery and raging success. He became the toast of
the "decadent" Parisian intellectual "underworld"
and "this" period proved "to" be "a period of' great
"helpless ness and fruitful "growth".".
How well I recall finding a copy of his first awardwinning volume of published poetry Colle/didWorks
1951 (since banned in 18 countries and 27 languages).
It was a dusty green book, forgotten on the back
shelves of a delapidated airport convenience storebound in snakeskin ("as Smeta has interestingly
remarked "My books I wrap in snake-my mind has
sucked the worm ...from the introduction to the 1972
Perseus Award-winning TempuraHyphen, Bracket
Bracket)al"d as flipped the pages, slowly at, first, and
then faster, as I found these pages calling to me,
setting free my innocent sou~and I found the
poem which inspired me, and has continued to
inspire me since that time, in my own search for the
true beauty of our jumbled alphabet It was, of
course, "Boots". I see many of you nodding your
heads. I found Smeta, as many of you did, with
"Boots''. In 1983 I had the pleasure of seeing Smeta
ignoring the requests of all present at the Pegasus

A famous incid
the KID(s)wore

Tripp
h uildof Appreciative
18

Awards Ceremony Banquet (which he of course
won for that year's Book of Violent Tickles) to read
that poem.
Boots

Vfrom the Argot
7.
reserved.

ANDi
do
mean
boots.
Sadly, Smeta died, as you know, under the most
sickening and bizarre of circumstances, in January,
after just accepting the Ariachne Award for 1987's
PL(r)e(f.u.)sedtoAdmi(eet) me and we will sorely miss
him.
Bill Smeta's initial contribution to the world of
poetry was spat on by those who knew better, but
time will prove us wrong, and his, poetry I think shall
lend a greater understanding of us to the later
centuries. Unless of course his prophetic utterance,
constantly on his lips in polite conversation "we're
all dead already all of us always everywhere all the
time!" comes true .
Certainly, he was no stranger to animosity , and
the anger and repulsion directed at him by those
who did so was a constant strain on his palsied
nerves. The sordid cirsumstances surrounding his
suspected suicide/gangland style massacre lay
testament to the impact he had on some .
But God, at the time , and we were all there, all of
us. And he walked down off the podium-and
he
smirked-you well remember that smirk, and I had
never truly considered him my closest personal
friend and colleague before that exact moment-he
walked towards me slowly without punctuation in
very choppy sentence fragments, autographed my
face and never looked back as he swept out of the
room. Bill Smeta is truly gone. But we shall remember
him-by his words.
Woe k Up.
la
woe kup screaming.
An( die) thought I had
been dead
had
along
had
long
had
long
had
long
had
time.
been.

_J__________

de,Smeta s life, klter rememberedin ':-411

rel

Book of Violent Tickles 1 968
Agamemnon Award Winner

_

1965 Olympia,Award winner

Notes
1 Nevill
"Slim" Hardthracke. The "Syllabic
Biologism" of Bill Smeta. N.Y., U.S.A.: Harper/Brace,
1972, p. 189.
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Aneducation
forthosewhocan'tlooktheotherway.
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Peer Counselling Centre

AS A STUDENTYOU ALREADY
HAVE A BIG LOAD TO CARRY!

If you ga111sal 1sfal'l 1on
from r«•ad1i11goul and
!wiping ollll'rs. Nor! lwasl
1•rn I 111,\'rs1l~ has a sp1•1·ial
plat't· for you. Al Boston
llnu, ,. <'1111,•g,,
or I lu111a11
1k, 1•lo1n111•11l
l'rof1•ssions
, ou t':tll lt•aru 10 ass1s1

, ,1Jwrs n•ahzl' llw1r full
p11!1•11lial
'.\losl of our programs an•
111'f1•n·cl
1111
a par! lim1• and
lull I Ill!(' h,LSIS i!lld ('OlllhHH'
das-.r1111m1lwory with
pral'l 11al. hands-on
l'XJ>('IWII('('.

<'all (til'i) H'i :.!'i08or wrill'
Io us at IOli I lol'bt•r Hall,

Norll11•ast1•rnl 'nin•rsi ty.
Boston, I\IA O:.!JJ,,
Master of Education
Programs
• ('ounsl'linl,(
• ( 'onsull i11g'lt•adwr of
lll'ad1ng
• ( ·urrin1lum ,111d
l11;;lru1·1i,,11
• Edul'alional H1•,.,ard1
•J luman lkn•lopnwnt
• H,•hahililation
A<lm111islrat1011
• Sp1•1·ial~:dtu-ation
Master of Science
Programs
• ( 'ouns1•l111gl'sydiolog~

• Ex1·n·1sPS.-i1•11
... ·-.
Athlt•til''l)·;li11111J!
ll1<n1H•1·hani1·s
( 'l1111n1I
Ex1•1T1s1•
l'hysi11lol,(,\
• l'hys11'al Ethll'al 1011
• H1•n1•alion. Sporl &
Fi11w,s '.\lan,1g,•rn1•111
• H<'11ahil11a1ion
( ·01111-.dmg
• Sp,•t•l'h-1.anguag<'
Pathology & A11d1olog~
Nondegree Certification
Program s
•( 'ounsl'hll!,!
• EIPrn1•11ta1)& S1•1·ornl:11)'
S1'h11ol'lh1dwr l'rq,aralion
• Sp1•1·mlEdul'al ion

Bost011 Bou,·<'•
('ollq.(('

DON'T CARRY AROUND
YOUR PROBLEMS AS WELU

Northeoslern
University

.\11t·<1ualopJw1.-1t1111t~,ifflrm.th\
,wlmn unl\t·r.1l~

t·

TOGETHER WE CAN MAKE A
DIFFERENCE
Conference room "B"
University Centre or
Call 256-0775.

FINAL
BLOWOUT
40°/o off
All University
of Windsor
Crested
Sportswear
While Quantities

Last

5909 Wyandotte East (2 blocks from Jefferson) 945-3434
Mon.-Thurs. 9-6, Fri. 9-9, Sat. 9-5. Mastercard, Visa & American Express accepted.
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The Competitor's Edge "·

·

Lasalon
INTERNATIONAL

"THE HAIR"
"THE EXPERIENCE"

~CornflakesChroniclesConcludedI
by Belz Splimo
Foldens' the name ... Embro Foldens. But like I said last
time, you know that already. Let me see ... When we left off
last episode, Nash and I were about to do battle with the
Flying Cornflakes Corps somewhere over the Nebraska/Iowa
border. Then, suddenly, just as they were about to swoop
down on us, we ran head-on into a temporal discontinuity
which dropped us into limbo for a week. Limbo's a pretty
strange place. Dark and scary-like with the sound oflaughter
everywhere. Just as we were getting used to all the ethereal
mirth-maJcjng we popped back into the "real" space-time
continuum (literally "POP!!!"). Everything was just as we
left it, except for the completely absense of Demitasse's
aerial squadron. Apparently, they had gotten tired of waiting
around for us, or perhaps they had run out of fuel, or just
decided to go home to their wives and families. Anyway,
there we were in a clear blue sky, without any cornflakes to
contend with.
·•Jesus, Boss! That was a lucky break, running into a
temporal discontinuity just in the nick of time."
"There's no such thing as luck, Nashville. Sometimes I
get the feeling that there is some hand at work behind the
scenes, directing our every move. Like we're characters in
some pulp fiction mag."
"You can't be serious, Boss!"
"Nah! Just gettin' a little whlmisical in my old age I guess.
Now, enough ofthis self-referential wool-gathering. On with
the plot!"
"Elk City! Here we come!''
Meanwhile ..unbeknownst to our heroes, things have been
unfolding back at the secret headquarters of Demitasse
Cornflakes.
"Snadmasm! We must suspend our operations immediately!
Until we know the location of Foldens we are in the direst
peril!"
"Tut. tut! My dear Cornflakes, just because some seedy
~ ~-..... _.18iitbem Ontario farmer has disappeared into thin air ...there's
no call to get all bet up!"
"Shut UP, ASS! The inability of the Flying Cornflakes
Corps to put an end to the meddlesome fool troubles me
greatly. I have been foiled too many times by Foldens to take
this lightly. I will not permit our plans to go awry when they
are so close to fruition. We will suspend operations until
further notice! That's final!"
Later ... Nashville and I land successfully at the Elk City
Municipal Airfield. Assembling our equipment in record
time we immediately take, once again, to the skies. We pray
we are not too late. Little did we know of the difficulties which
were only then besetting Cornflakes.
"Snadmasm! You dare to disobey Me! Demitasse Comtlakes!
I gave you specific instructions to cease and desist until
Foldens was found."
"Oh! Come now, my dear Demitasse. Have a little faith!
Nothing can go wrong. I waited a whole week after Foldens'
disappearance without any word from you. Surely he must be
dead by now, or perhaps lying unconscious in a Iowa
cornfield. He may be just another victim of the Nebraska

AS SOON AS I THROWTHISSWITCH,
TI-OSEL!oHTIMPULSES--INKHANDARA--ON
THEISLANDOF
RHODES--AND NEARTHEMUSEUM-- HIDDENBY
MY MIRAGEDUPLICATES
BEFORE THEiYTRIEDt----l'fl
TOSTEALTH05E SOUVENll<S
-WIU GOINTO OPERAnONI

Triangle for all we know. I could not let the fruit of my genius
be impeded by the paranoia of a tin-plated little tyrant like
yourself! Ooooo! Watch out Demitasse! There's Foldens
under a rock! No! No! He's in your back pocket! Ha! Ha! Ha!
Hee! Hee! Hee!
"Splfft! Bluflrt! Smuggph! Aaarrrggh!"
The sky was visibly darkening over the Southwest Weather
reports hroadcast on the local radio station predicted a
massive rainfront would unleash itself on the Southwest
states. It was time for action.
Mounting the Molejufy Molecular Cryogenic Projector
on the fuselage of the crop-duster, Nash and I take, once
more, to the skies. Flying over the production site of Herve
Villachaisse's new film, "Nam: The Final Chapter", we
ascend to our maximum altitude. Off ahead of us is our
objective, the largest Nimbo-Stratus we have ever seen. The
rain was just beginning to fall. We switch on Molejufy's
Molecular Cryogenator. It was just as the Prof. predicted.
The rain formed itself into frozen clumps the size of tennis
balls. These plummetted toEarth, striking the cornfields like
mortar shells. Success was ours!
At that same moment, back in Battle Creek. ..
"Snadmasm! You idiot! You'll pay for this!"
Snadmasm is visibly shaken as reports of the worst hailstorm
ever to hit the Amerikan south west come in over the wireless.
"My Plans ... (Sniff) ... My reputation(sob); .. my career ...

(snivvle)"
"You incompetent moron ... You insufferable conceited
ass!... You lemur's rectum! I'll destroy you!"
"I'm already .... (sob sob) destroyed. What can ... (sniff)
you do to me."
"Believe me, Snadmasm. Our friends in the AMC and the
Cornflakes consortium will not be pleased. Your former
comrades at the Pentagon will not lift a finger to help you
now. It may take me years to recoup my reputation after thls
fiasco, but mark my words, you ... you will wish you were
dead!
"I'll destroy what little is left of you, Snadmasm! I'll see to
it that the only job you ever get is as a TV weatherman in
W apakaneta, Ohio!"
"Please ... no ... Demitasse ... not .."
"Prepare to meet your doom, Snadmasm!" Cornflakes
removes a hand-held T ASER from his pocket and points it at
the hapless Snadmasm.
"No ... anythlng
but .. please ... not
a ... weatherman ...
Aaaaghhh!"
Snadmasm, screaming. collapses to the floor. Though he
writhes in pain, when he wakes in W apakeneta he will realize
that the worst is yet to come ...
Nash and I land the little crop-duster at my private aerodrome.
Summa Theologica and the Rev. Drumo await us, relief
written all over their faces. "Nash,'. I say getting down from
the plane. "It's good to touch the green, green grass of
home."O

-LETTER TO THE ARTS EDITOR
Dear Sir,
Those who know my client. Mr. Demitasse
Cornflakes, know that he is not one to
respond to all the adverse criticism and
innuendo printed and broadcast about him in
all media My client is a very busy man,
tirelessly engaged in a variety of pursuits in
the interests of the commonweal. He realizes
that negative publicity is inevitable for a man
in hls position.
He is not, however, ignorant of his legal
rights as a private citizen, and he draws the
line at libel, a line which, I am forced to
inform you, the Lance has crossed repeatedly
in its last three issues. Rest assured that your
lawyers will be hearing from me.
In the meantime, however, my client has
asked me to clear up the confusion and
misinformation spread by Mr. Belz Splimo in
hls "Cornflakes Chronicles".
"Splimo" is, of course, the pseudonym of
Jutwholmp Kwargiha, a man who has been
reprimanded and discredited by almost every
press organization in North America and is
now reduced to penning his bilious insinuations
for student newspapers.
It is obvious from a perusal of recent
Lances that Splimo/Kwargiha's palm is cur-

rently being greased by the Dilmurt D.
Garweltz Society, an extremist offshoot of
the Liberal Party whose ultimate aim is the
coronation of Pierre Trudeau. In furtherance
of this aim the Society has, of late, directed
its efforts toward banjaxing the Meech Lake
Accord and the Canada-U.S. Free Trade
Agreement
Leaders of the little known organization
include Ontario agribusinessman Embro
Foldens, defrocked Anglican "Reverend"
lnnerkip Drumbo, and Toronto-based mafioso
"Crazy" Joe Theologica.
My client has incurred the wrath of this
bizarre clique because he has a vision of
Ontario in a post-Meech Lake, post-free
trade Canada Despite the fact that he is a
Michigan native and resident. Mr. Cornflakes
has a vision in which Ontario is competitive
not only with the other provinces and not
only with the United States, but with all the
world's economies in an extremely diverse
range of industrial undertakings, from information processing to simple-carbohydrate
food production to waste management
Splimo/Kwargiha has, to his credit, done
his homework. and bases hls strange fantasies
on some solid facts. It is true that my client is
the grandson of Yarbl Snargee, the great

Turkish patriot and freedom-fighter. Mr.
Cornflakes has never denied this. In fact, he
tells the whole story of the name change in his
auto-biography, Cornflakes: Not Just For
Breakfast Anymore, co-written by Pulitzer
Prize winner Eygys Pliebt
It seems that old Mr. Snargee was the
victim of a gross miscarriage of justice,
perpetrated by an officer of the U.S.
Immigration Service. The officer asked the
old gentleman what he intended to do in the
land of opportunity. Snargee responded
truthfully, in his broken English, that he had
come for the Cornflakes. The officer, an
oatmeal fan, thought it would be funny to
enter thls reply as the unfortunate man's
name.
The current heir to the Snargee fortune
wearsthis nameproudly as a constant reminder
of the persecutions which Turks have suffered
from time immemorial.
If you have read Mr. Cornflakes book,
you also know the sad story of the man
known as "Nashville Pete". The story which
Mr. "Splimo" has garbled beyond recognition
in the pages of the Lance. "Nashville Pete"
AK.A Quent Ooxypeptel, Vhemml Ptetting.
and Allah only knows what else, is none
other than Demitasse's youngest brother,

Houmnei stricken by the widely misunderstood
disease called Tourette's Syndrome. In
Housmnel's case, this disease; aggravated by
envy of his brother's good fortune, has
spawned an incredible complex of delusions.
Young Cornflakes has lost all sense of identity
and would currently be institutionalized were
it not for the disasterous policy of discharging
"harmless" mental patients and forcing them
to live in half-way houses, where they are
subject to exploitation by sleazy landladies
like Summa "call me madam" Theologica,
landladies' boyfriends like Embro Foldens
and friends of landladies' boyfriends like
Innerkip "I sing to the trees" Drumbo.
Pleaseforgiveme for becomingso emotional,
but I can barely restrain the tears when I
recall the pleasant evenings I spent years ago
in the Cornflakes household, listening in rapt
admiration as Demitasse instructed young
Houmnel in the intricacies of Hank Snow
hlstoriography.
H men like Foldens.Drumbo, and "Splimo"
are not stopped, such evenings will never be
enjoyed again. And that would be an inconsolable shame.
Sincerely Yours,
Atmad W. Skengbalfe
Barrister & Solicitor

1
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The beckorunggreenfieldsof the sea
by Paal Kowalski

----------------------------

.... the big. fat Roman music industry. A lead
singer who sounds like Eurythmic Annie
Lennox and INXSive Michael Hutchence
had a baby.
What' do all these add up to? Sc~
phrenia and dementia for the reviewer. No,
no, no. Disappointment Believe me, rve
never heard anything truly analagous to this
band, so no silly 'well, they sound like a
mixture of Mel Torme andBlack Fl .. with a
pinch of That Petrol Emotion thrown in ...'
The Press kit (the reviewer's boon) quotes
Witer defining the sound as "an amalgamof
that a cappella gospel sound from the '30's
with a lot of energetic drumming and some
funk." Well, you have tons of drumming and
percussion, but it's not too energetic. From
Witer's blurb I was expecting some type of
Armageddon-sound, like big steel calYJ)IIO
drums or sometJiing with a Wagnerian/
Jap~Kodo
feel All that is delivered is
bland, abovethencxm,butstiD'pop'pen:ussion.

G'day blokes! Here's a wire to my mates

at the Lance, from the idyllic beaches of the
land of Aus. Music tendsto be a bit different
here on the upsido-downcontinent andtapes
are more popular than records as the needles
have an annoying tendency to fall. off the
records on the ups~

turntables. But

enough about my gravitational problems,
DOW for some of my musical problems. I was
almost going blind with lust upon my receipt
of this ~est fix of albums-Bis Pis with
Bonk and the Trlffld1 with Calentun-both

with reasons for my expectant expectations.
The A&M Records bio sheet on BisPis
gushes: "there are seven of them, including
DO less than three drummers and five members
who sing." THREE DRUMMERS! DIG
Here I was expecting some type of
Haaten & Collecton/Revoltlq
Cock,/
Baddy IUch/Veatura derivative, and it
didn't live up to my somewhat high hopes.
The Trltlld1 I had heard about six months
ago on CBC Radio's Bnive New Waves late
show, andthey sounded pretty raw andhard,
sort of like a starved, rabid wombat Well,
they've "polished" and "sweetened" their
bloody Refined Pop Melodies. Suddenly,
nausea sets in. Polished and ~ned arc
synonymous with sell out young .
From initiation to conclusion,
theTrHllcfs
albumis a competent, occasionally original
piece of pop plastic . The title, Calenture, is
some posing drek meaning a tropical fever or
delirium sufferedby sailors after long periods
away from land, who imagine the seas to be
green fields and desire to leap into diem.
(Well, hello sailor!) The former was thoughtfully (pretentiously?) defined on the back of
the record sleeve (nope, the Webster's
remains dusty) for any fan not familiar with
the illness. Ah, but get this mates: a few songs
shine out like the SouthernCross seen from
the NullaborDesert.The songs which leap
out and grabmy earlobes are 'Holy Water',

m.

"The album te,uk to F<JWon you like a good
T#Jfid.
and it'sgood,mellowmood music.It's a shame
f don't like mellow mood music. "

'-----------------------------Thisbandlabelsitsmusic'pop',andlbelieve
desert, in fourdays! At least these boys don't
'Kelly's Blues', 'Blinder by the Hour' and'A
Trick of the Light'. What really amazes me need a silicon umbilical cord to the nearest
F airlight-CMI synthesizer / emulator.
about the Trlffldl is how malleable, versatile
or tun~thieving they arc. Probably the most
The album tends to grow on you like a
interesting song on the album, 'Holy Water'
good Triffid, and it's good, mellow mood
could have been done by U2, with old
music. It's a shame I don't like mellowmood
leather-clad, longhair Bono Vox given the music. If you're into New Age stuff or
boot and replaced by the posturing-annoying Christopher Cross, you'll probably enjoy
one himself, Morrisey. 'Save What You Can'
Calenture. If your musical tastes run to
is reminiscent of bad Uoyd Cole or melodic
Sklaay Pappy or the Woodentopa, stay
away.
SmltltL
At least they had the class to name
Calenture is the first North American
release from these lads and lass since they
themselves after a science-fiction novel •
were sucked up by Island Records. The last
BiaPia,Bonk. Australian.A keyboardist
two albums, Bom Sand Devotional(this and who loots like Rowan Atkinson from BBC's
Calenture produced by Bunnymen mixer Gil Blackadder. Every title (but one) composed
Norton) and In tM Pines, are somewhat of one or two short words, like 'Iron Lung',
different-from each other, and from Calen- 'Money God' and'BigHotel' . A bandpromo
ture. As I mentioned before , the band had a photo where all arewearingnaught but black
more appealing. rough sound on the earlier apronsandlookinglike things that oozedout
albums-possibly because In the Pines was
of an Aldous Huxley-type minimalist acid
recorded on 8 tracks in a sheep shearing shed
trip. Baodleader
OlehWiter imagininghimself
(she sells sheep shearers), on the edge of a
a barbarousGoth or Vandal, ready to pfflage

it's a depressing misnomer. After the fanfare
about the hefty percussion, the band kills it
by lusting after the lucrative pop ideals.
The whole second side of Bonk can be
used as a tester for the popularandexciting
'Aerial Needle Drop' maneuver; there is
nothing of value on it The first side contains
'Iron Lung' and 'I Can't Break Away' which
are the notable songs-a break from apathy.
Vocalist Sherine's howling makes it better.
Big Pig had an independent EP out in
I 985 and with it attracted A&M for a worldwide record deal Thethree songs on the EP
were re-workedand included on Bonk, but
they aren't anything to fly to Australia for.
Overall, disappointing.
On a scale of one to five cansof Foster's
Lager, I rate Bis PW•effort one and a half

cans.
The Trltlld1 Calenture gets three cansof
Foster's.
My next review installment will be Suck
Hard by Meatlrffl'MiftllHlt,;O

• Limited seats• No age restriction• Open for
1 year • Reservation 21 days in advance for the
going portion• Stand-By for the return trip*
Going

Return

Fare

$299
$349

$99

$398

16 Aug . - 14 Sept. 88

$99

$448

01 Jui. - 15 Aug . 88

$399

$99

$498

Departures
Until 30 June 88
15 Sept. - 11 Dec . 88

* Supplement for return trip with a confirmed
reservation (valid to age 28)
Consult -yourtravelagent or
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SpringsteeneeneeFtuneonventionalbut passable
by Steve Fields

LOVE.
Needless to say, Bruce Springsteen chose
a rather complex, intricate theme around
which to build his '87-88 album and supporting tour. Yet, surprisingly enough, he
pulled it off as evinced by his sold-out
performance at Joe Louis arena Monday
Night
,
Tunnel of Love, his latest album and the
show's opening number, set the tone for the
greater part of the performance. At times
Tunnel is a dark and foreboding album,
reflecting the pain and suffering often bred by
love, but in true Springsteen tradition, the
themes are consistently dealt with in an
honest, straight-forward fashion. Songs like
"Two Faces", "Brilliant Disguise" and
·•One Step Up" all deal openly with issues of
betrayal, infidelity and loss of faith, whereas
the sublime and inspirational character of
love can be seen in "All That Heaven Will
Allow" and "Valentines Day".
This was hardly a traditional Springsteen
performance, and in retrospect failed to
adequately represent the development of the
artist Still, inherent in the show was the
acknowledgement that presenting a 'Springsteen Showcase' was not entirely the purpose.
Somewhat obscure numbers such as "Be
True" (a B-side from a single from The
River), "Seeds" (released only on the live
collection), and "Roulette" were all played
in the first half of the show, along with crowdpleasers like "Cover Me", "War" and the
widely misinterpreted "Born in the U.S.A.".
After a half-hour intermission our hero
came back out to open the second half of the
show with "Tougher than the Rest" , an
affirmation of the will to progress. This was
followed by a drummed-up version of" Ain't
Got You", the opening number of the latest
album segueing then into a powerful performance of"She's the One".
Ranting and raving on stage in a way that
Little Richard himself would be proud of,
Springsteen took the audience through a
virtual roll_o~
ride from upbeat llWD-'
bers like "I'm a Coward" to slower tunes like
'Tm on Fire". Encores included such
favourites as "Hungry Heart", "Glory Days",
"Rosalita", a seemingly endless version of
the Mitch Ryder medley and a finale of the

Then the llchts10 out and It'• Justthe
three of us
Youme and al that stuff we're so scared of
Gotta ride downbaby Into this tunnelof
love

TIJNNEI. OF WVE

'

Fat man slttlnson• Httle stool ~
Takesthe money from my handw

.,.. take• wale d over)"OU
Handsme twotickets...... and .

,

,'
.

Coodluck

Cuddleup .... cuddleup my llttle do .
..
We'Rridedown... Intothis tunnelof h. \.

I canfeel the soft.,.

of your blouse
Andthem soft thrills In our lltlle fwt hoaM

Motown classic "Raise Your Hand".
In light of the theme of the tour, particular
songs seemed to take on a new meaning.
"Born to Run", which might not ordinarily
be interpreted as a love song, proves to be one
after all, as an acoustic rendition of it showed;
a lengthy explanatory introduction explained
the song. Its anthemic quality was emphasized

\
,.

..

......

as Springsteen told the audience: "It's a song
that's kept me good company in my search,
and I hope it's kept you good company in
yours."
It might be a disappointment for some
that Springsteen has openly discarded his
romanticized notion of the past; he sadly
announced that the two characters in "Born

to Run" were people who "wanted to run and
keep on running." One simply has to accept
that our hero has grown up, but though he is
38 years old. Monday night's show proved
two important facts: Springsteen is still
capable of three-and-a-half hour endurance
concerts, and he hasn't forgotten the essential
element of rock and roll: It has to be fun.D
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your Grad Portrait! Call Today!
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNl=r-¥
THIS SUMMER!
N.Y. Style Hot Dog Steamer
Cart
• Excellent Condition
• Licenses to operate in Windsor

included

• Estimated Revenues -$8000-?
During the summer
• Fully Equipped

Only
$2950

Call Ken or Patty for details

258-7459
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Bookroomlooksa good thing
by Sarah Atkinson

A greatly felt gap in West
Windsor'sculturalcommunitywill
be filledwhentheBookroom at the
Court opens on April 13th. The
store, to be located at Mackenzie
Hall on Sandwich,will caterlargely
to the Universitycrowdwitha wide
selection of classical and contemporaryliterature
, philosophy, politics, sociology, arts and music , as
well as children's literature.
Anne Beer, manager of the
Bookroom, recently moved to
Windsor, her sole intent and purpose being to open the bookstore.
The space at Mackenzie Hall has
been vacant since the Past and
Present Shop moved out last year.
Beer is from Hungary-a "high
school dropout" as she puts itwho movedto Canada"a long time
ago". She has since earneda Ph.D.
in sociology from the Universityof
Toronto , and has held various jobs
in Toronto and Chatham. It has
always been a dream of hers to
open a bookstoreand she's already
shown herself more than willingto
devote herselfto that end.
She's done her homework,
researched extensively the feasibility of her project and is almost
singlehandedly handling all the setup, advertising and bookkeeping
.
The fact thatthe Windsorarea has
few bookstoresspecializingin academic and alternative material
might be a positive factor in the
Bookroom's success. Beerremains
open to suggestions regardingsubjects and titles of interest
Publications that are currently
hard to get in the University area

This Magazine, and of the more expensive hardcovers,
Canadian Forum. British maga- thus makingthe merchandise more
zines like TLS, The Economist, accessible to students.
and the New Internationalist will
The Bookroom will be open
also be available, along with a Tuesday, Wednesday,andSaturday
variety of other titles from the from ten till five, Thursday and
alternativepress.
Fridayfrom ten till nine andSunday
Priceswill be reasonable, Beer afternoonfrom one till five, closed
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Nominations for the following positions will be
open at 12:00 noon on Thursday, march 24, 1988:
~~'e,\

President
-G.~...,..~
Vice President Internal
\.)-OV
Vice President External
~ ,e,"t Any questions regarding electoral
Vice President Finance
~ ~"t
pr<?cedures should be referred to the
Senator (2 positions)
~-0
Chief Electoral Officer.
Social Director
C,~

~vV Nomination

2 nd Floor
University
Centre

forms will be available at the Grad

House, 552 Sunset Avenue, and in room 286 Essex
Hall, from Pardu Ponnapalli, Chief Electoral Officer.
Nomination forms must be submitted to the Chief
Electoral Officer, on the official nomination form, no
later than 7:00 pm, on Wednesday, April 13, 1988, to
be valid Completed nomination forms must be submitted
to the C.E.O. (Rm. 286 Essex Hall) Pardu Ponnapalli.
Elections will take place in the new Graduate Student
Society Office, room 102, University Centre, from
11:00 am to 8:00 pm on Wednesday April 20, 1988.

Notice: A referendum will be held on Wednesday,
April 20th, 1988 to consider acquiring a dental
plan. GRADUATE STUDENT SOCIETY
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
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I 1IllSociety
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Zippy Art Dog rules
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Roger Gilman, Art Primate,
sits back and takes a drag while
surveying his recently completed
Zippy Art Dog masterpiece.
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Don't Forget We'll Be There
All Summer Long
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973-4977

Master Shot & Video Tennis
Tournament
Tuesday, April 14
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87/88:A seasonin the sunfor Windsor

by Brian LeClair
Lance Sports Editor

IIJ

he 1987 /88 season will probably go down in
Lancer history as the year the Lancer sports
program moved one step closer to being a
power in the Ontario university scene.
Yes, finally the Lancers shrugged off
everyone who knocked them, including a national university
magazine and Linda Frum, and roared their way to a recordbreaking season.
Just consider these stats. Six different Lancer squads
were ranked in the nation's top ten at different times
during the year. By the end of the season, five of these teams
finished in the top five of the province. Across the program,
Lancer teams finished with a composite record of 59-45, a
.567 winning percentage, excellent when considering that
Windsor also fielded two first year varsity squads.
This success carried over to the individuals, too, as a
record 22 Lancers were named to provincial All-Star teams,
and two made CIAU All-Star squads. There were also two
All-Canadian track stars, and one Lancer hockey player was
named rookie of the year, representing the gold and blue.
But enough of mere numbers. Let's take a quick look back
at some of the highlights of the year,starting way back from
September.

FOOTBALL
The season started way back in September for the team.
Spirits were running high, with the appointment of John
Musselman as skipper. The Lancers roared into the season,
winning their first four games of the campaign.
Then, while Lancer fortunes reached their peak with a
fifth place ranking in the CIAU. running back Chris Porter
went down for the season with a leg injury. Instead of folding,
though, the Lancers fought harder, with an outstanding
record-breaking performance by fill-in Andrew Ross against
Guelph. and then came a wonderful homecoming slaughter
against Waterloo. The Lancers finished asurprising5-2, and
headed to their first playoff game in years.
But Windsor didn't have enough fir::power to match up
with the Laurier Golden Hawks, who downed the Lancers on
their way to the Vanier Cup semi-final.
With quarterbacks Mark McGugan and Mike Brisbois
having one year under their belts, the team should be ready to
go the extra mile next season.
SOCCER
The men's soccer team struggled through adversity nearly
all season, but played very well to finish in second place in the
rugged OUAA league. Larry Quarshie, a walk-on, provided
tough defense, and sharpshooters Maurizio Fratarcangeli
and Marcello Pizzuti provided much of the offeose. The team
was ranked third in Canada for a week midway through the

campaign.
The Lancers then moved to the playoffs, only to fall in
heart-breaking fashion to the Western Mustangs, when a
scoreless game had to go to penalty kicks.
The women's squad were testing the waters, having just
joined the intercollegiate scene thi~ year. They showed great
determination in every game, battling to the last minute, but
breaks didn't fall their way, and the first season ended with a
misleading 2-9-1 slate.
Both teams are fairly young, and enough players are
returning on both squads to provide stiff competition for
Ontario rivals next season.
GOLF
The team was under tremendous pressure to repeat their
OUAA championship ibis year, and the task at hand seemed
more difficult after the first day of the OU AA championships
at Windsor's Roseland Golf Course. The Lancers struggled
all day, but fortunately they were just one shot off the lead
heading into the final day.
Led by OUAA silver medalist Matt St Louis, the
Lancers charged back to take their second straight title, by
three shots over Guelph.
This next season, the Lancers will be without coach Bill
Miles, who is retiring after a long stint as coach. But the
Lancers will return three golfers, all eager to make Windsor
three-time champions.

BASKETBALL
The basketball teams quickly took centre stage in an
extremely busy winter semester. After the successful CanAm tourney, the Lancer teams were ready to do battle.
The men's squad was kind of a puzzle this year. Though
loaded with talent, the team really failed to get anything going
in the very tough OUAA West division, but fought and
clawed their way to a 7-5 record and third place standing.
With all their players back from injury, hopes were high
for the Lancers to beat the Mustangs for the third time this
year and move into the semifinals. But it was not to be, as the
Mustangs went on to the Canadian semi-finals.
Next year promises to be tough again, especially with the
loss of guards Matt StLouis and Scott Thomas. However,
the Lancers will still have guards Carlo Boniferro and Jeff
Nekkers, and a strong corps under the basket in Henry
Valentini, Ken Schweitzer, and Andre Morasutti. This team
could be a major surprise.
Clearly the surprise of this year, though, were the
women's cagers, who completely turned things around this
year. Under the guidance of OWIAA Coach of the Year
Joanne MacLean, the team, showing tremendous character,
dominated the league early. They won their first eight games,
in a series of gutty performances, often against much bigger
teams. The Lancers finished tied for first with Brock, with a
fine 9-3 record, and their first playoff game in about eight

Alison Duke weaves tbrouab maze of Brock defenders.

TENNIS
Tennis has not been a huge draw for Windsor recently,
but 1987 saw some good things on the horizon. Sue Gillespie
won the OWIAA silver medal, and the men's team began to
show some very strong players, such as Mike Swift and Steve
Mitchell. 1988 looks bright for these talented athletes.

years.
The women were pitted against the Ottawa Gee Gees, 5 th
ranked in Canada. Down 11 points with three minutes to go,
the Lancers turned in a ferocious game ending surge,

See LANCER ATHLETES page 21.

Creamof Lancer athletic crop honouredat reception
by Mike Murphy

The Lancer athletic program enjoyed its finest season
ever, and this past week the school honoured the top athletes
at the annual athletic reception.
Taking home highest honours at the awards ceremony
(top Lancer male and female athletes) were Colleen Hogan
and Maxine Walkes, co-winners of the Banner Shield. Ken
Minello was the proud winner of the Olympic Shield. For all
of them, the awards capped off a successful 1988 campaign.
Hogan, the 23 year-old Assumption High School alumnus,
led the women's basketball team to its best performance in
the team's recent history.
''The experience that we had from last season gave us
more confidence heading into the season," Hogan said. "We
had the exact same starting five, which gave us great team
cohesiveness through the season."

Last year, the team lost many close games, often falling
one and two points short. However, this year the team
enjoyed the flip side of that coin.
"When we had a close game this year, we knew we could
pull it out, and it just snowballed right through the season,"
Hogan said.
Individually, Hogan was also chosen by her team.mates as
the squad's MVP, was selected to the OWIAA 1st All-Star
team. and averaged 16.1 points per game.

"I'm very grateful with the first team selection,"she said.
"I was pleased that I improved over last year's second team
selection. After all, you want to improve."
"The winning of the Banner Shield is the ultimate
recognition, especially when the faculty recognizes your
achievements. It hasn't hit me yet, but it's the sort of thing that
will really mean something later on in life when you look
back."
The other Banner Shield recipient, Maxine Walkes,
capped off the best season of her outstanding fiveyear Lancer career in claiming All-Canadian status once
again. For the Lancer that holds all the school records from
the 300m to the 600m and numerous relays, the Banner
Shield is just yet another one of her fine accomplishments.
"I was able to reach all my goals this season," Walkes
said." I have to thank my coach ( Dennis Fairall), for he was a
great influence on me, both on and off the track. The time and
effort he gave is something else."
Although Walkes' career as a university runner has come
to a climactic end, she still plans on maintaining her running
with a club, and is considering helping out with the coaching
tasks next year with the Lancers.
"I'm not too sure yet what I'll do, but I'm considering
helping out with the team and keeping up my own running.
Running without the team at meets just won't be the same,"
Walkes said.
The Olympic Shield recipient was Lancer hockey star
Ken Minello. Minello, like Hogan, also led his team to the
best finish in their history. The team's great success came in
winning their division and going to the OU AAs, finishing one
win short of the final four, when they bowed out to the
eventual Canadian champio!}s, York Yeomen.
"Realistically, our team was hoping to win our division.
and then we could take it from there." Minello said.
Minello's 26 goals and 29 assists in 26 games earned him
the right to be chosen for the OUAA West all-star team. He
was also picked the division's MVP.

"I didn't think I would be picked for the MVP because
there was someone else (Laurentian's Denis Castonguay)
who had more points than myself," Minello said. "It was a
big surprise, and I was extremely pleased"
To top this would be hard, but Minello obtained the
ultimate recognition when he was named to the CIAU AllStar team. He was the first Lancer hockey player ever to
make this exclusive squad.
Minello, the all-time leading scorer in Lancer history,
isn't sure what his future holds.
"I might go to teacher's college,and if I stay in Windsor
for it, then fll play out my last year of eligibility.'' Minello
said.
All three of these fine Lancers enjoyed the finest season of
their careers, and, in retrospect, were instrumental in getting
their teams to their final finish.
There were a host of other Lancer athletes receiving
numerous awards for athletic and academic excellence. The
DeMarco trophy, given to the athletes best combining
athletics and academics, went for the second year in a row to
setter Kathy Adkin of the women's volleyball team, and
linebacker Benson Yip of the football team. The new Andy
Buckstein award, going to the track athlete combining school
and sports, went to Terry James.
The Lancer and Lancerette awards, given to athletes in
their senior year, went to Wendy Srigley, Tom Serafimovski,
and Lary Johnson ( soccer), Scott Thomas and Elaine J anisse
(basketball), Rick Pickersgill and Terry Turner (hockey),
Gisele St Louis (track), and Dan Mooney and Richard
Holland (football).
Finally, the prestigious Gino Fracas coaching award
went to women's volleyball coach Marge Holman.
However, certainly this reception could not have been
nearly the success it was ifit weren't for the fine achievements
of all the Windsor athletes this season. Congratulations go to
all the athletes for a job well done. D
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Cfiangingof the guard in women's volleybalt
by Michael R. Cohen
There comes a time in everyone's life to
move on to the next plateau, to leave behind
the thrill of victory and the utter disappointment
of defeat
Five of the current members of the
Windsor women's volleyball team will be
stepping forward toward new goals, as their
playing careers have come to an end
For some of the players, like Tracy
McCall, Kathy Adkin, and Pat Pepper,
graduation marks the end But for the other
two, Lisa Eastham and Monica Godin, their
careers were cut short due to debilitating
injuries.
Some people come out to play university
sports to gain friendship and combat loneliness.
But for powerhitter McCall, a love of sports
motivated her to give it a shot.
"In high school I played on three sports
teams, and it was important that I continue
playing sports because I am very sports
oriented," said McCall, a sociology and
criminology major. "Sports are good for the
body and the mind. Even when I am working,
I will be playing on some co-ed team in the
city."
McCall had the unique choice of playing
volleyball or basketball, and she sometimes
thinks of what may have been if she chose the
latter.
"Basketball was one sport I loved to play
, in high school," she said. "I missed playing
the game, and will always wonder what it
would have been like to play basketball at the
university."
However, that doesn't mean she didn't
have her share of memorable moments on the
volleyball courL
"I have had some rough times on the
team. as I had to sit out the third and fourth
year due to a knee injury," she said. "For
myself. this year has been the best This team
has seen a lot of strong competition."
McCall has developed close ties with
some of the players over the years. and hopes
to take th e ·~aw'O'~
h,:;i:_
"An addea bonus for some of the players
is that most will keep being friends after they
leave;' she said" A lot of the girls come from
around Windsor, so I expect I will be seeing
them around."
Pat Pepper, a powerhitter from Blenheim,
has also been around for a while. She felt
playing volJeyball for Windsor was a natural
progression in the game she loved
"I have been playing for the past ten
years, and basically came out for the fun of
it," she said "When I played, I had something
to stay for. Being from a small town, I did not
enjoy the atmosphere of university life."

Lancer spiker makes good point

Pepper also had to adjust to a system very
different from the high school game, but
found the experience very enjoyable.
"The coaching is a lot different but it
could not have been better at Windsor," she
said. "You could learn as much as you
wanted to know.''
Pepper did not play in her second year,
and quickly wished she had She then rejoined
the team for her third and fourth years, where
the team met with much success.
··in 1987, I thought we had the best shot
9.f g_aingto the finals.,shesatd..~~ .~~
Pepper thought this year's team never
stopped believing they could play with the
best. but she noticed a big difference between
their squad and top teams like Winnipeg.
"The ability is there, but it is not the
playing, but how you think you can play,"
she said. "In Winnipeg, the players take the
game more seriously. You can see it in their
faces. They are always correcting themselves.
For myself, it is a game of enjoyment"
For Kathy Adkin, this year marks the end
of a very successful career, having made the
OWIAA all-star team twice. She has played
ten years of volleyball, and this year was one

of her highlights.
"This year, and three years ago were the
top seasons for me personally," she said.
.. This year we travelled a lot and played solid
competition, and this year was the first time
we played against nationally-ranked teams
from out west"
Those matches were very valuable to
Adkin.
"It was a learning experience that will
never be forgotten," she said.
She also was very pleased with the team's
performance at the Ontario championships,
held in Windsor this season.
"Although the players were disappointed
with their placing this year, we were glad to
see the fans that came out to support us,,. she
said ... We knew we played to our potential."
McCall found a huge difference between
the university game and the brand of volleyball
found on the high school court, but credits
head coach Marge Holman with bridging the
gap.
.. Once you come up from high school, it is
a whole different ball game," she said There
is much more to know. Coach Holman
knows everything there is to learn."

Lisa Eastham went down about midway
through the season with a leg injury, and this
injury has put an end to ber career after about
twelve years, two of those on tr1e Windsor
squad
"There is damage to the cartilage," she
said "The only sports I can do now are
swimming and cycling."
Eastham can take solace in the fact that
her last year with the team was one of the
squad's best
"We had a better team, and we also
played against better teams," she said
"There were a lot of excellent tournaments,
and this was the first year the team played out
west"
One <:ithe~ reasoos
~ enj)yed her
membership on the squad was her coach,
Holman.
"She is very good," she said "She is
probably one of the most knowledgeable
people in Ontario about volleyball, and very
easy to approach."
Monica Godin had a much more difficult
decision to make. An injury suffered during
her high school days had become more of a
problem, and eventually she realized that
playing her last two years wasn't worth the
pain.
"It was a choice of either being on
medication constantly, or taking a rest.'' said
the middle blocker just one year from
teacher's coliege. She thinks she will probably
be able to play more relaxed volleyball, such
as at the intramural level.
Like many of the rest, she noticed the
tremendous difference between the high school
and intercollegiate levels of the game.
"There is a lot more competition, and you
are with the team more,'' she said. ''There is
also the magnification of the intensity level."
The pain in her leg was easier to take due
to the success of the team this season.
.. Every team has its problems due to the
different personalities," she said... But overall.
we ended on a really good note. Our playoffs
ended well, and it really came together as a
team for us. It was a really good way to end
the year."
Despite the huge turnover the team must
face next season, the veterans think the team
will be just fine.
"The position of setter will be the most
difficult to fill," McCall said "because Kathy
was a valuable player to the team. But Coach
Holman has built up the program very well."
Godin agrees. "The rookies and players
that are on the team now are a good solid
foundation, and most of Ontario knows about
the successful programs Coach Holman runs ..,
We have only a few months to wait to find
out if they are right D

Lancer athletesfinally catch winningspirit
Continued from page 20.
VOLLEYBALL
completely stifling the Gee Gees to be the giant killers,
The men's squad found themselves behind the eight-ball
55-53.
early, entering the tough OU AA league for their first season.
They were unable to continue this brilliance against the They struggled to a 1-11 record, but showed that they can
4th ranked Toronto Blues, but finished 4th in Ontario,just one compete with the best, especially offensively. Windsor fans
game short of the national finals.
should look for a tremendous improvement next season.
Next season, the heart and soul of the team, Colleen
The women's squad looked to last year to build on, and
Hogan, may be returning. The team will then be in excellent they accomplished much of what they set out to do. They
position to finish what they started this season.
were contenders all year,finishing in second place with a 8-4
CURLING
record. However, key losses on the road forced the Lancers to
The curling teams went in to the Ontario finals with great
play a very strong Ottawa team in the first round of the
expectations. Unfortunately, the men's contingent, suffered
OWIAA finals(held this year in Windsor), and they could do
through a very tough first day, and found themselves too far
no better than fifth in Ontario.
back to really challenge for the title.
The team may be hard pressed to improve on this record,
However, the women had much better luck, climbing
since five team members are leaving the squad. However,
through a four way tie for first place to face Guelph for the
head coach Marge Holman made sure many players got
title. Unfortunately, the team had to settle for the silver
quality playing time, and that should help next season.
medal, as they lost to the Gryphons.
TRACK AND FIELD
Both teams have somewhere to shoot for next year, and
The team this year may have been small, but it certainly
there is nothing that stands in their way to take it all next time
was productive. The team had two All-Canadians, Doug
around
Tilson and Maxine Walkes, both of whom led their teams to
SWIMMING AND DIVING
best ever finishes in the OUAA championships.
The squad this year was plagued by low numbers more
Tilson made Lancer history when he became the first
than anything else. Stil~ two women, Mary Beth Jurocko and
Lancer CIAU gold medalist with a first in the 600m, and
Erin Searcy, performed well in swimming events in the
many Lancers earned personal bests. Look for this talented
OUAA fmals. Jurocko finished well enough to swim the
bunch to smash some more Lancer records next year.
breaststroke in the CIA Us, and finished 14th in the country.
FENCING
Diver Bill Bedford claimed a silver medal in both the 1 m
The fencing team this season had to wait forever to
and 3m events, but since diving is not a CIAU sport, he was
compete in their OU AA finals due to bad weather conditions.
Once the finals rolled around, though, the team performed far
unable to go further.
below expectations, finishing third overall.
If the swimming and diving squads could get a few more
people within their ranks, they may be ready to make a very
Next year the Lancers will be ready, certain to tum
strong team showing.
fencing fortunes around.
With the addition this

season of a women's squad, things are looking good for the
fencing scene at Windsor.
HOCKEY
This team lasted the longest of the winter squads, and
maybe had the potential to go the farthest
The hockey team cruised to the OUAA West Division
regular season title with a record 20-9-3 slate, and then won
their first division title outright with a wildly exciting victory
over the Brock Badgers.
The team then faced the powerful York Yeomen in the
OUAA semi-finals, but lost, 4-1, which then freed the
Yeomen to win the national title.
This team, which seemed to be skating much in the
shadow -0f some of the other action going on, quietly built
itself into a winner. With the number offine players due back,
the Lancer icemen may just be a dynasty waiting to happen.

In fact, that might be the case for the entire Lancer sports
program. After the success of this season, many teams will
enter the next campaign full of hope for future victories.
Certainly much credit should go to the All-Stars on the
various squads, but what really makes the Lancer machine go
is the lesser known athletes, such as Margaret Piggott, the
rookie sparkplug of the women's basketball team, or Kerry
Kerch, back-up goalie for the hockey team, who add their
talents to the team's cause. These types of role players are the
ones good teams need to be great ones.
All the pieces have gone together very well this season to
make my job as Sports Editor a pleasure, and should make us
all proud to be Lancers.
Hopefully all these fine athletes will be able to band
together next season to give Windsor fans even more to cheer
about If they do, we'll hardly be able to stand it. D
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Unlike everybody else who wrote about baseball last
week. I don't intend to make you sick with yet another bunch
of dumb picks on who will win what (besides, only a complete
nut like John Stout would choose the Chicago Cubs to win
anything, much less their division). I intend to talk about
serious baseball news.
The death of the truly great baseball stadiums such as
Chicago's Wrigley Field, Detroit's Tiger Stadium and
Boston's Fenway Park are upon us.
It's a very sad day for baseball when they decide to put
lights in Chicago's ivy-walled Wrigley Field. Of course it was
the greed factor that put an end to the daytime tradition in the
one park in the majors where baseball is played how it should
be - under real sunshine.
That's right, Chicago's City Council voted recently
to allow the Cubs to plant lights around Wrigley so they can
play at night The Cubs' owners saw television and All-Star
game dollar signs, and so the daytime ballgame tradition at
Wrigley is history. Poor old Wrigley is now one step closer to
the graveyard of ballparks known as the domed stadium.
This new multi-million dollar, multi-purpose fad is destroying all the best reasons for going to watch a baseball game in
person and is now threatening my favourite ballpark. Tiger
Stadium, with destruction. Yes, coming to a city near you is
the right to watch baseball under artificial light and hearing
the roar of the crowd as a reverberating echo in a cavernous
place that has not a bit of the style and class of a real baseball
stadium.
Let's face it, domes were never intended to be built as
baseball parks. They are multi-purpose, to use the current
buzzword for building sports facilities. When things are built
for so many different types of events, they lose that special
something that makes them unique. Domed stadiums are the
generic, boring equivalent of a giant air bag.
Believe me, I know whereof I speak, having seen the
Montreal Expos play three times last year in Montreal's
monument to overspending the extravagant way, the billion
dollar Olympic Stadium. (P.S. The Expos are going to win
everything. OUI! OUI! OUI! BON!) The place doesn't feel
like a ballpark at all. Instead you practically need a telescope
to see anything because the seats are so far removed from the
field. It also feels strange to watch a day game under artificial
light, and to be blunt, it really sucks. Hearing the roar of the
crowd as a damn reverberating echo is also something I hate.
However, many times it sounded like a whimper, compared
to Tiger crowds, because the size of the stadium worked
against it
Worse still, it's quite obvious some players are being
affected by playing in these caverns. Witness the dumb
neanderthal views being spouted by Houston Astros pitcher

.
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Bob Knepper about woman umpires. (Women's place is in
the home, etc.). Playing in the Astrodome must have sent his
mind back in a time warp back to the stone age, when views
like that and living in caves were in vogue.
Now the word is that the Detroit Tigers are going to tear
down one of the few remaining real stadiums and replace it
with, what else, another giant air bag. Never mind fifty years
of history, and a great ballpark. you can just kiss it goodbye.
Despite a big 'save the stadium' campaign put on by local
radio stations and the support of many Tiger fans, fm afraid
money is going to win out as usual over heart, and Tiger

Stadium will have a meeting with the wrecking ball within the
next few years. Then I will just stay home and watch the
games on TV, where I can watch them cheaply and have
pretty much the same view as if I were there in person.
Oh well, at least Detroit got rid of that primadonna Kirk
Gibson (notice the only thing we've heard about him since is
that he cannot take a joke from his Los Angeles teammates).
Whoneeds a live-or-die-by-the-homerun hitter who invariably
strikes out? Too bad the Toron~o Blue Jays cannot dump their
own version of the primadonna egomaniac, George Bell. D

CAMPUSREC
Although he had a fairly easy rise to the top his final game had
some excitement as his opponent, Geoff Aubrey, pushed it to the
final ball. Aubrey won his title as consolation champ by defeating
Brad Susko. O'Brien won his title of champ by defeating Brad Susko
in the semis, and then followed it up with his victory over Aubrey in
the final.
Volleyball
After a very successful season, the men's intramural volleyball
season has come to an end. LaFleur's Losers finished in first,
followed by the Lampshades, the Bungy Hunters. Eau Ya, and Pi
Lambda Phi Fraternity.
The playoffs consisted of the top four teams playing in a
elimination toumamnent In the first game, LaFleur's Losers played
Eau Ya, and LaFleur's Losers took two straight The next match
between the Lampshades and the Bungy Hunters was very exciting.
with the Lampshades taking it in three. The stage was set for the
finals, between the Lampshades and LaFleur's Losers.
In the best-of-three, the Lampshades easily won the first game,
but LaFleur's Losers fought back and won the next two very tight
games, 16-14 and 19-17.
Congratulations goes out to the members of l...aFleur's Losers:
John LaFleur, MarkLucier, Ken Zajacz, MarkNichols, and Claudo
Greco.

Men's Basketball
SL Patrick's Day was the day for scintillating movement in the
basketball standings. Winners were Jason's Adult Entertainment
Lounge, The Supreme Courts, and Bunch of Guys. The Bunch of
Guys won over Hanna-Canna-Panna's, as they were suspended
from the league for accounting two defaults. The most exciting match
was the K.U.T.A/Strictly Jazz contest, with K.U.T.A. prevailing,
41-38.
Continuing next week in the playotT hunt, President' s Choice
beat The Tropical Wonders 25-24, The Supreme Courts hung on to
beat K.U.T.A., Spastic Fitts outlasted a Bunch of Guys 51-47;
Bridge House knocked the Tropical Wonders out of the playoffs with
a 37-31 victory, Speed Demons fanned Jack Leavitt Fan Club 3126; Shooters won their first game over Strictly Jazz, 46-44; and the
Saints tied second place Jason's Adult Entertainment Loungeat 28,
Teams winning their last game of the regular season were the
Eskimo Pie Heads, Malignant Tumours, The Nitwits, Electa Hal~
Spastic Fitts, Scrubbers, and the Irish, to put themselves in the
playoffs instead of President's Choice.
Snooker Tourney
Out of the field of22 participants, one finally arose to the top. The
grand champion, Paul O'Brien, has a relatively easy way of it,
winning with a 9 and O record

IIEADE'S.

OLYMPIC

IIEVELlll'INli~l'ECIAL
A special tribute to those Canadian athletes who
have seen their dreams clearly develop into a quest
for the Olympic gold.
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CAMPUS REC

T0rrunythe Swarni likesFlan1es

Campus Recreation Comer by Grant Krubly

Until I became part of the Campus Recreatien team, I had-no idea
of the size of the program. In fact, during my first semester at H.K., I
didn't know anything about Campus Recreation because I was so
busy studying. How about you?
Have you ever been over to H.K. and seen the big gym or the
weight room, or the pool? You should, you know, this is your
university.
I think it is important to explore the whole University. You would •
be surprised at what you'd find Campus Recreation is big, it's
diverse, and it's professional.
Call 253-2432, ext. 2456, and ask about its current and future
programs. Whether you're into team sports, or solo workouts, you'll
find it with Campus Recreation. Hope you all have a great vacation.

by Tom Ferriera
By now you must be sick of predictions.
There are predictions for basketball tournaments
baseball seasons, and even Wrestlemania Predictions kee;
popping up like bad weeds in a flower garden. Well, I've got
one more bad weed for you, in the form of hockey playoff
predictions.
Let's take a quick romp through the league, starting with
the Smythe Division.

(1) Calgary vs. (4) Los Angeles

Ball Hockey
Last week was the end of regular season play. It proved to be one
of the most exciting weeks in the season.
The Slarnmies earned their playotT spot by defeating the
Tomahawks 7-1. The biggest upset was the Goaldiggers beating the
fifth place Chiefs 11-4.
The key game of the week was on Thursday, which featured the
Hitmen claiming first by defeating the third place Grizzly Beers, 8-2.
The previous week saw the Hitmen edge the Grinders, the seond
place team, 3-2 in overtime.

Calgary always has troubles with the poorer teams. The
Kings defeated Calgary in their final two meetings of the
regular season. This won't carry over. Take Calgary in six.

(2) Edmonton vs (3) Winnipeg
Edmonton's offense will destroy Winnipeg. The Oilers
are simply too overpowering and will drop Winnipeg in five.
That will set up the battle of Alberta. The heated CalgaryEdmonton rivalry will once again come to a boil. Edmonton
won't be able to extinguish the Flames from Calgary. Bet on
Calgary in a physical, six-game series .
This year the Norris will have some good matchups,
despite the mediocrity of the teams.
Once again it will be (I) Detroit vs. (4) Toronto.
Although Toronto backed into the playoffs, and Detroit
finished 41 points better, the Leafs will give Detroit trouble.
Their seasonal record was 3-3-2, and without Steve
Yzennan . it could be tough. The Leafs are the only club with a
chance of knocking off Detroit inside the division. look for a
punishing, fight-filled series going in Detroit's favour in six
games.
(2) StLouis vs (3) Chicago.
The Blues traded away their best defenceman and goalie
to Calgary. but still finished ahead of Chicago. The key to this
series is stopping Denis Savard If St Louis can, then they
will win. Also, the Blues may be inspired by the fact that they
can save coach Jacques Martin's job. St Louis in seven.
Detroit will then battle St Louis. All games will be tightchecking, and low scoring. In seven games, the Wings will
come out on top.
The best playoff match-ups are in the Patrick Division.,
as only six points separate first and fourth.
(I) New York Islanders vs (4) New Jersey
New Jersey has won five in a row and are on a roll, just
making the playoffs on the season's final day. Their goalie,
Olympian Shawn Burke, is 8-1 in the N.H.L, and a hot
goalie can take you a long way. However, I'll take the slightly
more experienced Islanders in seven games.
2 Washington vs. {31 Philadel bia
The Flyers are too depleted due to injuries, and will offer
little resistance. going down in five.
The Islanders and Capitals will then do battle in the
division final. Washington will finally get their act together.
and defeat the Islanders in seven games.

The Adams division seems to be the most predictable.

(1) Montreal vs. (4) Hartford
Montreal is the class of this division and will dispose of
Hartford in four straight

(2) Boston vs. (3) Buffalo
Buffalo doesn't have the talent to compete here. Some
good goaltending from Tom Barrasso may prolong the series
to six games. but no more. Boston wins easily.
Boston will face Montreal next The Bruins haven't
defeated Montreal in the playoffs in almost fifty years. No
reason to think they will now. Not Bruins' coach O'Reilly. or
their goalie Moog, will stop Montreal from winning in five.
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Farewell
Campus Recreation wants to wish you a happy summer vacation
and looks forward to you signing up for our programs in September!
In the meantime-Good
luck on exams!
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441 Pelissier St, across from Parking Garage
973-8338
.
VISA
Daily till 9, Sat. till 6, Sun. 12-4

Fitness Award- March 28-April 4
Genevieve McMath, a nursing student. deserves this week's
award for her active participation and great enthusiasm in Campus
Ree. fitness classes. Her weeks have been filled with exercise
because she attends our Stretch 'n' Tone(Mon& Wed). Low Impact
Aerobics (Tues & Thurs), and Aerobics (Saturdays). Thanks for
your devotion to fitness, Genevieve. it's an inspiration to us all!
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Single $129
Double $149
Queen $159
Couch/Bed
Under$300

Men's Ice Hockey- March 21-27
Kevin Parent works with the Campus Police and is an active ice
hockey player. He played for the Cody B team in the Men's
Intramural Hockey League. He also participated in the 2nd Annual
Over 30 Hockey Tournament. Congratulations. Kevin. on being
selected our C.RP.O.T.W.
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Men's Ball Hockey- March 14-20
Congratulations. Steve DeMarco,on being chosen as our
participant of the week March l 4 20, 1988. Steve plays for the Goal
Diggers, who were eliminated in the first round of playoffs, but has a
great time anyway. Steve is a S.A.C. representative (and a great ad
man-ed.) Thanks for participating.. Steve!
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ALL-PURPOSE WRITIEN COMMUNICATIONS
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Innertube W aterpol<r March 7- 13
Michael Gertsakis is a 4th year Public Administration student.
He played for the Business Bums. who were one of the top teams in
the innertube waterpolo league. Congratulations Michael. for being
our Gatorade C.RP.0.T.W.

That leaves Detroit vs. Calgary and Washington vs.
Montreal.
The Calgary Flames will swarm all over the Red Wings.
Their superior size and high-flying offense will dominate.
Calgary in five.
A tired Washington club will face a fresh Montreal squad
in the other semi-final. Dale Hunter should be his usual
troublesome self. and once again be a thorn in the Canadians'
sides. This time, though, the rested Habs should put an end to
his reign of terror. Montreal in six.
This will set up a dream final, with the number one team in
the league, Calgary, facing the number two squad, Montreal.
Calgary's size advantage will decide this one. The
Flames are just too big for Montreal to handle, and the
trading of Chris Nilan will haunt the Canadians.
Montreal won't go down without a fight, though. Their
defense will keep it close. but Calgary will shut down
Stephane Richer, and that, along with Calgary's awesome
defens~ will be Montreal' s undoing.
Calgary will win in seven games.on an overtime goal from
aging veteran Lanny McDonald.
I know everyone is predicting this final, but hey, we all
thought Hulk Hogan would win Wrestlemania V too, so
don't bank on it D

YourWrite Hand

Available

Campus Ree P.O.T.W.
Women's Weightlifting-Feb. 22-28
Monica Franssen is a fourth year student in the Faculty of
Education. Monica has been aggressive and hard working in class.
and her determination and self discipline with weight training has
been an inspiration to others . She was named for the week February
22-28.
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THERE'S PLENTY MOR E WHERE THAT CAM E FROM .

The annual Lance/C JAM fm S4.Jrto&11game:anu oaroecue .:.scneau1eo ror :::,Jnoay.
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Wal es <Choo~2285 Wyandoa,, Wea ( whe1'>italway• is), llienoetoManin'sho~
staffers we lcome.
The Lan ce: kicking butt for 27 years.

.-,\ t+Lmce and CJAM

Applications are now being accepted for the following
appointed executive positions:
-Treasurer
-Secretary
- Social Director
-Public Relations Coordinator
-Internal Affairs Coordinator

This week's quiz is one of records. many and which team did he play
Many athletic records are long lasting for?
while others can be broken in the 5) The most dominant player in the
course of a season. Maybe a few of NHL, Wayne Gretzky holds the
record for the most goals in a
the following will never be broken.
season
. How many goals did he
I ) Richard Petty, the "King " of
score?
NASCAR stockcar racing holds
6) Which tennis player holds the
the record for the most victories
record in the men' s singles for
over a career in Winston Cup comconsecutive Wimbledon titles?
petition. How many?
7)Last year, Al Unser Sr. set what
2) Wilt Chamberlain holdsthe record
famous record?
for the most points scored in a
8)Which N.F.L team has won the
N. B.A game. What was the number
most Super Bowls, and how many
and who did he score the points
did they win?
against
9)Which present N.F.L quarterback
3)Recently the North Carolina
holds the record for pass ing 300
basketball team scored a NCAA
yards or more in a season ofNCAA
high game record for points. How
competition?
many, and who was the opposing
team?
10) Which country has won the
4) In 1961, Roger Maris hit a most WorldJunior CurlingChampionrecord number of homeruns. How ships?
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Answers

Resum es should be delivered to the Social Science
Society Office in G 130 Windso r H all North no later
than 4:30 pm on Tuesda y, April 12. For further
information call 253-6063 .

Can Our Membership Direc t
For Details
Family & Corporate
Specials Are Also
Available!
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PHONE 966-2141
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